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83
Andrews, excoUector, verdict against
Annapolis city, population of 144, 199; electoral colAbolition gen. Harrison's speech on 42; two commu^17
nications from world's convention on, and reply of lege meet at
1^3
Antiquilics, American
gov. Polk 156; presidential ticket, number of votes 176;
bU, 96
Anthracite, furnace 16; iron
W. Cost Johnson's speech on rejection of petitions re*^0
Ami masonry
lative to 166, 1S3; Mr. Adams' resolution to rescind
31b
Anti slavery petitions
236; yeas and nays on Mr. Johnson's substitute, resoApalachicola, long rain at 40; census 192; description
lution of the house of representatives 191; electoral tick416
purchase made by
et of 192; vote of candidates of 304; politics of 320; not of 224;
113,
36S
Aooointments, by the president 1, 17.35,49,83,
130, 162, 196, 290, 306, 321, 370, 335
131
into
admitted
(military),
cadets
Academy,
336
Apprentices, decision of court on
113
Acadia, arrival of, at Boston
Approprialions— sec lotua; 221; leave asked to bnng
Accounts, committee of house of representatives on
253 on bill for, Mr. Cushing's amendment, bill reported 253,
316 254; petitions for 255; reconsider vote on, speech on
Adair, Elisha, petition from
whole on 319; for
Adams, J. Q.— visit to Halifax 32; Fredericktown 48; 293; bill reported 317; committee of
357; for benefit of Seminoles 381; bill for,
letter from, on renominaiion 175; lectures 203; one of Florida war
382; meinorial of Bfltimocommittee on manufactures 253; requests hall of house for fortifications considered
fortress 394; debate on, bill for considered
of reps, for use of national institute 270; inquiry of, rians for, for
representatives 396; debate on 393; bill tor,
concerning pension fund 271, 281; moves bill relative to in house of
411; amendments proposed to 412; furcollection of ilulies be referred to committee on nianu- read by clauses
of 413; debates and amendments ot
faciures, remarks by 233; resolutions on funds, land ther consideration
415
for, for fortifications, &c.
reported
415;
bill
remarks
bounties, executive duties and prohibitions 293;
1""
Aquatic life hat
on priniing commiitee 299; presents petition from iUr.
Aqueduct— blown up, relative to Potomac ii; suAttree 300; remarks on, reports on Amistad case 301;
160; communication relative
Potomac
of
perintendant
fund
pension
for
on
appropriation
remarks
inquiry and
379
senate
311; amends bill on iinprisoument for debt 319; bill re- to Potomac in U. S.
b*
Archimedes, steamer
ported for increase of duty on silk, by 332-3; presents
Aria;isa.«— time of holding state elections in 48; result
petitions from peace society, and from Pennsylvanians
official returns of governor's elec128;
in
of
election
and
deaf
the
hall
for
requests
of
use
on slavery 350;
Methodist conference in 219:
;dumb 367; remarks on appropriations toSeminoles 381; tion, boundary line cf,
States senator 235; result
remarks on Mr. Pickens' report 400; resolutions of in- legislature convened. United
of election 243; bill on public lands in 250; on titles to
quiry by, on erroneous printing of document 253; rela
lands in 269; ofconcerning
senate
S.
252;
in
U.
lands
removals
live to political lelations with China 255; of
bill
319 ficial vote for electors 275; salary of governor 274;
from post office department
112 for relief of citizens 280; for school purposes, formililary
Aeronautic experience
284; engrossed
A/rica— army at Sfax in 34; new colony in 66; small purposes, to establish titles to land
112 317; unfavorable report on entering land 313; resolution
pox
331;
161 of leo-islature on ceding public lands, on navigation
African troops
of lands in, for schools
Agent, defaulting, of Little Rock 83; bill in United census 311; bill authorising sales
394
representatives
house
of
reported
in
certain
cases
pavment
of,
in
States senate authorising
Armislead, gen. letter to secretary of war, sword de406
from 307; letter from on InAgriculture, committee of U. S. senate on 250; com- livered to, extract of a letter
39o
253 dian afTairs 381; letier from
mittee of house of representatives on
movements 2; arrival of gen. bcott and koI.
114
Akhoula, destroyed
Jefferson barAlabama election returns of 3; epidemic, causes of Worlh at New York, Fort Holmes 38;
of U. Stales dragoons SO;
resignation of Van Buren can'lidates, death of senator racks exploit of capi. Beall,
man killed 51; orders tjiiarelect 39; health, fire 55; election returns, suit and judg- lieut. Hanson fired upon,
staff, topographical
medical
department,
ter
master's
ment in 83; election in Mobile 112; punctuality, ac' of
infantry, stations, skirmish near
legislature 166; extract of message of governor 182, engineer, dragoons,
Worlh, movement of troops, capelection returns 196; United States senator 218; .state Fon Mitchell 63; col.
Beall, lieut. Hanson's fight with
debts 219; extract of gov. Bagby's message 233; official ture of Indians, capt.
Hawkins, order of Gathn, adjutant col.
returns 213; bills relative to, in U. S. senate 2.50; petition Indians, capt.
general orders, death of col. Green, mihtafor lanti office 250; bills respecting lands and funds in Kearney 85;
majs. gen. Scott
ry movements 97; lieut. Hanson 98;
269; specimens of silk in 272; silary of governor 274
movements 128; recruits 2d infantry,
nulhty of vote for electors 275; inquiry into expediency and Macomb ib.;
and Savannah 131; deslination
of appointing a marshal and district attorney 281; bill to arrivals in Charleston
143; accident at West Point,
relinquish tide to laud 234; bill in legislature of, on of troops, war in Florida
with Indians, col. Worth, capt.
banks 295; insurrection rumor, remarks on electoral Jieut. Judd, conference
letter to Army and Navy
164;
Armstrong
Pat',.,
capt.
vote of 296; bank accommodalion in 341; resolutions of
Seminole delegation 173; ener
legislature of, on protective tariff' 331; report and peti- Chronicle, announcing
gen. Armisiead, arrivals of
tion of, on controversy between Maine and Georgia to secretary of war from
military establishments 1J7;
366; bill reported in United States senate for relinquish- commissioners to European
appointments 211; deaths, orders 212;
ing lands to, for certain purposes, memorial of legisla- promotions and
Gaines, troops, gen. Armiture of praying reimbursement 366; legislature closed, mais. sen. Macomb and
troops, news
390 siead's letter 223; maj. sen. Scott, Florida

—

.

.

.

m

Army—

—

m

banks
division ot Honda
Albemarle sound, bill reported to ascertain the prac- from Savannah, gen. Armistead's
swords delivered by
communication between the Ailantic and 259; bills to equalize pay ot 280;
of maj. gen.
373 Virginia to officers of, exirads from reports
surgeon general, promoAlden, col. James, U. S. navy, letter from describins Macomb, adjutant general,
Indian aff^iirs, extract of a
deaths,
resignations,
386
lions,
massacre
to hill for

ticability of

160 letter fronT brigadier general 307; amendment
Allegany county, Md. population of
expedition, private Hall
Alexandria, D. C. population 64; vote on retrocession snpportof 317; col. Harney's
coirimissioners of, to
in 322-; recruits for, Flonda news 339;
charier
bank
336;
bill
reported
to
extend
112; trade
Florida war, improvefor
for,
appropriations
397 Europe,
Harney and
S2 ments in weapons for 357; exploits of co s.
Alexandria, Egvpt, intelligence from
letter to the secre'ary lA
66, 144 Rilev 373 4; gen. Armis'ead's
Algiers,
assist, surgeon s
Armistead,
gen.
from
letter
war'331;
252
Allen, Mr. resolutions of, on sub-treasury
396; movement of
Allen, John, of Virginia, elected judge of court of ap- letter relative to Florida Indians
Mock, board of surgeons ol, to con'

261 troops under lieut.
400 vene at Philadelphia
256
Army Register, notice of
Alpaco, description of tlie
Ardnt, professor, released
359
Amalgamation, vo:e on, in Massachnselts
Arrarat, Mt. earihquake at
American sailor 16; manufactures 32; board of misArsenal, at Stockholm
Bions 4^: receipts of board 91; colonization society, re-

peals

„;

Almanacs

^'^

ed

Amherst

college,

commencement

president 203; bethe education so
patriots,

memorial

to certain,

so styl-

406
43

New

gov. Porter's demand of the, of Pennsylvania, question
of resumption of, meeting of delegates of 99; shares of
United Slates, of Pennsylvania 112; statements of, in
Rhode Island 132; state of, in Illinois 134; savings, of
to settle concerns of, in Ver149; explosion of Millington 160: on the party of
174, observations 174; exhibits 1 2 3 of number of, and
capital of, from 1820, recapitulation 175: arrangements
of, to resume specie payments 192; notes counterfeited
208; number and capital of, in Louisiana 219; condition,
resources and liabilities of, in Kentucky, condition of the

Great Britain 144; agent

mont

Ohio, Ilhnois state 219; Union, of Florida 221; Georgia
arto resume specie payments 233; gov. Page on 242;
rangements for resumption 250; condition of, in East
Florida 258; petition to congress from District of Columbia 250; of Illinois 261; bill to recharterin United States
senate 269; afi"air of, loss of keg of gold for 272; Frankot Pennsylvalin 288; statement of the United States,
bill to
nia 309; Benton's proposal to tax bills of 280;
continue corporate e.xistence of, in Distnct of Columbia
281;

Alabama

legislation on,

Ohio prohibits the issue ot

the k;csmall notes from 296; inquiries concerning, of
317; of Balretary ofthe treasury 315;engrossed bill of
Ohio legistimore city, of Virginia 320; resumption 336;
remonstrance
lative proceedings on 342; S. Carohna
355;
againsi national 318, 353; Savings, of Havanna
Maine 3oS;
cSnvenlions of, and resolutions by 356; of
3o9: Invote for extension of charter of, in New Jersey
diana resolutions for national 366; of United States,
outstanding notes 368; another suspension of specie
372tinvesti2ation of, in New York, small note

paving

legislaissue in Vir-inia 374; Gallapolis 375; Kentucky
South Carolina
tive resoluimns in favor of a national.
resumption ot
against 381; condiiion of, growing out of
payinenis, the Franklin 384; of Alabama 390;

specie
of, revote on suspending in Pennsylvania, dividends
ceived by Pennsylvania 403; remarks of N, Y, Commerstatement of specie and
cial Advertiser relative to 404;
days,
specie funds paid by the Philadelphia, dunng 54
Pennniemorial of United Slates bank to legislature of
sylvania 405; Milledgeville, Columbus, Franklin 4(^0;
stockholdresolutions adopted by adjourned meetmgof
States, ot
of the United States 416; suits against U.
ers

*"•
Pennsylvania
,„„
^
,^
„
Bankrupt law— letter from Van Buren on iii; niepetitions
morial from New Jersey for enactment of 250;
298,315-16, 333 347-8;
fVon. New York for 209, 281,
of Louiagainst enactment of 332; bill reported 333; vote
from Loinsisiana in favor of 360; bills peiilioning a,
and New York
aiia. against a, from Charlesion, S. C
and Kentucky in favor
citv 378; memorials from Ohio
niemonals in senate
of hill to adopt considered 379;
chamber ot
from Michisan, Laporte, Indiana, from
decommerce. New York, proposal to recommit 379,
citizens of
from
memonals
406-7;
senate
bated by U. S.
adoption of uniIndiana, Michigan, Mississippi asking
of
334
passage
form system of,>emonstrance against
lf°
.
Barclay, Robert, letter of ^^.„
,
414
Barney, Mrs. amendment of bill in favorof
elected
U. b- ^seBarrow, Alexander, of Louisiana,
nator
AM!
„
Bardeit, Mr. will of
«^^
,

Barton's leiter

^

,

Cascomb, Henry B. D. D. elected

j
to presidency

i*'
Bates. Mr. credentials of
320,
Bayard, R. B. elected United States senator
347

Beacin

..„.
119;

Van
.„.. Buren con-^^^

slide, penitentiary

lights,

bill

.

authorising estabhshment

ported

Aiheiial Oleine

Aikinson, brig. een. paralysed
Atiree. Mr. peiiiion from
convention at98; whigconv
Auburn, conservai

noffe.

„<•

of
^^^

Li^iiisiana college

veni-on land

city

Amistad, L', amount of appraisal and sale 144,- examining printing concerning 301; bill authorising en- tion at
Augusta, death of princess
rollment of, passed 313; in senate 347; correspondence
Ausiialia, storm in
relative to
402
Ander^'iii, Mr. of Tennessee 250; announces death
^"'''"'""""
of Felix Grundy 231; presents credentials of N. 0. P.
316
Nicholson
Badger, Mr. of Nordi Carolina, accepts
Anderson, Simon, death of
251
Andovcr theological seminary, donation to
415 retaryship of navy

and
50; condition of. in Rhode Island 68; of Baltimore
Pennsylvania 80; arrangements between, of PhiladelOrleans 83;
phia 86; cashier of, of Virginia 88; of

'
.„,
-.,,
at
BatonRonec, conventions

Artificial lake

Assessment of New York
Astronomical phenomena

Banks—judgment against United States, rf Pennsylvania, suits, &c. 32; president of Schuylkill, arrives
from Europe *.; officers of the, of Philadelphia meet
32; condensed statement of different banks in the U. S.

qualified

—

ceiptsof96; ostrich, antiquities 128;
quests, board of foreign missions to
cieiy, Bible society, MMct society 4{X);
and remarks in U. S. senate relative

Bagby, gov. of Alabama, extract of message of, on
233
slavery
Baltimore ct(y— nominations in 20; deaths 32; imports
of coffee to 80; cattle 96; cattle in market 1 12; elections
in 118; deaths in 12S; population of 160; deaths 160; inspeclion of flour 223; trade
..*^j
,.
Baltimore and Ohio rail road, report of 119; dividend
128
of
126
Bangor, population of

B%\lm-conon

r

of, re-

192

manufactory in 92;

visit to

England

307
Robert H. sword delivered to
»"
machinery
Rennet's discovery in steam
ask_ed__to_brmg "
senator-leave
Mr. U. S.
bilfto establish permanent P>-re"'P"»" ^/^'^-^sf
°'
peti
Ti^
liyi,
exchanges, &.C. by
^nln.ion for table of rales,
note
bill for taxing bank
''tJ"'"", of iron, u„
f
of on iniports
tunn ot,
respecuns
__,„.„
nn inquiry
namrv rgpt£
""l,d;;w;'2sS;-Vesolmioi, by, on
letter to editor of St.^L™,s
for com. Porier 231;
„f„c
McRool sec^ nu.fit
edeniials of senator
frrmi 310; prcsen s cred
^^^^^
"
Bell, capt.

INDEX.

Vlll

New

York memorials,
herls 315; remarks 316; presents
332
resolution of inquiry on reduction of bounties
368, 400, 416
Bequests
Berrien, J. McPherson, official opinion of, on testi233
mony 143; elected U. S. senator
Berryer's speech in defence of Louis Napoleon 129
Beyrout, Syria, commodore Napier's arrival at 66;
news of fail oil in France 114; occupied bv Anglo Turk

—

195

to the Nile 82; opening of the Erie and Wabash 96;
freight on Pennsylvania and Ohio 99; amount ol tolls
in
York 112; improvements of North Branch 1 18;

New

societies,

number of

of representatives

—

—

Bunker Hill convention 45; proceedings of, meeting at Faneuil hall in 47; old soldiers 53; resources for
completion of monument, cabs 112; combination of
coal dealers in 132; census 179; commerce and trade of
197; memorial of merchants of 255; cominerce 320; su368
gar trade in
213
Boston ship of war, character of
Botis, Mr. J- M. on Van Buren's admission of negro testimony
142
Boundary line see northeast; of Arkansas 219; of
Iowa 220; difficulties on, in Missouri 375; communication from Van Buren to U. S. senate relative to, petition
relative to 379; bill relative to setdement of in Iowa 393;
engrossed in U. S. senate
407
Brackenridge, Henry M. in house of representatives
253
Braddee, Dr. bailed
334
Bradley, Reuben, sold in S. Carolina
200
Brandy, from potatoes
160
Braxton, rev. Mr. chaplain to house of representatives
254
Brazil gold from 16; Pedro II. assumes reins of government, excitement in chamber of deputies ol 34;
new ministry announced 35; trade in
141
Brent, Daniel, consul at Paris, death of
402
Breckenridge, J. rev. elected president of Oglethorpe
university
256
Brokers terms
368
Brooklyn, Connecticut, earthquake at
144
Brooklyn, New York, whig meeting at 52; project to
improve
55
Brown, Aaron V. resolutions on Mr. Grundy's death
2S6
Bude light
58
Bulwer, H. L. translation of note on eastern affairs
145
Bunker's Hill convention 43; declaration 45; proceedings 47; revolutionary soldieis at 58; sum realized at
fair for SO; contract contemplated 112; donation to 144;
contracts 176; total receipts of fair 224; cost? and receipts of association
304
iiuenos Ayres critical condition of affairs in 241;
treaty with France 320; number of foreign merchant

—

356

on 253; president of board of commis- presented credentials of Mr. Crittenden 316: peace soMr. Goode's resolution of inquiry ciety petition 330; resolution-of inquiry on land litles,
recommencement of secretary of treasury's report, &c. 332; on presenting
legislature resolutions on distribution of public lands,
remarks on bankrupt law, resolution, memorial 348, 366,
394, 407

—

32;

—

of sections of lands adjoining270;

&

—

treaty

.sioners resigns 261;

64; the, of

303
257; descripiion of body, interment
96
Bonds, decision concerning the, of Illinois
160
Bonnycastle, Charles, death ol
160
Booksellers, monopoly by, in Germany
Boston iignsof prosperity in 19; removal of house in

French

commerce of, at Cleaveland 176; trade of, in N. York
Clay, Mr. of Kentucky letter from, to the editor of
199; James river ib.; resources of in New York 215; Nashville Whig 10; resolutions relative to collection of
tide water,Iolls of N. York state 256; committee of house revenue, lands reported and sub-treasury law 250, 298;

Robert Burns Wabash and Erie 272; purchase of Welland stock by
256 G.Britain 290; resolution to transferstock of Chesapeape
64; old 80; bequests 400; description of copy of
24 and Ohio, to Maryland 316; default of tollgatherer on
Biddle, Nicholas, letter from to Mr. Webster
261 242: bill in Pennsylvania relative to election of comBiennial sessions, bill to adopt in Georgia
334 missioner of 359; Wabash and Erie 368; resolutions on
Binding, see i?ii'e5
Birney, James, abolition candidate for presidency 208 United Stares stock in Chesapeake and Ohio, &c. 379;
126 report of Pennsylvania commissioners on
Bishop of Charleston, letter from
338
304
Canajoharie village, N. Y. destroyed
Black Hawk, bones of
208
407
Rives, elected public printers
Capital, amount of, representee! by property in Great
Blair
132 Britain
Bogart, Alexander, arrested
144
Bologne-ser-mer, news from, concerning Louis Na
Caroline conspirators against the, arrested 96; cor34 respondence on 290, 320; report of Mr. Picken's relapoleon
taLouis
France
33;
Bonaparte,
Napoleon invades
tive to
398
ken capdve 35; letter to editor of Journal of Commerce
Casualties, aqueduct blown up, bridge burnt, ava
from 66; trial of 114, 129; sentence, manner of receiving lanche 32; persons drowned
4(
129
it 145; Berryers defence of
Catholic chnrch in U. States
320
Catde, see Baltimore.
Bonaparte, Napoleon remains of 80; tomb 160; reCemeteryof Mount Auburn
416
moval to frigate, chapel on board 209; arrival in France
Bible

against the U. States, question on its passage, referred
297; inquiry respecting the, of Indians 298; under old

Cession of Louisiana territory, history of
133
Census— of Guilderiand, N. Y. 32; of various other
cities of New York 38-9; of Cincinnati, Ohio 39; of
Iowa 40; of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 48; of
Nashville ib.; Salem, Mass. ib. 64; of Alexaudria 64;
Johnson, N. Y. SO; Charleston 88; Bangor 128; Arkansas, Gloucester, Mass. Henrico county, Va. Mobile,
New Brunswick, N. J. Richmond, Russia 128; Philadelphia 132; Annapolis, Md. 144, 199; New Orleans
144; Allegany and Montgomery counties, and Baltimore city, Md. Newport, R. I. Cuba, Washington, D.
C. 160; of British provinces, Cincinnati, St. Louis co.
176; of Boston, Mass. 179; Middlesex county, N. J.
Delaware ISO; Charleston 182; Camden, N. J. Pittsburg, Hamilton county, Ohio, Southwark, Pa. Wheeling, Va. Worcester, Mass. 192; Cleveland, Columbus,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, Juniata county, Philadelphia 208; Queen Anne's county, Md. 217; 'Morgan
county. III. 219; Clay and Giraedeau counties, Mo. 220;
Michigan, Savannah 224; of various cities of United
States, of Netherlands 240; Massachusetts, Michiaan,

New York

256; resolutions relative to 252, 255;

bill

to

—

Clay, Mr. of Alabama amendment to resolution of
Mr. Clay, of Ky. 250; bill reported by, to establish prospective permanent pre-emption system 269, 280-1, 297,
331, 379; presents credentials of hon. R. King senator
elect
393, 408
Clayton, T. of Delaware, elected United Slates senator

320

Cleveland, Ohio, exports of flour from 134; canal
table of arrivals, &c. in

commerce of 176; census 208;

port
219
Cloths forfeited to United Stales
83
Coal, trade at Lehigh 199, 256; dealers combination
132; fire in mines of
400
Coast survey, reports of
250

Cochrane's cannon,

trial

of

Coffee, imports, to Baltimore

Cohen,

rev.

A. H. death of

Collins, capt.

Colony,

rumored defalcation of

New African

Colonization society, receipts of American
Colonial dominions of Great Britain

Coloring marble
Columbus, whig convention at 89; census of .
Columbian government, petition in relation to
on
Colquitt, judge, resignation of

Compliment

Come Outers

97
80
352
83
66
96
176
304
208
claims
255
261
384
224
48,

sect, views of
statement illustrating nature and extent
United Slates 36; imports and e.xports from 1S03
1838 given in dollars, amount of flour and grain exported in 18 years and bullion imported in 13 years, Exports in more ample form, annual statement of, from
Washington 37; quarantine on American cotton in ihe
Baltic dispensed with 49; value of imports and exports
of United Stales to 44 different parts of the world in 18
years, from 1821 to 1838, table of quantity and value of
certain imported articles during last commercial year
50; trealy of by Porniguese signed, basis thereof 66; account of Mexican 130; on lakes 163; of New Orieans
166; at Cleveland 176; of St. Louis and Boston, western
productions from New Orleans to New York and Boston 197; Rio coftee, Pennsylvania coal and iron value
of 211; ballot for committee of U. S. senate on 260; committee house of representatives on 253; orders for inquiries in U- S, senate 250; resolutions for inquiries on
252; resolutions 269; inquiry resolutions on salvage 280;
duties on silk goods 306: resolutions of Virginia tobacco
convention, lake trade, collector's seizures 321; table of
fifty years exports and imports 372; report by committee
on, adverse 10 claims of British brig Despatch
395
Committees, standing, in U. Slates congress 249, 250

Commerce

—

of, in

to

extend time of taking 269; Maine 259; New York 260;
District of Cnlumbia, Salem 272; bill of inquiry into 280;
England 288; counties of Maryland, District of Columbia, South Carolina 304; bill reported in relation to 319;
Virmnia, North Carolina, Illinois 323; Michigan ,336;
table of, in Maryland 340; Arkansas 341; of United
States complete 356; New York 374; Maryland 403-4;
Chicago
4]6
Challenge
352
Chambersburg, population of
48
Chambers, col. speaks at Miami convention
56
Chandelier, proposition to remove in U. S. senate 269;
destruction of
272
Chaplain, leave asked to introduce bill relative to 270
Character of different national vessels
212-13
Charleston, Mass. rope walk in
253
144
Charieston, S.C— statement concerning cotton and
CongreE.= prohabilites of an extra session of 225;
rice 64; populalion 88; letter from bishop of, to citizens meeting of 26th 235; Van Buren's message to' 236; reof Detroit 126; census 182; table of e.xports from 218; specting message 239; standing committees of boili
resolutions from citizens of, against bankrupt law 378 houses
250, 253
Chartry Lafosse, secretary of legation at Washing
Congressmen, items of
272
Connecticut whig electoral ticket in 38; earthquaks
ton
49
Cheese
[34 in 144; election returns of 179; census of 208; Mr.
Trumbull
pre.=!enlsresoluiiousof
Chicago, populalion
rrlaiive
to
public lands
41G
Chillicothe, convention at 89; temperance pledge in 269; census for years 1830 and 1840, salary of governor
274
vessels at
400
Consecration of bishop Whittingham
China arrivaiof British squadron 1; further accounts
55
Buoys, bill authorising establislmient of
40G thereof 17; Chinese army, Lin, uniform, British
Constantinople, despatch to English ambassador to
expeBurch, S. removed from chief clerk's office
177 dition enumerated 39; quantity of opium used 48; time
194
Burial of gen. Mercer's remains
222 of British expedition sailing to 67; point of attack on ib.;
Constilulinn of U. S
extract from, sliowing mode
Butler, Mr. addresses tlie Van Buren convention al destruction of lorls 115; rumors of 145;
arrival of Bri- of electing president 67; bill to alter 252; proposal to
New York 51; speech at Tammany hall
102 tish fleet at, blockade of river and pons of Canton, fo- amend
269
Bynum, Mr. of North Carolina, in house of represen- reign ships, poisoned tea, squadron divided, business in
Consuls, recognition of
148
tatives
318 Canton, reward for officer's heads, tea, resistance
Contested election 302; see Ingersolt; bill reported in
of,
the Alligator, Canton Register 195; Americans leaving, house of representatives on taking testimony in cases
C.
reports of war, Canton blockaded, proclamation, rate of
398
Cairo, Illinois, situation, &.c.
342 of rewards for destroying British 209; resolution conContingent expenses, debate on, in house of repreCalcined clay
58 cerning document showing origin of political relations respntalives of the U. S. 396; funds, reports on 250, 269i
81 with 254; Chusan taken by British, Amov battered
Caledonian, steamer, arrival at Boston
Convent case
3841
extract of speech on bankrupt bill down, Lin, foreigners ordered to quit
Calhoun, John
306;' British in
Conventions of whigs. at Trenton, Snlem, Newarki
137; elected U. Stales senator 233, 249; billlo cede pub- Pekin, emperor's retreat 338; documents in relation
to 20; at Washington, Pa. Walton, N. Y. 19; called at
lic land
290 350; question of war settled, admiral Elliot's audience Louisiana 20; Warren, New Lisbon, Ravenna. Ohio,
Calhoun county, Florida, petition from
378 with the emperor of, terms of treaty with Great Britain Detroit, Mich. 21; Wheeling, Va. Porismoulh.
Ohio 39;
Calico prints
112 353; sickness of British troops in, Mr. Staunton's sei- Brooklyn, N. Y. 52; Syracuse 53; several in
N. Jersey,
Call, gov. speech at New York
5 zure, fight al Carrier, defeat of Chinese, letter on affairs Lancaster, Erie 55; Hagerslown, Columbia ib.;
LebaCamanche chief, ate of
224 of
354 non, Chillicothe, Sidney. Dayioii 56: descripton of, at
Carabreleng, C. C. residence of, taken in Petersbur"
CliiKendcn, Martin, death of
51 Erie 72; RahwayS6; Wilmington. Del. 87; Chillicothe,
196
Choaic, hon. Rufus, nominated forU. S. senate in Somerset. Columbus 189; description of, at Cumber192 Massachusetts
Camden, N. J. population of
4()3 land Gap 91; Raleigh 100; Bnion Rouge 101; RichCameron, James, esq. resigns presidency of canal
Chri.-^tianiiy
3-2
mond 106; Pittsburg 118; Auburn 141; resolutions ofl
commissioners
261
Christie, col. speech at the Miami convention
56 the, of Charieston 2r8; Rhode Island 339— Of adminis-j
Campbell, Mr. of South Carolina, appeared in house
Cincinnati, census of condition of various members tration party, at Mount Vernon, New Castle. Daytoni
31S of society 39; hogs 80; official returns of census of 176; 3; Bucks and Niagara counties 20; Syracuse, Plattsburgi
of representatives
Canaflu meeting in, for imposing fax, removal of schools of
sge 52; Eiie. state invention 55; account of 71; Suffolk!
35; convicts of, partrooj)s 17; seat of aovernment
Circassia, victory gained by, over Russians
34 men addressed 86; in Ohio 88; Tammany Hall 102;!
doned 67; place of holding legislative meetings, fire at
Clawney, W. R. ficui. governor of South Carolina New Hampshire 339; appointed in Missouri 89 Of^
Quebec in, accidental death 83; incendiarism, loyalty
261 conservatives, at Auburn 93— Of banks 356— Military,!
97; special coimcil of Lower 160; W^ellaud canal. Si.
CIniins— commiltce of U. S. senate on 250; revolu- in ITarrisburg 339— Episcopal, in Missouri 220— ToJohn's Herald N. B 290; e.\pori3 to 334, 352; uniun of tionary. coiMiiiittee on 250; bill tn provide for sefilrmciit
bacco planlci?. ordered S3; meet at Washinglon 2.58:
the two
370 nf of New Hampshire against United Stales 250; com- proceedings
259if
of t6.; resolutions passed by
Canals project to unite the Danube and Rhine by niittee of house of reproscnlativeson 253; bill from 250;
Cookman, rev. Mr. chaplain to the United Slates se80; number of men employed on the, from Alexandria bill to establish board of commissioncrsto
examine the, nate
25C
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NILUS' J^ATIONAL. REGISTER.

THE EDITOR TO
Eighteen months have transpired since the pi-esent proA period
prietor has had charge of the Nationai, Register.
of greater difficulties in conducting periodical pubhcations in
Many—veiy
none.
this country, is probably remembered by
many, valuable papers, owing to pecuniaiy embarrassments
have been compelled to suspend or stop altogether, and others,
some of them amongst the most useful, are sustained by the
oreatest exertions if not by ruinous sacrifices. Perhaps neither
The commercial nor any other part of the community suifer in
proportion as severely from derangement of the currency and
high prices or stoppage of exchange, as those editors who
have subscribers widely distributed, and who, however well
disposed to pay, find it exceedingly difficult to obtain notes
Such we know
that will pass beyond their own communities.
to be the case with many of the patrons of the Register.
The times have required sacrifices from all of us. We have
submitted to our full share with whatever of patience we
could muster. The remittances received from our friends,

HIS PATRONS.

letter, addressed to the editor, mentioning the sums
hand
enclosed, and for whose subscription it is in payment
subscribes liis name thereto, encloses
it to the postmaster, who
receipt
the money, seals the letter and endorses it "free"
its reception, also free of postis returned immediately upon
More than half of the collections so far made by the
age.

prepare a

—

—A

the editor, have been in this manner.
One other topic Amongst the most embarrassing and
sometimes provoking diflculties with which in the course of

—

our editorial labors we have had to contend, and which some
of om- subscribers have had a share of also, are those growwithm
ing out of the distinct accounts which have accrued
have had
the last few years to the several proprietors that
sometimes
charge of the establishment. Accounts have been
Niles—
due to the estate of the original proprietor, Hezekiah

the latter have
others to William'Ogden ]Niles,his successor—
benefit of the crediin part been assigned to an agent for the
charged with the
tors of William Ogden Niles, and who is
the
that portion—others again have accrued to

whenever they were of funds which passed without a discount collection of
and payments have sometimes been made
where they came from, have been credited as at par, and present proprietor,
of which, for a time, the other claimant was not apthe discount here has been at our cost, though it has been in to one,
comphcation of claims upon the
many instances a severe drawback. Nevertheless even that prised. The eftect of this
Register, and the inconvenience to which it has
process has enabled us to float with the troubled current of patrons of the
To unavoidably subjected some of them, has been visited—may
business, when without such aid, we might have sunk.
the present proprietor of
would say, that though the we say sometimes unkindly, upon

patrons, therefore, the editor
establishment, who has had neither control nor agency in
individual sums due from each is inconsiderable, yet the ag- the
in which demands have been made for settlegregate to him, is his only capital for continuing the publica- the manner
ment of the prior accounts. With accounts which have oction, and that the loss submitted to in the exchange for payhis control, the editor has had but little difficulty,
ments now made promptly, is by no means so serious as the curred since
He in comparison with those of older date some of which it apdetention of the amount, waiting for a better currency.
pears have not been very accurately kept. To get all these
invites payment therefore in such money as liis friends may
derangements into something lilie order, and ascertain what
be able to obtain.
case, has required much investigation, much
Experience enables us to add, that there is no better means v/as rfght in each
and a large sacrifice of time. These difficulcorrespondence,
post
the
of
medium
through
the
than
payments,
of making
are neariy through %vith.
it is fervently to be hoped we
office, directly from the subscriber to the editor, without the ties
every real
are entitled to the indulgent consideration of
the subscriber availing however of the
intervention of agents
publication whilst encountering them.
franking privilege which the postmasteis under the regulations friend of the
subscribers for
It may be a convenience to some of our
of the post office are authorised to use, in all cases, for the
us to repeat, that.
transmission of payments for subscription to public papers.
Subscriptions from the commencement of the pubhcation
It is safe to the subscriber, because the receipt of the post
1836, (or to No. 1,300 of the Regismaster of having enclosed and transmitted such payment, is up to the 1st September,
to the administrators of Hezekiah Niles, of
valid proof of payment by him, and though a remittance is ter) are payable
is the acting agent.
sometimes lost it very seldom occurs. In all our intercourse whom Philip Reigart, esq.
Subscriptions from 1st September, 1836, to 'Ist March,
since editing the Register, we know of but two or thi-ee faiand 1839, (from No. 1,300 to No. 1,430) payable ongmally to
lures to receive sums maUed for us through that medium
to Thomas Hill,
we have of course credited the subscriber in those cases when- William Ogden Niles, are now payable
Ogden Niles, for his crediof
ever the post master has certified that he had forwarded the esq. as agent and assignee
money.
V
even hope yet to recover some of those few, tors and,
r i_
Subscriptions from 1st March, 1839, (or No. 1,430) of the
when the miss-sent letters come to be examined at the genethe subscriber,— whose acknowledgral post office; to which we regularly report every failure to Reo-ister, is payable to
those efficient friends of the
receive remittance.
record the above proof of the gene- Hients are sincerely made to
his

—

—

We

—

—

Wm.

—

We

We

and prompt payments, have
and attention of Postmasters throughout the publication, who, by regular
his arduous task.
union, in justice to those officers, to whose kindness we aided and cheered him on in
ral punctuality

are often indebted, as well as to invite our friends to adopt
this method of paying their subscriptions.
They have but to
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PROSPECTUS OF NILES' NATIONAL REGISTER.
JEREMIAH HUGHES, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

Sixteen pages, published, every Saturday, at five dollars per

This standard national publication, has acquired a character of
the highest estimate in foreign countries, as well as throughout the
United States, and is recognised, not only by official diplomatists,
statesmen and politicians, as an invaluable record for reference, but
is admitted and extensively used as authority in our courts of law
and equity. To the libraries and lyceums of the country, it furPessessing nearly all the adnishes the best history of the times.
vantages of a daily newspaper, divested in a great measure of their
errors, and entirely without their heavy columns of advertisements,
in which so few take an interest, and those few only for the day, the

volume has been regularly completed every 6 months.
per volume, or ^5 per annum.

for the establishment of facts in

volume.

Ihe numbers will be forwarded by mail every week, carefully
packed and directed, or if preferred they can be retained until a volume is completed, and then forwarded to subscribers in volume.

The present proprietor of the work has already introduced several
amongst which, is not only a more
very material improvements
comprehensive Index of the contents of each volume than has heretofore accompanied the work, but also a brief index of tlie contents
of each seperate number, contributing vastly to that convenience for
reference, on which so much of the value of a Register depends.
Again, each number of the Register, instead of having the articles
promiscuously thrown into its pages, has them now arranged, so far
as tliey will admit, after the following plan:
1st. FOREIGN ARTICLES,— 1st, of a general character, as of Eu3d, France.
4th, Germany
Sd, British affairs.
rope, &c.

—

which none of us can be without an
5ih.

interest.

A

publication having such an object and such advantages ought 6th.
to commend itself to generous support.
Near- 7th.
Already has the Register attained an enviable reputation.
ly the entire edition of the fifty volumes published during the life
time of the elder Mr. Niles, has been disposed of, and the few re- 8th.

maining copies in the hands of his administrators, are rapidly going
at the price fixed by the orphan's court, ^125 per set.
THE
SEkiES of the work, in an enlarged form, and in a 9th.
better sized type, commenced with September, 1836, since which a

NEW

Price $-2 50

SUBSCRIPTIONS at igs will be received, commencing, either at
the time of subscribing, or with the current, or any other preceding

rescues from oblivion and preserves in a convenient form
for reference, all the most important and authentic articles that the
newspapers contadn, and which, but for such a depository, would
Whatever is material,
often, in a short time be inquired for in vain.
belonging to the history of the times, is recorded in the pages of the
Register in a form to be available for future use, including so much
of the politics of the day as to furnish a fair and impartial development of the principles avowed by, or attributed to, every paity, as it
rises or falls, at the same time avoiding carefully all participation in
the bitter animosities whicli are so often engendered by party strife.
Discarding the light literature and fictions which are so abundant
elsewhere, the Register is proposed as a mattkr of fact record, 2d.
where impartial truth may be found in reference to men and meaMore matter interesting to the generality of readers, will be
sures.
found in its 1 6 closely printed pages, issued every week, than in the
columns of almost any daily newspaper for the same time, and with
this decided advantage, that it is furnished in a form suitable for pre- 3d.
servation and convenient for reference, and that too, at c^-^nsiderably
less than half the cost of a daily paper, if postage be included in the
After serving its purpose as a journal of the day, it is 4 th.
calculation.
retained and becomes one of the most valuable of books in the library of its patron, to the pages of which he may in after times recur

Register

annum.

and so of the various sovereignties and sections of the globe,
succeeding geographically,
NATION AL CONCERN S,— 1st, of a general character exeappointments, &c.
cutive, diplomatic and official documents
commerce tariff Sd, contrade
2d, forcing relations
cerns of the departments. 4th, post office. 5th, public lands.
7th, navy. 8th, Indian frontier, &c.
6th, army.
STATES OF THE UJN ION, under heads arranged geograMaine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, &c. inphically

—

—

—

—

cluding

—

—
—

statistics,

election returns, &.c.

PA^SINli INCIDENTS,

—

localaffairs of places and persons,
including a regular account of the latest market prices and
such as flour, cotton, tobacco, &c.
staple
articles,
of
statistics
so as to furnish a regular compendium of each.

LAW AND CASES IN COURT,— trials and legal decisions.
POLITICS OF THE DAY, an impartial record of movements

—

and principles of

parties.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

in arts

and manu-

CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS AND SPEECHES— to
A

the recording of which, a considerable portion of the work is
necessarily devoted.
ICLE, alpabetically arranged, occupies the last page

CHKON

of each number.

RECO]?IMEXDATIONS.
From the National

InteUigencer.

From

the

New

Hampr^hire Patriot.

Niles' Register.
It is not necessary, we are sure,
As a record of tacts, notwilhNiles' Register.
say a word in coramendation of lliat valna- standing a slight tinge of whig coloring is generally
ble repository of facts and documents whicli is al- apparent, the Register stands among the first publifor us to

ready almost the only authority that can easily be cations ill the country.
referred to, and entirely relied upon, for an imporFrom the New York Ecenini: Post.
tant portion of our country's hisiory.
Niles' Regi<ter.
As a record ol facts and docn
From the i^ew York American.
ments, and of the news of the day.this journal stands
Niles' Re^isler, long Itnown, and where known, among the foremost, and some improvements in
most valued as a carelul and comprehensive regis- contemplation will still further enhance its value to
ter of all the important public documents and poli- its subscribers.
tical

and

statistical details.

From the Baltimore Chronicle.
Niles' Register.
Asa faithful chronicler of events,
general collection the Register stands pre-eminently and deservedly
and references, that is published high; indeed, no other publication in the country
the Uniteil States with a table of coiitents.
furnishes equal facilities for reference to things past.
From

the

Niles' Register.
of historical facts
111

Richmond

(Va.) Enquirer.

It is the best

From

Ihe

New Ijampshire

Statesman.

As a record of facts, and documents, and events,
legislative, biographical, historical, and statistical,
there is no work in the United States securing so
full and faithful an account; in fact it is not only a
great aid to every business man, but has become
almost indispensable to such as liave occasion to
refer to public documents or public proceedings, for
important statistical fads.
From the Ohio Republican.
Niles' Register.
As a record of documents, facts,
and news of the day, this work has no equal in the
United States. Its pages abound with valuable informaiion of all kinds, but more particularly with
facts and incidents connected w ilh the history of our
country, and is essentially useful as a bcok of refer-

RECOMMENDATIONS.
ence, and is now a standard work of all the princi- events—
furnishing, as they do, a complete docupal libraries in the United States.
We recommend mentary and of course authentic
history of the times.
It with pleasure to all wishing a faithlul record of
We cordially recommend it to public patronage.
the times the price per annum is five dollars.
From the Boston Atlas.
From Freedom's Sentinel, Schenectady, N. Y.
Ailes Register.
As a work of reference, the ReNiles' Register.
This old, faithful and valuable gister IS invaluable. It has been conducted with
paper is so well known, as well in Europe as the judgment, and presents a mass
of political and hisUnited States, that the Register is chiefly compiled torical matter which is to be
found in no other '^
pubof all the important public documents, and political ucation.
and statistical details which are recorde'd with the
^'<™'*«'^<"'«-""''^i (O.)Gazrfte.
,
»r-,
utmost accuracy and impartiality thatU is scarcemes Register. The Register has been publishly necessary to add one word in its commendation. ed lor 29 years, and is well known
to be the best
hope that the proprietor will be amply compen- record of the events of the day that is published
in
sated for his efforts to render the Register still
more the United States.
valuable.
'/"^ Lexington, (Ky.) Intelligencer.
»T-/
fTJ?
JSiies Weekly Register.
From the Charleston (S. C.) Mercury.
As a channel of authenNiles' Register.
We take this opportunity of say- tic intelligence to the great public, of political and
ing something of the character of this publication, other events, it is without a rival in America for its
and its claims to the patronage of the community. accuracy as to facts; and so far as political speculaAs a political journal, the Register stands quite alone tions are concerned, it is marked by a calmness,
correctness of discrimination, soundness of
it has no partisan character
its object is not to
judgpropagate the opinions of one man, or advocate the ment, and a courtesy to contemporary writers, which
advancement of any one party, but to present from being already well known can receive little addiweek to week, a judicious collection of facts and tional celebrity from our approbation. The Regisdocuments connected with, and tending to elucidate ter has for many years been a depository of all the
the political history and condition of the country.— most important public documents elicited by the
Too much praise cannot be given to the uniform sessions of congress.
From the United States Gazette, Philadelphia.
Judgment, and good sense, which have governed
JSiles Register may now be deemed
the conductor of the Register in the selection
one of the
of its
articles.
The citizen will find in it every thing ne- most valuable repositories of facts— political, statiscessary to give him a complete acquaintance with tical, geographical, historical, religious and miscellaneous. It is when we need such information
the spirit of the political world, and to the
that
future
historian, the Register will be an inestimable trea- we learn to know the value of Niles' Register
sury of the most authentic and ample materials for We observed, while at Harrisbur g a few week since,
the history of this country. The great popularity, that "files' Register" was a text book for those
and indeed authority which it has attained, both in that dealt in facts and wished to chasten the little
extravagancies of the fancy members.
this country and in Europe, attest that

—

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

which may jn vain be looked for in any other
publication—that IS beyond all price; and it is but
justice
to add, that since it has passed
into the hands of
the present editor, that reputation
has been fully
'

sustained.

'*' I^^^pendent Chronicle, Boston.
Tu; f''^
Niles
Register. This is a useful depository of

historical

facts, of political and statistical
documents, and miscellaneous information and
discus-

sion.

From the Pittsburg (Pa.) Gazette.
"Ihis valuable work has been for years before
the public, and has obtained a most
enviable reputation with

men of

all

parties.

The

editor intends

making improvements in his plan of publication,
which will render it still more valuable, while the

terms are to remain as heretofore— five dollars
per

annum, payable in advance."
From the Delaware Journal

Niles' Register.
We have frequently heretofore
expressed our opinion of the Register with which
we have so long been familiar. It is in our judgment
decidedly the most useful and valuable book of reference published in the country, for one who has
occasion to refer to public documents, congressional
debates and transaclicns, and passing events and
who has not? For nearly thirty years in which the
Register has been published, it constitutes
the fullest, and most authentic history
of the country, which
13 to be found any where else within the
same compass. We heartily wish it a prosperous
continuance.

—

As

From the Alexandria (Z). C.) Gazette.
a record of tacts and documents, and of
the
Niles' Register is unrivalled.

news of the day,

P''<>'niheWheding,(Va.) Gazette.
,
.J.,
Niles Register.
We know of no work more deserving of the patronage of an enlightened
people
exaggerated praise, and the unobtrusive character
From the Charlestown tVa.) Free Press.
than this, giving as it does a concise history
of aU
JViles' Register.
of its conductor is another proof if any other
The Register presents a faithful that can interest the
were
searcher alter political truth,
documentary record of the political and other im- or
needed, that its reputation depends exclusively
the liberal republican.
upThe gleanings of the
on its merits.
sincerely wish it, both for the portant events of the country, and should be cherish
past and present are embodied in its pages
for the eye
ed by the public with affection and liberality.
benefit of the editor and the community,
a universal
of luturity, with an unerring accuracy,
and unfalciiculatioD.
From the Cleveland (O.) Daily Advertiser.
tering assiduity; affording to the candid
reader what
Niles' Register.
As
a
magazine
of
facts
IS
most
and
doneeded
^''""^ '*e St. Louis (Mo.) Repullican.
among the people of this country
„., ,
cuments
for
reference, we know of no periodical a key to past experience,
Niles Register. There is no periodical
and a guide to national
in the in
the country more worthy the patronage of
union, probably in the civilized world, that has
the prosperity.
won public. The editor's
for Itself so lasting and so enviable
political opinions differ in
The Potomac Advocate, Georgetown
a reputation as
C
some respects from our own, so that we do not rethis. Every where, at home and abroad,
Speaking of Niles's National Register, says— "Ita
by the pub- commend
the Register from party bias, but as a usefulness and fidelity as
lic men of our own and of other
an impartial record of facts,
countries, without
repository
of
useful matters— of documents and public documents, and the current
distinction of party, it is regarded as a striclly
news of the day,
corred register ofpassing events, and upon all occasions, statistics which should be universally known and 13 too generally known to need coinraendalion. Mr.
"3 pages are cited and respected as authority, and permanently preserved. Without professing neu- Niles, sen. had, by his long, arduous, and faithful
trality, the Register presents
although the editor has never surrendered the
the most valuable efforts, long since, secured to it a reputation which
incharacteristic of a neutral paper, the leading
tegrity of his own opinions, he has won
facts It has not lost since under the management o| its
from those on
which opinions may be formed and arguments present proprietor.
of opposite sentiments their respect and
work, such as it professes to
confidence
The many testimonials given by congress and other founded. The news department of the Register be, not partaking of a party or sectional character,
IS likewise worthy of
public functionaries, is a certain evidence
commendation: without any but presenting to all parties in all parts of the counof the attempts to
gather up the fictitious novelties of the try seeking after truth, a Jaithlul
integrity and ability with which facts
record of things
pertaining to day,
the most important items of domestic and
the history of the country have been
fo- and policy, (as they transpire), in these days of
presented and reign
news are duly selected and chronicled. The strong political bias and
preserved.
excitement, is much needRegister may be denominated the contemporary ed, and we
hope it will meet with such encourage^''°'" '*^ Lynchburg Virginian,
history of the politics and facts of the day.
n
ment and support as may enable its editor to transmies Register.
As a record of facts and docuFromthe Buffalo (N.Y.) Journal.
mit its usefulness to liiture generations."
ments, it is decidedly the best publication
„., ,
of the
Niles Register. It is unnecessary, at this day,
day whilst an ample portion of its pages is
•Sourteni Telegraph, Green sborough,
devoted to speak in terms of praise of this paper.
C.
'^A??
It en
to the publication of the current
NUet'J«Register, is a very useful and inlerestine
news. The back joys a reputation, as an
impartial record of all the journal, and is
volumes of the Register are now uniformly
eminently worthy of public patronag?.
appeal- important matters connected with
thehistory
of the ranking as it does, among the
ed to, whenever it is necessary
best papers in OOP
to recur to past I United States, for the
last twenty-six years— and country.
Success to the proprietor.
this is

no
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INDEX.

—

Ohio state convention held in 3; assemblages and
speeches in 21; report of common schools, census of
Cincinnati, number of revolutionary soldiers, condition of widows and orphans in 39; speech of gen. Harrison on abolition 42; lime of holding state elections in
4S; whig meetings at Lebanon. Chiilocolhe, Sidney,

Urbana, Dayton,

the

Miania valley

56; political

22

Perrine, Dr. biographical sketch of

—

Philadelphia fraud, court of common pleas, census
132; census of city and county in 1830 and 1840 208;
ce consul for, of Uraguay 258; petition of, for light

379
272
160
269,280,297

house

Phenomenon
Phrenology expanded

meet-

ings 88; Chillocothe.convention, Columbus and Somerset conventions 89; election held, report of Mechanics'
institute, 101; elections 119; list of members of legislature, position of parlies, exports from Cleveland, cheese.
Episcopal church report 134; election returns of 153;
commerce of Cleveland 176; official returns 177; contested electien, official relurns, canal opened 182; vole
for electors 200; census of Columbus and Cleveland
20S; fluctuations of currency, table of trade, banks 219;
legislature organized in 261; inauguration ot governor
275; salary of governor 274; bill reported to grant preemption to certain land in 230; banks prohibited from
issuing small notes in 296; lynching 301; financial affairsoTSlO; defaulters, bank question 342; Gallipolis
bank 375; bill to change circuit and district courts of,
memorials from, in favor of general bankrupt low 379;
memorials from citizens of, petitioning for removal of
393
seat of government
69
Ohio, ship of war
132
Oneidas, removal of
quantity
consumed
by
Chinese
quantity
of,
48;
Opium,

xiu

Pierce,

Mr.

New

York 315; modificaPilots, petition from the, of
tion of law asked 332; bill for repeal on modification of
332

reported

351
Pins, petition for duty on 255; bill reported
Pittsburg, trade 99; convention 118; trade 128; census
352
192; business 229; elections in

Playquemine, avalanche

39, 133

at

379
report
Poinsett, Joel, see secretary of war.
Pohtics of the day 6; letters from gen. Jackson and
Henry Clay 10, 21; speech of D. Webster 10; whig
York 19; S. S. Prentiss speaks at
meetings in
Plitt's

—

New

meetings in Pennsylvania and Delaware
20; in Ohio21; in Virginia 39;question to president Van
Buren from Illinois, his reply 40; large political conventions in New York 51, 59; correspondence growing out
of 69; gen. Harrison's speech at Dayton 70, 89; address
to politicians, extract from bishop England's letter, address to society of friends 90; meeting of merchants of

Newark

20;

New York

Private land claims, committee of United Stales fenate on 250; committee of bouse of representatives on
253, 397
Proclamation, by Chinese 209; by governor Seward

Mr.
270, 12S
Providence city tax
144
Prussia
328
Public buildings committee of the United Stales senate on 250; committee of bouse of representatives on
253; resolniion of commiuee on 319; petition of workmen on, to be discharged 318; account of expenditures
£32; from persons engaged on, asking compensation
379; Mr. Stanley excused from service on committee of
395
386
Public debt, estimates of
Public expenditures, committee of house of represen1841
334
tatives on 253, 334; estimate of, for
Public lands interesting facts concerning 221; committee of U. S. senate on 250; bills of committee on 250;
committee of house of reps on 253; bill to graduate and
reduce prices, reported 269; resolution, bills 269; Mr.
'Trumbull's resolution 269; bills praying reduction of prices of 282; possessions of U.S. 315; on regulation of land
offices 316; unfavorable report,inquiries about 318; communicationon, received 332; resolutions of Pa. 339; bill
relative to, in Tennessee 334; proceedings on 349; reso-

favorable to administration party 91; Mr.

Proffilt,

—

—

lutions of

Kentucky on

348;

on patents

for 349; resolu-

400 Woodbury's letter 102; Mr. Butler's speech 102-34-5-6; tions of Maryland legislature on 352; deeds of cession
Great Britain 64; sale of, in England
416 whig convention in Virginia 106; Mr. Webster's speech of Virginia, Connecticut, South Carolina, resolutions of
Oppression in Sa.xony
192, 297 107; Van Buren on bankrupt law 122; letter of Mr. congress on, in 1780 375; statement of costs to 1838
Orange crops
226 Poinsett to citiaen's of Charleston 124; Barclay's letter 376; resolutions of North Carohna, favorable to distribuOrder to revenue cutters
Oregon hints cencerning 63; value of furs and pel- 126; remark's on president's election, time of each state tion of^ also Delaware and Pennsylvania 398; bill introduced in U. S. senate relative to authorising slates to lax
tries, competition 63; settlement 315, 331; bill on title to election 130; correspondence between Van Buren and
333 his opponents at FishkiU 133; proceedings of Auburn 379; resolutions of Pennsylvania relative to, presented
land
16 convention 141; the Hooe case 142; gen. Jackson's re- 330; resolutions relative to distribution of, by N. Carolina
Original manuscript
85 ceprion at West Tennessee 154; speech of gen. Jackson legislature, of grants in state of Tennessee 381; bill reOttawas, emigration of the
20S 155; communication from abolition society convention, ported in United States senate to authorise states to tax,
Oxalic acid, bow to neutralize
gov. Polk's reply 156; panial elction results 162; ques- within their limits 394; f)ill, with amendments, rerelative to sale of,
tion settled, announcement of Harrison's election 163; ported in house of representatives
224, 320 results of states presidential election as far as heard of, neretofore used for schools 394; report of Indiana lePacket ship
307 the next congress, Benj. B. French appointed chief clerk gislature relative to, presented to United States senate
Page, capt. Hugh L. sword delivered to
49 of house of representatives 177; remarks of Bangor 407; leave granted to bring in bill relative to 1st secPageot, M. leaves Washington for Madrid
17 Whig, Daily Advertiser, New York Express, &c. 201, tion of act 'Virginia military warrants of 398; statistics of
Panama, accounts from
Parker, Richard E. of Virginia death of 55; charac- 202-3-1-5-6; results, banner state. Globe, vote for elec250, 253, 269
Pubhc revenue
83 tors, receipts and expenditures of treasury 226; posiure
t er of
318
Purchase of lot, bill to provide for
32 of union 291; faith of states 308; Benton's letter 310;
Parisian lions
32
let us look around us" 370; new cabinet, new senate
Potomac aqueduct
Q368 385; presidential election, votes, recapitulation, proceedPassport
32
Quebec, arrival of emigrants in
16 ings, resolutions in house of representatives of the UniPatterson. N. J. population of
f 95
Patent office United Statessenate committee on 250; ted States
R.
Polk, governor, 39; letter to S. M. Gates on abolition
committee of house of representatives on 253; appropriRail road— in South Carolina 20; cost of constructing
156
ation bill for, debated 332; engrossed 347; bill for appro400 from New York to Albany 32; description of, in Eng398
Pope, account of, Gregory VII.
priations for
400 land 53; capital of railway companies in England and
224
Population, increase of, in Virginia
Patent right
269,270,281-2 various states of the union 64; meeting in Boston relative
Paulding. J. K. secretary of navy, report to president
Porter, Mr.
Buffalo 86; compeution of, companies
24S; letter from 235; see secretary.
Porter, commodore, resolution as to expediency of to, from Attica to
281 in Virginia 88; miles of, in United Stales 112; annual
176
Pavements, relative to stone and wood in London
outfit for
and Ohio 119; dividend of the BalPostage, alteration proposed 306; rates of, in Great report of Baltimore
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New
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of,
for,
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defalcation
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Payment,
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United States
330 annual of report of 264; report of, concerning contractor tion of land 350; number of miles of, in
Peace society, perttion of
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Pennington, gov. of New .lersey, message
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tain
288;
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probable
letter
from,
302;
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congress
mail
message
the
oflere for carrying
Pension fund Mr. Van Buren's
332 travelling on York and Cumberland 384; number of
on 223; committee of United Statessenate on 250; com- estimates for 1842
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400
United States
Post office— regulation pronibiting conveyance of miles of, in
mittee of house of reprentatives on, on invalid and reRail road company— report of the Baltimore and Ohio
volutionary 253; bill in United States senate authorising newspapers, &c. 36; committee of United Statessenate
of the, of the Grand Gulf 269;
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in
119;
resolution
for
resolution
list
253;
representatives
considered,
250; of house of
payment 253: hill for appropriition for 33;
Mount
bill for relief of the, in Tennessee 269; bill for the
committee of whole on 331; bill to extend an act for 382; of curtailments in "254; relative to expenses of special
Valley
contingent ex- Carmel and New Albany 280; Norristown and
resolution on construction of 393; adopted, bill for ap- agents 269; communication relative to
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to
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resolution
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to
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propriation for
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bill for relief of the Eagle 316; abstract of the Boston
bill for payment of, passed U. S. senate 394; resolutions
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whole
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Prince George's county, Md. population of
vernor's message 344; coal trade, Pittsburg election,
of steamers in service
Princeton college. New Jersey commencement of
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resumption 351-2; extraordinary executive pardon, libel
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Printing 235, 250, 252-3-4, 281, 284, 298-9, 300, 316,
317-18, 332, 334, 349, 367, 378-9, 280-1, 393 4 5

citizens of, relative to
er's report 333; memorial
appropriations for national defence, protest of inhabitants of Pittsburg against Raub's safety valve 394^

banks

403

1

Prison

statistics
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commit'^Revolutionary "pensioners, in Missouri 220;
States senate on, claims
tee on 253; cbmnuttee of United
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INDEX.
250: committee of house of representatives on, claims

253

282,284

Reynolds. Mr.
,.
Rhett, Mr. of South Carohna

'>•>•>
.

2; rail road, itenis
partial election results in 3S; condition of banks
statements 133;
63; population of Warren 80; bank
election of United States senator 49; election returns
164; ofiBcial returns 214; whig stale convention, and

niwde /s?an<i—political aspect of

m

16,-

nominations 339; resolution ot, on distribution of pubhe lands 337; resolutions relative to day for choice of
electors president and vice president ot United States
394
Richardson, John P. elected governor of South Caro261
.
231
Richardson, J. and others, petitions from
Richmond, Va. population of 128; whig convention
106

lina

Riot,

.

Rives, Mr. of Va. addressed

]^

Auburn convention

86,
93, 281

Rives, Mr. letter from on binding 299; report of com334
mittee on letter of
Roads post. United States senate committee on 250:
253, 398
house of representatives committee on
249
Roane, Mr. in senate
160
Robespierre, Mr. Bownson's opinion of
304
Robinson, fate of
144
Rope walk
17
Royal society, of London, recommendation of
150, 296, 331-2, 406
Ruggles, Mr.
236, 25f
Russell, Mr.
Ruisia recruiting in 3-1; defeated by Circassians 34
men of war ordered to Mediterranean 66; review oi
troops in 82; expedition 114; population 128; revenue
from spirits in i6.; quarantine regulations 178; disap338
pointment of army, exports, diplomacy
_

—

Sabbath, resolution relative to transportation of mails
149
368
Sacred relic
379
Saddlers and harness makers, petition from
273
Salaries of state governor
272
Salem, Mass. libraries, census
Salem, N. J. meeting of whigs in
318
Saltor.stall, Mr.
304
Saltworks, established in Indiana 2^; trade
San Anlonia, Mexico, aspect of
160
Sanson, executioner of Paris, death of
Savannah, result of election in 39; exports of 218; cen224
BUS and commercial capital
144
Savings banks in Great Britian
130
Scheduleof presidential election in each state
Schools -number of Normal, in France 96; Sabbath
in Liberia 112; amount of scholars in Episcopal Sabbath
of Ohio 134; lund of, in Vermont 149; in Ireland 176;
abstract of annual report of, in Massachusetts 214; fund
390
of, in New Jersey 215; of Cincinnati
School masler wanted
256
Secretary of navy annual report of 248-9: report of,
relative to contingent expenses 253; report relative to
furlougtis, &c. 231; relative to pensioners 285, 311; contracts by
231, 318, 350
Secretary of state Mr. Forsyth, information received
from 211; fetter front on contingent expenses 255, 301
communication from, relative to correspondence on
L'Amistad
393
Secretary of treasury Levi Woodbury, extract from
report of, on expenditures in District of Columbia comparative pay and travelling expenses of members of
congress 18; annual report of 226; on finances 244; copies of accounts, balances in navy department 254, 301,
315, 318; communication from on foreign and domestic
exchanges, number of clerks 330, 332; list of old balances 334; relative to certain canal lands 347; on purchase of lands and discontinuance of land districts 350;
amount of treasury notes and drafts for 1840, on home
valuation of foreign goods, on contracts made by department for 1840, relative to quantity of public land
ceded 379; relative to losses by people and government
by banks, in relation to mint 393; communication from,
covering abstract of emoluments and expenses of officers of customs 394; relative to patents
41
Secretary of war JoelR. Poinsett, report of dragoons
252; committee of house of representatives on expenditures of 253; annual report of 261; report on pensions,
revolutionary claims, &.c. 281; report of Dr. King 34S;
on Indian affairs 349; on qualifications of candidates to
military academy 357; abstract returns of niiliiia of
United Slates from 378; aoconnt of disbursements
among Indians for 1840, and of Potomac aqueduct 379;
relative to peace with Seminoles, enclosing gen. Arniistead's letter 381; information from colonel of ordnance
b^ 393;_ communications from W. K. Armistead aiid
C. McCormick transmitted by
396
Sergeant, Mr.
319
Sevier, Mr.
249,269,331
Shannon, gov. of Ohio, information from on financial
on, in Vermont, rejected
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affairs

310-11

Shepherd, Mr.
286, 293
Shephardia, description of
ICl)
Ship building
2o8
Ship Grace Brown
320
Shipwreck, of brig Florence, of New York
22
Shoes, importation of
131
Shovel manufactory
112
Siege effort Meigs, historial sketch of
23
'^' account of, in Indiana, in Frederick,
nT?'"'^'"^!?
4S;at Guatamala 160; on importations 178; annual
Md.
jneeung of society in Tennesse 203; business 22-1; me-

'

St. John's college, Annapolis, appointment of promorial from legislature of Pennsylvania for encourage16
ment of 255; specimens of 272; memorial of Tennessee fessor in
407
St. Louis, receipt in lead in 144; number of newsparelative to growth of
160 pers published in 176; business
272
Silver plate, presented to Robert Gamble
255
St. Louis county, census 176; commerce, trade 197;
Siraonlon, Mr.
48 statistics
200
Sisters of charity
80
Slate, oil from
St. Louis, ship, character of
213
339
Stevens, com. death of
Slavers 96; items 32, 320; fugitives 336; the Tigris 352
280
Stevenson, Mr. extract of letter from
Slaves—extract from gov. Bagby's message on doStocks, sale of, in New York 32, 48. 64, 80, 128, 160,
mestic 233; in Mississippi 359; petition from females on
379; question on, in Umted States supreme court 400; 176, 192, 208, 224, 272, 384, 400— [On the Chronicle
inquiry of Illinois, relative to true meaning of constitu- pages of the Register, movements in the markets of
408 this item are noted; foreign markets of, generally under
tion relative to
112 the foreign head.]
Smallpox
315, 347
252, 269, 281, 331
Sturgeon, Mr.
Smith, Mr. of Indiana,
304
Strabismus
Smith, Mr. of Connecticut, in house of representa269
Subscription, liberal
352
tives
by
passage
of
Smith, maj. consul at Metamoras, investigation
Sub-treasury bill yeas and nays on final
258 18; operations ot 36; operations of, in Missouri 89; reso393 lution to repeal, Mr. Clay's speech on 250; Mr. Wright's
Smithsonian fund, bill for trustees for
Smithsonian institution, bill for establishment of, re- reply 251; Mr. Clay's rejoinder i6.; Mr. Hubbard, Mr.
406 Henderson, Mr. Allen's substitute 252; Illinois bill of
ported
144 remonstrance on 347; motion to take up repeal resoluSmuggling
407
Soldiers, revolutionary, at Bunker's Hill convention tion, remarks on, by Mr. Clay, laid on table
58
255, 367
Sub-treasury law
250
Suffrage, trial on right of
96
Southard, Mr.
304
Sugar crop
South America earthquake in 1; revenue of Chili 82;
64
Suicides
new custom house at Valparaiso, reduction of navy in
416
Suit against United States bank
83; ratification of treaty between France and Buenos
128
Ayres, crops, consumption 354; validity of Santa Cruz,
Sampler, T. D. election of
acts, Peruvian claims 355; slave trade at Rio, engage400
Supreme court of U. S. case in
369
ment at Santa Fe, Lavalle defeated
Survey, bill authorising, of coasts and lake
351
South Carolina- rail road, election, mayor, salary 20;
334
Surveyor general, bill /or abolishing office of
time of holding state elections in, rice crop 48; populaSvvartout, bill for sureties 331; ordered to be engrosstion of Charleston 88; election 119; T. I). Sumpier's ed
347, 397
election 128; failure of mails, public ineedngs for redress
Switzerland, basis of new constitution
337
proposed 133; census of Charleston 182; white man sold
Syria peace of 34; cause ofinsurrection in 82; Beyin 200; time of choosing electors, list of members of le- rout destroyed, enemy's fleet 145; Ibraham pasha, Soligislature 217; resolutions of whig meeUng in Charleston, man, Egyptian troops deserling, Napier takes Sidon
extract from governor's message, exports from Charles- 194; Beyrout occupied by Anglo Turks 195; S-Jliman
ton and Savannah 218; electoral vote and United States defeated, Beyrout evacuated by, Ibraham defeated 196;
senator 233; bill introduced to alter constitution of 256; bombardment and capture of St. Jean D'Arc 257; exgovernor and lieut. governor elected 261; movement in plosion of powder magazine, British fleet, Ibraham,
relation to duelling 272; census 295; legislafive resolu- Emir Beschir306; posture of affairs in 338, 333; raising
tions 310; remonstrance of relative to national bank and of blockade on coast of 354; Ibraham to evacuate immeprotective tariff 348; report of United States house of diately
401
381
representatives on remonstrance of
64
Southey, condition of the poet
T.
192
Southwark, Pa. population
400
T. T. T.
Spain unsettled, people pleased at change of minis236
Taliaferro, Mr.

—

—

.

—

—

—

try, two queens leave for Barcelona 34; Madrid rebellions 66; revolutions in 82; revolutionary movements,

Tallahassee, political excitement at, letter from cin6
zens of, to president. Globe's account of it
Espartero apjioinled president of council 115; refugees
Tallmadge, Mr. in United Slates senate 249, 252,
France, biography of ISspartero 161; queen arrived
297,316,366
at Madrid 195; tranquil 305; meeting of a garrison, ex416
Tallmadce, F. A. recorder of New York
402
cuses for'
Tappan, Mr.
316, 347
Specie from Brazil for Great Britain 16; from Great
Tarantula
272
Britain for United States 16; from Mexico to New OrTariff; protective, remarks on 241; revision of, called
leans 35,- amount of shipped in different vessels 80, 96, for 272; abstract of treasurer's report on 338; remon112; exports of 192; letter on resumption of, in Pennsyl- strance of South Carolhia against 348; resolution of
Alavania 215; exports from New York 272; from Tampico bama legislature 351; report of committee of house of
352, 384 represeiilaiives on South Carohna 381; resoluiion of
of, in

—

Spence, John S. death of 132; announced in congress
235
48
oil
Spirits, imports of, in London
96
Sportsman
192
Springfield, Mass. rail road accident at
272
.Stanly, Mr.
270, 318
.Stationery, on appropriations for
396-7
Statistics
education 32; leligious 176; of Cayuhaga
county, N. Y. 180; of St. Louis county. Mo. 200; of
Girardeau countv. Mo. 220; of prisoners 240; criminal
of New York 336; of Maryland
340-1, 374, 338-9, 390
Steamers fastest in Europe 16; the Acadia 32; accidental encounter of the Britannia 48; sale of the Nep-

Sperm and whale

—

—

tune 55; Archimedes 64; constructing for Spain, arrivals,
e.vploslon of Bass 64; Mr. Holmes' opinion, accidents,
the William Paris sunk 80; arrival of the Caledonia at
Boston 81; explosion of Swift Sure 86; Cunard's line
carry letters free of postage 97; packet line from Germany 112; European attention to, for navies 112; disrnissal of lieut. Fayrer from the President 113; explosion of the Guildersleeve, iron 128; safety valves for
navigation by 144; frigate 148, 160: distress of President
164; disasters of, burning of Empress and Monarch 176;
description of the war, at Brooklyn 179; verdict on 172;
new line, accident 208; Russian frigate Kamschatka,
description of 213; shortest passage of, specie sent bv,
the Persian, explosion of Express, iron, disasters 224;
collapse of Farmer, Great Western, British Queen 240;
petitions of merchants of Boston for 255; bill for employment of 269; Cherokee sunk and exploded 272;
frigate, table of accidents of, explosion of Walker, bill
for employment of, in revenue service, passed 297; report on disasters of 318; in case of fire, safety valves,
security of passengers 318; iron 336; Columbia on fire,
Caledonia 352,396; line established between Liverpool
and Boston 400; on Pacific416; decision in couitinterestiiig to owners of 368; resolution in United States se.
nate 379; iron
384
Steam fire engine
400

Steam

project, great, in

Great Britain

1; in

France
17

Steam power, bill authorising experiments in
297
Steam owners, bill asking modification of la won 318
,

Slate department, committee of house of representa-

on expenditures of
253
Steenrod, Mr
315
Jean D'Arc, capture of 257; sketch of capture of
239

Michigan in favor of
Tax, of Providence
to 242; in

390

Page

in reference

368
400
58

Teas, of Brazil 384; arrival of, at New York
Telegraph, galvanic
Tellers, to count votes for president and vice president of United States
380
Tennessee convention held in 8; visit to hermitage,
ex-governor Polk presented by grand jury 39; ceTisus
of Nashville 64; corporation of Nashville 88; assemble
to receive general Jackson 119; returns ot 53 coimiies
177; official returns 261; bill in United Slates senate
for relief of rail road company in 269; bill in houte
of represniatives in reference to grants and titles in
270; hill to amend act autliorisingthe issue of granls,&c.
381; referred to committee on public lands 394; bill
in United States senate relative to land grants and lilies
406; land bill of, passed ib.; memorial ol, relative to silk
407; bill for sale of lands in, in house of representatives
39 J; passed
411
1'erritories, committee of house of repsresentatives on
253
Texas item 1; cannibals in 32; account of Me.vican
Indians, arrival of com. Reuban of iMe.xican navy, fleet,
Galveston 35; blockade of Vera Cruz, Urrea, colonel
Burleston, W. Cooke, recapture of horses and mule?,
pursuit of Indians, Mrs, Crosby's death confirmed 83;
death of col. Karnes, gen. Houston's recovery, col.
Cook's appointment, fair, health, European recognition
of treaty wiih 97; Urrea, festival at Yucatan, col. Jordan, Canales, col. Moore and Cumanches 209; infamous treachery, retreat of one imndred young Te,\iniis
225; arrangements for direct trade with Liverpool 241;

—

—

three Mexican vessels taken, minister to Mexico dead
258; passengers to 352; peace with Mexico, French
treaty, duly, ediior imprisoned, English despatch, commerce 335; further particulars of treaty with Great Britain, congress in session, floods
369
Tlieairesold
221
Thomas, Mr. F.
281
Thompson, Manlius V. inaugurated governor of

Kentucky
39
Thompson, Mr. of Kentucky
254
Thompson, Mr. of Mississippi
317
Thompson, gen. Wacldy, oi'S. C. narrow escape of

tives

St.

^

city 144; gov.

New York

o/in 301.
Qm 318
^iQ
240,

'

Thomson, Benjamin F.
Thoughts
Tide

after election

letter

from

135
243
192

INDEX.
Tigris, brig, seized
Tillinghast, Mr.

Tin ore

291, 352, 400
253, 269, 282

by British

384

—

Tobacco 32, 48, 64, 80; convention resolved upon
83, 96, 112, 128, 160, 256, 272; commUtee on, trade of
house of representatives 253; convention 258; information from Amsterdam on tariffon 339; petition from
planters of 349; in U. S. senate 366 [In the Chronicle
pages of the Register, is noted incidents in the trade
m, the foreign market will be found amongst the items

—

under the foreign head.]
Tollaon New York canal
112
Tract society, bequest to
400
on, by sir J. Child 16; of Pittsburg
128; on lakes 163; with France 178; coffee, coal, iron
211; Georsia resolutions on 241; in bread stuffs 304; with
Mexico 306; on lake Erie
336
102
Trading company arrive in Missouri
Transportation rates
32, 64
Treasury notes number issued and redeemed 17;
amount of, outstanding 80; outstanding, from monthly
report 21 1; amount of outstanding 238; bill reported to
issue 318; referred to committee of the whole 319; day
for consideration of, in house of representatives 333;
Mr. Bernard's amendment 349, 350-1; bill taken up
366-7; outstanding 373; bill to issue, referred to committee on finance in U. S. senate 379; Mr. Fillmore's resolution to take from committee, modified 380; notice of
Mr. Curtis' amendment, Mr. Wise on, bill passed 381;
bill to authorise issue of, in United States senate 393;
passed
394
Treasury independent 242; committee of house of
representatives of 253; remarks and statements of receipts and expenditures by Mr. Jones
334-5
Treaty of commerce between Portugal and United
States 66; with Me.\ico
306
Trenton, N. J. stale convention at
20
Trinidad, emigrants to
416
Tropical plants, bill to encourage introduction and
cultiire of
397
Tunnels
400
Turkey report concerning 35; number of Turks in
the expedition against Syria, letter received from Mehemit Ali, Turkish fleet at the Dardanelles 66; ratifica-

Trade— remarks

—

—

iv

congress 315; university 387; resolutions of general
395
assembly of, on N. Jersey proceedings
288
Vegetable silk and wool
213
Vincennes, vessel of war
Virginia convention 2; dinner to Mr. Garland 20;
census of Norfolk 32; whig gatherings at Wheeling and
Portsmouth 39; Van Buren state convention, judge
Parker's decease 55; character of judge Parker, York
Town anniversary, state debt, rail road competition,
cashier of bank in 88; census of Gloucester and Richmond 128; York Town convention, forger arrested 132;
returns of presidential election 177; time of meeting of
legislature in, aspect of parties 181; governor of, issues
proclamation of election returns 196; James River canal 199; death of professor Davis 200; tie on vote for U.
S. senator, official presidential returns 229; message of
governor 230; judges of court of appeals elected, resignation of Mr. Holleman 261; popular vote of 294; swords
voted to distinguished officers 307; Mr. Rives elected to
U. S. senate, population 323, 341; resumption, whig candidates for congress 368; small note bill, controversy
with N. York 374; university of 390; day appointed for
404
election of U. S. senator in
Votes for electors president and vice president of U.
394-5
States

to

—

W.
Walker, Mr.
Wall, Mr.

Warren, Rhode

316

269,315,331

Island, population of
80
Washington, D. C. national institute organized 58;
resolution of tobacco planters in 83; census 160; value
personal
property
of real and
192; preceedings of tobacco convention in 258-9; bill to continue charter of, in
force 280; bill for Howard institution to be engrossed
315; memorial from, on continuing in force incorpora379
tion of 349; bill reported for
Watermelons, large
32
Waugh, bishop of Baltimore, to preside at annual
conference in Arkansas
219

—

Ways and

252-3
means, committees on
Weather, in Canada 128; Massachusetts 160; Ken176, 240, 400
Webster, Daniel speech of, at Saratoga 10; letter to
tion of the treaty by the four powers ib.; armies, ammu- Biddle
24; presides at Bunker's Hill convention 45, 69;
nition on board fleet, courier to Rome 82; troops order- addresses convention in Long Island 86; speech at
ed to Cyprus 1 12; declaration deposing Mehemit AJi Richmond 107: visit to New Hampsliire 144; health 160;
145; Egyptian question 333; sultan accords terms to in senate 249, 250; on finances 267-9, 347-8; letter from
402 to vice president
Mehemit Ah
408
Weller, Mr.
283
U.
Wesleyan, society 96; centenary fund 192; university
208
160
Uneas monument
400
University, at Berlin, Prussia, statistics of
Western rivers, rise of
32, 112
351
96
Underwood, J. R. letter from
Western traders
386
Underwood, lieut. massacre of
West Point, bill for appropriations for reported 398

—

—

United States progress of treaty with Mexico 97; new
coin of 177; vote on rejection of abolition petitions 191;
presidential election in 226; meeting of congress in 235;
population of various cities in 240; bill introduced in senate to alter constitution of 252; in house of representa338
tives 269; bank 271; senate convened

V.
Valette, capt, E. F.

sword delivered

Vanderpool, Mr.

Van Buren — relative
letter to citizens

to

of Danville, Blinois 40; correspondence

letter

letter to political

penditures 284; documents from, on the Caroline 290;
correspondence relative to diplomatic relations with
Cliina 299; relative to the Caroline 301; communication from, with penitentiary report of District of Columbia, relative to boundary of Michigan, Wiskonsan
and northeastern boundary 379; transmits correspon-

dence

relative to

—

Whale fisheries
Wheat 32, 48, 80,

—

144
96, 112, 128, 160, 192, 208, 224;

to militia project 6; present 32;

letter

convention 89;

tucky, Erie

grain of 240 [Notice of prices at various places and
items respecting, will be found in the Chronicle pages.
The foreign markets, amongst the items under the foreign head.l
WheeUng, whig convention at 39; census of
192
Whig, see convention.
58
Whiskey
67
White, Mr.
249, 250, 269
307
White, Hugh L. proposition to erect monument to

dechning invitation to Poughkeepsie
on general bankrupt law 122-3-4;
opponents 138; communication from
on pension fund 228; message to congress 236; on ex-

on wages 59;

402

L'Amistad

Vattemere, monsieur
Vermont time of elections

—

80, 336

2; progress 19; comparative majority of two preceding, death of Martin Chittenden 51; official votes for governor, votes thrown out 98;

message of governor

115; congressional election returns
116; school fund, legislature adjourned, agent to settle
bank affairs, resolution on
Jersey case, opinions
on tariff 149; election returns 177; official appointments
by legislature 214; discovery of Ochre mine 228; an act
relative to fugitive slaves passed by legislature of 308;
resolutions favorable to amendment of constimtion sent

New

Wright, Mr. of New Jersey
250, 315
Wright, Mr. of New York 235, 269, 276-7-8-9, 330
Wright, Messrs. of London
320

White lead
Whittingham, bishop, consecration of
Williams, Mr. of Maine

144
55

250

Yale college, commencement
15
Yeas and nays on Wm. Cost Johnson's resolution
on the reception of abohtion petitions 191; on printing
president's message 254; on Mr. Adam's resolution re-,
specting fraud in public documents 253; on amending
journal 254; on committee of the whole for naturalization law 254; on laying sub-treasury resolution on
the table 255, on Mr. Vanderpoel's motion to lay Mr.
Randolph's resolution on the table 269; on Mr. Adam's
motion for use of hall of house of representatives 270;
on laying motion to receive Mr. Benton's proposal to introduce bill for taxing banks on the table 280; on Mr.
Wise's motion to lay Mr. Proffit's resolution for Cumberland road on the table 282; on laying anti-slavery petition on table 282; on motion to suspend a rule, on Mr.
Adam's motion to refer revenue bill to the committee
on manufactures 284; on adjournment, on laying Mr.
Reynold's bill on table 285; on amendment to navy pension fund 286; on engrossment of Michigan land bill
297; on Mr. Benton's pre-emption bill 298; on the previous call on the reconsideration of the vote for navy
pension fund, on taking up orders of the day 301; to reconsider vote on Mr. MediU's amendment 303; on Mr.
Adam's motion to fi.x day for consideration of vote on
duties on silk 306; on bill to provide for lunatics in District of Columbia 317; on suspending rule, on adjournment 318; on laying Mr. Adam's appeal on table 319;
on postponement of question of transfer of U. S. stocks
to Maryland 331; on laying pre-emption bill on table
ih.; on Mr. Adam's motion to appoint a day for consideration of bill on duties on silk 332-3; on suspending rule of house, on Mr. Jones' resolution, on treasury note issues 333; on appointing day for,consideration of bankrupt law, adjournment, call of house,
on Mr. Naylor's tide to seat, to suspend a rule 333;
on Mr. Calhoun's motion to cede public lands, Mr.
Crittenden's motion to recommit the bill, on Mr. Benton's amendment, on lunatic bill, on en"rossment of
pre-emption bill 347; on postponement of pre-emption
bill 348;
on house resolving itself into committee of
whole on state of union 350; on adjournment ib.;
on suspending rule 367; on Mr. Young's motion on preemption bill, on Mr. Crittenden's motion on pre-emption
bill, on passage ofpre-emption bill 378; on Mr. Merrick's motion to recharter District banks, on recommitment of bankrupt bill 379; on motion to adjourn, on
Mr. Steenrod's resolution to reconsider treasury note
bill, on resolving the house into committee of the whole
380; on suspending rules of house, on Mr. Wise's
amendment to treasury note bill, on third reading of
treasury note bill, on resolution respecting Raub's safety valve 331; on point of order 382; on third reading of
treasury note bill, on passage of treasury note bill, on ap-

—

propriation

bill

for

in 1841 394; on
relation to disasters by steamers,

payment of pensions

Mr. Underwood's bill in

twice 395; on Mr. Thompson's

amendment

as modified

by Mr. Graham relative to Indian emigrants 396; on motion to lay bill on table authorising arrangement with
securities in case of Samuel Swartout, on Mr. Stanly's
motion to introduce bill to provide for fourth instalment,
on Mr. Adam's motion to fix day for consideraiion of
bill on duties on imports 397; on Mr. Benton's motion to
lay on the table the resolution to admit ladies to privileged seats, on proposition to defer election of public
printer, on Mr. Clay's proposition to take up his resolution on sub-treasury, on adjournment, on laying resolutions on sub-treasury on the table 407; on granting

380
Williams, Sherrod, claims of, presented
WilUams, Mr. donation from, to Vermont university leave to bring in bill to prevent interference of certain
387 federal officers in elections 408; on committee of whole
256 rising.twice,
Wild horses
on Mr.Cushing's substitute for bill reported
240
Wild lands, price of
by committee on foreign affairs 398; on Mr. GrinWines, imports to London
96, 319, 333 nell's motion to lay morion to print report, on table 408;
Winthrop, Mr.
255, 318
on Mr. Everett's proposition to print all documents reWise, Henry A. addresses convention at Ports- lative to the Caroline affair, on motion to lay on table,
mouth, Va. 39; president of York Town convention on motion to suspend rules, on passing bill without de357, 380
132, 269; letter to constituents
bale, on Tennessee land bill, on resolving into comWiskonsan territory population 16; tobacco 80; com- mittee of union 411; on Mr. McCarty's amendment to
parative statement of population 102; internal improve- appropriation bill, on tellers, on amendment for repairs
ment 135; appropriations for improving Neenah river of Potomac bridge 412; on motion made relative to
379 amendment of appropriation bill 413; on suspeding mo255; relative to boundary
133 tion ib.; on final passage of bill extending pensions to
Woodford, camp, Kentucky
192 widows 414; for suspending rules, adjournment, on
Wool
415
Worcester, Mass. lunatic asylum in 131; population amendments to appropriation bill
132
192
Yorktown, anniversary 88: whig convention
250, 269
Woodbury, Levi, see secretary of treasury.
Young, Mr.

—

—

INDEX.
Coquillard, A. fakes charge of Pottawattamie emi-

IX

timore 884; Daniel Brent, consul at France 402; Philadelphia, P. S. Parker, esq. consul at Bombay, R. P.

of returns in United States 273; senator in Maryland
288; leave asked to brin"in bill lo regulate testimony
in
contested 317; of president and vice president of United States
371

50
416
report of the British and French, Bowie 400; Mr. Hervey
Debt, slate of Virginia 68; of Alabama 219; of Holbe found on the first page of each namland
257
Electors, names of, in New York
ber. among the iirsl items of foreign articles.]
229
133
Declaration of Independence 16;ofwhigsof North
Cariiwallis, miscellaneous article
Electricity, volocity of
208
118
Corporation, proceedings of, of New York cily 117 Carolina
Eldridge. Dr. verdict on 192; trial
368
257
Decree of French king
17
Ellssler, Fanny
Corpus Chrisii, American sloop, captured
24,96
Delaware meetings of both parties in 20; present
Elision, maj. established salt works in Indiana
Correspondence growing out of colonel Johnson's
261
speech atChilhcothe 8; growing out of persecuions at aspect of 39; time of holding stale elections in 48; whig
Emigrants number from Germany to New York
Damascus 18; between D. Webster and N- Biddle 24; meeting at Wilmington in, election of inspectors in since March 16; number of, at Quebec 32; statistics of
citizens of Danville, Illinois and Van Buren 40; of citi- 112; census for 1830, 1840, 180; official election returns 85; of Potiawatamies 50, 85; arrivals in New York 92;
zens of Michigan and col. Johnson 41; gen. Jackson to 217; U. S. senator 320; governor Comegys' message German 128; English 160; in Canada 272; in New York
the editor of the Gallatin Union 42; from pope to Boyer 323; remarks of gov. of, on French spoliations 339;
384
49; Philadelphians and Van Buren on wages 59; be- election of senator in 359; prosperity of 374; governor
Engrossed bills, committee of house of representa388 tives on 255; of senate
tween Webster. Wright and others, concerning politi- Coniegvs' message
250
255
DeUet, Mr.
cal discussion 69; mihtary 133; Van Buren and political
Epidemic
415
Detroit, first settlement of
240
Erasing, decided to be forgery
oppomnts 138-9, 140; concerning negro testimony 143;
336
Dickinson
306
of,
college, number of students and board
on burning of Caroline 290; additional
Erie, lake, trade on
336
'
struciors of
275
Cotton crop of Georaia and South Carolina sufferErie, Pa. celebration of Perry's victory at
71-2
Diplomatic Mr. Muhlenberg leaving Austria 1; coning of 16; prices 32. 48, 64; 80; new description of 80,
Espartero, sketch of
161
96, 112, 128, 160. 176. 192; article on. from Charleston suls for Belgium in different parts of America 17; M.
Espy, Mr. theory of, on storms
288
Mercury 197, 203, 224, 256, 272, 304. 334;— [A report of Pageot, replaced by M.Chartry-Laiosse49; Mr. KrehEstimate of funds for certain expenses
349
prices, shipments, prospects, crops, &c. will be present- mer, secretary of Russian legation 83,- minister of PorEurope, army and navy of 65; intelligence from 1, 17,
ed in the Chronicle pages of the Register The state of tugal lo reside at Washington, arrival of de Chorao at
33
Baltimore, George Guest, vice consul to Uraguay for
llie foreign market will generally be found under foreign
Evans, Mr. G. elected United States senator from
city of Philadelphia 253; Mr. Stevenson to remain in Maine
head.]
4O6
333
Everett, Mr.
Counterfeiters, 192, 224; sentence on female 240; bill England
254, 282, 318. 350. 410
Discoveries immense rivers in New Holland 67;
Exchanges, rate of 16,32, 48, 64,96, 160, 176; 192
introduced in United Slates senate to prevent 252,230,
granis

Corn market— [The

will generally

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

319 mummies in Mexico 67; in steam machinery 96; vaBoston S3; deci- luable 137; in alloy of metals 176; ochre mine in Ver228
sion of the supreme, of New Jersey ?6; triil of New- mont,
District of Columbia expenditures of 18, 27, census
combe 112; of common pleas in Philadelphia 132; proceedings of, in Georgia 133; decision of chancery, in of Alexandria 64; retrocession in 112; census 250; comMissouri 220; United .Slates district court vs. W. Price mittee of house of representatives on 253; bill in behalf
223; naturalization case in 228; decision of, in D'Haut- o[ aliens in 280; to provide for lunatics, to continue
ville case 243; on burning houses 288; trial in circuit, corporate existence of banks in 231; census of Washof District of Columbia 294; decision of, on aliens, in ington, Georgetown and Alexandria city and county,
Illinois 304; Barry case ib.; petition 316; decision in statistics, recapitulation of census, interesting trial 294;
case of apprentices 336; on erazure ib.; decision in New bill reported to authorise letters of administration in
York 352; decision of superior court of Cincinnati 363; certain cases in 297; for lunatics engrossed in U- S.
bill to alter terms of circuit anddistrict, of United States senate, bill relarin^ to evidence in engrossed 348; aliens
393
considered in committee of whole, in senate, engrossed, in, engrossed in U. S. senate
^
District attorneys, bill to inquire into expediency of
bill supplemental tn an act establishing judicial, in U.
255
States 379,- Mr. Jones' resolution relative to changing lessening fees of
Divorce, vote of New Jersey on
359
and adjusting circuits of U. S. 332; question in United
Document official to France, relative to eastern afStales supreme court on validity of sale of slaves in
400 fairs 145, 146, 147; relative to the Caroline 290; addiMississippi
306
tional
Courts martial, 51, 197, 308; resolution of inquiry into
Dogs, number and expense of, in U. S.
400
318
228
Dollars, new
282
Cranston, Mr.
352
Domestic products and foreign trade
Crittenden, Mr. of Kentucky, elected United States
387
Donation to Burlington university
senator 275; bill proposed by, to prevent interfering of
255
Driggs, Seth, petition from
"^07
office holders in elections
Dudley, gov. of N. Carolina, extract of speech of 295
Crocket% Mr. bill introduced by, relative to grants of
Duelling, gen. Harrison's letter on 153; proceedings
270
land in Tennessee
272
Crops, of England 48; of rice, in Georgetown, Sou'h on in Soum CaroHna
397
Duties, bill in relation to collection of
96
Carolina ib.; of oranges
180
Dutchess county. New York, population of
117
Croton water conjpany
366
351,
altercation
Duncan,
Mr.
160
Cu6a, population
Courts

—verdict o(

U.

224, 256, 272, 384, 400
Excursion
144
Executive session of senate
269
Exploring expedition 16; murder of officers of 374;
arrival of, at Sandwich Islands
386
Exports— of gold and silver coin 128; flour from
Cleveland 134; of Great Britain 144; table of, from Savannah and Charleston 218; bill on certain in United
States senate 269; excess of 290; table of whole amount
of during fifty years
372

S. district, at

—

F.

—annual of American

Fair

15, 91
to 269; inquiries
relative to 270; resolution proposing to assist ib.; Mr.
Proffit's resolution for appropriation for, and remarks
on 231;
Cost Johnson's amendment, laid on the

—

Wm.

316
bill for continuation of
Cunarij, sketch of the brothers 96; letters free of post97
age in their steamers

table 232;

219
Currency, 6uciuation of, in Ohio
Cushing, Mr. letter from, relative to report on North
Eastern boundary question 83; resolution, see report of
trade with Great Britain 255; French spoliations 301,
313; pre;enis memorial of C. T. James, in reference to
350
safety valve
408
Cuthbert, Mr.
ISO
Cuyahaga county, N. Y. statistics of

—

D.
Daguerreotype miniatures
81
Damascus, correspondence on per.^tecution at
to assassinate king of
attempt
Darmes, Edmund .M.

at Ternate 1; Hamilton, Ararat
96; Brooklyn, Connecticut, 144;

—

error 254; president's message relative lo,
postponed 250; Mr. Webster's speech on 267; resolutions relative lo 270; Mr. Wright's speech on, in United States senate 276; of Maine 339; Massachusetts
358; of
York 359; Pennsylvania 374; Maine,

New

Pennsylvania

114;

Florida

New

remark

lieut.

.

—

—

|

1

Wm.

Wm.

M

— butchery at Indian Key

3;

39
governor Call's

further particulars of butchery at Indian
Key,21; exploit of captain Beall in, express rider killed
near Pilatka, detachment fired on and three killed,
Hillary Parsons killed 38; deluge of rain, malancholy
accident in 40; house burnt by Indians, four Indians
captured 50; skirmish of lieutenant Hanson 51; murders 89; orange crops 96; descriptive letter from 134;
general Armstead's *'talk" 135; squadron ordered to
protect 143; Indian depredations, voting by force of
arms in. Seminole delegation 178; bloodhounds 201;
Union bank of 221; Indian news, orange crop 297;
interesting news from 360; colonels Harney and Riley,
prisoners 373; prospect of termination of war in 374;
petitions from Calhoun county in, for admission into
the union 378; remarks on terminating war, by Mr.
Downing of 3S2; memorial from, relative to southern
portions of 406; reports adverse to 397; bill for altering
time of annual council of, to confer benefits to certain

161
time of holding, in New York 20; returns
Election
115; discription of
Darnes, (St. Louis), released on bail 89; trial con- and table of Indiana 20, 21; nine of holding, in various
tinued 102; convicted 134; sentence and fine of 203; nf states 4S; report of majority on contested, of N. J. 60;
•
221 mode of, of president of U. S. 67; errors corrected 80;
Iowa
270, 232 of inspectors of Delaware 87; state election of Md. 87;
Dawson, Mr.
200 result of, in Alabama 83; order relative 10, in Louisiana,
Davis, professor, of Virginia, assassinated
270, 281, 299 corporation of Nashville, "Tenn. 88; returns tor MaryDavis, Mr. of Indiana
301 land 99, 100; Mobile 112; corporation
Davis, G. of Kentucky
" of Wilmington,
113 Del. 112; coiigressionalin Vermont, 116; table of, in N
Davenport, England, fire at
303 Jersey, Penn. 117; Baltimore city 118; S. Carolina,GeorDividson, captain, death of
Diy of thanksgiving appointed, in N.York 215; in gia, Ohio 119; Arkansas, Georgia, South Carolina 123;
209 time of holding presidential, in eacii state 130; returns
Michigan
3CS from Georgia 133; partial re.'sulisof 148; ofUnited Stales
Davion, riot at
Debths— of Mr. Simpson 16; J. G. A. Williamson senators in Rhode Island 149; Pennsylvania and MisMcMahon 20; in souri 151; Georgia 152; Ohio 153; partial results of precharae d'affairs at Caraocas 17;
N. York, Baltimore and St. Louis 32; capt. J. Fowlfr, sidential 162; returns from New Hampshire, Rhode Is165;
ecn. Hinds 32; col. T. Riddle 39; in various cities 43; land, New Jersey, New York 164; Pennsylvania
Jlartin Chittenden, (Ver.) 51; judge Parker of Virginia Ibwa 166; special in Pennsylvania 176; H. Bascomb,
176; of different states 177;
55; of Boston, N. York, Philadelphia, Baltimore 64; San- D. D. to Louisiana college
York
179;
Connecticut,
N.
Massachusetts,
son, of Paris, Boston 96; c-l. Karnes, Texas 96; col. results of, in
Maryland, North Carolina 181; Ohio 182; presidennal,
Gr eie, Tallahassee 97; Piiiladelphja, Baltimore,
Maine, New York 193; MaPi.T.rce, S.Tmuel Cooper 112: Baltimore 128; John S. as far as ascertained 196;
voles for
Science 132; W. Pearce 144; Philadelphia. Baltimore, ryland 199; Louisiana, Kentucky, Ohio 200;
210; Maine,
professir B onnvcasUe 160; Philadelphia 176; professor president since the formation of o;.jvernment
Davis 200; Baltimore 203; armv 212; Camanche chief Vermont. Massachusetts, Rhode Island 214; PennsylGeorgin 218;
224; S. H. Anderson, W.S. R:im5av254; Philadelphia vania 215; North and South Carolina 217;
returns ol
272; iniiavv. (^ee pa»e 273). judge Mellon 304; armv Michigan 220; Pennsvlvania 229; official
Indiana 234; Illinois 235; commiilee on, in house of
307; ca;itaiii Davidson 303; judge Haistht 320;
Indiana 243;
sachuseits 336; commodore. 'Stevens 339; rev. ' A. H. representatives 253; Alabama, Arkansas,
Cohen 352; Kutiack Singh (king of Lahon), 353; Bal- 1 Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee 261; complete table

France

387

Fire at Louisville 224; at Zanesville
272
Fisheries, complaints of Canadians of 36; falling off
112, 144, 400; of Maine
331
Fishermen, seized 96, 224; remonstrance against repeal of bounties
373
Fletcher, Robert, P. inaugurated governor of Ken-

—

jEasi;

208
213

to correct

352
Indies
news from, death of capt. Bentick,
34
Clarke killed
meetings
letter
of
political
64;
Eaton, maj. addresses
143
respecting Mr. Drake's dismission
240
Early settlements and explorations
Egufit Mehemit AM refuses to comply with quadruple treaty 33; fleet returns from Syria, envoy of Mehemit Alisent to pone 31; civilization, condition of 82;
pasha refusal to accede to treaty 114; Alexandria
blockaded, unfavorable accounts from 194; pasha subdued, government of, guaranteed to him 3()6; Napier,
Stopford, Mehemet's posture, terms of treaty 333;
plague in, Ibrahim at Damascus, sir Charies Smith, interview with pasha, Mehemet Ali 353; Mehemel Ali
submitted to sultan, who accords to him hereditary
403
possession of Ibiahim's army returns 10

York

Hill

Fayrer, lieutenant, dismissed from command of President steamship
113
Fillmore, Mr.
254, 301, 317, 380, 400
Finances nf Iowa 221; committee on, in United
Slates senate 249; error in printed report on 254; order

tucky

—

Earthquake

Upper Canada

Bunker

Fairfield, (vessel) character of

of

Cumberland gap, convention at
Cumberland road resolution relative

institute 23;

80; for erection of church in Te.xas 97; in Asia

5;

claimants in

398

....

Flour— ;A regular weekly report of prices at various
places, especially when variations occur,. and of all incidents interesting to the trade in, will he found in the
Chronicle, or last page of the Register; more detailed
accounts of the markets in Europe, will he found on the
first page of each number, under the foreign head.]
-

Food, estimate respecting
144
Foreign articles will generally be found on first page
of each number.
Foreign relations committee on, in United States
senate 249; in house representatives 253; British outrages 372; report of committee of house representatives on 335; message from Mr. Van Buren, transrnit-

—

L'Amistad 402; report
of Mr. Pickens on correspondence relative. to the Caroline and McLeod affair, considered 408; bill reported
in house rejiresentatives regulating intercourse with
Cayenne and Guiana, resolution of inquiry relative to,
with Hayii 397; Mr. Pickens' report on with Great
Britain 393; Mr. Granger's remarks on 408; replies of
Mr. Pickens and Mr, Adams 409; remarks of Messrs.
410
Everett and Fillmore
Forsyth. John, correspondence of concerning persecution at Damascus 19; address to people of Georgia
59; rebuke of 133; correspondence on burning of Ca307, 402
roline 290; additional
ting correspondence relative 10

&c.
Foundry, committee on, revived
Fowler, death of captain John

Forts, St. Joseph,

240
270
32

INDEX.
Fox H. S. (British minister) correspondence from on
to
the Caroline 290, 306; letter to Mr. Forsyth relative
L'Amistad

—

-,•,
^
, ,
^t
,
France inrasion of, by Loms Napoleon dJ; steamboat Edinburg seized, Louis Napoleon seized and taken
to the citadel,lills sentinel, count Montholon taken, M.
Guizot lands at Calais, Louis Fhilhppe fired at, orgaand
nization of artillery, report concerning M. Theirs
American charge d'atiairs, gen. Cass, treaty by Prusi

armaments,
sia and Austria ratified 34; policy of Theirs,
reception of Syrian news, meeting of ministers, prince

337

Germany, preparations for war in
Girard college
Glass woven
Glentworth, J. B. indicted 368; proceedings
on case of
Gloucester, Massachusetts, population ot
Goode, Mr.
Governors salaries

....

Graham, Mr.
Grand Gulf rail road company, petition for,
States senate

"
°°

m court
.

i?t

Jf»
270

f^^

„
m United
.

.33?
'•°?

—

386
416
352

Henry, lieut. massacre of
Hervey, Mr. death of
Hines, Dr. imprisoned 64; escape of
Hobble, S. R. first assistant postmaster,

official direc-

36

tion of

Hoffinan, Ogden, addresses
Island

whig convention

at

Long
85

—

Holland king of, opens session and speaks 34; abdication of king of 115; proclamation of king]s abdication, ceremony, deficit of king of 145. 176; inaugura257
tion of new king, amount of public debt
261
Holleman, Mr. resignation of
Holt, Hines, elected to congress from Georgia 323;

Great Bntain steam project of 1; gold from Brazil
for 16; express from Paris to, news from Egypt, Asia
330
market, harvest, storm, qualified
son ib.; insurreclionary movements, re-estabhshmeut of Minor, fluctuations of money
319
Hopkins, Mr.
weather, Ireland, parliament 33;
tranquillity, letter from Louis Bonaparte, to the editor of stocks, cotton crops,
1
Honduras, sickness at
trade, harvest,
cotton
funds,
improrogued,
aspect,
warlike
parliament
Commerce
66;
the Paris Journal of
177
House of representatives of the United States
societies in, quantiprovement of public funds SI; admiral Hugon's order, queen's speech 35; number of Bible
49
Hoyt, Mr. arrest by
of railway
sums drawn from Paris Savings' bank, lodgments in ty of opium consumed, amount of capital
252
Hubbard, Mr.
London 64; details of
Savings' bank, French government called upon to sup- companies, number of suicides in
368
Hunt's Merchant's Magazine
trade stocks, puWic mind,
port the queen of Spain, rumors of Mehemit All's posi- trade between France and,
269, 367
Hunt, Mr.
crops, flour, harvest,
tion 82; stocks in Paris, warlike preparations, French Mr. Stevenson's tour, O'Connell,
representatives
of
queen of 65;
Hunter, R. M. speaker of house
consul returns from Beyrout *.; number of Normal duties, aspect of the east, lawsuit against
236, 281, 284, 286, 301, 313, 332, 334, 350
illness, deaths,
schools in France 96: army, transcript, trial of ma- gale of wind, harvest, lord Brougham's
235, 331
acciHuntingdon, Mr.
dame Laffrage, despatches from London 113; trial of excitement in Ireland, Miss O'Connell, rail roadreturn352
Hurricane
stocks to be
liouis Napoleon, testimony of Montholon, wall round dent, naval preparations, orders for
crops, suspense
Paris, telegraphic despatches from Marseilles, news of ed to U. States, importations, weather,
France
I.
between
commerce
contreaty
of
Ali,
fall
of
Mehemit
failure,
London,
depositions
of
in
Beyrout,
fall of
416
of Wesleyans in,
Ice
sols, news from Asia and Constantinople 114; descrip- and, American securities 81; number
Illinois
election returns of 21; aggregate vote 39;
London 96; death of
tion of Louis Napoleon's trial, 129; attempt to assassi- imports of wines and spirits to
incendiarism, dis- letter fiom citizens of, to the president 40; account of
nate the king, sentence on Prince Louis 145; account princess Atigusta, fire at Davenport,
Mediterranean Mormons in, strength of parties in, list of members of leof attack on the king, description of Darmes 161; trade missal of lieiit. Fayrer, gen. Hamilton,
increase of gislature in 57; decision concerning tionds of 95: State
with 173; new French ministry, address of ministry of fleet, money, cotton and corn markets 113;
bank of 134; returns 196; electorafticket, legislature of
anufaciures in, armj; officers 129; rates of postag
war to the army, aspect of Paris.the deputies, M. Theirs'
convened. State bank, census of Morgan county in,
ports, button act, capital represented by property. Si
policy, leave asked to levy French youths, speculations
afl'ai'-s, note on
prairies of 219; resolution of legislature relative to public
money
cotton,
Poule
arrived
weather,
144;
Belle
banks
193-4;
the
vings
elections
result
of
on the
in London works in, banks in 261; bill for reduction of prices of
at St. Helena, the remains of Napoleon, force of, on the eastern affairs by secretary Bulwer 145; fires
Mediterranean 209; new light houses 211; tone of public and Manchester 161; colonial dominions of 176; schools lands 282; resolution relative to removing seat of goaspect of vernment 296; relative to state debt 297; decision on
journals, effect of king's speech, flour, cotton 241, paci- in Ireland ib.; quarantine regulations 178;
ISuropean affairs, news from Syria, business stagnant, aliens 304; products, census 323; request by joint resofic disposition of Louis, sustained by chambers, president of the ministry, elections, loan to be proposed, American securities, value of manufactured goods, lution of legislature 331; resumption, Cairo 342; bill of
Napoleon's remains arrived 257; Dupin's answer to corn markets, weather 193; despatch from lord Palmers- remonstrance against repeal of sub-treasury, producton to British ambassador at Constantinople 194,- siege tions of 1841 in 360; public meeting on debt of 375; peking's speech, debate between Theirs and Guizot, re
recognised, tition from general assembly of, for appropriations lor
lief to sufferers by inuniiation voted, duke de Charrres of St. Jean d'Arc, independence of Texas
titles,
christened, funeral of princess Borghese, negotiation mediation between Mexico and Texas 195; death of sir marine hospital 379; decision on alien votes, land
inquiry of, relative to property in slaves 403
for marriage of due de Nemoirs, number of houses de- Andrew Carlisle, market, bank, cotton *.; stock, tobac- canal 390;
Imports 49, 50; from Cuba 67; wines and spirits lo
stroyed by inundation 273; peace party triumphant, co 196; force in the Mediterranean 209; total capital revote on ministerial address, remains of Napoleon, mar- presented by property, value of furniture of, national London 96; gold and silver coin 123: sperm and whale
kets, interment of Napoleon 305; fortification plan car- debt 240; aflairs of east, money, banks, failures, feeling oil, shoes 131; extract of report on, of silks 178;ofhquor
ried out, prince Louis Napoleon's invocation 321; threats towards American securities, Mr. Jaudon's account of to United Slates 224; petition for duties on the. of pins
against England, budget of 1S42, rumors of ministerial the United States bank of Pennsylvania, a princ?ss, re- 255: table of whole amount of, from 1790 to 1840, or 50
504
change. Belle I'oule, plots against king. Mad. Laft'rage, cognition ol Te.xian independence, 257; bank of Eng- years
Imprisonment for debt^discusscd in New Hampfrosts, despatches from Africa, Vallee recalled, Bugeand land 271; population of England 288; eflTects of presiappointed to command at Algiers, affairs with Moroc- dential election on European affairs, conclusion of shi e 260; bill to relinquish 234; bill to abolish, reported
336
co, cotton market 337; Paris tranquil, Guizot strength- eastern difficulties, notes of discount, American securi- 319; copy of act for, in New Hampshire
Inauguration of governor and lieut. governor of Kenening pacific measures, dissatisfaction relative to Egyp- ties, sketch of attack of St. Jean d'Arc 289; improve39
tain affairs, cold weather, fortifications progressing 369; ment of money market 305; terms of eastern convention tucky
17
Indemnity, Napoleon, and rate thereof
French papers comment on British queen's omission to agreed to, European money market, destruction of brig
242
Independent treasury, gov. Page on
allude to France in her speech on opening parliament, Fairy, imposition on Manchester bank, coal mines
consul
arrives
at
American
Singapore,
Windsor
India,
East
animated debates on forlification of Paris, fierce oppo- overflowed, abolition excitement 321; queen at
sition to the Guizot administration 401; death of Ameri- casile, court in mourning, hail storm, excitement in state of the military of, eflects of rain in Calcutta 67;
can consul at Paris 402; sum placed at disposal of king South Wales, Fairy, weather, hon. T. Robertson, re- victory gained by Dost Mahomed 306; Cabool war ter353
416 peal meetings, cotton, exchange, consuls 337; increase minated, plunder, death of Kurrack Singh
of, for encouragement of native arts
58 of revenue in, panic of tea dealers, fire at Dunbee, LiFranklin, Dr. letter of introduction of
Indiana election returns of 20; table of, for 1836 and
298 verpool cotton market, express from Paris 353; im- 1840 21; inland navigation 183; official election returns
Franklin bank of Baltimore
132 portant news from China 369; parliament assembled, 234; vote of, for presidentinl electors in full 243; bill peFraud in Philadelphia
28S opened by queen, speech of queen, money market, cot- titioning aid for canals in 252; legislature convened, salt
Freight
401 works established in, in United Stales senate 269; resoFrench, B B. chief clerk of the house of representa- ton market
177
Greeks- receive orders to leave Turkey or become lution of inquiry relative to lands 281; message of gotives of the United States
French spoliations, memorialin house of representa- rayas 35; Otho a party to treaty of four powers 145; venor ol 296; bill to confirm hinds lo 293, 301; bill re367 settlement of differences with porte, slave trade in fiorfed to regulate land office in 316; bill to confirm
tives claiming indemnity for
337 ands to319; re.solution of, to altar the constitution of the
320
Freshet
i ulton, Mr. senator elect from Arkansas 235, 249,
United States 323; land office bill engrossed 331; legis250,252,269, 331, 378
H. •
lative vote on elections, stale bonds 342; petitions on re1
Fulton, cruizing of the II. S. sleam frigaie
Haight, judge, death of 320; resolution on contingent cognizing the independence of Hayti 349; apportionFunds bill to relinquish certain, engros-sed 247; re- expenses of funeral of
330 ment of representatives in 360; resolution in favor of
soluiion of United States investment of 298; of New
192 national bank by 36B; bill on sale of real and personal
Ilamilion county, Ohio, census of
192
York city banks 112; of Wesleyan centennary
51 properly passed in 375; petitionsof citizens in, in behalf
Hanson, lieut. fired upon by Indians
63
Fur company, statements of, trade
321 of bankrupt law 379; public works suspended in, capiHanover, treaty of, with United States
Harbors condition of, on lakes 63; orders on, in tal punishment abolished in 390; memorial of citizens of
G.
Great Britain 203; resolution relative to, in United Stares for bankruptcy law, bill reported to confirm tides to cer32';
269 tain lands in 294; resolution of general assembly of,
Gaines, gen. system of defence of
congress
130
240 relative to proceeds of public land sales, pre-emplioit
Hard money, facts respecting
Galignani's abstract of Berryer's speech
160
Gallicia, sects and population
Harlan, James, appointed secretary of state of Ken- and taxation 407; bill considered in house of represen56 tatives relative to land for canal passed and sent to seGasparini, Gasper, pope, letter from, to president tucky
49
415
308, 322 naie,eastern boundary
Boyer
Harney, col. particulars of expedition of
416
Gambling in stocks
Indian Key, butchery at 3; further particulars conHarrison, gen. speech on atiolition 42; at Sj'dnev,
281,284 Urbanna and Dayton, Ohio, 56; speech at Dayton 70; cerning
21
Garland,'Hugh A.
20
203
James,
dinner
speech
Somerset
letter
relative
rubber,
thread
of
Garland,
and
speaks at Chillicothe and
89;
to
India
93 dealh of mother of wife of 135; sentiments of, on duelGeiger's body found
Indians war of 2; Pottawatamies movement 17;
144 ling 153; escape from danger 176; health, age 224; de- bulchery at Indian Key 3; further particulars concernGenius in mechanics
Geological survey of New Hampshire, see ffo«. Page's parture from Ohio, at Wheeling 355; Pittsburg 356; in- ing 21; skirmish 16; eniigralion of Pottawatamies, :if242 augural suit of clothes for 368; journey, salutations, &,c. fairs in Florida 50; fire upon scouting party, skirmish*
message
Genrgia election results in Savannah, comparison 371; report of joint committee on election of 393; resolu- near fort Mitchell 63; eniigration of 85; burn Mr. Dorof vote of different years 39; time of election, results ot tion in congress to notify him of election to presidency sey's house, capture of fni'ir, caplain Beall, fight with
1853 55; Indian murders in 83; political contests 100; 395; visit to Richmond 402; household of
400 lieut. Hanson 85; butchering in Georgia 88; reluctance
partial returns 101; election 119; election returns 128;
Ha. rison, Mrs. character pourlrayed
363 ol Pottawatamies to eniigraie 148; depredations in Florebuke to Mr. Forsyth, election returns 133. 152; legisHarrisburg, number of newspapers in 336; military rida, Seminole delegation 178; aflairs of, see message of
lative proceedings 218; census and capital of Savan- convention at
339 gov. of lowa^iQ; committee of U. S. senate on, of house
nah 224; election of United States senator in, banks reHarvey, sir John, ordered to command in Syria 320; of reps, on 250, 253; items relative to 259; message from
sume specie payments in 233; resolution in senate of letter to governor of Maine from 321 extract from speech president to senate on affairs of 269; resolution to aid
241;resignaiion of judge Colquitt, whig nomination, of
356 certain Ktckapoos tfi.; bill forrelief of certain Cherokee
bill for biennial sessions passed 2G1; salary of governor
Hatching eggs
192 warriors 280; Tiger Tail, murders 297; inquiry into ful274; tariff and national bank 275; liill of quarantine in
Hautville D', case of
S43 filment of Chocktaw treaty 300; bones of Black Hawk
2.38; adjournment of legislature 295; statement 310;
Havana Savinas bank
355 304; treaty i6.; consideration of treaty with Senecas306;
congressmen elected, per diem resolution, resumption^
Mayli, letter from pope to president of
49 murder of Mrs. Montgomery, lieut. Sherwood and foIof specie payments in 323; resolution of legislature o(
Haywood, R. W. adjutant general of N. Carolina 88 diers 307; resolution relaiive to boundary line for 316;
390
374; special congressional election of
Henagan, gov. of South Carolina, extract from speech coming in of the, of Florida 339; inquiry relaiive to SeGerman confederation, league of Europeans for nin- of
218 neca treaty 340, 356; proceedings of 300; caplure of,
369
tuol defence culled
Henderson i\lr.
280,307,316 surrender of 373-4; petition from Buffalo Presbytery reGerman reformed church, number, periodicals, insiiHenrico count)', Va. population of
128 specting Seneca treaty 394; letters relative to the Florida
208
tutions
Henry, Mr.
232 396-6; resolutions relative to removal of Seminoles,

Louis Napoleon committed, reports concerning Turkey
and Greece 35; No. of Bible societies 64; dealli ot San-
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amendments proposed,
senate 396;

bill

bill

reported, passed, sent to the

commissioners with
406
282
of appropriations for
inquiries in house of representatives

in senate to appoint

Choctaws

Indian department,

—

bill

Ingersoll, C.J.
relative to certain payments to 270; memorial of, resolution relative to admitting to bar of house 302; passed,
address of 303, 317, 333; per diem proceedings
333
Insolvent debtors, see report on
250

Insane, hospital for, recommended
Inspection of flour
Instalment, leave for bill to provide for fourth

242
2S8

397
58
Insurance, capital in Massachusetts 86; abstract of
336
.Insunection
88, 176
Intercourse by letters
400
Invention
58, 144,384
Vorea land sales in, at Dubuque 2; nomination for
governor and congressional delegate 21 ; census of 1840,
health, crops 40; governor's message, Indian affairs in,
depot of arms, form of government, finances, debts,
appropriauons, &c. 220; legislative council ask grants of
land for various purposes 378; bill in United States senate engrossed, granting right of pre-emption to tract
of land in, also bill marking northern boundary line of
407
Iron, price, trade 80; advance of prices in 128; shaft
160; trade 176, 352; consimiprion of 357; war sieamers
384
Institute, national

—

337

Itali/

J.

—

Nashville Union 10,
21; receives visit from 500 friends, visit to Nashville 39;
letter to editor of Gallatin Union, relative to gov. Polk

Jackson, gen.

letter to editor of

42
144
Jackson, Mr. E. invents excavating machine
284
Jaffrey, R. letter from
Jamaica, emigrants to
224
James, Mr. of Pa. offers to present anti-slavery peti282
tion
80
Jaudon, Mr. return to England
132
Jeffers, indictment of
197
Jemison, Mary, life of
Jews meetings in behalf of 32; charge against investigated and disproved 64; movements of continental
321
236
Johnson, Cave, of Tennessee
Johnson, col. R. M. speech of 7; letter of S; address
to cidzens of Ohio by 21; contemplated visit of, to Michigan, correspondence referring to 41; reception in Ohio
88; reception in West Tennessee, speech 154; in U. S.
senate 252,269, 280, 284, 315, 330-1-2, 347, 378, 379,
406
Johnson, Wm. Cost, of Maryland address by, to
whig conventions at Lancaster and Hagerstown 55;
speech on rejection of abohtion petitions 1*36; continued

—

—

—

283, 270; lunatic

bill,

bank

bill

281; on anti-slavery peorder 351; explana366, 394

titions 282; lunatic bill 317; point or

tion

Jones, Mr.
318-19, 334-5
Jones, Mr. of Virginia
254, 282-3, 333
Jones, capt. Thomas Ap Catesby, sword dehvered to
307
Jones, gen. Roger, sword delivered to
307
Journal of house of representatives, omissions and
253
amendments of
Judges, resolution to hrait tenure of, of federal courts
of United States
250
400
Judicial, salaries 304; proceedings
Judiciary, committee of United States senate on 250,
253, 331
208
Juniata county. Pa. population of

318

Justices

K.
Karnes,

col.

death of

Kamschatka steam frigate
Kearney, col. movement of
Kent, Mr. elected governor of Maine

—

96
213
85
322

Kentiicky election returns of 2, 3; decease of capt.
Fowler 32; secretary of slate appointed to 56; resignation of Mr. Gaitlier, camp Woodford, correspondence
133; manufactures in 160; official election returns 200;
congressional election, condition of banks in, salary of
fovernor of 274; senator elected 275; vole of, on slave
ill 323; penitentiary 342; legislative resolutions in favor
of distribution of public lands, bankrupt law 34S; vote
on institute for blind 360; report and resolution on Virginia and
York controversy 374; finances, education 375; memorial from, in favor of a bankrupt law 279;
preamble and resolutions of legislature of, in favor of U.
States bank 381 ; United States senator elected, taxation

New

recommended

404
Kerr, John Leeds, elected senator 238; accepts appointment 289; number of votes for, in United States
330
senate
King, Mr.
249, 252, 269, 331
King, Dr. relative to report from, agent of lead mines
348
King, Wm. R. credentials presented in United States
senate
393
Krehmer, Mr. returns to Russia
83
48
Kyaminsing timber
L.
Laffrage,

madam,

trial

of

Lakes, depth of, in winter
Lake Erie harbors
Lancaster, Pa. population of

XI

introduced in house of representaMajority, report of, on New Jersey contested election
412 case
tive to confirm
60
192
Maiek Adhel
Land sales
164
51
Mallory, Mr. of Va.
La.vrence, Abbot, resignation of
349
Mangum, Mr.
Lawrence, Amos, donation to Bunker's Hill associa235, 249
144
tion
Manufiictures, 128;of Louisville 160; billfor faithful
Law of newspapers
208 execution of laws relative to duties on
397
Lead, trade of,
Philadelphia 16; receipts of, in St.
Maple sugar
368
Lo'ois 144; exports 272; exports of, from Galena
400
Maps, resolution adopted in United Stales senate for
Leather, value of, in two states
128, 352 certain 406; in house of representatives, bill for a, of
Leet, Mr. of Pa. announces death of W. S. Ramsey northwest territory
397
154
Marriage, oummittee on
224
Martyrdom
Legare, Hugh L. addresses convention at Auburn
368
Man/land fugitives from, taking veil, death of Wm.
98
Letter from Mehemit Ali to porle 66; from Mr. McMahon, Van Buren nomination of Baltimore counGushing relative to northeast boundary report 83; from ty, time of holding stale elections in 48; election returns
Mr. Van Buren declining invitation to Poughkepsie of 87; tobacco crop 96; election returns 99, 100; time of
convention 89; from M. H. Barton 90; Mr. Woodbu- holding elections in, Baltimore city elections 118; resigry's 102; Van Buren on general bankrupt law 122; from nation, appointment, indictment, death of J. S. Spence
J. R. Poinsett to citizens of Charleston 124; John, bishop 132; population of Allegany and Montgomery counties
of Charleston, R. Barclay 126; Benjamin F. Thomp- and Baltimore city 160; official returns of electoral
son, gov. Seward, Mrs. Adams 136; from gov. Polk on ticket in, list of members of the legislature and terms of
abolition 156; J. Q. Adams 175; announcing arrival of service 181; census of Annapolis and table of electoral
Seminole delegation 178; from gen. Armistead to se- votes in 199; meeting of electoral college, census of
cretary of war 197; on resumption in Pennsylvania 215, Queen's Anne's county 217; salary of governor of 273;
216; from gen. Armistead 228; John C. Rives 299; gen. United States senator elected 288; message of governor
Armistead 307; judge Marvin 308; Mr. Benton 310; sir of 291; abstract of penitentiary report 293; population
John Harvey 321; post master general 332; gen. Armi- of each county in 294; vote for United States senator
stead 381; James Alden, U. S. navy 387; W. K. Armi- 310; table of census 340; statistics 341; resumption 368;
stead 395; Charies McCormick 396; Messrs. Fox and resolution in congress relative to surrender of United
408 States stock in canal to 379: statistics 388-9, 390; census
Forsyth 402; D. Webster
82 and commercial position of
Levant, accounts from
403
Levis, absconding cashier
64, 256
Massachusetts cars in, buildings of Boston 19; fair to
Liability of tenants
352 aid in erection of Bunker's Hill monument, contribu359 tions thereto, whig candidates for congress in 38; BunLibel suit, see Pennsylvania
Liberia, population, territory, government, agricul- ker Hill convention 43; time of holding state, elections
ture, printing presses, churches. Sabbath schools 112; in 48; census of Salem, Bunker Hill fair, resignation of
prosperity of
241, 352 Abbot Lawrence 51; special election, candidates, rail
368 roads, insurance, capital of, population, statistics 86;
Life boats
Library, committee on, in congress 269; volumes in thanksgivings day, nomination of Lincoln 98; census of
the, of Salem 272; resolution for settlement of claims Gloucester, value of leather manufactured in 128; luna332 tic asylum 131; farm of house of industry in, combinaLight houses, new, in France 211; petition for 347; nation of coal dealers 132; state and city electoral vote,
406 population of Boston, stale census 179; census of Worauthorising erection of
Lincoln, Mr.
253, 255, 281, 381 cester 192; official election returns, schools of 214; cenLinn, Mr.
252, 315, 331, 348-49 sus 258; municipal election in 260; legislature convened,
List of votes for president and vice president of Uni- election for members of congress 308; governor's mes395 sage 342; message on northeasiern boundary question,
ted States
Liqours, imported from 1834 to 1839 50; quantity im- finances 358; amalgamation marriage bill, Charleston
80 convent indemnity, trade, sugar 359, 384; nomination of
ported to United States
207 Rufus Choate to succeed Mr. Webster, indemnity
Livermore, Harriet
Livingston, Edward, defence of, by general Jack- postponed
403
22
son
Massacre
386
20, 320
Loans
Mason, Mr.
300
384
Lockport, disturbance at
Maihew, father, of Ireland, labors of
203
Log cabin state
283
McClennan, Mr.
96, 204, 2S8, 400
Longevity
McCormick, Charles, M. assist, surgeon of U. S. arLondon, population of 128; fire in 161; number ofin- my, letter from
396
336
habitants, &c.
96
McConachy, death warrant of, signed
Louisiana whig convention called in 20; election re16
McKenzie, address of, to Canadians
sults, avalanche, health, insurrection, fire 39, 88; law case
McKnight, Wm. letter from, on imports and exports
55; fire 56; imprisonment of Dr. Hines 64; order of go372
vernor for special election in, banks of New Orleans,
McLean, Cornehus, secretary of state of Md., resig132
judge Lynch 88; whig convention, trade 101; conven- nation of
tion of both parties in l]9j Rice Garland, Van Buren
McLeod arrested 96; examination, judgment 288;
convention, penitentiary, cession of territory, land slide case 304. 368; bailed, proceedings growing out of 384;
133; commerce of New Orleans 166; election returns Mr. Pickens' report 394; indicted
400
177, 200; banks, Mr. Bascomb, postmaster at New Or272
McQueen, arrest of
315
leans 219; salary of governor 273; official election reMcRoberts, Samuel, credentials of
turns 276; legislature convened 323; governor's mes101
Mechanics institute, report of proceedings of
legislature
of
law
bankrupt
by
resolution
on
144
341;
sage
Mechanical genius
360, 378; petitions for appropriations for buoys, relative
Medill, Mr.
270
to naturalization law 404; bill authorising sale of land
Mediteiranean, list of British fleet in the 113; rein394 forcement 114; naval forces of European, powers on
for schools in
209
Louisville, Kentucky, manufactures of 160; fire at
32
224
Meetings in behalf of Jews
1 14
Mehemit Ali, see Egypt
Lunatic asylum, bill to provide for in District of CoUnited
States
bank
of
PennMemorial
from
board
of
of,
lumbia, passed house of representatives 318; report
406
359 sylvania
of New York, relative to, in Pennsylvania
224
^^
Mercedes, romance by Cooper
Lynch, judge
Mercer, gen. remains of 192; monument 207; burial
304
Lyching
368
worn
by
remains
222;
sword
of his
Merrick, Mr. announces death of J. S. Spence 235,
M.
250, 253,280, 297, 330-31, 347
213
Macedonia, vessel, character of
336
Message of governor of Vermont 115; governor of
Magnetic attraction
Mails complaints against 64; failure of, in South Ca- New Jersey 149; extract from the, of governor of Alarolina 133; resolutions respecting, rejected 194; items bama 182; extract from Henegan's 218; of governor of
2, 18, 320 Iowa 220; V. Buren's on pension fund 228; of governor
304; robberies
il/aine— candidates forgov. and congressin 2; accident of Virginia 230-1-2-3; extract from, of gov. Bagby on doVan Buren to U. S.
19; table of elections in 1838 and 1839, result of election, mestic slavery 1!33; annual from
236-7-8 9; of gov. Page of N. Hampshire 242;
in 1840 38; election returns from 48, 51. 86, 98, 115; lea- congress
291-2-3; from gov. of Indiana 296;
ther manufactured in 128; popular vote 131; congression- of gov.Grason, ol Md.
gov. Kent's 322;
extract
from
297;
Missouri
oovernor
of
al elections, adjournment of legislature, 3 commission323-4-5-6-7-8-9, 330; synopers to revise laws, vote of thanks, votes for congress 149; of governor of New York
341; of governors of Michielection returns 177; close vote in 176; official returns sis of governor of Louisiana
342-3-4; of governor of Penn198; vote of state 214; bill to provide for settlement of gan and Massachusetts
344-5 6-7; of governor of Massachusetts on
militia claim of 255; census 259; congressional election sylvania
358
291; vote for congressmen, governor 308; letter from sir boundary
1'6
Metals, alloy of
John Harvey to governor of 321; report of committee on
scieiitific men on 286; taof
114;
opinions
Meteors,
Kent
proceedings,
Mr.
governor's election, legislative
287
elected, contested election rumored, allusion in gover- bles of
383
Meteorological register, hourly
nor's message to northeastern boundary question 322;
Methodists conference of, in England SO; number
election in O.tford district, finances, cause of state debt
in Great Britain 96; annual conference
339; United States senator elected, abstract of bank re- of members of
number
Canada
128;
of,
in
102;
bishop
turns 358; legislature assembLd, governor declared, U of, in Missouri
Canada 144; number of, in Michigan 176; centeStates senator, finances, northeastern boundary, revi- of, in
annual conference of Arkansas 219;
sed code finished 387; resolutions of state of, relative to nary fund 192;
336
in Virginia
British invasion 403; joint resolution of, relative to cur- conference of,
JV/erzco— progress of treaty between, and United Slates
rency, repeal of sub-treasury law, establishment of na
capituMon of revolutionists, recapture of tobacco
tional bank, tariff revision presented to United States 97;
416 17; specie from, political aspect 36; money to Vera
i senate 407: ship building in
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patents,

bill
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National armory, west of the Alleghanies, resolution
s re282
Cruz, revolt compromised, president Bustamente
of society of inquiry into expediency of
quest, Tampico, public opinion at condition
lt>»
National galleries of manufactures
Indians, lesian
in mummies 67; government, Ansta,
National institute, for promotion of science 58; leave
squadron, sickness S3; inland trade 130; Corpus Christi
^'0
tor use of hall of house for
asked
importations
invesiigalioii,
consul's
captured, American
^1National vessels, communications on
ot
of 258; treaty, battle 225; loan authorised 256; trade
Naluralization, case on in court 228; bill to establisli
conUnited Siales with 306; tornado 355; stipulation of
Missourians for repeal
out, tinilorm rule of 254; petitions of
vention of, amount of customs and warrants sent
relative
of law of 394; resolution adopted in Louisiana

65,
of United States senator in 403; conventions in 20,
Bruns86; census of Johnson county 80; censusol New

debt of

f?^ to
Mexican dollars
.
., ,,.
Navigation, annual statement of commerce and 37
3/iV/»>an— whig convention 21; lime of holding state
number of
Naval affairs— Home squadron, sec. Paulding, com.
election in 48; candidates for congress 58;
legis177;
president
com. Wadswortli, com. Warrington, com.
vote
for
Morris,
Methodists 176; esumate of
table Crane, capt. Gregory 2; Macedonian, Erie, Flirt, heut.
lature of, day of thanksgiving and prayer in 201;
state- McLauohlin 38; ihe sloop of war Preble, commander
of vote 220; census 224; census and comparative
struck by hghtning
ment of vears 1810, '20, '30, '40 256; bills in U. States Breeze,°United States ship Warren
salary of 51; Macedonian, Erie 69; Macedonian 85; U. S. transin behalfof 250; relative to public lands in 269;
system, officers who acgovernor of 2'i4; ofBcial election relurns of 276; bill tor port Solon, naval apprentice
86; com. Warrington, U. b.
extinction of Indian tides lo land 280; bill for adjustment company troops to Florida
the Delaware, capt.
of titles in 280; census 336; governor's messaoe 342; sloop of war Levant, Joseph Smoot,
fa- Strin^ham 98; Macedonian, Concord, capt. Shubrick,
citizens of, petition bankruptlaw 347; memorial ol, in
Stribline, heulenant
vor of bankrupt law 366; resolution of legislature ol, in commodore Warrington, C. K.
the North
behalf of lake harbors 378; resolution ol citizens of, in Saunders, commodore Sloat, the Preble 131;
179; United States brig
favor of bankrupt law 379; works on St. Joseph s river Carolina, the war steamer
memorial Concord, survey by, communication on national vesin, resolutions in favor of protective lantr390;
212;
Aulick
commander
from, for adoption of bankruptcy system 394; resolution sels, Yorktown sloop of war,
394 Relief sailed for Pacific 228; commander Vorheese
cf legislature of, relative to boundary law
240 ordered to the Preble, Columbus, Independence 242;
Michilimacinac, first settlement of
the
committee of house of representatives on the Macedonian, captain Wilkinson at Pensacola,
Mileaoe,
°
2o3 Consort, commander Powell, the Missouri launched
.

40,
123; table of elections in for years 1833, 39,
listofraembersoflegislature 117; Princeton college commencement 132; legislature convened, gov. Penning164;
ton's message 149; election returns for president
state expendimres, school fund 213; resolutions and proceedings in behalf of certain citizens of 269; vote on
bank charier, on divorces 359; resolution of Vermont on
exclusion of members of, from seats in house of repre39o
sentatives
,.,
,
New Orfeans—health, fire 39; fires 56; trade 101; population 144: commerce in cotton, tobacco, sugar, moU.S.
of
lasses 166; defaulting postmaster 219; election
368
senator 341; commerce, real estate
160
Newport. Rhode Island, population of
BO
New Shoreham, N. J. population of
Vattemere
Newspapers— 16, collection of Monsieur
80; published in Mexico 125; postage on, in Great Britain 144; number published in St. Louis 176; lav? of
Hampshire 214; number in Harnsnumber 208; in

wick

.

Miller, Jacob, elected to

U. States senate from

New

Jersey
Milling

q

.,

^™

Millionaire

,

a
b;

.

„
imitea
,

bill— correspondence relative to
house ot
States senate committee on 250; commitlee of
United
representatives on 253, 336; abstract of the, of
Militia

—

Military academy cadets admitted 131; amendment
appropriations tor
in house of representatives to bill for
regu181; bill for appropriations for at West Point 398;
^=7
lations relative to ad mission in
4Ui3
Military roads, bill reported to make certain
house ot
Military enlistment of boys, bill reported
.

East India squadron, Constellation, Independence,
Concord, Boston, commodore Warrington 2; commodore Downes 51, 131; United Slates sloop of war BosBoston
ton sails for, under commodore Long 179; the
Constellation
to join the Constellation, officers of the

Mediterranean squadron. United States ship Cyane
131;
61; United Siales ship Ohio 69; the Brandywine
Cathe ship Ohio off Symrna, United Slates corvette
yenel97; Columbus ship, com. Morris 242; the Cyane
at Toulon, list of officers of
?
,
,
„,

West India squadron, commodore Shubrick,

m

New

burg

New

company, excitement in- 132; canvass of 180: memorial of citizens of, against bankrupt law 378; from
chamber of commerce of, for certain provisions in bankrupt bill, prison contracts damages for 387; memorial
of citizens of relative to certain ''American patriots.''
416
Frederick A. Tallmadge appointed recorder
New Yorkstate Van Buren convention, nomination,
King's
counof
assessment
August,
amount of tolls in
ty, whig meeting 19; fire at Rochester, meeting of Jews,
appointment by governor 20; time of holding elections
in, population of Guilderland 32; case of lon^vily in,
cost of contemplated rail road, price given for Philadelphia stocks,wheat 32; census of Albany 38; census of Albany, 'Troy, Buffalo, Rochester 39; lime of holding election in 48; importer arrested 49; political aspect 51; celeter

ship

.

to district

judMs

(if

2^0;

posture of legislature in 341; business of St. Louis 342;
memorial of citizens of, for bankruptcy 394; law passed
execution, rein. exempting real estate of debtors from
solution adopted for land district, law passed relative to

&c.
Missouri— retama from 21;

bale rope,

^°

Oiiden

Tacific squadron, store ship Relief to sail for 164;
Relief sailed, lieutenant Nicholson, hst of officers,
sloops of war Yorktown and Dale, commanders Aulick and Gauntt 228; list of the officers of the Yorktown

242

'^P^

trial for manslaughter s»;
Exploring expedition, arrival of, at Sandwich Ispaincrease of popidation in. Dames, sub-treasury opera- lands, extract of letter from Vincennes, Honolulu
annual confer- pers, the Porpoise, officers of ship Vincennes, Peacock
tions, political meetings 89; Methodist
ence in, trading company, Darnes' trial 102; sentence and Porpoise and the tender Flying Fish, and the
rcsultol election scieniific corps on board, account of massacre of offiof Darnes 134; election returns of 151;
legiscers of
77; census and statistics of St. Louis county 200;
on Mul273, 322
Naval appointments
lature convened, Episcopalconvention,decision
51, 19', ^08
Naval court martial
lanphy estate, census of Clay and Girardeau counties,
273
Navy, deaths in
revolutionary pensioners 220; banks 261; abstract ot
boundary
273; 322, 402
Na val promotions
gov. message 297; communication from on
governor
2,38,68,273
Naval orders
questitin 298; act and letter transmitted from
and its elfects in
Navy pension fund— bill to regulate pay and emoluof, to congress 302; legislative politics
360; "iiTipl-ovident act" of 371; petition from citizens of, ments of pursers postponed 280; new provisions for,
a'skinc repeal of naturaliza'ion law 394; resolution of le- &c. ih.; committee of whole on 285; reconsideration of
311-12-13gislature of, on New York and Virginia controversy vote 2S6; refusal to reconsider 299; debate on
404 14; bill passed
315
336
319, 332^3
Naylor, Mr.
Missourian skeleton
ll.i;
Negro testimony. Bolts, J. M. on Van Buren's ad
Mobile, su't and judgment in 83; election in
241
mission of
population 128; buildings in
67
307
Nelson, major T. M. sword delivered to
Mode of electing president of United States
Netherlands, population of 240; age of prince of
Money market
'ir,,
iW Orange
241
Montgomery county, Md. population ot
280
Nevins, J. S. petition of, for services
Moniholon, count, testimony of, incaseof Louis IN a145
80
Newark, whig meeting at 20; population of
poleon 114; reception of sentence by
112
Newcomb, C. G. trial of
Monument, to gen. Mercer 207; proposition to erect
298
128
New Brunswick, N. J. population of
272; bill in senate relative to
Mnreliead, J. T. elected United States senator from
New England states, table of elections for presiJent
.

.

226

307
269 23 1-2
Mormons, 144; conference 192; governor ol Ilhmos
.394
on 297; legal testimony respecting
Moore, John, of Louisiana in house of representatives
269

Mnrsan, cnpt. C.
Morgan, Mr.

W.

sword delivered

Morris, Robert H. recorder of

New

York,

,

festival,

emovod
1^?
•*"'

,
ot state

Napier, commodore, arrival at Beyrout, letter to English consul at Beyrout, demands resisted, reprisals 66;
t44

Nashville, Tennessee,

Natchez,
report

ga

bill for relief

whig convennon

ber of newspapers in 214; United States senator 228; governor's message 242; committee appointed to revise
laws of. imprisonment for debt discussed 260; census
for 1830 and 1840, sal.nry of governor of 274; two new
counties constituted 322; copy of act for imprisonment
for debt in 335; state convention and nomination 339;
bill for military claims passed United Slates senate 347;
351
claim bill referred
67
New Holland, discoveries in
New Jersey lime of holding elections in 2; population of Patterson 16; state convention, congressional
ticket, whig meetings at Salem and Newark 20; time of
holding slate elections in 48; meetings of whigs 55; report of majority on contested election case of 60; election
returns 98; treasurer'sannualreport, population of MiddIesi'X couniv 180; census of Camden 192; adjournment of legislature, proposed bonfires 199; official
election returns 229; legislature convened 323; election

—

N.

rumors of
at 8;

census

48, 64
of sufTerers in 250; unfavorable

315

162

3S; election returns

164; legislature convened, abstract ot governor Page's
message 198; population of 203; lime of election in. num-

123

product of

Foundland, time of legislative meeting in

New Hampshire— deUy oflaw

416

Mortar
Munroe, Mr.
Mufray, J. of Maryland, appointed secretary
Musical

New

to

1

r ^^f
afcommencedJ-in, police

education, statistics in a ward of 32;
passengers from foreign countries to 32; meeting of
merchants in, favorable to Van Buren 51; assessment
of 95; dispute between corporation ol and Croton wa-

Macedonian, sloop Levant 51; captain Borceum, sloop
Concord, crew of Erie 85; sloop Concord, capt. Boorepresentatives for
f^
fW rum, mail packet Hayne, capture by the Otsego 98;
Miners, bill 10 organize company
}^
-,
Minority, report of, concerning New Jersey election Macedonian gone to sea
South American squadron, U. S. frigate Cons&tuUon
arrival
Mint, 350; report of 373; statement of results of, in U. 85; Constitution and Boxer 98; Concord for 164;
of the Enterprise from Fernambuco 198; Constitution,
240,336 352,400 com. Claxton, Shark, capi. Bigelow, entertainment, U.
^M?s\ionanes
Missiwippi— death of col. Hinds in, rise of river 32; Slates brig Enterprise, Malek Adhel 212; the sloop of
Concord, fritime of holding state elections in 48; election returns war Decatur to sail for Rio 212; sloop
Jen- gate Constitution, sloop Shark, St. Louis 308; Unilijd
77; limes in, price of land 19; resignation ol John
captain
gosalary
of
war
Decatur,
261;
of
electors
sloop
Potomac,
for
returns
Stales
frigate
official
kins 233;
vernor 274; resolution relative

.

I'ori et(_v— registration

fairs 19; deaths" 32;

—

McDonough's victory, political meetings 52;
Croton water works, pardoning power, prison statistics
54; project of improvement, sale of the Neptune 55;
number of suicides in 64; meetings at Long Island,
conservative convention at Auburn, steamboat explosion, names of suflerers 86; V. Buren merchants meeting
in 91: registering voters, whig nomination 98; amount of
canal tolls 112; Genesse valley canal 116; Croton water
company 117; the Oneidas state loan 132; election returns 164; census 165; members of congress 179; returns
bration of

and personproperly of, population and produce of Cyahuga
county, population of Dutchess county 180; packet ship
fired upon in Liverpool channel 195; official canvass
for electors, governor, senate, congressmen 198; canal
trade 199; Canajoharie burnt 208; New York and Erie
rail road, canal resources, day of thanksgiving appointed 215; electoral college assemble 228; names of electors 229; census 260; packet ships 272; legislature convened 303; governor's message 323; criminal statistics
336; subscription for seminary 3.52; rnemorial from
379
Onondaea countvrelative to Seneca Indians
269
Nicholas, Mr. U.S. senator
Nicholson, Mr. A. O. P. elected United States sena316
tor from Tennessee 296 qualified and took seat
Niles, John M. postmaster general, report of 264; letfor president, governor, city election, real
al

332
257
336
32
Norfolk, Va. population of
96
Normal schools in France
Northeastern boundary American commissioners
survey of 1; British commissioners survey 1; report of
British commissioners on 25; extract from New York
Inquirer on 27-8-9, 30-1; Mr. Cushing's letCourier
ter relative to British commissioners report on 83; surveyors, col. Talbot, route of 97; work on illustrated by
maps 224; British troops take possession of disputed
territory, information sent to gov. Fairfield 258; running
the line 304; difficulties 320; letter on disposition of
troops 322; allusion in gov. Kent's message ib.; remarks
on New York Courier and Enquirer on 338; sir John
Harvey's remarks on 356; message of governor of
Massachusetts on 353; communication and report
ofhouse of representatives on appropriations forcurrent
expenses of asked 387; communication from Van Bu--i
ren relative to 379; resolutions of Maine and approprialiens relative to proceedings on 387; bill reported in
house of representatives making provisions for explora397
tion of
North Carolina preparations for convention, appointment of adjutant general of 83; time of holding
elections in, whig convention 118; reports of election
177; official relurns for governor 181; resignation of
Messrs. Brown and Strange 200; United States senators 217; manufactures in 261; extract of governor's
speech on opening legislature 294; counsellors of state,
French spoliations 295; inauguration of governor, extracts from address of, three counties erected in, census
323: on public schools in 341; resolutions of, favorable
to distribution of public lands 378; presented lo congress

ter

from

Niles, Hezekiah, tribute to the

memory

of

Noah. Mr.

—

&

i

;

:

.

i

—

Northwest

territory, bill reported directing

maps

o{

250, 269, 280, 348, 407

NorvcU, Mr.
O.

Ocre mine discovered
Ohio river, depth of 80; navigation of

—
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on the western frontier

AFFAIRS.
On the morning of the 2d of February, at half
Appointments by the president. Samuel
past 8 o'clock, the air appeared dark and threatenmoneys at the land
public
of
receiver
Crawford,
extraordinain"; every thing seein to indicate some
Edward Humphreys,
soon follovved, for a oflice at Kaskaskia, III. vice

^
'
ry'phenomenon, which in fact
China— information from
thick smoke arose from the crater, accompanied by
Chronicle
„
„
Clat, Henry—speecli at Nashville 9; reply to presi- a loud noise, like thunder, while burning lava and
dent Jackson
Mr hot ashes burnt and destroyed every thing on which
Earthqoake at Ternate
they fell.
|'
^
Great steam project
This destructive eruption lasted twenty-four hours
India^vs- Sioux and Chippewa, Winnebagoes return .!;
and ended with a frightful subterraneous noise, which
Florida
^'Z*
massacres in
made the inhabitants fearthat the ground would give
Jackson, ex-president— communication to the NasiPassing over some days we
their feet.
\" way under
viile Union
came to the 14th of February, 1840, which proved
,

—

,_

Land sales— in Dubuque
Mail robberies
Males Adhel — a supposed
Mfa-ico—iiyhtina

^

MuHLENBURG, IvTr. about
Northeastern boundary

—survey, miSlery solved

so disasterous.

J
1

Naval— various items
President Van Buren — correspondence with R. Gar-

6
C. Clark
'
_
Texas— arrival of a church
States of tue union Maine, eleciion; Rhode Island,
elecdon; Vermont, candidates, eleciion; New Jersey,
election notice; Virginia, political conventions; Nortii
Carolina, convention; Kentucky, official election returns 2; Alabama, eleciion of legislature; Ohio, political meetings; Illinois, election; Florida, attack on
Indian Key, more murders 3, 4; excitement at Tallahassee, letter of the committee of citizens to the
president 4; statement from the Globe 5; ex-governor
5
Call's speech in N. York,
8
Southwestern whig convention at Nashville

land and

deceased.
Elijah H. Gordy, receiver of public moneys at
Wilthe land oflice at St. Stephens, Ala. vice T. J.
kinson, deceased.
Tappahanat
J. A. Parker, collector of customs
nock, Va. vice Robert S. Garnett, deceased.
Ebenezer H. Stacy, surveyor at Gloucester, Mass.
vice John M. Moriarty, resigned.

Mexican commissioners. We learn that scnor
D. Pedro Fernandez del Castillo and senor D. Joaquin Velazquez de Leon, commissioners plenipotentiary on the part of Mexico, under the convention
of the 11th of April, 1S39, together with senor D.
Lucas de Palacio y Magarola, their secretary, were
secretary of state on the 16th, and
the houses were sha- received by the
by him presnted to the president of the United

At half past 12 at night a loud noise
was heard, accompanied by a slight trembling of
viothe ground, which grew every moment more
1
their sleep.
lent, and awakened the inhabitants from
1
At half past 3 in the morning, whilst the rain fell
2
the people
in torrents, a violent shock was lelt

^

slaver

at ii»o oQpitnl, commlseioners
lo relum from Austria

—
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NATIONAL

No.

Appointments ev the president

ARM!— movemeni
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could hardly keep their feet,
In many
ken, and most of the buildings fell.
States on the ISth inst.
places the earth opened and closed again. Nothing
was left undamaged, and on the 15th of February,
Return of a minister.
nature seemed to have attained the highest point of

It

is

stated that

Mr.

American minister, at the court of Viextremely violent shock was felt, men Muhlenberg,
leave of the
and enna, is exoected to take his audience
anil animals hastened in terror to the waterside,
emperor of Austria, about the 1st of September, prerank.
of
distinction
v\ithout
boats
the
filled all
the west of Europe,
for
departue
his
paratory
to
the
When the fury of the storm was past, and
whence he will leave for the United States early
poor inhabitants had in some measure recovered
the fall.
their fright, they perceived how complete was their
JNlen's possessions were laid waste, the most
ruin.
North eastern boundary. The American
were
productions
other
numerous
and
Vice president Johnson recepdon and speech at Co- costly spices
survey of the north eastern
not a piece of fur- commissioners for the
lumbus, Ohio 7; his correspondence with T. D. Car^ spoiled and buried under ruins;
on Thursday last
house in all Ternate boundary, were to leave Portland
one
and
neal

—speech

An

m

—

—

Webster, Daniel

fury.

at

SCrREMirrANCEs by mail.

Saratoga

"A

postmaster

may

en

stone
not
niture saved,
remained standing. Even Fort Orange, which has
withstood several earthquakes for these two hundred years, has given way to this occasion, and tru-

welfare and importance of Ternate to our
government is lost. The private injury is estimated at 900,000 florins. The shocks were feltatGildo
and Tideii, but no damage was done; thank hea
iMost of the people will
ven, no lives were lost.
leave the island and settle elsewhere."
letters containing such money, he being able to satisfy
[Dutch papers, July 23.
himself before aletter is sealed, that it contains nothing
The last accounts from Belize (Honduras) repre[Am. Farmer.
but what refers lo the subscription.
sent that coast as very sickly. About 8,000,000 feet
of mahogany had been cut, half a million of which
ARTICLES.
was destined for this country, and the rest for Great
close money in a letter lothe publisher of a newspaper,
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank tlie
Amos Kendall:
letter, if written by himself."
Some of our subscribers may not be aware that they
may save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmasier where they reside to frank their

FOREIGN

ENGLAND.

Greal steam prrject. The East India Steam Navigation company, (by way of the Mediterranean,
Egypt and the Red Sea: to be incorporated by royal
charter, capital £800,000). The follow ins: abstract
will show the estimated outlay, charges and revenue
of this great enterprise:

Outlay. Building and fitting 7 steamships, cost of stations abroad, and inci£600,000
dental expenses,
Annual charge. Wages, coals, victualling, insurance, Sec. sinking fund for
wear and tear, and renewal of ships and
£239,000
charges of all kinds,
Income. Passengers, less victual231,000
ling and land transport,
Freight, consisting of light parcels, periodicals, bullion, &.c.

24,000

305,000

£66,000
upwards of 11

Yielding a clear annual surplus of or
per cent, upon £600,000.
The vessels are to be constructed of such tonnage
and povver as to be applicable to the route by tlie
Cape of Good Hope, in case of any interruption to
that through Egypt.

CHINA.

The New York Courier and Enquirer of Wednesday says: "We learn by the ship John N. Gossler. Captain Davis, that an English vessel arrived at
Macao from Singapore the <lay before she left; that
>ne of the transports, with troops on board, ftom
ndls, destined lor Chinn, hud already arrived at
he latter port, and that a large Heel was seen standug in the bay when she lelt, supposed to be the
!xpedition.
At Tongkoa th^re were a few English
hips, and the frigate Druid, and sloops of war Vojge and Hyacinth.
sooth AMERICA.
Delruclion of Ternate by an earthquake. Ternate
the largest of the Molucca or Spice Islands
^
.d belongs to ihe Dutch.
\roL- IX
Sia. 1.

among

—

ly the

for the disputed territory.

A

MYSTERY SOLVED.

The

report of the British

commissioners has occasioned no little surprise in
assertions,
this country, so bohl and positive are its
and so widely different fiom all conclusions heretoexAmerican
British
or
by
either
fore arrived at,
plorers.

Some

portion

of the

wonderment may

perhaps be dispensed with, by the result of an exploration which we have been making, with no
ot words emlittle pains, through the immensity
the
bodied in the report, seeking for a solution to
question whether Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonclaimhighlands
of
rarige
the
upon
went
ever
hau"-h

We give the fruit ot
ed by us as the treaty line.
the report;
that exploration in the very words of
lies on the diEtchimin
Lake
premising that
By the Norma, from Havana, at New York, pa- only
from the southern or British range to
route
rect
with
received
are
ull.
20lh
pers of that city of the
Quebec, about mid%vay between the two extremiaccounts from Mexico, carried to Havana by the
range.
ties of the northern or American
British gun brig Sea Gull, 2ath July. We copy from
Extract from the report.
the New York American:
At Lake EtchiA.
M10
'Date October 20,
The civil war in the city of Mexico had, after 13
Height 957 feet.
n, 13 feet above the water.
days fighting in the streets, been terminated by an
top of hill on Quebec
On
21.
October
•Date
armisli'ce and agreement, which replaced authority
of hills
road, the highest visible point of the chain
in the hands of Bustaraente.
by the Americans as highlands. Height
The extra of the Dairy of Havana, of the 20th claimed
1,212 feet.
August, presents a summary of each day's transac"On the 22d of October the commissioners arwhich, howtion's, from the 15th to the 28th July—
rived at Quebec, and waited on his excellency, Sec."
ever, is of little interest, beyond the daily recurrence
Thus it appears that the American range was
by
the
environsits
and
palace
of firing from the
commissionvisited at only one single point by the
troops of JJirea and Gonzales Furias, who had taken
ers—that being the point where they were obliged
possession of it, and made Bustainente prisoners—
the British range to
cross
it in their journey from
to
sought
which
and those of the superior government,
Quebec— where they found a lake, the source of a
to drive out the revolters.
flowing into tlie St. Lawrence, nine hunThe final result was that on the 27th throu«li the stream
dred and fifty-seven feet above the level of the sea,
intervention of the archbishop, a truce was negoabove
and a hill twelve hundred and twelve feet
tiated.
Not liking these elevations, probably,
that level.
After the signing of this capitulation, the governand
this
Quebec—
on
to
hurried
the commissioners
ment troops took possession of Ihe govei nment house,
ot highlands claimis all they know about the range
and other points occupied by the revolters, who dis[A'. Y. Com. Ado.
boundary!
as
the
us
ed
by
repersed, some to their homes, others tied, and the
mainder laid down their arms at the place designated
In CHASE OF THE "Malek Adhel." We underbv the commander-in-chief.
stand that the U. States .steam frigate Fulton went
'
Gomez Furias and Urrea fled, without its being
navy yard,
lo sea yesterday afternoon, fiom the
tranthus
taken,
and
had
known what direction they
Brooklyn, to cruise alter the Malek Adhel, in conquillity was, for a time, re-established.
piratical demonstrations.
strife, that sequence of her recent
civil
such
iipnn
comment
sad
It i" a
We are inlbrined that her instructions are, to conwhile, durins tlie 13 davs of contest, only SO of the
tinue the ciuise till she captures the suspected vestroops on botli sides were either killed or wounded,
We would
sel, or at least discovers her intentions.
them
dissome
of
citizens—
460 peacelul and quiet
respectfully suggest to the worthy U. S. marshal of
tinguished—were either killed-or wounded.
our dislrict, whether it would not he an easier and
TEXAS.
shorter cut to get at those intentions, by takJrrivulextraordinary—A'n Episcopal church ar much
Broadway any pleasant alterin'i- a promenade in
rived the other day in Matagorda, Texas, on board
meeting or calling on the owners of the cralt
notm,
handa
"it
is
says,
The C.zette
the bri^ Susan.
in the premises.
opinion
their
asking
some and well finished building, with pulpit, pews and
[N. York Sun.
Britain.

MEXICO.

.

.
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.
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A

sale of eleven

5,

1840— STATES OF

of contempUited changes, says the Clnonicle some
of which we give as Ttuiwrs only, however, without
vouching for their correctness.

townships of land in Iowa commenced at Dubuque
on the 3J instant. These townships contained some
of the best land in tlie territory, yet we learn from
It is understood that com. Wadsworth will retire
the News that the sale was pooily- attended and the from the navy board, and be appointed inspector of
amount of laiid sold very small.
sale of 70,000 ordinance and ammunition; and that the vacantseat
acres of fine lands on the Wabash and Erie canal, has been tendered to com. Warrington, who it is bebetween Fort Wayne and Loganport, Indiana, is ad- lieved will accept.
vertised by the state commissioners for October 5lh.
It is reported that, in consequence, of ill health,
part of these lands will be offered at $2, a part $5 com. Crane has asked to be relieved frmn the comand a few choice lots at .§7 per acre, at the minimum mand of the navy yard; at Porfsmotli, N. H. and if
The terms of payment, one-fourth at the so, there is no doubt tliat his wishes will be gratified.
prices.
sale; one-fourth in 12 months, and the residue in 10 Com. C. has participated largely in active
service
years from sale. The canal is now in operation lor ever since he attaint-d his present grade— now up90 miles, and will be completed to Lake Eire during wards of twenty-five years.
the next year.
Captain F. H. Gregory has been ordered to the

A

A

A

JVIail hobbehies.
mail bag was discovered
a few days since sunk in the Roanoke river, at
VVeldon, iV. C. which contained a number of letters which had been broken open and their contents
taken out. An investigation is being had in refer-

ence
It

to

frigate Constellation, noiv fitting out at Boston. She
is to be one of the fleet destined for the East Indies.
understand that the squadron vsill be comiiosed

Wm.Boerum

it.

would appear, by the following extract of a
from Wilmington, N. C. nnder date of 2l3t

letter

instant, published in the Cliarlesto/) Courier, that a
robbery of the southern mail had been recently per-

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.
John Fairfield, who was elected eovernor last year
by 6,000 majority, is the administration candidate
lor re-election, and is opposed by Edward Kent,
(whig).
Candidates for congress. The following are the
candidates at the election which takes place on the
14th instant.
Administration.
Harrison.
1.

Nathan

2.

Albert Smith,*

3.

Joseph Sewall,
John Hubbard,

4.
5.

It is rumored that capt.
is to command
the Boston.
Such a fleet under all sail will present
a splendid sight.
T/ie sqwidron on our coast.
The Portland Adver-

N.

Joshua A.Lowell,'
Joseph C. Noyes,
Hannibal Hamblin,
Zadoc Long.
KHOfcE ISLAND.

8.

and papers thoroughly saturated with water.
They were taken up lo Weldou and examined.
The letters had all been opened, and drafts, checks,
money, &c. extracted theielVom, as some of the letters themselves clearly indicated they contained
such. Among them was one directed to col. R. iVl.
Johnson, from Alabama. There were also papers
among them a Constitutionalist (Augusta) of
letters

—

August

'A

11.

messenger was forthwith sent on

Washington to make known the ciicu instance, and to have
the matter sifted, which will be done in a few days,
and then you will have the particulars."
Arrest:
We learn that a man named George
Phillips was arrested yesterday afternoon by ofiicers
Basil Jame'S and Jesse Sumwalt, charged with having robbed the mail for the west from Baltimore between this city and Hagerstown. Phillips was arrested in the western part of the city and underwent
an examination in the presence of Joshua Vansant,
esq. postmaster, before ju 'ice Wright, by whom he
was committed for further e.Yaminalion.
to

\_Ball. Ainer.

THE ARMY.
The weslern Indiuns. Intelligence has reached
St. Louis that the Sioux and Chippewa Indians
were engaged in a war. The Eulletin of the ISth
inst. also states that a large

number

of the

Winne-

bago Indians have crossed the Mississippi and returned to their old "hunting grounds." General
Atkinson, with five or six companies of infantry,
were to leave Jefferson barracks immediately for
the upper countty, lor the purpose of conducting
them back to the grounds allotted thein.
[Sim.
The Winiiebugues. The St. Louis New Era of

rumored

inst.

result of the semi-annual election
places political parties in this state

as follows:

The next legislature of Rhode Island will stand
as follows;
Counties.
WMgs.
.AJminMraiiort.
Providence,
Kent,

—

It is

The

Election.

on the lath

tiser of Friday says:
We have seen a letter from
one of the officers of the United States ship Levant,
Recent circumstances have made their appear- which says that the Macedonian, Levant and Erie
ance in so prominent a manner, that not the least arrived at Eastport on Ihe ]6th instant. The
squadoubt remains but there h;is been a robbery of the dron will sail from Eastport to Castine, and
from
southern mail, perhaps to some extent. The facts, thence to Portland. From Portland it is intended
to
as iar as 1 have learnt them, are from a person who proceed to Townsend, Portsmouth,
Gloucester, Prosaw the mail bags, and therefore may be relied on vincetown, Newport and New York. The squadron
as being correct, as far as they go.
are
as
They
were saluted at Eastport on the 17th, and the fla<>"

ship returned the salute.
Ihe Mediterranean squadron.

S. Littlefield,

Alfred Marshall.

7.

petrated:

follows:
"On the 19th inst.'as some person orpersons were
crossing the bridge over the Roanoke, at Weldou,
they perceived a bag, and supposed it to contain
meal or something of the kind, and gave notice to
that eilect to others, one of whom procilred a hook
and line (the bridge being a considerable distance
above the water) and soon fastened on to it, but
found it so heavy that he could not raise it, until he
had procured the assistance of several negroes.
They finally got the bag on the bridge, and found
it to contain a quantity of large stones, and also a
smaller bag, and in this small bag were a number of

Daniel Gooilenow,
Wm. P. Fessenden,
Benj. Randall,*
Geo. Evans,*
Elisha H. Allen,

Clifford,*

6.

We

of the razee Independence, frigate Constellation,
sloops of war Concord and Boston, and another sloop,
all under the command of com. Lewis Warrington.

THE UNION.

14
8
6
5
16

Bristol,

Wasl.ington,

Newport,

8
2

•

9

4
23

Whig

majority,
Senate,

10

Maj. on

joint ballot,

36

election

for

that

commodore Morris will go to Boston and take command of the Mediterranean squadron in the spring.
The East India squadron. There were several

The

VERMONT.
members of

governor,

congress,

rumors about the navy yard hero, and the command slate legislature and state ofiicers, took place on
of the squadron destined for Ihe China seas, says the Tuesday last, of course we have no returns in time
Norfolk Beacon, but they were so coiiflictino- as to for this number.
Silas H. Jennison (whig) was elected governor
leave no ground for supposing them to be true.
It
is now stated that capt. Jesse Wilkinson
will take last year by a uiajority of 2,3.51 and is a candidate
command of the East India squadron, and captain for re-election. Paul Dillingham, jr. is the admi-

Morgan of the yard here."
"We learn also," says the Beacon, that commander C. K. Stribling has been appointed to the naval
rend^vous at this port in place of commodore T.
T. Webb, relieved."

nistration candidate..
of the present congressmen from Vermont
are friends of Van Buren, viz: John Smith in the

Navy Orders.— Ju\y 24— Purser A. J. Watson,
navy yard, Washington.
27—P. mid. D. Ross Crawford, depot of charts,
kc.
28 Lieut. L. Stoddard, leave two months, having returned from brig Consort, sick.
P. mid. C. F. M. Spotswood, ordered to steamer
Fulton revoked, and leave three months.
29— Lieut. A. E. Dnwnes, rec'g ship, Boston.
Chaplain T. R. Lambert, do.
do.
30—Lt.com'g C. H. Bell.lieuts. J. F. Schenck
and J. P. BIcKinstry, asst. surgeon, R. T. Barry
purser T. B. Nalle, P. mid. J. R. M. Mullany!
mid. G. E. West, W. T. Spicer, and J. Ladd, detached from brig Dolphin, with leave for two
months.
Lt. com'g J. S, Paine, lieut. W. P. Griffin,
asst.
surgeon E. J. Rutter, P. mid. A. S. Whittier, W. It. Gardner, mid. E. A. Barnett and
E.
C. Stiles detached from schooner Grampus, with
leave for two months.
Comm'r J. Tatlnal, detached from special duty,
under capt. Perry.
31— Commander H. Paulding, navy yard. New
York, vice T. T. Webb, detached.
Lieut. E. Byrne, rendezvous, Philadelphia, vice
R. Ritchie, detached.
Lieut. John Pope, navy yard, Boston, vice W. S.
Walker, detached.
Lieut. C. H. Davis, ordinary, Boston.
Surgeon VVatcrs Smith, rendezvous, Nmv York.
Surgeon Win. Whclan, navy yard, Pliilailelphia,

known

Two

4th district, and Isaac Fletcher in the 5th district.
The candidates, for the next congress, as far as is
Disl.
1st

2d
3d

—

to us, are as follows:

Whigs.
Hiland Hall,
V\''illiam

4lh
5lh

Adin.
Daniel Kellogg,
Tuieman B. Ransom,

Slade,
Everett,

Horace
Agnstus Young,
John Mattocks,

John Smith,
Isaac Fletcher.

NEW

JERSEY.
Election. The period at which the

state elections

take place in this slate have been erroneously represented in the tables lately published of periods
of election.
The annual election for me:nbers of
the legislature (and who elect the governor and U.
States senator) takes place on the 2d Tuesday and
Wednesday, 13lh and 14th October. The election
for members of congress and electors of president
and vice president on the 2d and 3d of November.

VIKGINIA.
Administration convention.

mended by the

The system recom-

central committee of vigilance, of

holding a general convention in each congressional
district, is in regular progress of being carried out,
and we have the papers of the party in that state
crowded with their notes of preparation or proceedings thereat.

A

whig

stale convention,

"a

last

the party previous to (he final conflict in Novem--;
ber" is to be held at Richmond, on the olh October,,'
the anniversary of the battle of the Thames.
whig convention came off at Wheeling on the i

A

3d

inst.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Tuesday says: "We understand that informaA whig state convention is to assemble at Iialeigk\
on the 5th October.
tion was received yesterday from general Brook,
that the movement of troops from Jefferson barKENTUCKY.
Election returns.
The Frankfort Commonwealth
racks, in anticipation of difficulties with the Winofthe2.511i ult. contains the official returns of the
nebago Indians, was not considered necessary by Boston station.
him; and ill consequence the order lor lliat purpose
August 1— Capt. R. F. Stockton, furlough 2years. late election, which vary very slightly liom the tahas been countermanded. The Indians have, we
Lieut. J. L. Henderson, detached from rendez- ble inserted in the last number of the Register.
suppose, returned to their homes on the west side vous, Norfolk.
The total number of votes given were
For governor.
of the Mississippi.
P. mid. Levin Handy, rec'g vessel, Baliimore.
last

W.

Marine Corps.

THE NAVY.
The Army and Navy Chronicle

the

says the reports

contemplattd change in the head
of tlie navy department, are without foiindalion.
Mr. Paulding is on a visit to the White Sulphur
Springs, Virginia, and com. Morris has been appointed acting secretary. There are many rumors alloat
in circulation of a

—The

month of July,

only changes

raaile

during
few

are leaves of absence to a

Rubt. P. Letchei", (whig)
Richard French, (adm.)

55,370
39,6501

officers:

July

7—2d lieut. R. D. Taylor, iinlil Sept. 1.
9— Capt. A. N. Brevoo'rt, extended for 30 ds.
15— 2d

September

39—2iid

lieut. J.

W.

Curtis, extended until

1.5.

lieut.

W. B.

Slack, renewed for 30 days.

'

general rally oft

P. C. Baiton, detached.
Purser D. Walker, navy yard, Pensacola.
Purser E. Fitzgerald, detached from receiving
^
ship, Norfolk.
Lieuts. J. Bubier and H. Bruce, detached from

vice

(

I

Whig

majority.

15,7201

'Present members: the 5th disrriel is niivv represented by Virgil D. Parris, 6th by nug;li J. A nderson, and
the 8lh by Thomas Davee— all friends of the preseiiti
administration.
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V. Thomas,

JohnB. Helm,
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(vvliig)

(aiim.)

Whi»

majority.

16,751

The legislature.
The senate consists of 23H'liig3 and 14 Van Bnren

members

— whig majority nine.
—

The house of representatives consists of 76 whigs
and 24 Van Buren members whig majority fiftytwo. Whig majority on joint ballot sixty-one.
Close of the extra session.
After passing the single act to provide for the election of electors, the
legislature adjourned sine die.

ALABAMA.

We

give below returns from

all

the counties in

the state.

1840.

Whig
Mobile,

1839.
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Portions of five or six Tamilies have been murdered near the Georgia line.
On the night oi the Slh inst. at 11 o'clock, lieut.

B. H. Arthur, commandiDg

at

Fort Barlfer, Cook's

hammock. Middle Florida, vpith a detachment
company (E, Ist infantry,) surprised a party

his

of
of

three Indians, about seven miles from the fort on
the road to Tallahassee, and killed two instantly,
the other ran into the hammock, and it being very
dark he could not be found. The next morning
there was a shower of rain, which washed away all
He is probably dead, as he aptraces of his trail.
peared to be badly wounded; he fell several times

while running away.

A

murder of four persons, named Cosey, took
river, on Tuesday the
place, by Indians, at
11th inst. near Thigpen's station. The trail crossed the Black creek and Fort Harlee road. The
family had but lately removed from Georgia, lieut.
May, 2d dragoons, and lieut. Hanson, 7th infantry, started in pursuit.
On the 26th ult. as privates McDowell and Har-

New

company K, 3d artillery, were proceeding from Fort Lauderdale to the river, they were
upon by Indians, and both severely wounded.
The white flag was flying from the staff of the
garrison at the time, and the men were within gun
shot of its folds. They will both recover.
negro uf.Jack Hope's, hunting for birds near
Mr. Hope's plantation, on the Alchuta prairie,
came unexpectedly upon, five Indians. He discharged his double barrelled gun at them, killing
one and woundi'd another. The Indians took to
The body was
their heels and the negro also.
found, and the wounded trailed a long distance.
Exciteinental Tallahassee. Letter of the committee of citizens of Tallahassee, to the president of the
United States, remonstrating against gov. Ried's
conduct.
Taliahasaee, Florida, Jug. 10, 1S40.
To Martin Van Buren, president of the U. States:
Sir: The constitution of the United Slates has
placed the government of the territories entirely
under the control of congress and congress has
established a form of government for the territory
of Florida, by which all the civil rights guaranteed
by the constitution of the United Slates to the people of the several states, are ext«nded and secured
to the people of this territory, although they have
not the same political privileges.
The acts of congress profess to secure to our persons and propeity .imple protection but deny us the
privilege of electing our executive and judicial ofThe power of appointment and removal of
ficers.
officers, and consequently of control and responsibility so far as they exist, are vested in the president of the United States, and the officers appointed
by him are not responsible to the people of Florida
tigan, of

fired

A

—

in

any respect.
This state of dependence leaves the people of this

territory only the remedy of complaint and remonstrance to the federal executive, in case of misconduct in officers on the part of the territorial functionaries, and the ultimate right of armed resistance

which nature gives all people, only when their grievances become too burlhensome to be endured, and
their remonstrances are unavailing with the power
which should grant relief.
Such being our situation, we respectfully claim a
right to call the atteidion of your excellency to the

recent conduct of Robert

Raymond

Reid, governor

We

refer to the annexed docuol this territory.
ments, and the following statement as evidence of
the nature of that conduct.
It appears that the governor has, in a time of
peace and quiet in our city, when nothing had occurred of a more serious chajacter than a few angry
words between some few of our citizens in some
cause of private quarrel; without calling upon the
civil authority; wuhout issuing or asking for any
civil process;

without any attempt by

civil

means

to sustain the laws, which indeed there had been no
attempt to violate; exercised his military authority,
aud called into the city an armed troop in the pay
of the government of the United Stales, and subject
to his orders and slaliojied them about his house,
taking possession of the cannon on the capital
square, and occupied certain of Ihe public streets
Willi lines of musquetry, along which no citizen was
allowed to pass without his leave, on pain of being
That he at the same time sent expresses into
various sections of the country, to certain of our
fellow citizens, supposed to bo attached to his person and political party, but pursuing their peaceful
avocations, not in the service of the goveinment, and
not subject to his orders, except to repel invasion
or suppress instirreclion, with orders, or requests

shot.

them to come arniid to the city.
That when our citizens, surprised and excited

tor

at

roovemenls, sent three respectable
gentlemen, to inquire inio the causes and purposes
these unusual

5,
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of these operations, they were haughtily received,
and told in reply to their inquiry, that he was not
amenable for his conduct to the people of Florida,
but to the president of the U. States, from whom he
received his appointment, but condescended to say
that bis life liad been threatened, and summarily
dismissed them without further reply.
That subsequently, on the evening of the 4lh day
-of August, he caused five citizens to be arrested by
his armed soldiers, who were pursuing their way
peaceably in the public streets, and no charge was
made against them then, and none has been made
since, and no other reason is known for it except
the will and pleasure of the governor.
That it was only when our people, justly indignant and alarmed at these invasions of their peisonal
rights, this violation of the constitution and laws of
the land, by the authority sent to protect them, and
peculiarly bound by his office to uphold them, had
solemnly determined in self-defence, to resist force,
by force, and were preparing with becou]ing forbearance and moderation, betore any innocent blood
was shed, to send another civil and respectable deputation of citizens to learn if possible, the causes
of these outrages, and to require a dismissal of the
troops.
That they were at last dismissed, as we are
informed, at the earnest soliciation of some individual citizens.
But the deputation appointed by the
citizens, wishing to be fully informed of his pur-

THE UNION.

own opinions, and each, doubtless, for the
most part, equally conscientious, and anxious only
tor the good of our common country, both as to ter-

tain its

and general politics.
Governor Reid is among the leaders of one of
these parties, and has manifested in all his acts,
official as well as private, a desire to promote and
sustain his party by every means in his power. Although we should prefer that our governor, as he is
sent to us by the president and not chosen by ourselves, should, as far as possible, hold himself aloof
froiUi and above party influence, yet we shall not
complain, so long as it does not lead him to transcend his powers, or urge him into acts of oppression.
But it is a remarkable fact, that the very
first attempt at organization made by the party opposed to goveri.or Reid, was made on the third of
August, as will be seen by a notice of a public
meeting herewith enclosed, and that same evening,
the governor's expresses were sent for the troops
which arrived the next morning. This coupled
with the fact that expresses were sent to the country at the same time calling in citizens of his party,
(who, we are happy to say had too inuch good
sense and patriotism to come), seem to establish a
connection more than accidental between Ihe two
occurrences, and to stamp that connection with a
political character.
And we are led irresistably to
the conclusion, that it was his design to overawe and
pose, deemed it their duty to make the communica- put down by a timely exhibition of force and power,
tion which they had proposed, a copy of which is the first germs ol an opposition likely to be formidaannexed hereto, and dated the 5lh August, 1840, ble for the first time, because for the first time orand addressed by the committee to the governor. ganized, with the hope that by this inteference with
committee waited on the governor with Ibis com- peaceable citizens in the exercise of their rights
munication and only received a verbal answer, that and duties. The timid, wavering and doubtlol,
the troops had just then been dismissed; and the might be deterred from opposing his measures, and
only reason assigned for his extraordinary conduct, that large class of orderly and peaceable men, who
was, that the governor had received some (anony- prefer to endure the evils of almost any government
mous) threatening letters, by which he had been so to the anarchy, confusion and bloodshed of civil
excited that his repose was disturbed for several war, might remain quiescent, in preference to joinnights.
And no assurance was given against the ing or establishing any party, the influence of which
recurrence of similar scenes for the future.
fur- might, by possibility lead to disastious consequences.
ther communication was promised in writing, but
If such was his purpose, we submit it to your exhas not yet been received. These have been the cellency to say whether it was becoming in a degrosest outrages upon the personal and civil rights mocratic governor.
are fully satisfied Ihe peoof citizens, ever perpetrated by any executive offi- ple of no state in the union, nor of the United Slates,
cer since the foundation of the repubiic;and scarce- would tolerate it for a moment in their respective
have no power and can only
ly a parallel can be found in the arbitrary conduct chief magistrates.
of the British government in the incipient stages of lepresent our grievances to the consideration of the
the revolution; and the conduct in the representa- fedeial executive. But whatever may have been
tives of his British majesty, le^s in violation of their the purpose of governor Reid, (for as yet Ire has not
existing laws and less wanton, met with the ready thought proper to explain), we are left to conjecture,
and indignant lesistance of the people.
his conduct would have inevitably led, had not betOur regard for the governor's personal character ter counsels prevailed with him at the last moment,
compels us to believe that the anonymous letters to most fatal results, and we pray Heaven in its
mentioned must have been a mere pretext, as the mercy to avert a similar crisis from occurring in our
spirit of manhood revolts at the idea that our go- cojintry again, as we are well satisfied, that not only
vernor, the commander in -chief of our people, whilst the sanctity of the governor's person would be in
war is waging around us, whose duty it is to pro-, danger ol being violated thereby, but the lives of
tect us from the savages, who has even now procla- valuable citizens be putiii jeopardy.
In conclusion,
mations in the papers exhorting the people to firm- we assure your excellency that our citizens generally
ness, vigilanceand courage, in protecting themselves entertain no personal hostility to governor Reid, and
upon the frontiers, could exliibit such a degree of if confined to his legitimate powers, his political
pusillanimity as to withdraw troops from those fron- feelings would be a matter of utter indill'erence to
tiers exposed to a real and terrific foe, to protect us, as that of such a functionary could possibly be.
him in the bosom of a peaceable community from
heard, at the time of his appoiniment, that he
the idle threats of anonymous and childish scrib- was selected as a civilian, whose duly it would be
lers, and could permit his sense of propriety to be so to be peacelul himself, but to co-operate with the
far distorted by his fears as to induce him to arrest army.
As far as the enemy is concerned, he is cerpeaceable and innocent citizens at the point of the tainly as peaceful as could be desired, but his civit
bayonet. In his behalf and for ourselves, we repel knowledge has not taught him respect for civil rights.
Ihe imputation upon our chief magistrate. Common
Towards the people he assumes a belligerent atsense would haVe told him that a lurking assassin titude, employing the troops in parading around his
could have perpetrated his fell purpose hitherto, or house and through the streets, to the terror of our
might hereafter, as he could not always remain for- peaceable citizens, misapplying the lime of the mitified in his own house, and that a person entertain- litaiy, and squandering the means o( the governing such intention would not have warned him ment, not Ibr the defence of the citizens, but for the
against the blow.
And the least inquiry would purposes pf misrule and oppression.
have informed him (if his ignorance of the people
We, therefore, submit these facts to your excellie governs was such as to render it nccessaiy) that
lency as the only authority which he recognizes,
the peaceable citizens would have turned out to a and Ihe only one before which we can civilly lay
respectfully request that we
man loiirotect him from the violence of a mob, if our grievances.
there had been one, for their own sake, if not for may be inlbrined, in such manner and time as may
his.
suit the convenience of your excellency, whether
Nor can we suppose gov. Reid to have been ac- the conduct of governor Reid upon this occasion
tuated by an idea so stupid as that ol establishing a meets with the censure or approbation of the chief
permanent jietly military despotism in our territory, executive magistrateof our republic. All of which
and that in future executive power was to be ma- is repectfnlly, submitted by
nifested and executive will executed, by the sword
P. DUVAL,
and bayonet, and not as hitherto, by the moral inD. F. WILSON,
fluence arising from the knowledge that a li-ee peoT. JiEZEAU,
ple always stand ready with their lives to sustain
their iiublic functionaries in all lawful and just acts
A. M. GATLIN,
L. H.
of power.
W. W.
confess with humility and mortification, that
THOS.
the only reasonable or plausible purpose which we
can conjecture for his conduct, is as grave and porJ. B. BULL,
tentous as the two former have be<-n ludicrous and
Committee on behalf of the citizens of Tatlahasse.
contemptible. It may not be unknown to your exThe lollowiiig is thestalement of the Globe in recellency that we are divided here, as every Iree peo- lation In the afiair of which we gave an account in
ple must be, inlo parties, each struggling to main- the last Register from the Tallehassce Star.
ritorial attains

A

A

We

We

We

We

WM.
WM. WYATT,

We

BRYANT,
TAYLOR,
BROWN,
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lawe received, from n gentle- ,g„ ^f j-jorida
is perfectly fasniliar with th'\ transaction which
the NatloiiaJ Inlelligeiicev 'iroclaims to be "marliul
law in Florida," the tbV.owing account of it.
"Jn the F!oridi:,n of the 1st of August, tiie proceedings of a meeting of a portion of the citizens of
Ijcon county, in Florida, were published. One of
the resolutions passed Ijy the meeting was in the
following words: -Resolved that the recent union
Ijetween the bank parlyof this territory and the abolitionists and hi|;h tarilf party of tlie north demands
the reprobation of this people, and gives renewed
and additional ground for distrust and suspicion.'
"Much resentment was expressed by the bank
party at the charge made in this resolution; and on
Monday, the 3d, great excitement prevailed in Tallahassee amongst the members of that party. On
the forenoon of that dny, three persons, who stated
that they were acting as a committee, called on the
editor of the Floridian, and demanded the author of
the resolution, or the name of the person who handed them in for publication. The tditor promised a
reply in the afternoon, but was too much indisposed
in the afternoon to be at his office. During the day,
as it is stated in the whig paper, the excitement increased, and, as it appears from affidavits in possession of gov. Read, several persoiis belonging to the
democratic party were assailed in the streets with
abusive language, and a person connected with the
printing office was threatened with a Bowie Icnife.
"After dark the editor of the Floridian received
information, from an unquestionable source, that a
party had assembled, to the number of thirty or foity

who

who were preparing to tear down his office;
and gentlemen unconnected with the excitement
waited on him, to urge him to make some communication to them, to divert them from their purpose.
He accordingly sent them a message promising to
give a satisfactory answer at 9 o'clock on the next
morning to the demand for the author of the resoluwith which message it was understood that
tions
the party was satisfied, and dispersed. Governor
Read was informed at the same time of the threats
of violence thus made; and knowing, from the occurrences of the day, that there was a great degree
o^excitement in the city, and that there was too
persons,

—

much cause to fear disorder and bloodshed, he sent
company of volunteer militia, who were

for a small

quartered a few miles from the city, with a view, as
he states in his letter, to preserve the peace not to

break

it.

"On

on the morning of the 4th they
were stationed near the governoi's house, which
is in a retired part of the city, and ordered to molest
no one; but to hold themselves in readiness to aid
in maintaining good order.
'•The statement in the Star, of the indignation and
excitement which this measure occasioned amongst
the whigs, is in the main, accurate. The drum;
were beat, and the most hostile threats and prepa^
rations were made, and a message was sent to the
commander of the volunteers that they must leave
town by a certain hour or they would be driven out
by force.
Several committees also waited on the
their arrival
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ministration
from a land of graves, and of ruin, and
of carnage; and could it be expected that I should
fall down and worship the man who has prostrated
my country and sustain the man who has allowed
This the savage to triumph over the civilized man withit.
ty, the whole body of whigery, to support
out extending the hand to assist us, which we repersoled
to
bank
has
the
by
generated
party feud,
quired.
No, I never could: I should be recreant to
nal feuds of the most mortal kind.
a traitor to Florida, if I did so, when
One fatal duel with rifles has been the conse- myself, and
saw
him
turn a deaf ear to our supplications.
I
and
shooting
subsequent
quence, followed up with
Gentlemen, it is always a delicate and an unpleaboth
stabbing, and the arming of combatants on
mention
From the account of our informant, the last sant task to speak of ones self, and if I
sides.
myself at all, it is because some remarks which
outbreak, it will be seen, grew out of a resolution
seem to require that I should do so, have appeared
passed by a portion of the democratic party, identiTrue, it was the
in one of the papers of your city.
fving the bank whigery of Florida with the bank
I knew it was well meant
If co-operation language of kindness
abolition whigery of the north.
anif kindly conceived.
I was asked to teU why 1
chabe
can
candidate
presidential
a
in support of
was removed from the office of governor of that
racterized as "union," the resolution of a portion of
territory; and if I speak of it, therefore, I speak of
the democracy of Florida is certainly tiueof the
it not in anger or regret, but because I have been
northof
mass
the
mass of southern whigery, and
asked to do so. (A voice in the crowd "yes, tell
ern abolitioriits and high tariffites. But whethertrue
us all about it.")
I would to God I could, but 1
express
to
right
a
freemen
had
of
meeting
or false, a
cannot I would tell you if I could. (Laughter). I
the
This, it appears, from
their opinions freely.
don't like to hazzaid any thing, but I will tell you
course of the bank party in Florida, they were reall I believe about it, and I will send to the editor
solved should not be, without bringing down venof that paper, who I know means me kindly, a copy
geance on the head of the editor, who published, or
of a memorial which I sent to the congress of the
the
of
resolution
the
brought
who
individual
of the
United States on that subject, and in which I invoked
meetino- to him. Demand was made of the editor for
that power to tell me why it was.
I did not believe
the name of the writer of the resolutions which were
they would^ver tell; but I did not wish the world
to
declining
editor
The
meeting.
adopted by a public
to believe that I was turned out (orany dishonorabls
comply, the persons in his employment were threaact, and therelbre I invoked congress to tell. I was
tened with the Bowie knife, and the determination to
was not afraid of an investigation, but they gave no repull down his house and destroy his establishment
sponse. But if I must speak of that matter of a
the next summary proceedings resolved upon. From
matter which I believe is reproachful to my counprevious acts of violence on the partof persons who
try: or rather not to my country, but to those who
were in concert on this occasion, the apprehension
administered the government of that country, I
was
attempted,
be
would
threatened
they
that all
must say that I believe that such a system of misagainst
well warranted. The governor, to guard
rule, and mismanagement, and prodigality, and
and prevent the meditated violence, called on the
shameful expenditure, was never exhibited at any
Whecommand.
his
under
militia of the territory
time in any country. I believe it is unequalled in
ther there was authority to do this depends upon the
the history of warlare.
I have not those matters
magistrate
chief
the
out
to
made
as
case,
the
facts of
before me in detail, yet though they have exand peace officer of the territory. If the combinathe house pended millions on millions in what they said was
tion of armed men did intend to demolish
the conducting of the Florida war, the frontier was
and to destroy the press of the editor of the Florileft at the mercy of the savage; and when I asked
donian— if his fears were just, as to designs against
the secretary of war to give me the means to defend
in
his
employed
those
of
persons
his own and the
those that loolced to me for defence, and to save helpoffice— then, as a peace officer, the governor was
less women and children from the scalping knife of
authorised to call on the militia, or any other posse
the savage, he refused to give me any, ancTI was
his
conhe could raise, to arrest the mischief For
compelled to rely upon my own resources yes, on
duct he is amenable to the people and the territorial
the pledge of my own fortune^to raise money to
president—
the
well
as
as
legislature, to congress,
defend that frontier, while your government had
His acts and the grounds he supposed authorised
been expending millions. For two years had I
scrutithoroughly
be
will
doubt,
no
have
them, we
stood in that position, defending the frontier with
nized, and if he has erred, he will be held to the
my own resources. And wiien I asked the governstrictest accountability.
The part of the ment for that pay which the soldi'ers had fully earnEx-governor Call's re7narks.
while gallantly defending the country, it wa 3
speech made at Central Log Cabij, Broadway, New- ed
and the soldiers then became dissatisfie ;(_
York, on the evening of the ISth inst. by ex-go- refused,
while in this position, the enemy advan' .grt
And
vernor Call, of Florida, which relates to the unforone n ,o-ht
within twenty miles of the capital, and
tunate war by which that territory is suffering, bereeked their hands in the blood of men, wome;
and
longs to the history of the times. It is extracted,
children, and consumed their yet living bodi
es in
from the "note book" of Mr. Sutton, short hand wriof their own dwellings! In that
flames
the
:merter.
citizens again together,ani
1 they
Fellow citizens, I feel I have trespassed too long gency, I called the
required from me a pledge that their pay wo , uld be
on your time. (No, no, go on).— Well, then, if
secured
it by a pledge of mi
and
I
secure,
you are not fatigued I will go on, for there are so
money to defend my
many enormities to be criticised, that we might estate, and thus I raised
applause).
I did this; I teUyc
speak until the last trump sounded, before we could try. (Great
'.J^did
it; I told the secretary of war I did it; and
exhaust the catalogue before us.
J foJd
the United States I did it;
Fellow citizens, I told you I was a stranger here, the president of
yes, and
their
pay,
insisted
on
I
soldiers
the
when
though an American citizen. I come from Florida,
^^<^nt far.
ther— I raised )3tlO,000 at my own chargf
land which was once said to be the land of flowers,
-f
-.
Air.
rowed it. I went on that credit system w

other
it is certain, from this, or some
Its notes, we
it is greatly impaired in ciedit.
in the
are told, are depreciated to about fifty cents
pardollar, notwithstanding the bank has a powerful

behalf, and

cause,

—

—

—

—

—

—

m

1
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governor, to express to hira the feelings of the par
to him; and on the morning of the 5th,
the mayor of the city made an official communica
tion to the governor, offering to aid him in preserv
iiig the public peace, and with that view placing at
his disposal any force which he migtit require. Immediately on the receipt of this communication, the
governor dismissed the militia, and in less than ten
it was
minutes, they were on their return to their station and hence its name,
i'cs, my countrymen,
j^-^'
1 resorted to the ere
in the country, having remained in town just twen- from those ever-green fields, those he-^ys^n'y P'ams, much condemned.
^
to defend the country:
I got the money
ty-four houis, during that time having never lelt I came, which, when I first visited that hap^.'^
.Isa'v^f^^
:
country,
and then in their shame and reneni
the place of their encampment aear the governoi's were bedecked with the most lovely flowers
tii,.
""°" ""''
said to the
house."
ever beautified a country, and I consider it well „;j"
*^.v -"'^
Mj-rtias>:
"The circumstances attending the arrest of citi- named as the land of flowers. It was the land of for''lhesu'.'" ''^ Caspar
zens mentioned in the Star, are as follows: During peace it was the land of prosperity; but
it has
the night that the troops spent in town, sentinels been blighted, and the same bieeze which
swept
were posted according to their invariable custom, over Florida, which blighted our flowers, has blightaround their place of encampment, which, as al- ed the flowers of New York; the same pointed
was '^''''
murderbecause I coulrf '^„V!!,''/^f"%'l'3t
tree
>ot get
lr,r'
ready stated, was in a secluded spot. Durin:: the of Java, which cast its pestiferious blast over
J for
^°' Uie
'°^that diers which wns i^ouHering
1^"^ solin hei> tf
night a small party of persons, attempting to'pass land, has poisoned all the sources of yourown
-tore houses,
^.^°'^.
state. when a few ouoces of it
wSu" u"*^" ?"'^" -''ouses.
the line of sentinels, were stopped and detained un- Stranger though I may have been to you, I am
^^t'sfacno tion and security. I have th -n,
?
til the sergeant of the guard was sent for, who
im- stranger to your sufierings. I too have suffered: I I have complained of it
"' '° ^^'''' *^''"';
as a
mediately dismissed them. No attempt was made have suffered what you have suffered; yea,
''"'^
ten spoken of it as an Amenc.^n
eiCif^h^'",'.^
by the militia to go into the city, or in any respect, limes more than you have suffered. The flowers when he felt
?"''' 'I''^^'^'
that be w.. wcon^!
save in the instance just mentioned, to arrest or in are not only blighted in that land to which this
^ wron^ea and outraged.
si"-(Applause),
any way interfere with any citizen.
nificant title was given— the flowers are not only
Fellow citizens, you all
remember (h=f
.
"The object proposed by the governor of prevent- withered, but now, instead' of a land of flowers, it was
_
'"
established with those IndaTs'
ing violent breaches of the peace, was accomplished is a land of carnage and desolation.
The
And why did der-in-chief of the U. Slates
without injury to any one, or the actual employment this occur? A small band of savages,
anny w^ft to Fl-i'l"
not one tithe to make peace.
He held "a talk" with thlr
of a:iy force, which was only held in readiness in of those minions who are feeding
on the public and then he issued
a proclamationrt
case its intciferencfl might be necessary."
Hins tt 0^'
purse not one tithe of those who are exhausting pie of Florida that
he had made peace^w'
Ail acquainted with the present state of thino-s at the resources of the treasury of
h^fh:
this nation, has berainoles.
But the ink was scarcely
Tallahassee, know that it has arisen from a'on" marched in triumph over these peaceful
dry
'"^''"^<=
/ire
plains, and the savages were aja
'' b
n reekino-ihoir /
nurtured feud, originating with a rotten bank, which has covered that once beautiful land
with scenes of the unsi^pecing
is striving for mastery in Florida.
iKs'e7;"efra«:cr
We have under- ruin; and all this has been done under the administra: ed, their families -!tlerl!tt'
were murdered, and
stood that there were the most shocking eircumtheir habita"
tion oflVIr. Martin Van Buren. Yes, I come from that tions were
consumed over their heads
.-stances of fraud connected witJa Jhe legisJation
Af,,^
jn its land vrhi.cb has been made desolate under Ijis ad- ,nstancea occurred
even

*y opposed

^

.
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to exist between the civilized and savajje man.
I
was not aware that the president could be sensible

of these outrages, ai)d yet refuse to give us the necessary support. I would not believe that he would
elevate to be commander-in-chief of the army or
navy, a man with no power to make him responsible tor its violated honor and the lives of our citizens. I did not believe he would turn a deaf ear
to our representations, if they were just arjd bonoOble; and that he might be informed, I selected five
of the most talented and respectable inhabitants of
Florida, and I sent them to the capitol to speak to
the president of the United States of the ravages
and outrages to which we were subject. Yes. and
I instructed that committee to use to the president
this language, "it is necessary that the governor of
Florida, be he whom he may, should have power
It is not necessary that goto defend this frontier.
vernor Call should be ttie governor; but whoever
the governor may be he should have that power."
If that power could not be granted to me, I directed
them to demand my recall, and the appointment of
one in whom he had more confidence, for the settlers of the country could not be safe until that
power was given. JVly fi lends proceeded to the

and they went to that oflice where they
should have (onnd the president of the United States
and the secretary of war; but inttead of finding
them engaged in planning a campaign against those
savages who had violated the truce and massacred
cur people instead of finding them at the capitol
mustering their forces to redress our wrongs, where
were they? Why, making a crusade on the state
of New York, and against the political opinions of
the state of Wew York. Tliey considered a campjaign against the whigs of New York a matter of
more importance than against the hostile'Seminoles
of Florida. One was local; but they had not felt
the blast in Florida, they had not felt the alarm of
war there. But they fe'lt and dreaded the weight
of the whigs of New York at the ballot box, and
here then they waged war. And here then my
friends followed thein, but they were too busy to
listen to my friends, and an appointment was made
friends went to Whitehall, and
at Whitehall.
there the president did not like to be interrupted!
but he said he would see them at Plattsburgh, and
thtre too they went, and wherever the president told
them to go. Thev were charged to tell the president of the United States tbaf I had five thousand
men ready to march at midsummer to chastise the
Yes, in five
foe, and that all I wanted was bj-ead.
days I could have them iu camp, wherever it might

My

be.

The

jiresident referred to

Mr.

Poinlsett.

—

A

very convenient man is this Mr. Pointsett (laughter), and he was not willing to trust the governor
of Florida with the trememiuus force of 5,000 militiamen; but he could recommend the president of the
United States to raise 200,000 soldiers, and the president of the United States could not too highly
approve of it. (Laughter).
But when he found he had rather got into the
wrong box, he said, "why, verily gentlemen,' I had
[Renewed laughter]. But I make
not read it."
you laugh gentlemen, in the midst of a tragical talo.
My friends were instructed to state our sujfering
condition, and implore protection
to demand either
that power should be given to nic to defend the land,
or that I should be removed and somebody else appointed, in whom they had more confidence.
But

—

no; that was not a negative act, it was rather more
of action than Mr. Van Buren generally resorts to.
No, paying me a compliment which I will not here

"I will not remove him." When
I lound he would not remove me, I resorted to the
terntoiy once more, and raieod troops on her and

rep,-at,'he said,

my own

responsibility; and I bi'oke np the enemy's
encampment, which was within ten miles of onr
When I say what I have said, I
luilitiary posts.
mean to cast no reflection on our gallant army. No,

there is as much gallantry, as much patriotism, in
the army now, as there was in the glorious days of
as much courage and as much high
the revolution
chivalry as there was on the plains of New Orleans,
and on the memorable battle fields of Bridgewater
and Chippewa. The same gallant men and noble
hearts, are now to be found in youi- army. But their
energies are paralysed. The president of the United States has made a secretary of war who recommended the raising of 2»0,'000 men as a standing
army, and stands between the president and the reproaches of the people of tlie United States— a man
who fetters the energies of the army, and so long
as Martin Van Buren is president so long will Joel
R. Poinsett be secretary of war, and so long as
tliose two worthies dircctthe army I care not liow

—
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judgment on the matter, and if they found me
wrong let them condemn me as one having done
them injustice. But I am not wrong, then I call
upon them to rally under William Henry Harrison,
(hearty applause), I call upon them to 'sustain the
hero of Tippecanoe, and redeem their country's disgrace and dishonor.
(Renewed applause). No,
my countrymen, your Scott, your Jesup, your
Taylor, and I may say almost any of your officers
would coriquer thatenemy if government gave them
the direction of the war, I myself called upon colonel Jesup, and urged him to take the field; that
gallant soldier said to me, "I knew I should be in
the field earlier, but I am commanded by the secretary of war to be in the field at such a time and not
belore." Some of your officers, I have known since
I was a subaltern in the camp.
I know them to be
brave and gallant soldiers. Some I have mentioned
your Jesup, your Taylor, your Scott, and others
I could name.
But your brave army even under

quoted, to a pamphlet published in this city bearing
this caption— "Plan of the standing army of 200,000
men, submitted to congress by the secretary of war,
and recommended by the president of the United
States," which pamphlet contained the following
letter as an introduction:

—

TO OUK FELLOW CITIZENS.
IVashivglon,

May

26, IS40.

We

the command of this gallant band, will entitle
nation to nothing but disgrace so long as they
are governed by theii.-eseiit head of the war depart-

all

ment!

subject,

the reports of the secretary of war submitted,
present session of congress, that relate to the
which we present for your consideration.

at the

R.

POLITICS OF THE DAY.
THE STANDING AB.MY OF 200,000 MEN!
From

the

GARLAND,

of Louisiana,

JNO. BELL.ofTenn.
M. H. GRINNELL, of N. Y.
JNO. M. BOTTS, ofVa.

Madisonian.

We
SMITH, of Con.
CHARLES NAYLOR, of Penn.
dence between Messrs. Rice Garland and John C.
L. SALTONSTALL, of Mass.
Clark on the one part, and the president of the United
J. C. CLARK, of N. Y.
States on the other.
It relates to one of the most
Messrs. Garland and Clark lost no time in taking
important questions that ever arose in any age or
the proper steps to ascertain whether the highest ofcountry, and which, we rejoice to add. the public
mind has grasped and decided alreadjf, by express- ficer of the government intended to apply the reabove mentioned to the publication they and
ing against the policy of the government its indig- mains
the committee had put forth.
nant condemnation. The letter of president Van their colleagues on
Buren to certain citizena of Elizabeth City county, They accordingly addressed to the president the
letter:
following
Virginia, (wliich has been going the rounds of the
Wanhington city, August \SI!i, 1840.
federal loco-foco iness), contains the following pasSie: The Globe of the lOth inst. has been shewn
sage at the close:
"Unfair as these animadversions are thus shown to us, and our attention directed to a portion cf a
to be, this has not even been the worst aspect in letter published in it, purporting to be written by
which they have been presented. We have been you, dated the 3Ist July, 1S40, addressed to several
compelled to see, not, I should think, without persons in Elizabeth City county, Ya. The part of
shame and mortification on the part of every ingeni- the letter to which we wish to call your attention is
ous mind, whatever may be his political preferences, contained in the slip now enclosed, cut from the
We submit it to you in this manner,
the names of respectable citizens subscribed to newspaper.
as we wish j'ou to sec the letter as published.
statements, that I had in my annual me.ssage ex
We desire to be informed if the language used in
pressed my approbation of a plan, which not only
never had been submitted to nie, but was not even the slip, or extract, from the Globe, is yours, and
matured until more than three months after the also to be informed if the pamphlet published in
message was sent to congress: and an attempt to this city on the 2Gth of May, 1840, by ourselves
prove the unfounded as3um|>tion by the publication and others, entitled "Plan of the standing army of
of a garbled extract liom that document, with its 200,000 men," &c. Sec. a copy of which we enclose,
We
true meaning falsified by the suppression of a mate- is one of the statements to which you allude.
Very rerial part.
J^or was the avowed object of these ex- request a reply as soon as convenient.
traordinary proceedings less remarkable than the spectfully, your obedient servants,
R. GARLAND,
acts themselves, being nothing less than an attempt
Important correspondence.
call the particular
attention of our readers to the subjoined correspon-

to fix upon me the design of establishing a standiii"'
ol 200,000 men, for political and personal purposes.
If I had been charged with the design of establishing among you, at the public expense, a menagerie of two hundred thousand wild beasts, it
would not have surprised me more, nor would it, in

army

my judgment,

have been one jot more preposterous.
am, fortunately, gentlemen, not oversensitive
attacks of this character, and have, withal, an

I

to

abiding confidence in the intelligence of the people,
which renders them proof against all such attempts
Ill understand my own (eelings,
to deceive them.
my chief regret in witnes,=ing such degrading exhi'
bitions, arises from a consideration of the opinion,
which foreigners, who have not tiie same reasons
to re.opect our political institutions that we have, are
likely to form of the character of our people, when
they see that conspicuous men among us can promise themselves any advaiitages, from attempts to
delude their fellow citizens, by means of such monstrous absurdities.
This regret is-, however, I conless, materially diminished, by the conviction that
the people will, in the sequel, ai they have heretofore done, convince those who attempt in this manner to operate upon their credulity, of the folly of
seeking to accomplish, in this country, political objects by such discreditable means. 1 have the honor
to be, gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient
servant,

M.

VAN BUREN.

To

Messrs. John B. Cnry, jl. G. Hudgins, Thomuj
Jones and G. J. Cary, of Elizabeth City county.

This passage was received with more than ordinary delight by the trained bands of the executive.
The editiu- of the Richmond Bnquirer pronouncid
it "perfectly
new and satisfactory," and hugged
brave and patriotic your soldiers may be, nothing himself on the flat', ring idea that "tho standing
but disgrace and di'shonor will attend it. They army of 200,000 men will scarcely enter the field ol
have not the capacity to conquer even that feeble electioneering again."
band of savagesl 1 tay it here, in the presence ol
It was very generally inferred that the president
my Countrymen of those who have their delibe- intended to allude particularly in the remarks above

—
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have been informed that the editors of some
newspapers, who advocate the re-election of Mr.
Van Buren to the presidency, have refused to publish the lecommendation and projet of the secretary
of war for the organization and discipline of the
militia of the United States, with the approval of
the president.
Being also informed that the authenticity of those portions of the message of the
president and the reports of the secretary of war
submitted to congress have been frequently denied,
when published in the newspapers, we have, for
the purpose of removing all doubts, procured duly
the certified copies of that portion of the message, and

capitol,

—
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J. C.

CLARK.

Hon. Martin Van Buren, Washington.

The president
Gentlemen:

returned the following reply:
I have received your note of the
When my letter of the 21st of July—
13th instant.
an extract of which you have enclosed to me
was
written, I had not seen the phamphlet to which you
have called my attention, and, of course, could not
have alluded to it.

—

On an examination of that pamphlet I find its
caption to be in these words: "Plan of the standing
army of 200,000 men, submitted to congress by the
secretary of war, and recommended by the president of the United States;" and in the note of the
27lh (2Gth) ot May last, signed by yourself and_
others, you spoke of "the recoramendalions and project of the secrelary of war for the reorganization of
the militia of the United States, with the approval
of the president." I also find that the extract from
my mes.-age of the 2d of December, ISS9, in which
the project of the secretary for a reorganization of
the militia contained in his report ol theSOth of November, 18.39, is r(?cominenUed to the "consideration" of congress, is correctly taken. Inasmuch as
the letter of the secretary of war, giving the details
of his plan, contained iu your pamphlet, and occupying thirteen of its sixteen pages, is dated March
20, 1S40, several months after n'ly message, quoted
by you, was sent to congress, the intelligent and
discriminating reader will not fail to perceive that
the caption and introductory note cannot be understood as charging ine with having recommendeil or
approved thecoiitents of that |iaper. Whether the
caption of your pamphlet, so far as it implies that
the secrelary of war has proposed, or that 1 have
"recominrnds'd" a standing army of 200,000 men,
iloes injustice to him and myself, the public will
decide. Y'ours, respectfully,
M.

To

the hon. Rice Garland
Washington, Jlugvst 15,

-.mi

VAN BUREN.

John C. Clark,

lS4t).

—
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BECEPTION OF COLONEL JOHNSON AT COLUMBUS.
From the Ohio Stutesinan, Jiigusl 12.
Great and oeerwhelming meeling of the people. The

5,
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within sight of the very ground,
ipon yonder bank of the Scioto, where you once
languished from the wounds you received in the last
in that almost fatal hour
great contest (or freedom
when the angel of death, with threatenings in liis
quiver, hovered around your head, but when, for
some great end, you were left to rise to the first
honors of your grateful country, to unite the qualities of the statesman with the prowess of the soldier
we can truly, sir, otier you the salutations due to
your exalted worth that ardent, that warm hearted
welcome to which all around lis must respond
xcelcomc to the homes and the firesides of those you
defended to the friendly congratulations of those
who know how to appreciate your services, and
how to honor one of their country's greatest deliverers, and most deserving benefactors.

Standing

now

—
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and regard with which you have this day honored
me. It will go with me through life as a memorial
worthy of my remembrance forever.
After an hour's interval, for a free interchange of
friendly greetings and salutations at the American,
the order of procession was resumed, when it moved
to a beautiful grove on the east bank of the Scioto,
where the colonel and the other guests of the occasion, headed by the venerable president of the day,
William Ballard, esq. a revolutionary soldier of upwards of 90 years of age, accompanied by the vice
presidents and secretaries of the day, took the station prepared for them by the committee of arrangements, on a platlbrin erected lor their accommodation.
Colonel Johnson was handsomely introduced
to the meeting by John Brough, esq. auditor of state,
when he arose, evidently moved and att'ected by the
rapturous feeling with which his presence was
cheered and greeted by the many thousands around
him. He enchaineil the attention of the audience
Every eye rested upon the old
for about an hour.
hero, and every sentence" he uttered sank deep in
the minds of the people, who knew his history in
the sanguinary conflicts in which he had been engaged, and who were ready to shout "honor and
gratitude" to the gallant warrior who had shielded his countrymen from death and danger in one of

rush of the yeomarjry of Franklin and tlie adjoining
counties on Satin dciy last, (for we can call it nothing
but a rush) to meet and hear the old soldier, Richard
M. Johnson, to bid him welcome among us and
also to meet and warmly greet onr talented buckeye
governor, IVilson Shannon, and the great oralor and
revered and distinguished senator, ^'j//eft,the young,
was one of
gifted and able statesman of the west
the most cheering gatherings of a free people, and
i
the most rapturous arid entliusiastic assemblage of
the unshaken democracy of the centre of Ohio, ever
convened here; and luliy equal to any popular burst
of the public feeling we evei witnessed in any part
of the union.
To which colonel Johnson thus happily reIn the ecstacy of our feelings, we were lead to
exclaim, what an evidence of the popular will what sponded:
spirit
of opposition, now
a rebuke to the malignant
For this kind reception, this generous expression
pervading the country, have we here.
of the confidence and favor of the people in this deThe distinguished guests were escorted into the lightful region, J feel indeed truly grateful. I am
city by the thousands of freemen, on horseback, on quite happy sir, thus to meet my friends on this ocfoot and in carriages, composed of the laboring in- casion, to take those by the hand with whom I have
terests of the country around us, who met colonel 30 long stood connected in the kindest of friendships,
Johnson, the governor and senator Allen, at Stew- and the most close and endearing associations. I
art's grove, about a mile from the city, on the Chil- am no stranger to this ground
I was on this soil
in the annals of
The procession was between one and before a single house or hamlet adorned your beau- the mightiest struggles ever known
licotlie road.
American bravery.
two miles in length. The military of the city, the tiful city. You know full well sir, upon wnat ercheered
enthusiastically
more
ever
was
No
man
made
German
artillerists,
1st and 2d companies of
rand I was then employed, in what service I was
more warmly welcomed. It seemed as if
a fine display, and the juvenile little band of City ensiaged. It was an hour when deep disaster pre- no man
was eager in being the first
Lancers, who appeared on the occasion, elicited vailed throughout the land when the desolations every friend around him
This intensity of feeling
to take him by the ha;id.
high encomiums from all quarters.
of war were preying with unsparing hand upon the
was no doubt greatly heightened hy the reflection,
The people, that is the republican portion of defenceless froiilieis of Ohio. It was when the wild that, before them stood the identical individual who,
them, all turned out on the occasion. The proces- savage of the wilderness haii come from his ambush
marched over the very soil
I did in the war of 1S13, had
sion was placed under the direction of major San- to burn your towns and butcher your people.
he then occupied, with his brave companions in
derson, marshal of the day, whose tine appearance no more then sir, than my duty demanded in comand his ferocious baud in
Tecumseh
arms,
to
meet
and great military skill, are so well known and ing to the rescue, and doing what tny feeble arm their own chosen ambush, within the smoke of their
appreciated in this country. Arrived at the Ame- would allow me to do in defence of such a people.
circleof their own counthe
within
cam)i,
and
own
forproof the government
at the mercy
.
„
rican hotel, opposite the state house, the military They
^ were
The result of that great event is before the
cil fire.
came to order in open line, through which colonel teclion. I wasthen a member of congress, and hav- country and the world.
the
most
among
and
been
voted for the war,
Johnson, gov. Shannon and col. Allen, assisted by
Colonel Johnson sat down amid the deafening
3I0US and ardent in urging an immediate redress
auditor Brough and major Morgan, approached the
had too long cheers of (he animated multitude around him, and
front steps of the hotel, where the real hero of the of the insults and injuries to which we
Thames was received on the occasion by J. A. Bry- submitted,! felt that duty called me to my country's governor Shannon, who was introduced to the auI could not stand indifferent to the dan- dience in a like manner, for about two hours occuan, esq. of this city, who addressed him in the fol- standard.
He dwelt long
gers and hazards to which so many of our innocent pied the attention of the people.
lowing beautiful and feeling manner:
I lived then, as I and eloquently upon the actual condition of the
Col. R. M. Johnson: We bid you welcome to our countrymen were then exposed.
aristocracy
to
create a panic
efibrts
of
the
the
own
state,
times
your
borders
of
upon
the
capital
of
a
whose
nearly
state,
do new,
town and county to the
the other side of the Ohio, and within the sound through the combined frauds of the banks, and the
suffering frontier you have defended, and whose
used to rally up the jealouarguments
pocket
dangers
jacketand
The
sufferings
help.
for
has
shielded
in
the
hour
of
your
cries
arm
of
patriot
your
people
He
excite the prejudices of the people.
It is a welcome that flows warmly from the of Ohio were felt to be those of my own native Ken- sies, and to
peril.
and if I ever, in any manner, or by any made a very happy reference to the wily intrigues,
hearts of the thousands of freemen who now sur- tucky
secret
management
of
our
and
adgrovelling
tricks
in
the
instrument
been
the
have
empty
or
trials,
pa- hardships
round ynu a welcome that mocks no
the expense of truth and
geantry here, but one that attests the best feelings hands of a kind Providence in protecting and de- versaries to gain power at
When gov. Shannon concluded, the
of our nature for the sacrifice of a patriot and phi- fending any of my old, ancient friends in this now- fair dealing.
fully attested the high
assembly
great
the
of
west
if
any
of
my
voice
lanthropist, whose deeds of valor will ever stand a great and flourishing state of the
which he is held b}' his fellow counhalcyon light upon the bright page of our country's ihen companions in arms are now present, or the estimation in
popular opinion, now
that
the
fairly
told
and
trymen,
of
my
dear
associates
those
of
descendants
or
sons
bistory.
lling ibrwaid with such resistless fury in his favor.
toils are here this day, to them one and all, I
You have lived down the malice of the envious early
him in the coming
if I have ever done any thing for thein, or for vvill nobly, honorably sustain
say
few who once wantonly assailed you, and the rantheir dear families or kindred, either in war or in struggle.
corous spirit of political envy that sought to rob
where
or upon any occasion, let them)
any
then,
in a similar manner,
peace,
was
Allen
Colonel
you of the glory of a Iriumph whose brilliancy would
place it entirely to the calls of duty in the service „,;,()£ jj^own to the peopte. He came forward, and,
have given'lustre to the brightest laurel (liat ever
of my dearlv beloved country, for which I make no ^^ ,hree long hours, a standing, v/eary auditory,
gleamed upon the conqueror's helmet in any age of
claim but that which your generous reception this L^hp ^gj then, (from half past 12 at noon, to 3 P.
the world, has been exchanged for a nobler inspiraday has most amply repaid. My compensation, sir, M.) been upon their feet, seemed neitherimpatient
tion, the spontaneous burst of a nation's gratitude.
sacrifices endured for a people whom I so or tired.
Every countenance seemed peculiarly
From one end of the continent to the other, amid for any
sinceiely regard and love, a people who are all of lighted up with animated smiles, and the cheers and
the contending elements of that fierce political strife
them
as I trust, my personal, if not my political applause were loud and lung. The speech ofcolonel
while
the
popular
land
now raging through the
friends, is to be found in the conscientious, feeling Allen was one of the most enrapturing specimens of
excitement is found at the very zenith of its fury,
of having done my duty, and no more than my duty, real eloquence and sarcasm, of wit and repartee, to
and the spirit of party maduess has blunted the nato my sulferiiig, bleeding country.
which we have ever listened. During much of the
tural impulses of thousands, it is our piide as AmeYour brave Ohio mililia (and, surely, no country time, so deep, intense and unbroken was the silence
rican freemen, to reflect that J'ou have been greeted
of the scene, amid the natural tumult which might
patriotic
or
inmore
a
boast
ever
could
whom
world
nation's
guest,
the
man
the
in
every where as the
such a mixed population of more
If that fell spirit of vincible band of soldiers than Ohio embraces) was be expected among
the nation delights to honor.
than 6,000 freemen, that one could almost have,
party rivalry can be thus quelled by a just sense of then upon your noithern borders, upon the lakes
the ground.
fall
upon
And when thia
pin
heard
a
threatenw'here
danger
spot
your merits and worth if the hitter feeling of poli- and in Canada, in every
To them I was indebted for every splendid orator came to touch upon the history of
tical opposition is thus easily disarmed of its dispo- ed or duty called.
and to point to the veteThames,
the
battle
of
the
humble
an
aid
which
kindly
every
for
services
you
have
rendered
attention,
sition to undervalue the
ran hero then bj' his side, who breasted himself to
if your deeds of war in the volunteer like myself could desire, to repel an inthe cause of liberty
Your kind ad- the stoims of that day, and whose body yet bore
field of blond can thus stifle the venomous spirit of vader, or protect the defenceless.
some of th balls sped from the fire of the savage toe
of
the
disrecollection
your political opponents, and induce them to offer dress, sir, has freshened my
that mighty conflict, many a furrowed cheek
compliments wheie once were curses if those to asters and storms of those times, and I take this ocwas moistened with that deep effusion, that pure
the
them
offer
life,
to
in
my
last
the
perhaps
life
principles
your
whole
casion
whose political creed and
of na'.ure which sometimes attests the intensymbol
has been so directly and distinctly opposed, thus gratitude of one whose bosom will ever vibrate with
the feelings of the heart for the sufferings
throw down llieir arms to ofi'er you the cheering fhe memory of their services and virtues. I tiiank sity of
man. Manj' of the incidents of that
our
fellow
reflattering
of
this
very
for
you,
smile of weicouie among them how much more you, sincerely thank
manner great battle will stand unrivalled in the history of
ardent, devoted and enthusiastic, should the greet- ception, and for the gvnerous and friendly
heroism; and the name of the patriot
American
comes
me.
It
to
conveyed
been
has
it
be,
in
the
free
which
friends
in
ings of that parly and of those
will go to posterity, marked with as unoutpouring of their confidence and regard, in whose from one with whom I have been long intimately Johnson
laurel as ever yet bloomed around the head
ranks and by whose side you have stood, as an old acquainted, an early, tried and intimate friend, dying a
hero.
fallen
never
of
a
can
kindnesses
I
and
attentions
scar- worn veteran in the great political struggles of whose former
Col. Allen spoke unlil near sunset, and yet, all
forget, and for whose future happiness and prospethe last forty years.
as that of all those whom you represent were peculiarly and agieeabiy entertained, and
well
as
rity,
Welcome, then, sir, to the scenes of your early
and in behalf of wh'om you speak, it will ever be my evinced the feeling with which they were inspired
siiliering
to the hospitalities of a people who will
may be continued
by frequent bursts of applause. When he concludever cherish the memory of your toils ami you^dan- fervent prayer
With my best wishes for your continued success. ed, one voice, "in rapturous chorus rung," to attest
gers upon that tented field whence were borne the
all were grateful for such an opportunity for innumerous wounds you received froiii the fire of the I make this feeble oU'ering of my sincere and grate- that
thanks for tho flattering testimonial of kindness! formation and instruction as the interesting occa-
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had afforded. Its memory will live long among
us, and we trust be productive of lasting good to our
state and county.
Let sucti meetings be held

5,

measures as com- as whig

approved or censured any of

throughout Ohio, and the days of federal boasting

battle of the Thames.
every thing I saw met
entire approbation, and I have never spoken of it in
any other terms. In speaking of the battle of Ihe

and fraud

will surely be

numbered.

manding general

his

in the pursuit

—

of Procter; or in the

my

Thames, and the part acted by my regiment, I did
not intend to increase the merit of that regiment, or
to diminish the merit claimed by others, much less
Republican.
\Ve expressed the other day our strong convictions did I intend to imply that general Harrison, or gothat col. Jolinson could not have been correctly re- vernor Shelby, or any officer attached to the army,
ported in the speech at Chillicothe, which was con- avoided duty or danger. Each had his part to act,
tained in the Chillicothe Advertiser of the 9th inst. and I should feel myself much degraded to suppose
and in proof of our having just grounds for this that they did not perform their duly fearless of danbelief, we are gratified in the opportunity of spread- ger— nor have I ever doubted, that these gallant
ing the following correspondence before our rea- officers were precisely where duty called them. 1
regret that in such a battle, where our country was
ders.
It is well known in Kentucky, as well as in this victorious, that there shoulil be a controversy about
state, that major Carneal is probably on terms of the merit due to the actors in that batlle.
I claim nothing above the most humble soldier,
greater intimacy with both gsn. Harrison and col.
Johnson than any individual in the west. His con- who performed his duty on that occasion, nor shall
duct in the following correspondence adds to the any earthly consideration ever induce ine knowingclaims which his services as a quartermaster under ly to do injustice to the commanding officer, govergeneral Harrison in 1S12, and as a senator of Ken- nor Shelby, or any other officer in the army. I have
thus confined myself to general remarks, not knowtucky, give him to public respect:
ing in what particular fact, injustice is supposed to
Cincinnati, 25th jiugust, 1840.
Dear sir; It was my object, if practicable, in have been done to general Harrison. I should be
addressing the enclosed letter to col. Johnson, to glad to know what particular issue is made as to Ihe
prevent any unpleasant feelings between two gal- facts stated in the reported speech, respecting which
I shall feel no difficulty to state
lant officers of the late war, who, from my own I had no agency.
personal knowledge, entertained a high respect for facts as far as my own personal knowledge extends,
each other. I am more than gratified to find I have and what I understand from others, and not to cennot been unsuccessful in the atteuipt.
Without sure or criminate, but to slate the truth as far as I
communicating with either of these gentlemen, I know or believe the facts. I expect to be in your
take upon myself the responsibility of authorising city on Sunday, the 23d, on my way home, and
you to publish the correspondence, and am yours, shall be happy to see you. RH. M. JOHNSON.
respectfully,
T. D. CARNEAL.
MaJ. Tho. D. Carneal.
Col. C. S. Todd.
COtOI^KL JOHNSON AT CHILLICOTHE.

From

Ihe Cincinnati

Cincinnati,

Gin. TV. H. Harrison:
De.\r sir: Immediately

Aug.

24, 1S40.

reading the substance of a speech, said to be made by col. R. M.
Johnson, at Chillicothe, I addressed a letter to him,
a copy ol which is furnished. On yesterday, I received his answer, which, with pleasure, I enclose
to you.
I view it as putting to rest, now and forever, the
foul slanders that have been and now are circulating
against you, as regards your conduct in the decisive
and glorious battle of the Thames, and in my judgment leaves no good grounds tor controversy or unpleasant feelings between two brave officers of that
'
gallant army. Truly, your friend.
alter

T. D.

CARNEAL.

Aug. 24, 1840,
I have read the correspondence between yourself
and col. Johnson, relative to him at Chillicothe.
Cincinnati,

From

the perusal of col. Johnson's lelter I am sahe intended me no injustice in the speech
to, and that his opinions and sentiments
must have been misrepresented. Thanking you for
the interest you have manifested in this matter, I
return the correspondence.

tisfied that

referred

W. H. HAEEISOJNr.
r.

D. Carneal.

Cincinnati, Aug. 12, 1840.
dear colonel: I enclose yo'ur speech as
published in Ihe Chillicothe Advertiser. The re
porter of your speech, so far as you speak of gene
ral Harrison, has surely misconceived you.
I not
only so think, but have so said. An inlerence may
be fairly drawn, that you are not only in doubt as
regarded hi.' courage, but that you had but little
respect lor him as a commanding general. My
personal regard for you, induces me alone to call
your attention to Ihe subject, and furnish you an
opportunity of correcting what I conceive to be an
erroneous and garbled report of what you did say

My

in Chillicothe

on the 91h inst.
the enclosed remarks of col. C. S.Todd,
you \\ill at once discover that you t;ike issue ami
widely ditFer,
If consistent with your feclino-s.
furnish me with your views on the subject.
Th^y
will be published or not, as you may desire. Truly

From

your

friend,

Col.

T, D,

CARNEAL.

R. M. Johnson, V. P. Mansfield, Ohio.
Mansfield, Avgusl ISth, IS40.

My dear srn: Your favor has been received, in
which you observe, that by my reported speech' an
inference may be drawn that I am not only in doubt
as regards Ihe courage of gen. Hariison, but that I
had but little respect for him as a commanding ge-

neral.
I am happy to have this opportunity
of informing you that during my service with general
Harrison, I had no cause to doubt his courage, but
consider him a brave man, and I have idways e.\pressed myself to that effect— nor have I ever
dis-
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hill.

At sun

rise a

gun was

fired

from the

log cabin, on lower Market street, the signal lor the
meeting of Ihe different delegations, clubs and military companies.
At seven o'clock, two gnns were
fired as the note of preparation for the formation of
the procession. The Straight Outs, caFt.Tannehill,were then marched into Broad street, in pursuance'
of the programme of the chief marshal, and as the
Between the hours
base of the line of procession.
of seven and nine o'clock, the line was formed, ready
to move from the intersection of Broad and Spruce
streets.

On

riding

up Broad

moved out of
many as fourteen

sion

street just before the procesthat street, we discovered that as

were represented, some of
them quite largely, the delegation from each preceded by a general state banner, besides the insignia of
the various town and county clubs and delegations,
an infinite variety of which decorated the line and
imparled unspeakable interest to the pageant.
The base of the line, as we before noticed, was
the company of Straight Outs, and a more appropriate band of pioneers, we dare venture, could
The dress, discipline and
not have been selected.
origin of the Straight Outs, we have heretofore had

occasion to describe. They are the representatives
of a hardy race of honest log cabin freemen, who,
however ridiculed lor their primitive manners, by
the advocates of power, never fail to make their
influence left and appreciated at the ballot box.
The banners borne bf this corps, were plain bnt expressive
the first, with a plain white ground, inscribed: "One presidential term, and fair wages for
labor." The second, aspread eagle, on white ground,
bearing in its talons: '^Hairison and reform," and
underneath, the celebrated watchwords of the emperor Constantine, "Inhocsignovinces." The third,
a game looking Chanticleer, on blue muslin ground,
THE GREAT SOUTH WESTERN CONVENTION.
with the inscription: "A loud crow Chapman 4/A
From the Nashville Whig, Aug. 17.
1841."
We have detained our paper this evening, with a March,
The Straight Outs were followed by the general
view to present to cur distant friends some account
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS, With their luvited
of this day's great work in Nashville
of the mighguests, on foot and in carriages.
These were sucty ingathering of the real people and of their boundceeded by a division, composed of the delegates
less enthusiasm in the cause of constitutional liberty,
from Arkansas, Missouri and Alabama. The Aron the occasion of the great soutJi western convention.
was inscribed with the motto of the
On approaching this most interesting task, we feel kansas banner
lamented Crockett: "Be sure you're right; then go
that our poor powers of description are wholly inaheadj" wilh an eagle in the centre. The Missouri
adequate to any thing like an impression to the life,
banner represented a Buffalo, with the inscription,
of the scenes which have this day passed before our
expressive of the part borne by the illustrious Haralmost bewildered vision. The richness and granrison in the admission of that state into the union,
deur of the pageant, and the variety of incidents to
"Roused to t.he claims of an early friend."
which it gave rise; the fervid zeal of the people, and
Our Alabama friends numbered three or four difthe burning eloquence of the champion of liberly,
headed by a general banner bearwhose fortune it was to occupy their attention; the ferent delegations,
ing the inscription "Four years long enov^hfor a
meeting of Ihe extremes of the'union, and the comGOOB president; too long for a b.w one." The Mamingling of hundreds of kindred spirits from distant
dison county delegation displayed a beautiful fancy
portions of the great valley of the Mississippi; the
banner, representing the goddess of liberty looking
presence of the illustrious statesman of Kentucky
down upon old Tip's cabin, with the inscription
and his distinguished co-laborers in the whig cause,
(expressive of the recent immense gain in our sistogether with the almost cloudless beauty of the
Our attention
ter commonweallh), rfny is daiving.
day, all, all conspired to lend an interest to the occawas especially attracted to the standard hearer of
sion, which it would be vain to attempt to portray.
this delenation, an ingenious artisan, we are told, of
It would be equally fulile to undertake a close esHunteviJIe, who wore in his bosom a log cabin breast
timate of the extent of this immense concourse.
pin, repiesenting, by means of miniature springs,
We have no data upon which to base a calculation both the interior and exterior of a cabin with the
of numbers, beyond the long line of procession door, latch string. Stc, all perfect, and a miniature
which extended from the southern extremity of the canoe on the comb of the roof.
city at the intersection of the Franklin road and
Ni'xt followed a delegalion from Illinois, with a
Broad street from which point the line moved to magnificent satin banner, representing the great seal
Ihe western line of the corporation on lower College
of the slate.
street.
This, it will at once be seen, would be by
The Mississippi delegalion came next in order,
no means a correct criterion, in view of the fact with the state banner, inscribed: "' Tis ours to recthat countless thousands made their way to the conThe delegation from Yallatify, not to overthrow."
vention ground both in advance of and subsequent busha counlj', carried a rich satin banner, wrought
to the entre of the procession.
Blr. Clay, remark- with fine taste and inscribed: "Mississippi
she beat
ed incidentally, in his speech this luorniiig, that the the spoilers once, and can do it again."
meeting of the seventeenth of August, 1841), might
Indiana followed her southern sister. Her banbe regardeil, zs.par excellence, the memorable con- ner represented a huge ball, inscribed: "The bait in
vention of 1S40, since it exceeded both in extent of motion Indiana 10,000 mnjorily." The New Alnumbers and magnificence of its procession the great bany delegation bore a handsome salin banner, reconvcniioo of the fourth of May at Baltimore. '^Our presenting a log cabin, "with the string of the latch
own opinion is that considering the relative location hanging out."
and population of the two cities, the crowd today,
Louisiana succeeded. Her state bannerfepreseiit^
deserves to be hehl asa much more strikingevidence ed the ballot box: " The freemen's sword and shield
of the extraordinary zeal that now pervades the Louisiana 25,000 majority" A separate banner was
friends of executive reform throughout the country,
borne by the Tippcciihoe club of New Orleans.
than the Baltimore meeting.
It has been our good
Ohio was represented by a small though spirited
fortune to witness both pageants, ami we speak it delegation, chiefly from Cincinnati. Her banner rewith pritle when we say, that the free valley of presented a spread eagle, bearing in its talons: "For
the Mississippi has this day followed, in bold and
president, ihe farmer of North Bend," with the ingenerous rivalry, the example of her sister states on scription above "Ohio
Tip, Tom and Tyler."
the seaboaid.
Kentucky was strongly represented. Nearly all
The morning was ushered in by "a glorious sum- the southern couniies had their separate delegations,
mer's sun," thus giving early promise of a day as besides two handsomely equipped military compabright with the smiles of beneficient nature as it is nies from Hnpkinsville and Bowling Green.
destined to he memorable for the scenes which have noticed a delegation from Mercer, one of the upper
marked Ibis triumphal movement of a free peo|de. couniies of the state, wilh a handsome satin banner,
At day light three guns were fired from an emi- rcpresenliiig among other things, "Little Matty"
nence above the city, known, since the celebration scampering out of the wdiite house. The slate banof the triumph of tiie whigs of New York in 1S37, ner was inscribed in just compliment to her recent
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But, Mr. Clay said, this was not one of the themes
[We
ed by Mr. Foster, the president of the day.
be had selected lo addre.^s the audience upon. He
omit Mr. F's address, and bring our readers at once
thought to refer to, among other things, some
had
Foster.]
Mr.
followed
who
Cl.\y,
to that of Mr.
of the very extraoidiiiary doctrines now advanced
MR. clay's speech.
by those vvho profess to entertain the greatest veneenthusiasm
an
with
for
Mr. Clay was called
In
ration and regard for Hie state rights doctrines.
which seemed to contain no bounds, and when he this connection, he brougtjt up the ridiculous macame forward, with those characteristic smiles ncevre, in the United State- senate, at the late sesthe
playin" all over his remarkable countenance,
sion, on the subject of the- debts of the several
such cheers as it has seldom
that the general
Caldwell banner bore the portrait, in military dress, air was rent with nine
When states. A long report was /nade
fallen to the lot of any man to receive.
not assuirie the payment of those
of gen. Harrison.
somewhat as government would
This
The banners of the District of Columbia, of Vir- these had subsided, he commenced
a thing that nobody e-er dreamed ol!
debts
York,
New
of
follows:
ginia, of Delaware, of New Jersey,
report, of which an extraordinary number of copies
Mr. President— gentlemen of the convention ladies was ordered to be printed lorcirculation, was dravrn
and New England were borne by small delegations
This day may be
citizens:
from each state. That of the District of Columbia -friends and fellow
up, said Mr. Clay, by your fellow citizen and an
and genial sun that now
And one of the pleawas inscribed: "Let his days be few, and let another likened to the glorious
old acquaintance of mine.
Clouds are occasionally flitting
blood of shines upon us.
"The
Virginia:
of
That
place."
his
take
sures which I promised myself, in making this visit
beaming
moment
its
the
for
Indeobscuring
vain.
and
over it
our fathers, let it not have been shed in
to your beautiful town, was to meet and talk over
shine
break through the mist and
pendence now, and independence forever." That ol rays, but truth will
matters with him. But on my inquiry for him, I
been for a time obscured.
Delaware: "Oar cause, it is just." That of New- the brighter foi having
learned that he was in East Tennessee, making
the dark clouds which have
Jersey: "Her great seal shall be respected." That By November next,
speeches in favor of the pies^nt administration!
above the 'pulitical horizon will all
of New York represented a pair of scales, with"M. been lowering
Ah, said I, at his old occupation, defending crimiupon
multitude
vast
this
congratulate
the
other,
the
I
disappear.
V. B." in one end and "Old Tip" in
[The manner in which this was said, surnals!
before us.
former "kicking the beam:" the inscription: " Weigh- the glorious prospect
passes description. Those only -who saw it, or
This, said Mr. Clay, is a convention of the peo- who are acquainted with Mr. Clay's gesticulations
ed ill the balance and found wanting." That of New
arrople, and he asked if he might not, without
England:
and style of speaking, can imagine any thing apgance, revert to the cause of his appearing before proaching the reality.]"
"From hill and from valley.
them. During the arduous contest in which he
But there3 is this difference, said Mr. Clay, beFrom mountain and plain,
had been long engaged, occasional clouds lowered tween my distinguished friend's present and past
We come to the rescue
Of our country again."
about him, but conscious of the correctness of his defence of criminals. He is now defending great
had
stood
criminals of state, not before a carefully packed juThe Pennsylvania delegation numbered two or motives, of the purity of his intentions, he
erect and undis- ry, but before the Iree, enlightened, virtuous and
three sections, proceeded by a banner, representing out from the beginning dauntless,
and therefore we may well hope
patriotic people
a fox trailing a lion, with the inscription— "T/iis mayed.
wont do Matty."
Had he visited Tennessee during the campaign to that his present delence will not be attended willi
The Tennessee delegation formed, of course, much which he had alluded, he would have disabused the his hitherto usual success!
Mr. Clayreferred to Mr. Van Buren's recommenthe largest division of the procession. The county public mind in relation to the charges which were
delcations bore a large number of flags and ban- made against him. In giving his vote, in 1S25, for dation, in 1S37, of a bankrupt law, bearing excluners? some of which excelled in grandeur of design, Mr. John Q. Adams, he obeyed the wishes of his sively upon state banks, as an evidence of his rerichness of material and beauty of execution any constituents. It had been charged that he did not gard'for state rights, and mirrored forth the evils of
thing of the sort it has ever been our fortune to do this, but the charge was unfounded. It was true such a law.

"Kentucky, she
Bi»nal triumph at the ballot box:
ipeaks not by thousatids. but by lens of thousands.'
Thp Louisville dek£;ation was headed by a beautibelieve, a scene at
ful silk banner, representing, we
the battle of the Thames.
(bmithland)
delegation
county
Livingston
The
displayed two remarkably neat satin banners, one of
which represented a golden ball in motion. The

—

—

—

—

see displayed. In this respect, indeed, we feel assured that the Columbus, Baltimore and Fort Meigs
conventions were thrown completely in the back
ground. We must necessarily, for the want of time
and space, reserve a more particular description of
the various county devices, for our next paper. The
front banner of the delegation represented, on blue
ground, a magnificent lull rigged seventy-four, her

that the legislature of Kentucky at the time made a
request that he should give a different vote; but
that body, in making the request, went beyond its
province; it had no right to interlere in the matter;
the rio-ht belonged exclusively to his constituents

counties of Fayette, Woodford, Jessamine.
sustained, approved and ratified his conduct atthe time, and neither of them has
or annulled that approbarevoked
this
day
ever to
With re'spect to his motives for the course he
tion.
pursued, he had nothing on this occasion to offer.
Those motives were known to and would be ad-

in the°

Each of these counties

lo the white house and capital which
are seen in the distance. The "Constitution" is the
name of this truly national vessel and she bears on
the topmast signal, the initials "T. and T." The
state banner bore a beautifully wrought de\ ice, (on judsed by his God.
He never doubted that the day
satin, fringed with crape), representing the tomb of would come when justice would he done him,
the lamented While.
Yes, he never doubted that brave, generous, patrioThe great ball, from Zanesville, Ohio, which tic Tennesseaus would be among the first to do him
came safe to hand on the steamer Rochester, on Sa- justice. This, he felt they had done. The welturday night, occupied a conspicuous place in the come with which he was greeted on his arrival—
"procession. It was given in charge of the Kentucky the procession
and last, though not
the banners
delegation, 'and was hauled on four wheels, under least, the many bright eyes that beamed, and the
the immediate care of Porter, the Kentucky giant.
that waved on the occasion— all

head pointed

upon

ball
its

is in the form of a hemisphere, moving
axis and representing each of the individual

stales ol'tlie union, with the inscriptions, as hereto-

fore copied from the Ohio papers.
ed as a delegate from Louisville,
diliicultto determine which of the
ed the most attention.

Porter appear-

was

really

aritl

it

two

lions attract-

The military brought up the rear, and made a
This division of the line
rich and beautiful display.
was composed of the independent infantry companies from Hopkinsville and Bowling Green, Ky.
Franklin and Clarksville, Tennessee, and the Harrison guards, cadets and lancers of this city.
At ten o'clock the immense procession moved
amidst the most deafening shouts of the multitude,

from the head of Broad street, through Spruce to
Sjiring, down Spring to Sjramer, down Summer to
Ceader, down Cedar to the sipiare, round the square
to West College street, and through that sireet to
"Walnut Grove, the country seat of Dr. D. T. McGavock. The convention was temporarily organized
by Dr. Thomas R. Jenuing, the chairman of the nominating committee from the states, who announced
the foUowing nominations for officers of the convention:
President
Hon. E. H. Fostee, of Tennessee.
W. M. McPherson, of Arkansas;
Vice presidents
hon. John Gayle, of Alabama; S. A. Bowen, esq. of
Missouri; Garnet Duncan, esq. of Kentucky; hon.
Jas. Bucks, of Mississippi; John Hogan, of Illinois;
C. L. Ash, esq. of Pennsylvania; J. P. Erskine, esq.
of Maryland: hon. B. Storer, of Ohio; A. C. Bullitt,
of Louisiana; J White, of Indiana.
R.
Secretaries.— W. Sneethen, of Louisiana;
Scott, of Pennsylvania; C. Scott, of Mississippi; C.
C. Norvell, ofTennessee; A. A. Hall, of Tennessee;
C. G. Wintersmith, of Ky.; W. W. Ferguson, of
Arkansas; S. S. L'Hommedieu, of Ohio; J. R.
Blocker, of Ala.; J. H. Matheney, of Illinois.
After an invocation of the divine blessing, from
the rev. J. IK. O^den, the assemblage was address-

—

—

reverted to the progress of the sub-treasury
ils several stages, and descanted upon
which it was finally got first through
then the house, with great ability
and eloquence in which connection he gave a clear
and succinct account of the manner, and for what
cause. New Jersey was so di.=gracefully disfranchised.
Mr. Clay said the parly in power profess to be

through

the manner in
the senate and

—

democrats pur excellence! Among all their nsiirpalions he knew of none more absurd than the usurjiation of this

name.

He

professed himself to be a

He learned his democracy in the
true democrat.
school of '9S and '99. It was very different, he
confessed, from the democracy taught now-a-days
It did not say, in the language of
in high places.
the motto upon the Bedford county banner, which
he just read: "The people expect too much from
"Let the government lake care
the government"
of itself and the people of themselves." No! the
democracy that he had learned was the reverse of
handkerchiefs
spoke to him a language of true and heartfelt wel- this language of the present democratic president.
come as grateful as it was flattering to his feelings. But the new democracy does not stop here. It
The deIt was true that he had some reluctance, some asks for allegiance to the powers that be.
miso-ivings, about making this visit at this time, mocracy of Jefferson asked a candidate for office if
which grew out of a supposition that his motives he was capable, and honest and would support tlie
might be misconstrued. The relations which had constitution. But the new democracy asks very
It asks, how many votes can
for a long time existed between himself and the il- different questions.
What's your influence?
lustrioiis'captain in this neighborhood were well you bring to the polls?
He feared, if he accepted the invita- Are you boisterous parlizans? It also holds out inunderstoo<l.
tion to make the visit now, that it might be thought ducements or brides, which Jefferson's democnicy
by some that his motives were less patriotic than did not. It says, if y«i labor in my cause and the
But he assured that greatassem- people reject you, I will take care that your reward
sinister or selfish.
their shall be certain.
He instanced the appointment of
bfao-e that towards that illustrious individual
fellow citizen and friend— he cherished, he possess- Mr. Grundy, and then referred to Ihe appointment
He was a great chieftain of John M. Niles, as ]ioslmaster general, who not
ed, no unkind feelings.
—he had fought well and bravely for his country- four months ago was rejected by the (jeople by
he hoped he would live long and enjoy much hap- 4,5110 votes. To be thus beaten was a sure passBy the bye, he said,
piness, and when he departed from this fleeting vale port to an executive office.
of tears, that he would enter into the abode of the [the office conferred upon Mr. Niles was not a very
enviable one, for he had to take a seat prev '""--!;just, made jierfect.
more despicaMr. Clay said that, in addressing an assembly of occupied by a creature than whom a
His felble creeping reptile could not be named.
so many thousands as he now saw around liim,
would
know
lo whom
presumed,
citizens,
he
low
tlie
mind,
into
crowding
when so many tofiics were
Shall I, he ask- he alluded.
at a lo-=s to select a theme.

—

—

—

The

He

bill

he was
ed, dwell »ipon a ruined currency— upon the prosand the
the stagnation of trade
tration of business
Or shall I speak of the
destruction of commerce?
wasteful extravagance of the present powers that be?
Mr. Clay saiil a paper had just been put into his
hands, which he had never seen before, that represented in the form of a pyramid, the expenditures

—

Mr. Clay here dwelt for some minutes upon Ihe
immoral tendency to which such a course of adminis!rBtion, as he had been alluding to, would \vati.
But he tinsted jt would be checked Ihat the great

—

—

physican, the ballot box, was near at hand, and that
by November the disease would be met by an etfecWhen belbre had
tive and most salutary remedy.
such a state of things as now exists been known?
it up to
He
hefd
administrations.
three
last
of the
disregard of obligations? When
view and explained its meaning. He read some of When before such a
have 64 out of 67 land officers proved dethe items of expenditure under the present admi- before
When belbre have defaulters not only
f.iullers?
nistration, which is so characteristically economical,
retained in office after their defalcations were
and contrasted them with expenditures, under the been
absolutely reappointed? He referred to
same heads, made by the administration of John known, but
of Mr. Livingston as secretary of
Quincy Adams an administration whose extrava- the appointment
at a time when he was a defaulter, but said he
gance so shocked the sensibilities of the whole na- state
presumed the president did not reflect sufficiently

—

tion!

I

—
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upon- the tendeBcy such an appointment would lic speech at Nashville yesterday, alledgtd that Ii
He referred to ihe MuOie and Letcher case, liad appointed the hon. Edward Livingston secrehave.
and to the appointment of Hocker to llie best olfice tary of state when he was a defaulter and knowing
him to be one, I feel that I am justified in declaring
ill the country for his services in that dark transacHe had heard that Hocker had since proved the charge to be false. It is known to all the country
tion.
that the nominations njade by the president to the
a defaulter.
Mr. Clay said he would like to address himself senate are referred to appiopriate committees of that
directly to the democrats within the sound of bis body, whose duty it is to inquire into the character
voice. He wished to address them, nota.-, enemies, of the nominees, and that if there is any evidence
but as brothers, as men*qually patriotic and equal- of default, or any disqualil'ying circumstances exly devoted with the whigs, to the best interests of
differ, said he, but upon what
the country.
subject do men not riiifer? Have all your hopes
been realized in regard to the administration of the

We

isting against them, a rejection of the nomination
follows.
Mr. Livingston was a member of the senate from the state of Louisiana when he was no-

minated by me. Can Mr. Clay say that he opgovernment? Have tlie pledges that were made posed the confirmation of his nomination, because
vou, been fulfilled; Take, for example, the one he was a defaulter? If so, the jo'uinals of the seterm for the presidency. Did not the treat captain nate will answer. But his confirmation by the
promise you that one term was enough lor a presi- senate is conclusive proof that no such objection,
dent to serve? Was it carried out? How was the if made, was sustained, and I am satisfied that such
promise, not to appoint members of congress to of- a charge against him could not have been substan-

—

How

was the promise, to reduce
fice, carried out?
the extravagant expenditures, fulfilled? What principle was carried out? what promise kept? what
pledge redeemed? Is there an administration man
in this vast assemblage that will ansv^'er, sliouted
the Kentucky orator in the loudest tones ofhis musical voice?
Mr. Claj' said
-

he had called the present a vast asseinbla^e, and he would take that occasion to declare that there were more people and more banners
there than there were at the great Baltimore convention. And why are there so many people here,
coming together fiom almost every state in the
union?
JVlr. Clav said he claimed to be a democrat in the
a democrat ready to stand
true sense of the word
by or die for his country. He referred to the great
contest now going on, and asked that nothing should
be done to the injury of our opponents. All, he
all were on board the
saiil, were interested alike
all were alike interested in the
ureal ship of state
success of the voyage. But there « ere exceptions
to the general rule; there were beings in th" lead of
beings
the party who could not be hung too high
who set all the baser passions of men at work
and labftr constantly and solely for no good. TliPre
was another class— the boisterous olIicehoKlers, the
he was about to
prffitorian band, the palace slaves
say of Martin Van Bnren? But then i call such a
man a king over such a people as this great concoHrse! oh, he would not so insult them!
Mr. Clay, in conclusion, addressed the Tennesseans particularly. He reverted to the ]>osition of
Tennessee and Kentucky. They stood side by

—

—

—

—

—

<

New

Orthfir sons fought side by s'ide at
side
Kentuckians and Tennesseans now fi^jlit
leans.
But they
another and a different kind of battle.
are fighting now, as then, a band ol mercenaries,
the cohorts of power. They are fighting a band of

tiated.'
I

am

also informed that

Mr. Clay charged me

—

all

I

New

—

—

ANDREW

W

A

—

—

"

no insuperable

highest offices
did not attribute to general
Jackson a knowledge of the default. I went even
so tar as to say lliat he might not have reflected upon
the consequences of the apjiointment of an individual so situated. I must now say that, until general Jackson otherwise asserts, I am constrained to
believe that he could not liave been ignorant of a
fact, so conspicuous in the annals of our country,
as that of the default of Edward Livingston, esq.
attorney of the United States, in the district of
York, during the administralion of Mr. Jefferson,
to the amount of about ,S;i0O,O00.
It was in the train of the same thought and argument, that I adduced the appointment of Mr. Swartwout to the office of collector of the most important
port in fhe U. States, as one of the most important
and injurious examples. His participation in the
schemes of col. Burr was a fact of such universal
nolority that I supposed, and yet suppose, that no
man the least conversant vvitli the history of the
country, could be ignorant of it. But it was not
upon gen. Jackson's knowledge of that fact, it was
upon Ihe/ucf itself that I dwelt.
It is now said that the appointment of Mr. Swartwout was recommended by citizens of New York.
I know nothing of these recommendations.
Whether they were cause or effect
whether they were
gotten up to produce or to give color and cover to
the appointments, previously determined to be
made their secret histoiy only could disclose.
The appointment occasioned general surprise among
the friends and foes of the administration, at the
time, and the sequel demonstrates how unwise it
n the government.

—

—

a virtual ]>roclamation to
delaulters that their infi-

delity, in a public trust, constituted
barrier to a promotion to one of the

with ap|)ointing Samuel Swartwout collector ol the
port ol New York, knowing that he had been an
associate of Aaron Burr.
To this charge it is proper to say that I knew of Mr. Swartwout's connection with Aaron Burr, precisely as I did that of Mr.
Clay himself, who if the history of the times did
not do him great injustice, was far from avoiding
an association with Burr when he was at the town
of Lexington in Kentucky.
Yet Mr. Clay was appointed secretary of state, and I may say confidently with recommendations for characterand fitness
not more favorable than those pioduccil to me by
the citizens of New York in behalf of Mr Swartwout. Mr. Clay too at the lime ofhis Own appointment to that high office, it will be recollected, was
directly charged tliroughout the union with having was.
bargained for if, and by none was this charge more
These topics of my address to ihe convention on
earnestly made than by his present associates in Monday last, have been selected by general JackTennesee, Messrs. Bell and Foster.
son for comment and animadversion. He was not
Under such circumstances how contemptible does present on the occasion. He has made no applicathis demagogue appear, when he decends from his tion to me for a correct account of what I actually
high place in the senate and roams over the coun- said; but has been contended to reply upon "being
try, retailing slanders against the living and the dead. informed," by whom, with what motives, and with
what objects, I have no means of conjecturing.
JACKSON.
Hermilogc, Aug. 18, 1S40.
Whether hisinformer may not be some friend of Mr.
Van Buren, who in the present despeiate state of.
Wehave been favored with the following card his political fortunes, wishes to bring the general
from Mr. Clay in reply to the foregoing extraordi- into the field, and to turn the tide ol just indignation
nary paper. His treatment of the attack, it will be on the part of the people from the general's protege,
seen, affords a singular contrast to the rude, unge- the exhibition of his name only would enable the
nerous, and uncalled for language of his accuser.
public to decide.
TO THE PUBLIC.
gross epiitli regard to the in-inuations, and
Your surprise, I a.m quite sure, will be as great thets contained in gen. Jackson's note, like impoas mine was, on tlie perusal of a note, signed An- tent, malevolent, and derogatory from the dignity
drew Jackson, addressed 1o the editor of the Nash- of a man who has filled the highest office in the
ville Union, and bearing date on the IStli inst.
universe, respect for the public, and for myself, alThe circumstances ol my present visit to Nash- low me only to say that, like other similar missiles,
ville are welf known here.
I declined repeated
they have fallen harmless at my feet, exciting no
invitations to attend the convention holden on the other sensation tban that of .scorn and contempt.
17th inst. and finally yielded to an unusual appeal,
H. CLAY.
with which I was honored, and which it would be
Nashville, August 20, 1840.

who call gen. Harrison a coward, an
imbecile, an old woman!
Yes, general Harrison is a coward but he fought
more battles than any other general during the l.ist
war, and never sustained a defeat. He is no states- difiicull for any man to resist.
I was called upon to address the convention.
In
man and yet he has filled more civil offices of trust
and importance than almost any other man in the what terms of respect and, for his military services,
of praise, I spoke of the distinguished individual
union!
man in the crowd here cried out, "tell us of who is the occasion of this note all who heard me
can lestily. Among the subjects which I discusVan Buren's battles!"
All! said Mr. Clay, I will have (o use my col- sed, was that of the degeneracy in public virtue,
league's language and tell you of Mr. Van Buren's and especially fhe delinquency and infidelity in
He says that he fought general public officers, of which within the last few years
ihrce great battles!
commerce and conquered him that he fought gene- we have had such lamentable proof. In assiuning
and that wiih his the catisijs lor this deplorable state of things, I'statral currency and conquered him
Cuba allies, he fought the Seminoles and got con- ed, as among thorn, the subversion of the rule laid
down by Mr. Jefferson, f>f honesty, capacity and fidequered!
Mr. Clay referred, with great good humor, to the lity to the constitution, and the substitution for it ol
17,0I(U whig majority of Kentucky, and asked if one founded on devotion and subserviency, not to
gen(:roiis,chivalric Tennessee would notenterlhe the country, but to the chief of a party.
That perHe doubted not she sons appointed to office too often considered themlists of competition with her?
would make a gallant effort to not only run up selves as being oidy put in possession of their legiir.ale share of the spoils of victory instead of feelalongsidt-, but to come out ahead of her!
[In the course of the day addres.ses were deliver- ing bound by the obligations of a sacred trust conIn respect to
ed by Messrs. Hopkins, Undeuvvoop, of Kcninc- fided for the benefit of the people.
ky. White, of Indiana, Stobeb, of Ohio, Hogan, defaulters, 1 referred to the case of Mr. Livingston,
of Illinois, judge Gayle, of Alabama, and others. of whose attainments as a jurist not more consistent
with
truth than my feelings, I spoke in the
The collation of the day, for the delegates and other
He was one of the earliest and one
strangers present, was provided by Ihe farmers of highest terms.
Davidson coiinly. The convention ad jourin il at 5, of Ihe greatest defaulters. His case occurred under
P. 1\I. to meet again on the field the next day, when Mr. Jelterson's administration. The records both
the hon. Mr. Crittenden, of Ky. lUr. Balik of the executive and judicial departments established his delault. He remained a delaultcr about a
Peytu.s, and otheis weie to address the people.
More than a thousand ladies were on tlie convun- quarter of a century if not more. How he finally
liquidated the balance against him, and when, 1 do
lion jjiouiid.
'i"'i' ol ''" piiiicipal stand.]
not certainly know, bull believe it was by properly
and under the first term of general Jackson. But
GKK. JACK30.V AND MR. CLAY.
whenever and however it was, a tardy payment or
From the A'ashville Whig, Jlu^usl 21.
In (he Nashville Whig of Wednesday there ap- composition of fhe debt could not and diu not expunge the fact of his original default.
peared the Ibllowing caid:
In arguing from cause to efli-ci, I contended tlial
To the editor of the Union: Sir: Being informed
the appointment of Mr. Livingston was a pernicious
tliat tiie lion. Henry Clay, of Kentucky, in his pub-

officeholders,

THE DAY.

That it was
who were or might be

precedent.

SPEECH OP DANIEL WEBSTER,
At

the great

mass meeling at Sui aloga on

the 19lh

of

August, 1840.

From

New

Yoric American.
are here, my friends, in the midst of a great
movement of the people. That a revolution in pubIhe

We

sentiment on some important questions of public
policy has begun, and is in progress, it is vain to attempt to conceal and folly to deny.
What will be
the extent of this revolution, what its immediate eflic

upon political men and political measures
what ullimate infliienee it may have on the integrity ol the constitution, and the permanent prosperity
of the country, remains lo be seen. Meantime, no
one can deny that an extraordinary excitement e;£fects

not been witnessed
ill the coiintry, such as has
more than half a century not local, not confined
any two, or three, or ten states, but jieivading the
whole, fioin north to south, and fiom east to west,
with equal force and^intensity. For an effect so general, a cause of equal extent must exist. No cause,
local or partial, can produce consc quences so general and universal.
In some ])arls of the country,
indeed, local causes may iu some degree add to Ihe
flame: but no local cause, nor any number of local
causes, can account lor the general excited slate of
the public mind.
In portions of the country devoted lo agriculture
and inanufactures, we hear complaints of want of
market and low prices. Yet there are other portions
of the country which are conslluler.^, and not producers of food and manufactures, and as purchaaere,
fhey should, il would seem, be satisfied with the low
prices of which fhe sellers complain; but in these
ists

lor

—

to

portions too of tlie counliy, there i.s dissatisfaction
and discontent. Every where there is complaining
and a desire lor change.

—
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This internal trade, moreover, moves as it were
are those who think this excileinentamon^
n a circle, and not directly; '-he gieat imports of the
I am not of
people iransitory and evanescent.
ounlry are made in New York, whence they pass]
So liu- as I can judge, attention to pi.bUnited Slates lias to Ihe "south and to the west; but our ex[)orts are not
ic altairs among the people of the
the main
south
ncreased, is increasing, and is not likely to be dimi- mainly Irom New York, butfiom the
imports then are made at one corner of the union,
lislied, and this not in one part of the country, but
thing is
The
same
from
another.
exports
and
the
we
may
judge
tlie
fact,
if
This certainly is
,11 over.
The breeze of populur ex- true of other branches of trade. The produce of
rom recent information
blowing every where. It fans the air in Ohio, much of it, descends the river lo New Orleans;
I

There

lie

bat opinion.

—

.

;itcment

is

commodities and
Alabama ami the Carolinas, and I am of opinion but Ohio is supplied with Ibreign
York cavhen it shall cross the Potomac, and range along the domestic fabrics mainly through the New
The livestock
Ihe
Ohio
canal.
lakes
and
nals,
the
arid
stronstronger
will
grow
it
lorthern Alleghanies,
of Kentucky. goes lo the Carolinas, but Kentucky
;er, until, mingling with the gales of the empire state
there, but transmits the money to Bal!nd the mountain blasts of Ne'w England, it will blow buys nothing
timore or Philadelpliia, and there piociires what she
perfect hurricane.
There are those again who think these vast popu- wants, to be sent to her across tiie Alleghanies.
This circuit of trade in a country of such great
ar meetings are got up by effort, but I say that no
as ours, demands more than in any country
?ifort can get them up, arid no eliort can keep them extent
the whole peolown. There must then be some gc-ieral cause that under heaven, a uniform currency lor
ple;
that
what is money in Carolina shall be so elsecause?
What is that
inimales the whole country.
give my opinion to- where, that what the Kentucky drover receives,
;t is upon this point I propose lo
1

have no design to otlend any feeling, but in
jerfect plainness to express my views to the vast
I know there are among
jiultitude assembled here.
hem many who trom first lo last supported general
lackson. I know there are many who, if conscience
ind patriotism had permitted, would support his suc:essor, and I should ill repay the attention with which
;hey may honor me by any reviling or denunciation.
A.gairi, 1 come to play no part of oiatory before you.
If there have been times and occasions in my life
v^heii I might be sujiposed anxious to exhibit myself
in such a light, that period has passed, and this is not
one of the occasions. 1 come to dictate and prescribe
If my experience, not now short in the
to no man.
Ufdirs of government, entitle my opinions to any relay.

1

spect, these opinions are at the service of my lellow
What, I shall stale as facts, I shall hold
citizens.
myself and my character responsible Joi; what I
shall state as opinions, all are alike at librrly to reject or to receive; asking only such fair interpretation of Ihem as the fairness and sincerity with
they are uttered ntay claim. '

which

then has excited the whole land from Maine
and that gives us assurance that while
Yoik in such vast numare here meeting in
meetings are holding thioughoiit all
like
other
bers,
That this cause must be general as its
the slates?

What

to Georgia,

New

we

elfect is certain, for

it

agitates the

whole country and

not parts only.

When

human system

indispensable to life becomes disordered, corruplcd or obstructed in its circulation, not the head or the heart alone
suiter, but the whole body, head, heart and hand, all
the members and all the extremities, are affected
with debility, paralysis, numbness and death. The
analogy between the human system and tiie social
and political system, is comple'te, and what the life

'

blood

is

that fluid in the

to the' former, circulation,

money, currency

what the planter of Alabama
borer in
ries

New York

home

to

what the lawork and car-

sells for,

gels in pay for his

support his family, shall be of ascer-

tained and uniform value.

piralion of

Monroe.

—

General Jackson, Mr. Adams, Mr. Craw-

lord and Mr. Clay.
None of them n ceived a sufficient number of votes from the electors to be chosen
president.
Goneial Jackson receiveii the largest
number of any but the house of representatives
chose J. Q. Adams president. Fioin that moment
a fierce opposition was commenced against Mr.
Adams' administration. I do not propose lo discuss
the character or conduct of this ojiposition.
The
liicl of its existence is all Ihat I have
lo do with
now, and that from the inauguration, in March,
1825, to March 1S29, an opposition, distinguished

—

remarkable ability, perseverance and ultimate
success, was carried on under the name and flag of
gen. Jackson.
All other candidates had disappeared.
General
Jackson was the sole opponent and four years of
lor its

j

—

Ihan gialify the American husbandman.

vicissitudes, Ihe currency

—

—

—

—

as the. head of it, would impart to whatever caine from congress more authority and value
lanaling Irom any single state.
than to any thin
The assumjition by congress of Ihe state debts,
illustrates this remark, for the moment Ihe United
States became bound lor those debts and proceeded
to fund them, they rose enormously and rapidly in

Washington

value.

General Washington and his advisers saw that a
mixetl currency, if the paper had the mark of Ihe
would comunion, and bore on it the spread eagle
mand universal coiifi.lence throughout the counlry;
and the result piovcd liie wisdom of their loresi^'ht.
From the incorpoiation of llic first bank lo the ex-

—

embracing a period of great

political

—

—

The
have consumers, not growers of
hands that in the belt of t-artli in wliicli grain best
Eucceeds, giow wheat, are interested to fiml mouths
elsewhere lo eat what Lliey raise. Tiie maum'a';turers of the north and the east need the grain of the
middle slates, and the cotton of tiie south, and these
in turn buy the manufactures of the east. Nor is this
solely mailer of interest, but is in some degree
brought about by tlie regulation of foreign governOur manufactuies find no sale in Europe,
ineiils.
and much of our grain is under ordinary circumstances exch.ded from ils markets. In France i\ is
never aihnitted, and in England contingeiilly and uncertainly only, and in a manner lo tantalize rather

charter,

—

IS to the latter; and it that be disordered or corrupted, paralysis must fail on the system.
Tile original, leading, main cause, then, of all our
I mention these circumstances to show that Ihe
diiiicullies and disasters, is the disordeied state of diiierences in the currencies of the several states,
the treasury. This is [jerhaps not a perfectly obvi- and the want of a uniform system, botliof commeice
demonous truth, and yet one susceptible of easy
and currency, being among the chief inconveniIn order- to explain this the more readily. ences to be lemedied by the establishment of the
stration.
I wish to bring your minds to the consideration of constitution; the subject very nalurallyand properly
the condition and the vast atisirsof the United Slatfs. attracted the early attention of the president, at the
Our country is not a small province or canton, but a first term of the first congress.
region extemliiigover a large and diversified suiface,
At the second term, Ihe United States bank was
with a popuiatmn of various conditions, products
Without detaining you by quoting paestablished.
It is in this vari^.ly that consists its
anil pursuits.
or speeches of that day, I «il! simply refer any
peis
prof perity, for the diiferent parts become uselul one
one curious to inquire lo Ihe cl.Rcial documents of
10 the oiher, not by identity, but by difierent protlie time, and to the extemporaneous expressions of
(lilclion, and thus each by interchange coutiibules to
on the leading measures of that day,
Hence our internal Irade; public opinion
tlie interest of ihe other.
lor proof, that while one object of incorporating a
the
products
of
exchange
on
this
that which carries
b nk was, that it might occasionally make
national
and industry of the diiferent porlions of the United
loans to goveri'ment, and ttdce charge of the disSlates
is one of our most imporian!, I had almost
bursement of its revenues, another object, quite as
Its opeiali^ns are
said the mosl important, interest.
prominent and imjiortant, was lo furnish a circulaeasy and silent, nol always perceptible, butdiiliisinL'
founded on national retion
a paper circulation
the
interby
system
the
hea'ltii and life throughout
tlitit should be current all over the countiy.
sources,
course thus promoted from neighborhood to neighGeneral Washington had the sngacity lo see, what
borhood, and from state tu state.
indeed minds less sagacious than his could not fail
Let me explain this a little in detail. You are
to perceive, thai ihe coulidence reposed in the Unithere in a grain growing state. Your interest, then,
ed States under the constitution, and in George
grain.

is to

its

commercial and

11

of that hank was never objected to— it, indeed, sur
passed Ihe hopes and equalled Ihe desires of everj^
body. The charter expiied in ISll
how or why,
or Irorn uhat state of parties, it is not my purpose to
discuss
but the charter expired in IS 11. War
with England was declared in June, 1S12. Immediately upon the declaration of war, all the banks
south of New England stopped payment, and those
of New England ceased to issue noles, and Ihns, in
fact, the specie paying there amounted lo little or
nothing.
At the close of the war, the condition of
the currency, which had become very much deranged, not improving, IVIr. Madison pres'.'iiled the subject to congress.
In his messages, both in 1514 and
1816, he dwell earnestly on the subject, and in Ihe
latter year the second Bank ol the United States was
incorporated, and went at once into operation.
At
its outset, owing possibly lo mismanagement
perhaps unavoidably
the bank met with heavy losses
but it fulfilled its functions in providing a currency for the whole countiy, and neither during Ihe
eight years of president Monroe's administration,
nor the four years of president Adams', were any
complaints on that score heard. And now I desiie
lo call altention to a particular fact.
There were
several candidates for presidency to succeed Mr,

This is not the time nor the occasion for an essay
or dissertation on monej'; but I mean distinctly to
express the opinion, that until the general government sfcall lake in hand the currency of the conntiy,
until that government shall devise some means, I say
not what, of raising the whole cuirency to the level
of gold and silver, there can be no prosperity.
Let us retrace- biietiy Ihe history of the currency
a most important branch
question in this rountiy
I appeal to all who
of the commercial question.
have studied the histoiy of those times and of the
constitution, whether our fathers, in framing the constitution which should unite us in commou rights
and a common glory, had not also among their chief
objects, lo provide a uniform system of currency for
the whole country. I especially invite the ingenious youth of the country lo go back to the history
of those times, and particularly to the Virginia resolutions of 1775, and to the proceedings of the convention at Annajiolis in the same year, and they will
there find the prevailing argument for forming a general government, was in order to secure a nnifurm
system of currenc}' of custom house duties, and a
geneial regulation of the commerce of the whole
countiy. it was no longer to be the commerce of
New York, or of Massachusetts, but of Ihe United
States, to be carried on under that star-spangled banner, which borne on it, and into every sea, the glorious motto
e pluribus unum.
This being a chief and cherished object, when the
first congress under the constitution assembled in N.
York, general Washington in his speech naturally
drew their allention to Ihe necessity of a uniform
currency, looking probably at that time to the mint
first established in Philadelphia, to provide that currency.

—

THE DAY.

—

—

angry political controversy ensued during;
which every topic of complaint iliat could be dragged into the vortex was dragged in; and yet I beg
active,

—

fad not once duiing this
lour years controversy did general Jackson himself
nor any press in his interest
nor any of his
friends in congress or elsewhere, raise a single voice
against the condition of the currency, or propose
any charge llierein. Of the hundri'ds here, possibly, who sup])oited Jackson, not one dreamed that
he was elected to put doun established institutions
and overthrow the currency of the countiy. Who,
among all those that in the honest convictions of
their hearts, cried hurra for Jackson! believed, or
expected, or desired, that he would interfere with
Ihe Bank of the United States, or destroy Ihe circuI stand here Uf on
lating medium of the country.
Ihe fact, and defy contradiction from any quarlei
that there was no complain!, then, any wheie, of
Ihe bank.
There never was, before, a country of
equal extent, where exchangt s and circulation were
cariied on so cheaply. so convenientl3'and sosrcure--

special altention to this

—

—

.

—

ly.

General Jackson was inaugurated

in

March,

1S29, and pronounced an address upon that occawhich I heaid, as did the oath he tookMo supIn that address were enuport the constilution.
merated \aiious objects, requiring, as he said, reform but among them was not the Bank of the
This was in
nor the currency.
Uiiiled Slaies
March, 1829. In December, 1S29, general Jackson
came out with the declaration (than which, none I
have ever heard, surprised me more) that "Ihe conslitutionalily of the Bank of the Uui,ltd Slates might
be well quesiioned," and that it had failed to fumifli
a convenient and unilbrf* currency to llie country.
W^hat produced Ibis change of views? Down lo
March, of Ihe same year, nothing of this sort was
What then indicated Ihe
indicak'd or threatened;
change? (a voice fiom the crowd said MarUn Van
Suren). If that be so, immediately rejoined Mr.
'iVcbster, it was the production of mighty consequences by a cause not at all proportioned. I will
state, in connection v.ilh, and in elucidation ol, this
bj- ct. Certain transactions, which constitute one
o( ti,ose contingencies in human afiiiirs. Where casual
circumslances, acting upon the peculiar teiiiiierand
movement
chaiacter, affect the fate of nations.
was made ill the autumn of 1829, in o.-der to ellfct
a change in certain officers of the branch of the
Bank of Ihe United Slates in Portsmoulh, N. K.
Mr. Woodbury, then a senalor from New I{aii.|)shiie, troiiSmiiled to Ihe president of Ihe bank at
Philadelphia, a request, purporting lo iircceed Irom
merclianls and men of business of all parlies, .-uskin.g
Ihe removal. of tiie president of Ihat braucli, rmi ou
jidliUcal grounds, but as acceptable and advantage-

sion,

—

—
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At the same t'rae
oiis to (he business community.
j\Ii-. Woodbui}' addressed a letter, malleoli conjUenHal, to l!ie then secrclarj' iil llie treasury, Mi. lug
liam, su^g.jstii'.g that his ilepartnieiit sliouM. on;jolUical grouiuls, obtain from the mollu^r bank the removal of the branch president. This letter was
transmitted to tlie president of the mother bank, and
reached him about the same time as the olher; so
that, looking upon this picture and upon that, upon
one letter that urged the removal on political
grounds, and on the other that denied that political
consideration entered into the matter at all, he concluded to lei things remain as they were. Appeals
His
were then artfully made to the president.
feelings were enlisted, and it is well known that
when he had an object in view, his character was lo
go ahead. I mean to speak no evil, tior disrespect of
He has passed oif the stage to
general Jackson.
his retireifient at the hermitage, which it would be
as well, perhaps, that his friends should not disturb,
and where I sincerely wish he may, in tranquillity
pass the residue ofhis days. But, general Jackhe took the back
son's character was imperious
track never; and however his friends might differ,
they were
or whether they concurred or dissented

—

—

fain

always

to

submit.

General Jackson then put

forth the pretensions that appointments by the bank
should have regard to the wishes of the treasury, the
matter was formally submitted to the directors of
the bank; and they as formally determined that the
treasury could not rightfully or properlj' have any
long, and somewhat
thing to say in the matter.

A

angry correspondence ensued; for, gen. Jack'son
found in the president of the bank a man who had
something of a spice of his own quality. The result
was, that the bank resisted, and refused the required
acquiescence in the dictations of the treasury.
This happened in October, 1829, and in December we had the message, in which, lor the first time,

Then came the ajiplicathe bank was arraigned.
tion of the bank for reincorporation, the passage of
a bill for that purpose through both houses, and the
The Bank of the Uiiiled
president's veto on it.
States being thus put down, a multitude of new
slate banks sprang up: and next came a law, adopting some of these as deposite banks. Now, what I
have to say in regard to gen. Jackson in this matter is this: he said he could establish a better currency; and, whether successful or not in this, it is
atj.east to be said in his favor and praise, that he
never did renounce the obligation of the federal government to take care of the currency paper as
well as metallic of the people. It was in furtherance of this duty, which he felt called on to discharge, of "providing a better currency," that he
recommended the exclusion of small bills. Why?
Because, it was argued, it would improve the gene-

—

ral mixed currency of the country; and, although
he did not as distinctly as Mr. Madison, recognize
the duty of the federal government to provide a currency lor the people, he never renounced it, but, on
the contrary in his message of December, '35 hold

this explicit l.inguage:
"By the use of the state banks,
rive their charters from the general

which do not degovernment, and

are not controlled by its aiitliority, it is ascertained
that the moneys of the United States can be collected and distributed without loss or inconvenience,
and that all the wants ol'the community, in relation
to exchange and currency, are supplied as well as
they have ever been belbre. [Message, Dec. 2,
1S.3.5.J

not here a question whether these banks did,
or not, effect the purpose which gen. Jackson takes
so much praise to himself of accoirplishing through
that ol supplying the country with as
their agency
good a currency as they ev';r enjoyed. But w hy, if
this was not a duty of the federal government, is-it
mentioned at all? In his last message in December,
18:3fi, reviewing the benefits (!) of his experiments
on the currency, he thus speaks:
"At the time of the ri;nioval of the deposites, it
was alleged by the advocates of the Bank of the U.
Stales, that the slate banks, whatever might be the
regulations of the treasury department, could not
make the transfers required by the government, or
negotiate the domestic exchanges of the country.—
It is nowTTcll ascerlained that the real domeslic exchanges performed through discounts by the United
Slates bank and its tweniy-five branches, were onethird less than those of the deposite banks for an
equal perioii of time; and if a comparison be instituted between the amounts of services rendered by
these institutions, on the broader bases which has
been used by the advocates of the U. Slates bank,
in eslimating what they con-iider the domestic exchanges, the result will 'be still more favorable to the
It is

—

deposite banks."
Here we tiave the distinct assertion, thfit througl|
the state banks, he had accomplished more in establishing a good currency and easy exchaiifj.es, than

—

—

—
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had been done by the Bank of the United States. hot then enl;;',ain. I desire not to appear wise after
However this fact may be, all this, I say, amounts che event I am not a prophet, nor Ihe son of a proto acknowlcilgineiit of the duty of the geiitral go- phet, and yet I declare when I heard the declaration
vernment, and as an emanation of the power of coin- of this message, and rellected on its consequence, I
ing monev, and as the representative of that metal- saw, or thought I saw, all the suti'ering, loss and evil
lic money, the exclusive power oi coining which is that is now belore us.
Let us compare this declaration with that of one
in congress
to provide a'uniforiu currency.
I contend for this principle, ihat down to the end now numbered wilh the mighty dead
of one, who
of gen. Jackson's adminisKation, no administration has left behind a reputation excelled by that of no
of this country had turned their back upon this pow- other man, as understanding thoroughly the constier; and, I now proceed to show, by extracts from tution
of one born and cradled wiili it, taking part
Mr. Van Buren's letter to Sherrod Williams, to in its inception, and closing his public career by
which, since he has largely referred to it lately, administering its highest oiijce I need not name
there can be no unfitness in my referring, that he, James Madison.
too, admitted the obligation of supplying a uniform
In his message lo congress in December, 1SI5
currency and convenient medium of exchange, which when the war had closed, and the country was laborhe thinks can be effected by the state deposite ing under the disordered currency of that period, the

—

—

—

—

—

—

president thus spoke.
banks:
"Sincerely believing for the reasons which have
"It is essential to every modification of the finanjust been stated, that the public funds may be as ces, that the benefits of a uniform national currency
The absence
safely and conveniently transmitted from one por- should be restored to the community.
tion of the union to another; that domestic exchange of the precious metals will, it is believed, be a temcan be as successfully and as cheaply effected, and porary evil; but until they can again be rendered
the currency to be rendered at least as sound under the general medium of exchange, it devolves on the
the existing system, as those objects could be ac- wisdom of congress to provide a substitute, which
complished by means of a national bank, I would shall equally engage the confidence, and accomironot seek a remedy for the evils to which you allude, date the wants of the citizens throughout the union.
should they unfortunately occur and through such a If the operation of the state banks cannot produce
medium, even if the unconstitutional objections were this result, the probable operation of a national bank
not in the way."
[Aug. 8, 1S36.]
will merit consideration, ikc."
He denies not the duty of superintending the curAt that session, congress incorporated the Bank ol
rency, but thinks the deposite banks of the states the United States, and at the next session, the presiunder the control of congress, can effect the pur- dent held this language, respecting the currency and
pose. This letter was written when Mr. Van Bu- that bank.
ren was a candidate lor the presidency.
From Mr. Madison's last message.
months only after gen. Jackson had retired,
"For the interests of the community at large as
and when his vigorous hand was no longer there to well as for the purposes of the treasury, it is essenuphold it, the league of slate banks fell and crum- tial, that Ihe nation should possess a currency ol
bled into atoms; and when Mr. Van Buren had been equal value, credit and use, wherever it may circuonly two months president, he convoked a special late. The constitution has entrusted congress ex.
session of congress for the ensuing September.
The clusively, with the power of creatiiig and regulating
country was in wide-spread confusion paralysed in a currency of that description; and the measures
its commerce
its currency utterly deranged. What
taken, during the last session, in execution of the
was to be done? What would Mr. Van Buren re- power, give ever}' promise of success. The bank ol
commend? He could not go bacli to the Bank of the United States has been organized under auspices
the United States, for he had committed himself the most favorable, and cannot fail to be an imporagainst its constitutionality; nor could he, with any tant auxiliary to those measures."
great prospect of success, unilerlake to reconstruct
that sounds now as an argument for the
(he league of deposite banks; lor it had recently snb-treasuryl
Here you have set up, a doctrine
failed, and the country had lost confidence in it.
vitally affecting the business and pursuits of the
What then was to be done? He could go neither country, fatal to your families, and you mlist deterbackward nor forward. What did he do? X mean mine tor yourselves if it shall be the doctrine of Iht
not to speak disrespectfully, but I say, he escaped! country.
But before determining, look well at thf
Afraid to touch the fragments of the broken banks constitution
weigh all precedent and if names and
unable to touch the United States bank he (old- authority are to be apj^ealed to, contrast those of preed up his arms and said
the government has no- sident Van Buren, with those of Ihe dead Patriarch,
thing to do uilh providing a currency for the peo- whose words I have just read to you, and decide acple.
That I may do him no wrong, I will read his cordingly.
own language. His predecessors had all said, we
have heard much from the administratior
will not turn our backs upon this duty of govern- against banks and banking systems.
I do not meat
ment to piovide a uniform currency his language to discuss thai topic but I will say, that theii
is, we lOiV/ (urn our backs on this question.
He pro- tampeiing with the currency, and course in relatioi
poses nothing for the country, nothing for the relief to it, has more than all olher causes increased Ihest
of commerce or the regulation of exchanges, but banks.
simply the means of getting money inio the treasury
But Mr. Van Buren's message contain a lata
without loss:
principle, one altogether wrong, the principle that
From Mr. Van Buren'sfirst message.
the government has nothing to do with providing i
"It is not the province of government to aid indi- currency lor the country, in other words, propoS'
viduals in the transfer of their funds, otherwise than ing a separation between the money of the governthrough the facilities of the post office department. ment and the money of the people. This is th(
As justly might it be called on to provide for the great error which cannot be compromised with—
transportation of their merchandise."
which is susceptible of no aHielioration,or modifica
tion.or remedy, but the caustic which shall totall}
"If, therefore. 1 refrain from suggesting to con- eradicate it.
gress any specific plan for regulating the exchanges
Do we not know Ihat there must always be ban!
or the currency
relieving mercantile embairass- papei?
Is there a man here who expects that he o:
inents
or interfering with the ordinary operations his children, or his children's children, shall see till
of foreign and domestic commerce, it is from a cor- day when only gold coin, glittering through sill.
viction that such are not within the constitulional purscp, will be Ihe currency of the country, lo tin
(uovince of the general government, and that their entire exclusion of bank notes? Not one. But i
adoption would be to promote the real and perma- is the neglect of the government to perform its dutiei
nent welfare of those they might be designed to Ihat makes Ihese bank notes questionable. You here
aid."
in New York, have sound bank paper, redeemabid
I put it to you, my friends, if this is a statesman's in coin, and if^ you were surrounded by a Chinesi
argument.
You can transport your merchandise wait, it might be indifferent lo you whether govern'
yoiirseives, you can build ships and make your own ment looked alter the currency or not. But you havi
wagons; but can }>)« make a currency? Can you daily business relations with Pennsylvania, and will
say what shall be money, and what shall not be the west, and east, and south, and have a direct inmoney and determine its value here and else- terest that their currency too shall be sound; foi
where? Why, it would be as reasonable to say, the otherwise the very superiority of yours is, to a cer
people could make war for themselves, as to say lain degree, an injuiy and loss to you since yoi
that they may exercise this other, not less ex- pay in the equivalent of specie for what you buy
clusive attribute of sovereignly, of making a cur- and you sell for such money as circulates in thi
rency for themselves. He insists that congress has states with which you deal. But New York canno
no power to regulate currency or exchanges none effect the general restoration of the currency, no
to mitigate the embarrassments of the country
none any one stale, or any number of states short of thi
to relieve its prostrate industry
and even if the whole and hence the duty of Ihe general govern
power did ixisi, it would be unwise, in his opinion, ment to superintend this interest.
lOe)(crcisu il!
What does the sub- treasury propose? lis basis iii
Thesu 4re the doctrines of Ihe president's first asejiaration of the concerns of the treasury fioiK
message, aiid f have no opinion of it now, (hat I did these of the people. That bill provides;
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securities under this new system of keeping the pubSub treasury law.
that we had not before, while many that
Tlrere sliall be provided in the new treasurj- biiiM- lic moneys
did exist, in the personal character, hi^h trusts and
treathe
use
of
ng at Wasliington, rooms for tlie
keep- diversified interests of the officers and directors of
iurer, and fire proof vaults and safes for the
removed. Moreover, the number of reng of the public moneys; and these vaults and banks are
ceiving and disbursing officers, is increased, and in
safes are declared to be the treasury of the United
proportion is the danger to the public treasure inStales.
creased.
That the vaults and safes of the mint in PhiladelThe next provision is, that money once leceived
shall also
)Uia, and the branch mint at New Orleans,
into the treasury is not to be loaned out; and if this
the
safekeeping of
)e places for the deposite and
law is to be the law of the land, this provision is not
)ublic moneys, and that there shall be fire proof
would be
to be complained of, for dangerous indeed
irauKs and safes also in the custom houses of New
the temptation, and pernicious the consequences, if
Fork and Boston, and in Charleston, South Carolina,
these treasurers were to be left at liberty to loan out
be
shall
also
these
that
and
Missouri,
Louis,
St.
nd
to favorites and party associates, the money drawn
places of deposite.
from the people. Yet the practice of this governThat there shall be a receiver general at New ment hitherto has always been opposed to this poliVork, Charleston and St. Louis. That the treasurers cy of locking up Ihe money of the people when and
of these mints, and the receivers general, shall keep while it is not required for the public service. Until
the public money without loaning or using it until this time the public deposites.like private deposites,
ordered to be paid out! and into the hands of these were used by the banks in which they were placed,
treasurers and receivers general, all collectors of as some compensation for the trouble of safe keep[public money are to pay what they receive.
ing and in furtherance of the general convenience.
That the resolutions of congress of April, 1816, When, in 18.3-, general Jackson formed the league
:be so far altered as that hereafter of all duties, taxes of the deposite state banks, they were specially diland debts due and becoming due to the United States, rected by iMr. Taney, then secretary of the treasuafter June of this year, one-fourth shall be paid in ry, to use the public funds in discounts for the acAnd
specie: after June of next year, ono-AuT/'; after June commodation of the business of the country.
The president now
of 1S42 three-fourth; and after June 184.3, the whole. why should this not be sc?
So after June 1343, all debts due to the United States, says, if the money is kept in the banks it will be
wlielher for duties, taxes, sales of public lands, pa- used up by them in discounts, and they will derive
What then? Is it a sufficient
;tents, postages of letters, or otherwise, shall be paid benefit therefrom.
in gold and silver only."
reason for depriving the community of a beneficial
That from and after June, 1842, every officer or measure, because the banks that carry it out will
The
it.
ao-eut in the government, in making disbursements also measureably derive some benefit from
and if this
or payments on account of the U. Slates, shall make question is, will the public be benefited?
be answered affirmatively, it is no bar to say that
such payments in gold or silver coin only,
The government is not to
Receiver general in New York to be paid $4,000 the banks will be too.
play the part of the dog in the manger. The docsalary —the others each §(2,400.
trine is altogether pernicious, opposed to our expeI propose to say a few words on these provisions,
mce, and to the habits and business of the nation.
tin the first place, it seems very awkward to declare
The next provision is, that requiring, alter 1S43,
by law certain rooms in Washington, and certain
gold and
all dues to the government shall be paid in
safes and vaults tlierein the treasury of the United
provisilver; and however onerous or injurious this
have been accustomed heretofore to
States.
sion, it is to be conceded that Ihe government can,
look upon the treasury as a department of tlie goand
power,
the
have
They
enfore
it.
if they choose
vernment, recognised by tiie constitution, which deBut such a
as good citizens, we must submit.
clares that no money shall be drawn from the treaactice will be inconvenieni; I will say oppressive.
sury, except upon appropriations made in due course
How are those who occupy 3-4ths of the surface of
of law. It may, however, be made a question whethe United States to comply wijh this provision?
ther any thing but these rooms and safes at WaohHere, in commercial neighborhoods and in large
inzton are not now withdrawn from the protection
the
cities, the difficulty will be less; but where is
It is absurd,
It is senseless.
of Ihe constitution.
man who is to take up lands in the western states
It is as if the legislature of New York should debow transport it? The banks around
to get specie
clare that certain desks and tables, in a certain large
him pay none he gets none for his labor: and yet,
room at the United States hotel*, constituted the
o])pressive as all this is, I admit that the governcourt for the correction of errors of the state of New
ment have a right to pass such a law, and that while
I

:

I

i
I

[

;

j

We

.

\

;

,

;

';

,

—
—

i

York.

It declares there
else does this bill do?
be certain vaults, and safes, and rooms. But
it has not been lor want of adequate vaults, and sales,
and rooms, that we have lost our money, but owing
to the hands to which we have trusted the keys. It
is in the character of the officers and not in the
strength of bars and vaults, that we must look for
What would be
security of the public treasure.
thought in private life, if some rich merchant, J. J.
Aslor for instance, should determine no longer to
trust his money with banks and bank directors, who,

nevertheless, have a common interest with him in
upholding the credit and slabilily of the currency,
and should build for himself certain safes a:.l vaults,
and having placed his treasures therein should; of
some 40 or 50 hungry individuals, who might apply

keys to him who
would work the cheapest. You might not perhaps,
pronounce him insane but you would certairdy say,
he acted very unlike J. J. Astor. Now what is true

for the office of treasurer, give the

of private affairs

is

especially true of public affairs,

and what would be absurd in an individual is not less
government. What is doing in Boston, where
I belong? there are banks there, respectable specie
paying trust- worthy banks, managed by prudent and
discreet men
and yet the treasure of the country is
withdrawn from the keeping of those institutions,
with a capital paid in of two millions of dollars, and
locked up in safes and vaults, and one of the president's political friends from another stale, is sent for
to come and keep the key.
There is in his case no
president to watch the cashier, no cashier to watch
the teller, and no directors to overlook and control
all
but the whole lesponsibilily is vested in one
man. Do you believe that, if under such circumin a

—

—

stances, the ULiited Slates, following the example of
individuals, were to offer to (tceive private funds in
deposite in such a safe, and allow interest on them,

they would be entrusted with any?

There are no

*It may be necessary, to llie e.xplanauon of this illustration, 10 btaie, that die court of errors was at the
time holding a session at ihe United Statrs hotel at Sa-

ratoga.

a law, it must be obeyed.
But what are we promised

it is

What

."ball

as the equivalent for

inconvenience and oppression? Why, that
the government in its turn will pay its debts in
specie and that thus what it receives with one hand,
all

this

pay out with the other— and a metallic circuI undertake to say that
lation will be established.
no greater fallacy than this was ever uttered; the
The
plain reason.
this
for
thing is impossible, and
dues which governmeni collects come from individuals each pavs for himself. But it is far olherwise
with the disbursements of government. They do
rot go down to individuals, and seeking out the
worliinen and the laborers, pay to each his dues,
government pays in large sums to lari;e contractors
—and to these they pay gold and silver. But do
the gold and silver reach those whom the contractor
employs? On the contrary, the contractors deal as
they see fit with those whom they employ, or ol
whom thev purchase. The army and navy are led
and clothe'd by contract; the materials for your
sumptuous custom houses, your fortifications, lor
the Cumberland road, and for other public works,
Large coiilractors
are all supplied by contract.
flock to Washington and receive their tons of gold
them lo Maine,
it
with
carry
do
they
but
and silver:
Mississippi, Michigan, or wherever their residence
and vocation may be? No— not a dollar; but selling
it

will
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Let us look a little more nearly at this
matter, and see whom, in truth, it does favor.
There is very little
are the rich in this country?
and large capitalists
hereditary wealth among us
But some there are, neveitheare not numerous.
less, who live on the interest of their money, and
these ceitainly do not sulfer by this new doctrine;
aie rendered more valuable,
for their revenues
while the objects of living are reduced in value.
There is Ihe money lender, too, who suffers not by
else
the reduction of prices all around him.
Why, the holders of
are the lich in this country?
office.
He who has a fixed salary, of from $2,500
to $5,000 finds prices falling; but does his salary
fall?
On the contrary, three-fourths of Ihat salary
will now purchase more than the whole of it would
purchase before; and he therefore, is not dissatisfied
friend.

Who

—

Who

with

this

new

law.

There is, too, another class of our fellow citizens,
wealthy men, who have prospered during the last
year, and they have prospered, when nobody else

What is
prospers.
I mean the owners of shipping.
Give me a reason. Well, I will give
the reason?
you one. The shipping of the country carries on the
the larger vessels being
foreign and domestic trade
Now, why have these
chielly in the foreign trade.
been successful. I will answer by an example. I
live on the sea coast of New England, and one of
my nearest neighbors is the largest ship owner, probably, in Ihe United Stales. During Ihe [)ast year he
has made what might suffice for two or three forHe sends his ships
tunes; and how has he made it?
to Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, to lake freights
This staple, whatever the price abioad,
of cotton.
cannot be suffered to rot at home, and therefore it is
Iriend tells his captain to provision his
shipped.
ship at Natchez, for instance, where he buys flour
and stores in the depreciated currency of that legion,

—

My

and pays

for

them by

a bill

on Boston, which

lie sells

Here at once, as will be
at 48 percent, premium.
He deliseen, lie gets his provision for half price.
vers his freight in Europe, and gets paid for it \a
good money. The disordered currency of the country to which he belongs does not follow nor afflict him
abioad.
He gels his freight in good nioney, places
it

in

the hands of his owner's

banker,

who

again

The ship owneis, Ihen,
at a premium for it.
makes money, uhen all others are suffering, because
he can escape from the influence of the bad laws and
draws

trast Ihe story of this

of

my

Now, I will conneighbor with that of another

his oxen country.

bad currency of

neighbors, not rich.

He

is a

New

England

—

mechanic, hard working, sober and intelligent
maker by trade, who wields his own sledge
hammer. His particular business is the making of
augers lor the south and southwest. He has for
years employed many hands, and been the support
thereby, of many families around him himself,
meanwhile, moderately prosperous until these evil
times caine on. Yearly, however, for some years,
he has been going backwards—-not less industrious
nol less frugal
he has yet found, that, however apparently good Ihe prices he m^ght receive at the south
and southwest for his tools, the cost ol converting
tool

—

—

—

those funds into funds current in New England was
ruinous. He has persevered, however, always hoping
for some change for the belter, and conlracling gradually the circle of his work and the number of his
workmen, until at length, the little earnings of the
past wasted, and the condition of the currency beis reduced to bankruptand he and the twenty families that he had supbeggared by no fault of their own. What
was his difficulty? He could not escape from the
evils of bad laws' and. bad currency at home; and
while his rich neighbor, who could, and did, is made
richer by these very causes, he, the honest and industrious mechanic, is crushed to the earth; and yet
we are told this is a system for promoting the inte-

coming worse and worse, he
cy;

port-ed are

rests of the poor.

This leails ine naturally to Ihe subject of .American labor, which has hardly been considered or discussed as carefully as il deserves. What is American luboi J It is be.-'t described by saying, i7 is not
European labor. Nine-tenths of the whole labor of
this country is performed by those whocullivale the
his
swells
contractor
Ihe
paper,
it for depreciated
land they or heir falheis oun, or who in their woikprofits by this added premium, and pays oil Ihosehe
slicps employ some little ca[ulal of their own, and
an
is
not
Tnis
notes.
bank
depreciated
owes in
mix il up wilh their labor. Where does this exist
imasinary case. I speak of what is in proof.
elsewhere? Look at the different departments of
contractor came to Washington last winter, receivindustry, whether agricultural, manufacturing or
in
bank
paying
specie
ed a draft ol $180,000 on a
you will find that in all, Ihe laborers
New York. This he sold at 10 per cent, premium, mechanical, and
mix up some little capital with Ihe works of their
money,
wild-cat
purchased
avails
the
and with
laborer
of the United Slates— strike
The
hands.
with which he paid the producer, the farmer, the
Slates, including thereThis is the operation ol specie payments. out Ihe laborers of the United
laborer.
or other belong lo (lie iiiduswho
way
all
in
.some
in
rich
lo
the
money,
It gives to the government hard
and working classes and you reduce Ihe pocoiilractor hard money, but lo the producer and la- Irious
Ihe United States from sixteen millions
borer it gives paper, and bad paper only; and yel pulation of
The American laborer is expected
lo one m llion.
this system is recommended as specially favoring
have a comfortable home, decent, though frugal
the poor man, rather than the rich, and credit is lo
clothe
and
educate his children, to qualify
living,
to
poor
man's
as
the
cUimed for this administration
I

A
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take part, as all are called to do, in the poand government of tlieir country. Can
any European laborer? Does he take
any share in the s^overnmeiit of his country, or feel
There nineit an obligation to educate his children?
teiiths ol the laborers have no interest in the soil they
cultivate nor in the fabrics they produce; no hope
under any circumstances of raising themselves, or of
raising their I'hildren above the condition of a day
laborer at wages, and only know the government
under which they live, by the sense ol its oppressions,
which they have no voice in mitigating.
To compare such a state of labor with the labor of
this country, or to reason from that to ours, is preAnd yet the doctrine now is, not of inposterous.
but of the administration, that the
dividuals only
wages of American labor must be brought down to
th6 level of those of Europe.
I have said this is not the doctrine of a few indiduals, and on that head I think injustice has been
done to a senator from Pennsylvania, who has been
made to bear a large share of the responsibility of
suggesting such a policy. Jf I mistake not, the same
idea is thrown out in the president's message of
and in llie treasury report. Hear what Mr. Woodtliera to

litical alfdirs

this be said of

—

,

bury savs;
"Should the states not speedily suspend more of
their undertaking which are unproductive, but by
.

loans, or otherwise, find means to employ armies of laborers, in consuming, rather than raising
crops, and should prices thus Continue in many cases
to be unnaturally infJated, as they have been of late

new

years, in the face of a contracting currency, the effect of it on our finances would be still more to lesson exports, and, consequently, the prosperity and
reveime of our foreign trade."
He is for turning o(f from the public works these

"armies of laborers" who consume without producing crops, and thus bring down prices, both of crops
and labor. Diminish the mouths that consume, and
multiply the arihs that produce, and you have the
treasury prescription for mitigating distress and raisHow would that operate in this great
ing prices!
You have, perhaps, some 15,000 men emstate?
ployed on your public works— works of the kind
and even
that the secretary calls "unproductive"
with such a demand as tliey must produce for proviThe secretary's remedy
sions, prices are very low.
is to set them to raise provisions themselves, and
thus augment the supply while they diminish tlie
demand. In this way the wages of labor are to be
reduced, as well as the prices of agricultural producBut this is not all. I have in iny hand an
tions.
extract from a s|)eech ilc tlie house of representatives, of a gpntleman from New Hampshire, Mr.
Burke, a zealous supporter of the administration,
who maintains that other things being reduced
in proportion, you may reduce the vN'agcs of labor,
And wliere does he
without evil consequences.
He
In the Mediterranean.
seek his example?
But what
fixes himself upon Corsica and S;)rdinia.
should
be
the
model
he
that
laborer,
Corsican
is the
upon which American labor is to be formed? Does
he know any thing himself? Vlas he any education
or does he give any to his children? Has he a home,
a freehold, and the comforts of life around him? No.
With a crust of bread and a handful of olives, his
daily w.uits are satisfied. And yet from such a state

—

of society the laborer of New England, the laborer
of the United State.s is to be taught submission to
low wa"-es. The extract before me state that the
wages of Corsica are:
24 cents a day.
'•For the male laborer,
11 cents do."
"And the female do.
And the honorable gentleman argues that, owing
to the greater cheapness of other articles, this is relatively as

much

as the

American

he illustrates the fact by this

bill

laborer gets, and
of clothing for a

Coi'sican laborer:
lasting 24 months, 8 francs.
do.
do.
24
2 do.
do.
3(3
do.
4 do.
do.
IS
do.
5 do.
do.
12
3 do.
do.
Shirt,
G
do.
6 do.
Pair of shoes, do.

Jacket,

Cap,

Waistcoat,
Pantajoons,

2S francs.

Now

what say you,

New

my

friends

— what

will the

New

York, of Pennsylvania, and
fM-miu- ol
England say, to the idea of w.dking on Sunday to
chiu-ch at llie head of his family, in his jacket two
yeas old? What will the young man say, when, his
work ondcd. In? dosires to visit the families of his
iioighhor-', to the one pair of |)antaloons, not ipiile
2 year^old indeed, but, as the farmers say of a colt,

coming two next grass, and which for 18 months
have done yeoman's service? Away with it all
Ihis plan for humbling and degrading the

away with

free, inlelligeni, well educated, and well paid labor
of the United States to the level of the almost brute

labor of Europe.

There

—
5,
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much danger

that schemes and doc-i
But it is to be remembered, that this matter of
favor with tlie people. the log cabin originated, not with the friends of the
interest too well for that. whig candidate, but with his enemies.
Soon after
Gentlemen, I am a farmer, on the sea shore, and his nomination at Harrisburg, a writer for one of
have, of course, occasion to employ some degree of the leading administration papers spoke of this
also
rowed
out
agricultural labor,
sometimes
"log-cabin," and his use of "hard cider," by way
trines,

is

not

such as

these,'sl]all find

They understand

their

own

lam

to sea, being, like other New Englandmen, fond of
occasionally catching a fish, and finding health and
recreation in warm weather, from the air of the
ocean. For the few mouths during which I am able
to enjoy this retreat from labor, |)ublic or professional, I do not often trouble my neighbors, or they me,
with conversation on politics.
It happened, however, about three weeks ago, that on such an excursion as I have mentioned, with one man only with
me, I mentioned this doctrine of the reduction of
prices, and asked his opinion of it.
He said he did not like it. I replied, the wages
of labor, it is true, are reduced; but then flour and
beef, and perhaps clothing, all of which you buy,
are redured also.
What, then, can be your objections?
Why, said he, it is true that flour is now low;
but then it is an article that may rise suddenly, by
means of a scanty crop, iu England, or at home; and
if it should rise Irom five dollars to ten, I am not
certain that it would fetch the price of my labor up
with it. But while wages are high, then I am safe,
and if produce chances to fall so much the better Ibr
me. But there is another thing. I have but one
thing to sell, tliat is iny labor; but I must buy many
things
not only flour, and meat and clothing, but
also some articles that come from other countries; a
little sugar, a little coffee, a little tea, a little of the
common spices and such like.
Now, I do not sec how these foreign articles will

—

intelleclual.

—

.

,

try."
All this is natural, and springs from sources of
just feeling.
Other things, gentlemen, have had a
all know that the term "whig,"
similar origin.
was bestowed in derision, two hundred years ago,
on those who were thought too fond of liberty; and
our national air of Yarikee doodle was composed by
British officers, in ridicule of the American troops.
and Yet, ere long, the last of the British armies laid

be brought down, by reducing wages at home;
before tiie price is brought down of the only thing I
to sell, 1 want to be sure that the prices will
fall, also, not of a part, but of afl the things which I
must buy.
Now, gentlemen, though he will be astonished, or
amused, that I should tell the story, before such a
vast and respectable assejnblage as this, I will place
tills argument of Scth Fetenoii, sometimes farmer
and sometimes fisherman on the coast of Massachusetts, stated to me while pulling an oar with each
hand, and with the sleeves of his red shirt rolled up
above his elbows, against the arguments, the theories, and the speeclies of the administration and all
its friends, in or out of congress, and take the verdict of the country, and of the civilized w'orld, whether he has not the best side of the question.
Since I have adverted to this conversation, gentlemen, allow me to say, that Ihis neighbor of mine is
a man of fifty, one of the several sons of apoorinan;
that by his labor he has obtained some lew acres, his
own unincumbered freehold, has a comfortable dwelling, and plenty of the poor man's blessings.
Of
these, I have known six, decently and cleanly clad
each with the book, the slate, and the map, proper
to its age, all going at the same lime daily to enjoj'
the blessing of that which is the great glory of New
England, the com! ion free school. Who can contemplate this, and thousands of other cases like it,
not as pictures, but as common facts, without feeling
how much our free institutions, and tlie policy hilherto ]>ursned have done for the comfort and happiness of the groat mass of our citizens?
Where in
Europe, where in any part of the world out of our
country, ^lall we find labar thus rewarded and the
general condition of the people so good? Nowhere.
No where! Away, then, with the injustice and the
folly of reducing the cost of productions with us, to
what is called the common standard of the world.—
Away, then, away at once and forever, with the miserable policy, which would bring the condition of
a laborer in the United Slates, to that of a laborer in
Russia, or Sweeden, in France or Germany, in Italy
or Corsica.
Instead of following these examples, let
us hold up our own, which all nations may well envy,
and which, unhappily, in most parts of file earth it is
"
easier to envy than to imitate.
But it is the cry and effort of the times to stimulate tiiose who are called poor, against those who are
called rich; and yet among those who urge this cry
and seek to profit by il, there is betrayed sometimes
an occasional sneer at whatever savors of humble
life.
Witness the reproach against a candidate now
before the people for their highest honors, that a log
cabin, with plent)' of hard cider, is good, enough /or
him.
It appears to some persons, that a great deal too
much lise is made of the symbol of the log cabin.
No man of sense suppose.i, certairdy, that the having
lived in a log cabin is any further proof of qualilication for the presidency, than as it creates a presumption, that any one, who from humble condilion, or under unfavorable circumstances, has been
able to attriict a considerable degree of public attention, is nossesseil of reputable qualifies, moral and

have

of sneer and reproach. As might have been expected, for pretenders are generally false, his taunt
at humble life proceeded from the party which
claims for itself the character of the purest democracy. The whole party appeared to enjoy it, or at
least they countenanced it, by silent acquiescence;
for I do not know that, to this day, any eminent individual, or any leading newspaper, attached to the
administration, has rebuked this scornful jeering at
the supposed humble condition or circumstances in
life, p;ist or present, of a worthy man and a war
worn soldier. But it touched a tender point in the
It naturally roused indignation.^
public feeling.
What was intended as reproach, was immediately
be it so,' was the
seized on, as merit. "Be it so
instant burst of the public voice.
"Let him be the
log cabin candidate.
What you say in scorn, we
will shout with all our lungs; from this day, we
have our cry of rally, and we shall see whether he,
who has dwelt in one of the rude abodes of the
west, may not become the best house in the coun-

We

down

its

arms

at

Yorktown, while

tliis

same

air

was playing in the ears of officers and men. Geiillemen, it is only shallow-minded pretenders, who
either make distinguished origin matter of personal
merit, or obscure origin matter of personal re-,
proach. Taunt and scoffing at the humble condition of early life, affect nobody in this country,
but those who are foolish enough to indulge in them,
and they are generally sufficiently punished by pubman who is not ashamed of himself,
lic rebuke.
need not be ashamed of his early condition.
Gentlemen, it did not happen to me to be born in
a log cabin; but my elder brothers and sisters were
born in a log cabin, raised amid the snow-drifts ol
New Hampshire, at a jieriod so early as that when
the smoke first rose from its rude chimney and curled over the frozen hills, there was no similar evidence of a white man's habitation between it and
Its rethe settlements on the rivers of Canada.
mains still exist. I make to it an annual visit. I
carry my children to it, to inspire like sentiments in
them, and to teach them the hardships endured by
the generations which have gone before them.
I
love to dw>^ll on the tender recollections, the kindreil lies, the early affections, and the touching narratives and incidents, which mingle with all I know
I weep tc
of this humble, primitive family abode.
think that none of those who inhabited it are now
among the living; and if ever I am ashamed of if
or if I ever fail in alfectionate veneration for him
who reared it, and defended it against savage vio.
fence and destruction, cherished all the domestic
virtues beneath its roof, and, through the fire and
blood of a seven years' revolutionary war, shrunlji
from no danger, no toil, no sacrifice, to serve hisi
country, and'to raise his children to a condition beb:
ter than his own, may my name, and the name Oi
my posterity, be blotted for ever from the memorj
of mankind!
[Mr. Webster then reviewed the expenditures othe government, butjustatthe last moment, wefiiu
witii regret that the sheet containing this portion o
We supplj'
the speech has been mislaid or lost.
Iherelore from memory, a very brief, and we artr
aware, a very inadequate outline of the argument]
The expenditures of this administration have beei
eminently wasteful and extravagant. Over am
above the ordfhary revenue of the country, Mr. Vai
Buren has spent more than tweiilij mittions tha
reached the treasury from other sources. I specify
!ff;(>,lll)0,00(
Reserved under the depnsite act,
0,000,001
4ili instalment of surplus kept back,
Payment by the Bank of United States
5,000,00'
on its bonds,

A

!fl!20, 000,00'

But even this has been found insufficient for th
proiligality of the udministration, and we had no
been long assembled in congress before a domaii'
was made upon if, notwithstanding the flattering re
presentations of the message au'l the treasury re
more of trea

port, for authority to issue /rue millions

sury notes; and Ihis, we were assured, if congres
would only keep v/ithin the estimates submitted b
the departmcnls, would be ample./ Congress di
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estimates; and yet, before we broke
up, intimations came from tlie treasury that they
must have authority to borrow, or issue treasury
notes for four and a half millions more.
This time even the friends of the administration
demurred, and finally refused to grant this new aid,
and Vfhat then was the alternative? Why, after
having voted appropriations for the various branches
of the public service, all within the estimates, and
all of which they were told, were indispensable,
they conferred on the prc^iilent, by a special section, authority to withhold these appropriations Irom
such objects as he pleased, and to select at his discretion the objects upon which money should be
expended. Entire authority was thus given to the
president over all these expenditures, in direct contravention of that provision of the constitution forbidding all expenditure, except by virtue of appropriations
which if it mean any thing, must mean
the specification of distinct sums for distinct purposes.
In this way, then, it is proposed to keep back
from indispensable works lour and a half millions,
which are, nevertheless, appropriated, and which,
with the five millions of treasury notes already is
sued, will constitute a debt of from nine to ten mil-

keep within

tlie

—

—

lions.

So, then, when general Harrison shall succeed, in
next, to the presidential chair, all that he
from his predecessors besides their
brilliant example
will be these treasury vaults and
safes, without a dollar in them, and a debt of ten
millions nf dollars.

March

will inherit

—

—

The whole revenue policy of this administration
has been founded in error. While duties are laid
on articles of daily- use and necessitj', articles of
luxury are admilted free of duty. Look at the custom house returns, $20,000,000 worth of silks imported in one year, free of duty, .ind other articles
of luxury in proportion, that should be made to contribute to the revenue.
have, in my judgment, imported excessively,
and yet the president urges it as an objection to
works of public improvement, to rail roads and canals, that they diminish our importations, and thereby interfere with the comforts of the people. His

We

message

says:

"Our people will not long be insensible to the
extent of the burdens entailed upon them by the
false system that has been operating on their sanguine, energetic and industrious character; nor to
the means necessary to extricate themselves from
these embarrassments. The weight which presses
upon a large portion of the people, and the states, is
an enormous debt, foreign and domestic. The foreign debt of our states, corporations and raenofbusiness can scarcely be less than two hundred millions of dollars, requiring more than ten millions of
dollars a year to pay the interest.
This sum has to
be paid out of the exports of the country, and must
of necessity cutoliim])orts to that extent, or ]ilunge
the country more deeply in debt from year to year.
Xtis easyto see that the increase of this foreign debt
must augment the annual demand on the exports to
pay the interest, and to the same extent diminish the
imports; and in proportion to the enlargement of
the foreign debt, and the consequent increase of interest must be the decrease of the import trade.
In
lieu of the comforts which it now brings us, we
might have one gigantic banking institution, and
splendid, but in many instances profitless, rail roads
and canals, absorbijig to a great extent, in interest
upon the capital borrowed to construct them, the
surplus fruits of national industry for years to come,
and securing to posterity no adequate return for the
comforts w^hich the labois of their hands might
otherwise have secured."
What are these comforts that we are to get so
much more of, if we will only stop our rail roads
and canal.s? Foreign goods, loss of employment at
home or European wages, and lastly direct taxation.

One of the gentlemen of the south, of that nulrights' party that has absorbed the
adminisiration, or been absorbed by it, comes boldly out with the declaration that the period is arrived lor a direct tax on land; and among the reasons assigned for this project is this one, that it will
brjpgthe north to the grindstone.
shall see,
before this contest is over, who will be the parlies
ground, and who the grinders. It is, however, but
just to add, that thus far, this is only an expression
of individual opinion, and I do not charge it to be
otherwise.
lifying slate

We

had

propos.-^d to say something of the militia
it is already so late that I must forego this
(No, no go on, go on from the crowd.)
Mr. Webster resumed and brielly analyzed the
1

bill,

but

topic.

—

—

bill.

Owing, however, to the lateness of the hour, he
did not go hrgely into the discussion. He did not.
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he said, mean to charge Mr. Van Bureri with any
purpose to play the part of a CcEsar ora Cromwell,
but he did say that in his judgment, the plan as recommended by the president in his message, and
of which the annual report of the secretary of war
accompanying the message developed the leading
features, would, if carried into operation, be oxpensive, burdensome, in derogation to the constitution, and dangerous to our liberties.
Mr. W. referred rapidly to the president's recent letter to
some gentleman in Virginia, endeavoring to exculpate himself for the recoui.-nendalion in the message, by endeavoring to show a dilference between
the plan then so strongly recommended, and that
submitted in detail some months afterwards by the
secretary of war to congress.
Mr. W. pronounced this attempt wholly unsatisfactory.
Mr. W. then went on to say I have now frankly stated my opinions as to the nature of the present excitement, and have answered the question
I propounded as to the causes of the revolution in
public sentiment now in progress.
Will this revolution succeed?
Does it move the masses, or is it
an ebulition merely on the surface? And who is it
that opposes the cliange which seems to be going
forward?
(Here some one in the crowd cried out,
"none hardly but the office-holders oppose it.") Mr.
Webster continued I hear one say that the officeholders oppose it, and that is true.
If they were
quiet, in my opinion, a change would take place,
alincst by common consent.
I havij heard of an
anecdote, perhaps hardly suited to the sobriety and
dignity of this occasion, but which confirms the
answer which my friend in the crowd has given
to my question.
It happened to a farmer's son,
that his load of hay was blown over by a sudden
gust on an exposed plane. Those near him, seeing him manifest a degree of distress, which such
an accident would not usually occasion, asked him
the reason, he said he should not lake on so much
about it, only father wa? under the load. I think it
very probable, gentlemen, that there are many now
very active and zealous friends, who wonUl not
care mnch whether the wagon of the administr^ tion
were blown over or not, if it were not for the fear
that father, or son, or uncle or brother, might be
found under the load. Indeed it is remarkable how
tervently the fire of patriotism glows in Ihe breasts
of the holders of office.
thousand favored contractors fear lest the proposed change should put the
interests of the public in great danger.
Ten thousand post offices, moved by the same apprehension,
join in the cry of alarm, while a perfect earthquake of disinterested remonstrances proceeds from
Ihe custom houses. Patronage and favoritism tremble and quake through every limb, and every nerve,
lest the people should be found in favorof a change,
which might endanger the liberties of the country,
or at least break down its present eminent and distinguished prosperity, by abandoning tire measures

—

—

A

so wise, so beneficent, so successful, and so popuwhich Ihe present administration has pursueill

lar,

Fellow-citizens, we have all sober and important
duties to perform.
I have not addressed you today
for the purpose of joining in a premature note of
triumph, or raising a shout lor anticipated victories.
are in the controversy, not through it.
It is
our duty to spare no pains to circulate information,
and to spread Ihe truth far and wide. Let ns persuade those who differ from us, if we can, to hear
both sides. Let us remind them that we are all
embarked together, with a common interest and a
common fate; and let ns without rebuke or unkindness, beseecli them to consider what the good of
the whole requires, what is best for them and for us.
There are two causes, which keep back thousands
of honest men Irom joining those who wish for a

We

change.

THE DAY.
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to his own children
why, then, doubtless,
are light; all this sort of democracy is theirs.

th.-y

But

by democracy they mean a conscientious and

if

stern adherence to the true popular principles of the
constitution and the government, then I think they

have very little claim to it. Is the augmentation of
executive power a democratic principle? Is the
sepanition of the currency of government from the
currency of the people a democratic principle? Is
the cmbo.lying of a large military force, in lime of
peace, a democratic principle?
Let us entreat honest men not to take names for
things, nor pretences for proofs.
If democracy, in
any constitutional sense, belongs to our adversaries,
let them show their title and produce their evidence. Let the question be examined, and let not
intelligent and well-meaning citizens be kept to the
support of measures, which in their hearts and eonsciences they disapprove, because their authors put
forth such loud claims lo the sole profession ol regard for the people.
Fellow citizens of the county of Saratoga In
taking leave of you, I cannot but remind you how
distinguished a place your county occupies in the
history of the country.
I cannot be ignorant, that
in Ihe midst of you are many, at Ibis moment, who
saw in this neighborhood the triumph of republican
arms in the surrender of General Burgoyne. I
cannot doubt that a fervent spirit of patriotism
burns in their breasts, and in the breasts of Iheir
children.
They helped to save their country amidst
the storms of war, they will help to save it, I ant
lully persuaded, in the present severe civil crisi.s.

—

—

Fellow

citizens, I verily believe it is true, that of
that are lelt to us from the revolution, ninetenths are wilh us, in the existing contests.' If
there be living a revolutionary officer or soldier,
who has joined in the attacks upon Gen. Harrison's
military character, I have nohmet with him.
It i3
not, therefore, in the county of Saratoga, that a
cause sustained by such means is likely to prevail.
Fellow citizens, the jreat question is now before
the country.
If with the experience of the past,
the American people think proper to confirm power
in the hands which now hold it, and thereby sanction the leading policy of the administration, it will
be your duly and mine to bow with submission to
the public will; but for myself, I shall not believe
it possible for me to be
uf service to the country,
in any department of public life.
I shall look on
with no less love of country than ever, but with
fearful forebodings of what may be neKr at hand.
But, lellovv citizens, I do not at all expect that
result.
I fully believe that change is coming.
If
we all do our duty, we shall restore the government to its former policy, and the country to its
former prosperity. And let us here, to. day, fellowcitizens, wiih fuH resolution and patriotic purpose
of heart, give and take pledges, that until this
great controversy be ended, our time, our talents,
our efforts, are all due, and shall all be faithfully
given, to our country.
all

Convention at the Cumberland Gap.

The

Lexington Comnionwealth says:

"Of all the contemplated public conventions preparatory to the
final action, it appears to us that the one to be held
at Ihe Cumberland G.ip, on the the lOlh of September, exceeds in interest and in importance.
The
ineetin;»i3 to be at the point where the three states
of Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee come in cont.'icl;

and

it

is

known

that in

the

mountainous

re-

gions of Virginia and Tennessee, the administration paity have been making unparalleled exertions.
This couvenlion will be the means of collecting to
one point, all the active population of those regions,
and tiny will there have an opportuniiy of hearing
discussion upon the leading measures pursued by
Ihe government.
That section of the union has
been flooiled with extra Globes and Van Buren missionaries, and all those appliances which a corrupt
parly make use of to mislead public opinion. The
whigs of Tennessee have invited Ihe whigs of Kentucky lo unite with them in the celebration of the
lOlh.
The mountain boys of Kentucky have accepted die invitation, and there will be a patriotic
rivalry beiween these two states so united in every
thing that goes lo make up one people
similar in

The first of these is the fear of reproacli from
former associates, and Ihe pain which party denunciation is capable of inflicting.
But, surely, tiie
manliness of the American character is superior to
this!
Surely, noAinerican citizen will feel himself
chained to the wheels of any party, nor bound to
follow it, against his conscience, and his sense of
the interest of the country.
Resolution and decision ought to dissipate such restraints, and to leave
men free at once to act upon their own convictions.
Unless this can be done, party has entailed upon us institutions similar in habits, and similar in lana miserable slavery, by compelling us to act against guage.
We hope and believe that our side ol the
our consciences, on questions of the greatest im- line will turn out in full force. The recent elecportance.
tions have shown that our mountain region is sound
The other cause is the constant cry that the par- in the true faith. Ko section gf our slate has dune
ty of the adininislption is the true democratic par- better in the Idle canvass.
And we hope too. that
ty, or the more popular party, in the governmeiif, car public speakers will make it a point to attend
and in the country,
t'he falsity of this claim has on rliis occasion.
We know that many persons
not been sufficiently exposed.
It should have been froin this region, coniemj.late being piesent at the
met, and should be now met, not only by d.^nial, celebration; and if no uiiforseer> event occurs, we
but by proof.
If they mean the new ilemocracv, predict that the assemblage will equal in numbers
Ihe cry against credit, against industry, against la- and interest, any of those which have heretofore ocbor, against a msn's right lo leave his o'.vn earnings cuiicj.
.

—

—

—

.
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Steajiboats. The Pocahontas, on her downward
Lead. The Philadelphia North American says, that
CHKONICLE.
that city, and trip from Council Bluffs, was snagoeti ten miles below
American sau.or. On Tuesday evening, as the there has been quite a stir in lead, in
I^Iissouri have been taken within the Big Platte, and would prove a total loss.
about
15,000
pigs
locks
ihe
enlenng
was
Philadflphia, American liner,
about 30 vears last two days at S4 75, $5 and $3 12t per 100 lbs. 6
-the Si. Kalherint^'s dock, a female of
tradesmen of Linn,

A SHOE, which the Harrison
Massachusetts, have made large enough to contain 25
McKenzie, who was pardoned by the president a Persons, is to be drawn by si.\ horses to tlie Bunker
months since, has published a long address to his lill convention.
m few patriots
in the Canada invasion, unsaying all the
Steamboat struck ev lightning. Amongst the earhard things he had published against Mr. Van Buren ly prejudices against the use of steamboats, none was
ed her for
during his confinement and now representing him as more general than the apprehension that the iron rewould
doubt
a staff by one of the lock men, and no
friendly to their cause.
quired^ for the machinery, &.c. would make them danhave been safely transferred to land, had not a sailor
gerous during thunder storms. That prejudce has worn
Newspapers. The New York Star edited by M.
on board the Philadelphia, who had observed the acoff, experience having proved the contrary.
The folpanicle
that
every
Times
of
city.
hmiselfot
M.
Noah,
has
been
united
to
the
divesied
cident, immediately
lowing is the J?rs/ instance which we have on record,
no
of clothing and jumped in after "her, swearing that
Patterson, N! J. %vhich in 1833 contained 9,04S in- of a steamboat having been struck with lightning. The
one should save her but himself Upon rising to the habitants, it is ascertained conlains now only 7,593
Buffalo Commercial of the 21th says:
surface of the water, he swam immediately to the fe- showing a falling off of 1,450 in two years. The PatThe steamboat Missouri is in from Chicago, having
male, and setting her free from ihe staff took her out terson Intelligencer says: "This great falling off in our performed the trip in good lime, notwithstaning-she exKaiherine's
into the river, and brought her round to St.
atperienced some boisterous weather. Capiain Wilkins
of
two
years,
can
be
population
in
short
space
the
The saistairs, where he allowed her to go on shore.
prostration of busi- reports a singular phenomenon, that of a steamboat
astonish- tributed to nothing but the general
lor swam back to his ship, playing the most
ness since that ume. A large number of our best me- struck by lightning. He says while ploughing through
in" anu'cs in the water, to the infinite amusement of cljanics, with tiieir families, have been compelled to Lake Michigan he encountered a most terrific storm,
iLiverpool paper.
the spectators.
leave town in search of employment elsewhere, and a which continued for several hours. The Missouri was
struck on the starboard side of the foremast, just beAsTHKACiTE FURXACES. The Miners' Journal states large portion of those who yet remain with us, are lylow the crosstrees, and a piece of timber torn out six
ing entirely idle."
business
of
depression
great
the
that notwithstanding
The
feet long and several inches in circumference.
the
generally, in less than one year from the result ot
Locomotives. The emperor of Russia, fluid passed aft upon the promenade deck, tearing off
Rail
roads
country, seven anfirst successful experiment in this
with
Norris,
agent,
closed
a
contract
Mr.
by his
has
the heads of the spikes; thence down the hatchway to
thracite furnaces are akeady in blast, and ten or twelve of Philadelphia, for "two hundred locomotive engines,^'
the freight deck, knocking down the second engineer
others in progress.
forty of which are to be delivered each year; for which
three or four other persons.
Although stunned,
We learn that the emperor is to pay 81,400,000. I'hese engines are and
St. John's collese, Annapolis.
they all recovered in a few hours after.
and
this
city,
of
resident
a
long
rail
road,
in
con.
principally to run upon the great
now
David J. Gapron, esq.
discourse
Child
in
his
ingenious
Tkade.
Sir
Josiah
Baltimore
instruction between St. Petersburg and Moscow."
very favorably known as principal of iTie
on trade, published in England in 16613, traces the prosmathematics in
[A'e^s(o?te.
stitute, has been appointed professor of
perity of^ trade in that country to the year 1545, when
immediately
aswill
and
Annapolis,
"Useful
excellent
work,
entitled
In
Dr.
Bigelow's
college,
Juhn's
Si.
the law was established fixing the rate of interest for
sumes the duties of his professorship. He will also Arts," lately published by Marsh, Tapen, Lyon
money at ten per cent.; at which time, he says, Ihe
take charge of the large and commodious building, re- Webb, is a table of the principal railways in operation
boarding in the United States, in the early part of 1840. In this merchants were very mean and few. He says that in the
cently ere°cted on the college grounds, as a
in this table we find that at that time the whole number of year 1635, there were more merchants to be found on
experience
from
his
and
students;
the
house for
the exchange worth £1,000 and upwards, than there
department, as well as in the instruction of youth, he miles of railways, 2,270, of which 4S9 were in Pennparents, who sylvania; 4045 in New York; 2953 i,j Massachusetts; were in the year 1600 worth £100; and further, that in
will, no doubt, fully meet the wishes of
[Amer.
250^ in Virginia; 249J in Maryland; 136 in South Ca- his days, that is, thirty years after, there were more
may place their sons at the institution.
merchants worth £10,60(j a piece, than there had been
rolina; and 12Si in New Jersey.
TnE COTTON CROP of South Carohna and Georgia is
The number of miles of railway in progress at that worth JCI.OOO at the foregoing period— and, said the old
said to be suffering great injarv from excessive rains lime was 2,346^
which is the rail road from merchant "If this be doubted ask the old whether five
among
and the ravages of the caterpiller.
N- York to lake Erie, 505 miles; the one from Charles- hundred pounds portion, with a daughter, sixty years
2,000 now? and
Death of Mr. Simpson. By a letter in Ihe Montreal ton to Cincinnati, 500 miles; one from Savannah to ago, was not a greater portion than f
whether gentlewomen in these days would not esteem
Gazette of Tuesday last, the melancholy tale of insani- Macon, 20;) miles; one from Detroit to the river St.
appeared originally in Joseph, 200; one from Dayton to Sandusky, (Ohio), themselves well clothed in a serge gown, which a chamtv, murder and suicide, which
The letter is trom 153; one from Natchez to Canton, (Mississippi), 150 bermaid would now be ashamed to he seen in; and
the St. Louis Bulletin, is confirmed.
whether our citizens and middle sort of gentry are not
McLeod, one of the persons attached to the northwest miles.
Some of the rail roads introduced into the tables as now more rich in clothes, plates, jewels, &e. than the
expedition, and the particulars of Mr. Simpson's insathose daj's? and
as the one best of our knights and gentry were in
in progress, have since been completed
nity and death correspond with the former account.
whether our best sort of knights and gentry do not exfrom Haverhill to Essex IS miles.
Declaration of Independence. The Philadelphia
Nothing is said here of the rail roads which are pro- ceed by much, in those things, the nobility of England
original
manuscript
the
Deof
the
that
states
Inquirer
of whom would not go to the
jected and perhaps the less there is said about them sixty years past, many
claration of Independence, in the hand-writing of Jefprice of a whole satin doiMet? the embroiderer being
[Boston Jour.
the better at present.
ferson, with the interhneations of Franklin and other
Rail roads in Texas.
The opening of the Houston now living, who has "assured me he has made many
members, is in possession of the American philosophi and Brazos rail road lately took place. The event was hundieds of them for the nobility with canvass lacksV'
cal society of that city, and may be seen at their hall
Tobacco. For Maryland tobacco there has been an
celebrated with great enthusiasm at Houston.
active demand throughout the week; and at prices fully
Emgration. Upwards of 14,000 Germans have ar
The National Silk society, at sustaining last week's rates, which we coiitiniJe to quote,
SiLR premiums.
rived at New York since the 2d March, most of whom
premiums,
numerous
from
Washington,
has
offered
viz: inferior and common S3 50a4 50, middling to good
are on their way to settle in the west.
§500 to ^1,000 each, tor various quantities and qualities S5a6; good 86 50a8, and fine SSal3. In Ohio tobacco
ExcHiSCJES. The rate of exchange in New York of silk, the total amount of these premiums exceeding the demand has been less active this week than last,
2i to 4^ discount,
upon Philadelphia, has fallen from
sixteen tijousand dollars.
and the sales not so large. Prices, however, luive unwhilst the rate on Baltimore and further soulh has not
change we continue to quote inferior and
The tide haschangedoncemoreif we judge derf'one no
.Specie.
Baltimore on Philadelphia is at 1 a U per
altered.
common at $4a4 50; middling S5. good $5 50a6 50;
The North American of the 29th ult. by the entries. The barque Straffjid, at New York, fine red S7a8; ditto wrappery $8al2; and fine yellow
cent, discount.
says the debt of Philadelphia to Baltimore is about from Havre, brought 10,000 five franc pieces.—^The at S7 50al0. The inspections of the week comprise
ship Sullivan, at Charleston, fiom Liverpool, brought
$s'00,000.
900 hhds. Maryland; 173 hhds. Ohio; 11 hhds. VirSIOO.OOO in gold, to the bank of South Carolina.
ginia and 3 hhds. Kentucky total 1,088 hhds.
Exploring expedition. The Salem Register anwhale
ship
Lydia
at
that
the
of
There have been 27,690 hhds.inspecled in Baltimota
Steamers. Thefastest steam vessel in Europe. The
nounces, by the arrival
port, that the Vincennes, Porpoise and Flying Fish, Fire King, of 600 tons and upwards, builder's mea- up to this fime this year, of which 21,883 wiis MaryZealand, on ihe 6th of surement, and 250 horses' power, left the river on Sa- land. The inspections of last week was 894 hhds.
left the Bay ol Islands, New
April last, understood for the Fyee Islands, to make a turday morning last, on an excursion to the Menai Maryland, and 269 Ohio and Kentucky.
survey of them. The Peacock remained at Sydnev, bridge, having on board the chairman and board of
Wheat. New York, Sept. 2. Several parcels of
March 18, had nearly finished repairing, and would direciors of the hon. the East India company, sir Rich- new southern and Genesee wheat have arrived, but
ard Bulkeley, ban. sir Richaid Jenkins, gen. Clement
soon join the squadron.
no sales of consequence effected; 5,000 bushels of Gethat
the
Gazette,
ship
Salem
the
of
H.
St.
Redwing,
from
Hill,capt.'Bevis,
lieut.
Tudor,
M.
We learn
nessee have been taken for export, at $1 15 cash.
Lydia, at that port, from New Zealand, had freight Mr. Ewart, surveyor of steam to the admiralty, Win.
Al Bidtimorc, Sept. 3. Good red Maryland and VirFawcett, esq. Dr. Brandreth, Dr. Jackson, Wm. Rathand despatches from the expedition.
ginia 90 to 100—Pennsylvania wheat 104 to 106.
other
extraordinary
esq.
and
gentlemen.
The
bone,
Zanesville, Ohio, 26th July— "Wheat is seUing here
Flour. New York, Sept. 2d. There is very little

of
of

cross the bridge over ihe dock,
swing at the nme to let the vesIn leaping from one part of the bridge to the
sel in.
which
other, she unforlunalely fell into the water,
Her clbthes supportthat part is twenty six feet deep.
a short time, and she was caught hold ot with
ao-e,

attempted

to

and'which was on

months."

the

—

_

&

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

,

,

perlormances of this splendid steamer reconciles us to
the accounts of the great speed we hear of on the
American rivers. The Fire King steamed from off
George's pier, through the Victoria channel, and against
a spring flood tide, to Beaumaris, a distance of 51 nautical miles, in 4 hours and 5 minutes; and 9 nautical
miles for the flood, it gives 60 nautical miles through
the water; this brought into statute miles gives I65 per
Her passage back from Beaumaris to the ftock
mills at hour.
Fort, against a sirong ebb, was 43 nautical miles in 4

southern flour in market. Sales of new Richmond
city mills have been made at S6 37 .j; and Georgetown
62i.
Western arrives
and Howard street at ?5 50a5
ireely and large sales have been made for export to Eu87i for Michigan; and
rope at So for Genesee; S4
S4 STUS for Ohio. There is a fair demand for rye
floura'tS3 25; and corn meal in bbls. at $3a3 12,.
MaUimore, ^ept. 3. 1,500 barrels of good common

at $5 Hi; and 1,700 barrels city
Susquehanna So IHJ.
price.
Zaiicsvillc, Ohio, ontliu26ib uU. flour was selling

brands sold
the

same

•\t

at 53.

During: the third week of August there were delivered from the Erie canal at Albany, 42,61S barrels of
flonr and 26,946 bushels of wheat.
Al Pernamhaco, 21s/ ult. flour was $15.

G.iLD IX 13RAZILS. The Fly .orveiic, IS guns, at
Spiihead, brought $1,700,000 from Brazils, for British

hours; add 12 miles for the ebb, gives CO nautical miles
or 16-2 statute miles per hour. iLieerpaol Standard.
The following table from the Montreal Herald, shows
at one view the several proportions of the steam ships
which now navigate the Atlantic, and the power of
engine which each vessel would have, if ihe properlions u.scd in Mr. Ciinard's line had been adopted;

Horse
/"'
power of

merchants.
Indians.

A

gentleman

who reccndy

arrived at St.

engines

Louis from St. Peters, states that some skirmishes had
taken place between ihcSioHX and Chippewa Indians

i.T

ten years.

cecrij

Horse pt
of engines if

Mr. V's prohorse
portion had
power.
been adopted.

50 cents."

The many-headed wheat. The many-headed wheat
an indigenous plant of California; six heads 6f which
was produced by major Spering, from a man in the
Osage nation of Indians, who had been trading in ihe
Pacific ocean. The six heads produced six hundred
grains: which were planted by Sir. Al|>heus Baker, u(
Ibbeville, S. C. the production of which was ten thousand heads. The ground on which the wheat grew
was measured by an acctirnle surveyor the he;uls
counled and one head siielled out, and the grain
weighed; a calculation was then made, the result ol
which was, that the wheat produced at the rate of two
hundred and thirty bushels to the acre. It was planted about the last of January, and cut on the 20ih of
June. 'I'hc land on which ii grew is poor and sandy,
was unassisted by manure. _

—

—

Wilkes county (Geo,) Xarr.

WisKONsrN terp.itory, according 10 the late l,
contains 30,747 inhabitants. In 1828, the pni'i;

was

President

1,200
1,340
2,016
2,366

440
450
500
600

2
2
4
3

8 11
44.45
4-125
283-300

i

;

,1:,

Tliegradu.Ttini;

1

<.'as

cyminencemcnt was near one h-iil: li
and, with one exception, ihc largest on any simtlai oc
at the recent

491 1-3
739 1-4
367 S-15

=

18,149.

Yale college COMMENCEMENT.

Lancaster, Pa. Population as ascertained; vvliite Canard's
males 3,877, white females 4.236; colored males 122, G. Wesi'n
iemales 131— lutal 8,419, being au increase of ten per Bri. Queen
cent.

inng,

at

is

casion, in that institution.

The

graduaiea numbered thirty-two.

theological

cla:^.?
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an extensive demand for salted provisions, flour,
bread, &c. The port is free of port charges or duties.
Siam sugar, while, 5 50a5 CO, per picul; pepper,
5 25 a 5 5U do.; tin, 18, scarce.
Our latest previous intelligence, by the way of
England, was to the 24th of March.
The foreign trade at Canton, suspended on account of the death of the empress, or for some other
cause, was renewed on the 13th of April, and all the
vessels in port had obtained cargoes.
The American merchants had sent most of their
effects to Macao, and expected to be ordered away
as soon as the English squadron should arrive.
Only one ship had yet arrived the Druid, of 44
guns.
No event of moment had taken place, and Canton
was perfectly Iranquil. Some show of preparation
for the hostile visit of the English was in progress,
such as the erection of batteries, the drilling of recruits, fee. but nothing adequate to the powerful
Meantime, however, the
force of the assailants.
local authorities, at Canton and elsewhere, were
vigorously prosecuting their war upon the dealers

—

in

opium.

PANAMA.

—

received

at

Havana

to the

middle of June.

government of Central America were said

.

The

to

be

—

Pennsylvania, candidates,

political

meetings, state

loan, nominations; Delatoare, political; Maryland, fuMcMahon, Van
gitives, taking the veil, death of
Buren nominations for Baltimore city; Virginia, Mr.
-Garland, whig meeting; South Carolina, rail road,

Wm.

mayor of

Charleston; Louisiana, whig convention;
Indiana^ official election returns 20, 21; Ohio, political
meetings; Illinois, elecdon; Missouri, election; Michifan, whig convention; iowa, nominations; Floiila,
21
ndian Key
Sub treasury bill the yeas and nays on the passage
18
of the, arranged in slates
17
Treasury notes outstanding

—

—

"A

may

Jt?" Remittances by mail.
postmaster
enilose money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,

gents threatened to overturn the government.

MEXICO.

The federalists in the city of Mexico, notwithstanding their partial success, have been completely
put down, by Buslamente and his party. The ship
Norma arrived here yesterday from Havana, bringing dates from the Mexican capital to the 28th July.
It appears that, alter twelve days skirmishing, the
revolutionists under Urrea, who held the palace, capitulated on the 27th July, under a full indemnity

FOREIGN

.

[Since placing the above in column later accounts he.ve reached us contradicting the massacre].
Yucatan. The schooner Atreviila, arrived yesterday from Campeachy, which jdace she left on the
13th inst. Perfect tranquillity reigned in the city at
the departure of this vessel.
Texiau brigand
schooner were at anchor in the harbor.

A

CANADA.
Several meetings have recently been held in Upper Canada, witii the c'.,jtCt df imposing a tax on
American agricultural produce.
The black troops stationed at Waterloo, who lately fired on the steamboats Cincinnati and Chesapeake, are to be removed into the interior of Canada.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
Appointment BY the president. Montgomery Blair, of Missouri, to be attorney of the United
States in and for the district of Missouri.

Consuls of Belgium. The president of the U.
States has recognized Joseph Mora Moss, as consul
for the port of Philadelphia; John Dougl,iss Bales, for the port of Boston; Thomas Aiuory
Deblois, for the port of Portland; Samuel D. Walker,
for the port of Baltimore; A. W. Nolting, for the
[lort of Richmond; Ge.irge A. Hopley, for the port
of Charleston; John C. Ferrell, for the port of Savannah; Charles Auze, for the port of Mobile; Hippolyte Mali, for the port of New York; Loreing F.
Wheeler, for the port of Eastport, Maine; and Joha
Capron, for the port of Norfolk.

A

letter from Puerto Cahello, dated the
Death.
14th ult. inentions the death of J. G. A. Williamson, esq. our charge d'affaires at Caraccas. He
died on the 7th, of dysentery, after an illness of
only a few days.

Napoleon indemnity. The secretary of the
treasury gives notice that the seventh instalment of
Napoleon indemnity, amounting

the

will be jiaid to the claimants

to $213,351 (jl,
on application at the

America at New York, and at such other
Vias, (the insurgent "president ad interim,") not- places as that bank may designate. The rate is supwithstanding this guarantee were supposed to have posed to be U 83 1000 per cent, on the amount
for all past political od'ences.

Urrea and

Gomez

Far-

fled.

Bank

of

awarded.

A

letter from Mexico, of the latest date, (July
o pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the
28tlO, says:
by himself." Amos Kendall.
"The
firing continued until yesterday; the advanSome of our subscribers may ii«t be aware that they
nay save the postage on subscription money, by re- tage gained on either side not indicating what would
There were frequent parleys,
luesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their be the final result.
And while we were
etters containing such money, he being able to sa'isfy suspensions of firing, 8ic. ^c.
liinself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing waiting the arrival of Saiita Ana, to put a stop to
3Ut what refers to the subscription.
[Am. Farmer.
the war, for which purpose he had been sent for by
government, we learn that every thing had been arranged.
ARTICLES.
FRANCE.
"Yesterday afternoon at 2o'clock, the capitulated
Allaniic sleam navigation
The English will not troops left the palace, and (iroceeded to a village
long be permitted to monopolize the honors and near Ihe citv, to deliver up their ams; but according
advantages of ocean steam navigation. France and to the rumors in circulation to day, instead of making
Belgium will both come in as competitors at an the suirender, they fortified themrelves on Mount
early »'ay.
The Paris correspondent of the Nation- Santa Monica, 3 leagues from here.
al Intelligencer says:
"At present, notwithstanding the departure of the
"It is understood that the chambers will adopt capitulated troops from Mexico, the terms of the careadily the ministerial bill for the various lines of pitulation are entirely unknown, nor is it known
Bteara navigation between France and the ti\o what is the fate of the leaders, Farias, Rejon, CereAmericas. No time will be lost in the execution cern, Cardosa, Horla, &.C. although it is said that
of this comprehensive project, which the official Urrea fled at 2 o'clock yesterday morning, the 27th,
and semi-oliicial organs confess to be even more Nevertheless, the insurgent troops marched out with
po/tficui than commei-cial.
The legislature of Bel- all the honors of war, park and artillery.
gium has passed the bill for an appropriation of a
"From these circumstances, and rumors which
SUM not to exceed four hundred thousand francs are afloat to-day, 1 infer that some trick is at the
annually, during fourteen years, for the establish- bottom of the mnvempnt.
Perhaps my political viment of a line of steam packets between that coun- sion deceives me, but time will decide."
try and the United States.
Various passages of the
Recapture of Tabasco. Tobasco has been capturable report of the Belgian committee on the sub- ed by the federalists.
The New Orleans Bee of the
ject may be translated, usefully, for your columns. 22d ult. saysf
"It seems from all that we have been
The Belgians will not lag behind their neighbors of able to ascertain from the ciplain of the Atrevida,
France in this enterprise."
that a part ol the centralist army, consisting of two
The royal decrees of the French government, is- hundred men, who had been obliged to leave the
sued on the 29th July, it is estimated in Paris will city, had afterwards received reinforcements, and
call into service 130.000 soldiers.
The increase of had marched towards Tobasco, which they had sucthe Kivalry force will be 15,000 men.
ceeded in recapturing, and taking advantage of the
CHINA.
feebleness of their enemies, who were suffering from
Accounts from Singapore to the 25lh March, says: sickness, had been guiliy of cruelties of the most
No part of the expedition against China hasyetipr- revolting nature. Nothing was spared; all the in
rived.
Should llie contest be long, there will be habitants who pronounced themselves in favor ol Ih'
Vol. IX— Sig. 2.
etter, if written

were ma.ssacred without distinction, and
and devastated.

their property pillaged

Accounts from the Isthmus of Panama have been of Belgium,

without funds and entirely unable longer to carry
Dr. Perrine biographical notice
on the war against their neighbor. The civil war
Shitwrecz the brig Flirence
States of the union Maine, five young ladles drown- rages in Pasto, and the rebels have made themselves
ed; Massachusetts, rail roads, Boston improvements; quite formidable. The small pox was making great
Vermont, election; New York, candidates, canal tolls, havoc among the natives in Chagres
the foreigners,
rail roads, Kings county assesstnent, toilidcal meet- having mostly been vaccinated, escaped the epiings 19; fire at Rochester, elections occur 20; New demic.
The insurrection in the government of
Jersey, whig convention and nominations, meetings;
New Grenada was daily increasing. The insur-

—

federalists

The council of the Royal society of London have
recommended to the government to urge upon the
government of the United States the establishment
of magnetic observations similar to those now in operation in other parts of the world.

Treasury NOTES. Sp;/(. ls(, 1840, Amount outstanding of the issues of 1837, 8 and 9 $274,063 61
4,692,438 86
Of the issues of 1840
Aggregate outstanding
$4,966,502 47
Statement of treasury notes issued and redeemed
under the authority of the act of 3lst of March,
since the 21st of July last, prepared in compliance
with the resolution of the senate of that date.

Redeemed.

Issued.

At 2

per cent, interest, 83,062 27
do.
663,260 36
do.
5
do.
1,107,000 00
5 2-5 do.
do.
do.
6
1 mill per cent.

24,100
21,000
32,031,21
1,500

$1,853,316 63
,$78,631 21
The Philadelphia Inquirer says "It is said that
the government, having already issued the authorised quantity of treasury notes, will be compelled to
depend for the next two months, upon the 2,500.000
dollars due by the United States bank, and payable,
according to the sub-treasury law, one-fourth in spe-

—

cie,

and THREE-FOURTHS IN BILLS OF SPECIE FAYIt is believed, however, that the banfc

ING BANKS.

has already anlicipated a large portion of this debt.

The Pottawattamie Indians. The South
Bend, Indiana, Free Press, stales that the Pottawattamie Indians are to leave that place, on the
17th inst. iiniler the charge of Mr. A. Coquillard,
for their new homes west of the Mississippi.
The
number that had consented to go was something
over 5tA).

"
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Clerk of the house
following interesting tables have been carefully compiled for the Register by a highly valueil
who selected for his signature the name of the state of which he is a distinguished citizen. For Principal clerk
Ten clerks, $1,500 each
pages
ot
the
ourselves
that
the
to
flatter
reason
have
upon.
relied
accuracy, they may be implicitly
Messenger
Refister will often be enriched by similar communications, the result of that patient and laborious
Sergeant, at arms
is so distinguished and so well qualified.
correspondent
worthy
o'ur
for
which
precision,
and
research
Door
keeper
of
bill,
passage
this
the
final
nays
on
The sub-treasury bill. The following are the yeas and
Assistant door keeper
with the nameof each member placed to his respective state.
Postmaster to the house
NAVS.
YEAS.
STATES.
Chaplain to the house
Cliiford, Smith, Parris, Anderson, Low] Evans, Vandal],
1 Maine,
2

The

friend

We

63
el, Davee,
2 N. Hampshire, Atherton, Williams, Shaw, Burke, Eastman,

4 Rhode Island,
5 Vermont,

Smith, Fletcher,

6 Connecticut,
York,

Jackson, Montague, Kemble, Jones,
Ely, Vanderpoel, Hand, Fine, Doig,
Floyd, Allen, Brewster, Prentiss, Leonard, Dana, Rogers, SIrong, Mallory,

8

New

Jersey,

Dickerson, Vroom, Ryall, KiUe, Cooper, 5 Randolph,
1
Robinson.
]
Paynter, Fbrnance, Wagner, Newhard,

vin, Mitchell, Fillmore,

19

Ramsey, McCulloh, Petriken, Hammond, Marcband, Davis, Galbraith,
Morris, Keim, Gerry, Hook, Leet,

i-

j

Carroll, Hillen,

12 Virginia,

Holleman, Rives, Banks, Jones, Coles,
'Talliaferro, Garland, Botts, Hill, GogDromgoole, Samuels, Lucas, Craig,
gin, McCarty,
[
Johnson, Hopkins, Bienie, Sleinrod, 13
Rayner, Deberry, Stanley, Graham, WilBynuiD, Shepard, Montgomery, McKay,
liams,
Hill, Cannon, Hawkins,
Holmes, Pickins, Rogers, Sumter, But- _ > Thompson, Campbell,

14 S. Carolina,

ler,

^Ognnig

5

„

C

Warren, Nesbit, King, Habersham, Alford, Dawson,

Cooper, Colquitt, Black,

Crabb, Dillettj
White, Chinn, Garland,
Underwood, Green, Pope, Graves, An^
q
Boyd, Butler,
")
drews. White, Hawes, Davis, Triplet,
Carter, Williams, Campbell, Bell, GenMcClellan, Blackwell, Watterson, Tur6
try, Crockett, Williams,
ney. Brown, Johnson,
1
Casey, Steuart,
Reynolils,
Raiidan, Wick,
3
Proflit,
Davis, Carr, Smith,
Duncan, Weller, Doan, Medill, Parrish,
/Goode, Morris, Bond, Allen, Ridgeway,
Taylor, Leadbetter, Sweeney, StarkGiddings, Mason,
t
weather, Swearengen, Hastings,

i

3

19 Tennesse,

22,950
95,000

$213,014
In all
Recapitulation both houses 1st session 26lh con-

—

gress.

'

:

I

^
735,494
Expenditures lower house
95,064
Pay of members of senate
22,950
Pay of speaker, (V. P.) clerks, &c.
95,000
incideulal expenses
Travelling expenses to and from the scat of

154,000

government

$1,152,508
Mb. Editor; From this view it appears that long
sessions and expenditures increases with the hard
Would not less talking and much more intimes.
dustry be two very necessary ingredients in that
honorable body? It would not only relieve them of
a weight of unnecessary talk, hut it would relieve
the United States treasury from an immense burthen
All respectfully submitted by
of expenditures.
In

:

all

Pennsylvania.

Cross,

September, 1840.

Crary,

Absent.
Massachusetts, Lawrence,
Storrs,
Connecticut,
Granger, Brown, (dead) 2
New York,
2
Wise, Hunter,
Virginia,
Fisher,

1

Williams, Anderson,

2

Ohio,

Corwin,

1

Indiana,

Howard,

Recapiiulaiion.

all,

124
107

Yeas,

Nays,
Absent,

11

242 whole number of members.
Add
52 whole number of senators,
make 294, whole electoral vote.
Necessary to a choice 148.
In

1

In

all,

11

of both parties. Van Buren and Harrison,
Mr Editor- Your riumertins readers, no doubttheconsisting
members of their respective states on passing this
of
have before them a distinct view of the vote
many enemies. A respectlully s.ibgreat
and
a
(lieuds
many
important bill, which aA.ears to have
Pennsylvania.
J
lu
mitled by
•

September, 1840.
the
comparative view of the expenditures of
from secretaDi.-lrict of Columbia, talcen correctly

A

1S36.

600

'

Brown, Thompson,

Woodbury's reports.
ry
'

1,800
7,500

Incidental expenses

,

N. Carolina,
Kentucky,

$95,064
3,0()0

1,500
1,500
1,450

Assistant door keeper
Chaplain-

Jameson, Miller,

23 Missouri,
24 IM ississipi,
25 Arkansas,
26 Michigan,

26,950
3,728
300,000

7U0

Sergeant at arms
Door keeper

Rhett, Griflin,

Chapman, Hubbard, Lewis,

$454,816

$5,000

Messenger

Johnson, Jenifer,

16 Alabama,
17 Louisiana,

20 Illinois,
21 Indiana,
22 Ohio,

Secretary of senate
Principle clerk
Five engrossing clerks, $1,500 each

>

13 Georgia,

15 Kentucky,

1 1,SS3, at $8 per day
Speaker of senate (vice president)

1

17 J

Beatty,

Thomas, Worthington,
Thomas,

....
....
....

$785,494
In all
Pay of members of senate, speaker, clerks, incidental expenses, 1st session 26th congress.
Fifty-one inenibeis 233 days, whole number of days

Sergeant, Toland, Naylor, Edwards,
James, Davies, Siuionton, Cooper,
Ogle, Biddle, Henry,

11 Maryland,

13 N. Carolina,

Incidental expenses

Hottinan,

New

Earl,

members
Pay of clerks
Pay of speaker
P,iy of

Brockway,
Monroe,
Curtis, Grinnell,
Morgan, Johnson, Hunt, Palen, Barnard, Kempshall, Russell, Wagner,
Gates, Cliitlenilen, Clark, Peck, Mar-

^

7

9 Delaware,
10 Pennsylvania,

$326,950
In all
Recapitulation, 1st session 26lh congreps.

f Sallonstall, Gushing, Lincoln, Briggs,
Reed, Calhoun, Hastings, Adams, Ba2<
ker,
I
Tillinghast, Cranston,
2 Hall, Slade, Everett,
CTrumball, Williams, Osborne, Smith,

3 INIassachusetts, Parmenter, Williams,

$26,950
300,000

Incidental expenses

1S37-

Public buildings,

1833.

not be adviseable to return it from whence it came,
provided the states of Maiyland and Virginia would
Will the completion of the Alexandria
receive it.
canal have no end? All respectfully submitted by
Pennsylvania.
September, 1840.

1839.

„„, n-o antnia
QO^aW
297,032

A

Mail bobbers We learn from the Wabash
Courier that J. B. King, a postmaster at Baltimore,
Indiana, has been arrested and recognized before a
justice, to appear at the next term of the U. Slates
circuit court, lor a violation of the po.st otiice laws.
Wright, who was taken up on suspicion of robbing the mail at Le Roy on the 12th instant, has
been committed to Rochester jail on the charge.
The evidence against him was conclusive. He had
spent about five hundred dollars of the money he
took from the mail, and had about six hundred dollars in his possession.

Geo. Phillips, the person accused of robbing the
mail stage at Hagerstown on the 20th of August,
was brought out on Saturday and examined before
chief justice Taney. The evidence adduced, and
the circumstances of the case were such, that his
lionor required of him bail in the sum of .$5,000 in
his own recognizance, and two sureties of $2,500
Failing to procure that bail, he was con
each.
mitted to jail to await his
term of the circuit court.

trial

at the

'

November

comparative view of the pay of members of
congress, without mileage, for the 24tli and 25th sesThe Damascus persecution. Copy of aletteM
sions
of congress; also, the 1st session of the 26lh
cities, D.C:
addressed by J. D. Kursheedt, esq. chaii man, &c. tOii
congress, with the pay of clerks, incidental expenSupport of the psnipresident of llie United States,
7,000
10,639
8,035
12,000
ses, &.C.
Taken from the reports of secretary AVood- his excellency, the
tpntiary, D. C.
2b lus exceilencij, Martin Van, Buren, president of!
Bridge across Poiobury.
United States:
the
33,245
niac
Sir: At a meeting of the Israelites of the cily of
Compleiion Alex40,000
75,000
100,000
New York, held on the 19lh inst. for the purpose of
andria canal
uniting in an expression of sympathy for their per3173,629 431,259 340,229 403,471
secuted brethren at Damascus, and of taking such
hecapitulation.
steps as may be deemed necessary to procure for
1st se.<=sioii 211
300 244
73,200
SS 00
S5S5,600
$!17S.629
2(1 session
89
1836
them equal and impartial justice, the following re<
4:!1,2j9
25!A Cvn.
1837
solution was unanimously adopted:
310,229
I SI session
42
).33S
"Resolved, That a letter be addressed to his ex21.'^
2,1 ;.L--i>,n
637,104 cellency, the president of the U. Slates, respeclfullj*
4Uo,471
1S39
U.U.iiMon 02!
requesting that he will direct the consuls of the Uii
,tk
§1,353,533
In all
in the dominions of the pacha of Egypt, iOk
8 00
451,816 Slates
233
Ui
co-operale with the consuls, or other agents accre10 00
3,723
Mr. Editor: From the above view it appears Speaker 233
dited to the pacha, to obtain a fair and imparlial
District of
(he District of Columbia is a dear little
In all
S!,73!,218 trial lor our biethreii at Damascus.
Columbia to the people of the U. States. Would it

Washington

51,196

261,293

72,188

61,873

Relief of corporate
.

....
....
....
...

56,371

65,750

ZWiCm.-

j

j

I

(

:
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same to your excellency, we
express what \vc are persuaded is the

[n transmitting the

leave to
animoLis opinion of the Israelites throughout the
ion, that yon will cheerl'ully use every possible
ort to induce the pacha of Egypt to manifest more
era) treatment towards bis Jewish subjects, not onrom the dictates of humanity, but from the obvious
icy and justice by which such a course is recouinded by the tolerant spirit of the age in which we
s.
The liberal and enlightened views in relation
matters of faith, which have distinguished our
."ernment from its very inception to the present
le, have secured the sincere gratitude and kind
;ard of the members of all religious denominans, and we trust that the efibrtsof your excellency
this behalf, will only serve to render more grateimpress more fully on the minds of the
, and to
izens of the United States, the kindness and liality of that government under which they live.
With the be.-t wishes ot those in whose behalf we
for your health and happiness, and for
Iress you
glory and honor of our common counlry, we
/e the honor to be, your excellency's obedient
I

—

vanu,

J.

B.

KLTRSHEEDT.

THEODORE
!VfU)

Voik, jlugust 2ilh.

J.

chairman.

SEIXAS,

sec'y.

IS-tO.

py of the reply of the honorable secretary of stale.

Department of state,
Washmgtin, 2-llh Jlugust, 1S40.
B. Karslieedl, chairman, and Theodore J.
-

sscs. J.

Seixas, secretary,

SfC.

jENTLemen: The

president has referred to this
lartuient your letter of the 24th inst. communiiiig a resolution unanimously adopted at a raeet-

New

;of the Israelites in the city of
York, held
the purpose of uniting in an expression of senlent on the subject of the persecution of their
•thren in Damascus. By his directions l^have the
nor to inform you that the heart-rending scenes
ich took place at Dan]ascus had previously been
lUght to the notice of the president by a commuation from our consul at that place, and that in
isequeuce thereof, a letter of instruction was imdiately written to our consul at Alexandria, a
ly of which is herewith transmitted for your sanction
4.bout the same time, our charge d'afTaires at Conntinople was instructed to interpose his good ofI'S in behalf of the oppressed and persecuted race
lews in the Ottoman dominions, among whose kind are found some cf the most worthy and pa^rioof our own citizens, and the whole subji-ct, v\hich
)eals so strongly to the universal sentiments of
lice and humanity, was earnestly recommended
his zeal and discretion.
1 have the honor to be,
lUemen, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN FORSYTH.

(Signed)
ry

from

same

to John Gliddon, esq.
U:died Stales consul at ./itexandria.

of a

letter

the

Department of

slate,

Washington, lith jlugust, 1840.
Gliddon, esq. U. S. consul at Mexatidria, Egypt:
ilR: In common with all civilized nations, the
jple of the United Stntes have learned with horthe atrocious crimes imputed to the Jews of Dasous, and the cruellies of which they have been
victims. The president fully participates in the
blic feeling, and he cannot refrain from e.xpressand pain, that in this advanced
; equal surprise
i, such unnatural practices should be ascribed to
y portion of the religious world, and such barbais measures be resorted to in order to compel the
ifession of imputed guilt.
The ollences with
lich these unfortunate people are charged, resemtoo much, those which, in less e.nlightened limes
re made the pretexts of fanatical persecution of
ircenary extorlion, to permit a doubt that they are

m

I

:

ually unfounded.

The president has witriessed, with

(he most lively
isfaction, the eliorts of several of the Christian

vernments of Europe, to suppress or mitigate
fse horrors, and he has learned with no common
iliHcation, their partial success.
xious that the active sympathy

He

is

moreover

and generous

in-

position of the government of the United States
5uld not be wilhheld from so benevolent an ob-

and he has accordingly directed me to instruct
employ, should the occasion arise, all those
od offices and ellbrts which are compatible with
crelion and your official character, to the end that
rt,

u to

and humanity may be extended to these per;uted people, whose cry of distress has reached
r shores.
I am, sfr, your obedient serv.inl,
;tice

JOHN FORSYTH.

(Signed)

The United

NAVAL.
war Preble, captain
eeze, arrived at Sydney,
B. 14th ult. from a
on the coast of Labrador, and sailed on the
Ih for Pictou— all well.
*
lize

States sloop of

C
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19

VERMONT.

States frigate Macedonian, capt.Rosseaii; ship Erie, capt. Taylor; ship Levant, captain
Smool; oriiveil in Portsmouth lower harbor on the

The United

Election.
Last year governor Jennings (whig)
v\-as elected by a majority of 2,351 votes.
At the
2d instant, from Eastport, via Portland, and were to presidential election in 1836 the vote was 2ll,978
and the Van Buren vote 14,040. Whig majority
have sailed on the 5th or 6th for Newport.

The editors
Latest from the exploring expedition.
of the Journal of Commerce have been favored with
the following extract of a letter, dated
United States ship Vincennes,
Bay of Islands, N. Zealand, ^pril 7, 1840.
I wrote you from Sydney, about three weeks ago,
inlbrming of our great discoveries south. I was
then afraid that the French would contend with n?
for the honor of being first.
They cannot do it now,
as the Porpoise saw the land some days before us.
As soon as a breeze makes, we are oli' for Tongataboo, from thence to the Fegees, then the Sandwich
Islands, which we expect to reach in July, on our
way to the N. W. coast.
shall return to the

6,938.

The returns are not yet all received, of the elecwhich took place on the 5th inst. So far as
received Jennings has a majority of upwards of ten

tion

thousand votes.
In the senate,, which last year stood 18 whigs to
12 Ya:i Buren, the whigs have elected 23 and the

Van Buren

2.

In the house which last year stood 115 whigs to
107 Van Buren. The whigs have now somewhere
over 170 to 56 Van Buren.
Congress.
In the last congress, Vermont was
represented by three whigs and two Van Buren
members. All five of the representatives now
We
elected are whigs
Mr. Y^oiing having beaten Mr.
islands by December.
This island has been lately taken possession of by Smith, the present Van Buren member over 1,000
the English.
Some of the chiefs have ceded their votes in the 3d district, and Mr. Mattocks beats
sovereignty to the British queen. They do not ap- Mr. Fletcher in the 3d district 181 votes.
NEW YORK.
pear to know what they have done, and probably as
Adminislraiion candidates. The Van Buren consoon as they understand the matter, they will do all
The vention which met at Syracuse have made the folin their power to de.'troy the setllements.
richness of the soil is said by our geologists to be all lowing nominations:
WiLLi.\M C. BoDCK, for governor.
humbug. We are all in good health.
Daniel S. Dickerson, for lieut. governor.
The Queen Charlotte, the flag ship of the BriSamuel Young,
) ^
tish at the battle ot Lake Erie, is now a merchant
>
*
George P. Barker, { for state electors.
ship, with the stars and stripes fluttering at her
The New York Commercial says; "The ballot
mast head.
Sheathing of v/'ssels of war. Some remarkable for governor stood as follows: For Wm. C. Bouclc,
facts are related of the new British steam vessel of 1117;" John A. Dix, 14; Silas Wright, jr. 2; Benj.F.
war, the. Blazer, which has only been out four Butler, 1; blank 1. Mr. Bouck was then unanimonths in the Mediterranean. On her return, she mously noininated."
The United States district attorney for this slate,
was taken into one of the dry docks in the Woolwick dock yard, and on examination was found to Mr. Butler, is addressing the people in various parts
have her copper sheathing incrusted with barna- of the state. He addressed the meeting at Kindercles, gordien knotted corals, oysters, muscles and hook a few days since.
Canals tolls. The toll received on the N. Y. slate
various other shell fish, thousands of them alive,
and in many places in clusters several inches thick. canals, during the last week in August, are statThis state of the sheating must have taken place ed in the Albany Journal to amount to $67,879 51.
from some chemical action on the copper, which The amount of receipts fofihe month of August is
has not yet been accounted for; perhaps a small stated at .5-197,204 33.
The cities of Albany and Rochester are now
portion of zince may have been inadvertently used
The New York and
in its formation, or in the construction of the nails connected by a rail road.
with which it was fastened. It is not generally Erie rail road is to be done on a route not contemknown that a very small portion of zinc either by plated, much sooner than that on the contemplated
mixture or by coming in contact with copper, will route
Kings county, assessment. The assessed value of
completely neutralise its quality of jireventing the
the real estate of King's county, is as follows:
adherence of shell fish in sea waier. [iV. ¥. Star,
Tomns and wards.
Assessment
Assessment
Brooklyn.
UNION.
STATES OF
of 1840.
of 1839.
First v%-aid,
$2,294,550
§2,396,265
MAI.»fE.
2,273,964
2,512,411
Five young ladies drowned. We learn from the Second ward,
3,633,600
3,726,500
Portland Advertiser that a boat called the Banner, Third ward,
2,17S,.590
which left the wharf early in the afternoon to visit Fourth ward,
2,581,150
1,361,960
1,508,840
the three U- S. ships composing the squadron then Fifth ward,
5,078,055
5,161,610
there, when within one hundred rods of the island, Sixth ward,
3,137,002
2,890,355
on their return, a white squall struck the top of the S-^venfh ward,
872,205
The Eighth ward,
834,960
sail boat, and she went down stern foremost.
1,115,»70
five young ladies who were in the cuddy were drown- Ninth ward,
1,026,051
Towns.
ed, and seemingly death was bul the wbrk of an intaiit.
The persons saved, placed themselves on
2.GS2.546
2.642,834
board the tender lo the Banner. The first assistance ^Ihwi^"""^"*!
882,330
882,455
came from those on board the Water Lily, a strong, Flatbush,
576,415
588,616
afe and excellent boat, belonging to Mr. Samuel New Utrecht,
Flatlands,
394.196
338,300
Davis.
305,216
300,840
The Water Lily arrived at the steamboat Bangor, Gravesend,
between six and seven o'clock, where a coroner's
27,126,761
27,051,025
The painquest was held, and a verdict rendered.
Whig meetings. The timessays: Anolheroi those
rents and friends were present at this mournful
ceremony. The following are their names their remarkable meetings so chaiacteristic of the times
was held at Goslien, Orange county on Thursday.
ages were from L 1 to IS:
Frances Insrraham, daughter of widow Ingraham. As large gatherings were held the same day at BrookAdeline Thurston, daughter of Mr. baml. Thurs- lyn and Catskill, there were but few present at
Gioshen from other counties. Old Orange however
ton, caulker.
Julia Ann Milliken, daughter of capt. Milliken, poured out its thousands ot the hardy tillers of the
soil, and the number assembled was variously estiof the bark Oceola.
It was larger,
Carolina and Elizabeth Ilsley, daughters of Mr. mated at from s/j: io nine thousand.
much larger than the concourse at the burial of the
Nathan Ilsley.
"Minisink Bones" when all the country pretty much
MASSAC HCSETTS.
Boston and Portland rail road. The Daily Ad- turned out. The procession of wagons, some of
vertiser says that trains of cars now run twice a them <lrawn by four and six horses, horsemen. Sec.
day from Boston lo Exeter, anfl back, over a part of with their bands of music, their countless banners,
having tiie Harrison banner
the Lowell, the Boston and Portland, ami the Bos- almost every horse
The usual duration of steaming from his head in a straight line over three
ton and Maine rail roads.
Ogden Hoifman, Messrs. Starr and Hoxie,
the journey, between Boston and Exeter, is about miles.
two and a qnarier hours, the distance being 4!) of New Y'ork were present.
The meeting at V/alton, Delaware county, nuoimiles.
Isaac Ogden presided,
In a walk of an hour, the liercd several thousands.
Iluilding in Boston.
editor of tlie Post says he counted elghiy-three brick Erastus Root, N. P. Tallmadge, Messrs. Hoxie,
dwelling houses and stores, one very extensive Clark and Bruen.ot this cily, and Mr. Fay, of UlTie Delhi paper will
fouiidry and an elegant church, now being built and ster, addressed the meeting.
contain probably a lull report, to which we will
finished in Boston.
The city council of Boston have appropriated recur.
in
New York city. The registration of voters under
v^-14,47.5 for the filling Uji id' the old court house
School street, lor the accomniodatiou of the two the new law, commenced on the 7lh instant.
Police.
About twenty women and a dozen men,
branches of the city council, and the most import;ie forty-two mentioned by us yesterday as
'ju'. ol
tant oflicers of tire ci'y.
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liaving been arrested at various low negro gambling
houses and brothels in the 5!h and 6tli wards, were
sent to the penitentiary each for six months, under
the vagrant act.
fire took
Fire and loss of life at Rochester.
place on the 2tl inst. on Main street, which destroy-

A

ed a number of buildings. The loss is estimated at
$37,300. One of the firemen, George B. Benjamin,
was instantly killed by the falling of a wall. He
was standing in the river, holding a hose pipe, and
was crushed down into five feet water. Another,
John Eaton, was found very near Mr. Benjamin,
A third, Charles Cooley,
also dreadfully mangled.
was standing in the immediate vicinity, and was so
much injured by the falling of the stones on his head
that he is now delirious.
The Jews of New York held a meeting at their
Synagogue, on the 19th inst. in regard to alleviating
the sutferings of their brethren in Damascus. The
building was full to overflovring, and the audience
were addressed by M. M. Noah, Jonathan Nathan,
George A. Frost, Alexander Kersheeilt, esqrs. and
A seothers, in interesting and eloquent speeches.
ries of resolutions were then adopted, and among

them was the following:
"That a letter be addressed

to his excellency the
president of the United States, respectfully requesting that he will direct the consul of the U. States in
the dominions of the pasha of Egypt to co-operate
with the consuls or other agents accredited to the pasha, in endeavoring to obtain a fair and impartial trial
for our brethren in Damascus.
committee to carry this resc^lution into effect
was appointed, and the meeting closed with religious exercises."
Appointments by the governor. Mitchell Eacker,
of Ann Arbor, Michigan, commissioner to take acknowledgments, &c. in that state, under the act of

A

May

13, 1840.

Abel B. Watkins, of Morgan, Ashtabula county,
Ohio, commissioner, &c. for Ohio, under the like
act.

Benjamin Franklin Langdon, of Castleton, Vermont, commissioner, &.c. lor Veimont, under the
like act.

Isaac Y. Westervelt, of the city of New York,
notary public, in the place of Harman Westervelt,
deceased.
Alexander H. Arthur, of Vicksburg, Mississippi,
commissioner to take acknowledgments, &t. in thai
state, under the act of May 13, 1S40.
Josepl^ L. Buckingham, of Clinton, Louisiana,
commissioner, 8cc. for the state of Louisiana.
Peler Sken Smith, of St. Au°;ustine, commissioner. Sec. for the territory of Floiida.
The election in this state takes place
Election.
on the 2d, 3d and 4th of November, except in this
city and county, the city of Brooklyn and town of
Bushwick, L. \. where the election is to be held on
Wednesday, the 4th of November. There are to be
chosen a governor, lieutenant governor, forty-two
electors of president and vice presiJetit, forty members of the 27th, and one member of the 26lh congress
the latter to supply the vacancy in the 11th
district, (Saratoga and Schenectady counties) caused by the death of Anson Brown, and eight state
[iV. Y. Com.
senators.

—

NEW

JERSEY.

A

state convention of the opponents of the administration was held at Trenton on the 20th ult. which
is described to have been the largest political meet-
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fixed attention.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Candidates for

congress.

The

hon.

Charles

Naylor who was unanimously

nominated by the
the 3d district for re-election,
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general whig Convention

is

to

assemble at Lan-

caster on the 18th instant.

A

—

—

[Phil. U. S. Gaz.
Political.
Meetings of both parties are held in
thousand people were one |>art or otticr of llie slate every few days. A
Thursday aflernnon and even- large assemblage of wliigs wasadilressed at Georgeing, at Newark, to listen to a speech from the hon. town, Sussex county, by John M. Chyton a few
Seargeant S. Prenti.«s, of Mississippi. Mr. P. spoke days since. A meeting t.ikes place this day at Branlor nearly three hours, and the etioit was one of the dywinc springs, at which Mr. Prentiss, of MissisUu kept the audi- sippi, is expected to be present.
hajipiest and ablest in liis lile.
Jit

Newark. At

least four

Fvgitives.
Mr. Mitchell, the high constable o!
police, proceeded to Harrisburg with a requisition
from gov. Grason, for the persons of Peter Ravvlingi
and 'Williain Hutchings, two of the prisoners whc

broke out of Baltimore jail a short time since, thej
[Sim.
declined the nomination, and Morton McMich- having been arrested in Philadelphia.
Taking the veil. The imjiosing ceremony of tak
AEL, esq. has since been nominated.
Philadelphia whig nominations. The delegates of ing the white veil was peribnned yesterday in th(
the whig party in the city have nominated the fol- church attached to the Carmelite nunnery, in Ais
quith street. The church was well filled with spec
lowing tickets:
For congress John Sergeant and G. W. Toland. tators, who seemed to take a lively interest in thi
For assembly Edward C. Law, W. A. Crabb, B. fate of the youthful being who was about to seve
M. Hinchman, Isaac Myers, G. R. Smith, Jacob herself voluntarily from the world and join the rigii
and austere order of the Carmelites. The yoyn|
Gratz and John Rush.
Administration meeting in Bucks county.. The lady is Miss Julia Wilcox, of the city of New York
Doylestown Democrat, says: The democratic meet- now called Sister Johanna. This is the fifth cere
ing at the White Bear, Northampton township, on mony of the kind which has taken place within thi
[Pilot.
Saturday last, was a proud day for the unflinching last nine months.
whig convention is to assemble at Hagerstowi
democracy of Bucks county. Although the call
was not made, to meet before the hour of 1 o'clock on the 16th inst.
Death of the venerable Wm. McMahon. A corres
in the afternoon, at an early hour in the morning,
the democrats began to assemble from all directions. pondent of the Baltimore Patriot writes from Cum
"This morning, about
It was one of the largest political meetings ever berland on the 2d inst.
heM in the county, and with a lew exceptions com- quarter before six o'clock, the venerable Williah
posed of our democratic citizens. The i-esoIutions I\1cMahon, one of our oldest and most beloved ci
in favor of Van Buren, Johnson and Porter, and tizens, breathed his last at his residence in this place
against abolition and negro suffrage, were adopted He was in the eighty-first year of his age, and pass
by acclamation, and never have we met such an im- ed off rather from the gradual decay of his nature
mense gathering of our democratic fellow citizens than any severe disease. He had the comfort o
being surrounded in his last moments, by nearl;
in Bucks, and seen them so strongly united and determined to stand shoulder to shoulder. Let us every member of his family, including his able sun
now hear no more of the great number of changes John V. L. McMahon, of your town, one of the raos
from democracy and Van Buren, to Harrison and tender and devoteil of children.
No man ever enjoyed more of the confidence c
federalism, in Bucks.
There are no chanjes, unless it is those who voted fbi Harrison in 1836, and his fellow citizens than did Wm. McMahon. Of thi
are now supporting Van Buren.
That year Harri- most irreproachable integrity, the most disinterest
son's majority in Bucks was 200
and we now re- ed benevolence, the most warm zeal as a Christian
iterate, that Van Buren will leave Bucks with a he was respected and yet more beloved by all wli
majority of six hundred and no mistake. Let us knew him. The repeated offices of high trust wit
hear no more of democrats espousing the black prin- which he has been honored by the people of thi
county, w'ell attest this fact.
ciples of abolition and negro amalgamation.
Mr. McM. was a native of Ireland, and emigrate
Rally of the democracy of Niagara. The Lockport Democrat and Balance contains an interesting to this country at a very early age. For more tha
sketch of the great meeting of the democracy of forty years he has been an exemplary member c
that county on the 15lh.
Resolutions, terse and the Presbyterian church, and has now, at eighty
convincing, were adopted with cheers and discharge like a patriarch of old, descended to the tomb fu:
of cannon; and the assemblage was powerfully and of age and honor and virtue.
Baltimore Van Buren nominations. The Van Bu
eloquently addressed. The Democrat and Balance
ren convention has made the following nomination!
speaking of the assemblage, says:
For mayor, Samuel Brady; for state senator, Ben
"It was all our friends could have anticipated.
In numbers it exceeded expectation; and the spirit C. Howard; for the house of delegates, John C. Le
with which it was conducted, was just what was grand, Francis Gallagher, John J. Graves, John I
desired
a spirited demonstration of the zeal and Seidenstricker, Benj. C. Presstman.
VIRGINIA.
active determination that pervades the democracy
public dinner wa
Mr. Garland in his district.
of Niagara county.
More voters were brought together, than upon any given to the hon. James Garland by the citizens c
previous occasion in Niagara county! The aggre- Nelson county, Va. on the 271h of July, on whic
gate number assembled, couM not have been less occasion Mr. Garland delivered one of his earne.'
than three thousand! More than that, we are con- and impressive speeches.
The whig festival to be held at Martinsburg
fident listen to the speech ofgen. Baker.
Throughout the day the utmost' good order prevailed; and Va. on the 10th inst. it is expected to be one of tfi
not the slightest accident occured.
To our friends largest meetings ever held in the valley of Virgini;
SOOTH CAROLINA.
abroad, we may say, that the meeting, its enthusiCharleston ajid Cincinnati rail road.
I( is state
asm in the support of democratic principles, all the
signs it afforded, told too plain to be mistaken, that that the directors of this road have decided to con
whig prophecy in relation to the result here in No- plete the work to Columbia as fast as possible, an
made a call on the stockholders for the means.
vember will be signally disappointed."

whig convention of

Pennsylvania loan. The secretary of the commotion was made monwealth has given notice that proposals will be
ing ever held in New Jersey.
to adopt the old congressional ticket; and, with six- received until the 2-5th of September, for a loan of
teen liearty cheers, the assembled multitude pro- $1,570,000, at five per cent, for the purpose of conclaimed their determination to send back the same tinuing the public improvements and for the payrepresentatives certified under the same seal: and ment of the interest on the public debt.
the freemen of New Jersey will respond in NovemNomination. Charles Brown, esq. late a member
ber their loud amen.
of the Pennsylvania senate, has been nominated by
There were several very able and interesting the friends of the adrainistiation in the first conspeeches from Messrs. Halsted, Smith, of Illinois, gressional district in that state, as a candidate lor
H. W. Green, Southard and captain Stockton.
congress. The hon. Lem'l Paynter is the present
Messrs. Aycrigg, Maxwell, representative.
Congressional ticket
Kandolph, Halsted, Stratton and Yorke.
The friends of the administration in Pliiladelphia
Electoral ticket Jacob M. Kyerson, James Ilitf, have nominated Henry Horn for mayor, and Joseph
John Runk, Samuel G. Wright, Thomas Newbold C. Neal, editor of the Pennsylvanian, and Andrew
and Joshua Townsend.
Miller, esq. for congress from that ilistrict.
Whig meeting at Salem. A gentleman who arrivWhig meeting at Washington, Pa. On the 28th
ed late last night from the scene, informs us that the ult. the friends of gen. Harrison held a meeting at
meeting held yesterday at Salem was by far the Washington, which was attended by upwards of
largest ever known to have taken place in the slate 6,000 persons.
of New Jersey, and was characterised by the greatA large meeting and procession of the Tippecanoe
est spirit and enthusiasm throughout.
follis took place at York on the 17th inst. and anThe number of whigs participating, as told of by other at Lisburn, Cumberland county, on the I5th.
gentlemen of both parlies, was exactly 12,844.
DELAWARE.

again a.-isembled on

THE UNION.
MARYLAND.

ence, during the whole time, enchained by the most

Mayor of Charleston. An election was helcf s
Charleston, South Carolina, on the 1st inst. to decii;
whether or no the mayor of that city should receiv

The number of votf
a salary for his services.
polled was 792, and the majority in favor of the5 sa
lary was 320.

A

whig

L0CISI.4NA.
has been called

state convention

"Young Men's Tippecanoe

association at

by

J

New

leans" to assemble at Baton Rouge on 2Sth Septei
ber. .Three hundred delegates from the associalii
were appointed to attend it.

—INDIANA.

lugvsl Sd, 1840. In the Inil
Election returns
anapolis Journal of the 271h nil. we find compi
returns of the votes for governor and lieutenant g
vernor at the recent election in Indiana, accomp
nied by the certificate of the secretary of state.*
The wiiole number of votes for governor is 117,231
and for lieiitenanl governor 116,4J4. The m.ijori|
for Bigger, the whig candidate for governor, is 8,fi3|
and for Samuel Hall, the whig candidate for lien
governor 9,292. The increase of votes compars
wilh the presidential election in 1836, is 33, 47(1
compared with the congressional election in 1831
The whig majority, taking the governor
16,641.
vote as the criterion, is 166 less than in 1836
9.66.') more than in 1838.
The full vote in 18.38 wi
49,776 for the whig cundidale«. and .50.814 for tJ
Van Buren candidates. Van Buren majority the)
In the annexcri table, for the sake of con
1,038.
parison, we have added the presidential vole in 18!
IN. Y. Com. Adv.
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In the Nashville Whio; ofjast Tuesday's dale. he which he was a prominent member. He has made
paper selected for Ihe'pubiication of Mr. Clay's an incessant war upon every measure of my admispeech on that occasion, he is reported to have used nistration, and a.ssailed the character of every public
the following langnai;e
"He refemsd to the ap- man who has not favored his ambitious pretensions.
pointment of Edward Livingston as secretary of Availing himself of llie corruplioiis of the Bank of
state, at a time when he was a defaulter, but said he the United States, and of the disasters which have
presumed the president did not reflect suiiiciently befallen the country in consequence of the paper
upon the tendency such an appointment would money system, he now makes piteous appeals
have." On the same day several tfentlemen of the to the people, concealing the real causes of their
federal-whig parly, informed me that Mr. Clay had pecuniary difficulties, and instead of exhorting
charged me with appointinc; defaulters to ofKce; and them to unite iu'maintaining the inviolability of consince my arrival at Nashville a great number of my tracts and reforming the currency, he tells them to
friends have stated that they heard Mr. Clay's speech make another bank of fifty millions.
ou the occasion alluded to, and that he did declare
This certainly is not the man to come here and
that I had appointed Mr. Livingston secretary of lecture Tennessee on morals or politics, audio pull
state when he was a defaulter.
down or build up tlie reputation other citizens.
Mr. Clay seems to have considered that he was
With this evidence before me I cannot entertain
a doubt that the information on which I acted when addressing a benighted peopl» belore whom he
I addressed you on Tuesday is correct, nor is it at might indulge his malignant disposition to alander
all impaired by the inculpation which Mr. Clay has the living and the dead without exposure, and whose
Knowing the man as I do, I passions might be appealed to by the exhibition of
otfered to the public.
knew that he would resort to some such artifice to empty pageants and flags of new device, not the flag
•cover his retreat from the position into which he had of the country, indicating allegiance to our free inbeen thrown by his vain desire to qualify those who stitutions, but flags representing the evil passions of
had followed hira in the raccoon and hard-cider ])a- the leaders of the various factions that are united in
geanlry of the day. Convicted of making an asser- the present war against the principles of the repubI leave an impartial |)ublic to detertion which the records of the senate and dlher fami- lican party.
liar with history proved to be false, he now attempts mine what reliance ought to be placed on the stateto qualify it by the loliowing language
"fn arguing ments of a demagogue thus reckless of truth and defrom cause to elfect, I contended that the appoint- cency.
5ACKS0N.
Nashville, Friday, 21sl Jlvgvst, 1830.
ment of Mr. Livingston was a pernicious precedent
that it was a virtual proclamation to all who were
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
or might be defaulters, that their iiifulelit}- in a pubMelancholy shipwkeck. Zoss of the brig
lic trust constituted no insuperable barrier to a promotion to one of the highest offices in the govern- Florence of Neiv York, with ftfiij lives. Tlie brig
ment. I did not attribute to gun. Jackson a know- Attention, which arrived at Boston on Monday from
St. Johns, Newfoundland, furnished the Messrs.
ledge of the default.
I went even so far as to say
that he mijht not have reflected upon the conse- Toplitf, of the Exchange rooms, with an account of
the
wreck of the. brig Florence, of New York, on
quences of the appointment of an individual so situShe
I must now say that until gen. Jackson other- her return from Rotterdam to New York.
ated.
wise asserts, f am constrained to believe that he left the latter place on the 30th June, it apjiears,
could not have been ignorant of a fact so conspicuous with a crew of eight men and seventy passengers.
in the annals of our country as that of the default of She was under the command of Samuel Rose, who
Edward Livingston, esq. as attorney of the United had taken charge of her on her outward voyage.
States in the district of New York, during the ad- Her cargo was composed chiefly of a few casks of
ministration of Mr. Jefferson, to the amount of wine and a small quantity of ballast. The follow$100,000." And all this moral sin is now made to ing narrative is given by the male, who arrived in
result, not from the fact that Mr. Livingston was a Bosloii with Ihe Allention.
"They xvere favored with pleasant weather nntil
defaulter when he v.-as appointed to the office of secretary of state, but that he had been some thirty nearly up with the eastern part of the banks of Newafter that they w-ere assailed with a sucyears before. It would be easy to show from the foundland
life of Mr. Livingston that the default here alluded cession of gales, attended with fog and rain, uji to the
On Sunday inorniu';,
to was one which did not prejudice his moral cha- time of their shipwreck.
racter, or lessen the high standing which he enjoyed August 9, the man on the helm cried out "hard
The helm was
at the time, and has since invariably sustained down, Ihe helm, breakers ahead."
wherever he has been known. But it is not my, immediately put alee, but before the sails were taken
purpose here to vindicate the memory of that emi- aback, the biig struck the rock on the starboard
moment before she was going at the rate
nent pafriot-and statesman. Every one can see tiiat, side.
explained an Mr. Clay now places )iis reference to of seven or eight miles per hour. She instantly
Immeiliately a seen? of
that appointment, he fails to conceal his real design filled and fell on her side.
of leaving an impression on the public mjnd unfa- confusion ami terror presented itself, Ihe horror of
vorable to my character, and by a resort to facts which can better be imagined than described. Here
which, when examined, are insufficient or imagi- the wife and husband bidding each other a last
farewell
the frantic mother clasping her infant to
nary.
bosom, as if even death should not seperate
He cannot say, in an arlicle which bears his sig- her
them, and some few who had no relations ou board,
nature, that I ever appointed a defaufter or retained
were endeavoring to s^ciire what money they had
one in office, knowing him to be one. Yet this was
by fastening it to their bodies; which alas, proved
the impression which besought to make on the n- ilthe means of their destruction.
Por that which
titude that were assembled here with him on Monthey vainly thought would secure them a comfortaday last. That he did then predicate this charge on
ble home in the fertile fgnds of the far west, chan;;the appointment of Mr. Livingston is proved by the
ed their destiny to an eternal home in death.
On
^testimony which I have adduced, but my e.vposure
attempting to swim to the land, the weight of the
of the calumny will never reach,
•

I
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—
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probably, those
who hearil ils utterance. This was my complaint
pot that Mr. Clay had not a right to argue (as he ex'presses it) from cause to effect in the examination
of my official cotiduct, hut that he hart no right to
pervert facts for the purpose of giving effect to slanders of Mr. Livingston aud myself.

Taking

the

same

lafilude that

Mr. Clay did

in his

money sunk them

to the

bottom.

"Captain Rose, wilh commendable coolness, comall to remain
by the wreck until some
means were devised to escape wilh safety. For
this purpose the second mate, Mr. William Robbs,
of Springfield, Mass. took Ihe end of a line ami
sprung from Ihe vessel to a ledge which lay between
her aud the shore; but at the time aji overwhelming
sea overtook liiin, and dashed the devoted sailor
against the rocks, a mangled corpse.
Captain Rose
next attempted the only means of saving the lives
of those on board.
He was more fortunale, and
reached the. land in safelj'. The crew were all saved, wilh the exception of the second mate; but only
30 of the 7!) passengers were saved, and of them
many were saved by capt. Rose aud the chief mate,

manded

speech, and in his answer to ray card, or by tracing
eH'ects to their causes with an impartiality ami justice which will slander neither the living nor the
dead, it would not be difficult to refer the public to
•a far more appropriate source for the evils of which
Mr. Clay complains, than Mr. Livingston's appointment. This would be the extravagant e.\tentof the
bank paper system; upheld as it has been bv the federal j.arly in their eiforfs to make the li'dc-ral go- Mr. Scliofield, at the imminent peril of their owui
vernment subservient to the scliemes of the stock- lives. By Ihis time all were en shore who were
jobbers and money-brokers of lliis country and Eu- saved; about three hours alter the brig struck, there
rope.
But I do not feel called upon heie to vindi- were scarcely two planks together; all was literally
cate the measures of the ailminislration on this sub- in splinters.
Thus 37 were thrown ashore upon a
ject, which have been so long resisted by the party barren, and to them an unknown
part of the coast.
of which Mr. Clay is the head.
Many were half clad, and most of them without
Mr. Clay, when successful in the intrigue which shoes. Not a solitary biscuit was saved. In this
made him secretary of state, declared, give vn pii- ]>iliable conrlilion, Ihey commenced their journey
tronnf^e and we will make ourselves popular."
He Ihrough thick woods and swamps, and over bleak
has grasped twice at llie presidency. The people and rugged hills, in hopes of finding some
human
repudiate the principles of the administration of habitation.

"For four days they continued their course, go.
verned chiefly by the wind, the sun, moon and stars
being obscured nearly all this time by the fog and
rain squalls, which latter were very frequent; sometimes eating bark from the trees and wliat few berries they could find.
Early on the morning of the
12th, capt. Rose and Mr. Schofield ascended a hill,
in hopes the log might clear off, and afford tliem a
view of Ihe surrounding country. At nine o'clock
the weather cleared a little and they were enabled
The hapto see the harbor and village of Renouse.
py intelligence was soon communicated to the rest,
and they resumed their inarch with lighter hearts.
When they entered the village, the inhabitants welcomed them with every thing their present need
demanded. Mr. Goodrich, of whose benevolence
the crew and passengers speak in the warmest
terms of gratitude, gave them money and clothes
and furnished them with a vessel to convey them t(
St Johns, the residence of the United States consular agent.
At 9, P. M. on Saturday, the 15th
they were landed at St. Johns.

"The news of their arrival soon brought to ll«
shore rich and poor, old and young, -some thrustinj
bread into the hands of the shipwrecked strangers
and others taking the poor wretches home witi
them. Nothing was spared which pity could sug
to alleviate their wants or sufferings.
Th(
next day being Sunday, nothing was publicly doni
for them, but on Monday, handbills were posled up
requesting a meeting to lake place at the chambei
of commerce, to devise means to relieve the neces
sities of those whom fate had thrown upon theii

gest

shores.

Some seventy

or eighty pounds were collected ii
and resolutions were passed to raise
sum, whereby the emigrants might he en

a short time,

sufficient

i

reach the place of their deslination. A
committee was also appointed to receive clothing o
money from all who felt disposed to give. Captaii
M. did no* learn the result, as he sailed on the fol
lowing morning; hut thinks from the philanlhropii
spirit manifested by the people of St. Johns, tha
the unfortunate people were amply provided for."
abled

to

We

published a few days ago
Dr. Perf.ine.
short notice of this excelientman, whose recent deati
by the hands of savages at the massacre of Indiai
Key was one of the most melancholy events of tha
bloody afl'air.
find in the Newark Advertiser
more detailed account of the life and character o
Dr. Perrine, some particulars of which will be inte
resting to our readers.
i

We

:

Dr. P. was a native of Connecticut. He residei
for many years in llie northern part of South Aine
rica as consul for the United States, and became inti
mately acquainted with Ihe provinces of Campeachy
Sizal.
These districts abound in vahi
It became a favorite object with Di
introdure such of these as seemed mos
suitable, into the southern portion of the U- Statesbeing convinced that the staples of the tropics hotfor food and manufacture would thrive in our south
Some of his letters written a
ern soil and climate.

Yucatan and

able plants.

Perrine

to

Campeachy to friends in the United Stales foiiri
their way into the public journals, and were read wit
much interest.
Durinc the session of congress of 1S37 and 'Si
Dr. Perrine was in Washington. He obtained th
use of the room assigned in the capital to the com
miltee on agriculture, v\'iere he arrayed some speci
mens of fibrous plants and their fibres, for the exami
The account goe^
nation of members of congress.
on to say:
Ke had alito laid before both b-raiiches a va*
amount of information, describing the habits of di)
ferent varieties of useful plants and demonstratini
that the sand harieus of Ihe south, and their impran
ticahle morasses, for all other purposes not rfiere!'
useless, but dcdelerious, might be made to piodu?'
by self propagation,- and ahnost wiihout labor, til
various fibrous plants which j'ield ihe fibres fro,
which JVlanilla and Siznl rope, and all the great ail
beaul-iful variety of grass cloths are mannfr-ctiired.
The marshes bear one class of plants and the
arid sands anolher class, and Ihe climate issufficieni{
ly warm, through Florida, Alabama, Georgia and i
Carolina, wdiile some kinds will Ihriveas far north!
Virginia.
It was Dr. P's strong desire to see thos
prodnclioiis iniroduced into all that section ol countr
that the decline of cotton, rice and tobacco crops froi
exhaustion of Ihe Foil, iniKht be made up by Ihisspoi
taneous aud jnolific cultivation of those immens
tracts now esteemed valueless, giving a new- and pei
manent source of wealth and prosperity. -It was fn
aid in this great and philanthropic project thai h
asked the aid of the government— not in money, b'
in a irrant of tliose same barren lands which some
the ofl^cers of our army have pronounced vvorlhle;
and nninhabiUble.

(
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with directions to storm the enemy's
and cut down his cannon, retreat
and cross the river immediately to the
fort, which, he observed, could be done without the
loss of a single man, and which must be done, as he
had no force, which could be spared from the fort to
send to their aid in case of need. It was also explained to '.he messenger, that a sortie would be
made from the fort at the same moment, and the bat-

from the

With all tlii^fe memorials of his labor, Dr. Perrine
remained neaily unnoticed for two or three months.
In this nef;!ecti(l condition we first knew of him,liis
labors and his projects; and among the most pleasant
recollections of oiir acquaintance is that which wc
look upon with greatest satisfaction, that it was in
our power, in consequence of a favorable position to

fort,

batteries, to spike

to their boats

call the attention of a great many members of congress to the valuable specimens, and interesting ilhisThe nortii and the south at teries of the enemy on the side of the plain be stormtrations of Dr. Perrine.
last became acquainted with the subject he had so ed. This was done in the most gallant style. Then
deeply at heart. They saw as he did a splendid it was, that the American arms werexompletely vicscheme for the increase of national wealth, by the torious, and had col. Dudley obeyed the whole orimprovement of otherwise barren soils, lor the pro- ders, sent to him, as was expected, the 5th of May,
duction of new materials for useful manufactures; ISl.S, would have been one of the most glorious days
and his simple request that he might locate a settle- in the military history of the country, during the
But fate decreed otherwise, at least so
ment for the propagation of tropical plants in Florida last war.
upon government lands was granted, with the i]ri- far as colonel Dudley and his gallant regiment were
vilege of jiurchasing any surroun<ling lands hereaf- concerned; for, after having e.xecuted the orders of
ter when t!ie Indians should be removed and the his general by storming the batteries and spiking
lands and ho^'S offered for sale ut the regular market and cutting down the cannon, without the loss of a
This gave him a right to enter upon the land man, the brave Dudley found himself incapable of
price.
drawing otf the impetuous Kentuckians, who had
and it was all he asked. It was readily granted.
After this. Dr. Perrine came to the north and spent not yet had an opportunity ol engaging in battle.
some considerable time in Boston, making inquiries The result was, such as you all know, the total deinto the wants of manufactures, the kinds of fibre feat and capture of his regiment by the British
most likely to be demanded, and llie kinds of machi- troops, who had marched up alter the destruction of
nery which would best cleanse it from the pulp and the batteries, from their camp below, as was anticiskin. He did this with a prudent forecast for the pated by general Harrison, when he issued the order
He was wait- for the regiment to cross the river by all means imfinal prosperity uf his establishment.
It may be
ing, also, for the termination of Indian hostilities, that mediately after executing their work.
he and such coadjutors as might associate with him well to observe here, that victory had crowned the
His sortie made from the fort, before the unfortunate isin the enterprise, might sit down insecurity.
plan was to collect a number of poor 'auiilies, who sue on the op[iositeside of the river. I am, perhaps,
were industrious and of good character, and willing the only living witness, who heard the general deHe would then have given liver his plans and orders to lieutenant Hamilton,
to migrate to Florida.
them lands from his grant, and would for a time have the messenger. Every thing was clearly explained,
ensured them a subsistence, till, by their labor in the absolute necessity of a prompt retreat on the
carrying out his project, they might support them- part of Dudley after spiking the enemy's cannon,
was pointed out. In the energetic manner, peculiar
selves or acquire wealth.
to the general himself, he said to lieutenant HamilHistorical.
Seige of Fort Meigs— Col. ton: "Tell your commander, that these orders are to
[Great apChp.ystie's ACCOUNT. At the late whig conven- be obeyed, at the hazard of his life!"

increasing in variety and splendor, unsurpassed by
fairs ever held within the limits of, our
country. At the same time, taking into view the
increaseof our library, machinery, models, furniture
and fixtures, the value of our assets has not diminished, while the number of paying members have
multiplied four-fold.
The American institute is a magnificent standing
eviflence of the efficacy of the spirit of association,
which in this age is accomplishing such mighty results, lis influence.^, (unremitted Ibrthirteen years),
through its annual fairs, annual addresses and premiums, have reached every part of our country. By
creating extended competition, the latent powers of
invention have been brought into action far and
near, and disheartened and prostrate genius has been
raised up in the miilst of universal embarrassment

any other

—

Old and dormant instituwith renewed strength.
tions have, by its example, been roused and invigorated, and the creation of new ones has been induced,
that had not been thought of before, which now hold
their periodical celebrations upon the precise plan
first adopted by this institute.
Much of the attention of the managers will be
devoted to agriculture. They will be aided by tba
board of agriculture, composed chiefly of practical
farmers. The plough, the great instrument of human sustenance and civilization, will claim their
first regard; and such as may be sent to the coming
fair for competition, will be tested by actual experiment. The competition already excited, has brought
invention and skill to bear upon this instrument, and
it is believed ploughs made tor the purpose, essentially improved, will be exhibited at the thirteenth
fair.
The displays of the select productions of the
garden and the field promise to be more abundant
than ever.
Not the least interesting portion of the last exhibition were the noble high blood animals, the cattle,
&c. from this and other states. It is hoped that
those public spirited gentlemen who took such a
deep interest last year, will appear again with increased zeal, and that others will follow their example.

tion at Nashville, col. William Chrystie was one of plause].
copy the following passages from
the speakers.

We
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Improved agricultural machines and implements

of all kinds are desirable objects of exhibition. The
my countrymen, that I had the honor of can institute. This great anniversary exhibi- occasion will afford the best opportunity for their
farmers to learn the multiplied
being by the side of the hero of Tippecanoe, during tion of the choice products of agriculture, manu- display, and for our
machines,
some of the most trying periods of his military life, factures, and the arts, will open to visiters at Niblu's improvements in agricultural labor saving
recently received from them
and I look upon the present moment, as one of the garden, in the city of New York, on Monday, the which have not until
demands. It is believed
most happy of my existence, that I have been spar- 5th of October, 1S40. Articles for competition, in the attention their value
arts are competent, if properly
ed in common with my old companionsMn arms, to order to be entitled to all the privileges of the fair, that the mechanic
purpose, to dispense with a large
be permitted to stand Ibrth to-day, as a living wit- must be delivered on the previous Friday or Satur- applied lor this
labor and drudgery heretoheavy
of
the
propoition
ness of the skill, the patient firmness, the patriotism day.
An address on "home production and paiiicutarly fore deemed indispensable to farming operations.
arid the valor displayed by general Harrison in the
will be so adapted, as to protimes that tried men's souls. [Shouts of applause]. thai of siUc," v:\\l be delivered at the repository ol The steam machinery
pel the lighter and more delicate machines, and also
It is true, fellow citizens, that when the first gun the American institute, on Wednesday evening the
of sufficient power to move those more massive and
was fired upon Fort Meigs, by the enemy, at the 7lh of October, at 8 o'clock.
ponderous.
M.
at3o'clock,P.
October,
of
the
9th
On Friday,
commencement of the seige, general Harrison callNo farmer whose convenience will by any means
ed me to his side, (for 1 was acting quarter master, the ploughing exhibition, for testing such ploughs
this opportunity.
and had charge of all the public stores ami flags) as have been entered for competition at the fair, will admit, should forego
The progress in the culture and manufacture of
and said; "Sir, go and nail a banner upon every bat- commence in some suitable field near the city.
On Wednesday the 14th of October, at 12 o'clock, silk the last year, and the preparations making for
ter}', where they shall wave as long as an enemy is
the coming fair, promise a rich treat to those who
in view!" [Immense cheering]. I did go, and with M. the exhibition of pure blood cattle and choice
feel an interest in this new branch of industry; and
this right hand, I did nail a flag upon every battery, farming live stock will be made within or near the
the experience of this year, we think, v/ill demonjudges
for
the
selected
by
will
be
they
As
garden.
which
was
one
of
struck,
except
by
the
balls
of
not
that the mulberry possesses an intrinsic, as
this purpose, they must be entered on the books of strate
the enemy, until victory hadpearched upon them.
speculative value.
the fair by 12 o'clock oa Tuesday the 13lh of Octo- well as a
[Tremendous cheering].
of silk will do a service by accompaExhibiters
I promised, fellow citizens, not to make a speech, ber.
On Thursday evening October 151h, atTJo'clock, nying their contributions with accurate details of
go on), but I must lake the liberty
(cries of go on
experiments.
their
will
delivered
and
will
be
address
anniversary
the.
of explaining two or three facts connected with the
The large and growing importationsof silk fabrics
seige, and which have not been, so far as I have be succeeded by the annual supper.
On Friday, evening, the 16th October, the 13th have done much to produce the general embarrassseen, properly brought to light.
which have prevailed, and which can be
ments
the
of
annunciation
public
By the special order of the general, I was at his fair will close, with the
readily remedied by increased home production. It
side, night and day, during this memorable siege, premiums awarded, and an address by the president
is our policy to follow the example of Great Brithe
institute.
and I aui proud to declare, in the presence of this of
"More than twelve years have elapsed since a few- tain, bv limiting as much as possible the importagieat convention, and to the world, that there
articles as can convenieiitly be producwas no skulking, no shrinking from danger, on his volunteers in behalf of the cause of industry first tion olsuch
within the country. A gold medal will be
part, [ap|ilause], but on the contrary. Ins smile and brought the American institute into existence. For ed
silk icel, adjudged the best.
encouraging countenance were seen in every part of several years after its organization, it was dependent awarded for the
The accommodations of the garden, in consethe fort. His addresses to the soldiers from lime to on small voluntary contributions from individuals. In
made since the last
improvements
the
quence
of
by
the
time were such as to inspire the most timid with 1S35, seven years after its first organization,
year, will be more complete than ever; not only for
confidence, and his example in braving danger such voluntary services, of its members, and by great ecothe best qualities of
of
assortments
display
of
the
then
was
fund.
It
small
accumulated
a
as to give courage even to the coward, had one been nomy, it had
our larger factories and work
determined to establish a repository, for the daily staple goods from
present.
But to the point.
shops, but likeuise for the mor£ delicate workmanlibrary,
Sic.
with
a
models,
machines,
of
exhibition
the
messenger,
Hamilton,
from
gen.
When
lieut.
artificer, in all the varieties of wood and
Green Clay's corps of reinforcement reached the for the benefit of mechanics, artists, inventors, !k.c. ship of the
officer metals, and the numberless other substances that
lort, I was jiresent and heard every word that pass- and an expensive room was leased, and an
brings into use. These, when arranged
year
every
same.
the
superintend
s.alary
to
with
a
ed between him and the geneial. The plan of at- was ap'-^ointed
in the greatsaloon, presentaspectacle whichexcites
tack, for the purpose of relieving the fort, was the In the five years which have succetded, the institute
the admiration of those familiar with the most costprompt and sole work of the general hiinself. There has gone on triumphantly.
displays of London or Paris; and on
Ploughing and cattle exhibitions have been since ly and gorgeous
v\'ere British batteries on either side of the fort playwhich the American patriot gazes with glowing exing upon it by cross fire, the river inteivening be- introduced, and steam power, for moving machinery
it is in the apartment devoted to maBut
ultation.
preThe
scale.
costly
large
and
a
upon
tween those on one side, and the fort and an open at our fairs
chinery for labor saving purposes, where the strong
plain between us, and the enemy's caiinon on the miums of gold and silver medals, under the awards,
characteristics of American genius are most
which, before 1S35, had been in a measure made up original
other. The general was aware that the main fore
strikingly exemplified, and where even the foreignhave
since
sums,
smflll
of the enemy on the opposite side of the river, was by solicited contributions in
acknowledges the superiority of our
encamped near two miles below his batteries, in been paid for solely from the funds of the institute, er reluctantly
country.
which there were only enough to man the gi;ns.-— and to a greater amount in a single year than all that youthful
institute has, from its com.menceAmerican
The
He therefore sent an order to g^-neral Clay, to land had been bestowed by the institute in the seven prement, always been the favorite institution of the
Dudley's regiment on the opposite side of the river ceding years. And our annual fairs have gone on

Thirteenth annual fair of the Ameri-

his address:
It is true,
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Now we must not sufler the country to be Ihu8ci
colded or bullied out of its self respect. And though
would discourage all national prejudices as generally the result of passion and ignorance, yet it seems't'
within the limits of a just self defence respectfully
and kindly to warn such assailants, that these reproaches are very apt to become reciprocal that the
party attacked is often forced to remember of his anandtagonist that which he would willingly forget
that if we were to judge them by the same harsh
law they apply to us, Ihe retort would be equallyeasy and decisive. Take for instance our excellent
friends the English, many of vvhom are rather prone
to deliver lectures about the iufidelily of republican
institutions
they would be startled pel haps at being
told that the first anJ greatest violation of faith to
public creditors known in modern Europe, was committed by the government of England. But it is hisThe very foundation of
torically and literally liue.
The first
their whole debt is an enormous wrong.
item of it is a certain sum of £664,263, of three per
cents.
You recollect the history of this. The government had borrowed, partly for the use of the
navy too, a sum of
1,328,526, at eight per cent, on
the security of certain assignments of the public revenue.
The payments were stopped, first for a
The public credi^lois,
year, and then indefinitely.
many of whom were ruined, applied for redress to
They then went into the
parliament, but in vain.
courts, and alter twelve years obtained judgment
The chanceller reversed Ihe deagainst the crown.
The house of lords reversed
cision of the lourts.
the decision of Ihe chancellor, and the cretlitors now
hoped to recover at least their dues, which amounted, with the accumulation of twenty-five years' interest, to £3,428,526; but at the last moment they
were met by an act of parliament, declaring that Ihey
should receive only three (ler cent, on Ihe principal,
and that even this principal njight be redeemed on
Ihe payment of one-half of it. Thus was a debt of
about seventeen millions of dollars, at eight percent.
reduced to three millions, at three percent. An injustice running through a period of iwenty-five years,
begun by the proflligacy ul Charles II, but consummated by the grave and respettable parliament of
of extensive usefulness.
AVell may Hume say of it, that it was
It is iny purpose to be at home through this month William III.
and Ihe next, as much as possible, although I may "a forfeiture of public credit, and an open violation
possibly have occasion to go to New York, and per- of the most solemn engagements, both foreign and
Well may bishop Burnet call it-"a disiiaps to Philadelphia, for a day or two.
If you can domestic."
persuade yourself to exchange your highly cultivat- honorable and perfidious action;" and well may one
ed ground and gardens, for a plain farmer's lesidence, of Ihe most enlightened foreign tiavellers in Engcooled by the sea breezes, I shall be most hajipy to land declare, "such was the di.'-graceful beginning of
see you at Marshfield.
Yours, very truly, always, the present debt of England." So much for the first
WEBSTER. loan made to England.
Now as to (he last loans, let us compare the conN. BiJdle, esq. Andalusia, Pa.
duct of America and of England, with regard to public creditcrs in our own time.
.dndalusia. Pa. Jvg. 7, 1840.
You know that Ihe w hole debt of the U. Stales,
Hon. Daniel Webster, Boston:
moie especially the foreign debt contracted during
dear sir: I have had the pleasure of receiv- the revolulionary war. that incurred during the last
ing your favor of the 3d instant, and am grali^d
war, and that for Ihe jiurchase ot Louisiana and Flothat what I said on the occasion to which you allude
amonnling in the uhole to about one hundred
rida
meets your approbation. I was in truth a little anxi- and eighty-four
(184) millions of dollars, were all
ous at Ihe tone of some politicians in respect to the
paid, principal and interest, to the last cent, the veiy
public debt, and tlierelbre, for the first lime since my
three per cents, being paid off at par.
retirement, ventured to appeal, which I have never
In the year 1797, the United Slates were in the
found unsuccessful, to the native honesty and intel- full career of this reimbursement, when the governligence of my countrymen.
That I did not misun- ment of Great Britain began by forbidding the Bank
derstand IheiD, the conduct of Pennsylvania since has
ol' England to pay specie; and then borrowed so much
abundantly proved.
Fimling the income from her from Ihe bank as to cause the multiplication of its
public works, in their unfinished stale, insuflicient to notes, and by degrees a depreciation of them, till in
pay Ihe interest on Ihe public debt, she has laid a tax 1811 Ihey had reached a discount of about ten per
lor that purpose.
This will be paid promptly and cent. In order to sustain them the house of comclieerliilly.
All the anticipations of public odium mons then ado|)led one of the most extraordinaij
against those who voted for it have been disappoint- proceedings in Ihe history of legislation.
It passed
ed; and what is very remarkable, in the heat of a po"That the notes of the Bank of Enga resolution
pular election, when each parly is prompt to turn land have been, and aie at this time held in public
every ciicumstance to the disadvantage of its rival, estimation equivalent to Ihe legal coin of the vafue,
neither party has reproached the other with laying and generally accepted as such in all pecuniary transthe tax, the justice and propriety of thus sustaining actions to which such coin is lawfully applicable."
the public credit being on all sides conceded.
But It is this which Tooke calls Mr. Vansitlarl's "resoPenn.sylvania has done more. She has agreed, as lution of unhappy celebrity," and which the Edinsome of Ihe other slates have done, to make up to Ihe burgh Review denounces as "an ever memorable
foreign creditor Ihe difference between specie and resolution, a resolution which look for granted that
a
her domestic currency.
part WHS equal to the whole; and ninefy--pounds and

AMERICAN

CREDIT.
and Ihe managers hope it may so continue.
JNIuchof the ctlebrily of the annual fairs, particular- INTERESTING CofeESPONDENCE BETWEEN MR.
WEBSTER AND MK. RIDDLE.
ly in the ornamental parts, has arisen tljiough their
copy from the New York Commercial Adverfavor, and the attractions their industry and deliIndeed, on most occa- tiser of Saturday Uie following interesting correscate labor have produced.
sions, the view of their contributions alone would pondence:
Boston, Aug^ist 3, 18.40.
have more than compensated the visiters. The
Dear sir: When I came through Philadelphia in
most desirable places will be allotted for their acthe latter part of June, it was my expectation to recommodation.
turn again to Washington, and my intention, on such
return, to find an opportunity of seeing you.
Among Ihe reasons for desiring to see you, one
Miss Ellsleh, the danseuse. New phkeCorrespondent of the N. was to thank you for your address at the Tide WaNOLOGICAL THEORY.
York American in an article which contains sound ter celebration, and for your manly and just defence
sense on the subject of dancing, pleasantly observes: therein of American credit. Almost the only unkind
"While I perfectly accord with you in sentiment feeling which I brought from Europe, was no small
concerning the discrimination vvhicli should be made degree of indignation at the injustice and arrogance
by the public in distributing their rewaids among of certain European journals, whenever they speak
the cultivators of the arts, apportioning their lavors of American credit, or ihe responsibility and integand plaudits to the degrees of excellence and value rity of the governments of the'American states.
It has appeared to me that there must be lurking
attached to them, I know not, that we should be
fully justified in assigning so low a grade of dignity at the bottom of all this a strong desire to disparage
to tlie performances of this German danseuse. From free institutions, by representing them as unworthy
some intelligence I have lately received, it would of reliance, on the part of foreigners, and unsteady
seem that her exploits may lead to more important to Ihe sacred obligations of public faith. It is true,
Besides at the same time, and cannot be too much lamented,
results than we had reason to anticipate.
among ourselves
that her grace and elegance of manners may contri- that a few— I hope a very few
bute to the polish and refinement of our young wo- hare been found to utter sentiments totally subvermen, and perfect their movements through the sive of the foundations of that public faith, and inmazes of the dance, her exquisite address and skill deed of all social obligations. But there are such
I wish we could find
in her polite art, I am lold, have already suggested disorganizeis in all countiies.
Bome important hints to our most enlightened phi- more leisure, from our domestic controversies, to dilosophers, and are paving Ihe way to the introduc- rect the public attention, as it ought to be directed,
I against those foreign misrepresentations.
tion of new and interesting theories in science.
The recent proceedings of your legislature have
have in my pocket a letter Irom a learned friend, in
whirh all theje advantages and improvements are given me great pleasure. Amid all the fierce conHe informs tests of party, Pennsylvania seems to have rememfully detailed and higliiy eulogized.
me of miracles which have been wrought by the bered that she is Pennsylvania that she has a chamagical feats of Miss Ellsler. He declares, that a tacler to preserve, both at home and abroad, and
zealous and confirmed phrenologist, who had been great interests to be maintained, which can be mainI lake for
tor years lecturing upon hisscienee to crowded au- tained only by upholding that character.
ditories, to their infinite admiration and delight, as granted your people will cheerfully pay the very
soon as he had witnessed her wonderful feats, found small tax required for these high purposes, and am
quite sure that this example of IPeniisylvania will be
Ills former system, by the new light she shed upon
ladies,
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his uiin^, dispersed like fogs before the rising sun.
no longer believes, that the head and brain
are the seat of the intellectual and moral powers,
but affirms that they are scattered over the whole
body, are developed in the limbs, and are most
He
strongly indicated in the lower extremities.
undertakes conclusively to demonstrate, that the
feel are the organ of reason, being the main support
of the understanding; th.e legs, of judgment and
discernment, the buttresses of the intellectual structure, ideality is in the ankles; acquisitiveness is in
the knee, intimating that upon this instrument men
rest in paying their devotions to mamnron, the object of general idolatry; and as to emaliveness and
philoprogenitivencss, their orgai.s are expressed
in Greek or Hebrew, a language I was unable to

He now

interpret.

Thus you

see, this lady's

are working a sign.d change, s(id
belter, in phrenological science,

I

performances

suspect for the

friend proceeds to inform me of the conver
sion of some ornilhicknologists, who you know, by
of birds' feel, which they traced in rocks
tracks
the
and sandstones, upon some of our rivers in the
eastern stales, had concluded, that long before the
tiood, a kind of birds had lived in that part of the
world, beyond all conception larger than any of the
winged tribe now subsisting upon earth; and, of
consequence, lliat this our planet must formerly
have been occupied by very dillerent races of animals from the present, nature continually improving
upon her prior efibrls, and advancing in wisdom,
though diminishing in the stature of her producThis ingenious
tions, as she advanced in years.
theory, however, is now completely overturned. An
able ornithicknologist, alter taking the dimensions
of Sliss Ellsler's feet, and accurately comparing
them with these prints in rocks and sandstones, has

"My

discovered that they exactly correspond. Hence,
he has conclud.'d, that they were not iuiprinted by
birds, but that prob.ibly in the days of St. Francis
do Paulo, that ecclesiastic, who was a most rigid
anchorite anil bitter enemy of pleasure, or of some
pope of similar teinpcrainent and habits, a company
of danseuses were expelled from Rome, and came
over to New England to play their pranks among
the witches of those days, and were jirobably at
last

hung by the Yankees, and so
became extinct."

their race, 'like

that of Gypsies,

This fascinating danseuse seems

to

have been

re-

DANIEL

My

—

This, as you know, is a financial novelty quite unelsewhere; and as much an Ameiicanism as
Ihe steamboat or the quadrant, though its originality
runs less riskof being disputed, from the little probability of its adoption abroad.
And yet, although the
U. States form the only nation that ever paid off Ihe
wnoleof its national debt, and are Ihe first loindemiiily Ihe foreign creditor against the depreciation of
the local currency, one might imagine, from the tone

known

ceived at Boston with no less eclat than in the south- assuioed by some Europeans, that America had been
ern cities. The Post says; Twenty-one boxes were guilty of sortie great default towards foreign nations,
Fanny's themselves Ihe models of fidelity; and it is amusing
oflered to the jniblic lor Monday night
yesterday, and were taken with a to read Ihe grave homilies preached at these young
first appearance
people about Ihe propriety of paying their debts, by
lush. Seventy-five orders were received; of coiirsi
The remainder of the older nations who have lived in the habitual violation
fifty-four were rcji;cled.
of alllhe duties they recommend.
boxes will be sold at auction, on Monday.

—

—
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one hundred pounds were the same thing;" and declared it was passed, "when guineas were notoriously bought at a premium, and bank notes were at an
open discount, as compared with gold and bullion,
of upward of ten per cent."
Having declared, in
defiance of the fact, that the notes were at pax, it remained to force ^very boily to take Ihem at par, and
to punish every body who look them at less than par;
accordingly parliament enacted:
1. That the notes should be a legal tender for all
debls.

That wlioever should receive or pay for any gold
more than its lavvliil value, whether such addiwas in other coins or in bank notes,
should be "deemed and adjudged guilly of a misdemeanor," and fined and imprisoned.
2.

coin

tional value

—

-
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3. That whoever should r«c«iiie or pay any no'es for
has than the lawful amount expressed therein, should
manner be fined and imprisoned.
Notwithstanding these acts, the notSs continued to
depreciate, till at last they reached a discount of
twenty, thirty, Ibrty, and at one time forty-one per
cent.
What course did the government of England
then pursue.'
Why it paid the public creditors in
this depreciated paper, and in nothing else.
The
loan had been made in specie
the interest was paid
in notes at this enormous depreciation
twice or
thrice as great as that of the bank paper of the U.
States during the last war, or during the suspension
of specie payments since. It never entered into the
imagination of the English government to allow for
this depreciatioii, and file public creditor knew that
if he did not take this, he would get nothing.
And
yet the saving to the government was clearly understood and noted; for it is calculated by an English
writer, IVIushet, that on the debt contracted before
ISOO, the government gained and the firnd holders
of course lost no less than thirty-seven millions
sterling, or one hiintVed and thirty-seven (137) millions of dollars, the difference between the paper and
specie.
Combine the provisions of these laws and
observe their effect on an American wiio had money
due to him in England from either the government
or individuals.
If his fortune was in the English
funds, he received his interest in paper depreciated
to forty per cent. But if lie wished to convert it into
gold to bring home
if he changed his notes for gold
at the market rate
if when Ills note of twenty pounds
was worth only twelve pounds he exchanged it for
gold at any rate less than the twenty pounds, he was
liable to be put in jail and fined.
If, instead of gold,
he wished to bring home British merchandise, and
passed off his twenty pound note for less than twenty pounds, when every body knew it to be worth
only twelve pounds, or even lor his travelling expenses,' exchanged it for less than twenty pounds, he
was again liable to be put in jail and fined.
If the debt to him was from an individual Englishnian his case was rather worse, for he was obliged to
receive not only the interest but the principal in this
depreciated paper.
If for a debt of one hundred
pounds his English debtor offered him paper which
was worth only sixty pounds, he was obliged to take

in tike

—

—
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it or get nolhing.
But if the Englishman was inclined to be just, to do as the American states have
done, make up the difference by paying specie, or
its equivalent, both the creditor and the debtor might
be found expiating their honesty in the same jail,
the act of parliament making it criminal in both to
do an American that act ol justice which the American slates require to be done to an Englishman.
And yet, so short is the remembrance of one's own
injustice, the English seem to have forgotten all this,
and rail at llieir neighbors for similar acts, with the
most entire unconsciousness of what they have themselves done.
Even that most excellent l;erQpered
man Walter Scott, in his life of Napoleon, cannot
forbear to sneer at the French, when he says that "the
assignats were raised to par by guillotining those
who sold or bought them at less than their lull value."
He lorgot that during a much longer period than
the forced circulation of assignats in Fiance, all those
who sold or bought banknotes in England at less

—

than their full value were
not absolutely guillotined,
that not being the English fashion— but" fined and
put in prison; with this dilference too, which might
discompose the loyalty of Scott, that if the contumacious American who would not beltf-ve that sixty
was equal to one hundred was put to death in.Fiance,
it was done by Jacobins and terrorists, whereas his
countryman imprisoned in England for the same offence hail the consolation of knowing that the law
which condemned him was enacted, as it graciously
purports, "by the king's most excellent majesty, by
and with the advice of the lords spiritual and temporal and common? in this present parliament assembled." To make the case of the American stales
at all parallel to this, would be necessary to follosv the

example of England, and, 1st, forbid their banks to
pay specie; 2d, borrow from these banks till their
issues become deprecialed; 3d, then declare 'oy legislative resolution that there was no depreciation; 4lh,
then, as the depreciation increased, pay the public
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obligation of contracts;" and this power, which is
withdrawn from the states, has never been exercised
by the federal government. You remember, at the
that
gloomiest period of the last war witli England
very England, where at that moment, and during
several years previous, paper money was a legal tender the American government declined that meaThe secretary of the treasury, Mr. Dallas,
sure.
declaring in his official report, of October 17th, 1814,
"that the extremily of that day cannot be anticipat-

—

—
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they really had been doing something exceedingly
wrong, believing that these nations must have practised at least a little of what they advise so much.
They say that the Americana have a great deal of
national vanity.
I wish they had a little
more national pride.
It would wean them from their childif

ish sensitiveness to small jests about trifling peculiarities of manners, and raise their thoughts to the
great interests in which supeiiority is worlhcontending for; it would teach them to estimate the true
ed when any honest man, and enlightened statesman, value of their institutions, and dispose them, while
never wounding other countries, always to defend
v,'ill again venture upon the despeiate expedient of a
tender law." No tender law has, therefore, been their own. Here, for instance, is a gieat outciy about'
passed in the United States. The courts have never American credit, and Ihe danger to public failh from
been closed against foreigners. They have never popular governments, both ol which are denounced
been forced to lake paper money— they have never in a sliain of financial viilue quite ferocious; and
been punished lor receiving it, or for passing it at yet after all it appears that Ihese reproaches are made
any rate they pleased; and every dollar of principal by the people who do not pay, against the people
or interest due to them by the government has been who do pay; and that Ihosewho liave been uiosl lailhpaid.
How faithfully that principal was carried into lul to their engagements are precisely these abused
execution is seen in a very remarkable manner in republicans.
the treaty between Ihe United Slates and Eiigl.nd
Undoubtedly, this country is in a state of much
in the year 1793.
It was then agreed by the United internal embarrassment. No man can lament
it more
States, that inasmuch as British subjects who had than you and I do.
I may venture to add, none have
debts due to them from American citizens found dil- striven more to avert and to remedy it.
It is equally
ficiilty in cellecting them, the United Statesassumed
true that, here as elsewhere, there have not been
to "make full and complete compensation for the wanting a few persons who hoped to profit
by the
same to Ihe said creditors." For which purpose public troubles, and finding the couiilry dispiiited
commissioners were to be appointed to examine and sought to make it dishonest. But these have promake awards to the complaints, "and the United duced no impression on the mass of the nation, which
States undertake to cause the sum so awarded to be on all these pointp are perfectly sound, by whatever
paidi?! specie to suth creditor or claimant without parly names they may be disliiiguishtd.
All these
deduction "
Afterwaids finding trouble in adjusting embarrassments will, I trust, soon disappear: but in
the details, the United .Slates agreed, by a conven- the meantim J our great purpose should be to preserve

between Mr. Rufus King and lord Hawkesbu- and to vindicate the good faith of the country, as ihe
ry*, in 1302, to pay a gross sumof six hundred thou- safest element of its future prosperity.
I hope you
sand pounds, which was accordingly done at what will be able to come and ste me, when we will talk
then was par, four dollars and forty-four cents for the of these things, and of much more agreeable
things.
pound sterling. Now this payment by the United Meanwhile believe me, always, with ureal regard.
States in specie of the debts of individual citizens,
Yours,
N. BIDDLE.
tion

was made when

the

government of England did not

pay even the interest on its own public debt in any
What then, oiie nathing but irredeemable jiaper.
turally asks, is the occasion of this new denunciation?
It is this
the United States have borrowed
abroad certain sums to make, improvements. That
these will be paid no man ran possibly doubt.
On a
singleoccasion, however, one of the twenty-sixstates,
in the midst of a temporaiy financial embarrassment
and the excitement of polical contentions, inadvertently suffered the quarter day to pass for twenty
four or forty-eight hours; but then hastened to repair
the omission by not merely paying the interest, but
by paying it in gold and silver, lest the foreigner
should lose any thing by Ihe exchange.
It is a singular coincidence, that, in the very same
year, 1797, when England began her paper money
system, which lasted for rnoie than twenty years,
the government of France, too, came in contact with
The debt of France was then
its public creditors.
about nine hundred and sixty-six (966) millions ol
dollars, Ihe interest about forty-eight (48) millions

—

of dollars; but in order to continue the invasion of
Germany and Italy, the army required fifly-six millions, (56), and this could only be had by taking it
from the fund holder; and so, as Ihe historian has it,
measure in reit was "requisite to take a decisive
gard to the debt." This decisive measure consisted
in paying off nominally two-thirds of the capital in a
Iresh and worthlees paper, and retaining the onethus reducing the debt to about three hundred
third
and twenty-two (322) millions, and taking from the
public creditors about six hundred and forty-four
(644) millions, and thus by a simple decree, without
the least notice, and for no reason except the wants
of the army. The latest French historian, M. Thiers,
says, that the paper given lor the two-thirds "fell in
commerce to sixth ol their value, and that to those
who did not wish to purchase lands it was an absoiule bujiktuptcy.^'
Yet he eniirely approves of the
measure, and concludes his account of it with this
convenient axiom of finance, more consolatory for
the past than encouraging; for the future, that "measures of lliis nature inliict, like revolutions, much
individual hardship, but people must submit to them
when Ihey have become inevitable;" and so "the
consolidated
bird" in the French debt represents
a sum of which two-thirds were substantially annulled, and the remaining third consolidated or

—
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debt in this paper, and force all foreigners to take it
in payment of debt not mciely from the government
but lioin all private American citizens; and end, funded.
5lhly by enacting that if any Englishman should reIt would be a waste of time to go over Ihe list of
ceive for any debt a ten dollar note for less than fpu
so many other governments that are now or have redollars, although it was worlh only six dollais, or havcently been bankrupt, and I mention these two, cering received it should exchange it either for specie or
tainly in no mood of complaint, but merely to show
goods for less than ten dollars, he should be fined and
how cautiously nations should abstain from those
put in jail at the discretion of the Amfriran judges.
weapons of reproach so readily turned upon themFortunately for America her whole conduct has
selves.
And yet our people, instead of resisting and
been the direct reverse of all this. One of ihe funexposing these alfectious of superiority, take to heart
damental laws of the union is Itat no state shall
all this abuse, with as much shamefaced humility as
"make any thing but gold and silver coin a tender in
payment for debts," or "pass any law impairing the
"Afterwards earl of Liverpool.

NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY.
REPORT OF THE BRITISH COMMISSIONEES.
Upon the delivering in of the maps and reports of
the new American surveyor, the agent of Ihe United
States, who had taken his stand upon visible highlands, endeavored to extricate his cause from the dilemma he had brought it into, by the following jiassage of his arguinenl:
"If the lands between the Resligouche and Metis
were not characterised by peculiar elevation, compared with peaks and mountains which might exist
in any other direclion, still the argument in favor of
their adoption, as the true highlands, would remain
unchanged; for it is particularly due north of the
river St, Cioix that we are to look 7br Ihe highlands
mentioned in the treaty, since Ihey are necessary lo
form the important angle in question. The woid
'highlands' is not used merely to denote a single
mountain, or a continued unbroken ridge of mountains, running in one direclion," (this, however, was
the ground he had taken in 1,319, when he said Mr.
Johnson's descriptions would be corroborated), "but
generally to describe an elevated or mountainous region, of which the surface must necessaiily be very
unequal, such is commonly to be found in all sections of country in iviiich numerous rivers tuke their
rise; and since the very principle of gravity demonstrates that the general elevation of a country is
greater at the source of a river than at its outlet, the
lands which separate livers, running in contrary directions, would naturally be considered as the highlands which lay between, or divide them, particulaily as relating lo a country, the topography of

which was not fully ascertained; a more definite description of such 'highlands' was hardly possible to
be given."
It further appears that, notwithstanding that
Mr.
Biirnliam, the new United States surveyor, who had
CO operated with Dr. Tiarks in 1,820, had admitted

the fallacy of Mr. Johnson's map, as far as respected
that part of the country lying between the Lake
Temisqiiata and the source ol the Metis, yet the

Amt-rican agent,

at a meetingol the commissioners,
exhibited a map, entitled "a map of the country
explored in the years 1817, 1818, IS19 and ISiO, by
order of the commissioners under the 5lh article of
the treaty of Ghent," signed "Hiiam Burnham,
U.
S. surveyor under the 5lh article of the treaty of

Ghent," and upon this map reappeared Ihe fiutilious
highlands of Mr, Johnson, extending west fiom Temiiquata to the head waters of the Quelle, with a
further spurious addition, about SO miles in exienr
from thence to the head waters o.r the Chaudierc'
while no. report connected with these inventions, or
explanatory of them, was comuiunicaled with the
map.

The Biitish agent lost no time in entering a protest against a map of so fictilious a character, and
proposed that the American surveyors should be ex-

—
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as lo their map being an accurate
representation of the natural IVatiires of the counol
try; otFering at the same time to subject the map
verilii-atlie British surveyors to the same kind of
tion, bv interro:;atories tn be prepared by the agent

amined upon oath

of the United States.

To

this tlie

American agent

the Biitish surveyors had
"wholly omitted the greater part of the highlands
in which the boundary is claimed by the United
States, thereby giving to this map an effect entirely
partial; anil thereu|)on insisting that tliis map (the
map of the British surveyor) should not be received
in evidence before the commissioners, and that the
said map Irrrnished by the agent of the United States
rejoineil, that the

map of
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country is a low fiat swamp, the streams issnini,,from which have such a sluggish course that there
is scarcely a perceptible current, or one sufficiently
established to give visible motion to a feather.
Over no part of the country which we traversed,
Irom the St. John to Lake Etchimin, does the elevation exceed filty feet, nor is there any visible eleIt is only west
vation at any point of the course.
of Lake Etchimin, that the hi.^hlands claimed by the
Americans as the highlands of the treaty 1783 are
These are visible from a distance of several
founrl.

I

dated September 25, 1838.' They were, "to moveon a due north line toward the height of land wfcere
s to be found the spot which we claim as the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, anrl also in like manner
tracing and examining the northern line along the
highlands which divide the rivers falling into the St.
Lawrence from those falling into the Atlantic."
As the information lo he communicated by the report of these conunissioners was, by the governor ';<
admission, the first geogr-apliical 'information the
legislature of Maine would possess about the nature

claim relates, vre quote
miles, and are a portion of the highlarrds which we ot the country to which their
another passage from the annual message, commuhave spoken of as the northern branch.
commissioners hail
the
which
result
at
nicating
the
the
have
been
character
singular
Of a still more
whole of the proceedings relating to the point which, arrived.
should be permitted to be filed."
pleasure to trans- ^
assert,
is the
the
proper
to
have
thought
which
I
have
report,
Americans
"Their
the
decision
The matter was finally disposed of by a
Wova Scotia intended by the mit to you, will be read with interest and satisfacof the commissioners, entered upon their journal iir north west angle of
it appears that the exploring line was
that
of
1783.
tion.
By
ti-eaty
having
commissioners
-'The
the following words:—
It has already been stated that in ISlTthe British found marked to near the northwest angle; that the
duly considered the memorials of his majesty's
commissioners under the 5th article base of the country rises constantly and regularly
agent of the 26th of September, and the answer iiiid American
the treaty of Ghent, directed their surveyors to from the monument at the head of the St. Croix to
of
27th
the
tlTereto of the agent of the United States of
line due north from the source of the angle; which is from two thousand to three thouSeptember, and likewise the memorial in reply to run an explanatory
September, do the St. Croix, "until they ar-rived at some one of the sand feet from the level of the sea, and more than
iiis majesty's agent of tlie 29th of
are connected with the five hundred feet higher than the Kedgwick, one of
which
or
waters
order that all the reports and plans alluded to in the streams
river St. Lawrence."
the streams running into the bay of Chaleuer, near
said memorials be filed by the secretary, except the
James Bouchette, sur- the said angle and the St. Lawrence waters; that the
colonel
surveyors,
These
maps
no
general
two general maps. On the said
of Lower Canada, on the part of the due north line, if continued to the valley below the
order^allovving them to be filed. is mlide, as the com- veyor general
government, and Mr. Johnson on the part of northwest angle, actually strikes the St. Lawrence
missioners differ in opinion; commissioner Barclay British
States, proceeded accordingly to survey water, and then that the country is high and even
being in favor of allowing the general map present- the United
And there is no diffiline throughout a distance of 99 miles mountainous about this spot.
ed by his majesty's agent to be filed, and of exclud- a due norlh
Croix.
In 1813, Mr. Odell having culty in tracing a line weslwardly along distinct and
the
St.
Irom
States;
ing that presented by the agent of the United
colonel Bouchette, the explora- well defined highlands, dividing waters" according to
and comr.nissioner Van Ness being of opinion that been substituted for
line was farther conlinuerl to the treaty.
The extensive and correct map* of the
both of the said genei-al maps ought to he filed, or tion of the due north
On the question of going into an the l-t5th mile from the St. Croix, at a point where north part of our state, and the southern portion of
neither of them.
flowing into Lake Metis, which Canada, and the vertical section as prepared by Mr.
examination, at this time, of the surveyors, under it struck a stream
Having reached that Parrott, the surveyor, with neatness and accuracy,
Beaver river.
oath, the commissioners differ irr opinion; commis- they called
surveyors did not extend their survey which accornpanv the report, add much to its value
sioner Barclay bein.; in favor of that course, and stream, these
the
south to examine tlie and interest. Taken together they exhibit the true
to
west,
but
returned
the
to
against
it."
commissioner Van Ness
country about Mars hill. Nor is there any evidence character of the country, and leave little or nothing
It appears then, on a review of this sinsular prohaving, at any time, suiveyed the to be desired illustrate of it."
ceeding, that in the year 1819, Mr. Johnson, tlie ol the Americans
to
We now proceed to quote some passages from the
American surveyor, attempted and succeeded in country west of the rro'rth line, even in order
and establish that particular line which report of the commissioners themselves, presuming
placing uporr the files of the joint commissioners a trace out
On
the
treaty.
highland.-i
of
claim
to
be
the
the governor, in his annual messag-e, never assucce-'ithey
that
the
in
spurious and fictitious map. That
that
confession
...... --...
have their
...... own
contrary we
..^ ..^.^
the
i..c ^>...^...ij
Burnh
;•
. they serts that they had executed any part of his instrucJVlr. -uumiinin,
American surveyor, mr.
another Amerrcan
year anoiner
iirgyear
lire
derrved too, from the highest tions, "tracing and examining the northern line
never
done
so—
have
British
the
with
co-operated
who
employed,
was
authority, repi esenting those most interested rn tne along the higlilands," which in his letter to sir John
nstronoiiiei-. Dr. Tiarks, in the investigation of that
claim. In proof of which we quote the Harvey he slated was to be part of their duty, but
part of the country lying between Lake Temisqirata American
following passages from the annual address of Mr. he confines himself to saying, "and there is no diffiagieed
in
they
and the source of the jVletis. That
governor of the state of Maine, to the con- culty in tracing a line weslwardly along distinct and
finding that part of the courrtry void of srrch high- Kent, the
of the slate, dated .January 2d, well defined highlands."
lands as Mr. Johnson had reported, namely, a con- vened legislature
Speaking of the proposals on the part of the
From the commissioners' report itself it appears
1S."9.
tinuous chain of highlands along the whole line.
ol Gr-eat Britain, for that th.ey never attempted to enter upon that part of
But that Mr. Burnham added to the western part of American government to that
commission
of survey their duty, of which fact we also received authentic
of
a
new
establishment
the
of
highlands,
continuous
iiis map about SO miles of
"It is for you to judge, information vi'lren in the country. 'VVIial the comexploration, he says
the existence of which no olhcr proof than that map and
the inconve- missioiiers do say is:
was adduced by him. That the British agent ob- whether any beneficial effects equal to
the
great
delay which must be
injury
by
and
"The land at Ihe northern part of the exploring
nierrce
jected to this map, and presented a map by the Brioccasioned, are likely to result from a mere
line, and in the region round about it, is found to be
tish surveyor, represerding the country as Mr.
whole
only
of
the
survey
exploration
and
high to divide the rivers emptying themof
mission
suificiently
it;
ofseen
conjointly
B^irnham and Dr. Tiarks had
of the line, from the head of the St. Croix to selves into the river St. Lawrence from those which
fering at the .same time to have the surveyors on extent
the northvvesferirmost head of Connecticut river, es- fall into the Atlantic ocean."
accuracy
theto
as
oath
under
examined
both'sides
since the examination and survey which
In another [wssage they say, "we also find by an
of their resjiective maps. But the American com- pecially
have been made dining the past season by Maine, exploration and examination that there is no uncermissioner, hov.-ever, declined acceeding to the prosufnot
been
part,
which
had
iraiiortant
most
ol
the
surveyor,
British
tainly or difficulty in tracing and locating the line
posal, anil because the map of the
from the northwest angle of Nova Scotia weslwardwhich truly represented the state of the country, did ficiently examined before."
here spoken of as having been made ly along dislincl highlands, which divide the rivers,
survey
The
Johnson's
Mr.
of
highlands
spurious
notcontairr the
season, was one entrdMed to Stc. as desciibed in the treaty of 1783."
map, he refused to consent to it being filed iriiless during the then past
John C. Dean, Mr. M. P. Norton and Mr. Jas.
This extraordinary manner of speaking of the
the map of Mr. Burrrham, with an addrtibn of SO Mr,
as commissioners of Maine, to whom Mr. most important line of lire treaty of 1783, and which
miles of fictitious highlands, was filed at the same Irish,
surveyor. The re- itself is the salient point ol contention, is a proof that
time.
By this management, the British rn-ap, the VVm. P. Farrott was attached as
gentlemen, of which we shall have they had no facts to bring forward in support of tlieir
cnrreclness of which the surveyors were prepared to port of these
made to governor Kent un- claim. That there is lo be found "at the northern
prove under oath, was excluded in evidence in the hereafter to speak, was
der date of December 31, I83S.
part of Ihe exploring line, and in the region round
case.
to state that neither
proceeds
then
governor
The
vvill
oblordship
about it, land which may be suificiently high to diBy reference to the map A your
of Maine nor that of Massachusetts had vide the rivers," Etc. is an assertion not worth refutserve that no chain or ridge is found extending from the state
examination"of
the line claim- ing, when so vaguely made upon such an occasion.
"attempted
any
ever
eastthe
Ouelle
to
of
the
source
tlie r-eal southern
that period.
The highlands at Temisquala are in that region, and
cnrmost sources of the Meljarrnettc; yet it is along ed by them up to
"It is a fact worthy of notice, that this state, and only fifty miles from that point, and if they were
a line extending between those two points that the
their land
by
Massachusetts,
of
commonwealth
the
hills.
fictitious
continuous during a sufficient distance, they would
American surveyor protracted his
examined the whole line divide all the waters fiowing into the St. Lawrence
As a verification or drspioval of this ridge was a agents, have surveyed and
Great
Britain, from Mars hill to our from those flowing south, though not 'from those
claimed
by
aljont
as
controversy
the
in
importeirce
matter of vital
uiriil
the
that western boundary, but have
flowing into the Atlantic ocean. The reason why
tire bour;dari;, we were very carelul to examine
present year attempted any examination of the true the American commissioners did not enter upon the
part of lire country, in order that our rejiort niiglit
us."
by
claimed
as
line
or
the
way
matter
one
examination ol the country weslwardly, is explain*-tl-.-ctually ili>pose of the
Agairr the governor says.
ed in the following passage:
other coii"istcntly with the Irirth. V\''e tluue,''ore,
It is a singular fact that alter that time (1818) no
jiart ot the
that
all
of
examination
"The Metis river limited Ihe explorations to the
careful
alter a
American survey or authorised agent has ever ex- northwaril, and when ihe explorations in that region
country between tlie mouth of the Mitlaywawquam,
or traced the height of land, or given any were interrupted by the weather, and could not be
where that river joirrs the river St. Jidin, and the amined
account of the character of the country about the continued lor the want ol' provisions, the exploring
eastern sources of the Etchimin river, urrhesitating.
American northwest angle of Nova Scotia."
was continued south toward the monument."
ly declare that the ridge irrsertid irr the
From the passages we must infer that up to Ihe
is no fuiMithere
that
and
fictitious,
In point of fact, these gent leinen turned back withentirely
is
map
of the year 1S3S the Americans had no evi- out having made any invesligations in the neighbordation in the natural api>.?arance of the conntrv lor close
whatever of the existence of any thing like a hood of the Metis, Ihe cold weather having set in
such an invention. Hail any thing'of the kind been dence
line of "highlands" cori'esponiling (o the language of with great rigor, and their provisions barely sufficthere, we must uiravoidably have seen it, and have
the treaty of 17S3, in Ihe ]dace where they had all ing thein for the journey back.
If they had peneciosseil it on c ir way from the mouth of the Mitlayapprehend- trated the country to the northward, and had discowawquam to Lake Etchimin; the course of that fic- along asserted it to be. It was probably
examine
attempt
to
it would lay bare the
the
that
ed
before spoken of
have
American
map,
we
the
chain
vered Ihe ap|iai-ent
titious riilge. as represented in
of the fallacy of their pretension.
at p. 41, whose ;i"aks fall under the same magnetic
Iviiig six or seven miles cast of the sources
the duty enjoined upon these Maine direction, they would have finind it continuing its
nature
of
The
of
Lake
east
ten
miles
and
about
IVlrlt'iiywawqrram,
ii. a letter addressed to
course northeasterly, ^buiif eighteen miles distant.
Arrd it is singular enough that precisely commispinners is explained
Elchirnin.
crnssos the sir John Harvey, her majesty's lieutenant governor
at the point wh.re the pretended ridge
and
governor
of
Maine,
by
the
Brunswick,
'We ive never sc :n ibis
New
llu
)of
orouiid,
miles
many
Bird lor
.

•",
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is has originated in a singular delusion on
the part of col. B.iuchefje, her majesty's surveyorgeneral of Lower Canada; we therefore procee<l as
our duty enjoins us, to put your lordship in possession of the truth, with regard to a mistake which we
think has had much to do in creating in the United
States erroneous ideas respecting the line claimed in
that country as the "highlands" of the treaty of 1783.
have already stated that col. Gouchet^ was
associated by the joint commission in 1S17, with Mr.
Johnson the American surveyor, for the purpose of
running an exploratory north line, and colonel Bouchette, after conducting the exploratory line, re])orfed a section ol elevations lo the commission under
the following title:
"Section showing the difFi-rcnt heights of land between the monuments at the source of the St. Croix,
and the first waters of the Restigouche at the extremity of the exploring line."
This section, which beats his official signature of
"Jos. Bouchette, S. General," exhibits an inclined
profile of the country from the monument at the
source of the St. Croix, to the Great Waggansis, a
stream flowing into the Restigouche, -with several of
the streams intersected by the due north line in its
course.

in a dkeciion north, 47 west, from whence the due tion that
iiort+i line strikes tlie

river.
Ami as the last
farther to the southeast
struclc by the north line,

Beaver

-mentioned stream rises

than the point where

still

it

is

of dividint; at this
^oint the streams running into the St. Lawrence
[from any other waters, runs through the country at
least twenty miles north of the points where the
.sources of the Metis are.
It bein°: evident that the report of these gentlelinen has thrown no light whatever upon the nature
of the country west of their pretendfd northwest
angle, we come back to the assertion of governor
Keut, that the said point is from 2,000 to 3,000 feet
.above the level of the sea, and tliat the country is
high, and even mountainous about that spot."
This assertion he makes upon the responsibility
of his commis.sioners; but the statement is so extremely at varia.'Ke with the fact, and with the results
of the careful observations which we made when
in that part of the country, that we have felt ourselves bound to examine critically into the grounds
which the commissioners of Maine had for assuming a fictitious elevation, the exaggerated height of
which they must have deemed necessary to the essential character of the spot which they have so
strenuously claimed to be the northwest angle of the
it is plain that the chain, insteaii

,

'

treaty.

the altitude of this point we have to report that
it is rather under than over four hundred (eet above
the level of the sea, an estimate which we are not
aliaid to submit to the most rigid scrutiny, having,
independently of our barometrical admeasurements
made other-careful computations deduced from the
current of the Metis, down to the point where it
empties itself into the St. Lawrence, making a proper allowance for three falls upon the stream, one of
them about 100 feet high, and another about twentyfive feet, and a third about eight feet.*
The lollowing passages from the report of these
commissioners, appear to furnish the key to the
cause of the strange discrepancy betwixt these estimates.

Of

"Admitting the different streams (the Rest igouche
and its branches) to be of the same height above the
level of the sea, the Metis or Beaver pond is 531
feet higher, a base line from which, drawn south,
will show a geiieral inclined plane, descending from
thence to the monument at the source of the river
St. Croix, and that the general elevation of the highlands w;ll be between two or three thousand leet
also above the level of the sea. Here is the place
where the treaty of 1783 describes the northwest
angle of Nova Scotia

to

be."

We find no materials speciiTed in this report to
prove the existence of such a "general inclined
plane," as the one here spoken of, save in the following passage:
"According lo the principal British surveyor, under the hftli article of the treaty of Ghent, in 1317,
in col. Bouchette's survey, vertical section and proJile of the country fiom the monument, ninety-nine
miles noi'th. Sugar mountain is shown to be the
highest land upon or near the line in that distance
from the monument, which is undoubtedly the fact.
They

also exhibit a continual rise, in the base of the

whole country,

as indicated by the level of the
streams and the land over which the line passes, to
the waters of the Restigouche. It shows the Meduxnekeag to be higher than the monuments, and
the Presqu* (sle, the De Chute, the Aroostook, St.
John and Grand rivers, all rising successively, one
higher thun the other above the level of the sea.

And

Waggansis

at the termination of the ninetyhigher above the level of the sea tlian
copy of col. Bouchette's
it.
survey and profile is, for the purpose of illustration,
annexed to our map."

the

nine mites,

any

IS

river soutli of

A

We

tec!.

Grand river. North of Grand river, between Ihe
93d and 94th miles, is a ridge, which, though probably higher than any land we had passed over on
the line, appears iiot to be of any con.siderable extent. From this to the 98th mile we passed through
a large swamp, which gives rise to the Waggansis
of the Graiid river."
Such is the character of the country all Ihe way
from the St. John river to the north bank bf the
Quotawankedgwic, a tributary of the Restigouche,
being, in fact, a succession of swamps with occasional low ridges of limited extent; Ihe apparent
height of the country being increased to the eye of
inexperienced persons, by Ihe deep beds which the
Restigouche and its branches, es]iecially the Quotawamkedgwic, have worn. Alter Ihe ascent of tli.hill on the north bank of this last stream, the conntry descends genlly the whole way to tlie point
where the exploratory north line stiikes the stream
ol

which runs

the exploratory
is

We

—

—

—

—

W

—

of Neva Scotia,

*Tlie origirtal section has a perpendicular sc.nle al
being necessary in the execution ol our dulj' to each e.Ktreniitv, which gives the elevation of the dllTercnt points. We have been obliged on account of the
report the true elevation above the sea of that point
diminu'ive sca'e upon which wc have copied the origiwhere the official agents of Maine place theirnorlh- nal, vide map B. No. 5, to express the figures in Engwest angle of Nova S-',otia, it has appeared to us not lish feet, in the same line with the names of the points^
less necessary to,account, if pos.sible, for the wide indicated.
Beneath our copy of col. Bouchette's secdili'i-rence between the 400 feet which we report, and don, we have placed by way of comparison, an outline
the "from 2,000 to 3,000 feet" reported to their go- of our "section of the Cituntry along the due north line,''
vernment by the commissioners of Maine. It is with which is on the margin of map A, with a few corresgreat reluctance, therefore, that we state ourconvic- ponding elevations al different poiuts, in order to illustrate inure clearly the areat disproportions between the
*The distance from the south end of Lake Metis to two sections, and which is at once seen by the followthe mouth of the s'ream a', the St. Lawrence is about ing table:

3S3

about the ninety-first mile, where a moderate
ridte divides the watersof the Falls river from those
until

into Lake Metis. Now the point where
north line leaves the St. John
only 300 feet above the level of the sea; it is
evident, therefore, from what has been stated, that
there is nothing on the whole line from thence to
shall accompany this report with a ropy of the INletis that can farther raise the general elevacolonel Bouchette's section,* which Is altogether er- tion of the country lo any great extent; and as io
roneous.
All the points on the section being visited occasional ridges which have been alluded to, there
by one universal error which pervades it, we shall is not one of them, even if it had any contiuuily,
only specily^ one of those points, viz: that where the that has any connexion with that line of highlands
due north line strikes the St. John. This point, the claimed by the United States as the highlands of the
height of which we know by repeated barometrical treaty of 1783.
measuiements, and by actual land level made from
North EASTEKfr boundary. Very slight notice
tide wafer to the Great Falls of the St. John, does
not exceed 300 feet above the level of the sea. Col. having as yet appeared in tlie Globe or any of Ihe
Bouchette has put it down at 1,8.50 feet, making that government journals in relation to the foregoing
point about 1,000 feet above the level of the monu- spacious report of the British commissioners, alment, and the monument S5() feet above Ihe level of though the document Iras been extensively circulated in this country, we have to resort to editorial
the sea.
conitnents for an offset.
The following is from
As the section of col. Bouchette proceeds farther the New York Courier
and Enquirer of the 4th into the north, it proportionately ascends; so that the
stant
omitting their introductory paragraph.
stand
leet
above
at 2,050
Great Waggansis is made to
The subject is one of such vital -public importhe lev^l of the sea, when probably its true elevation
tance one in which the honor of the nation is so
Reverting then to the passage
is only about 850.
deeply concerned and one involving so completely
quoted from the report of the Maine commissioners,
all our relations with Great Brituin
that we feel it
where they say that the Metis is 531 feet higher
inciiuibent upon us in the faithful discharge of a
than the Restigouche and its branches, and adding
high duty, to devote to it more time and space than
aggan'that height to the 2,050 feet allowed to the
is usually bestowed upon questions requiring dissis, we have a total of 2,5?1 feet lo represent what
cussion in a daily newspaper.
they have stated would be between two and three
Article 2d of the treaty of 1733 defines the
thousand feet.
boundaries of the United States as agreed upon in
We cannot doubt that this is the process by which the treaty of Paris, from which we qoute as folthey have arrived at their conclusion, and that thei: lows:
fallacious estimate is not the result of any observa"Article II. And that all disputes which might
To colonel Bouchelt's arise in future, on the subject ol the bonndariei of
tions made by themselves.
error of 1,700 feet, they have added a conjectural ele- the said United States may be prevented,
it is herevation between the Restigouche and Lake Metis, by agreed and declareil, that the following are
and
equally erroneous, making the sum total of error shall be their bound-rtries, viz:—yroiji the norlhii-est
eqifal "to 2,100 feet. We add that it is quite impossi- angle
of Novn Scolia. viz: thai angle v^hich is formble lor aiiy surveyors having but a sliglit j,» helical ed by 11 line drawn due nor'h
from the nource of the
acquaintance with the nature of inequalilies prevail- St. Croix river, lo ihe hiehlundx which divide those
ing over the surfaces of countries, not to have per- rivers that empty into the SI. Lawrence
from thosf
ceived, whilst passing over that part of the country which fall into the .Atlantic ocean, lo the northwestwhich is the subject of Ihese estimates, that such es- erninost head of the Connecticut river; thence
timates would be rejected as altogether erroneous, down along the middle of that river to the fbrtywhen its elevation was properly examined. B'ttiii Rtth decree of north lalitude.
*
•
*
proof how small tlie elevation of the surface at this east by a line to be drawn along the middle of the
part is, the previous reports of the American sur- river St. Croix from its mouth
in the bay of Fundr
veyors themselves may be quoted. Mr. Johnson, to its source; and from its source, directly north to
in his report to the American agent, filed May 22, Ihe aforesaid
highlands which dieide ihe river that
1813, gives some description of the country, through fall into Ihe Jlllantic ocean
from those which fall into
which the north line was run from the St. John's the river St. Lawrence."
He says:
liver to the Waggansis, at the 99lh mile.
Let the reader here observe that the boundaries
"After rising^ the northwardly banic of the St. of the United States are made to commence anil terJohn, we found tlie country mostly Ilatand swampy. minate at the northtcesl nnple

It

thirty-six miles in a straight line. There are three lakes,
in all about thirteen miles long, leavino; tweenty three
miles of river. Allowing a fall of ten feel to the mile,
which is an extravagant estimate, the height of the spot
claimed by the governor of Maine as being 2,000 to
3.000 feet above the level of the sea, would stand thus:
230 feet.
IQ feet fall per mile for 23 miles
133 "
2 falls above mentioned
Fal's from the source of the Metis to the }
05 11
lake on meandering course for 12 miles J
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270
180
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850
1,160
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1,180
1,470
1,350
1,3S5

2.;0

1470
1.850
2,065

NORTH

It follows of course, then, that the firrt great object to be ascertained, is, "the northwest angle of

Nova Scotia." This is so obvious to the common
sense of every intelligent pr-rson, that lo attempt to
establish a different position, is prima facie evidence of a determination to confuse the wliole
question, instead of a desire to arrive at the truth;
and we may at once judge of the character of the
The section re^'ort bctbre us, by the following extract froai page

section,

....

The monument

vir.:

DUK

which is formed by a line drawn
from the source of the St. Croix river to
the highlands which divide those riveis that empty
into the St. Lawrence from those which fail into
Atlantic ocean."

that angle

""

200
ISO
300
400

17.
"The real subject for discussion is purely the true
direction of the highlands which divide those riveis
that empty themselves into I'le St. Lawrence from
those which fall into the Atlantic ocean."

By this it will be perceived, that instead of ex.13 it was the duty of these commissioners,
into the locality of the northwest aii^le of Nova
Scotia, they have cunningly (ietermin'ed that Ihe
question lo be discussed is, "whicli are the highamining,

NILES'
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ISnds described by the treaty?" Thus is Ihe whole
character oC their report chanjed into the discussion of a question not relevant io the point at issue;
and by thi!< chanfje oC tlie question before them,
they attempt to give a totally different character to
their report from what would have been possible, il
they had honestly approached the subject with a
Among individuals,
desire to arrive at the truth.
the party would be deemed a madman, who should
ask of his neif^hbors to settle the boundaries of his
farm without first poit.ting out to them the place of
departure; and they who undertc>ok the task, would
be equally censurable, if they made the attempt to
discover the true boundaries, without hist determining which was the point of departure named in
This is precisely Ihe situation of the
his deed.
authors of this report; and this position we do not
hesitate to say, i3 assumed by them from a full conviction, that if they had obeyed the injunclion of
the treaty, and first ascertained "the northwest
angle of Nova Scotia" as the place of departure,
all attempts at supporting their claim to the territory in dispute, would have been worse than useless.

The

must be born

mind,

nominalarmy,'
"United States geologist," one of your marketable personages, who having been in our employ for many
years, deemed it no dishonor to offer his services to
get up a report in favor of Great Brila?t) at the expense of the government on whose bnuniy he had
The report itself, is such a
for years suh^sisted!
tissue of" special pleading, that we are pleased to
It is
learn col. Mudge had but little to do with it.
every way worthy of one whose services are alike
at the disposal of either government, when it is
ly the

report,

it

work of

and Mr. G. VV.

col.

Mudge

in

of the

is

British

Feathebstonhaugh,

late
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and

rid

was a

title

it will be perceived that its western boundary
straight line running "direct north" Io Ihe
waters of Ihe St. Lawrence.
Thus the northwest angle of Nova Scotia was fixed
as early as 1621 at the point where a due nortli line
from the western branch of the St. Croix would

first Aay, jiDcr or spring emptying itself
into the St. Lawrence.
And in 1691 the territorial force against itself.'
rights of the
Plymouth company, granted in
it does appear to us, that that cause must be
1606, but which had been forfeited, were restored, bad indeed, which can only be sustained by setting

strike the

New

Now

and new territories annexed, including Nova Scotia at nought the most solemn acts of the British crown,
or Acadia.
But argues the author of this report: and by resort to the disreputable plea, that Ihe crown
"as this was only a war title and by the treaty of made grants of territory to which it had no title in
Rysvick in 1797, all this territory was surrendered to order to set up a false national claim against France.
France, it did not revert to Massachusetts on its re- If it is admitted that such was the policy of the
cession to England in 1763." On this great stress British government in 1664
a policy gravely deis laid; but so far as relates to the question before fended in 184U
have we not good right to charge
us, it is of no importance whatever.
The great ob- that the policy which is now defended, would, if neject now in view is, to ascertain where Ihe true cessary, be now practised; and that the claim now
"northwest angle of Nova Scotia" is, and not what set up in regard to the territory in disprrte between
were Massachusetts' titles to extended territory. Great Britain and the Uirited States, is not one foundWe have already seen that in 1621 it was fixed at ed in either justice or equity, but in that principle
the point where a. due north line from the source of recognized by English diplomacy in 1840, which
the St. Croix intersected the "first bay, river or prompted Charles II to convey to his brother, terriSPRING emptying itself into the (St. Lawrence) great tory not belonging to the crown of England, in order
river of Canada," and at no period has this location to found on such conveyance, "a national claim, and
ever been changed.
In 1763, when England entered not one intended by the crown to be of force against itinto the quiet possession of Canada, George III, is- self." Let it be borne in mind that Ihe report embosued his proclamation on the 7th Oct. defining the, dying this disgraceful plea, is sanctioned by the
southeasterly boundary of Canada, or Quebec as it was British ministry; and that they are to be held rethen called, and therein declared that it should "run sponsible for any arguments advanced in it at war
Ihroirgh the Lake Champlain in forty-five degrees of with the laws and good lailh of the crown of Eng-

—

north latitude along the highlands which divirle the
rivers that empty themselves into the said river St.
Lawrence from those which fall into the sea" to intersect the northwestern angle of Nova Scotia.
Thus conforming in all things" to the langirage used
willing to i»ay for them."
in the original charter of James I, in 1621.
But
contend, and we think if the common-sense says the British commissioners' report, "ihe ads of
view of the subject, that the first queslion to be the British government touching ihe parlitionment of
discussed and determined, is, the location of ihe lands between the provvnces of New Brunswick and
true norlliwesi angle of Nova Scolia; and in this Lower Canada, are not appropriate matters for dis
opinion we are borne out by the treaty of 1794, and cussion in the dispute with the United Slates!"
the instructions of the joint commissioners under
And why not? we would ask: The great object of
the treaty of 1S14. The treaty of 1794, known as the parties is, or at least ought to be, to arrive at the
Jay*s treaty, especially provides for the discov'ery true intent and meaning of the treaty of 1783; and
of this nortliwest angle of Nova Scotia; and with every act of either government calculated to elicit
that view, directs that commissioners be appointed the ()»(/(, is not only "appropriate matters for disby ttie two governments to ^'determine what river cussion," but must necessarily constitute a very
teas truly intended under the imme of the river St. prominent part of the testimony on which the nltiCroix mentioned in the treaty of peace." In order male decision depends. Thus il England in 1763
that a due north line might be run (rotn its source reaffirmed the northwest arrgel of Nova Scotia to be
to the ]>oint designated as the "northwest angle of where it was fixed by James I, in 1621; if in 1691
Nova Scolia." And the source of the St. Croix she gave to the colony of New Plymouth the whole
having been definitively settled by thati-ommi.ssion, of Nova Scotia, ami if the great law officers of the
the commissioners under the 5th article of the crown decided that she was again entitled to it on
trealj" of Ghent, directed the surveyors of the two its recession in 1763; if it shall appear that the progovernments to "proceed upon an exploring survey vince of Quebec or Lower Canada has never atupon a line due north from the lake at the source of tempted to extend its jurisdiction over a single acr'e
the river St. Croix, M^i(^7 they should arrive at some of the territory in dispute, because Ihe northwest angle
one of the streams or waters which are connect- of Nova Scotia was well known, and well understood
to be her southwesterly boundary
ed WITH THE RIVEU St. LaWKENCEI"
then do all of
This is a stumbling block, in the path of .Mr. these r^cts, although confined to her colonies, have
Commissioner Feathekstonhauch; hut it is won- an important bearing upon this question, and enter
derful with what facility he clears all such rubbish largely into the "discussion" of it.
The proclamation of George III, in 1763 was
from his way. The removal of Ibis, was absolutely necessary, and it is done witli the dash of a pen evidently intended to settle forever, the question of
British tommissioner" boundary between the provinces of Quebec, Massait was '^indiscreet in the
and a cunning trick "of Ihe agent of the United chrrsetls and Nova Scotia. The constant changes
States!" This mode of reasoning in so grave a of sovereignty over the territory laying east of the
state paper as that before us, is so preposterous that St. Lawrence, had produced confusion in the bounwe deem it incumbent upon us to refer the reader daries of these provinces; and having for the first
in page 42 of th>-' report for the accuracy of our time come into quiet possession of the province of
Quebec, George III, not only determined to make
quotation.
fjet ns now examine why these instructions viere this definitive settlement, but inasmuch as Quebec
given to the joint surveyors in 1817, and upon was a French province, and it had been determined
what data they were based.
to preserve to it, its French character and governIt must be borne in mind that Lower Canaila, ment, it was also determined to embrace in it all the
was in possession of (he Frcncht'M 1763, whr-n by French settlements on the east bank of the St. LawUp to this period, Eirgland, whenever in the
Ihe treaty of Paris, that province, together with rence.
Nona Scotia or Acadia was ceded to England. Nova occirpancy of the territory on the east side of the
Scotia or Jlcadia, had, however, been in the alter- St. Lawrence, always claimed from the Atlantic to
nate possession of both England and France from that river, known at that time, as the great river of
1021 to 1763, a perr'od of one hundreil and forty- Canada. And in pursuance of such claim, in her
two years; and during the whole of this period it grants of this territory, invariably gave title to the
was bounded on the north by Ihe St. Lawrence. banks of the St. Lawrence. Thirs in 1664 Charles
The first grant of this district of country, was the second granted to his brother the dirke of York
made in 1621 by James I, of England. Its west- the territory of Maine, and in the description of the
ern bonnilary was thus described to which we ask grant, bounded it east by the line of JVoi'a Scotia,
the particirlar attention of Ihe reader. Commenc- "west by the Keaebec river, arrd so upwards by the
ing at Cape Sable and crossing the bay of Fundy shortest course to the river of Canada
"to the river Holy Ci'oss, or St. Croix, and to the northward."
This gave Maine all the territory lying between
furtheresl source or spring upon Ihe western branch
of the same; thence by an iinaginai-y direct line, to the head waters of the Kennebec and the irearest
be drawn or run through the country or over the point on Ihe St. Lawrence (Quebec) ami the east
land, to the north, to the first bay, river or spring, line of Nova Scolia, extending to the St. Lawrence
ernplying itself into the great river of Canada: [the on the north! The full force of this grant, which
St. Lawrence] and from thence running Io the east was purchased by the state of Massachirsetis from
along Ihe shores of the saiil river of Canada." sir Ferdinando Gorges in 1677, is felt by the
This grant was made to sir William Alexander, British commissioners in their r'ecent report; arrd
who gave to Ihe counti-y (he name of Nova Scolia; they adopt two very unsalisfactoiy modes of getting

We
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of it. Iir the first place they contend that the
of the crown was "only a war title" abi-ogated

by the subseqijent cession to France; and secoirdly,
they desire to falsily this solemn act of the crown,
on the pretence that it had no title to the territory in
queslion, and made the gjairt "rather to preserve the
national claim than as intended by the crown to be of

—

land.

But it is a well settled principle that neither individuals or nations, can benefit by their own illegal
and unjustifiable measures; and that such illegal
acts, while of no avail as against third parties, are
valid against themselves: and thus the grant by
Charles II to the duke of York, although now not
recognized, on the plea that it was an act of fraud
intended only to "preserve a national claim" against
France, was valiil as against England, t.t.e'inoinent a
third party became the pur chaser. But we contend,
that it never was made other than in good faith; and
the whig ministry of Great Britain, which in 1840
recognizes the plea now set up by the late "U. S.
geologist," is unworthy of controling the destinies
of a great nation.
But to return to the proclamatiorr of 1763. That
document in defining tire boundaries of the different
provinces, aimeii as we have already said, to retain
within the boundaries of Quebec Ihe entire French
settlements; and therefore, annexed to that province,
the strip of land alorrg Ihe entire east bank of the
St. Lawrence and the bay of Chaleurs, by causing
its northeast boundary to run "along the highlands
dividing the river's which empty themselves into the
said river St. Lawrence from those which fall into
the sea."
All who are familiar with the original, and even
the present settlements of the French population on
the St. Lawrence, the Detroit river, the St. Clair, at
Green bay, and along the Upper Mississippi, need
not be fold that they were, and are confined to the
banks of the rivers; and consequently, the British
authorities well knew, that by simply extending Ihe
boundaries of Quebec to the highlands whence the
waters flowed into Ihe St. Lawrence, they would
beyond all question, include all the French populaThey accordingly confined the words of the proclamation to language
which would simply give to Quebec the tributaries
of the St. Lawrence and no more. The cause of
this was obvious.
The conquered province of Quebec containing only a Frence population, they were
anxious to keep them under the government of the
French customs and laws; but equally anxious to
guard against extending its boundary one foot furIher than was absolutely necessary for such pur-pose.
Good faith too, required that they should not interfere with the grants previously made on Ihe right
bank of Ihe St. Lawrence; and every consideration
of state policy pointed out the advantages of restrictiirg Ihe boundaries of the conquered province, which
was to be governed by laws and customs hostile
to the genius of English institutions, within the
narrowest possible limits consistent with the policy
ofcorrtinuingitasa French province. Accordingly,
Ihe southwestern boirndary of Quebec, was by that
proclamation, gravely fixed within a few miles of the
east bank of Ihe river St. Lawrence, rirnning "along
the highlands dividing the rivers which empty themselves into )he said river St. Lawrence from those
which fall into Ihe sea" until it reached the "northwest angle of Nova Scotia" which had been previously fixed at Ihe point where "a dire north line from
the river St. Croix would strike (he first bay, river
or SPRING flowing into the St. Lawrence."
With regard to the meaning of this lanenage, there
cannot reasonably exist any question. All the rivers
not flowing into the St. Lawrence were known to run
tion within said bourrdar-ies.
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to the eastward into the Atlantic; and it never entereil
into the imagination of the writer ul' the proclamation, that tliere conid be any distinclinn between a
river flowing; into the sea or a bay of the sea.
But
of this hereafter. The simple fact, that under this

of title, Quebec never did and never has
extended her jnrisiliction one loot beyond the sources of the rivers and springs emptyine; into the St.
Lawrence, is co7iclitsive as to the universal iinderstanding of the intention of this proclamation. Then
again, who is it that claims the territory in dispute?
Is it the province of Quebec or Lower Canada? No,
but the province of A"ew Brunswick!
Now surely,
this fact \3 conclusive that Lower Canndti is, and has
been deemed to be bounded since 1763, by the highlands immediately east of the SI. Lawrence, and by
the sources of streams flowing into that river. Admit this, and it is a fuel so notorious ilial no advocate
of tlv. British claim to the disputed territory has ever
ventured to dispute it, and the whole question is rendered so obviously simple, that no person of ordinary intelligence can fora moment honestly question
our right to the boundary as claimed by the state of
defirjition

Maine.

The proclamation of 1763 and

the practice under

for two-thirds of a century, having definitively
settled the eastern limits of the province of Quebec
it

or Lower Canada; let us now investisfate the title to
the intermediate territory between Lower Canada

and New Brunswick.
We have shown, that as early as 1621, \\\s western
boundary of Nova Scolia was determined by "a due
north line to the first bay, riwer or spring emptying into the great river of Canada" (the St. Lawrence) and thence fasfer/ytowards the bay ofChalenrs
the north west angle being that precise point where
said 'due north line' came in contact with the "first

—

spuing" falling into the St. Lawrence.
have also shown that in 1763 George III, by proclamation, fixed the south eastern boundary of Quebec so as to intersect said "north eastern angle of
bay, river or

We

N)va

Scotia."
In the same year, 1763, upon the appointment of
be governor ol Nova Scotia,
the boundaries of that province were again particularly and specifically described
the northern boundary having long bi>en in dispute between England
and France. And on this occassion the "northwesteruniost angle of Nova Scotia" and its western
boundary, were again permanently fi,X!>d in the very
spot where it ever had of right been, and by the use
of language which neither then nor now, admits of
any cavil. It was in the following words: "Across
the entrance of the bay of Fnndy to the mouth of the
river St Croix, Ay the said rirer its source, and by a
line drawn north from thence to the southern boundary
of our colony of Quebec; to the east by said boundary," &c.

Mo^fTAGUE WiLMOT to

—

—

—

And
same

to

make assurance doubly sure,

languag.;

is

used

in

precisely the

the-commission of

Wm.

Campbell in 1767, and of Francis Leggee in
•771. And this definition ot the boundary of Nova

—

Scotia on the part of George III, and his ministers,
was subsequently recognized by act of parliament,
in 1774.
In 1784, ihe year after our treaty of peace and

boundary, New Brunswick was set olf from Nova
Scotia and Thos. Caleton appointed governor.
In his commission the boundaries of New Brunswick are described as follows— being the identical
words used in the commission of MoNXAGfE WilMOT in 1769, viz: "On the westward by the mouth of
the river St. Croix, by the river to its source, and
by a line drawn due north from thence to the southern
boundary of our province of Quebec," Sfc.
And
so in every commission granted down to, and including the commission to the earl of Dalhouse in
1819, the same identical word? were used for defining the western twundary of New Brunswick.
And now let us inquire, to wliom belonged the
i.'umediale territory between Quebec and Nova Scotia, after Ihe proclamation of G.-orge
III, in 1763?
To Quebec? Certainly not; because that province
was bounded by the highlands whence flowid the
waters in the St. Lawrence, and to this d:vy has
never attemple<i to extend its jurisdiction one fool
beyond them; although with a' view to establish "a
national claim" in contradistinction of one of justice
and equity, Bouchette, her majesty's surveyor, has
recently published a new map of Lower Canada, in
which for the, first time, the disputed territory is
made to belong to Canada instead of New Brunswick! and that ton, at the very time that New Brunswick is claiming to exercise jurisdiction over it! If
then, this territory did not in' 1763 belong to Quebec,
to what province did it attach?
Not to Nova Scotia
certainly; because her west line was a due north
Jine from the river ,S/. Croix; noryettoNew Brunswick, b->cause she was not then in existence. But
io the tlien loyal province of Massachusetts
she having ])UrchaseJ thu same from sir Ferdinando Gob-

—

—

GER

in 1677,

York, to
Charles

whom

U.

No one

who

in

it
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held itundertitle from the

duke of ignorance or impudence

had been granted by his brother,

1664.

can question the right of Massachusetts
to this territory, after the issuing of the royal proclamation in 1763; and in 1783 when the boundaries
of the United Slates were to be forever defined, the
commissioners on the part of Great Britain insisted
upon using the identical language which determined
the western boundary of Nova Scotia arjd the south
eastern boundary of the province of Quebec, viz:
^^From the northwestern angle of Nova Scotia, viz;
that angle which is formed by aline drawn due noith
from the source of the St. Croix river to the high-

word? of the grant

as he

may

29

think proper.

The

are:

"To the river Holy Cross or St. Croix, and to the
farthest source or spring upon the western branch
of the same; thence by an imaginary direct line to
be drawn or run through the country or on the land
to the north, to the first bay, nuer, or'SPRING, emptying itself into the great river of Canada."
Here it will be perceived, that instead of not meaning a small stream only sufficient to float logs, it actually means anij rtquirei that it sUall stop at the
first

spring emptying

itself into the St.

Lawrence;

meaning to stop on the first height of land
from whence water Hows into that river.
lands which divide those rivers which empty into
But says the report, it never was intended by the
the St. Lawrence from those which fall into the At- treaty of 17S3 that the boundary df Massachusetts
lantic ocean."
should cross the St. John's river: and
The very evident tendency and intention of using
"In a treaty the express object of which was to
this language, was to secure to Massachusetts all its define the boundaries of the United States, now for
territory, the same as to every other of the then late the first lime separated from the parent country, it
provinces and consequently, the whole of that portion was obviously unnecessary even to allude to a river
of it lying west of the line of Nova Scotia, and which confessedly rose and emptied itself within
south and east of the province of Quebec, on which Ihe king's retained domains, and no part of the course
she adjoined. And as the simplest and most certain of which lay within the territory intended to be cedmode of doing this, and in the words of the treaty ed Io the newly constituted state."
itself, to guard "against all disputes which might
We have heretofore alluded to the commission
arise in future on the subject of the boundaries," ap|)ointed under the treaty of 1794, to "determine
the conunissioners embodied in the second article what river was truly intended under the name of Ihe
of the treaty, nearly the identical words used in river St. Croix mentioned in the treaty of peace."
defining the westerly boundary of Nova Scotia and In relation to what AigAtenrfs were intended, or where
the south and southeasterly boundary of Quebec.
they were to be found, no question was raised, beOf the true meaning of the language used in the cause no doubt existed it being well understood
treaty the British commissioners appear to be per- that the highlands were sutficienlly defined as those
fectly conscious; and if it were possible, give ad
from which the water Howed iiilo the St. Lawrence.
ditional importance to it, by very unwisely attempt- But there had been a doubt in regard to which was
ing to show that it was the result of misapprehen- the river St. Croix; and this, we contend, was the
sion.
Accordingly we have a large argument de- only doubt that ever existed the only question that
signed to prove that the original grant of Nova Sco
ever was raised, until 1819.
The British agent
tia or Acadia in 1621 by J.\mes 1, to sir Wm. Alexunder that commission, contended for the western
ander being in latin has been incorrectly ren- branch of the Saudiac as the true SL Croix, and
dered, and that instead of "by a line due north from that the line should thence run due north till it arthe St. Croix" it should have been rendered, "to- rived at water flowing into the St. Lawrence, which
wards the north." But of what consequence is this would be at the highlands named in the treaty and
to the matter in dispute?
The error, if there be one, cruisf quently, the "northwest angel of Nova Scotia."
crept into the English proclamations and grants at He says that "the province of Nova Scolia at the
an earl}' day.
It was definitely adopted in the protune of the treaty of 1783, was bounded to the northmation of 1763, in the appointment of Montague ward by the southern boundary of the jirovince of
Wilmot governor of Nova Scotia in the same year; Quebec, which was established by proclamation in
in that of Wm. Campbell in 1761 and of Leggee
1763, and included in all the counties bounded on
in 1771; in the act of parliament of 1774; and finalthe north by a line from the bay of Chaleurs along
ly, it was embodied in our treaty of peace in 1783the highlands which divide the rivers which empty
And again, of what importance is it, according to the themselves in the St. Lawrence from those which fall
principles of this report, whether the original words into the sea;" and in contending for the west branch
were "toward the north" or "due north" when the of Ihe Sc'mdiac as the true Si. Croix, he expresssame quibblers gravely conlend that the original ly admits that the line will necessarily cross the
grant was only a "war grant" and in no way binding RIVER St. John in reaching the highlands describu]ion the parties?
The caviling on this subject ed in the treaty, and which were well known to the
however is important; for while it cannot change the British authorities as the southern boundary of Quewords of the treaty, it clearly proves that iji the es- bec. His main argument for the west branch of the
timation of those who make, and those who adopt Scaudiac as the true St. Croix, was founded on its
the report, the words "due north" are fatal to ttie convenience to both nations; as a line from thence
claims of Great Britain.
would give each nation the mouths of Ihe rivers
As an evidence of the carelessness and inconsis- rising in its territory and he proceed to say: "A
tency with which argument upon argument is jum- line due north from the source of the western or main
bled together in this report, and the whole subject branch of the Scavdiac, will fully secure this effect
involved in as much mystery as possible; we would to the U. States in every instance, except in that
of
instance a long paragraph at page 30 designed to the rirer St. John, wherein it becomes imposprove that the "due north line" forming the western sible by reason that the source of this river is to the
boundary of Nova Scotia, was intended to reach and tccstward of Penobscot anil even the Kenebeck, so that
terminate at some large bay or river known as a THIS north line, must OF NECESSITY CROSS THE
naval station; and consequently, was intended to St. John.
But if a north line is traced from ihe
terminate at the mouth of the Chaudiere nearly op- euit branch of the Scauifiac, it will not only cross
posite Quebec and but little north of west from the THE St. John, within fifty miles of Frederickton the
sources of the St. Croix! The commissioners grave- metropolis of New Brunswick, but it will cut otf the
ly say:
sources of rivers which fall into the Bay of Cha"It was not known at that time that either bay or leurs," Sec. 8ic.
river existed in the part of the St. Lawrence to
This then, was the whole ground of dispute in
which the American translation would draw this 1794, and at that time Ihe whole question ot bounline.
The small unnavigable streams taking their dary turned upon what was the true St. Croix—
rise from twenty to thirty miles south of Ihe St. parties conceding because it admitted of no question,
Lawrence and north of the SI. John, were unknown that start where the line may, it must "o/ lecessily
at that period and would not have been dignified crofs the river St. John."
'Well, after an actual
with the name of riVer had they been known, seeing survey under cominijsioners airpointed by both sothat in our times they only serve to float Indian ca- vernments, the point of departure on the true St.
noes and pine logs which are sent down the streams Croix is determined upon and mutually conceded;
to be manufactured into deals by the sawmills, con- and then, in ISI9 and not till then, the British o-ostructed near their mouths."
vernment in Ihe face of all its grants, proclamalions
Here is a grave attempt to make us believe, that and acts of parliaments— in the face of its well known
the west line of Nova Sco'.ia, instead of running "due practice in the province of Quebec, its trealystipunorth" was intended to run nearly wesl. and reach lations, and its grave admissions in 1794 nay, in,
the mouth of the Chaudiere opposite Quebec, which the very teeth of forty years quiet possession, o-ravewould thus become the true "northwest angel of ly assumes the ground that the due north line from
Nova Scotia." And to strengthen this conviction, Ihe source of the St. Croix, must not cross the river
the learned and well informed commissioners argne, St. John; and tliat an isolated mountain called Mars
that it is evident from the phraseology of the de- Hill, constitutes the highlands which divide the wascription of this boundary, that the line was intend- ters emptying themselves into the St. Lawrence
ed to strike some large river or bay on the St. Law- Irom those which .'"ill into the Ailanlic ocean!!—
rence!
What ren li^r,? ths claim still more untenable, is Ihe
Let the reader contrast this argument with the well eslahlished fact, that of all the waters which
language of the boundary spoken of, and then attri- rise or flow within one hundred miles of this Mars
bute the aigumuiit of the coinmissioueis to either Hill, not a solitary drop finds its way into Ihe St.
clearly
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By reference to the former portion of these re- port was doubtless draivn up under the immediate
Lawrence! In shoi t, there is not the shadovv of a
bhade of reason or justice wliereoii to base this cluira; raartis, defining the boundary of the province of supervision of the Biitish ministry.
We have already sliewn that it is based on Ihe
but it has thus far been ur;^eJ, simply and solely, Quebec by proclamation in 1763, it will be perbecause sucli a termination of this north line would ceived that the language there used is "the high- assumption (a most unwarrantable one), that the
ds which divide the rivers which empty them- first great object in order to arrive at a proper ungive to England a valuable sirip of country, and afford her easy access from Lower Canada to New selves into the St. Lawrence from those which fall derstanding on the subject, is to discover the highnto the sea," while in the treaty of 17S3, the term lands named in the treaty of 1733 instead of "the
Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Let us n,^xt examine the pretentions and views 'Atlantic ocean" is substituted for "the sea." That northwestern angle of Nova Scotia." And we acof Great Britain at the period of the treaty of Ghent the two terms were considered synonymous, no cordingly find that the great purpose of the survey
question; and and the report, is to prove that the highlands of
in 1814. In a note to our commissioners dated Au- reasonable person can for a moment
gust Sih, 1S14, they propose to •'discuss suckavaria- yet the British government his gravely advanced the which jVars Hill is an isolated part, are in facta
as may se- argument, that "sea" and "Atlantic ocean," do not continuous chain of very elevated mountains extiou of the line of (n-jrth. eastern) frontier,
cure It direct coMinunicalioii between, Quebec and Ha- mean on.? and the same thing; and that while the tending from the bay of Chaleurs to the head waTo this our commissioners replied, that they use of the term "sea" would undoubtedly have ren- ters ol the Connecticut, and the identical highlifax!"
uere not authorised to cede any part of our territo- dered the whole matter clear and our claim indispu- lands intended to be described in the treaty of 1783'
table, the substitution of the term "Atlantic ocean," That there is a disconnected chain of high hills
ry; and the British commissioners again urged the
this report,
subject, saying that they were ''persuaded an ar- not only cuts us otf fro:n what has heretofore been passing in the direction described by
acknowledged to be the "northwestern angle of we have no doubt; and so far as the great question
if
easily
be
made,
enmijht
point
this
on
run-cement
iin/iossible in dispute is concerned, we are perfectly willing to
lereil into a spirit of conciliation, without any pre- Nova Scotia," but renders it absolutely
judice to the interests of the district in question."— ever to run the line according to the treaty of 178:5! admit that it is the highest chains of mountains in
Our commissioners again pleaded their want of pow- This is the great we might say, the only argument Ihat section of country, and perfectly unbroken
bay of
er to cede any portion of our territory even lor a "/jir on which they place any reliance; and when we Irom the head of the Connecticut to the
Such however is not the fact. But if it
eqitiiialenl;" to which on the Sth of October the Bri- claim to run the line due north till we reach the Chaleurs.
waters flowing into the St. Lawrence, they say "no, were, under what pretext could this chain of hills
tish commissioners gave the following important retreaty
sponse: "The Brili;h ijovernment rjever required these cannot be the highlands described iu the trea- be claimed as the highlands described in the
waters which of 17S3? In the first place they are more than one
that all that portion oi' the slate of Massachusetts ty, because these highlands divide the
which lies between New Brunswick and Quebec empty into the St. Lawrence from those which fall hundred miles south of the northwest angle of Nova
should be ceded to Great Britain; but only thatsin./« into the sea, o- into the bay of Chaleur, bay of Fun- Scotia; viz: Ihat angle which is fiirmed by "a due
portion of unsettled country which interrupts the dy, and the Atlantic ocean. These bays are a part north line from the source of the St. Croix until it
communicar.on between Quebec and Halilax, there of the sea, but constitute no part of the Atlantic strikes the first bay, river, or spring emptying into
being much doubt whether it does not already belong ocean the river SI. John does not empty into the the great river of Canada;" and secondly, this line
Atlantic ocean, but into the seai alias, the bay of of higldands does not, according to the words of
to Great Britain."
Now, if the treaty of 17S3 gave to Great Britain Fundy." And these honest statesmen proceed to the treaty, "divide those rivers that empti/ themselves
but which never was dis- say, that inasmuch as there are no "highlands which into the St. Lawrence from those which fallinlo ihe
the territory in dispute
jiutedfrom 1783 till ISl'J— why did t'leBritisli com- divide the rivers which empty into the St. Lawrence Allanlic ocean."
These two important facts will not be denied by
missioners in I8U, asks us to discuss the propriety from those which fall into the Atlantic ocean," the
of a '-vakiation" in this north eastern line? Why terms of the treaty cannot be complied with, and a any person; and the manner in which heretofore
northwest
adopted.
T«eir
conventional
line
must
be
they
have attempted to get over them is. by the
to
cede,
what
she
ask
us
did
if it was hers already
she noil) calls hers by treaty but which she tlien de- angle of Nova Scotia is found on the highlands we plea that it is utterly impossible to run the line acsignated as •a small portion of the stale of Massa- claim; but as those highlands divide the rivers which cording to the trealy of 1783, because no such highIs empty into the St. Lawrence from those which tail lands as are thus described, can be discovered.
chiLseUs, li/ins; between Quebec and Halifax?"
Kiigland in the habit of purchasing that which is into the sea, and not the Atlantic ocean, which in Mr. Fe.vthehstonhaugh however, is a less scruever
their language does not include the bays of Fundy, pulous agent than Great Britain has ever before
Has
she
stipulations;
plafnly hers by treaty
been known to ask lor the cession of any territory Chaleurs and Mirainichi, although the term sea been able to secure. He has no reputation lo lose;
which was hers already by a solemn treaty? In short, does, we are prohibited from running to the said and therefore, to gain favor with his new masters,
is it not
unhesitatingly asserts, that the highlands of which
did not her commissioners, by asking for a vurialioii highlands. Now, is it not inconceivable
of the line under the treaty of '83, plainly and dis disreputable disgraceful to the character of Eng- Mars Hill is a part, are the identical highlands decontemptible
and
unthat
scribed
in the treaty!
One who in the face of truth,
line
glish
diplomacy,
such
a
treaty,
the
was
as
tinclly admit, that under that
dirfmed by us, and not as she has since assumed to tenable quibble should be resorted to, to withhold dares to hazard such a declaration, does not merit
at the hands of the
that
which
is ours by the most solemn treaty
either
courtesy
or
consideration
what
from
us
But
convenience?
own
her
define it for
Yet such is the fact; and every one reviewer.
vates the assumption in this case, is her now grave- stipulations?
But we have said that the highlands in question,
ly contending, that all the territory north of Mars who has written or argued on this subject, is free to
or in other words, admit, that if the sea and Atlantic ocean mean the are not one continuous chain, although it would be
Hill, is and always has been hers
From the map
that no part of the state of Massachusetts (now same thing, there could be no question of the jus- of no consequence if they were.
Halifax or inter- tice of our claim, and no difficulty in running the before us, which is "got up" to suilain the report
and
Quebsc
between
lies
Maine)
we are reviewing, we perceive that Mars Hill is (a
cepts her communication between those two places. line according to the treaty of 1783.
fact we knew before), some twenty miles distant
In 1814 she offered to buy this "small portion of cinBut unfortunately for the character of English diof ground; and insotlled country," now she ruthlessly lays her hands plomacy, those who have advanced this absurd ar- from any other elevated piece
upon seven millions of acres of our soil, and says gument, and would on the strength of it rob us of deed the whole clain of highlands which are made
on the map,
appearance
assume
very
formidable
to
a
"small
a
portion"
purchase
to
offered
once
to us— I
more than ten thousand square miles of territory,
rivers and
of this district for my convenience, I now claim have not exercised thf ir usual caution, or exhibited are merely high spurs through which the
south, or what the commis10,705 square miles ot it, as ininejby right, and ain good memories in relation to the past. The British streams run Irom the
Thus the
American
side.
sioners
would
call
the
title
to
it,
by
force
of
prepared to make good my
commissioner, under the treaty of 1794, when areast branch of Ihe river Reslook rises acording to
arms.
guing in favor of Scaudiac as the true St. Croix,
highlands,
these
fifteen
soulA
of
this
map
miles
used
by
Great
arguments
the
examine
We will now
says: "A line north from that termination upon the
finally emptits
Britain against our claim. They' are first, that even map will not intersect any of the riveis wliich empty runs through them to the north and
into Ihe St" John in what is claimed as Biilish tertlie tr?aty of Ghent throws doubt upon our claim,
themselves into the sea north of the moulh of the
course
it
nasses
by hills 1,660,
ritory;
although
in
its
and
mean
the sea
secondly that the Allanlic ocean
SI. Croix, except the St. John." Here the St. John
These however are mere
741) feet high!
di.ieient tilings, and that while agu//or a bay is part which falls into the bay ol Fundy, is designed as a 918 and
from
each other;
miles
distant
ten
and
twenty
peaks
There
ocean.
are
of
the
part
of the sea it is no
river emptying into the sea; and yet this same comand not a chain of highlanils, as is evident from the
dtiier vague insinuations and conclusions set foj thin missioner, in speaking of the due north line crossing
lhrou[;h them from the
runs
that
this
water
fact
ultimately
turn
all
they
but
us;
belbre
report
the
the St. John, describes it as an "Atlantic river."
south!
Then again, Lake Seuhawpen lies on the
upon the distinction diami between ocean and sea.
But it may be said this is an act of an individual
With regard to the first objection, we have only only. Let us examine the treaty of 1783 itself: In south of this imaginary chain of highlands but
empties
its waters into Ihe Reslook on the no) (A,
the
itself.
In
reGhent
to quote from the treaty of
the third article of this same treaty, in regulating
although a spur of highlands is marked as 880 feet
ciliil of the filth article, it says: "Whereas neither
the fisheries, our right to fish "in the gulf of St.
high.
So
also with the St. Croix of this region,
nortli
from
the
due
lying
highlands
of
the
that point
Lawrence and all other places in the sea," is admita dozen other
source ef the livcr St. Croix, and designated in the ted. Here then a gulf is cansidered a pari of the the Marascawgun tlie Unqualeus and
highlands and
lormer treaty of peace as the nortliwcstern an;le of sea, as is a bay, but they constitute no part of the streams; they all rise .i->uth of these
what is still
But
the
north.
run
through
them
to
of
t!ie
head
Nova Scotia, nor the northweslernmost
ocean.
In ihe 8lii article of the treaty, however, we
are not,
Connecticut, Aac yel been ascertained, ami whereas are told that gu^f is a part of the ocean! viz: "The more conclusive as to the liict that these
treaty of 1783
highlands
of
the
cannot
be
the
and
the
dominions
of
between
boundary
that part of the
navigation of tlie river Mississippi from its source
according to the British commissioners own shewthe two powers which extends from the source of the lo the ocean, shall forever remain," &,c. !!ic. Does
ing
the Reslook liver as laiil down on their map,
surriver St. Croix, directly north, &.c. has not been
not this very clearly prove, that throughout this
takes its rise south of these hills, in longilude 62°
commissioners
veyed, it is agreed, &.c. and the said
treatj^, sea and ocean were considered and used as
10' and passes through them to the north; then
shall have power to ascertain and determine the synonymous?
in
the
treaty
of
Ghent,
Again,
"Atcrosses them again to the south in longilude 69°;
with the pro])uinls above mentioned in. conformity
lantic ocean" is distinctly and emphatically used lo
then runs along their southern base to longitude
178:!."
visions of said treaty of peace of
include all gulfs and bays and inlets of every deabout C8° 10' when it again passes through thein
itstlf, it is at once
(realy
the
Irom
extract
this
By
scription.
I5ut we will not lire our readers with atof
1S14
to the nortfi and empties itself into the SI. John.'!
treaty
the
made apparent, that so far from
tempting further to rebut an assumption n'sorted to
llfie then we have a line of high hills claimed
showing any doubt upon the practicability ol find- for convenience only, and found to bo untenable by
the true highlands of the treaty of 'S3, when
that
as
recites
simply
it
boundary,
ing the prescribHd
Ihe very livaly in which its obvious meaning is atin fict it is one hundred miles south of the northir'Kvcusthe iinrthwest angle of A'oua Scutta has not lempled to be distorted.
west angle of Nova Scotia; and instead of "disame
h;i>n ascertained, and the westerly line of the
The very great length to which these remarks viding the rivers which empty themselves into the
luovince has not yet been a.icertained, a commission
"in con- have already extended, admonish us that we should St. Lawrence from those whicli fall into tlie Atlanshall proceed lo run Ine lino of boundary
to terminate them without giving that criti- tic" it divides no waters whatever; and no part of
hasten
admits
thus
and
of
n.S3;
formity" with the treaty
up to 1314, cal examition to many parts of the report which its the waters which flow from them, approach nearer
in the clearest and fullest tornis, Ihat
ol run- imporlance merits. It ajipean on the liice of it, that than one hundred miles to the St. Lawrence. They
"practicability"
the
of
rtoubl
was
lio
there
commissioners were directed as soon as Ihe sur- are not iu fact, highlands which divide any rivers or
nin» the line iu "conformity with the treaty of peace the
vey was ma le to repair lo London, where this re- slream?, because the same streams cioss audrecrosa
ci hss."
|
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Ihera repeatedly from north to south; ami in short,
tliey have not a solitary characteristic of the highlinils describeil in the treaty.

We

will now proceed to shew that even according to this report, the higlilarids ol the tiealy are
The commissioners give a protasily to be lound.

of the elevation of the country on the due north
line from Mats Hill to Beaver river, the first water
due north from the St. Croi.'i which empties itself
By this, their own shovvin;,
into (he St. Lawrence.
it appears that the base of Mars Hill is only ISO
Where the liiie
feet above the level of the ocean.
crosses the St. John the elevation is 300 feet above
tide water, and at the head nf Becver river, the
country gradually ascendir.g, the elevation is 400
Here then we have a gradual elevation from
feel!
tide water to the elevated region where the water
file

falls

into

tlie

St.

Lawrence,

o(

fodk hundred

feet; and although in this extensive district of
country there are many high mountains, there is no
range of hills changing the course of the streams,
until you strike that where the Beaver river Jiows
norlward. And it is wortliy of remark, that the
map before us made by the commissioners, and
Mitckel's map which it is admitted oa all hands,
was used at the treaty of 1783, it having been published under the direction of the lords of plantations are in all essential particalarA alike, except
that the highlands laid down on Milchel's map are
for their owji purposes erased by the British commissioners, and their newly claimed highlands substilnledl
And yet while Mitcliel's highland are
erased the course of the strea.ms is unaltered. That
Mr. FEATHEESTONH.iUGH's new map shows a
smaller range of highlands where we claim
the true highlands to be; but at the same time he is
compelled to show that all the water flowing fVom
this range, falls either into the SI. Lawrence or the
is,

much

Atlantic ocean, though he does uot admit that the
bays are a part of the ocean. Another curious
is, that every stream in the disputed territory,
numerous as they are, with the solitary exception
of the head of the Quolliwainkedgnic river, empties
into the SI. John and thence into the Atlantic
ocean, while not one foot of territory is claimed by
us, the waters from which fall into the bay of
Ckaleurs.
Having followed the due north line as surveyed
by the commissioners in 1S19, till it strikes the
Beaver river, which empties itself into the SI. Lawrence, to which it is admitted the country gradually
ascends till it obtains an elevation o( four hundred
feet, and which is the true "north west angle of
Kova Scotia," we liave nothing to do but to follow
thi.s elevated ridf;e ol mountains, highlands, or table
we care not what it is called
land if you please
until you reach "the north westernmost head of
Connecticut river." But, say these commissioners,
"some of the streams which fall into the St. Lawrence from this elevated ridge, rise to the eastward
of others which run east and fall into the St. John."
Nothing more probable or natural; but this creates
no difficulty. The words of the treaty do noi. call
for a straight line; but as it is admitted that there is
a dividing ridge which does separate the streams
flowing west from those iiowing east we care not
how crooked it runs or whether its elevation be four
hundred or four thousand feet all Ihat is necessary, is to follow- that ridge and pa=s round the heads
otthe streams iiowing from it into the St. Lawrence
nud the Allatitic ocean. There is, in our opinion,
no difliculty whatever, in running the line according to the treaty but the grasping disposition of
England; and she should be informed at once, that
DO contingency can ever arise which will induce the
United States to surrender its just claims to this territory.
It is of but little value; but it has become a
point of national honor to resist this attempt to rob
us of what is clearly ours by treaty; and never will
I foot of it be yielded except to a hostile force which
fact

—

—

—

we cannot

resist.

If facts and documents prove any thing, they
clearly demonstrate that there is but one ridge of
hills or "highlands which divide the waters empti/mg
themselves into the St. Lawrence from those which fail
into the Atlantic ocean ;" and but one point where a

due noirh line from the moment placed at the head
of the St. Croix, can strike the first baij, river or
t;>ring, the waters of which flow into the St. Lawence. By their own shewing, this last.point, "the
northwest angle of Nova Scolia," is at an elevation
ol four hundred feet above the sea; and by theii'own
shewing too, this same elevation or highland, conllnnes in a southwest wardly course, und the waters
frnm its summit, (low both into Ihe St. L-iwretice
and the bay of Fundy (Atlantic ocean). jN'ow this
being the case, where is then even the appearance
ol justice or common fairness, in arguing that a line
of hills 100 miles south of the north west angle of
Nova Scolia, and from which not one drop of water
ever finds its way to within one hundred miies of

—
12,

—
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the St. LawrencP' what propriety is there we a.= k,
in claiming these, as the hills or highlands of the
The very urging of such a plea is
treaty of 17S3?
insulting to our country; as is the attempt /raiiduIcntly to withhold from us that which is manilestly
ours by treaty, disreputable to the character of English diplomacy, and fraught with danger to the future peace of the two countries.
regret that our space will not permit ns to
refer to other parts of this weak, one sided, and we
cannot but
had almost said, insulting report.
express our astonishment that the English ministry
did not refuse to receive it until altered in those
parts where it charges upon the American commisBut
sioners and surveyors frauds and deception.
we have no time to go into details; nor is the late
"U. S. geologist" worthy of any especial notice.
His object has been accomplished by being employed; let those who employed such a renegade, be
answerable for the consequences.
Under act 14 Geo. iii, 1774, an attempt was made
to extend Ihe jurisdiction of Ihe province of Quebec
over the northern part of Massachusetts and Nova
This, however, was confined to the statute,
Scotia.
and in consequence of the remonstrance of the province, the attempt was abandoned.
Yet in the report before us, Mr. Featherstokhaugh repeatedly refers to the act of 1774, and points Iriumjihantly
to it in support of his position.
Here again he
shews his impudence and ignorance an ignorance
which the British ministry have fully endorsed; but
fortunately for the United States, the debate in parliament on the treaty of 1733 beingsnbmitled to the
lords and commons, is conclusive both as to that act
and the whole question of the northeastern boundary.
On the 251h page of Ihe British commissioners'
report, we find the following:
"On a review of the preceding pages, it will be
«
»
»
•
seen that we have shown
"4th. That the boundary description contained in
the commission of governor Wilmot and other governors; ill Vie Quebec act o/ 1774; in the resolutions
of congress in the senate journals; in Ihe roval proclamation of 1783; and in the treaty of 17S3, are

We

We

—
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tended
J

to twice their ancient limit'; and with so little
attenlion that part of Ihe land of Nova Scotia is within Ihe line of the American coast."
In the commons same day.

Lord .N'oRTH. "In this provincial treaty I find
articles that are a positive contradiction to that reciprocity set forth in the preamble.
I have examined
the treaty with the most minute attention, and as far
as

my

to say,

little
I

knowledge of geography

have found,

if

is all

me
may be allowThe boun-

will permit

the expression

ed, that the 'reciprocity'

on one side.

daries which have been drawn are not only new in
their nature, but extieinely generous in their princi|)le.
Uii Ihese bojmdaries
HAVE given Ameri-

WE

ca IN Nov.v Scotia a

tract

of country so exten-

comprehends twenty-four Indian nations.
]Pliy was not the boundary which was to be found in
our slatute book on the table, as settled in 1774,
thought as proper as that which is now established
with regard to Canada? By this Ihe Americans
would have been kept at such a distance as might
not have templed them to break that permanency of
friendship which I believe everyone conceives to be
sive Ihul

it

necessary

to encourage."
The lord advocate, (Dundas). "He recounted,
the Quebec line was 7iot adopted, and argued that
the boundary prescribed by the article of the present treaty, was that least likely to create future un-

why

easiness."

Governor Johnson "was very severe

in

his stric-

tures on the boundaries of the United Slates, which
he said apjiearcd to him to be not only ignorantly

drawn, but to give away lands, forts and fisheries,
which Ihe crown had no legal power to cede. He
t/tose who drew up the se-

poinled out the ignorance of

cond

article.

Sir Adam Ferguson declared himself ready to subscribe to the opinion, that the act of last session gave
tlie crown the power in question, but he never;heless thought his majesty had exceeded the act, and
had gone farther than he had any legal or constitu-

tional authority to go.
What he meant was the
cession to Ihe United States of America, of a great
part of the province of Quebec, and of Nova Scotia He
knew of no authority whatever th..t the crown was
invested with, to make that cession. The Quebec
ALL IDENTICAL WITH EACH OTHER."
We have already shown how utterly at variance act, tiie only statute in being that fixed the boundawith the truth, is this solemn declaration; we now ries of Canada, slated Ihat tliose boundaries should
propose to place Ihe reader in posses.sion of the continue to be the limits of Canada, as Ion"- as the
most conclusive evidence that not only is this de- crown should think proper. He thought something
claration /aZs«, but that the full extent of the terri- riecessaiy to cure the evil, and to prevent future
tory ceded to us, was well understood by England ut doubt and uncertainty, which might occasion much
the time of the treaty of 1783; and that the ministry luisrhief
Mr. Eden said a few wonls in concurrence with
of that period, admitted at the time, that they had given
Mr. Solicitor General's opinion as to the matter reus every foot of territory which we now claim.
After signing the preliminaries of peace in'17S3, ferred toby the hou. baronet, not being then under
Mitchell's, the same which coi.sideration; he remarked, at Ihe same time, that
a map of the country
had been used at the treaty, and which was an offi- tliere was gieat force in what had fallen from lion, bacial map issued under the direction of the lords of roret. It was that very point, he said the cession cf
plantations
was published in London for the infor- 18,()'.)0 square miles of country to the U. S/a/es, Ihat had
mation of parliament and all concerned. That maji struck him, vihen he first saw the provisional treaty,
we have heretofore published on two diffeient occa- and had impelled him to raise, as soon as the articles
sions; and that map it is admitted by all parties, of llie treaty were read, and mention the circumstance
to the house.
gives us precisely the line of boundary we claim.
i\lr. Secretary Townshend.
On the 17th Jamiary, 17S3, the Biitisli ministers
He next adverted
laid before pariiament the preliminaries of peace to Ihe boundaries, the extcnsiveness of which fie i?jwith the United States; and on Ihe 17lh of Ihe fol- fended on arguments of general policy and particulowing uiontii, February, the whole subject was fiil- lar necessity. By the different charters he showed
In that that the d'fferent provinces had various degrees of c.vly discussed in both the lonls and commons.
discussion reference was had to MilcheWs map. Which tent towards the northward; and as to the line drawn
was widely circulated, and which was admitted to by Ihe statute book for Canada (in 1774) to which
the noble lord hail alluded, a very little reflection
I.i
be the one used by the commissioners at Paris.
the lords an address ofthanks was moved to the king, surely would suffice to convince every gentlemaa
which led to an animated discussion, from which tiiat the attempting to enforce that line would have irwe propose now to quote, merely premising that our ritated America and revived that spirit of resentment
government, and all interested in Ibis question may which it was now onr business to quiet. The statute
find these debates in the XXllI volume of '•Han- in question was the Quebec act, passed in 1774
sard's Parliamentary History" published in Londcm, an act by no means relished in America: instead,
THEREFORE, of reverting to that line, or the line de1S14.
The earl of Carlislf.. "We withdraw our fleets scribed by proclarration, it had been thought better to
and our armies. We keep no possessions kver claim- FIX a new boundary, /ui>,_;'usi and /ifieraZ, and
ed by the thirteen provinces. Their independence such as the Americans opposed."
The act of 1774 passed when Massachusetts was
is perfect."
Viscount Townshend "severely censured the boun- in a partial state of rebellion, and the objectof which
daries as described in the preliminary ariicles, and wr.s 10 take fioni her the very country now in disimagined, that as Ihe Americans had taken such care pute the report alleges, w:is countenanced anil reco:fnised by the treaty of 1783; and that the bounto Secure what they had negotiated for, thej' would
in the end take all Canada into their hands.
They daries fixed by that act and the treaty of 'S3, "are
had evidently been too cunning for us in their nego- IDEKTICALl"
tiation.
Why could not some man from Canada, a
\\'e a.'k the reader to compare this grave though
respectable Canadian merchant have been thought untrue declaration of this very important report
of for the business which Mr. Oswald had been sent important notwithstanding its wilful misrepresentato negoUate.
He either did not know or appeared tion, because adopted by Ihe British ministry comignorant how Ike country lay, which he had been pare Ihis we say with the debates in parliament u.i
granting away."
this idenlical article in the treaty!
The eail of Shklbuene. "Mr. Oswnld was apThis debate settles the whole ("ontroversy.
It
pointed because he was inflexibly upright; had long Ifiaves nolhing to be discussed; and we trust l.'ieday
and extensivel)' been engaged in commerce, and was is not far distant, when we shall have an administrawell versed in the local knowledge of America."
tion of sufficient intelligence to known that there is
Lord Loughborough. "Under the color of as- on record so important and coiicluyive a debate on
certaining a boundaiy, the coasts likewise, are ex- this ['lain a;;d simple question.
.
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Edocation statistics. In a single ward in the city
John Q. Adams, ex-presideni, went passenger in the of New York, the returns of the present census comprise no less than 991 white persons, over 20 years of
Arcadia steamer from Boston (or Halifax.
age, who can neither read nor write.

CHRONICLE.

Afric-ins. Tlie 36 Africans of the Amiswd are now
Haven, wlipre lliey enjoy the
at Weslville, near
to speak
air, in perfect healtli. They have learned
lanonane, some have commenced vvriiing and read

it
were the most fanciful and brilliant
dreams of mythology, that the lion has in truth become a "iion." While all the dandies of Paris are so

realizing as

frenzed with the marvellous exhibitions at Franconi's,

Quebec this year to 29th ult. got up by lion tamers, that they have as near as shagble in the arrangement of their hair, adopted the
same date, 6,634.
gy mane of the animal. This is the one grant point of
Exchanges, at New York, on London 6J; on France unifjrmity in which they all agree. Another appears
our
Their atfections are warm and 5f. 30; on Philadelphia 3|; on Baltimore 2i; Wash- to be an aping of English talk and sports; and as if a
tlie New Testament.
lively, particularly towards Africa, to which they long ington 2J; Richmond, Petersburg and Norfolk 34; Ra- profound knowledge of John Bull was thereby indicatleigh 4; Charleston, South Carolina 2a2i; Augusta 7a8; ed, they chew, smoke, drink and bet to the end of the
to return.
New Orleans chapter; at the same time talking most learnedly and
An ayalaxche on the Ist inst. precipitated the alu- Macon 12al3; Columbus 8; Mobile 5|; 9.

New

open

Emigrants

20,599.

possi-

arrived at

Last year

to

,

Louis 7; Cincinnati 6; Michigan
sailor-like of English yachts, which they have not the.
"The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle states that exchange on most distant idea of, and of blood hounds and blood
Philadelphia is offered by some of the banks of that city horses.
at 2 per cent.
Poto-mag aqueduct. The dam of the last pier of
Ameria.v mandfactukes are beginnin? to move with
Flour. At New York sales have been effected at the aqueduct has been pumped out, and the laborers
rather improving prices, particularly in wollen iwods,
6 12.i. The ship Roscoe sailed on the 7th for Liverhave
factories
our
g"od3,
w busily engaged in excavating the mud. It is
cotton
of which as well as
4,300
pool
with
bbls.
Rp.
[BickndVs
probable theieforerthat the erection ot the pier from the
new and extensive assortments.
63,951 bbls. rocky bed of the river will be commenceti by the maExport of 1837, from New York,
,
Weiof
the
75,923 "
AcquEDUCT BLOWN CF. The acqueduct
1838, do.
do.
Do.
[Alex. daz.
sons next week.
177.5S1 "
land canal, which ciosses Chippewa creek, was blown
1339. do.
do.
Do,
explosion,
S. C. from
at-Chaileston,
Rice.
The
exports
of
rice
"
410.350
up, earlv on the 1st instant, with a terrible
1810,
do.
already
Do.
do.
96,604
w hile two schooners were in it; one of which settled
At Bidtimore. Inspections of the week 12,637 bbls. Oct. 1, 1839, to Aug. 28, 1810. was
97,891
Last year,
down in the chasm made by the explosion, the other fell 1,305 half bbls. Several thousand barrels good comThe stock un hand, Aug. 28, was bbls. 556
over on her beams end. The navigation is of course stop- mon brands have been sold for expnrtation at $5 12^
is every
237
Last season
ped, until the damages can be repaired. There
receiving prices SS; selling prices ©5 12' to 5 37^ for
who
Leet,
of
work
the
was
reason to suppose that it
extra.
Rail roads. The estimated cost of construction of
recently made his escape.
At Richmond sales at $5 25.
York
and
the contemplated /ail road between New
At Charleston, S. C. 1,000 barrels Virginia sold at $6 Albany, by the most direct route of 148 miles is
Bank of the U. S. of Pa. The N. York Journal of a6i.
ii2,377,916.
Including the damages, depots, engines,
Commerce says, that at the July term of the district
court for the city and county of Philadelphia, fourteen
Capt. John Fowler, of Lexington, Kentucky, a sol- &c. the aggregate will be about §4,000,000.
UnitThe Boston Daily Advertiser states that the rail
jud^iiients were entered against the Bank of the
dier of the revolution, and for many years a member of
ed §iates, on bills and post notes protested for non-pay- congress, died on the 22J ulL at the advanced age of roads from Boston to Albany, with their buildings and
ment in specie. The court, on that occasion, decided eighty-five. His remains were followed to the tomb on engines, &.c. will not cost far from 5^7,000,000.
on
interest
12
percent,
pay
to
bound
was
cithat the bank
the Sunday following, by the military, firemen and
Steamers. The Acadia left Boston on the 1st inst. with
charter, and not 6 tizens generally.
its dishonored bills, according to lis
52 pas.sengers, eighteen of them for England. She reper cent, according to the act legalizing suspension.—
Gen. Hinds. This venerable citizen and old patriot fuses freight; 5,333 letters, and 4,536 Canada newspaUpon these fourteen judgments, the bank has taken out departed
this life on the 22d ult. at his residence, in pers went out in her from Hahfax.
writsof error, and given in each case security to double
Jefferson county, Mississippi. The immediate cause of
Steamboats. The Pocahontas, capt. MeCord, on
the amount, as follows:
„„,„„„ r,- v j
was the rupture of a blood vessel. The her passage from Council Bluff' to New Orleans a few
On four of the suits amounting to S92,000, Richard his deathCourier
remark.s, "general Hinds was with geNatchez
days since, struck a snag near the Big Platte, which
Alsop and Richard Price are bad in error— anii ori the
during
and
Orleans;
battle
of
New
neral
Jackson
at
the
Alsop.
Richard
tore off her bottoms and she sunk immediately in deep
eleven others, amounting to S1,7C5,000,
the whole of the last war, rendered liis country much
water. She was insured partly in New Orleans and
Richard Price and John A. Brown are the bail in error.
valuable service.''
partly at the St. Louis and Missouri offices.
The CoBridge bxtrst. The rail road bridge over the North
have
been
meetings
interesting
The Jews. Very
rinthian, says the St. Louis Bulletin, on the 24;h ult.
Anna river, Va. was burnt on the night of the 7th held in several of the cities to take into consideration struck a snag and sank in about 5 feet water. The
insta^it.
At the meeting in Char- engine and lurniture will be saved, but the boat is a
the Damascus persecution.
Insured for SIO.OOO. The steamboat Pike,
late number of the Austin leston, South Carolina, the mayor presided and bishop total loss.
Canibals i.f Texas.
clergyman addressed them. carrying the mail between Cincinnati and Louisville,
Gazette says "A few days ago a Commanchee was England and several other
Similar meetings have been held at Kingston, Ja- struck a rock about fifty miles below the former city on
his
killed on the Bruslry bv some Tonkahaii Indians—
the 2nd ins", and sunk to her guards.
hands and arms, and thick part of his thighs were cut maica.
vial deposite

between Conti and

St.

Louis

streets.

There

Orleans, with the part of the old levee.
fathom of water on the spot.

is

New

41; St.

now

81X

A

—

and carried home as a feast to their women and
The Toniiahaus makes no secret ot their
children.
partiality for human flesh, and state that all the native
Indiansin Texaseat their enemies when they can catch

The lion and lioness, sent as a present by the em'
Slaters. The schooner Courtney, the very sister
peror of Morocco, to president Van Buren, were sold of the Kathleen, has been seized, condemned and sold
at auction in Philadelphia, the other day to Mr. Robert at Sierre Leone.
Davis, for $375. The freight for bringing those animals
Slavers captured. While the ship Asia, from Can(Questionable.)
was S650.
them.''
ton, was at St. Helena, the British brig of war Brisk
Chandelier. The Transcript says— "That the great
H. J. Levis, late president of the Schuylkill bank, arrived there with three Portuguese vessels, as prizes,
Hooper
taken on the coast of Africa in May last, engaged in
reached Pniladelphia, from Europe on the 5:h inst.
chandelier, manufactured by Messrs. H. N.
They were ordered by the vice admicongress, for the
the slave trade.
Co. of this city, by order of the last
Guilderlasd, N. Y. which had in 1835 a popula- ralty court at St. Helena, to be broken up and sold.
at Washington, is
hall of the house of representatives,
52.
3,751
diminution
has
now
of
3,803,
tion
completed. This beautiful specimen of Yankee skill
1,000 shares U. S. Bank sold on the 1st
Stocks.
Longevity. One of the deputy marshals employed inst. at New 'ifork. at 64 a 65, and 10,000 Indiana fives
and in"enuity, is one of the largest chandeliers ever
made in this country, and rfeflecis great credit on the in taking the census in New Yorit, reports a lady in at 721, On the 7ih, 625 shares U. S. bank said at filj
manufacturers."
Duane street whose age is 112 years and 5 months.
.,
and 62.
ti-ii
during the Bunker Hill celeIt was to be exhibited
House movins. The Boston papers mention that
Tobacco. The activity in sales in Baltimore still
bration.
the "head M-insion house," located on the corner of continues, and all the Maryland that comes to market
live in the midst of blessings, Trcmont and Boyleslon sTeets, in that city, has been
Christianity.
quickly find purchasers at 4 a 5 for inferior and comand
of
their
greatness,
of
insensible
removed, with its two stacks of chimneys, &c. all mon, 5 a 7 for good and 8 to 13 for fine. Ohio tobacco
till we rie utterly
speak of our standing, to another site, distant nearly half a rnile.
flow.
the sorrovvs from whence they
sales of 200hhds. principally at 5 a
is also in demand
our laws, and forget The change of position was accomplished in safety,
civilization, our arts, our fieedoni,
8, choice quality at 10; inferior 4 a 4 50; inspections of
all this is due to Christiaof
share
a
large
how
entirelv
and without accident.
the week 1,125 hhds. Maryland, 88 Ohio.
pages
of
man's
histhe
'Blot Christianity out of
nity
The horn worm is injuring the crop in Maryland.
population of the borough of

oft"

^

—

,,.,,.

i

i

—

"We

We

torv

ami what would

his

—

laws have been

— what

his

Christianity is mixed up with our very
tiiere is not a familiar object
lieiii"- and our daily lif=;
aspect, bearou°id u.-=, vi-hich does not wear a diffsreiu
cause the light of Christian hope is on it not a law
gentleness to Christiwliii'h j-jcs not owe its truth and
cannot
be
traced
in its
which
iiiiiy— n.tt to a custom
gospel."
iioly, hcahUful parts, to the

civilization?

—

[Judge

sir

Allen Park.

The

Norfolk, Va.

Xpifjik, according to the census just taken, is made
up as follows:
White males, 2,732; do. females, 3,213; colored free
males, 407; do. do. females, 532; male slaves, 1,446;

female do. 2,143— total 10,573.

New
tants.

Scotland, N. Y. had in 1S35, 3,030 inhabidiminution 118.
It has now 2,912

—

Bicknell's Reporter says:
Philadelphia banks.
Cotton. At New York, maintains the last quotations. "We learn that a meeting of the bank officers of PhUaAt Uallimnre, sales 300 bales upland at 11.
was
held on Friday evening last with reference
delphia
arrived on the
At Havanimh. a bale of new upland
to measures calculated to facilitate a general resump27ih ult. and sold at 1 1— fair qualities experience a de- tion of speeie payments. An exhibit was maile by the
maintain their prices.
chiie of ^1'.; other qualities
The feeling manifested
the United States.
746
bags
upland bank of
At Charleiton, S. C. on the 5th inst.

at7:il0 cts. per lb.
,
„,
r
^
Tiio exp'irts of cotton from Charleston from Ojtober
,

,

1,

IHSb, to August 28,
Sea Island,

laW, have

bi;en:

Bales, 19.6*3

2J1,206

Upland,
Against last season:
'iijsi

Bales, 10,4S5
199,879

Island,

Upland,

The

stork on hand, August 23, was
Bales,

Sea Island,
Upland,
A'-amsi last

350
2,112

.-reason:

uaies,

Sea Island,
Upland,
Deaths, during the

i.m-i

3>*"
last

week

in

New York 20^.

was

friendly

and

conciliatory.

No

definite action."

of passengers who have
arrived at New York from foreign countries from the
Ut of January last to the 1st inst. is 48,492; being 340
mure than arrived during the whole of last year, and
nearly double the number that arrived during the
whole ot 1333.

Passengers.

Parisian

The number

lions.

The paper

called

"La Mode,''

an aiiiiising account of the different kinds of
exquisites, or lions, that now perambulate the Boulevards of the Frcncli capitol, and sip their ices intrant
of Torloni's. It appears that our Yankee exquisites this
side the water, we should juda;e, have not been let
into the secret of the slm^gy locks which they have
gives

adopted, and the oiigin of which they are ignorant of.
N )W, it so liappfii^, that our duriu',' young couniry-

BaUimhrc, 21 under one year, 7 from 1 to 2
of tnen. Van Ain'mrg and Carter, the "lion tamers,'' have
years, 6 from 2 to 21 and 21 over 21 years, total 53,
so exalted by their noble courage and exploiLs the alwhich fi were free colored and 2. were slave.=.
30,
ready illustrious and ever ennobled king of the forests,
In Si. Louis, Mo. from August Sil to Aug. 27,
Ill

Temperance reform.

A

striking fact.

According

to the late report of the warden of the stale prison in
Connecticut, the whole number of prisoners is 169.Of these one hundred and eight had been inteniperute
and seventy-eight had been rum sellers!

—

Transportation rates established by the Baltimore
and Pittsburg line. On dry goods, 100 pounds, $1 25';
groceries do. 1 00; colfee do. 90 cents.

Western

rivers.

The

Mississippi.

For some weeks

back, says the Warsaw VVorld, we have had heavy
thunder showers with torrenn of rain, and on Friday
the Mississippi began to swell, and so rapid was

last

on Sunday evening it had risen over six
This is a most extraordinary rise. The river,
however, soon began to fall again, and will, probably,
its previous low state.
long
regain
before

the rise that
feet.

Watermelon extra. Elisha Stone, of Stafford
county, exiiibited in P\edericksburg a watermelon raised by himself, which weighed seventy-one pounds, dimension round the middle 3 feet 6i inches, and round,
in lengthwise position 4 feet 7 inches.

New

York 5 000 bushels Genesee
Wheat. At
brought SI 15 for exportation on the '2d inst. On the
7th ¥10,000 bushel.s western sold at tSl 03 a $1 10 for
export.
York Express gives the following stateThe
ment of grain exported from that port:

New

Whent.
Exports of 1.337,
2,H30
1833,
Oo.
6.187
1839,
Do.
1340, ulieady 120,433
Do.

Corn.
48,159
20.740
31,521
132,653

—

—
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Later and dipoetant intelligence frosi Europe.
After our pages were made up and ready for press, the
mail from New York brought inlbnration ot the arrival of the Briiish Queen steamer, at 12 o'clock at night,
of the 16;h having left Portsmouth at 5, P. M. of the
Istinst.
bringing London papers of that morning.
The aspect ol affairs look decidedly more belligerent.
An extraordinary express reached London, the morning of the lat iiist. from Paris, announcing that Mehemet Ah had positively refused to comply with the quadruple treaty, and was actively preparing to repel force
by lorce. By an order of the viceroy, all the laborers
in the manuiaclories are embodied into the national
guard, and are e.\ercised twice a day
10 pieces of
artillery were embarked at Boulak, with a large convoy for Alexandria. An energetic proclamation was
issued by the viceroy, well calculated to arouse the
fanaticism of the populace, and the tone amongst the
Arabs was, that the Christians were attempting to subjugate the Mahometans.
Meanume ihe Austrian fleet left Smyrna, on the 8ih,
for Alexandria, to be present at the notification of the
treaty loi.he pasha. Admiral Stafford goes there for
the same purpose. Admiral La SusseTias command

—

—

—

ot the the

Add
land

French

fleet

till

Hugon

arrived.

from Poland announce
from Pothe neighboring provinces, by

to tiiis that all letters

movements of Russian

great

itself,

but trom all

troops, not only

forced marches to the south, it is asserted that twothirjsof the Russian force are already concentrated on
the coast of the Black sea, or on their march there. In
short, animated preparations are going on in Europe,
Asia and Africa. An ordinance of the Fiench government aujh.jrises seventy six millions of extraordinary notes of credit in consequence of the convenuon

of London.

The money market in London became agitated of
somewhat quieted again. Underwri-

course, but has

ters are cautious of insuring without excepting "capture
risks."

Harvest was still progressing, with fine weather and
abundant crops of every thing except wheat, of which
hejvy rains during the seeding season had prevented
the usual quantity being sown.
X tremendous storm occurred on the 16th of Aug.
that done considerable injury on the coast of ISnglan'd
and France. King Louis Phillippe had enibarked"with
his family at Eu, at 12 o'clock at night, on board the
steamer Veloce, his intention being to touch at Boulogne, but the weather became very stormy, and the
steamer was obliged to make for Calais. In threading
the channel, the vessel was driven by the violence of
the winds and waves on the works of the new jetty,
where she grou ided in a situadon of imminent peril to
all on board.
As soon as it was possible to effect a debarkation, the king ordered every person to be landed,

and was himsell' the last person who left the ship.—
Thousands of the inhabitants of Boulogne crowded the
shore to receive their sovereign, after which the king,
with bis family, left the wwn tor Boulogne.

For

latest quotations of prices, see the chronicle page.
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The weather for the last week has been the most
and has been the means of maturing the
crops and brightening the hopes of all classes. The
New
heat for the last three days has been really oppressive, but the crops required a warm sun, after the
long, heavy rains and cold weather of July; the
prospect now is that they will be most abundant ia
of the kingdom.
sioned considerable excitement. Funds sunk im- every part
In Ireland, the accounts are flattering from Limediately and numerous failures occurred on the
Drogheada, Donegal and Weslford.
Ennis,
merick,
Bourse.
The right honorable Poulet Thomson, governor
The threatening aspect of war between Engis to be immediately raised to
land and France has in a great degree passed away, general of Canada,
and the general opinion in England I3, that there the peerage. Lord viscount Falkland is appointColin Campbell in the governmentof
will be no war; still, France is in a high state of to succeed sir
Nova Scotia. Sir Colin Campbell is appointed goexcitement.
vernor of Ceylon.
great BRITAIN.
Parliament was to be prorogued by the queen in
There was also a person, on the 10th of August.
London, Jlug. 6lh Stocks.
panic in the stock exchange this morning, the
FRANCE.
cause of which has not, as yet, been explained. It
Invasion by Louis Napoleon. Boulogne sermer,
was expected by many well informed persons that .August 6. This morning one of those mad attempts
the
improvement,
but to at revolution which have characterised the French
the British funds were on
the great surprise of the public, a kind of panic since the days of the first and memorable July, distook place in the consol maiket soon after the turbed the inhabitants of' this peaceful town from
opening.
It is said that it was caused by the its slumbers.
The facts, as I have collected them,
pigeon gentlemen, who were first in the market, are as follows;

FOREIGN ARTICLES.

9.

The packet ship England,

capt. Waile, arrived
at
York on the 12th, biinginj Liverpool dates
to the 8th August, and the Quebec arrived on the
15th with London papers to the 11th.
News of the ratification of the offensive treaty
of alliance by Prussia, had reached Paris, and occa-

delightful,

—

and immediately sold.
Consols at the opening rose to 90| to |, but afterwards large amounts of stock were thrown upon
the market at 90J and 90J, creating a panic which
brought down the quotation to 89| at 2 o'clock,
however, they rose to 90j both for money and for

—

The city of Edinburgh steamer, belonging to the
commercial steam navigation company, was hired
by prince Louis Napoleon, ostensibly lor an excursion of pleasure along the British coast, for fourteen
days. In this he embarked with fifty-six followers,
eight horses, and two carriages in the Thames on

account.
All other securities have been more or less fluctuating throughout the day.

Wednesday last; this morning, about two o'clock,
they reached the coast of France, off Wirniroux,
about 3 miles from Boulogne. The surprise of capFrom the London Chronicle, .Augusts.
tain and crew may be imagined to see the whole of
The consol market has been extremely brisk to- the passengers coine on deck, not in the garb of
day, and prices have experienced a considerable citizens, but en mililaire, some lances, some as geimprovement.
After business hours yesterday neral officers, some as private solders, wilh an oilconsols were offered at 89| for the account, but at skin covering on their hats, with the number of 40
the opening of the market this morning the first painted in front, that being the regiment which at
quotation was nominally 90:^ to ^.
Strasburg had formeily identified itself so seriously
This improvement in the funds has been produc- in the cause of Louis Napoleon.
ed by the able and conciliatory speech delivered ' Their object was soon made evident. The ship's
by lord Palmerston last night, in answer to Mr. boat was lowered, and the whole company landed
Hume in the house of commons, which has remov- in three trips. Before the prince left the vessel, he
ed much of the uneasiness that has been pressing ordered the captain to cruise off the coast, but to
down prices during the week. Public attention keep close in to Boulogne, and have a boat ready
to-day has been much devoted to its contents, and to manned to come off lor them should they signalise to
the attempt of prince Louis Bonaparte to create a that effect.
Among those landed I have been able
diversion in his favor, by seducing the troops to to collect the names of the general Montholon, cohis standard at Boulogne.
lonels Vandrej', Parqiiin and Delaborde.
When all had landed, they marched into the town
The confident tons, however, in which the noble
secretary for foreign affairs speaks of the preser- by the Place Navarin, Rue des Carreux, Rue Simovation of peace, and of the maintenance of the neau, into the Grand Rue, shouting
"vive I'empeFrench alliance with this country, has taken off a reur," the prince carrying his hat on thejioint of
great portion of the interest with which this foolish his sword, and waving it in the air. From the Grand
enterprise of the latter would otherwise have been Rue they made their way by the Rue de la Lampe
viewed. Considerable curiosity is nevertheless to the Caserne, and roused the small body of troops
felt to known whether it was an isolated effort, or ol the line, I believe only one company, that perif he had partisans in other quarters to make a formed duty here.
The soldiers, awakened, and
simultaneous rising in his favor.
seeing themselves surrounded by general ofiicers,
knew not what to make of the scene. They were,
From the London Times, Mig. 10.
The money market continues firm, and the late however, soon made to comprehend that a revolupartial excitement having subsided, a gradual im- tion was on foot, that Louis Phillippe was dethroned,
provement is taking place.
that all France was roused in favor of their empeCotton. There was a considerable business done ror, Louis Napoleon, and that they must arm to
in the Liverpool cotton market yesterday: the sales march forthv\ith upon Paris.
As some were preconsisted of 6,500 of which were taken on specu- paring to obey, their captain, who had been awalations at very full rates.
kened by the noise, rushing in among them, and
The cotton market, the early part of the week restored their wavering loyalty by shouting "vive
ending the 7th instant, was dull.
The sales le Roi." High words and a scuffle ensued between
amounted to 39,950 bales. Speculators took 11,500 him and prince Louis, when the latter drew a pis^s, and exporters 1,000 bags American.
The tol and fired; unfortunately the ball shattered the
market was pretty well supplied. Common kinds under jaw of a poor soldier who was endeavorof American had rather an upward tendency, but ing to separate them, and the whole party, finding
other kinds were stationary. Prices ranged from thatthe soldiers were luke warm, that the officers
were faithful, that nothing was to be done there,
4f a 7d. per lb.
On the 7th August the business was principally precipitately quitted the caserne, and retired to the
confined to the common and middling descriptions port.
of American. About 6,000 bags of all kinds were
By this time the town was roused, the authorities
sold at steady prices.
were on foot, the drums were beating to arms, a::d
Crops. The duty on wheat is ."-educed to 13s. 8d. the national guards pouring out in all directions.
per quarter and on flour to 8s. 2^d. per barrel. The proclamations, one of which I enclose, with a
There had been but few sales of wheat and flour decree had been lavishly distributfd along every
The street through which they passed, and money given
in bond for the three days ending Aug. 7.
These soon desales of free wheat that had been made were at a to those who had followed them.
decline of 2 a 3d. per 70 pounds, and tree flour clared what the object was, and the necessary diwas Is. per barrel cheaper. United States flour rections were given by the sous prefect to attack
was quoted 36 a 373. for sweet and 34 a 353. for the disturbers of peace.
Within two hours the
sour.
greater part were either prisoners in the citadel.

—

—

—
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shot or dispersed. They made no stand after leaving the caserne. Some made their way with the
eagle to the Napoleon column, some with the prince
hastened to the sea side, and signalled for a boat
from the steamer. Unfortunately for them, too many
got into it, and it upset. The prince, with three or
four others, swam for the steamer and had a narrow
escape of being drow ned.
During their absence, however, affairs had
changed on boad the steamer.
M. Pollet, the
harbor master, by order of the mayor, had proceeded with a dozen custom house officers in a boat, and
taken possession of it; it was fortunate for the prince
they did so, for in returning into the harbor they
found him almost exhausted, clinging to the buoy,
about the eighth of a mile from the shore. He was
taken on board, and with him colonel Vaudrey. In
escaping from the shore, they had narrowly avoided
being shot; several balls passed close to the prince,
and several of his followers were wounded and sank
to rise no more.
The report is, that six have been
found; one poor doctor, who surrendered, was shot
by a national guard.
Boulogne- ner-mer, Jtvg. 6. How a man with fifty
men could think of raising an a-my in this peaceably disposed province, I cannot understand. He
must have been misled as to the disposition of the
people. At the same time had he landed with 3 bun
dred men there can be no doubt but Boulogne would
be at this moment in his hands. The people here
have been for several days in a great stale of excitement in consequence of the war talk, and so
easily are they to be gulled upon matters relating to
hostilities with England, that the first rumor of the
debarkation this morning, was that "the English had
already landed a force on the coast."
•
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It was supposed that the prince and his compaThe Bombay Gazette announces the arrival of
riions would be brought to Paris, and tried by the five
transports offPenang on the 28th April.
chamber of peers.
CHINA.
The Edinburgh Castle steamer is still in the jiosPenang, June 8. We have nothing later direct
session of the French at Boulogne, and her crew in from Canton.
Several steamers and transports have

prison.

moved

It is

expected that the prince will be

re-

to Paris lor trial.

arrived here with troops for the attack on Canton.
Rattlesnake has left for Canton with the 18th
royal Irish; the Allalevie has left with the 371h re-

The

M.

Guizot landed at Calais, from London, on the
7lh, and proceeded to join the king at Eu.
A letter from Boulogne, dated the 8lh, says that
king Louis Phillippe was shot at on his way to Eu,
and that his coachman was killed.
Le Temps says the minister of war is organizing
27 battalions of artillery, and that the command of
one of the corps d' armee to be assembled on the
Rhine, is to be entrusted to marshal Clausel.
Le Temps contains a report that M. Thiers had
had several conversations w ilh the American charge
d' affairs lately, and that the request of the United
Slates, that the king would mediate between them
and the republic of Buenos Ayres, would be acceded to. The first part of this statement was held to
refer to a desire on the part of the French governmont to propitiate the United States in the event of
a war between France and this country— an object, no doubt of solicitude to M. Thiers, but one
of the attainment of which would hardly be deputed by king Louis Phillippe to even his prime
minister.

His majesty has been up to the present moment,
on terms of the most familiar intimacy with the
American minister, gen. Cass, and we find (a circumstances in which, probably, this report originated), that gen. Cass was received by king Louis
Phillippe on Tuesday last.
The Temps, announcing the ratification of the
I had a peep at Louis Napoleon.
Poor devil, he treaty of 15th of July by Prussia and Austria, adds
looked awfully excited.
His followers are fine —"It seems that the ralificalion of Austria has been
looking fellows. They appear to be dare-devils of given without any restriction or explanation, as if
all nations
Poles, French, Swiss, and, some say, the solution of the eastern question arranged at
English. The latter statement I do not believe.
London had nothing in it that could surprise or
The national guards were all in readiness.
counteract the policy of France."
[Le Commerce, Aug. 6.
Twelve o'clock. The steamboat Edinburgh CasBELGinM.
tle has been seized by the captain of the port, and
The king of Belgium was about making another
is now in the harbor.
The firing of the national
guard on defenceless people in the water is depre- visit to England, which was believed to have a policated by the better feeling portion of the public. tical object, connected with the recent events in
Louis Bonaparte was well nigh drowned. Before Europe. The London Globe hints that his majeshe was picked up (lor the boat in which he attempt- ty will probably act as mediator between France
ed to make his escape upset) several shots were and England an office for which he seems peculiarfired at him.
A friend of mine saw a musket ball ly fitted by his near relationship to the sovereigns
fall close beside him.
Had Bonaparte been so shot, of those two countries.
HOLLANn.
it would have been thei)roper end of so mischievous
On Tuesday, the 4lh August, the king of Holland
a blockhead.
in person the extraordinary session of the
A French general who was captured is said to opened
states general, and delivered a "royal speech." Of
have just died of his wounds.
course there was nothing in it.
All sorts of rumors are rife. It is said that the
SPAIN.
troops of the line are favorable to the prince, and

—

—

giment for Canton. The 49th regiment and the
Cameionians have also left in the Larne. Several
of the men of war from England are expected daily.
The Wellesly, the Druid, the Volage and the Hyacinth are all lying ott Canton ready to bombard it as
soon as the rest of the fleet arrives.
The Chinese army, by the best computations,
amounts only to 770,000 men, of which 200,0(10 are
cavalry. The greater portion are in garrisons, scattered over the 19 provinces.
But few (say 25 soldiers only) are allotted to the smaller towns, and in

Pekin itself, there are not over 2,000
Linn is said to be fully informed of the move*
ments of the English, but affects indifierence, and
talks about blowing the fleet to atoms.
He scorns
the idea of coming to terms.
There are now 1,000
soldiers at Canton, the greatest force ever
there!

known

The Chinese soldier wears

a jacket with the name
of (he division written on it in front and rear.
canvass bag behind for his provisions, and a cotton
pouch before for his ammunition. The exposed combustible nature of the latter causes many of the soldiers to be severely wounded by explosions in firing.

A

The cap
j

is longitudinal, with a small red tassal,and
those that can afibrd it purchase gaiters and shoes.
cavalry dress is the same, and their saddles are

The

clumsy, and their stirrups immense and without
The officers wear, in addition, robes of silk
and furs, and a lion, tiger, &c. embroidered in front,
and they all have a i-ing on their thumb to assist
them in drawing the bow. They wear the bow
around their neck, and carry a sword. They eat
the ground bones and also the gall of tigers, to give
them courage, and the regiments are sometimes
dressed in dotted cloth to resemble tigers. They
have pikes, bows, and each two swords, fighting
with both, also a matchlock. The matchlocks are
cast, and are wretched things, and often burst.
They also use shields made of ratan wicker work.
China expedition. The Bombay Times repeats
an account of the China expedition. It consists of
four sail of the line, three larger Irigales, twenty,
eight vessels ol war, carrying from 18 to 28 guns,
and three or four steamers. The above are manned
by 4,000 seamen and marines. To these must be
a<lded 16,000 infantry, accompanied by an extraorspurs.

dinary proportion of artillery, rockets, bOAibs, as
well as an extra assortment of sappers, miners, artillery, engineering officers, &c ; we mean over and
The
condition of Spain continues still unsettled. above the usual number of naval and military
offithat those quartered in the environs will attempt to
The doings of the queen at Barcelona, where, it cers appointed on such enterprises. And, finally,
rescue the captives. The civil authorities have iswill be recollected, a decree was signed restricting we must not omit to enumerate about
16,000 tons
sued proclamations lauding the loyalty of the brave
the municipal rights of the people in the matter of of shipping as transpor'.s, and a large number
of
Boulognaise.
suffrage, have caused much dissatisfaction.
flat-bottomed boats, logo high up the rivers, carry[This being the second attempt of this youngster movement was
in contemplation at Madrid on the ing mortars for the destruction of forts, houses
and
upon the throne of France, it is scarcely to be ex- 25th of July to
declare that act and some others and other buildings.
pected that he will get out of the difficulty so easily null and void
but the design was frustrated.
RUSSIA AND CIHCASSIA.
as he did in the former instance, when he was
private letter from Valencia in the "Corrcs
According to the last advices fiom Circassia, reallowed to come to America as a banishment for the ponsal"
ofMadrid states that the news of the change ceived in the Ottoman capital,
the insurgents had
offence.]
of ministry was received in that town with the most
The London Times of the lllh says that the late enthusiastic rejoicings, but that the strictest order gained another signal victoiy over a division of
12,000 Russians, near Ghurghara.
attempt of prince Louis Napoleon in Boulogne, was was preserved.
SYRIA.
beginning to excite more interest in Paris than at
The latest dates from Barcelona, announces that
The news of (he pacification of this country and
first seemed probable.
The king returned suddenly the two queens were to leave that city on the 4lh
the entire and bloodless suppression is fully conto the capital from Eu, to assist at the deliberations inst. but that it was not known whether they would
firmed.
The mountaineers are laying down their
of the cabinet on the subject, and determine on the proceed direct to Madrid, or visit the Navarre and
orms daily, and submitting to the pncha.
course to be pursued in respect to the prince and Basque provinces on their road.
The Egyptian fleet has returned to Alexandria.
his comrades.
RUSSIA.
Smyrna journals of the 17th ult. say that Sami
Full details are given in the London papers of the
Si. Petersburg, July 23.
An imperial manifesto bey, the envoy of Mehemet Ali, repaired on the 7lli
absurd attempt by Louis Napoleon
which, by the has just been issueii, oideringa general levy of men to the porte, where he was received with all
the
way, may be looked upon as extinguishing forever, throughout the two empires, to the amount of honors due to his character.
what little chance he may have had of ultimately 100,000 men; the recruiting to commence in NoBRAZIL.
succeeding in his designs upon France. The laugh vember and to end in January.
The young emperor of Brazil, Pedro II, has asis now 'turned against him, and Frenchmen will
AFRICA.
sumed the reins of goventment. The New York
never risk their lives for one who has made himself
No new important movements have been made Courier and Enquirer has information to the effect
ridiculous.
It seems that he had with him but 56 by the French and Abdel-Kader.
(hat, on the 22d of July, the chamber of deputies
persons. The sentinel who was shot by the prince
The last advices from Tunis, quoted by the Malta being in session at Rio de Janeiro, and discussins
died the same evening. After the failure of Iheir at- papers, are to the lOtli ult. At that time the bey the project of declaring that the emperor had at"
tempt at the caserne, or barracks, they got into dis- was at Sfax with liisariny, but nothing was known tained his majority, the secretary interrupted the
as to his ulterior operations.
order and separated.
proceedings by saying that he had received a decree
Louis Napoleon himself was taken at the citaTHE E.^ST INDIES.
from the regent nominating Sr. Bernardo Perierade
del, having endeavored to shoot the sergeant who
At the time the lord William Benlinck struck the Vasconcellors secretary of state, and another stating
arrested him. The ball glanced from hiui and killed rocks off Bombay, the captain was drunk, and was that, in consequence of the perturbed state of the
killed by falling down the main hatchway soon af- chamber while debating on the majority of his
a sentinel.
maCount Montholon, and some five or six officers, ter the ship struck.
jesty, he had prorogued the chamber to the 20th
were taken in the water, while attempting to esThe Bombay Gazette of June 5, states that 3,000 November, which v\ould give the deputies time to
camels, escorted by SO infantry and 40 horse, under reflect on the importance of the subject.
cape.
The
The latest Paris advices were of August 8th. the command of lieutenant Clarke, of the irregular reading of these documents was immediately folThe condemnation of prince Louis was utjiversal, horse, were returning to Llenree from Kahan, an lowed by cries of "treason," "the regent is a conMany persons outpost on the hills, when they were attacked by spirator," and an extraordinary scet.e of tumult, in
both by the press and the public.
liad been arrested at the capital, as implicated in the about 3,000 men.
Lieut. Clarke was killed, and which the people in the galleries joined. Finally,
most of his detachment cut to pieces.
Bti'air.
Muchado called on those who were patriots and
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Brazilians to follow him to tbe senate, aod ahandoD
Many of the members
"this prostitute chamber."
tben proceeded to the senate; there, with the senators tint were present, declared themselves in permanent session, and sent a deputation to the young
emperor, requestins; him to assume the powers of
government, to which he assented, and appointed
the following day to take the oalhs before the legislative bodies, and receive tlioseof allegiance to him.
They then adjourned. At night the city was illuminated, and all quiet save that the populace broke
the windows of the house in which Vasconcellors
resided.
On the following day the emperor proceeded to
the legislative bodies, and the necessary ceremonies
too place.
The emperor was born in 1825, and is therefore
only fifteen years old.
new ministry had been
announced. The department of foreign affairs was
iilled by a gentleman who was not long since Brazilian minister in the United States.

A

MEXICO.

Vera Cruz papers to the 20th ult. have been received at New Orleans by the brig Kenawha. She
bas $21,000 in specie. The revolution in the city
of Mexico appears to be at an end, so far as the military are concerned.
Tbe Central government,
however, was again claiming for itself despotic
powers.

TEXAS.

The depredations commitlerl by the Mexicans
and Camanche Indians at Linnville, prior to their
late rout by the Texan soldiers, according to a letter from port Cavelleo, published in the Matagorda
Gazette, was of the most brutal character. They
first

attacked the town of Victoria, killed several

of the inhabitants and burnt the houses. They
then proceeded to Linnville, 1,000 strong, where
they shot and scalped Mr. O'Neal, (of Pensacola),
killed major H. O. Watts, took his lady prisoner,
and either shot or took prisoner several otherSj^rThe lady was rescued, with all the plunder from the
two towns, at the subsequent action. The war
against the savages will hereafter be one of total
extermination.

Galveston and Houston papers to the 29th ult.
have been received at New Orleans.
The Galveston Daily Courier of the 29th August
mentions the arrival of a sloop from Campeachy
with commodore Reuben of the federal Mexcan navy, on board. The Texan fleet was at Campeachy,
and amicable intercourse existed between the officers of the fleet and those of the federal Mexican
government.
Galveston is quite healthy. The quarantine laws
are rigidly enforced.

CANADA.
Kingston U. C. Chronicle, that
be the seat of government hereafter,

It is stated in the

that

town

is to

instead of Toronto.

LATER NEWS FROM ETTROPE.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Garrick packet ship arrived at New York,
brings London papers to the 15th ult.
Parliament was prorogued on the 11th by the
queen in person.
No allusion is made in her
speech to the differences with France.
Funds had experienced a considerable depression
in consequence of the hostile tone of the French
papers.

The

—

The

cotton trade had improved prices advanced
from i to ^d.
Harvest was progressing and the weather was
every thing that could be wished lor securing it.
The following is a copy of the speech delivered
by the queen upon the proroguing of parliament
"Sfij lords

"The

THE queen's speech.
and gentlemen,

state of public business enables

me

to close

this session of parliament; and in releasing you from
your attendance, 1 have to thank you for the care
and attention with which you have discharged
your important duties.
*'I continue to receive from foreign powers assurances of their friendly disposition, and of their
anxious desire for he maintenance of peace.
"I congratulate you upon the termination of the
civil war in Spain.
The objects for which the
quadruple engagements of 1834 were contracted
having heeu accomplished. I am in communication with the queen of Spain, with a view to withdraw the naval force which, in pursuance of those
engagements, I have hitherto stationed on the

northern coast of Spain.

"I am bappy to inform you that the differences
with the government of Naples, the grounds and
causes of which have been laid before you, have
been put into a train of adjustment by the friendly
mediation of the king of the French.
"I rejoice also to acquaint you that the government of Portugal has made arrangements for satis-
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fying certain just claims of some of my
for the payment of a sum due to this country under
the stipulations of the convention of 1827.
"I am engaged, in concert with the emperor of
Austria, the king of Prussia, the emperor of Russia,
and the sultan, in measures intended to effect the
permanent pacification of the Levant, to maintain
the integrity and independence of the Ottoman empiie, and thereby to afibrd additional security for
the peace of Europe.

"The violent injuries inflicted upon some of my
subjects by the officers of the emperor of China,
and the indignities offered to an agent of my crown,
have compelled me to send to the coast of China a
naval and military force, for the purpose of demanding reparation and redress.
"1 have gladly given my assent to the act for the
regulation of municipal corporations in Ireland.
"I trust that the law which you have framed for
further carrying into effect the reports of the ecclesiastical commissioners will have the beneficial effect of increasing the efficiency of the established
church, and of better providing for the religious instruction of my people.
"1 have observed, with much satisfaction, the result of your deliberations on the subject of Canada.
It will be my duty to execute the measures which
you have adopted in such a manner as, without impairing the executive authority, may satisfy the best
wishes of my subjects, and provide for the perma-

85

an extraordinary credit of 56,000,000 of francs for

subjects, and

—

the hostile character of the
the minister of war
news from the east contained in the journals, and
"the dry tone," (le ton sec) of her majesty's speech,
when referring to the new treaty of alliance, all conspired to revive the feeling of alarm which the speech
^f lord Palmersfon had for a moment removed. The
funds accordingly, as will be seen from the annexed
stock list, declined on the Bourse.
Prince Louis. Galignani's Messenger says: "On
Tuesday night, at 20 minutes after 12, a carriage
containing Louis Bonaparte, arrived at the Conciergerie, escorted by some departmental gendarmerie
and municipal guards. The prisoner was guarded
in the carriage by M. Lardenois, lieutenant colonel
of the municipal guards, and several nf his men.
The prisoner, after his arrival was duly registered,
and taken to the room which bad been prepared
for

him.

The London

Standard of the 11th says, prince

Louis Napoleon and his accomplices are to be tried
together, not by the house of peers, but by the
ordinary tribunals. The circumstance of his having fired on and killed an unarmed man, is expected
to afford an excuse for condemning him to death,
but the most magnanimous revenge would be to
treat

him

as a lunatic.

The Paris Moniteur of the 10th August contains
an ordinance invoking a session of the court of
peers, on account of the lale attempt of Louis Nanent welfare and security of my North American poleon at Boulogne. It states that the court will
proceed without delay to the trial of the individuals
provinces.
"The legislative bodies of Jamaica have applied who have been or shall be arrested as principals or
themselves to the preparation of laws rendered accomplices of Ihe above attempt.
TURKEY.
necessary or expedient by the altered state of socieParis, August 11.
lejiort was spread this
Some of these laws require revision and
ty.
amendment, but I have every reason to expect cor- afternoon that government had just received notice
at
Constantinople,
the
of
a
revolution
against the sultan
in
Jamaica
dial assistance from the assembly of
salutary work of improving the condition and ele- Abdel Medsched, in favor of his younger brother,
vating the character of the inhabitants of that co- or rather of the old Turkish party.
The Leipsic Universal Gazette of the 8th insf.
lony.
"The conduct of the emancipated negroes announces, under date Constantinople, the 22d ult.
throughout the West Indies has been remarkable that all the stores and shops belonging to the Greeks
for tranquil obedience to the law, and a peaceable had been closed by an order of the government.
The Greeks had moreover been enjoined either lo
demeanor in all the relations of social life.
retire to Greece or become rayas within the space
"Genllemen of the house of commovs,
"I thank you for the supplies which you have of eight days. This extraordinary measure had
created a vast sensation in the 'Turkish capital.
granted for the service of the year.
"I lament that it should have been necessary to The cause of this sudden reaction was unknown,
trust
people;
but
I
but it was ascribed to king Otho's having refused
burthens
on
my
impose additional
that the means which you have adopted lor the pur- to ratify the commercial treaty.
pose of meeting the exigencies of the public service,
AFFAIRS.
are calculated to press with as little severity as posAppointments by the president. Chrisiian
sible upon all classes of the community.
F. Gobrecht, of Pennsylvania, to be engraver of the
"My lords and gentlemen,
"Id returning to your respective counties, you mint of the United States at Philadelphia, vice Wilwill resume those duties which you perform so much liam Kneass, deceased.
It is my anxMontgomery Blair, of Missouri, to be attorney of
to the public benefit and advantage.
ious desire to maintain tranquillity at home and Ihe U. States, in and for the district of Missouri.
peace abroad.
William Sthamer has been officially recognised
"To these objects, so essential to t'lie interests of by the president as consul of the kingdom of Hanothis country, and to the general welfare of man- ver, for the port of New York.
kind, my efforts will be sincerely and unremittingJoseph C. Potts, (V. B.) has been appointed
ly directed; and, feeling assured of your co-opera- clerk of the United States district court for the distion and support, I humbly rely upon the superin- trict of New Jersey, (Mahlon Dickerson, judge),
tending care, and continued protection of Divine in place of Robert D. Spencer, (whig), of Burling[Newark Daily Adv.
Providence."
ton, removed.

A
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FRANCE.
Paris accounts aje to the 13th of August, which
less pacific aspect. It would seem that
Thiers is determined at all events to resist the execution of the oSensive treaty. Armaments are every
where in progress. The "Siule" stales that in the
course of a month France will have a fleet of 22 sail
of the line and 25 frigates afloat.
The Lloyd Nantais, of the 1 1th instant states that
the administration of the marine received orders on
the 10th to levy seamen up to the age of 50.
letter (rom Toulon, dated the 7th instant, in the
"Commerce," states, that the pacification of Syria
appealed to have produced quite a different effect
from that expected; for on the 6th instant, when an
answer might have been received from London, the
minister of the navy forwarded a telegraphic despatch to Ihe maritime prefect at Toulon, which caused an excitement. This despatch ordered the Souverain three decker to be equipped for sea with all
possible speed, together with the Ville de Marseilles
and the Scipion, of 74 guns each, and the firigales
Independence, Melpomene, Uranie, Iphigenie and
Circe. The despatch adds, that two frigates must
be ready to sail in the middle of the month. The
minister likewise orders all leaves of absence to be
suspended, and additional workmen lobe employed.
The frequent meetings of ministers, the alleged
failure of the mission of M. E. Perier to Mehemet
Ali (and which was said to have had for its object
to induce him to modify his pretensions in order to
enable France to make a stand for him), the continued naval preparations for war in the French ports,
tbe publication of the royal ordinance, for opening

wear a much
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Sub-treasury operations.

—

The N. Y. Ex-

"The operation of the sub-treasury as at
press says
present carried out, is a mere bank affair, after all,
varying a little in form, and but very little too.
The manner in which the business is done is this;
the receiver holds his office in the Bank of America,
and a person having a bond to pay, deposites his
money in the bank draws a check, has it certified
na good by the officer of the bank, and this is received for the bond.
If a person has an order on the receiver or subtreasurer, as he is called, he calls with it and demands payment, after signing duplicate receipts,
unless he demands specie, he is paid in a check on
the Bank of America, lor which, the bills of that
bank are paid. Then after all, there is a little more
form in paying a bond, than there is in paying a
note; in the former case the bills will be received,

—

the latter, a certified check which
with the bills.

in

The Bank

of

America

is

in

is

obtained

fact, the fiscal

agent

it receives all money, and pays
out all the money. But the government have one
great advantage, as they can make their treasury
post notes by ten millions at a time, and if they are
short, they have only to send them to Mr.Newbold,
and he takes them, and advances whatever sum may
be required. Thus the ease and facility with which
the government can raise funds, has never been
When the United States bank was Ihe
equalled.
fiscalagent of the government, that institution could
not, by its charter, loaq the government over half a

of the government,
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by a special

million, unless
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act of congress,

and the der the subject, and to adopt such further legislation
transcending of this limit, during the period Mr. to it as they may think the present
condition and
Cheeves was president of the bsnk, created a great interests of the country may demand.
Very re•xcitement. Now, the government borrow of Mr. spectfully, your obedient servant,
Newbold about three millions of dollars without the
(Signed)
S. R. HoBBiE,
least complaint from any quarter
and allliough the
First assistant poatmasler-general.
directors of that bank may not know the fact, we
-W. Greene, esq. postmaster, Boston.
have it from an undoubted source and our statement
has never been denied.
Fishing. A complaint is made in the Halifax
Nova Scotian, that large numbers of American (ish(J. S. SENATE
The elections which have recent- ing vessels were engaged on that coast taking fish,
ly taken place will soon present this important some of them within half a mile of the shore.—
branch of the national legislature in a new aspect. Some of the fishermen had been carried into HaliAccording to an article in the Richmond Whig, the fax and their vessels detained for encroaching on
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parties stand there at present as follows:
IVhig. Van Buren.
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New Hampshire,
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Jersey,
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Kentucky,.
Tennessee,
Arkansas,
Michigan,

.

1

2

.
.

.

Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Ohio,
Indiana,
Illinois,

.1

.
.

.

North Carolina,
South Carolina,

1

.

.

1

.2

.

.

Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
Maryland,

2

1

.

.

i

.0

.2

.
.

Vermont,
New York,

l

2

.

Island,

Connecticut,

New

.

o

.0
.1
.

British ground.

Commerce of the United States.

•^

The great

2
o
2
2
2
i

Having

on the 29th of May, and in subsequent circulais,
exhibited a general view of the extent and nature
of the external commerce of Great Britain with the
world at large, we insert to-day the first of a series
of statements illustrative of the extent and nature
of the navigation and external commerce of the
United States of North America; the one herewith
shows the value in dollars of the products exported
under eight general heads, and the total thereof, in
comparison with the total value of Ihe imports in
each of (he thirty-six years 1803-1838, with a more
detailed view of the nature of the articles exported
in each of the three years 1833, 1837 and 1838, and
also of the quantity of flour and grain exported, included under the head of agricultural productions
in each of the eighteen years 1821-38, and
of gold
and silver imported iu each of the thirteen vears
1826-38.
characteristic of the external commerce
of Great Britain during the last half century has been
its vast excess of export over import; while
that of
the United Slates during the same period exhibits
the converse, an inordinate excess of import over
export; the imports of the last nine years, which in-

vention of such neutrality, and in consequence of,
the interposition which it became the duty of Great.
Britain to exercise in counteracting the same, the.

United States resorted to one of the most extraordi-'
nary acts of sell-denial in national privation which
the page of history records, in an entire suspension'
of all external intercourse between the United Slates
and all other parts of the world; this peurile, and as
it proved, self-recoiling measure entitled an "em-,
bargo act," passed into a law on the 22d December,
1807, and continued till April, 1S09. This will suf-.
fice to account for the sudden diminution of amount
which the accompanying statement exhibits subsequent to 1H07; the United Stales' custom house year
commences on the first October, consequently the
amount which the statement herewith exhibits
shows the extent of transactions from the 20th September to the 22d December, 1S07, and that lor the
year 1809, from April to the 30th Sept. in that year;
the year 1808, that is from January to January,
having been one of entire suspension of all legal
mercantile operations; what consequences would
have resulted to the United States by a longer con-,
tinuance of that measure, it is now as difficult to
determine as it would be useless to conjecture,
while it is not altogether undeseiving of reflection;
no measure could have possibly proved more futile
than it did, aimed directly as it was at Great Britain; it not only "scath'd not, but it miss'd the ring
entirely," for instead of finding the way more clear
by her abstinence, on resuming activity she not only
found it additionally obstructed, but several of her
most advantageous points of intercourse actually in
possession of England; and deeming all attempts at
reinstating or maintaining a beneficial neutrality
hopeless, the United States, in 1811, resolved again
to suspend all external intercourse, further than to
allow of the return of all outlying ships and property that could be obtained preparatory to a convenient opportunity for an open declaration of war
against Great Britain. Such opportunity seemed
to present itself at the period when Napoleon was
vainly indulging in the conquest of Europe, by
planting his standard of victory on the battleinenl-s
of Moscow; i( was at that critical and ever memorable period when great Britain was left without a
single ally, that the United States, on the 18th of
June, 1812, issued her denunciation of war against
Great Britain, and which continued till December,
1814; this experiment wt consider redounding as
little to the interest and honor of the United Stales
as did her former one in 1807, but at tlie present
time we deem it a filter subject on all sides for reflection, than for comment or observation, it siifBciently explains the disparity in the accompanying
account in the years 1812-14; (his suspension of
social intercourse was followed by an extraordinary
large importation from England in 1815-16, compensated for, in part, by a large accumulation of
capital that had taken place even during the war
lor large supplies of flour, rice, fee. covertly introduced for the consumption of the British army then
in Spain and Portugal, in 1812-13; the exportation
of wheat flour from the United States in those two
years, notwithstanding the war, having amounted

cluded upwards of 100 inillions of dollars in gold
and silver, exceeding the value of the exports by
upwards of $230,000,000 or £50,000,000 sterling;
Of these the terms of the following expire on the and yet amidst all this induction with hallof it dur4th of March, 1841:
ing the last few years unencumbered with impost of
Mr. Brown, of North Carolina,
any kind, the entire trading community of the UnitCalhoun, of South Carolina,
ed States has been and still continues involved in
Clayton, of Delaware,
an unparalleled pecuniary inability and embarrassCrittenden, of Kentucky,
ment; before we enter on an elucidation of this
Davis, of Massachusetts,
extraordinary anomaly we will exhibit in detail all
Fulton, of Arkansas,
the facts bearing on the subject, from which
our
Hubbard, of New Hhampshire,
readers may be able to judge for themselves in reKing, of Alabama,
spect to the conclusions we shall draw from them;
Knight, of Rhode Island,
the observations we oifered in our last week's
cirLumpkin, ot Georgia,
cular in respect to the principle of consignments to
Nicholas, of Louisiana,
America will be found not undeserving of reference
Norvell, of Michigan,
to the inordinate excess of imports into the
United
Roane, of Virginia,
States, which the accompanying stalementexhibils.
Robinson, of Illinos,
We shall confine our further remarks on this occaRuggles, of Maine,
sion, to the recital of those great historical
events
Walker, of Misssissippi,
which will suffice to account for the extraordinary
Wall, of New Jersey,
extent (in comparison with every other nation extAnderson, of Tennessee.
cept England) which the external commerce of the
13 Van Buren, 5 whigs. These with the vacan- United States has attained, and
for the several exto 2,700,000 barrels, when its value in England was
cy in Virginia, and the vacancy in North Carolina, tremes which have occurred during
the last thirtynot less on an average than £3:10:0 per barrel; the
occasioned by the resignation of Mr. Strange, make five years.
diminished amount of imports, in 1821, 1826 and
20 vacancies to be supplied.
The French revolution, which so soon followed 1830, denote successive periods of inordinately inthe recognition of the federal government of Ih.creased rates of impost on British products, the
Post office regulations. The postmaster- United States, by tile .several powers of Europe, in effect and consequences
of which to England we
general it appears by the followingofficial direction, conjunction with the then prevailing prepossession
shall, by the time we have exhibited the whole of
has revoked the order lately issued prohibiting the in favor of ademocralic form of government, tended
the statistical details, fully explain.
conveyance of newspapers along the mail routes:
not merely to draw numbers, but wealth, intelliOn taking a general view of Ihe exports of the
Post office deparlment, conti act office, Sept. 9, 1840. gence and skill from various parts of Europe, to
produce of the United States through the whole peSib: Since issuing the orders of the 5th, 15th und settle and apply their energies in the United States,
riod from 1803 to 1839, the aggregate increase will
20th August, indicating a determination of the de- while the war declared by England against France
be seen to result entirely from the single article of
partment to enfone the legal reslriclion upon the in February, 1793, soon led to such an obstruction
cotton wool, the produce exclusively of the slave
conveyance of newspapers by contractors and (heir of the external commerce of France, Holland and
portion of the population; all other articles indicate
agents overpost routes, out of the mail, information Spain, as to transfer the carrying of the colonial
a stationary or decrease, rather than an increase, Ihe
has been received, that the papers usually sent in produce of those nationi to American ships: this
will average of the last five years being less than the
in that way would not, if the restriction were en- suffice to account fir the vast amount and
excess of average of the first five years of the period, notforced, be carried in the mail so as to contribute to import into, and of foreign producere-exported
from withstanding a marked increase under the head of
the revenues of the department. And pprceiving the (Jnited States from 1794 to ISOS, (the
.lelailsof manufactures; and what is still more remarkable,
also that those whose interest.^ are most affected by the (irst nine years will appear in a
subsequent when the extent and inherent fertility of so large a
t le enforcement of this prohibition profi'ss to enternumber); np to this period, the seeming extension portion
of territory is considered, the entire annual
tain doubts in regard to the construction given to of the commerce of the United States was
more an exports of all the products of Ihe United Slates,
the law, and that a very general public sentiment European than an Atncrjcan operation; the
Ameri- (cotton wool, Ihe produce of slave labor excepted),
prevails that this restriction has, by a change in Ihe cans being merely the carriers, and not the
ostensi- do not exceed hall the value of the products of Iremodes and facilities of conveying newspapers, be- ble parties involved in the risks and consequences
land, annually exported from thence to Great Bricome inexpedient if not unjust, fhu poslinaster gene of the enterprise; at Ihe same (ime the enormous
tain; and if we further separate tobacco, also the
ral, on a review of the question, has coiue to
the rates of freight whi.-li the Americans realized as produce of slave labor, all (he other products do not
conclusion to suspend lor the present adopting Ihe larriers constituted the means of great
induction equal a third part, if a fourth of the value of the
measures indicnted by the said orders for the en- il import for consumption; but as Ihe intervention
exports of Ireland asabovementioned. In our next
forcement of the reslriclion, with the view of af- ol American carrying under the mask of
neutrality we shall exhibit the extent of the intercourse befording an opportunity, after the public mind has tended to nullify all tiie effects
produced by Eng- tween the United States and Great Britain direct,
been called to the question, lor congress to consi- land by her war achievements, consequent
on tlTe and with twelve other European countries, and also
supply and resource which the nominal neutrality with
British America and with China, and show
* One Vacancy.
of America afforded to Ihe enemies of
England, it that the bulk ol the inordinate excess of import into
tElecied to fill the vacancy occasioned by
the resi"- left Great Britain no alternative but to counteract the Uiiiled Sta'es, during the last nine years, has
nauon of Hugh Laweon Wliiie.
by all the means in her power the insidious inter- been
exclusively at the expense of Great Britain.
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imported
of merchandise exported from, and of merchandise
North America in each of the 36 years 1803 1838.

19,
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into the United States o/j

Annual commercial statement. We

We

1303
1B04
1805
1806
1807
ISOS
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
18J6
1817

4,850,000
4,654,466
5.261,000
4,861,000
5,476,000
1 399,000
4,5S3,000
4,978,000
5,286,000
2,701,UOU
1,107,700
570,000
3,901,000
7,293,000
6,484,000

2,633,000
3,433,423
2,884,00u
3,116,000
2 804,000

832 000
1,710,000
1,431,000
1,413,000

935.000
304,00u
188,000
912,000
1,331,000
1,671,000

1818 2,187,000 5,691 000
1819 2 024,000 4,927,000
1820 2,231,000 5,304,uOi.
1821 1,499.18.- 3,794,341
1822 1,384,539 3,813,542
1,658,224
1,610,990
1,595,06
1,473,38
1,575,333
1,693,980
1,817,100
1,725,270
1.889,472

1-823

1824
1825
1826
1S27
1828
1S29
1830

1631
1832 2,65-l,53S

1833- a 402 469
1S34 2,071,493
1835 2,174.524
1836 2,666,058
1837 2,711,452
1S3S 3,175,576

4,498,911
4,889,646
4,933,949
3 951,250
3,343,970
3,889,611
3,681,759
4,192,047
1,263,477
4,347,791
4,936,339
4,457,997
5,397,004
3,361,740
5,472,213
5,200,499

o a,c

7,920,000 6,230,000 19,845,000
7,404,117 6,000,000 16,981,145
9,445,000 6,341,000 15,776,000
8.332,000 6,572,000 18,271,000
14,232,000 5,476,000 18,124,000
833,000 3,687,000
2,221,000
8,515,000 3,774,000 10,945,000
15.108,000 5,0)8,00013,344,000
9,652,000 2,150,000 23,754,000
3,080,000 1,514,00019,971,000
319,UOO!20,478,000
2,324 000
232,000 2,698,000
2,633,000
17,529,000 8,235,00013,044,000
24,106,000 12,809,000 16,439,000
12,628,000 9,230,000,25,364,000
31,563,000
31,334,000
20,342,000
21,082,000
22,309,000 7,969,000 11,207,000
20,157,484 5,643,962 9,601.546
24,035,058 6,222,833 11,014,503
20,445,520 6,232,672 11,918,534
21,947,401 4,865,566 12,092,231
36,846,649 6,115,623 11,275,479
25,025,214 5,347,203 10,880,579
29,359,546 6,775,123 11.128,475
22,487,229 5,269,960 10,858,735
26,575,311 4,982,974 12,396,299
29,674,883 5,586,365 11,722,084
25,289,492 4,892.388 17,079,543
31,724 682 5,999,769 11,691,732
13,725,346
36,191,105
49,448,402 6]596,305 11,337,080
64,961,30: 8,250,577 12,838,035
71,284,925 10,058,640 10,282,359
63,240,102 5,795,647 9,346,532
61,556,811 7,392,025 9,145,621

The

kerel).

offlour and grain exported in each of the eighteen years 1S21-38,
in each of the thirteen years 1826 38.

the quantity

and of bullion imported

BARREL OF 196
YfuP^

1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
J827
1628
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1S35
1836
1837
1833

*
,

Rye flour.

'loa.eig
827,865
756,702
996,792
813,906
857,820
865,491
860,809
837,385

23,523
19,971
25,666
31,879
29,545
14,472
13,345
22,214
34,191
26,293
19,100
17,254
36,038
39,151
30,854
36,646
28,323
22,864

1,225,981
1

806 529
864,919
955,768
835,352
779,396
505,400
318,719
443,161

Indian meal.
i3i,669
148,288
141,501
152,723
187,285
158,625
131,041
174,6.39

173,775
145,301
207,604
146,712
146,678
149,609
166,782
140,917
159,435
171,843

the exports in each

TAc annexed statement shows

(Whale

oil,

•

.

.

.

....

? Dried fish,
( Spermaceti, &c.
r

.

.

Lumber

Tar, turpentine,
Ashes, pot and pearl,
Skins and furs, . .
.
(^ Other articles,

.

.

2.

Produce of the

forest.

.J

.

r Flour,

IGrain, Stc
3. Products of agriculture. J Rice,
Pork, pickled,
IBeet, 8cc

.....
.

.

I

4.
5.

Manufactured

Unenumerated

article:.

C

2.5,812

4,418
4,272
20,373
17.960
45,166
22,182
8,906
4,007
45,289
408,910
88,304
32,221
36,948
47,762
2,062
17,303
6,291

.

Tobacco

Cotton w'ooi
Foreign produce re-exported
Total exports,

.

.

.

897,6.56

444,107
571,312
451,230
437,174
303,449
755,781
124,791
151,276
172,321

dollars
Vdlue
ofbullionim

ported.

6,880,966
7,819,574
7,489,741
7,403,612
8,155,964
7,305,945
5,907,504
7,070,368
17,911,632
13,131,447
13,400,881
10,516,414
17,747,116

1833 and 1837-38, in a more amplified

above.
18.37.

1838
$1,556,775
626,245
992,556

#924,810
712,317
765,342

$1,271,545
588,506
851,401

2,218,227
483,712
814,398
841,933
628,069

2,584,746
823,419
731,596
651,908
680,644

2,369,187

5,613,010
1,810,938
2,744.418
2,151,558
1,405,322

2,987,269
1,686,920
2,309,279
1,299,796
1,066,268

3,603,299
1,579,639
1,721,819
1,312,346
1,028,504

703,-394

710,342
633,945
783,631

.

2,532,517
366,842
3,423,671
933,541

2,831,473
1,283,519
3,720,765
1,159,611

3,758,755
472,941
4,251,625
979,978

.

$28,370,625

$26,528,665

5,755,968
36,191,105
19,822,735

5,795,647
83,240,102
21,854,962

$27,074,981
7,392,029
61,556,811

articles

J

Indian com.
607,277
509,098
749,034
779,297
869,644
505,381
78,674
704,902

.

r Cottons,
5 Gold and silver coin,
/ 45 other articles,

Total of the above,
6-

^

Wheat.

1833.

Exports.

Products of the sea.

,

the three years

of

form than

1

m

BUSHELS OF

LBS.

'

.

Wheat flour.

sea.

Fisheries

Dried fish, or cod fisheries,
$709,218
Pickltd fish or river fisheries,
herring, shad, salmon, mac-

1839

Hie following statement shows

$90,140,433

$117,419,376

have

received from Washington the annual statement of
the commerce and navis;alion of the United States
for the year ending 36th September 1839.
Some
of the leading facts we have already published.
now subjoin a summary statement of exports:
Summary statement of the value of the exports
of the growth, produce and manufacture of the
United States, during the year commencing on the
1st day of October, 1838, and ending on the 30th
day of September, 1839.

—

2

37

.12,462,795

$108,486,616

*This is an error, it should have been 1,056,119, but it is correctly copied frorn an Atrierican work in which,
Regi-:ter.
the error was detected, after the edition had been distributed.— £<ii(or Commercial
[Buiifrcrs Circular.
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Population of the
1835.

cities:

1840.

Increase,

5,542
33,627
28,085
2,414
19,373
16,959
2,695
18,356
15,661
Buffalo,
5,725
20,129
14,404
Rocliester
Rochester, it will be seen, presents far the greater
ratio of increase.
A revolutionary hero, named Daniel, otherwise
Dr. Jones, a colored man, was "held" yesterday at
the upper police to pay ®1 per week tor the support
of a pickaniny, which Adeline White, a white woman, hailing from Vermont, swore Hnto him. The
doctor denied the soft impeachment, but she swore
to the liason, and the magistrate locked him up until
he could procure bail or security for the payment of
\_Tmes.
the $1 per week

Albany,
Troy,

PENNSYLVANIA.
Van Buren

electoral ticket.

Iiidiana,
Kpni(„ial
Geo. G. Leiper, ot Delaware, )
12. Frederick Smith,
1. Geo. VV. Smick,
13. Charles McClure,
8. Benj. Mifflin,
Freilerick Stoever, 14. Jacob M. Gemmill,
15. Geo, M. Hollenback,
3. Wm. H.Smith,
16. Leonard Prouts,
4. John V. Sleinman,
17. John Horton, jr.
John Dowlin,
18. Wm. Philson,
Henry Myers,
19. John Morrison,
5. Daniel Jacoby,
20. Westley Frost,
6. Jesse Johnson,
21. Benj. Anderson,
7. Jacob Able,
22. Wm. Wilkins,
8. Geo. Christman,
23. Abm. K. Wright,
9. Wm. Schooner,
24. John Findley,
10. Henry Dehuff,
25. Stephen Barlow.
11. Henry Logan,
The election ^akes place the 30th of October.
Gubernatorial candidates. The Milton Ledger
has placed the name of governor Porter at the head
of their paper for renomination for governor, sub-

ject to the decision of the 4th of March convention.
The Jelierson county "Backwoodsman," subject to
the same decision, has place the name of George M.
Keim up for the same officel
Congressional candidates. The following are the
candidates for congress as far as heard from:
Van Buren.
Wliig.
District.
1. 3.
C

Wash'n Tyson,

^\

3. Charles Naylor,*
4.

f John Edwards,*
< Jeremiah Brown,
Francis James,*

16.

not conquer; and our delegates are all willing to adrait, that, although Wheeling is not the "head of navigation," she must be very near the fountain head
of hospitality.
convention ot whigs was held at Portsmouth,
on the lOlh inst. Among the speakers on the occasion was the hon. Henry A. Wise, who addressed the

A

meeting

hours.

for three

GEORGIA.
Savannah

The

city election.

administration tick-

succeeded at the election on the 7th inst. by an
average majority of 81 votes.
Van Buren's majority in 18.36, over White, in
Chatham county, which includes the city, was 175;
in 1834, the Jackson majority in the city was 280;
et

1835, it was 195; in 1836, it was 198; in 1837,
was 144; in 1838, 139; in 1839, there was no conand in the recent, in which more votes were
taken than on any previous occasion, 902 votes
having been taken, the majority is 81.
in

in

test;

James Clarke of

;
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Charles Brown,

ALABAMA.

The

Bellefonte Courier states that almost one-

fourth part of the population of Jackson county,
Alabama, are suffering from a prevailing epidemic,
supposed to be bilious fever.
Mr. Boyd, the whig, candidate for the senate of
in Sumter county, having resolved to
contest the election of his Van Buren ojiponent,
(Mr. Jones), the latter has resigned, with the intention of submitting the matter anew to the peo-

Alabama,

ple.

Col. Thomas Riddle, senator elect from Green
county, to the Alabama state legislature, died recently of congestive fever.

LOUISIANA.
Election.

The

3d congressional

the returns from the

is

which were not received

when we

inserted the result of the late election
and are registered now for reference.

THIRD DISTRICT.
Moore
^e ( W.)
Landry and Calcasieu, 535
Mary,
1

St.
St.

St. Martin,
Rapides,

Lafaj"ette,

Joseph C. Neal.

Avojelles,
Catahoula,

Andrew

Carroll,

Peter Newhard.*
Valentine Hummel,

Ouachita,
Union,
Natchitoches,
Caldwell,

Miller.
Charles J. Ingersoll.f
John L. Pearson.

following

district,

Concordia,

Madison,

James Gerry.*
John Snyder.

Caddo,

Albert G. Marchand.*

2,907
2,874
Moore's majority, 33.
Avalanche at Playqiiemine. Sept. 4th, The New
Orleans Bee has the following letter:
"We are in the midst ot desolation; the whole

Claiborne,

18. Charles Ogle,*
19.

J

Enos Hook.*
20.
21. Joseph Lawrence, Isaac Leet.*
William Wilkins.
22.
William Jack.
23.
Arnold Plumer.*
25. W. A. Irwine,
In the present congress the delegation stands 11

level in front of the
fice

has taicen a trip

town

down

is

gone;

my

the river in

newspaper

of-

company with

several other buildings, and I have only had time to
Whigs and 17 Van Buren men.
The election takes place on the 2d Tuesday save the materials of the printing establishment. I
am completely exhausted with fatigue and beg you
(13th) of October.
DELAWARE.
to excuse my not giving more ample details of this
Delaware is at present the scene of a very active public calamity. I can merely add in a few words,
struggle, preparatory to the forthcoming election. that more than eight arpents front by an average
The legislature now to be chosen, will have to elect depth of about 300 feet has been swept away, and it
is my opinion that it will not stop there, for every
a governor and two United States senators.
VIRGINIA.
thing seems to indicate that the ground will continue
Whig gathering at Wheeling. The whig papers to slide otf for several days to come."
Health. The city of New Orleans remains up to
assert that at least thirty thousand persons attended
the 8th inst. quite healthy, but accounts from the inthe meeting on the 3d inst.
The Pittsburg Gazette says: Those who have re- terior are very unpleasant. There is much sickness
turned gave the most glowing descriptions of the on the coast.
Letters received in New Orleans
Insurrection.
whole atfair; none of those with whom we have conversed, pretend to express the delight and gratifica- from Opelousas stale that four hundred negroes had
tion which they received from their visit and slay at planned an insurrection in the parish of Lafayette,
The assemblage which was to have taken place at Vermillionville,
that spirited and hospitable place.
was truly immense; the lowest estimate we have on the night of the 22d instant. Most providentialbeard of the enthusiastic collection of freemen, is ly a negro belonging to Mr. Mercier told his master
friend of the circumstance, and the principal ringleaders to
25,000; some go far above that number.
has furnished us the following statement of the sub
the number of twenty, were immediately arrested,
stantials furnished for the public table: 360 haras, 26 nine of whom were sentenced to be hung on the
sheep, 20 calves, 1,500 lbs. beef, 8,000 lbs. bread, 27th ult. We have since heard that four white abolitionists, who instigated the negroes to revolt, have
1,012 lbs. cheese, 4,500 pies.
Besides this, every Harrison house in Wheeling been arrested and placed in confinement.
[N. 0. Bee, Sept. 2.
was abundantly supplied, and open throughout the
day; above five hundred banners were displayed
The N. Orleans papers state that about 2 o'clock,
alolt, and exhibited the appearance of the top gal- on the morning of the 1st of September a fiie broke
lant masts of numerous shipping with their flags out at the lower cotton press, or rather in a building
flying.
attached to the same, which was destroyed, together
The noble, generous inhabitants of that city have with a quantity of bagging, rope and other articles
won the hearts of Pittsburghers, whom they could Loss estimated at $30,000.
ILLINOIS.
*Meuibers of ihe present congress.
The Springfield (Illinois) Journal of
Election.
tirregular V. B. candidate, Morton M. Michael; nothe 4th instant, gives complete returns of the vote
minated by some of the pariizana of gov Porter.

A
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IOWA.
Census of \840. It will be seen by the following
that the population has nearly doubled itself within
the last two years.
At the enumeration of 1838 it
was 22,859; on the 1st of June last 43,117.
PopulalioTi of Iowa

Clayton county

— Census o/1840.
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our common country to that elevated position in the was to cause the laws to be enforced, from all agenfamily of nations, which she is, we trust, under cy in their selection.
Another and a prominent reason is expressed in
the Providence of God, destined to occupy. The
justification ot this anticipation depends, in no in- the following extract from the observations, made by
considerable degree, upon the manner in which the me, on the occasion: "We do not, sir," said Mr. Van
public domain is disposed of by congress. It may, Buren, "deny the competency of the people to make
unfortunately, pursue such a policy as shall tend to 3 proper choice; this argument has been unfairly and
vest large tracts of public lands in the hands of a untruly stated. Those who oppose the election of
few, and prevent that distribution of them among the jutices, do not do so because they have any distrust
many, which is most congenial with republican in- of the people. The objection to having them electstitutions.
ed did not flow from that consideration, but was with
It was because the
Your third, fourth and fifth questions, relate to my respect to the officer elected.
course in regard to the right ol suffrage in the New magistrate would, of necessity, be acquainted with
York state convention. Althougli your inquiries are all who opposed and all who supported him. This
made to refer to a few specific points only, I do you would more or less bias his mind in favor of those to
the justice to believe that it will be more agreeable,
as it certainly must be more useful, to be informed
of the ground occupied by me, with the reason? for
it, upon every material question that arose in that
body upon the vitally important subject of the elective franchise.
It was my ir.tention to prepare a
statement containing such information for you, and
I have for some time been waiting for the requisite intermission in my unavoidable official duties to enable

me to do so. I find, however, that my friends at
Albany, sensible of the injustice which had been
done to me upon the subject, in various and remote
quarters of the union, having access to the best
means of information, have, of their own accord, and
without communication with me, prepared a full
statement of the matter, and published the same over
their

own

signatures.

Upon

a careful examination

this document, I find it lo contain a true and fair
exposition ot my course in the convention, upon the
subject referred to, and I send it to yon as such. In
its details you will find not only the particular information you seek, but also additional facts in regard
to other branches of the general subject, which cannot be otherrtise than serviceable in enabling you
to form a correct estimate of the merits or demerits
of my course.
i did not advocate, but, on the contrary, opposed
vesting in the governor the absolute right to appoint
justices of the peace.
proposition was to give
the nomination of justices to the board of supervisors in each county, (which is composed of individuals annually elected by the people, one in each
town in the county), and to the court of common
pleas of each county.
When they agreed in their
nominations, the governor had only to perform the
duty of issuing commissions to the persons nominated, but if these two bodies presented different lists,
he had the right of selecting from either, but was
confined in his choice to the names thus presented.
To do justice to my course, it is necessary that you
should understand the circums'ances under which it
was ailopted, and the reasons by which I was influenced, as they were assigned at the time. Under
the old constitution, almost eveiy officer of the state
government was appointed by a council of appointment, composed of the governor and four senators,
selected by the house of assembly.
Those who entertained the erroneous opinion which regards the
possession of patronage, as a source of popularity,
and an engine of power in governments like our
own, attributed the long ascendency of the then dominant party in the state, to the influence derived
from this council; and were, therefore, slow to believe, that a majority of friends of that party in the
convention, would be willing to abandon it entirely.
Their apprehensions, in this respect, were, in no inconsiderable degree, confirmed, when I was placed
by governor Tompkins (president of the convention) at the head of the committee on thi» appoint
ing power. Our report, however, put to flight these
suspicions, by recommending, 1st. The abolition of
the old council of appointment; and, 2d. That the
different officers of the government should be selected and appoiated in the following manner, viz: The
officers of the militia, principally by the militia
themselves; the state officers by the legislature; sheriffs and ^11 judicial officers, except justices of the
peace, by the governor and senate; clerks and district attorneys by the courts; mayors and clerks of
cities by the common council? of the respective cities, and justices of the peace by the people of the
towns. Most of thes> recommendation! were adopted by the convention; but sheriifs and clerks of counties were directed to be chosen by the people, and
justices of the peace in the manner stated above, as
having been proposed by me, after unessential modification.
reasons for that proposition are fully
stated in the copy of Holland's life, which has been
transmitted to me by Mr. Alexander, one of the
signer? of yonr letter, but are too extended foriusertion here.
Some of those reasons had their origin.
as you will perceive, in the difficulties which we had
experienced during ihe war, in consequence of the
local magistracies being for a season in the hands of
the opposition, and a consequent indisposition, on
taj part, to separate the executive, whose duty it

of
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Washington, June 19, 1840.
We have the honor totransmit to you a letfrom a patriotic and respectable portion of our
democratic fellow citizens of the state of Michigan,
inviting you to visit the city of Detroit, on your return from congress, this summer, to Kentucky.
Concurring, as we cordially do, with the estimate
which they have formed of your close identity with
the cause of civil liberty, your ability and patriotism
in the |)ublic councils, and your heroic devotion to
your country in the field of battle, it affords us peculiar satislaction to have been selected as Ihe organs for the communication of this invitation to you.
In the event of its acceptance, we can a.=suie you,
that, your reception will correspond with the uniwhom he owed his election. It would be giving the versal sentiment of gratitude, cherished by the derich and powerful a great advantage over the poor; mocracy of Michigan for your distinguished military
and even if it did not, it would excite jealousy and services.
Your exertions to relieve the unfortunate vindicsuspicion of unfairness on his part, which in its operation, woirid be nearly as prejudicial to the public tive penalities of barbarous laws, the philanthropy
peace as if real injustice was done. These were t!ie of the principles which have guided and governed
reasons which had led him and others to doubt the you in all the public stations which you have held,
and your sympathies with the oppressed of other
propriety of having magistrates elected."
The constitution of New York has subsequently nations have been equalled only by your gallantry
been so amended as to make justices of Ihe peace and sufferings in maintaining the honor and indeelective, and although I have been absent from the pendence of your own country.
To your courage and perseverance, to those of
state during most of the time since the change, I
have,good reason to believe that the system, thus the chivalric Croghan, the brave Perry and veteran
altered, has worked well. No one, I a.ssure you, re- Slielby, the people of Michigan are peculiarly injoices more sincerely than I do at this renewed evi- debted for the jjrompt and final expulsion, in the
dence of Ihe competency of the people for the dir>-ct late war, of the Ibreign and savage invader from
management of the most important of their public their borders, for their permanent relief from opconcerns.
But while I am thus gratified by the pression and cruelty, and for their secure return to
change, I cannot regret the motives by which I was the paths ol peace and prosperity.
actuated in supporting the measure originally adoptThey cannot but anxiously desire to see you in
ed.
To protect the weak against the strong, is one person, to take you by the hand, and to evince the
of the chief ends for which civil governments are grateful sensibilities with which your name is alinstituted.
We may differ, for none of us are infal- ways associated in their hearts.
lible, about the mean? of accomplishing this cardinal
Your presence, sir, in the raidstof the democracy
object, but shall, I trust, never do so as to the prinof that '-beautiful peninsula," will animate their
ciple.
exertions for the maintenance of those great prinThe publication sent to me by Mr. Alexander is a ciples of liberty and sound government, to
which
genuine copy of the first edition of professor Hol- your life, in one unbroken chain,
has been devoted,
land's work.
I herewith return it, with the remark
and for the continuance of that safe and constituthat it was written without communication with me, tional public administration,
which alone can ensure
but constains, as far it goes, a substantmlly correct the perpetuity ol our free institutions.
I am, gentlemen, rehistory of my political course.
Permit us then to ask you to make one more saspectfully, your obedient servant,
crifice of personal convenience and interest to the
M.
BDREN.
To Messrs. W. Filhian, George May, Michael Cline, welfare of your country and to subscribe ourselves,
as we sincerely do, your friends and fellow citizens'
Sir:

ter

j

VAN

and

—

others.

JOHN NORVELL,

CONTEMPLATED

VISIT OF COL. R. M. JOHNSON TO

MICHIGAN.

From

Free Press.
It is with the highest degree of gratification that
we lay the following interesting correspondence before our readers this morning.
The letters of col.
Johnson will be read with the greatest pleasure by
the democracy of Michigan, who will welcome the
visit of the Kentucky patriot, statesman, warrior and
philanthropist, with the most general and enthusiastic joy.
An early meeting of the democratic state
central committee should be held, to adopt appropriate measures connected with the reception of our

ISAAC
Hon. R. M. Johnson,

E.

CRARY.

vice president

of the U. Stales.

the

distinguished guest.

Washington, July 20, 1840.

Gentlemen: Herewith we transmit to you the
correspondence with colonel Johnson, vice president of the United States, in relation to his intended visit to Michigan. Very respectfullv, your fellow citizens,

JOHN NORVELL,
ISAAC

E.

CRARY.

Washington, July 15, 1840.
Hons. John Norvell and Isaac E. Crary:

Gentlemen: Your letter of the 19th ult. was received, enclosing the invitation of your patriotic and
intelligent constituents of Detroitj to visit that interesting city.
I thank you for the kind manner in
which you have communicated
I beg leave to give

through you

their wishes;
reply.

and

my

Your expressions of approbation of my public
career are tlie more grateful, because I know your
sincerity and the value of your friendship; but to
that friendship, and your liberality in awardinopraise to the honest efforts of a feeble arm, I musl
ascribe much of what you have said in relalion to

me. I know your hands incapable of penning what
your hearts do not indite; ana I therefore set the
higher value upon this testimonial of your approbation.

The circumstances under which I drew the
sword in our late war, were such as would have inwas enclosed duced either of you lo do the same. You have
never voted for a measure in which you were not
to Messrs. Norvell and Crary, with the request to
conscientiously sincere; and if so situated as to represent the same to the vice president:
quire the peril of your lives to sustain it, you would
Detroit, June 11, 1840.
not have counted your lives as your own, but
To ihe hon. Richard M. Johnson:
your
Sib: A number of your fellow citizens in the country's. Such was my situation.
My country had called me to its national counstate of Michigan, desirous to see and greet yon
near the scene of that gallant exploit of tlie late war, cils; and I had obeyed the call. In performing my
which rescued this portion of our common country duty there, I had given a vole which contributed to
from foreign domiriion, and in which you bore the render the dangers of the field ii.,cessary for its
most prominent part, respectfully request you lo support. My country now called her citizens to
Ihe field; and I was happy to call myself one
visit the city of Detroit, on your returu from conof her
citizens.
Could I then disobey the call? No: if
gress, this summer, to Kentucky.
Identified a? you are with Ihe history of civil li- my cons'ituents mu5t perish in sustaining a measure
to
which
holding
high
place
so
a
in the affections
I was accessary. I preferre"d perishberty, and
of your countrymen, it is fondly hoped that your ing with them, to the tmjoyments of peace and
acceptance of this invitation at the present crisis, safety while they were braving the storm of battle.
will be greatly instrumental in preserving and main- In this act I performed no more than what duly
taining those free principles of our constitution for required; and I claim no merit bej-ond what bewhich you perilled your life, shed your blood, and long? toevery cilizc- volunteer, who met and comhave subsequently met the danunciations of the batted the foe.
parasites of the moneyed power; a power now threatMy course in the legislature of my counlrv has
ening to bind us anew as colonies to Great Britain. always been based on principle; and
as my princiVery respectfully, your fellow ritizens,
ple has never changed, so it has dictated a uniformiJoK.v McDoNELL, W. Hale, and others.
ty of action.
Your principle is the same; and
Hon. Ross WiUcins and

The

others, Detroit.

original of the following letter

—
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approves the measures which

have advocated.
We imbibed our repnbh'can sentiments in the
days of our youthful simplicity, and among those
They knew no
wlio were practical democrats.
superior, no interior, all citizens were fellow citizens equal in power, in rights and in rank. On
this principle we have not ceased to act; and our
I have often
republican brothers have sustained us.
congratulated Michigan, a state on which mjr affections are so strongly fixed, on her good fortune
1

—

in finding men to whom her first national interests
are confided, who could not be tempted, by any
earthly consideration, to forego those principles.
Men of greater powers than I possess, and with
the best intentions, have erred, and I know I am
liable lo err.
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ment, the whole territory, and with it our whole
ncrthwestern border, were exposed to British invasion and savage cruelty. Under such circumstances
it was but the voice of patriotism
the voice of justice
the voice of philanthropy, that called me to
the field.
I sought no distinction
I did not aspire
to military fame
I fought not for glory, but for my
country.
My only ambition was to do my duty in the service.
The field of carnage has no charms for me
I would rather contribute to make life happy, than
to destroy it, even in an enemy, when it can be
done with safety. But I loved my country as I
hope ever to do, and when her service called, I
could not remain inactive.
I volunteered as a private, without claiming promotion my fellow citizens who volunteered upon
the same principle, honored rae with the command
of a regiment of a thousand men, all mounted and
equipped at their own expense, and all ardent to
meet their country's foes, only for the sake of sustaining their country's rights.
With such associates, no man could be a coward, no heart could
fail lo beat with patriotic life.
It was under such
circumstances that I marched to Detroit in 1813,
the second year of the war, and at that point marched with general Harrison and gov. Shelby to pursue

—
—

—

—

—

On the great principles of republican government, the rights of siitirage, the rights of conscience,
the rights of equal laws and immunities ,tliere can
be no mistake; but in the details of measures best
calculated to sustain and carry out those measures,
I may have committed many unintentional errors;
though I can say, in the sincerity of my heart, that
not one error has been voluntary.
But your approbation of my course, tends to
confirm my judgment in favor of the measures in
general which I have advocated, and to satisfy me, the retreating foe.
The enemy had evacuated Detroit, and were
that when 1 may have been wrong, the errors were
falling back upon their resources in Upper Canada,
pardonable.
That you may long continue to enjoy that confi- succored by a powerful force of their Indian allies,
dence of your fellow citizens, which you have so who were continually increasing in numbers. By
richly merited; and that our beloved country may forced marches we overtook them; and as in duty
bound, we fought and conquered them.
still be favored with your services in her councils,
I have
The whole British force was taken, with the exis my ardent wish, and my confident hope.
the honor to be, very respectively, your friend and ception of their commander and a few mounted offiRICHARD M. JOHNSON.
cers, who saved themselves by the fleetness of their
fellow citizen^.
steeds; and the whole savage force, with the loss of
Washington, July 15, 1840.
their favorite chief, suffered a dreadful carnage and
Gentlemen: Through your republican senator a total defeat.
But the storm of battle had beaten heavily upon
and representative, Messrs. Norvell and Crary, I
have received your flattering invitalion to visit me. Disabled with five wounds; and the existence
Michigan after the close of the session of congress. of a very precarious life, languishing in excrutiating
Please accept my thanks for the honor you do me pain, I was taken to Detroit and lodged in that city
of hospitality and kindness. There the hand of
in this kind notice.
combination of circumstances renders your benevolence was extended to me; and all that human
state a subject of special interest to me, and strong- skill could dictate or friendship offer, was done for
ly inclines me once more to visit that delightful re- me.
Under the kind attentions which I received there,
gion. For more than twelve years after the close
of the revolutionary war, the British in violation of I soon became so convalescent as to be able to comThose days of rethe treaty of peace, continued to occupy that terri- mence my travel to Kentucky.
They saw its importance as a frontier and flection and hospitality, can never fade from my metory.
commanding position, lo either nation; and they mory and the thought never recurs, without assofortified witti the greatest care, the two strongest ciating with it a grateful recollection of the favors
military posts then within the territorial boundary, which I then enjoyed, and an increasing .solicitude
It was with the for the prosperity and happiness of that city.
Forts Detroit and Mackinac.
The great length to which the session of congress
greatest reluctance that they eventually relinquishall the imporit
retains
is protracted
-public duties, and the necessary calls
the
present
day,
To
it.
ed
tance, to which are superadded the extensive im- to private business, render it inconvenient for ine to
provements, and the multiplication of an intelligent command my time; but if circumstances should not
population, alike distinguished for patriotism and present insurmountable obstacles, I shall be at DeMost respectfully,
troit on the 28th of Sept.
moral excellence.

A

—

—

Its local position renders the stale of Michigan
of deep national interest. It is the post ordained
by nature to be the safeguard of all our northwestern frontier, both from civilized and savage foes
Scarcely an improvement there can be divested ofa
national character, and in providing for the general
safety and public welfare, it is hardly jiossible that
the general government can do too much for Michi-

RICHARD M. JOHNSON.

To

Jnfin

McDonell,

—

esq.

and

others, Detroit,

Mich.

EX-PRESIDENT JACKSON.
To

the editor

of

the Gallatin Union:

Hermitage, Jvg. 24, 1840.

Your letter of the 22d instant, reached me
today. You remark that on many occasions this
summer we have heard it charged from the stump,
gan.
The climate of the country, salubrious and exhi- that our talented governor, James K. Polk, received
lerating, renders it alike favorable to physical and from me, some years since, a certificate to his wilmental enjoyment. The fertility of its soil affords, lingness to defend his person; and that "on a late
in their greatest variety and richest luxuriance, all occasio'n, a gentleman by the name of Peyton stated
the produclions of nature which any parallel latitude that Mr. Wise had said to colonel Polk, when
on earth can yield. Let its fortifications be made speaker of the house of representatives, 'you are
impregnable; let the hand of industry improve the a damned tittle petty tyrant; I mean this personally;
Sik:

tained one,

is

THE DAY.
entirely unwarranted, and could only

have been suggested by a mind capable of falsehood and of applying the vulgar language you have
quoted to the speaker of the house for the performance of his duties. I am, very respectfully your
ob't servant,

ANDREW JACKSON.

The

Nashville Banner states the facts to be these:
(the editors of the Banner) stated that whilst
Mr. Peyton was speaking, tie asked if there was
any gentlemen present from Bedford county who
knew any thing of the matter, and that a dozen
voices in the crowd spoke out and said, that gov.
Polk had read such a letter in a public speech at
Shelbyville. The statement was made by citizens
of Bedford county, and not by us. The issue is
between gov. Polk and his own constituents. They
say he read a letter to them in order to prove that
gen. Jackson did not disapprove of his conduct in
He says, through the editor
his affairs with Wise.
that
of the union, that it was not a letter he reid
in the Globe authorized by
it was only an article
general Jackson."

We

—

GEN. Harrison's speech on abolition.
Carthage, Ohio, on {he 20t/i of Au-

Delivered at

gust, 1840.

Having recently received a

letter

from a person-

who is a member of an abolition society,
proposing to me two questions, which he requested
al friend,

rae to answer; but having from necessity, arising
from the absolute impossibility of my answering
the numerous letters I receive requiring my opinion upon political subjects, declined to answer any
from individuals, I willingly embrace the opportunity of answering them which this occasion has given
me without violating the rule I had found myself
under the necessity ol adopting.
The questions are the following, viz:
1st
Do you believe the people of the United
States possess an unrestricted right to discuss any
subject, that to them may seen worthy of conside-

—

ration?

—

2nd Do you believe the people of the U. States
have the right to petition their legislature for the
redress of whatever they may deem a grievance,
and for the adoption of such measures as the petitioners may think conducive to the welfare of the
nation?
I

do not hesitate to answer both of these questions,
The constitution of the United

in the affirmative.

States, and that of our own state, have secured to
the people the enjoyment of the riglits referred to
in both questions, entirely unrestricted but by their
own sense of propriety, and Ihe legal rules which

protect the rights of others. The freedom of speech
and the press is the distinguishing characteristic of
Without it we might call our
a free government.
country a republic, but it would be so only in name.
Like that of Rome, under the emperors, it might
be a mask to cover the most horrible despotism.
The light of the people to write and to speak openly and freely upon all matters of public policy, "is
the palladium of all civil and religious liberty."
The authors of our constitution must have known
that it would be subject to abuse to be used for improper, and, indeed, sometimes for criminal purposes; yet they declared it without restriction.
More than hall a century has passed away since it
came into operation, and although upon one memorable occasion it was resorted to for the purpose of~
giving effect lo councils tending to paralyze the
efforts of the nation, in the midst of a dangerous
war, and to encourage the enemy to persevere in
supporting their unjust pretensions, still these declarations of rights in relation to writing, speaking
and publishing, have been suffered to remain in all
I should be the last person
their pristine force.
who could, under any circumstances, consent to

advantages which nature offers, in harbors and fa- pocket it;' " and that I had endeavored to rescue restrict them by legal enactments.
the moral habits the speaker from disgrace, by giving him a certifiI must, however, take this occasion to repeat
and republican principles of the citizens remain un- cate that his conduct was not improper or pusil- what I have before declared, thai the discussion of
contaminated; and Michigan will long exhibit to the lanimous and now desire to know from me whe- the right of one portion of the states which comworld, an example of the highest state of bliss which ther there is any foundation in truth, for such state- pose our union to hold slaves, by an assemblage of
ments.
citizens of other stales, which hold none, is, in my
man. has ever known.
I answer, that there is not the slightest authority opinion, not sanctioned by Ihe spirit of the constiWhen the government which ruled the provinces
bordering on Michigan, had long continued a sys- for such statements. Col. Polk never in his life tution. It is tolerated by the broad and unrestricttematic course of depradation upon our iialioiial applied to me for a certificate, nor did 1 ever sup- ed declaration in the constitution, lo which I have
rights; when our national flag was humbled, and our pose or believe, that one was required by him from referred; it is forbidden by Ihe general tenor of that
independence invaded, when negotiation was ex- me or any one else, to sustain his personal charac- instrument, and the fundamental principle of the
government which it has established. Our governhausted, and the last ray of hope extinguished, it ter.
I recollect that when Wise assailed him as speament is certainly one of a very complicated chabecame my duly to vote for war; and having done
this, I regarded it no less my duty lo exert my per- ker of the house of representatives, using probably racter, difficult in some of its aspects to be well
sonal energies, in conjunction with those of my fel- the expressions you have quoted, I spoke of Wise's understood. To foreign governments it presents,
low citizens, to give efficiency to the measure. It conduct as did every citizen who had any respect and was intended to present, a power clothed with
was foreseen that Michigan would be exposed lo for the character of the house, in strong terms of the most important attributes of sovereignty; and so
And I concurred with others in far as our relations with them may be concerned,
attack, and a strong force was assembled there for disapprobation.
the opinion that the speaker, in treating such black- they are to see nothing beyond that which is deits deleiice.
Mackinac had fallen by surprise, and to the mor- guardism with contempt, pursued the course which scribed in our glorious motto "e pluribus vnum,"
American, Detroit, was most consistent with the dignity of the house, We are, however, not "one," in the sense that it
tification of eveiy patriotic
through moral imbecility or treachery, was inglo- and a just sell-respect. But the idea of my giving would be understood if applied to other nations
From that mo- col. Polk a certificate, or having applied for, or ob- which have been formed from once disjointed and
riously surrendered to the enemy.

cilities of internal intercourse; let

.

.
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separate parts.
Our union is not that wliich, like
marriage, merges the whole rights of the parties in
aire not
a common slock.
"Joined like meeting rivers
Which roll into the sea one common flood,

We

And

are no

more distinguished."

Our union is more properly like an ordinary copartnership, composed of a number of individuals,
who each furnish a portion of capital, to be subjected to the control of the majority of the partners,
but who each also retain another portion under
Willi the latter
their own exclusive management.
neither the partners collectively nor individually
have any more right to interfere than if there existed no sort of connection between them. This is,
also, the theory of our general and slate governOver the powers retained by the states
ments.
respectively, neither the general government nor
Oie other states, nor the citizens of the other states
can exercise the least control. If this opinion is
correct, it follows that discussions fn public assemblies in relation to the institutions of oiher states,
with a view to alter or affect them, was not in the
contemplation either of those who framed the constitution, or of those by whom it was adopted.
Let
us apply the theory I endeavor to maintain to this
are here, some 3,000 persons, in
assembly.
the double character of citizens of Ohio and citizens of the United States. In the first, we can undertake the consideration and discussion of any
subject belonging to our state policy, embody our
sentiments in the shape of resolutions or petitions,
and in the event of a supposed grievance, present
them to the appropiate slate authorities for redress.
"As citizens of the United States we are competent
to consider and discuss any subject of national policy, and by a similar process submit the result of

We

our deliberations, if we should choose to do so, to
that department of the federal government which
possesses the power to give us relief. But in which
of these characters, either as citizens of Ohio, or
citizens of the United Slates, could'vve, consistently with the theory and spirit of the constitution,
discuss a subject belonging exclusively to any other
state.'

There are many principles to be found in the
constitutions of some of Ihe states (other than the
toleration of slavery) which are very much unlike
those of Ohio. The property qualication of voters
for instance.
This is a restriction upon the right of
suffrage to which personally I am opposed. I would
accord this important privilege to every citizen.
Having ascertained that he was a citizen, I would
not proceed to inquire the amount of money he
had in his pocket, or what other species of property
he might possess. With these sentiments I might
offer lor our adoption a resolution declaring that the
restricted suffrage in some of the states was an
aristocratical feature in their system of government,
and should be abolished. Such a proposition could
not fail to create much surprise, and bring to the
mind of every man in the assembly that neither in
his capacity as a citizen of Ohio nor of the United
States, could he interfere with the people of MassachusetL', Virginia and Louisiana, in Ihe management of their domestic concerns.
Should I be
asked if I thought that any harm could arise from
such a discussion, I answer decidedly in the affirmative.
Harm in more ways than one. It would
tend more perhaps than any thing else, to destroy the
idea of the perfect individuality and distinctness of
the state governments, which has ever been considered as one of the most important features in our
system, and prepare Ihe minds of the people for the
prostration of the barriers %vhich have been erected
with so much art and care between the general and
slate governments, and those of the stales respectively, and finally lead to that dreaded consolidation,
which, in the opinions of our wisest and best statesmen, would be the immediate precursor of the
downfall of liberty. It could not fail, also, to impair, if not entirely destroy those feelings of confidence and affection between the citizens of the
respective states, which is the only effectual bond of
our union.
From the discussion of any question in an abstract form, no possible injury could arise.
I conclude with the repetition of my opinion that
the right of the people to write on, speak on, and
discuss, any subject which they may deem worthy
o(' consideration, and that of petitioning for the
redress of any thing "which they may consider a
grievance," are secured to them both by the general
and state constitutions, and that these rights can
neither be impaired nor restricted.
The abuse of
these rights is no argument for abolishing them.
In the forcible language of the late distinguished
chief justice of the United States "it is an evil inseparable from the good to which it is allied, a shoot
which cannot be stripped from the stalk without
vitally wounding the plant from which it is torn."
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demonstration of public opinion! Well may the
startled herd of officeholders quail before the maFrom the Boston Atlas of September 1 1
"Every mountain has sent its rill every valley its jesty of the assembled people. The days of opstream and la! the avalanche of the people is here!" pression are numbered. Their hour of triumph is
Such was the impressive and sublime commence- passed, and the freemen shall again enjoy their
ment of the speech of Mr. McMahon at the organi- own!
We feel utterly incompetent to give our distant
zation of the great convention of whig freemen at
Baltimore last May. But striking and just as they friends any correct idea of the splendor of the
were upon that occasion, with how much greater scene which has justpassed before our eyes. The
justice may the same be said of the mighty con- magnificence of this "never ending pageant" cancourse that yesterday marched in an almost endless not be described in suitable terms of adiniralion.
It will live in the recollection of those who witprocession through the streets to Bunker Hill.
From the day when the May Flower first landed nessed it, to the last period of existence. When
our pilgrim fathers on the rocky and inhospitable the uncultivated Indian, who visited our fathercoast of Plymouth to the present time, there has land, was requested by his chief to give the popunever, either in peace or in war, been witnessed lation of their tribe, what was his reply? "Count
such a mighty gathering together of freemen, from the leaves of the forest or the sands of the sea
the remotest confines of the union, as was yester- shore, for such is the number of the people of
day displayed in this city. From Louisiana and England!" An estimate just as vague, just as
the farthest southwest, on the one hand, to the illimitable, must be ours of this great gathering of.
remotest east of Maine on the other, there flocked the sons of New England.
From the commencement of the week there has
hither, to pledge at the hill side consecrated by the
best blood of the revolution, undying devotion to been a constant flowing of the population of the'
the true republican cause, thousamls upon thou- interior into this metropolis. They came in steamsands of as true-hearted and enthusiastic patriots as ers as numerous as the rivers which pour their
waters into the unfathomable oeean. From the
can be found on the face of the earth.
The farmer left his plough in the still unfinished east and west, from the north and south, delegafurrow, or turned from the half gathered grain tions of the people, with banners and emblems,
Till the last moment,
field, to he here
the mechanic threw aside his were constantly arriving.
apron and his tools the fishermen laid down their before the procession started, the cry was still they
nets and their lines
in a word, all classes of so- come!
Such were the admirable arrangemenis of the
ciety, from the east and the west, the north and the
south, joined in this pilgrimage to Bunker Hill, to chief marshal, that the mighty procession was
manifest the devotion to the principles of the re- formed, and put in progress without the slightest
volution that still inspired their bosoms, and their contusion or delay. The various state, county and
determination to rescue their beloved counlry from city delegations, took their stations at the appointa thraldom more unjust and more oppressive than ed hour, and wheeled into their respective places
Amidst
that which had once led their fathers to shed on with the precision of a military corps.
that very spot their blood, in the day of the revo- the spirit-stirring sounds of martial music, and the
lution, and to consecrate by it the hill which they enlivening shouts of the spectators, they commencwere visiting.
We state, without the slightest ed their triumphant march through the decorated
The windows were thronged with the
fear of contradiction, that the convention which streets.
yesterday assembled in this city, was without ex- beauty and fashion of the metropolis, and the surception
almost without approximation the larg- rounding country, waving their handkerchiefs, as
est ever held in this country.
The people have they advanced, whilst the streets presented a never
gathered, it is true, in mighty force in every sec- ending succession of animated spectators.
tion of the union, but never before has there been
To attempt any thing like a complete description
witnessed on this continent, and seldom on the old, of all, or any large proportion of the banners,
so large a concourse as sixty thousand sove- badges, &c. Hac. or refer to each one of the thoureigns— sixty thousand of those who have been, sands of towns, cities, counties and states, that
before the days of modern loco focoism, the sove- were here represented by delegates, is obviou.^ly
reign PEOPLE of America, and who mean to re- out ot the power of man to accomplish in our narrow limits, or of any press, however capacious, to
assume their defrauded rights next November.
But it is not only for its immense numbers that contain. Still we hope that the descriptions we
the Bunker Hill convention will ever be me- have gathered together confused, almost chaotic
morable; in the gorgeous splendor of its flags and as they are unavoidably, will furnish some idea of
banners, in the beauty and taste displayed in the the splendor and magnificence of our convention,
triumphal arches and other decorations that or- to say nothing of the extent of the task to describe
namented the streets through which the proces- it in the short space of less than 12 hours.
sion passed, in the lovelinessof the many thouAmong the many distinguished whig patriots
sands of fair faces, that from every window and that took part in yesterday's convention, we were
from every accessible roof, gazed with sympathis- happy to notice such brilliant specimens of nature's
ing interest and delight upon the immense con- true nobility as hon. B. W. Leigh, of Virginia;
the
course in the streets and above all, in the per- firm and inflexible governor Pennington, of
iVew
vading, strong and enthusiastic feeling of patriot- Jersey; hon. Ogden Hoffman and hon. Philip
Hone,
ism and devotion to country, that animated every of JNew York; hon. Reverdy Johnson, of Baltibosom, the 10th of September convention will ever more; hon. Jebez W. Huntington, United States
stand pre-eminent.
senator from Connecticut; hon. S. S. Phelps, of
finer or more magnificent day never favored a Vermont; hon. Francis Johnson,
of Kentucky;
better cause than smiled upon the great whig hon. George Evans and hon. Benjamin
Randall, of
jubilee of yesterday, during the passage of the Maine; hon. Joseph L. Tillinghast, of Rhode Isprocession, and certainly none was ever more fully land; hon. John Whipple, of Providence;
gov.
improved. From the earliest twilight of morning, Ellsworth and hon. David Daggett, of Connecticut,
Every and about all the whig members from this state.
the people came pouring into the cily.
avenue was thronged at an early hour, and the
The procession formed agreeably to the arrangestreets were nearly impassable from the density of
ment previously fixed upon, and at about half-past
the throng that filled them.
ten commenced its march in the following order:
The streets were decorated in every part of the

THE BUNKER HILL CONVENTION.
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A

city, but particularly in

the course of the proces-

CAVALCADE.

First came the mighty cavalcade, such an one, so
with every species of banner, flag, pennant
and other similar emblems, and together with the far as numbers are ascertained, as was never belbre
triumphal arches, produced a most exhilirating seen, in times of peace, on this continent. Their
Even the care-worm tory officeholder, number is not exactly known, but cannot fall much
effect.
anxious as he felt at Ihe prospect of his loss of short of TWO thousand and five hundred.
place, could hardly check his rising feelings of pa- They were led off by Newell A. Thompson, esq.
They were precetriotism, so long strangers to his bosom, or forbear chief marshal of the cavalcade.
ded by a band of music, mounted. Then followed
joining in the hazza for Old Tip.
The people have arisen in the majesty of their upwards of two hundred truckmen, in white frocks
strength.
They have aroused themselves from the and dark pantaloons. They carried two banners,
and come (the same usually worn by our city truckmen on
lethargy into which they had fallen
They rallied public occasions). Then succeeded the regular,
forth like a giant refreshed by sleepl
around the banner of the constitution, with all the Boston Cavalcade, led on by Mr. Braman. It was
chivalrous spirit and patriot devotion of their illus- preceded by the beautiful banner designed for Ihe
From mountain and valley, from occasion by Mr. Somerby, represenlins gen. Hartrious ancestors.
hill and plain, from the workshop and the field, rison on horseback, leading his troops onward to
they came! The cily has poured forth its thou- victory, with the words "gen. Harrison, the Washsands, they have descended like an avalanche from ington of the west." On the reverse
"Harrison"
the hilU; our hardy sons of toil, unconquered and and Tyler." The Boston cavalcade also carried a
unconquerable the intelligent yeomanry of New large number of plain white banners; all with apEngland. Well may the minions of power stand propriate and significant inscription. Among them
back in speechless consternation at this mighty we noticed the following:
sion,

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—
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HARRISON AND TYLER,

1

homes

—our honor

our liberty."
The people's choice.
The whigs of New Jersey were headed by goverProtection in industry,
nor Pennington, and carried in their front a banner
The people's right.
representing the coat of arms of New Jersey, motto,
On the reverse
If government «ill not protect us, vpe must protect "the emblem of our sovereignty shall be respected."
On the reverse, "New Jersey piesented by the
ourselves, with the ballot box.
ladies to the Elizabeth Tippecanoe club."
well regulated credit system.
2

—

A

The poor man's

MARYLAND.

capital.

Reverse

The

sub-treasury scheme, the poor man's destruction.

The

3

rights purchased on

Bunker

—
—

———

—

Hill,

We

pledge ourselves to maintain.
The people have come.
Reverse
Matty's policy: filty cents a day,
4.
And French soup!
Our policy: two dollars a day.

—

party rancor, had availed lo turn away their hearts
from their country's gallant defender, and a gratifying earnest was thus afforded of what the country
may expect from Louisiana in the presidential election.
They bore a beautiful and gorgeously rich
banner of crimson satin, on which was painted the
coat of arms of the state
a pelican feeding its

—

The OLD MARYL.A.ND LINE, Well represented,
its appearance.
The delegales were
principally from the city of Baltimore.
They were

3'oung.

preceded by the state banner, representing the coat
of arms of the state, motto: "The heart of the union
will drop her last blood for the union."
They also

roll

carried quite a number of beautiful banners, among
which we noticed the following. One representing

in

next made

OF THE DAY.

to the rights of the south, with which gen.
Harrison has been assailed by the bitter malice of

enmity

Over it the word "Louisiana." UnderOn the
neath "Justice, union and confidence."
reverse
"What can stay our onward march? Who

—
—

back the Mississippi's mighty torrent?"
MISSISSIPPI.
but few but not wanting

The Mississippians were

enthusiasm. Their banner represented theirslate
coat of arms, with the motto "We come to the
rescue."

—

on one side, Jackson, Van Buren and Benton, in
pur.«uit of a gilded butterfly, which is leading them
GEORGIA.
And roast beef.
in the pursuit, over a precipice.
Motto: "the goldThe delegates from Georjria presented quite a reMarch 4th, 1841,
Reverse
promises.
en
humbug." On the other side is a portrait of spectable array, both in point of numbers and perbroken
the
administration
of
end
of
The
5 Those who trade on borrowed capital ought to Harrison. Another, with the inscription, "10th sonal appearance. They bore a neat banner repreward. The administration say down with the wages senting the coat of arms of the state, with the motto
break. How much has the government borrowed.
of labor we say down with the administration." "Georgia comes late, but come she will."
The sub-treasury.
Reverse
On the reverse "Our country calls, the people
The first blow at the industry of the north. Pickens. On the reverse a coat of arms, encircled with a
wreath, in which are interwoven the words Fort answer, for Harrison and reform 5,000 majority."
One presidential term'
G
Meigs, Tippecanoe, battle of the Thames, &c.
The standard was surmounted by two small cotton
A protecting tariH!
Anoiher was a painting of a ship, with the word bags, one of white, the other nankin.
A sound currency!
"currency." The reverse represents Van Buren
well regulated credit.
.ALABAMA.
under the pressure of a screw, turned by the hand
The whigs of Alabama came in quite respectable
No standing army!
Reverse
of a mechanic. Motto: "No pressure that an ho- numbers, with the laurels of their well earned triNo direct taxation!
nest man need regret." Another banner represented umph still green upon their brows.
They carried a
No sub-treasury!
a view of the monument in the square of Baltimore, neat banner, representing the arms of the slate
JOHN DAVIS
7
with the inscription, Baltimore Harrison delega- the two rivers of Alabama with the goddess of liAND
tion."
berty, with the motto
"Alabama is coming to the
GEORGE HULL
NEW YORK.
rescue."
Reverse
The New York delegation was quite large, and
MICHIGAN.
The fisherman the f.irmer the mechanic the
made a fine display of attractive standards. They
laborer.
Next in order came a small delegation from the
were preceded by one representing the coat-of-arms youthful state. They carried a plain white banner
All have sutfered!
of the state, with the motto "Excelsoir." Another with the inscription "Michigan all ready."
All are aroused!!
MAI.NE.
The Dorchester cavalcade carried a plain banner. represented an inverted rooster, labelled "ChapThe state of Maine was well represented, when
painted by Mr. Somerby, and inscribed on one side man," with the words
it is remembered that her election takes place next
OLD DORCHESTER.
"Crow, Chapman, crow,
Thu.e our honored Harrison,
Monday, and that all could not come who would
For our party laid low.
By the log-cabiu boys
have wished to have been here. All who were here
Like the sainted Washington,
Of old Tippecanoe."
were compelled to leave by last evening's boat
Honest hearts has proudly won.
HARRISON,
Another, and very large banner, represented a in order to be at home next Monday in season to
Reverse—
view of the seige of Fort Meigs. The standard of vote. The Maine delegation carried a banner reKnown as the people's friend,
Blessings his steps attend.
the 15th ward Tippecanoe club was a pretty affair; presenting the coat of arms of the state, with the
Next came the Essex county cavalcade, headed presenting on one side a painting of the goddess of motto "She'll try." On the reverse— "A repreby B. T. Reed, esq. bearing a beautiful banner, liberty, with Ihe motto "One country, one consti- sentative of a log cabin, a single star in the firmacontrasting the claims of the two candidates for the tution, one destiny." On the reverse, motto
"E ment" motto "The star in the east.'"
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
presidency. The town of Cambridge contributed pluribus union." Another was a large banner, reThe state of New Hampshire turned out in large
quite a number to the cavalcade, and carried a white presenting a laborer, at work in the field gathering
banner, representing the American eagle. They in his grain, over it "Harrison and reform." Be- numbers, no less than twenty-five hundred strong.
Atlhe head of the delegation went the coat of arms,
were followed by eighty from Brighton, who bore low— "The laborer is worthy of his hire."
The next banner contained a painting symbolical with the motlo "Late but sure." The delegation
a handsome standard, on the side of which was a
painting of an ox, on the reverse the molto: "Thou of commerce, Bgriculture and industry, with the from Portsmouth were preceded by a plain white
"Harrison and Tyler, the guardians of the banner inscribed "Portsmouth delegation to Bunshalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn." motlo
The Roxbury cavalcade carried a beautilul banner constitution." Their last banner was a plan white ker Hill." Another while flag bore the inscription:
painted by Gerry. On one side, of white satin, one; on it lepresented a cannon in the act of going "Honor to whom honor is due— Harrison, Sullivan,
was represented a shield, on which was a full length otf, marked "whig gun" over it the inscription, Stark, Cilley, Scamrael, McCleary, Miller— brothers in arms."
On another flag was a painting of
miniature of Harrison on horseback above the "Amos' baby waker."
VIRGINIA.
a log cabin with Harrison and Tyler on a flag
words OLD Norfolk; below hee sons honor
Next came a small delegation from Virginia, bear- "The old homestead lo let next March." On the
THE BRAVE. On the reverse the following inscripher gallant ing a banner representing the arms of the state, with reverse, a painting symbolical of husbandry, manution, on crimson satin; Roxbury
Warre:* died a martyr to libeety on Bun- the motto "Union of the whigs for the sake of the factures and commerce.
The Concord delegation carried a banner belongunion."
ker Hill.
north CAROLINA.
ing to their Tippecanoe club, representing an eagle,
Behind the cavalcade came forty barouches and
The victorious old north state next appeared with molto— "The spirit of 1776."
carriages, in single line, carrying Ihe surviving )iaAnother banner from New Hampshire contained
The banner they
triots of the revolution, a portion of the invited quite a respectable delegation.
Col. O'Fallan, bore represented the coat of arms of the state.
a painting of gen. Harrison on horseback, over it
guests, officers in the last war, 8cc.
"The hero of Tippecanoe"
the words
of St. Louis, the aid of general Harrison at Fort Motto "We are here."
TENNESSEE.
Another banner represented the tree of loco foMeigs and Tippecanoe, went in the first barouche.
Just behind North Carolina came a small delega- coism, to the root of which one of the people is in
At the head of the Essex carriages was borne a
while flag, representing a liberty tree, motto: "we tion from Tennessee without a banner. The mem- the act of applying the axe, motto "The axe is
bers arrived in the city too late to procure any.— laid at its rools." On the reverse is represented the
appeal to heaven."
Next came the chief marshal of the day, lion. They promise at least 1,500 majority for Harrison ball of public opinion in onward motion. Above it,
"The people are coming." Below "Stop that
Franklin Dexter, with his aids, preceeding Ihe state in the "lion's" den.
KENTUCKY.
ball."
The president of the
central whig committee.
Trinmjihant Kentucky, next entered the field,
The delegation from Cheshire county, the "Giday, lion. Daniel Webster, followed, and was succeeded by the invited guests and the committee of with her delegation of victorious freemen. They braltar of whigi;ery," in that state, bore a neat banarrangements. They were followed by a band of carried a banner with the arms of the state. Over ner, it represented Harrison surrounded by a wreath
"20,000 majority." Beneath "Truth omnipo- of roses motto, "For our country and its gallant
it
music.
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NEW

jersey.

tent

of cheated, trainplfd and disfranchised
New Jersey, were well represented, particularly
The delegation
old Essex, Newark and Orange.
from the Tippecanoe club of the latter carried the
by the ladies of
them
presented
to
banner
beautifnl
Newark. On one side was represented a large
monument symbolical of the overgrown poAer of

The whigs

At its foot was chained in captivity
the exi'culive.
the American eagle— the constitution lies near,
scattered about. The arms
fragments
torn, and the
of the United Stali-s are in the dust, and the stripe
of N'nv Jersey ettaced. In front stands Ihe goddess
of liberty, pointing in indignation at the sight. The
motto

men

— "your

to the

rig^its

rescue."

"pre.'ieiited to the

an.l

On

—

yonr sovereignly youi
the reverse is inscribed,
the

Orange Tippecanoe club by

—

— public justice certain."
OHIO.

defenders."

—

The young empire state of the west Ihe Buckeye home of Ihe hero farmer, was well represented,
by as spirited a delegation of devoted whigs, as was
to be found in the whole procession.
Tlieii standard contained the arms of the state a canal boat,
the sun rising in the distance, with the motto
"The
nation will rest in peace, under the shade of her
buckeye."
LOUISIANA.
Although almost the most distant of any state in
the union, Louisiana, on this occasion, turned out
more than a hundred of as fine looking and enthusiastic whigs as could be seen in the procession. Full
well did ihey show by the interest they manifested
on the occasion liow little the cry of abolition, or

—

—

Peterborough delegation bore an excellent device
on their standard. It represented Uncle Sam looking with amazement at the sum total of the expendituies of his family, $30,000,000!
On the reverse
gen. Harrison is represented at Ihe plough in front
of his log cabin. Over it the inscription, "The far.
mer of North Bend."

Amherst sent quite

They

a respectable delegation.
carried a plain white standard, on it inscribed,

"Amherst whig delegation."
The Dover delegation carried
sentins: a log cabin, inscription,

a standard lepre-

"Harrison and re-

Hill."
On the reverse, an eagle
bearing the motto,
pluribiis unium; inscription,
"The republic in danger to the rescue! to the le-

form—Bunker

E

—

scue!- Dover delegation."

—
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a large representation.
Their banner had on one side a portrait of Harrison,
honesty in our
Inscription, "Harrison and rel'orm
public servants" On the reverse, Derry Tippecanoe club." "§ub treasuiy currency, both hands in
the treasury and 201), OUO men in the field."
On one olhcr banner was inscribed, "Amoskeag^,
N. II. The o;ranite hills will echo." The banner
"This shall
also representejt a sub-lreasnry vault
be the law of the land perish credit, perish com-

"Hartford and her Charter Oak resistance to
foreign enemies, 1687, to domestic 1840."
On the
other banner was a painting of a "Huge paw,"
underneath the inscription, "the huge paus of this
republic
llie men who are the springs of our industry and sinews of weaAh our mechanics and
farmers, our laborers and mariners, will prove them
selves in November worthy of the land whose liberties were defended by the sword of a Washington,
and whose rights were proclaimed by the pen of a

merce."

Jefferson."
On another was the following inscription:
necticut, we owe no allegiance but to the laws
we fight under no banner but the constitution
we acknowledge no sovereignty but a free people."
On another "No local or limited feeling has
brought us here no feeling but an American one
a hearty attachment to the country."
[Here follows the
STATE, making
nearlysix columns ol the Atlas, which we are oliged,
to omit forwant of room.

The town of Derry had

—

—

—

—

On

the reverse

is

represented a log cabin, sur-

rounded by implements of husbandry, inscription,
We v\ill trj', sir."
"JManchester, N. H.

Nashua presented

a fine array of true hearted
Hampwhigs, from that unpolluted portion of
They carried a plain white banner, on one
shire.
side the following inscription: "Whigs of Nashua,
N. H. early at ihe battle of Bunker Hill in 1775,
and not a whit behind in 1840." On the other:
battle for freedom
our prize
"To the rescue.
is in view, between Ihe broad banner of Tippeca-

New

—

We

noe."

VERMONT.

The

glorious Green

Mountain state, with laurels
green upon its brow, was well represented. Wherever her delegation showed itself, it
was received with the most gratifying marks of the
high estimation in which she was every where held
since her triumphant resistance to oppression and

of victory

still

successful opposition to misrule. They carr'ied a
banner representing the arras of the state, beneath
the motto which will henceforth become that of the
state

— "The

star that never sets."

RHODE ISLAND.
our desk, from which the
kindness of John L. Dimmock, esq. had enabled us
to survey a large portion of the jiroccssion at a single view, we began to believe that the whole of
"Little Rhody" had really come to pay a visit to
Bunker Hill. No state, except iMassacusetts, was
nearly so well represented here as our gallant little
neighbor. Her sons marched to the hill -sides, to the
number of lull 2,500! Among the banners carried
by the Rhode Island delegation, we observed the
"Providence county boys
following: One inscribed
left this spot to form a State; we return to it to save
a country."
The Tippecanoe club of Providence displayed a
magnificent banner; on one side was a representation
of Perry's victory on Lake Erie. Inscription
"Sept. loth, 1840. AVe have met Ihe enemy, and
they are ours." On the reverse an anchor, above
it, "Providence Tippecanoe club." Below it, "God
our hope."
The delegation from Pawtncket, carried a banner
representing an anchor; over it, '-her labor is her
"
wealth. Let it be encouraged
On the Seekonk standard was iuscribed, "no monopoly, we will have an equal share in the government." Another banner represented the arms of the
state, with a motto, that sliould sink deep into tlie
hearts of every voter in the land. "A full vote is a

As we

v^•atched from

—

whig

victory."

On the reverse, a representation of a mechanic,
motto, "Protective duties and liberal wages. JHark
the calumniators of the factory girl." On the remaining banners were the following inscription:
"Washington county -We are farmers and are
good for a farmer president."
"Kent county We came as whijs, with Greene
As whigs we come in 1340."
in *76.

—

—

—

Our fathers came to Bunker
"Bristol county
Hill in 1776.
The spirit of our fathers comes in
1840."

"Newport county

— We

furnished the Nelson of

new world in our Perry."
The Providence- delegation carried

the

in their pro-

cession an enormous broom, with the
'Clere dc Kitchen.'

inscription;

CONNECTICDT.

The land of steady habits mustered a goodly
host, but did not do quite so well, in proportion, as
Her
her little sister Rhody. Still, she did well.
delegation was headed by his excellency governor
Ellsworth. The delegation from the stale brought
a large number of banners among them were the
following: One from New Haven with the inscription
"New Haven, the Gibraltar of the Connecticut whiggery." Over an uplifted arm, below "Always ready." The graduates of Yale college carried a simple banner on one side of purple, and the
other of white satin, and on each side the word
plain white banner bore
"Yale" in lar^e letters.
"Connecticut still values
the following inscription
too hij^hly her political, social and domestic institutions to adopt the abominable doctrines of Brownson, Kendal!, Fanny Wright, and others of the loco
foco party."
The Hartford delegation carried a white banner
with a representation of the Charter Oak inscrip-

—

—

—

—A

—

tion,

—

—

—

—

—
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convention was organized by the choice of

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER, p)fs,,ic„(.
Hon. William King, of Maine,
Hon. William Upham, of Veri/ioTit,
Col. Joseph Cilley, of N. Hampshire,
Hon. Dennis Kimberly, of Conn.
Hon. Asher Robbins, of R Island,
Vice presidents.

Phillip Greely,

jr.

of Boston, )

Geo. Warren, of Charlestown, ^ «"«'«"«»
Mr. Webster opened the meeting with a short ad"Con- dress to the assembled multitude, after which he
read the following

bunker hill declaration, SEPTEMBER 10, 1840.
When men pause from their ordinary occupations,
and assemble

in great numbers, a proper respect for
the judgment of the country, and of the age, requires that they should clearly set forth the grave

causes which have brought them together, and the
purposes which they seek to promote.
Feeling the force of this obligation, more than
thousands of the free electors of the New EngMARCH OF THE PBOCESSION.
land states, honored also by the presence of like free
The cavalcade, 2,000 strong, began to move a lit- electors from nearly every other state in the union,
tle before eleven o'clock in the van of the proceshaving assembled on Bunker Hill, on this 10th day
sion.
Then came avery large number of carriages, of September, IS-JO, proceed to set forth a declacontaining the veterans of '76, a portion of the in- ration of their princijjles, and of the occasion and
vited guests, and such of the whigs as were too in- objects of their meeting.
firm to march on foot, and yet too enthusiastic to
In the first place, we declare our unalterable atremain at home on so momentous an c>ccasion. tachment to that public liberty, the purchase of so
More than half an hour afterwards the main body much blood and treasure, in the acquisition of which
issued from the gate of the Common at the corner the field whereon we stand obtained early and impeof Beacon and Charles streets, and began their march rishable renown. Bunker Hill is not a spot on which
up Beacon street towards Bunker Hill. Onward we shall forget the principles of our lathers, or suSer
the}' moved, in an almost interminable column, any thins to quench within our own bosoms the love
eight abreast, waving numberless flags of every con- of freedom which we have inherited from them.
ceivable shape, hue and device, wherein was disIn the next place, we declare our warm and hearplayed the amazing variety of "Yankee notions," ty devotion to the constitution of the country, and
and answering with enthusiastic shouts and droop- to that union of Ihe states which it has so happily
ing banners, the cheering smiles of the fairest of the cemented, and so long and so prosperously preservland, whose beaming faces filled the windows and ed.
We call ourselves by no local names, we rebalconies, whose light draperies and waving hand- cognise no geographical divisions, while we give utkerchiefs, mingled with the glancing of the blazon- terance to our sentiments on high constitutional and
ed banners, to give the wholescene that air of light- political subjects.
are Americans, citizens of
someness so necessary to set off to advantage the the United States, knowing no other country, and
imposing array and heavy tread of such an immense desiring to be distinguished by noolherappeliation.
procession.
We believe the constitution, while administered
Leaving Beacon they marched down Park and wisely and in its proper spirit, to be capable o( prothrough Tremont streets, still cheered by the smiles tecting all parts of the country, securir^g all inteof beauty, and still acknowledging its power by rests, and perpetuating a national brotherhood among
joyous shouts— passing under festoons of flags and all the states.
believe that to foment local jealoutriumphal arches, through Common into Washing- sies to attempt to prove the existence of opposite inton street. Thence, with the same enthusiasm, and terests between one part of the country and another,
under the happy influences, down State street, not and thus to disseminate feelings of distrust and alie(forgetting, as they passsed, to give our office oc- nation, while it is in contemptuous disregard of the
casionally a hearty cheer, for which honor we are counsels of the great father of his country, is but
happy to take this opportunity to express our gra- orie form in which irregular ambition, destitute of
titude) through Merchants' Row, and around the all tiue patriotism, and a love of power, reckless of
"Cradle of Liberty," which was enthusiastically the means of its gratification, exhibit their unsubhailed, though we fear not quite so cordially and dued and burning desire.
joyously as were the ladies, whose bright eyes shone
We believe, too, that party spirit, however natuupon them from either side of South Market street. ral or unavoidable it may be, in free republics, yet
Not only did the ladies deign to take a deep interest when it gains such an ascendency in men's minds,
in the progress of the whfg procession, but dense asleads them to substitute party for countrv, loseek
crowds of spectators of the sterner sex lined either no ends but party ends, no approbation but party apside of Ihe streets through which it passed.
probation, and to fear no reproach or contumely, so
Some faint idea may be formed of the appearance that there be no party dissatisfaction, not only alloys
of the procession, when we state that there were the true enjoyment -of such institutions, but weaborne in it, 369 distinct banners, with difl^erent in- kens, every day, the foundation on which they stand.
signia upon them.
These with the far more numeare in favor of the liberty of speech and of
rous spectators, with the mounted decorated mar- Ihe press; we are friends of free discussions; we esshals, flitting constantly about with orders, and the pouse the cause of popular education; we believein
innumerable flags suspended over the streets, form- man's capacity for self government: we desire to
ed a spectacle, which, to be appreciated, must have see the freest and widest dissemination of knowbeen seen and which will long be remembered by ledge and of truth; and we believe especially in the
the immense multitude, and all who had that dis- benign influence of religious feeling, and moral intinguished pleasure.
struction, on Ihe social as well as on the individual
From South Marketthe procession moved through happiness of man.
Commercial, Blackstnne, Hanover, and the interHolding these general sentiments and opinions,
mediate streets, to Warren bridge, crossing which we have come together to declare, that under tiie
it entered Charlestown, under a beautiful triumphal
present administration of the general government, a
arch, and met as warm and glad a welcome from its course of measures has been adopted and pursued,
citizens as they had received at each step of their in our judgments, disastrous to the best interests of
progress, more than which words cannot say. the country, threatening the accumulation of still
They ascended the eminence consecrated by the greater evils, utterly hostile to Ihe true spirit of Ihe
blood of our patriotic fathers, from 1 o'clock to 2
constitution and to the principles of civil liberty,
and, when all assembled, they seemed to occupy and calling upon all men of honest purpose, disinevery foot of the hill. The monument was crowd- terested patriotism, and unbiased intelligence, to
The windows of the put forth their utmost constitutional efforts in order
ed with eager spectators.
neighboring houses were filled with them, and the to effect a change.
hill was covered with a dense crowd, in the midst
Gen. Andrew Jackson was elected present of the
of which were mingled, in brotherly union, whigs United States, and took Ihe oaths and his seat on
from every corner of the land and banners from the 4th of March, 1829; and we readily admit, that
New York and Alabama were side by side with uniier his administration, certain portions of the
those from New Hampshire and Hampshire county. public alfairs were conducted with ability. But we
The crowd soon begun to grow more and more have to lament that he was not proof against the
dense around an awning on the noithwest corner insinuations and influences of evil counsellors, or
of the field, where the invited guests were assem- perhaps against his own passions, when moved and
Hence, in one most important branch of
bled, and where the proceedings for the organiza- excited.
tion of the convention were considered and adopt- the public interest, in that essential part of commercial regulation which respects the money, the
ed.

OLD BAY

We

We

We
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currency, the circulation and the internal exchanges
of ine country, accidental occurrences, acting ou his
characteristic love of rule and uneasiness under opposition, led him to depart from all that was expected from him, and to enter upon measures which
plunged both him and the country in greater and
greater difficulties at every step, so that, in this respect, his whole course of administration was but a
series of ill fated experiments, and of projects, framed
in disregard of prudence and precedence, and bursting in rapid succession; the final explosion taking
place a few months after his retirement from office.
Gen. Jackson was not elected with any desire or
expectation, on the part of his supporters, that he
would interfere with the currency of the country.
We affirm this as the truth of history. It is incapable of refutation or denial, [t is as certain as that
the American revolution was not undertaken to destroy the rights of properly, or overthrow the obligation of morals.
But, unhappily he became involved in a controversy with tlie then existing Bank of the United
States.
He manifested a desire, how originatingor
by whom inspired is immaterial, to exercise a political influence over that institution, and to cause
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them, when men of different temperament
must have been satisfied with their uselessoess and
impotence.
But gen. Jackson's administration, authority and
inSuence, are now historical. They belong to the
past, while we have to do, to-day, with the serious
evils, and the still more alarming portents of the
sisted in

We

present.
remonstrate, therefore, most earnestly and emphatically, against the policy upon this
subject of the present administration.
protest
against the truth of its principles.
deny the
propriety and justice of its measures.
are constrained to have too little respect for its objects, and
we desire to arouse the country, so far as we can,
to the evils which oppress and the dangers that sur-

We
We
We

round

us.

We

insist, that the present administration has
consulted its own party ends, and the preservation
of its own power, to the manifest neglect of the
think there is
great objects of public interest.

We

no liberality, no political comprehension, no just
))olicy in its leading measures.
We look upon its
abandonment of the currency as fatal; and we regard its system of sub-treasuries, as but a poor device
to avoid a high obligation, or as the first in the newWe believe its proseries of ruthless experiments.
fessions in favor of a hard money currency to be
insincere; because we do not believe that any person of common information and ordinary understanding, can suppose that the use of paper, as a
circulating medium, will be discontinued, even if
such discontinuance were desirable, unless the go-

that institution to exercise, in turn, a political inPublic documents
fluence over the community.
prove this as plainly as they prove any other act of
In this desire he was resisted,
his administration.
thwarted and finally defeated. But nhat he could
Dot govern he supposed he could destroy; and the
event showed that he did not overrate his popularity and his power. He pursued the bank to the death vernment shall breakdown the acknowledged auand achieved his triumph by the veto of 1832. The thority of the state governments to establish banks.
believe the clamor against state banks, state
accustomed means of maintaining a sound ;ind uniform currency, for the use of the whole country, bonds, and state credits, to have been raised by the
having been thus trampled down and destroyed, re- friends of the administration to divert public atten-

We

new modes of experimental
administration, to which we have already adverted,
and which terminated so disastrously, both for the
reputation of his administration and for the welfare
course was had to those

tion

from

its

own mismanagement, and

to

throw on

It has expended twenty millions, previously
accumulated, besides all the accruing income, since
it came into power; and there seems at this moment
to be no doubt, but that it will leave to its successors a public debt of from five to ten millions of
dollars.
It has shrunk from its proper respoiisibilities.
With the immediate prospect of an empty
treasury, it has yet not had manliness to recommend
It has conto congress any adequate provision.
stantly spoken of the excess of receipts over expenditures, until this excess has finally manifested
itself in an absolute necessity for loans, and iti a power conferred on the president, altogether new, and in
our juilgment hostile to the whole spirit of the constitution, to meet the event of want of resources, by
withholding, out of certain classes of appropriations
made by congress, such as he chooses to think may
be best spared. It lives by shifts and contrivances,
by shallow artifices and delusive names, by what it
calls "facilities," and the "exchange of treasury
notes for specie," while in truth it has been fast
contracting a public debt, in the midst of all its
boasting, without daring to lay the plain and naked

sible.

truth ot the case before the people.
protest against the conduct ofthe bouse of reJersey elecpresentatives in the case of the

We

New

This is not a local, but a general question.
In the union of the states, on whatever link the
blow of injustice or usurpation falls, it is felt,
and ought to be felt, through the whole chain.
The cause of New Jersey is the cause of every
state, and every state is therefore bound to vindition.

cate

it.

That the regular commission, or certificate of return, signed by the chief magistrate of the state,
according to the provisions of law, entitles those
who produce it to be sworn in as members of congress, to vote in the organization ot the house, and
to hold their seats until their right be disturbed by

its own misconduct. We
heard nothing of all this in the early part of gene- regular petition and proof, is a proposition of conral Jackson's administration, nor until his mea- stitutional law, of such universal extent, and unisuies had brought the currency of country into the versal acknowledgment, that it cannot be strength-,
of his country;
But general Jacksan did not deny the constitu- utmost disorder. We know that in times past, the ened by argument or by analogy. There is nothing
No legislative
tional obligations, nor seek to escape from their present chief magistrate has, of all men, had most to clearer and nothing better settled.
force.
He never professedly abandoned all care do with the systems of state banks, the most faith iu body could ever be organized without the adoption
His whole conduct their usefulness, and no very severe chastened desire of this principle. Yet, in the case of the New Jersey
over the general currency.
members, it was entirely disregarded. And it is of
shows that he admitted, throughout, the duty of the to profit by their influence.
We believe that purpose of exercising a money awful portent that on such a question, a question in
general government to maintain a supervision over
the currency of the country, both metallic and paper, influence over the community has never departed its nature strictly judicial, the domination of party
What it could no! accom- should lead men thus flagrantly to violate first printor the general good and use of the people; and he from the ailministration.
congratulated both himself and the nation, that by plished by an altemptto bend the Bank of the United ciples. It is the first step that costs. After this
the measures adopted by him, the currency and ex- States to its purposes, we believe it has sought, and open disregard of elementary rules of law and juschanges of the country were placed on a better foot- now seeks, to effect by its project of the sub treasu- tice, it should create no surprise that pending the
ing than they ever had been under the operation of ry. We believe, that iu order to maintain the prin- labors of a committee especially appointed to ascerthe Bank of the United States. This confidence in ciples upon which the system of the sub-treasury tain who were duly elected, a-set of men calling
his own experiments, we know, proved most illu- is founded, the friends of the administration have themselves representatives of the people of New
But the frequency with which he repeated been led to espouse opinions destructive of the in- Jersey, who had no certificates from the chief masory.
this and similar declarations, established, uncontes- ternal commerce of the country, paralyzing to its gistrate of the state, or according to the laws of the
tably, his own sense of the duty of the government. whole industry, lending to sink its labor, both in state, were voted into their seats, under silence
In all the measures of general Jackson upon the price and in character, to the degraded standard of imposed by the previous question, and afterward
currency, the present chief magistrate is known to the uninformed, the ignorant, the suffering labor of gave their votes for the passage ot the sub-treasury
call most solemnly upon all who, with us,
have concurred. Like him he was opposed to the the worst parts of Europe. Led by the same ne- law.
Bank of the United States; like him he was in fa- cessity, or pushing the same principles still farther, believe that these proceedings alike invade the rights
vor of the state deposite banks; and like him he in- and with a kind of revolutionary rapidity, we have of the states and dishonor the cause of popular gosisted that by the aid of such banks, the administra- seen the rights of property not only assailed, but vernment and free institutions, to supply an efficient
tion had accomplished all that could be desired, on denied, the noblest agrarian notions put forth, the and decisive remedy, by the usuipating application
the great subject of the currency and the exchange. power of transmission from father to son openly of the elective franchise.
protest against the plan of the administration
But the catastrophe of May, 1837, produced a denounced, the right of one to participate in the
new crisis, by overthrowing the last in a series of earnings of another, to the rejection of the natural respecting the training and disciplining of the miliexperiments, and creating an absolute necessity, claims of his own children, asserted as a funda- tia. The president now admits it to be unconstitueither ot returning to that policy of the government mental principle of the new democracy, and all this, tional; and it is plainly fo, on the face of it, for the
which gen. Jackson had repudiated, or of renounc- by those who are in the pay of the government, re- ti'ainingof the militia is by the constitution expressly
ing altogether the constitutional duty which it had ceiving large salaries, and whose offices would be reserved to the states. If it were not unconstitubeen the object of their policy to perform. The nearly sinecure, but for the labor performed in the tional, it would yet be unnecessary, burdensome,
Re- attempt to give currency to these principles and entailing enormous expense, and placing dangerous
latter branch of the alternative was adopted.
powers in the executive hands. It belongs to the
fuge was sought in escape. A duty, up to that mo- these opinions.
the
We believe that the general tone of the measures prolific family of executive projects, and it is a conand
denied,
suddenly
was
by
all,
admitted
ment
fearful resolution announced that government should of the administration, the manner in which it con- solation to fiiid tliat at least one of its projects has
hereafter provide lor its own revenues, and that for fers favors, its apparent preference for parlizans of been so scorched by public rebuke and reprobation,
the rest, the people must take care of themselves. extreme opinions, and the readiness with which it that no man raises his hand, or opens his mouth in
Assembled here, today, and feeling in common bestows its confidence on the boldest, and most vio- its favor.
It was during the progress of the late administraU'ith the whole country'the evil consequences of lent, are producing serious injuries upon the political
We tion, and under the well known auspices of the prethese nrinciplfs and these measures, we utter against morals and general sentiments of the country.
them all, from first to last, our deep and solemn believe that to this cause is to be fairly attributed the sent chief magistrate, that the declaration was made
condemn most lamentable change, which has taken place in the in the senate, that in regard to public office, the
disapprobation and remonstrance.
the early departure of general 'Jackson from that temper, the sobriety and the wisdom, with which the spoils of victory belong to the conquerors; thus
high public counsels have been hitherto conducted. boldly proclaiming, as the creed of the party, that
line of policy which he was expected to pursue.
deplore the temper which led him to his origi- We look with alarm to the exislingstate of things in political contests are rightfully struffgles for office
We deplore the head- this respect; and we \vould most earnestly, and with and emolument. We protest against doctrines which
nal quarrel with the bank.
strong spirit which instigated him to pursue that all our hearts, as well for the honor of the country thus regard offices as created for the sake of incumWe deplore the timi- as lor its interests, beseech all good men to unite bents, and stimulate the basest passions to the purinstitution to its destruction.
dity of some, the acquiescence of others, and the with us in an attempt to bring back the deliberative suit of pirblic trust.
We piotest against the repealed instances of dissubserviency of allTiis party, which enabled him to age of the government, to restore to the collected
carry its whole, unbroken phalanx to the support of bodies of the people's represetitalives that self re- regarding juilicial decisions, by officers of governspect,
decorum
and
dignity,
without
purposes,
which
the
of
bumetit,
and others enjoying its countenance; thus
accomplishment
measures, and the
which we know to have been against the wishes, siness of legislation can make no regular progress, settling up executive interpretation over the solemn
the remonstrances and the consciences of many of and is always in danger either of accomplishing no- adjudications of courts and juries; and showing
deplore thing, or of reaching its ends by unjustifiable and marked disrespect for the usual and constitutional
the most respectable and inteiliirent.
interpretation and execution of the laws.
his abandonment of measures that had been pursu- violent means.
believe the conduct of the administration regreat
with
This rnisgovernment and roal-administration
experiments
rash
his
ed for forty years;
interest?; andthe perseverance with which he per- specting the public revenue to be highly reprehen- would have been the more tolerable, if they had not

others the consequence of

We

We

We

We

-
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been committed, in most instances, in direct contradiction of the warmest professions, and the most
solemn assurances. Promises of a better currency,
for example, have ended in the destruction of ali
national and uniform currency; assurances of the
strictest economy have been but preludes to Ihe
most wasteful excess; even Ihe Florida war lias
been conducted under loud pretences of severe fruand the most open, unblushing and notorious
interference wilh state electioiis, has been systematically practised by the paid agents of an administration, which in the full freshness of its oalh of
office, declared that one of its leading objects should
be to accomplish that task of rifarm which particulariy required the correction of those abuses which brought
the patronage of the federal government into conflict
with the freedom of elections.
In the teeth ol this solemn assurance, it has been
proved that Ihe United States officers have been
assessed in sums bearing proportion to the whale
amount they receive from the treasury; for the purpose of supporting their partizans even in state
and municipal elections. Whatever, in short, has
been most professed, has been least practised; and
it seems to have been taken for granted that the
American people would be satisfied with pretence, and a full-toned assurance of patriotic purpose.
The history of the last twelve years has been but
the history of broken promises and disappointed
hopes.
At every successive period of this history,
an enchanting, rose-colored lulurity has been spread
out before the people, especially in regard to the
great concerns of revenue, finance and currency.
But these colors have faded as the object has been
approached. Prospects of abundant revenue have
resulted in the necessity of borrowing; the brilliant
hopes of a better currency end in general derangement, stagnation and distress and while the whole
gality;

'

—

country is roused to an unprecedented excitement
by the pressure of the limes, every state paper from
the cabinet at Washington comes Ibrth fraught with
congratulations on that happy state of things which
the wise policy of the administratioH is alleged to
have brought about! Judged by the tone of these
papers, every present movement of the people is
quite unreasonable; and all attempts at ch.inge
only so many ungrateful returns for the wise and
successful adminisiration of public affairs!
There is yet another subject of complaint to
which we feel bound to advert, by our veneration
for the illustrious dead, by our respect for truth, by
our love for Ihe honor of our country, and by our

own wounded

We

pride as American citizens.
feel
that the country has been dishonored, and we desire
to free ourselves from all imputation of acquiescence
in the paricidal act.
The late president, in a communication to congress, more than intimates that
some of the earliest and most important measures
of Washington's administration were the offspring
of personal motives and private interests. His successor has repeated and extended this accusation,
and given to it, we are compelled to say, a greater
degree of offensiveness and grossness. No man
with an American heart in his bosom can endure
this without feeling the deepest humiliation as well
as the most burning scorn.
The fame of Washington, and his immediate associates, is of the richest
treasures of the country. His is that name which
an American may utter with pride in every part of
the world, and which wherever uttered, is spouted
to the skies by the voices of all true lovers of hu-
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effort to fix a deep and enduring stain on the early history of the government.
Finally, on this spot, the fame of which began
with our liberty, and can only end with it, in the
presence of these multitudes, of the whole country,
and of the world, we declare our conscientious convictions that the present administration has proved
itself incapable ol conducting the public affairs of
the nation in such a manner as shall preserve the
constitution, maintain the public liberty, and secure
We declare with the utmost
general prosperity.
sincerity, that we believe its main purpose to have
been, to continue its own power, influence and popularity; that to this end it has abandoned indispensable but highly responsible constitutional duties;
that it has trifled with the great concerns of finance
and currency;— that it has used the most reprehensible means for influencing public opinion; that it
has countenanced the application of public money
to party purposes;
that it seeks to consolidate and
strengthen party by every form of public patronage;
that it laboriously seeks to conceal the truth from
the people on subjects of great interest; that it has
shown itself to be selfish in its ends and corrupt in
its means; and that if it should be able to maintain
itself in power through another term, there is the
most imminent danger that it will plunge the country in still farther difficulty, bring on still greater
disorder and distress, and undermine at once the
foundations of the public prosperity and the institutions of the country.
Men thus false to their own professions, false to
the principles of Ihe constitution, false to the interests of the people, and false to the highest honor of
their country, are unfit to be the rulers of this republic.
The people of Ihe United States have a right to
good government. They have a right to an honest
and faithful exercise of all the powers of the constitution as understood and practised in the best days
of the republic for the general good. They have
an inalienable right to the bleSsings of that liberty
which their fathers achieved, and all the benefits of
that union which their fathers established.
And standing here, this day, with the memory of
those fathers fresh on our hearts, and with the fields
of their glory and the monuments of their fame full
in our view
with Bunker Hill beneath us, and
Concord, and Lexington, and Dorchester Heights,
and Faneuil Hall all around us we here, as a part
of the people, pledge ourselves to each other and lo
our country, to spare no lawful and honorable
efforts to vindicate and maintain these rights, and
lo remove from the high places of the nation men
who have thus contemned and violated them.i

and scorn, a labored

—
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And we earnestly, and solemnly invoke all good
men and true patriots throughout the union, foregoall considerations of party, and forgetting all
distinction of state or section, to rally once more,
as our fathers did in '75, against the common oppressors of our country, and to unite with us in restoring our glorious constitution to its true interpretation, its practical administration, and its just su-

ing

premacy.
In such a cause, principles are every thing; individuals nothing.
Yet we cannot forget that we
have worthy, honest, capable candidates for the offices from which we hope to remove the present
incumbents.
Those who desire a change, throughout the whole
country, have agreed with extraordinary unaiiimity
to support gen. William H. Harrison for the office
man liberty. Imputations which assail his mea- of president. We believe him to be an honest and
sures so rudely, while they are abominable viola- faithful citizen, who has served his country successtions of the truth of history, are an insult to the fully in divers civil trusts, and we believe him a
country, and an offence against the moral senti- veteran soldier, whose honor and bravery cannot be
ments of civilized mankind.
questioned.
We give him our unhesitating confiMiserable, miserable indeed, must be that cause dence; and in that confidence we shall support him
which cannot support its party predominance, its and the distinguished citizen of Virginia, who has
ruinous schemes and senseless experiments, with- been nominated for the vice presidency, with all
out thus attempting to poison the fountain of truth, our hearts, through the present contest; convinced
and to prove the government of our country dis- by their election the true spirit of the constitution
gracefully corrupt, even its very cradle.
Our hearts will be restored, the prosperity of the people revivwould sink within us, if we believed that such ef- ed, the stability of our free institutions reassured,
forts could succeed; but they must he impotent. and the blessing of union and liberty secured to
Neither the recent, nor the present president, was ourselves and posterity.
born to cast a shade on Ihe character of WashingMr. Webster then severally introduced gov. Penton or his associates. The destiny of both has been, nington, of New Jersey; gov. Ellsworth and hon.
rather, to illustrate by contrast that wisdom and Dennis Kimbly, of Connecticut; gov. Kent and Geo.
those virtues which they have not imitated, and to Evans, ot Maine; hon. B. Watkins Leigh, of Va.;
hurl blows, which the affectionate veneration of hon. S. S. Phelps, of Vermont; hon. Asher Robbins
American citizens, and the general justice of the and hon. J. L. Tillinghast of Rhode Island, and
civilized world, will render harmless to others, and hon. Ogden Potfman and hon. Philip Hone of New
powerful only in their recoil upon themselves. If York; all of whom made brief addresses, and all of
this language be strong, so also is that feeling of in- whom were greeted with enthusiastic and long condignation which has susgested it; and on an occa- tinued cheers
need we say that none were louder
sion like this, we could not leave this consecrated or more hearty or longer continued than those which
spot, without the consciousness of having omitted rent the air at each address of Daniel Webster to his
an indispensable duty, had we not thus given utter- countrymen.
ance to the fullness of our hearts, and marked with
The clouds had been collecting, like every thing
our severest rebuke, and most thorough reproba'lion else ii! the neighborhood of Buuker Hill, during the
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afternoon, and there bad been occasional drops from
them for an hour or so, though not enough to lay
the dust or to cool the heated air; but when the hon.
Philip Hone called upon all those in favor of Harrison's electoin, to say ay, there rose a deafening
shout, which fairly "tore the welkin to tatters," and
dissolved the clouds into their original elements;
and had not the hospitable citizens of Charlpslown
interposed, we venture to say, there would have
been a greater number of "dem'd damp, moist, unpleasant bodies" together on the 10th September,
than were ever before congregated on the western
continent.

LAST night's proceedings.

The city rang again last night with the huzzas of
the whigs. At old Faneuil Hall, Daniel Webster
presided, and the hall was crowded by one of the
largest assemblages of citizens that ever convened
within its time-honored walls. Upon the entrance
of Mr. Webster and the distinguished gentlemen
who had been invited to attend, the building re-

sounded with loud and prolonged acclamations.
"Three cheers for Webster, three cheers for Leigh,"
were given in rapid succession, and the utmost enthusiasm was manifested.
Mr. Webster addressed the audience in a few remarks, and then presented the hon. Benjamin Watkins Leigh, of Virginia, who was received with immense cheering. It is impossible to give even a
sketch of the eloquent address of this most distinguished son of the Old Dominion, at the late hour
at which we write
suffice it to say, it was worthy
of the high reputation of the orator, and of the state
which has the honor and the pride of numbering
him among her jewels. Gov. Pennington, ol New
Jersey, followed Mr. Leigh, and he had good reason
to be proud of his reception.
The governor is a
straight-forward, bold, commanding speaker, and
was most loudly cheered. Then came governor
Ellsworth that whig of whigs whose appearance
and remarks were greeted with prolonged shouts.
The gallant col. O'Fallan of Missouri, one of gen.

—
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Harrison's aids at the battle of the
also introduced to the multitude by

Thames, was

Mr. Webster,
and he rendered his thanks in a happy and appropriate manner.
Marlboro Chapel. Here the hon. Robert C. WinIhrop presided, and there was a great gathering.
Ogden Hoffman, ofN. York, delivered a. most thrilling and soul -stirring speech. Mr. Hoffman's style
of speaking is remarkably pleasing, and his eloquence met with a most enthusiastic response from
every voice in the hall. The applause was deafening.
He was followed by Reverdy Johnson, of
Baltimore, in an able and impressive address. The
chapel was thronged.

M

City Hall. The hon. James T.Austin presided at the meeting held in the balcony of the City
Hall.
Here there were most animated and spiritstirring speeches delivered by Mr. Ralph, of Illinois, gov. Lincoln, ofMass. Mr. Saltonstall, of Essex, and Mr. Evans, of Maine. More than five thousand people composed the audience,
At IVhig Republican Hall. There were first rate
addresses delivered from the balcony of the whig

reading room, at which meeting Stephen Fairbanks,
esq. presided.

^

The gentleman who spoke were

Upham,

of Vermont, Neal, of Portland, and
Bedford, and some other gentlemen
whose names we could not obtain. There were

Messrs.

Eliot, of

New

from five to eight thousand present.
Every thing passed off every where in the most
joyous and delightful manner.
From the Boston Mlas, Sept. 12.
Meeting in Faneuil Hull yesterday. One of the
most interesting and impressive scenes growing out
of the Bunker Hill convention, was the meeting in
Faneuil Hall yesterday forenoon. The spacious
building was thronged to its utmost capacity with
true hearted whigs, eager to gaze upon the venerable survivors ol the revolutionary army, who, to Ihe
nuiiiber of from 50 to 75, were seated on the platform
of the main floor, to testily their sense of the invaluable services ot these ancient heroes in delivering
our country from British tyranny. They were marshaled to their places and guarded by the Boston
committee of arrangements, under the direction of
George W. Gordon, chairman. The hon. Daniel
Webster presided with the dignity of manner and
impressiveness of address peculiar to himself, and
near him were many distinguished gentlemen from
various states, with members of congress from Massachusetts, the speaker of our bouse of representaAble and impressive speeches were
tives, &.C. &CC.
made by the president, and hon. Asher Robbins, of
Rhode Island, lion. B. W. Leigh, of Va. hon. P.
Hone, of N. York, Lon. R. Johnson, of Maryland,
hon. Mr. Eastman, of New Hampshire, Messrs.
Dawson, of Michigan, King.of N. York, and Plum»
mer, of N. Hampshire.
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Elections.
Maryland his means and prepare for extensive operations the next
of on thi' 7th, Massachusetts on the 9tb, South CaroUna season.
on the 12fh, Pennsylvania and Oiiio on the 13ih OctoSome fine specimens of silk have been raised by Mr.
ber. In Mississippi, Michisan and Arkansas on the 2d, Coleman, of Frederick, Md. from worms fed on the
He- New York on the 2d, 3d and 4th, New Jersey on the white mulberry.

lute commencement
forty-four graduates.

At a

college.

college, there

19,

State elections take place in

Ex-president Adam^. The St. John's (N. B.)
rald of the 9ili insi. announces the arrival at that city 3d and 4ih, and Delaware on the 10th November.
of the hon. John Q. Adams, in the steamer Maid of
Pennsylvania is the first state which elects electors
the Aliat. He was to leave for Frederickton next of president and vice president, their election occurs on
morning.
die BOch October. New York is the last to elect, their
American board of missions. The receipts of the election occurs on the 23d and 24th November.

American board of missions, during the past year,
have amounted to $241,991; expenditures, $265,774.
Balance against the board, S24,0d3.

Exchanbe. New York on Boston, par; Philadelphia, 3|; Baltimore, IJ; Washington, 2; Richmond, 3|;
Charleston, IJ a 2; Augusta,_ 6 a 7; Macon, 12; New
Orleans, 4 a 4i; Cincinnati and St. Louis, 6.

Cochrane's cannon. The New York Ainerican
contains a notice, at some length, of an experimental
Flocr. At New York for western, S5a5 12; Ohio
exhibition of Mr. Cochrane's patent bomb cannon at round hoops, $4 94; Georgetown and Howard street,
Castle Garden. The advantages which it possesses $5 60.
over the common cannon appear to be incalculable.
At Baltimore, receiving price $5a5 12|; selling $5 25.
The rapidity of the discharges is so great that three
At Alexandria, $5 receiving price.
balls may be in the air at the same moment, so that a
At Charleston S. C. selling price Se 25a6 50.
regular stream of shot or shells can be kept up from
At Wheeling on the 12di flour wasselhngat$3a3 25.
There are three chambers,
this terrible weapon.
At Baltimore considerable demand during the week,
cold
a
stream
of
after
discharge,
through which,
every
and holders ask an advance of 12^ on the last quotaair rushes, thus preventing the piece from acquiring a tions
some sales of choice brands at $5 10; receiving
degree of heat capable of igniting powder a fact de- price S5; for city mills holders ask 95 25; Susquehanmonstrated by Mr. Cochrane, who, after sixty dis- na, S5 121. Inspections of the week, 6,665 bbls. of
it
hot
as
could
poscharges, and when the gun was as
Howard street; 5,447 city mills; 100 Susquehanna.
sibly be made, took a keg of powder and poured a Total 11,212 hbls. and 285 half bbls.
charge therefrom into the chamber of the cylinder with
Londo7i, Aug. 15. Sweet flour in bond 27s.a29s. and
The gun duty paid dull at 34s. 6d.a35s. fid. per bbl. The duty on
the utmost coolness and with perfect safety.
requires neither sponging nor stopping the vent.
wheat is reduced this week to lOs. 8d. per qr. and on
Mr. Cochrane is about to carry his gun to England, flour to 6s. 5d. per bbl.
where he will no doubt find a quick eye to its advanKyanising timber. Wiiliin tjie last two or three
The effi
tages, and a ready purse to secure them.
weeks, the Manchester and Birmingham railway comciency of the gun is so great that it is computed that
one steamer, with two of Cochrane's sixty-four pound pany have commenced kyanising Uieir wood sleepers
in a much more quick and efi'ectual manner than by
ers, could cope with and destroy any line of battle
the old mode of simply depositing ihe limber immersed
ship, armed in the ordinary way.
in the prepared liquid.
The company have had made
Chambersburs, Pa. Population, white males in a large iron cyiinarical vessel, weighing about 10 tons,
borough, 1,«93; white fewiales, 1,554; black males, 106; and which is about 30 feet long and six or 7 feet diablack females, 163. Total 3,216.
meter, made from wrought iron plates five-eighths thick
White males in suburbs, 345; white females, 336; and double riveied, which vessel is capable of resisting
black males, 71; black females, 114. Total 864.
a pre-'sure of 2oOpoundson the inch. The vessel'
Total in the borough and suburbs 4,080.
ing filled as compactly as possible with wood sleepers,
12 inches broad and seven inches ihick, the liquid is
Crops. English papers of 3d Aug. represent the
then forced in with one of Braman's hydraulic pumps,
crops as promising abundance. Harvest had comworked
by six men lo a pressure of 170 pounds on the
menced earlier than for the lust ten years the grain inch. By this wieans the timber is completely saturatextremely well cured and the kernals plump and sound.
ed throughout in about 10 hours, which operation on
The fine sunny weather had ripened the corn with the old system, took some months to effect. {Clipper.
extreme rapidity. The crops will be much above an
Maine election. The information from Maine by
average.
London, Aug. 15,h. From all parts of the three last night's mail is, that the whig gain for governor so
kingdoms, the accounts of the state of the weather, fur, over the election of 1339 is 6,612, and over the elecharvest,
are uniformily good. tion of 1838, 2,804 rendering it very probably that
and the progress of the
The Indicatuer of Bordeaux says, that ihe crops in Kent is elected, the Portland Advertiser says, by about
1,000 majority.
majority of the senate certainly, and
the south of France will about equal those of 1839.
probably a majority of the house will be whig. Allen
Cotton. London, Aug. 8. Market firm, to-day, 18 said to be elected to congress in the Penobscot disspeculation,
with
a
slight
1,000
on
ad6,000 baies sold,
trict.
vance of price.
Nashville. By the recent census, it appears that
have had a general
Liverpool, 15(A August.
demand for cotton, and the sales for the week end- llie city and liberties of Nashville contain 8,133 inhabales, of which, bitants, and that there are eight commission houses,
eil last evening amount to 45 9o0
And 76 dry
15 640 were Uplands, at 4ia6J; 11,80J Orleans at the united capital of which is iS200,000.
5a8; 14,300 Alabama and Mobile at 4ia7; 320 Sea good and grocery stores, employing capital to the
Island at 15al55; and 140 stained at 6ul2d. per lb. amount of 11,844,400.
Speculators have taken 18,500 bales during the week,
Opil'm.
No less than 30,000 chests of opium are
and 3,000 have been sold for exportation. The mar- smoked up by the Chinese annually, the passion, while
ket has not been so animated to-day, but a fair busi- it increases the use of the poison to a species of insaestimated
at
about
the
sales
being
ness has been done,
nity, destroys body and mind.
5,000 bales, of which 1,200 are on speculaiioii. Prices
Wm. M. Price, late United States district attorney
oi' the ordinary and middhng qualities have improved
being
for the stale of New York, has returned to the practice
days,
the
advance
most
last
ten
the
per
lb.
on
ia\
decided in the inferior descriptions, but the better of law in that city. He contends that the government
qualiues are without change of moment. The ac- is in debt to him. Suits to a large amount have been
counts of the Manch ster market continues favorable. commenced against him.

—

—

—

—
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The week ending Aug. 2yth, the sales amounted to
17,700 bales, including 1,550 American on speculation,
5 580
Orleans,
antl 6U0 American lor export.
quoted at 5a7^; 3,340 Mobile, at 5a6|. The market

New

during the week remained steady.
August 31.?(. Cotton in Liverpool was silling largely at moderate hut steady prices; say for Upland, from
5d. to 6d. for Mobile from 5d. to 6d. and for New Orleans 5d. to 7d.
Havre, Aug.S. Cotton remains stationary, for want
of buyers.
At N. York, Sept. 15. The slock has been augmented to 10,000 bales sales 600 bales at steady prices.
The exports from Charleston, from October 1, 1839,
Sea Island, 19,683
lo August 2i, 1810, have been
Sea
bales; Upland, 281,206 bales; against last season
Island, 10,485 bales, Upland, 199,879 bales. Thestock
on hand. August 23, was Sea- Island, 350 bales. Upland, 2,412 bales; against last season, Sea Island,
1,464 bales. Upland, 3,511 bales.

—

—

—

—

Deaths.
Jioston

In

was

The number

reported for the last

week

in

53.

New Vori

133, of

which 69 were under 2years

which 48 were under 2 years

The Georgetown (S. C.) American of
"A number of ihe planters of this
commenced harvesting several days ago. From
inquiries we have made, we feel authorised lo say

Rice crops.

the 2J instant, says:
district

the
the crop will not be short of that gathered last year."

The steamboat Boston came in colwith the sloop North Ainerican near Buttermilk
about 12 o'clock at night, by which her boiler was
displaced, one of her hands killed and a passenger
Steamboats.

lision
falls

drowned.
Steamers.
The Britannia reached her moorings in
Liverpool in the afternoon of August 14, making the
run from Boston in 13 days, and in 9 days and 15
the
time
hours from
she tripped her anchor olf Halifax.

The

British

making just

Queen
14

v.'as

ctf

Plymouth August 15th,
New York.

days on the passage from

Sale.m, Mass. The United State census of the city
of Salem exhibits a popuhilion of 15,051, of whom are
white males, 7,013; do. female, 7,746; colored males,
140; do. females 152.

sisters of charity. An agent of this associahas purchased a ten acre lot on the Harford road
suburbs of Baliimore city, for the purpose of
erecting thereon, two spacious buildings as hospitals
for inv.ilids; the one fir male and ihe other for female

The

tion

in the

At Philadelphia 96, of
of age.
At Baltimore 49 of which 20 were under 2 years, 3 palienls.
free colored and 3 slaves.
,
Silk. The Peru (Indiana) Gazette states that the
At Washington City, durin" the month of August,
43, of which 23 were of anduuder2 years, and 8 of silk business is pursued with success in that vicinity.
Mr. Noyer of Miami county has so far exceeded his
consumption.
At Charleston S. C. for the week ending 30th ult expectations in the production of the article di.» ngihe
lirdt year of his cipcrieneo, that he is about lo enlarge
18, for the week ending 9;h inst. 17.

A

We learn from the Nanmonth of August there
were imported into the United States 9,980 barrels or
324,350 gallons of sperm, and 11,325 barrels, or 368,062
gallons of whale oil.
Spee.m and whale oil.
tucket Inquirer, that during the

Stocks. American stocks. The following were the
quotations in London on the 8th August:
Alabama sterling fives, 7Sa80; Indiana do. do. 77^ a
78; do. fives, 1866-6, 69a70; Illinois sixes, 1860, 75a76;
Kentucky do. 1868, 84a86; Louisiana sterling fives,
S9a90; do. fives, 1844-52, SSJ; Maryland four and a
half, 82a83; do. sterling fives, 84; New York fives,
1855, 87a88; do. do. 1860,88a88i; Ohio si.xes, 1850,
90a91; Pennsylvania fives, 1860, 82u83 ex. div.; South
Carolina sterling fives, (Palmer's), 89a90; Tennessee
sixes, 84; United Stales bank shares, jE15iaJei5|; do.
debentures, 98a99; New York city, fives, 80ia81;
York Life and Trust, fives, 8Uo81|.
The stocks of the United States bank has revived
some what—sales were made in Philadelphia on the
12ih instant, at 66a67; and at New York on the 14ih
300 shares at 63j; and on the 15th at 63i.
Virginia bank stock. At auction, on the 8th instant,
at Norfolk, twenty shares of stock of the Farmers*
Bank of Virginia, cold at 98|, and ten shares of ex-

New

change bank at par, (SlOO).
London, Aug. 14. The funds were again heavy today in both markets, particularly towards the close.
Consols, which had been done at 90^ for money, left
at 90|, the final quolaiion, for the account, being
90|, buyers. Bank stock declined to 169 60, and exchequer bill to 23s. 28s. premium.

off'

Temperance. The consumption of spirits in Great
and Ireland, has risen from 9,200,000 gallons,
29,200,000 in 1837. The poor law commis-

Britain

in 1817, to

sioners esiimaie the money annually spent in ardent
spirits, at .£24,000,000.
The quantity consumed in
England, is in the ratio of 7 l-9ih pints per head; in
Ireluiid, more than 13 pints per head; and in Scotland,
23 pints per head per annum.

Tobacco.

Amsterdam, July

30.

Maryland and Vir-

ginia tobacco sold readily. Of the former 437 hhds.
lately arrived, f.jund instant buyers; but at what price
was not said. Cuba and Porto Rico leaves were also
inquired after; but in all other sons no business had

been done.

At Baltimore.
the

demand

Former quotations

sustained and
week 978 hhds.

fully

active. Inspections of the

Maryland, 338 Ohio and 40 Kentucky.
Inspections of tobacco in Virginia for
August Z\st.

the year

ending

i

—
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part of the British manufacturer, and we admit the
Gabriel hardship of his being precluded by fiscal severity,
deputy postmaster at New Orleans, from receiving flour or wheat in exchange tor his
payment exist,
in the state of Louisiana, vice William McQueen, products, where no other means of
and numerous cases may doubtless be adduced
resigned.
where the restraint may be made to appear as palpably absurd as the prevention is fatal to the interForeign legation. M. Pageot, brother-in-law est of the individuals more immediately involved in
of M. Serrurier, passes from Washington, where he
the question; but the corn law, to whatever objechas been secretaiy of legation, to Madrid, as first
tion it may be liable as pressing severely on ibe
secretary of the embassy. He is replaced [at Washinterest of individuals in particular cases does not
ington] by M. Chattry-Lalosse, son of the colonel
weigh a feather in the scale in comparison with the
^Courier des Elals Unis,
of that name.
baneful effects resulting from the involvement of
loans and investments in foreign securities with leThe revenue. Suspected fraud. We learn gitimate commercial exchange; all the socializing
from the Boston Times that an extensive importer tendencies and reciprocal benefits, which the latter
of French goods has bef n arrested by order of the is so well calculated to confer on the world at large
collector of New York, Mr. Hoyt, charged with are withered and paralyzed (we had almost said
perjury for entering and swearing to a false invoice blasted ) by the insiduous and delusive tendency and
of merchandise. He was held to bail in the sum of baneful effects of the other. If such be the case,
it will be naturally asked, where and what is the
three thousand dollars.
remedy? How are you to restrain capital? Has
not every man a right lo do what he likes with his
Trade and commerce. American cottons. The own? We shall briefly answer these queries by dichamber of commerce and manufactures of Amster- recting attention to ihe cause of so extensive an
dam has published a notice to the effect, that, ac- interpolation of extraneous bill and money operacording to arrangements made by his 'majesty the lions with the legitimale exchange. If, at the conemperor of Russia, in concert with the Danish go- clusion of the war, a corn law had been based on
vernment, American cotton, no matter under what rational principles and compatible with the alterflag, and coming from any European ports excepted circumstances which Ihe sudden suspension of
ini; those of the Mediterranean, will be henceforth
£25,000,000 per annum of war commercial equiadmitted into the Russian ports in the Baltic with- valents* necessarily occasioned, much of the emdelibills
of
health
out being furnished with clean
barrassment that has taken place might and would
vered by the Dutch quarantine officers. The Ame- have
been prevented, but much would still have
rican origin of the cotton must be proved by the reremained for endurance under so iniquitous, absurd,
quisite certificates delivered by the Russian consuls
and inapplicable a measure as a low fixed price of
in the ports from which it is consigned, or in the
gold.
There are now many circumstances mingling
absence of consuls, by certificates of the local au- there injurious eflecis on the productive interest and
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Montamat

to be

postmaster may enclose moneyin a letter to the publisher of a ne^vspape^,
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
Some of our subscribers may not be aware thai they
may save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
letters containing such money, he being able to sa'isfy
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing
thorities.
[Am, Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.

S^RemittAiVces by mail.

"A

FOREIGN ARTICLE.
HAYTI.

We

find the Journal des DeCatholic church.
bate, (Paris) the following letter from the pope to

president Boyer:
our dear son, the illuslrioiis and honorable Boy.
Gregory
er, president of the republic of Havti.

To

XVI,

pontiff.

Many and unanimous accounts, as well as (he
correspondence of your ministers, have apprised
the chair of Rome, which, by the will of God, we
now occupy, of the zeal which distinguishes your
excellency, and of your sincere desire to cherish
and consolidate the Catholic religion, which has
been rendered by the constitution of Hayti, the
religion of the state.

Commerce of the

U. States. Conformably
to the intimation contained in the circular of the 3d
instant, we to-day insert a statement of the extent
of the commerce and exchange of the United Stales
with Great Britain direct, and indirect through British America, China, and ten differet European nations.
We announced in our exposition of the
extent and nature of the aggregate external commerce of the United Stales, that whilst the charac
teristic of British commerce was an inordinate excess
ofexport,that of the United Slates vvasaniiioidinate
excess of import, the imports in the last nine years,
(including upwards of 100,000,000 of dollars in gold
and silver), having exceeded the exports by upwards
of 230,000,000 of dollars, and we concluded our exposition by stating that that excess was exclusively
at the expense of England; in corroboration of that
conclusion we now direct the attention of our readers to the account, not with Great Britain alone,
but lo that with Russia, Sweden, Spain, Italy and
with China, aiid with subsequent statemenis which

These sentiments, worthy of a Christian and of
an enlightened piince, have filled us with the more
lively satislaclinn, because we hope that they will
advance the glory of God and the eternal salvation
of man; that they will constitute a title of honor to
will appear, we shall further direct attention to the
yourself in life, and will obtain lor you a great and
account with British India, and with some olher
glorious recompense hereafter.
countries, and establish the fact of the excess above
In former years, the apostolical chair of Rome stated,
resolving itself info an abstraction of the recorrespondence
and
by missions, to sources of Great Britain. We are aware of having
has labored, by
promote the interests of the faith in the illustrious to place to the ciedit of this excess treasury notes,
republic of Hayti: but, owing to the distance, and bills of credit, bank, state, and various other stocks
various other circumstances, nothing definitive has
and representations of amount, many and most of
We have now determined to send which may prove of value to the individuals that
yet been done.
near your excellency, our legate, the venerable hold
them; but without intending to cast the slightbrother John England, bishop of Charleston, in the
est imputation either on the validity of those repreUnitfd States of North America, whose intellisenlalions of amount, or integrity of purpose, which
gence and piety are well known, that he may treat led to their involvement with the legitimate comwith your excellency respecting the affairs of the
merce aitd exchange, we shall sliow to demonCatholic religion throushout the republic; that he stration that whatever be their amount, whether
may deliberate with your excellency respecting £50,000,000 or only £30,000,000 or £20,000,000
the choice of pastors; that he may form a national sterling, they are as much
a spoliation of the reclergy, establish ecclesiastical discipline, and prosources of England, as though a marauding force
vide for the spiritual wants of the people: that by
had landed on our shores and levied contributions
your excellency's aid and favor, our said legate to the same extent. We do not in the slightest deinay execute iiis task successfully. He is invested
gree impugn either the intelligence or cliaracler of
with the requisite authority, and we recommend the individuals either in England or the United
him to your protection. In the hope that this will Slates identified with these acts of continued spolibe extended, we cordially bestow on your excel- ation; the fault isnot with them; but we must forbear
lency, and the republic which you governor, the
to express what we feel in respect to those whose
apostolical benediction.
duty it has been to have prevented the painful emGiven at St. Peter's, at Rome, sealed with the barrassments they have occasioned, and privations
eal of the fisheiman, the 20th of May, (4,) A. D. they are permanently calculated to inflict on the
1S34, and of our pontificate, the Ihird.
productive class of the British community; the exGASPER GASPARINI. isting corn law may be open to complaint on the
Vor.
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energies of Great Britain, bul the gold currency is
the root and bane of the whole, and must be abandoned, despite the compact that has been entered
into by no uninfluential portion of British pseudolegislalors; we make this asseveration conscious of
the influence which that compact phalanx at present
exercises, and of all the strong prepossessions and
prejudices, instructed as well as ignorant and vulgar, in favor of an adherence to a gold currency,
and also of the vacant and stupid insensibility of tlie
existing public men of all parlies on the subject.
But notwithstanding all this, one or two things is
certain, either an entire abandonment of a gold currency and the subslilulion of a means, for facilitating exchange proportionate to and compatible with
the resources and energies of the empire, or embarrassment and privation must continue to prevail
with increasing severity. It is not our province lo
prescribe or to propose what steps shall be taken to
remedy so grievous an evil as the embarrassment
and privation endured by the manufacturing and
trading portion of the community lor the last twelve
months; but when, as we have said on a previous
occasion, we have produced all the fads we have now
collected in evidence, and in demonstration of the
cause of the successive embarrassments that have
prevailed, and still continue to prevail, we shall be
prepared to point out as demonstratively the way such
derangements may be prevented, and a career of progressive advancement in all the means of social enjoyment instituted, instead of the existing one of proFor the
gressively increasing embarrassment.
present, we must confine ourselves to placing the
bane and antidote plainly in view; our banking and
commercial friends are equally involved in the question, and it is lor them to devise the means and to produce the requisite excitement to avert a large portion of their own possessions becoming in turn a
prey to the desolating tendency of the existing order of things. We shall confine our further remarks
on this occasion to directing attention losome other
of Ihe accompanying details. While the characteristic of the commerce of the United States, in Ihe
aggregate, is an inordinate excess of import over
export, with British America, Holland, (which inbills put into circulation externally by the Brigovernment for subsidies and obtaining supplies
and armies in various parts of the world

The
tish

for the fleets

during the three last years of the war, averaged
£25,000,000 per annum, and constituted commercial
equivalents, or means of payment for exports to that
extent.

1
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eludes Belgium,) Gibraltar and Trieste, the exports
will be seen greatly to exceed the imports; those to
British America and Holland will have equalized
themselves principally with Great Britain, and are
so far a set-olf to the excess on the other side we
have before adverted to; the excess of export to
Gibraltar and Trieste may in part also have equalized itself with Great Britain, but more particularly
so, perhaps, with Spain and Italy; these equalizations and involvements it is that constitute the question of "balance of trade," so much occasionally
talked about, yet so little understood, but which it
will be one of our objects hereafter to make intelliThe progressive' intercourse between the
gible.
United States and France merits the serious attention of our manufacturing and commercial friends,
and it ought in a more imperative manner to command the deliberate consideration of our statesmen.
Nor is the intercourse with British America, though
much less iu amount, not less deserving of attention;
it would be interesting to know the proportion of
the amount here represented that passes over the
lakes and frontier district, from that passing by sea,
but the American published accounts do not show

20,
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except what passes from ttfe state of Vermont,
which in the year 1832-5 averaged about 350,000
annually exported without any import; in

that,

dollars,

1831 the export Irom Vermont was 925,127 doland in 1827, 1,259.441 dollars. When w»*x-

lars,

hibit a display of the extent of shipping

employed

between the United States and the several parts o(
the world, it will be seen that BOO.OOOtons annually
enter and clear from the ports in the United States to
ports in British North America, which far exceeds
the amount of shipping employed between the U.
States and England direct.
believe a mountain of gypsum at the head of the bay of Fundy,
(similar to that oC Mont Maiire, near Paris), is conveyed in large quantities to the Delaware and state
of Pennsylvania for manure; and that it is this that
employs a large portion of the tonnage above mentioned.
As one evidence of the absurdity and baneful tendency of our gold standard, we direct attention to the note at tlie head of the accompanying
statistical display; but it is not now the standard
merely that must be abandoned, gold must in iolo be
dispensed with as a token of exchange or circulat-

We

ing medium.

^n account

(in dollars) of Ike value of imports into, and of exports from the United Stales of North Jlmerica,
different parts of the world, in each of the eighteen years 1821
from and to each
1838.
*,* The American dollar contains 416 grains of standard or 371| graijis of pure silver, in wei"-ht 1,000
dollars equal to 868 oz. troy, the par of exchange between the United States and England was formerly
sterling but by an alteration in the coinage of the United States in 1834
four dollars 44 centimes per
or sovereign is now equal to 4 dollars 87 centimes or nine seventeenths per cent, to
the English gold
the disadvantage of Engiand, that is in relation to the absurd and ruinous tendency of our low fixed price
of gold.

—
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GREAT BRITAIN.
Exports.

Imports.

,087,108
,706,287
,935,141
,188,317
,713,246
,131,969
,287,113
,811,200
,279,489
,519,214
,093,717
,911,799
,845,824
,242,807
,249,427
,645,968
,886,943
,869,678

20,777
24,498
il,866
21,620
37,102
21,991
26,392
23,260
24,291,

26,329
32,989,
30,814.
32,363,
44,212,
i2,180,

57,875,
.54,583,

32,179,

BRITISH AMERICA.
Imports.

Exports

490,
526,
463.
705,
610.
650.

2,014

445,
447.
577.
650.
864,

2,830,

1,229.

3,614

1,1

1,827
1,782
2,556.
2,588,
1,674,

2,764
3,786.

4,061

1,793.

4,471

1,548.

3,535,

1.435,
2.427.

4,047
2,651
3,288
2,723

2,359
1,555

Imports.

Exports.

1,852,199 628,894
3,307,328 529,081
2,258,777 648,734
2,209,663 231,981
2,067,110 287,401
2,617,169 174,648
2.086.077 .382,24-1
2,788,362 450.495
2,218,995 386,226
1,621,899 416,574
1,608,328 462,766
3,251,852 582,68:
2,772,550 703,805
2,595,840 330,694
535,44'
2,395,245
2,778,554 911,013
2,916,116 1,306,732
1,89S,39C 1.048.289

Imports.

Exports.

759,756

Imports.

901,812

3,111,951
5,242,536
6,511,425
3,618,502
7,533,115
7,422,186
,617,183
5,339, lOf'
4.680,847
3,878,141
3,083,206

1,097,39-1

5,3-14,907

1,168,697
1,079,327
1,285,17s
1,243.189
1,399,90]

7,541,57(1

1,151,788
1,317,242

998,915
1,335,896
1,128,23(1

1,015.50
1,570,788
1,020,91!)

1,168,111

,892,327
5,987,187
7,324 816
3,965,337
4.764.536

854,77

Exports.

290.560
935,368
636,061
,301,171
,570,515
,566,644
,864,405
,482,802
,354,862

742,193
,290,835
,260.522
,433,759
,010,483
,868,580
,194,264

630,591
,516,602

IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES.
Years.

France.

Holland.

Germany.

1321 4,989,940 1,938,953 990,164
1822 6,039,833 863,995 1,578,757
1823 5,666,73(1 754,95(1 1,981,026
1824 7,191,569 1,210,26 2,527,830
1825 10,964.182 1,253,369 2,739,526
1826 8,579,52( 1,106,4(1.* 2,816,545

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1.838

8,527,232
9,390,854
8,838,078
7,722,198
14,065,743
12,175,758
13,431,678
17,141,173
22,915,376
36,618,417
22,083,614
17,871.797

96.5,917 1,638,558

1,393,572 2,644,392
1,057,854 2,274.375
888,408 1,873.278
989,837 3,493,301
1,360,66: 2,865,096
1.306,484 2,227,726
1,3,)9,63: 3,355,856
1,932,53 3,841,943
1,828,231 4,994,82(1
1,886,976 5,642,221
1,180,897 2.847,35^

Dfn7nurfi.

16,156
21,232
24,028

46,827
49,264
40,822
117,946
32,911
5,384

575

Spa^n.

Gibraltar.

Italij:

549,398 1,234,263 973,463
826,191 490,378 1.562,033
982,026 477,969 1,369,44(1
568,217 693,484 1,029,439
577,693 748,546 1,454,022
655,117 677,808 1,120,746
614,725 828,953 1,013,126
632,166 666,576 1,507,41',
801,529 247,471 1,409 588
1,004,538
90,028 944,994
1,275,094
150,517 1,848,301

03,342 1,413,184 279,85!? 1,776,412
28,173 1,143,908 182,508 1,195,921
62,542 1,7.53,234 200,691 1,726,552
121,00(1 1,295,678 .160,20(1 1,764,392
43,971 2,394,489 245,978 2,612,33(>
l(l2,819 2,139,965
207,173 2,235, 1 4(:
27, 1 IS 1,102.536
25.624 1.2S9,60(i

Trieste.

Turkey.

229,79i 395,680
274,375 364,677
189,137 703,761
268,867 471,238
105,83P 840,799
193,152 421,9.32
163,540 783,128
237,378 498,533
191,896 293,237
132,093 417,392
161,062 521,598
362,027 9^3,62(1
314.611 786,044
530,614 569,511
492.567 422,204
1,029,09! 975.371
629,46S 693,161
372,37s 296,.533

Africa.

129,943
115,544
168,157
161,320
139,023
105,249
206,460
250,286
211,735
172,861
148,932
321,532
441,809
465,361
580,821
689,339
709,(177

541,931
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On the 8th lieiit. Hanson left his post at Wacahoota with 3t) men, on a scout, and soon after re
ceived a heavy fire from upwards of 100 Indians
lying in ambush. One of his men was Itilled and
four wounded.

THE NAvy.
The West India squadron, under command of com.
Shubrick, consisting of the frigate Macedonian, and
oloop of war Levant alter leaving Porl.smouth, touched at PiDvincetown, and arrived at Newport en the
17th, where they were welcomed by a salute, fired
by the artillery company under command of col.
Swan at Fort VVblcott. It is staled that the squadron is to proceed to Norfolk, which station com.
Shubrick is lo assume the command, vice commodore Warrington, transferred to the navy board, at
Washington.
Cora.

Downes

will take

command

of the East In-

dia squadron.

Purser Jackson will be relieved at this station by
purser Clark, and will join the sloop of war, Boston,
of the E. I. squadron.
The U. S. ship Warren, lying at Pensacola, was
struck by lightning, but no damage was sustained.
The U. S. ship ol war Cyane sailed from Smyrna
for Bey rout on the 28lh July.
naval court martial is about to sit in N. York
for the trial of lieut. James Glynn.
The sloop of war Preble, commander Breeze, left
Portland to look after the interests of our fishermen
at the eastward.

A

.

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.
on the 14th inst. has entirely revolutionized the state, which has heretofore been decidedly in favor of the administration, and has now
gone for the whigs in all its departments.
Governor Fairfield was elected in 1S39 hy a maKent now beats him by a small majority of 6,497
jority. The following comprise nearly all the towns
of the state and in no event will the entire vote
vary the result materially.
1840.
1838.

The

election

—

—

Kent.

Cumberland

do. 6,679
do. 6,3.38
do. 0,808

Lincoln

Kennebec
Somerset
Piscataquis

Franklin

Hancock
Washington

Waldo
Penobscot
Oxford
Aroostook

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

3,737
1.252
1,822
2,279
2,163
2,584
4,209
2,756
231

45,390
44,833
Kent's majority

Kent. Fairfield.
4,580
5,577
6,416
6,521
5,823
5,049
6.584
3,838
3,264
2,730
1,108
1,300
1,785
2,001
2,337
2,652
2,129
2,067
2,166
4,752
3,833
4.657
2,691
4,687

Fairfield.

York, complete 4,530

5,419
6,481
5,135
3,635
2,616
1,152
2,042
2,175
2,001
4,924
4,359
4,489

395

164

374

44,883

42,879

46,276
42,879

557

3,397

3,.397

Whig

gain

3,954

The towns lo be heard from will be likely to reduce Kent's majority to about 300. Allowing the
scattering to be 100 vote.s, his majority will

still

be

The

Boston Post (V. B.) makes Fairfield 2 ahead,
8 towns to be heard from, whose aggregate vote in

1838 was 389.
The Bosion Bay Stale Democrat (V. B.) gives
Kent a majority of 63 in the towns heard from,
and says seven more towns are to be heard from,
which in 1833 gave Faiifield a majority of 105.
This would throw the election before the legislature,
where the whigs have a majority.
The senate consisting ol 25 members, last year,

Now

stood 17 administration to 8 whigs.
ascertained, stands

Cumberland,
York,

Whigs.
4

Lincoln,

Kennebec,
Somerset,

Waldo,

Hancock& Wash.
Oxford,

—
4

3
2

—
(middle
—
1

as far as

Mministraiion.

dist.)

—
—3
—
—
—2
2

14

7

Two in Penobscot and two in Hancock

and Wash-

ington to be heard from.
The whigs have probably
etcted their candidates in Penobscot, and one in
Hancock and Washington. In the remaining dis-

no choice.
The home of representatives consists of 186 memwhich Ustyear 123 were administration and

trict there is

bers, of

26,
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63 were whigs. If is now confidently asserted that
the whigs have a majority. As far as heard from, it
stands

THE UNION.
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Anniversary of Macdonough's victory was

sejiarate-

1840—STATES OF

36,

said that the course of the gentlepreceded him, in yielding their per-

Mr. Beardsley

ly celebrated by both parties on the 11th, in the men who had
The Van Buien men sonal preferences, and avowing a cordial support of a
vicinity of Lake Champlain.
assembled at Plattsbnrgii, to the number, it is said, of candidate not their first choice, was worthy of
2,000, and were addressed by Messrs. Wright, Dix, themselves, and of the true intelligence and paFlaorg, and by the eK-minister to Spain, C. P. Van triotism of the slate: and he thanked them for it.

THE UNION.

26th district Nathan Reed, of Ontario.

27th"
28th "
29th "

William Kernan, of Sti'uben.
Powell Carpenter, of Monroe.
Benedict Brooks, of Genesee,

Moses Van Campen, of Allegany.
3(>th "
Benjamin Walworth, of Chautauque.
31st "
Gushing Swift, of Erie.
Such examples were expected from republicans; 32d "
Eri Wood, of
The whigs assembled at Keesville to the number but they were not the less appropriate and praise- 33d '
Mr. Sherwood, of Cayuga, offered the following
of 8,000 and were addressed by senator N. P. worthy on this occasion. The crisis demanded not
Tallmadge, Hiram Ketchum, esq. of N. York, Mr. only concession, but a cordial, active and harmo- resolution:
Resolved, That our democratic citizens of the
Culver and Mr. Slade, of Vermont. A correspon- nious efibrt, and he was happy to see the manifesdent of the Commercial speaks of Mr. Ketchum's tations of such a state of feeling and determination city of New York, in being subjected to the odious
Ness.

—

address, both at the lield gathering and in the evening at the court house, as most etieclive.
More than ten thousaml people were present at
the dedication of the Warren county log cabin, at
Gien's Falls, last week.
Whig meeting at Brooklyn. There was a large
and enthusiastic meeting of the friends of Harrison,
Tyler and reform, at Brooklyn yesterday, upon the
occasion of opening of the log cabin, which the
whigs of Kings county have erected in that city.
There was a procession of the Tippecanoe clubs of
JVew Jersey, Brooklyn and New York, vrhich extended at least two miles. There could not have
been less than 10,000 persons present. The ladies
of Kings county made a presentation of a flai,,
through judge Copeland. The inscription was Harrison and Tyler. Gen. Johnson called upon the
meeting to respond to the appeal that had been

The cause, the principles at
in every quarter.
stake, and the candidates before the people, dsr
manded the best exertions of every republican.
The presidential contest had not been surpassed in
importance to the well being, the true interests,
Particuthe liberties of the people, since 1800.
larly incumbent was it on New York on this occasion to show her attachment to the candidates that
so clearly embodied the great principles for which
she has so long and earneslly, until within late
He believed that
years, successliilly contended.
ftlr. Van Buren would be elected without New
York; but with it, such a result was certain. It
was due not less to him, than the cause with which

registry law, enacted at the last session of our legislature, deserve to receive the sympathies of this
convention, and that we unanimously recommend
to the democracy of the state to use their best exertions to effect its repeal.
Mr. Roosevelt called up by an allusion to the att
of tyranny, aimed at a democratic city by an arbitrary and proscribing majority in the lejislaliire,
addressed the convention with his usual force and
felicity of manner; when the resolution was carried

unanimously.

Mr. Mann, being called on, addressed the convention in an able and convincing S|ieech.
Richard D. Davis, esq. of Poughkeepsie, being
he is identified, that our own state should resume present, was, on motion, invited to address the conher place among the democracies of the union. vention; and he spoke upwards of three hours (inLet us then, said Mr. B. spare no concessions of cluding the evening sitting) with equal power and
feeling or any harmony and activity of effort, that eloquence.
made to thera by the ladies. The call was receiv- shall conduce to such a result. He did not doubt
Mr. Townsend, from the committee, reported'
ed with reiterated cheers. The meeting was ad- that the gentleman nominated by the convention, and read the following resolutions, which werei
dressed by Mr. King, of New Jersey, by the hon. would ri?ceive the strong, united and cordial sup- unanimously adopted by the convention:
Resolved, That we recognise in the pending conMr. Tallmadge, and by Mr. Raymond, of New port of the democracy of the state. He well knew,
from many years intimate acquaintance with him, test, a revival of the parly divisions which were
York.
Jld ministration stale conrenlion at Syracuse. The how truly he was deserving of it. He would not involved in the political struggle of 1800; that .the
convention assembled on the 2d inst. and was or- say that he was the best or the worthiest man for same adversaries of the demociacy are again in the
ganized by appointing Jabez Willes, president. the station in the state, but he would say that he field, laboring willi renewed energy and zeal to
Henry F. Jones, Governeur Kemble, Amasa Par- was every way worthy, and the best to be brought subvert the true principles of the governmeni; and
ker, Danl. Stevenson, Bennett Bicknell, Hiram out: and that he felt confident that with united and that the followers of Jefferson are cilled on by the
Giay, Jared Willson, Joseph Sibley, vice presidents. vigorous energies, complete success would attend most imperious obligations ot duty, to put forth
A. H. Mickle, Seth Hastings, O. Hungerford, our eflbrts.
their strength in defence of the rights secure.l to us
Henry G. Cotton, John T. Hudson, secretaries.
The resolution was then unanimously adopted, by the constitution, and to uphold the maxims ol
The convention proceeded to ballot for a candi- amidst the warm applause of the concourse of popular liberty.
date for governor. The following was the result: spectators that crowded every part of the church.
Resolved, That under a government like ours,
For William C. Bouck,
On motion of Mr. Maison, it was unanimously founded upon the assumption that the people have
107
John A. Dix,
14
resolved, that Daniel S. Dickenson be nominat- the intelligence to understand their rights, and the
Silas Wright, jr.
2
ed as the democratic candidate for lieutenant go- moral power to maintain Ihein, all appeals should
Benj. F. Butler,

vernor.
On motion of Mr. Cramer, it was resolved, that
a committee of one from each senate district be apfollowing resolution:
pointed by the chair, to report to the convention
Resolved, That William C. Bouck be unani- an address and resolutions.
mously nominated as the democratic candidate for
The chair announced the committee as follows:
5th. Mr. Bowne,
governor.
1st. Mr. Roose\elt,
6th. Mr. McKoon,
Mr. Townsend remarked, on offering the resolu2nd. Mr. Paddock,
7lh. Mr. Hathaway.
tion, that he had voted for another distinguished
3rd. Mr. Townsend,
8th. Mr. Rich.
citizen, (gen. Dix), but he was not less the friend
4th. Mr. Cramer,
of Mr. Bouck; and now that he had been presentThe committee appointed to select candidates
ed in a manner that showed that he was the choice for state electors, reported the names of Samuel
of the democratic party of the state, he should give Young, of Saratoga, and George P. Barker, of
him a cordial support.
Erie; and on motion of Mr. Campbell, the report
Mr. Mann rose to second the motion. In doing was accepted.
so, he felt all the responsibility of the act.
The
The several congressional districts having nomigreat and essetjtial interests of the state were in- nated their candidates for electors respectively, the
volved in the question deeply involved in it. Is following ticket, including the state electors, was
it not known said Mr. M. that those interests have
unanimously nominated by the convention:
been committed to inexperienced if not incompeSamuel Young of Saratoga, >
^^ ^,^^,^,.j^
tent hands? Those interests are vital, and deeply
George P. Barker, ol Eric, )
concern every individual they appertain to the 1st district, Piatt Willelts, of Queens.
financial condition and credit of the state.
How do 2d "
John F. Garrison, of Kings.
they stand?
"
When, before this administration, 3d.
Christian Bergh,
]
have the credit and public faith of this state been
Peter Bonnett,
„(•
^ York.
hishonored?
have passed through many severe
George Arciilarius,
(
conflicts and heavy trials: I see many venerable
John H Cook.
J
"
faces and grey heads before me, and I ask theui to 4th
Caleb Tompkins, of Westchester,
say when was it before, that the public failh ami 5th "
Morgan Lewis, of Dutchess.
"
public engagements were denied at our treasury.' 6th
Robert Burnet, of Orange.
It is time to pay altention to these things.
The 7th "
Thomas T. Jansen, of Ulster.
great principles of popular liberty which form the 8th "
Edward P. Livingston, of Columbia.
basis of our beautiful and harjnonious system of
James Powers, »r Greene.
government, are in danger. We are to undergo a 9th "
Chauncey Ives, of Rensselear.
trial of strength, to which we have never before
10th "
Wheeler Watson, of Albany.
been subjected in this republic; and it imposes on nth "
William A. S. North, of Schenectady.
loe, a humble individual, from a humble county, to 12ih "
John Gale, of Washington.
call on the democracy of this state to make every
ISIh "
St. John B. L. Skinner, of Clinton.
concession of personal feeling or individual prele-. 14th "
Ebtnezer R. Daggett, of Franklin.
Fences, to preserve the ascendency of correct prin- 15th "
John G. Wilson, of
ciples.
Let them go with one heart and one voice 16lh "
Dan. Chapman, of Hefkimer.
into the contest, and we will overthrow and defeat 17lh "
Ithai Thompson, of Oneida.
t lose who are warring against those principles.
Joel Turrill, of Oswego.
There is something more to be done ttian select the ISIh "
Azariah Doane. of Jefferson.
candidates for office.
Unless we now come to the I9lh "
Lemuel Pettengill, of Otsego.
rescue of the principles which we hold most dear, 201h "
John Coiiklin, of Broome.
I firmly believe that the present generation, at 21st "
Samuel A. Smith, of Chenango.
least, will never be able to secure (he peaceable 22d "
Gilbert Edgecomb, of Cortland.
enjoyment of the privileges under which we live.
Jepiha Lpe, of Tompkins.
Although I have my opinions and predilections as 23d "
Thomas McCarthy, of Onondaga.
to men, I will not yield to any man on this floor in
Henry Righlmyer, of Madison.
the fervor and zeal with which [ will give the can- 24lh "
George R. Brinckerholf. of Cayuga.
didate just selected my cordial support. "
26lh "
Thomas Armstrong, of Wayne.
1

Blank,

1

Mr. Tovvnsend, of Rensselaer, then

offered the

—

—

!

We

,

be addressed to their reason and jndgraeiil; am
that all attempts to evade discussion and to oblaii
advantages by a concealment of opinion;
and intentions with regard to public measures, is a
violation of one of the first principles of our go
political

vernment.
Resolved, That the refusal of the Hairisburgcon
vention to make any declaration of the parly it re^
presented; the interposition of a coinmiltee betweer
their candidate for the highest office in the republii
and the people, whose suHrages they seek; th(
avowed policy of the committee that "the genera
make no further declaration of his principles fortbi
public eye, whilst occupying his present position;'
the acquiescence of gen. Ha.-risori in these anti-re

publican measures, and his refusal to answer thi
enquiries of his counlrymen as to his opinions oi
great questions of policy and principle; are an in
suit to the intelligence of the people, which shouli
be resented with indignation and scorn.
Resolved, That in pulling forward general Harri
son as a candidate for the bighesl executive odic
in the union, exclusively upon the ground of hi
military services, the party, which but a fcv
years ago were so clamorous against the iioinina
tion of military chieftains on account of the dange
to popular liberty, have either ma
inconsistency of conduct, or havi
that there is not enough of the mi
admitted
tacitly
litary chieftain in their candidate to render him ob
noxious to the objections urged against gen. Jack

of the example
nifested a total

son in this respect: that we concur in the propriet;
of this admission on their pari; and as the wliol
course of his civil life has been directed to the sup
port of federal men and federal measures, we se
nothing in his public character, setling aside tli
dishonest attitude he has assumed before the peopi
in respect to his opinions, which can commend hii
to the confidence or the support of his eountrymer
Resolved, That the manner in which the pend
ing co.ntest is carried on by our opponents— the
exhibitions of log cabins, cider barrels, and coo
skins, the concealment of the objects they have
view, and their refusal to bring their principle
and measures to the standard of reason— manife,
an utter contempt for the intelligence of the peopI'
a belief that great political results are to be a»coir
i

plished by appeals to low passions, and that 111
free citizens of this republic, like the ignorant mu
tiludes under the despotic governments of the ol
world, may be made mere tools in the hands
cunning and deceitful managers.
>

—
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Resolved, That we will labor with iintirina: inJusliv and zt-al to secure the re-electiou of
JBUREN to the office ol chief magistrate of the uni'iii: that his faithful ilevolion to <leiDOcratic principles, which distin^uisiie.l the ad-

MAR-

TiNVAN

iniuisiratlons of

Jefferson and Jackson, have

earned for him the contidence of every true friend
Df democracy; that his ardent support in the senate
3f this state, of the measures of the state and general
^overumeuls during the war of 1812 lo bring that
contest to au honorable terminaticui, manifests the
'.rue spirit of a patriot; that the whole course of hi?
noliiical career has beendistinguished by a thorough
familiarity with the various interests of our country
ind a lirm adherence to the true principles of our
jovermnent; that the lull and frank declaration of
his 0|iiiiions on all questions of political principle
am! public policy, sliow that he has no desire to obtain advantages over his political opponents, excepting such as are to be honorably obtained in the
opiMi fi'-M of discussion and by appeals to the honest
and sober convictions of his countrymen; and that
his coolness, energy, sagacity, perseverance and
poliiical integrity, render him eminently qualified
to condurt the affairs of the American people under
any ciicumstances of embarrassment or ditficulty.
Re-ioleed, Tliat we will most cordially support
col.
IVI.
as a candidate for
Tp-fleciiou to the vice presidency of the U. Slates.
Tlial we recognise in him ttie tried and faithful
statesman, the true hearted patriot, the gallant old
soldier, who fought the battles of his country in the
h/iiir ol darkness and despondency, who bears upon
his toil-worn person those sacred sears which are
the best certificates of bravery in the field, and show
that he at least was something more than a mere spec'tator of the battles of his country.
Resolved, That we regard the independent trea|sury plan as the only sale, practicable and honest
:raode of managing the public revenues, and as a reaitoration of the financial system of the country to
the original design of Ihe trainers of the constitution;
that the separation of Ihe fiscal transactions of the
'government from the operations of banking institutions, is not only indispensable to the public inteiresls, but is equally necessary to secure the industrious classes Iroin those riiincuis expansions aiid
contractions of the circulaliiig medium of the country w hich are inseparable from a union of the affairs
ot the government with those of banks; that the
re\ivalol business and the improvement of prices
Slice the independent treasury bill became a law,
already proves that stability in the money affairs of
the government is calculated to exert a salutary
and efficient influence upon the business transactions of individuals, and that no obstacle to the restoration of our commercial prosperity is now to be
apprehended so long as the channels of industry are
free from the abuses and frauds of a bank of the

JOHNSON

RICHARD

I

.

,

:

I
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of all
for governor, will call forth the best exertions
true democrats, and enable them to hurl from povver
the corrupt dynasty into whose hands the empire
state has fallen.
Resolved, That in view of the magnitude of the
interests involved in the great political contest in

which we are engaged, no honest efibrt shall be
spared to secure the triumph of pure principles, and
that throuirhouf this great conflict the motto upon
our banner shall be, the empire slate mxtst be redeemed.
On motion, it was ordered that the committee on
resolutions be authorised to draft and publish an ad-

dress lo the electors of the state.

disregarded; that a like policy in the neighboring state of Pennsylvania, under the administration
ol governor Ritner, has imposed on the people of
that state, an annual tax of a million and a half of
dollars; that the reputation and credit of New York,
at home and abroad, have been degraded and impaired by the schemes of its present rulers, and by
tlie wretched expedients to which they have been
tf riy

compelled to resort, and hy a disgraceful alliance
with Wall street speculators and stock brokers;
and that the interests of the honest yeomanry, and
of the other industrious classes of the state, have
been wantonly sacrificed to the personal and political benefit of a weak and unscrupulous administration.

Resohed, That in Win. C. Bouck we recojnise a
long tried and faithful public servant a republican
from his youth an associate of Tompkins, Van
Bnren and their democratic compatriots, during the
la-t war
identified with our great works of internal

—

—

—

improvements, by services the most elevated, and
by an inteirity anrl fidelity that have won for him
the a|>plauseot all honest men
but who, because be
prelc^ned an adherence to )irinciple to political subserviency, was driven from the discharge of duties
60 well and wisely performed for the public welfare.
In presenting this distinguished citizen as the democratic candidate for governor, we do so with a full
reliance upon his merits, and wilh a perfect confidence that the justice and intelligence of the people

—

will confirm our selection.
Resoli'e'l, That in presenting the name of Daniel
S. Dickenson to our fellow citizens, as a candidate
for the office of lieutenant governor, we offer them

a

name high

in

the confidence of the democracy, and
that of our candidate

one which when united with
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Wednesday, a clear blue sky with a gentle breeze
gave promise of a beautiful day, and from early
dawn until late in Ihe afternoon, one constant succession of arrivals served to swell the numbers already assembled. In every direction, far as the eye
could reach, from Ihe north and the south, the east
and the west, endless processions of wagons, long
lines of canal boats and trains of rail road cars,
were seen hurrying on to join the mighty assemblage.
It is almost impossible to attempt lo give
an adequate description of the sight. Forming in
front of Ihat noble mansion, the Syracuse house, a
living sea of heads with banners without number,
numerous bands of music, log cabins on immense

'

'

eight, ten and even
On motion, Henry H. Van Dyck was appointed a wagons, drawn by four, six,
processions of horsemen and
member of the state central committee, in place of eighteen horses, long
wagons
filled with ladies with significant banners,
Edward Livingston, deceased.

the convention in an able
review of the character of parties and of the questions at issue before the people; being a cogent and
conclusive argument in favor of the independent

Mr. Beardsley addressed

'

^

all helped to form a scene, the like of which has
never before been witnessed in the state of

New

York.

About 1 o'clock, the procession began to form in
regular order.
First came the Tippecanoe club of the young
men of Syracuse, eigiit abreast, with a band and
Resolved, That this convention tenders its cordial
banner with the arms of the state.
thanks to Richard D. Davis, esq. for the able, elo- beautiful silk
Then came the state central committee, the comquent and patriotic address delivered by him this
mittee of arrangements, the speakers who were to
day.
On motion, thechairappointed the following gen- address the convention and other distinguished
guests.
After these walked the delegates, arrangtlemen a committee to notify the candidates for goed, as far as practicable, according to senatorial
vernor and lieutenant governor, of their nomination,
districts.
The right of the column was assigned to
viz: Mr. Foster, Mr. Beardsley, and Mr. Maison.
the "old eighth."
The convention then adjourned sine die.
cannot attempt lo give a regular description
Jabez Willes, president,
of the order of this vast multitude, but have selectBennett Bicknell,
Henry F. Jones,
ed some few of the most striking of the banners and
Hiram Grey,
Governeur Kemble,
other emblems of the different delegations.
Jared Willson,
Ainasa Parker,
Genesee, the empire county, was there with a
Joseph Sibley,
Daniel Stevenson,
deh-gation of thousands. Her banner bore the proud
Vice presidents.
inscription,
"Old Genesee good for 4,000 whig maHenry G. Cotton,
A. H. Mickle,

treasury.

On motion

of Mr.

Hammond,

of Otsego,

We

John T. Hudson,

Seth Hastings,

O. Hungerford,
Whig young men's

Secretaries.

Syracuse,
state convention.
glories of this day must remain unwritten. Its grandeur surpasses the power
of description. I am oppressed and subdued in the
august presence of the people, who are here in their
Sept. 16, 1840.

The

majesty. The day has been one of bewildering
enthusiasm. The far east came with its hosts last
evening the mighty west ushered in its legions
All day, from 9 A. M. till 2 P. M.
this morning.
Oneida, Madison, Otsego, Jefferson, Lewis, Oswego, Cortland and Cayuga, have been pouring in their
battalions, their regiments, their brigades, and their
divisions.
The display of banners is more imposing
than any thing I have ever seen. The procession

—

was a great and glorious one. It is more imposing
Oneida is here
than that at Baltimore or Boston.
with 2,000 of her sons. Ontario came with 1,000.
Monroe sent 6,000. Genesee, the empire county,
with a noble .ie legation, renews her pledge for 4,000
Erie came with a strong delegation, in
majority.
boats, v\ith singers who have made vocal the whole

United States.
Resohed, That the interestsoflheslate have been
mismanaged hy the present state administration; that its measures and movements are all line of the canal.
directed lo the preservation of its power, and for
I will not now undertake to describe any thing,
this purpose the suggestions of public duty are ut- having merely torn myself away from the grove
grossly

—

where the immense multitude are listening to the
impassioned eloquence of Ogden Hoffman, to say
that the convention farexceeds all our expectations
It is perfectly overwhelming in numbers and with
out parallel in enthusiasm. If a doubt existed of
our success, this convention would wholly remove
it.
The people v\-ho are here represent a sentiment
at home which will carry us through triumphantly.
The number present is variously estimated from
I understand that the
forty to sixty thousand.
neutral paper here represents the number at sixtyThat this is far the largest convenfive thousand.
tion which the occasion has produced, there can be
no doubt.
The multitude in the grove was called to order
by colonel S. S. Benedict of Ihe young men's state
committee, who introduced S. De Wilt Bloodgood,
esq. chairman ol the committee of arrangements, by
whom the hon. Francis Granger was nominated as
president of the day. The. nomination was received with acclamation. The other officers were then
appointed, after which Mr Granger made an eloquent address, and concluded by introducing Ogen
Hoffman, whom I left speaking with thrilling effect,
to write this hasty sketch before the cars leave.
Halfpast 3 P. M. A heavy shower has interrupted, for half an hour, the proceedings in the grove.
It has cleared away and the speakers will resume
and close the day gloriously. [^Jlbany Eve. Jour.
The convention at Syracuse, on the 16th, highly
as our expectations were raised, far exceeded them
all.
The "empire state" was there represented by
some sixty thousand of her young men. Never before has New York witnessed such an assemblage,
inferior only, if interior at all, to the Bunker Hill
Bright rose the sun on the morning of
gathering.

jority."

Erie came next, with a very large delegation, and
a log cabin wagon, drawn by 6 horses. Their banner bore this inscription, "Old Erie good for 3,000;"
another, "300,000 votes against 200.000 bayonets."
Madison followed, with a splendid banner of blue
velvet, with the names of Harrison and Tyler worked in silk. About 30 wagons, most of them v^ith
four horses, and a large deputation of ladies, followed.
One wagon, drawn by IS horses, ridden by 18
boys in callico frocks, was filled with revolutionary
soldiers; another, drawn by 10 horses, ridden by
boys in uniform, was filled with ladies, with the
motto, "Your cause is ours."
The Lenox delegation had a bark canoe, with the
incription on one side, "Oppression calls out to Old
Tip," on the other, "Second sober thoughts of Lenox." Their banners had inscribed on it "Madison boys resolved to conquer."
The Canandaigua Tipjiecanoe Club, with a band
of music, bore a splendid silk banner with a log
cabin painted in the centre the pole surmounted
with a gilt cider barrel. Another banner bore the
New York is reinscriptions, "Union is strength
deemed 15,000 whig majority" with the painting of a cannon, with the significant name of

—

—

—
—

—

"Amos' bady waker."

New Yoric, with a fine band and creditable deleThen
gation, bore at her head the state banner.
came the Fort Meigs flag and other standards; one
bearing the inscription, "Indiana and Kentucky
Was

not that thunder."

Monroe was well represented. On her banner
written "Monroe good for 1,500." On the

was

other side,

Amos

was

do our own voting." On the other
Kendall rocking his babes, and sing-

"We

ing

"Hush my babes,

lie still and slumber.
babes can't sleep for whiggish thunder."
club carried a handsome
banner, representing a cider press with Martin
Van Buren under it; an eagle at the break, and
saying, as he sees Martin exhibit signs of distress,
"Van, you have no pressure that any honest man
ou"ht to regret." Martin is crying "Amos, John,
Be'nton, help me for there is pressure." On another
banner was Van Buren in the act of being knocked
down by a Jersey blue Van Buren is saying, "Let
us argue." The Jeiseyraan answers, "I'll seal your
arguments." Another represented a pair of scales
with Van Buren in one, kicking the beam, although
weighed down by treasury notes, and Harrison in
Inscription— "Weighed in the balance
the other.
and found wanting." Another bore the inscription— "Harrison Si Tyler, we hail from the log
cabin, are bound for the white house, and cannot

My

The Rochester Tipp

—

—

be stopped."
Oswego turned out nobly. Her banner represented Fort Meiss, with an Indian sitting: under a
ground, and a
tree the American flag in Ihe back
man pointing to Fort Meigs, with the inscription,
have our sufhim
battles—
let
has fought our

"He

'

—
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Another was inscribed, "Oswego

—untied

in '40:"

tied in

on the reverse, a hand,

with the motto, "Beware the huge paw." Another:
"Matty has slopped our public worivs we'll stop

—

his."

Ontario came more than a thousand slronj;, with
a splendid silk banner, with the temple of liberty
and the American eagle, as Harrison's cage and
keeper. Gorham had lor motto "She has, she will
conquer. One (ire more, boys, and the day is ours.
prudent, economical, perseverance in internal

—

A

improvement."
Another banner represented the white house with
a sentinel on its walls. In the distance is seen an
old farmer in a waggon coming from a log cabin.

The

sentinel cries, "Who's there?" Answer, "Old
Tip." Reply, "All's well."
Cayuga, too, came over a thousand strong with

a magnificent sill; banner, v^ith a fine painting of
an armed Indian, with the motto, "The Cayiigas
are coming;'' on the reverse gen. Harrison on horse-

back in full uniform.
Oneida had some 4,000 delegates. Utica brought
a beautiful banner, with the motto, "The November sweep will reach behind the doors of the imperial palace;" on the reverse, "The western man
with republican principles, against the northern
man wilh no principles." Another, "Harrison and
Tyler. No senatorial Tapping with mechanics'
and laborers' wages." Another, "New York's favorite son totally eclipsed on the 4th of March next."
On the reverse, "Shoulder to shoulder, the farmers
come." The banner of the Tijipecanoe club was
inscribed. "The sub-treasury: we opposed it in
'37 with Marcy, we oppose it in '40 without Mercy." This delegation brought with them "The
great ball," which was continually rolling. Another
banner bore the inscription, "True democracy lespects the broad seal of New Jersey."
Schoharie was strong in numbers and enthusiasm.
On her banner was written, "Old Schoharie lends
a hand again for the constitution."
Onondaga was there in mass. The Pompey volunteers bore on their banner, "Gen. Van JBuren,
always striving to command the people's cash.
The magician must retire." They brought wilh
them a log cabin wiigon, made of whitewood, (and
containing 20 persons), with the inscription, "Van

Buren hickory." Another wagon, drawn by six
horses, was filled with 28 ladies, all in white.
Ca.
millus had a log cabin, drawn by five span of gray
horses, carrying a bami, wilh the motto, "See, the
Filly men on horseback, with
tide comes in."
banner, inscribed, "Matty, this won't do," followed

behind.
Skaneateles was preceded by a band drawn by 4
Then came two wagons joined together,
and drawn by ten grays, follnwed by 4 horse teams
without number. One banner bore the sub-treasury
hill, as Van Buren's apology for a gold currency,
the last humbug.
Chantauque bore on her banner. "Draw on old
Chautauque for two thousand three hundred majority and we will honor the draft."
horses.

Seneca was there in numbers.
Tompkins talesmanic wilh the democracy.
Tioga, "Whose democracy does not spurn

the

broad seal of New Jersey."
Jefferson, Washington, Saratoga, Rensselaer, Alall, all, were there.

bany

Willingly would we give more than this brief
and most imperfect sketch of the brilliant array of
banners, and other insignia, that were present; but,
unable to see more than one-lialf of the procession,
Alter
it was impossible to get any mnre details.
marching about two miles over a beautiful, genlly
sloping hill just outside of Syracuse, the meeting
was organized in an extensive grove, and Francis
Granger appointed president, with a number of vice
presidents and secretaries.
After a brief but spiriled and eloquent speech
from the president, in which the wrongs of New
Jersey were dwelt upon in a becoming and indignant strain. Mr. Ogden Holfman was introduced
A violent tliiiiider storm having
to the meeting.
come up, we were obliged to leave the groiunl

without hearing him; but not so wilh the vast mulIn spite of the pelting
titude there assembled.
rain and hail, there they stood, and when the speaker proposed to adjourn, the cry was, go on, go on.

He was followed by Mr. Tallmadge, and gen.
New Hampshire, both of whom spoke

26,
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the morning until two in the afternoon, a constant
succession of speakers addressed, and enchained
the vast multitude.
It is impossible to describe the
spirit and enthusiasm that pervaded the hearts of
every one.
[Hew York American.

We

walk abreast.
The most imposing structure of the whole work
the great bridge at Sing Sing. It is composed
chieKy of one grand arch of eighty-eight feet span,
thrown over a deep ravine, so that, from the apex of
Ifie arch to the bottom of the ravine, must be a hunis

dred feet. Tliis vast arch was so firmly laid in its
abutments, and so accurately built in its superstructure, that since the uprights were removed from beneath Ihe arch, it has settled but one inch. One
inch in an arch of eiglily-eighl feet, wilh an eleva
lion of one hundred.
So little settling in such a
work, we are told, has never before occurred. The
whole quantify of land which the water commissioners have been compelled to buy on the forty
miles of the works, amounts to nine hundred acres;
and Ihe average price has been nearly five hundred
dollars.
The prices have uniformly been enormous,
being fixed by theappraiseinent of neighbors who in
many instances had lands of their own to be appraised in the same way. The land slill remains, a large
part of it, for the use of the former owners, and well
nigh as valuable for their use as before the aqueduct
was run through it.
In addition to this, the owners have sold rocks
which were only in their'way, (or large sums in cash,
and sand bunks for hundreds of dollars, which were
not worth so many cents before, and yet we are sorry to say that these very people who have made their
fortunes out of thisgre.it public work, are so exceedingly unreasonable, that they seem well nigh combined in hostility lo extort every cent more which
Ihey can, under any possible pretext.

Wilwilh
umbrellas over their heads, and the meeting was
The exercise of the pardoning power by governor
finally adjourned until the next morning,
jn (he Seward.
Under this caption the Albany Evening
evening, a vast crowd collected in front of (he Sy- Journal publishes six columns of in(eres(ing fac(s
racuse house, and from early candle light until late in relation to the exercise of the pardoning power.
in the evening, were addressed by Messrs. Dawson, It says that it has been induced (o make (his exof Michigan; Coyer, of New Jersey; Wilian, o( N. amination of (he subjec( from (he studied efforts of
Hampshire; col. Stone and 0:;den Hoffman, of New llie Albany Argus and other prints to produce an
"York, and a number of others.
The next morning impression that Ifie pardoning power lias been abusagain (he speaking was resumed, and from nine in ed by the governor. The following statement is deson, of

THE UNION.

rived from public records and other authentic
sources, aiid will serve to show that so far from the
accnsation'of the Argus having any foundation in
(ru(h,(his very important and delicate trust has
been executed wilh singular caution and with the
Croton water works.
At the invitation of the strictest impartiality and justice.
The following table shows the number of parcommissioners who have the charge of this magnificent work, the municipal authorities and a number dons of all descriptions of offences granted in each
for 21 years:
of gentlemen of New York recently made an excur- year
1820
sion to examine some portions of it.
find the
following brief notice of the work in the Journal of
Commerce, one of the editors of which accompanied
the parly:
The dam across the Croton is placed where the
river enters between the hills, after having passed
for several miles through a more level country. The
hill on the south side is solid rock, and on the noith,
excellent earth for constructing the dam.
The
dam itself, as might be conjectured from its position
is not of great length, but is one of the most ingeni
ous works of substantial masonry any where to be
found.
The highest point of the structure is rather
more than fifty feet above the natural bed of the
Croton. The water will be thrown back by this
elevation more than three miles forming a beautiful
lake of four hundred acres; the whole margin of
which is lobe excavated, so that the water will be
no where less than three feet deep. The water is
drawn info the aqueduct by means of a tunnel cut
into the rock which constitutes the hill on the south
side. The lower side of the dam is faced with a well
laiil wall of stones, not in mortar, falling backwards
as it ascends, by a rapid slope.
The various preparations in the masonry of the dam for controlling
the wafer under all possible contingencies, it would
require a long and scientific article to describe, and
with that our readers would have a very inadequate
idea of the work.
There has been very little rain on the line of the
Croton for two months past, yet no one who looks
at the present magnitude of the stream, would doubt
its capacity (o supply our cily for ages (o come,
though it should continue to grow at (he most rapid
ratio of any previous years.
At distances of one
mile, a circular hollow tower is erected over (he
aqueduct, for the purpose of ventilation. These
being composed of white marble, produce a very
pretty effect.
Every three miles is an apparatus for
drawing off the water in case any infernal repairs
should be necessary. Just above Sing Sing the trunk
penetrates by tunnels through several hills, and
passes the ravines between these by alternate embarkments. At this point a party of (be gendemen
walked through a section of the aqueduct hall' a mile
long, which had been lighted for the purpose bv
candles upon the wall at distances of thirty or fortv
feet.
The effect was peculiar and beautiful. The
pa.ssage afforded ample breadth for three men to

—
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lired 7.

pardoned

)7 females, total

1,

died 2, remaining 792 males,

NEW

live

power" on

must

859.

Improvement project. A. plan is in contemplation
construct a dock or basin at Brooklyn, N. York,
cover loriy two acres, which will be sulficienlly
arge to accommoiiate a Inousand vessels.
The steaiitikip Neptune was sold at auction in New
^ork on Tuesday last for #35,000, lo James Reed,
intends to continue her
!sq. of New Orleans, who
has
n the N.;w Orleans and Texas trade, where she
She was built at a cost
engaged.
jeen some time
)f $112,000 two years and a half ago.

JERSEY.

The elections for members of the legislature, 8cc.
The
lakes place on the 13th and 14th October.
executive of the slate, as well as U.S. senator is to
chosen.
be
to
then
members
the
be elected by
The election for congressmen and for electors of
president and vice president takes place on the 3d
and 41h November.
meeting of whigs was held at Red Bank. Monmouth county, a few days since. Henry W. Green,
esq. of Trenton first addressed the meeting, and
subsequently the hon. Win. Halsted, one ol the rejected memU-rs, and Ihe hon. Samuel L. Southard
of the United Slates senate. This gentleman was
followed by captain Stockton of the U. S. navy. It
is estimated that there were not less than one thou-

A

sand lidies present.

At Soinerville, the residence of gov. Vroom, and
where his friemls recenily held a meeting, which
they boasted could n:)t be equalled, Ihe whigs hail
a gathering, larger, as we are assured, says the N.
York American, by those who were present at both,

A

beautiful banner,
in the proportion of 3 to 1.
embroidered by the ladies of Soraerville, with the
word Somerset in Ihe centre, surrounded by a skilfully wrought wreath of flowers, having been pie-

—

it was
sented lo the young men of Somerville,
borne in procession with the flags and banners from
elsewhere, lo the court house yard, when from 2
o'clock till dark, the meeting was addressed by col.
Clark, of Hunterdon, A. Armstrong, of Essex, capfain Stockton and Samuel L. Southard.
There was a great whig gathering at Rahway, on

Ihe

20,

Columbia
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rail road, to

refer herealler.
regret to learn that

the delegates have jnst
cause of complaint against the persons employed on
Evithe locomotives.
direct
to
slate
the
of
behalf
the
denllv with a view of retarding the progress,
kept
steani was not allowed lo lojm; Ihe fires were
assured,
are
we
instances,
low, and in one or two
and Ihe
Ihe fire went entirely out in the locomotive,
whole concern was once thrown from Ihe track. On
insulted
returning, nearly eight hundrtd whigswere
by three or lour rowdies, (whose names are mention-

We

55

appointment. In pursuance of a report of a committee, appointed at an informal meeting on the evening before, hon. Linn Banks was
elected president; gen. Wm. F. Gordon, hon. Andrew- Beirne, raaj. Charles Yancey, Inman Horner
and John Cari^ill, esqrs. were appointed vice presidents; Thos. Ritchie and Wm. A. Harris, esqrs.
were appointed secretaries, and Richard B. Gooch,

which we agreeably

to

esq. assistant secretary.
can safely say, that this convention is the
largest and most respectable body of the kind ever
list of delegates not having
held in this slate.

We

A

to determine
pre- yet been made out, it is impossible
ed) being allowed to ride on the locomotive and
we think we cannot
For the sake of peace this the number in allendance; but
sent insulling objects.
wide of the mark in saying that there are bebe
that
certain
not
are
we
ihough
ejidnred,
was quietly
tween five and six hundred. The members are all
the officer wlio has the dii-ection of Ihe motive power
animated with the right spirit, and, what is better
on the road would have fared as well, unless he could
than all, they bring with them the most animating
It
outrage.
acquit himself of blame in allowing the
quarter of the
commonwealth furnishes •accounts of our prospects in every
is proper to state that the
"Old Commonwealth." From information derived
rather
it
is
and
road;
Ihe motive power on the
Ihe members, we
with
intercourse
personal
from
unfortunate, all things considered, that the stale adhave no hesitation in saying that we are firmly conministralion slioidil be brought in to share such
vinced that the state is safe for Van Buren "by
odium, when the national admiuistration is going by
thousands." Indeed, we have never permitted ourthe board.
selves to believe, for one moment, that Virginia,
MARYLAND.
"proud, gallant, chivalrous old Virginia" would
The convention at Hti^eistown, (Md.) Sept. 16.
ever sully her hitherto pure and uncontaminated
but
concise
gives
a
Thursday
of
Light
Torch
The
escutcheon, by hitching herself to the car of Hartinteresting summary of proceedings at Ihe "great
lord convention federalism, propelled by Ihe infugathering of the people" at Hagerstown, on the
riate demon of norlhern abolition; but it we had ever
and
a
assemblage,
vast
preceding day. "It was a
entertained a doubt so di-grading to the fair fame of
day to be remembered by all wlio assisted in the
"Ihe mother of stales," that doubt would have been
ceremonies or were presont on Ihe occasion."
removed now. Our friends abroad may rely upon
great multitude of people were present; some
it, Virginia will do her duly in the fall.
say 10,001), some 20,000, some more. One of the
[Charlottesville (Va.) Jeffersonian.
hunby
them
number
speakers said he would not
whig cmvention is to be held at Richmond on
dreds or thousands, but by acres, for there were
the 5th October, at which amongst other, Daniel
grove
the
assembled
in
when
them
of
several acres
Webster and Caleb.Cushing. of Massachusetts,
to which they marched from town.
invitations to attend, to celebratethe
William Price, of Washington county, pmj have accepted
anniversary of the battle of Ihe Thames.
devt.
.
regret to learn that judge Richard E. Parker,
S. D. Warfield, of Frederick county; Alpheus
of the court of appeals of Virginia, died at his resiBeall, of Allegany county; John Braddock, of iVIontcounty, Va. on Thursday last.
gomery county; David Hoifman, of Baltimore city, dence in Clarke

A

A

,

We

,

vice presidents.

Whig

William D. Bell, of Washington county; Dr. J.
E. Snodgrass, of Baltimore city, secretaries.
Alter a short address from the president, Mr.
Coale, one of Ihe electoral candidates, was iritroduced to Ihe crowd, and addiessed it for some time.
Bradford, of
IVlr Cooper, of Pennsylvania; Mr.
Baltimore; Mr. Laird, of Georgetown; Mr. Orten,
of Indiana; Mr. Bowie, another electoral candidate;
and Mr. Win. Cost Johnson, of Frederick, successively addressed the meeting— three of them occupying tliree ditierent stands, and addressing three

meeting.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
The Columbia Southern Chroni-

account of Ihe proceedings of a
meeting of the whig parly at the Town Hall ot
Col. D. J. McCord
instant.
2d
on
the
Columbia,
PENNSYLVANI.A.
General Adams presented a preamble
presided.
Both political parties held conErie cojwentions
resolutions, which were adopted; and the foland
ventions at Erie on the anniversary of Perry's viclowing gentlemen put in nomination as candidates
tory upon the ljke,oii the 10th inst.
Joseph
for Ihe legislature, viz: James D.Tradewell,
According to the accounts in the whig papers,
A. Black, Thomas A. Wade and James H. Adams.
there were about twenty thousand whigs fromPermmeeting then (says the Chronicle) formed a
The
sylvania, Ohio, Michigan and western New York.
procession, under the direction of A. H. Gladden,
The hon. Frances Granger, of New York, presided,
the barsame time. esq. marshal of the day, and inarched to
and addressed the vast assemblage in an eloq'ient different portions of Ihe multitude at the
becue ground, in a grove contiguous to the town.
in
a
eloquent
Fpeech of one hour in length. He was followed by The speeches were all forcible and
hon. W. C. Preston, the

22d

inst.

cle contains a long

Shortly after twelve, the
Wilson, of the Granite stale, in an able ad- high degree.
Waddy Thompson and Hugh S. Legare, esq.
From 500 to 1,000 ladies were on the ground.— hon.
two hours. Hon. Harmar Denny, of Pitts
Mr. Preston was first called for. Gracearrived.
Crawford county, The most perfect order prevailed throughout the
Messrs. Merwin, of
fully declining Ihe lead, as due to the distinguished
occurred.
accident
slightest
the
not
several
and
day,
of Ohio, Lasak, of New York and
who had come among us, he introduced
gentlemen
whig convention was to be held at Cumberothers, followed general Wilson, after which the
Mr.
lo the meeting the hon. Waddy Thompson.
convimtion adjourned. The display of steamboats land, Allegany county, on the 23d.
in a speech of nearly two hours, fully
Thompson,
highly
The
Whitti'i^ham.
Consecration of bishop
on Lake Eric, and the procession of people, with
he
which
applause
the
lavish
title
to
his
the vindicated
intereslini^ ceremony of Ihe consecration of
banners, on Ihe land, were highly interesting scenes
the states of the
D. to the has won in congress and many of
The convention at Lancaster. On the 13th wa.'j rev. William Rollinson Whitlingham, D.
who
was
Legare,
Mr.
succeeded
him
To
union.
took place
another of those mighty gatherings which have so episcopate of the diocese of Maryland,
Mr. Preston next
introduced by Mr. McCord.
Not- in St. Paul's on Thursday morning, in the presence
characterized Ihe present political campaign.
the assembly, in a speech of about an
respectable assemblage. The addressed
...
a
_ very
..._, large
withstanding the inclemency of the weather the of
„ and
-,
his high reu
sustained
fully
which
hour and a half,
number assembled was variously estimated at from altar was surrounded by lour bis.iops, together putation. During an interval between the speeches,
ot this
20 to 50,000 men, from the gray haired grandsire with Ihe bis'liop elect, Ihe clergy and lailj;
barbecue dinsumptuous
of
a
partook
company
the
wa
bowed ilo«n with Ihe weight of years to the youth and several other dioceses. Divine service
served up, at which the
and continued ner, uncommonly well
just admitted to participate in Ihe inestimable prin- commenced by the rev. Dr. Wyatt,
chairman of the meeting presided, with colonel
The procession, by Ihe right rev. Richard Moore, D. D. of Virginia, Hampton, Joel Adams, esq. and captain C. Bookciples of republican institutions.
Onderdonk, D. D
says the Examiner, was upwards of three miles in aided by the right rev. Benjamin
W.Doane tei, as vice presidents.
'length, eight abreast, and took two hours to pass a of New York, -and the risht rev. George
GEORGIA.
exquisite
given point! John Sergeant, of Philadelphia, pre- D. D. of New Jersey. The music was
The next election which occurs will be in GeorSt. Paul's
of
character
hijjh
the
sided, and on taking the chair made a forcible and entirely worthy
of
gia, on the 5th October, when nine members
eloquent address. The other spealcers were W. choir.
is to be elected by general ticket.
An appropriate discourse on the origin and cha- congress
Cost Johnson, of Maryland; governor Call, of Flostates right ticket for congress
whig
the
1833
In
by
pronounced
rid'; Tliaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania; Baer, the racter of Ihe Episcopal office was
In 1839
succeeded by about 2,000 majority.
Buckeye blacksmith, and others. Every thing went the presiding bishop, the right rev. Alexander V. McDonald (whig) was elected by 1,827 majority.
The con'
otf most harmoniously and the meeting adjourned Griswold D. D. of the eastern diocese.
in 1836 was 2,772.
Buren
Van
over
majority
Whites
reprenlasent of the house of bishops, and of Ihe
without accident ot any sort.
ALABAMA.
the prothe dioceses, was then read—
,.,..,„. „
Of the returnof the P.iiladelphia delegation the tivesofall
,
iMobile continued healthy up to the 15th inst.
ami
discipline
United Slates Gazette says: "An immense host of mise of conformity to Ihe doctrine
was injured by fire on that
house,
street
Church
Episcopal church, made
in Broad street, at Callowhill, to woiship of the Protestant
Sis assembled
imposition of day.
receive the wdiig delegation, and, awaiting the ar- by the candidate— when the solemn
LOUISIANA.
and
his
presidin;; bishop,
lival of the cars, they listened to a very excellent hands was given by the
Law case. An important law case has been deThe first train rii'ht rev. brethren. Bishop Whitlingham was cided by judge Bermudez, of the probate court of
address from Frederick Fraley, esq.
the chancel, and
of cars brought in only a few of the delegates. tlien introduced wilhin the rails of
Orleans. Alexander Milne, recently deceasNew
Among these was the hon. Charles Naylor. He was took his seat near the altar. The administration ed, left an immense estate to be distributed in acconcluded
immediately called from his seat and placed in a very of the holy sacrament ol the Eucharist
with directions of his will. Among them
cordance
friends
The
convenient rostrum, whence he addressed the people the imposins ceremonies of Ihe day.
was a legacy of one hundred thousand dollars to the
of Ihe church throughout Ihe country will be glad
most happily.
in Scotland, his birth place. An
Fochabers,
of
city
andoubtless
The train of cars with the delegates did not arrive to hear of this consecration, and may
application to the court of probates for the bequest,
from it the happiest results.
until late in the evening, when a procession was ticipate
*^
duke of Richmond, to
w'as made in due form by the
[Balt.Jmer.
formed, and Ihe whole escorted to the whig headwhom, it see.ms, the city of Fochabers belongs.—
VIRGINIA.
quarters and reailing room.
lord of the corporafeudal
the
is
least,
His grace, at
Van Buren state convention. This body assemGreat complaints are made of the disgraceful conlegacy for his own. To this
the 9th, tion, aud claims the
duct of those who had the mauagemen t of the "mo- bl.-d at 12 o'clock, M. on Wedni-sday
general
dress of
burgh,
Briggs,

A
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So
General Harrison, we are told by those who
application the heirs and others legatees of Milne ern world, to every ear in this broad universe!
shall the drooping spirits ot liberty's children re- were on the eminence at the east, was heard dismaile strenuous opposition.
and
ambitinctly
throughout his speech, at the distance of
consciences
ol
selfish
shall
the
claim
vive:
so
was
against
the
the
court
The decision of
He was frequenttious rulers shrink within themselves, and quail four hundred feet from the stand.
of the duke.
New Orleans. The St. Charles exchange was with terror: so shall a sense of hope, and promise ly Interrupted liy loud and long plaudits, and touchinjured to the amount of $25,000 by a fire on the llth and assurance, fall as a gentle and refreshing dew ed, by his frankness and simplicity, a chord ia
thousands of bosoms, that will thrill for life with
It was preserved horn total destruction by upon allviituous hearts.
inst.
One hundred thousand! It were useless to the recollection of the day and the occasion.
It is said to be next to
the most active exertions.
Chambers.
The former of
Cols. Christie and
the capital at Washington, the largest and most attempt any thing like a detailed description of this
GRAND gathering OF THE PEOPLE. We SOU) It New Orleans, the latter one of Ihe well known and
inajnificent edi6ce in the United Stales.
On the night of the 14th twenty dwelling houses all—/£// it all and shall bear to our graves, live gallant volunteer aids of general Harrison In the
and kitchens were burnt in the third municipality. we yet half a century, the impression it made upon battle of the Thames, spoke after Ihe general, inBut we cannot describe it. No eye the order in which we have named them. CoH
It originated in Camp, and extended to Bagatelle our heaits.
and testified^
street, nearly all the houses on which, to Union, that witnessed it, can convey to the mind of another, Christie was a private at Fort Meigs,
faint
semblance of the things it there be- to the bravery, firmness and military ability exhi^^
at
$6U,000.
even
a
loss
estimated
The
is
destroyed.
were
Three of the slaves charged with having been held. The bright and glorious day the beautiful bited by his old commander during the celebrated^
concerned in an attempt to cause an insurrection in and hospitable city the green-clad and heaven- seige of that post, in a manner which must have<
the thousand flags, fluttering in put to shame hosts of those wlio have been induced^
blessed valley
Louisiana, were executed on the 2Sth ult.
every breeze and waving from every window the by their prniJigate political leaders to raise the ciyi
KENTUCKY.
and badges, with their appro- against general Harrison of "cowardice" and "insethousand
banners
been
appointed
James
Harlan
has
ten
hon.
The
and, more competency," had they been present to hear.
cretary of state for the commonwealth of Kentucky. priate devices and patriotic inscriptions
Col. Chamber's speech was full of important!
Governor Letcher has thus called to his aid, the than all, the hundred thousand human hearts beatng in that dense and seething mass of people are matter, and enlivened by frequent sallies of realil
abilities of one who deservedly enjoys, in a high
degree, the confidence of his countrymen, aiid who things which those alone can properly feel and ap- humor. He gave a narrative of the battle of thep
will, doubtless, in his new position, exalt his repu- preciate, who beheld this grandest spectacle of time. Thames, which he should be induced to write out
Upon the stand, general Harrison was welcomed for publication. Handling col. Johnson as one foij
tation still more, by the manner in which he will
to Dayton, on behalf of the citizens of the town whom recent circumstances had given him a feel*
discharge the high trust reposed in him.
and vicinity, by judge Crane, in a felicitous and ing allied to contempt, yet as one of whom, on ac-.
OHIO.
Lebanon gathering. A meeting of the whigs of feeling manner. The judge's reference to the ca- count ot his past services, he would wish to speaklj
Warren county, took place at Lebanon, on the llth lumnies which had been recently visited upon the nothing harsh, he took hold of the great "petticoafc
inst. at which gen. Harrison was present and ad- head of the general, was received by the assembled hero," senator Allen, and held him up before thai
dressed the people, of whom there were about multitude with a feeling of deep indignation at his searching fire of his sarcasm and rebuke, turnina
slanderers, and a low but universal muiTnur against him first this way and then that, basting him now
it being only a neighborhood
1.5,000 congregated
their baseness; but when he made a rapid survey of here and now there, as Ihe blisters were feen tdt
meeting.
ChiUicothe.
convention
of
the
the many and great services which the old hero had rise upon his epidermis, very much as a logcabini
at
Cunvenlion
friends of Harrison and reform also look place at rendered hia country, in civil as well as military house-wife manages a roasting goose, till every ona<
ChiUicothe, in the Scioto valley, on the 17th and stations, the shout that went up showed that the present must have had a feeling ol pity for thai
18th instant. The whigs of that neighborhood in- hold which general Harrison has upon the respect Ajax of locofocracy in Ohio.
The number of persons present was, during thei
tended to contest the palm, on this occasion, with and afl^eclions of the people, is ardent, deep-rooted
whole of Ihe moining, variously estimated at from*
the Mad River trappers, at Dayton, in the Miami and not of a day.
General Harrison commenced his response, and seventy-five to ninety thousand. Conjecture, howvalley, at their meeting the other day.
General Harrison again among the people. Gen. his speech to the people, by a feeling allusion to the ever, was put to rest in the afternoon, at the speak*
Harrison met and addressed a large number of the glorious reception which had been given him. "But," ers' stand. Here, while the crowd was compactj
Seople at Sydney, Shelby county, on Saturday last. said he, "fellow citizens, I have not the vanity for as we have elsewhere described it, and during the«
one moment to suppose, that any service which I speech of gen. Harrison, Ihe ground upon which iti
[e was on his way to Urbana, and was accompanied by col. Christie, of New Orleans, col. Cham- may have rendered my country, or any personal re- stood was measured by three different civil engicoL.dnrfer.'iOU,
Kentucky,
and
of
Cincinnati.
spect or alierlion for ine, has thus drawn you by neers, and allowing to the square yard lour persons,
bers, of
thousands and thousands Iroin your homes. IknoxB the following results were arrived at: the fiist made
The general was escorted from Piqua to
Sydney by a committee of the pioneers of the that it is a much deeper and keener feeling a much it 77,600, the second 75,000, and the third 80,000.
country. As he approached the town, "he was more important consideration that has brought During the time of making three measurements, Ihe
met by a very large procession of people, in canoes, you here. It Is the cause the great and good number of square yards of surface covered was concarriages, and on horseback, and was conducted to CAUSE, tellow citizens, which we have all espoused, tinually changing, by pressure without and resisAt 1 o'clock that has drawn you thus together, from your remote tance from within. This fact accounts satisfactothe mansion of Mr. Joseph Cummins.
the general appeared on the stand, and addressed homes, to take council of each other, and to reason rily for the slight difference In the results attained,
His appearance was together touching the common good."
the people lor about an hour.
and shows that that dilference strengthens instead
General Harrison Ihen alluded to the silly charge of weakening the probable correctness of the calgreeted by a long and enthusiastic shout from the
Colonels Christie and Chambers also ad- so often made against him by his political oppo- culations. No one present would have pretended
people.
nents, that "he was in the habit of conceallr.g his that there were less than twenty thousand within
dressed the multitude.
great portion of the multitude then joined the opinions, and coulj not be induced to express the limits of the admeasurement in the city, saunthem." He remarked, as every body knows very tering about the environs, scattered around the
train in its progress, which was again stopped at
Urbana, wliere acres of people had assembled truly, that so far from there being any truth in this booths where refreshments were vended, and lying
the lowest estimate of numbers be- charge, he had been a plain and free spoken man in large groups upon the plain, discussing affairs of
to welcome it
ing 20,000, a.s the Urbana Citizen of the 9th assures all his life, and had especially, during the first can- state, and making speeches for themselves. This
At least 5,000 of the fair daughters of Ohio vass in which he was a candidate for presidency, will swell the number congregated at Ihe Miami
us.
written and published his political sentiments, valley convention, including Ihe citizens of Dayton,
were present.
Every avenue and street was full the fields were time and again, in almost every possible form. It (whose population is between five and six thoufull; and all was joy and eager curiosity.
General was true, he said, he had declined giving any actual sand), which we do, to about o»c Aiinrfrerf /AoMsunrf.
Harrison addressed the immense concourse, and "pledges'" as to his conduct in certain events, should This Is what in round numbers we have placed in
our informant says his voice was the only one heard he be elected to the high and responsible office of the heading of our article; and this is what, by
Estimates chief magistrate of the United Stales. His active those who have been much more in Ihe habit of esby those on the outside of the mass.
were made of the number present, varying from life had been a long one; and he believed that a timating crowds than we, it was estimated at. For
15,000 to 25,000. Ex-governor 7)/c/ra//e, of Ken- much better guarantee for the correct conduct of a our own parts, we could make no estimate; we
chief magistrate, could be found in his known cha- should not have known how to go about Ihe first
tucky, it is said, was among the number present.
Here again the procession received an addition racter, and the course of his former career, than in steps necessary to the formation of any opinion,
any pledges he might give during the heat of an which we would like to hazard upon the subject.
of thousands, and when it reached
Dayton, the whole body there assembled in con- active canvass, and the pendency of a doubtful Happily, actual survey and calculation relieve us
vention covered ten acres by nclual ineasuremeni! contest. He had never denied or doubted the right ol the necessity of any thing of this kind; and thereAnd at no lime were there more than two-thirds of of the people to be Informed of the leading politi- fore, the convention of 100,000 will send its voice
the people on the ground. Every house with a flag cal opinions of candidates for offices of trust; but, abroad, startling ambition while at its charts, and
was a hotel without price the strings of every door on the contrary, was clearly and entirely of opinion, striking with terror in their very palace halls the
that their sentiments should be freely expressed usurpers of the powers and downtreaders of the
being out, and every latch unfastened!
The return of the parly (after the two days at and well understood. He had aUvays so expressed prosperity of the American people.
Something more about the grand convention of one
Dayton) was characterized by similar exhibitions his.
General Harrison spoke for about an hour, in his liundred thousand. People in the Atlantic slates,
of the popular feeling. On Saturday morning the
general addressed an assembly of 8,000 at Lebanon, most interesting manner, vindicating himself from w ho know as little about the high and beating heart
22 miles from Dayton, and as he proceeded the the asperations ot his enemies, and establishing of the Missis.'.ippI valley, as we Buekeyes, Cornroads were lined with people in teams and on horse- what he said, as he went along, by evidence which crackers and Hooshiers, do about Nova Zembia,
back, banners and flags, marking the whole dis- senator Allen and his like would be very far from wonder how it is that in times like these we can
tance. It is said that at no lime was the cavalcade attempting to controvert, if confronted by the au- get up the grand gatheiingsof which our noble land
thorities adduced.
Towards the close of his is full, and also attend to the transaction of our
less than a mile in length.
The battle is speech, he ileclared himself to be a warm friend to every day business, and lake care of our families.
The Miama valley convention.
As goes Ohio, now, so a "good credit system;" "for," said he, "without cre- A very brief statement of the truth, will put their
the victory won!
fought
goes the union! And as went the Miami valley on dit what had now been the condition of this beauti- wonderment to rest, better than any thing else. In
the lOlh Instant, so will go the state on the 30lh ful Miami valley, green and smiling in the richness a word, Ihen, Mr. Van Buren and his wiseacre asOctober. One hundred thousand freeiuen cind exuberance of nature, and whose thousands sistants, have so managed currency matters, that
IN council! Le^ that word pass round! Carry and thousands of independent population surround we have very little to do business with. We can,
us at lliis moment."
"Eflablish to-morrow," he therefore, be away from home, a portion of the
it, ye patriotic fathers, and ye glorious mothers, to
Shout it, continued, "the hard money system, so much lauded time, as well as at home. And with respect to our
the hearths and hearts of your families!
ye noble and high so\iled yoiilhs, from the recesses of late, as opposed to a good system of credits, and (amUies, when we leave upon a rally, we take theii
of every valley, and the heights of every moun- ten years from this lime, every man now rich will bei with us! Our wives and daughters, we are proud
Bi;ar it, ye breezes of the west- richer, and every man now poor will be poorer."
to say, have the blood of Iheir revolutionary mothers
tain in the land!
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— union; those Philadelphia and New York comtheir

at
vi-iii3
and giandiuolheis coursing lhroiij;li
There is no man among us wliose heart is more prise each about 300 members. Tliey publish a
monthly journal in Manchester, England, and
filled and animatedlhan Uieirs, by Ihe spirii olseveniy-six.
Look at the tliiee hundred and fifty at another at Nauvoo, Illinois. The inhuman perseNashville, who invited Henry Clay, the nation's cutions they sulfered in Missouri, in the winter and
pride, to be with thero and their husbands ami spring of 1839, were a disgrace to the slate and to
Look at tlie lour the benevoli-nt spirit of the age. "To their own
brothers on the 15th ol Augiisi!
hundred at St. Louis, the nine hundred at the Tip- Master they stand or fall."
[Cincinnati Chronicle, of Jug. 26.
pecanoe battle ground, the five thousand at Dayton!
We are indebted to the Sangamo Journal for the
What nov?, but the spirit oT seventy-six, does all
following statement;
this manilest?
Ay, and xcltut late does it att tetl?
We give beloiv the popular vote of this stale, and
Does it not say, that the wicked charlatai ry, and
mad ambition, and selfish scheinin°;s, o( the leading although it diliVrs widely from the estimated remembers of this administration of the general go- gister, we behove it to be a fair exhibition of the
vernment, have made themselves felt in the very strength of parties in Illinois.
We have taken the vote for governor in 1833 in
sanctum sanctorum of domestic life. Does it not
speak of the cheerless hearth, where willing hands ten counties which we think cannot be objected to
Does it not speak of the by our opponents, as no contest was made in them
sit without employment?
half-recompensed foil of the worn laborer, who on parly grounds. The aggregate vote of the state
finds, now and then, a week's hard work, upon the amounts to 82,046, without allowing any thing for
scant proceeds of which he must subsist himself the increase of the votes in Ihe ten comities since
and his family for a month! Does it not speak of 1838, and the ent're vote of Marshall. We are saempty larders in the town, while the garneis of the tisfied that not less than 87, 000 votes were polled
Does it not speak ol in the state; making a gain of 27,000 on the vote of
country are oveiflowing?
want here and abundance there, without any medi- 1838.
3rd district.
equalise
the
disparity?
Does it Isl congressional district.
exchange
to
um of
Har. V. B\ Counties. Bar. V. B.
Counties.
not speak of a general disorgmization of conven310 Adams
1,546
1,447
of embarrassment, stai;nation, Alexander
tional operations
4S3 Bureau
407
235
whose "malign influidleness, and despondency
386 Cook
1,032
1,324
ences" have penetrated the inner temples of man's
705 Calhoun
261
27
home, and aroused, to indignant speech and unu307 Cass
313
293
sual action, her who is its peace, its gentleness,
21o|De Kalb
200
370
its love, its all but divinit^?
135 Greene
701
1,104
The truth is ami it should be fold the women
1,214 Hancock
1,042
are the very life and soul of these movements of the
people. Look at their liberal preparations at Nash-

—

I

—

—

—

—

ville.

ton.

And

Look at their boundless hospilalily at DayLook at their ardor and activity every v\liere.

though far from the least important, look
at their presence, in hundreds and by thousands,
wherever there is any good to be done, to animate
and encourage, and urge on their fathers, husbands
and brothers.
Whence those six hundred and forty-four flags,
whose stars and stripes wave in the morning breeze,
last,

from nearly every Iiouse top, as we enter the beauFrom the hand of wotiful Utile city of Dayton?

man. Whence the decorations of these porticoes
and balconies, that gleam in the rising sun, as we
ride through the broad and crowded streets? From

Whence this handsome and
the hand of woman.
proudly cherished banner, under which the Ohio
delegation returned from Nashville, and which now
marks the head quarters of the Cincinnati delega
From the hand of
tion of one thousand to Dayton?
woman. Whence yon richly wrought and surpassingly beautiful standard, about which cluster the
Tippecanoe hosts, and whose protUiction has cost
many weeks of incessant labor? From the hand of
woman. And to come down to less poetical but
more substantial things, whence all the wholesome
viands prepared in the six hundred and forty-four
flag houses around us, for onr refreshment, and all
the pallets spiead lor our repose? From the hand
of woman. WoMAS^lhen^ hits done her woi/c. She
tiow gives us her blessing, and with a Gori speed,
raged and thus urged on, that we shall not, aftcrth-bids us do ours.
Let us so labor, then, thus encou3bih of October next, have to go home and tell her
we have been beaten, and that she and her children
.must still sulier.
ILLINOIS.

The Mormons. A keel boat arrived in this
on Sunday last, with about thirty Mormons.

city

We

understand they belong to a party of thirty-nine,
who left the vicinity of Preslon, England, about
two months since; although the company sepaiated
at Pittsburg, they are alt destined for the head
quarters of the Mormons, at Naiivoo, anjoining
Commerce, Illinois. These were all good looking
farmers and mechanics; and we are told that another party is on the way from England, destined to
the

same

point.

Their
This sect is rapidly on the increase.
church in England comprises between 2,(l00 and
3,000 members, mostly in Lancashire; they have
also regularly organized societies in Liverpool,
Edinburg, Birmingham, Manchester, &.c. Abmit
lUO Methodist preachers in England have embraced this faith. In this count rj', there are about
2,800 at Naiivoo, Illinois, and about 2,000 in Lee
county, in Iowa, on the opposite side of the Mississippi.
They have churches in Quincy, Spring.
field, Jacksonville, and various other parts of Illinois.
There is a church of about 100 members at
Dayton, Ohio, and they intend to establish one in
eight persons were baptized by
this city shortly
them, in the river, in front of this city, last Sunday
and Monday. With che exception of Missouri,
Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana, they have regularly organized churches in every state of the
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Sueioy O. Prfiitiss.
Schiiyl-r— W. A. Minshall.'
Liucolji,* J. W. Bradford,* Jas.
N. B own,* Jolin Darrreille,* Josiah Francis.*
Tdzewfll— Pierrs Menard,* A. Hull.*

Among many things to be remembered at this
celebralion, as we have belore said, this address to
Ihe fathers, and their assent to its statements and
iloctiines, were not among those that will make the

the fine arts.

—John Grain.
Beall.*
—John D^-nnv.*

Washinston

Stc.

While— Edwin Webb,*
•Those wiih

this

mark

A'lex. Philips.

* are

whigs

oflieers of the institution arc

Directors: Hon. J. R Poinsett, secretary of war,
and hon. J. K. Pauldins, secretaiy of the navy.
Councillors: Hon. J. Q. Adams, colonel J J. Abert,
colonel J. G. Totten, A. McWilliains, M. D. and
A. O. DaUon. Treasurer, William J. Stone. Cor.

Waba>h— J. H.

— ihe others are

MISSOURI.

son.

of W. P. Dames lor nan-slaughter, was
to lake place before the city court at St. Louis on
Monday the 14th instant.
trial

MICHIGAN.
Candidates for congress. Joseph M. Howard i
noaninalion by the whigs, and Alpheus Felch by
tbe Iriends of Van Buren.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTfCLES.
A corres.

Inventions and improvements.

pon.leiil of the Pniladelpliia Inquirer, writing

darkest hour, were assembled on this occasion
bear witness lo the identity between Ihe whig
principles of 1776 and 1840, and he augured therefrom, the same triumph to those principles now, that
to

then they achieved.

least

enduring impression.

DR. franklin's

letter OF INTRODUCTION.

—

Paris, Jpril
, 1777.
bearer going to the U. States, presses
There are eighty-five resident members, three me to give him a letter of recommendation, alhonorary and ninety-sne corresponding members though I know nothing of him, not even his name.
All governorsof states and diplomatic, consular and This may seem extraordinary, but 1 assure you that
commercial agents of the Uniled Stales, who are not It is not uncommon here. Sometimes, indeed, one
otherwise connected with the institution, are to be perso.i unknown, brings another equally so to reconsidered, ex officio, as corresponding members, and commend him; and sometimes they recommend one
As for this gentleman, 1 must refer you
contributions and comoiuuicatlons are requested from another.
to himself for his character and moials, with which
them.
he is ceriainly better acquainted than I possibly
The Army and Navy Chronicle notices theestab
can be. I recouimenu him, however, to those cilishinent ol the as.'.ociatioii and says:
vilities, which every stranger of whom we know
There seems to be a peculiar appropriateness in
no harm, has a right to; and I request you will do
officers of the army and nai-y (allhough this instituhim all the good offices, and show him all the favor
lion is not confined to them) lending to such a cause
that on further acquaintance you shall fiud him dethe aid which their stations enable ihem to do. Callserve. 1 have the honor lo be, &.c.
ed, in thediscarge of duty, to almost every section
commend this letter to special attention, for
of Ihe habitable globe, lliey have opportunities to
collect numerous specimens in natural history; to in our day and generation, apjiiicanls lor introducmake observations upon the climate, soil, resources tions and recommendations, are not more modest
than in the time ol Dr. Franklin; while those whom
and productions of countries visited, upon the ha
they beset, are, lor the most part, far less Irank and
bits, manners, language and pursuits of the popu
lalion: upon Ihe celestial and terrestiul phenomena honest in their introduction.
that almost daily and nightly occui; and in a thousand ways to promote the gratification of their fellow
The Amistad Africans. At the circuit court
citizens at home.
That they will not permit those
held at Hartlord on the 17th inst. (Ihe case of Ihe
opportunities lo pass unimproved, may be assumed
Amistad Africans having been continued from the
by all who are familiar with their intelligence, pa
last terui of the court, to enable the counsel to
triotism and spirit.
agree on a statement of the laeis preparatory to the
appeal to the supreme court), a motion was made
Soldiers of the revolution at Bunker by R. S. Baldwin, esq. to dismiss the appeal liom
Hill. Among the most impressive incidents in the the district court, on the ground that it appeared
convention of Ihe lOlh instant, at Bunker Hill, was from the record of the district court Ihat the allegathe number and unanimity ol feeling of the surviving tions in the libels of Kuiz and Montez Ihat tbe
revolutionary soldiers.
Alricans were their property, were loui.d not lo be

secrelary,F.

Buren.

The

tory and antiquities; 7. agriculture; 8. literature and

The

Warren,

Van

in its

—

and mineralogy;

Union—John D)Uihrrty.
Vtrniillion— J. J. Brown,* B. Canaday,* Isaac
Foririan.*

1840—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.

departments of the institution at present include
following divisions
1. chemistry; 2. geology
3. geography, astronomy and natural philosophy; 4. natural history; 5. the application of science to the useful arts; 6. American histhe

— Ab

Saiisjainon

26,

froiu

Liverpool under date of 7th August, says
Xiie principal things which struck me in England, in the way of improvement since my last
vii?!!, were
the rail roads, the galvanic telegraph,
the biidf lig'it, (truly a new one), and the glass and
silk manulacture for curtains and drapery, of the

Markoe,

jr.

Rec. secretary, P.

Thomp-

Sir:

The

We

first.

They may be said. X think to
JVic rail roads.
approach perfection as nearly as possible. They
are built f..r ages, remarkable for their ma«siveness
and magnitice'nce architecturally, and lor the taste,
comfort and solidity of Ihe cars and locomotives. 1
The Liverpool
travelled on all that are yet opened.
and Birmingham, the Birmingham and London, the
London and Southampton, and as far as finished, the
Great Western, which is much superior in every
I travelled at
point of view lo any yet constructed.
the rate of 40 m;les an hour upon it, breakfasting in
Reading, Berks, at half past eight, and walking the
streets of London before ten! It was not without interst to me, that on a branch road from Birmingham to Cheltenham, just opened, I was whirled
along by a locomotive made by Norris in Philadel-

We find on that head this communication in the true; and that no appeal having been taken by
Boston Atlas:
them Irom the decree of that court, the qufslron of
Old soldiers of the revolution. Major Haughton
property was conclusively settled: Ihat the Uniled
ed wUharope iiid when full, a g,ilvjiiic wire is If you think Ihe following item is worth insertion, States had no interest to authorise an appeal in
touched, and successfully rapid as two ticks on a you may rely on its accuracy as coming from an eye their name, and Ihat it appeared Irom the published
correspondence between the Spanish minister and
watch, is the signal and the motion of the cars. The witness.
In ready obedience to the notification of the the secretary of state, that the Ali leans were not
distance is four miles, and were it 4,000, 1 am asis
and
whig
committee
instantaneo
of
arrangements
be
as
about
sixty
signal
v\'Ould
of demanded by the minister "as slaves, but as Alrisured the
They are laying one down to Windsor the venerable survivors of the wai of independence, cans," tor trial aiici punishment in Cuba.
faithful.
Judge Thompson, however, considered the apfor stote purposes; and It is expected they will be under Washington, and of the war for its defence,
Do we not live in an age under Harrison, assembled in the representatives' peal as taken from hispro/onna decree at the last
in use all over England.
term of Ihe court, though not entered on Ihe record,
of necromancy, and are not the men ol science hall of the slate house, punctually at 9 o'clock.
When the marshal of the giand procession an- and that coiisequei.liy the motion could not be enthe only pure and lawful aiislocracy of human nanounced that carriages were in readiness to convey tertained in the circuit court. He remarked that
ture;
The bade light is a beautiful thing in its way. ihe old soldiers to the Bunker Hill battle field, the no prejudice to the Alricans could be occasioned by
It produces an almosphere o/ /i^'ii, concealing the following order of uiovement was proposed and adopt- the relusal to entertain the motion here, as it could
be made in the supreme court.
means by wliich it is done. Passing by the horse ed by them.
euards I exclaimed "how brightly the moo;, shines!
Those soldiers who had been personally engased
It was staled by Mr. Baldwin that in the case of
You can read the clock by it."— "Ohl"' replied in the battle of Ihe 17lh June, 1775, were invited to Holmes, a majority of the judges of the supreme
my Iriend, as cool as moonshine "that's the binle move foremost; when twelve advancedand occupied court had expressed the opinion that in ihe absence
begged an explanation, and apparently the first three carriages or barouches.
I
light,'"
of a treaty stipulation, no power exists in the exeLime and
asionisheil at iny innocence, he gave it.
The order was then given to other old soldiers cutive or any department ol the government to surgass are brouglil into some peculi.ir contact, and the over ninety years ol age, when from fifteen to render fugitive criminals to a foreign government
elfici as It struck me, was that of intensely bright iwenty stepped forward and occupied carriages, six for trial.
[Jour, of Com.
injoii light.
Tne houses of lords an com nons are in each.
The same order was passed to those over eightylit in this manner; and it is to be Introduced into the
Whiskey. The following article we find markand do not think me five yeai-s, when twelve advanced, and occupied
It is very beautiful
theatres.
ed in the Western Temperance Journal, published
"moonslruck," when I tell you, that the chilliness other carriages, six in each.
The last order was that those under e.ighty-five at Cincinnati. We have no means of testing the
and repose of moonshine, reininUed ine sensibly
while regarding it, that Juliet's apostrophe, "Come years should occupy other carriages; when the re- correctness of the statement, but on the whole
Alas! for the mainder, to the number of fifty and over, all but think it likely it may be correct, and yet we don't
thou day in night," is now realized.
iiiiaginutive race, if matter of fact people upset every one or two Octogenarians, were at their posts, with know where the money comes from to pay for all
We
the promptitude of whig minute men, and requiring tbe whiskey set down as coining lo Arkansas.
thing in this manner.
are a wonderful people lor drinking, to be sure, we
Tne new manulacture for curtains and other dra- but title assistance.
we
and
hope
the
Arkansians,
Indians
Indians
and
rich
dama-k
T;;^
The impre.ssion which this almost relic of the
peries, is a very gorgeous aHai.~.
[iroducing a d.iz- ohl armies made on the multitudes which witnessed drink the most ol it, as it will save gunpowder.
pattern is woven iu glass and silk
beyond silver or gold in richness of dis- and clieered the procession in its movement, can We recommend it to the altenlion of our citizens
zliii'' elTect
much better be embellished by yourpen, than by any generally, red and white, (as it seems Aikansashas
play.
to father all who drink whiskey, from the MissisA capital invention is used for the foundation of, thing which can be s>iid by
sippi lo the Rocky Mountains), as an item of exvalu.ible
tlie
more
on
acloo,
houses, an invennon
One of the number.
On Friday, these pecioiis "relics of tlie old pense which might be dispensed with during the
count of its simjilxily. The clay th.it is dug out of]
the louiiddlions is mixed with a preparation of lime armies" were sealed on the platform at Faneuil haid times which are grinding us all lo Ihe dust.
on tlie very ground of the biiildiiij; and thus harden- Hall, and in the presence ol thousands were address- Only think— $1,520,000 for whiskey in 1839, and
[,Mrlcunsas Gaz.
ed or "calcined" into a strong substai.ce, makes Ihe ed by Mr. Webster, in one of his happiest etibrls, iieaily double th.it in 1840.
Facts for the consideralion of the sotUhern states.
best and certainly the cheapest material for founda- and with manilest effect both upon them and the
It is now uiiiveisally used in audience at large.
He styled them "fathers," and It tias been a matter of surprise to many lor some
tions, yet discovered.
lie rejoiced that they had survived to witness on that
lime past, to see the immcuse amount of domestic
England.
day t.iat the fire of the revolution yet burnt brigM in liquors annually manulactiiied and shipped from
National institute for the promotion of the bosom of those « hose lathers had shed their the northern siales; and equally as gnat an inteSCIENCE. An ins itiition with this tille h.is b'en hlood to accomplish it. He rejoiced, loo, that so rest and ciiriosily to asciriam wheie ii is consumed.
recently orginized at Washington, embracing in its many surviving whigs of the revolution, those who Oil a lull investigation ot the matter, It is lound
plan of wide range, and promi ng much utility. had done battle for the country and their principles. that there is annually manufacluixd and shipped
phia.

The gidvanic telegraph is in use orr Ihe London
and Blackwall railw ay the cars on which are work-
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from the states of Illinois, Imliaiia, f>liio and the
wpslern portion of Pennsylvania, about thirteen
million seven hnndreii and twenty five thousand
gallons of domestic spirits of VAiions kinds, at an
average cost to ihe consumer ol forty cents per
gallon, amounting to five niillioii lour humlrpd and
eighty thousand dollars; and of tliis part at Cincinnati alone, has furnished ten iiiillion nine hundred
and filly-dve thousand gallons, this beins the prinThree milcipal point for rectifying and shipping.
lion eight handred Inousand gallons of this amount
annualJy shipped to the state of Arkansas,
is
amounlin J to one million five hundred and twenty
thousand, and hundreds of persons are constantly
employed in what is familiarly called in that country running the mail, or smuggling it into the Indian country, in violation of Ihe laws of Ihe United
States, and contrary to the wishes of the chiefs of
Two million three hundred and
the several tribes.
twenty-six thousand gallons to Mississippi, amounting to nine hundred and twenty thousand lour hundred dollars. Tennessee one mill. on three hundred
and sixty-five thousand, amounting to five hundred
and forty six thousand dollars. L'luisiana five million seven hundreil and eighty thousand, amounting
to two mdlion three hundred and twelve thousand
dollars; the balance of four hundred and fifty-four
thousand gallons, destination not ascertained. There

26,

Washington, Sept. 14, 1840.

,i

citizens of Ehzabeih City county, Va. in which you
will find the iulormation you desire.
In answer to your second question I send you a
York constatement of my entire course in the
vention upon the subject of the elective franchise.

therefore, a direct loss to four or five of the
southern states of about ten millions and a half of

annually, for intoxicating liquors, furnished
the same number of the riortiiern slates.

them by

New

THE DAY.

]

|

j

my

—

\

the hon.

M.

W.iGES.

PhUiidelpkia, Aug. 20, 1340.
Van Buken, president of the

United States:

Dear

sir: The undersigned, a portion of your
fellow citizens, request your answers to the follow-

labor hus been accompanied by no corresijonding reduction of wages.
I also caused it lo be distinctly intimated in the
month of March last, to the officers of .such of these
establishments, as might coiilemplate a reduction of
wages, that in my opinion the present peculiarly

uncertain state of things, which it is believed results
from circumstances that cannot be permanent ii
ing queries
their operation, does not present a just and proper
Are you in favor of a protective tariff?
Did you vote for, or support a property qualifica- basis for a reduclion of wages.
I am far from wishing lo conlribute iirthe slight'
tion for voters in the convention of New York?
Are you in favor of reducing the standard of est degree to the embarrassment and depression o
the laboring classes. It is, on the contrary, my most
Wages?
Whether you are in favorof the secretary of war's ear nest and constant desire that their indiistiy should
plin for organizing the militia?
every whtre and at all limes be amply rcvardeil,
These questions are not in.ide for the purpose of and that Ihe blessings of plenty should be liberally
unfriendly criticism, but only from a sincei-e wish lo diffused among ihose who contribute most to their

have your own views on these subjects. Your
low citizens,
ISAAC LIPPINCOTT,
WM. R. POTTS,
G. HAINES.
N. B. EVANS,

A.

S.

fel-

FERMAN,

JOSEPiI FR.\YER.
Direct to Isaac Lippincotl, No. 210 Callowhill
street.

our

which the declared opinions of ll;-- present
incumbent have been acted U|ion. Necessary it is
n is.
not, since the chief ground of objection to him
that he has performed his engagements, and^"lollo
- "
Proper it
ed in Ihe footsteps of- his predecessor.'"
will no' be considered, as I have been intimately
associated with his administration, and ident'fied in
feeling and judgment with the great measures of its
fiscal and loreign policy, and would b? looked upon
Instead, tliereas a voluleer and interested witness.
fore, o speaking what I know and believe to be just
°--~ and gen.
-'• "'- Van Buren
•-" Hjnison,
" '-" I^ """
will use "'the
of
Mr.
right of every member of the community, to refer to
notoriety,
will
aid iiiy felcommon
which
things of
low citizens in Georgia in discovering to whictof

iy with

;

—

To

69

senators and three of our representatives in congress,
on Ihe second of S-ptember, I am detained here by
a painful disorder, incompatible with Ihe (iroseculion
of my journey. In my own judgment, the detention
is ol no importance except to myself, as I cannot presume that my presence or absence will in Ihe slightest degree alFect Ihe opinions and actions of a^iy of
I
the persons who may compose that assemblage.
regret it, nevertheless, as I am deprived of an opportunity to meet valued friends, and am unable to do
that which others for whom I entertain a strong
artection, anil whose prudence and good sense give

opinion at war as well with
the dictates of humaiiity, as with a sour.d and raL?lt to' itself, and free from the
tional policy.
blighting influence of partial legislation, monopolies,
con"-regaled wealth, and interested combinations.
the compensation of labor will always preserve this
It is only when the natural order
salutary relation.
of society is disturbed by one or olher of these
causes, that the wages of labor become inadequate.
The people of the United States may be truly denominated a nation of laborers A vast proportion
of them live by the sweat of <heir brow, and the
continued exercise of a persever.ng industry. It was
with a proper regard to this condition, that the sys(em of govetninent under which they live was oriIt should, therefore, in my opiginally devised.
nion, be always so administered as to insure to them,
hie standard; are in

A

0>f

THE DAY.

tation to be present at a dinner to be given to

wohld's won'DEr. The state of things described in the following impressive paragraph, which
we copy from the Philadelphia Sentinel, is as true
as it is wonderful, and as gratifying as it is true.
No other age or country has ever produced, or can
now produce, the like of it.
"It must certainly be regarded as a most gratifying sign, that with all the excitement which now
pervades the country from one end to ttie other, on
the presidential question, there is little to offend or
alarm the lovers of good order, ur threaten the secuMillions of people are in
rity of republicanism.
Frequent
unrestrained motion, and even ferment.
conventions of zealous partizans, attended by ten,
twenty or forty thousand, and listening for hours,
and sometimes days, to the most impassioned, earnest and eloquent orators, are held in all parts of [as far as possible, a just and adequate reward for
land, and nearly with as much order and quiet
their exertions, as well as a full enjoyment of the
ness as a Sabbalh gathering lor religious purposes. fruits of their industry.
No olher country in the world could do it. The
In the distribution of wealth resulting from the
most stable nations of Europe would reel like a union of labor and capital, it is too often the case
convulsed
revolution
be
«ith
and
would
drunkard
that an undue [iroporlion tails lo the share of the latdrenched with blood, in such an experiment upon ter. The discontinuance of partial legislation, which
the populace. Think of such conventions in. Paris I have always advocated, would be an important
or London, with all their note of preparation, with step towards correcting this inequality.
all their pageantry, and all their freedom and eloIt has been ever my design to keep these objects
quence of speech, and you think of a revolution.
Sj far from being in favor ol
constantly in view.
To the enemies of republican forms, the political reducing Ihe wages ol labor, oraltemptiiig to render
agitations of this country may appear precursive ol the services required disfiropurlionate to the rewards
To us, it is the most assuring token of per- received, it cannot be unknown to you that what is
its end.
manence and power, that a great people assembling called the ten hour system, originally devised by Ihe
as is the wont of ours, like waves or storm clouds, mechanics and laborers themselves, has by my direcare yet so far the intelligent, and retire from the tions been adopted, and uniformly carried out at all
most excited gatherings in peace and good temjjer." the public establishments, and thai lliis rniligation of

LETTER OF MB. VAN BUP.EM

—

having weight to their recnmmenda'ions. have thought
It was prepared by my friends at Albany,
agitated stale of our
access to the best ineansof information, of their own would be useful in the present
accord, without previous communication with me, country.
confidence in Ihe
to
shake
nothing
ray
seen
have
I
signatures.
and published there under their own
Upon a careful examination of this document, I find power of truth; nothing to make me doubt the futilipeople
by ingenious
the
to
delude
all
atleinpts
of
in
ty
of
course
exposition
my
lair
it contains a true and
exaggerations, blustering prethe convention upon the subject referred to, and I equivocations, aitlul
When tlie spirii of
tensions, or open falsehooils.
send it to you as such.
Your remaining question is whether 1 "am in fa- inquiry is awakened, the people are not to be turned
from the pursuit of fads by processions and parades,
vor of reducing the standard of wages.*'
Not comprehending precisely tlie idea you desire by travelling orators and ballad singers, by iiduiings
A car. fnl invesiigalio^i of those facts,
to convey by the term 'the standard of wages," it and revelries.
upon them at home, give to the
will be necessary, in order to meet your wishes ful- and calm reflection
the power to decide wisely in
this
humblest
citizen
ly, that I should give my general views on
whose hands the chief inagistiacy of the nation can
biancli of your enquiry.
The labor of an industrious man is in my judg- be safely intrusted f m- the preservation of external
ment only adequately rewarded, when his wages, peace, and a perpetuation ol those domestic institutogether with the assistance of those members ol his tions with which are inseperably connected the harnational and
family, from whom assistance miy reasonably be re- mony of the union, and pro-perity,
quired, will enable him to provide coml'orlably for individual. These will be used, and, being used,
or prowill
right.
If
it
were
necessary
lay
the
result
be
and
chihlren,
his
himselfand them, to educate
up sufficient lor the casualties ol life and the wauls per, I could bear my humble testimorry to the fiJeli-

You have the remedy in your own hands; TeimesE.
see has set a noWe example.
The above estimate was made from shipments
for Ihe year 1839, siirce which, not more than one- ol advanced age
To accomplish these objects it is necessary that
fourth has been shipped to Tennessee, and consideB:it Arkansas nearly the pay of the laborer should bear a just proportion
rably less to Mississippi.
to the prices of the necessaries and comforts of life;
doubled.
[ IVeslern Temperance Journal.
and all attempts to depress Ihem below this equila-

POLITICS OF
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Gentlemen: I have received your letter propounding to me several questions upon public subjects, and
assuring me that they are not put for the purpose of
unfriendly criticism, but from a sincere desire to
have my own views on the subjects referred to.
In reply to your first and last questions, I send
you a copy of letter recently addressed to several

is,

dollars

—

production. I am, gentlemen, very respectfully,
M. VAN BUREN.
your obedient servant,
Messrs. Isaac Lippincotl, Wm. R. Foils, G. Haines.
N. B. Eoans, A. S. Fennan, Jos. Frayer.

ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF GEORGIA.
Frederic'abwg. (Va.) Aug. 29, IS40.

On my way to the Indian Springs to meet such ol
my fellow citizens as might comply with the invi-

•

•

I

""

—

'

these persons they may safely confide the executive
power, as it may influence or control the great questions

Of a protective tariff;
Of internal improvements;
Of appropriation and expenditure;
Ol the mode of keeping and disbursing

th3 pub-

tunds;

lic

or slavery,

exists from the northern confines
ol Maryland lo the Sabine and R'd rivers.
(Qu stions of foreign policy are omitted, for,
strange to say, they are not topics in the presidential

as

it

canvass, and on that subject the advocates of univerleform intend to make no change.)
On the.se quesiions the opinions of Mr. Van Buren
and gen. Hairison have been in various forms and
What their answers
at diifereiit periods asked lor.
were, at what time and in what manner given, are
fellow citizens can readily
well known facts.
decide, with these facts in view, which of these gentlemen agrees with them on these iniporttint and
vital subjects.
Bj comparing th" explicit, frank,
prompt, public and unilorin cummunicaiionsof Mr.
Van Buren, given witii like re.idiness to friend or
foe, with the reluctani, equivocal, and not unfrequently contradictory giviiigs out of gen. Harrison
sometimes by reference to firmer declarations, sometimes by letters from triends and friendly cmnmiltees,
again by speeches at arranged meetings, and then by
they can,
private tellers lor me but nol^piibiication
without difficulty, determine which of them deserves
their confidence.
Should any doubt remain, alter
this coni[iarison, there are two other fads not unworthy to be remembered in forming a correct judgment. iMr. Van B iren has imputed lo him by his
advoC'jfes every wheie, the same opinions and the
same principles; Ihe opinions and principles imputed lo gen. Hariison by his friends and supporters
are variant and contrasted — chameleon like, they
take their hues from the objects upon which they
rest while you are calleil upon to examine them, and
show a color to suit the region where they are presented to view.
Should Ihe belief be entertained that the declarations of the parties themselves, or those of friends
anxirfus to promote llieir success, are not sale guides,
Ihe motives lo concealment, equivocation or deceplion b-ing so po.veriul, try the parties by the expert-

sal

My

—

mentum

crusts.

In Various stations each has been before the pubmore than thirty years. Compare their pro -
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essioMS with their acts, ant! then the results of each Theimbodied evidence presented of the movements
<oiiipaiison.
If still not sat'sfifd, Ihtre are other witliin the United States of the disturbers of soiithDroad facts that cannot Tail to bring conviction lo the eri, repose, may be usefully added a reference to
beller judgment ol tM>» what is going on abroad.
The government of Great
honoslly inquiring iniml.
piob.ible conduct or an a<linini>tration in this coun- Britain, which has always periuilled Ihe Canadas
try is lo be Conned by looking at the parlies by whom lo be the asvluin of runaway slaves, has, within a
he *ill bff snpporteii if they sncceed.than by a scru- lew years, converted all its West Inilia possessions
tiny into th>; particular opinions and political course inio places of reluge for them, and has formally
JMr. declared that no claim for them will be availing,
of ilie per-OM who is proposed for thai station
Vjii Buren is the camlidate of that pany in all the al'hough Ihey reach their possessions by fraud or
The same government has been lately
slai-s, who. uiiiler the lead of gen. Jackson, arrested violence.
the :ii4'aiific and mad scheme of universal iiiternal employing it:.elf as the volunteer or selected agent
improvement who wrested llie public money Iroin nf the pope in presenting an apostolic letter on
the hands of irresponsible and doublful corporations, slavery to some of the Spanish American states
and broke their power who seek lo reduce dnli>-s letter which it is not al all improbable was preand taxes to the wants of the government and who pared under influences proceedi.'ig from the British
believe that these wants admit of diininulions of ih>Under its convention with Spain respecting the
public e.vpendilurc; of a parly every where arrayed
against abolition, and ready, at all hazards and al all slave trade, it has commissioners in Havana scrutitimes, to see that the constiiutioisal guaranty of nizing into the commercial pursuits of all nations,
souihern property is fairly and failhlully maintained. and marking all vessels, not British bound to the
He is equally acceplable to Ihal party in Ihe souih- coast of Africa, as suspected ol the stave trade, when
has been loadeil with cargoes which are lawful commerce in
ern, western, eastern and middle slates
English vessels from Seirra Leone to arv/ ports of
forced upon nei'her by combinations or intrigues.
General Harrison is the candidate of all ihe parties the slnve coast (mm whence Wie $lave factories are
It has black regiments in its
in the Unired States who can be brought to act supplied wilh them.
against the present administration by Ihe common army by the enlistment of recaptured Af'iicatis.
He was forced upon the southern Some of thestalesmen and pamphleteers of Engl.ind
insiinctof hiilred.
portion of these parties by the combination of anti- are engaged, since emancipation in the West Indies
masonry and aboliiioiiisin. Not one southern vole has diminished the productive value of their West
India islands, in devising schemes to give a present
was given lo hiin in the Harrisburg convention.
Among his supporters are ranked the high tarilfand preference in Iheir markets to the productions of
internal imnroveinent men, underlhe banners of Mr. free labor, (likethatiti British India!) and gradually lo exclude from them Ihe products of Ihe labor
the high-toned polilicians of the New En
Clay:
ghnd states who consirue Ihe conslitution like Ihe of slaves. Of the temper and intentions of the
common law, which conlracled as it m;iy seem, ex- agitators of the question of slavery, and the means
pands indefinitely arcordiiig to the suppo.-ed exigfii- lo be employed, abundant evidences are afforded in
who b-lieve there is no safety or the proceedings of the "world's convention," whifh
cy of Ihe times
prosperity without the agency of a national bank to met in London on the 12th, and continued until the
manage t'le fiscal concerns of Ihe goveinmnnt. and 23id of last June. Two resolutions were unaniwho opposed Ihe mously adopted, too significant to require much
furnish a curiency for Ihe people
Those resolutions renounce the remolate war, and established, according to opinions ex- comment.
val of slaves from the old to the new states as an
pressed in the British parliament, a sort of under
stoo neutrality with the enemy during its continu- unrighteous traffic, of which eighty thousand are
Surance who acknowledge as their leader and standard annually victims; as exciting detestation.
bearer, !\Ir. Web^^ter of Boston; the abolitioni-^ls. of prise and abhorence are acknowledged, that it
should be protected and cherished by this governall colors, under Slade of Verinonl, Seward and Bradish, governor and lietit. governor of New York, ment.
That it involves hardness of heart in the traders,
under whose auspices a deliberate attempt has been
made, by slate legislation, to evade that provi-ion of and cruelty lo the negroes, is asserted; and that efthe federal constitution which was adopted for Ihe fectual means should be immediately taken to reprotection of southern riglits; the conservatives, un- move this stain from the character of tf^is nn'ioa.
der llie guidance of iVIr. Rives, who have abandoned Was there ever such a compound of ignorance, folly
The brutal O'Connell was quite at
their former Irien Is because ihe keys of Ihe vaults and insolence?
where the public treasurj is deposited are kept in home in such a convention; and his insulls to the
the pockets of officers of government, and not by ca- representative of a foreign government near his own,
shiers of stale banks: and who predict ruin and deso- his vituperation of two of our eminent public men,
The
lation lo the country beciuise that treasure can no were quite in harmony with the occasion.
longer, under Ihe control of all sorts of state bank transportation of our properly from Virginia to
directors, b:" made the basis of loans to stimulate Loui-:iana, the internal slave trade, mark you, is
every s[iecies of corporrilion folly or private specu- "unrighteous." and etf'ectual means ought to be
lation: a fragment o( the nullifiers, under Mr. Pres- taken in the United Slates forthwith to remove Ihe
What are the mearisl
ton and gen. Waddy Thompson, who have been slain from this nation.
First, prohibition bv congress of transvshirled, like atoms of dust, from the chariot wheels can guess.
of Smith Caiolina, as they rose into their ancient porlation of slaves by land or by sea from one state
to unolher; Ui-xt, a prohibition of the sale of slaves
tracks in Ihe ranks of democracy.
The siippoilers of the general in Georgia, I need by one man to anotheriu the same stale; and then
They are known what Ihey have we shall be ripe for either the late Mr. Rufus King's
not designate.
been, what they are, and what Ihey wish to be. or general Harrison's plan of gradual emancipation;
Some of them have had, and have lost, popular, the government purchase the blacks by the proceeds
confi lence; some yet enjoy it; and they unite in of the public lands, or by the use of the surplus retaxes and duties being properly increased
Iheir endeavors
Ihe one to recover, the oilier to re- venue
ToeH'ect Iheir common object, to make that surplus large enough to effectuate the
tain, popular favor.
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they are closely allied to polilicians whose princi
pies Ihey have solemnly rejected; who>e conduct
th y hav.- repeatedly denounced; whose objects they
have aUvays professed to abhor. If there is any
truth in the maxim of nosilura aociis, it will not be
very ililficult to decide, from this array of his
friends, what reliance can be placed on gen. Harrison by Georgians.
Tlie only chief magistrate to whom the southern
states can safely trust themselves, is one who will
use the influence of his place wisely to lead con
gressional legislation on the subjects that must arise
for di.-cuision within the coming presidential term
the apporlioninent of repivsenlation, Ihe system of
revenue, the ailmission of new states into the union;
and one who will use his power feailes^ly and fully
to control all attempts at legislation on that subject
which is exclusively southern. On this there can
be no parley, for it admits of no compromise. Those
who agila'e it, do evil, whatever be Iheir pretences

Those who associate, combine,
or their motives.
and act with those agitators, must look to have Ihe
No southern
finger of suspicion pointed at them.
ina'n, who will read dispassionately Ihe address to
the people of Ihe sUveholding slates, and the accoinpi'iviiig evidence, from Ihe democr-ilic members of
congress fio.n those states, can have any excuse lor
minraking his duty when he acts on this question.
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The veto power! the ark of safety
southern states; used for them, it is imposwhile ihe equality of a senatorial representation remains, and the present relative proportion of
the slave states is preserved, lor the phrensy of
fanaticism and Ihe recklessness of asiociated parly
profligacy to disturb our repose, or assail onr firesides, under the sanction of congressional euact-

government.
for the
sible,

mellis.

Mr. Van Buren
pose

is

pledfiedto use

—general Harrison

it

for that

pur-

is not-

JOHN FORSYTH.

THE N.JERSEY CO.VTESTED ELECTION
majority's REPORT.
House of reprcsentiitires, Julij 16, 1840.
Mr. Campbell, ol South Carolina, from the committee of elections made Ihe following report:
The committee of elections, to whom was referred
the case of the coiitested election from the state
of New Jersey, report:
Thai at the opening of the house of representatives of the present congress, Joseph F. Randolph,
John B. Aycrigg, John P. B. Maxwell, William
Halstead, Charles C. Stratton and Thomas Jones
Yorke, presented themselves v\ith the usual credentials Iroin the executive authority of New Jersey,
and claimed to be the lawful representatives of the
people of Ihal stale.
To the right of Joseph F. Randolph there was
no opposition, and he was admitted to a seat. But,
simultaneously with the appearance of Messrs.
.•\yrrigg. Maxwell, Halsteail, Stratton and Yorke,
five other gentlemen, to wii: Peter D. Vroom, PhiKille, William R Cooper
and Daniel B. Ryall, presented themselves, and offered evidence to show that they had received the
greatest number of votes from the whole state, and

lemon DicUerson, Joseph

were entitled to Ihe returns.
The house of representatives rei'used to admit
either party of these ten claimants in its organization, and on the 13lh of January, adopted Ihe toUowing resolutions:
On motion of Mr. Cnmp6<H, of South Carolina,
Resolved, Tliat all papers, or other testimony in
possession of, or within Ihe control of this house,
in relation to the late election in New Jersey for
represenialives in the 2Gih congress of the United
Stales be referred to the committed of elections,
wilh instiuctions to inquire and report who are entilled to occupy, as members of this house, the
five contested seats from that slate; and that the
committee have power to send

for

persous and pa-

pers.

Resolved, That a copy of this resohilion be served on John B. Aycrigg, John P. E. Maxwell, William Halsted, Chailes C. Stralton./Thomas Jones
Yorke. Peter D. Vroom, Philemon Dickcrson, William R. Cooper, Daniel B. Rvall and Joseph Kille,
all citizens of New Jersey, claiming to be representatives from that state.

On

the next day, the 14th January, Ihe

tee assembled; and
time to the 3id of

printed journal, in
session.

By

that report,

it

for

its

proceedings

commitfrom that

March, reference is made to the
report No. 506 of the preser»t
appears that the credentials held
William Hal-

by J. B. Ayerigg. J. P B. Maxwell,
sted, Charles C. Stratton and Thos

Jones Yorke,
were based on an imperfect canvass, not embracing
Ihe whole number of votes received in the state, but
that the votes of

two townships,

lo

wit: Millville

and South Amboy, had not been included in such
The shadows of Ihe troubles in store for us at canvass.
home and abroad, are darkening and stealing upon
By the adoption of that report, the house made
us.
What note ol preparation is heard?
What substantially a correction of the returns, and awaidmeasures of precaution are required? The gravest ed the seals to Peter D Vrooin, Philemon Dicker-

object.

—

thought and most anxious deliberation are demanded, lo meet the dangers w hich will sooner or later
come. What others may persuade themselves should
be done, I cannot tell; but no step would seem to
be better adapted to bring them upon us at an early
dav, and when we shall be utterly destitute of preparation, than placing the power of the general
government in the hands of the heterogeneous coali'ion that now seek to obtain it in the person of
one without Ihe requisite qualifications for the
chief magistrate of a great republic, and who accused, wilh too much appearance of truth, of having, in

a

public address, engaged

if

elected, not

thwart congress by the use of the veto power.
veto powerl a portion of the authority given
to the executive by the wise framers of our government, which Ihe incumbent of the presidential chair
can neither .lurrender nor trammel himself in the
exercise of, without personal dishonor, and treachery lo Ihe conslitution.
The lelo power! the saleguard ol Ihe people against improvidenlial legisla
tion, or congressional encroachment on the rights
of the states and of the co-ordinate branches of the
to

The

son, Daniel B. Ryall, Joseph Kille and William R.
Cooper, wilh a proviso that nothing contained in Ihs
resolution should be so conslriied as lo prevent the
investigation into the election from being continued
in Ihe manner heetolbre authorised by Ihe committee, on the applicalion of the clairnanls.
Thus, it is evident, that notwithstanding the admission of the five claimants last named to seats,
the proceedings of the committee, and of the parties,
in regard to Ihe ultimate merits of the election,
were not atl'ected; and on Ihe 16lh day of April, the
parlies reappeared before the cominiltee with a
mass of testimony, the result of a canvass extending over the whole state. This testimony, taken
under the agreement of the parlies, and the law, relates lo nearly six hundred distinct cases of votes
polled for one party or the other, alleged to be unlawful, and of votes alleged lo have been improperly refused at the polls. Besides these cases, there were
also involved the question of legality of Ihe poll holden at South Ainhny and Ihe allegation of fraudulent practices by the officers of the election at Saddle river.

.
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In the hope that the grounds of the controversy

might be inorf

alriclly dirtiiied anil

nanoued, and

that the tesMiuony scalteri'd ihrougli so njanj sepa
rale depositions, bearing on the same poirits, iniglil
be so arranged and culK'Cled as lo laciliiate the la
bors of thd cotnmitlet, while it should insnre the
ends of juslice, the lesllmony in the possession o(

the coiniuiltee was, on the ICIh day ol April, by
the mutual arrangement of ihe parties, delivered
into their hands, and the committee continued the
investigation ol other cases pending before them.
Although, from Ihis arrangement, much greater
delay ensued than the coiniuitlte anticipated, the
subsequent investigution proveil that, wilhoul the
assistance of the pariies, ihe difficulties of the investistation would have been ahnost insurmountable; tesltmony in relation to tlie same vole being
often found lo have taken not only from many dilfereiit witnesses, but at various and distant times
and places, lo which no clew would else have been
furni&hed.
Nevertheless, impatient of delay, the committee
passed resolutions calling on Ihe parlies on the 13th
and 2Uth iVlay, and, tinally, on the 2d June.
The couimiltee having previously, under the
power granted by Ihe house, ordered the papers to
be primed, llie final invesligaiion was commenced
on the 3d June, uith a volume of evidence of nearly
700 printed pages.
From that day until Ibis, the journal of the committee, herewilh reported, will evince the magnitude
of the task lo which they hdve been devoted.
The moit minute and tedious course has been
adopted. The ca^e of every individual vote has been
treated as a distinct conirover«y. The testimony
relating to it having been first read, arguments upon
iiacts or Ihw, or both, were heard from parties,
frequently lollowed by elaborate discussion in the
couiinittee iiself
The que-lion was then put upon
a formal resolution, devised wilh reference lo the
prima facie legality of the proceeding at the polls
and the burden of proof; which resolulion, as applied to each case, wiih the yeas and nays thereupon,
will be lounrl in the journal.
As applied to alleged
unlawful voles, presents two affirmative propositions: Ist, that Ihe vole in question was not a lawful vote; and 2<l, that it be deducted from Ihe voles
of one or the mher of the parties. Tne first proposition involved the inquiry whether the vole was
actually cast at the polU; and, for the ascertainment
of this point, ihe commitlee necessarily resorted to
parol proof, as the best evidence which the nature
of the case would admit of, the lawsof
Jersey
not requiring the poll lists to be preserved as a record of the actual voters. Mere hearsay declarations of the alleged voter, as lo the fact of bis having
voted, have been uniformly rejected.
The fact of the voting being asceitained, the alleged disqualification, as a qiiestion ol law and fact..
was considered. V\ iih reference to their qualification, the impeached voters may be divided into di
vers cl.isses, trj wit; aliens, "non-resi'lents of the
county, non-residents, minors, inenol color, persons
turn compos meiUis, and p-rsons not possessed ot the
requisite properly qualification.
in examing the various alleged grounds, of disqualification, the principal differences of opinion
in the committee arose liom the constantly varying facts of each case, (which operated variously
Hpon the minds of different members), and upon
the sufficiency of the evidence to establish the re-

the

New

sult.

The most serious of these differences of opinion
arose in the consideration of -the first named class
of impeached voters to wit: aliens.
minority of
the coininiltee were of opinion that it was sufficient
for the party objecling lo the vote to prove that the
voter was u/ic/i Aorn; and that the burden of proof
was thereby thrown upon the party for whom the
vote had been rendered at the poll, to prove that the
voter bad been naluralized. And it was urged with
great earnestness, that, to adoped any other rule
of evidence would be to depart from the plainest
principles of law and reason
lo impose upon the
party objecting lo a vote the proof of a negative; and
a negative, ton, which nothing short of searching of
every court of record having common law jurisdiction, a clerk, and seal, in the union, could possibly

A

—

establish.

Without minutely

deemed proper
quences the

to

rule

criticising the argument, it is
inquire to what practical conse-

would

lead, if

it

be fully adinitled;

Ihe proposition is to be taken, not as a mere
abstract annunciation of the order of proof, but as
practically ap|>licable to the decision of cases ol
contested ehclion in the house of representa'ives.
The committee, as the organ of the house, have
a positive aHirinative proposition to adjudge and
declare, before a silling member can be displaced,
or a single vote received lor him at the polls can be
ejected from Ihe ballot box.
Before a member is
lor
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admitted to a seat in the house, something like the If d to the returns; and when he is admilled to his
judgment 01 acuuit ol coinpeteni juiisdiclion has Seat, iheie IS no known piincipie bj wlii.h he can
Oe. n [Munoiinced upon the riglii of each voter wlio^e b. ej. ct.d, except upon the adimiative pr..ol ol
a
vole has been received; and inoriler looverlurn this delect in his lille.
Whoever seeks to oust him,
judgment. It must be ascerlained affirmatively thai inn.st accomplish ii b> proving a case
The Uiffithe judgment was erroneous.
Prima facie, it is to ciiliies in his path can lorin impossible reason why
be taken ihdt none but the voles ol qualified toleis the committee shoiihl meet him half way. The rule
have been received by i,(iicers whose sworn duty it ol reason requires that he should lully make out his
was to reject all oihers
This principle will be case, even though it involve the pmol ol a negative;
lound to have been solemnly and unanimously de- and such is also the rule of parliament in "analoclared by the committee as a basis ol hilure action, gous cases.
(See 3d Douglas, 219).
soon alter entering upon the investigation of this
In Rogers' law and practice ol election commitcase.
tees, page 116, it is said: "So in cases ol petitions
(See report No. 506, page 46).
It is nut sufficient that there should exist a doubt against candidates oil the ground of want of sutfias to whether the vote is lawful or not; but convic- cienl qiialificalion: allhough a negative is to be
tion ol lis illegality should be reached, to the exclu- proved, it IS the usage ol pailiament that the party
sion of all reasonable doubt, before the cnminiltee .itlacking the qualification is bound lo disprove it."
are authorised to deduct it from the party for whom
It may be added that this rule has been applied
by the cominillee, without conlroiersy, to every
it was received at the polls.
Will Ihe mere naked fart that a voter was ali-en other species of alleged ili.squalification. in the
born, in the absence of all otherproof, produce such cases ot aliens alone, was a diiierent rule coniended
conviction on any candid mind? Is it not already lor.
Adhering to the rule, Ihe committee have unianswered, or, rather, is noteven apiesumptiun from lorinly requirid something more than the mere afthat fact alone precluded, by the judgment at the firmative proof of foreign birth, the disqualification
polls!
All foreigners trom birth are not disqualified not b-ing loreign birth, but the actual stale ol alienliom voting, but only a certain class. Are we to age at the time of voting.
presume that Ihe voter, whose vote has been receivThe great number ol cases in which Ihe disquaed by the ufiiLiersol the election, to be of the dis- lification has been fully made out, and the votes
qudlifi d or the qualified class?
The question is deducted from the one party or the olhei, sufficianswered by theunananimous resolulion ol the coin ently answer the objection which has been supposmittee already relerred to as well as by the reason ed to arise fioiu the alleged iinpossibil.ly ol piovand analogy of the case.
ingthe negative. In none of these instances were
The commitlee cannot believe that the house of Ihe parlies put to the necessity ot searching every
representatives would eject a member from his seat "court of record having common-law jurisdiction,
upon the mere proof that every man ol his con- anil a clerk, and seal in the union." in some
stituenis was alien born.
It is not apprehended cases the voters themselves have declared, under
that, after an election has been regularly helil, oath, Ihat lliey were never naturalized; in otheis,
Ihe house would even consider an invesugation while asserting their naturalization, they have statnecessary upon a petition which alleged no other ed circumslances inconsistent with it. In short,
fact.
an infinite variety of ciicumstances, which will be
The history and statistics of the country preclude found in Ihe evidence, joined wilh the fact of fothe principle insisled on by the minority of Ihe reign birlh, have completely proven the disqualificommittee as a rule of evidence applicable to cases cation in a great number of cases.
of contested election. Our institutions acknowledge
On the other hand, the hardship of requiring the
no difference between the native born and' nalura- sittin;; member, upon the mere prool ol foreign birth,
lized citizen in the enjoyment of the elective fran- lo produce befoie the committee evidence ot Ihe naWhile the spirit ot our laws continues to turalization of hundreds of thousands of persons
chise.
receive, with such enlarged and gracious benefi- over whom he has no control, ami who, by withcence, the stranger and exile from every clime; holding that proof, may vacate his election, must
while the genius of liberty stands, with wide spread readily be admitted. The properseason lo demand
arms, attending the term of their short and easv such proof is at the polls. There the voter is the
novillHte, to absjive them from all alien bonds, and actor; he comes forward claiming to exeicise a
to administer the sacred rights of their political re
right, and there he should prove his qualification
generation; surely, the faci of foreign birth alone Where the case assumes the formed ol a contested
cannot suffice to annul a right which has been af election between other parties, the disqualification
finned by a tribunal having the amplest power and must be made oul by the party seeking to overthrow
means to test it, and exercising that power under the right of the sitting member thus acquired at the
the requirements of law and the solemn sanction of polls.
an oath.
But it is not upon the sitting members alone, in
But it may be asked, does not the presumption this case, that the rule contended lor would have
originally arising Iroin the fact of foreign birth ac- hardly operated.
Had it been adopted and applied,
quire additional sirength; and may it not overturn It must have led inevitably, in particular iiisiances,
the dicisiou at the polls, when neitherthe v. iter nor to the virtual disqualification of men wtio had lived
the [larty claiminii Ihe benefit of his vote before the long enough aiijong us to have seen several genecommittee, adduces here any evidence of his natu- rations spring into existence, and who had well and
ralization?
If Ihe voter refuses to testify to his own fa'lhliilly served the state in »var and in peace.
disqualification, (as he legally may ), how can the
Many of these principles being equally applicaparty impeaching his vote proceed further in the ble to the other grounds of disqualification, il will
proof of his allegation? Shall he be put to the proof not be necessary to do more than briefly notice the
Is not the voter a party to the pro- remaining classes.
ol a negative?
ceeding? And is not his neglect to rebut the proof
2 Non-residents.
of his birlh by the evidence of his naturalizaiion,
The law of New Jersey (act June, 1820, sec. 4,
conclusive against him?
1 Laws New Jersey, 741"), requires that the voter
Undoubtedly, if the voter be, to all intents and should have "resided in thec-junty where he claims
purposes, a party to Ihis proceeding, claiming to a vole, lor at least one year immediately preceding
exercise a right here, such would be the conclu
the election;" and (ib. sec. 7), that he shall not "be
sion; and unless he should make out his right affir- permitted lo vote" "only in the township where he
matively, he must fail to establish it.
So it wai at usually resides." No term of residence in the
the election; and so it would be here, if the com
township is prescribed; and all that has been reBut such is not Ihe quired by the committee is, that the voter should
mittee were liohiing a poll.
vocation of the coininitlee or the house. If it were, have an aclual bona fide residence in the township
the mere reference of the petition, the mere crea- where his vote was received.
tion ol'a controversy, would annul all that has been
Uiion these questions of residence, both in county
done at the election. Then, indeed, Ihings ^\onld and lownship, the committee have endeavored to
be taken up and treated de novo; voters who had ap|ily the well settled principles of law;
arid the
once mainiained their right, and exercised il at Ihe differences of opinion have rarely, if ever, extendpolls, would be required to come forward and sub- ed beyond ti.e question of Ihe effect of the
various
mit themselves to another challenge, and a new facts as proving or disproving the coincidence
of
affirmation of their franchise.
fact and intention.
As to minors, nothing need be said, further than
Agaii.': if the voter is, to all intents and purposes,
a parly to the proceeding before Ihe house or its to cite the law.
(Act June, 1821), sec. 4).
committee, how is it that he is admitted lo te.stily
01 men of color, there were two voters, whose
Why are not all his declarations or votes were deducted; (act June, 1820, sec. 4 1; one
as a witnea??
admissions, wheresoever and howsoever made, in on each side.
relation to Ihe su-hject matter of Ihe controversy, Ihe
p. rsons non campus mentis are not expressly
disbest evidence when proved hy a competent wit- qualified by the terms of the law; but the commitiie.'ss?
The distinction between the controversy at lee entertained the allegation in a single instance,
Ihe polls and that before the comuiittee, is mani- from the general reason and nature of the case
fest.
At the polls the voter is a party. When Qiieslioiis of sanity, however, being of the most
the polls are closed, and an election is made, Ihe delicate and difficult which arise in the courts,
the
right of the party elected is complete.
He is enti- committee could not consent to disqualify a voter
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except upon the most dii'inct and
being ailduced,
noiii;. such

iii.lubildble proul; anil

his vuie was not disiurbcd.
Tlie reindiiiiiig ground of disqualification seems
to demand uiore particular notice.
Tl:e tundamental law, or jaiisi constitution, of

the state ol New Jersey, passed in provincial conJ.
gress of New Jersey, July 2d, 1776, (1 laws
p. 4), requires, amongst other things, (sec. -1), that
the voter shall be "worth £50 proclamation money,
clear eslaie, within the colony."
By tlie 4ih section of the act of June, 1320, (1

N

laws N. J. 741), the same property qualification

is

expressly re-enacted.
By the 5th and 6ih sections of the same law. it is
enacted a.^ follows:
'Sec- 5. Ttiat every person who shall In other
respects be entitled to a vote, and who shall have
paiil a tax for the use of the county or the state,
a id wliose name shall be enrolled on any duplicate
adjudged
list of the last state or county tax, shall be
by the officers conducting the election to be worth

£50, money
"Sec.

6.

afoiesaid, clear estate."
shall hereafter be deemcoiiducliii"; the election to be a

That no person

ed by the officers

qualified voter, in request of estale, who has not
not enrolled on
ei her paid a tax, or wriose name is
the duplicate as aforesaid: except in the cases ol

persons who may have arrived at the age oftwenlyo le years since," Sec.
W'llhout attempting, in this place, to criticise minutely the respeclive provisions ol tTiese laws, it
may be sufficient to slate, that they seem at least to
confine the right of suBiage, in all cases, to 6o/ia
oilier respects duly qualififide taxable ciiizens, in
When, thereloie, it has appealed that previous
ed.
the voter has received
to, and at the time of voting,
support from the town as a pauper, and h.is not
paid a lax, the coinmitlee have not considered him
So, also,
a "qualified voter in respect of estate."
where a person of that class was brought to the
another, on
polls, and a lax there paid lor hiin by
condition that he should vote a certain ticket, the
CTinmitiee did not consider the former a buna fide
tax payer, and his vole was deducted.
Witii these general lemarUs as to the several
of the
classes ol disqualified voters, and the course
coinmiltee in the ascertainment of the di,«qualificdto the subject ol
lioii, It may be sufficient to pass
the appropriation of the voles.
ascertained that an unlawful
Il being satisfactory
vote was counted at that election, the next inquiry
which arose was, as to the party for whom it was
» cast at the polls.

,_

New

„

,

,

Jersey are by ballot; and it
The elections in
inquiry was not
will readily be perceived Ihat this
» without serious difficulties.
the voter, beinstances,
numerous
Allhough, in
voluntary disclosed the
ing examined as a wiiness,
he either
cases,
many
in
yet,
vole,
his
ot
character
appearing, chose to avail himsell
dill notapiiear, oi,
ihat point.
of hi-i legal right to refuse an answer on
reputation as lo
:
In such eases'! the proolofgriieial
voter, and as to the
the poliiical chaiacter of Ihe
time
of the elecat
the
belonged
he
which
to
1
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law, to supply the place of Clarkson Brown, vrho
«as ditq'iaiihtd, was not permitted to act as inspector at said eh clion in said township;
"And because Ja^ne^ IVl. Warne acted as inspector ot said election in said tow nship, vi ilhout having
been duly elected inspector according to law;
"And because there was no certificate of the
election ol the said James M. Warne, inspector,
signed by three reputable freeholders, transmitted
to the clerk of the common pleas of the county of
Middlesex within the time prescribed by lav\-;
"And because Ihe judge of the election in said

township of South

Amboy knowingly

received ille-

gal voles;

"And

because the said judges of said election
did not conduct the said eleclion in said township
according to law."
After having heard and considered the testimony
in support of the above allegations, the committee
unanimously resolved "that there did not appear
any sufficient reason for settiBg aside the election in
South Ainboy."
In New Jersey, the election is conducted in each
township by a judge, and the assessor and collector
of the township, who are ex officio inspectors of
election; and the law prescribes, that "if the judge,
assessor and collector, or either of theni, shall not
be present at the time and place of holding the
election, or shall be disqualified to hol/l the same,
then, at the hour of leu o'clock, the people present
entitled to vote shall proceed to choose a person or
persons to serve in the place of hitn or them so
absent or disqualified." (See Revised Laws of
New Jersey, page 274).
It appears by the testimony upon this subjectj
Ihat one of the inspectors of the eleclion at South
Amboy became disqualified to act, by reason ol being a candidate for the state legislature; and that, to
supply this vacancy, three per.sons were placed in
noiiiinatiun. to wii: John B. Appelget, Jam?s M.
Warne, and J. V. Gordon.
If the lestim'iiy of Timothy Wood and Pliineas
Munday, the tellers appointed to count the votes;
of Nathaniel Hillyer, the judge of the eleclion, who
announced the result; and of several other witnesses,
who had the best opportunity of knowing what actually took place, is lo be believed, there cannot
be a doubt thai the eleclion of James iM. Warne
as inspector was substantially in conformity viith
law.
If, on Ihe contrary, the testimony of Charles Fish,
of Thomas Appelget, of John Seward, of Jacob
Herbert, and of John B. Appelget, stood uncontradieted, the conclusion would be irresistible that
great irregularity had prevailed in the election of
inspector.

•

-

parly

1

demonstialive

.

v.

tion has been considered sufficiently
Where no such
of the complexion of his vote.
proof was adduced on either side, proot ol the dereceived; the date
clarations of the voler has been
the circumstances of such declaral ions being

and

all

considered as connecting themselves wilh the quesIn every intions of credibility and sufficiency.
stance where Ihe proof, under all Ihe circumstances,
the vote
•was not sufficient to produce conviction,
has been left unappropriated.
The same principles have :;overned Ihe committo have been iintee in rei^ard to the voles decided
Whatever doubt
t.roperly' rejected at Ihe polls.
propriety of adding
ini'ht have existed as lo the
Ihe addition in
polls,
respective
the^'e votes to the

To contrast this testimony, however, with that
of those previously referred '.o, among whom were
the officers of Ihe election, whose official duty it
was to know what had actually taken place, it is
impossible, without imputing deliberate perjury to
one set of deponents or the other, to come to any
other conclusion than Ihat the last named witnesses
spoke from mistaken impressions, not unlikely to
occur in the tumult and confusion of an excited
popular eleclion, conducted neither vivavDCe nor
by ballot, but by the friends of the lespective parties dividing in dirterent directions, as indicated by
Ihe various points of Ihe compass.
If the positive testimony upon this subject left
any doubt, circuinstaiitial evidence, derived from
Ihe di.'pro|iortion between the parlies, might be
resoned to in corroboration of the conclusion to
all

which the committee have come.

In the eleclion for congress, held immediately
after the election for inspector, the highest number
of votes received by any gentlemen of Mr. Appelgel's ))arty was but 45; v\hi|p the lowest number
receivfd lor any candidate ol the party of which
The last
Mr. Warne was a member was 295.
preamble to the
this case was, as is recited in the
named witnesses represent Appelget to have been
resolution adopted by Ihe committee on the 11th in- elected inspector by a majority of about three to
sides
both
on
slant, with the concurrence of parties
If they are not mistaken, the extraordinary
one.
doing.
01 circumstance has occurred, that, at a period of great
o in aiteiidance, as lo the piopiiety of so
votes lor P.
•
thtse votes, sixteen were added to the
party excitement, the caiidiihite of a party, bearing
six to the votes
D. Vroom and his associates, and
the relative proportion of less than one to six to
for the opposite parly.
Ihe other, has been elected, over the combined
,
,^
the objections made to
It only rein.-\iiis to notice
strength of his opponents, by a majority of about
at South Amboy, and
the validity of the elecliim
three lo one.
officers
the
practices
by
fraudulent
the allegation of
The commiltee, however, feel no necessity for
river.
of the election at Saddle
resorting to circumstantial evidence in support of
The objections to the election in those two fown- their opinion "that the contestants have failed to
which
they
order
in
Bhips will be considered in the
establish their first allegation," to wit: "That the
election at Soutli Amboy, in the county of Middle"^For himself and associates, ".Mr. Hilsled objects sex, was held by officers not chosen according to
township of South Ani'
to the election held in the
,
Ihe said law."
because
Middlesex,
of
county
the
b'lV in
The second allegation necessarily falls with Ihe
chosen
election was held by judges who Were not
•,

.

.

.

.

,

CONTESTED ELECTION.

P'Ctor, signed by three reputable freeholders, fransiiitlnl lo Ihe clerk of the common plea? of the
county ol Middlesex within Ihe time pvesciibed by
law,"' although proved, is believed by the committee to be entirely inadequate to affect the validity of
an election legally held. Surely, it cannot be that
one of the dearest rights of Jerseymen a right
which, more than any other, distinguishes the citizen of a representative government from the subject of a despot
is to be trampled in the dust, because, forsooth, there was no certificate of the election of James M. Warne, inspector, signed by three
reputable freeholders, transmitted to the clerk of
common pleas of the county of Middlesex within
Whatever pretext such an
three days thereafter!
omission may have afforded to the clerk of the
county of Middlesex lor the perpetration of a daring
outrag- upon the rights of his fellow citizens, in
suppressing the votes polled at South -Amboy, in the
return transmitted by him to Ihe governor, it cannot affect the legality of the election. It was not
necessary that a certificate of the election of the inspector should have been transmitted to Ihe clerk
of common pleas, either before or during the election; and the omission to do so afterwards, cannot
have a retrospective effect to defeat the will of the
The
jieople, expressed in conformity with law.
disqualification of an officer, to affect the legality of
an election, must evidently be coexistent with the

—

—

election.

The fourth and fifth allegations are, in substance,
that the judges of the election knowingly received
illegal votes, and did not conduct the election according to law.
Illegal votes were proved before the committee
have been received for both parties at South
Ainboy, of which the poll has been purged by the
committee; but, so far as intention was concerned,
it appears, by the evidence, that the election was
fairly, honestly and legally conducted; and the
to

is insufficient to establish the fact that a single illegal vote was knowingly received.
Mr. Halsled and associates also claim to set aside
Ihe poll held at the township of Saddle river, in

proof

the county of Bergen, because eight votes, at least,

given for them by persons legally entitled lo vote,
were fraudulently abstracted from Ihe ballot bi)X,
and at least as many for their opponents substituted
in their place; because, in making out the list of
votes in said township, at least eight votes less than
were actually given for them were counted in their
favor, and at least as many were counted for their
opponents more than they actually received; and
because the list of votes of said township shows upon
its lace evidence of mistake or fraud.
In support of these allegations, the depositions of
31 voters are produced, each onfe of whom swears
that he voted the whig ticket; and by Ihe depositions of the clerk, of the election, it appears that
one other, who was not sworn in person, voted the
same ticket making in all 32 votes.
They also show that the officers of the election
at Saddle river returned but 24 votes forthem, leaving 8 votes to be accounted for; and that 127 votes
in all were returned, when it appears that there
should have been but 126.
On the part of Messrs. Vroom and associates, it
is contended that the eleclion at Saddle river was
fairly and legally conducted; thai the ballot box
was so secured that it was impossible for it to have
been violated without discovery, or for tickets to be
put into, or taken out of it, without the knowledge

—

ol the officers of the election.

They endeavor to account for eight votes less being enumerated for Messrs. Aycriggiind associates
than it is alleged they have received, by showing
that a double whig ticket, folded together, was rejecled from the count by Ihe officers, as the law requires: that the name of one ol the deponents, who
swears that he voted the whig ticket by the testimony of the clerk of the election, does not appear
on the poll list. They also show, by positive iiroof,
that another of these deponents voted the Democratic ticket; and from circumstantial evidence endea.
vor to s!iow that five others of them voted the same,
leaving the discrepancy between the number of
votes received by both parlies, and the whole number of votes as retnrned, unaccounted for, except
by supposing that the clerk of the election may
have omitted to have recorded the name of one of
the voters on the poll list, or that t.vo votes may
have been thrown in by one person, in such a way
33 to conceal the act.

Although the testimony above referred to is by
no means conclusive as to every vote attempted to
be accounted for, the committee are so well convinced, from Ihe evidence, that the election was
faiily and legally coiiiliicled, and that no baud was
first.
according to law;
"that
allegation,
to
wit:
there
perpetrated
on the ballot box, that they have deterthird
was
no
The
had
been
who
Appelget,
"And because John B.
to certificate of the election of James Hi. Warne, in- mined to take the return of the officers of the ele«5
duly cho^on insp'ector of said election, according
,

.

,

.
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tion as the best evidence proiluced,
the lenalily ot tiic Saddle river pidl.

ami

to sustain

believed Ihal all lt;e im|iuilaiit points v\liich
have been made before ttie coniinitlee, by either ol
the parties to this protracted controversy, have now
been noticed, either in Ihis report or in report No.
506, previously submitted by the committee, and
adopted by the house.
By the adoption of that report, the house determined on the Ibllowinff, as the number of votes actually received from the whole state, by the claimants, reapeclively, to wit:
It Is

For Philemon Dickerion:
Votes counted by the governor and privy
27,951

council

Votes of JVUIlvlUe and South
Total

for

Amboy

Philemon Dickerson

5U2
28,453

For Peter D. Vroom:
Votes counted by the governor and privy
council

Votes of Millville and South Araboy

Vroom

Total for Peter D.

27,990
502
28,492

For Daniel B. Ryall:
Votes counted by the governor and privy
council

Amboy

Votes of Millville and South

Total lor Daniel B. Ryall

27.939
502
28,441

For William R. Cooper:
Voles counted by the governor and privy
council

Amboy

Votes of Millville and South

Total for William R. Cooper

For Joseph

27,954
301
28.455

Kille:

Voles counted by the governor and privy
council
Votes of Millville and South

27,924

Amboy

Total for Joseph Kille

5U2
28,426

For John B. Aycrigg:
Votes counted by the governor and privy

Amboy

28,150
144

Total for John B. Aycrigg

28,294

council

Votes of Millville and South

26,
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congratulation, and must tend to increase the ronfidenoe ol all in tlie purity of the ballot box and in
the political virtue of the people, Ihal, in an t-xcited
election, .xtendini; over the entire stat^, followed
by a contest in which the amplest opportunity was
aitbrded for the obtainment of evidence, not a single
fraud, or even irregulaiity,

knowingly committed by
election; and that, in the

is

proved to have been

a single otficer

of the

most thorough scrutiny

that has probably ever taken place, either in Ihis or
any other country, less than two hundred and sixty

CONTESTED ELECTION.

Total proven and deducted 10
Toliil proven and unappropriated

Not qualified

and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from P. D.
Vroom and his associates 22
Total proven and deducted
6
Total not proven
16
Total alledged by P. D. Vroom
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from J. B.
Aycrigg and his associates 23
Total proven and deducted 17
Total not proven
6
5. Not free while men.
Total alledged by J. B. Aycrigg
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from P. D.
Vroom and his associates 1
Total proven and deducted
1
Total alledged by P. D. Vroom
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from J. B.
Aycrigg and his associates 1
Total proven and deducted
1
6. Non compos mentis.
Total alledged by P. D. Vroom
and his associates, arid claimed to be deducted from J. B.
Aycrigg and his associates I
Total not proven
I

Vroom and
For John P. B. Maxwell:

1.

Total for J. P. B.

Amboy
Maxwell

28,383

For William Halsted:
Votes counted by the governor and privy
council
Voles of Millville and South

Total

for

Amboy

William Halsted

28,192
145
2S,:i37

For Charles C.

Stratton:
Votes counted by the governor and privy

council

Votes of Millville and South

Amboy

Total for Charles C. Stratton

28,252
144
23,396

Vroom and

Votes counted by the governor and privy
council

Total for

Amboy

Thomas Jones Yorke

Total
Total
ed
Total
Total

28,177
144

85

A

H

1

Ayciigg and

his associates

26

6

17

1

1

6

16

!sj.s

his associates,

and

proven and added
2
2
Total added to J. B. Aycrigg and his associates 6*
Total added to P. D. Vioom and his associates ISf
Total deducted from J. B. Aycrigg and his as.i^ociates,
126|
Total deducted from P. D. Vroom, and bis associates

125||

Tubular statement of results showing the voles polled
for each candidate, the votes added for each candi-

and

date,

the votes deducted from each candidate.

36

Philemon DicUeison. •28,45.3
Peter D Vroom,
28,492

344

28,-'.96

,386
.335
,348
.319
.174
.265
.218
.276

28,321

.20 r

Daniel B. Ryall.
23.441
William R. Cooper, ^8,4-55

Joseph Kille,
John B. Aycrisg,

28.42t>

J. P. B. Maxv\-ell,

28.:«;i

William Halsted,

28.337

28.294

.

35

Charles

1

ed and deducted from J. B.
Aycrigg and his associates 140
62
Total proven and deducted
Total proven and unappropriat4
ed
74
Total not proven
3. Minors.
Total alledged byJ.B, Aycrigg
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from P. D.
Vroom and his associates 21
9
Total proven and deducted
Total proven and unappropriat1
ed
Total not proven
Total alledged by P. D. Vroom
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from J. B.

'^,0

74

C

Stiatton,

T. Jones Yorke,

49
not proven
alledged by P. D. Vroom
and his aisociaies, and claim-

28,321

scrutiny into an election, with a view to a purgation of the polls, wlii/n the vote is by secret ballot, is attended with such great difficulties, and
liable to so many evils, that nothing but the importance of presevring our elections pure could authorise its attempt.
Such an investigation must, under
the best of circumstances, be more or less imperfect.
The committee have made the present one as
thorough as practicable, with a view of purging to
their core all alleged frauds and illegalities, and
with a view of placing in their seals those who had
received the greatest namber of legal votes polled
The result in the pre'senl
in conformity with law.
case must be gratifying to the people of New Jersey, for it is calcuiat^-d to remove iho imputation of
fraud, charged to have been perpetrated in the conduct of the election, and to obtain from all parties
a cheerful acquiescence in the will of the majority
legally expressed.
Indeed, it is worthy Of general

his associates

proven and deducted 35
proven and unappropriat-

»j

l^l'i" a^-^g
aS £
"g i^
1 i-^
^

2. Non-residents.
Total alledged by J. B. Aycrigg
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from P. D.

For Thomas Jones Yorke:

Votes of Millville and South

"^.k =

Miens.

Total alled;;ed by J. B. Aycrigg
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from P. D.
Vroom, and his associates 136
Total proven and deducted 74
Total proven and unappropriat3
ed
59
Total not proven
Total alledged by P. D. Vroom,
and his associates, and claimed to be deducted from J. B.
Aycrigg, and hisossociales 54
36
Total proven and deducted
Total proven and unappropriat1
ed
1
Total not proven

Votes counted by the governor and privy
28,239
144

B Aycrigg

Total votes alledged by P. D.
a,-2

council
Votes of Millville and South

15
in estate.

Total alledged by J.

votes out of near sixty thousand have been proved
illegal; and that many of them were thought at the
time of their reception, both by the volers and the
officers of the election, under a mistaken construction of the law, to have been lawful voles.
The committee do not think it necessary to comment upon the extraordinary transactions which
occurred in New Jer?ey shortly alter the closing of
the polls, and from which, it is believed, all the
difficulties of this case originated, further than to
say, that in suppressing the votes of Millville and
South Amboy, theclerks of Middlesex and Cumberland were guilty of a gross violation of the elective
franchise, calculated virtually to deprive the people of one of their dearest rights, and to keep from
this house a knowledge of those facts by which
alone it can judge of the election of its members.
The duties of those clerks, as returning officers,
weie strictly mitnsterial; and when, instead of making faiihlnl records of the people's will, as expressed at the polls, and transmitting those records to
the governor, or person administering the laws of
stale, they undertook to decide upon the legality
of the polls, and to act in accordance with those
itecisions, they exercised an unauthorised power, 7. Improperly rejected at the polls.
which, for more than three months, silenced the Total votes alledged improperly
rejected at the polls, claimed
voices of five out of the six members to which
by J. B. Aycrigg, and his asNew Jersey was entitled in the house of represensociates
tatives, and for which their conduct, whether iro14
6
ceeding from ignorance or design, must meet m iih Total proven and added
8
the unqualified disapprobation of the honestand in- Total not proven
Totol votes alledged improperly
telligent of every party.
rejected at the polls, claimed
An appendix to the report presents the several
by P. D. Vroom and his assoclasses of votes impeached, and votes claimed, disciates
23
tinguishing the party by whom alledged, and the
results, with references to the evidence in each case, Total proven and added
16
7
and to the journal. The recapitulation and tabular Total not pioven
itatement heie inserted present the general results, 8. Polled but rot counted by the
n laconic form, to wit:
officers of election.

RECAPITULATION.

10

1

Total not proven
4.

08

For Philemon Dickerson, three voles 7 Not included
J. B. Aycrifjg, one vote,
above.
5
Thus it appears that the result of this invi-stigation has been to increase the majority of the five
claimants who received the greatest number of
votes from the whole state; and the committee re-

For

commend

the adoption of the following resolution:
Resolved, That P^ter D. Vroom, Philemon Dick-

William R. Cooper, Daniel B. Ryall, and
Joseph Kille, are entitled 10 occupy, as members of
the house of represenialives, Ihe five contested

•erson,

seats from the state of

9

*To

New

Jersey.

Wm.

Halsted, individually, 7; to J. B. Aycrigg,
individiiiilly, 7; vote of A. Atkinson.
tTo P. U. Vroom, individually, 19; to D. B. Ryall,
individually. 19; vote of A. Atkinson, and a vote at
Dover for D. B. Rvall.
tFioui J. P. B. Maxwell, 125.
lIFiom P. Dickerson, 126. Vote of A. Slaughtower.

^Vide Asher A'kinson*3 vote.
ITVide A. Slau'ghtdwert votev No. 169.

—
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CHROMCLE.
Alexandria, D. C. .: luaiis 8 192 inhabitants, ihe
couiiiyol Alexandria l.SOi— :,j:al 9.'.'7J.

The Akchimbdes steamer

recently aecnmpllshed 800

miles in 7U Hours with ner screw apparatus.

Gates. Port an Prince, has been nearly destroyed by a fire which occurred about the last of Au-

Aux

26,

1840— CHRONICLE.

The Paris papers announce the death of Sanson, the
execo'ioner, well known as one of the lio:ts of Pans.
He officiated at the decapitation of L^ui^f XVI. He
had a. -quired some property, was a wellinf »riiied man,
fond of the arts, and passed most of his time inreading
and playing on the piano. He has left a son and
grandson to succeed liim in his office, as he succeeded
his farther and grandfather.
AIajor Eaton, firmer secretary ot war, and United

gust.

Bible societies. In 1S04 there was no society in
exisience which had f )r i's object the distriliuiion ot the
The number of Bit)les.)cietips at the present
Bible.
time is, in E inland and Wales .2 541; Ireland 614;
Scotland, 132; on the coniinenl 1,26J; .A.merijn. 2.8110;
West Indies, S'e. In France, there are now 236 Bible
societies, and lil pedlars employed in distributins the
Bible, and the circulation ol copies last year was 9,200.

States senator and lale minister to Spain, from which
he has just returned, addressed a meeting in Wheeling,
Virginia, a few days ago, in opposition to the re-election of Mr. Van Buren.
He also addressed a meeting
at

Uniontown, Pennsylvania, and another

at

Columbus,

Oiiio.

Domestic exchange.

New

York on Philadelphia
Richmond 35a3|; Charleston

3|a3|; Baltimore IgalJ;
1^; Interiors C. 2; Raleigh 3Ja3J; 'Savannah 4J:i5;

Robert Burns' Bible. The Montreal Herald of Augusta 5Ja6i; Columbus 6a6i; Macon 12al2i; MilTuesday last says: VVe mentioned in yesterday's ledgeville 12ial3; Mobile 4ia4^; New Orlea.s 3ia3|;
'

Herald thar tlie Bible presented by ihe immortal Burns Nashville 84,i9; Louisville 6ia7; Cincinnati 5|ao;
to his Highland Mary was purchased by a few of his Natchez ISa'jO.
countrymen in this city. They iner on Monday evenFloor generally remains at the prices quoted last
ina and agreed thai the sacred relic should be traiisweek; at New Orieansit had declined to S6 and droopmitied to the provost of .'iyr, to be hy him deposited in
ing. The stock at Boston is liaht and in demand at $5 25
the monument on the banks of ihe Doon.asan humble
totlp5 62^ according to brand.
offerinofrom Scotchmen in Montreal, at the shrine of
The inspections in Baltimore last week, amounted to
Scotland's bard."

Cattle. Abnut 1.000 head were ofTered in the Balire market 2l3t inst. of which about 400 sold at from
$2 75 to 3 2) per 100 lbs. or S5 50 i.. 6 50 neit for good
fat catile, which is a decline of 50 cts. on the previous
tim

weeks

prices.

Orleans. Cleared from 8th to 12th
Oi hand 15,416,
arrived 1.536.
middling 8J to9i; fair 9ial0; good IDJ; good

Cotton.
inst 1561
prices

and

f.ir

fine

Nem

bales,

UJ

.12

Statement of cotton and

Charleston.

Stock on hand 1st Oct
Received this week,
Received previously,

rice.

47
18,051

Upland. Rice.
823
2,733
573
951
233 610 104,939

20 071

237.394 106 340

S. Inland.
1,973
1839,

'

previously,

19.653

987
234.431

On

shipboard,

00

950

98,2J1
131

19 653

236,418

99 017

Exported

this

week,

Consuinplion since

00

595

Ist Oct.

11,3821 bbls.
table in Lyford's Commercial Journal states that
the total amount of flour exported to Brazil from the
United States, from the beginiiins of June to the 18th
of September, inclusive, was 92,776 bbls. of which
31 641 bbls. went to Rio Janeiro.
Inspectors attention!
have complaints from
England tliat the tare of barrels are fraudulently marked, and also of deficiency in weight of the flour.
The
deficiency in fiiurteen barrels promiscuously taken
frovi a cargo, amounted to 63 lbs.— some of thein being 16 lbs. too light! The credit and consequently the
price of American flour suffers severely by such detec-

A

We

tions.

Dr. Hines. The Baton Rouge (La.) Gazette of the
5ih instant, speaking of the doctor, says ''When he
entered the walls of his gloomy abode, he gave vent to
a burst of feling, lamenting his fate and declaringthat
he was the victim of perjury. On taking off his elegant apparel to a.ssume the convict's uniform, he laid
down a hio:h crowned hat. which on being examined,
was found lined with springs similar to those of a
watch. By striking this hat on the crown, it was imine
diately transformed into a cap.
The doctor could thus

—

any moment change his headgear, and if put in
was ready with instruments to effect his escape.

at

19.653

286 413 105,017

jail,

The

hat wasaccidently torn to pieces, but the springs
be seen ai the penitentiary.
have been told
by one of the officers of the institution that the doctor
Cotton crop. From statements which we find in has declared that he will not remain long at Baton
most of the western papers, it is certain that great in- Rouge. He says that he has many powerful and influjury has been sustained by the worms, caterpillar and ential friends who will intercede for him and should
drought throughout the state of Mississippi, and a great their intercession fail, he has given notice that he will
portion of Louisiana and Arkansas. In some places leave on his own responsibility, and 'head foremost' if
planters will not raise the eighth part of a reasonable he cannot any other way. The guards have been orcrop; one writer states that the entire crop of 1840 will dered to keep a rigid watch and fire on him should he
be less than any oiher grown in the United States in make any demonstration of an attempt to escape."

413

Stock on hand,

976

1,323

the last five years.

The Natchez Courier of Tuesday, 8ih instant, says:
"The fine prospect for a large crop which the planters

.

in this neighborhood had a month ago, has been destroyed by the drought and worm and cateriiillar. On
m.iiy plantations the damage is from one-fourth to
one-thiid; and unless we have rain within a day or
two, in many instances not more than half a crop will

be made."
The Athens (Ga.) Banner of the 11th instant says:

"We

understand the prospect for a cotton crop in this
is almost entirely cut off" in conse-

part of the state,

quence of the ravages of a worm which has made i:s
appearance. This worm attacks the balls before thev
opeti, coinnieiicing near the stern and eating into the
destroying all within it.*'
The R :d River Whig of the 5;h instant, represents
the prospects of the planters as completely wrecked.
Haifa crop is more than is now expected."
The Mobile correspondent of the New York Courier
and Enquirer, says: "In regaid to our growing cotton
crop, we hear the usual alarm sounded from the integreat falling off, it is rep jried, nm^t be the cotirior.
Beqiieiice of the munerous casualties which it is said
bail,

A

distant friends, however, should
receive these rumors with great caution. It is true,
there has been too much rain in some sections, and
the plant will be some three weeks later in its maturity
than list year and the sickness oii the plantations w'lll
Boinewhai interrupt the process of '"picking out," siill,

hai brfallen

it.

Our

—

with good weather from this time lorward, and late
our receip s will reacli within 10 per cent, of last
year. Should the crop of the United States fall short
25 percent, tliere will be enough to meet consumption
and keep prices at a low point.
"The New Orleans Bulletin estimates the growing
crop of cotton at 1,950,000 bales. Otheresiimates give

frosts,

from 1,400,000

to 1,5U0,000.

'The New Orleans American of the 15lh
the accounts ol the injury to the ci'op.

confirms

We

may

The

Railways

railway companies in Enslind

stiid iti pos.scss o i these inipr.wements alone, a
capi'al of oiie hundred millions sterling, equal to four
hundred and eighti/ three millions of dollnrs.
In the last nui'iiber of the Journal of the Franklin

are

is a detailed account of the rail roads in sevestates, with their leii£th, cost, amount of
motive power, &,c. by the late chevalier de Gerstner.
From his tables the National Gazette takes the follow-

Institute

ral of the

ina:

In Pennsylvania, the number of rail roads already
opened, is thirty-six, their lengtl) five hundred and
seventy-six miles and a half; others graded, one hundred and sixty-one miles and a half; not yet constructed, one hundred and twelve miles and a quarter; mnkiiig ihe total length of roads eight hundred and fifiy
miles and a quarter. The amount of capital already
expended is $15,640,450.

In Virginia, North and South Cai:olina, Georgia and
Florida territory, are twenty three roads, number of
miles opened, nine hundred and ninety-four; amount
expended 8118.442,000; total length of roads, sixteen
hundred ant] seventv-five miles and a half
In Al.ibama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky, number of roads twenty-seven; miles in
operation, one hundred and ninety-five; already expended $9,621,000; total length of roads eleven hundred and foriy-eieht miles and a quarter.
In Ohio, Indiana, Michigan ai.d Illinois, number of
roads, twenty-nine; number of miles in operation ona

hundred and ninety-six; amount expended $3,523,6.411;
total length of roads, two thousand eight hundred and
tweniy-one miles and a half.

Steam frigates. The New York Sigml says that
two large sleani frigates are now constructing in that
ciiy for the Spanish government and one for the Belgian goveinnient.

Steamers. The Britannia which arrived at Boston on
biouglit 80 passengers to Halifax, and 76 to
Boston.
Sue had also 16 mail bags and 20,0u0 letters.
Tlie Gieu( Western reached Bristol at midnight 31st
August in 13 days 6 hours from New York.
"Mr.
letter from a gentleman in London says
Cunaid tlionght because he had only a leiier bag to
carry, that he' would beat the Queen with a full cargo
of goods, Sailed August 1st, the Queen from New
York, long. 74, 5; Britannia from Boston, long. 70,33;
Both arrived same day,
differenre 3 degrees 23 miles.
the Queen at Portsmouth, long. 1. degree 1 mile; Britannia at Liverpool long. 2, 54- difference 1 degree 53
miles, ftlaking a difference of 6 degrees 21 miles. The
iette.s of both ships were in London on the 15ih of
August. Both sailed the same day. The Queen with
a cargo, ran five liegrees twenty-five niilesfurther than
the Britannia without a cai'go.
the 17, h

—

A

The mail steamboat Bass exploded her
Mobile on the 14th. A negro fisll overboard

Steamboat.
boiler near

and was drowned, but no one else was hurt.
SoUTBEY, the poet, has sunk into a state of mental
imbecihiy

if

not derangement.

Stocks have varied very httle within the last week,
except U. S. bank shares, which went up 2^ per cent,
on Monday in New York, latest sales 64 in N. York,
and 63^ in" Philadelphia.

Levis has again disappeared, and much is said in
York, has sucSquinting. Dr. Detmold, of
the Philadelphia papers upon the subject.
The Inquirer is authorised Instate that the board of ceeded 111 correcting this defect, by cutting a delicate
the operations of the eye,
directors of the Schuylkill bank will, in proper time, muscle which by contracting
submit to the stockholders and the public, such a state- produces the effect.
ment uf their doings in reference to this matter as they
York during the year
In the city of
Suicides.
believe will not only satisfy them that they have not ending December 31, 1339, no less than 693 cases of
been wanting in their duty, but that, in all their actions suitide are reported! Sixty cases of suicide occured
they have had in view the best interests of the stock- in Lendon during the month of July last.
holders of the insdtution.
Traveling and transportation. It would require
Nashville, Te.vn. Population as ascertained 8,133. twelve stages, carrying fifteen passengers each, and
Dry good an I grocery stores M, having an arrsregate one ihousalid two hundred horses, to take one hundred
capital of $1,341 400.
There are 504 horses, 563 head and eighty passengers two hundred and forty miles in
o( cattle and 506 hogs in the town.
iweniy-lour hours, at the rate of ten miles an hour!

New

New

Jews. The London correspondent of the N. York
Courier says: "The charges against them have been
investigated and disproved, and the pacha of Rhodes
has been dismissed from his post.
similar investigation of the aH'air of the murder of father Thomas,
at Damascus, and of the dreadful tortures inflicted on
'he Jews of that city, is gang forward with every probability of the total innocence o{ the Jews being made

A

apparent."

The MAII.S. The southern papers complain loudly
repe.ited failure of the mails.
In Cnarlesion
chamber of commerce has taken the subject in
hand, and the Augusta Constitutionalist recommends
some expression of opinion upon the subjeet by the
of the
the

business

men

16,169
33,943

" 1836

" 1838
" 1839

lbs,

31 201

41,671

This great increase

is

hour.

One

probably owing

to the fact

luconiotive

steam engine

will

take that

number and go two trips in the same time, consequently will do the work of six thousand hor,-es.

The competition between a couple of steamboats
has reduced the fair for passage between New York
New Haven from $2 down to 12j cents and from
that to one cent.

and

Tobacco.

of that cummuniiv.

Opium. From the ninth report of the British and
foreign temperance society, it appears that the quantity
of opium entered for home consumption was
In 1320

locomotive steam engine will take that number
and "o two trips in the same time, consequently will
do tlTe work of two thousand four hundred liorses!
Again, it would require thirty mail coaches, (six pas-'
sengeis each), and three thousand horses, to take two
hiindied passengers and mail two hunored anil forty
miles in iwentylour hours, at the rate ol ten miles an

One

The

news from Europe has given

last

activiiy to the demand
slightly advanced.

for tobacco;

and prices have

Baltimore, amounted to
1,243 hJids.— 960 Maryland, 232 Ohio, 5 Virginia and
1 Keiiiukcy.
Prices have been advancing for the last three weeks
in the Baltimore market and are now quoted at S4 to
$5 50 f .r common; US 50 to $7 50 for middling to

The

inspections

last

week

in

good; SS to SS 50 for good and 89 to S13for fine.
Ohio tobacco has also advanced inferior and common at b'4 a $4 50; middling $6; good $5 SO a $6 50;
fine red !lf7 a tiS; ditto wrapper, $8 a *12; and fine
Sale.m. Ma.«s.
The population of white males yellow at •*7 50 a 1*10. The inspections of the week
Philadelphia 91, ol wh ch 33 were under two years of
7.013, females 7.746; colored males 140, females 152— comprise 1,047 hhds. Maryland; 470 hhds. Ohio; and
aL-e; in Baltimore 47, of which 15 were under 2 years,
whole number 15,051,
8 fiee colored and 3 slavss.
7 hhds. VirginiB— total 1,5'24 hhdsthat

many

of the victims of inebriety resort to this drug
liir other modes of physical or mental
[North American.

as a substitute
Deaths reported during the las; week in Boston 60; stimulation.
in New V.rk 1G6, of which 35 were under 2 years; in

—

;
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is of the deepest interest.
discovers the determination of Mehemet Ali to
resist all attempts to encroach on what he considers
his rights. The European journals are almost wholThe fall in funds indily engrossed with the topic.
cate apprehensions for the peace of Europe.

It

GREAT BRITAIN.

The

general state of trade appears not to
have improved since our previous dales.
Stocks.
Several severe panics have agitated
prices, and all kinds have fallen considerably; consols on the 8th were at 88a89; on the 10th 87; on
the 12th 87a88.
Liverpool, September 11,1840. The public papers will show you the increased excitement and
uneasiness in regard to the eastern question since
the departure of the Britannia steamer 4th inst. and
the serious fall in both the French and British funds,
particularly the former, and which is in part attributed to the disturbances in Paris. This state ol
things acts unfavorably on the money market, and
in some measure checks business operations generally.
The British funds have rallied a little the
last day or two.
last
London, Friday nisht, Sept. lllh, 1840.
despatch to you announced an increased ill feeling
of the French people towards England for having
been a party to the late quadruple treaty. During
the present week, this feeling has evidently increased, and several causes have occurred to heighten it to such a degree as seems to threaten tbe approach of war.
The news from England and France does not appear to be of great interest.
Mr. Stevenson, the American minister, transacted
business at the foreign office, and the office of the
chancellor of the exchequer on the 3d instant; and
on the 8th inst. Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson left>their
residence in Upper Grosvenor street, for the Isle ol
Wight, and purpose making a tour of visits in Devonshire, Wales and the north of England. They
will be absent for five or six weeks.
O'Connell, who had been for some time addressing large meetings in Ireland consisting in some
cases of 40,000 persons, on the repeal of the union,
has retired to his farm in Kevy for a few weeks.
The crops all over Great Britain still promises to
be abundant, with the single exception of the hop
crops; the failure of which is attributed in a great
measure to the absence of those electric showers,
during the present year, which prove so highly destructive to the smother fly and other obnoxious

Trade.

My

J^Remittances by mail. "A postmaster may enclose money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the
Amos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."

Some of our subscribers may

may

not be aware that they

save the postage on subscription money, by re-

questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their
letters

containing such money, he being able to satisfy

himself before a letter

is

sealed, that

it

but what refers to the subscription.

Abmy and navy

of Europe.

the strength of the armies of

is

contains nothing

[Am. Farmer.

The

following

Eufope actually

kept up with the number of vessel? of war:

Men.
England,
Russia,

France,
Austria,
Prussia,

Holland.
Spain,

Belgium,

Sweden,
Denmark,
Naples,
Sardinia,

Norway,
Greece,
States of the pope,
Portugal, not

Vessels of war.

114.000
666,000
330,000
297,000
167,000
73,000
70.00U
50,000
40,000
38,000
30,000
80,000
23,00a
10,000
9,000

650
379
300
4
6

16,000
40,000
12,000
15,000

1

18

7

4
2
8
3
9

known.

Hanover,
Bavaria,

Saxony,

Wurtemberg,

Trade betweenGreat'Britain AND France.
return published by order of the house olcomiQoiis, among the details of the importations into
gland from France, we find the following:

In

blights.

Flour market, Liverpool, Sept. II.

accounts of the progress of the harvest continue
very favorable, and the opinion now seems very
general that the product will exceed an average.
Wheat is dull at 9||a9||6 per 70 lbs. but there has
been rather more doing in flour the last few days at
34||a35|| per bbl. duty paid.
Official corn averages, September 12.

Weekly average.

a

E

Apples, 20,651 pounds sterling.
"
Clocks, 27,069
834,163 in number.
Artificial flowers, 20,993 pounds sterling.
Gloves, 1,007,889 pairs.
Human hair, 3,063 pounds sterling.
John Bull sends back for such things steam engines, coal, iron, steel, hardware, £ic.

FOREIGN ARTICLES.
The Great Western left Bristol the 12th and arrived at New York on the 26tli September, making
the voyage jn 15 days and two hours.
The first
three days were exceedingly rough and she lost her
bowsprit.
Among the passengers are Mr. Jaudon, agent to
the United States bank; captain C. M. Keiizie, R.
N.; lieutenant W. Eustis, U. Slates, army; and
Dr. William Bairing. She brought about the usual
cargo.
The face of affairs is rather more gloomy, and
the difficulties of settling the storm that appears to
be engendering in the east, is certainly increasing.
°
Vol.
SiG. 5.

IX—

The duty on

wheat has advanced to 6y8 per qr. and on flour to
4||0i per bbl.; on the ISth inst. it is expected to advance another stage, and to continue rapidly rising
until it reaches 20||8 per qr. and I2|15 per bbl. The

s.

d.

s.

d.

s.

d.

Beans 47 3
Oats 30 6
Peas
44 5
Rye 38 6
.Aggregate average of the six iveeks.
Beans 46 11
Oats 30 3
Wheat 71 10

Wheat 68 11
Barley 34 8

The duty has at the same time risen to 4s. per
barrel of flour of 196 lbs. All the stocks of foreign
wheat and flour were taken out of bond, at the duty
of 23. 8d. and though the American flour expected
at the ports, will, for one week from yesterdar, «rrive under a duty of 4s. per bbl.
it is to beDbserved that the averages are only 2d. below the rates,
which may cause the duty again to recede to 2s. 8d.
Thursday next. The probability of this change ia
greater through the finoness of the London corn
market both on Wednesday and this afternoon and
therefore the true probability is tliat tb« duty on
foreign flour may again be lower, but at least that
the rate will not very soon hi higher than 43. per
barrel
which is only a small duty to be paid in

—

—

—

any event.

From

The

the Bristol

Mercury, Sept. 12.
every direction,

political horizon presents, in

gloomy and threatening appearance. Wise men
say, "Why should there be war?" and temperate
a

men re-echo the question; but, unfortunately, the
alternative of peace or war does not rest wholly
with the wise and temperate. The French Journalists blow hot and cold half a dozen times in the
same week, one day being up

at war and fever
next reduced to the temperature of
peace and quietness.
Their empty vapourin"
about the "honor and dignity of France" is quite
sickening and ridiculous as if the "honor and
dignity" of other nations had not to be consulted as
well as those of France
and their gasconades
would be unworthy of serious attention, if they
were not backed by the fact that the warlike preparations of the government continue unabated.
contract has been concluded for 20,000 horses, at
850 francs a piece, and it is thought that such an
enormous, and, in case of peace, perfectly useless
outlay would never have been incurred, if the government had not thought that there was at least a
probability of hostilities. It certainly appears a
vast sura to be expended as a mere "demonstra-

heat, and the

—

—

A

tion." It may be, that the French government
does not know its own mind, and is waiting to be
governed by circumstances. If desirous of peace
it dares not own itself in the wrong, or make the
slightest concession to secure it, without arousing
to a pitch of ungovernable fury and ire of the
headstrong and giddy population of Paris, and it is
even thought that the very serious disturbances
amongst the Parisian workmen, which would have
embarrassed any other government in its warlike
preparations, on the ground of having plenty to do
at home, may even be an inducement to the cabinet
of Louis Phillippe to plunge into foreign hostilities
in order to preserve the capital from emeutes, by
directing the warlike propensities of the Parisians
into another channel.
Our own government, too,
though wilh less of show and parade, is evidently
making preparations for the worst. In the mean
time IMehemet Ali continues obstinate, and the sad
spectacle is presented of the question of peace or
war amongst the civilized nations of Europe resting upon the interests or caprice of a tyrannical

Egyptian pacha.
In Africa, Abd el Kader appears likely again to
provide the French with a sufficiency of work in
that quarter, and indications are even'presented of
the emperor of Morocco taking part in the affray
against the invaders.
lll-iated Spain is still a prey to internal dissension, and outbreaks and distuibances are of every

day occurrence. According to the last accounts,
Madrid was in a state of open rebellion against the
queen's government, and a strong party demanded
a change of regency.
In Portugal, too, there has
T/ie harvest, though very far from being secured been a partial revolt of the troops.
The storm is also gathering on the coast of China,
in the average of the kingdom, may be reasonably
estimated fully equal to the produce of the average and, ill a very little time, we may expect to hear
but so extreme is the deficiency and ex- decisive intelligence from that quarter; and the
of years
haustion of every description of old grain, that the Russians are about to open the campaign in great
In short, the world
corn markets do not decline materially, or indeed, force against the Circassians.
in any degree whatsoever, excepting for the damp at present presents a melancholy spectacle to the
and inferior new samples of wheat. There is how- friends of peace, and its disturbed state is a bitter
ever a nominal decline of about 3s. 6d. per quarter, commentary upon tbe boasted civilization of tbe
in the weekly averages gazetted last night, and this 19th century.
Law suit against the queen. The king of Hanoon the average of the six weeks, brought down the
general average to 71s. lOd.— and this being 2d. ver is, it would appear, determined to proceed with
under the rate of the preceding week has caused a his suit against the queen, for the recover}- of cerSir Charles
rise in the duty on foreign wheat to Cs. Sd. per quar- tain crown jewels which he claims.
one accountsays he has gone
ter, or 4s. higher than the duty at the time of the Wetherell is going
to Hanover, with the depositions of the princess
departure olthe Britannia steam ship.

Peas
45
Rye 38 4
Duty on foreign com.
Beans
1
Oats
1
9
Peas
2
Rye 12 6
4

Barley 33

8

Wheat

8

6
Barley 12

—

—
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All doubts are

now

at

Copy of a

letter to

N. Moore,

esg. her majesty's con-

sul at Beyrout.
mencement of the litijation. The following state- an end. The Russians have returned.
Sir: I beg you will communicate to the consuls
Letters from St. Petersburg!!
Berlin, Jlug. 10.
ment upon the subject is from the London corresbeen sent of the diS'erent powers, and to the British merchants
pondent of the Caledonian Mercury: "There art bring the important news that orders have

from the Russian admiralty to Cronstadt, immediately to send IS men of war to the Mediterranean.
When these 18 sail shall have joined the squadron
under the command of admiral Stopford, he will
have a fleet of 48 sail, 22 English, 4 Austrian, 4
Besides those some
Turkish, and 18 Russian.
English ships of the line will shortly be ordered to
jesty.
I stated last week that the depositions of the
the Levant.
princess Augusta in respect to them were taken on reinforce the fleet in
SPAIN.
her sick couch; they consist of conversations that
Ill-fated Spain is still a prey to internal dissenshe had heard fall from her royal father and other
members of the family, relative to the property in sion, and outbreaks and disturbances are of every
According to the last accounts,
dispute, and it would appear that sir Charles We- day occurrence.
was in a state of open rebellion against the
therell has been invited to Hanover, on a visit, and Madrid
queen's
government,
and a strong party demanded
lawyer
the
this
is
fact,
In
fo take them with him.
on whose opinion the king of Hanover relies to fol- a change of regency.
PORTUGAL.
low up proceedings in support of his claim. The
The Royal Tar steamer arrived at Falmouth on
queen is advised to treat the matter with indifference
are
until the question assumes a tangible form, when Saturday with ttrie Peninsular mails. The dates
from
Corfu the jjlh, Malta the 17th, Gibraltar the
under
labors
Cumberland
the delusion which he of
will be dispelled," The grim monarch has chosen 27th, Lisbon the Slst of August, anil Oporto the 1st
a time for his action the best fitted for giving an- and Vigo the 2d inst.
The accounts from Portugal possess more than
noyance to the queen, if it were possible to annoy
her majesty by any such petty specimens of envy. the usual degree of interest. The differences bethe moderate and septembrist parties, Ihe
tween
the
temillustrates
proceeding
admirably
this
How
latter being the supporters of the existing constitu[Dublin Evening Post.
per of the man!
tion, will, to all appearance, terminate in an open
FRANCE.
strange doings in the shape of constitution-making

going forward at Hanover. King Ernest is having
He is still
it all his oven way with his senators.
harping at a few of the jewels in the British diadem,
which he is claiming as his right, and insists upon
them without etiquette or reserve towards her ma-

at

j

Beyrout, that Great Britain, Russia, Austria and

be restored to the
porte.
I have demanded that the Turkish troops
be put under my |)rotection, and that the arms be
restored to the inhabitants of Lebanon.
I trust
the governor will not provoke hostilities; if he does,
the responsibility of uselessly shedding blood must
be on his own head. I have the honor to be yours,
Prussia have decided that Syria

&c.

is

CHARLES NAPIER,

commodore.

His demands being resisted, he has since seized
and made reprisals on several trading vessels belonging to the pacha, also a war cutter, a steam frigate, and a brig loaded with ammunition and muskets.
This decisive act has greatly incensed the
pacha, and great excitement prevails as to the course
which France will pursue in the matter.
Commodore Napier remained at Beyrout, with
four or fiv e ships of war, moored broadside on to the
town, wliich he could destroy the people had
nearly all fled to the neighboring mountains. The
pacha seems resolutely determined to resist the demands of the four powers; and although a specifieU
time had been given in order for him to delay his

.

,»
.,

.

—

reply, yet he has positively stated his intention to
resist, and tells the consuls they need not wait any
delay, as his determination is irrevocably fixed. He
result
of
which
rupture,
the
it is difficult to foresee.
Several insurrectionary movements among the
is making great preparations for war, by the outfitIt has been for some time evident that an underParisian operatives had taken place in the French
ing of ships as well as by the erection of forts along
standing has subsisted between the two peninsular
capital at various times, during the first ten days of
the line of coast.
governments that they should reciprocalty modify
September.
Advices, dated Malta, September 1, announce that
The latest accounts from Paris brings news of the the popular institutions which had been established the British steamer Alecto, which left Beyrout on
the
civil
contests;
and
it is equally clearthat
during
comparative re-establishment of tranquilliiy. Bethe 24th, and Alexandria on the 27th, arrived in
all their movements to accomplish that object have
sides the national guards, about 3O,0Ul) troops had
the ex- Malta on the 31st.
been brought to Paris from the environs. Many l)een looked upon with great jealousy by
On her departure from Beyrout, commodore Natreme parties, both in Portugal and Spain, Matters
English families were leaving the capital in consewill not, however, be speedily brought to a crisis, pier not having succeeded in obtai)iiog the evacuahaving
scandalous
report
and
quence of an absurd
tion of that city by the Egyptians, had anchored
infantry
staas
the
6th
regiment
of
the
Portuguese
been circulated, that the English residents were
farther out with his four ships.
employed in distributing money among the riotous tioned at Abrantes were in open revolt when the
The convoy of Turkish troops had not arrived.
workmen, for the purpose of embarrassing the go- Royal Tar left the Tagus, and it was with the utSyria continued tranquil.
most difficulty that the ministers could induce other
vernment.
Admiral Stopford was before Alexandria witir'
troops to proceed against them from Lisbon.
It is,
The Cupilole of Wednesday says, that although therefore, quite uncertain how the matter may end, three ships of the line, one frigate, and two Brithe operatives have returned to their employment,
and it is rather ominious that this day's mail brings tish steamers, with two Austrain frigates and a corthe evil remains as great as ever; that an effect canintelligence of an insurrectionary movement in the vette.
not be produced without a cause, and, as the cause Spanish
Mehemet Ali persisted in his refusal. AlexanIn
capital precisely on Ihe same grounds.
of this evil has not been removed, similar results
each of the cases the ostensible dema'nd made by dria enjoyed the most perfect tranquiility, Rifat
are still to be apprehended.
bey
was still there.
the insurrectionary parties is the dismissal of the
The Journal du Havre asserts that a convention moderado ministers; but it is easy to perceive that
Alexandria, Aug. 16. The arrival of Rifat bey and
has been agreed upon between the French and
the contest which has been -carried on for years in Mr. Alison, in the Biar-Tahir steamer from ConEnglish governments, that in case of war between
the peninsula, nominally for the succession to their stantinople, on the lllh instant, vi'ith Ihe ultimatum
the two countries, steamboats of either nation conrespective crowns, was essentially a war of princi- of the four powers, produced a great sensation here.
veying passengeis or mails are to be considered and ples, and that the collision which will finally decide Next day (the 12th) her Britannic majesty's
conrespected as neutrals.
the triumph of one or the other of the parties, has sul, Mr. J. W. Larking, called together the British
Louis Bonaparte, the father of the young prince now commenced in good earnest. The private let- merchants, residents, &c. alid communicated to
Napoleon, and formerly, king of Holland, (the hus- ters from Lisbon state that the ministers can place them the contents of a circular letter he had reband of Hortense), has written the following letter but little confidence in the fidelity of the army, and ceived from the consul general, colonel Hodges,
to the editor of the Paris Journal du Commerce:
that it is perfectly understood that the popular, or conveying general, but in guarded terms, an intima"Florence, Jlug. 2iih.
septembrist party have for a considerable time main- tion of the presentcritical state of thinks, and pretty
"Sir I pray you to receive the following decla- tained an active correspondence with the Spanish strongly hinting the necessity of preparing for the
ration: I know that publicity is a strange, and liberals.
worst by limiting their credits and arraigning their
perhaps singular, method to have recourse to; but
The commercial treaty with the United States had afi'airs.
when a father who is old, afflicted by disease, ex- been finally agreed upon, and signed, on the basis
Dover, Sept. 9.
messenger arrived this afterpatriated by law, has no other means of assisting that no difi'erential imposts shall be levied on Amenoon from Constantinoplevvith despatches fiomthe
an unfortunate son, every one who can appreciate rican ships or goods in the Portuguese ports, which foreign office, and with the ratification
by the Ottoit.
approve
I
am
convincfeelings
must
father's
a
will give them at once a decided advantage over man porte of the treaty by the four powers for the
ed that my son, the only one left to me, lias been British subjects.
settlement of the eastern question. It was stated by
the victim of an infamous intrigue, and that he was
TURKEY AND EGYPT.
some of the pa5sengers by the government packet
seduced by false friends, vile flatterers, and perhaps
Constantinople, .^iig. IS.
Every thing indicates from Calais, that orders had been issued by the
bv insidious advice, and therefore to remain silent that important events are expected. An army of French government for placing both Calais and
be
to
be
wanting
induty,
and
to
e-vpose
would
my- 30,000 men will shortly be assembled on the Asiatic Dunkirk in a state of defence.
It is probable that
self to bitter regrets.
coast of the Bosphorns.
the works of these towns are ordered to undergo
"I declare, then, that my son has fallen the third
Letters from Constantinople received in Alexan- some repairs; and this may have given rise to the
time into a frightful snare, since it is impossible dria state that the expedition against Syria would
statements; but as indication of the determination
that any man of common sense should have deli- consist of 15,000 Turks, 2,000 Austrains, 5,000
of the French government to assume a hostile attiberately thrown himself into such a precipice. If English!
tude, it is obvious that the report is not worth notice.
he be guilty, the truly guilty are those who seduced
The following is the short letter sent to the porte
AFRICA.
and led him astray. I particularly declare, with a in the Haji Baba steamer by Mehemet All;
French paper gives an account
new colony.
religious horror, that the insult ollered to my son "Wallah, ballah, tillah" (an oath, by God).
"I
Messrs. Delgorgue and Camby confining him in the dungeon of an infamous as- will not yield a span of the land I possess, and if of two Frenchmen,
pion, who went, two years ago, to the south coast of
sassin, is a monstrous cruelty, anti-French, and an war is made against me, I will turn the empire
Africa, to enter into commercial and other relations
outrage as vile as it is insidious.
upside down, and be buried in its ruins. Mehemet
with the Call'res. M. Delgorgue, says the latter,
"As a father profoundly afflicted, as a good Ati."
penetrated into the centre of Cafiraria, and has
Frenchman chastened by thirty years' exile, as a
Jluguitl^. The Turkish fleet consisting of 1 line
brother and, I dare to say it, the pupil of him whose of battle ship, 1 frigate, 2 sloops, &cc. under com- made himself (he chief of a new colony, chiefly of
to whom he has given the tri-color, and tor
statue.s are about being re-established, I recoLnrnend mand of capt. Walker, R. N. will probably leave to- Dutch,
my deluded son to all those who have the feelings morrow. There are -1 English vessels, deeply laden, whom he has made treaties with king Ponda.
ALGIERS.
of a Frenchman and a parent.
reported at the Dardanelles, among them the Tides,
Abd-el-Kader appears likely again to provide
ST. LEU."
LOUIS
from Cardiff.
RUSSIA.
The London Times of Thursday, lOlh instant, the French with a sufficiency of work in that quarFrom Khiva, through Delhi, we have only now (half past 3 o'clock), published the following in a ter, and indications are even presented of the empein the affray against the
received the intelligence of the retrogade move- second edition: "Extraordinary "express from Paris ror of Mor(jcco taking part
commencement of coercive measures against Me- invaders.
ment of the Russians, which was known here,

!
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CHINA AND INDIA.
St. Petersburgh, nearly six monlhs ago.— hemet Ali."
London, September 10. By an extraordinary exbe recollecteil that the intelligence received
Commodore Napier, in command of a portion of
from Khiva, through Delhi, of the approach of the the British fleet, arrived at Beyrout in Syria, from press, intelligence has been received from China,
Russians, about three months ago, caused some which place he issued the following proclamatory India and Egypt, (in anticipation of the overland
mail, which left Bombay on the 23d of July,) by
gUirm, from the supposition that there was a second letter:
through

It will

'

'

'

"
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physical power it sees the present government
.supported by the bayonet alone
it waits for the
re-establishment of liberal institutions and should
the rulers prove faithless to their pledge, they wilt
soon again find the guards of the capital unfaithful,

left Malta on Tuesday, the force there, without occupying other positions on
The Prometheus put into Tou- the coa.st. For the success of such an enterprise,
Mr. Moore, queen's messenger, however, it is absolutely necessary that our force
with important despatches, not being able to make should be at the mouth of the Ki Ho long before
Marseilles, it blowing a tremendous gale from the the approach of winter. That is now.
The shipping in China had removed from Tongnorthwest. The French authorities at Toulon wished to take the Marseilles mail, thus putting them- koo to Capsingmoon. The large importations and
selves in possession of all the eastern intelligence. competition among so many vessels on the coast had
Commander Spark very wisely resisted, and for- caused a material decline in opium. The Sylph,
alter a month's cruise, had only sold fifteen chests,
bade any of his people to tell any news.
The first part of the expedition against China the trade being^interrupted by war junks and Man-

the Prometheus, which
Ist

of September.

lon, in order to land

—

—

and men without breeches congregate to form
government to suit themselves."

a.

The Mexican Cosmopolita, of July 29th, says—
would need the pen of Jeremiah to lament properly over the miseries and calamities of the city,
which was once the mistress of the new world. In
the melancholy days which h^ive just pased, the
eye could not have been turned in a direction that
it would not encounter death, lamentation and desolation. The palace is made a perfect riddle. Tha
bulwark of the south is destroyed. The portal
which leads in the direction of Montevilla is ruined.
The better edifices of the centre have suffered exceedingly, and innumerable buildings at a distance
have been injured by spent balls. Persons of all
classes, ages and sexes, who had offended in nothing,
"were killed, not only in the streets, but in their
"it

The Cowasjee Family, Sylph, Lady
sailed on the 30th of May, and Ihe remainder on darin boats.
the 2d of June, conveyed by the Wellesley, Cruiser, Hayes, and Omega, were all attacked by junks, and
successfully,
that after an action in which the
so
Algerine, Conway, and Atalanta and Queen steamers.
The Melville, Blond, and two sloops of war Cowasjee alone expended forty round shot besides
passed the straits of Anjeer on the 10th of June, for grape and canister, the ships were obliged to make
their escape, as soon as they could get under weigh
China. Admiral Elliott must have arrived there.
have not heard that
Additional transports had been taken up at Calcutta, and the wind permitted.
an}lives were lost.
and fresh troops were to be embarked at Madras for
,

We

AUSTRALIA.
Sydney papers have arrived

China.

67

to the
Swan River.
The English merchants still remain at Macao.
3d of May. The Sydne'y Herald of the 1st contains
The Americans are preparing to quit Canton. Mr.
from the Perth Gazette, which gives de-

an extract
Snow, Ihe American consul, bad arrived thence at
tails of a violent hurncane which took place at port
report prevailed that the emperor
Singapore.
Essington, Swan River, on the 2.5th of November
had, at length, been convinced of governor Lin's
last.
About seven o'clock in the evening a squall
mismanagement, and bad degraded him by three
from the southward worked gradually towards the
degrees.
settlement, and extended itself in a very heavy
not
reached
Khiva.
The Russians had
thunder storm, accompanied with the most vivid
The Ghilzers were still in revolt, and it was fear- forked lightning, with rain and wind. This coned that a new rebellion would take place in Nepaul.
tinued for about three hours. At ten Ihe hurricane
Schah Sooja was so unpopular that it had become
commenced, rendering the scene altogether frightnecessary to reinlbrce our army in Cabul.
Trees were torn up in every
ful in the extreme.
Five companies of infantry and some artillery had direction. Every house in the settlement, with the
lelt Bombay for Aden.
exception of the officers' mess house, store and hoThe Dutch were at war with the Achines.
spital, was blown down. The harbor was one sheet
The Americans were making every preparation of foam. Her majesty's ship Britomart was seen to
to expedite their business before the arrival of our drift before dark, and her majesty's ship Pelorus
expedition. In the course of next month, we may was riding heavily at her anchors. From ten till
expect to hear at least of their arrival in China, if daylight the hurricane raged with unabated fury.
not of their doings.
At daylight the scene of devastation was melanchoThe following British ships of war, composing ly in the extreme. The Pelorus was on shore on
the Chinese squadron, are now supposed to be be- her broadside at Minto Head, havinglosteightmen,
Many of the
fore China.
including Mr. Keltie, the gunner.
At China, on the 19th May, her majesty's ships ship's company were up to their necks in water,
and others were holding on by the weather rigging,
Druid, 44 guns; Hyacinth, 18, and 'Volage, 26
Left Singapore with despatches for Macao, on the the sea breaking violently over them. The church
19th May, her majesty's ship Alligator, 28 guns. was blown down. All the houses, boat sheds, arSailed from Singapore, on the 30th of May, with morer's shop, &c. were destroyed. All the bodies,
steamers and transports, her majesty's ships Wel- save one, of the unfortunate men who perished, were
lesley, (bearing the flag of the commodore), 74 picked up. Port Essington is now a perfect wilder-

apartments."

A

A

Discovery of mummies at Durango, Mexico.
million of mummies, it is stated, have lately been
discovered in the environs of Durango in Mexico.
They are in a sitting posture, but have the same
wrappings, bands and ornaments, as the Egyptian.
Among them was found a poinard of flint, with a
sculptured handle, chaplets, necklaces, &c. of alternately colored beads, fragments of bones polished
like ivory, fine worked elastic tissues, (probably our modern India rubber cloth), moccasins
worked like those of our Indians now, bones of viIt remains to continue these interesting
pers, &c.
researches, and America will soon become another
Egypt to antiquaries, and her ruins will go back to
the oldest period of the world, showing doubtless,
that the ancestors of the Monte^uraas lived on the
Nile, and that their luxurious civili?ation was broken and overpowered by the hardy hordes of Asiatic
Tartars, who came down from Bhering's Straits
and the Rocky Mountains. The scenes of Attila
and Alaric in Rome and Greece, were rehearsed at
an earlier day on the shores of California, and the
It is unknown in the mummies
plains of Mexico.
above mentioned, what kind of embalmment was
used, or whether it was nitrous depositions in the
fact of importance
caves where they are found.
is stated, that the shells of Ihe necklaces are of a
marine shell found at Zicatecas, on the Pacific,
where the Columbus of their forefathers, probably,
therefore landed from the Malay, Hindoostan, or
Chinese coast, or from islands in the Indian ocean.

—

A

guns; Cruiser, 18, and Algerine, 10. Was to sail ness.
North west coast of Hew Holland. A South Auson the 4th of June, her majesty's ship Conway, 26
guns, from Singapore. Remaining at Singapore, to tralian paper, in noticing the discoveries on the north
take on the mail at the same date, the Larne, 18 west coast of New Holland by her majesty's ship
"But the most interesting intelliguns. Were spoken in the Anjeer channel, on the Beagle, says:
10th of June, on their way to China direct, her ma- gence of all is the discovery on the north west coast

[Texas Star.

—

CANADA.

The

Detriof Advertiser states on the authoritj^ of
jesty's ship Melville, 74, (bearing the (lag of the of New Holland of three immense rivers, stretching a .letter from England, that the political convicts
admiral commander-in-chief); Blond, 46; Modeste, so far into the interior as to admit of reaching by from Canada, in Van Dieman's Land, will ere long
Under orders for sailing from their channel almost the centre of this vast conti- be pardoned, and permited to laturn home.
18, and Pylades, 18.
the Cape to China, on the 25th of April, her ma- nent."
jesty's ships Columbine, 18; Nimrod, 20; Blenheim,
CUBA.
AFFAIRS.
74; and Oiestes, 18. It does not appear that the
It is stated that in the year 1839, the imports
Election of presipsnt. The following exHerald, Pelorus, Favourite, Andromache, (and the from the island of Cuba, exceeded $12,500,000; an
tract from the amendments to the constitution of
Pique), as was originally stated, will form any part amount greater by one-quarter than all our imports
the United States, shows the mode of procedure in
of the Chinese expedition; the Pique, indeed, is now from Russia, Prussia, Spain, Portugal, Mexico,
the election of president:
The Pelorus got on shore at Port Peru and Chili united.
off Alexandria.
The electors shall meet in their respective states,
Essington, in a gale of wind.
MEXICO.
and vote by ballot for president and vice president,
The letters received by the overland mail from
The barbue Eugenia, at New York, left Vera one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of
India, were delivered in town on Thursday morn- Cruz on the 26th August.
The government con- the same state with themselves; they shall name in
Advices from Macao, to the 29th of May, diicta, consisting of about $300,000 dollars, had left their ballots the person voted for as president, and
ing.
state that the Chinese authorities have levied an ad- Mexico on the 19th August, destined for Vera Cruz, in distinct ballots the persoa voted for as vice preditional export duty of one tael per pecul on tea.
at which place money had become exceedingly sident; and they shall make distinct lists of all perThe quantity exported to Great Britain, including scarce, owing to recent revolutionary movements sons voted for as president, and of the number of
what was still at Toonkoo, amounted to 20i mil- of the federal party at the capital. The revolt of! votes for each, which lists they shall sign and cerlions of pounds, and by the end of the season it was the 5th and 6lh regiments on the 15th July, had' tify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the governnot expected, under the most favorable circum- been compromised and settled on the 27th. The lives ment of the United Slates, directed to the president
stances, to exceed 25^ millions of pounds.
of those concerned were guaranteed by the supreme of Ihe senate; the president of the senate shall, in
At Calcutta, it was believed the rains had greatly government, but the principal chiefs had received the presence of the senate and house of representadamaged the indigo crops. Opium was selling at their passports to quit the country, and were pre- tives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall
very high prices for the smuggling trade to China, paring to leave. President Bustamente had asked then be counted; Ihe person having the greatest
some of the clippers having relumed from the coast to be invested with extraordinary powers, but con- number of votes, for president, shall be the presiwith large sums in specie, ready to renew their ope- gress had not granted them on the 19th August. dent if such number be a majority of the whole
rations.
His ministers had sent in their resignation, but number of electors appointed: and if no person have
Destination of ihe expedition, and point of attack. continued to discharge the functions ot their respec- such majority, then from the persons having the
Tranquillity prevailed at Tampico on highest numbers, not exceeding three, on the list of
It has been very generally surmised that the pre- tive offices.
liminary operation of the expedition will be to bat- the 9th of August, a revolt of the troops having been those voted for as president, the house of represenThe Texan navy, or a part thereof, tatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the preter down the Bogue forts; and we believe there is anticipated.
no doubt that such are the instructions of sir Gor- under command of commodore Moore, was cruising sident. But, in choosing the president, the votes
don Bremer. But we understand the campaign is otrVera Cruz on the 24th August, but not, as sup- shall be taken by states, the representation from
each state having one vote; a quorum for Ibis purto be opened by the taking possession of Macao at posed, with any hostile intention.
the same time, we presume under some arrangeThe Vera Cruz Monitor avers that "the whole pose shall consist of a member or members from
ments efiected at home between the British and mass at Mexico, armed and unarmed, were in favor two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the
Portuguese governments. To occupy the islands, of the revolution; that Valencia, Bustamente, 8cc. states shall be necessary to a choice. And if the
or some towns on the coast, will not, we feel satis- were cooped up in the citadel, with a small band of house of representatives shall not choose a president
choice shall devolve upon
fied, be sufficient to alarm the imperial court
the army, and did not feel safe elsewhere; and that whenever the right of
nothing short of a march on Pekin will arouse the if a leader, who was known to and possessed the them, before the fourth day of March next followpresident
shall act as president,
vice
the
then
iirg,
presented
himself,
imperial government.
people,
had
think the present force full confidence of the
competent to this, providing we content ourselves the revolution would have been full and complete. as in the case of the death or other coDstitutional
with garrisoning Macao, and leaving a small naval Public opinion, it says, is fixed— it is stronger than disability ol the president.
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question of fixtures of the harbor were struck off to the highThe govern^
est bidder by order of government!
ment properly of all descriptions pertaining to the
harbor at IMichigan city cost $35,000 or $40,000,
and the important work is abandoned be lore any
thing like a permanent harbor has been constructed."

jurisdiction over the Oregon territory, now mooted
by the English and tliis government, were examined and the facts clearly ascertained and settled,
whether we are entitled to that country, as is generally believed, or whether the English can claim
The longer that
it according to the law of nations.
the adjustment of this question is delayed, the more

amicable settleit will be to come to an
Rhode Island banks. Statement of the situaThe Hudson Bay company already act as tion of the banks in Rhode Island, on Friday, Sept.
whole of the country west of the Rocky 18, 1S40, as the same appears from the returns
Mountains belonged to Great Britain, to the great made to the bank commissioners:
detriment of American citizens, who are engaged
Ziabilities.
in similar undertakings, and are struggling with dif- Capital stock,
$9,973,315 00
[il/cr. Jour.
ficulties thus thrown in their way.
1,532,803 75
Bills in circulation,
459,380 21
The St. Louis Gazette says that the va)(ie of the Balances due other banks,
426,006 18
furs and peltries obtained by the American Fur com- Nett profits on hand,
34,291 77
buffalo,
Dividends
unpaid,
beaver,
year,
consisting
of
last
pany, the
Their Deposites on interest,
440,29b 96
otter, dear skins, &c. is about $250,000.
844,064 60
Deposites not on interest,
operations have been much circumscribed recently
on the west, by the Hudson Bay company, who pos$13,710,158 47
Total amount of liabilities,
sesses the great advarjtage of introducing the goods

difficult

ment.
if the

required lor carrying on the trade, free of duty. In
the Rocky IMountaia expedition undertaken two or
three years since, by the American Fur company,
they sustained a loss of $60,000, being unable to
compete with the Hudson Bay company, for the
reason above stated. The branch of the latter company, in the Columbia, has obtained the present
season about one hundred packs of beaver, worth at
least $40,000 two-thirds of which has been taken
on the territory claimed by the United States. With
this competition, the American Fur company have
found it necessary to confine their trade to the Missouri river and its tributaries, leaving the uncontrolled possession of the Rocky JMountains and the
Oregon territory to the English company.

We

learn ftom the Gazette that the Hud.';on Bay
their trade on this side of the
mountains, even to within fifteen days travel of the
city of St. Louis
and man}' of the fur hunters, who
were formerly in the service of the Americans, have
found it necessary to apply for employment to the
British company. The editor further says that he
should not be surprised to find within a year or two,
that Great Britain lays claim to some three or four
of the western counties of JUissouri, as they now
claim a portion of the state of iMaine.

company now extend

—

Fur trade. Statement of skins
son's Bay Fur company, for four
ing with December, 1S34.

sold by the Hudyears, commenc-

Resources.

11,788 340
305,167
Specie in bank.
Bills of other banks.
329,322
801,213
Balances due from other banks.
151,273
Stock in own bank.
334,840
Stock, real estate, and other property,

Loans and discounts,

93
78
33
16

95
27

Total amount of resources,
13,710,158 47
the bills and notes discounted,
there is due out of the state, the
sum of
4,027,931 45
And payable in the state,
7,760,409 48

Of

Of

the circulation, there is held by
the banks,
In the hands of the public,
By comparing the above abstract
with the returns made to the commissioners, August 3d, 1840, it appears that since that date, the circulation has been increased
The specie has been rifduced
The deposites, including dividends
unpaid, have been increased
And the loans and discounts have

been increased

256.753 89
1,276,044 86

116,121 75
33,226 18

22,303 48
43,880 25

—

.
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Mid. J. S. Riilgely, naval school, Phila.
Lieut. A. Sinclair, detached from West Indies
squadron, and leave three months.
20 Lieut. VVm. J. H. Robertson, leave three
months, having returned from the West Indies,

J8

'

—

sick.

—

26 Chaplain T. R. Lambert, leave si.x months,
with pvmission to leave the United Stales.

l^rmyand Navy

The U.

Chronicle.

Macedonian and Erie, last from
Newport, were below at New York.
S. ships

The proportions of this
T/ie U. S. ship Ohio.
vessel have challenged the unanimous admiration of
all those who appreciate the merits of swiftness
combined with strength and healy of model.
captain in the English naval service lately observed
that in his estimation, "the Ohio is the perfection
[N. Y. Express.
of a line of batrle ship."
The U S. ship ol the line Ohio paid a visit to the

A

.

port of Palermo in Sicily, in June fast, and was
by a number of the inhabitants. An elegant entertainment was given on board to a large
party of ladies and gentlemen of Palermo.
visited

POLITICS OF
ME. WRIGHT AND

THE DAY.

7,

(Copi/).

No.

1.

Paichogue, Wednesday morning:, Sept. 23, 1840.
the two political meetings at
this place have happened to come near together,

Gentlemen: As

and as that is over, to which I was invited, 1 have
thought it proper to make this communication to
jou, to prevent misunderstandings berealter.
I should not, of course, think of obtruding myself
])iipoa a meeting, to which I am not invited; and I
am aware it is not usual, on such occa.iions, to inBut I rather seek than
vite political opponents.
shun direct discussion with political adversaries, as
being more likely to bring out truth.
.'

A

69

I now find it to be my duty to repeat to you, that
At all events, we must assign that as a reason for.declining it on this occasion. At the same the rumor upon which you say Mr. Webster foundtime we should be happy to arrange with you, be- ed his note of this morning, viz: that I had challengfore he leaves town, a meeting at an early day ai ed him to a public discussion, and that he had dethis place, at which a direct discussion of political clined it, is wholly without foundation; and I regret
topics may he hai\ in the presence of all parties. Very deeply, that that distinguished gentleman should
have permitted himself to believe such a rumor
FRED'K W. LORD.
respectfully, your's,
witliout certain personal notice to himself.
reJ. P. OSBORN.
gret is increased by the circumstance that I was
A. T. Rose, and H. H. Huntting.
wilhin a few doors of Mr. Webster, from about six
o'clock last evening to eight o'clock this morning,
No. 3.
or after, before I heard of the rumor, and then first
Palchogue, Wednesday, A. M.
from yourselves; or of the duty which he seems to
Mr.
have handed your letter to
Gentlemen:
suppose it devolved upon hiin.
Webster who has read it, and written to us a notCj
I am here to attend a meeting of my political
you
hand
to
of
which
we
copy
a
under their request, and I should have felt
We shall be very happy to meet you, to-day, as friends
as unautliorised to invite Mr. Webster, a known and
oon as you are disengaged from the business of
political opponent, to attend that meeting
eminent
largest
your meeting, and to arrange with you for the
for the purpose of addressing it, as I should to have
practicable meeting of (he citizens of Long Island,
attempted to force myself into a meeting of my
of all parties, in conformity with either of the proopponents for the purpose of proclaiming my opipositions as to time and place, mentioned in Mr.
nions and views to them, when assembled as poliWebster's note. Yours verv respectfully,
tion.

My

We

A. T. ROSE,
H. H. HUNTTING.
To Messrs. Fred'k W. Lord and J. P. Osborn.

MR. WEBSTER.
It having been asserted by the party papers in
No. 4.
the city of New York that a challenge was given
Palchogue, Suffolk county. Long Island,
by Mr. IVriglU to Mr. Webster to meet him at
Wednesday Uo'ctodc, Sept. 2i, 1840.
Palchogue and discuss the state of politics, which
Gentlemen: I have read the letter addressed to
Mr. Webster declined, the following correspondence you, by
F. W. Lord, and J. P. Osborn, esqs. I obhas since been published in the New York Amerito invite me to
can:

THE DAY.

1840— POLITICS OF

serve that the gentlemen, declining
attend the meeting to-day, which was certainly a
matter entirely in their own discretion, propose,
nevertheless, that an arrangement shall be made for
a meeting at this place at an early day, at which, a
direct discussion of political topics may be had in
the presence of all parties.
Such a discussion would be quite agreeable tome,
is what I desire.
It cannot fail to be generally known, that I am
engaged to address the people of the %vestern part
of the island at Jamaica to-morrow at 2 o'clock, and
that consequently, it is impossible for me to remain
at Palchogue beyond this day; hut you will please
say to Messrs. Lord and Osborn that I shall be happy to see Mr. Wriglit at Jamaica to-morrow, and
that you are authorised to say, that proper provision
will there be made for receiving them, and their
political friends in the kindest manner.
If this be not acceptable, please add that it will
give me pleasure to meet Mr. Wright at a meeting
to which persons of all parties shall be invited, at
any place in the western part of this county or any
place in King's or Queen's county on Friday, Sa-

and

senator of the United States, and a distinguished friend of the administration is expected to address the meeting to be holden to-day; and lest I
might appear to avoid discussion with him, should
1 leave the place this morning, I pray you to say
to gen. Jones, Mr. Floyd, or any other of the gentlemen to whom I have the honor to be known,
that if the proper committee shall see fit to invite
me to stay, and reply to Mr. Wright, I shall cheer- turday or Monday next, as may best suit his confully do so.
In that case I have only to desire, venience Monday being the last day which my
that an opportunity for addressing the meeting may engagements will allow me to spend, lor the present,
be afforded me before night, as the state of my in this state. I am, gentlemen, your friend and
ob't servant,
health does not bear exposure to the evening air.
1 am, gentlemen, your obliged friend and obedi- A. T. Rose, esq. and gen. H. H. Hunting.
ent servant,
Abraham, T. Rose and H. H. Huntling, esqs.
No. 5.
Perhaps 1 ought to say that this letter is
P. S.
Palchogue, September 2Zd, 1840.
written in consequence of having learned that a
have submitted your second
Gentlemen:
rumor has been circulated this morning, that Mr. note of this morning, with its enclosures, to the
Wright, or his friends, had invited me to discuss perusal of Mr. Wright, and have received from him
with him belore the people, the great questions a note, a copy of which we enclose to }'ou, and from
which now agitate the country, and that I had de- which you will discover that his previous engagecliued such invitation.
ments will not enable us to be assured of his presence. Still we trust that you will unite with us in
No. 2.
not despairing of utti mate success in an elfort to
Palchogue, Sept. 23, 1840.
have a meeting, at which the leading topics of the
confess
Gentlemen: The undersigned, friends of the day may be discussed by both sides.
administration, have received a copy of a commu- that we have an anxious desire for such an event,
nication this morning, signed Daniel Webster, ad- because we regard it not as an occasion for individressed to A. T. Rose and H. H. Huntting, and by dual triumph, but as a means of effecting a much
them enclosed to us, in which Mr. Webster says: more important object: that of disseminating truth
"A senator of the United States and a distinguished and correct information among the whole people;
friend of the administration, is expected to address and we therefore conceive it to be as well an act of
the meeting to be held to- da}-, and lest I might ap- justice to the speakers, as an equally important conpear to avoid discussion with him, should I leave sideration, that men of all parties should he present,
this place this morning, I pray you to say to gene- and as targe a number of them as would be practihope to hear
ral Jonts, Mr. Floyd, or any other of the genlle- cable under any circumstances.
jnen to whom I have the honor to be known, that il from you again at your earliest convenience, and
the proper committee shall see fit to invite me to vve trust that the proposition may be renewed in a
stay and reply to Mr. Wright, I shall cheerfully do shape that shall render its acceptance practicable.
F. W. LORD,
Very respectfully, yours,
so."
J. P. OSBORN,
We sincerely regret that this proposal had not been
made at an earlier hour, before your political friends
A. T. Rose and H. H. Hunlting, esqs.

—

DANIEL WEBSTER.

DANIEL WEBSTER.

We

We

We

tical partisans.

The meetings

I

have attended and have engaged

my

polito attend, are the voluntary assemblages of
tical friends, not my meetings, and I attend them as
their invited guest for the time of the meeting, and

not as the director of their proceedings. The meeting, therefore, or its committee of arrangements,
not myself, must dictate the rules of proceeding, as
well as the speakers to be called to the stand.
Hence, my declaration to you of this morning, that
your reply to the communication you told me you
have received from Mr. Webster was wholly unimportant to myself personally, and that you, as members of a committee of arrangements for the Suffolk county republican meeting, must adopt the
course which you suppose most in conformity with
your duties.
I confess I was somewhat surprised at the request
when you made it known to me, and the hour in
which it reached you, but I attribute it to the unfounded lumor upon which you said Mr. Webster
based it, and to his great error in permitting himself to believe that I would either give countenance
to, or permit such a rumor, when I must know that
it

was unfounded.

Mr. Webster now invites me to attend a meeting
of his political friends at Jamaica, to-morrow, and
says, "it cannot fail to be generally known that I
am to address the people of the western part of the
island of Jamaica, to-morrow, at 2 o'clock." I had
supposed that the fact that I had been for several
days engaged to attend a meeting of the republicans
of King's county, at Brooklyn, at 6 o'clock P. M.
to-morrow, must have been as generally knowa

upon

the island, as that ol his

engagement

at Ja-

maica, of which I first heard yesterday, on my way
In any event, that engagement has
existed since Saturday last, and will be a sufficient
reason, 1 trust, for my declining to meet Mr. Webto this place.

ster to-morrow, at Jamaica.
my engage,
I regret to be compelled to add, that
ments do not give me a single day which 1 can
command within any known period prior to the

my course is west from New York on
carmot, therefore, so far as the applicapersonally, comply with any time
named in Mr. Webster's note. With great respect,
SILAS WRIGHT, JR.
I am your ob't servant,
election, as

Friday.

I

tion is to

F.

me

W. Lord and

J.

P. Osborn

esqs.

No. 7.
Palchogue, Wednesday evening, Sept. 23, 1840.
DE-4.R sir: Inclosed we have the honor of transmitting to you the answer to your last proposition,
in relation to a public discussion

of the exciting po-

topics of the day with Mr. Senator Wright,
will perceive, after perusing his long
diplomatic letter, that he totally declines any such
meeting as has been proposed, within the periods
litical

by which you

mentioned by you.

repeatIt may be proper for us to state, that we
edly waited upon Messrs. Lord and Osborn this afternoon, and pressed them for an answer as soon as
practicable, and their convenience would allow; and
that at 4 o'clock

we were

informed by judge Osborn

We

however, did
answer was prepared.
not receive it till past 7 o'clock this evening, when
the gentlemen rode up to the door, and handed us
the same, as they were leaving the place.
had withdrawn from the place, as it would have
You will perceive, that in the note from Messrs.
given us great pleasure, under such circumstances, to
Lord and Osborn to us, a suggestion is made, or a
No. 6.
expressed, that the correspondence, in relahave acceded to your reque.>it; but it would be obdesire
P.
M.
Palchogue, Sept. 22, 1S40, Wednesday, 1,
however,
viously inequitable to invite Mr. Webster to address
Gentlemen: I have read the copy of the note tion to this matter, may be renewed.
our meeting, after he bad dismissed his own, with- of Mr. Webster, handed to me by you under date of consider, from the whole of Mr. Wright's answer
out giving us an opportunity of being head by his 11 o'clock this morning, and must express my deep that our agency in the premises is at an end, withinstructions from you.
friends.
regret that my presence in old democratic Suffolk, out further
have only to add, that we are happy that the
This must be so apparent to Mr. Webster, that in pursuance of an invitation from a republican
we are not surprised at his having been induced by committee of the county, should have given so much rumor, however unfounded Mr. Wright supposes it
you left tothe unfounded rumor above, to make the proposi- anxiety to some of our political oppouents.
to have been, reached your ears before
that an

We

We

—
NILES'
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day, from the bold and decisive stand you immedi- portion of the legislative body.
[Cries from every
ately took in relation to it, and from the obvious and quarter, you have, you have.]
Have I not said
palpable defeat, the enemy has sustained.
over and often, that the executive should not by any
Permit us, dear sir, once more to tender to you, act of his forestall the action of the national legis.
in behalf of our whig friends of old Suffolk, our lature.
[You have, you have.]
warmest grtaitude for this visit, and to renew to you
Have 1 not, time out of mind, proclaimed my opthe assurances of our highest respect.
have position to a citizen's going forward among the
people and soliciting votes for the presidency?
the honor to be your most obd't servants,
Have I not, many a lime and often, saul, that in my
A. T. ROSE,
opinion, no man ought to aspire to the presidency of
H. HUNTTING.
would say, that as the conclusion of the.se United States, unless he is designated as a
P. S.
this matter doe? not seem to require an express, we candidate for that high office by the unbought wishes
shall dispatch this by mail to-morrow morning.
of the people?
[Cheering.] If the candidate for
so high an office be designated by the will of a porNo. 8.
tion or a majority of the people, they will have come
Jamaica, September 25, 1840.
to the determination of sustaining such a man, from
Gentiemen: I have received your letter of Wed- a review of his past actions and life, and they will
nesday evening, and do not see that, so far as I am not exact pledges from him of what he will do and
concerned, it is necessary for you to take any fur- what he will not do, for their selection of him is proof
ther step. Probably it will not be again rumored enough that he will carry out the doctrines of his
that I have declined a public discussion, with Mr. parly. This plan of choosing a candidate for the
Wright, before men of all parties.
presidency is a much surer bar against corruption
The meeting of the 23il was, no doubt, iixed for than the system of requiring promises. If Ihe pledgthat day, after it was known that your meeting was ing plan is pursued, the effect will be, to offer the
to be holden on the 22d, at the same place; and it presidential chair to the man who will make the
is not unnatural to imagine, that the effect of the most promises. [Laughter.]
He who would pledge
second meeting was expected to efface, more or most, he who would promise most, would be the
less, any impression which might be made by the man to be voted for, and I have no hesitation in defirst.
claring my belief, that he who would subject his
Mr. Wright is a gentleman of ability, and much course to be thus tied up by promises and pledges,
address. It was supposed, no doubt, that he could would not stop to beark them when once in ofhce.
throw some popular fly to the people of Suffolk with [Cheering.] Are my views on this topic correct or
as much accuracy as young Joe Carmah throws a are they not?
[With one voice the multitude indired hackle to a trout; and that the whole brook cated they were.]
would rise to it, at once. If I have been able to
If, fellow citizens, we examine the history of all
admonish the people, with any effect, to beware of republics, we shall find as they receded from the
disguises, and not to take appearances for realities, purity of representative government, the condition
nor names for things, the object of my visit has been of obtaining office was the making of promises. He
accomplished, and good will come from it, I trust, who bid the highest in promises was the favored
one day or another. I am, gentlemen, your friend candidate, and the higher Ihe bids, the more marked
and ob't serv't,
and certain the corruption. Look at the progress
WEBSTER.
^. T. Rose and gen H. H. Hunlling.
of this thing in our own republic.
Were any
pledges required of your Washington or your Adams?
POLITICAL CONVENTIONS.
Adams was the candidate of the federal party and
6ENEBAL HARRISON'S SPEECH AT THE DAYTON as a statesman was bound to carry out the principles
CONVENTION.
of his party. Was his successor,' Thomas Jefferson,
Held 10th September, 1840.
the high priest of constitutional democracy called
I rise fellow citizens, (the multitude was here on for pledges? No.
His whole life was a pledge
agitated as the sea, when the wild wind blows upon of what he would do?
And if we go back to this
it, and it was full five minutes before the tumult of old system
of selecting men for the presidency,
joy, at seeing and hearing the next president of the whose past career will
be a guarantee of their conUnited States, could be calmed) 1 rise fellow citi- duct when elected to the chief magistracy
of Ihe rezens, to express to you from the bottom of a grateful public, the nation would advance
safely, rapidly
heart, my warmest thanks for the kind and flattering and surely in the path of
prosperity. But of late
manner in which I have been received by the repre- years the corrupting system of requiring
pledges
sentatives of the valley of the Miami. I rise to hath been adopted.
The presidency hath been put
say to you, that however magnificent my reception up to the highest bidder in promises,
and we see
has been on this occasion, I am not so vain as to the result. It remains for
you, my fellow citizens,
presume that it was intended for me, that this glo- to arrest this course of things.
[Cries of we will,
rious triumphal entry was designed for one indivi- we will.]
dual.
No. I know too well that person's imperWhile then, fellow citizens, I have never hesitatfections to believe that this vast assemblage has ed lo declare my opinions
on proper occasions upon
come up here to do him honor. It is the glorious the great questions before the nation,
I cannot concause of democratic lights that brought them here. sent to make mere promises the
condition of obtain[Immense cheering.] It is the proud anniversary ing the office which you kindly wish
to bestow upon
of one of the biightest viclories that -glows on the me.
opinions I am free to express, but you
pages of our country's hislory, which hath sum- already have them, sustained
and supported by the
moned this multitude together. [Tremendous cheer- acts ota long and ai-duous life.
That life is a pledge
of my future course, if I am elevated by your sufFellow citizens, it was about this time of the day, frages to the highest office
in your gift.
[Immense
27 years ago, this very hour, this very minute, that cheering lor several seconds.]
your speaker, as commander-in-chief of the north
It has been charged against me, fellow citizens,
western army, was plunged into an agony of feeling that I am a federalist.
While I acknowledge that
when the cannonading from our gallant fleet an- the original federal party of this country
was actuatliounced an action with the enemy. His hopes, his ed in its course
by no improper motives, I deny that
fears, were destined to be soon quieted, for the tid- I ever
belonged to that class of politicians.
[Treings of victory were brought to him on the wings of mendous
cheering.]
How could I belong to that
the wind.
With the eagle of triumph perching party? I was educated
in Ihe school of anti-federalunon our banners on the lake, I moved on to com- ism, and though too
young lo take an active part in
plete the overthrow of the foreign foe.
The anni- the politics of the country, when at the erection of
versary of that day can never be forgotten, for every the constitution,
the nation was divided into two
American has cause to rejoice at the triumph of great paities, my
honored father had inducted me
our arms on that momentous occasion; but the brave into the principles
of constitutional democracy, and
and gallant hero of that victory is gone, gone lo rny teachers were
the Henrys and the Masons of
that home whither we are all hurrying, and lo his that period.
He who declared that the seeds of momemory let us do that reverence due to the deeds of narchy were sown in the soil
of the constitution,
so illustrious a patriot. From heaven, does his soul was a leader
in my school of politics. He, who .said
look down upon us, and gladden at the virtues that "if tills government
be not a monarchy, it has
which still animate his generous countrymen in re- an awful squinting
towards a monvchy," was my
curring to his noble and glorious career while on mentor.
[Immense applause. Some time elapsed
earth.
[Great sensation for several seconds.]
belore order could be restored, at hearing these emI am fully aware, my fellow citizens, that you phatic
declarations of the general.]
If 1 know my
expect from me some opinion upon the various own feelings,
if I know my own Judgment, I bequestions which now agitate our country, from cen- lieve
now, as I did then, with the patriarchs of the
tre to circumference, with such fierce contention.
Jeffersoiiian school, that the seeds of monarchy
Calumny, ever seeking to deslroy all that is good were indeeil
sown in Ihe fertile soil of our federal
in this world, hath proclaimed hat I am averse from
constitution, and that though for nearly fiRy years
declaring my opinions pn matters so interesting to
they lay dormant, they at last sprouted and shot
you, but nothing can be more false.
[Cheers.]
forth into strong and thriving plants, bearing blosHave I not declared over and often, that the pre- soms and
producing ripe fruit.
This government is
sident of this union docs not constitute any part or
now apraoiical monarchy! [Loud and long cheering
I

indicating that the people

felt

the

full

force of his de-

Power is power, it matters not by what
The head of the government exercising monarchal power, may be named king,
emperor, president or imaum, [great laughter], stul

claration.]

name

it is

called.

he is a monarch. But this is not all. The president of these United States exercises a. power superior to that vested in the hands of nearly all Ihe

European kings. It is a power far greater than
that ever dreamed of by the old federal party.
It is an ultra federal power, it is despotism!—

And I may here advert to an objection
It has been said,
ever should arrive at the dignified station
occupied by my opponent, I would be glad and
eager to retain the power enjoyed by the president
of the U. States.
[Tremendous
Never, never.
cheering.]
Though averse from pledges of every
sort, I here openly and before the world declare that
I will use all the power and infl'uence vested in the
office of president of the union to abridge the power
and influence of Ihe national executive! [It is im[Cheering.]

that has

been made against me.

that if I

possible to describe the sensation produced by this
declaration.]
Is this federalism?
[Cries of no, no,
for several seconds.]
In the constitution, that glorious charter of our liberties, there is a defect, and
that defect is, the term of service of the president,
not limited. This omission is the source of all the

under which the country is laboring. If the
priviledge of being president of the United States
had been limited to one term, the incumbent would
devote all his time to the public interest, and there
would be no cause to misrule the country. 1 shall
not animadvert on the conduct of the present administration, lest you may in that case, conceive that
I am aiming for the presidency, to use it for selfish
purposes. I should be an interested witness, if I
entered into the subject. Bui Ipledge myself before heaven and earth, if elected president of these
United States, to lay down at the end of the term
faithfully that high trust at the feet of ike people!
[Here Ihe multitude was so excited as to defy doevil

scription.]

I go farther.
I here declare before this vast assembly of the Miami tribe (great laughter) that if
I am elected, no human being shall ever know upon
whom I would prefer to see the people's mantle fall;
but I shall surrender this glorious badge of their
authority into their own hands to bestow it as they

——

please!
(nine cheers).
no).
Again in relation

Is this federalism? (no, no,

to the charge of being a
can refer to the doings previous to, and
during, the late war. The federal party took ground
against that war, and a as party, there never existed
a purer band of patriots, for when the note of strife
was sounded, they rallied under the banner of their
country. But patriotic as they were, 1 do know
that I was not one of them! [cheering.]
I was denounced in unmeasured terms as one of the authors
of that war, and was held up by the federal papers of
the day as the marked object of the party.
I could
here name the man who came to me, and a more
worthy man never lived, to Say that he was mistaken in his views of my policy, as governor of Indiana, when I was charged by the federalists as uselessly involving the country in an Indian war.
He
told me that I acted rightly in that matter, and that
the war was brought on by me as a matter of neces.sity.
[Cries of name him, name him.]
It was
Mr. (iaston, of North Carolina. [Three cheers.]
Is this a proof that I was a federalist?
[No, no,
federalist, I

no.]
I

have

now

—

got rid, myfellow citizens, of this base-

less charge
There are a few more
no, I have not.
allegations to notice. I am not a professional speaker,
not a studied oiator, but I am an old soldier and a farmer, and as my sole object is to speak what I think,
you will excuse me if I doit in my own way. [Shouts
of applause, and cries of the old soldier and farmer
for us.]
I have said that there were other allegations to notice. To prove that I was a federalist, they assert that
I supported the alien and sedition laws, and in doing
so, violated ihe principles and express words of the
constitution.
I dii! not, fellow citizens, ever participate in this measure. When those laws passed, I waS
a soldier in the army of the United Slates!
[Ap'

—

plause].

me for my course in congress,
served you in that body as a representative
northwest territory. And here I will ad-

Again, they censure

when

I

of the

vert to the fact Ihat I represented, at the time, a territory comprising now tlie states of Indiana, Ohio,
Illinois and Michigan.
I was the sole representative of that immense extent of country. [A voice
here cried, "and you are going to be again!" Tre-

—

mendous cheering].

As I understood federalism to
origin, so I understand it to be now.
It
was and is the accumulation of power in the executive to be used aud exercised for its owo benefit.
be in

its

—
iMLES'
Was my

conduct

[n
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congress then such- as to entitle
[Cries ol no, no,

and cheering].
I had the honor as chairman of a committee in
the year 1800, to devise a bill which had lor its object to snatch tiom the grasp of speculators all this
glorious country which now teems with rich harvests
under the hands of the honest, industrious and vir-

[Immense cheering]. Was I
tuous husbandmen.
When I
[Cries
of no,
no, no]
...,...,
a federalist then?
^
...J
was governor of Indiana, ask how the unlimited
povver bestowed upon me was exercised a power
....
..
,
as high as that exercised by the present president of
I was their sole monarch of the
the United Slates!
[Laughter]. Did I discharge
northwest ten i:oiy!
my duties as governor of that vast territory in such
a way as to show that I was in love with the tremendous powers invested in me? [Here some 4,000
persons in one quarter ot the crowd raised their hats
the air and rent it with shouts of no, no. no.
They were the delegation from Indiana. This
prompt response from so many persons produced
treat sensation]. There is an essential difference
etween the president of the United States and
me. When he was in the convention which remodelled the constitution of New York, he was for
investing the governor with the appointment of the
sheriffs.
A7hen I was governor of Indiana, and
possessed the power of appointing all officers, I gave
[Inlense excitement and great
it up to the peoplel
cheering]. I never appointed any officer whatever, while governor of Indiana, whether sheriff,
coroner, judge, justice of the peace or ought else,
without first consuUiiig and obtaining the wishes
[Shouts of applause]. Was this
of the people.
an evidence that 1 was a federalist? [No, no, no].
.

—

.

—

m

I thiidj I

conclusively
federalist,

have
lliut

and

now shown you

my

it is

fellow citizens,
actions do not constitute me a
(hem I proudly point as the
the airows of my calumniators

shield against which
[Immense cheering].
will tall in vain.

A

I

devised free from defect. After long deliberation,
I have no hope that this country can ever go on
to prosper under a pure specie currency.
Such
a currency but makes the poor poorer and the
properly devised banking system
rich richer.
alone possesses the capability of bringing the poor
to a level with the rich.
[Tremendous cheer-

A

ing]-

have peculiar notions of government. Perhaps
I am no statesman by profession, but as
I may eiT.
I have already said, I am a half soldier and a half
farmer, and it may be, that, if I am elected to the first
office in your gilt, my fellow citizens will be deceived in m?, but 1 can assure them, that if, in carrying
out their wishes, the head shall err, the heart is true.
[Great huzzaing].
My opinion of the power of congress to charter
a national bank remains unchanged. There is not
in the consruution any express grant of power for
such purpose, and it could never be constitutional to
exercise that power, save in the event, the powers
granted to congress could not be carried into effect,
without resorting to such an institution. [Applause.]
Mr. Madison signed the law- creating a national
bank because he thought that the revenues of the
country could not be collected or disbursed to the
best advantage without the interposition of such an
establishment. I said in- my letter to Sherrod Williams, that, if it was plain that the revenues of the
union could only be collected and disbursed in th'
most effectual way by means of a bank, and if I
.^^l*as clearly of opinion that the inajority of the peo1

.
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are told that the pretension of false Cbrists shall be
in future times so specious that even the elect will
be deceived. And is it not so now with democracy?
have
never
I
applause].
of
charter a bank. [Shouts
constitute the democrat.
It is
regai-ded the office of chief magistrate as conferring The name docs not
upon the incumbent the power of mastery over the the vilest imposture ever aUempted upon the credupublic
mind
to array the poor of the counlity
of
the
to
exepopular will, but as granting him the power
democrats, against the rich,
cute the properly expressed will of the people and try under the name of
With my mother's milk did I suck and style them aristocrats. This is dealing in fanot to resist it.
bles.
The natural antagonist of democracy is not
in the principles on which the Declaration of Independence was founded. [Cheering]. That decla- aristocracy. It is monarchy. There is no instance
record of a republic like ours running into an
tion complained that the king would not let the peo- on
It can hurry into a pure democracy,
Shall a presi- aristocracy.
pie make such laws as tliey wished.
and
the confidence of that democracy being /oace oblate
at
this
undertake,
officer
sident or an executive
Cfesar, by a Bolivar or a
time of day, to control the people in the exercise tained by a Marius or a
from professions of love
of their au'preme will? No. The people are the Bonaparte, he strides rapidly
usurpation
of their rights and steps
people
to
the
best guardians of their own rights, [applause] and for
[Cheering].
from in- ffoin that high eminence to a thronel
it is the duty of their executive to abstain
name of democracy the boldest
terfering in or thwarting the sacred exercise of the And thus in the
Who forgets the square in
crimes are committed.
law-making functions of their government.
people's blood, shed in
In this view of the matter, 1 defend ray having Paris, where ran rivers of the
foot of the statute of
signed a w^ell known bill which passed the legisla- the name of democracy at the
Cherish not the inan, then, who under the
It is true, liberty!
ture while I was governor of Indiana.
tries to overthrow the
democracy,
of
name
upon
guise
and
cast
odium
to
attempted
my opponents have
me for having done so, but while they are engaged principles of republicanism as professed and acted
and Madison. [Immense cheerin such an effort, they impugn the honor and honesty upon by Jefferson
of the inmates of the log cabins, who demanded the ing]
Gen. Harrison here adverted to the calumnies put
passage and signature of that bill. The men who
now dare to arraign the people of Indiana for hay- forth against his military fame by that noble pair of
and Duncan, and in severe but just
ing exercised their rights as they pleased, were in brothers, Allen
the falsehoods of these villifiers. He
their nurse's arms when that bill passed the legisla- terms exposed
guilty of falsifying the records of
were
they
proved
of
that
pioneers
ture.
What do they know of the
legislature the country, and in a brief and lucid manner vindiva=t wilderness?
I tell them, that in the
the honor of the nation from the
and
himself
horror,
cated
their
much
so
exciliiig
which passed the bill
and other reckless politicians.
there were men as pure in heart, and as distinguish- aspersions of these
received history of his brilliant
ed for their common sense and high integrity as any He showed that the
west had been stamped by the
north
the
in
days
career
who set themselves up for models in these
and he will soon find that a generI glory in carrying out their im^ress of truth,
[Immense cheering]
will testify their admiration
people
grateful
ous
and
law-making
the
to
submitted
views, for in doing so I
services in their cause by raising the
power, in accordance with the Declaration of Inde- of his glorious
the highest office in their gift.
pendence, I did not prevent the people from making brave old soldier to
precious inheritance, continued the general, has
what laws they pleasedl [Cheering].
handed down to you by your forefathers. In
If the Augean stable is to be cleansed, it will be been
Rome,
the sacred fire of fabled gods was kept alive
Jefferson.
of
necessary to go back to the principles
virgins, and they watched over the gift
It has been said by the Henrys, Ihe by vestal
[Cheers.]
In America, a glorious fire has
eyes.
eager
the
w"ith
one
of
that
others,
and
Madisons, the Graysons
upon the altar of liberty, and to you,
great dangers in our government is, the powers vest- been lighted
citizens, has it been entrusted in safe
ed in the general government would overshadow the my fellow
with care and fostered forgovernment of the states. There is truth in this, keeping to be nourished
burning, and let the sparks that conand long since and often have I expressed Ihe opini- ever. Keep it
other altars and light
from
it fall on
go
up
tinually
government
general
on thai the interference of the
lands the fire of freedom. The Turk
with the elective franchise in the states would be the up in distant
no longer with his harem or bis bow
signal for the downfall of liberty. That interference busies himself
To licentiousness have succeeded the rights
has taken place, and while the mouths of professed string.
constitutions are given to the people by
den.ocrats appeal to Jefferson, and declare they are of man, and
Whence caine the light that
rulers.
despotic
once
urging
at
the
are
they
governed by his principles,
land of darkness? It was a branch
same time 100,000 office holders to meddle in the now shines in that
And if the rude hand of power be snatched from your own proud altar, and thrust into
state elections!
Shall then the far
of Turkish oppression.
not removed from the elective franchise, there will the pyre
seen light upon the shrine of American liberty ever
soon be an end to the government of the union.
It would not be
no, no].
[No,
extinguished?
be
government
in
truth
It is a
[Cries of assent.]
the loss of the whole
it would be
loss only
ethics, that when a larger power comes in contact your
enemies of freedom in Europe are
The
world.
destroyspeedily
is
latter
the
power,
smaller
with a
you with intense anxiety and your friends
ed or swallowed up by the former. So in regard to watching
few planets of heaven, are praying for your
the general government and the state governments. like a
Deceive them not, but keep the sacred
success.
magistrate's
chief
the
Should I ever be placed in
fire burning steadily upon your altars, and the Ohio
seat, I will carry out the principles of Jackson, and
you design to make your chief magiswhom
farmer
the
in
officeholders
of
interference
never permit the
four years, cheerfully lay
[Immense applause]. I will do more. trate will, at the end of
elections.
authority which you may entrust him with
While I will forbid their interference in elections, I down the
It will have been glorious
ambition.
all
from
free
quietly
to
going
will never do aught to prevent their
enouo-h for me to be honored as those pure and hothe polls and voting, even against me or my meaWashington, Jefferson and MadiNo American citizen should be deprived of nest republicans,
sures.
with the high confidence of a
son were honored
his power of voting as he pleases.
[The exgreat, noble, just and generous people!
than
longer
citizens,
fellow
you,
detained
have
I
continued (or several micheering
and
citement
old
the
X intended, but you now see that I am not
to and fro, as
nutes, and the multitude were swayed
man on crutches, nor the imbecile they say I
of the forest in a storm of wind].
[cheering]— not the prey to disease— a voice cried the leaves
here; nor the bear in a cage, nor the caged animal
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION AT EBIE.
GREAT
and
laughter
[great
be,
to
me
described
they wittily
.

to

Methinks I hear a soft voice asking: are you in
favor of paper money?
(Shouts of apI AM.
plause). If you would know why I am in favor of
the credit system, I can only say it is because I am
a democrat. (Immense cheering). The two systems are the only means, under Heaven, by which
a poor industrious man may become a rich man
without bowing to colossal wealth.
(Cheers). But
with all this 1 am not a bank man. Once in my
life I was, and then they cheated me out every dol[Shouts of laughler].
lar I placed in their hands.
And I shall never indulge in this w ay again; for it is
more than probable that I shall never again have
money beyond the day's wants. But I am in favor
of a correct banking system, for the simple reason,
that the share of the precious metals, which, in the
course of trade, falls to our lot, is much less than the
circulating medium which our internal and exlernal
commerce demands to raise our prices to a level
with the prices of Europe, where Ihe credit system
does prevail. There must be some plan to multiply
the gold and silver which our industry commaiuis;
and there is no other way to do this but bj- a sale
banking system. [Great applause]. I do not pretend to say that a perfect system of banking can
be devised. There is nothing in the otispiing of
Ihe human mind that does not savor of imperfecNo plan of government or finance can be
tion.
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pie of the United States desired such an institution,
Ihoh, and then only would I sign a bill going to

loe to the appellation of federalist;

.

3,

—

—

—

am—

cheering].
But before I conclude, there are two or three
other topics I must touch upon.
The violence of parly spirit, as of late exhibited,
welfare of the
is a serious mischief to the political
country. Paily feeling is necessary in a certain degree to the health and si ability of a republic, but
when pushed to too great an extent, it is detrimenupon which
tal to the body politic, it is the rock
many a republic has been dashed to piece. An old
farmer told me The other day, that he did not believe
one of the stories circulated against me, and he
would support me if I were only a democrat.—
But if I support and sustain democra[Laughter]
am called? It
tic principles, what matters it how I
the
matters a good deal, said he; you don't belong to
[Laughter]. Can any thing be
democratic party!
than
institutions,
ruinous in its tendency to our
.

more

high party .spirit, which looks to the shadow and
not to the substance of things? Nothing, nothing.
alter imaginings, is omiIn the blessed book we

this

This running after names,
nous of dangerous results.

From, ihe Penmylvanian.
have received the Erie Observer of the 12th
containing the proceedings in full of the immense democratic assemblage at that place on the
anniversary of Perry's glorious victory. The proceedings shall be laid before our readers as soon as
They are not only of the most interestpossible.
sounding character in themselves, embodying the
but all the events of the day combine
doctrine,
est
actuates the deto shew that the same spirit which
mocracy ot eastern Pennsylvania, and brought
about the overwheling display of popular enthusiasm at Lancaster on the 5th of August,, and has
meetings of great size
led to so many subsequent
brightly in the
and corresponding zeal, burns as
actuates.the demowest, and that but one feeling

We

inst.

ciacy of the commonwealth.
To furnish our readers with some idea of the
under the
mighty throng which assembled at Erie
statedemocratic call, we subjoin the interesting
of the Observer as to what took place before

ment

the convention

was organized.

That paper

says:

—

—
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Wednesday opened upon us a new scene. Delegation after delegation poured in singly and in procession, till our borough seemed thronged by
strangers. In the alternoon, the patriotic young
men of Harborcreek, and other townships of the
vicinity, joined those of our borough, and brought
into our town a splendid hickory tree one hundred
leet high, and raised it in front of our Tammany
Hall, thereto wave its towering branches, and bear
the glorious stars and stripes of our country, until
the struggle of freemen is closed by the loud shout
of victory.
On Wednesday evening, Jolin K.
Kane, of Philadelphia, and major James R. Snowden, of Venango, addressed the multitude amidsl
the shouts and plaudits of thousands.
shower
interrupted the meeting for a short time, but in
about half an hour it subsided, and the meeting
was revived by the young but elequent Forney, of
Lancaster, who was followed in a spirited and
thrilling effort from M. P. Young, esq. of Erie,
when the meeting again broke up, and the multitude sought such shelter and repose as our town

j

'

,

A

,

,

could afford.
'

,

Thursday morning, the glorious tenth, was ushered in by the thunder of artillery upon the flotilla,
answered by the roar of our battery upon the land.
Bustle and commotion were every where visible.
Taking an excursion to Eagle village, a mile distant, at day light, we saw from three to five thousand freemen, with the banners of our country
proudly floating above them, their wagons filling
every lot, street and lane in one. vast encampment,
as they had arrived during the night and were now
waiting for their brethren and companions from old
Crawford and Venango, who had encamped along
the turnpike between Waterford and Eagle village,
and expecting also the mingled procession of from
eight to ten thousand encamped in Giiard, and between that place and Eagle village.
By eight o'clock our borough literally presented
one moving mass of human beings. The sireels on
all hands were so thronged, thai the procession from
Eagle village had but barely room to pass through
the borough. The arrival ol the steamboat Constitution, so heavily laden with democratic delegates,
as to be much impeded in her headway and belated
in her hour of arrival, created a scene of bustle at
the dock.
The Buflalo brigade, at the head of
whom was brigadier general Randall and statf, made
a most splendid and imposing appearance, and their
arrival at the public square seemed a general signal
for the whole assemblage of the borough to fall in

.

J

enthusiastic assemblages of democratic freemen ever
beheld in the western country.
When the convention met, Peter S. V. Hamof, of
Erie, was chosen temporary chairman, and on the
organization, the hon.
Beatty, of Butler, was
called to preside, who delivered an impressive address, after which he introduced governor Porter
and the hon. James Buchanan to the convention,
who were enthusiastically received. The conven-

Wm.

was then addressed by Mr. Buchanan, col. H.
K. Smith, of Buffalo, William F. Packer, of Lycoming, Dr. Bronk, of Buffalo, who spoke in German,
and J. W. Forney, of Lancaster. The resolutions
were reported by gen. J. K. Moorehead, of Pittsburg, and the address by M. P. Young, of Erie.
tion

The

convention adjourned at six o'clock in the
evening, and at night, the people were addressed
from the market house by col. Burnside, of Centre,
Mr. Forney, of Lancasiter, S. W. Randall, of Erie,
and Dr. Charles Duncomb, of Cincinnali.
The
Observer gives a glowing account of the enthusiastic spirit which prevailed throughout, and of the
force and ability manifested in the various speeches
delivered on the occasion.
The same paper likewise adds that the democratic convention outnumbered the bank whig gathering held on the same
day by at least two or three thousand.
Resolutions were unanimously adopted in favor
of Van Buren, Johnson, Buchanan and of the re
nomination of governor Porter, by the fourth of
March convention.

WHIG CELEBRATION AT

ERIE.
Commercial Advertiser of Sep. 12.
Messrs. Editors: If I am to give even a short

From

the Buffalo

description of the glorious transactions of this great
occasion, I must begin at the beginning. And here,
it will be proper enough to observe, that both parties had made preparations lor the celebration, each
separately
and no exertions were spared, on either
side, to render the day as attractive as possible
that the most ample preparations were made by both
for the accommodation of all who might come
and
that nothing which the citizens of Erie could do,
was wanting, to give eclat to the celebration or interest to the political j-e-unions that were to come
off on an occasion/raught with so much interest to
our citizens, not only as politicians, but as men as

—

—

—

freemen.

Wednessday forenoon brought a large delegation
of good whigs and true, from Butler county. With
music and banners, and the voice of song, they came;
and although from a journey of over a hundred
miles, by land, they were "ready, aye, ready," to
receive their fellow citizens from old Alleghany,
who arrived an hour later, by the steamboat De
Witt Clinton.
This latter delegation numbered
over one hundred, and their well chosen title, "The
blacksmiths of old Alleghany," tells truly what
manner of men they were.
Make way for old Chautanque, for it is coming.
The loco focos all "turn pale," as an endless train
of wagons are filing on, on, filled with the tillers
and grazier? of western New York.
"How long is the procession!"asked a long-visaged loco, one of the marshals of the cavalcade.
"Indeed, sir, I cannot tell," was the reply; "the
other end is still forming some where in the state of

New

York."

Which ever way you

turn, the

whigs are coming

Their banners sweep the skies, the dust
driven in clouds before them. Bands of music
from New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, are pealing forth strains of martial music.
beautiful
company of military from Conneaut is marching in,
and the people are coming, in masses in perfect
crowds.
Night is coming on, and eyes are turned towards
the lake.
Several steamboats are lighting up the
distant horizon with their fires, as they breast the
waters, that seems to swell beneath their keels, as
if proud of bearing freemen upon its bosom.
"The
Erie, with the military of Buffalo— tire city guards,
Lafayette guards, &.C. the General Scott, also from
BuHalo with a throng, and the Rochester from above,
with its three decks black with passengers the
Chicago and several others. Diiring the night and
morning came in the Michigan, Wayne, Constitution, Chesapeake and several others, swelling with
their thousands the countless numbers already filling the borough of Erie to overflowing.
Thursday morning brought a large delegation in
wagons, from Ohio. It were an enilless task to de.
scribe the various devices borne by the citizens of
Ashtabula, Lake, Geauga, Cuyahoga, Trumbull,
in sight.
is

(he rear and follow to the encarnpn-.ent. At the
moment this great crowd were passing out Sixth
street to the encampment, the procession from the
south, three miles in length, began to enter the
town on Stale street^ The impassable throng filling the public square and the whole lengUi of Sixth
street to the encampment, compelled this procession to diverge to French street, follow French
street nearly to the lake, to cross from French over
State to Peach street, up Peach to Sixth street and
then fall in behind the moving throng piissing to the
place of encampment. The procession had hardly
passed out of town, when the innumerable hosts of
Ciiautauqu-..-, Cattaraugus and Erie counties. New
York, and the eastern portion of Erie county. Pa.
two miles long, came in mighty phalanx on their
track. Next came in the democracy of the Buckeye state, accompanied by the western portion oi
this county, tlie hosts of Fiiyelte, Beaver, Butler,
Mercer and several other counties of the goou old Lucas,

.
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Keystone, headed by the" Fayette county band,
THE GLORIOUS TENTH!!!
The weal in motion "We hiive met Vie enemy and driving at a rapid pace in procession more than five
miles in length. These, together with the myriads
they are ours."
On Tuesday tlie 8lh, the people began to arrive who arrived in smaller processions of fifties and
in town from diSerent sections of the f tate, and the hundreds, comprised one of the greatest and most
intelligence Ihey brought satisfied us that the convention of the tenth would be a proud and glorious
era for the democracy of the west. The curious
observer was by this time engaged to estimate the
relative force of British whiggery and the incorruptible democracy.
No man we saw estimated
our strength at less than five to their one, and many
claimed twenty to one.
circumstance may serve as a guide to the judgOn Tuesday evening the whigs held a
ment.
meeting at their log cabin, and it required loud,
long and oft repeated blasts upon their long tin horn
to get together whiglings sufficient to fill its
walls, capable of the reception of one hundred.
The democracy met in the open square, and more
than one thousand surrounded the humble dry goods
box on which the eloquent advocates of equal rights
and equal privileges were standing to address the
people. Mr. AIcDowell, of Cambria, and Mr. Randall, of Erie, addiessed the meeting at some length,
in strains of eloquence, which were responded to
by an enthusiastic applause, when the multitude
retired to such quarters as could be found, but
which had already become somewhat crowed.

——

—

A

—

—

Wood, Huron and Sandusky.

"Old Ashta-

bula" had her well known banner, "Three thousand
majority in old Ashtabula;" another bore the significant questions, *'Is he honest? is he capable?'*
"Tell Chapman to crow;" "With Tip and Tyler,
we'll burst Van's biler;" "Old Tip's the boy to
swing the flail;" and a thousand others homely but
significant, with every variety of device and inscription, that the political events of the times have
furnished. There was one that told well here, in
this state
in the very presence of Mr. Buchanan,
"No reduction of
the GREAT REDUCER. It was
Wages."
Another gave a strong indication of the state of
feeling in the Keystone
that state which relies so
strongly upon her manufactures, and which is beginnHig to learn something of the true American
"Ayroteclive tariff."
policy.
It was
Queer carryalls did these Buckeye boys construct
to convey themselves to the celebration withal.
Strange arks, drawn by four, six, eight and ten
horses; shaded with boughs, and carrying from fifteen to thirty of the hard handed gentry, to whom
sixpence a day, and a shilling a bushel for wheat,
does not present the most attractive prospect in the
world, filing in procession miles and miles in length,
was enough itself to put in a cold perspiration the
spoilsmen, who are laboring to sweat off the fat of
the land in the benevolent fear, forsooth, that the
people of the United States may wax fat and kick,
if allowed to eat their fill of the fruits of their own
labor, in the land where a smiling Providence has

—

—

—

cast their lots.
EigJit o'clock. The town is full, and yet more are
coming, the public square overflows. The whigs
are forming in procession. The Empire, the Buckeye, the Wolvereen, the Keystones— all nobly reaye, and women too, arft
presented, with men
hastening to the stand below the town. First of all
the military. Buf?alo, than whom no city can furnish finer military companies, was on hand. The
city guards, the Germans, and the well known
Then poured on a
flying artillery led the van.
multitude in platoons averaging eighteen each, and
numbering rising of eleven thousand, while streets,
sidewalks and roads were crowded with men and
women, on horseback, in wagons and on foot, which
at the most reasonable computation, could not amount

—

number less than that of the procession. Twenty thousand people stood around the stand and said
to a

"aye" when Francis Granger, of

New

York, was

called to preside over the assemblage.
On being called to the chair, Mr. Granger addressed the assemblage in a speech of an hour in length.
To say that it was good, is but to repeat what no
one can doubt, who knows the characterof that dis-

tinguished individual, or has heard the trumpettongue that has spoken his fame. He took a rapid
view of the great topics now underdiscussion by the
American people, illustrating his remarks with a
multitude of the most keen and pointed allusions,
and demonstrating his assertion by appeals to facts
so well known and uncontradicted, that even locofoco impudence stood abashed before him. After
he had closed, the call was for gen. Wilson, of the
Granite state, and.gen. Wilson presented himself
"a tall six-footer from the mountains of New England," as he described himself, "who is all whig,
from the ciown of his head to the sole of his feet."
Gen. Wilson's remarks occupied nearly two hours,
and well did he sustain his reputation of a strong
man doubly armed in the justice of his cause.—
Thoroughly did he sift the corrupt policy of the Van
Buien party, and the keenness with which the sword
of his satire pierced the hidden mysteries of their
corrupt management, was worthy of himself and the
cause in which he is so nobly engaged. Gen. Wilson was followed by the hon. Harman Denny, and
Messrs. Merwin of Crawford county, Briggs of
Cleveland, Lasak of New York, and several other?,
after which the convention adjourned, and the people returned to the town, where, even now (II
o'clock at night) speakers are pouring the eloquence
of honest conviction into the ears of thousands of
hearers.

Every thing has goneoff'in the best possible manAll were pleased, instructed, and delighted.
accident has taken place. Nothing has occurred to disturb the peace of the community, and the
ner.

No

next election will speak in thunder tories the result
of this day's celebration. The whigs have done gloriously.
The tenth of September at Erie, will be
remembered with the twenty second of February at
Columbus, the eleventh of June at Fort Meigs, with
rndianapolis, Springfield, or with any other outbreak
of the glorious spirit of old seventy-six.
Turn we to the locofoco celebration. What with
getting the governor of the state here a week belorehand, and with falsely stating that their celebration would be honored with lire presence of the
vice president of the United States, they were able,
to drum up some three or four thousand, men, wo-

—
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They had

the great reducer, as throughput have been of so singular a character and
distinguished by such an utter disregard of the
their orator, and gov. Porter's red nose, as a perpe
tual sign of good living, looked out bright and plamest and best settlfd principles of law and eviblooming from the stand. Dinner a dollar a head; dence, and have been so capricious, inconsistent,
an ox roasted vtliole, Uncle Sam's eighteen pounder partial, irregular and unjust, that they feel impelled,
from the revenue cutter for their salutes, and (I by a high sense of obligation to the cause of justice
should guess) Uncle Sam's powder to incense the and truth, to undertake, by a brief induction of
noses of the laitbful with the pleasant smell of burnt the facts, to show that the conclusions and judgbrimstone, in honor of general Van Buren. Mind, ments of the majority of the committee are wholly
I don't state that for a fact, for now-a-days, a fellow- unworthy of the sanction of this house, and of the
must prove what he says, especially if he's a whig. confidence of the country. If the testimony adI paid a visit to the affair while the hon. Mr. Bu- duced be examined in connexion with the journal
chanan was addressing his fellow citizens. When kept by the committee, where are recorded the opi1 arrived, he was laboring to convince the people nions and votes of the members on all the various
that they loved Mr. Van Buren. He did'nt prove questions arising in the case, it will appear that the
majority, in numerous instances, overruled objecit, it is true, and it would have been hard to oblige
him to do so, as half o( his audience were whigs tions taken by Messrs. Aycrigg and his associates
He told them that the sub to the legality of votes, on the ground that the eviled there by curiosity.
treasury bill had not been published in any of the dence was inadequate, when, in fact, such evidence
whigpapers. Some of the unmannerly whi^s were was adequate and sufficient to convince any reasaucy enough to tell him that he was not telling the sonable mind; that the majority insisted upon a

boys.

—

—

good man took it back and
truth, whereupon he
excused himself by saying that he had not seen it.
From this he passed to the gold spoon business
said that having been abroad be had occasionally
seen gold plates at the tables of the great, but had
never seen any i;i this country. In relation to the
English coach business, the senator told the assembled ten hundred and fifty -seven, that iVIr. Van Buren never had an English coach in his life that he
was used to be drawn around the metropolis in a
plain conveyance of Yankee manufacture, with
only a pair of marvelously poor horses, and that
there were a hundred carriages then in the borough
of Erie more splendid in their make and more cosily
in their outfit.
What a plain man our president is!
But all things will have ari end, so had the speech
of the senator and how ended it, think ye? With
an assurance that Mr. Van Buren loved the people!

—

—

Mr. Van Buren loves the people, for the hon. jas.
Buchanan says so. And the people love Mr. Van
and so, with
Bu.-en, for senator Buchanan says so

—

this comfortable loving assurance, we will leave this
incontinently loving couple in each other's society.
And now, after the manner of Demosthenes, let
me spend a moment in making a comparison between the two celebrations. I have no hesitation
in stating it as the result of my sober judgment, that
the locoes were out-numbered, five to one. Their
procession was one of wagons and little else, and I
have been informed that, in order to make it appear
as long as possible, in passing through the town,
their carriages turned round the squares, formed
upon the rear again, so that many of them were
counted three or four times; so great was tlieir de
sire to make a display of the little material which
they had. The ruse was not a new one, as, no
doubt, many had done the same thing at elections
many times before. You may set the whigs down
at twenty thousand, and if there is any variance
from the truth in this estimate, it will be on the safe
side.
I remain yours.

THE

N.

JERSEY CONTESTED ELECTION.
minority's report.

House of

representatives, Jidi/ 16, 1840.
undersigned, constituting a minority of the
committee of elections, to which was referred the
New Jersey case, not concurring in the result to
which the majority of the committee has come, and
believing that it sufficiently aj-i-pears, from the evidence, that Messrs. Charles C. Stratton, John P. B.
Maxwell and William Halstead were duly elected
members of the 25th congress, to the exclusion of
Messrs. Joseph Kille, Daniel B. Ryall and Philemon
Dickerson, by a majority of the lawful votes of the
people of that state, beg leave to submit the subjoined exposition of their views, to enable this honorable body to form a just estimate of the proceedings of the committee, ^nd of the merits of (he case.
The undersigned feel great difficulty and embarrassment in presenting to the house, within a reasonable
corcpass, sucli a development of the case, and of
the action of the committee on the questions arising,
as the importance of the subject would seem to require.
On opening the evidence we perceived that
the topics of controversy were exceedingly numerous and complicated, aryl, in course, of the investigation, it was necessary, sometimes, to recur to
jirovisions of the laws of the United States, some
times to those of New Jersey, and at other times
to the principles of the common law, and of general
jurisprudence. With no less than lour hundred and
ninety cases of controverted votes, and with this great
diversity of legal principle and stalutory provision,
applicable to the case, it was to be expected that
there would be an occasional difference of opinion
in the committee as to the fact, the law, or both.
If nothing but such a diiibrcnce had marked the
deliberations of the committee, the undersigned
would have remained silent, but the proceedings
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lermn of a very incoherent law in ascertaining when
the tax must have been [laiil, and how the party
should have been assessed, and whether pauperism
in New Jersey operates tn exclude a person from
the
elective franchise, and, if so, when and imder
what
circumstances. Besides these, a great variety of
incidental questions arose, some of which were referable to the ordinary principles of law and evidence, and others to the peculiar institutions of New
Jersey, but the undersigned have not time to advert
to

them

We

in

any other than

this

general fornr.

submit this statement touching the extent,
variety, and complication of the questions comprised
in this controversy, that the house may appreciate
the obligation which the committee were under tn
ascertain the true principles applicable to each head
of inquiry, and to apply such principles, when ascertained, with scrupulous fidelity to all cases as
they

arose, irrespective of parties, and with a
to administer even-handed and exact justice
concerned. It is with much regret that the
undersigned find themselves constrained to say,
(which they do without impeaching the motives of
their associates constituting the majority of the committee),that such an administration of even-handed
justice is not to be found in the record; on the contrary, they perceive in it nothing but a confused
medley of adjudication, litlle better than a chaos of
principles, with all the jarring elements of inconsistency united to defeat the requisitions of legal
rights and obvious truths.
To go into all the particulars by which the propriety of these suggestions
can be sustained is wholly impossible; but^the undersigned will endeavor to illustrate their views by
a series of simple cases, and will thusshowlhat any
thine else may be found in these anomalous anil
strange proceedings than a sound, impartial and

view

to all

much higher measure of proof to support an objection on one side than was required to sustain a
similar objection on the other; and Messrs. Aycrigg
and his associates often failed with satisfactory evidence, when Messrs. Vroom and others prevailed
with that which was comparatively light and trivial;
that the majority applied principles of statutory
construction or general law in such a manner to defeat the efforts of one side to establish the illegality
of votes, and then refused, on some frivolous ground
of distinction, to apply the same principles to cases
arising on the other side, when the merits were obviously alike, and that they adopted, and as against
one of the parties pertinaciously adhered to, certain
general rules which were eminently adapted to defeat all inquiry into the merits, and to make the
whole investigation little better than a mockery and faithful administration of justice.
a farce, thus rendering the important provision of
To enable the house to appreciate the action of the
the constitution that each house shall be the judge committee on 'he cases to which we are about
to renot merely of the returns and qualifications, but fer, we would remark that it was conceded
by all the
also of the election of its members, vain and nuga- members that the reception of a vote by
the election
tory.

officers raised a

presumption in favor of the legalisuch vote. Early in our deliberations, we
adopted a resolution declarative of this principle,
the justice and piopriely of which must be apparent
New
to all.
But, very soon after we commenced scrutinizing the voles, we perceived that there was a
radical difference of opinion in the committee touchtution in the ordinary acceptation of the term, but ing the use which should be made of this
presump'
they live under a system of government ordained tion.
by a colonial legislature, which has the force and
The undersigned are persuaded that the only efeffect of a constitution, and is intended in some of fect which can be given to the reception
of a vote
its provisions to be inviolate, as the members of the at the polls is to throw
the burden of proof on the
general assembly are obliged at the outset of every party objectinu to its legality; but
the majority
session to swear that they will not vote to change seemed disposed to carry the principle
much further,
provisions,
of
which
that
such
relating to the elec- and to convert the presumption into
"a swift wittive franchise is not one.
ness" in favor of the opposite party. If a credible
By the conslitntion or ordinance a considerable witness was adduced who proved the fact of illeproperly qualification was originally made indispen- gality by his positive oath, the majority
would consable, but this has been subsequently modified by front such witness with the presumption,
and would
legislative enactment.
give it all the efficacy appertaining to testimony
The undersigned have felt considerable doubt and under oath, and, thus balancing the oalh of the livdiflicully in arriving at the true intent and meaning ing witness against the
presumption, they would
of the laws of New Jersey on this subject on ac- come to the conclusion that nothing was
proved.
count of their uncertainly, yet, laking into consi- Nay, more; the i;:ajority, strange as it may seem,
general
construction given in that held that the presumption was so
deration the very
strong that it imstate to <he doubtful clauses, and favoring so far as posed on the party excepting to
a vole the burden
may be the policy of extending this invaluable ri;;lit of proving a negative. When Messrs. Aycrigg and
a policy which has manilestly received the sanc- others objected to a vote on the ground
of alienage,
tion of the good people of N. Jersey
they are satis- they were required to prove not merely that
the voter
fied that it was intended by the law -makers of that was an alien horn, but that
he had not been naturastate that the franchise should be exercised by all lized
a task which, in many cases, is wholly imwhite male citizens of the United States who have practicable.
attained twenty-one years of age, who' reside in the
The undersigned cannot omit noticing one curious
township where they offer to vote, and have resided circumstance, and that is, th;it this
presumption selin the county one year next preceding, and paid a dom visited the committee room
except when one
tax, or been assessed in cunforiiiity to the laws of of these parties was endeavoring
to establish the
It is required that the person votin; illegality of votes.
the state.
If it appeared at all when the"
should be a free white male citizen of the United other party was making the same
effort, the underStates, and this made it necessary for the committee signed must say they were
scarcely conscious of its
in a very numerous class of cases to examine the presence.
Why this principle should "wax and
naturalization laws of the United States (o determine wane" in this singular manner
we acknowledu-e ourwhat evidence of alienage or naturalization is ad- selves unable to deteru.ine, and we must
refer the
missible, competent and sufficient, and whether the solution of the phenomer.a
to more philosophical
proceedings taken in certain cases with a view to minds. But the undersigned
will recur to these
naturalization were valid, and conferred the right of topics hereafter.
They now proceed to the illustracitizenship. It is required also that the voters should tions; and first, they invite the
atlenlion of the house
be one and twenty years of age, and this involved to the cases of John JlcConashy
and Charles T.
questions of fact whether certain persons whose Pool, the first objected to
by Messrs. Aycrigg and
votes were challenged as illegal were or nere not of others, ami the last hy their
compelifors, and both
that age at the October election in 1838.
It is re- on the ground of alienage.
quired that he should re.«ide in the township at the
John McConaghy, being sworn, saith: That he
election, and in the county during the year preced- voted on the last day of the
election in the township
ing, and this rendered it our duty to advert to the of Amwell, at ihe congressional
election held at the
law of domicil, and to determine what did and what house of Nathan Rpsbee, in the village of
Lamberfsdid not amount to a change of residence under almost ville, in said township, in the year
1838; thinks it
every variety of circumstances; and finally, it is was in the month of Octoboi; does
not recollect the
required that the voters either should have paid a day of the month.
I voted the democratic ticket;
tax or been assessed; and tills often involveil the it was called the Van Buren
ticket; I received a
committee in doubt and perplexity touching the whig ticket of Edward Hunt; did
I
not like it; I re-

The undersigned, before they advert to the

cases by

ty of

which they can,

as they believe, evince the justice
of these remarks, would invite the attention of the
house to the laws of
Jersey on the qualifications necessary to the exercise of the elective franchise.
The people of that state have not a consti-

—

—
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ceived another of Mr. Samuel Carharf; said ticket
was the Van Biiren democratic ticlcef; said ticket
was for members of congress; I put said ticket in
the ballot-box; I was born in the north of Ireland, in
the kingdom of Great Britain; I arrived in this country on the 16th day of July, A. D. 1301; I was about
sixteen years old; I never had any naturalization papers in the slate of New Jersey; I have voted
years in Nevr Jersey; I was never called upon for
any naturalization papers in New Jersey; I never
had any at any time when I voted in New Jersey; I
had not any at the time that I refer to in this deposition, (meaning the year 1S38), when -I voted for
members of congress; lam filly- four years old; I can
read; the ticket which I voted at the time referred to
in this deposition had on it the names of the Van
Buren candidates for congress,

U

his

JOHN X McCONAGHY.
mark.
In the face of snch testimony as this, the committee refused to deduct the vote of Mr. McConaghy
from the poll of Messrs. Vroom and others. He did
on the
not pretend that he had been naturalized
contrary, swore substantially that he had not been:
no other construction can be given to his evidence.
We ask Ihe house to conlrast this case with that of
Charles T. Pool, which is as follows:
Charles T. Pool, sworn, saith: I votedat the congressional election in the township of Mansfield,
Warren county, New Jersey, in the year 18.38; I am
not a native born citizen of the United States of
America; I was not naturalized myself at that time,
except that I considered myself naturalized by coming here when an infant, and my father being naln-

—

my

father was naturalizralized, I believe; I believe
ed, because I recollect, when I was young, of hear-

in" him talk about his being naturalized; whether
he had been, or was to be, I do not recollect. In
the next place, I know of his voting a number of
years, and never heard any objection to it; I never
saw him vote, to my knowledge; he died when I
was about eighteen years of age; I never saw his
naturalization papers; I am not posilive whether he
said he had been naturalized or was to be; I voted a
whig congressional ticket in the fall of 1838, in this
township.
And being cross-examined, saith: I know of my
father's voting by hearing him speak of it; I have
heard him say he voted the democratic ticket; I
know of liis going to the polls for the purpose of voting; this was when Ihe parties ran high something
like the years 1806, '7 and '8; I think there was an
embargo at the time; I recollect hearing ray father
read about it in the papers; I do not recollect my
father's serving on juries; he never was a freeholder
in the county, I believe; he died in the year 1813, to
the best of ray recollection; his name was Cyrus
Pool.
And being called again, in chief, saith: I was five
of age when I came to this country.
vears
"

John

'

'

•

'

CHARLES T. POOL.
In this case Ihe committee decided Ihe vole of
Pool to be an unlawful vole, and deducted it from
the poll of Messrs. Aycriggand o'hers. It thus appears that McConaghy was declared a citizen
against his own oath that he was and remained an
And Pool was determined lo be an alien
alien.
upon the mere fact thai he was born such, with very
good grounds for believing that he had acquired the
rights ol citizenship through the naturalization of
his father.

The undersigned are at a loss lo conceive of any
language that will adequately express their sense of
the llagrant injustice and inconsistency of these decision*.

The

next cases lo which the undersigned would

invite the attention of the house are those of

Candor

Carr, whose vote was objected to by Messrs. Ay•
crigg and his associates on the ground of alienage,
'
andofJas. B. Bolton, objected to by Messrs. Vroom
and others for the same reason; in respect to which
Ihe committee, with the facts substantially the same,
came lo directly opposite results.
Candor Carr voted the administration ticket in
the township of Hardislon, in the county of Sussex,
'
His vote was
at the congressional election in 1S3S.
objected to by Messrs. Aycrigg and others on the
ground of alienage. He was summoned as a witMcss, and appeared before the magistrate, but, on
the oath being tendered to him, he refused to be
sworn or lo testify his knowledge of the facts in the
'

•

',

'

case.

Samuel M. Peck testified that he knew Candor
Carr; had heard him say that he came from Ireland;
that he was not naturalized in New York when he
first came to that city; did not say how long after,
but it was soon after. It was in 1838. some time
before the election, that witness heard him say that
had been naturalized. It appears from the evidenco that, in that township, the election officers

lie
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held that aliens or unnaturalized foreigners were,
according to the laws of New Jersey, entitled to
a decision which it is admitted on all hands
was palpably erroneous. One would suppose that
it would be difficult to raise a presumption in lavor
of a vote from the mere reception of it by election
officers under such circumstances, but the majority,
notwilhstanding the determination of the board to
admit the.votes of aliens, and notwithstanding the
vote

—

voter stood obstinately mute when his right was in
question, and when he could have vindicated that
right by a breath, if it had been susceptible of vindication, held that the mere admission of the vote at
the polls proved that Ihe voter was no alien; or, in
other words, they gravely concluded from such
premises that he had been naturalized; they overruled the objection of Messrs. Aycrigg and others,
and held the vote to be a lawful one.
submit to the house whether, under the circumstances, we use too strong language in pronouncing this result a judicial perversion. But the
enormity of the decision cannot be understood till
we contrast it with a case to which we now ask the
attention of the house.
James B. Bolton voted the opposition ticket in
the township of Frankford, in the same county and
at the same election.
His vote was objected lo by
Messrs. Vroom and others for the same reason; he
was duly summoned by them and refused to appear
as a witness.
Nathaniel Roe proves that he knows
Bolton; that he is a foreigner; from his acquaintance
with him, he supposes hira to be a foreigner; he has
told Ihe witness once and since the election that he
had been naturalized; has known him five or six
years; his vote was not objected to, and nothing was
said at that election about foreigners voting.
Samuel Price proves a conversation between himself and
Bolton in substance as follows: I told him that if he
had been naturalized I considered him a legal voter
in the township; he said he had been naturalized in
Albany, in the state of New York. I then told him
he had better come down and state the fact, and it
would make him a legal voter under the old law
that the new law would require him to produce his
papers; Ihat he had better testify to the fact and then
send to Albany to get bis papers, and that would
make him a legal voter next fall; he said it would
not cost more to be naturalized again than to get the
certificate from Albany; this the witness contradicted, and other conversation followed which need not
be repeated. The witness adds: I then told him
that I suspected for a long time that he had never
been naturalized, from loose expressions that I had

We
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jected to his vote on the same ground; his own testimony was produced to sustain the objection. He
testified that he was a native of Germany, that he
was naturalized at the time he voted in 1838, and
would have sworn to it at that time. He thinks he
stated that he had been naturalized when he offered
Some of the judges had
to vote, but is not certain.
been told of it before.
Was naturalized in Tennessee in 1832. Did not produce any evidence of his
naturalization
none was called for. He had not
then, nor has he now, any evidence of the fact, but
has sent his |>apers to Germany in order to save the
necessity of procuring a substitute in the army. It
appears that he had formerly voted at other places
besides Millville. There was more testimony adduced, but we have stated all that we deem material.
The committee sustained the objection, and
deducted the vote from the poll of Messrs. Aycrigg

—

and others.
Archibald McCambridge voted the administration
same township and the same election,
and iVIessrs. Aycrigg and others objected to his vote
on the same grounds. The voter himself was examined as a witness, and after swearing that he is a
native of Ireland, testifies as follows: "I have been
naturalized; I was naturalized at Mount Holly; I had
been in Millville twice or three limes before I was
naturalized; don't recollect the year I was naturalized; I think it was in 1821 or 1822, if I remember
right; it was in the fall or winter before I broke my
thigh."
Mount Holly is the county seat of the
county of Burlington, and when the witness says he
ticket at the

Mount Holly, he doubtless means
swear Ihat he was naturalized
of the courts held there.
Messrs.
Aycrigg and others produced the certificate of the
clerk of that county, who has the custody of all the
judicial records of that county, staling Ihat he had
searched the same, and that he could find no record
or paper appertaining to the naturalization of the
wilness. In the face of this fact, the committee
overruled the objection, and held the vote tabe a
lawful vote. To enable the house (o appreciate
these cases, we would observe Ihat the committee
have often held that they would not require record
evidence of naturalization, but would act on secondary proof of that fact such as the oath of the voter,
or other credible evidence.
The house will hardly
fail to notice how much stronger the case of Schether is in favor of the voter, than that of McCambridge.
In both they were foreigners, and in both
they positively swore that they had been naturalised.
And in favorbf both the presumption existed, 'which
heard him make at different times on that subject. arises from the reception of their votes at the polls;
Mrs. Buchanan, who was present then, said: I sup- but the testimony of the latter was flatly contradictpose you are now satisfied that he has never been ed by the certificate of the clerk of Burlington counnaturalized; I replied that I was.
This was said in ty, and yet the committee held the vote cast by
his presence, lo which he made no remarks in re- Schelher for the whig candidates to be an unlawful
ply; it appeared from the evidence that Bolton had vote, and the vote cast by McCambridge for their
voted five or six times before without an)' objection opponents to be a lawful vote.
being made; also the conversation detailed by Price
Many other cases, equally significant, might be
took place when the subpoena was served on Bolton, cited under the head of alienage, but we have neihe, Price, acting as an officer for that purpose. The ther time nor space to advert to them.
declaration, therefore, was made by Bolton pending
The undersigned will next invite the attention of
the controversy, and was on that account, in the the house to the contrast exhibited by the record in
opinion of the committee, wholly inadmissible.
the disposition of the cases objected lo on theground
It would be of dangerous consequence to receive of non-age ormfancy.
and give effect to conversations had under such cirAugustus Moore voted in the township of Warcumstances in a case of contested elections. The ren, counly of Somerset, at the same congressional
house can hardly fail to be impressed with Ihe won- election; he voted the administration ticket. Aycrigg
derful coincidence between these cases.
In both and others objected lo his vote on the ground of inthe foreigners were voters
in both they affirmed fancy, and proved by Ihe testimony of John Meechel
that they had been naturalized
in both they refused that he had a conversation with Moore in the fall of
to be sworn or disclose the facts
and in both they 1838, before Ihe election, and he told him he was not
stood mute when their right was called in question. old enough lo vote. W. Corey took part in the conThere are strong circumstances in favor of the vote versatioti, and he asked hira whether he (Moore)
was old enough to vote? Mr. Moore said he was not
a'' Bolton which do not exist in the case of Carr: one
is, that the authorilies of Frankford, unlike those of old enough to vote that year; no testimony was proHardislon, did not intentionally admit alien votes duced in opposition to this, so that the case stood
contrary to law: so that the vote of Bolton was sus- upon a declaration of the voter against his right,
tained by whatever of presumption there may be re- made at a time when he had no motive to violate
sulling from its presentation and admission at Ihe the truth, and yet the majority held the proof inadepolls.
And another is, that Carr affirmed that he quate on the ground of hearsay. Contrary to what
was naturalized at a time when he could not have the undersigned believe to be the true principle,
been by the laws ol the land, that is to say. when he they overruled the objection and decided ihat the
fii'st came into New York from Ireland; whereas no
vote was a lawful vote.
VV illiain Kenis voted at the township of Peqnansuch objection exists in the case of Bolton: and yet
the majority held, after sustaining the vole of Carr, nock, in the county of Morris, at the same election;
Ihat Ihe vole of Bolton was an unlawful vote.
By he voted Ihe whig ticket; his vote was objected lo
what process of reasoning they arrived at such a by Messrs Vroom and others, on Ihe same ground,
conclusion the undersigned are at a loss to under- they proved by Benjamin Crone Ihat he had been
stand
they are-reluciant to believe that it was be- acquainted withKenis from a child, witness undercause Carr voted the administration, and Bolton the stood him that he would be twi-nty-one years old in
opposition ticket.
the summer of 1839. Wilness did business for him,
The undersigned will now advert to two very re- and he could not sell his lands because he was not
markable cases, and which will serve belter perhaps of age; that he is about of age now, (deposition fathan any other to characterize the proceedings of ken March 20, 1840).
Wm. Kenis told him so at
the committee.
the lime.
They are^s follows:
This was Ihe whole proof: the mere dePhilip Schelher voted the whig ticket at the town- claration of the voter made out of court more than
ship of Millville, iti the county of Cumberland, at six months after the election, in substance that he
Ihe same electioD.
Messrs. Vroom and others ob- was not of age at the October election of 1838; yet

—

—

—

—

was naturalized

in

to be understood to

before

some one

—
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attempt made to obtain his knowledge of
the majority of the committee sustained the objec
lion of Messrs, Vroora and others in the teeth of On this evidence, infinitely more feeble and lame
their decision in Moore's case, and held the vote of than that adduced in the case of S. A. Drake, the
Kenis to be an unlawful vote.
committee rejected the vote of Conant.
ask the
The case of Samuel A. Price, who voted the ad- house to contrast the two cases.
ministration ticltet at Frankford, in the county of
In the first place, Drake went to his wife and faSussex, at the same election, and whose vote was milv. Conant did not. Drake became a permanent
Conant did
objecteii to by Messrs. Aycrigg and others, on the resident of the place to which he went.
preund of non-age, will be found to conflict also not; he appears to have returned iinmediatfly after
with that of Augustus Moore, (vide printed evi- the election, thus evincing that he did not intend to
dence, pages 198, 199, 200, 1, 2, 4 and 5). It is in change his residence. And in Drake's case, his fafact a much stronger case, for Price refused to ap- ther swears positively that his son did change his rethe facts.

We

pear when summoned and state his age; but the committee refused to deduct his vote from the poll of
Messrs. Vroom and others. It thus appears that a
statement of a voter as to his age is good and sufficient for one of the parties, but is not so in favor of
the other. We shall leave the majority to assign the
reason, if any exist, for such a distinction.
The undersigned would observe that very numerous cases were submitted to the committee of objections to votes on the ground of non-residence.
The laws of New Jersey require that the voter
should have resided in the county one year previous
to, and in the township where he votes at the time
of election. No fixed period of residence iu the
township is necessary it is sufficient if the voter be
actually domiciled then at the election, but the residence in the county must have been one year next
preceding the election, and the question of non-residence submitted to the committee appertained principally to the latter species of residence. The prin-

—

—

ciples applicable to the subject are well settled; the
most important of which we cite from judge Story's
able and learned treatise on the conflict of laws, from
page -14 to 47. They are as follows: "The place of
birlh of a person is considered as his domicil, if it is
at the time of his birth the domicil of his parents."
"Prima facia where a person lives is taken to be his
domicil, until other facts establish the contrary."
"The place where a married man's family reside is
generally to be deemed his domicil, and if a married
man has his family fixed in one place and he does
his business in another, the former is considered the
place of bis domicil." "If a married man has two
places of residence at diflerent times of the year,
that will be esteemed his domicil which he himself
selects or describes to be his home, or which appears
to be the centre of his atfairs, or where he votes or
exercises the rights and duties of a citizen." "The
mere intention to acquire a new domicil, without the
fact of removal, avails nothing; neither does the fact
ot removal without the intention; both must concur."
domicil once acquired remains until a new one
is acquired," which is so "when a person actually
removes to another place with an intention of remaining there for any indefinite period of time."
These are the prijiciples, butthe undersigned insist
that the majority have not applied them properly to
the cases submitted, and their decisions are irreconcilable and contradictory, and thus they propose to
illustrate as follows:

"A

Thomas A. D.-ake voted in the township of Warren, in the county of Somerset, at the congressional
election in 1838; he voted the administration ticket;
Messrs. Aycrigg and others objected to his vote on
the ground that he had not resided in the county one
entire year next preceding the election. Jeremiah
Drake, the father of Thomas A. swore that his son
went to Rahway on the 5th day of October, 1S3S;
he went there to work and live; his wife was there
at the time; he married at Rahway, in the county of
Essex; he made his home there at that time, and has
continueil to live there ever since.
The witness afterwards adds, "when Thomas went away from my
house on the 5th of October, 1838, he went then (to
Rahway) to live, and has remained there ever since,
and has never had, a home in Warren township since,
that I know of."
Nothing was shown in opposition
to this evidence, which we deem proof positive of a
change of residence from Somerset to Essex county,
anterior to the election in 1838, which took place on
the 9lh and 10th days of October of that year. The
objection of -Messrs. Aycrigg and others was overruled.
Marshall Conant voted in the same township at
the same election. His vote was objected to lor nonresidence.
John D. Putnam was the only witness

who proved that Marshall Conant lived at N.
Drake's that season; that he moved from Drake's
between the first and middle of September, 1838;
took away a large chest and small trunk, and said
he was going to reside at Green Village, in the county of Morris, to teach a school and tend store there,
(employments that would seem to be rather incompatable ) The witness does not know when he went
except by what he said; did not see him go to Morris county, and did not know of his returning to
reside at Drake's till after the election.
It appears
by the evidence that Conant was in the neighborhood at the time the teslinony was taken, aod do
called,

.

sidence, and did go to Rahway to reside on the 5th
of October; but no such testimony is given in Conant's case; and yet the committee come to directly
opposite results in the two cases that the first was
a lawful and the last an unlawful vote.
It is scarcely necessary, after this statement, to inform the house
that Marshall Conant voted the whig ticket
a fact
to which we are obliged to recur much too often in
giving an exposition of the proceedings of the com-
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he came to Lafayette in the spring; he had two bundles with him, and a ba?, and appeared as if he had
been travelling when witness first saw him. He
adds that Helm did not tell him bow long he had
been in the county; he was laying stone fence about
the neighborhood; and the witness understood that
he had gone back to the state of New York. Upon
this state of facts, the committee overruled the objections of Messrs. Aycrigg and others, and held the
vote to have been a lawful vote.
Chailes P. Marks voted the opposite ticket at
ElizabethtoWn, in the county of Essex, at the same
election. His vote was objected to by Messrs. Vroom

his associates, for the same reason.
To sustain the objection, the Vestimony of Mr. Hatfield is
introduced, who swears that he knows Marks; he
follows the business of a travelling merchant or
pedlar; he is from Connecticut; a single man; prior
to the spring of 1838, he left the employ of Kellog
and Halsey, at Elizabethtown, and purchased a
wagon of the deponent; went to Patterson, got a
mittee.
loail there, and peddled for some one in Patterson,
Robert Greenleaf voted at South Amboy, in the and he never returned here to make it his residence.
county of Middlesex, at the same election. He In opposition to this, M. W. Halsey proves that
voted the administration ticket. Messrs. Aycrigg Marks was in the employ of Kellog 8c Halsey, ot
and others objected to his vote on the ground of which firm the witness was a member; his business,
non-residence.
John B. Applegate proves that from 1835 to 1838, was peddling goods for Kellog
Greenleaf offered to vote at the election in 1838, and & Halsey, with a one horse wagon, through the
he challenged his vote, on the ground that he had country; his washing, making. and mending clothes,
not lived long enough in the county. lie told the was done at Elizabeth town from 1835 Io February,
judges that he had moved his family into the county 1838; after that time he ceased to be in the employ
of Middlesex only a few days before the first day of of the firm. But the witness swears positively that
April, 1838, which he admitted to be true. John Marks had his washing, mending and making
Seward proves that his family lived in Patterson, as clothes, done at Elizabethtown, and made his home
he heard him say; did not knoiv that he moved there at the house of the deponent up to 1S39, and to the
directly from Patterson; they might have been in N. spring of 1839, as bethinks.
Notwithstanding this
York; knows that his family came to South Amboy evidence, the majority of the committee held that
in the steamboat, and helped him remove his goods Marks was not a resident of Elizabethtown at the
from the boat; he moved into Conologue's house, election of 1838, and deducted his vote from the poll
who lived the next door to the witness. Thomas of Messrs. Aycrigg, and others.
confidently submit that the evidence in favor
Applegate proves that Greenleaf moved his family
into the county of Middlesex in the spring of 1838, of the legality of the vote of Marks is much stronger
from the county of Bergen, as he thought. He work- than that adduced to sustain the vote of Helm; ined at South Amboy the fall before, but at what time deed, there are some very insignificant circumthe witness does not recollect. Previous to the spring stances against the vote of the latter: his employof 183S, R. Greenleaf left South Amboy every two ment, that of making stone wall, renders it improbaor three months, as witness expected to go to see his ble that he should have been in Sussex in the winter
family; has heard him say previous to the spring of of 37-'8, when his home was in the state of New
1838 that his family lived in the county of Bergen. York, and his appearance, when first seen by Mr.
This, in the judgment of the undersigned, is, on in- Gustin, being that of a person who had been traveldisputable principles, a perfectly clear case of non- ling, is a sufficient intimation of the truth. He had
residence at South Amboy, and yet the committee just then arrived from the county of Columbia, in
overruled the objection, and held the vote to be a the state of New York; but no such facts existed in
lawful vote.
the case of Marks, and yet the committee held the
John Teats voted in the township of Hardwick, one, sustained by feeble, and at best doubtful, proof,
in the county of Warren, at the same election.
He to be a lawful vote, and the other, in opposition to
voted the opposition ticket. Messrs. Vroom and positive evidence, to be an unlawful vote.
others objected to the vote on the ground that he did
Charles Swallow offered to vote the whig ticket
not reside in the township at the election, though it ill the township of Delaware, in the county of Hunwas admitted that he had resided in the county the terdon, at the same election. His vote was rejected
year preceding. John L. Armstrong proves that his by the election officers on the ground of non-resiwife and family resided at Columbia, in the town- dence.
Messrs. Aycrigg and others now claim that
ship of Knolton, in that county, in the fall of 1838, his vote was a lawful vote in Delaware, and should
at the time of the congressional election of that be added to their poll. It appears from the evidence
year. Witness could not tell how long he had work- of Swallow that he was a native of that township,
ed for him previous to the election; thinks it was was a single man, his farther lived there; he had
more than one week, but not over two; he remained been employed on canals and roads in various parts
with the witness after the election till cold weather; of the country for a number of years; but he says "I
he hired him, and calculated to keep him longer, hut always considered my father's house my home. I
did not; did not hire him for any length of time, but always considereil the jobs I was doing as temporaexpected to keep him a year. The committee held ry jobs. I had a horse a part of the time at my
properly that the residence of Teats was with his father's when I was absent. I have never been
iamily at Columbia, and that he could not vote at away except when engaged on public works. I
Hardwick. They therefore deducted the vole from always called my father's house my home, for when
the poll of Messrs. Aycrigg ami his associates; but I was-out of employment I always went there."
the decision of the committee in Greenleal's case The witness goes into detail as to his various enconflicts directly with that of Teats.
In both c;
gagements from 1833 Io the fall of 1S37, showing
the electors were married men, and in both they had that as soon as he got through one engagement he
families residing hi one place while they were labor
would return to his father's, slaying weeks and
ing in another; and j'et in one case the committee months at a lime, till he was re-engaged. He finalheld that the elector could vote in the place whe
ly returned in the fall of 1837, about two weeks
he was at work, and in the other case that he could after the election. He has remained at Delaware,
not.
residing at his father's, ever since.
It should be
William Helm voted at Newton, in the county of borne in mind that Delaware was the native resiSussex, at the same election; he voted the admini- dence or domicil of the voter, and it is a settled rule
stration ticket. This vote was objected to by Messis. that a domicil once gained either by birlh or otherAycrigg and others, on the ground of non-residence. wise, is never lost till another is acquired. It is
John S. BraJrick proves that he knew Helm; never difficult to conceive how Swallow could have acknew him till .-Viigust or September before the elec- quired a domicil all along the canals and rail roads
tion; did not know how long he had lived in the which he constructed, but the committee held the
county; he said he came from the east of the North vote to be an unlawful vote.
ask the house to
river, in the state ol New York, when he came here; contrast this case with the following.
did not know when he came from that state; a laborWilliam Baker voted the administration ticket in
ing man, whose principal business was to make stone the township and county of Burlington, at the same
fence, and was living in the neighborhood of Lafa- election.
Messrs. Aycrigg and. others objected to
yette at the time of the election.
Witness does not his vote on the ground ol non-residence, it appearknow where he is now. John B. Gustin proves that ing from the testimony of William R. Allen that he
he first saw Helm in the spring of 1833 at Lafayette, was a travelling journeyman shoemaker, going with
hired him to work for him in September following; his kit from place to place, getting work as he
he then told witness he came from Columbia coun- could. The first we know of him, he resided at
ty, io the elate of New York; he told me so when Baltimore; from thence he went to Philadelphia,

and
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one in which the party takes the tenant
votes on the ground of pauperism,or for pauperism,
and appeared at Burlington in May, 1S36; remained jected to
the poor house to the polls and pays his tax in
New York, and in the reason that the voters whose right was question- of
till tlie winter Ibllowin;;; went to
consideration of getting his vote. Jobes was obvitill
ed had neither paid a tax nor been assessed in cona few weeks retiirned to Burlington; remained
And here, if we ously not qualified, but the majority of the committhe laws of the state.
Au;nst, 1837, and then went to Philadelphia and Ibrmity to
tee overruled the objection and held his vote to have
and
irregularity
same
not, we shall find the
remained till February, 1838, then returned a;;ain to mistake
inconsistency which pervades other branches of the been a lawful vole.
Burlino-ton and remained until after the election,
James Hoffman voted the whig ticket in the.
investigation.
and left, finally, the winter after. The witness says:
township of Frankford, in the county of Sussex, at
Accordine to the constitution or colonial ordi"I saw him during the lime he was in Pluladelphia.
the election of 1838. Messrs. Vroom and others
of
£50
possession
Philadelthe
to,
referred
nance before
I visited the house where he boarded in
vote on the ground of pauperism.
exercise of the objected to his
phia at least twice. I saw him at work in Philadel- clear estate was necessary to the
Williams proves that he said he never
modified by Matthew J.
phia in the shop. I know, positively, that he was elective franchise, but this has been
His family
is a very poor man.
He
paid
a
tax.
laws,
residing in Philadelohia at that time. He was once subsequent enactments, as follows: (Revised
were at the poor house in June, 1838. He was not
was 741).
in BurTin^ton, on a'visit, during that time; this
His family staid about
at the poor house him.-elf.
respects
other
knowledge
shall
in
who
own
person
Every
"Sec. 5.
about Christmas, 1837. From my
Testimony is given by Guy Price and
Burlington be entitled to a vote, and who shall have paid a tax for a week.
I do not know that he left any thing in
Samuel Price to the same effect, and there is no
when he left in August, 1337." It appears that the use of the county or Ihe state, and whose name doubt as to the poverty of Hoffman; that his family
last
he
the
of
shall be enrolled on any duplicate list
when Baker offered to vote he said that when
had received some relief from the public, ami,
went to Philadelphia he intended to return to Bur- slate or county tax, shall be adjudged by the officers though he himself had not, the committee held the
lington, but this was a mere pretence to get in his conducting Ihe election to be worth £50 money
to be unlawful, and deducted it from the poll
vote
His employiaent and manner of lite prove, aforesaid clear estimate.
vote.
We do not wish
of Messrs. Aycrigg and others.
"Sec. 6. That no person shall hereafter be deemconclusively, that his residence could only be where
to be understood to complain of this decision, though
to
be
a
the
election
of
the
ed by the officer* conducting
he happened to be at work. But the majority
it is manifestly a questionable case of pauperism;
committee thought otherwise, and decided his vote qualified voter who has not either paid a tax, or but if this be right, that of Isaac Jobes was grossly
was a lawful vote or, in other words, Charles whose name is not enrolled on the duplicate afore- erroneous a man who is undoubtedly poor, and Ihe
Swallow lost his birth-right— his residence in the said, except in case of persons removing from one tenant of a poor house during the winter both beplace of his nativity, by going abroad to superintend township wherein they have paid a tax to another
fore anil after the election, gives an administration
public works; but Wm. Baker could lose nothing, township, in the same county, or of persons who
vote, and the majority of the committee say it is a
though tiaveising all parts of the country, and lead- have been inadvertently overlooked by the assessor, good vote; and another person, who never saw the
ing a very unsettled life. Perhaps the majority of in either of which cases such persons claiming a
inside of such a building, and who merely had his
shall
be
the committee can explain why they made such a .ote, and being in other respects qualified,
family there for the brief period of one week, gives
admitted; and in the case of persons who have been
distinction between the two cases.
an opposition vote, and the same majority pronounce
But not only have the majority been inconsistent inadvertently overlooked by the assessor as afore,
it an unlawful vote, or, in other words, a weak case
been equal- said, their names shall be immediately entered on
ill tlieir deductions of fact, but they have
becomes a strong one if the vote be cast one way,
ly 30 in the application of the rules of evidence to the tax list."
and the strong case becomes the reverse if it be cast
the cases before them; or in other words, evidence
undersigned have felt much embarrassment the other.
The
which they held to be good and snflicient w!>en of- in giving a construction to these sections, and they
Nathan F. Randolph voted the administration
fered by one of the parties, for a specified purpose, cannot but feel much surpised that the good people
ticket in the township of Woodbridge, in the counthey hold to be incompetent and inadmissible when of New Jersey should have suffered the invaluable
Messrs.
ty of Middlesex, at the election of 1838.
This
offered by the other, for the same purpose.
light of suffrage to be involved in all the perplexity Aycrigg and others objected to his vote on the
the undersigned will illustrate as follows:
and doubt of obscure and contradictory phraseology. ground'of pauperism; they prove by Elijah Hewit
Ira Baldwin voted the administration ticket at But on full consideration they are disposed to give
that the was acquainted with Randolph; that he
Caldwell, in the county of Essex, at the same elec- the sections a construction conforming to what they
came to the poor house under the legal order of the
tion; Messrs. Aycrigg and others objected te his vote understand the practice of the state, and to hold that
overseer of the poor of the township of Woodbridge,
on the ground of non-residence. Peter Keerstead, if a person has either paid a tax, or has had his
four years ago last fall; that he came in October,
others,
a witness in behalf of Messrs. Aycrigg and
name enrolled on any duplicate list of the last slate 1835, and remained three months; he has no proproves that Baldwin told him that "he had not been or county tax, he is entitled to the elective franchise,
perty whatever, and is supported by his friends; has
a
make
him
to
month
enough
a
long
by
in the place
as he is, also, in the excepted cases specified in the seen his partisans pay his tax twice at the elections,
legal voter; that lie had been absent a month, and last section.
once since the election in October, 1838, and once
that he got in his vote by making them believe it
It is usual in New Jersey for a person whose before. No other testimony was adduced; the comwas a whig ticket, otherwise he would not have
name has not been enrolled, and who desires to ex- mittee overruled the objection, and held the vote to
succeeded." William G. Crane, a witness adduced
erci.se Ihe elective franchise, to appear at the polls be a lawful one.
told
Baldwin
that
party,
proves
same
the
also bv
Enos Dickeison voted an opposition ticket in the
and to demand an enrollment of his name, which is
him tiiat "he was not entitled to vote; he lacked a always done under the idea that it has been "inad- township of Jefferson, in the county of Morris, at
month, or near that, or make him a legal voter;" so
Messrs. Vroom and others obverlenUy overlooked" by the assessor; and thus, by the same election.
two
by
proved
that Messrs. Aycrigg and others
the payment of a trifling tax, the elective franchise jectedto his vote on the same ground, they examinwitnesses an express declaration by the voter that
is put within the reach of any citizen of New Jered DickerSon himself, who proves that he had not
counin
the
period
requisite
the
resided
not
he had
But it would obviously be improper to enroll paid any tax in Morris county for the years 1837
sey.
ty; but the committee overruled the objection, on
It cannot be supposed that the name of and 1838, and does not know that he paid any tax
a pauper.
the ground that the evidence was mere hearsay, and
person was "inadvertently overlooked;" and it for four or five years, except 1839; but that he was
such
given
of
be
should
Ihey held that some other proof
absurd to call on a man to pay taxes who duly assessed for 1838. Joseph Dickerson swears
would
be
'
Ihe non-residence of Baldwin than his declaration;
cannot do so, and if he could, to whom the money that E. D. is a poor man. He has been assessed in
and, therefore, they refused to deduct his vote from
would be lorthwith returned lor his support. Hence the township of Jefferson for the last ten years or
the poll of Messrs. Vroom and others. But this
we deem it settled that paupers cannot vote in N, more, but that the township committee have relievrule only lasted till the committee reached the case
Jersey. This brief exposition of the laws of that ed the constable from the payment of his taxes for
of
This wa.'.the whole proof,
will enable us to contrast .some of the cases a number of years past.
state
Jerome B. Pratt, who voted the whig ticket at
under this head, and the house can judge whether and the committee sustained the objection, and dethe township of West Milford, in the county of Passuccesslul in admi- ducted the vote from the poll of Messrs. Aycrigg
were
more
any
committee
Ihe
'
saic, at the same election. His vote was objected to
n stering "equal and exact justice"' to the parties in and others.
by Messrs. Vroom and others on the ground of non- this, than they were in the Other branches of this
We beg the house to contrast these cases, and
The deposition of Samnel S. Gregory
residence.
observe how widely different has been the treatinquiry.
was produced, which prove that Pratt told him he
Jobes voted the adminislration ticket in the ment which the parties to this controversy have reIsaac
entire
one
Passaic
county
of
the
in
resided
had not
cases
of Chesterfield, in the county of Burling- ceived at the hands of the committee. In both
year previous to the election; had resided in New township
the voters were poor men, doubtless quite poor.
at the election of 1838; his vote was objected
Jersey more than one whole year altogether, but ton,
In Randolph's case it did not appear that he was
William
was
pauperism.
Tiel
ground
of
the
on
year
to
last
the
within
liad resided out of the stale
have good reaas a witness, who proves that Jobes had assessed in 1838, and if he was, we
preceding the election; he inquired ol the witness as examined
as at other
him not paid a tax for some years back, as he believes; son to believe that the tax was paid,
to the law on elections; witness then informed
In
political friends to get his vote.
by
his
times,
township
to
a
pauin
the
be
considered
and
reputed
county
the
that a voter was required to reside within
though
assessed,
regularly
case,
he
was
per; thinks he had been in the county house before Dickerson's
one whole year previous to the election to entitle
reflection, is confident that the tax was afterwards remitted by the township
of
1838;
on
election
he
the
the
case,
was
that
him to vote; Pratt then said, if
actuhe had been; tliat he sent him there himself as over- authorities. In the former case the voter had
supposed that he was not a legal voter, as he had
poor house. In the latter
year and had seer of the poor; took him there on the 5th day of ally been the tenant of a
resided out of the state within tlie last
Randolph was supported wholly
And
not.
he
had
there
him
afterwards;
has
saw
and
1835,
May,
Sucli,
voted.
he known Ihe law he would not have
for ought that apwas nothing hut every reason to believe that Johes was a pauper at by his friends, and Dickerson,
in substance, was the evidence; it
The the election of 1838; he could not say that he had pears, supported himself. We confidently submit
his right.
the declaration of the voier as to
were much
pauperism
indications
of
that
the
house
before
county
two
years
the
at
Ihe
him
seen
and
committee held the evidence to he competent,
in that of Dickpoll of election; his name was not on the regular part of the stronger in Randolph's case than
deducted the controverted vote Iroin the
erson, and yet the vote of the first was held to be
cross
mark
there
being
no
against
and
duplicate,
decision
similar
Messrs. Aycrigg and otiiers.
unlawful vote. We
of John his name, it would seem that his tax had not been a lawful, and that of the last and
was made by tlie committee in the case
Isaac Jobes himself was examined and swears maintain that Ihe disposition which -the committee
McMarriman, (vide printed report of evidence, lolio paid.
clearly unjust and erroneous.
was
made
of
cases
the
does
not
his
tax
in
1838;
know
pay
did
not
that
he
proved
others
126) by which Messrs. Vroom and
John Hitchins gave him the receipt Many other cases of a similar character coming unthat it would seem that who paid it.
the illoEality of a votr; so
pauperism might be leferred to, but
good in favor of one of the and he expects he paid it; took the receipt home der the head of
Ihe admission of voters is
what became of it; has been in it is believed to be unnecessary.
not
know
but not good lor and does
parties to establish non residence,
The undersigned would observe that early in the
other the county house; was there in 1838, but had his
iVIatiy
other.
the
of
favor
in
the same purpose
question arose as to the character of
of the rules ol regular discharge the last Tuesday in April; went investigation a
cases of an incongruous application
deemed
purpose of intliere the forepart of the previous winter, also last the proof which should bo received and
evidence might be referred to, but the
went
after new year's and left the forff- sufficient to en.-ible them to appropriate such of the
winter;
in
"
answered
by
suflicieiitly
the undersigned will be
unlawlast, (1840); has been in the county votes as thev might determine to tiave been
March
part
of
citing Ihe above a? txamph'S.
In New Jersey the light of ^ballot obtains as
the house four times, but is able to support himself in ful.
We desire next to iiivite the attention of obII an unlawful
in most ol the states of the union.
very
clear
case
of
a
This
is
months.
the
summer
respectively
house to cases in wliicb the parties
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vote be cast, how are we to ascertaio who had the
benefit of such vote;
It is obvious that, in many
it will
be impracticable to obtain positive
proof.
Ill some cases the voter may be williug to
appear and disclose the fact under oath; in other
cases it may be in the power of the party to produce
b witness who can swear to the character of the
vote given; but in many more, no evidence of that
description can be obtained to ascertain the fact in
controversy. It seems to the undersigned to be indispensable to receive secondary evidence to this
point such as the declaration of the voter either at
the election or soon after, and also proof of his political character, which, when well defined, will be
a sufficient guide to the truth. But we ought to be
very careful not to receive and act upon evidence
of an equivocal character which may have been
created or manufactured for the occasion.
In
adopting these views, there was a good degree of
unanimity in the committee, but the majority have
been by no means consistent in carrying them out,
as the tbilowing cases will prove:
Peter Snyder voted the administration ticket at
Millville, in the county of Cumberland, at the same
election, and Messrs. Aycrigg and others proved by
cases

—

bis own testimony that he was an alien and a
foreigner, unnaluralized.
The only question was
as to the ticket he voted.
He swears that he voted
four or five times before the elerlion in 1S3S; that
he then voted the democratic linkel; cannot tell
whom he voted for; cannot read English; does not
know who gave him the lickft; cannot tell why he
wanted to vote the democratic ticket. At the time
he voted he lived at Schetlersville, and supposes
tfiat the other men at Schettersville voted the same
ticket he did.
It appears from the evidence that
a large number of aliens went from Sclietter's factory to the polls at Millville, and voted. John
Frank testifies as lollows: I took some pains in getting the men employed by Mr. Schetler to the polls
at the election. I gave tickets to a number of them,
and gave them the Van Buren ticket. Afterwaids,
he adds: "I suppose that all the unnaturalized foreigners (except Philio Schetter) from Sehetter's
factory voted the Van Buren ticket.
I thing I had
a right to know, from their expressing what kind of
ticket they voted."
This was the proof. It seems
to be explicit. The positive oath of Snyder that he
voted the administration ticket was confirmed by
the little less posilive testimony of Frank; and yet
the committee could not see in such testimony any
sufficient evidence of the character of the vote of
Snyder. They refused to deduct it from the poll
of Vroom and others, and left it a floating vote. -

Wm. J. Ayres voted in the township of Upper
Alloway creek, in the county of Salem. He was
indisputably an illegal voter, by reason of non-residence; and the only question submitted to the
committee was, as in the last case, as to the character of his vote.
John D. Ayrcs was examined
as a witness. He says: "I don't know what he
voted, but ray supposition is he voted the whig ticket." And afterwards he adds: "I do not know of
iny own knowledge what ticket he voted. I don't
know any thing about it at all. I said before, and
again repeat, that my supposition is that William
voted the whig ticket. He goes with the whigs.—
I

am what

ed."

is

Ellis

called a

Van Buren man

Ayres deposes

—

full-bloodas follows: "I asked him

(Wm. J. Ayres) yesterday what ticket
He said he voted Ihe Jackson ticket. I

he voted.
gave him
one of each kind, as we were going to
the election.
I believe he voted one of the tickets I
gave him. He put one in one pocket and the other
in hi? other pocket.
I understood him to mean by
the Jackson ticket the one I termed the Jackson
ticket when I gave it to him. It was the full-blooded Van Buren ticket I gave him."
It should be known that this testimony was taken
at the instance of Messrs. Vroom and others, Iwt
those gentlemen did not venture to submit it to the
committee.
It was brought forward by Messrs.
Aycrigg and others, and thev claimed that the vote
of Ayres should be deducted" from the poll of their
competitors. It will be observed, on the other hand,
that there was no other evidence that he voted the
opposition ticket, except the mere supposition of
J. D. Ayres that he voted the whig ticket, without
a single fact to support it.
What the witness
means by the voter "going with the whigs" does
not appear. There was no proof that his reputation
was that of a whig, and no declaration before the
election that he intended to vote the whig ticket,
or, after, that he had voted the whig ticket.
The
only affirmation which he in fact ma'de on the subject was to Ellis Aryes that "he voted the Jackson
ticket."
Alter the decision of the committee in the
case of Peter Snyder, every one must be prepared

two

tickets,

—

for the result
that this was a floating or doubtful
vote, that ,could !not be appropriated.
Not so; the
in such proof that
J.

committee could see

Wm.
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Ayres voted the whig ticket, and, inscrutable as it refused to attend; or, if they attended, stood
mute
may seem, they deducted his vote from the poll of as to their right.
Messrs. Aycrigg and others. So that, on the ques3rd, Where the two circumstances above
indicated
tion of deduction of a vote from Ihe poll on one side, were combined, as they were iu many
of the cases

ihey cannot discern in the positive oath of a voter, submitted to the committee.
fortified by collateral proof, how he voted; but, on
4th. Where aliens produced at the polls, as evia question of deduction of a vote from the other dence of naturalization, a declaration of an intent
side, they can see this in a mere supposition or con- to become naturalized at a future period, which
we
jecture in opposition to the declaration of the voter all know is a mere prtliminary step to, but is not
himself, and not supported by a single fact.
What naturalization itself.
more need be said to illustrate the inconsistencies
In many cases the committee held votes to be
which have marked the course of the committee?
lawful where all the above circumstances were
But we now desire to call the particular attention united against the voter; and we
should be wanting
of the house to the all-controlling principle which in duty to the
contesting parties, to the people of
pervaded the deliberations of the committee, and fv'ew Jersey, and
to the whole country, if we did
which was ingeniously adapted to lavor the "fore- not bring the conduct of the
majority, in this pargone conclusion" that the opposition claimants are ticular, distinctly to the notice
of the house.
not entitled to the contested seats. The house will
In the township of Newton, in the county of Susrecollect Ihe position of the controversy at the time
alien votes were received, not only at this, but
we commenced the inquiry into the facts. The sex,
at previous elections, for a great number of years,
majority of the commiltee had previously reported
and two of the judges, in the presence of the third,
to the house that the administration claimants had
declared at this election that they considered such
received at the poll a majority of votes of from thirty
votes legal. It is also proved that, at this election,
to one hundred and ninety-eight.
Hence it will be
they received the votes of a large number of such
perceived that the party having such majority were
pel sons, and among thein that of one about whom
interested to make the proof of illegal votes as
difficult as possible.
Any general rule, the etiect there was a contest, and who acknowledged that he
had been in Ihe country but little more than ayear.
of which, though" administered with impartiality,
At this poll, among the other (oreigners, Moses
should be to increase the embarrassment, would obF,.nbinson, James Ennis and Luke Flood voted for
viously operate in their tavor; and we dsk, what
Messrs. Dickerson and his associates. Robinson
rule could be better adapted to the end suggested
and Flood uere subpoenaed, but did i:ol attend.
than that of giving an inordinate etiect to the recepEnnis was out of Ihe slate. All are proved to be
This idea was
tion of a tlisputed vote at the polls?
foreigners; and a witness swears, in respect to Ena prolific source of difficulty to the committee, and,
nis and Flood, not only that they are foreigners,
but
what is of worse consequence, of flagrant injustice
also that they are reputed to be aliens, and he
beUne of the many piogeny of
to one of the parties.
lieves they are so.
The committee considered this
this suggestion was the legal absurdity that the
evidence insufficient, and decided Ihe voles to be
party objecting on the ground of alienage must,
legal.
under all circumstances, prove not only lliat the
In the township of South Amboy, in the county
voter was an alien born, but, in addition, that he
had never been aaturalized. The committee knew of Middlesex, twenty foreigners came forward to
at the onset that Messrs. Aycrigg ai.il others expect- vote, and presented what they sTipposed to be natued to prove many alien votes to establish their right ralization papers, but which, upon examination,
to the seats.
This was set forth fully in the expo- turned out to be only declarations of intention to
sition of facts which they submitted to the commit- become naturalized; some of which bore date but a
tee at an early stage of the pjoceedings.
The house few days previous. These papers are proved to
cannot fail to observe how admirably the rule of have been all of the same character— all mere denegative proof is fitted to embarrass one side of clarations of intention. Nine of these men have
this controversy, and to fortily the position of the become na'uialized since the election, as was provother side; but, nevertheless, it is the duty of the ed by the production of copies of their papers of
party thus embarrassed to submit to the evil, if the naturalization, and their votes were thrown out by
rule itself be founded in law.
But we insist that it the committee as illegal. But the votes of the other
is not so founded.
No precedent can be lound of eleven, who have not yet become citizens, were dethe application of such a rule to such a case.
The cided to be legal. The decision of the committee
parly having the affirmative of the issue takes the in this case, requires not onlv evidence that the vo
burden of proof.
foreigner comes to the poll and ter IS a foreigner, that he pro'duced as papers of navotes; you can prove that he is such, but how can turalization mere declarations of intention, but also
you prove that he has not been naturalized? Per- the impossible negative proof that he had no others,
haps he may be willing to testify, and then you may although there is not a shadow of a pretext that he
prove the fact by his own oath; but suppose he is had them. And this, too, when the voter himself
dead, or has removed away, or chooses to stanil refuses to appear and give testimony.
In the township of Millville, in the
mute, he cannot be put to the question, he cannot
county of
be compelled to criminate himself. The rule im- (.umberland, the board of election officers decided
poses on the party objecting the necessity ofsearch- at this very election, in express terms, that foreigners
not
'Ing all the records in the union, and getting the
naturalized were entitled to vote, and the
testimony of every record keeper to prove the fact. votes of thirty-one such persons are believed to have
This is manifestly impossible. iS'o man in his been received; seventeen of these went from a single glass manufactory.
senses can believe that any such rule exists.
Philip Schetter, who has
It is a principle of the law of evidence "that the been clerk of Ihe manufactory, swears that they
affirmative of the issue must be proved, and he who were all unnaluralized foieigners; that he
has h-^.ard
makes an assertion is the person who is expected all or mostol them say they were not naturalized;
to support it, before he calls on his opponent for an and, again, that he has frequently heard the
whole
answer." And again: "the burden of proof lies on or nearly all ot them say that they were not naturathe person who has to sujiport his case by proving lized.
John Frank, a manager in the manufactory,
a fact of which he is believed to be ignorant."— who assisted in getting these men to the
polls,
(Vide Rogers' Law and Practice of Elections, p. speaks ot them in general ferm.s as unnaturalized
114-117). To suppose any member of the com- foreigners; and adds, Ihat none of the forein-iiers
of
mittee to be ignorant of a rule of law so old and that place were naturalized, so far as he knows:
that
universal, and founded in so much good sense, he heard some of them testily at Trenlcn Ihat
thev
would be to justify his integrity and maintain his w.jrenot. The clerkoftheelection swears to his be'let that they were
impartiality at the expense of his judgment, and
unnaturalized foreigners, thou.^h
every qualification required for the proper discharge he does not know it of his own knowledge. Ten
of the duties of a committee of elections.
dis- of these men still remain in the county, were proclaim all design of charging the course adopted by duced, swore that they were not naturalized, and
the majority to corrupt intentions, but we are very Iheir votes were declared illegal by the committee.
reluctant to embrace the other branch of the alter- Ihe votes of the.^e men, who are out of the stale
native, and conclude, therefore, that some strange were rejected on proof of their having sworn
to the
prejudice must have taljen possession of the mind same fact at Trenton, before a committee of the
legislature; but the votes of the
and led the judgment captive at will.
other lour, three of
But not only did the committee adopt a very ex whom are out of the state, and the fourth not to be
traordinary rule, but they applied it to the case in a found, were decided to be legal. It is not a little
very extraordinary manner, and thus essentially ag- singular that tlie vole of the only remaining fbrei"-iigravated the evil which that rule was adapted to in- er, who went Irom the same establishmentrand who
flict.
For they hold votes to be lawful on account is himself produced, swears unequivocally that he
of the absence of proof of non naturalization, in lias been naturalized in Tennessee, and fully
accases where,
counts for the absence of his papers, was rejected
1st. The election officers decided that aliens had by the commiltee as illegal.
Whether the fact that
a right to vote according to law, and avowedly ad- he alone, of the whole eighteen that went from that
mitted them to vote on that ground.
establishment, voted for'the whig candidates, will
2nd. Where aliens were summoned before the account for this anomaly, we leave for the house
magistrates who took the evidence, and where they and the country to determine. The undeisignert
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to allow them
would deprecate the establishment of any rule, the Cumberland; at Newton, in the county of Sussex; the majority on a former occasion
even one day to make a counter report, abandoned
eSect of which would be to embarrass in the least and Saddle River, in the county of Bergen.
It is, in the judgment of the undersigned, of great the committee room to prepare this statemeiit, and
that portion of our fellow citizens of foreign birth
their lime.
who are entitled to exercise the elective franchise. consequence to the purity of the elective franchise to attend to some urgent calls upon prepared as
of our free instilutions, that such Most of the contrasted cases had been
It is no hardship to them to require the production and the perpetuity
above given, with a view of exhibiting to the
of their papers, which can, in nine cases out often, a subject should be thoroughly investigated, and
their whole house the gross inconsistency and palpable injusbe readily done; or if that is attended with incon- yet the committee have suffered nearly
the proceedings of the commit,
\inicnce, they can at least appear and make oath to time to be engrossed by the canvass of individual tice which marked
Any other rule than this votes devoting to this all-imporlant subject only a tee, when the three members ot the minority, above
the fact of naturalization.
to learn that the majority,
alluded
were
surprised
to,
brief
hours.
few
innumerable
opens the door for the perpetration of
The house can hardly fail to learn with surprise after having examined all the votes, and ascertainfrauds, and at the same time throws in the way of
ed that the administration claimants, upon the
important
the
questhey
left
several
of
most
that
existence
the
obstacles,
that
many
so
investigation
The un- principles adopted as before stated, not only would
tions under this head wholly untouched.
and extent of such frauds can never be delected.
advert to the facts witn particula- be enabled to retain their seats, but that the maIt gives to a corrupt board of election officers the dersigned cannot
is
much
in the jority given in their favor at the polls would to
observe
that
there
but
would
on
rity,
citizenship
power of conferring all the rights of
and rewhomsoever they please; on aliens just landed, as evidence to indicate tiiat there was a concocted .some extent be increased, had gone back
favor
of
1838
in
of the considered and reversed the decisions of the comto
carry
the
election
scheme
instituare
of
our
they
language
as
of
our
ignorant
irregularity,
of
flagrant
cases
the
mittee
in
a
few
of
tions, and fit only to become the prey of evil men. administration ticket by the introduction of unlawThis we have every reason to believe was exten- ful votes. On no other hypoihesis can we account inconsistency and injustice.

—

sively done in New Jersey at the election of 1S3S; for the fact, that it should have been discovered all
and the majority have adopted and so applied rules at once in distant and remote parts of the state (and
of investigation and evidence as to establish and uniformly in townships where the election officers
were friendly to the administration) that aliens or
sanctity the whole.
We conceive that such a precedent is a most fla- unnaturalized foreigners had a right to vote. In
South Amboy nineteen such aliens were admitted,
laws
of
the
and
constitution
grant violation of the
United States. By the constitution the power is in Millville twenty-seven, in Newton fifteen, and
conferred on congress to establish a unilbrm rule of many others in various parts of the state, who voted
niituralization, and that body has exercised the pow- the administration ticket, and the election officers
er by enacting laws for the purpose; but if a board supported the administration.
Not the shadow of an argument was adduced beof election officers can admit aliens to vote, and then
a committee of elections will say we will presume fore the committee lo justify such conduct, and we
them to be naturalized until the contrary is proved cannot believe that the election officers acted under
we will presume it, though they themselves re- a misapprehension of the law; these motives were
They seem to have
fuse to show their papers, or to say whether they too obvious to need comment.
have been naturalized or not we will presume it, been blessed with a remarkable prescience of what
though they exhibit as evidence of their citizenship would be the action of a committee of elections on
only declarations of an intent to become naturalized votes once got into the ballot box, no matter how
without pretending that the act had been consum- illegally, and to have governed themselves accordmated; if a committee is to do all this, and much ingly. We would state, in addition, that in the
more, and the house is to sanction it, then we sub- township of South Amboy a whig inspector was
mit we have no uniform rule of naturalization, but duly elected by the majority of Ihj people present,
the high immunities of an American citizen can be at the lime prescribed by law, but was not permitexercised and enjoyed by any stranger at the good- ted to act. The moderator of the town meeting,
will and pleasure of any board ol heated partisans after such choice, took upon himself to proclaim a
who aie more intent on gaining the paltry advan- new election, and he kept the same open until a
tages of an election triumph than to execute, in sufficient number of his political friends were asgood faith, the duties imposed by the constitution sembled to secure the election of the administration
and laws of their country. But Ihe foregoing is not candidate. This, of itself, would seem to us to be
the only provision of the constitution which the sufficient to render the election, so far as this towncommittee have nullified: "each house shall be the ship is Concerned, irregular and void.
It appears, from proof which we deem quite satisjudge of the elections, returns and qualifications of
The house has already passed factory, that thirty-two votes were deposited in the
lis own members."
judgment as to the returns and qualifications of the ballot box at Saddle River for the opposition candiNew Jersey members; whether correctly or not, is dates. The voters themselves swear to it in posinot for us to say. Nothiiig now remains but a ques- tive terms, and yet, from some cause, when the
How is this to be settled? Ac- votes came to be counted oft', the number appears
tion of election.
cording to the opinion of Ihe majority, by applying to be only twenty-four. We do not intend to cast
inspectors of the election;
to the case a series of presumptions which must an imputation upon the
render all hope of reaching the merits vain and nu- they are, doubtless, respectable men; but the house
gatory; or, in other words, it is proposed that the can hardly fail to be impressed with the fact that
house shall blindly ratified all that the election oitl evidence is adduced as to the good character of Ihe
cers have done to make their judgment against law, inspectors, but none at all as to the clerk, and, as he
justice and right, the judgment of the house, and had charge of the ballot box, he can doubtless ex
conclusive on the parties. The njanilold evils which plain the rule of redudion, which seems to have
must result from such a course^on the one hand, operated so mysteriously in Saddle River township.
It appears Irom the evidence that, in the township
holding out a strong temptation to perpetrate frauds
in elections, on account of the impunity with which of Newton, in Sussex county, besides the admission
ol alien votes, the names of no less than one bun
it may be done, and, on the other, by deterring parsome with merely
ties aggrieved from every eliort to detect them by died and twenty-nine persons,
reason "of the difficulties thrown around the subject nominal tax, were added to the duplicate at the time
ol the election, to enable such persons to exercise
are too obvious to need comment.
The undersigned think that great injustice was Ihe elective franchise. What proportion this numdone by the committee in rejecting, on one side, for ber bears to the whole vote of the township the un
technical defects, evidence in other respects compe- dersigned do not certainly know, (as the county re
evidence has been
tent, while, on the other, they received and acted turns sent up among the other
understand it
\ipon evidence taken ex parte, without notice or an mislaid and not printed), but we
somewhere about one-sixth of the whole number
ojiporlunity of cross-examination.
Evidence taken by Messis. Ayciigg and others None can be added, according to the laws of the
"inadverlenlly overlook
in the county ol Somerset, when the other party at- state, except such as were
tended and cross-examined the witnesses, was re- ed" by the assessor in making out the list.
Now, it is incredible that such an officer, whose
jected because there was not eight days' notice, and

—

—

;

—

i;

diligence in ascer
the attorneys differed in their construction of the duty it is to exercise Ihe greatest
term of a verbal argument by which a shorter notice taining the names of taxable inhabitants, should acIhe
people of the
one
sixth
of
overlook
cidently
was to be received.
But the evidence taken on the part of Messrs. township. This fact throws great discredit on the
Vroom and others in the county of Mercer at a place .poll at Newton, and is, in our judgment, quite sufparty to
different from the one mentioned in the notice, in ficient to make it the duly of the opposite
the absence of the other party and without any op- give some explanation of so extraordinary a trans

portunity for cross-examination, was received as

competent, contrary to the agreement ol the parties
as well as the ordinary and well-known rules of law.
We might state other tacts of a similar character,
but time will not permit. We trust the subject will
not escape the noiice of Ihe house in the final disposition ol the case on its merits.
The undersigned are of opinion that the committee have riot attended sufficiently lo the prools adduced by Messrs. Aycrigg and others of numerous
frauds and ivregularities at sundry polls at the election of 1838, particularly at South Ainboy, in the
county of Middlesex; at MillviUe, in the county of

To do this they suspended the rules (being those
of the house itself) wjiich the committee had, at
the outset of Ihe investigation, adopted to govern
its proceedings, and having thus gained access to
the record, they undertook to blot out some of the
dark stains with which

it is

disfigured.

But the hope is vain and futile. To what purpose is it that the majority reverse as they did the
strange decisions which they originally made in the
cases of John McConaghy, Charles T. Pool and
Charles P. Marks, after they had discovered that
the disposition of those cases was wholly immaterial.
No; repentance anil reformation came too
late; the spiritdisclosed by the cases of McConaghy,
Pool and Marks had characterised the investigaThey bad been
tion from beginning to the end.
permitted to stand as precedents, and to carry
along with them a large train of cases of Ihe same
general character. They had operated with olher
causes to awaken in our minds sensations which it
would be difficult to describe, and had induced
three of us to abandon the committee room.
If the majority suppose that they can thus escape
the responsibility of having made those decisions,
they will find themselves mistaken.
They did not carry the good work far enough;
they should have reversed the decisions in a large
number of other cases not less flagrant, by which
the result as to some of these parlies at least would
be entirely changed.
Besides, the house decided, during the present
session, on the pilotage question from New York,
that a committee has no right to reverse, reconsider
or annul a decision or resolution which they have
once miide or adopted; and though the undersigned
did not concur in that view of congressional law,
yet the vote of this house was at least binding on
the majority of this committee; so that, on every
ground, and particularly for all purposes of responsibility, we regard the original decisions of the
committee in the reversed cases as still subsisting
and binding. But whether they are so or not, we
do not deem important, as a host of other cases
remain, which imperiously demand revision by a
tribunal of plenary powers— by the house itself.
We have already stated that three of the undersigned v.ere constrained to abandon the committee room; the other member of the miuorily remained steadily at his post, little more than a
spectator of the doings of the majority, with no
power to do good or prevent evil, till he was
brought to the hour ot ten o'clock on the evening
of the 11th instant, when, finding that the majority
had resolved to have a midnight session, and that
his physical capacities for endurance were completely exhausted, he, also, was obliged to leave
What took place after that,
the case to its fate.
the undersigned do not know in such manner as to
make it proper to state it; but we lia.ve only to
suppose a case in which a standing committee of
the house continues its deliberations in desecration
of the sacied Sabbath, with a bare quorum present,
not menially but corporeally maintaining their
vigils with listless impatience, and thus forcing an
oppressed and much injured party to abandon Ihe
vindication of his rights, and we shall probably
form some conception of the manner in which
grave and important questions can be settled, that
lire in a high degree interesting to the people of an

entile slate.
The undersigned would not do justice to a highBut the undersigned cannot enter any further into
the details appertaining to this branch of the sub- ly meritorious public officer if they failed to notice
calumnious imputation attempted to be cast
the
give
a
thorough
house
will
it
They
hope
the
ject.
upon the character and conduct of the executive of
scrutiny.
Jersey, through the testimony of Daniel ,H.
It is proper that we should here notice a very
singular occurrence which took place during the Ellis, which has been spread before the house and
few days before the country with a view to create the impression that
progress of this business.
close of the labors of this committee, three of the he had prostituted his station and office to partisan
undersigned, worn out with this protracted investi- purposes, and had pursued a very partial, unfair
gation, and despairing of effecting any good, or of and disingenuous course to favor one of the parties
preventing any injustice by continuing to act with to this controversy. But the allegation of Ellis has
Ihe c.oinmiltee, and admonished by the lefusal of been shown, by the oaths of three credible witaction.

New
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nesaes, to be utterly lalse; and Ellis himself, after
defection, has, by a volunteer affidavit, put in a
plea in avoidance of his slanders, on the ground of
mistake.
have only to regret that, if those
who have preferred so serious an accusation against
governor Pennington did not know it to be false,
they did not, at least, take some pains to ascertain
its truth before they ventured to make the charge,
particularly as That gentleman seems to have acted,
under very trying circumstances, with singular
fidelity to the obligations imposed by the laws and
institutions of his state.
But we need not dwell on this subject, for what

We

has a public man to fear, no matter how much his
conduct may be misrepresented or his motives traduced, when he is sustained by conscious rectitude,
and renewed expressions of the confidence of a
generous and enlightened people?
JVluch censure has been cast upon the clerks of
Cumberland and Middlesex because the return of
votes from the township of Miilville and South
Amboy were not included in their general lists forwarded to the governor; with how little justice, the
following facts will show. The Miilville return
was made to the clerk on the 13th of October, between the hours of "Jen and eleven" in the afternoon; and as the law ol Kew Jersey is positive that
the return shall be made to the clerk "before five
o'clock of that day," and he is then at five o'clock
to make his general list to be transmitted to the governor, of course, he could include in that general
list no returns, except such as were received "before five o'clock." The clerk had no discretion.
He proceeded according to law, and is in no way
censurable.
The blame, if any, belongs to the
election officers.
The return from South Ainboy
was made by a judge and inspector, and by Jas.
M. VVarne, representing himself as an inspector;
his name, however, as such, does not apear in the
list of town officers, nor was there any certificate
or other evidence of his election as inspector filed
with the clerk, as the law requires, if be had been
duly elected to supply a vacancy, which we insist

he was

not.

The law requires the certificate of such election
to be filed with the clerk williin three d lys.
None
such was ever filed. The certificate was presented
to the clerk ten days after the election, and after
had been made out and sent to the
course, as the return was not made
law, the clerk could not receive it,
especially in a case like South Amboy, where the
election of this very inspector was disputed as
illegal and fraudulent, and where he and those who
acted with him decided to receive alien votes, and
actually did receive a number of such.
The evidence adduced to sustain the charge of fraud
against the clerk of Middlesex very clearly disproves the whole charge, and his conduct, like that
of the clerk of Cumberland, was strictly in accordance with the law, and in no wise censurable, unless the refusal to violate the law in order to receive an illegal return, including a number of alien
and illegal votes, be censurable, [f we were disposed to indulge a censorious disposition, it would
not be difficult for us, on the other hand, to show
from the evidence that the conduct of the clerks of
Somerset, Burlington and Monmouth, all friendly
to the administration, was, at this very election,
quite reijrehensible; but time will not permit.
But the question as to the propriety of the rojiduct of the cleiks of Middlofex and Cumberland is
wholly immaterial, as our object is, or should be, to
ascertain which of the claimants received a plurality of the lawful votes of New Jeisey.
The idea
that these gentlemen are responsible for the disfranchisement of the state, and for the exclusion of fivesixths of her delegation from the hall during much
of the session, by which the authority of her laws
has been spurned and her dignity trampled in the
dust, is too puerile to be worthy of notice or com-

the general
governor.

according

list

Of

to
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John Udy, John Whitehead, William C. Eyring
George Dilts, Tnomas Simpson, J. W. Cortelyon
Henry T. Tanner, James Skinner, Chester Morey
Garret A. Cook, Rensselaer Dockerty, Peter Meleek, John T. Bray, John McMarriman, Lorenzo D
Cummins, John Teats, Lewis Stumpfel, Frederick
M. Querrin, John Byerly, Gilbert Elliot, John S.
Townsend, John W. Loder, John Colyer, John
Slaughblower, James B. Bolton, Ebenezer Perry,
James Kiyle, Robert More, Samuel Knox, John
Parr, Samuel Lewis, Thomas Goohir, Morgan W.
Spade, Hezekiah Ewan, Jos. Merron, John Wright.
Frazee Gaitfen, Abraham J. Ricker, Jacob Massaker, William Massaker, John Freeman, Isaac J
Jacobus, Henry Myer, Charles A. Bedell, Richard
Jones, Amos Price, Andrew Wade, Sanford Hicks
Ezra Hill, Daniel JMatthews, George Addams,
W. Black, Barney Gallagher, Isaac Burgey, Miles
Jonson, Artemus Anderson, David Doland, Henry
Thornton, John A. Cadmus, Adam Potter, Andrew
Parsons, William Mitchell, Abraham Massaker, Nathaniel Crook, John M. Robiuson, John Foy, Thos
BIydenbnrg, William Brown, John G. Conover,
Alex. Henderson, David Anderson, Felix Eyde,
Wra. C. Parsons, Joseph E. Oliver, Andrew Cassedy, James Hutton, Thomas Hutton, Richard Davis, Samuel Orr, David Wood, Daniel Bennet and
Benjamin Long being in all 82 votes.
To the votes of the claimants should be added the
voles of Charles R. Swallow, Wm. Weller, James
G. Moore, Peter Swartz, James Teats, Aaron Vanderhoof, James Blauvelt, James Bell. John Carpenter, Thomas Brown, Daniel Swariz, Thomas Cadwallader, jr. Elijah Swariz and Nelson Brown^
being 14 in number, whose votes were illegally re-

Wm
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jected at the polls. Also, the seven votes not counted at the polls of Saddle River; and to Maxwell and
Halstead the vote of Asher Atkinson,
find that from the poll of Mr. Vroom and his
associates the following votes should be deducted,
which we are of opinion are unlawful votes, viz:
Benj. Yongher, Jolln McConaghy, Abraham IClotz,
George VV. Morgan, Charles Packs, Moses Ammerman, Alexander Lucis, J. Beck, Nicholas Arrowsmilh, Abraham Bryan, Thomas A. Drake, John I.
Buck, Henry R. Doty, Herbert Smith, John Bodine, Thomas Warner, Matthew L. Ribble, Hugh
W. Holloway, Nathan Banett, Francis Anthony,
William Gulic, James Wamsley, Wm. Scnreman,
E. Patterson, Robert Martin, Hugh Cochran, Wm.
Carney, Patrick O'Neil, John Gaffany, William
McClintock, David Welch, George Stephens, Dennis Cochran, Warren Wells, Andrew Kinsley, Geo.
Walker, William Gray, Patrick Ferrel, Theophilus
Phillips, Michael Green, Daniel Kellager, James
Ennis, David Wilson, James Deazley, Isaiah Wallen, Abraham Predmore, Robert Bears, John Murry, Jas. Fraley, John P. Simmens, Atkinson Parks,
William Mullere, Enos R. Booth, James Flate, M.
Lawler, Patrick Rider, Edward Blake, N. S. Nolan,
Thomas Chamberlain, Peter Losow, Francis Losow,
Justin McCoy, Eustace Brownharat, Isaac Rake,
Conde Carr. Moses Robinson, Look Flood, John
Maloy, Charles Woods, James Whiteford, Neil

We

Brown, Robert Christie, Robert O'Harra, Albert
Beeman, Samuel Cove, John McConachy, S. A.
Price, Andrew P. Brink, Philip Sullivan, John Stanton, Garret Freeling, James Mitchell, Augustus Mathelen, Isaac Jobes, Abel Edwards, Wm. McWee,
John Darmedd, Luke Stansbie, Joseph Barry, Edward Seymour, William Baker, Daniel Colman,
Robert Edwards, Clark Hedden, Ward C. Courta,
Aurora McLoud, Christian Bene, Stephen Conriict,
Abijah 0. Harrison, William T. Hall, Anthony L.
Frazee, Isaac F. Martin, Stephen Cutter, jr. Hui>-h
Ward, Stephen H. Heddon, John Baker, Robert
Taylor, Mahlon Search, William Todd, John Dell,
Rine Crim, Caleb Terry, Christ. Blazier, Obadiah
Older, Samuel Dawson, Edward Dawson, John
Vreeland, Henry Cunningham, Giles Courta, Geo
A. Hingler, Wm. Wharton, Henry Oneil, Thomas
ment.
Entwistle, Dennis McLauchlin, George Norman,
The undersigned will now proceed to state the Thomas Lynett, Jos. Thomson, David R. Schenci;,
result to which they have come on a careful exami- Mich. McColligan, Robert Greenlief, Martin Harnation of the case.
If we were at liberty to take ney, Barney Malune, James Conologue, Francis
into consideration the whole proof submitted to the Dale, Coley McDonnough, Hugh Conologue, Jas.
committee, we should have little, or no doubt but Roake, Malachi Good, Patrick Murphy, Jas. Casthat the entire opposition ticket would be found to sedy, John BlcCroney, Solomon Hustin, James
be duly elected; but excluding the mass of evidence McCoombs, Peter Bulger, Robert Smith, John Catwhich was rejected by the committee on grounds ley, James Riley, John Ferguson, Hugh Campbell,
merely technical, we are clearly of the opinion that Timolhy Coleman, Samuel Lowrey, Wm. MolliMessrs. Charles C. Stratton, John P. B. Maxwell neux, Edwin R. Owen, Henry Green, Isaac Hoff,
and William Halstead, of the opposition ticket, and Elias Green, Pelet Banant, John McCurdy, Wm.
Messrs. Peter D. Vroom and William R. Cooper, of McCurdy, Hugh Richards, Wm. Bohrman, Nicholas
the adminisiration ticket, were duly elected mem- Buckage, Michael Schaum, Louis Scliaum, Nichobers of the 26th congress by a plurality of the law- las Hoffman, Daniel Garrit, Herman Vogeding,
ful votes of the people of New Jersey.
Daniel McAnall, Constantine Voisard, Peter SnyWe find that Irom the polls of Messrs. Aycrigg der, Frederick Wilier, Archibald McCambridge,

md his

Caspar Briel, Louis Reilz, Frederick Eberkardt,
lucted, which we were of opinion were unlawful Aloys Abend,=choen, Louis Becker, Wm. Kalten/otes, viz:
back, sen. James Murdock, Wm. Kallenback, jr.
associates the I'ollowin^votes should bede-

.
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John Donly, William

Williams, Christian John
Wildie, Andrew J. Bell, Charles C. Filhian. Walker Busly, Thomas Sinnickson 2d,Ewick H.Katts,
John Starts, John Tack, being one hundred and
ninety in number, with one vote given byJohu
Slaughblower to Dickerson. There should also be
deducted nine votes from the polls of Saddle River,
being so many counted for them more than there
were cast. There should, however, be added to
them the votes of William A. Harker, David B.
Brown, Andrew R. Gray, Patrick Smith, Charles
Dean, George Smith, Wm. Crum, Robert McMuller, James Langdon and Joseph F. Newcomb, and
two votes not counted at the polls of Patterson, and to
Vroom the vote of Asher Atkinson, improperly rejected at the polls.

The following table exhibits the returns, with the
corrections made by us:
Did:ersoH.
Vroom.
RyalX.
Cooper. KiUe,
28,453
28,492
28,441
28,455
28,426
200
Deduct
199
199
199
199
28,293
13

28,242
12

28,256

12
28,265

28,306

28,254

28,268

28,253

Add

12

Aycrigg. Maxwell. Hoisted. Stralton.
28,295
28,383
28,337
28,396
Deduct
82
81
82
82

28,227
12
28,239
Yorie.
28 321
82

28,213

28,302

28,255

28,314

28,239

28,234

28,324

2^,276

28,335

28,260

The votes of John J. Alliger, Nelson Bedford,
Herman C. Howard, John Smith, John O'Niel, and

Wm.

J. Ayres,

pear lor

whom

were

also illegal, but

they voted.

it

did not ap-

These votes do not

af-

fect the result.

We

have thus brought our labors to a close in the
case of the contested election from the slate of New
Jersey. They have been to us exceedingly annoying and irksome. They have banished us from the
house, and excluded us from many of the duties imposed by our relation to our constituents.
We have
been deprived of the pleasure of serving those to
whom we are under many obligations, and for whom
we cherish the highest affection and respect. Our
names have been gazetted as absentees from the
hall, without the facts which would have explained
an apparent dereliction of duty. Owing lo the peculiar organization of the committee, its proceedings
in the despatch of business, have been timorous,
hesitating and embarrassed; and, in consequence,
the investigation has been unnecessarily protracted.
The hope that our labors would termiriate in any
useful result has not cheered us on the way.
It is
onr deliberate judgment that the house is in little
better condition to know the truth of the New Jersey case than it would have been if the case had
never been referred to the committee of elections
the pervertions of law, and the misconstructions of
fact, daily occurring, to whifth we have already ad-

verted.

Nothing could have induced us to persevere, for
so long a period, but our sense of obligation to the
house and to the people of
Jersey. Now, we
would ask, what is to be done? Only three or four
days of the session remain, and it is not possible for
the house short of some weeks, to arrive at even a
tolerable understanding of the case.
It can at once
be referred to the people of
Jersey, in accordance with the laudable suggestion made at an early
day by one of the parties a suggestion which every
one can now see should have been embraced, and

New
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house would have been saved infinite
The public time would have been economized, and the country spared the evil resullin"
Irom the precedent established at the commence?
lent of the session.
Or will the house adopt the
conclusions of the committee without examination
thus this
trouble.

or scrutiny?
This is inevilable if any action is taken on the
subject at the present session. In such an event,
ij-e shall witness a consnminalion of the indignities
inflicled on the people of New Jersey, and nothing
will remain but to take an appeal to public sentiment, which is the supreme arbiter of "men and
measures" in a free country.

The reliance of the undersigned on the efficacy of
such an appeal they trust is not presumptuous, and
it is on this ground alone, after all that has transpired during the session in respect to the New Jersey question, Ihat they repose any confidence in the
perpetuity of our free inslitulions, or the preservation of the liberties of (he American people.

MILLARD FILLMORE

TRUMAN

JOHN

BENJ.

SMITH,

BOTTS
RANDALL.

M.

House of representatives, July

16, 1840.
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When comlong staple and very fine texture. Mr. Hornsby thinks tion already amounts to two thousand.
pleted, he intends to depasit it in the national museum
it as fine as ordinary silk. He says one seed wasjound
[Providence (K. /.) Journal.
in a chest of tea, imported from China; at I'uris.
since
two
vcars
foUowiny e.xtract
he planted it, and saved the seed which was its proliMO,
New Shokehaji, N. J. the populauon of is 1,065
ilat.Hl Crane Iron Works, Sein. 14th,
now ofl'ers a fev,' for sale, being 109 less than in 1830.
"There is a verv iinpurlant tact, connected nth the duction, planted them, and
ibis cotton proves as good as represented, we can
coal
coal.
The
if
anthracite
manufacture of iirun, with
the
cultivation
of
Old book. The Philadelphia Ledger makes menin
the
a
new
era
then count upon
used for a ion of iron does not exceed 27 cwt. Irom the
rion of "an old book" in the possession of Mr. John
ton from the great staple.
pigs, to finished bars, and the waste per
During the six months past Woods, bookseller, of that city— namely, a copy of
Cotton trade at Antwerp.
cwt.
in
pudhngand
in
1^
1
cwt.
only
pigs to bars, is
Ant- "The Bible, printed in London in 1573;'' and asks
loss is 3 cwt. of the present year, there have been imported into
ballin", whereas with bituminous coal the
quanrity whether any body in Philadelphia "can show an older
the Buonton werp, 36,078 bales of cotton, which is a larger
in pu'Slin" and ih cwt. in balling. At
know not whether any body in Philadelthan has been imported in the same space of time, at book."
work, on The Morrfs canal in New Jersey, they state
there is in the private library of S.
ol any former period, with the exception of 1S39. The ar- phia can do so; but
from actual experiment, that the saving in the yield
year
of
N. Y. a fine copy in folio of Quintihalf
Berrian,
Rye,
first
0.
during
the
Antwerp,
cotton,
at
rivals
over
of
works being
iron, pays for all the coal used, (their
The extraordinary in- lian's Institutes of Oratory, printed at Cologne, anno
1839, were only 8,677 bales.
100 miles from the anthracite coal mines, by canal).—
the raw material, may be considered a proof 1521, more than fifty years before the Bible of Mr.
They also say, that they can make bar iron with an- crease in
is an editio priawith bitu- of the great extension of the cotton manufactures in Woods. The Qtiintilian alluded to
thracite coal full 30 per cent, cheaper, than
Belgium. Of the 36,07S bales imported this year 31,000 ceps, and a beautiful specimen of early typography.^
[Phila. Com. List
minous coal.
[Pilot.
The volume is handsomely bound in vellum, with brawere importeii direct from America.
friend e.'chibited to us this morning a specimen ot
zen claps, &c. according to the fashion of the age, and
•
malleable iron, manufactured from the ore with a.nthraElectioms. There are one or two errors in the tables is in all respects in the most perfect state of preservaand comIt is pronounced by an impartial
ciie coal.
[Standard.
The following statement from the tion.
in the heretofore inserted.
petent judoe to be equal in all respects to any
the
of
table
correct
a
Advertiser
presents
Joston Daily
are favored with the following extract
Ohio ritep,. The Cincinnati Chronicle states that
market.
approaching elections;
river has now but three and a half (eet of water in
from a letter, dated Boonton Iron Works, on the LeElection of state officers. Oct. 5th— Arkansas, Geor- ihe
high canal above Allentown.
South Caro- the shallowest parts of the channel between that city
12th—
Maryland;
7th
Michigan;
gia
and
could try
Louisville, which is lower than it has been before
and
"I deterred answering your letter until I
Pennsylvania.
Ohio
and
New Jersey,
for the lina; 13ih
this season. Several boats have grounded between the
\onr pig iron thoroughly, widi anthracite coal
In Delaware, Massachusetts, New York and Misprocesses necessary to convert it
two cities, whose passengers have been obliged to take
"fuel through all the
sissippi, on the same days in which their electors are
have
and
I
This has been done,
other boats, tor the prosecution of their trip.
into malleuUe iron.
chosen.
a process termed
)iad some of the pig iron puddled, by
Steam ships. Mr. Holmes, an Englishman, who has
Election of Electors. By a law of congress the elecexpectabalUn». The result more liian equalled my
tors of president must be chosen in such manner as the devoted much time to the study of improving the coninto
rolled
it
finished,
was
tions 'and when the iron
thirty-four days preced- struction of steam ships, says, so great is the reiiuction
within
direct,
shall
legislatures
any inalleachain iron equal in strengih and finish to
ino- the first Wednesday in December, which this year of cost in both the construction and working of steam
navy, also into beautilul tough
l>le iron made ior the
may therefore be chosen ships by increasing the size, that we may, within a
horse shoe fails on the 2d. The electors
hoops and small rods, fioui which we made
Tlie short period, expect to see vessels of at least ten thouthis year on any day afier the 28th of October.
liusfrom
made
usually
nails equal in quality to those
whole number is 294, (148 a mnjority), all of whom will sand tons, (four times the size of a first rate man-ofbe elected by the people by general ticket, except the war), working on the principaUines of communication.
sample can be seen at the office of the Lehigh 11
in South Corolina, who wiH be chosen by the legisSecond
Steamboats. The William Paris, which left LouisCoal and Navigation company, No. 72 South
lature, which meets on Nov. 23d.
[Phd. NaL Gaz.
ville for New Orleans with bale rope and bagging,
61
street.
Oct. 30th Ohio (21), and Pennsylvania (30),
sunk at the foot of Henderson's island— badly broken.
that
the
learn
Baltimore.
lanTcs
Georgia
The
of
Banks
Nov. 2d— Arkansas (3), Connecricut (8),
She was built in 1833 and cost S15,000.
banks of Baliimore have a circulation of §1,800,000,
(11), Illinois (5), Indiana f9), Kentucky (15),
The steamboats PUse and Fayette came in collision
Philaand about §1,000,000 in specie in their vaults.
Maine (10), Michigan (3), Mississippi (4), Misnear the juciion of the Illinois and Missouri rivers, on
tjiOIJ 000 and
about
Balnmore
to
(42),
New
York
indebted
Hampshire
(7),
New
delphiais
souri (4),
the night of the 19th ultimo, the Pike being a sniall
IjiiiOO.OOO.—
about
cities
148
eastern
Bal;i more owes other
Rhode Island (4), Virginia (23),
boat, was so much damaged as to cause her to sink
disMoney is considered easy there, and the banks It
Nov. 33— Louisiana (5), New Jersey (S), Tennespassengers and crew were saved
is
23 immediately. The
count nearly all the good paper that IS offered.
see (15),
with the exception of one child. The cargo, 800 pigs
immepayments
specie
resume
will
Maryland
they
(10),
believed that
Nov. 9th— Massachusetts (14),
of merchandise, is a complete
packages
lead
and
some
lesume.
31
diately after the banks of Philadelpjiia
Alabama (7),
was uninsured.
10 loss. The boat
Bank of the U. S. of Pa. The Fhiladelphia North Nov. 10th— Delaware (3), Vermont (7),
The steamer Euphrasie, in descending the Missouri
15
American says: "Mr. Jaudon has arrived in this city. Nov. 13th— North Carolina
on the 17th, struck a snag and sunk, 4 miles below
for the U.
He brouo-ht out 100,000 sovereims in gold
After23d— South Carohna
Glasgow. The boat is a total loss, but the engine, furto aid
following
is held one
_, banlcs
„
election "^
i ..^ .....w
— have agreed
v..i> ...v^.-^.^J..
awh^ the
bank. The
j.icw York
of New
Stales uauiv.
OIU103
the city ui
In iiie
in
^\r,
cargo are expected to be recovered.
amount oi upwards ot
^^^ ^^. j,, ^^^^ ^^^^ ^f i),g gta^.^ ^n the 2d, 3d niture and
the United States bank to the
j -.--. .u. .!„.:.,„„:„
>.
•
.lier to reenable
to
order
learn from the London Athenffium thttt
in
Slate.
elections
dollars,
the
of
that
stated
three millions
and 4th; and it has been
PhiladelPeniisylvania,
successfully extracted oil ft-om bitumisume specie payments, viz:—
Mississippi and New Jersey are also held two tlaj'Sj M. Selligne has
and Moya- bat with these exceptions the elecuons are completed nous slate in the department of Saone et Loire. The
phia, North America, Northern Liberues,
slate is distilled in close vessels, and inflammable gas,
mensing."
in one day.
is also procured, which assists as a combustible in the
has realized it is
Flour. No variarions worthy of norice since last process. Some of the slate yields fifty per cent, of oil.
The Bunker hill mo\'Ument fair the
object.
dollars for
weeks report.
said, twenty-five thousand
Specie. The packet ship Iowa, which sailed from
Union of the Dannie and the Rhine. The
Cincinnati paper says that four hundred New York for Havre on Friday, took out $275,000,
Hogs.
'"anals
contemplated by Napoleon, miles of hogs were killed in that city the last year.
gra'nti project frequently
Mexican. The barque Eugenia, at N. York
chiefly
ihe Danube by a canal, is
of uniiiu" the Rhino and
Iron. An English paper mentions an advance in from Vera Cruz, brings $25,000.
The works will bring it this year
near"y nccomplised.
The ship Natchez, at New York from Valparaiso,
the price of both Welch and Staffordshire iron, often
length
whole
the
and
Nuremberg,
from Bamberg to
per ton.
has on hoard tuio hundred and seceniy-tvio thousand and
,.
r
portion of the hue wiU be shillings
will be finished in 1S42.
The iron trade. Orders for manufactured iron lor forty dvUars in specie.
the
opened next vear.
rails have, during the past week, been given out to
Stocks. The New York Express says there is eviCommerlearn from Lyford's
Coffee trade.
iron trade to the enormous weight of 35,000 tons; and dently more confidence in the stock market since the
were imported into Baltimore it is anticipated, when this contract is completed,
rial Journal that their
arrival of the news from England.
coffie dunng,
55,673 hags
present
not
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Wt

have lieen favored with the
of a letter written by andiron master,

Anthkacite iron.
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direct from foreign ports,

August say upwards ot
the months of June, July and
S?,l,ll,on pounds, /alue ?1.2« 000 And yet the
6,400 bags.
only
was
week
last
hand
stock on
The cotton marCotton. Liverpool. SeptemlcrU.
increased by some
languid,
ket has beet) very quiet and
very generally have
fs at Manchester, but holders
fal
deeded dec ine n
remained firm, so that there is no
to sell largely
iSe"; though it would not be possible
concession ot 5 pt^'' cent. lb.
without submitting to a
a very hdone except
which however haT not been
fhe
the market is a shade lower,
wav; still
=.
mited wuv,
miteu
J
J .1.:- .i.,Ya,„ountIoonlvl4,830
day
sales for the week ended this
,680 Or1

m

^

extent.
to the
order has been kept back to the latest
period, with the view to take advantage of the deficiency in our harvest; but the late fine wea'.her, and

others will speedily, though

The above

Mr. Jaudon, it is said, will return
course of three or four weeks.

to

England

in the

Population 2,499, being an increase

Johnson, N. J.
of 385 since 1830.

d

is still

.

Zri

.

of the 22d ul, states that the
will not be half an a^ecouon crop in Middle Florida

'"Vhe'TalLSe'star
"^New

description of cotton.

A^new

species "f ^otton
'

He

says

in proportion,

branching o'ut
2,000 10 3,000 pounds

h™h

lo tin-

Havana papers

ed

at St.

for

Helena

in

47 days passage from Cherbourg,
tlie ashes of Napoleon to

the purpose of taking

France.

Newark, N.

J.

Present population 17,292.

of 20,000.

Tobacco. London, Sept. M. The supplies of American tobacco are greatly reduced in London, and the
holders are demanding higher rales. The only business of this day has consequently been in 100 hogsheads of

new Kentucky

at Sd.aCd. per lb.
Wisconsin tobacco.

bacco
son,

in

Wisconsin

of middling to good quality,

The experiment
territory,

and succeeded beyond

of raising tohas been tried this sena

expectation.

Treasury notes. The official monthly report of
the department Ibr the 1st October shows the amount
outstanding, of notes issued of the old issue, to he
Si241,774 90

Amount issued under the act of 1840
Of which there had been reduced
Leaving of that issue outstanding
Aggregate outstanding

Warren R. I. Present population 2,451, of which
12 are revolutionary pensioners, averaging 81 years af
age.

Whe4T in Baltimore market, 90 to 100 for best Maryland and Virginia red; white 106; Pennsylvania

wheat 104,
In Philadelphia and New York the prices appear to
f",
Newspapers. Mons. Vattemare is making a collecintends to include a specimen be about at the same. 2,500 bushels Genneseo wheat
and producing from tion of newspapers. He
country. His collec- brought in the latter SI 04.
the
in
published
paper
every
of
This cotton
»cie

by Mr. L. C. ""'"''^''y- "[pi^o^
haXen discoverea the
bush grows rom 8 to 10 leet
ton La.

Vera Cruz.

.

Mankind. In a single century, four thousand mild;
le specu a,.ve dea.' ;3al7d..pcr lb.
lions of human beings appear on the face of the earth,
The stock in act their busy parts and sink into its peaceful bosom.
nearly or .luite s'uspeTidnd,
which
5(52,CO0 bales, of
ot o03,cou
this port is now estimated
Methodists. The general conference of the Mecotton.
about 440,000 is American
Oilcans Bee of the 12th thodist churches in England, met at Newcastle in July.
The cotton crop. The New
various
the
from
The rev. Robert Newton was elected president, and
the accounts
insia .rsays, that taking
_ , ,
consideration, "and allow, the rev. Dr. Hannah, secretai-y.
cotton growing states into
The primitive Methodist connection in Engliind is
of reporti.ig the crop
favor
in
bias
natural
fn» for Oie
and one imndred and
season, we are led 10 the coii- composed of seven districts,
in the onset of the
mcrctise
73,990;
members,
of
large
number
quite
as
circuits;
fifty-four
yield wd not be
cliSon that although the
not fall for the year, 3,59i; deaths, 823; itinerant preachers, 457;
,h,V^f ihp previous vear, t wi nevertheless
.0 local preachers, 0,550; chapels, 1,149; children taught
all probabilitv amount
wtllit;
and
re':^
?aVslo°t
This would esiablisl, a in Sabbath schools, 60,50 J; and gratuitous teachers,
hlv 1 900,000 .0 1.950,000.
exer- 11,968.
hales, and might ultimately
Irtference of 150,00«
should the consumption
.,.?,,o intlrence on prices,
Napoleon's remains. The French frigate Artemise,
Sm^fnTonas'-lar«e°a%''cale'ashasbcen,he case lor under the command of princS De JoiiiviUe, had arriv'^.:'lslai

mand

of

admirable samples of new wheat which have
appeared at market, have completely disappointed the
Troy, New York. In a lecture recently delivered
hopes of the speculators, as to our being compelled to at Troy, bishop Chase says, "forty-two years ago when
of I was studying theolog
at Auburn, there were but
rely so much upon foreign countries for our supply
[Worcester Jour.
three houses where Troy now stands with a population
(.QC,^^
the

and
£:;'5:^:^^Ai;^a!i,S'n;;dMohileat4^a6|.a„
GO

Texan blockade

received at New Orleans state that on the 22d of Aug.
the port of Vera Cruz was blockaded by three Texan
vessels of war.

—

—
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At Portsmouth there are at present no justice. This, remember, is the French
sioning.
the Britannia, 120. ours is a different one, although I do not hesitate to
°^ ships ordered for service, except
°3 The queen, 110, is to bear the flag of sir E. Cod- say that it is to be wished that England had shaped
her course rather diflerently in some respects.
90 rington, and is preparing for the purpose.
oi
However there is nothing to justify the present
lEnglUh paper.
°'~
CaiLi tlie revenue of
The London correspondent of the Boston Atlas conduct of our French neighbors, and they may
=°
probably have cause deeply to deplore the headlong
CaRO-vicLE
writes on the 18th Sept.
°'^
Egypt and Syria
Since the departure of the last packet, things have course they are pursaing."
o7
Eleoi'io.ns— in Maine 86; in Maryland
This intelligence is corroborated by the tone and
continued to improve in this quarter of the world.
EillGRANT STATISTICS
°^
are daily dying statements of the other London and Paris prints.
ol Tjjje warlike rumors from France
France Paris dates to 15th of September
there is a general im- We are more than ever persuaded of the strong proGreat Britaiv— Liverpool dales to 18th September 81 away; in monetary affairs
82 provement, a test ol this is the rapid rise which has bability that a war will break out in the east.
Mehemet Ai.i's civilization
large failure of a Hebrew house had taken
during yesterday and
Buren
funds
occurred in the English
Merchant's meetings at New York, the Van
place in London, of £400,000 sterling, arising from
92 today.
91; the whig
83
Mexico dates from 1st to the loth Ausust
There is no alteration in the London market for stock speculations.
Treaty of commerce belvieen France and England.
Navy Macedonian, Concord, ConsteDation, appren- the securities of the United Slates. Nor during the
We are enabled to state, that the
"ces
last ten days has business in this line been done on Paris, Sept. 26.
1^
83
Northeastern boundary Mr. Cusliing on the
British
and Flench commissioners have brought to
at
maintained
being
quotations
86 an extensive scale,
RvssiA grand review 82; items
preceding rates, except a slight decline in bank a close their negotiations for a treaty of commerce
82
Spain revolutionary movements
shares. The principal circumstance, to be men- between Great Britain and France, and that it conStates of the union Maine, Massachusetts, New
Ihe arrival of considerable or- tains several clauses highly favorable to British maYork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 86; Maryland 87; tioned at this time, is
The very few points which may be
ders for stocks to be returned to the United States. nufactures.
Alabama,
Georgia,
Carolina,
Carolina,
South
North
considered open are mere technicalities, of no imLouisiana, Tennessee, Ohio 88; Missouri Florida 89 The abundance of money reported in Ihe latest paTexas— the fleet at Campeachy, &c. the pursuit of the pers received, is said to be such as to have caused portance whatever, and which cannot by possibility
83 a speculation business in such securities, and these he made the subject of any discussion affecting
Cmnanches
83 being at so low a point of depression that conside- either the principle or the details of the treaty.
Tobacco planters convention called
82
difference which have arisen
Turkey and Egypt affairs of
rable profits may soon be expected to be realized. But for the unpleasant
89
Van Boren reply to the Poughkepsie invitation
Should this demand for American securities, for le- on the eastern question, the treaty would have al92
Webster, Daniel— speech at"New York
considerable extent, the ready received the signature of M. Thiers. His
any
to
continued
turns,
be
83
Wine and spirits quantity imported
motives for not signing it under such circumstances
92 London market is almost sure to advance in conseWright, Mr- speech at New York
quence, as these operations will be viewed as a will be understood; but Mr. Porter remains in
proof of the revival of monetary affairs throughout Paris, and there appears to bean understanding that
^^Remittances by mail. "A postmaster may en- the United States. There are other circumstances the treaty will be signed the moment the political
The announceshall have brightened up.
close money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper, favorable to a revival of the business in transatlan- horizon
particularly the accounts which ar- ment of signature will then be regarded as a strong
to pay the subscription of a third person, and frank the tic securities,
resumption of harmonious interrive of the increasing stability of the banking insti- indication of the
Amos Kendall.
etler, if written by himself."
nations.
tutions of Ihe country through large accumulations course between the two
[Galigani's Messenger.
Someof our subscribers may not be aware that they of specie, for easy resumption of cash payments at
Amid all the turmoil of foreign politics, and fall Of
may save the postage on subscription money, by re- the appointed time.
securities have
American
continental
funds,
the
questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their
The importation of foreign merchandise continue
cotton and risen, Ohio 103§ state of New York 99. City of
letters containing such money, he being able to satisfy to be very small, and the exportations of
there
occurs
a
war, American
92^^.
If
New
York
mercanthe
reducing
rapidly
flour so large, as to be
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains notliin,
The stock will be the favorite investment. Even with
tile balances in the various European states.
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscripaon.
crops of the present season are also estimated as this partial advantage, every well wisher to Ihe gevery much larger than those of 1839, which still neral good of society throughout the i»'orId, will raFOREIGN ARTICLES.
further must increase the stability of the country, ther wish for the permanence of a pacific aspect of
The steamer Caledonia arrived at Boston on the and the next president being now almost ascertain- affairs.
FR.4.NCE.
3d iust. having left Liverpool on the 19th ult.
ed to be a man of more rational views of monetary
We abridge the following intelligence from Paris
GREAT BRITAIN.
affairs, confirms the probability that a great revival
The Acadia arrived at Liverpool on the 14lh, of the American trade may be looked for in the up to the 16th from the London Times of the 18th
ult.
and the President on the 17th ult.
course of a few months from the present time.
We have received by express the Paris papers of
The weathei- has continued variable since last
There had been a furious gale of wind on the
usual correspondence.
north east coast of Scotland, and many fishing ves- packet. There have been violent storms in the Tuesday, with our
ministerial journals appear to have been inThe
from
24
lasting
Scotland,
in
and
north
England
of
sels had been lost with all their crews.
diminution of structed to abstain, for one day at least, from refeThe harvest had been generally productive, and to 36 hours, with a subsequent rapid
every instance. The reports from rence to the ea.stern question, and in lieu of it to
the grain had been gathered in most parts of the temperature in
the agricultural counties continue to be favorable, direct all their attention to the new position of
country in good order.
and the harvest is going forward every where with Spain.
No later advices from China or the East Indies. the prospect of at least average crops being secured,
The Monitenr publishes an advertisement for
Cotton remained about the same.
inconsequence of which the markets for wheat and tenders to supply, for the use of the dockyards of
Lord Brougham had been ill, at Cale hill, in flour are become dull, but not materially on the Brest, Toulon, Rochefort, Cherbourg and I'Orient,
Kent, but was convalescent.
whole lower. The duty on foreign wheat advanced 2,400 tons of hemp. The Presse states, that the
The English papers mention the deaths of lieut. yesterday to 10s. 8d. per quarter, and to 6s. ^A. per reserves of tlie conscription for the years 1834 and
positively to be called out, and that aeonfen?ral Benjamin Gordon, at an advanced age, in barrel of flour of 196 lb. The general opinion of 1835 aie
aris.
Also, of admiral Edwards, an officer" who the corii market is that the prices will range at the tract had been signed for the purchase of a vast
distinguished himself during the revolutionary war, present rate throughout the ensuing year, not ex- number of horses. But it adds, "that it must not
by capturing the American frigate Alliance in 1781, traordinarily high, nor yet very low; the duty fluc- be concluded from these facts that the government
as the considers war as imminent."
while he commanded the Atalante sloop of war.
tuating between 10s. 5J. and Is.'perquarter
"Thus it will be seen," say our private letters,
He died at the age of 95.
markets may be influenced by the varying qualities
every thing looks warlike, while every well
In Ireland, the repeal excitement seems increas- of the wheat of the present year. The business of "that
man is convinced, that if no untoward acinformed
caabsence
of
limited
by
the
ing.
No fewer than live of the Dublin aldermen London is very much
cident occur, that disaster will even yet be avertpitalists on autumnal excursions.
bad announced themselves as repealers.
is exceedingly short, and prices ed."
crop
The
hop
It is stated that on motion of Mr. J. O'Connejl,
That such was the opinion on the Bourse on
high in consequence. On the whole
the other day, at the repeal association, in Dublin, range very
from the considerable improvelittle of importance in a commercial point Tuesday is evident
a young lady was admitted, in whom he had a"deep there is
which took place in the public funds on that
ment
accounts.
former
added
to
of view to be
interest," namely. Miss Eliza O'Connell, his faHerald professes to have a private day, and which was to the extent of 5 per cent, a
NewYork
The
twenty-fourth
ther's
grand child! The motion was
circumstance the more surprising, as, with the
letter four hours later in date than the above, giving
received with loud cheers.
the Constitutionel, which
the substance of a third edition of the London Times exception of an article in
An axle-tree of one of the cars of the North Mid- as follows:
averred that "the king of Prussia was endeavoring
land railway, on the 14th ult. broke, and threw 7
remodelling
or a modification of
a
bring
about
to
ISth.
Sept.
Friday
night,
"London,
cars otl'the rails, killing several persons, and wound"We have been in a state of the utmost suspense the treaty of London, so as to admit that France
ing others, some mortally.
during the week, and we cannot tell for even an should become a party to it," nothing appeared in
Naval preparations. The greatest activity pre- hour what aspect the eastern question may assume. the journals to change the face of affairs. In revails in the naval departments at Plymouth.
The At present the French people are most violent in peating once more that "the impression in the best
Calcutta, 84, was commissioned on Friday v\'eek, their denunciations, and have not at all softened informed quarters that there would be no war,"
by captain sir S. Roberts, C. B. The Bombay, 84, down in their aciimoiiious feeling.
The Parisian our Paris correspondent admits the "possibility that
is ordered to be masted without delay; she is ex- papers continue sending forth
their manifestos Mehemet Ali might, in a fit of desperation, order
Sected to be commissioned immediately.
The against England; and represent the conduct of the Ibrahim to advance, or take such other steps as
French intervention necessary, and
ile, 92, the Clarence, 84, the Vengeance, 84, and
British government as being utterly at variance would render
He adds, however.
the Foudroyant, 78, are ready for speedy cominis- with all recognised principles of national honor and £0 originate a general war.
VoL IX— SiG- 6.
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One hundred millions of francs are plac
"that admiral Hugot): who arrived at Vourla on the fluence.
26th of August, had, in order to prevent the loo ed at the disposal of the minister of war to raise
"defensive works round Paris" as the ministerial
probable occurrence of quarrels, at such a June
papers term them, but for eaibastilling that city, a;
ture, between the officers of the two -flepts, forbid
den all communication between the French and the republicans aver.
Notwithstanding all this display, it is almost im
British ships of war."
The Courier Francais mentions, that on Tuesday possible lo conceive that war can be seriously conthe British charge rt'atfaires was to communicate templated. The coalesced powers must have known
the treaty of the 15lh of July to the French go- that France would not concur in it eie they signed
vernment, the ratifications having been all exchang- the quadruple treaty, yet they made no effort what
ed. This statement is, however, positively conlra- ever to increase their respective fleets or armies,
until the French press raised the alarm of war,
dicted in our private letters.
The Moniteur slate.s the extraordinary fact, that which has continued now these six weeks.
Latest accounts from the Levant, slate that the
"on Sunday and Monday last the sums drawn from
the savings banks of Paris amounted to 1,775,000 English had commenced the blockade of Alexanfrancs while the lodgments on Monday were dria, on the Ist of September. The French fleet
This is, however, we are as- sailed from Vourla lor that destination on or about
only 442,297f."
campaign is therefore possible,
sured, rather ascribable to the desire to purchase in 29lh ultimo.
the funds at the then depressed price of stock, though the commanding officers are strictly pro
than to the extension of the panic to the depositors hibiled giving any occasion tor quarrel. Still ther#
The Constitutionel and the Courier Francais re- may, unhappily, arise a case in which this pacific
spectively deplore the revolutionary proceedings injunction may be disregarded, and then we, shall
which have recently taken place in Spain, and call have a general war. Of this Mehemet Ali is aware
upon the French government to lend its support to Will he continue lo resist? That is the whole que.s
the queen in resistance of the rebellious munici- lion and turning point. His old and deadly enemy
palities of the capital and other great cities, and of Kosrew pasha, late grand vizer, has been strangled at Constantinople for treasonable practices.
He
the correspondent treason of Espartero.
The Journal des Debats says that the present was a devoted tool of Riajua, and in secret con
movement of British troops in the Mediterranean nexion with the ex janissaries. His removal may
is not to be attributed to any hostile expedition pave the way for the reconciliation of Mehemet
against Mehemet Ali, but is merely an exchange with the porte.
of some regiments who have completed their period
letter from Constantinople, published in the
of service, and are about to be relieved; it consi- Gazette of Leipsic, states, that the Turkish fleet
ders that the amount of troops at present in Great which had sailed from Constantinople under the orBritain would not be sufficient to enable the Bri- ders of commodore Walker had on board 25,000
tish government to undertake any expedition with- muskels and 1,250,000 cartouches.
It likewise
The mentions that the Ottoman porte has despatched a
out making an application to parliament.
Debats likewise observes, that the improvement in courier to Rome to request his holiness the pope to
the funds on Tuesday arose liom purchases made give orders to the patriarch of Lebanon to exhort
by person who have, or are about to draw depo- the populations of Syria to observe obedience to
sites out of the savings banks, which is proved by Ihe sultan.
If the pope acceded to this request,
the fact that the purchases in the five per cents, there would very soon be 60,000 men under arms
made on Tuesday were conditioned to be accepted in Syria.
on Friday next, the day on which the savings bank
The intelligence from Alexandria of the 30th ult
is open lor refunding the amount of deposites.
confirms our previous accounts, that the pasha of
The postscript of our Paris letter of Wednesday Egypt was resolutely bent on resisting Ihe measures
announces, on the authority of advices from Malta which may be adopted by the four
powers. Count
of the 5lh inst. that count VValewski had submitted WalcHski, perceiving Ihat there no longer
remai.nto Mehemet Ali a plan for adjusting his differences ed any hope
of an amicable arrangement, had left
viceroy
which
the
had
acceded to. for Voufja,
with the sultan,
in the expectalion of finding the French
The count had immediately left for Constantinople, squadron there. The fleet had, however, previouswith the intention of presenting the same project to ly quitted its anchorage, having
been joined by Ihe
the sultan, through the medium of M. de Pnntois. Triton, having on board rear admiral
Hugon. Its
Mehemet Ali was believed to have declared that he destination was not known. Our private letters stale
the
himself
with
possession
of Syria Ihat up
would content
to the 1st inst. the pasha had refrained from
during bis life.
acts of retaliation, though several Egyptian vessels
SPAIN.
had been sequestered by admiral Stopford.
Spain is once more in a state of revolution. The
Our private correspondence from Alexandria, datpeople, through the municipal officers and army,
ed the 27th ult. states that on that day the ten days
demanded
have
the
repeal of the
through its chiefs,
given to the viceroy to reply to the notification of
law on municipal councils, the dismissal of minisThe queen Ihe treaty of London had expired, and that the four
ters, and the convocation of the cortes.
She must submit, consuls, accompanied by Rilat bey, had waited on
regent has refused compliance.
Mehemet Ali, and that the conference only lasted
the nation is nearly unanimous. Throughout

A

A

for

Germany and Italy the governments are preparing
Throughout the late French Rhenish protor war.
vinces and Italy, the people are prepared for a revolt on the first appearance of the tri-colared flag
on the frontier. Still the best informed rely on the
continued maintenance of peace.
RUSSIA.
The emperor of Russia has had a grand review of
a portion of his troops, to the number of 58,000
men, composed of artillerymen, infantiy and caval;y— a number of American citizens, were present,
among whom were major Barker, capt. Morreaux,
majoi Wade, now on a tour of inspection of the
ditlerent [oundries.of Jiuro^.by order of the United
Slates goye/nment.

AFFAIRS IN THE EAST.
A letter fram Paris says Nothing further of any
importance has transpired on the eastern question,
but the stale of the stock market fully bears out
the assurance Ihat vve shall have no war this time,

—

imposEible to fix the date of the reof good feeling between the other great
powers and France, or to say Ihat no accident will
occur to defeat our hopes for the continuance of
peace. Blocks up 5 per cent, in Paiis on 16th of
peptember; next day another rise of Ij. There is
every sign of prepaiation lor war in the meantime.
Cannon, wagons, camp fiirnilure, implements, arms,

although

it is

storation

clolhing, in short all the material of war are in progress of manufacture or of completion for the field,
with ^n aclivity of which none, who do not witness
The troops are drilled thrice
it can form an idea.
a day. Similar efforts are made in respect of the
navy. There is a very strong anti-British feeling
manifested on every occasion throughout Ihe country, but this Is probably limited lo a class whose
Vcight consists Rthcr in their numbers than in-

EGYPT AND SYRIA.
cioilizalion.
Much has been said
enligliteiied policy ot~
Ali in intiodiicing civilization and usefitl'
arts into the countries under his sway.
An Eiiglish^.-n
traveller writing in ths London Sun of Ihe 3d instant, declares Ihat this boasted civili'/iation consistsmore in report than in reality. The eslablishinenta
in Egypt which seem to indicate impiovement, such
as polytechnic schools, schools of medicine and general instruction, manufactories, fcc. are under the
direction of foreigners, chiefly Frenchmen, and to
these travellers are taken as lo specimens of what
|
is going on in the country.
The enterprise and energy of Mehemet Ali protipt him to seize upon:
every thing that may be made available, not lor the
amelioration of the people's condition but for Ihe
strengthening of his own power, and lor this purpose foreign arts and establishments are brought into
the courilry. To lighten the burdens of his subjects,
to aheviatc their sufferings, to elevate Iheir condition
these not objects of his policy.

Mehemet Mi's

and wiillen couceriiing the

Mehemet

.

i

•

—

The real state of things in Egypt can be seen only
by travelling through the country, but some idea
may be formed from a statement of some of the oppressive laws which are enforced upon Ihe unhappy
people with as much rigor by Mehemet Ali as ttiey
were by any of his predecessors. The whole of
the land belongs to the pasha, and he has an absolute monopoly of every thing that is grown in the
country. The people who cultivate the ground are
supplied -with seed, corn, cotton, &c. and of Ihe produce of the soil seventy-five per cent- goes lo the
pasha the remainder is left with the laborers with
the privilege on Ihe part of the pasha to lake it at a
price fixed by himself, to be afterwards re-sold at a
higher price.
With Ihe poor pittance allowed them
in this manner, the people are obliged to pay a capitation fax, and this is levied not according to the

'

'

—

'

—

number of people in a village but according to
number at which it is rated on the government
books.
If afown becomes half depopulated bycon-

•

real

the

'

scriplion or other means, the remnant of Ihe inhabitauts are compelled to pay Ihe full quota.
This
is enforced by the bastinado.
Besides the capitation
tax, there is a tax on dale trees, on water wheels,
used for drawing water from the Nile to irrigate the
land, and on every article of daily and domestic use.
Finally to complete Ihe measure of tyranny and oppiession there is the corvee in continual action
custom by which the poor fellalis are liable to be
seized for public works, for the transport of the baggage of the troops, or any other government service
—and this without pay. In constructing the canal
from Alexandria to the Nile, Mehemet Ali collected
together 151', 000 men fiom all parts of the country,
and compelled them to excavate with their hands, as
tools were scarce.

—

In time of war a conscription is in force. An order is given to Ihe chief of a district lo furnish a
certain number of men; these he seizes like wild
Tliey are chainbeasts wherever he can find them.
ed and sent forward to the pasha's order. The nathree minutes and a hal.^ Rifat bey wished to speak tives of the country are rarely employed in any ofbut Mehemet Ali interrupted him, and said that there fice of trust. The government places are filled by
was nothing more to be said, Ihat he ought to know Tuiks. "In short," says the traveller to whom we
hisintentioris, and that was sufficient. The English have referred, "the worst features of the Mainaluke
consul then wished to speak, but Mehemet Ali in- and Turki.sh rules are still in active operation; but
terrupted him, and told him lliat he did not wish to the method of applying Ihem is much more ingenihear any thing, because his determiiialion was fix- ous, and the boasted civilization of iMeheuiet Ali
that being beyond doubt a man of
ed, and that the other powers might do what they amounts to this
pleased. Mehemet Ali then began to walk with ra- extraordinary talents, he know.s how to bring into
play the reconrces of Ihe country better than hIS
pid strides, and the consuls retired.
The viceroy had ordered an immense case filled predecessors did, but, like them, entirely lor his own
reference to the well bewith anchors lo be sunk at the entrance of the old interests, and without any
people; and that with Ihe aid of his Euro'
harbor (brigs or corvelts alone can enter the har- ingof the
he
has, it 1 may say so, applied
pean
instruments
bor), so that his fleet is secure against any attack.
The steamboat Syria had brought M. Hourse, the the screw with a master hand, and squeezed from the
wretches under his sway the veiy last drop of their
late French consul at Beyiout, and his family.
Sir
M. Montefiore and M. Cremieux had presented a blood."
The insurrection in Syria which lately broke out
petition praying for the pardon of the Jews at Damascus, which pelilion had been signed by several was caused by the introduction of the Egyptian systhe people of this
consuls.
It is said that the Jews had acknowledg- tem of oppression into Syria
latter country not having been accustomed to the
ed their guilt.
yoke which use has made familar to the .people of
letter from Alexandria, dated the 1st inst. pubIBM. Amer.
lished in the Toulonnais, slates, that "the blockade Egypt.
SOOTH AMERICA.
of that port by the combined Brilish and Austrian
Valparaiso papers to the 16th of July, have beea
fleets had no effect on the viceroy's determination,
which still continued inflexible. His plan was ge- received by the ship Natchez, at New York. The
nerally approved of, and every Egyptian joined hear- Journal of Commerce contains a sketch of Ihe mestily in assi«ting in the defensive measures adopted. sage tratisroitfed to the Chilian congress, which was
Mehemet Ali is Ihe idol of the population, whom then in session. This document slates ihat the rehas rescued from slavery, and the success of the venue of Chili for the past year appears to have
$;2,289,108
viceroy is considered ceilain if Fiance opposes the been
1,700,000
And the expenditures about
unjust ullimalum of the allied powers."

,

—
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'

—

.

A

.

'

The despatches forwarderl by Ihe papin lo the
French government are of great importance, and of
a nature to give another turn of affairs.
It is generally believed that those despalche.s will induce the
French government

to take a definite decision.

Leaving a surplus of
.f 589,108
which about 200,000 have been remitted to England on account of Ihe interest due to the bond
of

I

holders.

.

—

1
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cHslom house stores are erecting

in

Valpa-

raise, which will cause an outlay of $100,000; the
rest of the surphis will be expenied in further pay-

ments to the English bond holders, and internal
The army has been reduced to
improvements.
1,600 men, but the militia form a very considerable
well disciplined body of troops.
organized'and
well
reduction has also taken place in the navy,
which is now composed of a new and powerful
frigate of the first class, and a few small vessels.
It is satisfactory to see from the vice president's

A

address, thai the long deferred claims of American
citizens are at last in a fair way of being adjusted
and paid.

MEXICO.

We have advices from Mexico to the Ist, and
from the capital to the 15th August. Government
appears to be strengthening its position as much as
Arista, the central general, is again on
possible.
bis march.
Much confusion and discord are said to
but our accounts are
prevail among the federalists
Arista has been joined by
from central papers.
some 3U0 or 400 Nacogdoches and Labaer Indians.
despatch from Arista announces his intention to
march to the Rio Grande. The Texian squadron
had appeared off the bar of the Rio Bravo, and an
attack was feared. Much sickuess prevailed among

—

A

the forces of Arista.

TEXAS.

The Galveston Daibj Courier of the 29th August
mentions the arrival of a sloop from Campeachy,
with commodore Rebeau of the federal Mexican
navy, on board. The Texian fleet was at Campeachy, and amicable intercourse existed between
the officers of the fleet and those of the federal
Mexican government. According to the report of
commodore Rebeau, Urrea had been driven out of
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Slates.
By a resolution of the general convention
Rumored defalcation. It was stated here
of tobacco planters held in the city of Washington
in May last, their president was authorised and em- last week, says the Memphis Enquirer, by a gentle,
powered to re-assemble the convention whenever in man just from Arkansas, that caut. Collins, the dishis judgment their interest might seem to require bursing agent at Little Rock, had pix)ven a defaulter
to to a very large amount
rumor says $300,000 or
it; and the committees in their circular address
Captain Collins is, we believe, now at
the planters having suggested the 15th day of De- $400,000.
cember next as a suitable day for the reassembling Washington city.
[Sf. Louis "Daily Bulletin," of Sep. 10.
of the same; in virtue then of the resolution referred to and in concurrence with the views of the
committee, the 15(A day of December next is hereby
BOUNDARTl
KORTHEASTERN
fixed upon and appointed as the day of said meetWe ask attention to the scorching let'ter copied
Ai^d as it is deemed
ing in the city of Washington
from the Boston Atlas, in which Mr. Gushing disof the utmost importance that the convention when
sects the report, and portrays the character of that
assembled should be as full as possible, it is respectsuccessful but impudent humbug, the ci-d«iion< selffully and most earnestly recommended, that the
now British commissioner,
styled U. S. geologist
planters throughout the tobacco growing states,
to make out a case for Great Britain against the U.
conventions,
as
hold, in their respective counties,
States, in the case of the disputed boundary.
early in October as may be, for the purpose of choosTHE NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY QUESTION.
ing delegates to represent them in conformity to
From the Boston Mlas.

—

—

—

SAML. SPRIGG, president.

this notice.

September 26lh, 1840.

The Baltimore American

highly desirable that something be done eflicieDtly during the
on
the
subject of
congress
of
approaching session
the tobacco trade, so as to relieve that interest from
the very onerous burdens which now oppress it.
the city, but was fortifying himself outside, to make The meetings which have been held heretofore by
a determined resistance. This is in contradiction the planters have resulted in good, as they have been
to the last advices received in this city, which stated the means of calling attention to the existing rethat a treaty had been concluded between the two strictions, enormous and unjust as they are, which
parties, in virtue of which the federalists had eva- foreign nations have imposed upon American tocuated the capital, and that Urrea had resigned the bacco. By continuing the active exertions so auscommand, and had withdrawn to some distance. piciously begun, we may hope that some eflectual
Contradictory reports constitute no novel feature remedy will "be devised which shall place the tobacco interest upon a favorable footing and insure a
in Mexican intelligence.
Colonel Burleson has resigned his command of
the 1st regiment of inlantry, and Wm. G. Cooke
has been appointed his successor. Captain Howard
has been promoted to the rank of major, and is expected to proceed against the Cumanches immediately.
We learn, says the Galveston Courier,
that general Houston pursued the Indians, after his
engagement with them on Plumb creek, till his
liorses tired, and he was compelled to abandon the
pursuit.
He returned to Austin, and has been very
The last accounts repreill ever since his return.
sent him to be convalescent, though his health is
very bad. Colonel Cooke is about to start with two
companies under his command to lay ofl the military
road from Nacogdoches to the Nueces river.
Later. By the schooner Henry, captain Alden,
from Matagorda, we have few days later intelligence
from Texas. The army under general Felix flouston, had recaptured one thousand liorses and mulea
The pursuit
loaded with the plunder of Linnville.
of the Indians by the Texians was a hot one. The
savages were alarmed, and werescattering in every
direction.
A force of about four hundred of the
brave Texians had succeeded in getting between
the Cumanches and the mountains, to cut otf their
retreat, while a much larger number were pressing
on in the rear, with the ardent hope of cutting them
oif entirely.
Seventy-four were reported to have
been killed and a number taken prisoners. It was
ascertained to be true, that Mrs. Crosby, captured
by the Indians at Linnville, had since been killed
by them.
[N. O. Bulletin.
Galveston is quite healthy. The quarantine laws
SK ligidly enforced.

CANADA.
Information has been received in town that the
governor general has fixed on Toronto as the place
where the united legislature will hold its meetings
during the first session of four years. We learn that
the government is in treaty with the honorable sir A
N. McNab for a lease of Dunrturn castle, near Hamilton, as a residence for his excellency the governor
general.
iMonlreal Herald.
Fire at Quebec.
Three stores, three taverns,
three hotels and five dwelling houses were destroy
ed on the 30lh ultimo damage estimated at 120,000
dollars.
The fire originated in the wholesale to
bacco warehouse of J. H. Josephs & Co. Napoleon
wharf, by a spark from a steam boat. The Victoria
bouse ilsell, erected four years ago at great expense
by Mr. George Arnold, was entirely consumed.
Mr. A. McGrotty, jr. of New Brunswick, fell
from the roof of a house on which he was pouring
water, and st> severely fractured his skull that he is
not expected to survive.

—
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Among

the passengers who
V. sailed for Europe, in the steampacket British Queen.
Thursday
last was Mr. Krehmer, secretary of
on
Point,
Mineral
at
offce
the
land
of
register
Ingersoll,
the Russion legation, on a visit to his own country,
Wiskonsin, vice John P. Sheldon, removed.
Howell A. Hobbs, to be deputy postmaster at after a residence amongst us for many years in his
public capacity, in which, as well as by his personJohn
place
of
Jackson, in the state of Mississippi, in
al merit and intellectual qualities, he has secured
R. Chiles, removed.
general esteem and such friendly sentiments as induce the hope that his absence will be but of short
convention of tobacco planters.
[^Nat. Inteligencer.
Notice to the tobacco planters throughout the United duration.

Foreign agent.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
Appointments bt the president. John

says, "It

is

Boston, llth Sept. 1840.

Dear sir: Have you read the late Mudge and
Featherstonhaugh report, on the northeastern boundary question? If not, I commend to you, as a very
inviting subject for the critical dissecting knife.
This report is a folio of 57 pages, about two-third3
part of which consists of a political disquisition,
and the residue a brief geographical memoir, followed by a summary view of the pretended facts
adduced, and conclusions reached, by the commissioners.
It is understood that the document is, in chiet
the composition of one of the commissioners, J. W:

Featherstonhaugh.
This individual, a British subject, never, I belive, naturalized in the United States, was, neverMr.
Jenifer's
remarks
fair market
theless, employed, for a large compensation, to make
at the last meeting of the convention may be resundry geographical surveysof portions of the west,
garded, we presume, as expressive of the general
Mr.
in behalf of the United States government.
sense of the planters as to the proper course to be
Featherstonhaugh's account of these surveys, pubpursued.
lished at the time by congress, is equally distinprevailed
which
at
the
The political excitement
guished for its bombastic style, for its inflatf-d prelast session of congress so as to exclude from consitensions to science, and for shallow superficiality,
deration many subjects of real importance to the
On the strength of this commission, howin fact.
country, will be so far subdued, we hope, when the
ever, Mr. Featherstonhaugh assumed the title of
national legislature assembles again, as to allow of a
"United States geologist," a title, so far as I am
examination
of
the
present
calm and dispassionate
informed, unknown to the laws, and which no more
condition of the tobacco trade. This being had, we
belonged to him than it did to any one of the score
cannot doubt that prompt measures will be taken to
or
two ofoSicers of the army, and others, who have
restore it to that bases of reciprosity which it is the
been from time to time employed in topographical
policy of the country to establish in all the branches
or geological surveys under the authority of the goof its trade with foreign nations."
vernment. Rejoicing in this high sounding title,
Featherstonhaugh flourished for some seasons
Ex-coLLECTOK ANDREWS. In the U. S. district Mr.Washington, in alt the pride of place. But even
at
court, at Boston, on Thursday, the United States
then, whilst acting; in this public capacity, in the
obtained a verdict for $921 93, against Asa Anemploy of the United States, his conduct was markdrews, ex-collector of Ipswich, and his sureties.
ed and remarked on at the time, for more devotion
This sum was retained by him upon his leaving the
to the British minister, than to the government he
he
claimed
an
oS'set
As
office several years ago.
served. He seemed to be very little obprofessedly
some $7,000 of the U. States for various alleged
for the article.

extra services; but the jury did not sustain his

off-

set.

Sale of forfeited cloths.

The U.

States

marshal sold at the Masonic Hall, Philadelphia, on
Wednesday, 739 pieces of broad-cloths and cassimeres forfeited to the United States for a breach of
It is supposed
the revenue laws some time since.
The terms of
the sales will amount to $50,000.
sale were cash, in funds receivable at the United

servant of the poet's injunction:
Be sure you are off with the old love.
Before you are on with the new.

Or

rather,

prehensive

he imitated Sir John Falstaff's compaying court at the same time
"Wives of Windsor;" and perhaps

taste, in

to both of the

with the same disinterested indifference as to which
of them would turn out to be the most profitable
"speculation."

When it was first known in America, that this
individual {with col, Mudge), was appointed by the
British government, to explore and survey the disImported liquors. The Journal of Commerce puted territory in the north east, the intelligence
received with universal surprise. On the one
says, the quantity of ardent spirits and wines im- was
inhabitants of the British provinces were
ported into the United States from foreign countries hand, the
to believe their cause safe in the custody of
slow
ending
30th
years,
commercial
in each of the last six
the "United Slates geologist." On the other hand,
September, is as follows:
those of the people of the United Stales, who knew
Wine.
Spirits.
6,573,219 any thing of the individual, saw that such a double
3,802,718
In 1839
4,349,121 traitor was the very man, of all others, to be relied
3,092,776
1838
6,3.50,444 upon to mystify the northeastern boundary question,
2,672,228
1837
7,.582,578 by systematic falsification of argument or fact, and
3,524,288
1836
6,525,310 thus to earn the approbation of his new masters in
3,394,439
1835
5,139,063 England, by the hearty good will of his endeavors
2,611,354
1834
his old masters in the United States.
It appears from this statement, which we have to injure
And the result has proved the correctness of these
the
importaderived from official documents that
I do not believe that there can be
tion of spirits last year was larger than in either of anticipations.
impudently disingenuous state paper,
the five proceeding years; and of wines, rather found a more
deceptive, alike in its stateabove the average. But within the period men- one more elaborately
facts, or in its conclusions, to dishonor the
tioned, there has been a great diminution in the ments of
diplomacy.
modem
annals
of
quantity of spirits manufactured in this country
States treasury.
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Of the many pregnant proofs ol this, which I
Having, by this piece of county court ingenuity,
might select Irom the "report," I will exhibit to raised a pretext for placing the northeast angle of
you one by way of example, not only bfcause it is Maine sou(A of the St. John, though confessedly
characteristic of the whole document, but because neither of the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, nor
it is the turning point in the controversy betweeu in the highlands bounding the St. Lawrence basin,
the two governinenls.
the great anxiety of the British government, I reYou know that the great geographical problem to peat, has been to seek ont and set up highlands
be solved is, to determine (in the words of the trea- somewhere, {no matter where, provided they be
ty of Paris), the "highlands which divide those south of the St. John), by means of which, to fulfil
rivers that empty themselves into the St. Lawrence, at least one of the three conditions of the trealy
from those that fall into the Atlantic ocean." These description, namely, highlands dividing river
words occur twice in the treaty description of the HEADS.
northeastern boundary.
After due reflection, the British government
The United States claim that such highlands ex- pitched upon an insulated conical elevation, called
ist; thattbey run in adirection northeastwardly and Mars Hill, situated between the southwesterly head
southwestwardly, forming on their northerly side
the basin of the St. Lawrence, and of "those rivers
empty themselves into the St. Lawrence;" and
falling oii'ou their southerly side, towards the sources
of those rivers which flow into the Hay nf Fundy,
Passamaquoddy bay, Penobscot bay, and other bays
of the Atlantic ocean. In the region o( these highlands, as the United States contend, is to be found
also the "northwest angle o( Nova Scotia;" which
the treaty makes to be the northeast angle of the
state of Maine.
That such "highlands" exist in that region, is
distinctly admitted in Featherstonhaiigh's report.
He calls it a belt of elevated land. He speaks of it
as an "elevated country, along the crest of which
*
*
various hills, with occasional peaks are seen,
much sei)arated from each other, but once probably
were united in a continuous, irregular curved line,
tending northeasterly to southwesterly." Indeed it
would have been idle for hijn to deny Ihe existence
of these highlands in that section of country, since
their exislence is obviously a matter ol sheer physical necessity; they forming the linge des versanls
pi' the basin of the St. Lawrence.
Nor can it be denied that in that region, and far
north of the main stream of the St. John, is Ihe
"northwest angle" of the British province of Nova Scotia. Mr. Duller, in Ihe Westminster Review,
fiilly admits this; so fully, indeed, that he distinctly
imputes it to his own government as a piece of unwise and injudicious bad faith, to have endeavored
throughout the past negotiations to conceal and cover
up this notorious fact. Ail the commissions of the
British provincial governors, all the legislative and
judicial proceedings of the provinces themselves,
recognise the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, as a
lixed legal point, near the head of the river Ristigoiiche, and far north of the river St. J.-.hn.
that

I

From all this, the inference in favor of the pretensions of the United States, would seem to be irresponsible.
But the etiect of it is to give to the
United States a gore of land north of the St. John,
which the British government think it desirable to
their interests to possess.
Accordingly, ilnring the
negotiations at Ghent, not claimijjg this gore of
land as theirs, they labored strenuously, though unsuccessfully, to buy it of Ihe United States. Failing
in this attempt, they some years afterwards, first set
up a claim to it as theirs; a claim unjust in its origin,
arrogant in its prosecution and which has more than
once seriously endangered the peace of the United
Slates.
The British government is induced to desire the
tract of land in question, because it lies inlerposf.d
between the provinces ofNew Brunswick and (late)
Jjower Canada. It is precisely as if the LTnited
States, in order to straighten our boundary and
stregthen our frontier, should lay claim lo that portion of Upper Canada, which separates Michigan

waters of the St. John, and the head waters of the
Sy Croix, which, though, as I have already suggest- John?
Solicitous to obtain some clue to the apparent
it falls
into the Atlantic ocean, no otherwise
than the St. John does, by falling into an Atlantic mysteries on the face of this map, I recurred to that
bay, they were compelled, in violation of their own part of the report entitled "physical geography of
premises, to treat as a river of "those which fall into the country." As I read along, I came to this sentence:
"The investigations of individuals who
the Atlantic ocean."
This pretension, that Mars Hill is the line of the have travelled entensively in North America, con-,
treaty, which Ihe British have persisted in for nearly firm what is obvious tolocalobservcrs, that, at some
twenty years, and which they have strained all the remote period, the waters have every where relired
arls of diplomacy to sustain, is now admitted, not from higher levels."
Here is a precious scrap of.
only by Mr. Butler, miijor Yule and others in Eng- "geology." I felt half disposed to stop at this a
land, who have recently discussed the question, but moment, and inquire whether this observation was
Mr. Featherstonhaugh himself, to be totally desti- universally true; whether, if in most cases the wa-.'
ter had retired from the highlands, yet in some intute of foundation in trulli.
What remaiiied? Should the British government stances these "higher levels" on the continent of
abandon the whole controversy? Mr. Featherston- North America might not, by volcanicor other subhaugh has very kindly stepped in, and tendered to marine action, have been raised above the water.'
them a new pretext, which .they can, if they choose, But I reflected, this northeastern boundary isaques-.
avail themselves of, as Ihealiment of anewseries of tion of geography not of geology.— Witat matters it,
how the mountains were in the miocene or pleiocontroversies with the United Stales.
I hope they
will not do this; that they will disdain to keep open cene age, wilh its icthysaurian and plesiosauriah
this sore by applying to it the noxious compound monsters sporting in the wide waste of waters? We
of one who is equally a traitor to Iheintersts of both want to know how they stood in tlie year 17S3, and
how they stand in this our present year 1840. And
governments.
It would be better for both, if (in
the language of the old rhymist, preserved by Wal- so I proceeded to read.
But presently I reached a
paragraph beginning 'to the geological eye," &c.
ter Scott),
ed,

—

gar'd the Featherstones

States.

Mr. Featherstonhaugh seems

to have assigned to
find highlands souih of the
St. John loxlaim by, instead of Mars Hill, which
it was impossible any longer to contend for;
and,
in the performance of this task, not regarding nice
distinctions, he has ventured to assume that to find

himself the task:

—To

—

highlands, and to invent them, was all Ihe same
thing.
It may be so in latin; but it is not in English; in the Ejigliih of Elizabeth and James, which
our fathers brought over with them to Virginia and
Massachusetts.— Nay, not content with this alone,

we find a strong correspondence with the physical
geograjihy of the more southern portion of the
American continent; here also the country rises in
elevation, the strata follow the northeasterly and
southwesterly directions, the ridges hold the same
course, and are usually parallel to each other, but
VS11J much broken down and separated into detached'
parts by the action of powerful currents, which,
seem to have pa.ssed across this part of the continent, contempoi aneously with the formation of the
valley of the St. Lawrence.
"The remains of these abrahed ridges are found
strewed and deposited in every part of ihe country, and the batiks of the river St. John, and those of
its tributary, the Roostuc, often cotisist nfa depth of
'
from twenty to thirty feel of the comminuted bdins
of the olden rakes."

Mr. Featherstonhaugh appears to have adopted as
the motto of his report, the old adage, viam inveniam
FACiAM. For on his "map" of Ihe disputed territory he has invented, made and projected as pretty
a new range of mountains, extending from the head
waters of the Connecticut northeast lo the bay of
And again:
Chaleur, as any British "geologist" could desire to
"There are various lines of what have once been
behold.
He de.serves a patent for this ingenious in- continuous ridges, traversing in a northeasterly divention; if he does not get that, I presume he will
rection the disputed territory, some of wtiich have
receive a quid pro quo in some other form, as a rebeen so abraded and broken down that they are nearward for his discovery.
ly obliterated, leaving only peaks at great distances
I
do not wonder at the ecstacy of the London from each other, but in the same magnetic direc-

vet

—

New York.
Times on seeing this map. The' editors of that
To give color to its claim, it has been the first ob- journal, I suppose, never had occasion to buy wild
ject of the British government, to remove the north- lands by map.
If they had, they might have enjoyeast angle of Maine, from ihe north to the south of Ihe ed some experience (dear-bought, perhaps), of the
river St. John.
crealive faculties of the human mind in the malter
In undertaking to do this, they nullify and reject of locating rivers or mountains at convenient points
ail that part of the treaty description of Ihe line on paper, which it is very ilifficultsometimes todiswhich speaks of the northwest angle of Nova Sco- cern on the earth's surface. It is true that Mr.
tia.
Featherstonhaugh has condescended to project a
They nullify and reject, also, all that part of the ranjje of highlands along the southeasterly side of
treaty description which exacts highlanfls arljoining the St. Lawrence basin, and north of the St. John;
the St. Lawrence and its tributary rivers, and consti- but then he has depicted a much more conspicuous
mountain range south of Ihe upper waters of the
tuting the linge des versanls.
And to escape the force of these fequisilions of St. John. And I can readily conceive that an Engthe treaty, they stand upon this one solitary pelly lishman, who thinks nothing is wanting but higliquibble, namely, that whereas the St. John flows lands, and who looks not beyond this map, should
immediately jnto the Hay of Fundy, therefore it is consider the case a very clear one in favor of Great
not a river of "Iho.^e which fill into the Allanlic Britain.
ocean," though in the same breatli lliey (hemsolves
When I myself cam.e to examine this map, the
contend that llie St. Croix, which flows into Pas thing which struck me as being most peculiar, was
samaquoddy bay, and the Penobscull, which flows to seft Ihe river Roo«tuc and the river Tobique,
inlo Penobscot bay, are nevertheless rivers which branches of the St. John, which enter the main
in the trealy sense "fall into the Atlantic ocean." stream nearly opposite to another, and which run, in
That is, the quibble is not only a very poor one in opposite directions but in the same general line, one
itself, but it is one which does not work through Ihe southwest and the other northeasi, both together,
urgnmentjandia therefore self contradicted and sell- over a space of one hundred and fifty miles, to
podfuted.
see those rivers running right along the back line of

—

•

'

—

What? said 1: "Eece iterum Crispinus!" The
haugh theirjaw;"
"United States geologist" again?
And reading
that is, if we are to judge of the race by this "Alalong a few sentences further, I fell on the secret^
bany Featherstonhaugh." The people of the Unitof the whole mystery of the new mountain ridge'
ed States, at any rate, should be prepared with a
of the map in the lollowing par-agraphs of the re-;
proper knowledge, in season, of the nature of this
new pretext, if by chance the British govern- port:
"On advancing in a northwesterly direction into,
ment should adupt and urge it against the United
the inteiior, Iroui the mouth of the Bay of Fundy,-

"They

from

—

new range of mountains. The boundary "higBlands" occupying the very bed of the Roostuc, the
St. John, and the Tobique!
This seemed to be »:
strange freak of nature. Stranger than the notiom
of the king of the Netherlands, who, though he<
placed the boundary line in the thalweg or bed of
the St. John, did not pretend that the very high-'
lands themselves were there, aloiig the line of tbe'
river bottom.
This mighty natural aqueduct, of
some hundred or two miles in length, with Ihe Roos*'
tuc and the Tobique flowing along its summit, is a
few degrees grander than even the grand victor
embankment of the Erie canal. But how is thisaque-,
duct carried across the St. John? Andhow do the'
Rooituc and the Tobique get down from their pe-:
rilous elevation, to join the main stream of the St.
this

-

tion."

The leport then proceeds to describe particularly
one of these "abraded ridges," one ol these "once
been" ridges, one of these ridges "so abraded and
broken down that they are nearly obliterated,"
which it claims as "the true highlands" of the
trealy ol Paris, and which is the very range of
mountains so conspicuously depicted on the map
accompanying the report.
That is to say, this profound and learned "geologist" has discovered, oi imagines that he has discovered, in the line of the Roostuc and the Tobique, traces of a lange of mountains, which existed there in the year of the world mimber one, (or
perhaps a few years before then, for I have not the
same exact personal recollection of the chronology,
of those early times as Mr. Featherstonhaugh may
have), but which are now "abraded," "broken
down" and "obliterated;" and this supposed antediluvian range of mountains is projected on the
\n3pjust as if it i.ow existed, and is presented to us
He •
as "the true highlands" of the treaty ol Paris!
would have us believe that when tirat treaty was'
drawn up the lines were run, not by Mitchell's map
and by the geography of the earth as it is, but by
some antique chart of the pise-adainile age, WhiclJ'

happened, by greal luck,

to

be saved

m

Noah's-

—

—
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ark, or might have been dug up in a fossil shape
from some of the quarries about Paris, and so in
process of lime fell into the hands ot John Adams
or old Ben. Franklin.
I ask yon if any language can be too strong to be
applied to this wretched piece of sophistry, which
Mr. Featherslonhaugh would impose upon the world
as a solution of the northeastern boundary question?
Is it not the climax of impudence?
For this hiith science searched, on weary wing.
By shore and sea?
If such be geology, I desire none of it. T would
rather have a single grain of homely fact, and plain,
living truth, than a cart-load of such pretensive
science ami elaborate mystilicafion. It is painful
to see even the language of science perverted, as it
And
is in this report, to' such disingenuous ends.
yet Mr. Fealherstonhaugh talks about the "spurious
topography" of the Americans, and of their practice
"to subslilute fancy for reality," and "put forward
as fact a state of things which is, for the most part,
hypothetical and conjectural." Truly his effronte-

Meantime I shall not believa,
is matchless.
I see the proof of it, thit these highlands of
highlands broken down
the world before the flood
and obliterated by the "powerful currents" of the
great deludge highlands "abraded" away, and
whose "comminuted rocks" now form the actual
aoil of river banks and the mud of river bottoms
that this ghost of the piaeadamite raounlaius, thus
summond up from its sleep of fifty centuries by the
will be
incantation of Mr. Feathei-slonhaugh,
adopted by the British government as the new
ground work of a continued claim to the territory
ofthe slate of Maine. I earnestly exhort that government, to which peace with the (Jnited States
is necessary and as dear as it is to us, to think bet
ter of what its interests, no less than its honor, de
inand at its hands.
For, even though Mr. Featherstonhaugh's "high
lands" were not subject to the rather serious objec
tion of having been "broken down," "abraded'
and "obl'.lerated" in the "powerful currents" of
the great deluge, leaving only their "comminuted
ruins" to mark where they once stood,in the somewhat ancient days of primeval creation, even if
this dilficulty could be got over, there would remain another pretty knotty one and this is, that
his newly invenled Ijighlands would not be "highlands which divide those rivers that empty themselves into the St. Liwrence, from those rivers that
fall into the Atlantic ocean"— for \.vhen the great
ry

until

—
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number of
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refuse to

THE ABMY.

war.

He

is

now

with his family at his residence at

Watervliet, but will soon leave, with a large body of
Almost every day some oftroops, for that region.
ficer, recently from Florida, may be seen in this city,
with feeble health and ruined constitution. Among
them all there is but one opinion expressed as to the

humiliating character and painful nature ofthe Florida service. Already it has been the grave of many
of the best officers and soldiers of the American
We are pained to learn, moreover, before
army.
that stupendous fraud of subduing and exterminating
the Indians is accomplished, that other heroic spirits
will sleep the sleep of death in the hammocks of that
[ Troy Mail.
dark and illfatcd land.

moun-

the world unborn,

Tans, at the present time, with great impartiality,
and with a persevering disregard of all perils by
flood, down the whole course ofthe Roostuc, across
the St. John, and up the Tobiq le. That is to sayj
if these pretended highlands existed any where but
ih antediluvian chaos, which they do not, still they
would not be a ligne des virsatUs, and so could not
ful6l any one of the conditions of the treaty of
peace.
There is much more in the report, and in the
political as well as the geographical part ofit, which
'"'I should take great satisfaction in nutting wp, but
' 'this gratification I
must reserve as & bonne bouche
for some future day of leisure.
yours, reI am
spectfully
E. GUSHING.
'•

'

Dearborn.

st.^tistics. Hazard's Commercial
and Political Register, cofitains some interesting
statistical tables relating to the number, sex, age,
occupation and nativity ofthe foreigners who arrived in this country in 1S.39— the whole compiled with
much labor from the annua! report ofthe secretary
of state. Itappears from these tables that the whole
number of passengers arrived in 1S39, is, 74,6t]G, of
whom 70,5119 were natives of foreign counties, and
4.157, of the United States.
Ofthe whole number,
•47,68S arrived at New York, 10,306 at N. Oi leans,
6,081 at Bdllimore, 3,949 at Philadelphia, 3,e46 at
Boston, and the residue at other places
As to birth— 3t.213 were of Great Britain, 19,474
German, 7,193 of France, 1,234 of Prussia, and
2,10S of other parls of Europe, making the whole
mimber frorri Europe 64.227.
Texas furiiished
2,440. Mexico 353, Cuba 633, and the West Indies
and-Britiih colonies the residue, chiefly, of the foreign passengers.
As to occupation 37,666 are represented as having none, but in this number are included" '2'6,08l

—

who

Col. Worth, one of the most heroic ami valuable
army, has just been ordered
to Florida, to take active command in that inglorious

plored

S.

tribes,

officers attached to the

Accordingly, the geological site of these mountains,
to discover which, Mr. Featherslonhaugh has ex-

Gen. H. A.

be followed in a few days by a

same

voluntaiily, but have been compelled to
the agent, who has called the military to his assistance.

So high as beaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom, broad and deep,
Capaci'nis bed of waters.

Emigrant

them into the hammock.
Capt. Hawkins, 7th infantry, soon arriving upon
remove the ground with a reinforcement, the command of
do so by course devolved upon him. A charge was made

homes.

—

Far into chaos and

85

6th inslant near Fort Walkahoofa, between the U.
S. troops commanded by lieul. W. K. Hanson, 7th
infantry, and a parly of the Indians.
On that day, information having been received at
the fort that Indians were in the vicinily, lieut.
Hanson, with a force of thirly-five men, started immediately in pursuit. At the distance of Ij miles
from the fort, the troops were fired upon by the enemy, from a dense hammock. Lieutenant Hanson
caused Ihe lire to be proinplly returned; and judging
from the long line of fire ofthe enemy, that they far
out-numbered his command, and perceiving that
they outflanked him, he retired in good order, about
300 yards to the open woods, and then maintained a
the ages of 15 and 40.
warm contest with them for about forty minutes at
Indians. It is stated in the Ottawa (Illinois) Ihe end of which time, the enemy left the ground,
inlo the hammock.
Lieut. H.
Free Trader, that between five and six hundred In- and hastily withdrew
that the enemy were superior to his
dians ofthe Pottawattamie and Ottawa tribes from now knowing
and
having
man
killed
and
force
in
numbers,
one
that
the northern part of Indiana, passed through
wounded, did not think it prudent to follow
place on the 27th ult. on their way to their western four

—

de;luge "abraded" Mr. Featherstonhaugh's
tains, it left some large rivers in their place.

1840—NATIONAL AFFAIR^.''

females, and a portion ofthe 15,166 males under 15
years of age, which will account for the larger part
of the number having no occupation. Of the ascertained occupations, 12,401 appear to be farmers,
8,930 ioechanics,7,870 laborers and 5,633 merchants,
(of the last, probably a considerable number are
Americans). There were also 571 mariners, 143
clergymen, 254 physicians, 298 seamstresses, and
The remainder of the whole number is
20S'clerks.
divided among various branches of business. The
larger portion appear to be in the earlier and middle
periods of life, as only about one-tenth or 7,195 are
above 40 years of age, while 51,073, are between

—

—

10,

—

Movement of

troops.

wonderful rapidity with which the Indians conceal
or carry off their wounded and dead.
The number ofthe Indians was not less than 80,
and there are many good reasons for supposing it to
have been greater.
The contending parties were often within 50 feet
of each other, and Indians were distinctly seen to
fall.
Had they not met with very rough treatment
and suffered severely, they would not have so hastily yielded the ground.
The following order has been issued in reference
the above affair:
Order }
Mead quarters, 7 infantry.
Fort Micanopy, Sept. 9th, 1840.
No. 37. 5

Major Payne's command,

consisting of companies
S. artillery, left this

—

into the hammock, but to no purpose
no Indians,
living or dead, were seen; another instance of the

B

and F, 2d regiment U.
lor Sackett's Harbor,

morning

viaN. Falls rail road. Lieutenants Daniels, Arnold,
accompaBrooks and Nichols, and surgeon
[Boffalo Com. Sep. 21.
nying the detachment.
,

Eastpoit Sentinel, that the post
of Fort Sullivan has been occupied by a detachment
of about sixty U. S. troops. Two companies are
expected to be quartered there during the winter.
Major Kiiby is to have the command. This fort had
It is stated in the

been vacant since 1836.

From

Florida.

Jpalachicola, Sep. 12.

We

learn

by the steamer Louisa, from Chattahoochie, that the
Indians attacked at 10 o'clock on Monday morning
last, the house of Mr. James Dorsey, two and a half
miles from Chattahoochie, ami plundered and burned his house. Mr. Dorsey, through fear of the Inremoved his family to Alabama, and was himself from home, consequently no
lives were lost.

lieulenant colonel commanding has thesatisannounce to the regiment, that an action
the 6th inslant, near Wacahoota, between 1st lieutenant Hanson with a detachment of
35 men of "B" and "H" companies, ofthe 7th infantry, with a large body of the enemy, estimated at
80 or 100 warriors, in which the latter were severely beaten.
To fight successfully, a force so superior
in numbers, and fhat under the disadvantage of an
ambuscade, requires no small degree of coolness and
bravery, both in officers and men. The lieutenant
colonel commaudjng is highly pleased at the skill
and courage displayed by lieutenant Hanson, as well
as at the good conduct of the men under his command. He hopes and believes that the bright example set by this small detachment will not be forgotten by the regiment whenever an opportunity ofBy order of lieut. col.
fers to engage the enemy.
Whistler.
R. C. GATLIN, adjt. 1th infantry.
Colonel Kearney with 200 regulars, lell Fort
Leavenworth on the 10th ult. for the purpose of
settling the dispute between the Otto and Iowa Indians.

The

fiiction to

was fought on

dians, had previously

THE NAVV.

Frigate Macedonian. The U. S. frigate MacedoYork on Tuesday from' the
are happy this week nian, arrived at
bearing the board pendant of commodore
eastward,
in being able to lay belore our readers an account of
Branford Shiibrick.
the capture of four Indians, by the active and vigi- W.
Capt. Boi (Bum, of the navy, is ordered to the comlant U. S. officer, capt. B. L. Beall, of the 2d regimand ofthe sloop of war Concord, now fitting out
ment of dragoons.
The crew of
at Boston for ihe West India station.
instant,
the
4th
of
morning
that
on
the
seems
it
ihe sloop of war Erie have been transfened to the
capt. Beall, having received intimation of a parly ot
Concord. She is a first class vessel of her size,
Indians being in the neighborhood, left his encampmounts 24 24-pound gunades, or medium guns,
ment, with ten or twelve men, for the purpose of and
[Neiu Haven Herald.
nearly new.
scouring the country. Alter having been out for and IS
United States frigate Constitution was at CalThe
some
party
of
upon
a
suddenly
came
some lime, he
June
last, all well, and exthe
12th
of
on
Peru,
lao,
30 Indians, who fled on his approach, without firing
pected lo sail soon on a cruize to the norlh. The
a single sun, ca]it. Beall and his men followed them
looked
for
from the west coast
was
Louis
St.
ship
to the swamp of the Wa-coos-a-sa river and sucShark from the coast
four of their party; one of of Mexico, and the schooner

Four Indians captured.

New

We

ceeded in capluring
which, we learn, is Hola-too-chee, a sub-chief of
the Micasookies. The caplured Ijidians were taken
to Fort Poinsett, (at Cedar Key), the station of
general Armstead, on the 7th inst. and were to have
been employed as guides of another scout, by capt
B. on the 12th inst.
The guns taken with these Indians, are said to be
in exceedingly good order, one of which was nearly
new and of cosily manufacture. Capt. B. also took
a large deer .</r»i, filled with honey, on which they
are supposed to have subsisted.
The prompt anil untiring efforts of this small band
induces us to lock for betler times; and we sincerely
hope that these ruthless savages will not be permitCapt.
ted to escape, as those of former captures.
Beall's conduct on this occasion, as well as that of

of Chili.

The nnval apprenticeship system. The Norfolk
Beacon desciibw the appearance of the j'oung naval
apprentices ofthe U. S. ship Delaware at that port,
as they proceed to church every Sunday, headed by
two midshipmen in uniform. They are forty or fifty
in number, fine, hearty young fellows, and very orderly and well behaved.
The naval apprenticeship system is one of those
excellent conceptions which when carried into
practice are so admirably adapted for good as to excite wonder that the thing was never tried before.
Every art or calling requires a period of training as
preliminary to a successlul entrance upon its duties.
There is i;o reason why the seamen's pursuit should
be an exception to this the more especially as the
service is one in which the exercise of moral and inhis men, were highly creditable.
The Savannah tellectual qualities finds a place along with practical
Lieut. Hanson's fight with Indians.
and skill. The system now happily intfo.
Republican says that the following is a correct ac- dexterity
into practice will serve as a nursery for Seacount of the engagement which took place on the duced

—
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man

of (he best kind. It will rear up a class of men
the sense of national and individual
will be strong, and who to an enthusiasm lor
their profession will unite intelligence and moral
sentiment. From these the minor ofBcers will be
chosen, who, being in near contact with the ordinary sailors, will exert a wholesome influence over
them both in the way of example and by blending
with the severity of discipline feelings more elevated and refined than those of mere arbitrary force.
The Beacon says with propriety of this system, that
•'it will destroy the too common notion that would
deem profanity, extravagance, lewdness and recklessness, as necessarily connected with good seamanship, and will prove that a sailor may be highly
accomplished in his profession and yet merit the respect of the temperate and good."
The United States transport Solon sailed from
New York on the 4th instant, with a detachment of
the 8th infantry, destined for Florida. The following named officers accompany the troops:
Col. Worth; assistant surgeon Cuyler; assistant

among whom
honor

10,
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20,981; Salem 15,162; New Bedford 12,585; Springfield 11,013; Charlestown 10,872.
The towns generally average, according to the present census, from
one to three thousand inhabitants; and herein, perhaps, is the greatest security for the moral and physical welfare of the state.
The population seems
to be very equally spread over the whole territory,
and the enjoyments and blessings of society seem
shared in alike through every part. This was the
plan of sir Thomas Moore's Utopia in which beautiful republic great cities were regarded as "great
sores."
[Sim.

—

NEW

YORK.

—

Meeting an Long; Island at Patchogue. On the
ult. a meeting variously estimated as consisting of from three to five thousand persons, amongst
them many ladies, was addressed by Datiiel Webster,
for upwards of two hours and by Ogden Hoffman for
an hour and a half.
On the day following Mr. Senator Wright addressed the Suffolk men at the same place in behalf
of Van Buren.
On the 24lh Mr. Webster addressed the people of

22nd

surgeon Van Buren; lieut. Berham; lieut. Sprague;
Larkin Smith; lieut. L. O'Brien; lieut. W. C. Kings and Queens, at Jamaica.
Conventions. The whigs of New York have delieut. W. B. Hayward; lieut. Wardwell;
termined to hold a state convention at Auburn on
lieut. G. D. Hanson; lieut. W. Johns; lieut. Folson
lieut.

Browne;

the 18lh inst.
W. C. Rives, esq. of Virginia has accepted an invitation to attend,

STATES OF THE ONION.
MAINE.

spirits

Election.
The returns of the election for members of the next congress Iroin Maine stand as follows:

Cumberland, Wm. Pitt Fessenden, whig; Kenebec, Geo. Evans, whig; Lincoln, Benj. Eandall,
whig; Penobscot, Elisha H. Allen, whig; York,
Nathan Clifford, V. B.; Waldo, Alfred Marshall,
V. B.; Oxford, no choice; Hancock and Washington, no choice.*
Four whigs two V. B. two vacancies.
The Van Suren papers assert that Fairfield is reelected governor, or, that there is no choice. Their

—

—

latest statement stands

45,599
45,433

Fairfield

Kent
Fairfield's majority

163
papers continue to affirm that Kent
accounts stands
Kent
45,573
Fairfield
45,345

The whig
elected

'

—

is

^their latest

228

Kent's majority

MASSACHDSETTS.

'

Special election. The governor of Massachusetts
has ordered anew election to take place on the 9th
of November, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the
resignation of Abbot Law,-ence.
Candidate.
Richard Hav^htan, the editor of the
Boston Atlas, is the candidate for elector from the
county of Suffolk, in the place of R. G. Shaw, resigned.

Rail road. The Boston people appear determined to complete as speeilily as possible their rail road
connection with Buffalo.
meeting was held in
Boston tor the purpose of raising subscription to the
capital for the section of the road from Attica to
Buffalo; $250,000 is the amount wanted.

A

The insurance capital of Massachusetts amounts
to ^,965,000, $6,250,000 is located in Boston,
.$5,044,433 of this total amount is invested in Mas-

.

^achusetts state and hank stocks. The amount of
notes is $2,614,614.
Cash, $216,293.
on $923,886 of premium rates have terminated. The total amount of Marine risks is
#58,784,199. Fire risks, 54,789,342 dollars. Total,
$113,574,041. The Warren company of Boston
has made the lowest average dividend for the last
,five years, being 2| per cent.
The Merchants' has
ipade the highest, being 25 46-100 per cent. The
Bedford Commercial has averaged IS 4 5 per cent.
The amount of fire losses paid last year was 209,827
dollars.
The amount of marine losses 1,808,157
dollars.
In addition to this, the ascertained and estimated losses unpaid, amount to $527,537, making
comparison
!Ui aggregate loss of $2,543,521.
with the returns for the previous year, exhibits a
considerable increase in the amount of losses.
1839.
1838.
Increase.

,

•premium
The risks
.

.

.

•

^
1

A

^

.

Fire losses

Marine do.

125,832
1,721,083

209,827
1,808,157

83,995
87,083

Excess
170,069
The amount at risk was nearly Ihe same at both
years.

Population tlatislics. Of the 307 towns in Massachusetts, there are only six that have a population
so large as 10,000, viz: Boston 83,979; Lowell
|,

,

*The returns from this district according to statements in the Bay State Deiuocrat, are Lowell, V. B
4,959; Noy^s, jyhig, 4,789; WeUer, V. .B, 264.

—

——

.

j1 conservative convention assembled at Auburn on
the 1st inst.
The
York American estimates
the number of delegates attending from 10,000 to
12,000. Pierre Van Courtland presided, and Mr.
Tallmadge, in a brief address, introduced Mr. Rives,

New

who made a brilliant speech for nearly four hours
He was succeeded by Mr. Legare, who spoke for
about two hours.
The meeting separated in high
Steamboat Swiftsure.
The Albany Advertiser
says This'boat hzd our city about eleven o'clock
yesterday morning, having in tow several barges
and boats for New York. 'When in Ihe vicinity of
Castleton, and about six Or eight miles from this
city, the boiler of the boat exploded.
When the
confusion caused by the explosion had subsided, it
was found that seven persons employed on the
boat had been more or less injured. An account
of the disaster had reached the city in the course of
the afternoon, but it is was not until the Swiftsure
came up in tow of the Troy, about seven o'clock,
that the whole was known.
The boat was brought
to the dock at the foot of Lydius street, where
every aid, medical and otherwise, in the power of
man to bestow, was rendered the unfortunate in-

—

dividuals.

Our informant says that with one exception, (the
son of Havens, the engineer), the bodies of the sufferers presented such an appearance that their
nearest friends would not be able to recognize them.
At the time ofvvriting this article one man was
dead, and our informant says that the engineer
could not possibly survive an fiour.
We annex a list of the sufferers by this dreadful
calamity.
Thomas Havens, the engineer, of Shrewsbury
N. J. Mr. H. is a married man, with a family of
seven small children. His son Thomas Havens,
about 12 years of age, is slightly injured. Daniel
Hagerman, of Shrewsbury New Jersey, fireman
dead.
Henry Yates, fireman; is a married man and
has a family— resides at the corner of Christopher
and Washington streets, New York— very badly injured.

Robert Graves, fireman

— has

a large family.

George White, firemaii, John Kearney, deckhand,
Nicholas Davis deckhand.
Six o'clock this morning. But one now survives
the unfortunate calamity, and of him all hopes of
existence for half an hour are abandoned. Mr.
Havens died about 9 o'clock last night. Graves died
about 4 o'clock this morning, John Kearney died in
the course of the night, George White died about 5
o'clock this morning, Henry Yates will no doubt be
dead before our paper goes to press.
NEW JERSEY.
Whig meeting at Rahway. Some thousands were
present at the meeting on the 22d ult. The New
York American says:

"On

the spacious platform sat some 200 ladies
and in their name a banner embroidered by their
own hands was presented to the Harrison and reform club of Woodbridge.
did not learn the
name of Ihe young gentleman who was the spokesman for the ladies, but he did his part well, and
ivas well replied to by Mr. J. B. Scoles of this city,

We

who had been requested by the Woodbridge club'to
make their acknowledgments for the precious gift,
and to pledge their efforts that its motto "New
Jersey will be faithful" should be carried out.
The meeting was then called to order and brleOy
addressed by the
resident, Mr. Phelps, who suc|,

f

THE UNION.

cessively introduced the speakers.
A striking incident occurred while Mr. Phelps was speaking.
Captain Stockton, who was in the crowd, suddenly

—

—

exclaimed, "Mr. Chairman excuse me I can
stand it no longer; see, seir," said he, pointing upwards, "see our own eagle hovering over us." Immediately all eyes were turned heavenward, and
there, in very truth, basking in the near light oftha
sun, and gently circling round, was seen the noble
bird
poised on high
and, presiding, as it were,
over the proceedings of those who were there met
to rescue, if they may, the eagles of our country
from the bats and owls and vultures and other obscene birds of prey that now hamper her energies
and restrain her upward flight.
thousand cheers
were sent upward, as the eye discovered this bird
of good omen, and the influence of it was notunfelt
either by speakers or audience.
The assembly was then addressed by colonel
Downing, of Florida, gov Call, capt. Stockton,
Mr. Woodruff, and others. The main theme could
only be on the misgovernment of the country, and
the consequent sufferings of the people
but the
modes of treating and illustrating it were various
as the characters and pursuits of the speakers.
Col. Downing was humorous, gov. Call grave and
argumentative, and capt. Stockton frank, downright, plain and strong spoken.
Mr. Woodruff, an
elderly man, a native of New Jersey, but now and
for many years a resident in Kentucky, a personal
acquaintance of gen. Harrison, bore testimony to
the fine character and admirable qualifies of old
Tippecanoe. As to his being infirm from age or
otherwise incapacitated, he said he was vigorous
both in body and mind and able to beat Mr. Van
Buren either in a speech or a loot race.
The speeches were succeeded by some admirable
songs from Mr. Gamble and others, of Newark,
and the meeting broke up, as evening closed in,
in high spirits, and in perfect order.

—

—

A

—

—

PENNSYLVANIA.

We learn with pleasure
arrangement is now in progress between the
United States bank and other banks of Philadelphia,
which is likely lo have considerable effect in reUnited Slates bank.

that an

viving public confidence. In order to facilitate
and render certain a general resumption of specie
payments, the Philadelphia bank has offered to loaa
the U. States bank $1,000,000— the Bank of Penn.sylvania has made a similar offer, and a propositioD
to the same effect was yesterday before the directors of the Farmers' and Mechanics' bank.
The
U. States bank is indebted to each of the others,
both in bank notes held by them and balances.
The plan is, for Ihe smaller banks to return notes
payable on demand, to Ihe extent of $1,000,009
each, and lo receive in exchange post notes payable in a year, or longer if necessary.
This will of
course reduce the liabilities of Ihe U. States bank,
and greatly assist her in the resumption of specie
payments. It is believed that the other banks of
Philadelphia will also participate in this generous
work, and thus assist in bringing about a condition
of things so earnestly desired by all who wish well
lo the business and character of Philadelphia. The
details of the arrangement have not, as yet, been
thoroughly arranged, but we believe it is contemplated to effect a reduction of the immediate liabilities of (he larger bank, to the extent of four or
five millions.
The eastern banks have professed
great willingness to assist Philadelphia in the work
of resumption, and it is to be hoped that if neces.lary, they will now act in the spirit of their professions.
The best understanding exists among.tba
moneyed institutions of Philadelphia at the present
time, and the prospect is certainly encouraging.
Our money market continues easy.
IPhil. Inquirer.

—
— county of Philadelphia,

PENNSYLVANIA NOMINATIONS CONGRESS,
VAN BUREN.
WHIGS.
First district

Charles Brown,
tJoel B. Sutherland.
Second district
Joseph C. Neal,

—

Andrew

Miller,

Third district
C. J. IngersoU,

J.

W. Tyson,

of Philadelphia.
*John Sergeant,
*George W. Toiand,

city

—county of Philadelphia.

fMorton McMichael

—

Fourth district Delaware, Chester and Lancaster.
Dr. William Gray,
John Edwards,
Gen. Joshua Evens,
'Francis James,
Gen. Isaac Winters,
Jeremiah Brown.
Fifty district

•Joseph Fornance,

— Montgomery.
Robert T. Potts.
— Bucks.

Sixth district

Gen. John Davis.
Seventh

district

— Norfliampton,
Monroe.

CoL

J[ohn

Westbrook.

...

Wayne, Pike and

—
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Eighth
root was placed upon the building.
The senate was
SchuylkiU and Leghigh.
The house
session composed of twelve
Henry King.
destruction was notrooled. Mr. Tay- whigs and nine Van Buren.
*Peter Newliaid.
the time of
Of these, seven
—£erks.
be replaced
Ninth
the owner.
we understand,
election,
were Van Buren
and two were whigs. Of these the whigs have now
DELAWARE.
•Gen. George M. Keim.
— Dauphin and Lebanon.
Tenth
Whig mee'.lng
Wilmington. The Philadelphia elected
and the Van Buren party two — the next
Inquirer has the following notice of the great Har- senate will therefore be composed of 15 whigs and
Valentine HiiiDinel, sen. *\Vui. Siuiooloa.
— York.
Wilmington, Del. 6 Van Buren — whig gain 3 members.
Eleventh
rison meeting which was held
•James Gerry.
Mattliias
on Thursday:
The house of delegates
year was composed of
—Mamis and Franklin.
The farmers and mechanics were there from Kent, 46 Van Buren and 33 whigs — V. B. majority 13.
Tioelfth
Sussex and Newcastle; and a laige number of
Daniel
Cooper.
The probability, so
as we have returns
that
— Cumberland, Perry and Juniata. zens present. The accommodations were ample, there are 19 Van Buren and 60 whigs returned
3^rleenlh
such as to in- — which would give a majority of 50.
Ramsey. S. Diinlap
the speaking excellent, and the
•William
—
Centre. Huidingdon, Mifflin and spire the most encouraging hopes as tothe result of
fourteenth
Baltimore city returns a Van Buren senator (aV.
at

district

last

its

district

lor,

to

is

district

at this

five

five

at

at

district

Suiy-^er.

last

district

_

Slierier.

citi-

•Jaine.'i

lar

is,

district

S.

spirit

Aciair.

district

Clinton.

Gen. A.

P

Gen. James Irvine.
— Columbia
and I.uzeme.

Wilson.

Fifle'enth district

E. W. Sturdevanl.
Northumberland, Union and Ly-

Benjamin A. Bidlack.
Sixteenth district

—

coming.

John Snyder.

]

Seventeenth

district

— Tioga, Bra/iford,

McKean and

Susquehanna,

Poller.

—

—

—

—

—

and

Jefferson.

Samuel A. Pnrviance.
Beaver and Mercer.
*Thoma3 Henry.

—

Twenty-fourth district
P. Fellerman.
Erie, Crauford,
Twen'.y fifth district

N.

—

Warren and
Arnold Plumer.

The present
Van Buren— 11
•Members ol'

delegation

Wh

Dr. Wra. A. Irwine.
in congress stands 17

gs.

men opposed

to

SENATE.

Second

district

—Philadelphia

county.

Benjamin Crispin.
Peter A. Keyser.

f Joseph Johns.

Third

district

— Delaware,

Cliesier and Montgomery.
John T. Huddleson.
Abraham Brower.

John L. Pearson.
*John B. Sterigere.

Fifth district— Berks.

'
.

Samuel Fagely.

— Lancaster

and York.
'Thomas E. Cochran.
William Heister.
Eighth district Huntingdon, Mifflin, Juniata, Perry
and Union.
James Mathers.
Dr. Joseph B. Ard.
NinUi district Schuylkill and Columbia.
Samuel F. Headley.
Jos. Brobst, (volunteer.)
Tenth district Lehigh and Northampton.
Sixth district

'

Andrew McConkey.

Jacob

DeiiHith.

—

—
—

John

S.

Gibbons.

Nineteenth district

John Nagley.

—

Peter S. Michler.

Allegheny anil Butler.
Cnarles C. Sullivan.

Crawford.

*Gaylord Church.
Joseph Douglas.

W. Farrely.
T.M.Power.

J.

Greene.

Thos. P. Pollock.

••Members of (he last legislature.
tNominated by the Van Buren men in opposition
to the delegate tickets.
Riot and destruction of property. The Philadelphia Ledger of the 2C;h ult. says: The public may
not generally be aware that about one and a half
miles beyond Gray's Ferry, near the Baltimore rail
road, workmen have tor some time been employed
in constructing a very large and commodious building, which was to have been appropriated to the manufacture of bricks by means of sieam. The house

—

was nearly completed on Friday, when a "house
raising," or, in plain terms, a jollification was had.
very large number ol workmen in surrounding

A

The honorable Daniel Webster addressed the
meeting in one of those powerful speeches for which
he is so justly famed, and iii the peculiar style of
eloquence and excellence, that may be termed his
own unsurpassed in vigor, harmony of diction
force of argument, and general splendor of rhetoric, by any orator of the age.
Every sentence he
uttered carried conviction to the minds of his attentive hearers
and every sentiment, rich with patri
otism and truth, found an echo in the bosom of the
immense multitude collected on the ground. We
regret that the lateness of the hour prevents our

—

—

giving a synopsis of the address of the distinguished
statesman, the leading points of which we were
furnished with by a iriend
but we can truly say
that he never made a more successful effort, never
left a stronger or more permanent impression upon
the memory, never more triumphantly enlisted the
feelings of an auditory, and never shone with greater lustre in the delivery of sentiments alike worthy the republican, the philosopher and the lover of
his country.
He was followed by the hon. Mr. Clayton, and
Ketchum, esq. and both of these gentlemen
acquitted themselves with eloquence, ability and
irresistible argument.
The whole passed otf in the
most delightful and inspiring manner,and the occasion was rendered doubly brilliant, owing to the
number of ladies who graced the meeting with their
lovely presence.
The committee of arrangement and the marshals,
are entitled to the highest credit for the admirable
manner in which they had provided for the accommodation of so large an assemblage. A spacious
platform was erected for the speakers, covered with
an awning. The exhilarating strains of martial
music, the waving banners, and the many symbolical decorations that adorned the field, imparted additional and joyous life to the enthusiasm that was
naturally kindled by the glorious cause of Harrison
and reform.
At the preliminary elecElection of inspectors.
tion which took place on Monday last for inspectors,
the result in New Castle county, was as follows:

—

Venango.,

Clarion.

present congress.
tNominated by the Van Buren
the regular tickets.

B. gain) by a majority of 270 votes, and five delegates by an average majority of 191 votes. The
average Van Buren majority in this city at last October election was 423.
Election Returns

—

Davis Dimocic, jr.
Somerset, Bedford and Cambria.
Eighteenth district
Major Joseph luilioff'. *Charles Ogle.
Westmoreland and Indiana.
Nineteenth district
'•Albert G, M.irchand.
Twentieth district Fayette and Green.
Joshua B. Howell.
*£nos Hook.
Washington.
Twenty first district
Joseph Lawrence.
•Isaac Leef.
Twenty-second district— .Allegheny and Butler.
IVm. Wilkins, 2 years. Wm. VV. Irwin, 2 years
'7^m. Wilkins, 1 year. H. M.Biackenrige 1 do.
Twenty-third district Butler, Clearfield, Armstrong

William Jack.

Nothing of
the approaching struggle in that state.
an equal extent, in the way of popular demonstialion, has ever been remembered in Delaware.
It is impossible to describe the life, gaiety, and
enthusiasm which prevailed in Wilmington during
the assembling of the throng of many thousands who
repaired tothe scene of rendezvous
a spacious iield
in the vicinity of the town.
Dr. Naudain was elected to the chair. He presided with dignity and urbanity, and was ably supported by numerous vice
presidents and three secretaries.

—

—

V.B.maj.
No.of votes polled.
478 Brandywine hundred 52

Harrisonmaj.
55
48
6
34
21

1,022 Wilmington city
450 Christiana hundred
331 New Castle hundred
443 Mill Creek hundred

179 Red Lion hundred
250 Pencader
364 St. George's
409 Appoquinimink
260 White Clay Creek

Whig
Aggregate

133

majority
vote,

4,186—700 votes more than ever

before polled.
New Castle has heretofore been uniformly a Jack-

brickyards became dissatisfied at the thought that a
machine should be put in operation which threaten- son and Van Buren county. The V. B. majority at
ed death to their luture means of employment. Ac- last election was 208.
cordingly, about nine o'clock on Friday evening, a
Kent county Whig majority for inspectors 346.
great number of them assembled and made descent
Sussex county goes for the whigs as usual.
MAEYLAND.
upon the yet unfinished building, which was fired
immediately upon Iheir arrival; they then went to
The state election for the 69 delegates
Election.
work and battered down the walks so as to '*make and for 7 ol the 21 senators to the general assembly
very full vote
destruction doubly sure;" having perpetrated these took place on Wednesday last.
acts, they exullingly retired. Tlie loser for the time was taken except in two or three counties in which
being will be the contractor. According to the in- no Van Buren tickets were run. Not having ye( refori:ialion as handed to us, the contract made be- ceived the entire returns, we reserve the statement
tween hiui and the owner set forlli that his release until it can be presented complete— meantime the
from responsibility should not take place until the following IS an abstract of the general result.

—

A

— Baltimore

city.

FOR SENATOR.
Whig.
1st

2d
3d
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
lOth

nth
I2th

The

Total,
.
7,072
.
7,342
majority for Howard, (Van Buren), is 270.

FOR THE HOT73E OF DELEGATES.

'

—
- 68
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178. The senator is now elected by a
NORTH CAROLINA.
majority of 32, and the three delegates by an aveGreat preparation-^ appear to be in hand for the
rage majority of 22|. Five of the seven commis- state convention in Raleigh on the 5th Octobersioners elected are whigs.
Arrangements on the most magnificent scale are
plection

Harford county.

Van Buien

This county gave

majority of 299.

last

The delegation

year a
is

now

divided, two whigs and two Van Buren elected.
Aod four whigs and one Van Bnren commissioners.
the late speaker of the house is defeated.
Frederick county last year elected five Van Buren
delegates by an average majority of 226^. Five
whigs are now elected by an average majority
of 19S.
Washington county had last year a Van Buren
senator, and four Van Buren delegates.
The last
fair contest between the parties was in 1838 when
the county gave a Van Buren majority of 260.
whig senator is now elected by a majority of 195
votes, and four whig delegates by an average majority of 196.
Carroll county was last year represented by three
Van Buren and one whig delegate. The Van Buren majority in 1833 was 309. Four Van Buren
delegates are now elected by an average majority of

Mr. Williams

making

Chambers
12,828

the office of

J. Allen, of the Botetourt dis[Jeffersonian.

rated spot; and to which celebration will be invited
the whig electors of Virginia, North Carolina, and
Maryland, and other distinguished whigs of the nation.

Leesburg, Va. on the

584
977

2,107

1,561

6,777
8,577

6,334
8,339

Cherokee
Conecuh
Covington
Dale

present time #6,500,000, exclusive of its liabilities
under acts authorising loans for works of internal

more,

Marion

150
1,000

Marshall
Perry
Pickens
Pike

SO
209

Russell

Dallas

Dekalb

Randolph
Shelby

500
400
350

Fayette
Franklin

St. Clair

Sumter

Greene

Henry

Talladega
Tallapoosa

200
250

Jefferson

Jackson
Lauderdale

1,800

Washington
Walker
Wilcox

360
136
600

Lawrence
Limestone

200
75

Tuscaloo.«a

25
200
183

Total,
12,034 3,635
Mr. Jones, who was elected senator for Sumter
county at the election in August, has, it is said, resigned his seat, on discovery that illegal votes were
cast for him.
His majority was but one vote.
new election is ordered, Mr. Boyd, the unsuccessful candidate, does not run again, and the
whigs
„,

-

^

A

—

have nominated H.

Thornton.
Mobile.
mercantile house of this city, who
had a suit against the city of Mobile for $500 of the
bonds issued by the corporation, has just received
advices that judgment had been obtained, but previous to its being rendered, the corporation of the
city had made an assignment or deed of trust, of
all
the real estate belonging to the city, by which
act
I.

A

the

judgment obtained against

it is

[A^.

useless.

Y. Jour. Com.

LOUISIANA.
Congressional election. The governor of Louisina has ordered a special election for the third
congressional district, to supply the place of Mr.
Garland, resigned, whose term does not expire until the 4th of March next.
The election will fake
place the same day that the presidential electors are
chosen.
Banks in New Orleans. From a general statement of the condition of the New Orleans banks,
dated on the 8th instant, we extract the following
aggregates:

Nominal

capital,

Capital paid in,
.
Discounts and loans,

.

.
.

$54,950,000
41,762,769
48,537,633
6,039.300

Individual deposites,
.
Circulation,
.
5,084,566
Specie in the vaults,
3,626,310
Opelousas, Lou. Sept. 4th, 1840.
Insurrection.
Perhaps you have heard something
about the insurrection which was to have taken
place in the parishes of Lafayette and St. Landry.
Fortunately it was discovered in time to prevent
any mischief. The plans of the insurrectionists
were bad, and as usual, horrible in the operation,
so far as I have heard. They have as yet hung but
three of the ringleaders.
Many are arrested, and
more, I suppose, will be hung. Two white men (I
suppose abolitionists), have been implicated; they
were tried and found guilty by circnmstantial and
positive testimony, but as the law of the state does
children to the nearest neighbor.
not recognize slave testimony against a white, they
few days before this outrage Mr. John Lo- could not, by a legal tribunal be
found guilty to
garthy, while descending the Chipola river in a suffer death, as thpy
would have been, had the tesboat, was killed, probably by the same party, as timony been
admissible.
pieces of tarpaulin belonging to the boat were found at
They were, however, sentenced by judge XyncA
their camping place, about a mile above Mr. Jones'. to a severe
flogging, with orders to leave the state
company of volunteers started in pursuit of the at the peril of their lives.
[Jour, of Com.
Indiana, and tracked them to the Dead Lakes, on
TENNESSEE.
the Chipola.
Volunteers are now about being raisNashville corporation election. The Whig ticket
ed in this county to continue the pursuit, but we prevailed in every ward
in the city, at the electionfear the Indians cannot be overtaken.
The inhabi- on the 26th ult. The votes for mayor stood:
tants near St. Amlrews' bay have mostly fled to
C. C. Trabue (whig)
599
this place for protection, and those on the'Econfina
W. H. Moore (V. B.)
401

abandoned

Iheir

homes and

house of E. Robhins, esq.
of uncertainty and alarm to

Stale debt. The public debt of the state of Virginia, according to the Norfolk Beacon, is at the

to .1f3,-l-12,102

400
371
200

Clarke

Loss of free colored,

Male slaves.
Female slaves.

have

14th inst.

improvements, which amount

6

.

.

A

the 19th October, in a style corresponding with the
events which have given immortality to that vene-

festival is to be held at

B. maj,
9

A

mentioned as the proljable successor.

Yorktown anniversary. The whigs of Norfolk
propose making arrangements for celebrating, on
the plains of Yorktown, the glorious anniversary of

A

V.

Monroe

Coosa

13,029

Gain in white population, 201.
Free colored males,
814
Do.
do. females, 1,293

Indian barbarity. On Thursday morning, the 10th
VIRGINIA.
Cashier of the bank of Virginia. An obliging cor- instant, the houseofMr. Wyley Jones, on the Econrespondent has called our attention fo the notice fina, in Washington county, about six miles north
contained at page 320 of the last vol. of the Regis- of this place, was attacked by a party of Indians,
ter, in which it is stated that H. M. Brent, esq. the premises all burnt, and Mrs. Jones and one of
her children, an infant, shot.
was appointed cashier of the bank of Virginia.
We have conversed
The appointment was offered to Mr. Brent, but he with Mr. Jones, who says he was returning from
declined it, and J. W. Pegram, esq. was subse- one of bis fields about 10 o'clock in the morning,
and
when
within two hundred yards of the house,
quently chosen and now fills the station.
An active comjiefition prevails at present between he heard four or five rifles fired in his yard; he ran
the Petersburg and Roanoke, and the Richmond and for the house, and, on rising the hill, found the house
Fredericksburg rail road company on the one part, surrounded by Indians, and eight or ten in the
and the Portsmouth and Roanoke rail road company piazza. The Indians discovered him at that moon the other. The rates of fare have been reduced, ment, and pursued him, firing and whooping at him
and travellers by the first named loute are now like devils. Being entirely unarmed, without even
charged but $7 00 from the Roanoke river to Balti- a knife, be fled and escaped in the hammock. Mr.
Jones' daughter, a girl of about 13 years of age,
more.
states that her mother, a negro woman, and four
Death of judge Parker. We learn with deep re
children were in the house when the Indians were
gret, from the Richmond VFhig, that judge Parke,
discovered in the yard. Mrs. Jones caught up the
of the court of appeals expireil at his residence ii
youngest child and was shot attempting to escape
Clark county on Thursday the 10th inst. For somt
out of the door, struck by three balls, one passing
years he labored under a pulmonary complaint
through the head of the child in her arms. The
which was lingering and distressing. He was long
daughter above mentioned, took the two children,
a popular and highly estimable judge on the Jeiferand, while the Indians were ransacking and plunson district bench, and was called th-nce by the
dering the house, passed out unmolested and hid
voice of Virginia, for his reputation as a jurist and
them in the bushes. The little heroine then restatesman, to the senate of the United States.
turned to the house, in the midst of the Indians,
vacancy having occurred in the supreme court of
helped her mother up, who was Ij'ing on the porch,
appeals, a few weeks after he had taken his seat, he
and assisted her about three hundred yards into the
was chosen to this high office which he discharged
field, when, becoming faint from loss of blood, the
with an ability that has reflected distinguished honor
little girl left her in search of water.
She returned
on himself and dignity and character to the court of
with it, but her mother, after drinking, died in a
which he was an eminent member. It is expected
few minutes. She then covered her mother and the
that western Virginia will have the honor of transdead infant with bushes, and carried the remainiu"
ferring one of her ablest judges to fill
"

John

12

47

W. Haywood

,

the deceased.

Whig.

21

for the

125 votes.
Kent county. The whig ticket has a majority of
15,354
14,673
155, last year 130.
Loss of slaves.
Queen .Annes last year gave a Van Buren majority of 92. The whigs have this year elected iheir
Census of 1830 of city, 30,289
1227
senator and the three delegates, by a majoritv of.
Census of 1840 of city, 29,263 Deduct gain >
t,
J
J
y
201
about 92.
in white, )
Talbot county iast year gave a Van Buren majoriLoss of population,
1,026
ty of 49|. Their majority no w is 35.
1,026
Charles county has given a whig majority of 365
1 white over
100
being a considerable increase.
3 free colored females over "
Allegany county. Sufficient returns are in to as"
2 male slaves
certain that the whig ticket is elected, being a gain
«
5 female slaves
of a senator and three delegates.
Caroline county was last year represented by two
11 persons over 100 years. Five white males over
Van Buren and one whig. Three whigs are now 20, who cannot read and write.
elected by an average majority of 80.
GEORGIA.
Dorchester, Somerset and Worcester on the EasE:<tract of a letter dated St. Joseph's, Florida,
tern Shore, and old St. J^Iary's, on the Western September 12.
Shore, remain to be heard from, but there is no
More Indian murders!.' It becomes our melandoubt, whatever, of their all giving whig majorities. choly duty to record further sickening
details of

A

V.B.
Senate,

House of representatives, 53

entertainment of all who may attend.
Van Buren majority on joint ballot,
15
has been appointed adjutant
Table showing the majorities of the popular vote
general of the state of North Carolina, vice Beverly of Alabama, for
1840:
Daniel, deceased.
V. B.
Har.
V. B.
Har.
SOUTH CAROLIN.I..
Autauga
200
Lowndes
290
Population of Charleston. According to the cen- Barbour
Montgomery
169
sus just completed, the population is as follows, Butler
Mobile
100
compared with 1830:
Blount
647
Macon
200
1830.
1840.
Benton
600
Marengo
200
White males,
6,326
6,836
Baldwin
Morgan
400
White females,
6,502
6,203
Bibb
Madison
1,500
Robt.

A

trict, is

THE UNION.

was

Election returns.
j

How

fortified

long

exist.'

ALABAMA.
The Montgomery

at

the

Whig

this stale

is

[

Tines.

Advertiser,

(V. B.) gives the following as the result of the late
"• '"-' n

election:

•

'

•

1

majority

198

oirro.
Political meetings.
The accounts of the numbers
that attend the political assemblages in this state are
almost incredible. The vice president, Richard M.
Johnson has been hailed by his friends with the ut-

—
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most enthusiasm. His compelor, Mr. Tyler, of Vir- and gov. Metcalf of Ky. after which the chairman
ginia, has accepted the invitation of whig friend."! of the committee on resolutions reported the same,
and is now attending meetings in various parts of which were read and adopted by acclamation.
the state.
In the eveiiing a splendid exhibilion of fire works
General Harrison addressed a large meeting at took place, concluding with the temple of liberty,
Chillicothe on the 18th ult. estimated at 49,000. On surrounded by a beautiful figure and illustrating a
the ISih, a meeting at Somerset, estimated by Ihe transparency of gen. Hanison.
Times at 20,000. On Uie 21st, a large meeting at
A shout was then made for gov. Moorehead of
Somerset, and on the 25th, one at Columbus.
Ky. who responded to the call in an able address,
The Wheeling Times says: We have seen seve- and then terminated one of the greatest conventions
ral men, among whom was Penrose of Pennsylvania, of the people that has hitherto been held,
[jlmer.
who say that Harrison made the best speeches at
MISSOURI.
Chillicothe and Somerset they ever heard. Mr P.
Rapid increase of population.
Judging by the
says he was beyond all the young men they could number.of votes taken at the recent electioji, this
produce he would travel further and make a better state, which has now hut two representatives in conspeech than any of them.
gress, will be entitled to six or seven under the new
The following are the whig nominations for con- census. In 1832 the state polled 17,250 votes. In
gress:
1836, 27,372 and at the election last month nearly
1st district, N. G. Pendleton,
52,000 votes were taken.
"
L. D. Campbell,
Dames. The St. Louis papers slate that in the
2d
"
P. G. Goode,
case of Darnes, a nolle prosequi has been entered by
3d
"
Jeremiah Morrow,
the attorney, in consequence of some informality in
4th
"
Thomas L. Shields,
the indictment.
5th
The prisoner is released on $3,000
"
Calvary Morris,
bail, to await the further action of the grand jury.
6th
"
William Russell,
Sub-treasury operations. The Bank of Missouri
7th
"
Joseph Ridgway,
has hitherto^ been used as Ihe fiscal agent of the goSth
"
George Sanderson,
vernment in St. Louis, and as the place of deposite
9th
"
for the public money at that point.
Samson Mason,
10th
The amount
"
reported as due from the bank to the government in
B. S. Cowan,
11th
"
12th
July last was $1,162,129 71. As the city of St.
Joshua Mathiot,
"
Louis is one of the places designated in Ihe sub-trea15th
Sherlock J. Andrews,
"
Levi Cox,
sury bill for the residence of a receiver general, it was
18th
"
Samuel Stokely.
expected that this amount of government money
l»th
The convention at Chillicothe, Ohio. Upwards of would be transferred from the bank to the office of the
eleven columns of the Scioto Gazette of Thursday receiver. This transfer might cause a pressure or
last are occupied with the details relating to this it might not
according as the operalion should be
immense assemblage. The convention proper was made suddenly or gradually. If the bank should
appointed for Thursday the 17th ultimo, but in be required to pay over the amount at once in specie,
consequence of the vast numbers which had congre- the business community of St. Louis must sufler
gated in the town on Wednesday, that day must be for the bank would be compelled to press her deblors
regarded as the first day of the convention. During and to curtail accommodations. The St. Louis Rethe whole day delegations continued to pour into the publican states tliat Mr. Smith, president of the
town. At 3, P. M. the ceremony of presenting the bank, went on some time ago eastward to solicit, as
Tippecanoe club with a flag by the ladies of Chilli- was supposed, time and indulgence for the bank
cothe took place, after which general Leslie Combs from the secretary of the treasury. That paper
addressed the auditory. In the evening, crowds of adds:
the people were addressed at the log cabin, and at
Mr. Smith returned, and left the city on Thursday
numerous places in the town.
last on a second trip to the east.
This second visit
On Thursday almost every house displayed its the newsmongers, in Ihe street, apply to the same
banner, and the national flag floated from every pro- cause. The report runs, that the United States gominent elevation in the place.
At 10 A. M. the vernment has ordered the bank to place all, or
procession was formed and proceeded to welcome nearly all the funds she now holds belonging to the
the city's illustrious guest, general Harrison.*
government, in New York, during all the month of

—

—

—

—

They met his escort near the first gate on the turnpike, when the procession halted and formed on
either side
gen. Harrison in a barouche and four,

—

with his aids cols. Todd
line of yeomanry by

and Chambers, and the long
he was accompanied,
passing down Ihe thronged avenue, while shout after shout echoed along Ihe lines and was returned
from the densely populated city. The general was
welcomed by R. Douglass, esq. with a few remarks,
to which he briefly and appropriately replied.
A
place called the Sugar Grove was selected for the

whom

convention, to which the many thousands now repaired,and the meeting wasorganised by tlje appoint-

ment of tlie hon. Wm. Key Bond, as president, and a
suitable number of vice presidents and secretaries.
Col. Bond then introduced general Harrison to
the assemblage, and when the long and loud cheering of the multitude had subsided, the veteran en-

gaged their profound attention during an address
which occupied two hours and a quarter in the delivery.

Colonels Chambers and Todd, aids to general
Harrison during the war, succeeded him, in ad-

THE DAY.

89

days since, a small party of Indians appeared in
the lower part of Jackson countv.
They went
into Washington and killed Ihe wife of Mr. Wiley
Jones, and two of his children.
boatman by
the name of Logaiths was also killed. The citizens were in pursuit of them.

A

[Tallahassee f'loridian, Sept. 19.

POLITICS OF

THE DAY.

The president of the United States having been
invited to attend the great mass convention to celebrate the passage of the independent treasury
bill, held at Poughkepsie, N. Y. on the 16lh iiist.
the largest one ever convened in that state, returned the following reply:

Gentlemem:

I

Washington, Sept. 13, 1340.
have received your kind letter,
a mass meeting of the demoseveral counties contiguous
to commemorate Ihe triumph
the passage of the indepen-

inviting me to attend
cratic electors of the
to the Hudson river,
of free principles in
dent treasury bill.

It will not, I regret to say, be in my power to.
comply with your request. Of the pleasure it^
would afford me to accept your friendly invitation,

could do so,

if I

it

cannot be necessary to assure

you.

There has been no event in the course of my
public life in which I have taken a deeper interest,
or the success of wdich has been more grateful to
my feelings, than that which vou are about to celebrate.
Although compelled 'to propose the measure by a sense of public duty, which did not admit of compromise or delay, I could nevertheless

scarcely allow myself to hope for its adoption,
without violent opposition from uniform opponents;
and, vyhat was more to be regretted, without extensive diversities of opinion in regard to its expediency, among friends wbo had every claim to my
respect and gratitude. It is not necessary to advert, on an occasion like this, to the reasons upon
which these apprehensions were founded; and you
all know Ihe extent lo which they have been realized.
After meeting with an opposition, in every
respect as formidable as any that ever was brought
to bear upon a public measure; after having for
years been proclaimed as the cause of embarrassment in the pecuniary concerns of the country,
which it not only had no agency in producing; but
which undeniably sprang from directly opposite
causes; sustained by no ollrer power than its intrinsic merits, and the intelligence and patriotism
November next. The visit of the president ot the of the people; this much abused measure has at
bank is said to be, to make provision for complying last become the established, and, I sincerely hope,
with this requisition. The bank is compelled, if the permanent policy of the country.

—

this order has been issued, to do one of two things.
Either she must effect a loan in the east, payable in
such money as the government will receive, or else
she mu«t ship the specie, provided she can get it fs
ship. In either event, it is likely to be a losing game
to Ihe tax payers of Missouri.
To ship specie from St. Louis to New York, it is
stated, will cost at the lowest estimate three per cent,
including freight, insurance and incidental expenses.
This expense, says the Republican, m;ist be borne
by Ihe bank, or rather by the people of Missouri who
own the bank. The cost, then, of transporting fiom
St. Louis to New York the sum above named due
from the bank to the government would be something over .$34,000.
The injury done to the business community of St.
Louis by this sudden transfer would be a far more
serious evil than the loss to the bank of thirty-four
thousand dollars. Yet no one can deny the right of
the secretary of the treasury, under ihe sub-treasury law, to order the transfer.
He may transfer all
the government funds in the country to New York,
or to any other point that he may designate, and pay
public creditors elsewhere in drafts. As drafts on
New York would command a premium throughout
the west and south, especially if it were known that
specie was concentrated there, a very profitable business may be done by transactions in such paper.
[American.

me great pleasure to be able to say to
thus far the new system has worked well
to my most sanguine expectation,
and without any considerable inconvenience to the
government, notwithstanding the temporary embarrassments which usually attend great changes iu
the management of public aiiairs.
If it has been
in any respect unfavorable in its practical operation, either to the inconvenience or interests of Ihe
people, we have not been apprized of it. These
are great and gratifying results, honorable to the
forlnude and indomitable spirit of the American
people; and, as you truly say, "auspicious to the
hopes of every friend of republican government."
They have, however, not been accomplished
without sacrifices, political as well-as personal.
The injuries to which the general interest of Ihe
It affords

you

that

— indeed, equal

country have been exposed from assaults upon this
particular measure have been of the gravest character, and the division among the political friends
produced by the struggle have been to me a source
of profound regret. In no quarter has this latter
consideration occasioned greater anxiety on my

dresses to the people.
The Gazette estimates the numberof persons present at the Grove at 49,000.
The meeting then adjourned till next day, but
part than in my native state.
It was not, I hope
during the evening crowds were entertained as beyon will do me the justice to believe, without pain
fore by the eloquence of various talented members
that I found myself deprived, upon so vital a point,
of the convention at sei'eral places in the city.
of the approving voices of f! ousands of Ihe friends
The next morning, Friday, the grand procession
of my youth, and the associates of my maturer
was formed, and this must be left to Ihe imaginalion
years of many who were veterans in the political
of the reader, for a description of Ihe scene has bafPolitical meetings
Van Buren convention. The field when I entered it; whom I had again and again
fled the pen to which we are indebted for the record Journal of the 19th ult. says: "The 8ih of October seen tried in the crucible of political adversity,
before us.
The people aflerwards reassembled at is the day fixed upon for the meeting of the slate without ever being known to waver in their devothe Grove, when general Harrison was addressed by convention at Jefferson city.
Col. Benton, Dr. tion to what they believed to be the cause of their
general jMurphy, the prompt vindicator of the fame Linn, hon. John Jamison and gov. Reynold will be country, and whose integrity of motive commandof the slandered hero. The ceremony of presenting there, and piobable the genuine hero of the Thames. ed my unqualified cpntidence.
Satisfied, however,
a cane succeeded, which the general received with a Will our neighbors of llalis and Lincoln, sleep that the measure was founded on principles which
suitable ack.nowledgment.
upon their posts? Now is the time for action. The could not fail to take a deep root in the hearts and
The multitude were subseouently addressed by election is at hand.
"The night soon cometli judgmenis of the people, and must in the end comgov. Wickliffe of Kv.-the hon.'C. B. Penrose of Pa. when no man can work." Cole, Howard, Cooper, mend itself to the support of my dissenting friends,
*The Ohio Confederate says: "Gon. Harrison ar- St. Louis and Marion, have already appointed de- I have waited with confidence for the fulfilment
Your present
rived escorted by a procession of freemen "six miles legations, and we hope that the Salt River region of my most sanguine anticipations.
assemblage, the numerous and immense githerings
long.**
The old soldier stood erect and bareheaded in will not be backward.
FLORIDA.
the carriage, while the prolonged and deafening shouts
of the democracy of Ihe state which have preceded
of the multitude made manifest the ehthusinam which
Jackson county The Indians.
letter from Mr. it, the tone of its press, and Ihe innumerable indipervaded' it.''
J. H. Parker, of Marrianna informs us that a few cations of popular feeling that have reached uie

—

—

—
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—

—
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through other channels, leave no room to doubt is Ihe republicanism and the toler<ition of gen. Duff portani topics upon which they may be weighed. I
We do not charge it ask neither of them to pledge what he will do, but'I
that my utmost wishes, in this respect, have been Green and his supporter's!
upon the party that employs him, though we have consult their principles and past acts relative to
fully accomplished.
long known that it is the pinciple of a vast number what they may do. Their principles and acts relaThe complimentary manner in which you have
of that party; yet we also know that it is reprobated tive to the Indians are very dissimilar. When I inbeen pleased tn speak, lor yourselves, and in beby a large number who are honestly opponents to quired of Harrison the course he would pursue with
half ot those you represent, of my polilical career,
the democratic party, wljo love republicanism, and the New Tork Indians, if he should be elected preis to me a source of satisfacilon, which, taken
who wouhl show, if necessary, their hatred of per- sident, he replied, "I will do them justice, so far as
in connection witli the favors I have already resecution by rallying, even in the field of fight, to I may be called to act in relation to them." But,
ceived at their hands, and the cordial, earnest and
prevent Ihe EXTERMINATION of the Catholics. he continued, "I can give yon no pledges relative
pervadiii<c indications of personal regard and politiIt is, therefore, that we do not consider it the prin- to what that may be, but I will give you something
cal support with which 1 ain daily greeted by my
I refer you to my past acta
ciple of the parly, though cherished and fostered by better than pledges.
d'emociatic friends in the state, have laid me under
men high amongst them, but published only by a towards the Indians when governor of Indiana, and
obligations I can never hope adequately to disto my messages relative to them to the legislature.
few."
.charge.
Assurance of an unwavering disposition
The Pilot retorts with considerable severity to Ihe In one or two instances, when governor of Indiana,
and unceasing ettorts to do so, are, however, freely
withstood the general government, because I
I
letter from which the above is extracted.
given, and will be faithly redeemed.
thought it demanded more than justice did of the
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully and truly, Mdress to the society
of Friends throughout ihe Unit- Indians. I never would conclude a treaty with the
your friend and obedient servant,
ed States, and especially to the voting members of Indians," he conliniied, "unless I believed it would
M. V.\N BUREN.
the said society.
be satisfactory to the tribe after made." He then
To Edmund J. Porter, and others.
Respected Friends: With a view of satisfying my- referred me to John Johnson, lor many years an Inself, and some friends and acquaintances in the state dian agent under Harrisim, for proof of his asserwhere I reside, relative to the moral, tions. I called upon Johnson who abundantly conPoliticians!
Do you suppose that Ibis is the last of New York, physical
fitness of W illiam Henry firmed all that the general had said.
intellectual and
As I have reyear of time? Are all things (o pass away with
Harrison
to occupy the presidential chair ot our cently visited the Seneca Indians in New York, and
this political contest, leaving no one to tell the story?
country; I have visited Ohio, and had several inter- heard the statements of some of the head chiefs of
Will the tooleries, the falsehoods, the humbugs and
views with gen. Harrison. I have also heard him that tribe, relative to 'Van Bureii's conduct towards
all the antic tricks played before the people be fordeliver three public speeches, and so far a? I am them as president ol the United Stales; I will state
gotten? Will nnt "the cold, rebiikeful eye"ol'imparable to judge Irom such a limited acquaintance, I it, and let my friehds contrast it with that of Harri.tial history hereafter look back upon the extraordinapronounce him fully capable and eminently worthy son. I have in possession ample proof of the corry excitement of the present day, and single out for
the highest office in the gift of the rectness of the lollowing facts.
honor and immortality those who have done well, of occupying
Hitherto, (although
citizens of the United States.
have
done
ill?
who
and for infamy or oblivion those
During the last session of congress. Van Buren
I am forty-two years old), I never cast a vote for
Will it not discover those who, with a lofty patriotsigned and proclaimed, as the law of the 'land, a
presidential electors, having conscientious scruples
ism, a deep, honest, heatlell regard for truth, spurntreaty which requires the Seneca Indians of New
the propriety of Christians actively participating
of
ed all baser weapons and refused to stoop to the low
York to deliver within three years to the Ogdeii
governments. But after a mature and
and miserable trickery of demagogues? And will in political
Land company, of which one of his sons is said to
consideration of the subject, I have come to
'not its piercing glances also re^ch the skulking anil weighty
be a proprietor, all of their lands in New York,
the conclusion that it is not only proper, but my ducowardly traitors to their country and its popular
comprising abut 118 thousand acres; some of which
ty, when two candidates for an important official
institutions, who strove to shut out the light ottruth,
adjoining the city of Buffalo, is said to be worth
station are before the people, one of whom must be
to deceive the people and hold them up before the
from one to five hundred dollars per acre, and it is
myself, (as far as I consistently
world to be ridiculed as an ignorant rabble, who elected, to make
worth probably upon an average $12 per acre; and
acquainted with their relative qnalificatioi.s
can),
could only be controlled by being deluded with
the United Slates government is bound by the treaand
claims for the office; and that if I became satisfalsehood or confounded with noise?
ty to pay $400,000 to the Indians, about double
fied, (all things considered), that one is far preferaDepend upon it, politicians, the history of these ble to the other, that I ought to vote for him. regard- what the Ogden company pay for the New York
lanrl, in consequence of the Indians relinquishinf;
things will be written hereafter, when the excited
less of the party that may have nominated him; thus
but the Indians
their claims to Green Bay lands
passions ot the present hour will have become cool,
acting as a member of the one body politic of our
declare that Ihey have no claim upon such lands.
and when no delusion can obscure the truth. Remember
of
party.
rea
In
country, instead of a
philosophy or treachery of thus making goThe
flect what that history will be, and in what a volume
solving therefore to support Harrison for the presiRemember, that it will be the dency I do not design to identify myself with all that vernment pay for lands that the Ogden company
it will be found.
same volume which immortalizes the great apostles his friends say and do, or with all that he has hith- are to receive is more ban I can develope. I mereof American liberty onr Washingtons, our Jelfer- erto as a public man said or done, but from an ac- ly state what I learnt from the Indians; responsible
white men vouch for its correctness.
jons, and our Franklins
the volume whioh is to
quaintance H'itli the principles, characters and pubrecord one of the most striking instances of human
Previous to the ratification of this sigular treaty,
lic acts of Harrison and Van Buren, (haviiig once
progress since the first dawning of time a noble
the Seneca nation sent a delegation of four of their
resided in the same place that the latter then did),
and successful effort to throw off the yoke of arbi- esteem the former far preferable to the latter; there- bead chiefs, and three responsible while agents, to
trary power, anil establish a government upon Ihe
fore, in voting for Harrison I consider that I merely Washington, who testified to the senate and presigreat principles nf equal rights, and to be directed
express my choice of the two men, one of whom, in dent of the United States, that Ihe treaty which
solely by the will of the people.
Nor is it what is all human probability, must be president. This is the president had laid before the city for consideraalready written in this volume that should be alone
the course of conduct that I consider Christian prin- tion was not nor could not be binding upon the
considered; for who can doubt that many a brilliant
ciple demands.
Christians of the U nifed States now Seneca Indians; for it was not the treaty of that
page remains to be filled through the long years of
doubtless hold the balance of power between the nation, but only the treaty of a minority of its
future time?
two great political parties of the nation, and hence chiefs who had been bribed and unlawfully enticed
He who would not have his name a foul blot if they would exercise it in reference to christian to sign Ihe said treaty. And that the majority of
upon those pages, placed there but to hand down principle and public good, Ihey might henceforward the chiefti of their nation, and fitteen out of sixteeh
Among thfe
his inflimy to after ages, must see to it that in Ihe secure the services of the best men that the two po- of its members disclaimed the treaty.
heat of party strife; or in his overweening ambition litical parties, may present for their suffrage. As delegation was one of the bribed chiefs, who testi«
for office, he does not io conduct as to weaken con- political abolitionists are undoubtedly the minority fied against himself, th.it the act of signing the
fidence in self government.
He must not abuse the of this republic, it would be anti-democracy for treaty was unauthorised, and therefore not bindill^
They exhibiled the affidavit ol
institutions of his own country, nor hold up the them to force rulers of their exclusive choice upon upon his nation.
people as an unthinking rabble who can be poison
the nation, if by a polilical organization and shuffle John General, a chief of the Seneca nation, resided with falsehood, corrupted with money or warped they could do so. I must, therefore, from the prin- ing at Buffalo, which deposed "that while commis'with prejudice. Political contests we must have, ciple of republican democracy go against such a siouer Gilbert was in Buffalo, (an Indian runnerfor
of course, but they should not be conducted in this measure, so long as I believe abolitionists are a mi- the Ogden company) enticed him into a tavern in
manner. When men differ, as they will honestly nority in this our republic because I believe the Buffalo, where he was pressed to drink some ardent
diff'r, in regard to political measures, let them come law of nature and of nature's God dictates that the spirits, which he did, and finally became intoxicatbefore the people fairly, avow distinctly their re- majority should lule in natural things.
Christianity ed, in which state he was strongly pressed to sign
speclive principles, show clearly the points upon arms its votaries with no law but truth and persua- the assent to the amended treaty, which he conwhich they are at issue, produce their facts and sion to put down evil with— if these lail, coercion is stantly refused, and that he has since been informed
Jiress home their arguments with as much waruith the prerogative of Jehovah
alone.
Hence my his name is affixed to it; and he soleuinly declares
and force as they may, leaving the people to pro friends will see why X go against a third political that he never so affixed it, unless when so drunk
nounce an impartial decision between them. There organization. Under existing circumstances it wars that he did not know it, and has never since reIs a dignity in such a controversy; it tends to elicit against democracy.
Correct public sentiment, by membered it!" By an affidavit signed by eight (tf
fhith, to scatter liirht abroad, and to establish cor- truth, love and persuasion, and correct legislation their chiefs, they shovi'ed that three Indians of thei^
,rect principles.
He who truly loves his country, will inevitably follow. But for the minority to sup nation had attached Iheir names to the treaty as
who is devoted io the cause of human liberty, and pose, that under any possible cirtmnslances, it chiefs, who obtained their election by a sham eleewho respects his own reputation, will not depart might be right to coerce the acts nf the majority in a tion, at a tavern in Buffalo. By sundry document
from this course and resort to the depraved pas- republican government, is to suppose that an effect they exhibited, th.it to eight of their chiefs Ihe pa^
sions, the miserable falsehoods and humbugs which may exceed Ihe cause.
ment of $21,600 was promised upon the faith (T
at present fill so many papers and alfnid material
written articles, duly executed by the agent of tHj
In coming to a conclusion relative to (he claims
for so many speeches.
[iV. V. Sun.
Ogden company, as a reward for signing the treat
of candidates for our suffrage, if upon one important
The letter of Ihe right rev. bishop Englant has topic they appear to be equally balanced, then we and seducing their fellow chiefs to do the same-
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led to a controversy between that prelate, a^ editor
of the Catholic Miscellany, and geit. Duff Green,
editor of the Pilot; in the course of his reuiarks, the

bishop says

"According to gen. Green's principles, the Catliolics of Savannah should be EXTEKMINATEJ)
and Iheir RELIGION' PROSCKIBKD! The Catholics of Savannah?
]Sio, but the whole body of
Catholics throughout the United

Htt^tes.

.

And

this

should weigh them upon other topics of Ihe most
importance. Friends' sentiroSnls upon the important lopicof slavery are generally known, that while
they deprecate it as a great moral and political evil,
they also disapprove all unconstitutional or coercive
mei'.sures.
To infl.ime Ihe passions, is but to close
Admilling
the mind ag.iinst the appeals of Unth.
that Harrison and Van Buren stand nearly upon a
par in relation to slavery. filUI tbere are Qtlier inx-,

money to be paid within three
ratification of the treaty.

this

months

affer

ttiA

But the time has expired, and the contracts have
and it is now found that the bribing
not been paid
agent is alone holden, and he is worth nothing.
The senate's coniinitte on Indi.nn affairs, after
learning the foregoing facts, reported against the
But still, Ihrnugh some
ratification of the treaiy.
influence or btliur, (the rich Ogden of New York

I

I

(
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at Washington) the senate was equally divided,
and the vice president gave the casting vote; and
with a knowli'd?e of all the bribery ami corruption
attending that treaty, Martin Van Snren signed it
as president of the United Stales.
To me, it seems as Ihongh every senator, as well
as the vice president and president, in sanctioning
that treaty, endorsed all the bribery, treachery and
wickedness of its origin; and therefore for me to
support either of them for a public office, without
knowing that they had repented of and confessed
this public sin, would render me a participator of
the same.
The time has come, in my opinion, for Christians

was

men

responsible for their public sins,
and to have no fellowship with them, but rather reprove them by voting ajainst Ihein. Unles* this
course is pursued, and Ckri^tkm principle and influence are brought to bear upon pxiblic men, our
Under a
country, I fear is destined lo destruction!
fearful and weighty apprehension of this kind, I
invite the friends of liberty and justice to throw
their influence across the paths of political gamto hold public

blers.

policy of the administration of our governthat the Indians shall go west of the MisThe prosecution of this policy by foul
means, has already produced the Black Hawk and
Florida wars, and expended perhaps filly millions of
money, with the destruction of two thousand lives.
And the result of a forcible removal of the New
York Indians, I have no doubt, would be a general
Indian war upon our western trontiers. One of the
heads of the Seneca nation said lo me, "if the

The

tnent
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sissippi.
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where 10,000 peisons might have heard wilh
convenience. White, the representative of the district of Kentucky bordering Ihe mountain, was president of the convention, and was closing the openCrillenden followed in
ing speech when 1 arrived
a charming speech, instructing, delighting, warming
as hardly any but he is capable of doing; then Bell,
who, from great exhaustion by fatigue and sickness,
passed into a state of nervous excitement that quite
undid hiin; then Combs, with a brilliant, rapid and
thrilling narration of general Harrison's militnry
services, of which he was an eye-witness, and of
the northwestern campaigns in which he liiinsell
served, and from which he brought home a disabled
arm (of more eloquent action than that of Demosthenes) and a scarred body, the evidences of his
gallanlryand the badges of his glory. The next
day Mr. Robertson of Richmond first addressed the
meeting; then came Bell, in a redeeming, triumphant and most powerful speech; then Center,
(that's the way they pronounced it God knows how
they spell it), remarkable forhome-thrustsand broad
caricature; Anderson followed, a whig elector of
Tennessee, brother of the loco foco United Slates

us in 1836.
Let us go back and see what was the state of the
country from 1819 to 1821. What was said of it by
your Niles' Rejisler? It said that at that time there
were between 10,000 and 20,000 laborers in our
large cities, seeking employment, and in a state of

atre,

—

senator; and Crit'enden, in a splendid effort, at the
end, poured out, in rich profusion, "Ihoiights that
breathe and words that burn," as the rocket finishes
Shortly alter, Ihe
its course wilh a shower of stars.
tents, were all struck, and the vast crowd dispersed
towards their homes every man cheered with fresh
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capital of Ihe inslitiition had to be obtained and
paid in. But when Ihe machinery was perfected,
what followed? First expansion, and afterwards
suspension, produced a revolution in trade, more
severe in extent tlian any of the evils which visited

whites are determined to have our lands, let them
come and tomahawk us, and bury us by our lathers, hopes and nerved with new zeal io the great battle
and not thus meanly drive us from our homes."
we are waging with power."
Believing that the election of general Harrison
will result in the annulling of this fraudulent treaty,
MEETING.
PoLTTiCAi, MEETfNGs. The Van Buren parly
and in ending the disgraceful and expensive Florida
war, if there was no cause of preference in him, in the city of New York called a meeting of the
save this prospect, I should e^eem his election of merchants of that cily a few days since, which was
And knowing that so:ne friends addressed by Mr. Senator Weight, an extract of
vast importance.
in New York state are fearful in consequence of the which speech we insert below.
reiterated false statements of one class of newspaSKETCH OF SENATOR WEIGHT'S SPEECH.
pers, that Harrison is not capable of filling the
From the Journal of Commerce.
presidential chair by reason of age and lack of taMr. President and fellow citizens: I appear before
lent, I do hereby testify, that it is the unanimous you this day, not from any personal presumption of
testimony of the members of the society of Friends my own, but in pursuance of an inviialion given, so
in this city and vicinity, who are personally ac- far as I know, by your desire.
But I also appear
quainted with gen. Harrison, that he is in all re- here in pursuance of a duty to me more sacred and
spects, ift their opinion, well qualified to fulfil the important than even your inviialion. I appear here
station of president of the United States; and all as one of your representatives in one branch of conthat \ have conversed with, say he shall have their gress, and I consider it my duty to appear before
support for the same.
the cilizens of the state, and, as far as I can do,
H. BARTON.
give them a full, fair and true account of how I
Cincinnati, 9lh month, 17/A, 1840.
discharged the trust which they reposed in my
[Cincinnati Daily Gazelle.
hands, and by doing so, enable yon to determine
Convention at Cumberland Gap. A corrsepondent where that trust shall be reposed in future. But
furnishes us with the Ibllowing vivid and eloquent let me say that there is perhaps no assemblage in
description of the brilliant spectacle presented by New York which I am less competent to address
the great convention which recently assembled at than a body of merchants, so liltle am I acquainted
Cumberland Gap, from the states of Kentucky, Ten- with mercantile affairs. Bui when called on to
[Richmond Whig.
nessee and Virginia.
come here by merchants of New York, who own
"I have just returned from the great Cumberland themselves friendly to that administration which I
Gap meeting, (common to the states of Kentucky, support, and to the reelection of our present chief
Tennessee and Virginia). It was a most interest- magistrate, I would be receani to every feeling of
ipg affair, and the spectacle it presented, at once my heart if I did not appear here that moment.
unique and striking. At the east foot of the mounI am well aware, fellow citizens, that the present
tain were encamped the Teniiesseeans and Virgi- occasion is of a political character, but when called
nians, numbering some two or three thousand, and on to address a meeting of merchants, my observathe Kentuckians, nearly as numerous, at the foot of tions shall not be of a mere political or partizan
the mountain on the other side. They had come character, further than the interest of merchants
from all distances within 150 miles, bolh sexes and are involved in politics. If, therefore, there is any
all sizes, in wagons, carriages, carryalls, on horsepolitical opponent present, let me assure him, that
back and on foot, with their tents and provisions I came not here to traduce any man or any party.
and cooking utensils all came up to the top of that I consider Ihe success of my cause necessary for the
desert mountain, to consult together on the affairs of well-being of the country, and in my heart I am
How deep, how wide-spread, how convinced that almost every one will espouse it
the country.
fearful must be that dissatisfaction which thus can when we can bring them calmly to consider the
imluce thousands of men and women, too, to leave doctrines which I propose to advocate.
their homes and their business, and under circumWhat is Ihe question at present presented to us?
The white tents It is whether we shall change our present adminisstances of such inconvrniencel
covering the plain, the carriages of all descriplions tration. Shall we put out one man and put in his
amidst them, the thousands of horses picketted opponent.
Mr. Wright then referred to the chief reasons
around, the family and neighborhood groups, set off
by the bright dresses and brighter looks of tlie wo- which the opponents of the presenfadininisfration
men and children; the long lines of the different de- give for opposing Ihe re-election of Mr. Van Buren,
legations, winding along the road, as it serpentines namely, hii alleged hostility to commerce and banktip the mountain side, with their gay banners float- ing institutions, and his having established the suband, to crown all, the great flag, treasury.
ing at their head
On the subject ofbanking, Mr. Wright
30 feet by 50, streaming like a meteor to the breeze addressed the meeting as follow?:
Let us look at our experience on the subject.
on the mountain top, displayed from a tree lit for the
mast of some tall admiral, (bearing the inscri[)tion, Forty yeai-s ago our government created a national
"Kentucky, Viaginia and Tennessee Harrispn and bank. I will not refer to Ihe first bank, but tile
Tyler one more fire, and the day is ours)," look- second. It was created in a lime of embarrassment
ing afar off, scarce bigger than a lady's pocket hand- and distress, and derangement of public and private
kerchief, with the animating reports of Ihe cannon, credit.
The secord bank was chartered with a
(which had been dragged to the very summit of the capital of thirty-five millions, and what was Ihe
'Gap) reverberating around, and the gayer strains of efipct on business; For the lir.'t few months of its
music heard on all aides, .^llse.t off by bjight skies existence, there was a severe pressure, because the
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and a delicious air, presented altogether one of Ihe
most rare and delightful scenes it was ever my fortune to witness. Tlie stand was erected in a hollow
on the summit of Olil Cumberland, and around it on
all sides but one, Ihe ground rose like an amphithe-

starvation.
I do not find fault with the bank for causing these
They were caused as much by the laws of
banking and the laws of trade. But still it was the
standard of currency, say our opponents, and such
as the present administration ought to be put out
of power for not having re-established.
Let us follow up its history from 1819 to 1821.
How long was it before the'currency underwent
another fluctuation? Another came in"l825, and in
that part of the country where I lived, the greatest
favor you could do a farmer was to give him 50
cents for a bushel of viheat.
How were we again
situated at other times?
In 1830 and 1831, this institution following the law of its nature, which is the
law of its interests, commenced another expansion.
Other institutions followed the example, and in
IS32, when the queslion of renewing ils charter
was before the country, its expansion amounted to
nearly twenty million; or perhaps more than twenty
millions.
President Jackson, whom I am not now
going to justify, but merely to trace his acts wisely or not, hostilely or not, as you please, but an
honester heart was never placed in the breast of any
man living— then made up his mind that his duty
to the people and his oath of office would not allow
him to sign a bill lor a charier of that bank, and he
put his veto upon it. And «ho does not remember
how triumphantly the people sustained that act,
by the most decided expression of public opinion
that ever tested a pre.sirtenlial election?
So very
decided, that it was thought the bank question was

evils-

—

forever at rest.

This bank was by law Ihe depositary of the treasures of the country.
Until an order came from
the treasurer, it had a right to every dollar collected
f om our pockets, and Jackson thought it better, in
anticipation of Ihe closing of that institution, (o
direct the money collected from that time to be
deposited in other hands. But of the millions which
it held belonging to the public purse, he took from
it not one doHar.
Therefore, that institution was
not deprived of any thing but the anticipated receipts of the public money.
controversy which
will never be forgotten followed this act, and a
most rapid curtailment of the United States bank
was also the consequence of it.

A

Whatcaioenext? Jackson's friends, and I amongst'
number, thought that Ihe state institutions would

the
be

fit places of deposite, instead of the
national
bank, and they were accordingly fixed upon as
such. The expansion of the United States bank,
in about seven months, as I think, was something
like twenty millions.
The state banks followed in
the same course, enabled lo do so by the public deposites, and this expansion continued during the
years 1835 and 1836. Near the close of 1835, a
calamity befel this cily, more fatal and disaslrou.s
to it than any that has occurred during Ihe whole
period of the present administration. Twenty millions' worth of properly were laid in ashes on or
near the spot where I now stand. Forty millions
or more of the public money were at that time in
the state banks, which expanded and stimulated
trade to such an extent as was never sf-nn in this
country. In the year 1836, congress took the subject into consideration, and with what effect upon
trade, commerce and banking?
The celebrated deposite law was pas?ed in June 1836.
I was not for
that measure, but doubt not that those who did vote
for it were as pure and honest as 1 claim to be. But

what was Ihe effect of it upon the country? What
were its provisions? They were twofold. First,
that Ihe money was to be distributed amongst the

way that no one o'f thein
should receive more Ihan three-fourths of its capital; and if on the first of January following, there
was any excess over five millions, such excess was
to be taken from the banks and given to the treasurer of Ihe U. Slates. Thirteen millions
I speak
without d.ita were deposited wilh the bank.-i of N.
York; and we know that Ihis money was not locked up in those banks. It w.is scattered among the
merchants, traders and other bank customers. And
what was the effect of the regulation alluded to? It
made Ihe banks oblige Iheir customers lo pay in
their loans.
VVe have row reached 1836, and Ihe
early part of 1837 brought on us Ihe consequences
of the occurrences I mentioned, and our state institutions were obliged to tell the country that they
slate instilulions, in such a

—
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could not conliiiiie to discharge their duties. Ill system can be dangerous; and if we could induce
mentioning these matters of history, let ine not be our opponents to lay aside their prejudices, their
understood as wishing to cast blame upon any one. fears would vanish. But the merchant may make
Here then, we find the president, with all Ihe a more rational charge, and of more weight against
banks suspended, and thirty millions of the public it, namely, that keeping the public money locked
money locked up in them, and the laws of congress up, may give the government a dangerous control
forbidding him'to pay out or take in one dollar of of the money of the country, and that an accumuirredeemable paper money. Under such circum- lation of gold in the sub-treasury, may be injurious
Let us look at this obstances, his first act was to convene congress, in to banks and merchants.
order that they might devise measures for putting jection. Who governs it, as far as relates to the
an end to this disastrous state of things. What was amount to be accumulated? It is almost exclusivethe piesidt-nt's duty in that dilemma? In the year ly in the hands of the merchants and traders. They
1832, the question of 8 national bank had been sub- govern their dealings by their knowledge of trade;
mitted to the country, and it was rejected by the and when they make importations, the duties go
people. In 1836 he was nominated as a candidate into the sub-treasury, until the public creditor
If, therefore, you import but
for the presidency, and he then told the people wants the money.
openly that in his conscience he believed such an little, little goes into the treasury, and the whole
institution as a national bank was not authorised system tends but to establish a healthy and stable
by the conslitution, and that if elected he would state of trade, and prevents overtrading, by being a
oppose it. Could he then, alter having been so tax on overtrading, which cannot be put into a
elected, favor such an institution without forfeiting bank, and make more capital for more overtrading.
Could he recommend a return to the Is it not in its nature the very system for which
his pleilge?
state bank system of deposites, which, although he our opponents contend? to raise up trade, when it
had formerly full confidence in it, has now fallen has a tendency downwards, and bring it down,
under the pressure of commercial calamities? Could when it has gone too high. But, again: it is said
he. the next day after the stoppage of the banks, that it goes to make the entire currency of the
ask you to give back your money to them? I then country a metallic currency, and that we have said
ask any caiidid man, what remained for him to do, that there should be no currency but gold and silver.
except what he did do, viz: to recommend that the Now this is just such a misrepresentation of our
opinions and principles as if you were to say this
public money be kept independently of banks.
I will now revert to a topic, the sub treasury, day that I was a Harrison man.
The tendency of the system will be, then, to keep
which I fear may little alarm you, but I will be extremely brief upon it. The sub-treasury was con- the public treasury to that standard which the consequent on the failure of Ihe banks in 1S37; and I stitution makes it Ihe duty of congress to regulate,
request you will not forget this, and make it the and the only way to settle the standard, is to use
Congress cannot make the
cause of the suspension; for such mistakes are most the standard itself
state banks contract or expand; and if you have a
industriously disseminated through the country.
The sub-treasury was not the cause, but the conse- national bank, when will it be likely to expand?
quence of it; and so far as trade and commerce are Just in such times as we shall have in four or six
concerned, the only difference it makes is, that the months to come, when business is starting into
money of the people collected in revenue, when health; and when the bank is called on to promote
put in Ihe treasury of the nation, shall not be bank- its own interests and those of its customers. And
ed upon. That it shall be kept by Stephen Allen, when will it contract? When trade is thriving?
instead of the bank of America, or Manhattan No, no; but when trade is in such a state that the
company. And with this salutary excepTion, that safety of the bank requires contraction, and then it
comes like an avalanche upon you, and the state
it shall not be made bank capital of, what effect
has it on the trade of New Yo.k or any other coun- banks must follow its course, and the merchants
are made to sweat and bleed, and they cannot pretry?
If, then, a proper ratio is preserved between
the revenue and expenses of the country, and if no vent it.
Look at the sub-treasury. Where will it use its
more money is taljen from our pockets in duties or
imports than is necessary to carry on the govern- power for contraction? When trade becomes exment, in such a case of how much money would cessive; for then the coin is locked up, and so much
the banks be deprived? From two to five millions capital is taken from the excess of business.
What are we to expect if we throw out the preof dollais; which amount is sufficient to perform
The candidate opposed to
the operation which the treasury of this country sent administration?
Van Buren has not given any pledges, and the
It is scarcely necessary for me to rerequires.
mark, that such an amount cannot affect the bank- most important measure in the minds of his party,
merchant will, is the establishment of a national bank still more
ing institutions of the country.
I speak upon the auin one hour and without notice, make his draft for powerful than the other.
a larger sum on a single bank, and certainly five thority of a leader of their party, whom I know,
or six millions cannot destroy the banking institu- and therefore it is not improper in me to assume
Whaf must be the effect
I have thus disposed of one of that such is their policy.
tions of 26 states.
the greatest objections against this measure, but on trade if such a policy is adopted? Business
othe'rs are made against it, namely, that it gives the just beginning to assume a healthy aspect in this
president great power, and increases too much the city and other towns. Let us have within the cur
executive patronage; and that, he pretending to be' a rent year a national bank, with fifty millions capi
democrat, adopts a principle which the federalists tal, and what will be the effect on the state bank.*?
jiever dreamed of, in the shape of patronage. What Would it not be the contraction of their capitals to
Four officers are to be appointed by the pre- the amount necessary to put such a bank into ope
is if?
But it may be said that the necessary ca
sident, with the consent of the senate. Stephen Al- ration?
But not in the
len is one of them, and there are three others; and pital would be got from abroad.
these officers are, at the utmost limit, to euiphiy first instance. It should be done with American
ten clerks, to whom they can give .fSnO each, per capital, and the effect must be a curtailment of
year- This is the great and fearful addition to Ihe trade and commerce until the new bank was ready
executive arm of government. It is that mighty to commence operations. Then in what condition
power which is to destroy our liberties; and it is to would you have the country? All the state institu|

i
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it in this way.
Suppose our president so corrupt as to put these
officers under whip and spur, in order to gain his
election, and that he comes to Stephen Allen, in
New York, and to Isaac Hill, at Boston, and tells
them, "if you do not exert yourselves to secure my
This would
election, 1 will turn you all out."

do

tions restricted to these limits, and a new national
bank of fifty millions for that was the amount
mentioned by Mr. Clay. What would be the con
sequence?
bank of fifty millions in Ihe hands of
even discreet men, could not be idle. It must have

—
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customers.
And we should start from a restricted
state oflrade and soon reach an excessive one.
The
certainly be a serious evil of Ihe sub-treasury bill. men in small trade are of course but snjall borrowBut suppose there was no such thing as a sub- ers, but men like myself and thousands of others,
treasury, and that in place of it there were some would be induced to launch out into an extensive
Not on our own, but on
thirty deposile banks in different parts of the union, trade, and at whose risk?
and that Ihe president was corrupt, (foctlie allfga- that of every solvent man who is in trade, and who
If expansion
tion of such act assumes curruption',; might he not iniisf suffer if this bank everexpandsdrop a gentle hint to the banks, and tell tliem,"you must then follow as the consequence of such a bank,
have several thousand dollars of the public money; what would follow its contraction? The smaller inthe othpr slitutiona should pursue the same course, and how
it is of great use to you and the banks at
side of the slrect would be very ready to aid me in very shortly after such an inflated prosperity might
being elected, if they could only get the depositee." we not meet here to complain of want of trade, and
of llie low wages?
'I will now ask you fellow citizens, uhich
have now no national debt which requires a
two .systems would be the most dangerous to our
liberties, and, whether our liberties would Incur great moneyed Institution, and is it not belter for
greater hazard from the deposite banks, with all merchants to moderately persevere in business and
their moneyed power and influence, or from Stephen trust to it, under this sub-treasury system, than to
Allen and Ihe other three officers with their ten a kite flying expansion to-day, from which you fall
clerk.i;
It is a mistalcen idea that this sub-treasury ruined on the pavement to-morrow?

We
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refer to our own state in comparison
with other states. I have already recurred to some
of the marked changes in our trade, and I ask you
as merchants, how comes it that we can so proudly
I

must now

say that the banks are honorably fulfilling the conditions of their charter, when more than one-half
the country has fallen back to a second suspension,
at the cost and sacrifice of the merchants of New
York. Why in 1830, did not our banks follow suit
with the great bank of Pennsylvania? Because the
merchants of this state thrilled through the entire
continent that New York would not suspend again.
Shall we then, after all we have suffered and sacrificed, again launch into that system we have tried
four times, and always with the same result? If,
then, we cannot promise ourself profits from such a
system, should the citizens of New York discard a
fellow citizen who has stood so high amongst'us for
thirty years, and whose principles are avowed and
known, for a man whom wp do not know?
"^"'S

THE WHIG MERCHANTS' MEETING,
Yesterday, surpassed any thing ever before witnessed in this community. Long before the hour.
Wall street was darkened with the collecting multitude, and when the chairman took his seat, there
were not less, probably, than 15,090 persons present in the streets, and at the windows and buildings around. The platform was placed on the corner of Wall and William streets, so as to afford a
larger area for the audience.
It may furnish some
test ot the numbers present, to state, that, on the
steps and within the porch of the Bank of America,

330 persons were counted; and the space occupied
by them, as compared with that covered by the
crowd, was probably not in the proportion of 1 to
50.

The shipping in the port were all decorated with
their flags for the occasion.
The official record of the proceedings, list of officers, and resolutions, will be found on the outer
page, and to them we refer with pride, as expressing, by the character of the parties, and the language of their resolves, the true sense of this great

commercial metropolis.
Mr. Webster's speech, which we have carefully
reported, needs no commendation fro;n us— though
will furnish us with topics of future reference.
The resolutions were introduced by Moses H.
Grimiell, who, having prefaced thein, with a few
striking and stirring remarks, read them at length,
and forthwith introduced Mr. Webster, who, on
rising, was received with deafening cheers. Whefi
these subsided Mr. Webster thus spoke.
I am deeply sensible of the honor and of the responsibility of this occasion.
Honor it is, certainly, to be requested to .iildress the merchants of
York, a body of as much intelligence, capacity and respectability, as any in the world: responsible it is, to address such a body on subjects
it

—

New

—

which many of them understand scientifically better than I do, and with which all of them have more
or less practical acquaintance.
The question of the currency of a country, al-

ways important, always somewhat complex, is, under present circumstances, the great question of
the times.
I do not shrink from expressing my
views on this subject here to-day. I am in public
life, and since on this question, more
than any
other, political results are likely to turn, I have no
hesitation in speaking.
The state of the currency
is a principal cause why one admiriistration is about
to go out of power and another to come in, and
these circumstances lead me to premise what I
have to say to day, by remarking, in the first place,
that I propose lo speak for nobody but myself.
general opinions on subjects of currency are
well known, and as it is now higlilj' probable that
those who have been long in opposition to the government will be called upon to propose remedies,
it is the more incumbent on me to repeat that, what
I say to day, I say for myself, and for no one else.
Especially in regard to the candidate whom wc all
support for the presidency, I have no more authority to speak for him, nor other means of learning
his opinions, than you all jiossess.
I will proceed then to state some general propositions which I believe to be founded in true principles and sound political economy, suited in their
application to our country.
In the first place,I
hold Ihe opinion that a mixed currency of gold aod
silver, and of paper redeemable, and steadily redeemed, in specie on demand, is t!ie most useful
and convenient currency for this or any country,
and this is the currency we have used and employed heretofore in the United States; the idea of an
exclusive metallic currency being, in ray judgment, the mere fancy of theorists, or used as an instrument of popular delusion.
In the next place, the management d.'this mixed
currency has its difficulties, which it requires both

My
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and care to aroid or overcome, as has been
seen in the experience of Great Britain, the great
commercial country ol' the world, as well as in the
United States. There is, doubtless, danger of sudden contractions and expansions, in such a currency,
and yet, where it is all metallic, as in Cuba, or in
skill

well regulated redeemable i>aper cunency.
Then, again, I hold that the regulation of currency, whether tDixed or metallic, a just and sale
supervision over that, whatever it is, that constinecessarily
tutes money, the medium of exchange
appertains to government: the regulation of money
and what takes the place of money, being in my
judgment an essential prerogative of government.
The operations of banking are two-fol.l, and every
bank and backer among us performs two olfices or
functions.
It discounts commercial paper
notes
io other words, lends money; and in this business,
bankers without acts of incorporation
individuals
may engage and compete wiili them, and this constitutes simply a bank discount and deposite.
But
our banks are all banks of circulation as well as deposite, and issue their notes as [)art of that circulation; and when they discount notes, they pay the
amount in their own bills, and thus, by the amount
of such discounts, add to the quantity of money in
every such operation b^'ingbyso much
circulation
an increase of the whole amount of tlie circulating

—

—

—

—
—

—
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Hence it comes to pass, in the absence
of anj' government supervision and control, that the
wisdom and discretion of regulating, at any time,
medium.

amount of money circulating in the community, is but the aggregate of the wisdom and discretion of a multitude of banks, all acting without concert, without any superior controlling power, and

the

each for its own interest. Such a regulator or regulation of the currency, such a mode of determining what amount of circulation shall be furnished to
the country, must necessarily be most uncertain,
and cannot but be mischievous. I look upon it as
a duty of the government, by the exercise of all its
constitutional power, to control the i.ssues of state
institutions, and guard against the evils of excess.
I am of opinion that government may exercise
such control and supervision, in order to restrain
excess of issues by the local banks.
all know that an institution with the governmeDt sanction, and issuing a currency, as good in
one part of the country as the other, with a competent capital, and acting as fiscal agent of the government we all know Irom theory, and better
still from experience, that such an institution is
capable of controlling the circulation of the countr}', and keeping it within limits.
Such an institution acts beneficially, moreover, by creating a currency that is of general credit every where. What
we need, what we must have before the days of
prosperity can return, is a currency
somehow derived
somehow sanctioned that shall have value
on the Mississippi and on the Canada frontier at
the north and at the south
in every town and hamlet of our country.
How is this to be got? Refer
to the objects for which this constitution and goveroflrieiit were Ibrmed, and you will have the answer. How is it that we see that local banks, however well their capitals are secured, however well
their affairs are administered,
how is it, that all
attempts hitherto made to give to the paper of such
banks a general national character and circulation,
have failed? The cause seeuis obvious.
have
a government that makes us, and means to make us
one people, as to our commercial pursuits. In
other respects, we are citizens ot 26 diiferent states.
Each one of u3 knows, and is bound to know, two
governments. In the state government, each resiIdeiil under it is bound to andei^stand its laws and
institutions.
If it has banks, he knows the principles on which they act, tlie security for their funds
and their management and trusts them accordingly.
But out of the state, beyond the reach of those
who are bound to know all about these institutions,
they possess no general confidence. So in the U.
States government, all are held to inquire and know
their rights and duties under it, and institutions
springing from it have confidence and credit throughout the United States. Every citizen trusts in acts
emanating from congress, as from a body which he
snows, which he has a voice in constituting and
nay control at the polls. He confides, therefore, in
'.he general government as to matters within its
lontrol, as be does in his state govermrient on subects where it is sujireme. But tlie case is diiferent
ivhen-a man is called on to take the note of a state
lank, about which he knows nothing
not even.
Indeed, whether it is a specie-paying bank or not;
or to what control and regulations it is subject.

We
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Therefore it is, if you lake, at this day, a note of
one of your own specie-paying banks well admi
nistereu, and of unquestionable credit, and put upon
it -to good endorsers
a note from this great city,
admitted to be at the head of American commerce,
and oHer it on some distant frontier, that such is
the habit of looking to some national impress, on

—

—

some Kuropean countries, where there is chiefly
hard money currency, there are fluclnations in what
prices, disasters in trade, and mercantile failures,
perhaps as often and as injurious as in countiies of

10,

intended for money— it will not be received.
What stronger proof can be given of tills than
in the actual state of things?
Your banks pay spethose of Pennsylvania and further south, do
cie
not. The United States bank of Pennsylvania does
not.
So that the paper of these banks is here in
your street at a discount of 4 per cent. Yet, if you
go to Alabama or JVlississippi with a N. York note
and a United States bank note, the latter will be
preferred— because, although not redeemable in specie, an odor of nationality hangs round it still, and
clings to it, although wholly disconnected liom the
nation.
currency must have some national impress, in order to obtain general circulation, and, in
my opinion, by the adoption of some general system united with our local institutions, a currency
might be issued, better than has ever existed elsewhere. Our state banks those of New England,
which I know most about certainly are better
adapted to the purposes of banks than the joint
stock banks of England and we are competent if
we will go to the work with sound judgment and
honesty of purpose, to constitute an institution of
some sort, I say not what, capable of exercising,
more certainly, beneficial actiou on the currency,
than the Bank of England.
is
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Having thus

stated what I understood to be the
principles established by the constitution, and sanctioned by experience, all we can say now is, that if
this administration will not adopt some one of
these
measures, will do nothing to establish a currency,
or give the impress of the United States to a paper
ciiculation
no uniformly valuable currency can be
obtained.
Mr. Van Buren declares congress has no
power in the premises, and he refuses lo recommend

—

any measures having such tendency, because the
constitution gives him no power.
It is diflicult not
to express astonishment at what seems the presump.

—

tion of such a declaration.
From the very foundation and cradle of the republic, those who framed

'

the constitution, those who recommended it to the
people, and those who were early called to administer its functions, for forty years adopted a system,
which has been since steadily following up sanctioned by the supreme court approved by the people
and now, at this time of day, a gentleman
stands up, and disregarding all the national, legislative, judicial and pojiular sanctions, says, I am wiser
than all these, and I say there is no such power in
congress. He says the people have decided against
it.
When did they so decide? He says gen. Jackson decided against it, and went into aie-election
on that giound, and being re-elected, that the people sanctioned his decision.
But general Jackson himself, said, that althou"-li
against the Bank of the United States, he could d'evise a Bank of the United States that would not be
objectionable; and it would be quite as sound argument to say the people re-elected general Jackson
because he was in iavor of a Bank of the United
I do not mean to say there is only one mode, or
only two modes, of accomplishing this object. I Stales, as because he was against the Bank'of the U.
Slates.
But, in truth, general Jackson was re-electdo not say that a bank is the only mode: but I do
say that it is indispensable that the currency, or a ed, not because of his opposition to the bank, but,
portion of it, be nationalized; and this I hold to be notwithstanding that opposition; he had built up a
essential to render it proper for the great business party which his strong arm caused to bow down,
and he might have destroyed many more things as
of exchange and circulation.
useful as the bank, and still have been re-elected.
But I shall be asked, perhaps, what is lo restrain
But Mr. Van Buren thinks he was elected bea national institution from creating excess?
who cause of his opposition
to the bank.
I enter not
shall guard the guardians?
who keep watch over ;,,„,h„
,•
.
.
••ru
ut
""' ^
'^^ ^ "".'ncimed
the sintinels?
"'?>
'rhe last twenty years have been
""L^Ttr,
r"any one ever came
'hat
if
'°
under
fruitful in rich results of experience
both here
""l ^?''"
''"^ 'es^™;"''
''"eman did
and in England.
The world has learned much P^ ,,?,:« T
""^,f
','>=" '' «'°'-'''l
from them^
There are modes, in my opinion, Z.r.r r.
^%^ {^" "'"
ir^'"^',^
•,'^'""",of restraining a national currency
currency, however issued [ul
'%-f'"''°° "^ g"'",^' Jackson or
m
the election of Mr. Van Buren, fhat the nation defrom running to excess. The first of them is entire
cided against the practice of Washington and Mapublicity as to the amount. This is more important
dison, and the experience of half a century.
If
than may at first seem. There should be daily or
authority can determine, we have that of^ both these
weekly statements of the issues, so that when prices
great names
but you can get none of those who
rise or fall, the merchant may at once, by relerring
sustain the new doctrine to answer to the authorito the statements, perceive whether it is the natural
ties furnished from the message of president Maresult of supply and demand, or the consequence of
dison
tliough you should quote them from sunrise
contraction or expansion of the circulation. Such
to sunset in the longest day of the year.
I have,
publicity is beneficial in a thousand ways, as it subin my place in the senate, referred to, and quotedi
jects the institution to the supervision and control
passages from, these messages, but answer there
of public opinion, which thus acts upon the power
was none.
that in turn is to act upon all the rest.
If this goWhen the bank was killed, or permitted to expire
vernment shall ever be brought to consider the
without hope of resuscitation, the administration
adoption of such an institution again, it should be
virtually subjected the whole business of the coun-.
rather as a bank of issue than of discount and motry to the rack,
(ts commerce, shipping, fisheries,'
ney making, and to the end that its managers should
manufacturing and mechanic arts, were all put to
have no temptation of interest to issue to excess,
the stretch and torture of experiment; they pracall the earnings over a stipulated amount should
ticed on it
tried curious and ingenious devices on
be paid into the public treasury.
it— as if such interests, instead of being faithfully
It has seemed to me that the Bank of England cherished and guarded, were only
to be used as obadopts ill difficult circumstances, an erroneous rule jects of speculative investigation.
But general
of judging of its position.
It looks mainly to its Jackson said he could make a better
currency by
discount line, which, as a mere lender of money, is aid of the state banks. Some of us there
were who
well enough; but as issuing a currency, it is a false maintained that this was not possible, that these
inmode of judging. The true object of inquiry and stitutions were not adapted to national purposes,
solicitude, should be what proportion the outstand- and that, however well managed and
however muling paper bears to the in-lying specie. The bank tiplied, tliey would be, after all, only small arms,
may be perfectly solvent nay, rich from its large and not artillery. In 1S37 the system exploded.
amount of bills receivable, of which payment is an- The administration did not expect it, and did nof
ticipated; but this does not prove
that the bullion in then look to a sub-treasury any more than they
.
now
the vaults is in a just proportion with the issues look to an eclipse— thoug'h of
a political eclipse.
afloat.
There are undoubtedly difficulties in the they have probably some misgivings. They had
way of absolutely limiting these issues, yet some- confidence in the depo,=ile bank scheme— but the
thing may be done, for it is one of the advantages explo.iiion came. What then? Within a few days,
of a large institution in credit, and whose paper is near this spot, the ablest defender and chanjpion of
not likely to be suddenly returned upon it from mo- the party, Mr. Wright, asked what could you exmentaiy causes, that in times of embarrassment, it pect Mr. Van Buren to do? He could not go back
can, by liberal issues, materially aid the communi- to the United States bank, which he had rejected,
ty
yet some limit, some general range within the nor to the deposite banks he had recommended,
and
institution should be confined, seems indispensable. which had failed.
What then could he do, but reI have not said, and do not mean to say, that one or
commend the sub-treasury? Tlie dilemma could
other of these modes of accomplishing the object only be escaped by depaiting from the settled and
in view is indispensable
but nevertheless, I recall successful policy of 40 years. He took back quick
to you that president Jackson, in his message in enough the opinions he had expresssed
about the
1332, did say, if he had been applied to, he could deposite bank system as good, but he took not back
have furnished the plan of a bank that would be his opinions respecting the Bank of the United
free from all the constitutional objections urged Slates; and therelbre the sub-treasury
was restored
against the Bank of the U. States; and, therefore, I to— a measure that avowedly withdraws the
prosay it is practicable, if we of this generation are tection of government from the currency of the
competent to accomplish what gen. Jackson said country. Moreover, in the first sub-treasuiy bill
he could do, to devise a bank thai shall be fiee from tliere was no specie clause inserted, but finding that
constitutional objections.
it was likely to fail lor wantot votes— and it appear-
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ing that several genllemen who had bepn vehement- that during the existence of the bank, we were more
ly opposed to general Jackson, with Mr. Calhoun free from flucluations than since.
B lit in the midst of the expansion just explained,
at their head, would not support it unless the specie
was introiluced, and in came the specie circular, which, with other meaclause was introduced
it
this lorm the bill was carried, and then was raised sures of government, produced a violent reaction
the shout of hard money, bard money; and thus in the country. Now, to recur, to what I was speakagain was the administration driven into a mea- ing of under what circumstances, and at whose
Thus they went on recommendation, diil the states commit the imprusure it never contemplated.
plunging from one disgraceful and disastrous ex- dence of getting into debt. You hear now of 200
periment into another the country always the vic- millions of state debt. When contracted, and by
whom induced! Look at the facta. From 1820 to
tim.
from
It is proper enough, and no great evidence of '25 the state debts were about 13 millions
From 1330
sell-complacency, to say, that some of us never let 1S25 to 1830, about 13 millions more.
a mouth pass without reiterating that the deposite to 1835 40 millions was added. But the expanbank system must fail; and how were we answered? sion of the state banks, and the accumulation of
We were held up as the enemies of these banks, capital placed in their hands, developed their conseFrom '34 to '35, as
as anti-state rights, and as aiming at a great federal quences freely, in '34 and '35.
institution, to ride over and control the state insti- already stated, 40 millions was added to the debt
What happened? Thesystem exploded
tutions.
of states; from '35 to '40, 100 millions! more were
and then these same parties turned round and revil- added. So that this vast amount of debts was coned what they supported, denounced these state banks tracted when currency was redundant, here at home,
as odious monopolies, leagued with the opposition, and the deposite banks were lashed on to lend to all
and not much better than British wliigs, any how; who would borrow.
and when we, who ttiought the banks sufficient for
Tlie whole people were excited by this extraorthe purposes for which they were chartered, but not dinary redundancy, brought about by the action of
adequate to national tunctions ^endeavored to shield government, to all sorts of speculations, and to the
their rights and see justice done thera, we were told contiactiUiC of those debts, for which states are now
we were leagued with these stale banks, and stimu- reviled bj' the party in power, from the head of the
lated by British gold, distributed through worthless government down to its lowest agent.
One half of
corporations.
Now, 1 ask, wliat confidence, as mer- tlie whole amount of those debts was created from
chants, can you place, or do you place, in this ad- 1835 to 1836—100 millions in the midst of the glow
minisiration? Do you see any thing they will or and flow of the experiment: in 2 years 100 millions
can do to restore tlie country to its prosperity?
of debt was thus contracted! The creation of state
(No, No, from all quarters). That answer coin- debt kept pace with bank expansion, and bank ex
cides with my opinion, fori believe they have dis- pansion with the creation of banks
and the creaqualified themselves by turning their backs upon tion of new banks with government experiments
their duty.
and government experiments wilh the most extra
It appears to me that the administration has treat- ordinary delusions that ever misled a nation. While
ed the stales in the management of their affairs on this topic, I must say something of one analo
much as it has treated the stale banks: first seduced gous to it. One of the charges of the day, wholly
tliem into committing extravagance, and then turn- false and unfounded, is, tliat the opponents of tht
ed round and abused them lor it. Commencing present administration have come out, or desired to
with the message of the president at the last ses- come out, lor the assumption of these slate debts
sion, through the tri'asury report, Mr. Benton's by the general government.
This charge began In
resolution, and Mr. Grundy's re|)ort, and the ad- the senate of the United Slates last year.
Let us
ministration press, there seems a systematic elfort look at this.
I have said that government encourto injure the character and credit of states that have aged the slates to incur debts and issue bonds, by
undertaken large internal improvements. They are making money so abundant. But they encouraged
represented as much injured, burdened with useless this in another mode. It was a favorite project
rail roads and canals, and as having incurietl debts, alter the removal of the deposites, wilh certain per
by the issue of bonds, which it would be difficult to sons in and about the government to inveU any surextinguish.
plus or unused revenue of the United States in these
Let us see under what circumstances these debts very st'ite bonds. I do not mean to say this is assump
were contracted. A few facts, dates and figures lion, buffo prove that the general administration sti
may be important in this inquiry. And first, I here inulated slates lo issue bonds, and endeavor to giv<
to-day in your presence charge upon the adminis- to them all the credit they could.
tration of the general government the great expanIn 1836, we took up, in the senate, the bill for
sion of paper money, and its sudden contraction, distributing the surplus revenue. This was not the
both so fearfully deranging llie atiairs of the coun- measure of the administration, but rather carried
try.
To go back no far- against its wishes. As early as May, 1836, Mr.
I proceed to prove tliis.
ther than 1S32, when the veto settled the point that Wright, then, as now, the ablest and most effective
the United Slates bank would not be re-chartered, leader of the adminislration in that body, proposed
we will take the years by series of lens and fives, as an amendment, that the sui plus then in the treaand trace the creation of banks. During the ten sury be invested in state bonds, and that whenever
years from 1S20 to 1831), only 22 ne.v banks were any sum accumulated beyond the immediate wants
chartered in the United Stales, with an aggregate of the treasury, it be in like manner invested.
capital of eight millions.
During these ten years, Again, when the law regulating the deposile banks
the Bank ol the United States was in operation, and was passed, and the famous 13lh section, which
no one doubted that it would be re-chartered. In provided for the distribution of the surplus, was
the ten years from 1831) to 1S40, not less than 3-18! added to that bill, the same distinzuished gentleman
banks were chailered, against 22 in the preceding moved to strike out that section, and to insert in
ten years, and they addeil 268 millions to the previ- lieu thereof a provision thai the whole forty mil
ously existing banking capital, instead of 22 mil- lions should be inverted in slate bond-^!
And when
This remark- the first sub treasury bill was Introduced, it, loo,
lions as in the preceeding ten years.
able expansion of banking capital was during the had a provision for investing any surplus in the treacharming and successful reign of the experi iient. sury in such bonds. There are other funds under
But It was not only by the means of banking capi- the control ol the general government which are
tal that expansion was encouraged, for alter the thus invested: the Smithsonian legacy, some half a
extraordinary proceedingof ivinovingihe deposties, million about, is all but a small sum invested in stale
it was made the duty of all de|)osile banks to lend
bonds; and large sums, reserved to provide for stimoney freely to the merchants. Secretary' Taney, pulated Indian annuities, have been invested in the
in September 183S told the banks it was their duty same way.
to discount freely, and that the money of the goHence, it will be seen, that the administration itvernment should be applied (o mercantile uses. So self, whenever it could make an interest by it an
far was this pushed, that a cashier in this street said interest I mean with the people
was foremost in
"he hardly knew what to do, for he was ordered by encouraging and fostering state bond?; and Mr.
government to lend money more than he knew how Wright said there was no fear that these securities
"
to gel security for
It was then from the the mulwould be scarce, for stales had so many motives for
tiplication of banks, and of discounts by order of the public improvements, and otherwise to contract
It may be
treasury, that the expansion ensued.
debt, that they would produce bonds, as fast as we
said there were expansions and contractions under wanted them.
Now I repeat thai, while I do not
ttie United Slates bank.
No one denies it; the ad- charge this as practical assumption, I do maintain
ministration of that bank was not always perfect; that It was holding up these securities to Europe
but take the half century during which we had a and the world, as worthy of all credit.
And what
national bank, and it was more free from fluctua- a pretty piece of business it would have been. If
tions than any period since. The gentleman whom Mr. Wright's jiroposition to invest 40 millions at
1 have already quoted (IVlr
Senator Wright) said once in state bonds had succeeded! If Mr. Woodin his speecli here, he could not go back to the first bury
conscientious and scrupulous as he is known
United Stales bank. Why not?' He finds two or to be (general laughter) had been charged with
three Instances under the several hanks in which thus investing this sum -what do you think would
evil occurred, but he does not attempt to disprove have been the rule of selection?
If Massachusetts

particle of foundation.
I do not know the man in
congress that entertains the belief that theconstitution permits the payment of the debts of states by

—

to bear
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United States, without a consideration, any
more than the debts of individuals. Such an assumption as Mr. Benton resolves against, and Mr,
Grundy reports against, in an interminat)le string
of common places, was never heard of in congress:
and this brings me to another point. You have all
doubtless heard that a systematic plan of operations
was set on f«ot, in which I was to take a part, to
bring about such an assumption for the benefit of
English capitalists, and that I went to England in
pursuance of such plan, to get up an interest there
the

—

—

—

I had almost said Maine, but that is settled
'Or
Pennsylvania, the states that have, and those that
have not voted, had bonds to offer, would it not have
been a beautiful business to do, on the eve of an
election, to buy such bonds?
But I revert to the charge that we desire or aim
at an assumption, and pronounce it to be without a

—
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upon congress.

I will

tell

you

all I

know

about this. I left here in May, 1839, and at that
lime I had never seen nor heard the suggestion of
such a scheme. That was as you all remember, a
period of deep gloom and despondency for American commerce, and it was natural I should be spoken to, and inquired of by those who were interested in American credit and American securities, as
to the ultimate value thereof; but I assure you,
upon my honor, that no English or European holder
of state debts ever suggested to me, or in my hearing, the remotest allusion to the assumption or guarantee by the United States of these state debts.
Once only was it mentioned to me, and then by an
American, and I replied to him at once that such a
scheme was unconstitutional, and could not be accomplished without a change in that instrument. On
the contrary, the inquiry was nlways as to (he right
of the states Individually lo create debt, and their
probable ability to redeem it. It was, as I have
said before, a

gloomy period

for

American

atiairs in

England, and much of the gratification of my visit
was impaired by the common feeling of despondency, which I could not but share wilh my coiiuIryinen; but the stales had bonds in the market,
and were anxious lo sell, and concerning them 1

My

was constantly interrogated.
own slate, Massachusells, had some bonds there
and the inquiry
as to all, was, as to the safety of the principal, and
the probability of punctual payment of the interest.
I lolil thein, in regard to all the states, they might
rely on their public faith, and on their ability to
keep thai faith; and it occurred lo no one, so laras
United Stales should
I know, to suggest, that the
capitalist, desirous ol inguarantee these debts.
vesting in American bonds, and thus obtaining a
higher interest than Ihe stocks of his own country
afforded, consulted me about the safely of the Massachusetts bonds.
What did I do? I gave him a
report made in Ihe legislature of Massachusetts,
showing Ihe results of the annual produce of the labor and industry of that stale, and told him to lake

—

A

home and study it. (Applause.) Hecameback
said he was satisfied, and asked where
the next day
he could invest £40,000 in Massachusetts bonds?
I named lo him the agent, and he did make Ihe investment. So again of New York bonds, concerning which it happened to me to be consulted. I
took from my trunk Ihe admirable and convincing
report on the resources of the state, made by your
townsman, Samuel B. Ruggles, and gave it to my
visitor, and with like etf'ecl; and so of all Ihe slates,
as far as my knowledge went of their ability, and
wilh entire confidence in their good faith, I spoke
without hesitation and in no instance was any reliance invited or placed on any thing other than the
separate and distinct resources of the state issuing
What then? There are in every capithe bonds.
a small but active
tal In Europe some persons
clique
that hale America and Americans, and desire to do them injury always.
They have presses
at their command, whose daily vocation It is to represent Ihe credit of Ihe stales of this union as unfit
There is no mode of mitigating the
to be trusted.
ferocity of these assailants, and the more they are
put in Ihe wrong, the more tenacious are they of
error.
This press was, I grieve lo say, furnished
with new means of carrying on its warfare by publications emanating from this city, and sent abroad
in great numbers, to prove that the slates could not
lawfully contract debt, or issue bonds, and that the
foreign holders of slate debt bad no security whatever; and newspiipers of Ihe widest circulation In
Ihe world, repealed Ihese fabrications.
In this
slate of things, a banker's house in London, holding
a large amount of Massachusetts bonds, and those of
other states, applied to me, as a professional man,
lo know, whether Ihe states could contract debts.
yes. That the slates were as sovereign
I answ ered
in this matter as Uny sovereign state of Europe.
it

—

—

—

—
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That correspondence was publisheil; but it is one it is drawn out by the treasury. You double the
you cannot sfl insi:rteti in an ndniinislralion paper chances of loss, by doubling the hands that touch
—and yet, inspitd ot'lliis correspondence, maintain- the money.
Then as to the promised infusion of specie into the
iug the riglit ol states to conlract debt and tlieir
good failb and ability to pay, it is maintained tliat [, currency by the operation of this bill, what is there
and those with whom I act, are active anil systema- in this? According to its provisions, one quarter
tic in bringing about an assumption of these debts of the duties is now payable in specie: yet il one of
you have a bond to pay at the custom house, if he
by the United Siates.
But it seems Messrs. Barings have written a cir- goes to the collector with a check certified as paycular, iu which they point to an assumption. That able, one-fourth in specie, and the residue in bank
circular I never saw nor heard ol till my return to bills, does he not take it? (Yes from many voices.)
But
the United States last December; and then, too, 1 Well, then, all this specie talk is mere sham.
suppose you goto the receiver general with a draft.
first heard ol Mr. Benton's resolution at Washingbut
ton.
I wish to repeat, that every where in Europe, He pays you in bills of the Bank of America
where in any way state debts became the subject ol where is the specie? He will doiibless, if you exact
conversation, no English or Buropean banker or il, give you specie, but habitually the payment is
boiid-hoUler ever suggested to me, orin my hearing, in bills; and then I ask, where is all this movement
Dr caused to be suggested, any idea ot assiiniption; ol specie, this marching and countermarching of
ind the first 1 heard ot it was, as I have already gold and silver that was to dazzle our eyes? It is
(loud cheers).
But your collector,
said, Irom an American citizen in London, to whom all humbug
where does he put hi-^ money belbre it get.s into the
[ made Ibe reply already mentioned.
Why, fellow citizens, as I am
I have said my visit to Europe lost much of its receives's vaults?
pleasure by reason of the gloomy accounts from the informed, in a bank nt unsavory name, the Bank of
United Stales, and I conless 1 was much depressed the United States and when he pays over, he pays
)otb as to the commercial and pali:ical condition of no specie.
;be country.
I could perceive no disposition on
Then, as to the divorce of bank and state what

—

—

—

—

—

part ot those in power to grow wiser or better,
ind although 1 knew there was a numerous and
ible paily opposed to them, 1 yet leared, that for
iVant of union as to measures and candidates,

it?
Is not the greater part, I will not say
the whole, for I suppose the receiver keeps some in
his vaults; but is not the greater part of all the money of the government now absolutely in the keepheir edbrls to bring about a change would be in- ing of the banks?
I believe it is. You collect from
ittectual.
When men, otf this coast, I heard of from individuals and pay to individual a;ien!s of the
he Harrisbnig convention, and of the nomination government, and they forthwith pay it into the
the best that could have banks
10 unanimously made
and therefore, instead of there being a diAnd when vorce, the connection is become rather more inti)een made
1 was again encouraged.
ifterwards I saw, notwithstanding the preferences mate than ever, and like other illicit connections, a
great deal more secret.
)f some were disappointed, that the nomination
This is called the independent treasury: indepenvas received with unanimity, which has since
iwelled into enUiusiasm, 1 lelt once more that dent of nothing but public opinion and public suhe country was luvely to be extricated from pervision; and the pretended separation between
the government and the banks is all a sham.
ler dilficulties, and restored to wonted prosperity.
But
I Will say a lew words on the sub- treasury. Tnis although a shan now, the authority to demand speippears to me a scheme new to our history, and fo- cie when all dues to the government shall be payeign to our babils; tlie la.it of the series of batH-d able in coin, will be a most dangerous one. If the
ixperimerits; an expedient into which the represen- revenue shall ever again come to its former amount
atives of the people seem to me to have been l.ish- and our commerce resume its activity, it would be
(d by executive power; fatigued into by appliances in the power of the receiver general, at this place,
lud importunities, through lour mortal sessions of to break every solvent bank; and il this be true of
What are the arguments in favor of the New York and the seaboard, it is.more emphaticallongress.
)ill.'
The leading one of Mr. Van Bnren, in 1S37,' ly true ot Ibe banks at the west, where the receipts
vas the safety ol the public funds. The treasure at' the land offices are large.
And tliis bill, professing to render the treasury
vas to be kept where rogues should not run away
The best way to ert'ect that is, not to tru.st independent of the banks how independent you
vjth it.
ogues to keep it: but, as to the parade of safes and have seen is called a tecond Declaration of IndeI don't know in which pendence!
Now, so far a? banks are concerned, the
vaults, it IS all a mockery.
law authorising the issue of treasury notes ought to
>f these danks the receiver general keeps his inuney.
Here, here, said many voices from the porch of be called the third Dediiration of Independence.
Well, be it so and I un- How does that render us independent of banks? I
he bank of America )
lertake to say, that if he has any special vaults or will tell you.
At this moment about two millions
lafes there, they are no whit more secure than those of these notes, bearing interest, are lying in that,
n which the bank ket-ps its own funds.
But the and that, and that bank, (pointing toditt'erent bank[overnment says it must take care ot its funds.
ing houses within his eye), sold to these banks,
iVlioaud what is this I ot the governmenl! Is not with authority to the treasury to draw for the
he government a public trust and agency?
An in- amount thereot^ and these drafts are so arranged that
hvidual may pnt moneys in vaults -butthegovern- the banks make a very reasonable— not to say a very
nent is not a private person, having pockets of its unreasonable amount of interest upon these notes,
two. it must employ otiicers, it iimst trust some. belore they are called upon to pay the cost thereof
)ody.
colleague in the senate, Mr. Wright,
had belbre us the accounts of a bank that had
ays the object is to keep the money by agents of taken a large amount of treasury notes, bearing inhe people more directly responsible to the people terest, and credited the goven.ment with the fnce
hail heretofore.
How is the fact.' The receiver of them, and paying the drafts of government as
:eneral is appointed by the president and senate, is presented, that appeared by that single operation
menable to the law, and gives bonds for the faith- to have made a profit of Iroin 80 to .$100,000 and
il execution of his office.
In what does he ditf'er this is the mode in which the third Declarations of
3 to the responsibility from the
collector, who is Independence of the banks works. Of the five milppointed in like manner, answerable in like man- lions of treasury notes last authorised, I repeal,
er to the law, and gives bonds in like manner?
above two millions are now in banks of this city,
Eow, then, is the one more directly resjionsibie to and 1 know not how much more in banks in Boston
le people than the other?
The pretence is desti- and elsewhere— drawing interest while the money
ite of sense or reason.
And so as to the salety of is not all advanced. This is the financial skill and
e funds.
The vaults and safes in which they are economy of the treasury this the divorce from, and
aced, are no better or more secure than those of independence of, banks.
e banks.
The fashion now is, since Mr. Calhoun, followed
The receiver general here, is, I doubt
't, a very
respectable man, and has given good by the gentlemen who usually follow film, gave the
curity; b.it why or how are the funds in his vault signal to discredit paper money as much as jiossible.
ifer than if in a bank vault? The common sense ot
They avow this to be their object. Who can fore1? community will decide this point.
Suppose Mr. tell the evil consequence of seeking, through the
.len were to morrow to advertise to receive de- custom houses, the post office, and the land offices,
jsites in his vaults
would they, think you, be to throw doubt and discredit upon bank paper? The
led to the emptying of the vaults of banks re- refusal to receive, and the attempt to discredit, 'his
finsible in their whole capital and credit for the circulation, is, in fact, a power to break solvent
6t;-keeping ol'snch deposites? Instead of render- banks; but it is not a power or means lo compel ini; them saler, 1 say the present system enduugers
solvent ones to perform their duties. The demand
t
public funds, for it multiplies the hands through of specie on the notes of specie-paying banks may
vicli they pass,
and thereiore multiplies the break them, but such demand passes unheeded by
Cjiicesofevil
Mr. Hoyt collects the moneys
those that do not pay specie. But it is maintained
b ihey are paid out by 'Mr. Allen, on whom drafts by Mr. Wright, that no danger is to beapprehenrled
tin the treasury are drSwn.
Now, the collector, from this source, for that a sum not exceeding li^e
ilol honest, can spend the money before paying it
millions of dollars will perform all the functions of
Or to the receiver; and so, once in the hands of receipts and expenditures by the government.
It receiver, he, if not honest, can spend it before do not know upon what estimates of revenue or ex-

:he

in fact is
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penditure Mr. Wright founds this calculation. He
does not tell us whelher he expects the thiny-nine
millions of annual expendilure, unilei Mr. Van Bu.
ren, will, be brought down lo the thirteen millions
of the prodigal administration of J. Q. Adams; but
he insisis, that five millions will accomplish all that
is required. Well, take it at five millions— and what
then?
Why, five millions in specie is equal to the
fall average* moiety of all the specie in vour city
banks? What, then, would be the effect upon them
of the accumulation of five millions ol specie in the
hands of the receiver?
Another main argument for the sub-treasury, according to Mr. Wright, is, that it prevenis banks
from discquntingon "the public moneys, and therefore the necessity of receivers general, who shall
keep it locked up until wanted for the public service.
He traces the finnctuations in our currency
to the use made by banks of the public moneys, and
desires that these may be restrained.
But if only
five millions will be in the possession of the receivers, can that sum suffice to restaiii those fluctuations?
Can five millions, absent or present, affect
the general discounts, circulation and business of
the country? The arguments of the senator do not
coincide or stand together. The only ditfeivnce he
says between the late and present system of keeping
the public moneys is, that instead of the Bank of
America, Stephen Allen keeps them, so that they
cannot b-3 used for banking purposes. But what
then becomes of the specie concern, if this be the
only (litfi-reiice? I will not detain you any longer
on the practical operation of the sub-treasury, so
far as regards the receipts and expenditures of the
public treasury, you understand its effects and operations better than I do; but the great public political objection to the whole scheme is, that it not only
makes no provision for, but professedly abandons all
interest in, and concern about, the currency of the
country.
This is the cardinal, decisive olijection,
which is to detertnine the fate of the present administration.
This question has now been so long
befoie the country, so frequently discussed, that I
will not go into it anew.
The people are competent to judge of it for themselves, and that jodgmeiit will, I apprehend, soon be promulgated.
(Cheers.)
One topic more I desire lo advert to before finishing.
We have the happiness, under the benign
permission of Prividence, to live in a country of
which we may be proud for many reasons. Proud
of its liberty, of the public spirit and enlightened
patriolisin of our fellow citizens; proud also, and
most proud, of the public morality, sound faith,
substantially correct morals, that have distinguished
the administiation of our atfairs, and the conduct of
the country, since it took its place among the nations of the earth.
Among the evils most threatening now are attacks upon this moral character, this high faith,
whicli have distinguished us, and in virtue of which
we have maintained our high standing amongst nations.
Sentiments have been broached that strike
at the very foundation of our social and political system. I speak not now of doctrines promulgated in
any one state, that a man has no right to leave his
own property, acquired by his own labor and industry, to his own children
and other like absurdities
but I refer lo the doctrines maintained here and
elsewhere, that no set of men can bind those who
are to come after them, that no legislature can bind
its successors, nor make any conlract which another legislature may ootrepeal. One generation not
bind their successors!
Who shall mark the lines
that separate generations?
These change daily,

—

—

hourly.

This American community when

I

began

von, was comjiosed in part, of men not
existence, and is now composed in part of
olhers not then in existence.
How abhorrent is this
doclrine to the great general principle, that although
individuals nray flourish or decay, slates are immortal.
Great political sovereignties and communities
are ever young, ever green, ever identical.
Individuals may change, as the atoms of our bodies change,
but communities continue to exist, as our bodies do
to address

now

in

— with

this exception, that whereas, we know our
bodies ar; mortal, and that there is a time appointed
for all the living, and that we must all return to the
dust from which we sprang, our country will survive, and at that last moment of our mortal existence, the thoughts of it will still dwell in our hearts,
and the aspiration go up, thai she may be immortal.
(Mr. Webster then sat down amid cheers oft and
again repeated.)

'This may be nearly accurate in the present condition of ihe banks, when they are overburdened with
specie; but generally speaking, five millions are equal
10 the whole amount of specie held by our city banks.
They resumed specie payments upon five and a half
millions. This, therefore, greatly strengthens Mr. Webster's

argument.

[Ed. N. Y. Amer.
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Amekican board of missions. The receipts dunng
expendithe past \ear, have amouiUcd to 8141,691;
Balance ag.unst the hoard, Si24,US>S.
tures, *2G5,774.
for
receipts
The
American colonizatio.v society.
including *801 tor sales
the last month, were $2,035,
of camwood brought by the Saluda

i.i

February

|

10,

1840— CHRONICLE,
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instruction. 2,356 places of primary teachers become
wliich he prosecuted for many years with great suceither by deaths, or resignation,
He continued to reside there until his death, diisposable each year,
cess.
or new creations. The number of pupils who receive
leaving a very large estate to his children among
teachers being 860, there are 1,546
which^'were those to whom we now have particular brevets annually as
places to dispose of either for youths who are intendreference.
ed for primary instruction without passing though the
would advise such moral schools, or for religious corporations.
Daguekrottfe miniatures.
"counti
obtaining
iMoniteuT.
of our friends as may be desirous of
smallest exterfeit presentment" of themselves, at ilie
New York city assessment. According to the aspense of time, trouble and money, to call upon Messrs.
sessors' statements, the valueof property in the city of
Liof
coiner
the
149
Broadway,
at
Prosch,
Insley
New York has decreased within the last year thus:
If they can keep their countenance for
berty street.
daguerrotyped Decrease in the value of real estate for
the space of half a minuie, Ihey may be
$9,607,500
1840,
believe that the Yankees are the
to perfection.
4,336,286
estate,
the uses which are the Decrease in the value of personal
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PhiANTHRACITE reoNis appropriately termed in the
Commercial L.sl the second staple of Penii-

&

ladelpliia

That paper remarks
Bvlvania, the first being coal.
elapsed since it was
that although not one year has
increased w't'i/' ""
already
has
it
brought into use.
first who have_;ipplied the art to
as the harbin|er of what most certain to remunerate those who practise it.
piditP that may fairly be taken
Within the
in a lew years.
$13,943,786'
Among the likenesses taken by those gentlemen that
it is Uestined to become
have been construct- would be familiar to many of our citizens, we noticed
brief period of nine months there
making iron
Orange crop. The Baltimore American says: "It
ed and are now in blast, three furnaces,
an excellent one of Mr. Attorney General Hall, and of
will
increased
the
revenue
anthracite
crop
than
orange
that
the
fuel
is said
[A^. T- I'^xpress.
the rev. Mr. Kirk.
„f the first quality, with no other
of St. John's county, Florida, $200,000 this year.
They have been in blast from three to hve
coal
Deaths last week in Boston 39; in Baltimore 52, of
-10 to 50 tons of pig
from
each
out
turn
Inquirer
of
yesterand
Philadelphia
months,
Resumption. The
age, 11 were coloredDuring this lime many e.xperiments which 17 were under 2 years of
iron, weekly.
day says: the arrangement for the resumption of specie '
it has been saall free
all the banlis of Philadelphia, is we are
have been made, in nearly aU of whom
by
payments
can be managed and
tisfactorily ascertained that they
Exchange. The rate of foreign has gone up in
told, favorably progressing.
furnaces using ctiarcoal
kept in order as easily, as the
York to lOSjalOg, which again invites the export of
The Philadelphia U. States
Right of suffrage.
more furnaces are erected, which are specie.
or coke.
furnaces
Gazette states that a trial of much interest before the
Sixieen more
to be put in blast this month.
severe shock of an earthquake supreme court of
ColoAn earthquake.
Jersey, has just closed.
progress, all of which
are already erected, or are now
Sepon Saturday, 18th of
nel Thomas Cadwallader, who was a native of Ewing,
Four large rolin^ mills with was felt at Hamilton, U. C.
will use anthracite coal.
earth, and
which is in suc- tember. There was a rumbling noise in the
in that slate, and who, in 1825, inherited the property
puddling furnaces are erected, one of
those who
To
shaken.
slightly
were
buildings
property
and
persome
who
paid
and
on which he resided,
soon comiiience
cessful operation, and the others will
heavy
additional were in bed at the time, it seemed as if some
sonal taxes there, had been in the habit of spending
manufucluring with coal as fuel. T>vo
had rubbed against the wall, followed by a tre- his winters in
body
York
or Philadelphia in the latter
spring.
ne.xt
winter
and
this
up
imlla are to be put
At the bay shore the noise is repre- city he hired a house by the year, for two years and
nulls mulous motion.
The above (ii:en(y-one furnaces and si.\ rolhng
the sea. '''e
anthracite sented to have been like the roaring of
hv'edin it— returning in the spring to his place in
with their puddling furnaces will all use
The Jersey. On attempting to vote at the state and conhve of the lake at the same time being unruffled by a ripple.
and
furnaces
of
the
Thirteen
fuel.
coal as
Its course
off in about ten seconds.
passed
whole
Morris
and
gressional election in 1838, his vote was denied on the
Lehigh
the
of
line
mills, are located on the
to
E.
was
from
Jersey.
apparently
coal,
grounds that he had lost his citizenship in
including ore,
canal, and will create a tonnage
and the court decidtons, of which
Fanny Elssler. The Boston Courier publishes a He sued the judges of he election,
limestone and pig iron, of 227,500
Irom
obtained
that his vote was unlawfully rejected, and judgment
the
presied
coal
and
tons
of
Elssler
90,000
Fanny
will
be
between
correspondence
amount there
[Amencaii.
accordingly.
dent of the Bunker Hill Monument association, by was entered
the Lehigh mines.
ex- which it appears the danseuse makes known her inSlaves Catharine. In discharging the cargo into
Bennett's discoverv in steam machinery.
sum
of $1,000, "or
the
association
give
the
to
tentions
jM.
from
the custom house stores, under the direction of the
perimenial trip was made a few days since,
her professional services, at the discretion of the pre- British consul, there have been found one hundred and
York to Sionington, by the steamboat Eureka, for the sident and committee."
some ma,,
fifty pairs of iron manacles for the feet of the slaves.
purpose of witnessing the performance of
his reply. express the wish that
president
in
The
York,
[N. Y. Com. Adv.
JNew
of
chinery, tlie invenlioa of Mr. Bennet,
md'lle Elssler should exercise her own choice, and
which has attracted the attention of machinists and consult her own convenience, in regard to the manSpecie. The packets which sailed from N. York
out upwards of half
carried
men of science, and which, if successful, is considerThursday,
be indulg- for Europe on
of the ner in which her generous sympathy shall
ed scarcely less important than the discovery
a million in specie. The British Queen had about
object of the ed."
application of steam to navigation. The
§200,000, and the Havre packet ship Charies Carroll
the power by
B. of
letter froni Sydney,
FisHEKiaAN SEIZED.
York Star remarks— "This
iiivention is to save heat, or to obtain
had $313,000. The
fuel now
Haskell, ol
1 1th uli. says;— "Fishing schooner Pallas,
the consumption of a third or fourth of the
tirain is, however, rather a relief than otherwnse to
e.Npense,an(l
Gloucester, was captured and brought into this port on Wall street. The arrivals of coin have been very
used, making a saving of two-thirds the
vast impor- the 6th inst. by the cutler John Louisa Wallace, i orrequirincr less space for fuel, which is of
large of late, and more daily expected. It is about I
the Atlantic. rester, commander, for an alleged vinlaiion ot treaty.
tance, parliculariy to vessels navigaiing
to 1^ per cent, better to ship specie to Havre than to
he
Tile experiment is pronounced a satisfactory one. 1
The vessel has been stripped and the officers and crew buy bills at 5 17^.
York
to
JN.
from
doubted
is
The validity of the seizure
consumption of wood during the trip
sent on shore.
cords,
Temtekance. Father Mathew recently administered
Sionin"ton, a disiance of 130 miles, was but 3|
and will be contested."
consumpthe temperance pledge to 100,000 persons in Dublin in
and, on her return trip, 3 cords. The usual
$4 87a5 for Gemiesee; $5 two days.
York
is ia
At
yovage
Flour.
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cords each way.

Canal.

Maumee city,

at

was opened
with becoming ceremonies on the Hid

The Wabash and

Brie canal

374 for Georgetown.
Baltimore markets remain stationary at our l»st quoThe inspections of last week were 12,272
tations.
bbls.

andOll

half bbls.

of September.

Tobacco. The demand remains brisk, and our last
quotation of prices are fully maintained. Sales have
been effected to a large amount.
The tobacco crop of Maryland. From present appearances Will fall this year somewhat short ol an
average in quantity and the quality will be good.

At Alexandria S5 wagon price.
BaltiAt Mobile S6 50a7 for Baltimore, and Soa6 25 for s.
Cattle. Of nearly 1,400 head offered in the
from f. western.
more market on Monday last, 400 were sold at
t, jr j
Canal collectors office, Buj;ulo,
prime.
for
Erie canal trade.
100
pounds
Western traders. The St. Louis Bulletin states
S4 50 to $6 per
and
Oct. 1, 1840. Below you have a statement of flour
that a company of traders under the command of Mr.
marOrletins
New
the
in
ct.
declined
Cotton has
J
wheat cleared at this office, during the month of Sep- C. Frisioe, consisting of 13 wagons and 60 men, arthe
sold
on
new,
was
l^et— 1,0U0 bales, of which half
tember, and tolls received for 1840 and 1839:
rived at Independence, Mo. on the 11th ult. bringing
ToUs.
SOth ulf. at that reduction.
Bufh. wheat.
Bbls. flour.
.-nn
about $60,000 in specie.
CO bales
At New. York 6ih mst. between b and
848,064 25
239,231
68,947
1840
101.
at
upland
400
of
25,805 63
Bold, amongst them
147,545
Wesleyan society. The following is an abstract of
23,307
1839
7alOJ; Mobde, old
Sales at Savannah, 1,965 bales at
the returns nnde to the late conference of the number
lOalOi.
62
is quoied at 7a9i; new
$22,198
91,686
c.
of members in the society, showing an increase during
o^
ti „ Increase, 45,640
The coUon crop of 1840. Tuilahassee, Sept. 24. 1 he
Thos. Farnham, coi r.
the year of 22,551:
through the encalerpiller is making dreadful ravages
^
U840, 323,178
York
New
of
stales.
i
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cotton growing section of the southwcsicrn
crop will be
In middle Florida not a half average
many
made. The long staple is entirely destroyed;
the acre.
1 lie saine
fields not a pound will be made to
said of fields of the short staple or green seed,
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Great Britain,
The Illinois bonds. The chancellor
An
has decided in favor of the state against Delajield.
appeal will be taken it is said.
,
,
Ireland,
CoL. Kaknes, the greatest pioneer and Indian fighter
Salt
that Te.xas ever had, is reported to have died at

had
which hod been planted laic. O.) gioun|s which
maiured Antonio on
been early planted, the number ot balls which
before the calerpiller

a

commencd its

Very few

tolerable crop.

touched.
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ravages, wil insure
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a conspiTnE Caroline. We learn that McLeod, Caroline,
cuous actor in cutting out and burning iht
was arrested yesterday at Lockport, and committed to
Ho was mdictcd by the grand
the iail in that place.
1838, if we remember
iurv of Niagara couniy cariy in
ri"Iuly,

and

will

probably be tried at the

The Cesarean

ne.'ii

oyer and

[liuffah Adv.

lermincr.

operation was recendy performed
England. Boin mother and
The surgeon was Ut- White-

for the second time in
child were doing well.
licad.

the

Germanlown

a'BB Cdnards. It is reported in
the proprietors
Telegraph, that the brothers Ciint.ril,
and Boston
originators of the Liverpool, Halifax
ur

hue

of sieani packets, are the soiisot

Abraham Cunard,

the 16th.

The Post Ampt Gazette, of Frankfort,
now living at Moscow, the widow of a
skins, who has attained her lo^ih year.

jgjy^

307,063

U840,

27,017
26,333

J

,

For'n stations,

^

,339^

(

1840,

I 1^39'

Longevity.
saysihere is
dealer

in

123 shemarr?cd her fifth hushnnd. All her alin
liances has been prosperous and happy. She is still
possession of aU her mental faculliue.

When

Robert McConacht.

G.ivernor Porter has signed

the death warrant of Robert McConachy, who for the
sake of a few dollars murdered ihe whole of the Brown
He is to be executed on the otli
family, six in number.
if

November.

New

The

as follows:
First municipality
do.
Second
do.
Third

n"^
" ';V,
oi

'i^-'.l'"^

16,110

Increase,

634

Increase,

5,777

73,504
72,727

Total increase,

Reported as on

March,

trial in

Great Britain, in
19.603

1840,

Wheat. 15,000 bushels sold at N. Yorkat$l|
In Balhmorel
a $1 03, mosilv lor export 10 Ireland.
red— Pennsylvfll
to $1 00 for Virginia and Maryland
''^
$1 04 a $1 06.

Wines and
its population in the
precise returns ol the census are

Orleans, has doubled

last ten years.

Increase,

wines imported

spirits
into

hi

London.

'The quantity

London between January

I,

lofl

of the same year, on which duties li«
been secured, is 2,057,551 gallons— being 70,447 ri^
were imported during the same peiw
than
loss
Ions

and July

1,

last year.

The

total

...

j

•!«

.
quantity of ardent spirits imported in
the same period, was as follow

London during

total.

102,191

brandy 242,9-15 gallons, gin 2,076, rum 919,175--wt»il
impurted duru
is less by 129,710 gallons, than were

I he
who was born at what is common y ca led, whore
Normal scuooi.s in France. There are in France
Philadelphia,
mjjl
Neck," three or four miles below
form the same months last year. -Tliis diminution
coTninencoment ot 73 primary normal or model schools destined to
OOj
into London,
he resided with his father until the
pupils educaliiig amount of wines and spirits imported
family taking part prinmry leachers. The nuiiibor of
the
ued
when,
revolution,
American
the
400. piubalily partly owing to the increase m the doraei
for leaclicrs in these csialilisliiiienis is about 2
look
and
Britib^h,
the
wilh
owim
led
partly
wuh the mother country,
capacity, either manufacture of foreign liquor.<:— and
brevets
of
obtain
annually
SCO
pupils
in
due
Abraham,
up their residence alrialilax, where
primary siipeiior the progifss of the temperance cause.
commerciai basincss for primary clenicntaf-y instruction or
lime, entered exlensively, into

—

—
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ARMT-various items

The NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY. A

97

Mr.—speech

at

Richmond

dies

106: to the la111

the past, we apprehend that the time designated in
few days the convention lor the completion of the labors of
I
I

we met with a gentleman from the slate of
Maine, who informed us that on tho 5th ult. a party

since

102
BcTLEK. Mr.—speech at Tamany Hall
of surveyors under capt. A. Tolcot!, U. S. commis112
Chronicle
sioner, left Canaan, Vt. for the head waters of Con9"
l)EiTH— lieut. col Grsen, U. S. A.
necticut river, for the purpose of tracing the sources
Elections— New Jersev
Marv
9S;
Fennsylvania
98;
"
branch of the party to
the Magallovvay river.
of
100
land 99; Georgia
HI which our informant belonged, proceeded through
Leigh, Mr
speech to the ladies at Richmond
101 Bury, and are now examining the sources of Arnold
Louisiana Whig slate convention
99 river, at the head of Megantic lake, where they exMaryla.^u electio.v
97 pect to meet their companions from the head of the
Mexican and U. States commissioners
93 Connecticut.
New Jersey election
93
Navy com. Warrington, the Levant, &c.
The party are then to proceed along the dividing
97
Noktheaster.\ boundary items
highlands to the Kennebec road. Another party
100
North Carolina election, whig convention
under professor Renwick have proceeded to the
New York registering voters, nominations, Aubur. Restigouche bay, from whence they are to trace the
9
convention
liigiilands agreeable to the treaty, and expect to
9

the board will be far too short.

[Nat, Int.

THE ARMY.

'

A

—
—

—

—

—

Pe.^insylvania

—

—

—

—

election, (fcc.

106
— whig convention at Richmond
93
—
vote tor governor
—speech at Richmond 107; to the
110
ladies
WisKo.vsiN — census of
102
to A. Smith
Woodbury, Me. Secretary—

Vrisinia

Ve]!.-uo.vt

orticial

Webster, Daniel

mei't the
load.

TEXAS.

parly in the vicinity of the

Cochran's cannon.

letter

FOREIGN ARTICLES.

first

Kennebec

A

third party under major Graham, is employed in running the meridian line Irom Mars hill.
[Sherbroke Journal.

The New York Herald

contains a very interesting account of a trial of
Cockran's cannon, which took place on Tuesday
last, at Sandy Hook, under the direction of captain
Newton of the United States frigate Fullon, and Mr.
Cochran the inventor. The trial was very satisfactory in every particular, its peculiar faculties consist in discliarging twelve balls per minute, taking
eight each time, in its having three breeches, thus doing away with the possibility of failing as most guns
do at the breech, it does not recoil, and requires but
four men to man it.
In the British service eleven
men are necessary to manage a 64 pouiider.

Dates of the 19th ult. have been received at New
Orleans from Galveston, and of the 9(h from AusWe regret to notice the death of col. Karnes,
tin.
a meritorious officer in the Texian army. His fame
stood very high as an Indian figliter and pioneer.
General Felix Huston had recovered from sickness
brought on by fatigue in pursuing the savages.
public dinner had been tendered him at Austin by
way of acknowledgment for his gallantry in the late
skirmish with the Cumanches. Col. W. G. Cook
had been appointed to the command of the 1st regiment of infantry, in place of col. Burleson, resigned.
decided improvement is announced in
the health of president Lamar, who had been ailing
In Galveston tliey are about erectfor some time.
ing an Episcopal chnrch. A lair was held there on
the 17th ult. to raise funds for the purpose.
The
inhabitants had returned to Liniiville, and were busily engaged in repairing the injuries done by the
savage enemy.
The loss in buildings and other
propeity is estimated at one hundred thousand dollars.
Advices were received at Austin by express
from San Antonio, staling that an army of IVlexican
centralists, one thousand stong, had crossed the Rio
Grande. They were in pursuit, probably, of the federalists.
The health of Texas appears to be good.
The Indians have fled into the mountains, and all
apprehensions of danger from that quarter are for

regret to
The United States and Mexico.
learn that very little progress had been made by the
joint commission under treaty with Mexico for the
adjustment of claims of citizens of the United States
against Mexico, before their adjournment for several weeks, which took place some weeks ago.
are mortified by this information, because, having

the present dismissed.

been decided and earnest advocates for an amicable

A

A

IBulleiin.

Recognition of Texas. We learn from an authensource that advices were received by the Great
Western, to tlie effect that the governments of Holland and Belgium had authorised their mMsters in
London to treat with general Hamilton, for the conclusion of a treaty of recognition, amity and commerce with the new republic of Texas; and that
gen. Hamilton, the diplomatic plenipotentiary of
'Texas, was about to repair to London for that pur_

!lic

ipose.

IN. Y. Courier.
CAN.iDA.

There have

some acts of incendiaCanada border, but no
on Americans as the authors of the

lately been
couimi'.ted along the

;

rism
suspicion rest
villainy, and there

is generally a good understanding between the inhabitants on the different sides

^f the

line.

Some of the Canadian papers .apeak in etronf
terms of the injudicious management of Ihe home
government. There are a million and half of souls
;n British North America, says the Quebec Gazette, who have been sincerely disposed to acquit
j'heniselves of their duty of allegiance to the Bri:ish crown, even at the hazard of seeing their
;ountry desulated by a war with the population of
-he neighboring slates, with whom they can have
(10 ground of quarrel.
But if people in England
,.yill undertake to manage the ad'airs of
these "cololie.s in the
way they have been managed of late,
jiving credence to those who know little about the
-olonies,

and

to

have no permanent interest in

hem, it will be found that they are difficult to
manage, and will cost more than thev are worth.
J
[

[iV.
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York Herald.

Letters for Europe. The Boston

papers say;

"There is no charge on letters conveyed to England
by the Cunani line of steamers from this port. All
that is needful to be done, is to have them lodged at
the post office, in Boston, before 10 o'clock on the
The post office charge
1st and 15lh of the month.
is one cent on each letter, thick or thin.
If letters
are sent by mail to Boston, by paying postage they
will be forwarded."

FOREIGN relations.

We

We

adjudication and final arbitration of those claims,
in preference to a resort to arms for redress of the
alleged grievances of out citizens, as proposed to
congress by the executive, we looked with confidence to a prompt and just action upon the sub-

Ueait quarters of the army.
Adjutant general's office, Washington Aug. 25, 1840.
General orders No. 43.
The 3d and 8th regiments of infantry will
I
proceed to join the army in Florida, agreeably to
the special instructions communicated from the adjutant generaf's office. The present garrisons of
Forts Towson, Jesup and Smith, will be relieved
by detachments from the 4th infantry, to consist of
one company for each post.
II
The new work at Fort Wayne will be suspended until further orders, and lieut. col. Mason, of
the 1st dragoons, with his command, will take post
at Fort Gibson.
Ill
field officer and two companies of the 2d
regiment of artillery will take post at Madison barracks, in time to relieve the infantry garrison oa
the 2oth of September.
IV Surgeon Hjrney will repair witliout delay
to Cedar Keys, Florida, and report in person to the
commanding general. Assistant surgeon Maffit
will repair to Fort Leavenworth and relieve surg?on Macomb, who will proceed without delay to
join the Slh infantry, and accompany it to Florida.
Assistant surgeons Leonard and GrifSn will eacU
accompany a detachment of the 3d infantry to Florida, pursuant to the instructions they may receive
from general Arbuckle. Surgeon Jarvisand assistant surgeons Abadie and Motte will remain at
their stations until further orders.
By order of
R. Jdnes, adj'.. gen.
maj. gen. Macomb,
Military movements. The New York Commercial says that on the 1st instant a detachment of 213
recruits, fBr the 1st regiment of infantry, embarked
on board the ship Leopard, bound for Tampa Bay,
Floriila.
Captain Pegram commanding the detachment, with lieutenants Reynolds, Lancaster, Caldwell and Carpenter, atlaclied to the command.-—
These officers all belong to the 1st regiment of in-

—

—

—A

—

fantry.
On the 3d iitstant another detachment of 239 recruils for the 6th regiment of infantry embarked on
board the ship Moslem, also bound lorTjmpaBay.

Captain Hoffman, of the 6th infantry, in command
of the detachment, with lieutenants Monroe, Lovell, Armistead, Maclay and Irwin of the same regiment attached to the command.
On the 6th instant a third detachment of 143 recruits, lor the 2d regiment of infantry, feft Governor's Islam], and took passage on board the ship
John Gumming, for Savannah, and thence will take
other conveyance for St. Augustine. Lieut. Pen-

rose, 2d infantry, commands this detachment. The
Lieuts. Tilden
and Bacon, 2d infantry; liiiet. Johnson, 3d infantry,
and lieuts. Sherman and Fiekl, 3d artillery.
The following tegiments are now in Florida, or
ject.
In accordance v ith the convention between the on their way there:' 2il dragoons, 3d artillery, 1st,
United States and the government of Mexico lor the 2d, 3d, 6th, 71h and Slh regiments of infantry,
1st regiment of artillery is stationed along the
adjustment of the claims referred to, the commissioners of the two countries were to have met on north eastern frontier.
2d regiment artillery at Buffalo, Niagara, Rothe 7th of July; and at that time the very respectable commissioners appointed on the part of the chester and Sackett's Harbor.
4th regiment of arliUery in Michigan.
United States were ready to commence their labors.
4th regiment of infantry at Forts Gibson, Smith,
Owing to some causes' with which we are unacquainted, the commissioners on the part of Mexico Towson and Jesup.
5th regiment of infantry on the upper lakes, and
did not arrive in this city, the place designated in
the convention for their meeting, until the middle of upper Mississippi.
1st regiment of dragoons on the Missouri and
August.
Since the 17lh of August, the commissioners Arkansas.
These comprise all the troops of the regular serhave had regular meetings until within a few days
past, when they adjourned for a short time without vice.
Death. At the residence of gov. Call, at Tallahaving established any rules for their future government in the adjudication of the multifarious claims hassee, Middle Florida, on the 21st ultimo, lieut.

A

following officers are with him:

—

John Green, of the 6th infantiy, V. S. army.
Col. Green entered the U. S. service in 1812, as a
subaltern of the 22d infantry; he was subsequently
appointed adJMtant of this regiment by its colonel,
(now brig. gen. Hugh Brady, of the army). He
serveil with reputation in the different engagements
toa judicial tribunal (in which light this board of on the Niagara frontier, in the campaign of 1814,
commissioners must be considered) as fixed rules of during which period he was promoted to a captainHe was retained on the "peace establishment"
cy.
action.
Where the responsibility rests for this procrastina- of 1815, and, after eighteen years' service as a caption, or rather from this omission to act at all, we tain in the 3d regiment of infantry, was promoted,
are unabje to determine. Judging of the future by in 1833, to the majority of the 5th, and ia 1833 he

that will be presented to their consideration.
painful anxiety is naturally felt on this subject by
the claimants, to whose position the public cannot
be supposed to be insensible.
are at a loss to imagine what difficulties could
have arisen to frustrate an object so indispensable
'

We

col.
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was promoted to be lieut. col. of the Clh infantry,
of which he was in command at the period of his
(Nat. Intel.
death.
yiorida. The Savanuah Georgian has the following intelligence from Florida.
Indian fight. On SunSt. Jlugustine, Sept. U.
day last, lieut. Hanson, 7th infantry, discovering
^numerous signs around his post at Wacaliaota, proceeded with 30 men in search of the trail. He had
not advanced far before he received a heavy fire
from the enemy who appeared in large force. One
of his men was killed and four wounded whom he

succeeded in taking back to the garrison. There
was over an hundred Indians.
Another letter in the same paper says:— "I have
just conversed with a gentleman direct from Newnansville, who states that the body of Geiger was
When lound, it
not found tintil Thursday 10th.
exhibited one of the most revolting spectacles of
fiendish vengeance, seen since the commencement
of the war. He was first whipped until his back
was a mass of clotted goie, his legs were ripped
from his leet to his hips, then cut with a knife entirely round until his upper parts were nearly separated from his lower, his heart taken out, and his
head cut off. His head has not been found. He
was one of a party of volunteers stationed at Fort
"Walker, who carried the express to lieut. Hanson,
informing him of the Indian sign.
Major generals IMacomb and Scott were both at
Saratoga a lew days since.

THE NAVY.
Commodore Warrington, it is understood, will
succeed commodore Wadsworth as navy commissioner the latter having been appointed inspector
of ordinance and ammunition for the navy.
The United States sloop of war I.ievant, Joseph
Smoot, esq. commander, arrived at Norfolk on
Wednesday from New York, whence she sailed on
the 3d instant. The usual salute was exchanged
with the U. S. flag ship Delaware. Officers and
crew all well. She proceeded up to the navy yard;
she will take the place of the Vandalia in the dry
dock in two or three days, lor the purpose of undergoing some repairs before proceeding on her voyage

—

to the

West

Indies.

Capt. Silas H. Stringham is ordered to the command of the ship of war Boston, now fitting out,
and destined as one of the squadron of observation
in the

China seas.

The United States frigate constitution, and United
States schooner Boxer, were at Callo, July 16, U.
States ship St. Louis was on a cruise among the islands.
The U. S. sloop of war Concord, commander,
Wm. Boorum, sailed from Boston a few days since,
to join the West India squadron.
The United States mail packet schooner Hayne,
captain Griffiths, from Havana, via Key West and
Indian Key, arrived at quarantine yesterday.

A

passenger in the Hayne, writes us that the U.
S. schooner Otsego, commanded by lieut. Slinbrick,
captured a small sloop, on the 8th Sept. called the
Liberty near Key West light house, under the belief
There were six men on
that she was a pirate.

who proved to be mechanics of New Orleans,
who had been spending the summer months at the

board,

Bahamas.

[N. O. Fie.

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAI.VE.

Athens and Madison have elected whig represenmaking the whole number 96 certainly
and probably 99, three towns being disputed by the
administration. The whole number of representatatives,

—

or if Madawaska sends, 186.
will be 185
Several towns have not yet elected.
IBoslon Daily Advertiser.

tives

The

VERMONT.
Vermont convened

legislature of

at

Mont

By a letter in the Boston
pelier on the 8tli inst.
Post, we learn that the official vote for governor is
as follows;
Jenison, whig,
.'i3,435
Dillingham, V. B.

22,637

Whig

10,798

majority,

The votes of Barre and Vershire appear to have
been thrown out on account of informality. In-

NEW

17,
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Registering voters. The number of voters registered in the city of
York when the books closed on Saturday night, the 10th instant, was 43,720,
which IS 2,500 more than ever voted there. The
number will be increased as the registers have a
right to give certificates to those wtio couid not register during the legal time.
The
York cor-

New

New

respondent of the National Intelligencer, says:
'Four of our courts have been busy some weeks
past in making American citizens, and the number
naturalized is unusually large; I have not the means
of knowing how many."
Nomination.
Ogden Hoffman, Moses H. Grinnell, Edward Curtis and James Munroe, members
of congress from New York, have been nominated
by the whigs for re-election.

The Auburn conservative convention. We have
from this glorious gathering of the
unchanged and unterrified deinociatic republicans
of the state of New York, and language cannot convey to our readers an adequate sense of the intense
interest, and deep and grateful emotions excited by

just returned

congregation of the people. It was, perhaps, the largest delegated convention ever assembled within this state.
Although called as a convention of delegates, the people themselves came.
Feeling the danger of the public liberty, as well as
the blighting influence of the despotic measures of
the federal administration, they have rallied around
the ever glorious standard of JeS'ersonian republicanism, as they did in 1800, and expressed their firm
determination again to conquer under that banner.
The delegation from this city, doubled the numbers that attended from this place, the federal young
men's mass convention at Syracuse, on the 30th
ult. and the number assembled at our place of meeting, far exceeded the whole federal assemblage at
Syracuse. These facts speak volumes of encouiagement to the gallant Spartan band, and of warning
to the apostate federal administration, which has
sought by every measure and all means, to establish a supreme executive power.
The hon. William C. Rives and the hon. Hugh
S. Legare, accompanied the New York delegation,
and their passage was marked at every point with
the most enthusiastic demonstrations of popular respect and esteem, making the trip to Auburn little
less than a triumphal progress.
Notwithstanding
the heavy rain on Wednesday, commencing shoitly
after the departure of the delegates from Albany, at
every stopping place the cars were immediately
surrounded by the people, anxious to see, and express their gratitude to, the noble and independent
son of Virginia, who had offered himself up as a
sacrifice for the country, should the power of the
president and the intolerance of party tyranny prove
too strong for the popular will.
It must have gladdened the inmoat recesses of the heart of old Virginia's "favorite son," to receive these unbought and
unpurchasable testimonials of grateful esteem from
the democracy ol New York.
He may bear to
Virginia the confident assurance, that as New York
stood by her Jelferson, in the great political struggle of 1800, she will now, in 1840, stand by her
Rives in defence of the great principles of our republican government, in rescuing the administration from the hand of an usurper of the popular
rights, and restore the integrity of the federal constitution, and the supremacy of the people.
He
who has seen the popular demonstration of the present week, may read in letters of light, the position
of New York, riefimd by a majority of at least
twenty thousandon the side ol liberty and law against
executive usurpation and dictation.
But the glory of the progress was eclipsed by the
splendor of the conveniion itself! There were the
people, in their majesty, assembled to deliberate
upon their grievances, and to repeat and renew to
each other their high resolves and stern determination to maintain the principles of the Jeffersonian
democracy, and defend the constitution at everv
hazard and at any sacrifice. "They will be free,"
and they, themselves, have "struck the blow."
The number assembled upon the ground at the
opening of the convention in the afternoon, was
variously estimated at from ten to fifteen thousand,
and probably was not less than twelve" thousand,
including a large number of ladies. It was an
audence composed of those daring and resolute
this great

cluding these towns, Dillingham's vole in the sl.ite men who had remembered, when their principles
were invaded and their liberties endangered, that
Last year, 22,257.
23,050.
Increase, 793.
Excluding these towns, the increase 380. Increase "they had a country to save, as well as a party to
serve!" It was a congregation of as much energy,
of the whig vote, nearly 9,000,
moral integrity and intelligence, as it has ever been
IVIA9SACHU9ETTS.
our good fortune to witness. It was refreshing to
The governor of Massachusetts has appointed the soul of any patriot to look upon that great body
Thursday the 26lh of November, as a day of of freemen, assembled to perform their high duties.
thanksgiving in that state.
The convention had been organized in the foreLevi Lincoln has been nominated for re-election noon by appointing general James Tallmadge,
prein th« fifth congressional district of Massachusetts. sident, and Henry W. Hicks and Robert
Haight,

is

THE UNION.
A

YORK.

secretaries pro. tem.
retiring committee was then
appointed to report an organization of the convention.
Mr John L. Graham, from that committee,
reported for president of the convention, the veteran democract, and officer of the army of the revolution, and member of the electoral college, which
gave the vote of this state to Mr. Jefferson general

—

Pierre Van Courtland,

of Westchester.
After the organization had been completed, the
convention took a recess for dinner, and met in the
afternoon in the spacious ground in front of the theological seminary.
The hon. N. P. Tallmadge, after making a few remarks to the convention, introduced to the vast assembly, the hon. William C.
Rives, of Virginia. His appearance was hailed with
the most entliusiastic huzzas.

For four hours Mr. Rives enchained the attention
of his great auditory in a speech, which for solidity
of reasoning, elegance of diction, happy flow of
language, and beautiful manner of delivery, may
challenge a comparison with any which the crisis
has called forth.
shall not do him the injustice
to attempt a description of bis eloquent and masterly performance, but have made arrangements to
place a report of it, (which wants, however, the
happy effect of his manner) bpfore our readers.
At the close of Mr. Rives' remarks, the assemblage, still unthinned, called for Mr. Legare, who
rose to make an apology, but obeyed the will of the
jieople, and made a speech.
It is impossible to
pourlray a speech of Mr. Legare's. Combining the
most varied and critical learning with the highest
rhetorical powers, and a rapid flow of tfioiightvvith
an impassioned and impressive manner, he surprised and highly delighted his auditory.
But we have
not space for further remark.
At ihe close of Mr.
Legare's speech, Mr. Hoxie favored the people with
a song.
Mr. Edward Sanford then reported resolutions and an address. Another song, with ten thousand voices joining in the chorus, closed this mighty
gathering; and Ihe people dispersed to carry out,
through the ballot box, the sentiments of the convention.
[N. Y. Times §• Star.

We

NEW JERSEY.
This state heretofore had seventeen counties, 'ol
which at the last election, ten gave whig majorities.'
There are now eighteen counties in the state.—
The

election for

members

of Ihe lesislature took

place on Tue.=day and Wednesday
and 14th of October.

last,

Ihe ISttl

Election.
The returns so far as received exhibil
a large whig gain.
The whig majorities are set
down as follows: Burlington 750. Gloucester 520,(

Mercer 450, Somerset 241, Cumberland 203, Salem
112, Hudson 201, Morris 203, Middlesex 156, Essex 1,740, Passaic 199, Monmouth county reported
to have given a majority for the whigs
one leporli

—

says 570.
In four counties, viz: Huntington, Sussex, War»i
ren and Bergen, no whig tickets were run.
The legislature will liave a whig majority in both
branches, thereby securing the election of a whig
United States senator.

PENNSYLVANIA.
The election. On Tuesday last, the 13th instant,
elections took place in this state for their 38 representatives to congress, of which last year 17 were
Van Buren and 11 were whigs; for apart of the
state senate, and lor members to the house of representatives.
Returns have been received to the following

effect:

—

]s( congressional district
Brown, (V. B.) electee
by a majority of 1,3S4.
2d district Two whijs elected. Sergeant 7,136
Toland 7,123; Neal 4,631, Miller 4,590— averagi

—

whig majority

2,569.

3(irf/s/)-ic/— Ingersoll, (V. B.) 8,939; McMichael'
(W.) 4,755— Van Buren majority 1,184. This district was represented by a whig in last congress,
4th district Brown, Jones and Francis, (W.)

—

elected.
5th district
J. Fornance, (V. B.) re-elected.
6th district
R. Ramsey, (W.) elected a whij
gain.
W. Simonton, (W.) elected,
lOWi district
lUh district— L. Gerry, (V. B.) re-elected.

—

—
—

—

The Van Buren vote of the three first districts
including Philadelphia city and county, has beer
largely increased, but the counties so far as heai4
from, have shown considerable whig gain.
Wi
have returns from twenty-one counties, which with;
Philadelphia city, places the parties, as to the aggregate vote, just about as they .=tood in Ihe salne
districts in the election of ISSfi, and showing
whig gain, as compared with 1S3S, of upwards ol
2,000 voles.
It is ascertained that the whijs will have a majority in the state senate
and they have a gain
12 members in the house, so far as returns are re
ceived.
i

—

i

j
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Girard college.
The expensJ up to laniiary
last on this college amounted to the colassal sum of
$1,272,712, and the college reported by the architect to be about two-thirds completed.
Governor Porter and the banks. We learn from
the Pennsylvania Sentinel, that the governor of
Pennsylvania has called on the banks in that state,
lor their several proportions of the balance of a loan
authorised by the last legislature, no proposals having been received by the executive within the time
specified for such proposals. The amount to be
advanced to the slate at this time is #1,156,000.
The Philadelphia banks. The question of resumption occupies considerable attention in Philadelphia.
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from the 16th of March, the lime the canal
opened, to the 14th of July, (some only reporting
lo the 1st of July) furnished by the different canal
transportation companies, to John B. Bakewell,
Wilson McCandless and Hilliary Brunot, esqs. a
committee of councils, and Wm. Ingham, esq. col-

great difficulty in the way, says Bicknel's
reporter, is the indebtedness of that city to the
east
the amount of which is $6,000,000.
"Unless some'

—

A

—

We

Pennsylvania and

(Ohio)

Ohio canal.

Hf raid announces

by way of

The

Cleveland

the arrival at that place

Pennsylvania and Ohio canal, of
126,313 lbs. of merchandise, and 376,643 lbs. of
iron and nails. The time is not far distant
when
considerable supplies from the Atlantic market
will
reach Cleveland by this route.
Trade ofPiUsburg. Pennsylvania catial colleclor's
office,

the

Pittsburgh, July 9th, 1S40.

Dear

sir: Agreeably to your request I now
furyou the statistics of this office.
The number of boats cleared since the opening of

pish

navigation (on March 16lh) to the 30th of June°inis 1,109, and the amount of tonnage
since
October SIst, is 44,853,318 pounds, and the tolls
$28,066 96. The number of boats cleared at Johnstown from Qpening of navigation up to July first
clusive,

"

1.025

„,

Blairsville,

'

7g
226

Freeport,

The amount of tonnage taken off
tar as we have an account of it, is

at this office so

There are about 120 boats plying on

19,676,983 lbs

this division of
this canal, and will average at least six
hands to a
boat.
The regular lines are as follows:
Pennsylvania packet co.
Hays 8c Black, agents.
Western transportation co.
"freight and packet"

&

Hays
Black do.
do.
do.
H. &c P. Graff.
do.
do.
Bingham.
Patent portable car body line Taffe
O'Conner.
Mechanics
do.
L. M. Keir.
Despatch
do.
J. C. Reynolds.
Reliance line, "freight &. packet" J. McFadden.
Hollidajsburgh
do.
J. P. Reed,
Union
Binghams

Wm.

&

N. American

line

Baltimore, Pittsbugh

Pennsylvania

&

Ohio

C.

&

U.

line,

W.

S. line,

Caldwell.

H. Devin.

McDowell

& Co.

The foregoing may be relied on as correct. Very
respectfully yours,
Wm. Ingham, collector.
Isaac Harris.
Port of Pitliburg— Pennsylvania canal businest.
We present this week the aggregate of the business
on the Pennsylvania canal, arriving at and departing from the port of Pittsburg for about
4 months,

For
Sprigg,

1,234 Neff,
1,205 Huddleson,
1,208
Price,
Average whig majority 104. The
majority in 1839 was 58.

trade.

I

|

upper Ohio river. These with a large mass of other Newcomer,
important and useful information was collected and
presented to the marine board by the committees Nesbitt,
of the select and common councils and the board of Weast,

m

delegates.

Thayer,
Coombs,

lector, for the use of the board, for selecting a site
for the marine hospital for the United States on the

106,171 bbls. flour.
1,032 do. whiskey.
33,431 boxes window and other glass.
1,500 bushels dried apples.
86,616 do.
satisfactory arrangement can be made at Ihis
wheat.
impor17,867 do.
tant point, a general resumption, as before
coal.
stated,
513,433 lbs. tobacco, in hhds.
is impossible.
Our banks, even in the present reduced condition of their circulation, could not spare 9,812,431 do. bacon,
do.
83,000,000 with safety, so that any sudden demand 6,138,800 do. mess pork.
377,719 do. cotton in bales.
'lor specie in New York and Boston would
immedi1,474,610 do. lard in kegs.
ately lead to drafts upon Philadelphia, and to
all the
38,568 do. butter in bbls.
unpleasant consequences."
287,334 do. buffalo robes and deer skins in bales.
The Philadelphia commercial list of Safurdav
203,356 do. wool, in sacks.
says
44,537 do. feathers do.
There was a general meeting of delegates from
45,049 do. hemp bales.
the ditferent banks of the citv and county last even92,240 do. ginseng sacks.
ing, (Thursday) at the board of trade room.
Dele55,741 do. rags.
gates were present from twelve, out of fourteen
12,411 do. sole leather.
banks the Girard and Southwark not being repre4,340 do. venison.
sented.
The object was to take into consideration
15,130 do. castings.
the application of the United States bank, to enable
4,591,911 do. dry goods, groceries, hardware and
that institution to resume on the 15th January
next.
resolution was oflered and adopted, recommend- other miscellaneous articles.
[Hams' Intel.
ing a loan to the bank, to the amount of six millions
MAETLAND.
of dollars, to be taken by the various banks, in proElection returns. The following are the returns
portion to their means.
Seven banks voted in the of the election which took place on the 7th instant.
affirmative— two (North America and Farmers and
Baltimore city.
Mechanics') in the negative three declined voting,
The votes of the respective wards were inserted
not having received instructions, and two not
re- at page 87 of the Register.
The following is the
presented.
learn that some of the banks voting
in the affirmative, have to-day rescinded the
votes
their
of
delegates, which places the subject in its
former position, and it is probable that nothing definite will be had until after the election.
It is said that Mr. Jaudon's connexion
with the
U. S. bank will soon terminate, and also, that Mr.
Punlap will retire from the presidency in January.
For the latter rumor, vre learn, there is no foundation, Lemuel Lamb, esq. for many years past president of the Mechanics' bank, has resigned that station, with a view, it is said, of entering into
commercial pursuit.
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viz:

j 142
l'l06
I'log

Van Buren

Washington county.
For senator.
2,604

For

I

WasoD,

2,292

delegates,

2,444
Rentch,
2,347
2,442 Mason,
2,321
Clagelt,
2,467 Carrot,
2,321
Zeigler,
2,479 Lyday,
2,325
Whig majority for senator 212; average whig majority for delegates 129i.
Last October the Van Burea ticket was elected
by an average majority of 260.
Frederick county.
I

I

I
I

Fnr
E. A.Ly.nch,

delegates.
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Senate.

Monlf;omery country.

For
England,.

731

I

I

I

Average whig

Queen Anne's county.

For
Palmer,

senator.

774

Roberts,
I

For delegates.
773 Finley,
765 Wilmer,

George,
Ford,
Paca,

I

765

I

698
Bryan,
Last year the average

Whig majority nearly 100.
Van Buren majority was 75.

Dorchester county.

For
Jacobs,

delegates.

No

1,121
1,120
1,113
1,099

Keene,
Prazier,
Tall.

opposition.

I

I

I

I

Somerset county.

For

delegates.

Williams,
Jones,
Parsons,
Rider,

Sanders,
1,351
1,359 Ballard,
Beauchamp,
1,384
Brattan,
1,371
Average whig majority 517^
Worcester county
I

For

senator.

Townsen6,

Whig

We

1,237
majority 313.

|

924

Fasaitt.

have not been able to procure the votes

for

members to the honse of delegates. The regular
whig candidates, Edwin Forraan, Levi Cathell,
Ebenezer Hearn and Jas. Hooper, were elected
without opposition.
Calvert county

For
Hellen,

delegates.

496
493
464

Dalrymple,

Weems,

I

369
348
345

Parran,
Spiclcnell,

|

Average whig majority

Mackall,

133.

Charles county.

For

delegates.

J. D. Bowling,
807 Francis Neale,
519
George Brunt,
806 Nich. Stonestreet, 489
John Matthews,
804 Wm. B. Stone,
505
Average whig majority 301 J.
I

I

St.

Mary's county.

For delegates.
865 No opposition.
863

Heard,
Coade,

I

Causiu,
828
In three of the counties, viz: St. Mary's, Dorchester and Worcester, there were no Van Buren ticlcets
run except for a senator in the latte
|

—

EECAPITnLATlON.

The popular vote in the annexed table is made by
taking the highest delegate vote on each side.
Pojmlar

vote.

House of delegates.

1S40.

1840.

Counties.

W.

V. B.

Alleghany,
Anne Arundel,
Annapolis city,
Baltimore cily,
Baltimore co.

1,234
1,378
170
7,109
1,673

1,142
1,327
148
7,295

Calvert,
Caroline,
Cecil,
Charles,
Carroll,

Dorchester,
Frederick,
Harford,

Montgomery,

Washington,
Worcester,

369
591
1,391

807

519

1,514

1,607

2,933
1,274

2,709
1,292

664

504
737
402
698

1,025

Prince George's,

Queen Anne's

496
683
1,391

.'550»

Kent,

St. Mary's,
Somerset,
Talbot,

2,339

727
773
500»

1,359

713

districts

elected senators stand as follows:

delegates.

1,039 Dade,
Worthington,
1,021
1,025 Carter,
Spencer,
1,020
majority 308.
I

Gaither,
Gott,
Gittings,

The seven

17,

1839.

W. V.B. W.
3
4
1

V.B,
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party, the Clark men generally casting
their vote3 in iavor of Mr. Gilmer.
In 1S31, Wilson Lumpkin, the canjidate of the ("lark parly,
succeeded over Mr. Gilmer by 1,500 votes, and in
1833 'he same gentleman was again elected over
In 1834 old party
maj. Crawford by 2,2(10 votes.
lines were pretty much broken down; a number of
the Troup [larty joining with the mass of the Clark
parly formed what has since been known as the
union party, and sustained the administration of
general Jackson, while a smaller number of Clark
men joined with the mass of the Troup party, and
formed what has since been termed the state
rights party, which opposed that administation.

the

Troup

Col.

Wm.

17,
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H. Sparks, of Assumption, then

THE UNION.

which charge

101

more atrocious coming from the
lowed, in a strain of eloquence rarely surpassed.
partisans of Martin Van Buren, whose vole on the
The hon. Thomas W. Chinn, of West Baton Missouri question and whose opinion on Ihe subject
Rouge, was then called on, and .addressed Ihe meet- of slavery in Ihe District of Columbia, (on both of
ing in a brief but forcible manner; his remarks were which he has voted oracled in direct opposition to
warmly received.
general Harrison), pi ove him lo be regardless of
The convention then took a recess of one hour, southern rights.
for refreshments at the barbacue.
Resolved, That though the proud laurel earned by
On Ihe return to Ihe place ol .meeting, judge J. F. Louisiana, in her July elections, of being the whig
Canonage, of New Orleans, at the loudly expressed stale, has since been snatched from her brow by a
desire of all present, spoke in the French language, sister slate, we now proclaim our fixed determinaat considerable length and in Ihe most energetic lion til regain that high title, and we hereby give a
manner, being frequently interrupted by the ap- bold and confident challenge to every whig state of
fol-

is

plause of the auditory.
J. S. Verger, esq. one of the delegation froraVicksburg. Miss, next took Ihe floor, in answer to an universal call.
For earnestness, vigor and a correct
statement of important fads, Mr. Yerger's speech
has seldom been equalled. Mr. Y's quaint and most

the nnion to a friendly and patriotic contest with us,
for the glittering prize of the flag that is (o be presented to that slate which shall give the largest
proportionate whig majority at the presidential contest, pledging ourselves individually, each to the
other, that we will use the most untiring zeal, inimpressive manner, much resembling that of Mr. dustry and honorable exertions for that object, and
Prentiss' drew down deafening shouts of applause thus in the face of and in competition with
the
ticket succeeded with one exception for congress, at his conclusion.
whole union, gain for Louisiana, now and forever,
R. N. Ogden, esq. chairman of the committee to the proud appellation of "the flag state."
by an average majority of 1,000, and a majority of
40 in the legislature. In 1337 the states rights can- prepare resolutions, then presented the fcllowin
Resolved, That every whig who neglects either
didate for governor was elected by about 750 majo- accompanied by some appropriate remarks, which to deposite his own vote, or to use his best exertions
rity, and the union party had a majority of 30 in the were enthusiastically received by the meeting:
to promote the sacred cause at the coming election,
Whereas, It is the right of Ihe citizens of th will be guilty of betraying the interests of his counlegislature.
In 1838 the union party had become
decidedly the Van Buren parly, and the state rights United States peaceably to assemble and consult try, equally as if he had turned his back to the
party defeated them by an average majority of 1,100; concerning Ihe welfare of their country, and freely enemy on the field of battle.
The resolutions having been read in French and
but 1839, the Van Buren parly elected a governor to express their opinions respecting the administration of their government; therefore, we the whigs English, they were adopted in both
and legislature by 1,827 majority.
languages by
The election in Georgia for nine members of con- of Louisiana assembled in convention at Baton acclamation.
gress, and members of the state- legislature, took Rouge, on this 28th day of September, 1840, do
Judge Thos. Gihbs Morgan being then loudly and
year ago, Dougherty, solemnly resolve
place on the 5th insl.
repeatedly called on, spoke at considerable length
That we have seen with alarm the fearful ad- on the different objects of Ihe meeting, but more
whig, was elected governor over RIcFernald, V. B.
years ago the enlire whig vances made by thp present administration in a especially on Ihe subject of the destruction of the
by 1,910 majority.
congressional licket was elected; but three of the couise of measures lending in an eminentdegree to United Slates bank and the disfranchisement of
members, on their arrival at Washington, acted sap Ihe foundations of our free republican govern- New Jersey. Well known as is the eloquence of
with the Van Buren party. These three members, ment, to oveiturn and destroy it, and to bury under this gentleman, on the present occasion has excelMessrs. Black, Colquitt and Cooper, are now among its ruins the liberties of the people.
led himself^being a native
Jersey blue, the
They have abused the patronage of the executive warmth with which he handled the wrongs inflicted
the Van Buren candidates. Georgia elects her
power to Ihe basest purposes of parly influence, by upon her, found a quick response in every bosom.
corisressraen by general ticket.
Of the election which took place on the 5th insl. introducing bribery and corruption into onr elec- The star of Jersey shrouded with clouds but still
we have returns from sixty five of the ninety-three tions, thereby striking a fatal blow at the elective with Ihe motto of "New Jersey resurgel," which
couiilies in the state; they give the following aggre- franchise, on Ihe purity and independence of which was immediately in front of him, appeared lo be
our civil liberties essentially depend.
gate:
inspiring.
More than one eye was moist in looking
They have used Iheir utmost eflbrts to subsidize at that banner clothed in crape, and Ihat small
1840.
1839.
and corrupt Ihe public press, and to convert Ihe delegation, and in listening to the soul stirring words
32,347
32,807
Whig ticket
27,651'
post office, thai great channel of intelligence, into a of Morgan.
34,634
Van Buren ticket
His final address lo the lovely ladies
vehicle of slander for the promotion oftheir correct of Louisiania, who graced the occasion by
their
political designs.
4,696 V. B. 1,827
Whig majority
presence in large numbers, was most impressive.
Th^y have destroyed the national currency while
This places the result beyond doubt.
The president then communicated to the convenpretending to reform and improve it, thereby para- tion a general invitation from the Mississippi deleLOUISIANA.
Whig state convention. At a meeting of the whig lyzing the whole business of Ihe nation, and bring- gation to the whigs of Louisiana, to attend their
delegates from ihe ditferent parishes of the state of ing incalculable mischief and distress upon the peo- state convention, to be held at Jackson, on the 5th
Louisiana, convened according to previous notice, pie; and to our prayers for relief, they have insult- prox. J. M. Chilton, esq. of Mississippi, on being
ingly replied, "the people expect too much from called, after some remarks, gave a characteristic
at Baton Rouge, on Ihe 28th of September, 1840.
The assembly liaving been called to order by judge the government."
anecdote of the hon. John Quincy Adams, which
While professing the purest democracy they have was received with cheers.
Thomas Gibbs Morgan, the following persons were
named as officers, and unanimously approved by the constantly trampled upon the public will, appointNight then approaching, the meeting adjourned
ing to office men who had been discarded from the sinedie.
meeting, viz:
prest.
Gen. Philemon H. Thomas, of East confidence of the people, forcing upon them meaPresident.
±''REr). W.tLKINSOH, i
sures adverse to their wishes asrepeatedly and conBaton Rouge.
Aeolphe Layet, > secretaries.
1st district Frederick Buisson, stitutionally expressed, and they "have endeavored
Vice presidents
Wm. H. Wikof,
5
esq.; 2ud dist. gen. D. B. Morgan; 3d dist. Narcisse to create in a time of profound peace a large miliCandidate. Judge Moore is the whig candidate
Landry, esq.; 4ih dist. Neuville De Cloule, esq.; 5lh tary establishment unneeded, expensive, oppres- to fill the vacancy in the third congressional district
sive, unconstitutional and dangerous to the liberties of Louisiana, caused by the resignation of the
disci, gen. Horatio S. Spriggs.
hon.
Wm. H. Wikoff, of East B. Ronge; of t'le country.
Secretaiies
Rice Garland. As yet no Van Buren candidate has
They have with a high hand seized upon the mo- been nominated.
Adolph Layet and Frederick Wilkinson, of New
ney of Ihe nation, taken it from the custody of the
Orleans.
New Orleans. The extent of the trade of this
An honorable veteran of '76, Mr. William Tabor, law where Ihe constitution places it, and put it un- great southern marl may be inferred from the folof Lafourche Interior, who fought through the war der the control of the executive, thus uniting the lowing statement of the leading items of domestic
in the south, was at King's Mountain, and served power of the purse to the power of the sword, an produce which were received there during the year
in col. Wm. Washington's horse, against Tarleton's union which has never yet failed to overthrow pub- ending on the 1st instant.
legion at the battle of the Cowpens, was presented lic liberty, an union which con.stitutes Ihe very deCotton,
968,702 bales.
to the convention by the hon. E. D. White, and in- finition of despotic power, and this fatal union is
Sugar (conjectured)
115,000 hhds.
now rendered permanent by the passage of the subvited to lake a seat by the side of the president.
Tobacco,
43,897 hhds.
The convention was opened by the rev. Dr. Wm. treasury law.
Flour,
486,972 bbls.
While professing reverence for stale rights they
B. Lacy, of East Batou Rouge, with an eloquent
Bacon and pork.
6,000,000 lbs.
have aimed an insulting and fatal blow at the honor
prayer.
Corn,
800,000 bushels.
Lead,
On motion, the chairman of the whig delegation and credit of Ihe stales, by holding them up to the
320,000 quintals.
Besides, a variety of articles, and some of them
from Mississippi, and also the nominated whig pre- world as insolvent corporations, and as to one of
them,
whose
soil
is
rendered
invited
classic
electors
lor
Louisiana,
were
to
be
by
the
sidential
battle in considerable quantities.
The whole, even at the
fields of the revolution, they have trampled upon present low prices, arc valued at sixtv
sealed on the rostrum.
millions of
letter from the hon. S. S. Prentiss, of Missis- the emblem of her sovereignty and virtually expel- dollars.
sippi, apologizing for his non-attendance, being led her from the union.
These valuable products, we learn from the
While professing peculiar regard for the interests Courier, have afforded freights to 1,822 sea vessels
prevented from being present by his numerous engagements for the whig cause in his own slate, was and security of the south, they have introduced into and 1,958 steamboats, besides some thousands of
then read by juilge Morgan, as also an answer from our political discussions a question, the agitation of flat boats, barges and pirogues.
the Rodney Tippecanoe club. Miss, to an invitation which is fraught with danger and mischief, thereby
OHIO.
given them to attend Ihe convention, containing an evincing a reckless disregard of the interests of Ihe
Election.
An election was held on Tuesday last
south, and in all these pernicious measures they the 13lh instant, in this state for governor, nineteen
acceptance of Ihe invitation.
On motion of R. N. Ogden, esq« a committee of will persevere unless Ihe people arrest them in their representatives lo congress, a part of the senate and
five was appointed to draw up resolutions expres- course.
all the members of the popular branch.
have
Resolved, Thai we view with feelings of great in- received no returns.
sive of the opinions of the meeting, and Messrs. R.
N. Ogden, Wm. De Buys, J. B. Armani, sen. C. M. dignation, the gross and unfounded charges that are
Mechanics' institute. The report of the third anConrad and Walter Brashear, were named by the made by the opponents of William Henry Harrison, nual fair of the Mechanics' Institute of Cincinnati
against that tried patriot and citizen, and particular- have been published, from which we learn that
president as said committee.
the
The committee having retired, the hon. E.D. ly the infamous one of abolition, when every action total proceeds, alter deducting the expenses, amount
White wa^ called on and made an able and appro- and every vote of his political life prove, incontesla- lo Sl,638 35.
It is represented to be in a very
bly, hissouiidness upon the subject of southern rights flourishing condition.
priate speec!; in reply to the call.
first sinigsle under this new organization of
parties resulted in the successof the union congressional ticket by 5,000 majority, and a majority of
about SO in the legislature. In 1S35, governor
Schley the candidate of the union party, beat judge
Dougherty 2,500 votes, and the party had a majority
of about '60 in the legislature. In 1836, the union
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MISSODEI.
Tke annual conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church of the state of Missouri, was in session at St.
Louis on the 2d inst. and would continue some
eight or ten days longer. Bishop Waugh presiding.
Seventy preachers were said to be present.
Trading company. The Si. Louis Bulletin states
that a company of traders, under the command of
Mr. C. Fristoe, consisting of 18 wagons and 60
men, arrived at Independence, IVIissouri, on the
lllh ultimo, bringing about $60,000 in specie.
The trial of Wm. P. Darnes for the assault and
death of A. J. Davis at St. Louis, Missouri, has
been continued by the state until the November
term of the criminal court. This, says the Republican, is the tJtird continuance by the state, the defendant having always been ready lor trial.
WISKONSIN.
Census. Comparative statemnt of the population of Wiskonsin territory, for the years 183S-40.
Counties.

"

-

III

1838.

3,048

64
3,131
5,054

480
1,019

468
494
172
18
3,218
2,763
1,220

17,
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liberty will be safe, American indeSo often as those instructions

pendence complete.

are departed from, the public interest will suffer; if
the time shall ever come when they are wholly ne-

gleced, our liberties will he pone; and if the union
shall continue to exist, it will be because held together, not by fraternal compact, but by the arm of
Cherish, then, felflower upheld by military force.
ow citizens, the principles of this address; make it
the touchstone by which to try the merits of the
candidates before you; rely not on vague promises
that the man
support for the chief magistracy of the union,

or indefinite expectations; but see to

you

it

able to abide the faithful application of this unerring test to his acts and principles.

19

Fellow

cilizens:

I

—

had supposed that

if

any two

propositions of a political nature were plainer and
more capable of easy and conclusive demonstration,
than almost any other, they were these first, that
of the two great parties now striving for the mastery (here was but one which could, with any shadow
of propriety, be said to staml upon the principles,
and to support the policy of Thomas Jetferson; and
that one, f had supposed to be, as you too have
doubtless done, the party which styles itself democratic, but which commonly receives from its well
bred opponents, the name of loco foco the party
which tdvors the re-electiou of Martin Van Buren;
and secondly, that if there has existed, at any time
since 1801, a (larty which, by way of eminence, may
be regarded as peculiarly aiiti-Jetfeisonian, it basso
existed and is now to be found in the self styled whig
party of the present day. It seems, however, that
the truth ot these opinions is denied by our opponents; and that they intend rmt only to change the
administration, but to change the clearest and best
established facts; to make black white and white
black; and to prove that two and two do not make
lour, but actually make some other number.
Let us then, lello.v citizens, apply to these conflicting pretensions the test of Mr. Jefferson's inaugural address, and of the opinions subsequently expressed by hiin; and let us see how the contending
parties will abide the trial.
strict construction of
the federal constitution, and therefore uncompromising hostility to a United Stales bank; economy
and simplicity, and therefore determined opposition
to a needless national debt; abstinence in the use of
even admitted powers, and much more of doubtful
ones, which are calculated to bring the patronage of
the federal government into dangerous contact with
the people, and therefore no splendid schemes of internal improvements; equal and exact justice to all
men, and therefore no privileges to a particular
class, in the shape of high tariffs or otherwise; sacred regard to the rights of the stales, and therefore
no interference with their domestic institutions by
the federal government; undoubting faith in the capacity of man for self-government, and therefore
plain and distinct appeals to his reason and judgment; eq'iality of naiural right and unlimited Ireedoin of judgment, and therefore no attempt to coerce
even the humblest to abandon their rights; the will
of the majority the vital law of the republic, and
therefore that will to be cheerfully acquiesced in.
These are some of the more prominent principles,
with their practical application proclaimed and carried out by Thomas Jefferson; and which all, all
who take him as a mentor, must acknowledge as
democratic. Now which of the two parties conforms in its policy, its mode of discussion, its tactics, to these principles?
Which party is it that is
pledged to oppose a national bank and in execution
of this policy has established an antagonist system,
that is pledged to oppose, in every form, an assumption of the state debts; to oppose every scheme of

—

—

A

improvement not clearly national; to oppose
protective tariffs; and to oppose abolitionism?
Is it
tbe whig party?
[Cries of no, no.]
To ask the
cpieslion is indeed to answer it in the negative.
That party, though it has made no formal declaration of its principles, is led by those who have long
and openly advocated, and who still advocate, a bank
ot the United States; and the wdole party oppose
and denounce the independent treasury the antagonistic measure^as unnecessary and destructive;
and make hostility to that measure their chief battle-cry and rallying point.
Tiieir leaders were also
identified with the high tarilfand internal impr.)vemeut policy of the so-called American System; and
they siill hold the latitiidinarian principles of construction on which that policy was built.
They
have given very clear evidence of a desire, either
directly, or by means of the public lands, to take
upon the federal government the enormous debts of
the states.
To thit partv, loo, abolitionism naturally allies itself; in several slates the alliance is open
and active; and there is every reason to believe that
the position of its candidate, in respect to the abolitionists, was one of the circumstances that contributed to bis selection.
internal
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What party, on the other hand, is openly committed by the declarations and pledges of its candiand in a hundred other ways, to the Jeffersonian principles just enumerated? Whatever epithets
our opponents may bestow on us whatever name
they may attempt to take \.n themselves they cannot
lob us of our principles; they cannot unmake Ihe
indisputable fact, that the party which approves the
measures, and advocates the re-election of Martin
Van Buren, is the only party with which the principles of Jetferson find favor, or by which tliey are or
can be maintained.
But apply another test. Which of the two parlies
makes its appeal to the reason and judgment of the
public; and which to their imaginations, their pasWhich treats them as
sions and their appetites?
capable of self-government, and which as a senseWhich leaves the operatives and other
less herd?
laborers in its employ free to vote according to their
judgment and conscience; and which uses its power
in these and the like cases, to compel freemen to
barter their birthright for a mess of pottage? Which
submits to the decisions of the people, when fully
expressed and constitutionally made through Ihe
ballot-box; and wliich resorts to contrivance and
fraud, to panic and pressure, to acts of violence and
threats of revolution, to defeat the popular will?
The answers to these questions will infallibly tell
which is the ])opiilar, the democratic, the Jetfersonian party, and which the opposite of all; and when
applied to tbe two parties, they as infallibly point to
the whig party, from its organization under Ihat
name in 1834, through its whole history to the present day, as possessing every mark of the anti-demoMr. Butler ilcratic, the anti-Jeffersoninn party.
lustrated this point by a reference to the crisis of
1334 the riiMtress nieetings the inflammatory
speeches the threats and acts of violence the rethe Sunvolution "bloodless as yet" of Mr. Clay
dav s()eeches in the streets of Baltimore, 8ic. with
some anecdotes, very graphically told, illustrating
the firmness of Andrew Jackson during that remarkable era, all which was received with great applause, and frequently interrupted by loud and reiHe also adverted to the mummery
terated cheers.
of log cabins, hard cider, coon skins, Tippecanoe
songs, Sec. as evincing in the leaders of the whig
party a settled contempt for the intelligence and
as involving a denial of their
virtue of the people
ca])acity for self government, and as deeply injurious
to the morals and character of the people; and he
contended that such a party, especially when rallied
under the .standard of a candidate who refuses to declare himself explicitly on the great questions before
the people, had not the slightest pretension to the
name of Jeffe.rsonian, but was in all respects thoroughly imbued with the worst doctrines of the old
federal party, which was put down by the elevation
He then proceeded as follows;
of Mr. Jefferson.
This claim to be regarded as the true successors
of the democracy of 1800 has recently been made
by the modern whig party, in every quarter of the
union; we may see it in the titles of their newspain the calls and proceedings of their public
pers
meetinss in the handbills which are placarded on
our walls and in a variety of other forms. One of
Ihe most singular and imposing of the modes recently adopted, to give it currency, and especially
with the democratic people of New York, is the
speech of a distinguished senator from the state of
Massachusetts delivered only two days ago, at a
whig gathering at Patchogue, in old Suffolk, time
out of mind one of the most decided and consistent
Having
of the democratic counties of this state.
myself, in connection with Mr. Wright and others,
addressed a meeting of Ihe democracy at the same
place, the day after Mr. Webster, I had occasion to
hear something of his speech; and on my return today I found a part of it published in the Commerone of the oldest
cial Advertiser of last evening
and most reputable of our ancient federal journals
which affirms it to have been copied "from Ihe dedate,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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exhibits himself as a real simon pure
an out and
out democrat and as he felt quite certain that the
assumption of this character would be very apt to

—

lead to historical reminiscences, and that in the
course of them it would be charged that he was not
only no democrat, but the very reverse
an aristocrat
he lashes himself into a towering passion, and stoutly affirms, not only that he is not, and never has
been, an aristocrat, but that the man who says he is,

—

is

a liar, and Ihe

man who

will not

meet him

fairly

with argument, and who uses idle and abusive declamation instead, and then will not come within the
reach of his arm, is not only a liur but a coward!
In view of language like this, we may truly say,
with Mr. Webster, that "the times are extraordinary," that they are, indeed "most extraordinary."
For it is no vulgar demagogue no brawler from the
kennels that employs this language; it is Daniel
Webster, of Boston, distinguished at the bar, thrice
distinguished in the., senate; the educated, accom-

—

—

—

—

plished, refined Mr. Webster
the orator and the
the great "expounder of the constitution"
the "godlike man!"
And he utters it, not
in the heat of debate; not when goaded by an insolent antagonist; but when addressing his "friends,"
when surrounded by his admirers; in the presence,
too, of the gentler sex, whom his fame bad drawn to
the assemblage; and as part of a "plain speech to the
inletligence of the county" of Suffolk, in the state of

statesman

—

New

—

York.

This

is

[Cheers].

not Ihe

first

occasion on which Mr. Web"extraordinary."

ster has characterised the times as

remember that in the spring of 1834, he thought
them even more "extraordinary" than they now
I

are: for in reference

to certain exhibitions in the
of Baltimore, in which he figured, and to
have already alluded, he repeated, in his
place in the senate, a declaration that had been
made to him, implying that the times were revolutionary, and that the Sabbath had been blotted out.
Both those implications, however, were erroneous;
much as it was desired by the whig leaders, the revolution did not come: and to the great joy of the
religious community of all denominations, the Sabbath still remained.
It had been desecrated, it is
true, but it still remained to bring to man and beast
their afipointed rest
to gladden the face of labor
and to instruct and elevate all classes of tbe people.
[Cheers]. Still, no doubt, Mr. Webster really believed that, unless Ihe monevs of the people were
restored to the coffers of the bank, a revolution
would ensue; just as he now thinks that the "extraordinary efforts making, all over the country, to ef-

streets

which

I

—

fect a change in the government," will accomplish
that result. In the bitter disappointment of his high
raised hopes and his frantic predictions in 1834, we

may

find an augury of a like catastrophe to await
him now. [Cheers].
Fellow citizens, I shall leave it to you to form
your own judgment on the propriety and good taste
of this exhibition of Mr. VVebster; and shall now
proceed to charge and prove that he is, in what I
conceive to be the appropriate and just sense of

the word, an aristocrat.
me clearly define

ing, let

To

prevent misunderstandI mean by the expres-

what

sion.
I do not mean to say that Mr. Webster, in his
personal appearance or bearing, his intercourse,
manners, or his domestic appointments, is liable to
this charge. In dress and manners, I know him to be
simple and unostentatious. I have never been within his dwelling, and if I had, the example of Charles
Ogle would not be imitated by me. But plaipness
and simplicity of manners and of domestic arrangements are no proof that a man is not an aristocrat.
In England, where the aristocralic spirit exists in
its greatest power, the nobility of the highest class
are said to be exceedingly plain in their dress, sim-

ple in their manners, and often 'simple in their geEven there, the question whether a
neral habits.
public man is an aristocrat, or not, must be chiefly,
if not exclusively, determined by the system of government the course of policy to which he gives

What was told me at Patchogue
mocratic press."
it goes.—
is fully confirmed by this report so far as
his influence and support.
In our country this is
It contains much to amuse and to amaze— and in
short, to use an expression of Mr. Webster's, is in peculiarly the case, because our fundamental laws
every sense of the words a "most extraordinary" have forbidden titles of nobility, and have secured
speech; and this, whether we consider the speaker to lis republican forms of government. What I mean
Its ge- then by calling Mr. Webster an aristocrat, is; that
or the place, the language or the auditory.
neral drift, aside from the praises which the orator as a public man he has advocated and maintained
bestows upon himself, is to show that Mr. Van Bu- principles of legislation and of government which,
tendency in some cases, and by their direct
ren's principles and policy are not democratic; that in their
they do not follow in the track of Mi. Jefferson; operation in others, were decidedly aristocratic. I
the kind of evidence
that they are not such as he would have supported; shall undertake to prove this by
a reference to his public
not "such as Virginia, the pure old school of demo- he has himself indicated
cracy would have supported," and therefore not acts. In making this charge, and in entering upon its
such as the democracy of Suffolk county— the de- proof, I am fully aware of Ihe task I have assumed.
scendants of the L'Hommedieus, and Ihe Floyds, The Goliath who thus arrogantly defies the hosts of
and the Smiths and Joneses" should support. In his opponents is very much my superior in intellecorder to give greater emfdiasis and effect to his ap- tual ability, as well as in size and stature: but perpeal "to the intelligence" of Suffolk, Mr. Webster haps it may happen now, as it did of old, that the

—

—

—

—

—
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stripling, with his slin;;. may bring the boaster to have just twice as many senators as 80,000 inhabithe earth. If not greatly deceiveil, I have in it a tants in other parts of the state.
In the case I have supposed, I have taken even
stone furnished by himself, which will achieve this
But before I resort to it, let me ein|)loy a numbers to exhibit the working of the principle;
result.
few other proofs which may perhaps be sufficient for and I have not had opportunity to ascertain the exact proportion.
But if the same principle were
my purpose.
the adopted in this state, it would produce, when applied
I remark, then, that Mr. Webster, during
the
to
the
city
of
New
York, the following result: Our
congress
of
in
the
service
his
long period of
United States, has generally given to measures of city at the last state census, had less than one-eiglith
an aristocratic tendency his warm and decided sup- of the population, and to make a senate district with
The Bank of the United Slates, internal im- four senators. Kings and Richmond were added.
port.
pne-Zia// of
Erovements, and since the capital of Boston has But in 1839, we had /o«r-tcn(/!s or nearly
een invested in manufactures, a protective tarilf, the taxable property, which would give to this city,
have all been defended and sustained by his voice were the senators apportioned according \oproperly,
These illustrations are
and by his votes. I am one of those who think twelve of the thirty-two.
that these measures, and especially a national bank, sufficient to show the aristocratic nature, and the
have an aristocratic tendency; that they are cal- palpable injustice, according to our notions, whatculated to give advantages and benefits of a pe- ever Bostonians may think of it, of the Massachucuniary kind, to particular classes, to the exclusion setts rule.
This part of the constitution of Massachusetts is
of the rest of the people to increase the inequality
of wealth in our community- to make the rich in exact accordance with the doctrines of John
richer and the poor poorer— and to give, in many Adams, in regard to the necessity of the property
cases, to the few, a command over the labor and mode of checking and balancing the different dethe minds of the many; and, thus thinking, I hold partments of the government, as expounded in his
as
that he who deliberately and systematically gives defence of the American constitution, in which,
his support to these systems of policy is, so far as is well known, he advocates very high toned doctrines.
I
In the convention of 1821, a vigorous atan American legislator can be, an aristocrat.
know not how, otherwise, a member of congress tempt was made by Messrs. Dearborn, Lincoln,
can make himself by his votes obnoxious to the Childs and other members from the country, to get
rid of this aristocratical provision.
Mr. Dearborn
charge.
The proof, if left here, would be abundantly satis- moved to strike it out, and to substitute, in its stead,
factory to those who think with us in relation to the democratic principle of an apportionment acThis motion was opposed
these laws. But Mr. Webster will doubtless demur cording to population.
to our view of the n; and I shall therefore bring for- by the venerable John Adams, then in the coiivenward the more decisive evidence to which I alluded. lion, in a short speech; and by Daniel Webster, then
It consists of IVIr. Webster's views, delivered in the a resident of Boston, in a elaborate and powerful
convention of Massachusetts, held for the amend- argument. The motion failed; the obnoxious proment of the constitution of that state, in 3821, as to vision was retained, and to this day it is a part of the
the proper basis and measure of political power. constitution of Massachusetts; for which the people
You will find that he deliberately defended and main- of that state are mainly indebted to Daniel Webster.
tained, with precision and distinctness, in vefe- I shall now proceed to read to you some extracts,
rence to the constitution of the senate of that state, which will show you what sort of a democrat
the aristocratic principle in preference to the demo- Daniel Webster then was:
Mr. Webster thus states the question with his accratic.
To enable you to see this, I must first state the customed clearness:
"The immediate question now under discussion,
manner in which the question arose.
The constitutio'n of Massachusetts, adopted in is, in what manner shall the senators be elected?
1780, divided the legislature into two branches, the They are to be chosen in districts; but shall they be
senate and house of representatives. The senate chosen in proportion to the number of inhabitants in
consists of lorty members, to be chosen by districts each district; or in proportion to the taxable property of each district; or in other words, in proportion
into which the legislaiure are to divide the stale
In apportioning the senators, the constitution pro- to the part which each district bears in the public burvides that the general court or legislature "shall go- dens of the state? The latter is the existing provivern themselves by the proportion of the public sion of the constitution; and to this I give my supfaxes paid by the said districts." In other words, port. The proposition of Ihe honorable member
the senators, instead ot being apportioned among from Roxbury (Mr. Dearborn) proposes to divide
the districts in proportion to the population ot the the state into certatn legislative districts, and to choose
districts respectively, (as is the case in New York a given number of representatives \n each district in
and in almost all the other stales of the union), are proportion to the population."
He tlien refers to Messrs. Childs, ofPittsfield, and
to be apportioned among them according to the property within them, that being the effect of the re- Lincoln, of Worcester, who supported Mr. Dearborn's
proposition so far as regarded the choice of
the
constitution.
contained
in
list
tax
the
ference to
The house of representatives are, by the same con- senators, without explaining their views as to the
stitution, apportioned on the principle of equality, choice of representatives, and after some comments,
by a scale of peculiar arrangement, according to thus repeats his preference of the existing provision:
"It has been said that the constitution as it now
in other words, acthe miinber of rateable [loIls
cording to the population of the respective towns. stands, gives' more than an equal and proper number
The principle of apportioning representation ac- of senators to the county of Suffolk. I hope I may
cordin" to poputution is obviously tlie democratic one. be thought to contend lor the general principle, withconstitutions formed prior out being infiuonced by any regard to its local appliIt obtained in most of the
"I wish to look only to the princip-^e,
to 1301; it has been arlopled, I believe, in respect to cation."
both branches of the legislature, in the constitution and as I believe that to be sodnd and salutahy, I
of every state admitted into the union since that give my vote in favor of maintaining it."
He then proceeds to argue in support of his opiepoch. On the other hand, it is equiilly plain, that
the apportionment of the members of the legisla- nion; and the general course of his argument is this
ture, or of either branchpf it, according lo property that to make the senate an efficient check on Ihe
instead of numbers, is an ffris(ucnj;(cai arrangement. house of representative, there should be "some diforigin, or character, or interest, or feeling,
Its effect is to give to a select class or privileged ference of
order the holilers of taxable properly— a larger or sentiment, in the two bodies;" and that the apporshare of the power of government, so far as that tioning ol the senate accoriling to the property of the
body is concerned, thanls given to the same number different districts, as was done by the existing conof citizens who may be doslilute of properly; and sliiution, was a just and useful mode of effecting Ihe
difference required.
This, you perceive, is the very
to "ive to a weallliy county a larger share of the sovereign power than is given 10 a less opulent one. essence of the aristocratical doctrine, as defended
The case is thus broiiglit within the definition of an by John Adams, in the work to which I referred.
I will now give you some extracts from the arguaristocracy, as explained by all the wrilerson politiFor an aristocracy is that form of go- ments which IVIr. Webster offered in support of his
cal science.
vernment in which the sovereign i)owcr is lodged, doctrine. "The gentleman from Roxbury (says he)
not in one man, which is a monarchy, nor in the whole called for authority on this subject. He asked what
people, which is ^.democracy, but in a select class or writer of repiitalioii had approved the princijile !or
we contend." After some reniarki to showorder, no matter how ascertained, or by what name which
that, even if no authority could be cited, the princithey may be called.
The practical clfect of the proposition referred to ple should not be e.vpunged, inasmuch as it had
m>y be illustrated by supposing ihe county of Suf- worked very well Ihe standing argument of all the
Boston, to contain enemies of reform he adds;
folk, which includes Ihe city of
'But, sir, I take Ihe principle to be well establishenelf)i(A of the population, and one fflh of the taxIn the first
able property of the state; in this case, if the forly ed, by writers of the greatest authority.
senators were apportionel according to poputalion, place, those who have treated of n itural law, have
Boston would be entitled to only /our, if apportioned niainlained, as a principle of that law, that, as far as
according to property, she would be entitled {oelglit. the object of society is the protection of something
In other words, ao.o'oo inhabitants in Bo.'-ton would in which the members possess unequal shares, it is

weight of each person in the common councils should bear a relation and proportion to his interests.
Such is the sentiment of Grotius, and he
refers, in support of it, to several institutions among

just the

the ancient states."
Thus it seems that in 1821, Mr. Webster sought
for precedents and authorities, not in Thomas Jefferson and the democratic principles of the Declaration
of Independence, or the constitutions ot the new
states, framed after the tiiumph of 1800; but in the
institutions of ancient limes; in no one of which
were the principles of democratic liberty as now
understood in our country, at all carried «ut. He

proceeds: "Those authors who have written more
particularly on the subject of political institutions
liave, many of them maintained similarsenliments."
To this effect he quotes from Montesquieu, but soon
leaves him, to go to an author about a century older,
for whom he seems to cherish a peculiar reverence,
and who it appears expresses his own sentiments

more exactly:

"One of the most ingenious of political writers,"
says Mr. Webster, "is Mr. Harrington, an author
not now read as much as he deserves."
Ah! now we shall have the very quintessence of
political philosophjthat which the grent expounder of the constitution, thinks peculiarly worthy of
attention "now"
i.
e. in 1821, and in the United
States ol America.
Let us hear what Mr. Harrington says, that "ingenious" writer, so much to the
taste of IVlr. Webster, and whose writings the American dembcrals have so stupidly neglected. He goes
on to tell us what it is:
"It is his leading object in his Oceana, to prove
(hat power naturally and necessarily follows
PROPERTY. He maintains that a government founded on property is legitimately founded; and that a
government founded on a disregard of property, is
founded in injustice, and canronly be maintained by
military force,"
Here, fellow citizens, you have the principle of
Mr. Harrington, whose book Mr. Webster so highly
approves. And what is it but rank aristocracy the
vesting of the sovereign power in a particular class
But hear a little more of
the holders of property?
Mr. Webster's quotation from Mr. Harrington:
"If one man," says he, i. e, Harrington, "be sole
landlord, like the grand seiglior, his empire is absolute.
If a few possess the land, this makes the GoIf the whole people be
thic or feudal constitution.
landlords, then is it a commonwealth.
That is, the .sovereign power, according to Mr.
Harrington and Mr. Webster, should be vested in
the holders of land, to the exclusion rot only of the
vast mass who own no property of any kind, but to
the exclusion also of the owners of personal property, however large in amount; and this sovereignty is
to be parcelled out among the landholders, in proportion to the extent of their respective domains. So
that a wealthy or fortunate proprietor, who may acquire title to one of the wild prairies of the vvest is to
be lord or grand seignorofthe tract, though in process
of time, it should be filled with thousands of hardy
yeomen, unless the grand seignor were willing to
But
part with his power, by selling out the fee.
hear Mr. Webster a little further:
"It is strange," says Mr. Pope, in one of his recorded conveisations, "that Harrington should be
the first man to find out so evident ami demonstrable
a truth as that of property being Ihe true basis and
measure of power."

—

—

—

—

But though Mr. Webster in his zeal to support
the authority of his favorite author, thus draws from
the rich stores of his general reading, a passage from
Mr. Pope, he proceeds to correct a mistake into
which the great ethical poet had fallen, in respect to
the oiiginality of Harrington's views:
"In truth (says Mr. Webster), Mr. H. was not
the first. The idea is as old as political science
It may be found in Aristotle, lord Bacon, sir
itself.
Harrington,
Walter Raleigh, and other writers.
seems however, to be the first writer, who has illustrated and expanded the principle, and given to it
the effect and prominence which justly belong to it.
To this seniimenl, sir, 1 entirely agree. It seems to

me to be plain that, in the absence of military force,
power naturally and necessarily goes into
the hands which hold the property."
Can any thing, fellow citizens, be more distinct,
Mr. Webster
unainl'guoiis, unequivocal than this?
not only defends the particular arislocralical provision contained in Mie constitution of Massacliiisetts,
but, in doing so, is at zreat pains to lay down, in the
clearest and most positive terms, the general principle of aristocialical domination; to express his preference lor it; and to vindicate it as the only true and
legitimate basis of government, He draws his principles, not from Thomas Jefferson, whom he now so
much admires and reveres; not from the Declaration
of Independence, which affirms it to be a self-evident
political

'

truth that

all

men

are created equal, and that govern-

.

—

—
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ment derives

its just powers from the consent of the
governed, (and the honest laborer, or mechanic, or
merchant, is surely amoni;lhe(;overned, even though
he may not own a foot of the land), not from the various American authors and institutions wliicli vindicate this doctrine, but from tlie musty pages of
Aristotle, and from the imperfect views of the early
pioneers in the path of liberty, and especially Harrine;ton, the least democratic of the class.
Fellow citizens, of all classes fellow democrats,
fellow worUingmen
for I am too a wnrkiugman,
and have been so from boyhood and to labor, patient labor in my calling
labor not more honora-

—
—

—

—

am

ble or useful than yours, but I

not

i

sure equally,

if

— ami indebted for whatever of subpossess — put
consideration
you,

more severe

stance or
it lo
I
I
if the doctrines thus advocated by Mr. Webster
doctrines which would deny to the intelligent merchant, or trader, or shipmaster
to the industrious
mechanic to the useful laborer in all the various
departments of industry, their equal right to participate in the power of the government, according to
their numbers, because they do not own a farm in
the country or a tenement in town, althou£;h they
contribute by militia and jury service, and even by
tax on personal properly, to the support of government, are not eminently aristocratic; and whether
the man who deliberately, studiously, laboriously,
defends such doctrines, is not, in the highest sense
in which an American statesman can be, an aristocrat.'
[Loud cries of he is, he is, from all parts of
the room]
There are several other passages equally pertinent
and if possible evi-T stronger than any I have read,
which I will not now read, because I can no loiger
trespass in this way on your time; but I shall cause
them to be incorporated in the report of wliat I am
now saying, by which you will see that, while he
occasionally utters a sound remark, he goes on to
argue and reason, at great length, and with the so
lemnifv of a deep and thorough conviction of the
truth and J!istice of what he was maintaining, that
the principle for which he contended was riot only
right in itself, but necessary lo the promotion of social order; because that portion of the people who
were not possessed of property were incapable of
self-government, and unfit to share any portion of

—

—

political

power.

[The following
to by

are the further fexlracts referred

Mr. Butler:

"The

if it could exist, would
not be long acceptable, if the tendency of the laws
were to create a rapid accumulation of property in
few hands, and to render the great mass of the population dependent and penniless. In such a case,
the popular power must break in upon the rights (if
property, ot else the influence oi properly must limit
and control the exercise ot popular power. Universal suffrage, tor example, could not long exist in a
community where there was great inequality of property.
The holders of estates would be obliged, in
such case, either in some way to restrain the right
of suffrage, or else such ri<;ht of suffrage would, ere
long, divide ike property!
'•In the nature of things, those who have notproperty, and see their neighbors possess much more
than they think they need, cannot be favorable to
laws made for the protection of properly.
When
this class becomes numt^rous it grows clamorous
It looks on properly as its plunder^ and is naturally
ready at all iinies for violence and revolution, it
would seem, then, to be the part of political wisdom
to found government on property, and to establish
such distribution oi' properly by Ihe laws which regulate its transmission and alienation, as to interest
the great majority in the protection of the govern-

freest

government,

—

ment.

This

the true theory, the actual practice of our republican institutions."
is, 1

ii-Tiagine,

"If the nature of our institutions be to found gothat it should look to

vernment on properly, and
those

who

hold property for

its )irotection, it is

en-

have its due weight
and consideration in political arrangemenls. Life
and personal liberty are no doubt to be protected by
law; bi){ property is also to be protected by law, and
is the fund out of which the means for protecting
life and liberty are usually furnished.
We have no
experience that teaches us that any other rights are
safe where properly is not safe. Confiscation and
plunder are, generally, in revolutionary commotions,
not far before banishment, imprisonment, and death.
It woulil be monslrous to give even the name of gotirely just that pioperly should

vernment

to

any association

in

which the

lights of

property should not be competently secured. The
disastrous revolutions the world has witnessed
'those political thunder storms and earthquakes
which have overthrown the pillars of society, from
their deepest foundations, have been revolulions
against properly."

—
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"The English revolution of 1638 was a revolution in favor of properly as well as of other rights.
It was brought about by the men of property for their
security; and our own immortal revolution was un
dertaken, not to share or plunder properly, but to
protect it. The acts of which the country com
plained were such as violated the Tiobts of properly."
Look at the Declaration of Independence, and its
catalogueof grievances; mark how very /eu) are violations of rights of property, how many are violations of personal and civil liberty, and of other rights
beside those of property.
"An immense majority of all those who had an
interest in the soil were in favor of the revolution;
and they carried it through, looking to its result for
the securilj' of their posst-ssions.
It was the pro
perty of the frugal yeomanry of New England, hard
earned, but freely given, that enabled her to act her
proper part, and perforin her full duty in achieving
the independence of the country."
True; but how few, how very few of the brave
sons of
England, who flocked to Bunker's
Hill, and who fought in other b.ittle fields, in every
quarter of the union, were land owners.

New

In another part of the speech, Mr. Webster, to
maintain the peculiar weight v\hich he claims for
propeity, argues that it is to property the people ol
Massachusetts are indebted for the great blessings
of their common school system, in the following words:
"What is it but the properly of the rich, devoted

105

and that the man who w ill not meet hiuj faiily with
argument, but uses idle and abusive declanialion instead, and then will not come within the reach of
his arm, is not only a liar but a cuivard.
In the
sense brfore defined, I have pronounced, and do
again pronounce hiin, an aristocrat; and I feel that
in doing so, I have not only not viulsied, but have
spoken the triilh. I have done more; I have proved him an aristocrat by record evidence, from which,
with all his power of argument, I do not believe he
can escape.
Having the proofs in my memory,
which, for good or for evil, is a tenacious and a ready one; understanding perfectly well tlieii pertinency anil conclusiveness, I could not, as one of the
free citizens of this state, permit this gentleman to
come into the midst of us, and set up the bold pretension that he was a democrat of ihe school of Jefferson, and in no sense a member of the opposite
school
Ihe school of aristocracy
without resolving, on the instant, to expose to public view the error and folly of that pretension.
The unprecedented language he thought proper lo employ, and the
im|died threat with which his assertion^was co.icluded, only made ine the more resolved to nail it,
as worthless coin, to the counter.
Alter what has
occured, I shall not unnecessarily obtrude on the
presence or the society of Mr. Webster; but without descending to iuiitate, as he has done, the language of the braggart, I think it right to say, that
so often as official duty, or professional occupation,
or the business or courtesies of life, shall make it
proper to place myself "within the reach of his arm,"
most assuredly I shall do so. [Cheers long and

—

—

by law to the education of the poor, which has produced this state of things [the general intelligence
of Massachusetts?]
Does any history show proper loud.]
Fellow citizens: In the pretensions now made by
ly more beneficently applied?
Did any government
ever subject the properly of those who have estates the whig party and its leaders to be the disciples of
to a burden more favorable to the poor, or more use- Thomas Jefferson, and the true e.xponenls of the
ful to the whole community?"
democratic failh promulgated by hiui, there is in"Sir, properly, and the power which the law ex- volved a most impressive moral, to which, before I
ercises over it, for the purpose of instruction, is Ihe conclude, I must direct your attention.
When the
principles of that faith were first brought before the
basis of the system.
It is entitled to the respect
and protection of government, because in a very vi- people when, in opposition to the dogmas and the
tal respect it aids and sustiins the government."
acts of the "reign of terror," they were made the
"The honorable member from Worcester, in con rallying point of the democracy of numbers when
lending for the admission of the mere popular prin
they were established by the victory of 18(10, ^s
ciple in all branches of the government, told us that rules of policy
during the democratic administraour system rested on the intelligence of the comma- tions which succeeded, and until a very recent day,
nily.
He told us truly. But allow me, sir, to ask they were bitterly denounced by a great party, emthe honorable gentleman, what but properly supplie.n bracing most of tile wealth and the educated talent
the means of that intelligence?
What living foun- of Ihe country, as utterly unconstitutional, immotain feeds this overflowing, ever-refreshing, ever- ral and destructiveDuring all this period, every
fertilizing stream of public instruction and general distinguished advocate of these principles, and above
intelligence?
If we take away from the towns the all the man who gave them form and symmetry,
power of assessing taxes or prop<'rty, will the school and who first applied them to the government of
houses remain open? If we deny to the poor the the couniry, was marked and singled out lor the debenefit which they novv derive from the property of termined opposition, the unsparing censure, of that
the rich, will their children remain on their farm
party.
What do we now see and hear?
or will they not rather be in the streets in idleness
The two parties into which the country is dividand vice?"
ed, acknowledge the truth of the democratic creed.

—

—

—

—

Each claims

for its

own

[.eculiar policy the merit

—

He extends the same argument to the provisions of conformity to that creed each inscribes on its
which had existed in Massachusetts, for the main banner the name of Jefferson, each demands to bs
tenance of religious worship by taxation, and de- regarded as the repository of his piinciples, and
its propriety anrl usefulness,]
And now, fellow-citizens, have 1 not fulfilled my
pledge? Have I not proved Mr. Webster by his
votes and sp-^eches in congress, and above all in
the convention in Massachusetts, to be an arislo
crat?
[Cries of, you have
yon have.] Have I
occupied your ti-^o or wasted iny strength by in "re

lends

—

declamation?

True,

have spoken loud, because
I wished you all to hear; I have spoken wiih fervor
and animation, because I have ('eeply felt the inter
est of the subject; I have spoken distinctly and positively, because I had the proofs in my possession;
I have argued with warmlh and earnestness, because I wished to communicate to your minds Ihe
convictions of iny own; but have I indulged in mere
idle or abusive declamation?
[Cries of no
no
you have proved him an aristocrat.]
Fellow citizens, it has been no pleasant task to
JO through Ihe exposi'ion I have now made. It was
far from iny wi:,h to make Mr. Webster the theme
of so large a portion of my remarks; for whilst there
is no reason why I should shun, when duty require.-(,
the discussion of his conduct or opinions, I have no
motive for seeking a personal controversy with him.
As persons associated for several years in the so
I

—

vernment of the country, thougli in ditferent departments, and as members of lln^ same profession, we
have frequently been brought togelher; and on my
part, though diiferin^ from him in political sentiments, it has always given me pleasure to recognise
his claims to personal cnurtt.sy and respect; whilst
from him, I have, in like manner, received the same
courtesy and respect.
During my residence at Washington he was more
than once my welcome and honored guest; and w
have never met since without taken each other b'

He has declared, in his recent speech,
man w!io says he is an aristocrat, is a liar;

the hand.
that the

rallies for' a candidate who professes to take
Jefferson as his mentor.
Many of tliose who op-

each

posed hiin when

in

office,

and

who opposed

his

successor because he was the disciple of Thoma.i'
Jefferson, are now loudest in his praise; ami, lo
complete the triumph of Jeifersonian democracy,
we have just seen that tlie ablest and most eminent

—

of this class
one who was nurtured in the antagonistic school
who, as an orator and politician, made
his debul in defence of the doctrines of ancient federalism
who opposed Ihe restrictive system of
Jefferson and Madison
who opposed the declaration of war
who came into public life a federal
in-mber ol cougre.=s, elected iliiring the first year of
the war as its avowed and determined opponent—
who from .May, 1813, when he took his seat in congress, to the peace of Ghent, was among Ihe foremost in the ranks of opposition who, at the session of September, IS 14, eoulil still remain a
le^ider in those ranks, though Ihe body of which he
was a member had been diiven from its hal! by the
torch of the enemy, and was surrounded on every
side by traces of the invasion, the triumph and the
barbarism of th.it enemy
who could hold out, an
active leader in those ranks, even after it was known
ihat the Briiish government insisted on the cession
of a large portion of our territory, now among the
fairest regions of tlie west, as a sine qua non, the
only condition of peace
who could hold out and
hang b.ick, though several of his associates, with
the chivalrous Hanson at their head, nobly gave up
their opposition, on the ground that the" war had
now assumed a now character, and that, to prevent
a dismemberment oflhs union, they would cheerfully
vole to the men in power all needful supplies
who
could hold out and h.ing back, a leader in opposition, whilst the H.iriloid convention were plotting
their treasonable jdans, whilst the euemy was ma-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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turing his expedition against New Orleaur, and up
who, long afto the very last moment of the war
ter this, avowed the aristocratic al doctrines ol government which I have laid before you, and whose
whole public career, in the councils of the union,
has been signally hostile to the policy and wishes
of Mr. Jetferson gives the sanction of his high
authority to the truth, the justice, the wisdom ol
the democratic creed, pmrnense cheering]. What
an illustration have we in these changes of opinion
in these clamorous pretensions to discipleship in
the school of democracy of the vitality, the omnipotence of truth.
In the language of one of our
own number— one who to the fame of the true poet
adds the equally high honor of a champion for democratic liberty

—

—

—

—
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Fellow citizens: In the midst of the abuse and
slanders by which we are assailed; in spite of braggart threats and frantic prophecies of victory to
othefs and defeat to us; yea. even when appearances
may Sf^em to be against us; let us not, for a moment,
be discouraged. We stand upon democratic ground;
we stand where the men of 1300 stood; we are their
true, their only, their not unworthy successors.
They struggled with difficulties far greater than
ours; their sky was infinitely darker; and yet they
conquered. So shall wc, if we are faithful to ourselves and to the principles they bequeathed us; for
now, as then, th^ir principles are identified with
truth, and to her belong, not only "the eternal years
of God," but, sooner or later, the crown of triumph.
[Repeated and long continued cheers].

"Troth, crushed

The

to earth, shall rise again,
eternal years of GoD are hers;

But ERROR, wounded, wriihes with pain,

And

dies

among

his worsliippers."

—

[Cries from all parts of the room
"three cheers
for William C. Bryant"
which were given with
the greatest enthusiasm]. ^
Once more. In this universal adoption of the
democratic creed, and tl;is anxiety to be regarded
as the true successors of those who elected and sustaine<l Mr. Jefferson, what a homage to him and to
them! Who and what were they! From what class
did they mainly come? From the well born or the
wealthy ^from those who deemed themselves the
select, the wiser, the better, the higher classes? or
from those who were sneered at by the self-constituted aristocracy of 179S, and of subsequent times,
as the poorer, the lower classes?
Fellow citizens,
they were just such men as you and I, and bur associates of the present day
some merchants and
professional men, and some of the wealthy and distinguislied; but lor the most part farmers, sinall traders, mechanics, artizans, seamen, fishermen, and
day laborers of every grade and kind. Just such
charges too were made against them and their candidate, as are made now by our opponents. Just
such opprobrious and scurrilous epithets were then
heaped on them as are now showered on the supporters of Van Buren.
Loco focos, levellers, jacobins, destructives, agrarians, ijifidels, these are some
of the choicest epilhets commonly bestowed upon
us by the whig presses and orators. Labored efforts
are also made to persuade men of property, and the
religious portions of the community, that ttie object
of the party which supports Mr. Van Buren is to
overlurn the foundations of social order, to deprive
prtrenis of the power of transmitting (he fruits of
their industry to their children; to divide estates
among the democracy of numbers; to destroy religious institutions; and, in the room of every thing
valuable and sacred, to substitute the reign of vulgar violence and ruthless infidelity.
pacnphlet
called "The Crisis of the Country," written, as is
said, by a clergyman, who assumes the name of Junius, has, within a few weeks, been published and
industriously circulated, for the very purpose of es
tablishing these monstrous accusations. But what of
all this?
Tiie same contemptuous epilhets, and
even in larger abundance, were poured upon the
heads of the true hearted men who accoinplishe<l,
by years of heroic effort, the civil revolulion ol
1800. The federal press and thai was almost the
whole press of the country teemed with the most
violent abuse; the irreligious and anti-social spirit
of the worst periods of the French revolulion was
imputed to Jelfersou and his compatriots; the alarm
cry of danger to order and religion was sounded
Irom the pulpit. It was frequently charged, and
doubtless many good men were made to believe,
that if the democracy triumphed, property would be
wrested from its owners, churches be demolished,
the Bible be burnt, and the Sabbath be blotted out.
Still, the honest and urilerrified democracy of thai
day nobly persevered. They were neither shaken
by the assaults of their enemies, nor seduced by the
appliances of wealth, nor overawed by the arm of
power; they believed their principles lo be sound;
they knew their motives to be pure, and they tru.'iled to time the great vindicator to do justice to
They triumphed; and though croakers ai
both.

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

aristocrats continued to oppnse and to calumnial
the country, under the influence of their principles
and measures, received an impulse which lia= carried it forward with a rapidity and success unp^iralleled in the history of our race; and what is more,
the Iranquilli'.y, morality and religion which have
ailornr>d and blessed American sociely, for the last
forty years, have conclusively demoiiilraled the consistency of Jelftrsonian democracy with the safeguards of social order, the benign principles of the
Christian faith, and the exemplary practice of the
purest morals. This very experience it is whicli
has brought about the change of opinion lo which
we have adverted; it completes the vindication of
[Cheer.«].
the men of ISOO.

VIRGINIA

WHIG CONVENTION AT RICHMOND.

The Richmond Whig of the 7th says: "The convention of the 5th will be an epoch in the existence
of the thousands who thronged the metropolis on
yesterday and the day before.
had anticipated
much, but all our expectations, sanguine as they
were, fell far short of the reality. Never before
have we seen such an assemblage whether respect be had to the number the appearance, the
respectability or the intelligence.
There were not
less than 15,000, and many, accustomed to estimating
the numbers of multitudes, put them down at not
less than 20,000.
The cream of the Old Dominion
was assembled. The good, the wise, the patiiotic
—the fanner, the mechanic, the lawyer, the doctor,
the merchant, the student, fair, the lovely fair
the
old and the young, the soldier of the revolution, the
soldier of the late war, all were here, coming from
every corner of this far famed old commonweallh.
No language can convey any idea of the thrilling
excitement the rapturous enjoyment of the occasion.
Never were so many happy people found
together within the limits of this slate.
Smiles
were playing upon every cheek and joy, the joy
which patriot hearts alone can feel at the certain
prospect of recaptured freedom, was beaming from
every eye. The whole city was all life and animation.
Joynusness and happiness every where prevailed.
Sobriety and decorum, thanks to the noble
character of Virginia gentlemen, and the regulations of the marshals and the committee of arrangements, knew no interruption. All were contented,
and delighted; all were amply accommodated with
creature comforts; all were thrilled by the intellectual treat spread before them, and all had their
patriotic enthusiasm still farther inSained for the
great struggle at hand.
The day, we repeat, will be
a memorable epoch in the lives of all who were

We

—

—

—

THE DAY.

numbers but

little, if any diminished from the day
preceding. One of the most striking features in
assemblage, has been that of deep, intense
and unflagging interest of the whole. At midnight,
when the last speaker concluded, a universal cry
arose for more speaking.
Until last evening, in all
our intercouse with the delegates from every quarter, we heard no man make mention once of going
home. That such a place as sweet home existed,
appeared to have passed from their memories
altogether so wholly absorbed were they all by the
thrilling scenes around them.
During last evening, Mr. Huraes, of ,Abingdon,
and gov. Barbour adilressed the convention. The
interest continued unabated throughout.
At night,
the log cabin and the capitol square resounded with
bursts of eloquence again, which are still delighting
vast multitudes, as our paper goes to press.
Mr. Webster, at the earnest solicitation of his
fellow citizens made his appearance within the
loga
now the most famous temple of liberty in the
land
the theatre of the most brilliant oratorical
displays of the age, and spoke for two hours, in a
The longer he slays
strain as he only can speak.
both on his
here, the deeper interest he exciles
own account and on account of the Old Bay state,
which stood shoulder to shoulder to Old Virginia in
have no time
the time= thai tried men's souls.
nor space lo characterise the speech of last night.
Enough, that it was worthy of Daniel Webster.
When the vast multitude had marched in procession and occupied the area on the south side of the

this vast

—

—
—

—

—

We

capitol,

R. X. Daniel, esq. chairman of the sub-commitcame forward and said:
Fellow citizens of Virginia. In behalf of the
whigs of Richmond, as their officers, and expressing
their will, the sub-committee beg leave to nominate
our distinguished guest and countrymen, James
Barbour, to be president of this convention. All
who are in favor of the nomination say, aye.
(Loud acclamation of applause.) The noes T need
(Laughter).
not put.
So Mr. Barbour was declared to be duly elected
president of the convention; whereupon he rose
(amidst loud cheers) and said:
Fellow citizens. I rise to express to you my
profound sensibility at the high honor which has
been conferred upon me by this vast assemblage of
my countrymen; an assemblage the like unto which,
whether we look to numbers, intelligence or patriotism, has not been seen before in this ancient
commonwealth. If the measure of Martin Van
Buren's glory was filled by serving a master, how
much more must mine be full to overflowing when
(Cheers.) We
present.
called upon to serve such a people.
The 5lh was ushered in by a glorious sun, which are in the midst of the most auspicious omens.
seemed, if possible, still farther to exhilirate the Look at yon bright sky; heaven has vouchsafed us
multitudes which came together.
The weather a day which thei-e is no speck to obscure, like the
throughout has been as sweet as the heart could purity of that character which we all delight to
have desired. By day, a cheering sun, by night, a honor. The day ilself stands high in the American
lovely moon.
The heavens smile upon a prospe- calendar rendered illustrious by a victory achievrous cause!
ed by our beloved fellow citizen, William Henry
Governor Barbour, of Orange, was elected presi- Harrison. The whole American people have borne
dent of the convention. He responded to the com- testimony to the distinguished services which he
pliment in a characteristic speech, teeming with rendered, and I myself had the honor to bring fornohle sentiments and patriotic appeals.
ward the first resolution which proposed to make a
Tile whig eleclors who were in attendance, were perpetual record of the achievement, and proclaim
elected vice presidents, and judge Beverly Tucker him the benefactor of his country.
I hope that on
and James M. Garnell, esq. secretaries.
this day even the traducing, slandering politician
Mr. Leigh then submitted an address, worthy of will stand rebuked, and forbear by sacrilegious
the spirit of '76, which was adopted by acclamation. hand to erase the record which his common country
As soon as this was over, the president introduced prepared for him; and in lieu of which they have
to the convention, our distinguished guest, the il- been endeavoring, by means the most foul, to write
luslrioiis senator from the Old Bay state.
The wel- infamy on his name.
come loud and long continued, which ascended
But, fellow citizens, we are assembled for infiWe are here to
Iroin fifteen thousand Virginians, told him at once, nitely higher purposes than these.
that he was at home.
Of the manner in which he concert measures, under the blessing of Providence,
res|)onded to the hearty welcome, the reader can to drive the spoilers from office, to substitute honest
judge for himself, by the faithful report of the men in their places, and to bring the government
speecii in another column.
All we have to say is, back to that simplicity, economy and integrity withthat the illustrious lame of the orator, in the opi- out which a republican government cannot exist; to
nion of the thousands who heard hiin was fully sus- diive back the execulive within the sphere designtained.
He proved himself every thing that had ed for him by tlie constitution; to re-establish the
been expected of liiin and more.
independence and virtue of congress; to reinstate
When Mr. Webster concluded, the convention the supremacy of the laws, and to replace the conadjourned till 4 o'clock. During the evening, va- stitution on the eminence from which it has been
rious, lilile squads of 3,000 each, were addressed cast down.
This is the great purpose, as I underby Mr. Wm. S. Archfr, Mr. John Hill, Mr. John stand, for which lye have been gathered together.
Campbell, and again by Mr. Webster, towards sun The spectacle now exhibiting tliroughout this vast
down, in one of those bursts of mighty eloquence, country, and of which this constitutes so distinto which he alone can give birth.
After night the guished a part, is the most august within the conspeaking was continued until 12 o'clock, al thecapi- ception of the human mind: an entire nation fiftol by Me.ssr.s.
Bolts, Snowden, of Alexandria, tean millions of freemen sitting in judgment on the
Skinner, of Baltimore and Duncan, of Louisiana; misdeeds of their evil rulers; they have deliberately
and at the log cabin by Messrs. B. W. Leigh, inquired into tlie charges preferred; they have exand Culler, of Buckingham.
The delight of the amined the evidence; Ihoy have impartially decidaudience throughout these various speeches, was ed, and the fiat has gone forth that those rulers are
manifested by frequent and rapturous applause.
guilty.
Yesterday, at 10 o'clock, Mr. Rives adilressed
Look at the mighty heavings of this vast people,
the convention in a speech of some 4 hours
the whose every surge is prophetic of the doom of those

—

tee of arrangements,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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men who have

betrayed their trust.
When I look
upon this assemblage, wlien I turn mj' eye upon the
various flags which I see around me, I feel confident that liberty herself is delighted to look down
upon the scene; and that when she contemplates
these banners (iedicated to her cause, and thinks on
the siill stronger hearts that surround them, she
feels that any attempt at her violation would be repelled with ten thousand swords.
But, my fellow
citizens, let us not disguise the fact, that, however
auspicious the omens are, we have an adversary to
contend with, powerful and subtle and formidable,
on account of the means of corruption and usurpation which he possesses, and the manner in which
he employs them. I thank God we have virtue

Many illustrious patriots have
and knowledge.
gone forth with the gn--pel of liberty in their hands,
which they have proclaimed to the inhabitants of
the hills and the vallies; and to which every where
there has been a response cheering to the hearts of
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he imagine that at such a moment we shall be carrying on our family controversies? That we are
going to ijive ourselves those blows which are due
to him?
No: he is the enemy of our country we
mean to pursue him till we bring him to capitulation or to flight; and when we have done (Ao(, if there
are any differences of opinion among us, we will try
to settle them ourselves, without his advice or assistance; (laughter); and we will settle them in a
spirit of conciliation and mutual kindness.
If we
do differ in any of our views, we must settle that
difference not in a spirit of exasperation, but wilh
moderation with forbearance in a spirit of amity
and brotherhood.
It is an era in my life for me to find myself on the
soil of Virginia, addre.ssing such an assemblage as
is now before me: I feel it to be such: I deeply feel
the responsibility of the part which has this day
been thrown upon me. But although it is the first
time I have addressed an assembly of my fellow
citizens upon the soil of Virginia, I hope I am not
altogether unacquainted with the history, character
and sentiments of this venerable state. The topics
which now are agitating the country, and which
have brought us all here to-day, have no relation
whatever with those in which I difler from the
opinions she has ever entertained. The grievances
and the misgovernment which have roused the

—

—

—

freemen.
But let us beware of too much confidence, which
Let
frequently but anolher name for defeat.
every man consider himself the defender of the
constitution and the laws; let every man depend on
his own exertions; let him nijht and day apply
himself to the great work; let him consider every
sacrifice as dust in Ihe balance compared to the great
With this we country, pertain to that class of subjects which esprize tor which we are contending.
The result is pecially and peculiarly belong to Virginia, and have
shall have nothing to apprehend.
from the very beginning of our history. I know
inevitable.
But let me address myself to Virginians particu- something of the community amidst which I stand:
The adversary is about to take means, not, its distinguished and ardent attachment to civil
larlyas may be supposed to elfect the great question, but liberty; and its disposition for political disquisition.
to save it possible, this ancient and honorable com- I know that the landholders which it contains are
monwealth from the general defeat. Virginia let it competent from theirediication and their leisure, to
be said with sorrow and shame, casting for a moment discuss political questions in their elements, and
her former glory into dark oblivion, did once sutfer to look at government in ils tendencies as well as
her honors to be trailed in the dust when she per- in the measures it may at present pursue. There
mitted herself to become Ihe tail to Martin Van Bu- is a sleepless suspicion, a vigilant jealousy of power,
But she feels the especially of executive power, which for threeren, Amos Kendall and company.
degredation to which she has been reduced. She quarters of a century has marked the character of
has made an effort to cast off the abominable slough the people of the Old Dominion: ami if I have any
of Van Burenism, and to come out again in herorigi- right conception of the evils of the time or of the
nal character.
That effort was one of those glorious true objection to the measures of the present admievents, whose moral influence was felt tliroughout nistration, it is, that they are of such a kind as to
the United States, and Virginia was hailed as return- expose them, in an especial manner, to that sleeping to her first love. Let us then, as with one heart less jealousy, that stern republican scrutiny, that
unite and advance, until she shall regain her position acute and astute ins|iection which have distinguish
in the constellation of slates, and become again the ed the present as they have all preceding genestandard-bearer of liberty.
[Loud and long conti- rations of men in this ancient commonwealth. Alnued cheering.]
lowing this to be so, let me present to you my own
Finally, fellew citizens, I pray to God that our view of the present aspect of our public affairs.
councils may be directed by wisdom from above,
In iny opinion, a decisive m,.joiity of all the peoand that our exertion may be crowned with success ple of the United States have been, torseveral years
past, opposed to the policy of the existing administo the uttermost of our hopes.
MR. Webster's speech.
tration.
I shall assume this in what I have farther
Mr. Webster rose and addiessed the convention to say, because I believe it to be true; and I believe
as follows:
that events are on the wing, and will soon take
Virginians: The wiidom of our fathers has es- place which will proclaim Ihe truth of that position,
tablished for us a constitution of government, which and will show a vote of three-fourths of the populaenables me- to appear liere to-day, and to address tion of this country in favor of a change of men.
you as my fellow citizens, (cheering), and half a (Cheers, andstrong marks of aSsent.) Taking this
century of experience has shewn how useful to our for the present as the true slate of |iolilical feeling
common interest, how conducive to our common and opinion, I next call your attention to the fact of
renown and glory is that constitution by which we the very extraordinary excitement, of agitation, and
have been united. I desire to pay due honor to I had almost said of commotion, which uia.-ks the
those illustrious men who made us
the children of present moment throughout every part of the land
those who fell at Bunker Hill and Yorktown
mem- Why are these vast assemblages everywhere conbers of the same political family, tied together by gregated?
Why, for example, am I here, five hunthe same common destiny, and avvaiting together dred miles from my own place of residenco, to ad
the same common prosperity or common adversity dress such an assembly of Virginians? And why
in all time to come.
It is the extraordinary nature does every day, in every state, witness something
of the times, united with a long cherished desire to of a similar kind? Has this ever been Ihe case bevisit Virginia, which has occasioned me the pleasure fore?
Certainly not in our time, and once only in
I enjoy of being in the midst of you all to-day.
I Ihe time of our fathers.
There are some present
have come more for the purpose of seeing and of here who witnessed, and there are others who have
bearingyoH thanof peaking to you myself. I have learned from the lips of their parents, the state of
come to mingle myself among you; to listen to the feeling which existed in 1774 and '5, before the rewords of your wise and patriotic men; that 1 may sort to arms was had to effect the objects of the reaid my own patriotic feeling, by communication volution.
I speak now of the time when Patrick
with the chivalrous spirits of this ancient dominion. Henry, standing as we now do, in the open air, was
(Cheers.)
But inasmuch as there are, or may he, addres.sing the Virginians of that day, while at Ihe
some questions of national policy or of constitu- same moment James Olis and his associates were
tional power, on which you and I differ, there are makin:r the same rousing appeal to the people of
some amiable persons who are so very considerate iMassachusetts. (Loud cheering.) From that time
of your reputation and of my reputation, as to sig- to this, there has been nothing in any df gree resemnify that they esteem it a great breach of propriety bling what we now behold.
This general earnestfor me, that you should invite me to come here, or ness, this universal concern of all men in public afthat 1 should come amone you.
(Loud laughter fairs, is now witnessed for the first time since the
and cheering, mingled witli cries of "welcome, wel- revolution. Do not men abandon their fields in the
come.") Let us hope that these amiable persons midst of seed -lime do they not leave their various
will allay their own fears.
occupations, as you have now done, to attend to
If there be any question or questions on which matters which they deem more important? And is
you and I differ in opinion, those questions are not it not .so through all classes of our citizens all over
to be the topics of discussion tn-day.
Nol We are the whole land? Now Ihe iin|iortant question I
not quite soft endugh for such an operation as that. wish to put, is this, and I put it as a question fit for
(Laughter.)
We are battling together in the face the mind of the statesmen of Virginia I propose it,
of a common enemy we armed lothe teeth put- with all respect, to the deep deliberation and reflecling forth as many hands as Briareus, and with each tion of every patriotic man throughout the country
hand dealing him all the blows we can and does
it is this: If it be true that a majority of the peois

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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ple of the United Slates have, for some years, been
opposed in sentiment to Ihe policy of the present
administration,
is it necepsarv that these
extraordinary efforts should be put forth to turn that
administration out of power, and to put better men
in their pUces?
inhabit a free country
every
office of public trust is in our own hands, at the disposal of Ihe people's own unbiassed suffrages: all
public concerns are controlled and managed by
them, at their own pleasure: and the trust has always been to the ballot box as an effectual means
to keep the government at all times in conformity
with the public will. How, then, has it happened,
that wilh all this, such extraordinary efforts have

why

—

We

been necessary to put out a particular administraWhy has it not been done b)' the silent power
of the elective franchise?
Why has not the government been changed both in its policy and in
the men who administer it? I desire from the free,
the thinking men of Virginia, an answer to that
question.
When the elections are every where
shewing that a large niajnrity of Ihe people are opposed in sentiment to the existing administration, I
desire them to tell me how that administration has
held its place and pursued its own peculiar system
of measures so long?
tion?

My answer to my own qiiestion is this: In my
judgment, it has come to be true in the actual working of our true system of government, that the exculive power has increased ifs influence and its patronage to such a degree, that it mSy counteract the
will of a majority of the people, and continue to do
so, until that majority has not only become very
large, biit till it has united in ils objects and in its
candidate, and by the strenuous effort, is enabled to
turn the administration out of power.
I believe
that the power and patronage of the executive in
our government has increased, is increasing, and
ought to be diminished.
I believe that it does
enable the incumbents to resist the public will, until
the country is rmised to a high and simultaneous
effort, and the imperative mandate of the public
voice dismisses the unfaithful servants from their
Now, I ask, can it be supposed that this
government can go on long in a course of successful operation, if no change can be produced without such an effort as that in which the people of
this country are now engaged?
I put it to Ihe oldfashioned republicans of Virginia.
ask them,
I
whether it can be supposed that this free republican government of ours can last for half a century
longer, if its administration cannot be changed without such an excitement
I may say, such a civil revolution, as is now in progress, and, I trust, is near
its completion?
I present this case as the greatest and strongest
of all proofs that executive power in this country
has increased, and is dangerous to liberty; that
when a majority of the people have for a long
time been opposed to an administration, it slill requires such an effort— it still demands that men
should simultaneously relinquish all their private
pursuits to produce a change of that administraplaces.

—

tion.

If this be so, then I ask, what are the causes
which have given and have augmented this force
of executive power? The disciples of the ancient
school of Virginia long entertained the opinion that
there was great danger of encroachment by the
general government, on the just rights of the
states; but they were also alarmed at the possibility of an undue augmentation of the executive
power. It becomes us at a crisis like the present, to recur to first principles
to go b-ack to our
early history, and to see how Ihe question actually

—

stands.

You all well know that, in theformalion of a confor Ihe gorernment of this country, the
great difficulty its framers encountered was with
regard to the executive power. It was ea.sy to es..
tablish a house of representatives and a second
branch of the govei-nment. in the form of a senate,
for it was a very obvious thing to say thai the senate should be represented in one house of congress
as the people were represented.
But the great and
perplexing question was, how to limit and regulate
the execulive ))Ower in such a manner that while
it defended the country, it
should not be able to
stitution

endanger civil liberty. Our fathers had seen and
felt the inconvenience during the revolutionary war,
of a weak executive in government. The country
had sulfered much from that cause. There was not
any unity of purpose or effiriency of action in its
executive power. As the country had just eraere-eri from one war, and might be plunged into another, they were looking intently to such a constitution as should secure an efficient executive.
Perhaps it remains to be seen, whether in this respect they had not better have given less power
to this branch and taken all the inconvenience
arising from the want of it, rather than to hazard

—
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address: and if government by suppoiting comes
to control il, then they take to themselves, at the
public expense, the great channel of all communication to the people. Unless France be an exception
wlier- the minister regularlv demands so many
thousand francs lor the management of the public
press, I know of no government in Ihe world where
the press is avowedly patronized to the same extent
Have not you, men ot
js it is in this country.
Virginia, been mortified to witness the importance
which is attached at Washington to the election of
a public printer? to observe the great anxiety and
tolicitude which even your own Iriends have been
obliged to exercise to keep that appointment out of
the hands of executive power!
One of the first
Thus to take an things to be done when a new administration shall
of the commercial department
come into power will be to separate the govemment
instance from one of our great comini'rcial cities:
(Loud
in the custom house at New York the number of press from the politics of the country.
1 don't want the government printer to
officers has in twelve years increased three-fold— cheers).
wliile the emoluments of office have been augment- preach politics to the people; because I know be-

the srdiiting of 90 much as might prove dangerous not only to the other depiirlments of govtrninent, but to the safety and freedom of the country
at large.
Because, in the first place, it is the executive
which confers all the favors of a government. It
has Ihe patronage in its hands, and if we look at
the auginentatmn of patronage which has taken
place in this country, we shall see that in the course
of things, and to answer Ihe purposes of men, this
We sh-ili find Ihe
patronage has greatly increased.
expenditures for the office has very much increased.
shall find that this is true of Ihe civil and di
plomatic departments we shall find it is true of all
the depar'.ments; of the post office, and especially

We

—

ed more than three fold, as well as I remember. lore hand uhat politics he will preach-^it will all
There is thus a constant increase of power from the be one lo Triumphe from the beginning ol the first
bestowinent

page

office.

ol

end

ol the last

paragraph.

1

am

tor cut-

there

in

By whatever party it is exercised,
remorselessly.
unless it be called for by the actual exigencies of
the public service, Virginia, more than any stale of
the union, has ever rejected, disowneil, disavowed
(Loud
the power of removal iir opinion's sake.
I do honor to Virjjinia in this respect
cheer.'.)
Th.at power has been far less practised in Virginia
than in certain states where the spoils' doctrine is
known to be more popular. But this power of removal, sanctioned as it is by time, does exisf, and I
have seen it exercised in every pari of the country
where public opinion toleraled it, with a most re-

—

morseless hand.

now

I will

which

say, however, that

I

admit

to

be very presumptuous, because it is said, notwithstanding the illustrious authority of one of the
a man better acquaintgreatest of your great men
ed with the constitution of the United Slates than
any other man a man who saw it in its cr.idle
who held it in his arms, as one may say. in its infancy who presented and recommended it to the

—

—

—

American people, ami who saw

adopted very
it
ranch under the force of his own reasoning ami the
weight of his own reputation who lived long
enough to see it prosperous to enjoy its honors
and who at last went down to the g^ve among ter.
thousand blessings for which morning and evening
he had thanked Goil:— I mean James Madisoji.
Yet even from this great an<l good man, whom I
hold to be ;lie chief among the Just interpreters of

—

—

constitution, I am constrained, however presumptuous it may be considered, to diti'i'r in reone of his iiilerpretations of that instru-

the

lation to

ment.

to the

Give tlie
the power of removal; a power ling off this power from the executive.
is
some instances has been exercised most people fair play. I say, gi'iie the people fair jilay.

Then
which

I

refer

the

to

expressed by him,

opinion

that the power of removal from office does exist in
I wish
the constitution as an independent power.
he had taken a different view of it. I do not say
tliat he was wrong; that in me would be loo great

they think the government Is in error, or that
men may be found to administer it, give
a chance to turn the present men out and
put better men in; but don't let them be compelled
lo give their money to pay a man to persuade them
noHo ehange tfte government. (Laughter and loud
cheering).
Well, there are still other modes by which executive power is established and confirmed
the first
tliiiig it seeks to do is to draw strict lines of party
opinion, to appeal to the party feelings of men.
Tliis is a topic which might lead me very far into an
inquiry as lo the causes which have overturned all
popular governments. It is the nature of men to
be credulous and confiding toward their friends. If
there exists in the country a powerful party, and if
the head ol that party be the head of the government,
anil avowing himself the head of that parly, gives
thanks lor the public honors he has received, not to
country, but lo his party, then we can see the causes
in operation which, according lo the well known
character and lendencie.i of man, lead us lo give
undue trust and confidence to party favorites. Why,
gentlemen, kings and queens of old, and probably
in modern times, have had their favorites, and they
have given them unbounded trust. Well, there are
sometimes among the people persons who are no
wiser than kings and queens, who have favors also,
and give to those favorites tile same blind trust
and confiilenre. Hence it is very difficult, nay,
sometimes impossible, to convince a party that the
man at its head exercises an undue amount of powThey say, "he is our friend; the more power
er.
he wields the belter for us, because he will wield il
Tiiere are two sorts of republifor our benefit."
cans in the world: one is a very good sort, the other.
If

better

them

—

I

think, quite indifferent.

power persons

The

in olfice possess

il

latter

care not what

they have the elec

They are quite willingtheir
tion of those persons.
favoritesshould exercise all power, and are perfectly
content with the tendencies of government to an
eledive despotism, if they may choose the
at
pressed there the same opinions which I have now the head of it, and especially if they have a chance
uttered, and which have been only the more con- ol b^ing chosen themselves. That is one sort of refirmed by more recent experience. Tiie power of publicanism. But that is not our American liberty;
removalplace:; the hopes and fears, the living, the that is n9l the republicanism of the United Slates,
Virginians
daily bread of men at Ihe disposal ol the executive, and especially of Ihe slate of Virginia.
and does, thereby, cause a vast augmentation of ex- do not ru'hout into that extravagant confidence in
ecutive influence and control. Then, again, from them; they are for restraining power by law; they
the very nature of things the executive power acts are for hedging in and strictly guarding all who exalways in the cila ercise it. They look upon all who are in olfice as
constantly, it is always in being
del and on the look out; and it has, besiiles, uidlbr- limited agents, and will not repose too much trust in
mily of purpose. They who are in, have but one any. That is Ainericaii republicanism. What was
object, which is to keep all others out; wliile those it Thomas Jefferson said with so much emphasis?
who are not in office, and who desire a change, Have we found angels in the form of men to govern
have a variety of dilferent objects as they are to be ua} However it might have been then, we of this
One com (lay may answer no, no. (Loud laughter.) We
intry.
found in dilferent parts of tlie
have found them at least like others, "a little lower
plains of one thing, another of another; and, ordi
than the angels."
(Roars of laughter.) In th<iiarily, there is no strict unity of object orol candidate; and, therelore, it is that those wielding power same spirit he has said, an elective despotism is not
And that is true
within the citadel are able to keep Ihe others out the government we fought for.
Hence we But our fathers fought for a limited government
tliough they may be mure numerous.
have"seen an administration, though in a minority, government hedged all round with securities or, as
yet by Ihe continued exercise of power, able to I heird a distinguished son of Virginia say, one
bring over the people to the support of such a uiea- fenced in with ten rails and a top rider. (Loud
I advert to this now, to show, that I
not now for the first time preaching against the
dai.ger of an increace nf executive power; lor when
the subject was in discussion before congress, [ ex

presumption.

am

m^

—

c

the sub treasury, which, when it was first
jiroposed, received but little favor in any part of (he

countrv.

Again: though

it

may appear comparatively

in-

considerable, yet, when we are looking at the means
by which the executive power has risen to its present threatening height, we must imt overlook the
power of— I will not say a pensioned— but of a patronized press. Of all things in a popular government, a i;oveniment press is the most to be dreaded.
The press furnishes the only means of public

—
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thinkers talk of a simple government; Turkey 19
the simplest government in the world.
But if yon
wish to secure entire personal liberty, you must
multiply restraints ujion the government, so that it
cannot go further than the public good requires.
Then you may be free and not otherwise.
Another great power bj" which executive influence augments itself, especially when the man who
wields it stands at the head ot a party, consists in
Ihe use of names.
Miraheaii said that words are
things, and so they are.
But I believe that they are
often fraudulent things, and always possessed of real
power. The faculty of taking to ourselves a popular name and giving an unpopular name to an adversary, is a faculty of very great concern in polilics.
I put it to you, gentlemen, whether for the last
month or two, the whole power of this government
has not consisted chiefly in the discharge of a shower of hard names. Have you for a month past heard
any man defend the sub-treasury?
Have you
heard any man during that time burn his lingers by
taking hold of Mr. Poinsett's militia project? Their
whole resort has been lo pour out upon us a tide
of denunciation as aristocrats, aristocrats: taking to
themselves the meanwhile the well deserved designation of true democrats.
How ciieering, how delightful, that a man independent of any regard to his
own character or worth, may thus range himself under a banner the most acceptable of all others to his
lellow citizens.
It is with false patriolism as with
base money; all goes by the stamp. It does not
wish to be weighed, it hates the scales; it is thrown
into horrors at the crucible, it must all go by tail;
holds out the king's head with his name and
it
subscription, and if challenged, replies': Do you not
see the stamp on my forehead? I belong to the
democratic family make me current.
(Loud
laughter and cheering.)
But we live in an age too
enlightened to be gulled by this business of stamping; we have learned to inquire into the true nature and value of things. Democracy most surely
Our governis not a terra of reproach, but respect.
ment is a constitutional, democratic republican
government, and if they mean that only, there is
none will disjiule that they are good democrats.
But if Ihey set up qualilications and distinctions, if
there are genera nnd species, it may require twenty,

—

Linnseuses to say to which classification
they belong.
There is another contrivance for the increase of
executive power, which is utterly abhorrent to all
true patriots, and against v^'hich in an essential manner gen. Washington has left us his farewell injunction; I mean the constant recurrence to local
differences, prejudices and jealousies.
That is the
great bane and curse of this lovely country of ours.
It covers a vast extent of territory, hence there are
few men among us in Massachusetts who enjoy the
advantage of a personal intercourse with our friends
in Virginia, and but few of you who visit us in
Massachusetts the south is still more remote; the
dilference which exists in habits and persuils between us, enables the enemy lo sow tares by excitSentiments are
ing local prejudices on both sides.
mutually ascribed to us which neither ever entertained.
Bv this means a parly press is enabled to
foment jealousies and lo destroy that generous spirit of brotherhood which should exist between us.
All patriotic men ought to carefully guard thempolitical

—

selves against the effect ot arts like these.
And here I am brought lo advert for one moment
to what I constantly see in all the adminisi ration
papers, from Baltimore, south.
II is one perpetual
outcry, admonishing the people of the soutn that
their own state governments, and the pro[ierty they
hold under them, are not secure if they admit a
northern man to any considerable share in the administration of the government.
You all knove
(hat this is the general cry.
Now, I have spoken
my sentiments in the neighborhood of Virginia,
though not actually within the stale, in June last,
and again in the heart of Massachusetts in July, so
Ihal if is not now that I proclaim thein for the first
time but ten years ago, when obliged to speak on
this same subject,
uttered Ihe same sentiment in
regard to slavery and to the absenceof all power in
'

—

I

congress lo interfere, in any manner whatever, with
that subject.
my sentiments fully in
I delivered
Alexandria in the month of June, and in July at
Worcester, in Massachusetts. I shall ask some
laughter.)
friend connected with the press, to circulate in VirGentlemen: A distinguished lover of liberty of ginia what I said on this subject in the senate of
our own time, in another hemisphere, said, with ap- Ihe United Stales on the :-;uth of June last.* I have
parent paradox, that Ihe quantity oC liberty in any
*NoTE. The following is the passage 10 which Mr.
country is exactly equal to the quantity of restraint;
because if government is restrained from putting its Webs'er referred:
hand upon you, lo that extent you are free; and all Extractfrotn Mr. WeJ)!itcr^s speecfi in reply to Mr. Jlayne,
January 2\sr. 1830.
regular liberty consists in putting restraints upon
At the very first congress, petitions on the subject of
government and individuals so that they shall not slavery
were presented, if I mistake not, from different
intcrli-re with your freedom of action and purpose.
states.
The Pennsylvania society for promoting the
You may easily simplily government; shallow abolilion of slavery, took a lead, and laid before con-

—

f lire as

—

—
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or to subtract from wlial 1 then said.
I coinnieiid it to j'oiir attciitioi\, or rather I desire you
to look at it. I hol<l that congress is absolutely precluded from interfering in any manner, direct or
indirect, with this, as with any other of the institutions o( the country. [The cheering was here loud
and long continued, and a voice from the crowd exclaimed, "We are here from Maryland to Louisiana, and we desire that the sentiment just expressWell
ed may be repeated. Repeat, repeat.]
repeat it prociaiTn it on the wings of all the winds
[rries of "«e will, we
tell it to all your friends
tell it I say, that standing here in the cawill"]
potal of Virginia, beneath an October sun, in the
midst of this assemblage, before the entire country
and upon all the responsibility w hich belongs to me,
I say that there is no power directly or indirectly
in congress or the general government to interfere
ill the slightest degree with the institutions o( the

nothing

—

loailcl

—

—

—

gress a memorial, praying congress to promote the aboThis memorial
Iilion bv such powers as it possessed.
was referred, in the iiouse of representatives, to a .select
commiiree, consisiing of Mr. Foster, of New Hampshire, Mr. Gerry, of Massachusetts, Mr. Huntingdon,
of Connecticut, Mr. Lawrence, of
York, Mr.
Linnickson, of New Jersey, Mr. Hartley, of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Parker, of Virginia ail of them, sir,
northern men, as you will observe, but the last. This
committee made a report, which was committed to a
committee of the whole house, and there considered
and discussed on several days; and being amended, as
though without material alteration, it was made to express three distinct propositions on the subject of slavery and the slave trade first, in the words of the constitution, that congress cannot, prior to the year 180S,
prohibit the migration or importation of such persons
as any ot the states then existing, should think proper
to admit; second, that congress had authority to restrain
the citizens of the United States from carrying on the
African slave trade, for the purpose of supplying foreign countries.
On this proposition, our early laws
against those who engnge in that traffic, are founded.
The third proposition, and that which bears on the present quesiio!], was expressed in the following terms:
"Resolved, That congress have no authority to interfere in the emancipation of slaves, or in the treatment
of them in any of the states it remaining with the several states
alone to provide rules and regulations
therein which humanity and true policy may require."
This resolution received the sanction of the house of
representatives as early as March, !7C0.
And now,
sir, the honorable gentleman will allow me to remind
him, that not only were the select coramittK who reported the resolution, with a single exception, all northern men, but also that of the members then composing
the bouse of representatives, a large majority, I believe
nearly two-thirds, were northern men also.
The house agreed to insert these resolutions in its
journal, a.nd from that day to this it has never been
maintained or contended that congress had any authority to regulate or interfere with the condition of slaves
in the several slates.
No northern gentleman, to my
knowledge, has moved any such question in either
house of congress.
The fears of the south, whatever fears they might
have entertained, were allayed and qniied by this early decision, and so remained until they were excited
afresh without cause, but for collateral and indirect
purposes.
When it became necessary, or Nvas thought so by
some political persons, to find an unvarying ground fur
the exclusion of northern men from confidence and
from lead in the affairs of the republic, then, and not
till then, the cry was raised, and the fet-lings induslriouslv excited, that the feelings of northern men in the
public councils, would endanger the relation of master
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[Iminense cheiulng, and a voice from the
crowd exclaiming, "that is two thousand votes lor
Harrison."]
And now, said Mr. W. I ask you only to do me
one favor (we'll do it). I ask you to carry that paper home, (we will, we will), read it, read it to your
neighbors; and when you hear the cry, "shall Mr.
Webcler, Ihe abolitionist, be allowed to profane the
soil of Virginia," (loud shouts and repeated and
prolonged cheers, with cries of "welcome! welcome!
south.

There is another expedient lo augment executive
powei quite novel in ils character. I refer lo the
power conferred upon the president to select from

among Ihe appropriations of congress, such as he
may suppose the stale of the treasury most lo juslily, and may give or withhold the public money

—

dispensable to the prosperity of these governments
to preserve, and that be is no true friend to eitiier
who does not fabor to preserve that true distinction

between both.

We

may

[Immense cheering

]

not

all

alike; but all honest

and they

all

fear to

—

—

—
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5olvenl h^nks in Ihe community.
Such is Ihe opi
nion every where htld by Ihe hi-sl inloruitd men in
Ihe coniujercial parts of ihe country.

accordingly. This is certainly a marvellously dewill tell them that, in con- mocratic doctrine.
Do you not remember the emnexion with the doctrine in that speech, I hope that phasis with w hich Mr. Jefferson expressed himself
there are two governments over us, each possess- on Ihe subject of specific appropriations? The law,
ing its own distinct authority, with which tlie other as it now stands, requires them to be specific.
If
may not interfere. 1 may differ from you in some congress appropiiale so many dollars for building
things, but I will here say that as to the doctrine ot of ships, no part of the money may be applied to the
state rights as held by Mr. Madison in his last days, pay of sailors or mariners.
But how has this legal
I do not know that we differ at all, [cheers]
yet J provision been treated? The restriction remains in
am he, and among the foremost, to hold that it is in- Ihe slalule as it did before the appropriations are

—

—
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welcome!") that you

see the line which divides them
men know that there is a line,
go either on the one or the other
side of it.
It is this balance between the general
and the state governments which has preserved the
counlry in unexampled prosperity for lifly years
and the destruction of this just balance will be the
destruction of our government. Witat I believe to
be the doctrine of stale .rights, I hold as firmly as
any man. Do I not belong to a state? and may 1
not say, to a state which has done something to give
herself renown, and to her sons some little share of
participated distinction.'
[Great cheering.] I say
again, that the preservation of state rights on the
one hand, and of the just powers of congress upon
the other, is equally indispensable to the preservation of our free republican government.
[Cheers.]
A;id now, gentlemen, permit me to address to
you a ftw words in regard to those measures of the
general government which have caused the existing excitement throughout the country. I will pass
rapidly over them.
[Goon.] I need not argue to
yon democrats the question of the sub-treasury
[groans and contemptuous laughter]; and I suppose
it is hardly necessary to speak to you of Mr. Poinsett's militia bill.
[Laughter.] Into which ofyour
mountains has not its discussion penetrated? Upon
which of all your winding streams has not its echo
floated?
I am sure he must be very tired of it himself
[Loud laughter]
Remember afways that
the great principle of the constitution on that subject, is, that the militia is the militia of the states,
and not of the president [Loud cheers, and cries
of "yes, yes!"] and being thus the militia of the
states, there is no part of the constitution worded
with greater care, and with a more scrupulous jealousy Ihan that which speaks of the power of congress over the militia. Does it say that congress
may make use of the militia as it pleases that the
mililia may be called out to make war, to train and
discipline?
No such thing: the terms used are the
most precise and particular "The president maycall out the militia to execute the laws, to suppress
insurrection, and to repel foreign invasion." These
three cases are specified
and these are all. Call
out the militia to drill them? To disci)iline them?
To march Ihe militia of Virginia to Wheeling to
be drilled?
Why, such a thing never entered into
the head of aaj' man
never, never, [laughter and
an.d .slave.
cheering]. What is very unusual in the conslilution,
For myself, I claim, no other merit ihan that this it has placed a negative on all other purposes
for
gross and enormous injustice towards the whole north,
the exercise of this power than those parlicularly
has not wrought upon me to change ray opinions or my
enumerated;
and
then
those
follow
golden
words
in
political conduct- I hope I a.m above violating my principles even under tlie smart of injury and false imputa- Ihe constitution, reserving to the stales the appointtions.
Unjust suspicions and undeserved reproach, ment of officers and the disciplining of Ihe militia.
whatever pain I njay experience from them, will not That's it!— [Cheers— "Yes, that's it!"]
Read this
induce rne, I trust, nevertheless, to overstep the limits clause, and then read in Mr. Poinsett's project that
oi constitutional duty, or to encroach on the rights of Ihe militia are to be trained by the president!
others.
The domestic slavery of the south I leave [Shouts] Look on this f.icture and on that. I do
where I find i; in the hands of their own govern- Virginia no more than justice, when I say that she
ments. It is their affair, not mine.
first laid tiold upon this monstrous project, anil has
I go for the constitution as it is, and for the union as
continued to ifenounce it, till she has made ils auit is; but I am resolved not to submit in silence to acthor's heart sick, [cheering], and she don't mean
cusations, either against myself individually, or against
[No, iio!]
the north, wholly unfounded and unjust; accusations to pardon it even now.
As to the sub treasury, the subject is worn ont.
which impute to us a disposition to evade the constitutional compact and to extend the power of the govern- It is almost as empty as the treasury itself. [Laugh
ment over the internal laws and conditions of the states. ter and cheers.] I had the other day the honor lo
All such accusations, wherever and whenever made, address an assemblage of the merchants of N.York.
nil insinuation of the existence of any such purpose, I
I asked them among other things, whether all this
know and feel to be groundless and injurious. And eternal cry about a separation of t)ank and stale, was
we must confide in southern gentlemen themselves; we not all mockery and humbug, and ten
thousand
must trust to those whose integrity of heart and magnamerchants, intimately acquainted with the whole
nimity of feeling will lead them to a desire to maintain
subject,
cried,
yes;
it is!"
"yes,
The
fact
nnquesand disseminate truth, and who pos.%ess the means of
tionably is, that the funds of the government are
its diffusion with the southern public, and we must
leave it to them to disabuse that public of its prejudices. just as much in Ihe custody of the banks at this moBut in the mean time, for my own part. I shall continue ment, as they ever were; yet at the same time, I beto act justly, whether those to whom that justice is ex- lieve that under that law, there does exist at Washercised receive it with candor or with contumely.
ington, a vast power to slop at its pleasure, all the
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but then a specific power is given to
the president, to dispense with the restriction
and
Ih'.is one specific is set against the other.
[Laughter.]
Let this process be carried but one step lartlier, and although there may be a vaiiely of appropriations made hy congress, yet, inasmuch as we
have entire trust and confidence in Ihe executive
discretion, that the president will make the proper
selections from among them, therefore, be it enacted, that what liltle money there may at any lime be
found in the treasury, ihe president may expend
very much as according to his own pleasure.
specifieti still

[Loud laughter]
There is one other

—

topic, I

must not omit.

I

am

now endeavoring

lo prove that of all men on Ihe
face of the earth, you of Virginia, tfie descendants
and disciples of some of Ihe greatest i-.ien of Ihe revolution, are most called to repudiate and to con-

demn

the doctrines of this administralion.

I call

upon you to oi^ply to this administralion all that*
body of polilical truth which yon have learned from
Henry, from Jefferson, from Madison, from Wythe,
and that whole constellation of revolutionary worthies, of whom you are juslly proud, and under this
light to examine and to say whether this present
only democratic administralion are ttie favorers of
civii liberty and of stale rights, or the reverse.
And, in furtherance of this design, I call your attention to the conduct of Ihe. president, of the executive departments, and of the senate of the United
States, in regard to the right and practice of Ihe
states to contract debts for their own purposes.
Has it occurred to you what a deadly blow they
have struck at the just authority and rights of the
s'ates?
Let us follow this mailer out a little. In
Ihe palmy times of the treasury, when it was not
only full but overflowing with the public money,
Ihe slates lo a very considerable extent, engaged in
woiks of internal improvement, and inconsequence
of doing so had occasion lo twrrow money.
We all
know that money can be had on much cheaper
terms on the other continent than on this: hence the
bonds of Ihe stales went abroad and absoi bed capital in Europe, and so long as their credit was nnassailed and remained sound, this was accomplished
for the most part at very reasonable rales
During
this process, and while a number of the slates ha<l
thus their stale securities in Ihe foreign markets,
Ihe presi'lent of the United Slates, in his opening
message to congress at the commencement of the
last session, comes out with a series of the most
dscouraging and most disparaging remarks on the
credit of the slates.
He tells congress that the
states will repent what they have done, and that
they will find it difficult to pay the debt ihey have
coiilracled; and this official language of the chief
magistrate lo Ihe legislature goes out info Ihe very

market where these state bonds are held for sale.
Then comes his secretary, Mr. Woodbnry, Hi!h a
report in the same strain, giving it as his opinion,
that the sla'es liave gone too far in this assuinplion
of liabililies.
But the thing does not stop here.
Mr. Benton brings forward a resolution in the senate, declaring that the general government ought
not to assume these debts of the slates: that resolution is sent- to a committee, and that committee
make a report upon the subject as long tls vonder
bridge (though not, I believe, as much travelled or
as often gone over), the whole object and tendency
of which, is lo disparage the credit of the stales,
and then Mr. Grundy makes a speecli upon it.
What had Mr. Benton or Mr. Grundy to do with
Ihe matter?
Were they called on to guaranty Ihe
debts of Virginia or of Mary land?
[Lsnghter].
Yet, Ihe effect very naturally and inevitably was,
lo depress Ihe value of stale securilies in the foreign market.
I was in Europe at the time.
own state had her bonds in that "market: and wlia't
did I see?
The most miserable, pitiful, execrable
lucubrations taken from the public press in
York, endeavoring lo prove that the states had not
sovereignly enough to contract dehts.
These
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wretcheil pruiluctions I'.fclared th.il tije bonds issued by the stales ol this union weie all void: tliat
they were no better thar. waste papei": and exiioited European capitalists not to touch one of Ihem.
These articles, cotninf; as they did, from tliis side
the water, were all seized on with avidity and put
into circulation in the leading journals all over Europe
at the same tinie, Ihie administration press in
this country, unrebuked by the government, put
forth arguments going to show that Virginia has no
authority to contract a debt in the name and on the
credit of the commonwealth— that Massachusetts is
so completely shorn ofevery panicle otsovereignty
whatever, that she can issue no public security ol'
any kind on which to borrow money! And this
Well, gentlemen, I
is the doctrine of state rights!
was called on to meet this question, and 1 told those
who put to me the inquiry, that the states of the
American union were, iu this respect, just as sovereign as any of their slates in Europe.
I held a
correspondence on the subject, which was published at largn; and for that yes, for defending slate
rights before the face of all Europe, I have been
denounced as one who wants the general government to assume the tlebts of the slates as one who
has conspired to buy up British wings with foreign
(Loud laughter and cheering.) All this,
gold!
however, has not ruffled my temper. I have seen
But I confess there is one
it all with composure.
tiling which has disturbed the serenity of my mind.
It is what appears to be a studied attempt on the

—
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stale, are entitled to take their seals upon the
house and to hold them until disturbed
by proof preferred on general petition. That this
is so, must be apparent from the fact that these
members who voted them out of their seats possess
no belter or other means of proving their own rio-ht
to sit and to vote on that question, than that held
by any one of those who they exclude. Were there
other states situated precisely in this respect as New
Jersey, would it not be as fair for the New Jersey
members lo vote these representatives out of the
floor of that

representative hall as it was for them to vote her's
That I Ihink is Virginia law— it is at least
plantation law, and that is very good law^That
until the house is organized, he who has the evidence of his return as a representative elected by
the people of his district, is entitled to take his seat.
But the representatives of New Jersey, with their
evidence in their hand, were voted out of their
seals— their compditors, while the evidence was
still under examination, were voted in; and irame
diately gave their complacent votes for the sub
treasury bill.
out?

Geuliemen,

I

cannot forget where

I

am.

I

can

not forget how often you have heard these subjects
discussed by far abler hands than mine, (cries of no

—

I
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when

I was in B.iltimore, and I repeat it here, the
cry, the universal cry is (or a change.
[Cheers.]
However well many may Ihink of the motives and
designs of the existing administration, they see it
has not succeeded in securing the well-being of the

country, and they are for a change.

Let us revile
let us repel nobody. They desire but light;
us give it to them. Let us discuss with moderation and coolness, the great topics of public policy,
and endeavor to bring all men of American heart
and feeling into what I sincerely believe (o be (he
true American cause.
How shall I— Oh! how shall
I
express lo you my sense of the obligation which
rests upon this generation to preserve from destrucnobody

—

let

—

tion our free

and happy republican inslitutions?

Who. shall

bring dissensions among i;s? Are we
not together under one common government, to obtain which the blood of your talhers and of mine wa»
poured out together in the same hard- fought fields?
Nay does imagination itself, in its highest flight,
suggest any thing in the form of political institutions
for which you woulil exchange these dearly-bought
institutions of our own?
[Shouts of "No, no, no!"]
For my part, havii.g now arrived at that period of

—

life when we begin lo reflect upon the past, I love
to draw around me in thought, those pure and glomore able— go on, go on.) I will not far- rious spirits who acheived our levolulion. I cannot
ther dwell upon these topics. The time has comt find a deeper or more fervent sentiment in my hear(,
when the public mind is nearly made up and are (han that these precious institutions and liberties
very shortly about lo settle these questions, together which we enjoy may be Iransmitled unimpaired
(o

no— none

—

—

with (he prosperity of (he country for many years the latest pos(tri(y that they may terminate only
part of this whole administration, irtciuding its to come.
(Cheers.)
I am only desirous of keep
wilh the termination of all things earthly
when (he
head, to fix a spot upon tlie good name of the early ing myself lo the line of remark with which I com
world itself shall terminate
founders of our conslitution. Read the letter of the menoed. I say then that the enemy has been driven
When rapt in flames ihe realms of ether glow.
president to some of his friends in Kentucky
to to his last citadel.
He takes to himself a popular And Heaven's
last thunder shakes the world below.
what he calls "the entire democracy of Kentucky. name, while beneath its cover he fires all his abuse
(I should like much to know « hat consliliiles tlie upon his adversaries.
That seems to be his chief Mdresses of Messrs. Webster, Leigh, Barbour and
Lyons,
the
lo
ladies assembled at ihe log cabin.
democr..cy of a state.) These goods friends of the mode of warfare. If you ask him what are his pre
Mr. Webster addressed the interesting auditory
"president write to him that the entire democracy ol tensions to the honors and the confidence of the
the stale is with him, and he writes back how glad country, his answer is, "I am a democrat," But collected before him, nearly in the following terms:
he is to hear that such is the fact. The slate comes are you not in arms against Mr. Poinsett's bill? The
Ladies: I am very sure I owe the pleasure 1 now
to the vote, and two-thirds of the people of the state answer still is "I am a democrat, and support all the enjoy to your kind disposition, which has given me
yet still he clasps lo m>-asures of (his deinociatic administration." Yes, Ihe opportunity to present my thanks and my reare lound to be against hiui
his breast, with exultation, the "entire democracy hut what is that?
"1 am a democrat." But do vou spects lo you thus collectively, since the shortness
[Great laughter and cheering]. approve of the turning out of the members from New of my stay in the city does not allow me (he happiof (Kentuckj!")
And so it will be a month hence. Gen. Harrison Jersey? "Oh yes, because the words are written on ness of calling upon you severally and individually.
will have been elected by a simultaneous rush of our banner (words actually placed on one of the And, in the first place, I viish to express to you my
the free voters of the whole union
yet Mr. Van administration flags in a procession in Ohio,; '-de- deep and heaily thanks, as I have endeavored lo do
Biiren will still continue to clasp to his embraces mociaiy scorns the broad seal of New Jersq/."
to your fathers, your husbands and your brothers,
"the entire democracy" of the country. Be this as
My friends, 1 only desire that the professions and for the unbounded hospitality I have received ever
principles of (his administration may be examined. since I Cime among you.
it may, he does, in that letter, ascribe lo president
It is registered, I assure
"Washington, in 1791, and to Mr. Madison, in 1816, We are coining to (hose (imes when mere profes- you, on a grateful heart in characters of an endusions can no longer deceive. Virginia has once been ring natuie.
corrupt motives for their public conduct.
1 may
The rough contest of the political
deceived by them— but Ihat day is past, times are world are not suited lo (he dignity and to (he deliforgive (his, but I shall not forget it.
I ask you to
read that letter, and one other written on the occa- coming— they are I trust, just at hand— when Ihat cacy of your sex: but you posses (he intelligence
sion; and then, if it comes in your way, 1 ask you distinguished son of Virginia, Ihat eminent and pa- lo know how much of that happiness which you
to peruse an address pul fbrlh by the ad.minislralion triotic citizen, who has been put in nomination for are entitled to hope for, both for yourselves and lor
members of (he New York legislature. What do the chief executive office under this government your children, depends on (he right administration
you think they say? You, countrymen of Jelferson will be elected by the iinbought, unconstrained suf- of good government, and a proper tone of public
and of Madison, of Henry, of Wythe, of the Lees, fiageof his countrymen. [Cheers] To that event morals. That is a subject on which the moral perI look forward with as much certainty as to (he
and a host of kindred spirits of the same order
du- ceptions of women are both quicker and juster than
you, who inherit the soil and the principles of (hose ration of his life
[immense cheering.]
those of the other sex.
I do not now speak of Ihat
My acqiiainlance with the feelings and sentiments adininislradon of government Khose object is meremen who shed their blood lor our national independence what do you think they say of your fathers of the north has been extensive; and I believe (hat ly (he protecdoii of industry, the preservation of
and of ray fathers? Why, that in all their efforts from Pennsylvania, cast, N. Jersey, New York, and civil liberly and (he securing (o enterprise i(s due
and sacrifices in that great slrnggle, they meant, the whole of New England, with (he solitary excepward. I speak of government in a somewhat
not civil liberty
not the estab- tion probably of New Hampshire
not independence
I say, I have not
higher point ol view.
We live in an age distinlishment of a republican government
but merely a doubt Ihat the whole country will eo for the elec- guished for great benevolent exei lion, in which (he
to transfer the throne from England to America, and tion of William Henry Harrison, for the presidency. alfluen( are consecrating the means they possess by
to be themselves peers and nobles around it! Does [Cheering.]
Of my native state. New Hampshire, endowing colleges and acadamies, by uniting (o
I always speak with respect.
it not disturb the blood of Virginians lo hear lanbuild churches and support the cause of religion,
I believe that the veguage like this? [Cries of "yes, yes!" mingled ry foundation of hergranile hills begin to shake; and by eslablishiiig athenaeums, lyceums. and all
I do say Ihat this attempt lo
wilii cheering.]
[Cheeis,] indeed my only fear for her is, that she the other modes ol popular instruction. Thisisall
scorch the fair, unsullied repulalioii of our ances- will come into the great family of her sister slates, well; it is admirable; it augurs well for (he prospect
but no, no they canuot scorch it; it will only when her aid is no longer needed.
tors
But I have sometimes
[Laughter of ensuing generations.
go through a hotter furnace than any their detrac- and cheers.]
(hough! (hat there iji a point of view in which goFellow citizens: We are on a great march to the vernment is to be considered I mean in its power
tion tan kindle, and even the smell ol tire shall not
Yet it does raise one's (riumphant victory of (he principles of liberty over and its duly, (o augment the moials of the commube upon their garments.
indignation to see men, cerlainly not the greatest execulive power. If we do not accomplish 'it, the nity and to inspire it wi(h jus( seidiments of reliof all benefactors of their country, thus attempt to future, I own, appears lo me full of darkness and of gion, which is too often overlookeil. A popular goIf the American people shall sanction the vernment is more powerful than any other influence
3corcli the fame of men both (hen and ever since doubt.
universally admitted to have been among her great- course and the principles of this administration, I (and I have sometimes feared (iian all olher influ[Cheers].
for one, though I have been thought hitherto of ra- ences put together) in its action on the morals of the
est an. her best of friendsWhile speaking of the attacks of this administra- ther a sanguine leraperament, shall begin not a litlle community for good or for evil. Its example, its
tion on stale rights, I should not do my duty if I lo despair of the republic.
But I will not despair of lone, whether of respect or of disrespect to moral
omitted lo notice the outrage reeenlly perpetrated i(. The public mind is aroused; men are beginning obligation, is most important to human happiness;
on the most sacred ri^ht of the slate and people of to think for themselves, and when they do this (hey because it is amongst (hose (hings which mostaft'ect
New Jersey. By tlie conslitution of the United :ire no( far from a right decision. There is now an the political morals of mankind, and hence (heir
Slates, New Jersey like the oilier slates is entitled altempl on the pari of (he adminia(ra(ion, who seem general morals also.
I advert to this, because there
lo have a certain quota of represenlalives in con- beginning at length to fear for (he perpetuity of (heir has bien put forth in modern limes Ihe false maxim
gress; and she chooses them in their various dis- power lo excite a feeling of acrimony and biderness that there is one morality lor politics and another
The right to among neighbors. Have you not seen (his, particu- morality for other things; (hat in their political contricts in the manner she thinks fit.
have a specific number of reprt-senladves is a s'ate larly of la(e in (he adminisiradoii papers? Be above duct to Iheir opponents, men may say and do (bat
Under the constitu- it. [Cries of "we will, we are," mingled with which they would never think of saying or doing
light under the cmslilulion.
Tell your neighbors that we are all em- in the personal relations of private life.
tional guaranty of (his right. New Jersey sends up cheering.]
There has
to the house of representatives her proper number barked in one cau:.e, and Ihat we must sink or swim been openly announced a maxim which I consider
Invite them, not in a taunting, but in a as Ihe very concrete of false morality, which deof men. Now I say (hat, by universal principles, together.
although congress be the judge in the last resort of geiieroiis and a tempeiate spirit, to come forth and clares that "all is fair in politics." If a man speaks
the election return and quaiiflcalion of her own argue the great questions of the day, and (o see if falsely or calumnioiisly of his neighbor, and is remembers, those who bring in (heir hand the pre- they can give good and solid reasons, why there proached for the offence, (he ready excuse is this,
scribed evidence of (heir election, by the people of should not be a change. Yes a change.
I said it was in relation to public and political matters
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whatever against that imperative, that ho rnlinquished his original design, public sp'>aking; but it is the first tiuje I ever had
and consented to address, lor a few moment, the tp face such an audience, and I feel, I conless, someI spoke of ray
my opinion, ladies assembled. He said:
what euibarrasstd as to what I shall say to you.
the day is coming when lalsehood will stand for
L.-iDiES: I tender to you my profoundcst thanks In a certain very orthodox paper, with which most
falsehood, and calumny will be treated as a breach for the very high compliment which in your good- of us are acquainted, I have seen it stated-, that I
of the coiuinandment, whether it be committed ness you have bestowed upon me, in the very un- have been deputed, by Tippecanoe club, No. 1, to
politically or in the concerns of private life.
Nothing, cer- go to Massacliusetts and there to negotia^e a marIt is expected call I have now received.
tainly, could have been more unexpected on my riage between the states of Massachusetts and Virfay the promulgation of sound morals in the community, and more especially by the training and part. There are a thousand reasons why I, above ginia. I declare to you, that I had not been before
instruction of the young that woman performs her all, should not have been called out upon the present apprized ol this duty's having been imposed upon
One will be sutRcient: after what you me, and I will venture to affirm that the tionorable
fart towards the preservation of a free government, occasion.
have heard from the lips of the highly distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts had as little knowt is now generally admitted that public liberty, the
perpetuity ot a free constitution, rests on the virtue gentleman who has just resumed his seat, every ledge of it as I. Nevertheless, if such a marriage
and intelligence of the community which enjoys it. one must be satisfied that any thing from me will be was to take place, I should be very happy to have
How is that virtue to be inspired? and how is that calciilaed, instead of rendtring any service to the my share in the mailer. But, accoidiiig to ourusual
intelligence to be communicated?
Bonaparte once cause, only to weaken the impression which cannot views, both states are equally female, and before a
asked madame de Stael in what manner he could but have been made by one of those bursts of elo- marriage could take place between them, it would
most promote the happiness of France. Her reply quence which are the peculiar perogative of supe- be necessary that one should be acknowledged as
is full of political wisdom.
She said, "instruct the rior genius. What can I add to what has been al the husband ana the other as the wife. Now as you
mothers of the French people." Because the mo- ready so well spoken? In my plain old-fashioned all know me to be a very zealous Virginian, I should
thers are the atteclionate and the etfective teachers way, I should rejoice to proclaim to you the deep insist that Virginia should have the supremacy: and
of the human race. Tlie mother begins this pro- gratification I have experienced whereverl have re- understanding something of the holy matrimonial
cess of training with the infant in her arms. It is cently gone in seeing the ladies every where coming relation, as it exists in Virginia, and especially ou
she who directs, so to speak, its first mental and out, to countenance, by their presence and smiles, Shockoe Hill, if is very natural I should, therefore,
She conducts it along the im- those assemblages of the rougher sex, which, in insist that Virginia be the bride and Massachusetts
spiritual pulsations.
pressible years of childhood and of youth; and hopes throngs, are gathering throughout the length and the bridegroom, (a laugh)
but whenever it came
to deliver it to the rou;;h contest and tumultuous breadth of this land
all animated with the one
to that point, depend upon it, I should have a very
scenes of life, armed by those good princi[)les which holy purpose of redeeming from destruction those serious contest with the gentleman from Massachuher child has first received from maternal care and liberties earned for iis by our fathers, which are setts: and he would be quite right; for if he should
equally dear to woman as to man, and which she, not do his best to make Massachusetts the bride, he
love.
If we draw within the circle of our contempla- with us, is equally bound to transmit untarnished would bring an old house upon his head when he
tion the mottiers ot a civilized nation, what do we to our children lor ages to come.
I hail this with got home
(much laughter) for I am well assurseei
We behold so many artificers working, not joy, as a happy omen and guaranteeof oursuccess. ed, the same devotion to the best part of God's creon frail and perishable matter, but on the immortal I have heard that Mr. Van Buren lately said to a ation exists there which obtains here. But the memind, moulding and fashioning beings who are to gentleman, witt) whose vocation he happened not taphor was rather an unfortunate one; lor the marWe applaud the artists whose skill be acquainted "I understand that all the lawyers riage, or rather the sisterhood of the two states, is
ekist forever.
and genious presents the mimic man upon the can- and all the clergy are against ine." Now, if both noi lo be formed: it alrearly exists— having been
vass
we admire and celebrate the sculptor who saint and sinner, and all the ladies, too, are against formed in the days of the revolution. The mothers
Mr. Van Buren, what prospect can he possibly have of Massachusetts sent their husbands, their brothers
works out that same image in enduring marble
(Laughter.)
but how insignificant are tliese achievements though ot success?
and their sons, and the mothers of Virginia sent
the highest and the fairest in all the departments
I entirely accord with the views which have been theirs— to mingle their blood on whatever
fields
of art, in comparison with the great vocation of so eloquently expressed by the gentleman who has the battles of freedom were to be fought. But,
human mothers! They work not upon the canvass addressed you. "Albeit unus'd to the ineltin" more: the holy union has already been established
(hat shall fail, or the marble that shall crumble into mood," I tound, whilst he was expressing them, the by the God of Heaven, who haih made us both
of
dust but upon mind, upon spirit, which is to last tears involuntarily stealing down my cheeks, and I one blood; and we acknowledge the tie with pleaforever, and which is to bear, for good or for evil, am persuaded that the heart of every lady here pre- sure, ami with pride. And now let me remind
you
throughout its duration, the impress of a mother's sent more than responded to my own. You will of a fact not inappropriate to the subject:
When
not suspect me, especially at ray time of life, of any Cornwallis invaded Virginia, general Washington
plastic hand.
1 never was remarkable fur deputed the then youthful Lalayette
I have already expressed the opinion, which all such design as flattery.
to maintain
allow to be correct, that our security for the dura- that propensity in other days; and now you will all the military power of the state, (all her own troops
tion of the free institutions wtiich bless our country, readily admit that it is totally out of the question. having been sent to the Carolinas under Green);
depends upon the habits of virtue And the preva- (Laughter.) But I have proclaimed it when you and with him he sent two New England regiments,
lence of knowL'dge and of education. Knowledge were not present, and if I say it now, you will not who got as far as Baltimore almost without clothdoes not compromise all which is contained in the infer that I suppose the female heart is to bealiecled ing. The ladies of Baltimore immediately volunlarger term of education.
The feelings are to be by that paltry flattery which you sometimes have teered and clothed those two Yankee regiments,
No: while the pitiful liatterer hugs with w hich Lafayette undertook to do battle against
disciplined
the passions are to be restrained
true to deal with.
and wortliy motives are to be inspired a profound himself in the persuasion that he is prevailing with the enemies of Virginia; and he did do battle with
religious feeling is to be instilled, and pure morality you by such arts, although from your exceeding po- them lill they were beaten.
So that to the ladies of
inculcated under all circumstances. All this is com- liteness, you may be induced to conceal your feel- .Baltimore, we owe, at least, all the success of
Laprised in education.
iVIothers who are faithful to ings, I atn sure, did you utter them, they would be fayette, and ultimately the glorious triumph
at
this great duty, will tell their children that neither expressive only of contempt.
But I have said, Yorktown. Keep this example before your eyes,
in political nor in any other concerns of fife, can when you were not present, that I did verily believe, and your fathers, brothers and husbamls will
bless
man ever withdraw him.self from the perpetual obli- if the liberty of this country is to be saved, we shall you; and, moreover, the blessing of Almighty God
gations of conscience and of duty; that in every act, owe its salvation to the virtuous women of America. will be upon your heads.
whether public or private, he incurs a just respon- It is they, after all, who must turn away the sword
Mr. Lyons was next called upon, and responded
sibility; and ttiat in no condition is he warranted in of the destroyer.
As my distinguished friend has in a few words, modestly professing his inability
trifling with important rightsand obligations. They so well said, it is you who take the infant in your for the task after the addresses of the
distinguished
will impress upon their children the truth, that the arms, and commence the training of the future man. gentlemen who had preceded him; he
wouFd only,
exercise of the elective franchise is a social duty, of Your part is perfect all the evils he afterwards ac- in the name of every whig in Virginia,
return to
nature
quires
is
fiom
us
you
have
no
as solemn a
as man can be called to perlbrm;
share in it. And, the ladies the most profound thanks.
Alluding to
that a man may not innocently trifle with his vote; in contemplating thegratifyingspectacleto which I the sentiment expressed by governor Barbour,
that
that every free elector is a trustee as well for others have already alluded, I have indulged the plfasino- the countenance extended by the ladies was
a means
as himself; and that every man and every measure hope, not only that you would work out our own and a guaranty of success he observed that, with
he supports, has an important bearing on the inte- deliverance from the danger now impending, but whig mothers there must be whig sons and
whi"
rests of others as well as on his own.
It is in the that you will lay a deep foundation in the minds of daughter.-: with whig daughters there would be whig
inculcation of high and pure morals, such as these, the youth now rising to manhood, of such principles sweethearts.
Give me these, said Mr. L. and a
that in a free republic, woman perlorms her sacred as shall secure and perpetuate our freedom.
The great whig family is formed at once, which must
duty, and fulfils her destiny. The French, as you women of America have presented examples worthy be irresistible. Cheered by the smiles
of beauty,
kijow, are remarkable for their fondness for senten- to stand in history by the side of the Greek and the and guarded by the shielil of female
purity, how
tious phrases, in which much meaning isconiiensed Roman mothers, which its pages liave rendered im- could they do olheruise than conquer?
The Laceinto a small space.
mortal.
You have, in substance, often repeated demonian sjiirit had not departed: it still survived
I noticed lately, on the title
page of one of the books of popular instruction in the famous injunction of the Lacedemonian mo- in Virginia. To that spirit aJI must do homage.
France, thjs motto; "pour instruction on the heads ther, who presented a shield to her son, just going
The meeting was then adjourned to the square in
of the people; you one them that baptism." And into battle for the first time, with these words— front of the capital.
certainly, if there be any duty which may be de- "Take this, my son; return home with it or upon
The Whig ot the 8th says:— "This brilliant affair
scribed by a reference to that great institute of re- it."
has come and gone— or,:rather it has adjourned,
for
Ladies: I have been induced to say thus much, many ol the delegates still linger in
ligion, a duty approaching it in importance, perhaps
the city, as though
because the command to speak came from a quarter loth to sunder the tie which linked them
next to it in obligation, it is this.
to so much
which will always be sovereign with me. I shall rare political enthusiasm and social
I know you hardly expect loe to address you on
enjoyment.
the popular political topics of the day. You read treasure up the memory of that command as one of The convention adjourned yesterday,
after a three
enough you hear quite enough on those subjects. the most pleasing incidents of my life, and shall day's session, and the bulk of its mernbers
are speedYoa expect me oidy to meet you, and to tender my never think of it but with gratitude and pride.
ing homeward to spread abroad among their
neighprofound thanks for this marked proof of your reThe call having proved so effectual in the ease bors that holy enthusiasm which they here received
gard, and will kindly receive the assurances with of gov. Barbour, it was, immediately on his taking and imparted, by mingling with their
whig friends
which I tender to yon. on parting, my affectionai:e his seat, renewed for Mr. Leigh; who, not to be from every section of the state.
respects and best wishes.
outdone in gallantry and submission to the express"The convention has been all and more than anv
Xilr. Webster having resumed his seat-red wishes of a female auditory, responded, without one anticipated. It was the topic of universal
reJames Barbour, esq. the president of the con- hesitation, and proceeded to address the meeting mark, that it had exceeded all expectation
both as
vention, rose to give notice that the meeting would nearly as follows;
to the numbers, respectability of the
concoii'rse and
then be adjourned to tlie capitol sqiiare, when the
Mil fair counli-ywomen: I have in the course of, the delicious excitement, and joyous
enthusiasm of
call for some remarks from liim became so loud aod now, a pretty long life, been not a little ussd to' Ihe occasion,''
contrary;

adversary merely as a political man. In
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CHROXICLE.
AleaAndhia. D. C. The vote on tiie question of ihe
retrocession of ilie town and county of Alexandria to
the state of Virginia was taken on Tuesday, and was
largely in favor of that measure.

17,

1840— CHRONICLE.

under date of May 27ih, that the small pox was ragAt Richmond So 25.
ing ilreadfully there. It was believed that ten thousand
At Savann..h. For Howard St. S6 2oa6 50.
persons had already had it, of whom about 2,000 had
At Cincinnati on the7,h, S3 37J.
,
Al Mobile :56ia6i for western and S7 for Fultimore. died.
The amount of flour exported from Quebec this sea-

son, is 131,552 bbls. against 4S,427 bbls. last sea.son.
.SIeonautic experience. The Pennsylvanian says;
At Rochester flour had declined to S4; wheat 75 cts.
of Mr. Wise, the aeronaut, if it be a oats 22a25; corn 42a47.
It is well known that almost
fact, is a curious one.
The fisheries. It is stated in the Yarmouth Regisevery one on looking down from a great heigh' feels
giddiness of the head and a sen- ter, that there has been a falling off in the fisheries,
aft'ected by vertigo
But he avers, Irom re- this year. Of^ the mackerel fishermen very few have
sation of sickening insecurity.
peated experience, that this only occurs wlien the in- made good voyages. The quantity of cod taken is less
dividual is silling or standing upon somethina connected than last year, by one-third.
with the ground, even if it be otily by a rope, or any
Fu.N-DS.
The N. Y. Courier estimates $12,000,000
But thai as on deposite in the banks of that city, much of which
other slight communication with the earth.
entirely isolated from the earth, no such feeling or sen- is wailing for desirable investment.
experienced."
can
be
sation
Liberia has a populalion of 4,500 American coloBank of the United States of Pa. Shares at New' nists, and 30,000 natives. It has nine settlements or
York 63^63J; al Pliiladelpliia G5U66.
towns; the two most distant beina 300 miles apart, on
BuNKEK Hill MONnMENT. It is stated in the Boston the sea coast the others at various distances, interDaily Advertiser, that it is probatile a contract will mediate. Its territory, procured by purchase, contains
soon' be entered into for the completion of the monu- nearly 500,000 acres of land, and othef large tracts
contractor is ready to enter into an engage- can be easily obtained of the native owners in the
menL
ment to compleie it for 843,30J. This is exclusive of same way. The government is moddled after our
administered almost
the grading of the grounds and the erection of a suita- own. and is purely republican
Agriculture is thriving and
ble fence; besides which there is a debt from the asso- wholly by colored people.
Four printing presses are in opeciation for money borrowed some years a^o, amounting greatly extending.
Twenty-one churches arc organized, some of
to over S5,000 with interest, which swells the amount ration.
More than 30 orto about $7,000, making the sum requisite for the com- them composed of nadve converts.
dained ministers are engaged in religious teaching.
pletion nearly S60,Oao.
For efibcling this object, the present and anticipated Many Sabbath schools are regularly attended. And
never
appeared
better thin
hands
whole,
the
colony
of the on the
resources are the following: The funds in
treasurer, the president and liie treasurer of the me- now, nor so entirely attractive to its friends on the
[Preshjlerian.
chanic associaiion, together with the subscriptions of ground of its gi-eat usefulness.
sundry individuals, are more tlian equal to the amount
Mobile. At an election in Mobile on the 5th inst.
The nett proceeds of the fair, including for aldermen of the middle and north wards, Mr. A.
of the debt.
several contrihutions, exceed $30,000. In addition, two L. Coan was elected in the former without opposition,
crentlemen are ready to pay over $10,000, as soon as it and Messrs. Redwood and Jude in the la'ter by about
shall appear that the conditions of these munificent domajority.
The successful candidates were all
This will, no doubt, be 30
nations are complied with.
vvhigs.
accomplished in a few days, making the sum available
This case, in which the pri§50,000.
Newtombe.
the
work
G.
of
Colin
completion
for the
soner is charged with having embezzled some ¥60,000
Cabs. The first seen in Boston, made its appear- from the funds of the Manhattan bank, of which he

"The statement
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ance on the 6th

inst.

A

friend who possesses an extenthe following facts,
v/hich we are permitted lo lay before our readers:
Cotton goods printed in the United Slates per annum.
Tot. value.
Fact's. Yds. pr. an. Av, val.
Slates.
5f>46,6C7 13 cts.
Hampshire 2
"
38,162,667
Massachueells 10
26,G24,UO0
"
9
Rhode Island

Calico feinting.

sive correspu.idence, has collected

New

(none)
12,202.667
7
6,101.331
2
4
8,871,667
Pennsylvania
2,600,000
2
Maryland

Connecticut

New York
New Jersey

36

There are no

9 cts.
"
Sets.

100,112 002

print

works

in

$11,657,512

any of the other states.
'[N. Y. Jour. Cum.

omotinr received for tolls on the
New York slate canals, during the firsi week in October, is seventy-four thousand eight hundred and ninety nine dollars and four c

Can,\l TOLLS.

The

Cattle. 1,000 feead in the Baltimore market on the
13ih inst of which 400 sold at from 52 25 to $3 00 per
100

lbs.

Al Philadelphia.
30ih Sept.

Inspections for the quarter endin,
3 J qr. 1840.

Wheal flour— superfine,
••

"

bbls.

l^^'-'^U

So hf. bbls.
fine and con'd bbls.
iniddlinga

equal

flourRye
' •'
Condemned
Corn meal"

8!

'

to

1,080
5,7 JS

''''7

•J5

II2.4'.I1

bbls.

10,021
'']

Condemned
hhds.

58,70S

2,3-.!3

10,194

bbls.

bbls.

1839,

20,298
33
1,422

[Com.

66,422
4,284

,12"
12,782
121
1,6U7
List.

At Mexandria. I-ispeclinns durine the quarter end
ing 30ih Sept. 6,190 bbls. 374 half bbls.

A

to

Havre, took out

of traders, under the command of Mr.
G. Trestoe, on the llih ult. arrived at Independence,
Missouri, with $60,000 in specie.

company

Steamboat. The steamboat Pike was lost a few
days since in descendin,g the Mississippi two miles
from Alton, by coming into collision with the steamboat Fayette. The bow of the Fayette struck the
Pike amidship, tearing her almost in two parls and
sinking her immediately. Seven perssns are known
to be lost, and it was suspected that many more are
yet to he accounted for.
iN. O. Bee.

The Great

Steamers.

Weste»-i

left

N. York on

the lOih inst. for Bristol.
She took 97 passengers and
about S200.000 in specie also remittances to meet
Ihe interest on the Alabama bonds.
The steam ship
York, Wright, sailed from N.
York on Tuesday for Havana, via Charleston witt
upwards of sixty passengers.

—

New

Steam navies. While America is yet sleeping,
France as well as England has awakened to the necessity of organizing a steam navy.
Louis Phillippe
has sanctioned an ordinance appropriating neariy six
millions of dollars for sieam packets from Havre to
New York; from Bordeaux and Marseilles to Havana;
from St. Nazaire to Rio Janeiro, and three secondary
lines to Mexico, Central America and Buenos Ayres.
The arrangements comprise 14 ships of 450 horse
power each, and 4 oC 220.
All these steam ships are to be men-of-war.
Eng-

land, too, assigns her naval oflricers to the command
of her mercantile steamers. Alexander of Russia is
also arottsed to the importance of this subject. All liio
great European powers are aware that when the next
great war takes place, that nation which can brinij
into action the most powerftil steam ships will be niiaIrcss of the seas.
The steam frigate, by the facilities
whichit possesses for attack, and changing it at pleawas first teller, was set down for trial on Monday, bul sure; of advancing and retreating at will; of turning
the district attorney intimated that he was not pre- to its own benefit the circumstances of wind and tide
pared to move in it in consequence of a misnomer in which embarrass its adversary; and applying its superfluous power to those most destructive of all weapons,
ilie indictment, which we understood to be in staling
the funds to l.ave belonged to the "Manhattan Banking steam cannon, can annihilate a fleet of vessels which
company," whereas it should be the "Manhattan com- depend on the caprices of the elements. Nations
pany," under which title ihey a;-e incorporated, the which aspire to rank as first powers, must be constantbanking part having been subsequently adopted, under ly increasing their steamers to keep pace with their
rivals; and perh:ips the final effect may be that the
a special clause in the act.
Messrs. Maxwell and J. T. Brady, counsel for ihe means of wariike destruction will become so overprisoner, both addressed the court, and contended whelming, that the nations of the world conscious that
that under those circumstances, his bail should be dis- a single defeat would be utter ruin, will refrain from
chareed as from the consul's own showing, the court playing so hazardous a game; and thus, paradoxical as
could not hold him under the present indictment, but it may setm, the increase of the destructive power of
[New Yorker.
that it was necessary another should be found by the war may preserve universal peace.
grand jury.
Steam packet line. The Richmond (Va.) ComThe court admitted the necessity of a new indict- piler says:
letter received here states that the merment but refused toeii'eriain the motion for discharge chants of Bremen, Germany, have projected a steam
of bail. The case therefore went off, but will in all
packet line between their city and
York, I'he
probability be tried during the present term of the court.
vessels are lo be 1,000 tuns burthen each.
Upwards
[N. Y. Exp.
of ©100,000 has been subscribed on the 1st September,

A

New

The New York Sun

slates that during
Oil trade.
the month of September, there arrived at the various
ports of ihe United Stales, ten ships, one bark, four
brigs and a schooner, engaged in the v^'hale trade.^
They broueht 12,580 bbls. whale oil. Within the last

three months S240,000 worth of whale oil has been
Cotton- At New York prices unchanged.
At Savannah, prices decline i to g cent. Sales on the exported from New Bedford at a good profit, to the
north of Europe, and 870,000 of sperm oil to Great
9lh 352 bales at 7al0i.
Britain.
At Jl/oWteSJalOi nearly all new crop.
Cotton crops. The- total cotton crop of the U
Rail roads in the United States. There are
Stales for the year ending 30th September, 1S40, is 2,274 miles of rail roads now in operation, and about
last
of
this
year
over
increase
2.177,835 bales, an
an equal number of miles under construction.
817,303 bales, and showing the largest cotton crni
A bevolutionaey hero gone. William Pearce,
ever raised in the United States, by nearly 400,000
of Bi>ston, one of the ievj remaining survivors of the
bales.
celebrated tea party, died in that city on Saturday mornDeaths during the week ending the 10:h inslani:
ing last, aged 96 years.
Al Philadelphia 72, of whirh 26 v-/ere iinjcr 2 years.
Another rcvolutinnari/ hero gone.' Died on the 29th
At Baltimore 51, ofwliich 10 were under 2 years oi of August, al the residence of his son, major S, Cooper,
age, and 7 were colored, all free.
of llic llniled States arm.v, neo'- Aicxtindria, D. C. maExchange at New York on England has gone up jor Sa.ihjel Cooper, sc-mor, in the 84ih year of his age,
several years of suffering which he bore with
to 109; on Phila^lelfhia 3,1; Briliimore l|a2; Rich- after
mond, Norfolk, and Raleian 3.i3i; Charleston U; Au- Christian resignation and fortitude- The deceased
gusta 4Ja5; Macim 9al0; New Orleans 2^; Louisville was an oiiicnrnf the American army during our memo-

and Cinci/intiti 5iii6.
Floor in New York, Gcnesse and Michigan S4

The packet Roan

Specie.
$240,000.

rable struggle for independence, anc' was an active participater in the trials as W'ell as the glories of that eventHe was a witness al the famous ten affair
ful ix-riod.
wasin the batilesof Bunin Bristol), his native place
ker Hill, Monmouth, Brandywine, as well as most of
the other important ones of the revolutionary war. No
greater meed of praise could be offered to his memory in this brief notice than that of his having possessed the friendship anti confidence of his adored chiefs,
Washington and Lafayette.
J Alex. Gazelle, Sept. 1.
Oliver Ames, of West
Shovel manufacture.
Bridgtvvaier, Mass. commenced life by making a dozen shovels, which he took to inurket in a wagon.
lie now own.s three extensive factories at Easton,
Biainirec and Wi-st Bridgewatcr employs 60 workmen, and has four teams to carry his shovels to market.
Ills profits are twenty thousand dbllars annually.

—

—

Shall rox. Mr. Grout, a missionary of the American board, wiiies from Cape Town, South Aliica,

Richmond, October

Tobacco.

common; good

13.

weights,4ia4'J; leaf,

Lugs 3| to 4|
common" 6^ to

for
6^;

middlings 7aS good 8ial0,

The prices of the commoner and
At BuUiinorc.
middling qualities are a shade better. The receipts of
bay and yellow, as also -the finer qualities of all descripInferior
lions are limiiej, and prices fully maintained.
at $4; common §4 GO; ordinary S5; fair S5 50; good
86; good lenfy $6 50; fine leafy red, suitable for segars,
from $10aS15; and up country bay and yellow at from
Sl8a$14.

The

crop of Ohio

the receipts

fall

is

now

all in market, and
from former reports. In-

nearly

off materially

and commun at li4aS4 50; middling S5; good
$5 60; fine red and wri.ppery S'8al2; and tine yellow
at S7 SOalO.
No transactions in Ohio this week, holders asking an advance on these rales. Very little
Virginia in market SSa 14 for prime. Kenlucky is in
demand at former rates, viz; iSaO for good shipping;
and l!8al2 for segar leaf. The insp.-clions for the weclc
comprise G79 hhds. Maryland; 33 Kentucky; 235
Ohio; and 24 Virginia— total 973.
ferior

—

Western waters. The Ohio at Louisville on tha
6th inst. 3 feel 9 inches, in Ihe channel.
The Cumberland on the 2d was up lo 7 feel on the Harpeth ahoals.
Wheat. Prices in the Baltimore market remain
Maryland and Virginia red 95 a SI 00.
the s;ime.
Pennsvlvaiiia prime red SI 05; while $1 07.
Al KichmonJ,
OOtoSl 10 for red, and SI 15
for white.

U

Wilmington, Del.

At

the 13th, the sollowing

i^eal,

Enoch Moore,

on

the result;
cily council.

Van Rurcn.
Willinni

the cm-jioralion election

was

For

^Vhig.

500
603

A. Hollingsworth,
Elisha Hn.xley;

Joseph C. Seeds,
Allen Thompson,

501
Samuel Busy,
George Craig,
604
Treasurer.

Henrv Hicks,

489

John Hagany,

Jolin B. Lewis,

49.S

Wilson Pcirson,

481
481
4S3
484

490

——
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"A postmaster may enmoney in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
pay the snbscriprion of a third person, and frank the
A'mos Kendall.
letter, if written by himself."
Someof our subscribers may not be aware that they
mav save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
etters conttiining such money, he being able to satisfy
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing
[Am. Fai-mer.
but what refers to the subscription.
SKrIlEMirrANCES by hail.

close
to

Appoi.ntments by the PRESIDENT Receivers
of pnhlic moneys: James H. Elliott, at Winamac,
Lanceford R. Noel, at Danville,
James, declined the appointment.

(111.)

vice Thos.

FOREIGN ARTICLES.
The steamer Acadia,

arrived at Bo;ton on the 17th
having left Liverpool on the 4tl(, 12 days and
17 hours from dock to dock including 10 hours

inst.

—

detention at Halifax.
The steamer President left Liverpool on the 1st
inst. and has arrived at New York.
The apprehension of a war in Europe on the eastern question has someuhal subsided, notwithstanding' the tone assumed by the French journals on the
comineircement of hostilities by tlie hombaidment
and destruction ol Beyrout.

GREAT BRITAIN.
Dealh of princess Augmia. On the 22d of September,

at 20 minutes past 9 o'clock, departed this
at Clarence house, St. James' palace, after a
long and painful illness, her royal higiiness the princess Augusta Sophia, aunt to her most gracious
majesty, to the great grief of all the royal family.
Her royal highness was in her 72d year, having
been born on the 81h November, 1763. She was
the sixth child and secoml daughter of George III
and queen Charlotle. Within a few weeks of her
death, she presented all her domestics, who were
much attached to her, with a copy of her portrait,
as the last acknowledgment which she should make
of their alteiitioiis.
Fire id nuvcnjiirl. A fire broke out on board the
Talavera, lineol-battle-ship in the North dock, on
the 28th ult. which was entirely destroyed.
The
fire also communicated with several buildings connected with the Royal Naval arsenal, and was extinguished only afier having destroyed the Talavera.
Imogen frigate, and property amounting to eight
hunilred thousand pounds. It is not known how it
occurred.
jlttcinfl to fire Sheernexs dock yard.
Shcerness,
Friday evening, 8 P. M. Her majesty's ship CamEerdown, 120 guns, was attempted lobe fired in the
a.'in this evening by some incendiary.
The fire
was discovered in a midshipman's b-rth, but was
extinguished alter burning a locker, but on furlher
search a well laid Irain was discovered iu the warlife,
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oakum which,

and lucifer matches. The above is official.
Lieu!. Fayrer, R. N. had been dismissed from the
command of the steamer President. His friends
letter
hiid held a meeting on the'subject, at which a
in his own defence was read, and elicited immense
applause. The moving cause of his dismissal appears to have been the dissatisfaction of the owners
of the President on account of the time occupied by
that steamer in crossing the Atlantic.
London, October 3, 1840. General Hamilton has
returned from Holland where he has signed a very
satisfactory treaty. If lord Palmerston is not utterly

some
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Asia,
Implicable,
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10. Hastings,
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proaching session.
The French papers publish a transcript, laken
from the Belgian journals, of a note, addressed, on
the 31sl ol August last, to Mr. H. L. Bulvvcr, British minister at Paris, in the absence of lord Graaville, the object of which is to prove that it was
France that voluntarily separated from the lour
powers, and not the four powers from France.
There was a rumor that admiral Lalande was
about to return and jiroceed wiUi the squadron of
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84
84

6. Reveiijie,
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Benbow,
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Edinburgh,

76
78
84
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reserve to the straits of Gibraltar.
The trial of MaTrial of Madame Laffrage.
dame Latfrage was resumed on the 19th. M. Bac
made his reply to the advocate general. The president afterwards made his charge to the jury who
then retired, and after an absence of three quarters
of an hour returned into court, and the foreman delivered Ihe following verdict- "guilty, with exte-

passage out

Rodney,
Vanguard,
Castor,

Pique,
Inconstant, (at Gibraltar,

Fitting—

it is

said),

^^
84
3S
^6
30

nuating circnmstances."
The president then orderrl Mt^dat-- Laffra;"- to
be brought lorward. She, however, uad fainted,
and
was in such a state as to render her reappearBelleisle, (no men)
The president, therefore, proMoney market. London, Friday morning, Oct. 2, ance impossible.
sentence in her absence hard labor
t.'ie
nounced
yesterday
fund
English
the
of
The buoyant state
Madame Laffin the pillory.
exposure
life
and
for
has not led to any further improvement to-day in
On the contrary there was rage remains in a dangerous statethe price of consols.
council of Monday.
cabinet
The
30.
Paris,
Sept.
of
early
part
rather a tendency downwards in the
We extract the following from the Capitole: "For
the day, the quotation for the account being 88^
the last two days the political world has been much
lo^.
^
interested in the council extraordinary which was
Evenin", Oct. 2. Monetary affairs have been
the conse- to be held in London. It was known in a vague
a<'ain depTessed during the present day,
manner that all the members of the British cabinet
accounts
quence of the less pacriic tendency of the
would come to a decisive resolution on the eastera
from France. The result of the cabinet meeting
This council has been held, and its requestion.
published
been
has
last
held in London on Monday
appear sults were known in Paris at half past two to-day
in the Paiisian newspapers, and the account
(Tuesday.) Little has transpired concerning thti
be
to
subcity
the
in
believed
is
ing in the Capitole
despatches; nevertheThe determination to carry out contenlsof those important
slantialiy correct.
very strong
Ihat no less, rumors were spread, and caused a
the treaty of July, and the circumstance
exchange.
the
reaction
on
by
the
made
been
real proposition appears to have
which we
information,
the
Before making known
French govcrnmei.t to the English cabinet, have
have derived from, we believe, a very good source,
created a return to the former doubts, difficulties
anterior
to the
facts,
the
on
word
a
ought
to
say
we
and alarms of the capitalists; and consequently evebecome meeting of the Biitish council- If will be recolry depaitinent of the money market has
to AlexanWalewski
of
M.
voyage
the
tliat
lected
alternoon.
very gloomy in the course of the present
lor its o'bject to induce JMeheinet All to
The fall in consols is about 3-S per cent, on the dra had
make some concessions to the porle. The viceroy
quotation of last night, but the speculative business
them,
and M. Walewski set off immediately
made
has been large at that reduction and the market prelor Constantinople, in order to prepare the divan to
sented every appearance of a teudency to still lowaccept tliem. The divan showed itself inclined to
'
relied on the good offices of France
Liverpool, Oct. 3. Since the 30th concilation, and
Cotton market.
for difiuilively concluding its arrangement with
ultimo, the demand lor cotton has been modeiale
inclinations of the porte beThese
All.
Meheinet
and without any speculative operation, but the marThe sales for in" well known both at London and Paris, lord Palket, though languid, remains steady.
French cabinet to draw up
the
requested,
merston
to
27,060
the week, ending last evening, amounted
in writing its definitive resolution upon this new
bales; of which 5,200 were upland at 5ia6i; 9,920
phrase of the eastern question. M. Thiers, who
at
Sga
and
Mobile
Alabama
Orleans at 5aS; 7,7S0
had been duped so many times alreaily, was appre12Ja22id. per lb.
(il; and 220 Sea Island at
hensive ot being so again, and he begged the EngCorn market. Liverpool, Oct. 3. The duty on
intentions.—
lish ministry itself to declare its final
quarter,
wheat yesterday advanced to 183. 8d. per
adopt an
soon Lord Palmerston not daring, as he said, to
and on flohr to lis. 2Jd. per barrel, and must
determination without consulting his colimportant
343.a3D3.
dull
at
paid,
be still higher. Flour, duly
to convoke them in a grand
promised
leagues,
per barrel; the value in bond is uncertain.
council. This grand council has been held, and we
During the last two days the weather, although
the resolutions
the have every ground to believe that
cloudy, has been much more favorable than in
adopted at U were— 1st, that the propositions of
early part of the week, and is liue this uiornmg.
Britaiiiiia,

(la.) vice Jesse Jackson, deceased.

1,517.

if general, will accelerate the proceeding or
harvest in the counties north of Lancashire and
parts of Ireland, where much grain, particularly oals, is still reported to remain unsecured.
Excepting oatmeal, of which the supply is moderate, we have received very little produce from Ireland, and scarcely any co;istvvise since Tuesday;
the import of foreign grain also, has been limited
merely to 5,207 qrs. of wheat; but of Canadian and
U. States flour the arrivals furnish 15,560 bbls. upon
which the duties of los. 8d. per quarter, and Ss. 2|d.
per bbl. have been freely paid, and several cargoes
detained on the passage will of course be liable to
wheat to ISs. 8d.
absorbed in the treaty question of the east, this will higher rates, now advance upon
hid. on peas to 5s. per quarter, on flour
attract his attention, as the ellect will be to intro- on oats to 4s.
barley and Inand
reduced
on
bbl.
per
to
Us.
shipping
2Jd.
duce German goods by means of Dutch
and over jealousy ol Ger- dian corn to 93. 4d. per quarter; those upon Britisll
into Texas and iMexico
unvaried.
growth
remaining
colonial
ot.
well
aware
are
manufacturers,
you
man
FRANCE.
I have not yet seen the geneial since his return,
The Moniteur announces, that by a royal ordiand therefore am unable, by this conveyance, to
September,
an additional credit
of
nance
of
the
21st
financial
give you any information respecting his
has been opened for the minister of war ol51,674,000
prospects.
francs, to provide for the urgent expenses resulting
following
The
Mediierranean.
British JJeclin the
from the increase of the efl'ective andma/crmiof the
is, we believe a correct list of the British fleet in
-army. The sanction of the chambers tor this exthe Mediterranean:
traonlinary credit will be applied for in Ihe ap104
1. Piincess Charlolte,

rant officer's store rooms, consisting of rosin,
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Mehemet

All should be rejected; 2(1, that the execution of the treaty should be' carried out to its lull
extent; and, 3d, that admiral Stopford should be teprimanded for having shown weakness in the execution of the coercive measures.
The trial of prince Louis Napoleon was progressin^!: before the ch"amber of peers.
The testimony of count Montholon and the other
oflicers who attended the prince in his daring attempt, goes to show that none of them knew ol his
design until a short time before (lie landing at Boulogne. The count declares tliat if his name appeared at the bottom of the proclamations, it was lotally
iinknown to him. He adds: "it would have been
an act of cowardice not to have landed with the
others.
I could not have abandoned the prince at

such a moment."
Military preparations.

The

last

France represent the government

as

accounts from
actively

pro-

ceeding in the work of surrounding Paris with a line
of barricades. The fcllowiiig is the plan adopted
by the government:

"There

shall

be raided a bastioned wall, terraced

and laced with masonry, thirty feet in height, willi
Exterior works
glacis and contrescarp in earth.
casemated, closed at the gorge, regularly constructed with contrescarp in masonry and covered way.
St. Dennis shall he forlified; Charenton shall have
permanent works constructed for the purpose of insuring the possession of the two rivers. The works
shall commence by the exterior forts of Nogent,
Eosny, Noisy, Roinainville, Mount Valerien, Ivry,
St. Dennis, and the construction of the other works
will continue on all th'se points. A camp of 30,000
men will be distributeil in different stations, according as the woiks require it. The minister of public
works, shall unite himself with the minister of war
The
ior the direction and forwarding these works.
Fonts et Chausees shall open a slategie road from the
centre of Pantin to the Maine."
The papers of M. Thiers thus speak of Ihe proJ3ct:

view
to do

it

as

much

fatal

news, and
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have good reason

so.

The above

intelligence has produced a complete
panic in the city, and consols had fallen nearly 1^
may also add,
per cent, viz: from S7J to 86|.
that 100,000 consols were offered at S6, and no
Purchasers were, however, shortly, aftertakers.
wards obtained at that price.
Ten thousand additional troops have been order-

We

ed to embark at Constantinople for Cyprus. ^Ve
have already slated that Mehemet Ali illher was or
feigned to be seriously indisposed. His disease is
saul to be a boil on the spine, an affection peculiar
to the Nile:
His late apparent huiriility to the sultan, and his offijr through Rifat bey to surrender
Candia and Adan, are believed to have been a mere
ruse to gain time and had his offer been accepted,
he would probably not have abided by them.
The intejiigence from Beyrout is extremely contradictory,
it is said commodore Napier has made
prizes of some Egytian ships he had already seized,
and that he continues to interrupt all supplies going

towards the coast. The governor of Beyrout has,
on tile other hand, literally offered a reward for the
head of lord Ponsonby's dragoman, Mr. Moore.
He is, however, sale on board the commander's
The city- is now blockaded by a very strong
ship.
squadron, consisting of the Powerful, the Edenburgh, the Thunderer, the Ganges, the Banbow,
Ihe Castor, the Carysfort, and the Gorgon steamer.
The Jean, manned with 750, and the Scipio with
670 men, have sailed for the Levant. These two
ships are destined to reinforce the French Mediterranean fleet, under admiral Hugon. The Euphrates
and .(Etna steamers had already preceded thein.
The Trident, manned by 600 men, has bent sails
for Philippeville.
It conveys 960 men to join the
22d, 26th and 61st regimeni.s.
The Cocyte has set
out fcr Algiers with despatches for marshal Vallee,
conveying 790 military passengers, of wliom 24 are
o/iicers.
Accounts from L'Orient state Ihat beside
the fleet in the Mediterranean, and the ships in
course of armament at the various ports, at L'Orient
alone, (one of the smallest of the French ports),
there is at this moment ready for sea six sail of the
line, seven frigates, and three steam vessels, be-

"A wall regularly constructed surrounds Pans
its suburbs, and will enclose a space triple the
surface actually built on. It will make no alteration
divisions, nor will it obstruct any
administrative
in
sides several small vessels.
It
will be protected
existing communications.
EOYPTagainst enemies' batteries by exterior works, more
Refusal of the pacha of Es^ypt to accede to the
remote from Paris than the fortress of Vincenness.
leriiis offered by the combined powers.
The following
These works will form the first line of defence, and
is an extract of a letter received at Lloyd's, from
will keep the enemy at a sufficient distance from
their agent at Canstanlinople, dated September 9.
Paris to render impossible the action of incendiary
steamer has just arrived from AlexanThis plan, which unites all the advan- "A Turkish
projectiles.
dria, bringing, it is reported, the pasha's positive
tafes of the different systems hitherto proposed, is
and final refusal to listen to the arrangement which
It resolves the
of a date anterior to recent events.
the four combined powers have agreed upon with
principal difficulties, delivers Paris from the fear ol
regard to his difference with the pasha."
all external danger, and renders a siege impossible,
The quadruple treaty. In relation to the treaty,
by depriving the enemy of all hope of carrying a
the
Baltimore American says: It is still uncertain
It will have considerable infortress so immense.
whether Mehemet Ali has accepted or refused the
fluence on the policy of France, rendering impossiconditions proposed to him by the allied powers.
capital
danger
that
could
befall
the
greatest
ble the
The facts relative to this treaty are in substance
in case of external war. It will form, with the beauthese: Mehemet Ali having long held dominion in
tiful works already executed at Lyons, two great
Egypt, and having by the aid of his son Ibrahim
centres of resistance on the two most iinportant
In giving an immense lorce subdued Syria, was determined to possess these
points of our territory.
countries in his own right, without the aclcnowto France, it augments the chances of peace, and
ledgment of even nominal subjection to the sultan.
diminishes those ot war."
The Jllsace of Strasburg states that orders have The open avowal of this determination was made
towards the close of Mahmnud's reign, who immebeen receivetl there for the putting into a complete
diately despatched a Turkish fleet to hold the pasha
state of defence all the fortified places of the military
check, until his own forces, assisted liy the powcentre.
Lieut, in
division of which that city forms the
er of Russia, could be in readiness to lake the field.
general Pelletier, inspector general of the artillery,
The Turkish fleet instead of opposing Mehemet
had arrived there.
Ali went over and joined him. The porte was now
TRANCE AND EGYPT.
in consternation.
Ibrahim had put his army in moFrom the London Mornirig Herald of October 5.
tion and was threatening Constantinople; the sultan
Most important. .We have this morning received had no means of defence upon which he could rely.
from
important
communication
our
following
the
In this state of things, Russia was quite willing to
correspondent at Paris:
take the sultan under her sole protection
in accorParis, Oct. 2, (half past 8, Friday monnng.)
dance with a system of warlike diplomacy which
I hasten to inform you that the French govern- has been practised of late years
with some success,
ment have received the following most important esjiecially by Great Britain in India. This system
telegraphic dispatch:
is to sustain an imbecile government with the view
of controlling it and of governing through it.
"Marseilles. October 1, (half past I.)
But England was not disposed to allow Russia
"Malta, Sept. 27. The Prometheu.s, which left
Beyrout the 20tli, announces hat, after boiiibard- the privilege of exclusive protection. Her friendjuent of nine days, which reduced the town to ashes, ship for the sultan was equally tender and strong,
the Egyptians evacuated the town in the night, and and she was not willing to be outdone in political
generosity by the czar. These two great powers
the allies took possession of it.
"The Oriental, which quitted Alexandria on the may be considered as the principals in the late ne24th, makes known that the firman deposing Mehe- gotiations; and Ihey are utterly antagonist to one
met All had been communicated on the ilst to his another, though in alliance. Austria and Pru.ssia
highness, by the consuls-generals nf the lour pow- are not much more than nominal parlies
or if of
ers, who instantly struck their Hags, and letireil on Inllnence in the all'air, it is on the sid.> id' Russia,
no douhl, from Ihe force of sympathy and of Rusboard their shipping.
sian influence. Turkey, by her position, commands
"Director of the Telegraph Flocon."
The above is the most important and alarming the overland or interior route to Imlia; hence neiAs members ther Russia nor England is willing that I ho exclusive
int'-lligence Ihat could be reoiuved.
of the French government have said that if the trea- control should be posses.'ed by a rival.
France is hostile to the treaty because she can
ty were executed a t'outrance, there must be war.
I dare not say inure to alarm the public uiind, but I expect to derive no advantage Iroiu it; aud furtherand

—

—

I

—

more because she hopes to exercise over Egypt and
Syria the same sort of influence which the other
great powers are seeking over Turkey.
But to the conditions of the treaty: The four
powers in behalf of the sultan demand of Mehemet
Ali that he relinquish within twenty days all claim
to the hereditary possession of Syria and Egypt in
his own right.
If he acceeds to this he wilf be allowed the pachalic of Egypt to himself and his
descendants on payment of an annual tribute; he
will be allowed also during his own life to hold the
government of a portion of Syria, the pachalic of
Acre, on condition likewise of paying tribute. He
is rrquired to give up the Turkish fleet and crews
without charging expenses during the time 61" detention.
He must recall his forces from the country recently conquered by his son Ibrahim; and tlie
army and navy which he may hereafter keep in
Egypt shall be considered as a part of the forces
of the Ottoman empire. TJie laws of the Ottoman
empire shall be in force in the pachalics of Egypt
and Acre, though Mehemet may levy taxes to support his government.
These are hard terms, and not easily to be digested by an ambitious potentate, flushed with conquest,
warlike in disposition, and conscious of his own
power. The consideration that they are imposed
by foreign Christian nations is not likely to make
The hesitancy of
the conditions more palatable.
the French government, which is in truth desirous
of peace, has tended to protract the final issue, and
With the assurance
to throw uncertainty upon it.
from France, Mehemet would hardly
waste a moment in coming to the conclusion of
immediate resistance. The' next arrival from Europe will probably bring definite intelligence one
of support

way

or the other.

Dreadful carlhqunke. The account of ttie falling of a part of Mount Ararat shaken down by an
earthquake, with a terrible destruction of human
The St. Petersburg ./?6ct;/e rfii
life, is confirmed.
Nord, of September 11th. publishes the following
letter,

dated Tifliis, August 13th:
doubtless heard of the terrible earth-

"You have

quake of Mount Ararat, which has totally destroyed the town of Maliitcheman, damaged all the
buildings at Erivan, and devastated the two disAll
tricts of Sharour and Sourmale, in Armeuio.
the villages in those districts have been destroyed.
earth is rent in such a manner, that all Ihe
cotton and rice plantations have perished for want
of water. But the most awful event has taken
place in the neighborhood of Mount Ararat.
considerable mas/ was loosened from the moun-

The

A

and destroyed every thing in its way lor the
distance of seven wrests, (nearly five English
tain,

miles).

Among

others, the great village of

Akhonla has

had the fate of^Herculaneum and Pompeii. Above
one thousand inhabitants were buried under heaps
of rocks.
A thick fluid, which alterwaids became a river, ran from the interior of the mountain, which was opened, and following the same
direction, swept over the ruins, and carried with it
the corpses of the Unfortunate inhabitants of Akhouli,
The shock continued to be
the dead animals. Sec.
felt every day in the above mentioned districts, and
enterely laid them waste; then the shocks became
Ararat is not yet quiei; the day beless frequent.
fore yesterday I was awakened by two violent subterraneous commotions.
BUSSIA.
The steam packet Sirius arrived at the London
docks from St. Petersburg, on Saturday, the 2Clh
She left Cronstadton the morning of Wednesult.
She brings accounts that 12,000 men were to
day.
embark at first, and in the event of Ibrahim's
marching on Constantinople, a second expedition

would be

sent.

ALGIERS.

A

despatch from marshal Vallee to the French

rainisler of war, giving a detailed account of the defeat of an Arab force near the Oued Boudouaon.on

Full
the I9th nit. is published in the Monileur.
particulars of this engagement have already been
in the Times.
Another despatch from marshal Vallee, dated (he

given

21st of Sejitember, stales that an attempt made by
Bouhamedi, Kalifa, ofTlemecen, to carry off some
cattle from the allied Douars, was repelled with
Abdel-Kader was ill at Mascara, and Ihe
loss.
greater part of his regular troops were in Ihe ea.«t,
whf re Ihey had been delVatid on the 29th of August, and also on the 1st of September, by general

Changarnier and colonel Levasseur, Benlhamit Kaof Mascara, was at Saida, collecting contribuand Bouhamedi was occupied i.i reoioving
stores and troops from TIemecen to Trafiaoua.
The recruiting lor the Emir's regular troops conlila

tions,

tinued.

j
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SPAIN.'

The revolutionary movement continues in Spain,
the junto at Madrid still administering the government. The queen accepted the resignation of the
Sancho ministry, and apjjoinled Espartero president
ol the council, with insiructions to .''rame a cabinet,
but without any specific department in the ministry,
"in order," the dei'ree states, "that he may continue at liberty to command the army, as he has
hitherto done, so much to the satisfaction and glory
of the country."
insurrection

PORTUGAL.
among the

troops in Portugal,

according to accounts from Lisbon, dated the 21st
of September, has been suppressed. The revolted
soldiers, it is supposed, disheartened at not being
joined by a force which they expected to find at
Viseu, and having exhausted the money wiih which
they had been supplied, turned against their leaders.
They refuseil to march towards the Spanish frontier,
as they were ordered; assassinated their commander Miguel Augusfo de Sousa, and gave themselves
up to the queen's troops.

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.

The

official return

two districts which
were as follows:
Eastern distrid

of votes for congressmen in the
failed to elect on the ]4lh ult.

— Noyes,

(w.) 4,792; Lowell, (V.

B.) 4,.567; Wheelen and scattering 304; of course
Mr. Noyes wanted 79 votes of being elected.

Oxford district— hong, (whig) 5,2S3; Liltlefield,
(V. B. regular candidate) 4,787; Parris, (do. irregular) 1,965; scattering 86.
We have no account yet of the period for another
election.

VERMONT.

1840— STATES OF

is a positive contravention of the letter of our
constitution, and in direct violation of the spirit of
our civil institutions. To encourage the practice
of virtue, lo prevent the commission of crime, to
foster the interests of education, to promote the industry and improvement of the country, and to protect the personal liberty and rights of our citizens,
are among our legitimate and proper duties as legis-

rights,

Jlbdicaiion of the king.
The Amsterdam papers
of Wednesday announce the abdication of tlie kin;;
of Holland in favor of his son. It appears that his
majesty communicated liis intentions to liis ministers
belore settiii<; out tlie day before from tlie Hague to
the castle of Loo.
proclamation will be issued in
a lew days informing his subjects o( his resoluThe Haiidlesblad says that the Icin^, having
tion.
summoned the prince and prirjcess of Orange to
Loo, communicated his intentions to Ihem in the
He is .said to
f)resence of his friend baron Fayel.
lave laid aside his crown and retired to private life,
for the purpose of accomplishing the union with a
lady of his court, which encountered so ranch opposition from his subjects when first announced
some twelve months ago.
CHI.VA.
Extract of a letter dated Bombay, July 23, at 9
o'clock in the evening, received by the Mediterra•
nean packet:
'•The steamer is already under weigh, and dropI'll
to
down,
b".'.
try
ping
catch her wilh three
lines, to say that a private express from Calcutta
has arrived which slates that intelligence has been
received there from China, by the steamer Enterprise, of the arrival of part of the expedition in the
Canton river, and of the total destruction of the forts
We shall know the truth of
of the Bocca Tigris.
it in a day or two; it is doubted by none."
The lollowing, from a correspondent of the London Standard, is in addition to the above.
I send you in haste the accompanying extract of
a letter from Bombay, received by a friend of mine
"Alter the vessels had destroyed
in Liverpool:
the forts of the Bogue at the entrance of the Bocco
Tigris, some troops and seamen were sent on shore
to put them in a state of defence against the ChiThe expedition then proceeded towards
nese.
Whampoa, having pressed two Chinese pilots; but
on reaching the second bar, the passage for large
vessels was impeded by the Chinese having taken
the precaution to sink some large junks; however,
the smaller vessels and steamers will almost immediately proceed wilh a strong military force to raze
Canton to the ground.

The
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lators.

In popular governments, law depends for its eificacy, mainly upon the convictions of the people
of its necessity and expediency. Without public
opinion in its lavor, legislative enactment becomes
a dead letter upon our statute bo6I{, and is not only
disregarded of itself, but in some measure weakens
the force of salutary and necessary laws, and consequently lessens the respect paid to them.
ought
therefore, to pause and examine with great caution,
before adopting propositions for altering the principles or details of laws, which have received a judicial construction, anct with whose provisions the
people have become familiar.
The very careful revision of our laws, at the last
session of the general assembly, brought under examination most of the important provisions of our
statute law.
Time has scarcely been afforded, since
its promulgation, lo test the operation of the various
modifications and amendments therein introduced,
and the necessity of an immediate alteration will
doubtless be obvious and plain before you will be

We

called

upon

to

make

it.

Our revenue, derived almost entirely from a direct
tax on the people, presents a constant admonition to
frugality and economy in expenditure, and should
lead to frequent inquiry into the operation of our
system of taxation. This system is based mainly
on incotne; audit is due to those who defray the
expenses of government, that all productive property, and profitable pursuits, should bear their relative
propoition of the public burdens.
From frequent application to me for the remission
of small fines, imposed by the county courts, for
assault and battery, and other breaches of the peace,
I have been led to the inquiry whether an alteration
in the law on that subject might not save considerable sums to the state, without weakening the claims
of justice or lessening public security. Judging of
the character of the ofience, by the amount of fines
imposed, the presumption is strong that respondents
in souie cases hlive been bound over to the county
court by justices of the peace, more on account of
the inability of the offender to pay a fine and costs,
w here the town in which the offence was committed
might have had an interest, than by re.ison of the
enormity of the offence. In a majority of cases,
presented for the exercise of executive clemency,
the fine has been five or ten dollars, with costs varying from fifteen to sixty. Nor is the payment of
enormous bills of cost, the whole charge lo the state.
Respondents, in cases of this character, being usually
irresponsible and unable to procure bail, are consequently confined in jail, and the slate charged with
their support as state prisoners.
On conviction
sentence to pay a fine of a few dollars and costs of
prosecution, operates as severely' as a sentence of
perpetual imprisonment, to the offender, and a perpetual charge on the state for his support, unless
relieved by executive interference. If no other alteration should be deemed expedient, it would better accord with the humane spirit of our laws, to
provide that the sentence in such cases, should be
in the alternative, either fine, or imprisonment for
a limited time, when the fine is not paid.
But I
would respectfully suggest, as worthy of inquiry;
whether a remedy might not be found, by providing,
that, on convictio/i of certain inferior offences and
misdemeanors, the fine should be paid into the town
treasury, and whether it might not be expedient to
enlarge the jurisdiction of justices of the peace for
their trial.
By a salutary provision in the constitution of the
United States, any person committing crime in one
state and escaping into another, shall, on demand
of the e.xecutive of the stale having jurisdiction of
This ]irovision
the case, be removed there lor trial.

Governor's message to the legislature.
Some
should be carried into effect in good faith.
Fellow citizens of the senate and
of the states have made the act of procuring goods
house of representatives:
under false pretences, an indictable offence. Cases
Again it becomes my duty to address you upon are believed to have occurred when men, smarting
our public concerns. Our official dniies are various under the loss of property have been led to make
and responsible; and we shall best subserve the ob- oath to facts, at an ex parte hearing, which fully
ject of our appointment, and mo.st effectuaUy pro- justified the commencement ol a public prosecution
mote the prosperity of our country, bv an honest, lor crime, where the real object was evidently to
faithful and wise discharge of them.
All legislation effect a compromise with a debtor or extort money
having in view the virtue and permanent happiness from bis friends in satisfaction of a precarious debt.
of the people, will ultimately result in the common The exclusive warrant when obtained, is used not
welfare.
to bring a public offender to justice, but for indiviUnder our happy form of government, the rights dual benefit. The evil complained of might perhaps
of the humblest citizen are as sacredly secured as be prevented, were it made an indictable offence
those of the most highly favored; and every act to compromise with, and permit to go at large, any
which shall unnecessarily, limit or abridge those peisou auesttd on an executive warrant, lioued at
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the request of the governor of the state,

crime

is

where the

charged to have been committed.

The

condition of our common schools and seminaries of learning, is always deserving your careful
attention.
In ray last annual message, I urged the
application of the income of the state school fund to
purposes of education, and leg leave to refer to the
suggestions there made.
We are practically an agricultural people. To
the successful prosecution of this pursuit, are our
citizens principally indebted, for the necessaries,
and many of the luxuries, of civilized life.
Although an interest of such vast importance to the
prosperity of the state, it has heretoloie received but
little encouragement from the action of the government. Great improvements have been made, within the last half century, in this important branch of
industry, owing, mainly, to the successful application of science in the development of the properties of our various soils, and consequent adaptatioa
of the same to the dili'erent products of agriculture.
This is a matter, interesting, not only to the philosopher in his inquiries into cause and effect, but
also furnishes an object of intense interest to the
legislator and political economist.
I feel justified
in again urging upon the favorable consideration of
the general assembly, the propriety of a geological
survey of the state. Much valuable information ou
this subject may be found embodied in the reports
made to the three last sessions of the legislature.
The difficulties which have beset the business
transactions of the country since 1S36, are by a
large majorit}' of the people of this state, considered
as having grown out of the improvident measures of
Ihe general government.
Many of oiir most enlightened and sagacious statesmen clearly foresaw
and predicted the result; a m.ijority of the community, notwithstdnding, deceived by the plausible
reasoning and specious promises of interested and
designing men, and by the apparent prosperity and
success with which most kinds of business were
then pursued, were led, for a season, to give Ihem
their support.
The people, however, are now engaged in a fearful sirile to remove from the administration of the federal government those, who, in
the discharge of their official trusts, they believe,
have w'antonly disregarded the best interests of their
constituents. As the struggle progresses, the final
result appears less and less doubtful.
The recent
elections indicate with a certainty almost unerring,
Ihat the great mass of our population, whose only
interest m government is, to have it wisely and frugally administered, are becoming convinced of the
ruinous tendency of some of the leading measures
of the administration. This result is the more to
be prized, affording, as it does, indubitable evidence
of that honesty of purpose and purity of intention,
which have ever characterised the great body of
It can hardly be otherwise,
the American people.
while the interest of the great majority of each of
the political parties, into which the country is at
present divided, is the same, the greatest good of
It furnishes a sure guarantee
the greatest number.
for the durability of our institutions, and a serious

admonition to our rulers, that they will always receive a rebuke at the hands of the people, whenever
they make the success of partizan measures an object paramount to the general good.
The subject of the currency will, doubtless, claim
The hostility to banks
a share of your attention.
and a paper medium, for the transaction of the business of the country, has been carried on in an unrelenting, and in some instances, vindictive spirit.
While some openly assail, and would at once abolish Ihem, thereby compelling a resort to an exclusive specie currency, others, with a pretended conviction of their utility and necessity, covertly attempting their destruction, by advocating measures
and principles which, if sustained and adopted,
would ultimately effect their ruin, by taking from
them all their ability for usefulness. Among other
charges, it has been said, that the operations of
banks liave induced high prices. Has the fanner,
Ihe arlizan, or the merchant, suffered in consequence? High prices and a ready sale are great
encouragements to individual industry aud enterprise.

Low

prices operate to the reverse.

It is alledg-

ed, that they fiave given a fictitious value to proBe it so; under this state of things, and durperty.

ing Iheir existence, immense indebtedness and liabihties have been incurred, in the purchase of property, in investments in manufacturing establishments and machinery, and in permanent and valuable improvements in the condition of the country.
Would it be just, or humane, or honorable, for the
same government, which authorised the establishment of banks, and gave them power to exert this
influence over the business of the community, by
encouraging liberal discounts in aid of these enterprises, at ouce to annihilate these institutions, or.

"
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is equivalent, to <lisciedit their issues, and
thus brins the property of the country to what Is
claimed to be its real specie value? While thus
unsettling the value of property, and the relative
condition of our whole population, it must be remembered, that indebtedness cannot be reduced,
but on the contrary, will be increased in the same
ratio in which the price of property is reduced, and
the means lor payment lessened. The cuiilrol of
the whole property of the country would thus soon

what

be placed in the bands of

capitalists

i

1840— STATES OF

and since this institution must probably remain as an
appendage to our criminal jurisprudence, so long as
crime is found among us, any additional buildings,

that evidence to present the same to congress; not
in obedience to any law or precedent, which has
heretofore been considered binding in like cases,
but in startling violation of all law and constitu-

tution.

and money

advocate
I would not be umlerstood as being an
But,
for an irresponsible orunsafe banking system.

or repairs upon those already erected, if within the
bounds of necessity and frugality, could hardly be
lo'garded as a waste of funds.
The report of the moral condition of the prisoners
is alike gratifying to humanity, and honorable to
those who have the immediate charge ol the insti-

in

places

whose

60110 fide busi-

ness transactions needed accommodations from that
capital, and where the stock has been properly distributed and owned by capitalists seeking such an
investment of Iheir money, I have heard but little
or no complaint. Indeed, it is believed, that in the
most disastrous season of the last four years, snch
banks, instead of being liable to the censure so
freely bestowed upon all banks— of crippling and oppressing the community have, uniformly, afforded
more aid, and at a more reasonable rate", than
would have been obtained, had the same an.ount of
capital been under the control of individuals.
The danger and loss to the community have arisen

—

from granting bank charters, where the active business of the country do not require them, and from
having them placed in operation a fictitious capital,
managed by borrowers instead of lenders, their accommodations monopolized by directors or their
friends, and embark in hazardous, not to say, de-

While the business of the
sperate speculations.
country remains prosperous, the bills of the bank
credit: but when a reverse
obtain
redeemed
and
are
occurs, and money cannot be raised from the particular business in which the borrowers are engaged,
the bank fails to meet its liabilities and the bill
holders must sufli^r the loss; for whenever an examination takes places the notes for loans, and the
capital stock of the baidc, are found to be identical.
The history of one of these swidling institutions

would require but little variation, to serve as the
history of every bank which has failed in New
England.
The benefi's between the bank and the people
should be reciprocal. There would be no apology
for granting to capitalists the privilege of associating for banking purposes, were we not fully satis-

same time, we were conferring an
equal benefit upon the community, among whom a
bank may be located, by alibrding facilities for
loans, at a reasonable rate, to such as take the property of the neighborhood to market and furnish it
with merchandise in return, or to such as add labor
to the raw material, and thus render the property
of the country a more valuable as well as more

fied, that at the

marketable commodity.
Entertaining these views, should (his subject
come under your consideration, it might naturally
be expected that I should ask for them a candid and
dispassionate examination. In the absence of all
party feeling and every improper bias, the inquiry
should be, does the active business of any particular section, asking for the establishment of a b.=ink,
need its accoinmod.itioii? Are there capitalists,
who will make investments of the stock?
If the affirmative be true, still we shall have
but profitless improvement of the example of
onr predecessors and neighbors, if,^whcn we adopt
such salutary restrictions as will effectually secure
the public from loss, we should im|iose such unreasonable and excessive restraints as shall prevent
that public from enjoying the benefits of the system.
Copies of resolutions, passed by the hxislatures
of several of our sister slates, up'in various subjects, have been received by me since the adjournIn compliance
ment of the general assembly.
with requests by wliich they were accompanied,
they will be laid before you.
No subject embraced in them is of so grave an
import, or involves principles so alarming in their
character, as those from the state of New Jersey.

made

The annual

reports of the several state officers,

which are required by law to be made to me, will
be laid before you as early as possible. Any other
prece- subjects which it may be necessary to communicate
to you during the present session, will be presented

tional right, and a reckless disregard of all
believing as I do, that the facilities heretofore af- dent.
Whatever motive may have influenced the deciemihave
system,
forded by banks and the credit
the majority in congress on this question,
nently contributed to foster and carr>' forward the sion of
still, in a history of the times, it will be ditficult to
be
our
it
to
hold
I
country,
our
of
great interests
it apart from the fact, that the matter was
duty, our imperative duty, as conservators of the consider
and for the time being, settled, during
public welfare, to sustain a safe and efficient bank- prematurely,
of a favorite, executive and partisan
pendency
the
of
means
only,
ing system as the b. st, if not the
which all parties admit, is to
securing and promoting the pecuniary prosperty of measure; a measure,
important
and controlling, if not deexercise
an
our constituents.
on
the pursuits and prosperity
influence
structive,
have
I have no hesitation in saying that banks
been chartered with too great facility, and upon im- of the country.
This invasion of the constitutional riglits of a
])roper principles, in some sections of the union;
dangerous, from the fact, that it
perhaps, to some extent in this state. Much of the state is the more
by a body, over whom the injured
prejudice, now existing against these institutions, was perpetrated
control, and before whom it can
have
no
party
can
has arisen trom tliis f.ict, and from their iin)proper
Where banks have been established neither make known its wrongs nor seek redress,

management.
upon solid capital
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One of the sovereign states of the union has been
deprived of her constitutional rights. Her repre^...>r before undisputed
»,= ever
........... the
"
presenting
sentatives,
and legal evidence of their election, have been reNot from any failure on
fused seats in congress.
the part of the freemen to elect; not from any fraud
or neglect of the executive of the slate to furnish
the usual and legal evidence of the result of such
election; not through the omission of those holding

lenders.

'

24,

except by sulferance.

From

the practice, in regard to contested elec-

message.
That distinguished feature in democratic governments, rotation in office, has always been esteemed
one of the most efficient safe-guards of the purity of
our free institutions. Having long entertained the
opinion, that the public have aright to command the
services of its citizens, in any station which they
may be considered necessary or useful, and thatprivate convenience should always give place to the
public will, I have never permitted my personal
preferences to interfere with what seemed to be the
public voice. Permit me, however, on this occasion to say to you, and through you to my fellow
citizens generally, that my desires and wishes are,
that they will select some other person to fill the
place in which I now am, after the present political

in special

year.

Our frequent elections afford opportunity for an
which has prevailed from the foundation of
government until the last session of congress, expression of the estimate, placed by the people,
For there is upon the services of their public servants.
little danger could be apprehended.
I cannot sufficiently ex[iress the profound sense
no occasion to fear that any permanent wrong,
either public or private, can grow out of any frau- of obligation felt towards my lellow citizens for
tions,

the

dulent or unlawful act of the state authorities, in
cases of this character, as the actors, by our frequent elections are so often brought before a tribunal, from whicli there is no appeal, and whose reOur
proof few would be willing to encounter.
present form of government has more to fear from
undue assumption of power by the several branch_es of the general government, than from any other
source. It behooves the states, therefore, as they
prize our liberties, to regard with watchful vigilance every approach to the usurpation and exercise of power not delegated by the constitution.
Through the politeness of the trustees of the
"Vermont asylum for the insane," a copy of thei
fourth annual report has been placed in my hands.
lasting debt of gratitude is due to the philanthro
pic individual, whose liberal bequest laid the foun
The numerous
dation for this humane institution.
applications for admission show the vs'isdom of the
legislature making the appropriations which enabled the trustees to open their asylum with the

A

their

having so repeatedly elected

me

to the

respon-

And
sible station of chief magistrate of the state.
the recent flattering manner in which they have
been pleased to express, anew, their approbation
of my humble efforts in their service, has greatly
increased my obligations; for no circumstance can
be more gratifying than to meet this unequivocal
evidence of the public confidence.
In conclusion, fellow citizens, I cheerfully tender
to you my assistance in whatever you may advance,
and may
destined to promote the general welfare:
that Almighty being, without whose aid all our efforts are vain, so assist us, that we shall ever possess the consciousness of having faithfully dischargS. H. Jenison.
ed our duty.
Executive department, October 10, 1840.

—

Co7igressional election.
First district— Hiland Hall

6.923
4,084
40
Scattering
2,799
Hall's majority
Slade
6,728
Wm.
district—
Second
possible
delay.
least
3,034
Charles Lindslcy
Many of the patients have been already restored
44
Scattering
to reason, to their families and to usefulness, and
Poultney and Chittenden not returned, which
they will ever have occasion to revere the memory
and liberality of their benefactor, as well as the gave, probably, 350 majority for Mr. Blade
3,649
Slade's majority
enlightened policy which opened this comfortable
u,729
Sound policy and humanity alike require Third district— Horace Everett
retreat.
4,497
Truman B. Ransom
that the establishment be enlarged, whenever its
110
Andrew Tracy
present accom.modaiions shall be found insufhcient
Scattering
to meet the wants of the whole of this unfortunate
majority
Everett's
class of our fellow men.
6,l4
The report of the superintendent of the state pri- Fourth district .Augustus Young
John Smith
4.791
son, and the report of the committee, apjiointed by
Scattering
the last general assembly to make a contract in be1,301
Young's majority
half of the slate for the labor of the convicts, have
5,471
been furnished me, and will be laid before yon at an Filth district— John Mattocks
6,2W
Isaac Flet her
It will be perceived that the committee
early day.

Daniel Kellogg

—

with Mr. Hubbard in March last, found himself unexpectedly obliged to uiake immediate provision for the support and employment of the conThis was done, and the rejiort shows, that
victs.
for about six months, ending on the first day of October instant, there has been an actual income to
the slate of .'J!;499 99, after paying all exiienses on
account of the jirison, including the sum of $-5fi8 94
tract

which were tor iinpiove,ments of a permanent character. This result, flatlor repairs, nearly all of

tering as it is to the suiierinlendent, certainly appears to exhibit the praclicabilily of having the
alfairs of the prison managed by its immediate offiIf the lecers, without incurring pecuniary loss.
gislature should be satisfied that the present prosperous condition of its alfairs can be maintained, it
would certainly appear more consonant with the
dignity of the state, to keep the management (d'its
piison concerns under the immediate control of the
officers of this institution, than to pursue the policy
of farming it out by contract, as proposed by the
law of last session. Tlif subject n| improvement in
the prison buildings, lias been repeatedly brought
to the notice of the fegislature by the snperiiilendeiit,!

U

L.B. Perk

accomplish the object oi' their appointment.
superintendent, on the expiration of the con-

failed to

The

Scattering

Matlock's majorily
Barton and Ryegate not counted, which were'aj'
follows:

Mallocks.
99
1»0

Barton

Rvegate

199

Flcfche.

SsMt

7G
101

177

If these were counted, gen. Mattock's majoriq
would be 133.

.Aggregate whig majorities.
Including the towns not returned, or rejected

fo^

informality.

2,m
8,m

Ist district

do.
do.
4th do.
5th do.

2d

3il

including votes for Mr. Tracy

2,28;
1,30;
131

10,62;
Total whig majority.
IWalker's Montpetier JnurirnI nf I3lh inst.

NEW
Genesse Valley canal.
says:

"Xlie

first

YORK.

The Rochester Dcmocrj

division of the Genesse Valle
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canal, (36 miles in length) was openpct the 1st
day or Se))tt'inber. and the amount cf tolls received
up to the 1st of October was $1,371 20 cents.—
The business of the canal is rapidly increasing, and
tlie tolls for the present monlli will probably double

WaTre7i.
Council Caleb H. Valentine. Assembly John Moore, George W. Smyth, Jacob
H. Winter.
MidJlecex.* Council D. B. Appleget. Assembly
Adam Lee, John Acken, Israel R. Coriell,

Somerset and Cambria
Greene

those received during September."

Dean

Butler

—

—

—

Brilton.

.

Erie
Indiana

Mercer

—

.

.

.
.

.

2

.2
.2

1

.
.

.
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1

.

As- Beaver
2
Council Joseph W. Scott.
Somerset.*
Corporalion vs. Crolon wider company.
curiVenango and Clarion
1
ous proceeding is now going on in the city. It is sembly Daniel Cory, Henry H. Wilson, Arthur
Clearfield, Clinton and
V.
P.
Sutphen.
point
between
our
Croton
disputed
water
works'
a
•
Lycoming,
Mercer.* Council James White. Assembly
\
commissioneis and city corporation as to which has
Montgomery
3
the right to pul down the iron pipes within the William Rosco, James Wilson.
Luzerne
Hunterdon. Council— John Lilly. Assembly
bounds of the city; but, before this is settled, the
Bradford
.
1
1
Joseph Exton, Philip Hiler, Garret Servis.
cor|)0ralion have gone to work putting down pipes
Burlington.*
Council William Iiick. Assem- Potter and Tioga,
in all directions. In the mean time, the water com1
John Emly, William Black, jun. Levi Bor- Armstrong
uiissioners refuse to pay the corporation's bills for blv
Susqiiehannah
..0
1
1
ton, Elihu Mathis, Isaac Stokes.
putting down these jiipes.
Crawford
2
2
jun.
Peter
Vredenburg,
Monmouth.*
Council
NEW JERSEY.
The following table shovi's the charac- Assembly John Mairs, Henry W. Wolcot, James Jetlerson, Warren and
Eleclion.
McKean
ter of the legislature just elected as compared with Grover, Charles Morris.
Gloucester.*
Council Joseph Porter. Assemthe last.
51
49
32
68
bly
Ricliard
W. Snowden, Joseph Franklin,
1S40.
1839.
Congress The representation in the present conCouncil. Jlssembly. Council. Jlssemdli/. Charles Reeves, Elijah Bower.
Jltlaniic.
Council— Mahlon D. Canfield. As- gress consists of 17 Van Buren and 11 whigs. AcW. V. B. W. V. B. W. V. B. W. V.B.
sembly Joseph Reid.
cording to the latest information we have, there are
1
1
1
1
Atlantic
Sulcm.* Council— Joseph M. Reeve. Assem- 15 Van Buren and 13 whigs now elected.
1
2
1
2
Bergen
bly
John Dickinson, Samuel Bolton, and Alexan1840.
5
1838.
Burlington
5
.
der G. Cattell.
Whig. V. B. Whig. V. B.
Cape May
AsCumberland.*
Council Samuel Barber.
1st district
1
1
3
Cumberland
3
sembly William P. Seeley, Lewis Kice, Benj.F.
2d
"
2
2
Essex
Chew.
3d
"
4
4
Gloucester
Cape May.* Council Thomas P. Huges. As4th
"
3
3
new county.
Hudson
sembly Maurice Bcasly.
olh Montgomery
1
1
3
1
3
Hunterdon
i
The legislature .jTieets on Tuesday next, the 27th 6th Bucks
1
2
2
Mercer

A

—

.

.

.

.0
.02

—

.

.

—

—

.

11
01

.01
10

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

Bliddlesex

Monmouth
Morris
Passaic

Salem
Somerset

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Sussex

10
50
10

10
10
40
01
40
10 04
40
20
10
20
30 01
10
03 01 03
4

3

3

3

3

1

41

13

Whig

10
50

4

1

Warren

10
10
10
10
10

12

3

1

33
20

20

29
18
majority on joint ballot, 1840, 37; in-]839, 16.
Popular vote as compared with 183S.
IVhig maj. of 1S40.
V. B. muj. in 1838.

Bergen
Hudson, (new

223
192
197

co.)

Passaic

Essex
Sussex
Warren

Monmouth

97
453
929
362

Atlantic

514
780
109
203
400

Gloucester
Burlington

Salem
Cumberland
Cape May

PENNSYLVANIA.
The following
returns.

—

—

^

o

J

10

5,391
4,325
Whig majority in popular vote 1,066. In the
rounties of Bergen, Sussex, Warren and Hunterdon,
the whigs presented no tickets at the late election.
In Atlantic they run a ticket, with the result as
The majorities therefore necessarily
stated above.
are estimated.

1

1
1

1

10

10

1

1840.

.70

Philadelphia counly

Bucks

.

.

Chester
Lancaster

.

.

Lebanon
Van Buren aggregate majo- Delaware,
and Cumberland

Adams

be included.

Members of

—

Bergen.

the legislature.

Council Albert G. Doremus. 'Assembly—John G. Ackerson, Albert J. Terhne.
Hudson.*
Council Abraham Van Santvoord.
Assembly John S. Condict.
Passaic* Council Nathaniel Board. Assembly James Speer, John 1'. Ryerson.
Essex.*
Council Amzi Armstrong.
Assembly Jas. H. Robinson, Samuel H. Gardner, Benj.
E. Brookfield, Wm. B. Baldwin, Alex. Wilson.
Morris.*
Council James Wood. Assembly
Abraham Britlin, Ebenezer F. Smith, Paul B.

—

—
—

—
—
—
—

Debow, James W. Decamp.

—

Sussex.
Council Daniel Haines. Assembly
Joseph Greer, Samuel Truax, Win. H. Nyce.

1

-

,

,

.

10
10'

Columbia and Lu- >

zerne

n

1

Lycoming, Union

.

1

10

5

and Northumberland

1

1

5

)

1

1

)

17th Tioga, &,c.
18lh Somerset, &c.
19lh Westmoreland and )

Indiana
5
2nth Fayette and Greene
21st Washington

22d Alleghany and Butler
23d Armstrong, Clear- )
^

field, &.C.

241h Beaver and Mercer
25th Erie, Crawford, &€.

10

10

1

n

1

i
1

10
10
10

n
u

1

1

i

10
10
1

1

1

1

13

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Franklin

.

.

Schuylkill

Bedford
Perry

.
.

.

.

.

Centre,

.

.

.

.

.

Westmoreland
Fayette,

.
.

.

70

.12

8

8
3

.60
.04
.20
10
.10
11
.20
.01
.01
.01
.01
.30
.02
.40

60
04
11
10
10
20
01
01
01
01
03
02
40

4

3

3

2

2

2

1

Northumberland,
Union, Mifflin and Juniata 3
Pike and Wayne
Columbia
Washington

Huntington
Alleghany

Wm.

1839.

Whig. V. B. Whig. V. B.

Counties.
Philadelphia city

.

Amboy

1

Huntington,

16th

1

10
10

1

1

12th Adams and Franklin
13th Cumberland, Perry )
and Juniata,
i
14th Mifflin, Centre and >
5tli

l

1

1

15

11

17

—

.

In 1838 there was a

1

IllhYoik

1

1

The following are the names of the members of
16
17
20
13
The house of representatives consists of 100 memWhig.
Dist.
V. B.
whom last session there were 32 whigs and Dist.
ls(, Charles Brown.
2d, John Sergeant.
68 Van Buren majority 36 V. B. The whigs at
Toland.
3d,
W.
Charles
Geo.
J. Ingersoll,
this eleclion have a majority of 2, provided Mr.
5th, Jos. Fornance.
4th, Jeremiah Brown.
Johnson, who professes to be a conservative, elect7th,
Francis
James.
John
Westbrook.
ed in Armstrong county, be classified on their side.
8th, Peter Newhard.
John Edwards.
If he is counted on the Van Buren side, the house
9th, George M. Keim
6th, Robert Ramsay.
will be equally divided.

.

last year.

1

11

The whig gain in the above 13 whig counties,
.
over the vote of 1839, is 3,113; the Van Buren gain York
.
.
in Atlantic county 42, making a neat whig gain in Berks
the aggregate of 3,071 votes. This is upon the sup- Northampton and Monroe,
position that the four other Van Buren counties, in Lehigh,
.
which no whig tickets were run, stand as they did Dauphin

rity ol 70 votes, if the illegal votes of Millville

2

2

'

bers, of

38
36

7th Northampton, Sec.
8th Lehigh and Schuylkill
Olh Berks
the result of
10th Lebanon and Dauphin

Election
is
the election held on the 13th instf
The senate oi iiit state consists of 33 members,
Of
the seats of 11 of whom are vacated annuallj'.
the 11 this year vacated, 3 were whigs and 8 were
Van Buren the remaining 22 stand 13 whigs and
9 Van Buren. The senate of last session being
composed of 17 Van Buren and 16 whigs. The
whigs have elected 7, and the Van Burenmen 4 of
the 11 new Senators
giving the whigs now a majority of 7 in the senate.
1839.
1840.
Whig. V. B. Whig. V. B.
Counties.
Old members
9
13
9
13
Philadelpliia
1
1

Lancaster and York
Huntingdon, Mifflin. &c.
Schuylkill and Columbia
Lehigh and Northampton
Allegheny and Butler

140

Mercer
Hunterdon

10

inst.

Montgomery
864

Olio

—

—

Bucks
Berks

1,649

207
253

—

—

Delaware, Chester and

1,746

Morris
Somerset
Middlesex

—

.

.

.

'Whiij counties.

1

2

2

4

3

3
2

2

2
2
1

Siinonton.
lOth,
12th, James Cooper.
14th, gen. Jas. Irvin,
ISth, Charles Ogle, jr.

2

2

James Gerry.

13th, W. S. Ramsay.*
15th, B. A. Bidlack.
16tli,

John Snyder.

Joseph Lawrence.

17th, DavisDimmock,jr.
19th, A. G. Marchahd.
20th, Enos Hook.
23d, William Jack.
25th, A. Plumer.
have various statements,
Tlie popular vote.
made some of them from the congressional, others
from (he legislative vote, and others again from portions of one or the other, as would best subserve the
view of the compiler. They all exhibit a Van Buhowever, which varies from 2,500 to
rt majority,
8,000 votes.
21st,

22d, W. W. Irwin.
24tb, Thomas Henry.

We

The following table is taken from the last Pennsylvanian (V.B.) a? the popular vote showing a
Van Buren majority of 6,312 and compared with
the presidential election of 1836.
1836.
1840.

—

Counties.

President.
V.

3
1

11th,

Adams
Allegheny
t Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford

Berks
Bradford
*.Since dead.

Bur. Harr.

1,186 1,520
3,074 3,623
1,528 1,014
1,075 2,077
1,587 1,920
4,967 1,584
1,-162
1,521

Congress.
Bern. Whig.
1,.550

4,287

2,119
6,831

320 maj
1,817
2,507
4,033
2,743

2,525
2,652
2,411
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Bucks

3,080
1,008

Butler

Cambria

3,289
1,166

4,389
1,545

4,411
1,918

554
924

732

588

1,809
3,277
499

2,091

3,921

4,827

1,466
5,449

Columbia
1,634
Crawford
1,614
Cumberland
1,894
fClinton, newcouniy

1,232
1,696

450

Centre
Chester
Clearfield

jciarion

284
555

695

do.

1,372
1,030
1,312
2,102
2,155
1,13S
1,340

i)au|)hin

Delaware
Erie
Fayette
Franklin
Greene

Huntingdon

1,993
1,224
2,134
1,747
2,575

915
2,628
1,169

692
244
627

Indiana
Jelferson

-Juniata
Lancaster

4,144
1,168
1,987
2,008
1,705
150
1,253

Lebanon
Lehigh
Luzeine
Lycoming

McKean
Mercer

Northampton
Northumberland
Perry
Philadelphia city
Philadelphia co.

481
200
1,004

6,250
1,487
1,784
1,415

1,265
2,286

938
85
1,991

748
166
2,409
1,426

3,446
2,378

712

1,421

Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington

Wayne
Westmoreland

York

501
444
2,651
1,967
,2,527

3,356
1,060
3,570

872
raaj

874
3,635maj

1,883
1,994
3,587 2,664
1,780
1,366
130 maj
2,252 2,762
1,252 1,174
879
152
4,507 3,704
3,016 2,145
1,914 1,136

473 1,498
566
5,747 4,631 7,136
6,536 12,624 10,052

1,107
3,028
7,957

162
1,380
511
1.145
1,027
1,143

Somerset
Susquehanna

1,295
1,761

2,440

l,300maj
2,894
2,834
1,756
2,219

i596

358

Pike
Potter
Schuylkill

1,281
2,138
1,369

229

917
796

Mifflin

Monroe
Montgomery

363 maj
2,433
2,221
2,626

52
60
687

407
95
160 maj
2,010
1,418

1,905

669 1,691
1,798
1,127
1,526
822
1,307 2,174
1,100 maj

856
400
1,328

967
498

600
254

2,445

2,805

724

340

2,878
2,756

1,725
2,005

216 maj
200maj
1,029
608
4,252 2,121
3,711 .3,243

91,475 87,111115,165108,853
87,111

Majority
4,364
The New York Express gives the following tabli
of the returns, professing to derive them from thf
best authorities:

Counties.

Armstrong

Adams

W7iig majoriUcs.
1840.
1838.
Congress.
Gov.
140
586
1,775
2,770
1,533
1,067
526
,

Alleghany
Beaver

1836.
President.

534
549
1,002
158

365
146
9

47

650
517
583

444
678
468

Erie
Franklin

1,.300

1,182

Huntingdon

1,362

S25

1,288

Indiana
Lancaster

900
3,758

461
3,055

2,106

544
570

675
609

319

Philadelphia city 2,519
Somerset
1,500

4,047
.1,358

2,719
1,394
185

Butler

Bedford

Bucks
Bradford

Cambria
Chester

Dauphin
Delaware

524

Lebanon
Mercer

Union
Washington

893
331

673
67

21,034

18,524

Van Buren
Counties,

Armstrong
Berks
Bradlbrd

7.38

360
15,235

1838.

Gov.

1836.
President.

1.271

514

3,886
201

3,383

250

123

406
89
82

4,033

Bedford
Centre

477

majorities.

1840.
Congress.

Bucks
Cambria

333
209
59
104
614
621
194
822
420

670)

1,122

Clinton

193 5

Clearfield

3-32

318

215

Columbia

1,168

1,528

1,079

602

24,
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open contempt and disregard of the symbols of an- prosperity, preserving the constitution, and securing
Ihority appoinled by the laws of New Jersey to au- the freedom of the people.
We declare that William Henry Harrison, of Ohio,
thenticate the will of her people:
Because, in oider to secure a clear majority in is the very opposite in principles and purposes of the
the house of representatives, the administration pre.^^ent head of the party in power;
Because, he has ever served his country with dismembers of that body did, without any color or
shallow of right, against precedent, and in violation interestedness, fidelity and success;
Because, he is in truth a republican, who desires
of the constitution and laws, refuse to admit to their
seats five members duly returned by llie state of the freedom and happiness nl his country, and the
New Jersey, and did admit, as prima facie entitled equal protection of all in their rights and property;
Because, he is against any chief magistrate holdto seats, five persons not returned, whom they finally

AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
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The Van Buren
18:38

was 5,701

—

majority in the 75 counties in
showing a whig gain of 22,893.

The senate consists of 36 members, one-half of
whom are elected every year. Last year 13 Van
Buren and 5 whigs members were elected. These
thirteen with what are now elected, will insure that
party a majority in this branch ot the legislature.
2'Ae /lOKSf consists of 72 members, of which the
whigs have elected about two-thirds.
The popular vote has been immense. The Cin-

ing office for rnoreihan one presidential term; against cinnati Chronicle estimates the total number at
executive encroachments upon the powers of the 270.000, which would be 60,000 more than ever has
representatives of the people; against the abuse o( been taken before.
Of the nineteen congressmen at the election in
evidence to falsify the said return, or in any manner the veto power; against extravagance and corrupto maiufest the title of the persons so admitted; tion in administering the governinenl; against re- 1S3S, eleven Van Buren and eight whigs were electwhereby the said adrainislration members uid, in moving officers without cause, and against employ- ed. There are now twelve wtiigs and seven Van
Buren representatives elected. The delegation will
truth and eti'ect, of their own authority, appoint five ing them as electioneering agents of the president;
Because, he is opposed to all usurpation of powers stand as follows:
members to represent the stale of New Jersey, and
thus usurp to themselves the elective fianciuse of not granted, and all abuse of granted powers, and 1st district
Pendleton, whig, vice Dr. Duncan, V. B.
because, in regard to all abuses, he is for alibrding 2d district— Welter, V. B. re-elected.
the people of that slate:
Because, they have, from time to time, obtained us not only relief for the present, but eifectual secu- 3d distiict Goode, whig, do.
from congress grants of large sums of money, have rity for the future; and, finally,
4ih district
Morrow, w'hig, vice Corwin do.
Because, in his character and services, he more 5th district Doane, V. B. re-elecled.
increased by hundreds the number of otficeholders,
and by many thousands of dollars the anjount of sa- nearly than any man now living approaches to the Ctli district Morris, whig, re-elected.
father of his country, the illustrious Washington: 711i district— Russell, whig, vice W. K. Bond do.
laries," beyond the demands of the public service,
and have then squandered the money and distributed Wherefore,
8th district Ridgeway, whig, re-elected.
We, the whigs of North Carolina, declare that 9th district— MediU, V. B. re-elected,
the oUices to purchase the support of the venal and
ambitious, and have sought by every art of corrup- William Heniy'Harrison ought to be elected presi- loth district
Mason, whig, re-elected.
tion, to secure themselves the possession of power, dent of the United Slates, and we do hereby give a 11th district^Cowan, whig, vice Parish, V. B.
and to retain the means of advancing themselves at solemn assurance to the whigs of the union that we 12th dislrict Mathiot, whig, vice Taylor, V. B.
man,
will, on the 12lh day of November next, to a
the expense of the nation:
13lh district— Mathews, V. B. vice Leadbefter, V. B.
Because, the executive iias recommended to con- attend the polls, and put in our ballols for the whig 14th district Sweeney, V. B. re-elected.
gress, under the spacious name of a plan for the or- electoral ticket, and thus give proof of the since15lh district
Andrews, whig, vice Allen, V. B.
gani/.ation of the militia, the establishment of a rit}- of this declaration and our purpose to main- Itilh district
Gidditigs, whig, re-elected.
standing army of 200,000 men, to be mustered into tain it.
Hastings, V. B. re-elected.
17th district
And let not our opponents flatter, or our friends lS!h district— Dean, V. B, vice Starkweather, V. B.
the service of the United States for eight years, to
be marched to distant places, kept under the chiel alarm themselves at the thought that we may prove 19th district Stokely, whig, vice Swearenger, V. Ij.
superintendence of otiicers, appointed not by the recreant to this pledge. The spirit of the people is
LOUISIANA.
states, but by the president; and in a lime of pro- roused, their resolution taken, and this state, which
The two political parties in Louisiana recently
found peace, when there are no invasions to repel, first raised the voice of independence against a Ib- held
on ditl'erent days conventions at Baton Rouge.
no insurrection against the order of society, no com- ri-ign despot, will be found the last to yield her free- The whig meeting took place first; the other
parly
binations against the execution of the laws to sup- dom to domestic tyrants.
convened a few days afterwards. The New Orpress, to be dragged into the field as conscripts, ami,
SOUTH CAROLINA.
leans Picayune, a neutral paper, describes the Van
Election.
without necessity or public reason, wantonly to be
J. E. Holmes, V. B. is re-elected to
Buren gathering; in its account we find this parasubjected, at the mere will of the executive, to all congress from the Charleston district, without oppograph:
sition.
the rules and articles of war.
"Here permit us to pay a passing compliment to
Because, the plan so recommended is in violation
N. S. Butler, V. B. is re-elected from the Barn- the generosity of the whigs. They neither
set fire
of the constitution, will be burdensome to the nation, well district, without opposition.
to, nor destroyed the camp equipage when it servoppressive to all, ruinous to the poor, dangerous to
F. VV. Pickens, V. B. is re-elected from the Edgeed their own purpose, but left pfatform, temporary
and
elections,
of
opposition.
field district, without
morals, destructive of the freedom
seats, tables, cook house, &.c. to be used bj' their
subversive of liberty:
R. B. Rhetf, V. B. has been re-elected without political opponents. Who says after this
that party
Because, after tins measure had excited the alarm opposition.
spirit has paralizedall our kind and social feeling.^.'"
and indignation of the counlry, and an election in a
in the district now represented by Waddy ThompAt the late Richmond whig convention the houses
large and influential state had been, as was supposed, son, (W.) who declined being a candidate, three
of Van Buren residents were opened for the enthereby determins-d against the admioistralion, un- candidates were voted for, with the following result:
These incidents are
tertainment of delegates.
?,546
worthy and disingenuous attempts were made by
Norris, (V'. B.)
pleasing.
We like to record every one such that
3,321
^le president, aided by his secretary of war, and
Butler, (W.)
comes to our knowledge. We are all citizens of cie
877
otheis of his supporters, to relieve himself from
Powell,
country brethren ot Anglo Saxon blood repubjust responsibility for his recommendation, someNorris elected.
licans all.
The sacred inheritance of freedom we
times by confounding the plan of trie secretary reIn the district now represented by J. K. Griffin,
all partake in alike, and own allegiance to one conported to the president, and by him communicated (V. B.) three candidates were also voted for—
stitution which guards that inheritance from f<irm.
2,040
to congress, with the subsequent letter of the secreCaldwell, (V. B.)
In the excitement produced by political difi'erences
1,812
tary to the house of representatives, containing the
Irley, (W.)
it is right to remember these things; and if we must
1,100
details of the plan; and then by denying that he had
Baikley, (V. B.)
contend with one another about measures of governseen in^Decembera letter that was written in March,
Cildwell elected.
ment let it'be as reasonable men and good patriots.
leaving it to be supposed that he was ignorant of a
Gen. Rogers, (V. B.) re-elected without oppoTENNESSEE.
plan submitted to him as early as December, and sition.
The Baltimore Republicanof the 23d inst. says
the oulliues of which he himself sent to congress
From Marion district, John Campbell re-elected
We learn from the Nashville Union, that the gallant
declaring that "he could not too strongly recommend without opposition.
soldier, profound statesman and valuabfe citizen,
it to their consideration;" and sometimes by assertIn the Richmond district, of which Columbia, the
Jackson, having for some years promising that the president liad not approved, though he capital of the state is the centre, a close and vio- Andrew
recommended the plan; did not desire its adoption, lant struggle occurred, and resulted in giving a ma- ed his family relations, who reside at and near
Tennessee, tliathe would visit them when
but only its examination by congress; whilst it is jority for the whig candidate, but it is stated that Jackson,
known to all that the president is authorised by the the election will be void, owing to the fact that his health was restored, has now fulfilled his promise, to the great satisfaction and delight of the
coiistitiilion to recornmeud to congress such mea- seventeen more ballots were found in the box than
people of that section of the state. The people ot
sures only as he shall judge "necessary and expedi- there v.'ere names recorded upon the poll books.
the dislrict prepared for his reception, and on the
ent;" and
recommendation ot tlie militia
GEORGIA.

declared to be sitting members on the part of New
Jersey, for the whole congress, against the return
under the great seal of the state, and without any

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

therefore his

plan to congress was a precise and direct approval
of it a public and otlicial declaration, both accurately and precisely expressed, that he deemed ttie measure "necessaiy and expedient;" and, if in his judgment, necessary and expedient, then, in his judgment proper to be adopted:
Because, by seizing on the custody and control of
the public treasure, by attempting to surprise the
nation into the establishment of a vast standing aruiy,
and by converling the officeholders into a corps ol
spies and electioneerers, they have manifested a
settled purpose to erect a throne in the midst of our
republican institutions, to concentrate in the hands
of the executive all the powers of government, and
thus to convert a free people into the slaves of a

—

despot:

We

have returns from eighty, of the
Election.
ninety-tlwee counties in the state; which exhibit an
aggregate whig majority or about 4,000 votes. The
thirteen remaining counties will not materially reduce this majority.
There is also a decided majority of whigs elected
The vote has been larger than
to the legislature.
at any previous election.

OHIO.
The
v\-as

eleclioa.

Van Buren

This

state

in all ils

at the election

departments.

in

—

MORE THAN TEN TH0OS.4ND PERSONS

as-

sembled there to receive him. A committee of citizen.s gave him a hearty welcome in an appropriate
address, to which he replied at length in his eloquent and energetic manner. Gov. Polk was present, and addressed the multitude in his most powJudge
erful manner for two hours and a half.
Grondy also addressed them about the same time.
The Union adds; "the old fire of republicanism has
1S39 taken its ancient run on the other side of the Tennessee, and is spreading with the lightnings' rapi-

the returns of the election of the 13th inst. it
appears that the whigs have carried the slate by
The Ohio State Journal of the
large majorities.
17th gives returns from 7.3 of the 7S counties in the
stale, composed of majorities only in which the vote
for governor stands

By

Sth inst.

—

dity to the borders of the Mississippi."

BALTIMORE AND OHIO BAIL ROAD.
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
AND DIRECTORS TO THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE
BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD COMPANY.

Because, they found the country prosperous and
2S,G92
At a regular annual meeting of the stockholders,
happy, and by unwise and wicked oxperiinents upon
Corwin, (whig)
11,501
held pursuant to the charter, on the second Monday
trade and currency, its industry and property,
Shannon, (V. B.)
of October, 1840, in the city of Baltimore, the prehave brought it to the verge of ruin.
sident and directors of the iJaitimore and Ohio rail
17,192
Whig majority,
Wueretore, we declare it to be our full and settled
conviction that a change in the administration of
The three remaining counties gave in 1838, a road company submitted the following report and
statements of the affairs of the company:
public alfairs is indispensably necessary for restoring Van Buret! majority of 47 votes.
its

—
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muin stem to its present termination at
Of
Harper's ferry; and of the Washington branch.
The statement markeil A, exhibits the affairs of tlie
company on the 3mh nitimo; and the revenue and
expenses of the main slem during the year ending
on the same day are shewn by llie statement B.
The statements C and D, exhibit the affairs of the
Washington branch on the 30lh ullimo, and also the
revenue and expenses on the same road for the
year, ending on that day.

riRST

the

The statements shew a steady increase in the
trade and travel on the main stem, and a
continued diminution in the cost of Iranspoilation.
The latter, in consequence of the alteration in the
inclined plane, and various other measures, completed and in progress, has. been reduced, as compared with previoiH years, about one cent per ton,
per mile; and it will be seen that the entire expenses chargeable against the revenue since the -SOth
September, 1S39, are !g43,529 SO less than they
were in the preceding year.
At the end of the year 1S39, the operations of the
maiu stem, in connection with those of the Washington branch, left an excess over expenditure of
$68,599 70, and it will appear that for the year ending ihe 30th ultimo, the excess amounts to .9142,828
70, being about 3J per cent, upon the capital of
$4,000,000.
On the 30th of September, 1839, however, there
were outstanding debts against the companj**-of
which a considerable portion had been contracted
previous to 1837, amounting in the aggregate to
$114,125, of which were necessarily to be paid
trom the balance of 1839, and from the accruing revenue.
The excess of expenditure beyond the income
prior to 1838; the heavy annual expense incident to
the transportation over the inclined planes at Parr's
Ridge; the dilapidated and ruinous condition of the
road and of the moving power and machinery generally
requiring monthly a large expenditure to
prevent a total obstruction to the company's operations
Ihe defective condition, and inailequate number of water stations, locomotives, vehicles and
machinery, of all kinds, have been pointed out in
amount of

—

—

the reports of the

last three years.
These embarrassments have engaged the constant
attention of the hoard, and have only been obiiated
by the unavoidable application of the company's annual resources, to an amount, independent of the
cost of reconstruction, exceeding half a million of

dollars.

Within the last three years nineteen and a half
miles of the old track have been re-constructed with
a heavy rail upon an improved plan, requiring an
inconsiderable amount for repairs; the planes at
Parr's Ridge have been altered, and adopted to the
use of locomotives, and the location of the roads has
been in many parts changed so as to avoid the most
liiflicult and expensive curvatures.
JVearly the entire line of the main stem, which
from the inadequacy of the company's resources,
could not be re-constructed with the improved rail,
has been readjusted and thoroughly renovated; the
same improvement is now making of the remaining
ten miles, for which abundant materials are already
provided, and by the first of December next, the
whole will be substauti?.lly renewed, and in a condition of greater efficiency and durability than at
any previous period; construction, it must continue
liable to heavier repairs than more improved roads.
The old water stations also have been reconstructed or repaired, and are now in good order. Six new
stations have been constructed; and three others are
constructing, of which two are nearly finished, and
materials for the whole number are on hand.

The
Mount

principal depots, and the engine houses at
Clare, have been refitted, and as (ar as pracpower and business

ticable, adapted to the increased

of the company, and ample tonia and fixed machinery necessary for repairs generally have been provided.
In 1837, there were tliirlecn old locomotives; such
of these as were capable of being repaired, have
been thoroughly refitted, and in some instances entirely renewed, and eleven new engines for the use
of the main stem have been purchased.

Most of the burthen, and all of the passenger cars
have been thoroughly repaired, so as to adopt them
to the increasing demands of the public, and a number of iiew cars of each description, costing together not less than $50,000 have been constructed and
are now in use.
To complete the efficiency of this
branch of the service, material alterations of the
number of the old, and Ihe construction of ten iiew
burthen cars became necessary and may be expected to involve a further expenditure, during the year
With this addition, and
1841, of nearly $50,000.
the present augmentation of power and Ihe other
lacililies here enumerated, the amount of transpor-

—
—

—

"
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tation may be increased
additional expense.

1840—BALITIMORE
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extend reasonable succour to the interests of the other stockholders, while
the materials purchased during the period al- at the same time it will advance their own, and enready mentioned, for the repairs of railway, and able the state the more readily to provide for the inlocomotives and tenders, of passenger and burthen terest upon the public debt.
for the construction of burthen cars and for
cars
The inadequacy of the toll at present authorised
Ihe company have now on hand an upon some important articles, and especially upon
other purposes
amount valued at $30,465.
that of flour, has been pointed out in previous reIt will appear also l^rora the statements now sub- ports, and in official statements to the legislature.
mitted, that during the year ending on the 30th ult.
Of the v;hole transportation of the year, 42,383
the debts, shown by the last annual report to be tons or ."92,419 barrels consisted of flour, being aa
then outstanding, amounting to $114,125, have all excess over the previous year of 128,386 barrels or
been discharged; thereby relieving the revenue from 13,867 tons, and it may be liere repeated that, with
a heavj' annual charge of interest, and leaving no all economy the company has been able to introduce
other asceitained debt, than the amount borrowed into the management of their road, the cost of transfrom the banks of Baltimore, by the city commis- porting this article is not defrnyed by the rate of
sioners of finance.
tofl at present authorised, which is less than that
Of this amount borrowed from the banks, there allowed, and in most instances charged, upon other
have been paid by the commissioners $67,637 46, works, and in other states.
and arrangements are making by the same officers
The ground on which, in the act of 1837, certain
to discharge the balance as early as practicable.
articlestlierein mentioned, and paiticularly flour,
After thus discharging its debts and augmenting were exempted from the increased charge authc.
the power and means of the company, by which its rised by that act, is not perceived.
Certain it is,
operations may be advantageously enlarged, and the that by the exemption any just or fair profit upon
expenses reduced, there remained on the oOth ult. a the employment of the state's capital, has been surnett surplus of $-81.878 36.
rendered, and, in this branch of business, her reOf which the board have determined to distribute venue has been to that extent diminished; and it
among the stockholders $2 per share payable on may be satisfactorily shewn that the excepted arand after the 16th November next, in such funds as ticles may be placed upon an equal footing with the
the company have received for revenue.
others, without being oppressive to the producer or
The statements exhibiting the affairs of the Wash- manufacturer, and without prejudice to the trade of
ington branch shew on that road an augmentation Baltimore.
in the trade and travel, and also a diminution in the Second
.^s to ihe extension of the road from Harexpenditure. Of the transportation of tonnage, the
per's Ferry to Cumberland.
reduction in the cost has been equal to one cent per
Since Ihe last annual report nothing has occurred
ton per mile.
to discourage Ihe expectations of the board in Ihe
During the last three years it also became neces- prosecution of this part of their work. The adsary to incur considerable expenditure to readjust vantages of the location ultimately adopted have
and improve the graduation of this road, by which become more manifest, and no doubt is entertained
means, and the removal of a large quantity cf earth of the adaptation of the road to high speed and heavy,
from the deep cuts, by enlarging the ditches for tonnage, with locomotive engines.
On the entire
moie effectual diainage, and by ballastingwith gra- line the highest grade is found in the first thirty
vel those parts in which the bed consisted of tena- miles, and will not exceed lorty feet; and in the recious clay, Ihe entire line has been put in a belter maining sixty-seven, the grades will not in any inand more efficient condition than at any previous stance exceed 26J feet to the mile.
period. The water stations also have undergone the
The curvatures, generally,range at little less than
refitting and repairs necessary to render them effi- a mile of radius, and although there are a few at
cient; and the iiassenger and tonnage depots at the something less than one thousand feet, these occur
city of Washington have been considerable im- in every instance on a light grade.
piovcd.
The conduct of th-e contractors generally, in the
Four new engines have been purchased for the execution of their work, has been satisfactory. Of
use of this road; the passenger and burthen cars the whole number of contracts, amounting to one
have been thoroughly repaired and improved, and hundred and fifty, it has been found necessary to
a number of burthen cars costing not less than relet only seven for neglect or misconduct; and in
eleven thousand dollars have been constructed.
these cases the relettings already made have been
The (irescnt motive power, with a small additional effected wilhout loss to the company. The entire
expense for repairs and fuel, will enable the com- force at present employed may be stated at sixteen
pany to transport more than double the number of hundred men anil five hundred horses.
•
passengers that have been transported during the
The gener.d condition and progress of the gradupast yeai; though an increase in the transjiortafion ation, masonry and bridging, are highly favorabfe.
of tonnage would require a corresponding increase It has been the policy of the board to advance the
in the number of burthen cars.
points of diHicuity with greater rapidity, and to
On this rodd the materials on hand for repairs of proceed more moderately with the lighter paris, so
railway, locomotives and tenders, and of passengers as to reslrict unnecessary expenditure in all.
and burthen cars, are valued at $5,298.
Upon the important seclion at Harper's Ferry,
Afterthese ex]ienditures,the statement marked D, the en.ire work is proceeding satisfactorily. The
shews a nett surplus on the 30th ult. of .$77,244 55, heavy cuttings through the north mountain, are conof which ihe board have determined to divide among siderably advanced and the deep embankments at
the stockholders, $74,250, or lour and a half per the Opequan and Back creek, as well as the large
cent, upon the capital of $1,650,000, payable on bridges connected with them, are in a state of great
and afier the 16lh of November next, in such funds forwardness. At the tunnel, at the Doe Gulley, the
as the company have received for revenue.
heading or excavation of the roof has reached four
From Ihe statement herewith submitted, it ap- hundred and forty feet in extent, being upwards of
pears that, if the whoje nett revenue received from one third of the entire length of the tunnel, and the
the Washington branch, could be divided among all cuttings in Ibis section keep pace with the tunnelthe stockholders equally, the dividend for the year ling.
Of the heading of Ihe short tunnel of tinea
would be at least seven per cent. And it is only hundred feet in lengtli, at the Paw-Paw bends, more
just to remark, that this road being Ihe only work than a moiety is already coinpleied.
of Ihe company which may be rcganled as finished,
At all the bridges upon the line, the masonry is
its success fully realizes any reasonable expectation
advancing as rapiilly as can be desired, and the mathat may be entertained from rail roads judiciously terials for the superstructure are in preparation for
conslriicled between desirable points.
erection in the ensuing sr.mmcr.
Of the revenue from tliis road, hovs'ever, the state
The graduation of about twenty of the ninetyis entitled, in preference to Ihe other stockholders, seven miles is already completed, and many more
to one-filth part of that received for the 1rans|iorla- sections will be completed within a few weeks. Of
tion of passcnfjers, and the balance only is liable to the smaller bridges eleven are fiidsheil.
an equal division.
Of the cost of grailuation, masonry and bridging,
In this view it will appear that the Washington a revised estimate was made by the engineers in
branch has conlnbuted during the year to the trea- November, 1829, which fell considerably below the
sury of the state, one-fiflh ol the "money received estimate originally submitted on the 14lh February,
from passengers, amounting to .$4(),2f)G 64, and also 183S. Tile revised estimate, with five per cent, ada dividend of four ond a half per cent, or .$24,750; ded for contingencies, amounting to $1,041,150. In
making a total of $65,046 04, and equal to thirteen June, 1S40. a second revised estimate was made
per cent, upon the capital advanced by the state in wliicii, although it embraced some works on the
this road. If to this be added the dividend from the Harper's Ferry section not included in the previous
profits of the main stem, it will be seen that the estimates, amounts in round numbers to .$1,602,000,
state will derive an income during the year upon the less by .$40,000 than the revised estimate of Nov.
capital by her invested in both roads, as at present 1839.
It is believed that the actual cost will not
constructed, of more than seven per cent.
exceed this last estimate.
The investment by the state being shewn to be
The amount of VNork done on the Ist instant, was
thus profitable, an apimal may confidently be made $876,000, being more llian one-half of the uliolei
at
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to the public authorities to
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be done, according to the estimate,
an amount of g72C,000.
Tile amount of actual work done per month may
be stated at $75,000; at which rate the graduation,
masonry and bridging, wilh the exception of some ol
the heaviest sections and bridge superstructures,
may be completed on or before the (irst of August,
1S41, and these last may also be finished in the
month of January, 1842.
Should their resources allow the board to procure the iron and other materials in season to make
sixty or seventy miles of railway in the course of
the year 1841, and to prosecute the remaining thirty or forty miles in the spring of 1842, it will be
practicable to finish the entire work and put the
road in operation to Cumberland in the summer and
autumn of that year.
The practicability of prosecuting Ihe work with
such despatch, will depend upon the ability of the
cit}'' of Baltimore punctually to pay her subscription, or upon that of Ihe company to dispose of the
sterling bonds of the state upon terms which they
anil Iravin;; to

may deem satisfactory.
The present advanced

condition of the work has
been, accomplished; 1st. By the money borrowed
from the banks, by the city commissioners of finance
through the company's agency. 2d. By the company's orders authorising the transfer of city stock
at its par value, in sums of one hundred dollars or
upwards, as explained in the last annual report
3d. By the direct payment to contractors of city
stock at its par value, under an agreement that it
shall be sold by a mutual agent, and at prices to be
fixed by the company, so as to prevent a depreciation in its value.
And 4lh. By the proceeds of
sales of the live percent, sterling bonds of the state.
Up to the present time the payments in city stock
through the medium of orders authorising ils transfer, have answered the purposes of the compan}'
have proved entirely satisfactory to the contractors;
and, in most instances, to the proprietors of Ihe
right of way, and have received general encouragement from the community at large.
On the 30th ultimo, the payments made through
this medium amounted to the sum of $515,000; in
orders to Ihe commissioners of slock of the following denominations, viz; 100 orders of .-flflO each;
$34,000 of five dollars; lg!39,()l)0 of three dollars;
$73,090 of two dollars, and <*354,000 of one dollar
each. Of Ihe whole amount of orders given in pay-ment, ten thousand dollars in those of $100 each
have been funded.
Payments direct by the delivery of city stock.
have been confined to the contractors upon a few of
the most ditiicult section?, upon which it was desirable, both to the company and Ihe contractors, lo
place an extra force, and amounted, in the whole,
on the 30th ult. to .'[5138,577 47.
By these payments, the city has been enabled, so
far, to comply with her engagements to the company, without any loss or sacrifice; the credit of her
public securities has been preserved unimpaired,
and the important work, so essential to her trade
and prosperity, has been advanced to its present
point, not only by the actual application of her
stock at its par value, but with a large annual saving of interest, during the period the orders may
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should be employed for such purpose, prove valuable auxiliaries in aiding the operations of the banks;
they would, in no resjiect, impair the soundness of
the regular currency, but might be advantageously
mainlainetl in general credit.^
The present condition of the Baltimore and Ohio
rail road company not only justifies the aid already
contributed by the state and cily to this branch of
our public works, but should inspire renewed zeal
in its prompt and vigorous prosecution.
To encourage the efforts of the board for this purpose, by
means which may push the work in advance of rival enterprise in other stales, and, without disturbing the regular currency, prevent the sacrifice of our
public securities, and exempt the people from taxation, would appear to be recommended by every
principle of sound policy.
On these grounds, the
board confidently reply for support, no less upon the
public authorities than the community at largo.
Of the five per cent, sterling bonds of the state,
delivered to the company in payment of Ihe slate's
su'bscription £5,250 were sold in London by Messrs.
Baring, Brothers St Co. in the months of January
and February last, according to the company's limit
at eighty per cent, of which the amount drawn for
at Ihe then rate of exchange, netted in Baltimore
the sum of .$2 1,-583 6S, and the balance of these
sales, less commissions, was applied to the payment
of the intere.st which accrued on the 1st of July last.
The remainder of the bonds are yet in the hands of
IMessrs. Baring, Brothers
Co. under the arrangement as heretofore announced, effected by the president with that house in October, 1339.
Up to this time, the board have not deemed it
necessary or expedient, either to borrow or accept
advances upon any portion of the bonds; nor have
they changed the lirnils which at the time of the arrangement, they prescribed for their sale.
[n a letter from Messrs. faring. Brothers
Co.
dated the 31st July last, the company is informed
that "Maryland bonds are 82aS3 per cent." "Tlie
constant remittance," they observe, "from your side
of the remaining bonds, altogether about £200,000,
which were pawned with banks and others in the
United States, prevented an improvement in the

&

&

market to any extent. They must now be pretty
nearly realized here, and we may, therefore, hope
for

some

rise, if the

demand

LOUIS Mcl.ANE.,

1,

this

mode
i,i

of payment.
payment, the board en-

character.
They confer an absolute aulhority for
the transfer of city siock, and finally cancel the
obligation for which they are received in satisfaction.
From the nature of Ihe case, they cannot exceed, in amount, the cily subscription and the stock
actually transferred to the cummissioners in trust
for tne holders.
They, in fact, represent city certificate.a, though in smaller denominations; and, in
the requisite sums, may be fournl, and converted
into coin or bank paper, al the pleasure of the holder.
They are, therefore, not liable to the risk or any
other objection lo which irresponsible pajier issues,
professing to pay money, are exposed: and every
citizen, liable to the payment of a city tax, has an
immediate interest in maint.iing their value.
Nor need the purpose of utility of these orders
cn^se after the resumption of specie payments. 0,-<
the contrary, they would, in that event, if Ihey

336,522 00

246,947 OS
Office

of

the Bait.

£,-

Ohio rail road

lo. Oct. 1,

1840^

(B.)
Statement of the revenue and expenses
of the Balli
more and Ohio rail road company, on
account of
the mam stem of the road, for ihe
year ending the
30th of September, 1840.
The amount received
for the transportation

of passengers and
merchandise for the
year ending the 30lh
ol Sept.

1840,

is

32.8S3 70

And

the expenses for
Ihe same jieriod are
as follows, to wit:

For

lrans|)ortation, in-

cluding luel, salaries
of
sujierintendent,
agents,

conductors,

&c. &c.
For repairs of Ihe road,
For repairs of depots
and water stations.
For repairs of passen-

$104,280 12
85,463 73

ger cars.
of burthen

rejiairs

19.800 14

repriirs

of locomo-

36,401 66

expenses, includhouse

Forintereston borrowed money,

"
ton branch road,
.1^1,032,600 00
Cost of road to Harper's
Ferry,
$3,4fi5,04S 79
Real estate and depots,
26&,156 86

Making

$280,194 00

Jlnd shewing Ihe earnings of the road for
Ihe year lo be

The

$152,683 70

interest ])3id dur-

ing the

450,329 99

year on ac-

count

of
the loan
created for Ihe piircliase of slock in llie

4,211,535 64
1,094,639 85

Washinglon

branch

road, amo'ints to
the dividend to be
received from said
road.

And

The

46,467 00

difierence

is

9,851 00

700,000 00

Showing

London,

3,181,005

City six per cent, stock
on hand.
Bills receivable
Expenses of stock cer-

the nett revenue for the year to

n

'

176,322 .53
3.234 92

Office

of the Bait, and O. R. R.

J.J.

rn. Oct.

ATKINSON,

iris4'o '

sec/ e^ur
rij.

(C.)
llashmglon branch rail road. Is/ October
1340
Dr.
Cost of road, real estate, eno-ines

tificates of the slate,
be refunded by
the commissioner of
loans.
Cash in the hands of

to

°

n "''.'^,''f'
,
Lash
in Ihe ^
har.ds of the disbursing
^
,

disbursing officers,
Cash in hand,

1,379 88
109,556 45

$1,655,457 SO
.

the Baltimore

and Ohio

f.

.

rail

96,790 15

$10,511,985 78
Cr.
per cent, lor
the purpose of taking stock in Washington road
Stock,
$4,000,000 00
Less instalments unpaid
257 50

,

olficers,

Due by
'"°"'^'

Loan

2,588 79

583,469 CO

ing salaiies,
rent. Sic.

1840.

Xllost of road west of
continuance of this system of payHarper's Ferry,
moijt until our public securities meet wilh a mure John I.Donaldson and
ready sale, will enable the city, in future, punctuFielding Lucas, jr.
ally to discharge her obligations, and complete this
commissioners,
for
great enterprise to Cumberland, without impairing
this amount of cily
the value of her stock, and with diminisiied taxation.
six per cent, stock
It would seem, therefore, only reasniuible that the
placed in their hands
city authorities, unless contrary to some acknowfor Ihe redemption of
ledged princifile of public policy, should unite in
slock orders.
procuring legislative sanclion, if necessary, for the Baring Brothers, & Co.

In giving these onlers

3,200,000 00

sterling

bilK
Revenue,
Less expenses, repairs,
and interest.

For repairs of the Monocacy bridge.
For office and inciden-

president.

Dr.

Locomotives,
horses,
mules, and harness,
passenger and burden cars

374.962 54
1,074,694 59

tiv

Washing-

The successful

encouragement of

Premiums on

tal

in the

96,790 15

cars.

(A.)
The Baltimore and Ohio rail road C'lmpamj, October

Stock

12fi 21
515,000 00

Baltimore,
Cily of Baltimore,
Slate of Maryland five
per
cent,
sterling
bonds,

For

continues; but the late
politics, has checked transaction.s for the present."
By order of the board,

121

'

American stock.s
For
anxiety concerning European
for

remain unfunded.

tertain the opinion tliat Ihey violate no existinj law.
The orders do not i)romi5e to pay moiiej', nor, indeed, are they, in any respect, promissory to their

AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Suspense account
Siock orders issued.
Due the Washington
branch road,
Loans from banks on
city stock, on account of the city of

$1,752,252 55

at 6

Slock,

Annuity
1,000,000 00

I

I

3,999,742 50

at 5

per cent.

Dividends unpaid.

I

$1,6511,000 00

25,000 00
8 CO

''"^ amount will be added the
dividend
,.r'^uWashmgton branch road due ihe mai.n Elem
and make ihe nett revenue *y03 414.

fro-^ the
S46'.li37'
'

'
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To this letter the president has transmitted for traders, classes which all must agree were intended
to be embraced by the clause in the constitution
publication the followinj reply:
An occasion of at least
relating to this subject.
Washington, Sept. 14, 1840.
$40,296 64
Gentlemen: I have had the honor to receive equal urgency for such a law exists at this time.
your letter of the 13th of August, desiring an ex- The embirrassments caused by the pernicious exconsequent facilipression of my opinions upon the questions therein pansion of the currency, and the
which have unstated, all of which delate to the subject of a bank- ties of credit and rash enterprises,
5,214 44
rupt law.
Your object is, doubtless, to obtain my fortunately characterised the last few years, are
interference
of
this kind greatly
an
such
as
to
render
$125,511 08—077,244 55 gerieral views upon that measure. These shall be
conducive, if not absolutely necessary, to the public
fully and frankly given.
unhesitatingly,
have,
therefore,
would,
good.
I
between
relation
Laws having reference to the
g-1,752,252 55
co-operated, in the last session of congress, in the
OMcc of the Ball, and O. R. R^ co. Ut Oct. 1840. debtor and creditor are of a two-fold character; passage of such a law, properly guarded against
scc'rij.
namely:
•J.J. ATKINSON,
1st.
Those which, on the surrender of his pro- frauds, and so framed as to secure to the creditors
Statement of the revenue and expemes of the IVash- perty, merely exempt the person of the debtor from the present estate of their debtors, when the latter
bill
ingtoii branch of the BuUimore and Oluo railroad, imprisonment.
were discharged from their obligations.
1S40.
which should not sufficiently guard against frauds
fol- the year ending the 30th of September,
2d. Those which, in addition to tliis, exonerate
The amuuiit received lor
would
be objectionable. The rights ol creditors
his future acquisitions from liability to his creditors,
transporuition of passenmight be so far overlooked, or so inefficiently seby dissolving his contracts, or extinguishing all regers and merchandise for
cured, that I should be constrained to withhold from
medies upon them.
the j-ear ending the 30th
it my sanction.
elforts to abrogate the right which was given
$202,755 G3
of September, 1340, is
It would constitute no objection with me if corby law to the creditor to imprison his debtor, ex- porations were, in a proper form embraced by the
And the expenses for the
cept in cases of ascertained fraud, commenced at an provisions of such a bill. An attempt was made
same perioti are as Iblearly period of my public life, and have been uni- at the close of the discussions on the bankrupt bill
lows, to wit:
form, active and preserving. At the first regular of 1827, in the senate, to include banking corporaBonus to the state, onesession
of the legislature which I had the honor tions, by inserting after the word bankers, in the
fifth of the receipts from
to attend, t introduced and advocated a law for description of the persons who were made subject
40,296 64
passengers.
abolishing imprisonment for debts in certain cases. to the provisions of the bill, the words, "or any
Transportation, including
At several subsequent sessions the same subject, banking incorporation." Assuming that the effect
fuel, salaries of the suembracing the policy in its broadest possible extent, of this amendment, if it prevailed, would be to
agents,
penntendant,
my earnest attention, and its adoption was make the members of such corporations liable in
24
occupied
29,552
conductors, ^c. &c.
urged with iny best abilities, and linally with suc- their individual capacities to the penalties denounc27,655 88
Repairs of the road.
cess,
branch of the legislatureof which I was ed by the law lor acts, in respect to which their
in
that
waaiid
depots
Repairs of
2,005 54
a member.
I
ter stations.
charters made them personally irresponsible.
4,138 62
Repairs of passenger cars,
objects in bringing forward and advocating opposed it as an unauthorised interference with
5,052 12
Rejiairs of burden cars,
the abolition of imprisonment lor debt in the stale state laws; I could not now approve a bill contain8,829 69
The
Rapairs of locomotivt'S,
legislature were not lost sight of, or abandoned, ing provisions liable to Such an objection.
Interest on the ElKridge
by me after I was hoiHreo with a seat in the na- disastrous state of things produced by the general
1,230 00
There my efforts were united suspension of specie payments by the banks in 1837
Landing bridge annuity
tional legislature.
Office and incidental exwith tliose of others to divest our civil code of a presented lor consideration, in a form which could
It is a satisfac- not with propriety be disregarded, the question
penses, includin;r salafeature so odious and oppressive.
6,701) 35
tion to believe that my uniform and continued whether the power of congress over the subject of
ries, house rent, &.c.
course upon this subject has not been'without influ- bankruptcy might not be brought to bear upon those
125,511 OS ence in ameliorating legislation in regard to unfor- institutions in a manner which would steer clear of
Making
tunate debtors, and I do most sincerely rejoice that that difficulty.
Upon a careful examination of the
Shewing the nett revenue
this barbaric relic of antiquity, so cruel in its ef- subject, ill all its beaVings, I was induced lo believe
the }car to h
fects upon individuals, and so peculiarly uncon- that this might be done in a form which, while it
.ce ofllie Bait, and 0. R. R. co. Oct.i, ISJO.
genial with the principles of governments founded atibrded relief to the creditors of those institutions,
J. J. ATKINSON, sfcVi/.
on popular sovereignty, is in a fair way of being and advanced the public interests, would neither be
expunged from the statute books of all enlightened liable to the objection referred to, nor encroach in
DAY.
POLITICS OF
nations.
any other way upon the rigfits of the states or tranMR. V.\N BUREN's letter ON A GENERAL BANKThe very fact that humanity and justice require the scend the authority of the federal government.
RUPT LAW.
surrender, by the creditor, of all reliance upon the provision in a bankrupt law au'horibing the billFrom llie .ilhamj Jrgus.
power of imprisonment, or of a control of any kind holders and creditors of all banks, alter a specified
letter was addressed to president Van Buren,
over the person of his debtor, should insjiire caution delay in the )iayinent of their notes in specie, to inby Messrs. S. L Danfield, William H. Brasher and in preserving unimpaired such secuiities as are con- stitute proceedings to cause their affairs to be w ound
others, dated New York, August 13lh, 1840, in the
When a man parts up and their effects to be applied to the payment of
sistent with public policy.
following words:
with the fiuits of his own industry to another, upon their debts, would, in my judgment, be a measure
Sir: The undersigned a portion of your fellow the faith of
he
is
entitled,
upon grounds of that character. Its object and effect would only
contract,
a
citizens, in view of the approaching presidejitial
ol natural justice and sound morality, to the fruits be to compel them to discharge the obligations they
election and the great interests involved therein, and
of his debtor's earings and enterprise until he is incurred, and the liabilities they were underaccorddesirous ot knowingyoiir sentanents in relation to a
This is the Ibundation of credit and ing lo the state laws, by giving to their creditors for
fully paid.
subject of great public interest, have accordingly confidence, which are essentially necessary to the this purpose a remedy which congress alone can
taken the liberty of propounding a few inquiries as well being of society. Although this rule as between eflectually confer. The contracts between indivito yonr opinions and line of policy as the chief
of the laws
the parties is obligatory until the debt is honestly duals are also made under the sanction
magistrate of the people, and the representative of
paid, the contract itself is, upon the great principle of the states and regulated by them. Those havthe popular will.
resort
to the
these
contracts
may
claims
under
which subjects private rights to the public good, ing
Ttie undersigned, therffore, relying on your ac- liable to be controlled, and even directly cancel- state courts to enforce them, a.' it is also competent
customed candor and magnanimily in making led, by the supreme power in the state; it may be lor the creditors of banks to do. The object of a
known your principles to the people, that they may declared void at its inception, as contravening bankrupt law would be to furnish the creditor an
vote "understandingly," resi)ecliully propose the public policy, or forfeited for not being enforced additional remedy to compel debtors of one descripfollowing questions, &c.
wjthin a limited period, or abrogated under cir- tion lo do what, under the laws of the state, it is
The proposed provision in regard
their duly to do.
1. Would you give your executive approval, if cumstances having ree:ard to the general welfare,
bankrupl
where the power to abrogate is given to the legisla- to banks would proceed, although in amodified form,
re-elecled presi.lenl, to an involuntary
upon the same principle and to the same end, withlaw, applicable to rcuporatious as well as indivi- ture.
corporation or its members of any
duals, or to a voluntary bankrupt law, applicable
The subject as now pending before the country, out depriving the
rights or immunities secured to them by the state
lo all classes of individuals and corporations?
and as embraced in your questions, presents itsell'
laws.
bankrupt
to
a
approval
in several points of view.
2. Would yon give your
Entertaining these views I brought the subject
bill, operating on individuals involuntarily, but exAs to a general bankrupt law, applicable to the notice of congress during the suspension of
Fiisf.
empting corporations from its provisions.'
to bankers and traders only.
specie payments by the banks, in 1827. If they
3: Would you give your approval to a bankrupl
Second. As to the propriety of subjecting corpora- are correct it would seem difficult to conceive on
bill lor the re"lief of involuntary insolvents, applications to its operation; and
what ground the exemption of the banks from the
ble to manufacturers and traders, but exempting corThird. As to the propriety of embracing, volun- provisions of such a law could be sustained by
porations and the agricultural classes?
tarily or involuntarily, all other classes within its those who insist on its application to other classes
The undersigned have but oLie object in viev\' in provisions.
of our citizens. Equal and exact justice, the only
propounding the loregoiiig questions; it is to become
It is a rule, the sacred observance of which is proper basis of legiilation, requires that laws should
acquainted with your opinion? as to the conslulion- indispensable to the well-being of society, that go- extend to, and operate upon, all who are fairly
alily and expedeticy of a bankrupt law, an. your vernment sliouUI never interfere with private con- within the range of the same policy. Corporations,
probable course of policy in the event of such a law tracts, even where the authority to do so is confer- though artificial bodies, are composed of men, are
passing both houses of congress.
red by the constitution, except upon the ground of managed by them, and, like private dealings, have
As well as the memory of the undersignec! evident public necessity, and then with a degree of for their main object the personal advantages of the
serves them, your opiidun.s on the ])receding topic caution and circumspection which shall guard in corporations. The principle which demands their
are entirely unknown to your fellow citizens. The an elfeclual manner, against frauds and injustice, exclusion from the operations of a bankrupt law,
cxcilenient pervading tiie public mind at this period I'hat occasions may arise when those who have on the ground of inexpediency, claims for that poron the subject, and tlie influence exerted by the pas- the rightful powci to interfere may do so, by a re- tion of our citizens whose property is thus investsage or defeat of a bankrupt bill, on the destinies garil io the best interests of the community, there ed, privilegeii and exemptions denied to others. It
proposes to secure to them as creditors all the adI thought there was occasion for
of so many of your fellow men, are suflicinnt in can be im doubt.
themselves lo prompt an early reply to this commu- such interference in 1327, and gave my vote for a vantage of such a law, without making them liable
general bankrupt law, applicatile to bankers and under it as debtors. On what principle, I ask, can
nication.

A

My

My
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so marked a preference to one portion of the people over the other be justified?
Punctuality on the
part of incorporated banks to fulfil tlieir eni;agouients is of more importance (o the community than
that of any individual traders, and their lailure in
performing their duty is attended with much more
injurious consequences.
If, then, there he no good
reason for the aistinction on the ground of public
interests, most assuredly there can be none on that
of claims to favor. The privileges which the laws
already give to those institutions, and the limited
liability of those who invest property in them, furnish, on the Cf^itrar^', the strongest reasons against
the exemption which is claimed in their behalf.
Whilst on every dollar so invested the stockholder has a right to loan two, and sometimes three
times the amount, and whilst he is shielded from
all personal responsibility in case of the failure of
the bank to comply with its engagements, no portion of the property of any other class of the community has such artificial value given to it by law,
nor is- it protected, in like manner from the hazards
of business; but, on the contrary, every dollar they
possess is held subject to the claims of their creditors.
These desirable privileges were granted under the expectation of advantages and facilities to
the public to be derived from these institutions, not
one of which can be realized if ihey fail to redeem
their bills in specie when demanded.
Whatever
may be thought of iheir usefulness under other cir))erform
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pediency of extending a bankrupt law to other ject is founded on the assumption that the stales
classes of the community than bankers and traders are fully competent to afford all the relief in cases
have been vexed questions from the establishment of this description that can be reasonably desired,
and in that way evils believed lo be inseparable
of the federal government lo the present day.
The constitution has now been in operation for from the extension of the federal power over it may
more than fifty years, and the sanction of congress be avoided. The correctness of this position is,
to such a law, though frequently attempted, has of course, more or less dependent upon the extent
never yet been obtained. Although the question of the powers over the subject which the staie.s
of constitutionality could not for that reason have possess, while congress abstains from acting in the
come before the judiciary directly, it has often been matter. About this there has been for years conconsidered indirectly in deciding upon the consti- siderable uncertainty, and this uncertainty has been
tutionality of state insolvent laws; and 1 am not not a little aggravated by appaiently contradictory
aware that the supreme court, in the extended dis- decisions by the courts. This arose from the use
cussions upon the general subject, has ever even of general expressions by the judges which went
intimated an opinion as to the precise extent of the beyond the case before the court, and were thereauthority of congress in the matter. We are, there- fore not conclusive upon this question.
The bindfore, at this late day without even a legislative or ing character of them having been disavowfd, the
judcial opinion upon this much agitated question, matter is now placed by the supreme court of the
unless one cati be reasonably inl'erretlfrom the per- United States upon a settled and simple Ibotiiig.
severing refusal of congress to pass such a law.
As I understand it, and I believe there is no reason
There is not, perhaps, a single question growing for contrariety of opinion upon the subject, it is
out of our complex system of government, in re- that the states may, in the absense of fedcinl legiss|!ect to the settlement of which less advance has lation upon this branch of the subject, pass laws
been made than this; and it must be admitted that authorising not only the discharge of debtors from
there are few if any more complicated, or in respect imprisonment, but also from the debts themselves,
to which it is found more difficult to arrive at a sa- provided the latter were contracted and to be executed in the state, between citizens thereof, and
tisfactory conclusion.
Objections to the power of congress lo pass a vo- entered into subsequently to She passage olthe law.
luntary bankrupt law, applicable to all classes of The debts and credits of bankers and merchants
debtors, have been principally founded on the fol- extend throughout the union, and thus present
cases which could not be adequately provided for
lowing considerations, viz:
1st. No bankrupt law as such having existed in under an authority so limited.
Not so with the
the United States before the adoption of the consti- dealings of the other classes of which we are speaktution, it is assumed that its framers intended to ing.
The instances of bona fide transactions beconfine the power given over the subject to bank- tween them in which adequate relief could not be
ruptcy as it was then understood to exist in the proi-iiled by the state legislatures, under this concountry from which we have derived most of our ceded authority, would be of rare occurrence. To
legal definitions, and the outlines of our judicial the slate which authorises the contract, and furnishes the ordinary means of enforcing it, would in
system.
2d.
That bankrupt laws, understood in that this way be reserved the right of granting such resense, are such acts only as provide a compulsory, lief from the hardships which under peculiar cirsummary anrl comprehensive remedy to creditors cumstances may arise to the parlies restricted only
by the limitations before referred to.
against bankers arid traders; and
These, with the right to exempt from imprison3d.
That there had existed in all the states, for
ment in all cases would still leave to state lei'islayears before, and down to the period of the adop
lion of the constitution, insolvent laws giving relief tion the control and direction of the remedies to
to insolvent debtors, of all descriptions, on their an extent under which much might be wisely done
own application, as well against imprisonment for for the benefit of unfortunate debtors, and the evils
debt, as under certain circumstances against future of ab mdoiiing in practice the strict construction of
liabilities for the debts themselves; that the broad the power of congress over the subj^^ct avoided.
construction of the federal constitution necessary to The changes in the relations between the states and
include bankrupt laws of the character now referred the general government, as those relations have
to, would at least deprive the states of all power to been hitherto understood, resulting from an occuact upon the subjjct, independently of that of con- pation of the whole ground by federal legislation,
gress,
a right which existed before the constitu- would unavoidably be very considerable in respect
tion, and which it is claimed was not intended to to the extent of the patronage of each, and perhaps
most prominent in the judiciaLbranches of the rebe surrendered by the states.
The advocates of the power, on the contrary, spective governments. A large quantity of the
contend, in respect to the two first grounds of ob- business which has hitherto been done by the state
jection, that legislation on the subject of bankrupt- courts, and for which they seem to be the approcy, to be wisely adapted to the objects in view, priate tribunals, would be transferred to the federal
must vary wi!h~circumsfances and keep pace with courts. It is at least very questionable whether
the changes which are every day taking place in such an alteration in established sysiems of judicaI

all must admit that, if they cease to
this important function, Ihey are the
sources of great mischief. The reasons therefore
for giving to the billholders, and other creditors,
whose confidence has been in some measure obtained under a sort of legislative guaranty, full and
prompt remedies against them in case of failure to
perform their engagements, are stronger than in
cases of ordinar}' debtors.
Should a bankrupt law
be passed which did not embrace corporations, having the right as creditors to avail themselves of its
advantages, individuals who failed in personally
performing their contracts with them might, bj'
their interference, be arrested in their business and
have their property at once transferred to assignees.
More than this, they might be involved in acts of
bankruptcy by the failure of the banks themselves
to fulfil their promises to Iheui, or to others on
whose punctuality their own depended. The injustite of the distinction in this view of the subject
becomes .strikingly clear, and I am wholly at a ios.s
to know on what ground it could be upheld.
This
is not a mere speculation upon remoteor impossible
contingencies.
Had there been a bankrupt law in
existence for the last three or four years, thousands
of our lellow citizens would have been subjected to
its provisions by reason of the delays and ditliculties
they experienced in realizing the demands due to
them, resulting indirectly from the suspension of
payments by the banks; whilst against the banks
themselves, they, and their debtors, who held their
notes, or other obligations, would have been comparatively remediless.
The states have certainly not been sparing in be- the pursuits of

cumstances,
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men either bringing them within
or excluding them from the policy of a general bankrupt law; that it has so varied in England before
and since the adoption of the federal constitution,
and that it ought not to be supposed that the framers of that instrument designed to limit the power, when they gave it in such general terms, to the
usages or legislation of a foreign country. In responsibility to this remedy for a nori-perforinance spect to the last objection, it is insisted that bankof their eiigagements and in enlarging the sphere of ruptcy includes insolvency, and that it is not possilegislative privileges.
The state legislatures have ble to lay down any precise distinction by which
been in the constant habit of incorporating manu- the two subjects as matters for the legislation of the
facturing, and, in some forms, commercial compa- respective governments can be separated, and one
nies also, each of whom become traders of the first branch of it allotted to the states and the other to
class.
If these companies, in addition to the par- the federal government; that all attempts which
ticular advantages and personal immunities secured have been made by our ablest judges and slale«in?n
to them, are also to have tlieir effects exempted to do so in a satisfactory manner have hitherto
from liability under bankrupt laws, the efficacy and failed; and, that it must therefore be held that the
value of the constitutional provi.'ion on the subject framcrs of the federal conslilution meant lo give
of bankruptcy may be etfectually superceded, congress power over the whole subject, leaving to
whilst those who are not possessed of sufficient in- the states only a suboidinate action in regard to it,
fluence to become the participants ol legislative fa- trusting to the intelligence of the people who would
vor would remain subject to the utmost rigor of the be, at the same time, represented in both systems,
laws that may be passed under it. While I would for such an exercise of the power conferred as
carefully abstain from interfering with the rights of would not interfere unwisely with those portions ol
these corporations, derived from state authority, 1 it which had been, and could continue to be, more
would not add to their privileges by exempting usefully exerted by the state legislatures.
them altogether from the operation of a general
Whatever may be thought of the conclusivenes.s
bankrupt law, when such exemption would, in of these views, I am free to say that the able manmany cases, operate injuriously on individuals sub- ner in which they have been presented in our courts
ject to its provisions. The corporations themselves of justice and elsewhere has given them greater

my judgment,

most unwisely; when they insist upon an exemption which could not fail to mark
yet more distinctly the line of separation between
their alfairs and those of l!ie commutfity at large,
and to give still greater prominence lo the superior
advantages they enjoy over the rest of their fellow
act, in

•citizens.

The

coiistilulionalily as well as the ex-

would be wholesome in its political effect, or
an improvement in the administration of jusiice.
There is, on the contrary, reason to apprehend
that it would give occasion to numerous conflicts
as to jurisdiction between the courts ofthe separate
governments, cause delay in the proceedings and
increase costs and litigation.
The stales have exercised the right to pass laws giving a liberal measure of relief lo dettors, since the period of tlieir
first formation; these
laws constitute an important
and valuable part o/their respective statutory codes.
Their right to this branch of legislation has been
conceded to them upon the very jirinciple of the
distinction between the bankrupt and insolvent systems.
To enter at this time upon the practical application of a different construction of ihe conslilution would have a tendency to disturb the very
loiindation of those proceedings by nn interpretation
which has hilherto had no explicit sanction from
the national legislature or the national courts.
Neither would it be doin; justice to the subject
to pass wholly unnoticed the ob\ious unfitness of
applying to farmers, mechanics and other classes of
our citizens, the prompt and vigorous proceedings
ture,

stowing upon these institutions special privileges,
and it has not been heard, as matter of complaint,
that they have been too vigorous in enforcing a
strict compliance with the conditions on which the
grants were made. It is not easy to comprehend
the extent to which this principle might be carried
in exempting traders as well as bankers from re-

|

authoriaerl

by bankrupt laws toirards bankers and

almost the only objects of such
laws; nor coiilil such proceedings be much modified in that respect without defeating the ends of

traders, hitherto

such enactments.

The

failure of debtors to saiisly

demands of creditors,
manner specified by th^ir

the

at the time and in the
contracts, has ever been
weight in my own mind than I was disposed to al- regarded, under a bankrupt system, as an act of
low them thirteen years ago, when I was called to bankruptcy, and authorises the transfer by the operation and agency ol law, of all their estate lo
act officially upon the subject.

ever the question of constitutional power

is

assignees for the benefit of their creditors.
However proper such a procedure may be, in reference

considered.

to

But

if

overcome, that of expediency still remjins to be
The objection which is raised to legislation by congress upon this branch of the sub-

bankers and traders,

pressive and

it would
be to others opruinous— it would greatly multiply
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—
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address you, I exhorted you to sacrifice all former neither wise nor safe to deceive the people on this
feuds on the altar of our common country, and to subject, and leave them to the hazard of one day
lend the aid of your talents and influence in support weeping their improvidence in tears of blood.
There is no portion of our country so deeply inof those, who, equally wilh yourselves, are animated by an earnest desire to promote its happiness and I. rested in this measure as the south. The south
prosperity, and firmly determined to maintain its must depend upon itself for protection, and there
honor abroad, and preserve its institutions and peace never was a period in the history of our governI assured you thai the admini.-tration, of ment, when this portion of our common country
at home.
tend the opeiation of a bankrupt law to all tiiese which I formed a part, would never violate the prin- was more loudly called upon, by imperious circumYour
I am well ciples of the constitution, nor sufl'er them to be vio- stances, to prepare for its self-preservation.
classes of its citizens or subjects.
aware that those latter objections are sought to be lated by others, and that the peculiar rights and in- enemies surround you on every side: the world is
obviated by making the operation of this part of terest of the south would be protected. AirI I up in arms to deprive you of your properly. The
But it well deserves lo be pledged myself, should any of the great landmarks interest of nations, and the fanaticism of iiiilividuals,
the law voluntary only.
remembered that such a law would be but the of detnociacy be disregarded, to be found once more are united against you from without while within
the first movement by congress in your ranks, ready to aid you in vindicating the your own bosom, men, blinded by parly zeal, comi-ntering wedge
bine to lull you into a false and fatal security, and
in a new dirt-clion, under a general power, and no rights of the people.
The period is arrived when I feel called upon to strive to excite your suspicions against those faithone can tell what iniglit be the next.— The same
construcliori of the constitution, which gives con- a|)peal to you to decide whether the assurances I ful public servants who call upon you lo prepare
gress the right to pass a voluntary bankrupt law, then gave you have been fulfilled, or whether the for the contest. To counteract the^attempts of your
applicable to farmers and mechanics, and olher allegations which have been so freely made against friends lo organize and arm you, and to enable you
non-trading classes, concedes the riglit also to make the administration are true. It is on its trial before lo present such an imposing front as may awe Ihe
fana'ics who are seeking your destruction, they cry
.Vs long as the debtor interest pos- you, not only upon general charges of alleged misit compulsory.
sesses a paramount consideration in the national conduct, which, if substantiated, would render it out "beware of executive influence," beware of
legislature, such a law, would, perhaps, not be utterly unvvorlhy your confidence and support; but "standing armies"— all hough they know lull well,
thought of, but it would not be ditlicult for the op- those charges are, in no inconsiderable degree, Ihat standing armies are only neeessaiy where the
Citizens of people are unarmed and unorganized, and that liposite interest, when in complete ascendancy, to founded on oiKcicial acts of my own.
make at least a plausible eicjiose of the reasons why mv own slate, between some of whom and myself berty is alone endangered by the supinencss of its
relations of personal friendship formerly existed, legitimate guanlians.
What, in fact, can be more
justice to creditors requires that the rule should h
reciprocal.
In this view of the subject were the have felt themselves justified in arraigning me be- untrue, or more insulting lo Ihe people, than to be
opinions Ibrmed that I have heretofore entertained, fore you, and through me the administration of told (hat they, the source of all power, are not lo be
of the propriety of not extending the legislation of which I am a member, for acts of weakness and ex- trusted with arms, nor taught the use of them!
the general government to classes of cases wliich travagance, and even for devising plans stigmatized What fear can there be Ihat one-lwentieth or oneas designed to subvert the liberlies of the country. tenth part of the militia of each state, composed of
it might not be ceriain the constitution intemied to
Called upon by a committee of congress, at a mo- your own fellow citizens, of your own friends and
embrace.
I was doubtless governed in so regarding the ment when the country was thieatened wilh war, to relations, will turn their arms against you and seek
What danger is
question, not merely by my own opinion of the prepare for its defence, and to reorganize the mi- to deprive you of your liberties?
propriety of reslraining all legislation within those litia, I submitted a plan for that purpose, which has there that you yourselves will do so w'hen your turn
limits, but by a convrclion that as bankrupt laws been the fruitful theme of attack by the opponents comes lo assemble at your own neighboring depot,
had been generally passed, chiefly if not exclu- ol' the administration. It is unnecessary to recapi- and liave arms placed in your hands? Would you
sively, for the benefit ol the credilor, and were tulate the otijections which havC'been urged against march against your fellow citizens, at the bidding of
Surely not. AVhy, then, should you be
penal in Ihr-ir character, they ought not lo embrace this measure. They are known to you all. But I a tyrant?
pLMSOns wiio had not been regarded as coming within will briedy explain its provisions, in order that you led to believe (hat your sons, or your brothers,
their scope; and also by the consideration that, so may judge how far these objections are valid and or your naighbors, who have been brought up to
It is proposed to diminish the burden cherish the .same principles as yourselves, would
far as Ihey tent! to the relief of all classes of applicable.
debtors from future liabilities on the surrender of now imjiosed upon the people, by turning out for seek to destroy institutions which are as dear to
their property, the slate insolvent laws had already training every able bodied man in the country at them as to you, and turn their arms against the
done much lo attain that object without subjecting the same time a system which operates as a direct country? The idea is as insulting to the people as
thase who are not within the class of bankers and tax upon you, amounting lo many millions annually, it is preposterous.
tr.iders to the rigor and severity of bankrupt en- and it is'as unnecessary as it is burlhSnsoine; for,
But the ])rejudices of many among you have been
under no circumstances can it be required to bring roused against this plan, and persevering attempts
actments.
i forbear to do more on this occasion lliaii sug- into the field two millions of men; one-twentieth of are made to keep them alive, nofwilhstanding Ihe
gest the grounds of some of the objections lo a that number is amply sufficient; and it was mlenil- president's distinct expression of the opinion and
baiikiupt law, under one of the aspects presented ed that this force should be called out at convenient views entertained by him upon the whole subject:
by your question. Your own reflections will ena- seasons, for ten days in each year, and thai you views against vidiich the arts of the opposition have
Depots of arms were not yet enabled (hem to raise a plausible objection.
ble you to see Ihejn in their full force, and bring to sliould be all Irained in turn.
your view njany others I have omitted lo mention, to bo established at convenient stations, in order Wilh respect to the charge of extravagance, so
"'
that when turned nut to drill, you should not have lo loudly made by-the opposition, and maintained by
lUy sincere de.oire is to cany, as far as can be co
stilulionally done and sound policy will admit, Ihe march I'ar, and never out of your own state, and the most glaring representations and misstatements,
humane ])rinciple of discharging Ihe honest and only when on the borders out of your own districts; I again refer you to the public documents, and plead
They prove
unlorliinnte debtor from liabilities he cannot meet, and when on the ground, be furnished with United the facts as they are there recorded.
securing at the same lime lo his credilors Ihe full States arms and aininuidtion, and be paid for the incotiteslibly that the real expenses of Ihe governbenefiruf his present estate. The rule which I time you were so employed -which need not have ment have not increased beyond what the augmenexceeded ten days of every year for four years, afltr tation of our population, and the extension of our
laid down for my own government, when the sub
jecl was under discussion, at the last session, was which you would have been exempt from mililia
merce, and Ihe rapid advancement of our setStripped of Ihe exto keep my mind opi-n to argument and conviclion duly, except in cases of actual invasion or insurrec- tlements, absolutely required.
became my oHicial duly lo tion. Vou were to have been commanded by of- traordinary expenditures, which have resulted from
111 regard to it, until it
act, and then to approve or disapprove the bill pre- fieeis of your own choice, as now, and if subjected circiiinslances beyonil the control of the administralo Ihe rules ami articles of war when in service, as tion, the course of (he government, instead of being
Sfiiled for my consideration, according as its particular provisions should, in my best judgment, be you are under the present law, you were to be tried marked by a wasteful and profligate extravagance,
found to conform to those principles, and be likely lor all miliiary offences by your own officers only
as its op|)onen(s would persuade you, has been
Upon careful con=i your neighbors and friends, from whom you have dislinguished by Ihe most exact and rigid economy.
to accomplish those objects.
der.ilion of the subject, ill all \'S bearings, I am led no injustice lo apprehend. In this manner, the least The payment of the public debt, which forms a large
lo believe Ihat 1 shall best perform my duty in the onerous that could be devised, an efficient force item of expenditure, cannot be charged to (he exmatter by continuing to pursue the same course in would have been in constant readiness, to suppress (ravagance of government. Nor can that of the
Indian trust fund, of which the government is the
fiiture.
I am, gentlemen, very respeclfullv. vour insurrection or repel invasion, at a trifling cost, to
BUREN.
be ilelVayed by Ihe general government.
W.
trustee, although thai item serves lo swell the geobedient servant,
Be not deceived by the silly cry of "standing ar- neral amount of expenditures; even the monej- reTo Messrs. S. L. Dunfield, Win. H. Brasher and
my," raised by the opponents of Ihe people's rights, ceived for indemnities due the nation by foreign
others.
opinions upon the sanie subject hav- lo appose Ihe efforts of a democratic administration, governments, and exacted from their justice by the
P. S.
ing been a.sked by others al-o, 1 have caused my and to bring discredit on them for the atlempt to firmness and de|cision of the administration, is chargIt is evident that the people ed lo its extravagance, because it not only recoverreply lo bo at once |iublished and copies sent to organize Ihe mililia.
must protect themselves, or pay soldiers to protect ed, but distributed these sums.
you.
Iheiii; and it is equally obvious that they cannot efThe payment ordered by congress, to liquidate the
fectually prolect themselves, without being orga- claim of JMassachusetts, Connecticut and N. Carolina
LETTER OF MR. POtNSF.TT.
nized, nor devolve Ibis duty upon others, without lor their expenditures during the war, forms another
\l'ashins;ton, Sept. 28, 18-10.
De.vr sin: I send herewith a letter addressed to peril lo their liberties. I have as much confidence item of the charge ofextravagance. So loo, the three
my lellow citizens of Chailesloii, and bfg Ihat you as any man i.u the brave hearts and strong arms of per ct. and the two per ct. for roads, payable to the
the mass of Ihe people, and am willing lo rely upon new slates out of the amount of sales of public lands
will present it to them.
Mavinj been .-issailed by opposition orators and them for the defence of the country, whenever there under laws passed years ago, which increases with
avail
myself
is lime to prepare for it;
but if ever the thunder of Ihe quantity of land sold every year. Duties reGeorgia,
1
Maine
lo
letter wrileis from
of the privih-ge secured lo every citizen in this coun- the enemy's cannon shall be suddenly heard in any funded to merchants, which are,(o a ceriain degree,
try, of being heard in his own defi'nce, lo plead be- ol our sea[iorts, which are all now too accessible an evidence of the increasing prosperity of our comfore a Iribuiial whose jurisdiclion I have always ac- and indelensilde, they might be destroyed or cap- merce, are made to appear an increasing item of
knowledged, and to wdiose verdict I shall chceifiil- tured before the forls could be garrisoned, or one extravagance. So lh."t, in fact, if we had not paid
blow be struck lo defend Ihera. Or if ever our any portion of the national debt, and left the treasuI have the honor lo be, dear sir, faithly submit.
soulhern planters shall be awakened by a yell more ry notes unredeemed; if we had not honestly executJ. R. PI'INSETT.
fully yours,
startling
than those of the Indian, many a brave ed our duty as trustees of Ihe Indian fund, by disC.
Charleston,
S.
Johnson,
JoiCjih
Dr.
heait will be pierced, and many aslioiii; arm will be bursing them for the benefit of those tribes; if we
paralysed, before an efficient force couM be collected, had not sold any public lands, or had neglected to
IViishiiiglon, Sept. 2fi, 1840.
Fbllow citizens: Shoitly after I acce|)ted Ihe armed and organized, to protect their wives id pay (he new s(a(es the five per cent, due them upon
It may be popular doclriiie, but it
the amount of sales; and if Ihe commerce of theoffice I now hold, and when last I had the honor to] children.

individual distress, and bring to public auction, by
a forced sale, not only a largeauionnt of personal
property, but a considerable portion of the real
The evils ot a bankrupt
estate of the country.
law, with such extended ran2;e, would, it is justly
to be feared, more thin counterbalance the benefits
I am not aware that
it misht otherwise produce.
any governmenl has deemed it wise or safe to ex-
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country had been paralyzed, and the merchants failed to trade extensively, the government would, according to the reasoning oi the opposition, have
been administered most laitlifully and economically
a reputation which would have been founded upon its bad failh and destructive policy.
These disbursements for the years 1S36, '37 and
'33, amount to $28,152,143 41.
To these items
should be added the ainounl of ap|>ropriaIions for

—

the

payment of pensions,

for the Dislrict of

Colum-

survey of the coast, taking the census, exploring expedition, the removal ol Indians, which are
all of a temporary nature, and are certainly not
chargeable to the present administration; and Ihose
for durable and iire-proof buildings, for arming and
equipping the militia, for the improveinent of the
navy, for roads, canals and breakwaters, and river
and harbor iinpro\enients, under laws passed many
years ago, for forlifications and the purch.^ise of
lands from the Indian tribes, in order to free ihe individual states from the presence oi this population,
and to benefit essentially the whole union, All
which charges, amounting in the aggregate to a large
sum, must be considered as expenditures for the security of our common country, and for the benefit
of posterity, and are not therefore properly chargebia,

able upon the present administration, as they were
authorised belore its commencement. These deductions, including the expenses growing out of Ihe
operations upon our northeni and eastern frontiers,
to preserve our national faith with a neighboring
and friendly nation, and those which have been
incurred in protecting the southern portion of
our country from Indian aggressions, bring the
annual expenditures of those vears to the moderate
amount of $13,000,000. One word as to the ex
penditures growing out of these wars, which have
been a fruitful theme of accusation and reproach
against the administration. The wars of the Greeks
and Seminolcs originated in the perfidious and cruel
conduct of ihose Indians. They not only refused
lo comply with their treaty slipulaliotis, but attacked and destroyed the white settlements and butchered the inhabitants. The government, in the fuliilment of one of its most imper.itive duties, took all
the measures in its power to protect the country
which was exposed to these merciless savages.
The very limited regular force, and the want of
proper organization of the militia, rendered those
efforts more feeble than they would have been under
other circumstances, and much more expensive.
The militia tr volunteers cannot be brought to act
on loot, the best if not the onlj' descriplion of
force suitable lor finding and subduing the roving
savages of Florida; and under the most economical

arrangement forsupplying horsemen, its cost, compared with that ol the regular soldiers, is as six to
one; that is to say, one mouiited militiaman costs
the government as much as six regular infantry:
and yet the administration is blamed for not covering 40,000 square miles of terriiory with volunteer
cavalry, and sweeping the whole terriiory as with a
net an operation which would probably fail, and
which would certainly require at least 5i),000 men,
and cost for one campaign of six months, not less
than fourteen millions of dollars, without enumerating the interminable claims arising from the loss of
horses, or the amount of pensions for wounds and

—

disabilities.

Tosoine extent this policy was pursued in 1S37 and
]838, when double the force required by former generals who had commanded in Florida, was sent
there and placed under an active and skilful and
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upon an emergency and lor a few days; that wonri
was brought from New Orleans to a spot where it
was growing abundaully, without staling the additional lact Ihat these woods were occupied by Indians, and that it would have required a large escoit
lo protect the woodcutters, and transportation to
bring soldiers to perform this duty from other sla
1
tions where their presence was more needed.
mention these things only in justice to ray predecessor.
No such transaction has taken place under
the present administration.
It is equally due to the
several commanders in Florida, to slate, and I do it
without fear of contradiction, that iu the Creek and
Florida wars, more Indians have been destroyed,
captiircd and removed, than iu all Ibriner wars against
Indian tribes since the commencement of our government; and that this has been accomplished under
the most difiicuft and discouraging circumstances.
Notwithslanding the existence ol these wars, the
administration, by its energetic elibrls to proiluce
economy in the public expenditure?, has been enabled to effect a large reduction in the appropriations,
amounting annually, if averaged, to not less than
.f4,000,000.
I wi-!l close Ihe observations which I have felt it
my duty to make on the subject of the expenditures
of the government, wilh an cxiract from a letter addressed by the president, on the 1.3lh inst. to a citizen ol Tennessee, in reply to an interrogatory,
whether, in his opinion, there could be any further
reduction of the ex[ienditures of the government,
without detrin^'nt to Ihe interests of Ihe people.
"I do not doubt the practicability of a further reduction in the expenditures of the government, witiiout detriment to the interests of the people; and it
has been the object of my active and unceasing exertion to cause it lo be made.
The approprialions
for the year 1S37 were made before I came into office.
Our ordinary disbursements, wilhout including those on the public debt, the post office, and
the trust fund in charge of the government, had been
largely increased before the comiaencement of my
term, by app^priations lor the removal of the Indians, for repelling Indian hostilities, and for other
less urgent expenses which grew out of an overflowing treasury- Independent of the public debt
and Irushs, the gross expenditures of seventeen and
eighteen millions in 1834 and 1835, had, by these
causes, swelleit to Iwenlynine millions in 1836,
and the appropriations for 1837, made as before
slated previous to the 4th of IVlarch of that year,
raised the expenditure lo the very large amount of
thirty-three millions.
I caused immediate and unremitting eflbrts to be made, throughout the public
service, to reduce these large expenditures as
speedily and lo as low a point as could be done consistently with Ihe public interest; an object which
I have Ihe best reason lo know was one of great
solicitude on Ihe part of my predecessor, ihougti his
efforts to accomplish it were greatly impeded by
succeeded during
causes beyond his control.
the year 1838 in somewhat reducing the amount,
notwithstanding the continuance of our Indian embarrassments, and the necessity for a longer time
lo make all such efforts completely successlul. The
results of 1839 were so, to the gralifying extent of
a reduction of more than seven millions below the
expenditures even of the preceding year. Of these
facts and results congress were informed at the last
session, and you miy judge for yourself whether
their accuracy has been in any vvay impeached.
"The estimates for 1840 were directed to be subjected to the severest sciutiny, and limited to the
absolute requirements of the public service; and
our best exertions have been made, throughout the
year, to eifecta still further reduction. They have,
I am hapiiy to inform you, been crowned wilh the
desired success. The expenditures for the fit si six
months of IS40, compared even with Ihe reduced
amount of 1839, are, in round numbers, as follows:
In 1839, .SU, 600,000; for the same period in 1S40,
Compared with 1S33, they stand
IJIO, 100,000.
thss: in that year, 915,800,000; in the present,
;510,100,000. "Compared with 1S37, (being those
untler apjiroprialions made before 1 came into office), they stand thus: for the first six months of
1S37, .$16,635,000; and, as I have staled, in ISIO,
during the same months, §10,100,000. Although
it cannot be staled with accuracy what Ihe result of
the whole year w ill be, yet, from the best means of
information, we have reason to believe that the
expenditures will not exceed §22,000,000. Only
using, in the accomplishment of that result, the

We

experienced commander. Volunteers were biought
from Tennessee, Georgia and Missouri, men counted among the best and bravest of their cilizens.
Indian scouts were assembled from the western
Irontier.
Eveiy thing was done that zeal, courage,
perseverance and endurance could etf'eci; but still
Ihe war was not ended.
The Indians ceased to
concentrate their forces, jind to resist the advance
of our men. They scattered, and became the most
terrible banilitti Ihat ever inlested and devaslated a
country.
Large columns of attack became unnecessary, and the large bodies of volunleers hitherto
employed, were succeeded by detachments of regular troops, who are both more elficunt and less
costly.
The mililia of Florida has been embodied
to protect their own setlleiiients, and the regular
forces will be changed wilh the more active duty of
breaking up Ihe Indian cainps, and of forcing these
savages to sue for peace.
This arrangement has
reduced the expenses of the Florida war frou\ five
millions a year to not more than two.
Stories of power conferred upon me by congress lo postpone
the extravagant expenditures of governmeni officers certain expenditures under enunieraled circnmslanhave been made up by insinuations and inference ces, to an extent which is not likely to diminish the
equally as unfair as false statements.
It is said, aclual cxpendiluTes of the year so much as a mil
i.'iat a
"sieauiboat was Ireiglited for $'2-3'i a day, lion beiow wh.it they wo ild otherwise have been.
V. Inch is $i'0,2.50 a yc.ir,"
a-, ing it to be inferred
If in this we are succesisful, as 1 h;ive very liUle
ihat government paid tluit sum for llie hire of the doubt we shall be, there will, at the end of tl.'e year,
bodi; viliea in poiut of fact the boat was only lakeu be a reduction of tbe annual expeuditures since
1
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1837 of more thai, eleven millions and a half— since
1S3S, of more than ten millions."
The presid,-nt is charged with the intention of
proposing direct laxalion, because, by the provisions ol an act of congress, introduced as amend-

ments

to Ihe original bill by opposition members
the marshals and their assistants are required, in
Ihe progress of taking the census, to collect certain

statistical

which

information,

congres.s

ihouo-ht

might prove nseliil and instructive. It will be apparent, on the slightest examination, that no measure of taxation could be adopted ou these proceedings, as the names of the parlies are not required
or taken down by Ihe marshals.
It is scarcely necessary lo say that the inference that such was Ihe
intention of the president, or of any member of his
adminislralion, is nnlbunded.
In the case of lieutenant Hooe, of the navy,

which has been repeatedly allnde<l to in order to
prejudice Mr. Van Buren in the south, it is sufficient to say that this officer was convicted of causing persons to be flogged contrary to law, not on
negro testimony at all, but on the uncontradicted
tesliuiony of respectable and unimpeachable white
wiinesses; and that the president would not have
done his duty, as the law now stands, if he had refused to confirm the proceedings of the court, because negro teslimony bearing on other charo-es
had been introduced, but which did not aliect The
opinion of the court. That colored persons should
be allowed to testily at all times in southern ports
is

the fault of the laws;

and Mr. Van Buren desired

that an act might be passed Ihat should expressly
prevent the admission of negro witnesses in courts
martial equally as in common law courts
a measure which was proposed in congress, and failed
only by the opposition of the very men who now
are so clamoious in their censure of (he president.
Some honorable gentlemen who have partaken of
Ihe president's hospitality have thought it
decorous
and proper in rising froin the table, to denounce his
style of enlerlainingtiiem. They talk of hisnalace,
the regal splendor of his furniture, and the magnificence of his dinners. The house, which is v'Lstly
inferior in size and appearance to many town
and
country mansions of individuals in other countries
was built by order of congress, under Ihe direction
of general Washington; and the furniture spoken
of
was imported by Mr. Monroe, "gilt spoons" and
all, and, it must be acknowledged, is not
quite so
magnificent in its appearance as'it was twenty-four
years ago. I have dined wilh every republican
president since Itie time of the eider Adams,
and
can perceive no difference in their style of living
and Ihat of Mr. Van Buren, except that his is the
most simple.
I have thought it proper to treat all these
subjects
of attack upon the president, because they are
relied upon almost altogether by his opponents.
The
great questions of public policy, the vital principles
of government and Ihe important interests of th»
connlry are slightly touched upon or kept entirety
out of vievv. All these qneslions, piincijiles and
interests, have been practically developed by the
conduct of Mr. Van Buren, for the last three years,
and his opinions and sentiments in relalion to ihenj
have been frequently and Irankly avowed. The
peace of the country has been honorably maintained,
and its rights firmly wndicaled; the rights of the'
states, as we understand them al tli/ south, inviolably preset ved, and our |)eculiar interests inflexibly
,

protected.

The vexed question of Mexican claims, which
threatened to involve our country in a war wilh our
sister republic, is in a fair way to be adjusled, and
our ciliz-ns who have sulfered in their commercial
interests there, aie likely soon to be indemnified for
their losses.

Tjie long protracted question of our northeastern
boundary, which' so seriously menaced the peace of
the country, has hy the w'isdom, moderai'ion, and
firmness of Mr. Van Buren, been placed in a train
to be amicably settled.
The report of the commissioners appointed by the government of Great
Britain to make an ex parte survey and examination of Ihe di-ipute.l boundary, contained such
novel
and slaitling statements, that the presidenl deemed
it expedienl to appoint a commission on our
part to
examine the same ground, in the confirient expectation that a more deliberate survey will correct
the errors into which the British commissioners
have, as we believe, been led hv too much precipi-

mean time, the negociation for Ihejoint
to adjust the boundary, is
continued nrogre.ss, and will probably be concluded before the meeting of congress. To do justice io
the conduct of the executive Ihioughnut the w hole nf
this tran-action.you must compare the nr. ^.rri
con(U'.'ioii of this question vv:;!i IIm!
V:!:/eii exi.tjj
^f
the close of the session of 1839.
At tliLt porio'd
congress so lully impressed with the idea (hat
tation. In the

commission permanently
in
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war might grow out of

the delicate and embarrassing situation in wtiicli the two nations were placed^
that they voluntarily and unanimously confided to
the president the means of meeting the danger, if
it should arise; and an act of contidence which furnishes a remarliable coujmentary upon the abuse
lavished upon Mr. Van Buren by his opponents, in
and out of congress. It may not be improper to
state here, as an instance of fhe unfair charges made
by the opponents of the government to deceive the
people, that Ihe sum of ten millions of dollars,
appropriated on that occasion, to be used by the
president in defence of the countrj', at his discretion, not one cent of which was expended or
drawn from the treasury, is put down in some of
the stalatements among the items to swell the
apparent amount of annual appropriations and expenditures.
The conduct ot our foreign relations has, in all
former political contests, been a fruitful theme of
invective against Ihe existing administration. They
aifect the whole country, its interests and honor, and
the nation is at all times most sensitive with regard
to Ihein. The president cannot spend a dollar without a previous appropriation by congress; but may,
by a siiij^le act ol indiscretion in the management
of its foreign affairs, involve the peace of the country; and although the last lour years have presented
dilHculties in our loreign relalions, seldom if ever
surpassed, we yet see the extraordinary spectacle
of a presidential canvass carried on with unprecedented severity, without one word being ullercd
against the conduct of the executive in this most
important and delicate of his ollicial dutie.i, and
that in which he, more than in any other, acts by
himself.

To this former conduct you must look for his future course in all that concerns the rights of the
south and the rights of the states. Mr. Van Buren
regarded the national bank not only as unconstitutional, but as a fearful political engine, calculated
to subjugale the whole union to a money power,
and to foreign influence to subject the weaker to
the stronger class, and to expose all interests to unequal taxation, without any corresponding benefit,
and possessing the power by its control over the
currency and the prices of commodities, to depress

—

or elevate their nominal value, as the moneyed or
of the coiporation might diInfluenced by these considerations, he derect.
clared uncompromising hostility to ihe national

political interests,

bank, and has encountered

its

powerful hostility in

return.
In another measure of still greater importance to
the south, and involving the |ieace ot the union,
Mr. Van IJuren is found with the state rights party.
The desire at one time so prevalent at the north, to
secure to one species of industry an undue advantage over others, was defea4ed by his eloquent ap)ieal to the justice and good feeling of his countrymen at Albany; and from that period the sound
Si-nse of the democracy of the north has gradually
overcome a system of speculation so d.'astruclive to
the south; and, without injury to honest industry
in any quaiter, converted a monopoly of individuals into a simple revenue tax, leaving in the pockets
For this
vi the tax payers countless millions.
course of policy, by which you have been so largely benefitted, Mr. Van Buren has encountered the
opi>osition of the numerous and wealthy monopowho are interested in fastening upon the coun-

lists

Connected with this
try a high proteclivo tarilf.
subject, and entirely dependent upon it, is that of
internal improvements by the general government.
Williont this means of absorbing the surplus revenues resulting from a high tariff, it must have
been reduced, and Mr. Van Buren is entitled to
your gratitude, lor uniting with general lack.son
measures which put an end to that system,
and led to the reduction of the high duties which
bore so oppres.'iively upon the industry of the

In

south.

The efforts of Georgia to remove the Cherokees,
had been foiled by the preceding administration,
and fhe federalists of the north united to oppose
this favorite measure of general Jackson. Nothing
that their enmity and activity could devise, was left
nndone, to fasten this population ujron Georgia,
Emissaries were sent
Tennessee and Alabama.
among the Cherokees to urge the Indians to resisadherents were enhis
and
Uoss
John
tanceranil
couraged in their contumacy, and even foreign inllueiice invoked to put down Ihe state laws and
Durprostrate the policy of the administration.
ing the whole of this protracted and unprecedented" struggle, Mr. Van Buren co-operated with general Jackson to free the south from this Indian population, while thooe
left iiflhing

undone

to

who

are

now

his o|ip(,ueMt3,

defeat a measure so im(K)i tant

to southern interests, and which was only
consummated under ins adininislratioii.

finally
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The last in the progress of attacks to be appre- their will. They would indeed begin with the l}ahended by the weaker portion of the union, is that tholics, but others would soon feel the effects of
which strikes at the slave property of the south; their success.
I lake the liberty of sending you a couple of paand at the domestic security and peace of its citizens.
Combinations are Ibrming at home and abroad to pers which will show the occasion of my remarks.
I have the honor to be, gentlemen, with great
render the labor on which ils prosperity depends,
not only valueless, but dangerous to the existence respect, your obedient humble servant,
of society; to exclude its products from general
t JOHN, bishop of Charleston.
use, and substitute those of India in their stead; and
to breed a spirit of discontent amonp; the negroes, TO THE SO-CIETY OF FRIENDS IN THE UNITED
STATES.
and encourage their escape from their masters, by
From the New York Eoening Post.
laws enacted, and upheld in violation of express
In every stage of
It is the object of a state or political society where
provisions of the constitution.
this destructive policy, Mr. Van Buren has used bis liberty prevails, to make the people's will the ruling
It is the purpose of a
personal and political influence to stay its progress, principle of government.
and at this moment he stands in the breach assailed sect or a religious society to secure or promote obeby all the ancient enemies of the south, and by the dience to the will of God. And it is the aim of
new foes, who have arisen on every side, ami who classes of people connected by similarity of circumstrike directly at its prosperity and peace; and will stances, to aim at the temporal aggrandisement of
the south be so utterly regardless of its own interests as to lend its aid to raise this parly to power,
and abandon the democracy of the north, who actuated by a proper respect for their constitutional obligations, have hitherto supported thern against the

their

own

order.

every country, the principles of the state,
and the class or the politics, religion
and vocation of men, exert an inflrrence on one
another, and determine the general course of opinion.
At all times some of these elements are in
aboliiionists?
Of general Harrison's principles and intentions conflict, and it is generally when two of these benothing can be known; but those of the friends that come paramount over the rest, and contend for
surround him, and of the party that sustain him, mastery, one over the other, that revolutions reHe receives the support of sult.
are well understood.
Perhaps the most prominent classes which have
the abolitionists, and of the friends of a national
bank, of a high protective tariff', of extensive been arrayed against each other in modern or in any
schemes of internal improvements, of the assumption times, have been those of capital and labor, of perof state debts, and of the distribution of the public sons and property.
In all the civilized governments of Europe, and
lands among the states, which woidd prove the most
powerful means of establishing and continuing a of old, no political power was conceded to persons
high tarilf of duties. He therefore stands commit- without property. And it was, as I remarked in
ted in favor of interests abhorent to the south, and my last paper, the peculiar and pre-eminent glory
against which the democracy of the union have of William Penn and his followers, to be the first
struggled so manfully, and thus far successfully. of all the world to recognise the right of the person
The elections, as far as they have gone, display a without propei-ty to he a citizen or a voter. In
fearful combination of fanaticism and moneyed in- all the other colonial charters and state constituterest in favor of this candidate; and Ihe south, if tions up lo the adoption of our present constitufaithless to its interest, is exposed to have imposed tion of the United States, a property qualification
upon it a consolidated government, by the mistaken was required for electors and officers. Since then
policy of its own misguided sons, appropriating its many of the states have abolished it, but several
It was from the state and
vast means to jiromote measures and execute pro- still retain that feature.
jects inimical to the principles and directly opposed colony of Pennsylvania that the framers of the
federal constitution borrowed the precept and practo the interests of that portion of the union.
tice of universal suffrage; and its primitive establishJ. R. POINSETT.
ment i.i Pennsylvania was the effect not only of the
peculiar tenets, but the very genius of the Quaker
LETTER FEOM THE BISHOP OF CHARLESTON.
The following letter is in answer to an invitation religion.
The evil of riches, and the love of money, have
to attend on the occasion of the visit of col. Johnlong been topics of discourse with moralists and
son to Detroit, on the 23th of September.
ministers.
But the "Friends" reduced theory to
Charleston, S. C. Sept. 17, 1840.
Gf.ntlemen: I was yesterday honored with practice, and cut off' by their discipline the very
your invitation of August 26, to meet the vice pre- objects of avarice. They expressly prohibit supersident of the United States on the 28th instant, at fluity of apparel, of diet, of furniture, and of habiDetroit.
tation, and by thus rendering superfluous wealth
The compliment which yon pay him is one of useless, destroyed all motive lor its accumulation.
those political movements from which I have kept But William Penn and his brother colonists very
aloof, though I am free to confess my opinion is, naturally considered that if property were made
that the udministrntion of which he forms so conspi- indispetisable for political privilege and honor, a
ctious a pfirt, has acted for ihe benefit of our union, very sirong stimulant of avarice would still remain.
and does not deserve the vituperation with which it is They therefore wisely and r-eligionsly cut the conThey dinection between avarice and ambition.
assailed.
Ii may perhaps tend to show the spirit of some of vesleil mammon of the dignity of his robes of office,
and lelt him to remairr among men, as well as
its opponents, when so humble an individual as I
am, and for so many years a citizen, though I must among tlie fallen angels, "the least erect of all Ihe
How well have the conclusions
confess to the crime of having been horn in a dis- spirits that fell."
tant land, and of having voluntarily come hither, of philosophy and the history of twenty centuries
dare not express this simple opinion without being verified Ihe holy orncle, "that the love of money
denounced in unmeasured terms, and the persons is the root of all evil." Mammon has been the fawhose religion I teach, thi-eatened with extermi- vorite idol of the world, and has been bloodier
nation if it be discovered that from, any cause than Moloch, viler than Belial, prouder than Lucithere shall be found a majority in favor of JMr. Van fer', nay, all the other vices seem at least to be renAmbition, vanity and
Bur-en iri any district where Catholics are nume- dering homage to avarice.
William
appetite, have all become its parasites.
rous.
Penn and his associates drove the money changers
I have suffered insult and oppression under the
penal code against my reli;;ion in Ireland, and I out of the temple of liberty, as their great excame hither flattering myself with the expectation emplar did out of the temple of religion. And by
lliat there existed at least freedom of thought, and
the constitution of the union and most of the
liberty for any citizen to express his opinions that states, avarice is no longer recognised as a conthe public officers of the union were not guilty of stituent, much less the supreme principle of governthat mal-ailiuinistration which was imputed to Ihem ment.
by their competitors. I tiave more than onCe been
But allliongli excluded from the constitution, the
convinced of my mistake; and if my religion and money power has been received into the legislatnre
Money, holders have been associits professors are to be made the victims of my imaof the country.
gining that in our republic. Catholics, like other ated by law, endowed with protracted coiitiiui\Jy of
citizens, had liberty of poliiical opinions, expression existence, and surrounded with 4)rivileges and imand action, I would far prefer being again in my munities. They have been authoiised to contract
former position; for the Orangeisra of Ireland is debts, without being bound to the extent of their
mercy compared to the insolence of those who here property to pay the'm, or subject to irnpr'isonment
insult lis by their expressions of kindness and con- for refusing.
And they have the exclusive privilege
decension, whilst they threaten us with extermina- of supplying the paper circulation of the union,
tion unless we stoop to be their slaves.
amounting commonly to about one hundred and
who are thus forty millions, which is a stamling loan from the
I am aware, gentlemen, that they
disposed in our regard, ilo not form the American people to them of that amount without interi'st, and
people, but 1 knov/ that they are numerous and ac- with its attendant advantages is more than equal to
tive, and I should regret for the sake of our repub- an annual gift of at least ten millions of dollars.
lican iustitutions, that they had the power to work The banking capital of the union is nominally three
In

the

sect

—

——

—
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Imridred ami forty millions of dollars, and is held
by less than two liundred thousand men, the most
of it probably by about filty thousand, many of
* whom are aliens and foreit^ners. These men, with
this money, have been erected by legislative authority into a privile};ed onler,'\vith control over the
currency, credit, commerce, property and labor of
the repuljlic. They lend lour hundred and fifty millions of dollars, and have the pownr to establish or
overthrow the fortunes of individuals, of classes,
and sections of the country.
This is a power as great or greater than any privileged order has ever yet possessed under any government. This is a power which exceeds the
aggregate of all the powers conferred by the people
through the constitution on all their public agents
who administer the government. This is a power
able to govern or overthrow any government. This
is a sovereign power.
Let us consider how it has
been exercised.
The leading and landed maxim of the banker
is to give facility to the business of the country;
This is the
that is to give credit to commerce.
avowed principle and standing boast of banking.
And although its sincerity has been often questioned, its utility has not, that I know, been denied

But

I

now deny

it.

And

I

assert that

commerce

neither needs nor merits more credit or political
favor than agriculture or manufactures.
Commerce is not more useful or noble than either of
them and as it is in fact more fashionable and
attractive, it requires less extraneous aid than either.
then should three hundred and forty millions
of capital be collected into masses, gifted with the
use of a hundred millions of credit, exempted from
the vissitudes of mortality and of fortune, placed
beyond the natural laws of our being and the obligations of civil society, with all incidental and resulting powers (or the purpose of affording facilities

—

Why

to busine.'s.
it

—

—

—

tual and recognized carder.
Commerce is acknowledged to be subordinate and dependent on them
this would subject them to her, nor can it be maintained that our present system is equally lavorable
in its direct dispensations of credit to all in proportion to their wants.
We have seen the importations
of the country which directly result fr.'jm mercantile action constantly running to excess, with
llie progress of our banking system.
Precisely at
the moment when our bank circulation was the
highest, our excess of imports was the highest
being sixty millions beyond the exports the highest excess known for a long period; and in fact the
excess of our imports was about the excess of our

—

circulation.
It will not avail to contend that this was abuse
and overactiou of the banking system. It was overaction, and it is by overaction in all cases that
the specific effect and tendency of all principles
arc tested.
There was no overaction on agriculture it is confessed
nor was theri; any on manu-

—

factures; the present depression of tho.«e interests
results from the mercantile revulsion
uottheirown

—

excesses.
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operation of the system is not accidental and casual, but uniform and inevitable.
Banks
must be in cities where commerce is carried on
a{id money must chiefly be in the hands of merchants, although the aggregate property of that
class is not near so great as the farmers.
Excepting therefore the few who deal exclusively in money in the large cities, the merchants from their
location and vocation must have control of the
banks. And thus the welfare of the commonwealth
is dependent on the vrill, the reason, and the fortunes
of a class of men and branch of business, not selected for that purpose by the people, nor qualified
for the trust by any natural or conventional presumptions of virtue, talent, interest or sentiment
beyond an equal number of the rest of the citizens.
And this great power has been conferred by the
state governments in granting the exclusive privilege of a credit circulation.
This money government of the country, thus created stronger than the
political power, is given to those only who have a
property qualification
to the man who can pay for
the stock, and in a proportion to the amount of
stock taken. The actual controllins effective government of the country is now, therefore, no longer
a government of persons as the constitution prescribes, hut of property
not of men out of money.
We have gone back, therefore, and are going back

to both government and the people, the connection
betv^feen them and the general government has been
dissolved. And, according to the independent treasury law, lately pa.ssed, the public money remains
in the hands ot collectors and receivers until paid

out on appropriations of law.

The

[

all

the vocation.

And

our import

The banks wish to repossess the pubdeposites. The merchants desire eitherthat they
should be restored to the local banks, or placed in a
new United States bank, where, as before, they can
secure the use of the money. Is this the interests
of the peoople?
Is it the duty of a plain and frugal
society to apply the additional stimulus of public
money and jHiblic credit to the traffic ol the vices;
to promole designs of avarice and vanity, and to
secure tiie predominance of indulgence over industry?
Are not the hundred millions of credit in circulation now devoted in that manner, enough? Are
not the effects sufficiently striking and instructive?
No evil is more glaring than the sudden increase,
of fate years, in domestic expenditure; and the society of Frien(i3 has experienced peculiar difficulty
in eiifbrcing tlie regulalioni! of its discipline
amon^-st
its members, on tills subject.
Costly and fashionable dress and furniture, dwelling, and diet, have
prevailed to an alarming extent amonf^st them; and
now, whilst at every meeting of business, they are
seriously and solemnly inquiring into the state and
progress of this evil aniong themselves, they are
called on to support politically a system of fiscal
continue.

lic

—

and number of

great contest now going on is to determine
this separation of government from bank is

whether
to

from free principles. We have overthrown in practice the fundamental declaration in our bills of rights,
we have abrogated the doctrine of Wm. Penn. And
not simply the political principle which he established, but a most important religious principle, vigorously enforced by the Quakers, and uniformly acknowledged by all the sects and moralists.

]27

It is now almost four years since the banks
possessed, in addition to their circulation and oilier
privil
es, the use of the public deposites of the
U.
Stales, and their paper was receivable in payment
of public dues.
By their infidelity to their duties

—

In our country, the merchants engaged in the import trade, comprehend, the greater part for wealth

THE DAY.

not discuss the objection that the sub-treasury bill provides one currency for the people, another for government
Its absurdity is plan to every
man of reflection.
I will

tills

comprehends nearly all the luxuries and superwe use. The Quakers as a sect, and as individuals are opposed to the use of all tliese, and management that lends tlieir own money
and credit
testify by constant precepts and examples against as citizens to promote the purchase and
sale, to exthem. But they are now called upon as citizens to tend the use and example of foreign finery and luxuaid in continuing not only the approbation of sur- ry amongst us.
We have seen how difficult it is to
plus capital and the whole credit of one hundred resist the insidious progress of vice, with all
the
millions of circulation, but the credit and revenue airay of reason and religion.
How can further opof government, to a class, to be chiefly devoted to position avail, when the political w isdom of
the land
trade

be admitted that commerce has no paramount
claims over agr. culture o.'" maimfactures, but is rather less entitled to public favor than either, how
absurd must the policy appear of conferring that
favor at their expense; And tliis is the very evil
of our present banking system. Government has
given to banking capital alone ;he use and profit of
the common circulation of the country. Every man,
therefore who holds banking capital, realises the
interests, not only on the stock he subscribed, but
on about Ofie-third of the amount more from circulation.
The consequence is, and has been, that
capital forsakes agriculture and manufactures, on
which no bounty is conferred by government, to go
into banking and commerce.
Thus are the accumulation of the two moat useful branches of our industry drawn otf, to be wasted on the other. I say to
be wasted. For as has been already remarked, the
mercantile life is more fashionable and attractive
than the hard work of the farmer and artizan, and
always secures without government aid its full proportion of capital, the talent and population of the
comi^unity. Nay, so seductive has been that vocation to all who wish to evade the curse of earning
their bread by the sweat of their brow, that the
competition and conflict of capital and skill in mercantile life is usually too great
is suicidal
is
wasteful of jnental and monetary energy. The addition of enormous credit a)id favor aggravates the
morbid inllamatory action of mercantile pursuits,
and bring on derangement and disorganization in
business, such as we have constantly beheld since
our system was adopted.
It cannot be asserted with reason, that the accumulation of credit in commerce, is the salutary and
appropriate mode of applying it to agriculture and
manufactures. That would be to reverse their acIf

And

f

fluities

—

that trade
consolidating the surplus capital of the shall deliberately apply the aggregated industry
of
country and the mighty energy of an hundred mil- the country, collected by taxation, to increase
the
lions of credit currelicy, with all the fiscal power of evil.
government, to promote the expansion of that busiBut it is contended that by increasing our proporness which is most flourishing when it carries the tion of
metallic circulation, the prices of porperty
gratifications of vanity, of pride and ol appetite to
and labor will fall. This idea is contraiy to tact and
the cabin doors of the frontiers, and supplies them to reason.
Cuba has a currency purely metallic,
there on credit.
The customs of the people, and and in no country are the prices
higher. Texas has
their habits, are depraved at the expense of fre- now the
most exclusive paper currency; do laborers
quent revolutions and embarrassments, at the ex- get better employment—
do our products find a betpense of additional toil and slavery, at the expense ter market there
than elsewhere? We all linow that
of nobler and holier purposes of human life, that fluctuation and
uncertainty are the principal evils
must be sacrificed to sustain increased expense, of our money system; we
must know that a larger
extravagance and display.
In ancient republics, proportion of specie
would render it more stable and
which were both idolatrous and aristocratic, simpli- uniform. As for the regulation
of the Bank of the
city of manners were deemed so essential to liberty United
States, nothing could be more uncertain.
as to be enforced by sumptuary laws.
But in our Tiie late bank was as irregular, almost,
as any local
Christian democracy, the mightiest powers of go- bank; a new
one must be governed either by the
vernment are applied to the enervation and corrup- political power or
the money power, of the countion of the people.
It has been the maxim of potry.
In one case it becomes the engine of party
litical philosophers that virtue is the ruling princi|ile
with all its violence and vicissitudes; in the other it
of republics.
In ours we have exalted avarice and is the creature
of avarice and speculation, with all
vanity to the extreme sway.
their depravity and revulsion.
These considerations are of enough moment and
An expanded paper system, therefore, whether
magnitude to secure at least a serious attention to under the control of slate or federal
banks, is detrithe principles of the great controversy now goin" mental alike to the
property, morals and liberty of
on.
tiie land.
Frequent expansions and suspensions
It is contended that the constitutional treasury render the mulliplication and violation of en^ao-elaw confers on the president the power of file purse, ments habilual, and lend the sanction of cusfoin'to
bad faith.
The sanctity of truth itself, the great
by giving him the custody of the public money.
Well, who ought to have it, then? Congress. But lundamental principle ol society and religion, is incongress is not always in session, and who will keep vaded, and the moral decomposition of the country
it in the recess?
Some ajent of congress. And is goes feaifully olf. This downward career is rapidly
an agent of congress more worthy of such a trust acceleraterl when the paper system acquires control
than the elect of three millions of voters? Besides, over the government, and stimulates its fiscal action.
when congress is in session, some man must keep Tariff and internal improvement laws, which take
the keys of the treasury.
But if it is restored to the the money of the country from industry, to be
banks, why, experience tells us by their repeated appropriated by power, and create a migliiy current
suspensions, that they will always be ready to sac- of money towaids the treasury, from wliicli it never
rifice their failli to the government to their interests. returns to the .»»me pockets it left, all t;-nd to tf«
Political ambition may violate such a trrist in our consolidation of a great moneyed despotism, to
ccuntiy that is conjecture. But mercantile avarice blight, to corrode, to corrupt, to enslave the liearls,
and speculation have repeatedly done so that is the minds, the spirits, and persons of the people.
fact snd history.
But the objections made to t!ie
The society of Friends are solemnly bound, at
president's custody of the public money are insin- this crisis, to assert, though the ballot box,
the puricere.
The public deposites were removable by the ty of their political principles, and protect themselves
secretary of the treasury, according to the charter and their property, as well as their fellow
citizens,
of Ihe Uiiited Slates bank as well as the late stat? iio:i.-the triui'ij.h of a sv'em of (.'overiunHnt a'--iMi,bankdeijosite law, and he holds his office at the will which tiiey were l.->i by Will, a,.., Teiin,
wi'.h a'-lory
of ihe president.
No parly objected to the provi- whicii has never been eclijjsed by t!;e sons of libersion, for its prosperity, if not necessity, was obvi- ty, on her proudest battle field.
ous to all.
BAPxCLAY.

—

—
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Whig majority on joint ballot 34, and a lie for a senator in Coweta, and two ties for representatives in
Madison and Bullock counties.

CHRONICLE.

American antiquities. At a large meeting of the
society of iiorllieni antiquaries at CoiJenliagen, a comthe Bramunication was read from Dr. Lunil, now
Gloucester, Mass. Population 2,303, Acre are 27
zils, respecting a very olJ large cilv, the buildings of revolutionary pensioners; 84 persons between 60 and
which are of hewn slone, lately (discovered in the vi- 70 5'ears of age, of whom 43 are females— 53 between
Professor Schuk inferred, from the 70 and SO, of whom 42 are females— 23 between 80
cinity of Bahia.
attached specimens of inscriptions, that the city was and 90, of whom 16 are females; and 2 females be-

m

founded by the Sandinavians, during
or occupation of the country.

The

their residence in
signification of a

figure, erected on an immense pillar, which stretches
out its right arm and points with the forefinger to the
north poTe, appears to be singularly remarkable.

Arkansas election. There is no opposition to
Fur tlie congressman we
Yell, (V. B.) fir governor.
liave returns fioni only 3 counties, which show an aggregate whia gain of 133, since the election of 1833,

tween 90 and

Iron trade.

Congress, 1838.
Congress, 1S40.
IV.
V. B.
Fowler, iW.) Cross, (,V. B.)
no
237
204

Cuunties.
St.

2U

i'i

5t
82

332

123

Francis

Crittenden,

maj.

Population, free white males

It is stated

by an English paper,

that

in consequence of the increased demand from the U.
.States for rail road iron, there had been an advance of

viz:

Phillips,

100.

Henrico county, Va.

3,031; feinnles, 3,101; tree colored males. 493; females,
Total of
520; male slaves, 3,157; females, 2 071.
whites 6,183; free colored 1,013; slaves 5,723; grand
total 12,923.

240
139

m.ide by
Orders had

ten per cent, in the price of the
ihe tftaifordshire and Welsh houses.
been given, in one week, to the iron tra^e, for this
species of manufactured irou, to the enormous amount
of 33,000 tons.
article,

Leather.

Massachusetts and Maine, manufacture
exceeding $14,000,000.

leather, in value,

populaiion of London is 1.431,863.
Liverpool numbers 163,175; Leeds, 82,121; Sheffield,

London.

317
184
Btlren rnaj. now
The vote in St. Francis county, is taken from the
Globe. Other papers state Cross' majority at ojily 103,
which, if correct, would make the v.-hig gain in the 3
Mr. Cross' majority in the slate in 1833,
coiinties 233.

Van

The

and Birmingham 146,936.
Mehemet Ali was born at Cavalla
now, consequently, 71 years of age.

71,720;

in 1759,

and

is

Methodist bishop in Canada. The Toronto Pawas 317.
triot says, it is rumored that the rev. Egerton Ryerson
Army. Troops for Florida.— The New York Com- is to be elevaied to the rank of bishop, by the Amerimercial Advertiser states that two hundred and Iwen- can Episcopal Methodist society.
ty-hvo recruits for the 7lh infantry, under the command
Mobile. The populaiion of Mobile, as shown by
of lieut. J. Van tlorne, 3d infantry, were embarked on the late census, is as follows: white males 5,657, white

Mondav on board the ship Getieral Parkhill, for PiLieut. Stephen; 3d inlaika, Florida, via Savannah.
fantry, lieuts. Sherwood and Humber, 7ili infantry,
and lieut. Lugciibeel, 8th infantry, were attached to

females 2,616, free colored males 250, free colored females 295, male slaves 1,979, female slaves 1,073, maktotal, including white and black, of 12,700.
There are five academies and grammar schools, with

ing a grand

the command.
191 pupils.
There are eight primary and common
Baltimore and Onto rail koad. A dividend has schools, with 115 pupils. The number of pupils at
been declared of S2 per share, and a dividenii of 4 per public charge are 300; number of white persons over
20 years of age who cannot read, 200.
tent, on the Washington brancli.
Money market New York. Within the last si.xty
Bangor, the population of is— white males 4,178;
total
45;—
females.
days, says the N. Y. Herald of Wednesday, exchange
56;
males,
females, 4,332; colored
8,611. The census of 1830 was 2.868; 1835,7.497; on France has fallen, so as to render specie the best remittance, and about $800,000 in silver have been shipand 1837, 8,531.
ped by the Havre packets, while S600,000 have arrived
Cotton. At New Orleans, but few sales at the last here from the West Indies and South America, and
quotations holders are waiting for later news.
^500,000in gold from England. The balance in favor
new
lOi
new.
The
for old and
At Mobile 7Ho
of ihia country, from England, has been about the
crop thus far is "very uniform, and clascs as strictly fair: same as in favor of France and against Englaiid that
773 bales arrived on the 12ih instant.
French bills in London is about
is, the premium on
there
month,
this
tenth
of
ilie
second
to
From the
the same as the discount on sieiling bills here, while
were received at New Orleans 15,777 bales of cotton. exchange on France has been about one-half per cent,
Durini: that time 6,573 bales were shipped to Liver- in lavor of shipping coin from this side. This opera-^
pool, Havana and to ditfercjit ports in the U. Stales. lion is but temporary in regard to France, and is of
The whole stock on hand, not cleared on the 9th iiist. but httle importance as long as the influx of the prewas 39,521 bales.
cious metals, from other quarters, exceeds the demand
Th.e exports of cotton from New Orleans to Boston, from that quarter.
during iho last season, exceeded the exports to New
From the same source we take the following official

—

—

—

York during the same period, in the ratio ot 53,970
hales to 49,593 bales— or iri value in the ratio ot
82,120,000 to .$1,880,000; being $240,000 in favor of
Boston, although the previous year we fiiid the exports
of cotion to New York exceed those to Boston by
12.012 bales or -SISO.OOO.
the last week, in BalUmore2li males,
20 lijmalbs, of which 6 were colored, all free, and 19

Deaths during

were under

1

year of

iige.

Emigration. It is stated in a recent French paper,
that at the port of Bremen, Germans are constantly arriving from all parts of their country, to take passage
The mnnber of these emigrants
for North America.
is every day increasing; it last year amounted to nearly 13,000 persons, and this year, of which two-lliirds'

have not expired, it has already exceeded 17,000. In
consequence of this, the ship builders are constantly
eniplo.vid in building vessels capable of carrying a
great many passengers and a vessel of this kind is
harilly launched, before all the places for passengers

—

uic secured.

Flour at Nai> York, for Gciiessc S4 83a4 91; at
J'Maddphia, dull at S5; at Vallimore prices reniain
Inspections ot last
Blalionarv at our Inst quotations.
week 12,323 bbls. 890 half bbls. Sales were made ot
about 2,000 bbls. at about ':5, but prices declined di;ring the weik; receiving price may no quoted at ^4 874;
acurgiloiai, >io to 5 12^; at Mvljrk, Sfi| to *lii lor
ill
western; iSj' for B.dliinoie; at iVcie Orlrxms 4^ and declining.

The New York Express of tiie 2l3t says: 1 he last
nccounls from Europe have pm an efTeclual check to
shipments of both wheat and flour. The duty has advanced so high, that 110 more will go lonvard, uiiul
some change

of price takes place.
all
Georgia ELECTION. Returns are received from
report sinles ihat
the counties except one, '.Baker) anu
fhis would
that has eiven a V. B. majority of 40.
Ucket ol
leave a whig maioriiy on the congressional
3 990. The I'gi^faiure stands as follows:
V. B.
Whigs.

Sena'e,
•

H0U8,!,

4S

44

_n3

JW

166

132

,

table of the import

and export of gold and

silver coins

with the average import and export of metal since 1834; and also tiie annexed refor a series of years,

marks.
Imports and exports of gold and siloer coin
to 1340.

from 1825

— — ——

—
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France trial of^Louis Napoleon
Georgia Mr. Forsyth presented, electfon returns

a species of the genus dandy or the true Billy Frib- at a captain of grenadiers .irhom he could
not seble breed.
In the event of a continental war, these duce; the ball struck a grenadier near and wounded
sfripplings would quit the array, and hide their him severely.
His replies on this head are not, I
heatis in their mothers' laps, rather than risk the think, creditable to his candor and spirit.
smell of gunpowder, or encounter the transitory
When interrogated as to his having fired a pistol
passage of an ugly bullet."
at captain Col-Puygellier, he replied:— "As every

FRANCE.

thing depended on the attempt made upon the two
companies, seeing my enterprise fail, I was seized
with a kind of despair; and as I will conceal nothing,
I will state that I took a pistol, as if my intention
had been to shoot the captain, and, before I had any
few extracts:
intention of firing, the pistol went off, and, as I have
"On the firsi day not a female was among the au- since learned, struck a grenadier."
dience.
Lonis Napoleon is a small man, of pallid
Again, before the court of peers.
complexion, dark brown hair, thick miistachios.
Q. "Did you not, finding that you could not win
He resemblesthe einperor less than some others of captain Col-Puygellier to your cause, fire a pistol at
the family.
He wore the insignia of the legion of that officer?"
honor and of a prince of the blood. When asked,
A. "There are moments when we do that of which
by the president of the court, his name and surname, we are unconscious.
The pristol went off against
age and profession, he nave them "Napoleon Louis my will."
Bonaparte, thirty-two years old, born at Paris, reGeneral Charles Tristan Count Montholon, the
sident in London, a French prince in exile."
But next most important personage, mareschal-de-camp,
the president returned to him his true name, Chas. slated his age to be fifty-eight.
His hair is quite
Louis Napoleon, according to the official register gray, and his countenance sorrowful and severe.
of his birth in the Paris Moniteurof the 9th of June, Most of the other prisoners are ot unprepossessing
1808.
exterior.
It is a sorry sight— that of an officer of
On the 28th, Louis, before he answered the pre- Montliolon's rank, services and age, in the midst of
sident's interrogatories, read a sort of address to the so pitiable a group.
The following are extracts
nation, in which he claimed, by virtue of four mil- from his answers to the judicial interrogatories:
lions of signatures to Napoleon's hereditary empire,
"The prince sought every means of returning to
a right of legitimacy for his family, acknowledging Fiance, and with an armed force laying hold
of the
Joseph to be the present heir of the scepter.
crown. I endeavored to divert him from his proTlic prince explained the motives and purposes jects, and this is the reason, knowing my opinion as
by which he was actuated in entering France. He he did, that he concealed from me to the last moment,
J>3"REMrrrANCES by mail. "A postmaster may en- read his speech from a
written paper.
He declared and not only from me, but also from his uncle, what
close money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
that his object was to give to the people of France he contemplated.
He decived us both. I am conto pay the subscription of a third person, and Irank the
an
opportunity
to express their will as to the form of vinced that, if the count de Survilliers had not met
letter, if written by himself."
Amos Kendall,
Soineof our subscribers may not be aware that they government preferred by them. "If without pride, with his accident, and had remained in London, the
may save the postage on subscription money, by re- wilhout weakness,"says he, "I recal the rights plac- prince would not have landed in France.
questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their ed in the hands of my family, it is only to speak of
"You landed in France in the night with prince
etters containing such money, he being able to sa'isfy the duties that these rights have imposed upon us all. Louis and others of his suit?
A. Yes, but I did
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing For fifty years that the principle of the sovereignly not know where I was going. I left London
in the
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.
of the people has been consecrated in France, by the Duchess of Kent to go to Ostend, and arrived at
most powerful revolution ever effected in the world, Margate, to which place only the packet was goin".
FOREIGN ARTICLES.
never has the national will been more solemnly pro- In the night of Tuesday, prince Louis sent me word
great BRITAIN.
claimed, never been more established by voles as that he wished to speak to me on board a vessel in
Increase of British manufuciures.
Two or three free and as numerous as those for the adoption of which he was. I went there immediately. I there
years ago, the government inspectors of factories the constitution of the empire." He affirms that the found the tmiform which I wore at the moment
of
published returns of the number of mills in the Unit- nation has been defeated of its aim; that the revolu- my arrest. We set out immediately. I asked
where
ed Kingdom, and of the hands employed in them tion of 1830, renewing fhe expression of the popu- we were going, and the prince replied, 'You will see.'
during the year 1835. Similar returns for (he j-ear lar sentiment, was unfairly turned out of its legiti- It was, therefore, wilhout knowing the projects
of
I83S, laid before parliament in the past session, have mate course, and that he thought in the present the prince, that I found myself involved in the events
been recently printed. These two volumes afford juncture of affairs that the vote of four millions of of Boulogne. I repeat, that in the affair of Bologne
the means of contrasting the condition of their ma- citizens who had confided to his family the destinies I was utterly ignorant, until the last moment, of
what
Dufactures in 1S35 and 1838:
of France, imposed upon him at least the duty to he was going to do.
Of cotton factories there were
make an appeal to the nation in order to ask its will.
"The president here reminded the general that
In 1835 1,262, employing 220,134 hands.
His speech concluded in these words:
proclamations and other papers had been seized,
In 1838 1,315, employing 259,301 do.
"The nation would have been free to have pro- bearing his name. The general replied that the proOf woollen factories there were
nounced, republic or monarchy, empire or royalty, as clamation bearing his name was not known to him;
In 1835 1,313, employing 71,274 hands.
all emanates from its will, and all is dependent upon
and, in reply to an observation that it was not probaIn 1838
1,738, employing 86,446 do.
its opinion.
Before the manifest expression of its ble that the prince would have put his name to it
Of flax factories there were
wishes in my eyes every contrary pretension is de- without his authority, he repeated, that such, howIn 1835 347, employing 33,283 hands.
stroyed.
There was no conspiracy. There were ever, was the fact, and that he would never have
In 1S33 392, employing 43,487 do.
no accomplices. Alone I did all. I resolved upon been fool enough to play the ridiculouspart of a maOf silk factories there were^
every thing. Nobody knew beforehand either my jor general with an army of forty men. He added,
In 1835 238, employing 30,682 hands.
projects, my resources or my hopes.
If I am guilty that he had always attempted to divert the prince from
In 1838 268, employing 34,318 do.
towards any one in the world, it is against the friends his projects, and this was the reason why the BouIt thus appears that, during the three years re- who have followed me.
They will not, however, logne affair had been concealed from him to the last."
ferred to, nearly one thousand new fictoiies have accuse me of having abused courage and devotion
Yesterday, after Beiryer had delivered, as the
been opened, and more than sixty-eight thousand like their own. They will com|)rehend the pruden- special counsel of Louis Napoleon, his
extraordinanew hands engaged. As will be seen from the fol- tial and honorable motives which do not allow me to ry speech, apologelical and retaliatory, gen.
Monlowing table, more than one-half of the new hands reveal, to them even, how powerful and extensive tholon read a short paper in his own
vindication,
have been absorbed by the cotton manufacture:
were my reasons to hope in success. One word amounting to the same plea, with the addition that
Increase in number of hands. more, gentlemen.
I represent before you a princi- he "received at St. Helena the last sigh of the emCotton
39,167
The principle is the so- peror." Berryer seconded him with the remarks:
ple, a cause and a defeat.
Woollen,
15,172
vereignly of the people. The cause is that of the "Could the general desert, on the shore of Fiancel
Flax
10.204
empire. The AeieaX is that of Waterloo! The prin- tlie nephew of the man whose eye? he closed at St!
Silk,
3,636
ciple you have acknowledged
the cause yon have Helena? In the absence of all proof to the contraserved under and the defeat you wish to avenge. ry, you are bound to believe the assertion of the geTotal increase
68,197
There is no difference between you and me, and I neral, that, when he embarked, he was ignorant of
"
[Hunt's Merchants' Magazine.
not believe that I can be now devoted to bear the intentions of the prince." Most of "the others
Army officers. The London Despatch says: "The the punishment of the defection of others. Repre- declare that they were, originally,
unacquainted with
immense standing array, of which Great Britain sentatives of a political cause, I cannot accept as the precise project of their leader;
but, as thev adboasts, is not at this moment commanded by men
judge of my wishes and acts, a political jurisdiction. mit that, when in the channel, he assembled "them
ot the real veteran stamp; few of your hardy fellows
Your forms deceive nobody. In the conflict now all on the deck of the steamer, stated his purpose
such as braved the perils of the peninsula from the beginning
in this place, there are only the conquer- and read to them his proclamations, &c. to which
year 1809 to 1814, are now to be found encased in eis and the conquered.
If you are the former, I they assented with unanimous acclaim, fhe
plea
scarlet and gold.
Compared with those men, En- have no justice to expect from you, and you have loses all force and sense. Two of the
Boulogne
glish soldiers are officered by mere overgrown
ba- no right to impose upon me your generosity."
witnesses, respectable officers of the customs, swear
bies, whose feminine habits and associations,
totalThe most serious incident in the case of the prince th.1t general IMonlholon attempted to bribe them with
ly unfit them to occupy posts
of danger or falisiie:
himself, after his debarkation, is his firing a pistol money.
Heutterly denies the allegation.
^

—

—

The trial of prince Louis Napoleon was progressing in the chamber of peers.
The Paris correspondent of the National Intelligencer furnishes a vivid
sketch of the secene.
We'have room for only a
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Neither the preliminarj^ nor final examination of
seventeen others arraigned is worth more than
princia slight notice. The ans\ver of two of the
so feropals, on the first day of the trial, betrayed
cious a spirit that, better advised, they explained
and refracted the next; pretending that "the emotion
which they felt at the sight of so imposing an assemlanguage."
bly as the court deranged their ideas and
The establishment of the paper called Le Capitole
Louis, made
of
ends
the
for
and
money
the
with
prisoners repart of Ihe tsstimony, and one of the
"solely
lated that he was attached to that newspaper
question."
eastern
the
on
writing
for the purpose of
His task was to sound the clarion, to excite the
French nation to furious war with England, the re-

the.
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The following schedule shows the date of the
laws; well, then, open the code, and what do you
presidential elections in the different states, with
see there? Death! death for the offence before your
to which each state is eutiDeath! oh, no, you will not pronounce the number of electors
tribunal?
Vou cannot, at the same
that verdict, you cannot.
Date
of election. No of electors.
Siates.
glorious
time, attach the name of Napoleon to a
30
October 30
Pennsylvania,
tomb, and upon the scaffold! You will, then, pro"
21
30
Ohio.
will
enreasons
political
nounce a political verdict
8
2
November
Connecticut,
gross the mind of the judge and decide his conduct.
4
Rhode Island,
That would not be indulgence. You can pronounce
"
10
2
Maine,
for
another punishment— perpetual imprisonment,
7
New Hampshire,
punishment of infamy! [Sensation]
instance.
23
"
2
Virginia,
Napoleon.
a sentence of infamy upon the name of
10
"
2
Maryland,
Oh, no, you cannot. You will not
[Sensation.]
4
Missouri,
that
forget you are men; and you will remember
5
Illinois,
France, which has its eyes upon you, desires, above

—

A

Arkansas,
Georgia,

You pronounce
all things, respect for its feelings.
sidence of the prince.
against the nephew of the
On the 30lh, the pleadings of counsel being expect- an infamous punishment every Ihing. Y'ou turn
owe
you
whom
niled.
man
to
were
galleries
the
and
box
ed—the diplomatic
benefactor for benefits
The attorney general addressed the court at length, against the family of your
which he conferred upon you! Marshals, dukes,
with this sufficient exordium:
you are? You will say,
what
you
permit
made
barons,
who
will
you
"After what has talien place here,
Be it so; but it is to
me to observe that I have very little to do. Neither your exploits, your services.
and to its liberality
empire,
the
of
magnificence
of
projects
the
the
nor
intentions,
the conduct, nor the
of you, the right of
all
nearly
has
owe,
alone, that you
the prisoners have been denied. Every thing
[Great agitation.] Genassembly.
been avowed, every thing acknowledged. Proclama- sitting in this
government, tlemen, you have to pronounce on a question which
tions, calling for the overthrow of the
are not judges, you are pohave been distributed; orders and decrees have been is purely political; you
You will then send the accused again into
As
to the acts of liticians.
denied.
be
cannot
They
published.
which the law has created
position
is
the
exile; exile
the prisoners, they have been proved."
liis exde
He recapitulated the evidence, and dwelt upon for him. Let the law be executed, and would be
condemnation
other
means
recommence.
Any
the
of
weakness
the contemptible nature and
obligations which are
employed; on the preposterous ambition and puerile immoral in presence of the
all, with the reminiconduct of the prince, and the general feeling ol the imposed upon you, and, above
country against his pretentions and measures. Ber- scence of your own lives."

Indiana,

Kentucky,
Michigan,
New York,
Louisiana,

S. Carolina, after

The

2

7

7
3
15
"
12
23d, by the legislature 11
"

10

"

If*

Total, 294
to the number of Fenators and representatives
congress to which the several states are entitled.
All are elected by general ticket, except eleven in
South Caiolina.

in

Yorkcity, Brooklyn and Williamsburgn,
In
In
the election commences and ends on the 4th.
the rest of the stale it commences on the 2d and
continues three days.

New

and Missimultaneously
Also, in New
Haven district, Connecticut, a member of the present congress is to be elected in place of judge
In

New York, Massachusetts, Delaware

sissippi, the state elections are held
with those for presidential electors.

Storrs, resigned.

TRADE AND COMlttEBCE.
Inland trade with Mexico. Some account of (he
Chihuahua, one of the interior departments

;

—

11
9

Equal

NATIONAL

—

lo
3
2 and 3
2, 3 and 4 42
5
15
3
8
3 and 4
4
3 and 4
14
9

"

Massachusetts,

Delaware,
North Carolina,

"
"
"

"

Mississippi,

Alabama,
Vermont,

2

"

New Jersey,

3

"

"

Tennessee,

legitimaryer, the renowned champion of Bourbon
AFFAIRS.
cy, the ablest of French rhetoricians, followed
Appointment by the president. S.H.Page,
the public prosecutor, with his characteristic skill
surveyor and inspector of the revenue for the port
and
public,
and
audience
French
a
to
in reference
Pontchartiain, in the stale ol Louisiana, vice Bena choice of political topics and a richness of decla- of
jamin Jones Shain, deceased.
mation that agitated the peers to the end of the sitlegitimacy
the
for
He contended
ting, five o'clock.
presidential election. The present
of the Bonaparte family on the principles and acexpires on the 3d of March next.
knowledgments of the present government. His presidential term
election
of Ihe 294 eledois, to whom the peoThe
real aim was to produce the impression that there
pie of this union entrust the choice of their chief
could be no other genuine, or efficient, or salutary
and second executive officers, whose duties and aulegitimacy for France, than that of the elder branch
thority will commence or be renewed on the 4th of
of°the Bourbons, to whose cause he is confessedly
March next, began yesterday, on which day Penn
attempt
and
excitement
new
devoted. To excuse the
sylvania elected 30, and Ohio 21 of the nuiuber.of Napoleon Louis, he employed, in the happiest
have not yet heard the result.
manner, the topics of the translation of Napoleon's Of course we
If there ever was any expectation that Ihe body
remains, and the London quadruple treaty of the
of electors should exercise a latitude of discretion
15th July last. This passage of the harangue is so
the selection of president and vice president, the
remarkable, historically as well as rhetorically, that in
fact that they are not at libeity to assemble in a
I offer it to you in the original, adding Galignani's
collective capacity, but are required to meet in
imperfect abstract of it and of the orator's conclusion:
the capital of the several slates for which they
IGalignanVs abstract.']
there give their votes, pre"The present ministry was formed at a time when have been elected, and
sents at once, a formidable, if not an insurmountaThis
minisagitated.
were
questions
great political
has been, and probably
always
difficulty.
11
the ble
try blamed the timidity of its predecessors;
always will be the case, that Ihe electors are strictnation was groaning under the sense of the conceshave no discretion, exvirtually
instructed,
and
ly
the
goIt accused
sions made to foreign powers.
very remote contingencies. The invernment of the loss of the influence of France in cept under
electors would certainly be dispensed
tervension
of
the
under
country
Ihat
left
having
Spain, and of
What did the ministry do? with were it not Ihat no better method has been, or
influence of England.
his sword perhaps can be devised of ascertaining Ihe will of
It invoked the memory of him who carried
the whole people of the several stales, owing to
from the extremity of Portugal lo the banks of the
the peculiarity of the ratio assigned by the constiBaltic; it has opened the tomb of tlie hero; it has
and has extended its tution, and to the variety of rules by which suffrage

touched his formidable arms,
hand to deposite them on his tomb. This is what
You are now going to judge
the ministry has done.
the prince without taking into account the feelings
which such appeals must have revived in his heart.
Be men, gentlemen, and judge as men; and, before
you judge, remember what has been done under a
prince who once asked as a favor to be peimitled to
[Sensation.]
fight against the Corsican usurper.
Ulider this prince, gentlemen, a minister has said
that Napoleon was the legitimate sovereign of the
What! after having heard these words
country.
to the
this appeal to the great name which he bears
glory which he regards as his inheritance, would
you have his heart dead to feeling, and could you
expect that this ardent young man would not cry,
"I will carry this great name to Ihe frontiers to
aveno-e France, and carry into neighboring states
"This name (would he
the terror of past defeats!"
say) is mine; these arms were beqtiealheci lo ine by
niyselt
shall place lliein
than
other
no
warrior;
the
on the tomb of the warrior. "I will go. I will iiead
the funeral procession, and I will sny to France,
Be coura[Great sensation.]
will you hear me!"
geous enough to hear the truth. If the act which Ihe
he
a crime,
condemn
you
lo
upon
calls
government
inspired il by the prinit was the government which
ciples which it has proclaimed, by the acis which it
has glorified. If it be saiil Ihat success is the basis
of moral law, listen to me. I will ask you to say
you whom we know whether, if he had triumphed,
you would have denied his rights, and refused to
[Profound senassociate yourself with his power?
Judges and legislators, you respect the
jjtion.]

"2
"2
"2
"2
"2
"2
"3
"9

state of

letter
of Mexico, was recently communicated in a
from a merchant of that country published in the
Washington Globe. Chihuahua is rich in silver
mines. During a period of four years, from 1824 to
chain of
1828, a single mine situated on the great
mountains to the east of the city of Chihuahua prosilver.
dollars
in
of
millions
duced more than eleven
But this was a rare product. At present from two
annually
from
obtained
are
millions
half
and
a
to two
portions of
the mines of this district, the greater
them being paralysed on account of the very high
large proportion ol the preprice of quicksilver.
the ports of
cious metal thus yielded is shippeil from
on Ihe Pacific ocean, in
Guaymas,
Mazallan and

A

exchange

for

goods brought from England; the rest

exported by the way of Matamoras or some other
port on the Gulf of Mexico.
,u
.
There are six chief mining towns in the department of Chihuahua, in which there are upwards of
that are now
four hundred shafts of mines; Ihe few

is

.

regulated in the respective communities of which
general vote cannot,
the union is composed.
For all practical purposes,
therefore, be taken.
from 12,000 to lo.OnO workmen.—
Ihe people exercise, through electors, an immediate worked employ
.said to be incalculable, and as the
choice of their executive officers and hence, when Their duration is
more and more, new mines are
explored
is
country
will
electwho
be
electors are chosen, it is known
the opinion of the writer that the
ed president and vice president, without wailing discovered. It is
of steam power to the working of the
lor their having perloimed the duties of their ap- aiiplicatioB
mines would greatly facilitate operation; and tender
pointment.
The system of large
profitable.
In less than two weeks from this date, as will be Ihe business more
be an important
it is thought, would also
companies,
the
whole
of
table,
Ihe
seen from the following
conducting the busiof
mode
Ihe
electors (except those of South Carolina) will have impiovement in
mines are mostly in the
been elected, and the die will be finally cast between ness, as at present the
limited means who are not able to
the two parties which have agitated our political hands of men of
system of arrangements.
family to such a great extent and for such a length undertake a large
the trade of that region some useto
regard
With
progress
which
of
and to the history and
of lime
inlbrma'ion is given, going to show that by an
it has been our duly to devote so large a portion of ful
the state of Arkansas to Chihuathe Register, since we have had charge of its eili- interior route from
department might
have conscienciously endeavor- hua, the mining districts of that
lorial duties.
goods than from the porls
ed lo give an impartial view of the doings and say- be belter supplied with
consumption of Chiannual
The
Pacific.
the
enabled
us,
of
our
limits
as
so
far
ijigs of each party,
of three millions; the
and shall hail the termination of the interesting huahua does not fall short
from England, although Ihe
struggle with unfeigned gratification, as quitting, supplies come mostly
is six hundred miles
Pacific
Ihe
on
seaport
at once, the agitating storm which has been so nearest
difficult
distant, and Ihe transportation is over a
sublime spectacle awaits us.
wildly raging.
an account of an expegives
writer
The
country.
system
republican
of
Ihe
The virtue and elhciency
merother
two
with
undertook
dition which he
is. of all things, the most expiessively demonstratwith a caravan of five huned, by the quiet and conclusive acquiescence of the chants in April, 1839,
to
Chihuahua
from
wagons,
seven
and
mules
whole people, no matter how violent may have dred
says:
been the previous excitement, the moment that Ihe the frontier of Arkansas. He
whatever, and trusting soler^
track
any
"Without
ascertained.
majority
is
will of the constilulional
compass, with which we were providIt operates as a sovereign voice, commanding all to chart and
obstacles to the
ed, we expected to encounter some
"peace, be sliU."
the elements

is

A

—

—

We

A

—
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passage of carriages, and were prepared with iron
instruments for tlie purpose of removing tliem.
We feared that we should meet with water only at
great distances and that we and our animals would
suffer greatly from thirst.
What was our surprise,
however, and with what pleasure did we see the
road level, firm and covered with pastures, with
streams at distances of two, three and four
miles,
and regularly supplied with
fords?—
Thus, sir, our new route is the best and shortest
that we could desire between the two countries.
We travelled generally from one water course to
another, where we passed the night, apprehending
that we might not meet another at a suitable distance. The greater part of our stages were from 3
to 10 miles, and a few of 15.
Accordingly we observe, that from Chihuahua to where we reached
Red river, about 50 miles on the other side of Fort
Coffee, cannot exceed six hundred railes, and, consequently, eight hundred miles to Fort Smith or Van
£uren, on the Arkansas. If the government of the
United Slates would grant the drawback on the
merchandise which is exported by the new route, Z
have no doubt that the whole commerce of Chihuahua, in ail its extension, would be made through that
part of the United Slates; because they might be
imported as far as Fort del Norte (a place of entry)
in 40 or 45 days in wagons, at less expense than
from Matamoras and from the ports of -the Gulf of
California on muiej. However, I am of the ojiinion
that a great part of what is consumed by the slates
of Durengo and Tacaticas, not less than four or five
millions could be furnished them by the new road,
at more madera.te prices than that at which they
obtain them through the same channel as Chihauhua, at second hand, loaded with large commissions,
freights and great delays.
So that this trade might
assume an importance worthy of great consideration."

The cotton clottis imported into Mexico are equal
amount to one-half the value of all the imported
merchandise used in that country; and it is stated
that a preference would always be given to the cotton fabrics of ilie United States on account of their
superiority to the English. These goods would
constitute an important article of the inland trade.
in

But in the opinion of the writer a drawback is necessary on commodities thus imported into Mexico,
without which the traffic woijjd not flourish to any
thing like the extent which it would otherwise
reach.
IBahimore American.
Importations of $perni and whale oil. The editor
of the Nantucket Inquirer of Wednesday gives a
valuable compendium of the American whale fishery, comprehending alphabetical lists of all the
ships and other square rigged vessels engaged in
(hat pursuit from the various ports in the United
States; the dates of the last advices received; the
port, or other place on the globe, at which each
vessel was known to be; and the quantity of oil,
estimated in barrels, obtained by each respectively.
take from the Inquirer's table the amount of

We

oil

imported into the United States in the month of

Septemtjer, viz:
Bbls. sperm. Bbls. whale.

To N.

Bedford, 5 ships,

" Edgartown,
" Nantucket,

ship, 1 schr.
1 ship,
1
do.
do.
1
1 brig,
1

" Stonirigton,

"

5,700

1 ship,

Fall River,

" Salem,

" Bristol,
" Sagharbor, 1
" Provincet'n 3
" Hudson,
1
" New York, 1

2,200

ship,
brigs,
ship,
ship.

Total No. of bbls.
12,530
13,760
to 396,270 gallons sperm, and 433,440

Equal

gallons whale

oil.

The amount of shoes, slippers, boots, and bootees, imported the last few
years, is as follows, (the importations being chiefiy
from France, where the average price of labor will
not vary but a little from a sixpence per day).
Imporlalion cf shoes.

1S.'34,

1S35,
1836,
1537,
1538,
1839,

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$3S,648
59,443
65,703
80,971
85,000
103,901

$433,671

Making

in those six years the

amount of $433,671

f)aid by the citizens of the United States, principaly to France, for the ariicle of boots and shoes

alone.

On

the 3l3t of

Dncember

next, the duties

will be reduced to 10 per centum, and the current
year the importation of shoes will be vastly greater
than any preceding year; indeed, it is said, by those
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they must
Our readers are aware that the locofoco vote in
cost to increase facilities
Appeals of the strongest character are the city and county of Philadelphia was larger, by
made out for entrance which Dr. Woodward is several thousand, than any one, even the honest
compelled to reject, solely because there is not an men of that party, believed it would be; no man,
unoccupied place remaining. The necessity of the for instance, thought that there were as many Van
case, therefore, is the strongest of all arguments, Buren voters in this city and county, by several
but we hope no parsimonious system of public thousands, as there were Van Buren votes received
economy will be allowed to retard the progress of last Tuesday; and attention was, consequently,
humanity in the section of New England that pro- drawn to the naturalization proceedings, to illusfesses to sympathize with the unfortunate in all the trate the subject. The following discovery, we
learn, has been made:
In the book of the proper
[Medicul and Suigicai Jour.
relations of life.
The house of industry farm at South Boston, officer of the court, wherein are registered the names
consists of 35 acres. The produce from it last year and oaths of those emigrants who declare their inwas valued at :95,200. The present autumn there tention to become citizens, leaves had been inserted this year in the record of the year 1838, and
is growing on this farm a large crop of white tur
nips, estimated at 3,000 bushels as a second crop, a the names of many persons registered as declaring
their intentions, and the name of the former clerk
large crop having preceded.
Combination among the Boston coal dealers. The of the ofHce forged thereto; and the court having
Boston Times says We have been informed, that been induced to believe that these several entries
within a tew days, the coal dealers had a meeting were leally made in 1838, granted the papers of
and agreed to raise the prices of coal, simultane- naturalization. This high-handed fraud, striking
ously half a dollar a ton. The price was raised at the purity of courts and election, has been
accordingly. There was no other cause for this brought to the noiice of judge King, and will be
[Philad. U. S. Gaz.
than the unscrupulous avarice of the dealers, and no carefully sifted.
other excuse than that afforded by the coming on of
This case, founded upon a rule granted by the
cold weather. There is no failure in the supply. court of general sessions oji Monday last, and reThe mining has not ceased, either by earthquake or turnable this morning, upon a number of indiviShips have not been duals, to show cause why their certificates of natuthe destruction of workmen.
sunk with coal cargoes, nor has navigation been im- ralization should not be vacated, came up before
peded. Our wharves are fully loaded; the whether the court yesterday morning, judges Barton, Conrad
promises fairly; the depots of the miners have tens and Doran being present. Two witnesses were
of thousands of tons, unsold in Pennsylvania, and examined with reference to the service of a notice
all is favorable, now and in prospect, for low prices of the rule upon the respondents, and it appeared
of coal. Yet an advance of hall a dollar per ton is that notices had only been left at their places of reput upon anthracite coal!
sidence and not served upon them peisonally as ordered by the court, nor had notice of the same been
RHODE ISLAND.
Banks of Rhode Island. The following is a state published in the newspapers as directed. In conment of the condition of the Rhode Island banks to sequence of this defalcation, the court ordered the

what

may

it

be had.

—

rule to be conlinued until Saturday next, at 10
o'clock. During the session the grand jury came

the 5th instant:
Resources.

Liabilities.

Loans,

811,43,131 into court, and returned 5 true bills, when judge
296,200 Barton stated that judge Conrad and himself, judge
on other b'ks, 341,531 Doran being otherwise engaged, had made a tho455,470 Due from banks, 783,083
Pro6ls,
rough examination of the books and papers in the
151,090
Dividends unpaid, 18,498 Stock,
office of the clerk, that he had discovered upon the
Deposits on int'st, 4.84,707 Stock, &c.
338,028
petitions of 18 persons that his name or the initials
Do. not on int'st,834,371
of his name had been forged upon them, but that
813,853,113 Total reso's, §13,853,113 they had not thus far been able to find out who had
Total liab's
Since September 7th, the circulation of these committed the frauds. He read the names of the
banks has increased $69,344 25; and the specie has several petitioners and handed them to the jury,
urging them at once to institute a rigid inquiry into
been reduced $8,958 51.
the matter, and summon all and every person whom
NEW YORK.
The city of New York at the last dates, was in a they might suppose had any knowledge of the affair.
For himself he was prepared to come before
state of excitement, induced by the charge, on the
them and testify at any time.
side of the Van Buren party, of alleged frauds
The
court then adjourned, and the grand jury
said to have been committed by the whigs during
proceeded to the inquiry as directed by the court.
the election of 1838, in that city, and by the imCourt of common pleas, October 2i, 1840. Before
putation on the other part of a conspiracy of the
judges King, Randall and Jones. The rule granted
leaders of the Van Buren party, producing at the
very eve of an election an ex parte exhibit of foul on application of William B. Reed, esq. upon a
number of individuals, to shew cause why their ceraccusations, against their political opponents, to
tificates of declaration to become citizens of the U.
effect the pending election.
The Oneidas. Another detachment of Oneidas, States, should not be cancelled; and upon several
about two hundred in number, passed through Buf- others, to shew cause why their certificates of naturalization should not be vacated, returnable this
falo, N. Y. a few days ago, on their way to Kettle
morning at 10 o'clock, was called up for consideracreek, in Canada, where they have selected

$9,073,865
Capital,
1,602,103
Circulation,
Due other banks, 484,092

Specie,

Bills

their

future homes.

tion,

when Mr. Reed

for the relators stated to the

court that he had nothing to offer in evidence but
enlargement of
the Erie canal, for the Genesse Valley canal and for the book of record, in the office of the clerk. Judge
the Black River canal, to the amount $1,500,000, King stated he had just been informed, that the book
has been taken at the rate of 91 dollars tor each was in the hands of the grand jury. Mr. Reed did
hundred dollars, of a five percent, stock, payable not wish to press the rule only for the purpose of
securing an early administration of justice, and if
in 1856, by the following banks:
the books were not attainable, if the court was saMechanics' & Farmers' bank, Albany,
$600,000
"
tisfied with the examination previously made of the
New York state loan,
600,000

The New York

state loan for the

City bank, Albany,
Canal bank,

100,000
100,000
100,000

Commercial bank,

$1,500,000

NEW

JERSEY.

Princeton college. The annual commencement of
Princeton college, N. J. took place some time since.
Graduates 76. This is the largest that ever graduated at Nassau Hall. Thirty-eight alumni were
admitted to the degree of A. M. in course.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Resumption of specie payments. The Philadelphia
papers slate that arrangi-ments have been concluded between the United States bank and other banks
of that city, with collateral arrangements with eastern banks, which will enable the bank.') of Philadelphia to resume specie payments on or before the
15th of January next.
Extraordinary fraud.

An act has been bioughl
which is connected with one of the most
iniquitous frauds ever practised in this country in
reference to elections. The matter is undergoing
judicial inquiry, and we therefore give the report
as it is now current.
to light

THE UNION.

ward Northern Liberties to
He read the affidavit of Henry S. Rosegrant that he had called upon the prolhonotary for
a copy, and that he stated no such copies were in
his office.
Mr. Naylor stated that the return judge
of the ward had informed him that the returns to
that office had been made as provided by law, and
further stated that he had expected to have had his
affidavit of the fact, before he made the application,
but was disappointed. The prothonatory stated to
the court that no such returns had been made. The
court took for granted the statement of the prolhonotary, and, as it was only contested by the assertion of Mr. Naylor for the return judge, nothing
further was done; the case resting there for the
production of the affidavit of the return judge,
which Mr. Naylor said he hoped to get before the
court adjourned. Judge King said that the refusal
of a copy, upon the payment of fees in such or
similar ca^es, was a violation of official duty. The
court seemed to entertain the opinion that there
was an error in the return, and that the papers had
been left at some other office.
Census. The following has been ascertained by
the recent census to be the number of inhabitants
of the respective wards named, and of the district of
the Northern Liberties complete.
late election of the 7th

be taken.

—

City
Upper Delaware ward 5,783, Lower Delaware do. 5,997, High street do. 3,200.
Kensington— \st ward 3,314, 2d do. 3,599, 4th do.

4,538.

Northern Liberties— ist ward 3,391, 2d do. 3,162,
3d do. 4.663. 4th do. 3,948, 5lh do. 6,305, 6th do.
6,24.5, 7th 6,773— Making a total in Northern Liberty of 34,487.

MARYLAND.
Resignation and appointment.

Cornelius

McLean,

esq. has resigned his place as secretary of state, and
James Murray, esq. of Annapolis, has been appointed to the vacancy, by the governor.
Mr.
McLean has been appointed auditor to the court of

chancery, and will remain permanently in Annapolis.
[Bait. Sun.
An indictment has been found by the grand jury of
against Jcffers, the laie assistant constaa conspiracy to obtain ille<'al voters,
recent election. JefTers has been arrested, was committed, and bailed in the sum of 82,000 to
answer to the accusation.
Death of the hon. Jolm S. Spence.
sincerely
regret to learn the decease of the hon. John S.
Spence, senator in congress fiora the state of MaHe died at his residence in Worcester
ryland.
county on Thursday last. The United States Gazette, which announces this event, remarks most
justly that Mr. Spence was a gentleman of enlarged
views, of estimable character, and respected in all
the relations of life. His loss will be extensively felt.

Baltimore
ble of the

city,

city, fur

to vote at the

We

VIRGINIA.
The Yorktoum whig convention This meeting took
place on the 19lh inst. the anniversary of the surrender of Cornwallis, and on the spot where that
glorioui triumph was achieved.
The Norfolk Herald

of Wednesday says:

Delegations were present from all parts of lower
Virginia, and at 11 o'clock the procession, consisting of about two thousand, with music and flying
banners, was formed in front of the courthouse.
First came the invited guests; then the chivalrous

company of "Williamsburg guards"

in full uniform,
lastly the different delegations.
Crowds of
ladies from the surrounding country filled the windows and doors as the procession passed, and by
their presence and by their smiles, hallowed the occurrences of the day. All was life and enthusiasm,
such as Old York has never witnessed since the revolution, except during the visit of Lafayette.

and

books, he would not press the exhibition of the record.
Judge Jones had no doubt, from the inspecThe following are the names of the gentlemen aption of the book, that the leaves were interpolated, pointed as officers of the convention:
but was not aware of the manner of getting at a rePresirfi?n(— Henry A. Wise.
medy as he conceived the book was not strictly a
Vice presidents
Peyton R. Nelson, Miers W.
record of the court. The court then inquired if any Fisher,
G. Young, John M, Gregory.
person was present named in the rule no one apSecretaries
Morea Bowers, John Jarvis, Thomas
peared. Mr. Stokes then appeared as counsel, to T. Cropper, Dr. Henry Sheild, John Semple, Carey
resist the rule.
The court desired him to state who J. Jones.
he represented, that the case might come up in a
Mr. Wise in taking the chair, addressed the people
tangible form.
After some conversation between in his best style of impressive eloquence. He was
the court and the counsel, it appeared that Mr. followed by the hon. John Sergeant, of Philadel[ihia,
Stokes represented Thus. McGittigan of the city, a judge Upshur,or Virginia, Mr. Wallis, of Baltimore,
candidate for council at the late election. H. M. and gen. Leslie Combes, of Kentucky. The two
Phillips, esq. clerk of the court, and
L. Hirst, gentlemen last named spoke in the afternoon. The
esq. with Messrs. Stokes and Phillips generally all speeches of both are spoken of as having
been highthe respondent. The book was sent for when it ly interesting and eloquent.
The convention adappeared the grand jury had adjourned and locked journed in the evening to meet again at Washingit up, and it could not be brought into court.
The ton on the 4th of March 1841.
rule was then continued until Tuesday afternoon
Alexander Bogar!, alias McLcod, who, it will be
next at 3 o'clock, when the court will hold a special remembered, left our city about two years since,
session for the trial of this case only.
r committing some forgeries, and for whom the
Immediately after this case was disposed of, governor issued a proclamation, offering a reward
Charles Naylor, esq. made application for an order for his apprehension, was arrested a few days since
upon the prolhonotary ot the court of commons in Albany, and has been brought on here and lodged
pleas to allow a copy of the list of voters at the in jail to await his Irial.
IRichmond Compiler.

—

—

Wm.

Wm.

—

—

—
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SOUTH CAROLINA.
trusty and well beloved doctor Dines was the first
There was no exception yesterday, whom we visited. He was pegging away at red
The Wilmington boat brogans in the shoemakers' shop. What a falling
The cambric ruflles had vanished,
arrived without a mail, and we are indebted to a off was there!
passenger for the news as far as Baltimore, who the watch chains had disappeared, the soap lock had
brought a single paper. There are now due three cut him or had been cut from him, the diamond
Boston letter mails two New ¥ork letter mails rings were not to be seen on his fingers! He was
dressed in the uniform of the penitentiary, a coarse
and three newspaper mails from the North.
The

mails.

to the failure of the mails.

—

The complaints of the

press and the remonstrance
of the chamber of commerce have been disregarded
by the department. We propose therefore a public
meeting, to send on an agent to the postmaster general, to plead in person the cause of our merchants
whose interests are thus shamefully sacrificed, and
The point of failure is Weltheir fortunes perilled.
ICharlexton Mercury, Oct. 24.
ilon.

GEORGIA.

We copy from the last Macon
Severe rebuke.
Messenger, the following just rebuke to Mr. Forwho has been for some lime loading the mails
with franked packages of Extra Globes and other
loco foco documents add.'essed to the clerks of courts
and the justices of the inferior courts in various

syth,

cotton jacket and trowsers, coarsely plaited straw
hat, and a pair of brogans, of his own make probably.
Each of the convicts wears an iron ring round
the right leg, to which is attached an iron chain that
reaches to the waist, and is there fastened by a belt
The only mark of
that extends round the body.

—

is about 30.
.Aggregate vote.

Mministrathn.

Whig.
I

39,275
39,619
39,306
39,254
39,379
39.257
39,141
39,399
39,297

Alford,

Dawson,
Foster,

Gamble.
Habersham,
King,
Meriwether,
Nisbet,

Warren,

The whole number

I

Black,
Campbell,

|

Colquitt,

|

I

|

|

1

|

Cooper,
Hillyer,
Iverson,

Lumpkin,
Patterson,
Pooler,

3.3,496

33,379
35,562
33,569
35.359
35,311
35,417
35,291
35,362

\_Milledgevilh Recorder.
of votes polled is 75,000:

the largest vote ever given in the state. Dawson's
majority over Cooper, (the highest Van Buren candidate), is 4,050. The average majority of ou(
\_Messenger.
ticket over the other is 2,903.

ALABAMA.
Mobile.

At

the lowest estimate, there are

be-

tween two and three hundred houses building in Mobile; and some of them, too, of the most magnificent
kind. Cullum's hotel is going up almost by magic;
the bank is nearly finished; a new theatre is under
way; on Dauphin street there is almost a continuous lange of houses rising for three squares; and in
all parts of the city the hammer of the busy work-

man

is

heard cheering the ear of the desponding,
to a solid and

and giving indications of a return
stable prosperity.

LO(JISI.\NA.

The hon. Rice Garland has arrived at Opelousas,
and has taken his seal as one of the judges of the
supreme court of Louisiana.
Van Buren convention at Baton Rouge.
The
Courier says that the Baton Ro'ige democratic convention was one of the largest popular gatherings
ever beheld in Louisiana. The number of persons
present was estimated at about 4.000. 2,240 were
counted in the procession.
B'tton Rouge penitentiary.
tution

on

Monday

last

was but

Our

visit to this insti-

brief

and hasty. Our
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delivered a congratulatory discourse, addressed to
"The cession," said he, "sethe Louisianians.
cures to you and your descendants the inheritance
of liberty, perpetual laws, and magistrates whom
you will elect yourselves." These formalities being fulfilled, Mr. Claiborne then declared that the
authority of the United States was established, and
the public officers were duly installed in the exercise of their several functions.
Since the period of the cession New Orleans has
increased with great rapidity, and the Mississippi,
instead of forming the western boundary of the
union, rolls between organized states lying on both
sides.
The importance of the great acquisition obtained by the treaty of 1803 may be estimated by
any one who will consider, even without regarding
the intrinsic value of the territory itself— what
would be the condition of the west if New Orleans
and the mouth of the Mississippi were now in the
possession of a foreign power.
The right of navigating the Mississippi was contended for by Great Britain as late as the close of
the last war— so little did that nation know of the
progressive tendency of this republic. The Mis-

—
—

—

at Ghent to that privilege.
astonishing increase of the trade of the Misof 1803 would give, if set
cession
the
sissippi since
tish

commissioners

The

forth in statistics, some criterion by which to judge
of the unexampled growth of this country in wealth,
productiveness and national substance. The intro-

duction of steam power has had a great deal to do
with the increase of that trade— but only in the way
of aiding in the development of resources which beWhat the aspect of the
longed to the country.
great west will be fifty years hence, it is not in the
power ofhuman imagination to prefigure. [jJnicr.
The Iberville
.Another land slide at Plaquemine.
Gazette of the I7th inst. says: "About six arpents
in
front of the
road
public
the
some
of
and
levee
of
and
Casa
hold a conference with Messrs. De Salcedo
been carried away by
Calvo, the commissioners of the king of Spain, on town of Plaquemine, has
slide began about two
The
earth.
of
another
slide
the
United
ofLonisiana
to
the
cession
subject
of
the
that there will
Accordingly, on the morning of the 30th hundred feet from the former one, so
States.
be made to
November, 1803, the Spanish troops were drawn up be at least fifteen arpents of levee to
of the parish on
part
great
a
and
the
town
preserve
in front of the city hall.
an
The French and Spanish commissioners came the right bank of the river from the danger of
This second disaster took place on
there, followed by a procession of the merchants and overflowing.
settle.
continues
to
still
ground
inhabitants of their respective nations. Three chairs Friday last, and the
front of the town
were arranged in the council chamber, and Salcedo There now remains of the whole
land, and if that
occupying the middle one, Laussat presented to him but a small point where boats can
steamboat landing until high
the decree of the 15th October, 1802, by which the slides, there will be no
water."
deliver
to
representative
king of Spain ordered his
KF.NTnCKV.
Mr.
the colony to the French plenipotentiary.
Mr. Guthrie, the Van Buren senator from the
Laussat produced at the same time the authority of
has resigned his seat.
the first consul to take possession of the country in Louisville district,
Camp Woodford. The military encampment at
After the public
the name of the French people.
following companies
reading of these acts, the Spanish governor, leaving Versailles, composed of the
Bradford's Lexington artillery, captain
his seat, delivered him the keys of the city, and the capt. Wm.
Versailles artillery, capt. G.
marquis de Casa^Calvo announced "that the Louisi- Wm. B. Blackburn's
Lexington old infantry, and capt.
anians who should not declare that they wished to L. Postelhwaite's
Frankfort light infantry— and
retire under the Spanish authority, were absolved A. W. Lockwood's
of col. A. G. Hodges, was
command
the
under
all
king."—
Catholic
from their oath of fidelity to the
of the 10th, and the vamorning
At a signal, given by the firing of cannon, the Spa- terminated on the
rious companies returned to their respective homes.
nish colors were lowered and the French hoisted.
voice
in relation to the manone
heard
but
have
We
The French sovereignty lasted from the 30th NoAll unite in reprevember to the 20lh December, 1803. Gen. Wil- ner in which it was conducted.
with great deconducted
been
having
it
as
sentin"
troops
to
States
kinson advanced with the United
and proficiency in
skill
great
exhibiting
the lelt bank of the Mississippi, and established his corum" as
in every respect crecamp on the 18th December, 1803, within a half drill and discipline, and being
volunteers. The manner in
league of New Orleans. As soon as this took ditable to the Kentucky
commanding officer discharged his duplace, the Spanish troops immediately embarked which the
hospitality of the citizens
and
kindness
the
ties,
and
and set sail tor Havana.
county, are fitly spoken
On the 20th December, the day fixed for the de- of Versailles and Woodford
correspondence which has been
following
the
in
of
Laussat,
States,
United
the
of
the
province
to
livery
that we would publish
request
the
with
us,
accompanied by a numerous retinue, went to the sent to
[Comm.
city hall.
At the same moment the American it in the Commonwealth:
Oct. 10, 1840.
Woodford,
Camp
troops were, by his orders, introduced into the city.
the miby
delegated
committee
Dear sir: As a
Governor Claiborne and general Wilkinson were
ordiit is with feelings of no
received in form in the city hall, and were placed litary here assembled,
on the
you
congratulate
we
that
satisfaction
on either side of M. Laussat. The treaty of ces- nary
of the camp drill at this place on
sion, the respective powers of the commissioners, happy termination

We

tives our majority

THE UNION.

and the certificate of the exchange of ratifications
were read.
Laussat then pronounced these words: "In conformity with the treaty, I put the United States in
possession of Louisiana and its dependencies. The
citizens and inhabitants who wish to remain here
and obey the laws, are from this moment exonerated from the oath of fidelity to the French republic."
Mr. Claiborne, exercising the powers of governor
general and intendant of the province of Louisiana,

former aristocratic arrogance by which he was distinguished was a small plain gold ring on the third
finger of the left hand, a memento perhaps of some
"Cawoline," who through all his misfortunes clung
to him.
Doctor O'Neill, known also in this city, who was
condemned for cheating his washer woman, was
making shoes in the same shop with the doctor.
So, also, was a young man of the name of Arnold,
who had figured for a brief period as a merchant
here, and who was condemned last spring to five
years imprisonment for taking, under false pretences, two pipes of brandy from Mr. Blache, aucMctioneer; or in other words for stealing them.
Laughlin, who was found guilty of picking Mr.
Gregory Byrne's pocket in the public square on the
McLaughlin,
eight of January last, we also saw.
we understood at the time of- his trial, was somewhat notorious as a northern swindler, in Philadelphia as such he was particularly known. On
Monday he was working at the cabinet business, sissippi seems to have been regarded then by Engand at what we conceived to be the critical branch land pretty much as the Oregon or Columbia is
that is, as a large river flowing through uninof if; he was finishing off a large claw foot for a now
sofa.
We visited likewise the room in which the habited regions for the most part, and useful chiefunfortunate Mrs. Doyle, the heroine of the Girod ly as affording facilities for the fur trade. The
She works in the laundry, which claim to a free navigation of the Mississippi by any
street tragedy is.
foreign power at this day would appear as jireposis situated somewhat apart from the place where
She is the only white wo- terous as a claim on our part to the free navigation
the other prisoners are.
Yel it is not among the least of the
of the Thames.
[N. O. Picayune.
man in the psnitontiary.
The cession of the Louisiana territory was made services which Henry Clay has rendered to his
repelled
the pretensions of the Brihe
country,
that
during
the
States
in
1803,
by France to the United

[_Aiigusta Chronicle.
counties.
Georgia: Lee county. Inferior court, adjourned
term, 1840. It appearing in the court that one John
Forsyth has sent on to this court, for the purpose
of making them panderers to party baseness, certain packages of vile and slanderous papers, to wit:
one package of "EVtra Globes," one package of
"Addresses to the slave holding states, by the democratic members of congress," and one package
of "Addresses to the people of Georgia," and
that said papers are false and infamous in their
nature, and tend to subvert truth, to defraud the
people, to deceive the ignorant, and to make the
honest voters as corrupt as the administration from
which they emanated; and this court being unwilling to pander to the views of a corrupt administration, or be made the tool of a parly, as is the aforesaid John Forsyth; It is therefore ordered, that the
sheritf of this county do take the aforesaid papers,
and between the hours often and three this day, in
a fire to be made for that purpose, on the public
square, or some other public and eminent place,
that he burn and consume the same, utterly and en- presidency of Mr. Jefferson and the first consulate
The country, including the city of
tirely; and that copies of this order be sent to Amos of Napoleon.
Kendall, ex-poslmaster general, and the aforesaid New Orleans, had belonged originally to Spain, but
John Forsyth, and the same be to published in the had been conveyed to France by a secret treaty, a
short time before the negotiations were opened on
Columbus Enquirer and Georgia Messenger.
the part of the United States with the French retrue extract from the minutes, Oct. 8, 1840.
Ashley Phillips, clerk.
find in the Crescent City
a new papublic.
Returns complete. The following is the aggregate per recently started in New Orleans an account
vote of the several candidates for congress in all of the ceremonials accompanying the transfer and
the counties of the state. They are from official reception of authority among the several governreturns to the governor, except three; and those are ments concerned:
As soon as the ratifications were exchanged, Mr.
received from private sources, no doubt correct. In
Pichon, the charge d'affaires of France at Washingthe senate we have 48, the Van Buren party 44
and a tie in Coweta. In the house of representa- ton, sent orders to Mr. Laussat at New Orleans, to

A

—

'
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morning. The satisfaction that was then evident in the countenance of cacli officer and soldier
belonging to the encampment, anil the regret at
parting with you and the officers composing your
military family, renders it almost unnecessary, on
our part, to assure you of their entire satisfaction
with you as a commander. It is only left to us to
return you their sincere thanks for the able and skilful manner in which you conducted the encampment, and the firm, though kind treatment they
received at your hands during its continuance, and
the great instruction they received both in camp
duty and in the school of battalion, and assure you
that Camp Woodford will long be cherished in their
memories as the scene of much pleasure and inthis

struction

Permit us, through you, to tender to our commander-in-chief, his excellency, governor Letcher,
and to general Dudley, and the other military gentlemen in their company, our sincere thanks for
their kindness, in visiting our camp and reviewing
the troops on the Sth, assuring them that their presence added no

little to our military pride, acting,
as it did, as the greatest stimulant to our future exertions in improvement as citizen soldiers.
To the brilliant concourse of ladies who visited
us on that occasion, vve fully feel our incompetency
to express our gratification; suffice it to say, that we

felt

more than proud

at

receiving theirapprobalion.

To the citizens of Versailles and Woodford county,
who so kindly furnished the camp with everything
necessary to render our situation both comfortable
and agreeable, we return our thanks, and can only
say that, on this occasion as on many others, old
Woodford has nobly sustained herself. To Mr. Divine and col. Barr, of Versaillps, who kindly furnished the troops with the eligible situation for an
encampment and parade ground, and for their exertions to render the troops comfortable
whilst in
encampment, we return our sincere thanks.
And now, sir, in conclusion, permit us to say
that we hope to meet you again' at no distant day
on a similar occasion. Yours, with respect and esteem,
W. B. Blackbdbn, jn. capt. v. A.
G. L. PoSTELHWAtT, Capt. L. O. I.

—

E.

W. Theobald,

Ist lieut. l. a.

Commillee.
Col.

A. G. Hodges, Frankfort, Ky.

Frankfort, Oct. 14, I?40.
To Messrs. W. B. Blackburn, capt. V. A., G. IV.
Postelhwait, capt. L. O. I., E. IV. Theobald, Isl
lieut.

L. A.

Gentlemen: I have received your very flattering communication, dated "Camp Woodford, Oct.
10th," and for so much of it as is personal to myself, I return you my sincere thanks.
Nor can I let
the present opportunity pass, without declaring to
you that the admirable manner in which the men
had been drilled and instructed before their assemblage at the encampment, and the uniformly correct
conduct and willingness of the officers, non-commissioned officers and men, to submit to whatever
discipline was enjoined whilst there, I was chiefly
indebted for my ability to discharge the duties devolved upon me, in the manner which has been so
fortunate as to meet «ith your approbation.
I also cordially unite with you in the expressions
of gratitude to the citizens of Versailles and Woodford county, for the interest taken by them in our
military exercises, and for the many evidences of
kindness and friendship we received from them.
Permit me, gentlemen, to thank yoa again for the
favorable estimate you have been pleased to place
upon such service as it was in my power to render,
and through you to express to the citizen soldiers

whom you represent, my great gratification at the
manner in which they conducted themselves while
at Camp Woodford, and to assure you and them that
I will always remember with delight, the acquaintances and friendships made there.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. G. Hodges.

A

caution to stage proprietors

— —
——

and

The

drivers.

Franklbrt (Ky.) Commonwealth slates that in the
fall of 1838, the mail stage line, owned by Messrs.
E. P. Johnson &. Co. anil the opposition line owned
by Messrs. McNair Sc Weaver, came in contact on
the turnpike road near Shelbyville, by which the
mail line was upset and several passenger-shad heir
limbs fractured. Amongst the peisons injured was
Mr. Isaac Laughlin, the driver of the mail line, who
had the misfortune to have one foot and ankle crushed to pieces, by which he has been made a cripple
for life.
He sued McNair &. Weaver, the proprietors of the opposition, for the injury, alleging the
wanton conduct of their driver as the cause. The
case was tried some time since in the Shelby circuit court, and a verdict was given in favor of
Laughlin lor .$1,900.
A new trial was granted
I

31,
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The whole state, according to the

OHIO.
List of members of the legislature.

—

SENATORS.

Ashtabula, &.c. Benj. Russel.
Ailams, See. John Glover.*
Athens, &c. Sim. Nash.*
Alen, &c.— G. B. Way, John F. Hinkle.
Belmont, &c. Thomas Shannon.*
Brown, &c. Dowty Utter.*
Clinton, &.c
Thos. Patterson.*
Cuyahoga, &c. Richard Lord.*

—

—
—
—
Columbiana. — Jos. Thompson.*
Coshocton, &c. — Byra^T Leonard.

Erie, fic. Jas. M. Root.
Franklin, Sec.
Alexander Waddle.
Fairfield, &c.
Sam. Spangler, Jno. L. Greene.*
Greene,
Isaac S. Perkins.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Uc—

Guernsey, &c. Wm. Scott.*
Holmes, &c. Benj. Ream.
Hocking, fee. John Hough.*
Hamilton. Jas. Faran,* S. W. Holmes.
Hardin, 8cc. John E. Hunt.*
Jefl>;rson, &c.
Jas. Mitchell.*
Lorain, &c. /. S. Carpenter.
Licking.— B. B. Taylor.
Logan, &c. Joseph Vance.*
Muskingum. Jas. Henderson.*

Montgomery. Jos. Barneit.
Miami, Uz.— Wm. S. Thomas.
Morgan, 8cc. Isaac Humphreys,*
Marion, kc. Jas. H. Godman.
Portaee, &!.c.—Elisha N. Sill.
Preble,

Sec— Robt.

Haseltine.

during the present season, something like one million of barrels of flour, or its equivalent in wheat.
Cheese in Ohio.
We find in the Cincinnati Daily
Chronicle, a very interesting article on the subject
of cheese, its consumption and the extent of its
manufacture in the west. In the year 1823, two
gentlemen of Portage county, Ohio, commenced
supplying the river towns with this article by bringing to Cincinnati in a skiff about 1,500 lbs. cheese.
From this small beginning, the business has increased till their sales have amounted, for the last six
years, to between 200 and 300 tons per annum,
three-fourths of which is sold in Cincinnati, the balance at Louisville and other towns down the river.
In the single township of Aurora, in Portage co.
Ohio, there have been made between 250 and 300
tons of cheese yearly, for the last ten years, which
has netted the farmers about 6 cents per lb. one
year with another.
The amount of western reserve cheese sold in
Cincinnati yearly is estimated at between 800 and
900 tons, for the last six years, and is increasing
annually. The price has gi nerally ranged from 7
to y cents, and has been as high (in the autumn of
1838) as 12^ cts. it has never been so low before,
as at present, Gh cts. for ten years past.
The Episcopal church in Ohio.
have been favored with the twenty-thir3 annual report of the
Protestant Episcopal church in the diocese of Ohio.
From it, we learn that the church is in a highly
flourishing condition, and we glean the following
statistics
churches, 53; baptisms in the year, 365;
communicants added, 481; died or removed, 185;
total number present, 2,132; confirmed, 122; married, 95; funerals, 292; Sunday school scholars, 1,582;
contributions for benevolent objects, $2,484 83.
IPhila. Inquirer.
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REPRESENTATIVES.
Ashtabula.— ij. W. Griswold.
Adams, Highland, Fayette.
David Reece, James Smith.

Cincinnati Chro-

nicle, will export

We

Richland.— Wm. McLaughlin.*
Stark.
Jacob Hostetter.
Seneca, Sec. John Goodwin.
Trumbull. John Crowell.
Wayne.— Y. H. Harris.

—

THE UNION.

ILLINOIS.

The state bank. The St. Louis Bulletin of a late
announces that the State Bank of Illinois has
made arrangments, by which it will be able to reAthens, Meigs.
4. V. Vorhes.
alize a large amount of funds and resume specie
Belmont. Jno. Koontz, C. Welsh.
payments. The editor adds: "the Shawneetown
Butler.— A Dunn, J. B. King.
bank has, no doubt, entered into similar arrangeBrown, Clermont, Clinton.— i?. W. Clarke, G. ments, and no difficulty need be apprehended in the
Dunham, R. B. Harlan.
prompt payment of all liabilities, on the part of
Champaign, Logan, Union.
Wm. C. Lawrence. either of the institutions. The knowledge of these
Clark, flladison.—./?. Toland, S. M. Wheeler.
measures of the bank should relieve the public
Columbiana. J. M. Jenkins, C. M. Aten.
mind trom any apprehensions which may have been
Carrol, Jefferson.
R. Marsh, John Shober.
indulged.
We have never entertained a doubt of
Coshocton. Joseph Rurns.
their disposition and ability to do justice to the
Cuyahoga. S. Johnson, J. H. Vincent.
public, and we are now satisfied that their situatioD
Crawford, Marion, Delaware. Em. Moore, Jos. is such as to command the confidence of the comScott.
munity."
Dark, Miami, Mercer, She]by.—H. Bell, J. HaMISSOURI.
milton, John Brown.
Danes convicted. William P. Darnes, who killed
Franklin.
James C. Reynolds.
A. J. Davis, the editor of the St. Louis Argus, in
Fairfield— C. H. Brougb.
a political quarrel, has been tried, convicted and
Greene. Jas. A. Scott.
sentenced to twelve months imprisonment in the
Guernsey.
William Israel.
penitentiary.
Gallia, Lawrence, Scioto.
Daniel Young.
FLORIDA.
Geauga. Scabury Ford.
We have received the annexed letter, which,
Hamilton.— ./f. T. Carpenter, J. M. Cochrane, J. though not so late as accounts previously receivReeves.
ed, presents some details, and, upon the whole,
Holmes, Tuscarawas. James Hockinberry.
such a discouraging aspect of affairs in that penin.
Harrison.
Josiah Scott.
sula, and of the mode of managing the war, as
Huron, Erie. Eleu. Cook.
should be made public.
[iV. Y. Amer.
Hocking, Ross, Pike, Jackson. J. T. WorthingSt. Augustine, Sept. 22, 1840.
ton, J. Kaylor, John Slinson.
The Florida war, which, like the eternal VesuKnow.— N. Spindle, D. S. McGuden.
vius, is never quite at rest, has recently assumed an
Licking.
W. B. Morris, E. Warren.
aspect more sanguinary than usual. Not a spot of
Lorain, Medina. A. A. Bliss.
ground in the interior of Ea^t Florida, from the
Lake.— ir. L. Perkins.
northern boundary line to the southern Keys, is free
Montgomery. Dav. Lamme.
from danger, except those portions of the territory
Monroe. Wm. Johnson.
which are protected by the immediate vicinity of
Muskingum. A. Pollock, John Walkins.
troops.
Scarcely does an express arrive fionr TalMorgan. D. Baldriilge, senlahassee to Pilatka, but the way bill exhibits some
Perry.
James Y. Wilson.
hasty endorsement of recent murder.
Although a
Pickaway.— Elias Florence.
cordon of posts has been established on the mail
Portage.
/. Strenler, H. Giddings.
route across the peninsula, yet the inleivening
Preble.
Jos, S, Hawkins.
hammocks afford the Indians ample opportunity to
Richland.— T. W. Bartley, D. Riblett.
attack any traveller who is not guarded by an escort
Sandusky, 8tc.— M. McAnelly, M. E. Wood.
sufficiently numerous to hold tirern in awe.
From
Stark.
I. Smith, E. Rurtensparger.
the frequent and almost simultaneous attacks in
Summit. H. G. Weaver.
quarters remote from each other it would seem that
Trumbull.
Peter Allen, Josiah Robins.
they were far more numerous than has hitherto
Warren.— John Probasco.jr.
been apprehended.
Washington. Arius Nye.
.^ We hear of them supplying themselves with amWayne. Thos. Shreve.
munition at the K<ys,-^ilriving oft' catlle from the
The names of whig members in italic.
neighborhood of Micanopy firing orr the express
RECAPITULATION.
rider in the vicinity of Pilalka
and almost in the
Whig. V. B.
same breath they are embodied and carrying all beSenate,
14
22
fore them in the district of the Okefonoke.
The
House,
51
21
accounts which are pouring in of the merciless deJames

Carolhers,

date,
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—
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struction of

human

life

—

in that district, are

such

as

6-5
4.3
are calculated to make the cheek grow pale.
upon application of the defendants; the case was
In the month of September, about one hundred
It is well known that, for several years past, the
removed to the Henry circuit court, and there tried and fitly thousand barrels of flour, or its equivalent
Okefonoke swamp has been a grand lurkin g place
the last week, when a verdict of #2,000 vras given. in wheat, were exported from Cleveland,
Ohio.
for the eiieiny.
Some two years siirce, general

a
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Taylor caused two forts to be established near the source it comes from, it may bo relied on as correct.
the banks of the St. Mary's and Suwa- It was brought by the steamer Charleston, which
nee, both of which rivers have their sources in that arrived at Savannah on the 20th instant:
vast reservoir.
Pilatka, (Fa.) Oct. 17. Gen. Armistead has
Fort Gilmer was the name of the station on the suspended active operations for the present, in conSiiwanee; that on the St. Mary was called Fort sequence of an agreement between him and the
JMoniac. These stations were established for the Seminole cheif to hold a "talk" on the 20ih inst.
purpose of protecting the settlers in the vicinity at which time the chief says he is willing to make
from the Indians of the Okefonoke, who were in a treaty of peace, which he says shall not be
the habit, occasionally, of making sallies therefrom, "spoiled" as Ihe other treaties have been. No one
to the destruction of the lives of the inhabitants and here has any confidence in him or his treaties; yet
injury of the crops.
you know heaven is always better to us than our
Owing, however, as it was said, to the disap- fears, and some good may grow out of it.
pearance of the Indians from that quarter, these
WISKONSIN.
stations were abandoned in the early part of August
Internal improvement in Wislconsin.
The Millast.
waukee and Rock River canal has been commencIt does not appear whether the Indians were ad- ed, and a large number of hands are now employed
vised of the abandonment of the forts or not; but it just above Milwaukee.
is certain that a hrge body of the enemy appeared,
By a late number of the MilvTaukee Sentinel,
not three weeks afterwards, within twenty miles of says the Buffalo Advertiser, vi'e learn that business
Gilmer, to the consternation of the whole district. of every kind was brisk, and the prospects of the
They commenced their work of destruction by town never better. The mercantile communitj'
setting fire to the house of a Mr. Green, part of had in a measure adopted the cash system, and
whose family they destroyed, and Mr. Green him- although money was not abundant, still sufficient
self had his leg fractured while rescuing the re- was in circHlation to answer all legitimate purmainder from the dames. Following the course of poses. Many stores and other buildings have been
the Suwanee, the Indians next proceeded in the erected during the present season.
direction of Fort Gilmer, near which five families
were murdered in cold blood. Passing thence toMISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
wards the head waters of the St. Mary, they at"CoRNWALLis" AT Waltham. On Monday the
tacked Fort Moniac, where a few families had con- anniversary of the surrender of Yoiktown was celegregated for mutual preservation,
killed a number brated in Waltham, according to time-honored cusof them, and burned the United States' buildings to tom. A square redout had been erected upon Prosthe ground. From this point they spread themselves pect Hill, which surmounted by a British ensign,
along the St. Mary's, attacking indiscriminately and defended by a company of artillery, was during
every plantation which they pa.'iseJ. Frequently the whole morning watched by the eyes of the colthe whole family was murdered
again we hear of lected patiiols of the neighborhood with a determia portion which was saved.
Sometimes the father nation which boded it no good. A body of Indians,
escaped and sometimes it was the mother, pressing of no inconsiderable number, and of all tribes and
her infant to her bosom as she fled before the foe. nations, if one might judge from the variety of their
In one family, residing near the south prong of the ornaments and their hideous paints, skulking in the
Early
St. Mary's, it is stated that five children were suc- woods about the fort, assisted in its defence.
cessively put to the knife.
But the detail is too in the forenoon, from the concentration in the plain
shocking to dwell upon!
below of a force which seemed to be to judge from
Death may come to the young arpirant for glory the appearance of the clothing, arms and equipit is his expectancy; and to the man of toil and
ments a re.^urrection of a part of the old continenyears
tal army, it became evident that this redoubt was to
i! is his reward; but when, with a foul and
murderous aim he strikes the innocent and defence- become an immediate point of attack.
This expectation ere long became certainty. A
less bosoms which make merry the household hearth,
the heart sickens to contemplate the work of the body of the continental infantry, assisted by a small
desroyer, and the mind involuntarily questions but efficient park of field artillery, after a slight
"why such things should be!"
contest, succeeded in carrying one of the advanced
The commander of the troops in Florida doubt- breastworks of the enemy, just at the foot of the
This breastwork, composed mostly
less had Ihe riglit to make such disposal of the rising ground.
United States forces as, in his opinion, was most of brushwood and other combustible materials, was
conducive to the interests of the service. If, itr the burned by the attacking force lo prevent it from
exercise of this prerogative the frontier of Georgia again falling into the hands of the British, when,
was left in danger, why did not the governor of that after some very active skirmishing, in which a very
state cause a levy of militia to be marched to its severe contest between the Indians and an advanced
southern border when the storm was heard rumb- parly of riflemen was especially interesting, and at
ling in the distance^ere the tempest fell so cruelly the time important, they were obliged to retire for
want of ammunition.
upon those who were powerless to resist it'
This was fortunately at hand, and when the beWhere slept the chivalric spirit of the gallant
Floyd, that it did not prompt him, on the withdraw- sieged party saw their determined assailants retire,
al of the regulars and the dismissal of the remain- it was only in preparation for a more fierce and
ing troop!, lo rush single handed to Ihe protection concentrated alt<-vck. The ammunition which had
of "his old hunting ground!" Did he not know been so opportunely brought up was hastily distrithe condition of the district which he formerly corn- buted. The troops partook of a hasty meal, as they
isanded? Did he not know that Indian signs were held their position in the line, and refreshed by this
numerous in that quarter and that the last of the support and by mutual pledges and animaled by
defenders had vanished! Lieut. Whitfield, of his some heart-stirring appeals from their distinguished
own Georgia militia could have enlightened him in officers, they showed the greatest anxiety to be
regard to the facts. He could have told him, as he again led to the assault. The attack was conducted
informed others previous to his discharge irom Fort by generals Washington and Lafayette and the
Gilmer, that the Indian sign in that quarter was count de Rochambeau in person, and was watched
keav^ so much so, that he did not deem it prudent with eager interest by the collected women, children and aged of Ihe neighborhood, whom the sound
with his small force, to pursue the trail.
The besieged
Troops ero this may have arriveil at these sta- of firing had collected together.
tisBB, niw rendered desolate and lonely.
They seemed aware that this was to be a final struggle,
may, for aught 1 know, have surrounded the whole and it has never been our lot to witness such a
Okefouoke swamp. Their columns at this moment heavy and well conducted firing, and such energy
may be displaying on the arena of their "thrice and determination both in attack and defence, as
conquered foe." If sueli be Ihe case it is well! followed the attempt upon the remaining breastEven now, it is well! They will have arrived in work. The cannon from the fort were brought to
time to bury the dead. Let them search among defend this outwork, and the artillery of the conthe silent habitations of Gilmer and the smoking tinental army were brouglit to bear directly upon
For half an hour the firing was incessant. The
ruins of Moniac for the ashes of Ihe Cruisers
the it.
Johnsons the Hogans Ihe Davises the Patricks officers of the invading force, urging on their men
with
the greatest disregard of danger, even riding
o\\\iT
families,
grave.
and
and deposit them in a
Let Ihem re-inter the hastily covered remains of the to and fro between the two fires, won for themselves
unfortunate Raulerson, and the daughter who was the proudest honors that a soldier may gain. The
butchered in his arms, seeking ici vain, in the hour breaslwork was carried and turned, its surviving deof peril, by the side of her father, that protection fenders, however, escaped undercoverof the cannon
which had been withheld by her country. These from the redoubt and well directed hre from the Inindividuals, if they have lost their lives by placing dians, who had secured themselves in the edge of
too much reliance on the prospect of protection by the adjacent forest.
troops, at least deserve at the hands of troops
The last contest was now at hand the artillery
decent burial.
of the continentals was directed at the fort itself, in
Sivannak, Oct. 21. We have received from a some instances over the very heads of the advancing
friend in Florida the following important informa- squadrons, and served with the most praiseworthy
The infantry advanced firing.
tion in relation to the Florida war. From the rapidity and skill.

swamp, on
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and were already closing almost around Ihe fort,
when a white flag appeared from one of the bastions, and the officers exerted themselves to stop
the firing.
mounted officer from the fort with a
flag of truce was conducted to general Washington,
and after a slight consultation the terms of capitulation were mutually signed.
In a few moments the
British ensign was dropped from the flag-staff of the
redoubt, and the stars and stripes were proudly
waving in its stead. The defenders such of them
as were left
were marched off according to the
terms, being looked upon by their former foes apparently as brave men who had done their best in

A

—

—

their cause.

We

are loth to remark upon the apparent dejection of lord Cornwallis himself and his two immediate aids.
These representatives of British gold
and British influence seemed to feel that gilt red
coats and ruffled shirts were but a theatre show,
beside the rugged dress and accoutrements of their

hardy conquerors. But personal ill-feeling there
evidently was none, and victors and vanquished
to unite amicably in the closing ceremonies
of the day.
We understand that his lordship rode
the very horse that was killed under him on the
same occasion, fifty-nine years ago. The remains
of the departed were duly attended to their homes
with "all the honors," and on Ihe arrival of an early
twilight all was completed, and another day added
to the history of our country
a day which will
never be forgotten by any one who participated in
its dangers or witnessed its triumphs.

seemed
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AN INTERESTING ARTICLE.
Me. Spconer — Sir; In your valuable

paper of

the 51h inst. is the following obituary notice of the

widow of judge Symmes:
"Mother of Mrs. Harrison.
Died recently at
Stockbridge, Massachusetts, at the advanced age of
92, Mrs. Susan Symmes, daughter of William Livingston, formerly governor of
Jersey, and

New

widow of John Cleves Symmes,
city of Cincinnati, Ohio.

the founder of the

Mrs. Symmes was the

mother of the lady of general W. H. Harrison, of
North Bend, Ohio."
If the fact stated in the above extract was occasioned by an error which occurs in my history of
Long Island, page 290, in relation to the marriage
of judge Symmes, it is the more proper for me to
correct the mistake which appears therein, and I am
now enabled from more recent information to say,
that John Cleves Symmes, father of Mrs. Harrison,
and her mother Anna Tuthill, were both natives of
Southold, L. Island. Judge Symmes is believed to
be the son of the rev. Mr. Symmes, minister of old
Aqubogue, Southold; and possessed the farm (a little
Riverhead line) now owned by Hezekiah
Skidmore. Mr. Symmes married Anna, daughter

east of

of

Henry

Tuthill, of Southold, about the year 1773.

Hannah, another daughter of Henry Tuthill, was the
wife of major Isaac Reeve, of Southold, and mother
of the late Isaac Tuthill Reeve, of Queen's county,
the latter was of course a cousin of Mrs. Harrison.
In 1775, or thereabouts, Mr. Symmes removed to

New Jersey, and lived at a place called Flat Brook,
about one mile from the Delaware river, where his
daughter Anna, now Mrs. Harrison, was born in
1776. His daughter Mary, a year older than Mrs.
Harrison, married William Short, of Virginia, where
she died. Mrs. Symmes died when her daughter
Anna was about two years old, and she was then
sent to her grandfather, Henry Tuthill, where she
remained till she was grown up, being in the meantime sent to be educated at the Clinton academy in
Easthamptou, then just erected. Mr. Symmes was
iu 1777 appointed associate judge of the supreme
court of New Jersey. Judge Symmes soon after
married a Miss Henry, who died in a few years
thereafter without issue, and for his third wife, married Miss Susan Livingston, daughter of William
Livingston, esq. afterwards governor of New Jersey.
She was of course <!ister to William Livingston, esq.
former surrogate of Kings county, hon. Brockholst
Livingston, esq late judge of the supreme court of
this state, and associate judge of the supreme court of
the United States, and Sarah, wife of governor Jay.

By

this last wife,

judge

Symmes

had no children,

removed lo West Stockwhere she lately died. In
1780, judge Symmes removed with a number of
associates to the north west territory, and was made
a district judge of Ihe United States for that territo-

and after

his death she

bridge, Massachusetts,

He soon after commenced the settlement of
Cincinnati, nearly on the former site of Fort WashHe carried his daughter to that country
ington.
when she was about 17 years old, and at the age of
20, in the year 1795, she married William Henry
Harrison, then about 22 years of age, who had been
aid to gen. Anthony Wayne, in his famous expedition against the Indians, and who for his good conduct was made a lieutenant. Mrs. Harrison is th?
ry.

—
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mother of eight children.
Cleves

Symmes

Harrison,

NATIONAL REGISTER— OCT.
Their eldest son, John the sorrows of

now

deceased, married

Clarissa B. Pike, only child of the heroic and ever
to be lamented gen. Zebulon Montgomery Pike,
who fell in the arms of victory at York, Upper Canada. Another son. Dr. Harrison, has lately derespectable writer, well acquainted with
ceased.
Mrs. Harrison, observes:
"I cannot let the opportunity slip, without offering a passing tribute to the virtues of this estimable
woman. She is distinguished for her benevolence

life,

31,

and while

1840—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
faith,

hope and chari- August, 1774, her husband, entering on that course
of distinguished public service, which occupied him
for nearly thirty years, repaired, as a delegate from

ty withhold their consolations from none who cherish tbem, their choicest influences will be observed in the humble abode. Let us honor the log cabin,
and let u.' take care that wherever the unpretending
structure is fouud, no matter what may be the birth,

A

language or condition of its occupants, the school
house is erected near it, and its rustic shelves are
graced with the cheap volumes of the Sunday school
and common school libraries, and we may then be
assured that luxury and ambition can never underand piety; all who know her, view her with esteem mine the foundation of the republic. I am, with
and affection; and her whole course through life, in great respect and esteem, your friend and fellow
William H. Sewabd.
all its relations, has been characterised by those citizen,
J. A. Hamilton, Munson J. Lockwood and Wm. L.
qualifications that complete the character of an acBowron, esqru. committee.
complished matron."
It must be a gratifying reflection for the inhabitants of this island, and of Snflblk county in particular, that one of their fellow citizens is allied in
marriage to the distinguished individual, destined
beyond all reasonable doubt, to fill the most important and honorable station in the power of a great

Mrs. Adams. Letters of Mrs. Adams, fhe wife
John Adams. With an introductory memoir, by
her grandson, Charles Francis Adams.
John Adams, the second president of the United
States, died at the age of ninety-one, at the ancient
seat of his family in Quincy, Massachusetts, on Ihe
and happy people to bestow. Yours 8ic.
4th day oT July, 1826, a half century from the day
BENJ. F.
on which he affixed his signature to the Declaration
Hempstead, Oct. 7, 1S40.
of American Independence. Eight years before
[Long Island Star.
his death, after a union of fifty-foui years, he was
give below the let bereaved of his wife, one of the illustrious women
LOG CABIN LETTER.
ter addressed by gov. Seward to the Westchester of New England, in that great day of its heroes and
county committee in reply to their invitation to heroines. The work before us is a small selection
him to attend the log cabin dedication at JNorlh from her letters. Prefixed to them is a memoir,
It is one of the which, while it is a beautiful specimen of writing,
Castle, on the 24th instant.
most eloquent and touching productions we have aflbrd valuable illustration to the contents of the
ever read, and cannot fail to awaken the sympa- volume.
[iV. Y. Star.
Mrs. Abigail Adams was the second daughter of
thies of every honest heart.
Albany, Sept. II, 1840.
the rev. William Smith, the congregational clergyGentlemen: Your letter of the 25th ultimo, in- man of Weymouth, a village on the coast of Masviting me to join the citizens of Westchester county sachusetts Bay, bordering upon Quincy, and about
in dedicating a log cabin at North Castle, on the twelve miles from Boston.
Educated at a time
24th inst. was duly received. I am prevented from when there was no public provision in the colonies
accepting the invitation by engagements which for ihe instruction of females, her opportunity for
call me into the western part of the state.
I wish, intellectual culture were only such as could be
nevertheless, that it were in my power to visit found in private reading, and the society of her feWestchester. 1 have recollections which can never male friends. "I was never sent to any school,"
leave me, of the hospitality of her citizens, and she says to one of her correspondents; "and female
there is abundant evidence that the patriotism of her education never went further than writing and
sons has not declined since the days when three of arithmetic; in some few and rare instances, music
her incorruptible whigs spurned the bribe of Bri- and dancing." In her twentieth year, in October,
tish gold, and saved their country from Arnold's 1764, she was married to Mr. John Adams.
He
treason.
was a young lawyerof rising reputation; but, so far
I should, with great pleasure too, bear my part were her high destinies in this union from being
in dedicating the log cabin.
The structure is pe- anticipated that it appears the disparity of rank beculiarly American, and is associated with our dear- tween the minister's daughter and Ihe legal aspiest recollections of the past, and our best hopes of rant, presented some interruption to the course of
the future. There is scarce one among us of Ame- that true love, which for one reason or another, has
rican birth, whatever may be his condition in life, never yet been known to run smooth.
who, if required to trace his genealogy, would not
"The father of Mrs. Adams," we quote from the
find his ancestors in a log cabin, within one or two, memoir, "was a pious man, with something of that
at most, three generations.
The emigrant who vien of humor, not uncommon among the clergy of
seeks an asylum here from fhe storms of the old New England, which ordinarily found such a field
world may meet a cold reception in a paved city, for exercise as is displayed in the pages of Cotton
but if he follows where the spirit of adventure leads, Mather. He was the father of three daughters, all
he will always find in the log cabin a generous of them women of uncommon force of intellect,
welcome.
though the fortunes of twd of them confined its inThe memory of man runneth to the time when fluence to a sphere much more limited than that
only log cabins graced the site of ahnost every which fell to the lot of Mrs. Adams. It is an aneccity, town and village in the land, and wherever dote, told of Mr. Smith, that upon the marriage of
the humble structure is now found, it gives promise his eldest daughter [Mary] he preached to his peoof a farm, a village, or it may be a capital.
When ple from the text in the forty-second verse of the
these unpretending dwellings begin to cluster in tenth chapter of Luke. 'And Mary has chosen
the valley, or on the hill-side, it is certain that there that good part, which shall not be taken away from
the church and the school house will soon appear. her.' Two years elapsed and his second daughter,
As soon as the patrimonial farm is found too the subject of this notice, was about to marryjohn
small for an increasing family, the enterprising sons Adams, then a lawyer in good practice, when some
hie away to the west
the beech, maple and hem- disapprobation of the match appears to have manilock fall beneath their sturdy arms, and the smoke fested itself among a portion of his parishioners.
from their log cabins gives notice to the settlers, The profession of law was, for a long period in the
that new emigrants have arrived among them.
colonial history of Massachusetts, unknown, and,
When prosperity forsakes, and kind, familiar friends after circumstances called it forth, the prejudice of
forget us because we are poor, the west invites us the inhabitants, who thought it a calling hanlly
to erect our log cabins there, and try once more. honest, were arrayed against those who
adopted it.
The log cabin is the cradle of patriotism and valor.
"There are many still living, who can remember
When the Indian foe hung upon our western border, how strong they remained, even "down lo the time
and Ihe British upon our Atlantic and northern fron- of Ihe adoption of the present federal constitution;
tiers, and Harrison, Scott and Jackson called to the and Ihe records of the general
court, at its very last
rescue, the cry ran through the log cabins, and Iheir session, of 1840, will show that they have not
quite
fearless riflemen rushed lo the battle fields of Tip
disappeared, to this day. Besides this, the family
pecanoe, Chippewa and New Orleans.
of Mr. Adams, Ihe son of a small farmer of the
In childhood I attended my father in his visits as middle class in Braintree,
was thought scarcely
a physician to the halls of the rich and log cabins of good enough to match with the
minister's daughter,
the poor I saw the offices of affection performed descended from so many shining
lights of the colowith equal assiduity in both. Health restored glad- ny. It is probable that Mr. Smith was
made aware
dened as many hearts, and bereavement produced as of the opinions expressed among
his people; for he
bitter tears, in the one as in the other.
In maliirer is said, immediately alter the marriage took place,
years I have visited the marble dwellings in our to have replied to them with
a sermon, Ihe text
own cities and abroad, and I have been a guest in which, in evident allusion to the objection against
the log cabins of Cayuga and Chautauque. I con- lawyers, was drawn
from Lukevii.33; 'For John
fess that in the latter I found afways the most cor- came neither
eating bread nor drinking wine, and
dial greeting and largest welcome.
I can bear v^if- ye say, he hath a devil.'
Memoir, pp. xxxiv. xxxv.
ness, too, that while no condition, high or low, exThe first ten years of Mi-. Adams' married life
empts us from the cares, the disappointments and were passed in tranquil
domestic happiness. In
of
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Massachusetts, to the general congress, while she
remained at home, a witness and sharer of the severe sufferings of Boston and its neighborhood in
the early period of the revolutionary struggle. In
the winter of 1777-8, having made in the interval
a few short visits to his family during the recesses
of congress, Mr. Adams sailed for France, as one of
the commissioners to negotiate a treaty with that
power, and remained abroad during the war, with
the exception of a few weeks in the autumn of the
following year. In 1784, having been sent to London to negotiate a treaty of commerce, Mrs. Adams
joined him there, and was introduced at court, the
first female representative of her country in the diplomatic circles. Mr. Adams returned from Europe
on the adoption of the federal constitution, and,
having been efectedvice president, fixed his winter
residence for the session of congress, first at New
York, and then at Philadelphia. When, with the
downfall of the federal party in 180], he was superseded in the presidency, he retired to finish his
days at his early home. The small property accumulated in his few years of professional practice,
had been so judiciously administered by his wife
during his devotion to public duties as to make the
retreat of his declining years Ihe seat of an easy independence, and of a modest, but liberal hospitality.
Mrs. Adams lived long enough to see her eldest son
employed in some of the highest public trusts,
though not to witness his elevation to Ihe chief magistracy of the union.
[North Am. Review.
volume of letters by Mrs. Adams, the wife of
John Adams, has just been published in Boston, of
which the editor ol the Boston Daily Advertiser affords two or three specimens.
They are edited by
her grandson, Charles Francis Adams, with a prefatory memoir.
We have read them with that affectionate interest which pertains to such records of
the sympathies, the fears and the hopes of the patriots who were chiefly instrumental in achieving
the national independence. Mrs. Adams was the
worthy companion of one among the first of those
patriots in every vicissitude of his glorious career.
This letter was written by her the day after Ihe battle of Bunker's Hill.
There is no despondency in
its tone, although at that period only the bravest
trusted in the ultimate triumph of the American
arms. It is addressed to her husband.
[Phil. Nut. Gaz.
Sunday, 18/A June, 1775.
Dearest friend: The day perhaps the decisive day, is come on which the fate of America
depends. My bursting heart must find vent at my
pen. I have just heard, that our dear friend, Dr.
Warren, is no more, but fell gloriously fighting for
his country; saying better to die honorably in the
field than ignominiously hang npon the gallows.
Great is our loss. He has distinguished himself in
every engagement, by his courage and fortitude, by
animating the soldiers, and leading them on by his
own example. A particular account of these dreadful, but I hope glorious days, will be transmitted to
you, no doubt, in the exaclest manner.
'•The race is not to the swift nor the battle to the
strong; but the God of Israel is he that giveth
strength and power to his people. Trust in him at
all times ye people, pour out your hearts before
him. God is a refuge for us." Charlestown is laid
in ashes. The battle began upon our entrenchments
upon Bunker's Hill, Saturday morning about three
o'clock, and has not ceased yet, and it is now three
o'clock. Sabbath afternoon.
It is expected that they will come out over the
Neck to- night, and a dreadful battle must ensue.
Almighty God, cover the heads of our countrymen,
and be as a shield to our dear friends! How many
have fallen we know not. The constant roar of
the cannon is so distressing, that we cannot eat,
drink or sleep. May we be supported and sustained in the dreadful conflict.
I shall tarry here till it
is thought unsafe by iny friends, and then I have
secirred myself a retreat at your brother's, who has
kindly offered me a part of his house. I cannot
compose myself to write at present, I will add more
as I hear further.
Tuesday afternoon.
I have been so much agitated, that I have not
been able to write since Sabbath day. When I say
that ten thousand reports are passing, vague and
uncertain as the wind, I believe 1 speak the truth.
1 am notable to give you any authentic account of last
Saturday, but you will not be destitute of intelligence. Colonel Palmer has just sent me word, that
he has an opportunity of conveyance.
Incorrect as
this scrawl will be, it shall go. I ardently pray that
you may be supported through the arduous task you
have befor'e you. I wish I coirlil contradict thereport of the doctor's death; but it is a lamentable truth.
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and the tears of multitudes pay tribute to his memory; those favorite lines of Collins, continually
sound in my ears,
"How sleep the brave, &c."
I have not preI must close, as the deacon wails.
tended to be particular with regard to what I have
heard, because I know you will collect better intelligence.
The spirits of the people are very good;
the loss of Charlestown affects them no more than
the
bucket. I am most sincerely yours.
drop
of
a
Thus wrote Mrs. Adams at the commencement
of the war. Here is a most beautiful letter to Mr.
Adams, written on the day that he as vice president
was to count the electoral votes before congress and
declare himself elected to the presidency:
"The sun is dressed in briahtest beams

To

give thy honors

to ihe

day."

And may it prove an auspicious prelude to each
ensuing season. You have this day to declare yourself head of a nation. "And now, OLord, my God,
thou hast made thy servant ruler over the people.
Give unto him an understanding heart, that he may
know how to go out and how come in before this
treat people; that he may discern between good and
ad.
For who is able to judge this thy so great a
people?" were the words of a royal sovereign; and
not less applicable to him who is invested with the
chief magistracy of a nation, though he wearnota
crown, nor the robes of royally.
My thoughts and my meditations are with you,
though personally absent; and my petitions to heaven are, that "the things which make for peace may
My feelings are
not be bidden from your eyes."
not those of pride or ostentation, upon the occasion.
They are solemnized by a sense of the obligations,
the important trusts, and numerous duties connected with it. That you may be enabled to discharge
them with honor to yourself, with justice and impartiality to your country, and with satisfaction to
this great people, shall he the daily prayer of your
A. A.

A

volume thus filled is most welcome. Our countrywomen may be proud of it, for she who frankly
uttered these sentiments has illustrated the brightest virtues of her sex.

Importajjt NAVAL DISCOVERIES. Rumors have
some tim<? past reached our ears of certain discoveries which are likely to alter the aspect of war
for

all over the globe, and vest the dominion of the seas
Toward
in the power that possesses the secret.
the close of William IV's life, his attention was
called to the alledged inventions of a seafaring man,
who had from his earliest years been practically
conversant with naval gunnery in all its branches,
which discoveries were announced as involving the
annihilation of every known system of naval warfare.
The king saw and conversed with the projector, and referred him to the late Richard Keates
and sir Thomas Hardy. Sir Richard Keates, in
company with a naval officer of 40 years' service,
yet alive, who fought at Trafalgar, and was the
companion of sir Sidney Smith in most of his ex
ploits in Egypt, and therefore no likely person to
underrate the powers of the British navy, witnessed
some experiments, and afterwards reported to his
inajesty that no ships in his navy, nor any garrison
on shore, could resist this stupendous combination
of forces. It was inslantly agreed that the inventor
should be remunerated amply for hi.n pains, and the

secret preserved, in

mercy

to

mankind,

until

some

should occur to compel England, for her own
Before the necessary
its use'.
arrangements could be completed king William
crisis

—

—
31,

pointed by lord Melbourne rejected or evaded, he
put himself to the great cost of exhibiting some of
them to four very competent judges, who witnessed
a trial of them on the 28th of last month. These
judges consisted of two naval lords, one a peer, and
the other a member of the house of commons, a distinguished admiral, once a lord of the admiralty, and
the experienced naval officer to whom we have already alluded as associated with sir Richard Keates,
and they all reported to lord Melbourne in terms
terms stronger than any
favorable to the invention

—

we have

yet used.

But

lord

Melbourne

still

declines

do what he knows he would long ago have received William IV's commands to do, had that paAnd why is this?
triotic monarch been yet alive.
Is it that lord Melbourne doubts the existence and
His lordship is
efficacy of the powers in question!
fully convinced of their reality by the testimony of
competent judges. How long will a mighty and
puissant nation allow its patience to be so abused?
Whatever may now be the result, so far as the inventor is concerned, great is the culpability of lord
Melbourne, and most serious the responsibility he
has incurred to his country and mankind. This
might, but for lord Melbourne's submission to the
cupidity of sundry admiralty officials, whose selfishness has overreached itself, have been retained
as a close state secret, our navy might still have
existed, but now that the inventor is compelled to
go abroad or appeal publicly to his countrymen, the
destruction of our wooden walls by a foreign foe,
to

or its disuse by ourselves, is inevitable, for John
Bull will not submit to pay hundreds of thousands
of pounds to build a ship which at three miles distance may be sent to fragments in a moment.
[London Times.
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Extract from the speech 0/ John C.
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How

Carolina, in the U. S. senate, June 2, 1840.
I am not the apologist of banks or corporations
generally, nor am I the advocate of chartered privileges.
On the contrary, there is not a member of
the body more deeply impressed with the evils of
the banking system, as. now modified, or more opposed to grants of privileges to one portion of the
community, at the expense of the rest.
opinions on these points have not been recently or hastily formed.
I long since embraced them, alter
much reflection and observation, and am prepared to
assert and maintain them on all proper occasions.
But, sir, I am not to be caught by words: I have
It is in vain that I
too much experience for that.
and New York. Of this number but seven are susam told that this is a contest between corporations pended, if Rhode Island be excepted. Her banks
and individuels the artificial, legal person, called
all suspended, but I understand have since resumed.
a body politic, and the individual man, as formed
The senator near me, from that state, (Mr. Knight),
by his Creator. All this is lost on me. I look not
can answer whether such is the fact.
to where the blow is professedly aimed, but beyond,
[Mr. Knight assented.]
where it must fall. The corporate, ideal thing at
There are, then, sir, in New England and New
directed,
be
is
intangible,
and
which it is said to
York, five hundred and ihirly-one banks which are
without the capacity of hearing, seeing or feeling,
not suspended, and but seven that are. Now, sir,
but there are beneath, thousands on thousands, not
if we cross the Hudson, and cast our eyes south and
shadows, but real, sensitive human beings, on whom
west, we shall find the O[iposite state of things.
the blow will fafi with vengeance. Belore we act,
shall find there four hundred and twenty-one
let us look at things as they really are, and not as
banks, of which three hundred and sixty-eight suswe may imagine them, in the fervor of debate.
pended in whole or part, and fifty-three not. It is
The states have, by an unwise and dangerous le- probable that the present proportion is still more
gjsiation, centralized in banks and other corporaunfavorable.
Hq^j^ ,q ^ ^.^^y g^p^t extent, the relation of creditor
Can we doubt, with these facts, where the storm
j„j j^l^or. Were I to assert that these central will rage with all its desolating furj?
Is there any
points could not be touched without touching at the
one so credulous as to believe tliat
that any one ol
of the
^^^^ ',j,„e ^^^.^^ wide-spread and all-pervadinz re- """^
throughout
that vast region, or
„"
'^
,',7;„
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—
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porations for manufacturing, commercial, insurance
or trading purposes; or which issue, pay out or omit
bills, drafts or obligations, with the intention of circulating them as a substitute for money, which
would add to the indebtedness brought within the
operations, hundreds of millions more.
Never was
a scheme of bankruptcy so bold and comprehensive
adopted, or even proposed before; no, not in England itself, where the power of pailiament is omnipotent, and where the system has been in operation
for three centuries.
Such is the measure proposed to be adopted, at such
a period as this, when there is a universal and inwhen one-half of
tense pecuniary embarrassment
the banks have suspended payments, and when their
available means of meeting their debts are so scanty.
At such a period, and under such circumstances, any creditor, or creditors, to whom a bank, or
other corporation, may owe not less than five hundred dollars may demand payment; and if not paid
in fifteen days, may take out process of bankruptcy,
on application to the federal courts, and place the
corporation, with all its debts, credits and assets in
the hands of trustees, to be wound up, and the proceeds distributed among its creditors. I venture
nothing in asserting that one-half of the banks, in
numbers, and amount of capital, and a large portion
of the other corporations, might be forthwilh placed
in commission, should the measure be adopted;
which including debts, credits, capital and assets,
would amount at least to seven or eight hundred
millions; all to be converted into cash, and distributed among those entitled to it.
is this to be
done?
Where is the cash to be had, at such a period as this, particularly when one-half of the banks
would be closed; and their notes equalling one-half
of the present scanty supply of currency, would
What sacrifices, what insolvencease to circulate?
cies, what beggary, what frauds, what desolation and
ruin, would follow!
But would the calamity fall with equal vengeance
on all the land, or would there be some favored, exempted portion, while desolalion would overshadow
the residue? Let the document which I hold, answer. It is a communication from the president,
transmitting a report from the secretary of the treasury to this body, dated the 8th January last, containing a list of the suspended and non-suspended
banks of last year, arranged according to states, beginning with Maine. I find, on turning to the document, that there are nine hundred and fifty-nine
banks, including branches, in the union; of which
five hundred and thirty-eight are in New England

,^

esVa'^id

rein^^^^^^^

mysdf too strongly.
strongly
To
scarceTy
ly express myself
them to this measure would, then, be to subdied.
entire relation of
it, in reality, almost the
Lord Melbourne, when applied to after his sove- creditor and debtor. It would be bankrupting by
reign's demise, to complete the contract, at first wholesale
a prompt and forced settlement of the
pleaded occupation, then her majesty's coronation, aggregate indebtedness of the country, under all
next expressed a doubt and wished for further tri- the pressure of existing pecuniary embarrassments,
als, and at last stipulated that an unconditional dis- made manifold greater by the measure itself.
closure should be made to the lords of the admirally.
In order that the senate may have some irlea hmc
The projector, who had expended, in perfecting his vast and comprehensive the measure is, I will give a
invention, upwards of £35.000, and had involved
statement from the paper in ray hand, which conhimself in the most distressing embarrassments in
tains the most recent account we have of the numconsequence, very naturally refused. But he offered
ber and condition of the banks.
repeatedly to submit his discoveries to any three
There were then by estimation on the first of Jahimself
naval officers whom lord Melbourne should
Lord Mel- nuary last, upwards of nine hundered banks, includselect, and would abide by their report.
capital of upwards of three
bourne at one time tempted him to hope, at another ing branches, with a
having debts due to them
asked for delay as a favor; but, to abreviate this hundred and fifty millions,
and sixty millions, and
portion of our statement, kept the inventor under of more than four hundied
hundred
and seventy miltwo
more
than
of
by
them
years,
the terrors of suspense for upwards of two
and at last, when applied to for a small advance of lions, making the aggregate indebtedness, lo and by
money until he could be fully assured of the validi- them, upwards of seven hundred and ten millions of
to dollars, with a supply of specie but little exceeding
ty of the inventor's pretentions, has refused
By including the banks, this
thirty-three millions.
quote his lordship's own words from his own letter
vast amount of indebtedness, concenlrated in the
money
"to authorise the payment of any sum of
banking system, would he subject to the operation
Vfhatever, in the present slate of circumstances."
When the projector found all his offers of submit- of the law, should the measure be adopted. But the
Ung his invention to the inspection of officers ap- 1 amendment extends far beyond, and takes in all corsafety, to resort to

BILL.

"1"=-'
""1" '
If
the passage of the ''!F!.?.:',!,'^,'
act would cause, could meet their
debts, and thereby escape the penalties of the act?
And if not, is there any one here prepared to place
at once all the banks south and west of New York,
with fewexceptions, in the hands ofassignees, under
the jurisdiction and control ofthe federal courts? Is
there any willing that their doors should be all at
once dossed; their notes cease to circulate; their
affairs wound up; their debts to and from them to
be forthwith collected; their properly and assesia
converted into money by federal officers, acting
under federal authority, and all that might be left
from plunder, fraud and forced sales, distributed

"111^^?^

among

" f^'

creditors?

And how, I ask is so mighty a concern, amounting in the aggregate, certainly to not less than five
or six hundred millions of dollars, to be at once
wound up? Where is the mone}' to be found to pay
the debts to and from the banks, and to purchase
the vast amount of properly held by them, and their
debtors, which must be brought at once under the
Where found after their notes have
hammer?
ceased to circulate, (as they would, as soon as process ofbankruptcy is taken out against them), and
belore specie could come in to supply their place?
Were it possible to carry through the measure, it
would spread unheaM of destruction and desolation
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through the vast portion of the union, on which the
blow would fall; such as the marching of hostile
armies from one extremity to another, the sweep of
tornadoes; the outpouring of floods; or the withholding from the parched and thirsty earth the fertalizing droppings of the clouds, would give but a
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POLITICS OF THE DAY.
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE PREStDENT AND
A NUMBER OF HIS POLITICAL OPPONENTS

IN

FISHKILL.

(N. Y.) Telegraph.
1830.
B Franldiadale, Dutchess Co. N. Y. June 8,

From

the Poughkeepsie,

Sir: An election for a president of the United
But it would be impossible. If
faint conception.
have been nomiyou were to adopt the measure, you would ordain States is near at hand, and as you
and responsible
what would not, could not be executed. Public nated for ra-election to that high
your present
knowing
desirous
of
are
office,
we
graspthe
indignalion would paralyze the hand of
several important public measures,
ing creditor, stretched to execute it, and sweep opinions upon
liberty of asking you
take
the
respect
with
due
enand
be
could
it
ere
book
statute
the
your act from
Ibrced.

next permanent effect would be to place the
whole banking system under the control of this government. It would hold over the banks the power
The process of bankruptcy
of life and death.
oo-ainst an incorporation is but another name for its
death warrant. It would give, with the power of
destroying, that of regulating them, without regard

The

The same bold constructo their chartered rights.
tion that would authorise congress to subject them
deterto A bankrupt law, would give it the power to
mine at pleasure what shall or shall not constitute
acts of bankruptcy, by which it might limit the ex-

•

the following questions:
1st. Are you in favor of the abolition of slavery
in the District of Columbia, without the consent of
Maryland and Virginia, and a petition of a majority
of the citizens of the District?
2d. Do you recognize the right of the citizens of
the United States to petition congress for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and to
have their petitions respectfully received, referred

THE DAY.

Jackson's cabinet at the time this question came
officially before him, and sincerely believing that
the best interests of the whole country, the quiet,
not to say the stability of the union, and the preservation of that moral force which, perhaps as much
as any other, holds it together, imperiously required
that the destructive course of legislation upon that
subject then prevalent, should in some proper and
constitutional way be arrested, I, throughout, gave
to the Maysville veto an active, zealous and anxious support. Among the numerous and imperishable claims of that great man to the respect and gra-

countrymen, that measure deserves, in
judgment, to occupy a place in the first rank.
salutary influence which it has exerted upon
the interests of the country cannot be fully appreciated
without taking into view the condition of things at
the time it was adopted, and the scenes through
It is now
which we have subsequently passed.
ten years since the wisdom and firmness of president Jackson sustained, by the approving voice of
the people, succeeded in arresting the improvident
and unconstitutional expenditures of the public money for internal improvement by the federal government. According to his estimate, bills had been
reported to congress by committees, and were then
pending before that body, appropriating money for
objects of this nature to the amount of about one
hundred and six millions of dollars, and, in addition
to this, there had been presented to the two houses,
projects for works of a similar character, which
could not be accurately estimated, but which, as he
supposed, must have exceeded another hundred mil-

titude of his

my

The

j

j
i
.

proper committee, and reported upon?
Are you in favor of a protective tariff sufficient
enable the mechanics and manufacturers oi this
country to compete with those of foreign countries?
4th. Are you in favor of sustaining the banking
tent of their business, fix the proportion of specie
country, and maintaining a mixto liability, and make it a condition for one dollar institutions of this
their
ed currency of gold, silver and bank paper, or of an
in circulation, there should be a dollar in
The possession of such a power would exclusive metallic currency?
vaults.
5th. Are you in favor of giving the public lands
give congress more unlimited control over the
banks, than that which the states, that incorporated to the states in which they lie?
6lh. Are you in favor of organizing the militia on
them possess, or which you would possess over a
bank of the United States, chartered by yourselves. the plan recommended by the secretary of war, in
If we take into consideration the
lions of dollars.
Your power over such an institution, and the states his report to congress?
reckless inflations of the currency,
7th. Are you in favor of congress making appro- extraordinary and
over their own banks, would be limited by the acts
witnessed during the intermediate
have
been
which
of incorporation, while yours over the banks of the priations for internal improvements, and of the pasperiod, the improvident schemesof internal improvestates, with the bankrupt power in your hands, sage of the Cumberland road bill?
these
By giving us as early an answer to the above ment by some of the states, resulting from underwould be without any other limitation, exceptyour
with which
questions as is compatible with your public duties, inflations, the increased avidity
discretion.
character are advocated, when the
that
takings
of
servants,
obedient
subjugation
of
much
oblige
your
will
complete
you
It is easy to see that the
money to carry them into etiect is to come out of
Edward Mereitt,
E. D. SwEET,
the state banks to your will, must be the result of
the national treasury, instead of being an immediate
James Shields,
A. S. Mesier,
such unlimited control; and not less easy, that with
charge upon the state in which they are to be conJohn M. Goring,
Henry iWesier,
their subjugation the conflict between this governstructed, the liability of congress in its action upon
John Wood,
Wm. JWassey,
ment and the banks would cease to be followed by
such matters to the baleful influence of what is
S.
Sweet,
Wm.
the
nature
Nichols,
is
in
T.
J.
a close and perpetual alliance. It
termed "log-rolhng," the unavoidable tendency of
of governments to wage war with whatever is op- His excellency M. Van JBuren, presidenl U. S.
the practice of raising money by loans to increase
protection
that
under
take
and
to
its
will,
posed to
all the expenses of government; from the readiness
which it has subdued, nor would the banks be found
Washington, September 30, 1840.
with which a debt already large, is made a little
They would be forced to conto be an exception.
reply to your interrogatories larger considering these and other views of the
Gentlemen:
ciliate the good will of the government, on which
has been longer delayed than I intended it should subject, tending to the same conclusion, which
both their safely and profit would depend, and in be. The necessity for this delay would, however,
might be presented, who can pretend to say, what
no way could they more effectually do that than by have been more regretted by me but for the fact that
have been the amount of our national debt at
upholding its power and authority. They would my views upon most of the subjects embraced by would
this time, but for the timely interference of the exebe thus forced, by the strongest appeals to both their your inquiries have already been made public, and
to arrest the career of expenditures, then so
cutive
their
fear and hope, into the political arena with
have doubtless come to your knowledge.
If the debts contiacted for
fatally prone to excess.
immense power and influence, and to take an active
The opinions f entertain in regard to the abolition these objects alone by the slates, under all the rethe
day,
strifes
of
party
all
the
part
in
and decided
of slavery in the District of Columbia have been reabsence
of many of the stimulatand
in
the
straints,
throwing their weight always on the side which peatedly and publicly avowed, and more particularly
ing circumstances to which I have adverted, amount
their safety and profit might dictate. The end would in a letter recently addressed by me to a committee
of dollars, is it exmillions
and
fifty
hundred
to
one
who
are
be the very reverse of that for which we,
at Louisville, Kentucky, a copy of which is here- travagant to suppose that, if the policy had not been
in favor of a divorce of government and banks, have with sent to you.
the
debt
of
the federal government would
changed,
years.
Instead
three
the
last
for
been contending
In respect to a protective tariff the plan of the have amounted to several millions moie, and have
of divorce there would be union, instead of excludsecretary of war for the organization of the militia
been greater than the U. States have ever owed, noting the banks from the political struggles of the day,
appropriations by congress for internal improve- withstanding they have passed Ihrough two wars?
and
they would be forced to be active and zealous parments my opinions were expressed at large in one for the achievement, the other for the maintetisans in self-defence, and instead of leaving the
my letter to certain citizens of Elizabeth city coun- nance, of their independence.
banks to the control of the states, from which they
ty, Viigiiiia, on the 31st of July last, in reply to
Without stopping to observe upon the severity of
derive their charters, you would assume over them
questions which were in substance, similar to your taxation which the existence of such a debt would
has
ever
than
unli.nited
powertnl
and
more
control
a
for
your
convenience
pamphlet
copy
send
a
own
I
have
rendered unavoidable, let ine, for a moment^
been before exercised over them by this governof H'at correspondence
direct your attention to other views of the subject,
meni, either through the pet banks or a national
road
was
not
incertainly
of no less interest to the sincere friends of
the
Cumberland
The
subject
of
th
greatest
at
bank. This control would be the
the cluded in tlieir inquiries, but is among those pre- our country, its independence and honor. The orprincipal points of collection and disbursement
legislation of congress upon dinary embarrassments arising from a public debt
The
sented
by
you.
banks
would
be
local
of
the
that
point
where
very
character and condiIt follows that the go- file subject of this road lests upon grounds altoge- are often aggravated by the
the greatest over all others.
contracted by the
vernment would have the most decisive and com- ther distinct from the general question of internal tion of the creditor. The debts
and it is reasonforeigners,
chiefly
to
states
by
the
fedeial
gostates
are
due
within
the
improvements
all
others,
plete control over tho.se that would control
would have held a
and by lending their powerful aid and influence to vernment. Its construction was originally authoris- able to suppose that the latter
proportion
them,
if the debts had been
Mr.
and
of
administration
of
Jefierson,
large
during
the
ed
control
the
reality
would
in
tlieir"control,
maintain
Claims of
whole banking system; thus making, in effect, the was to be paid for out of a portion of the avails of contracted by the federal government.
states of the conbanks at the favored points the national bank, and the public lands, which were set apart for that pur this character upon the sovereign
pretence
creditors
a
thjir
foieign
ap
give
to
avails
have
been
anticipated
by
federacy,
These
pose.
If to this we add
the rest virtually but branches.
the sums to interfere, and to some extent an incidental conthe control which it would give over the other piopriations out of the national treasury
state concerns, and conmanagement
of
the
in
the
to
be
reimbursed
by
sales
of
the
trol,
advanced
so
the
amendenumerated
in
corporations
anil powerful
or honor with
ment, it may be safely asserted, that the measure if public lands in the states through which the road stitules them judges of the fidelity
engagements.
adopted, would ilo more to increase the power of passes; and several of these states have been admit- which the debtor states |)erform their
humiliatsufficiently
latter
is
union,
on
the
basis
of
compacts
concondition
of
the
the
This
ted
iiilo
the
stales
to
that
of
this government, and diminish
Mr. Jefierson, and ing, but how much more so would it be if applicable
strengthen the cause of consolidation, and weaken taining similar stipulations.
president,
I beleieve, a to the general government, whose duty if is to have
subsequent
without,
every
ever
been
which
has
any
than
rights
stale
that of
single exception, have given their sanction to ap- intercourse with foreign slates in regard to affairs
assumed by congress.
honor,
Having pointed out the consequences, I now de- propriations made by congress towards its coinple- affecting our national interests and national
lion, to be reimbursed in the manner before men- and which is so liable to become involved with
what
right
mand, in the name of the constitution,
them in controversies afl'ectiiig the public peace. If
I have approved one appropriation for that
has congress to extend a bankrupt act over the in- tioned.
embarrassments
corporated institutions of the states, and thereby object myself, and would do so again if the princi- you reflect for a moment upon the
expeiienred from
seize on this immense power? The burden of proof ples upon which such appropriations have been which some of the states have
liabilities abroad and dependence upon moneyed inwere conformed to by congress.
is on those who claim the right, anu not on us, who made,
letter to the citizens of Elizabeth city county stitutions for the means to pay interest on their debts
oppose it. I repeat, ours is a government of limited
their situpowers, and those who claim to exercise a power, will, however, guard you against the inference that and to continue their works, and contrast
favor of internal improvements within the ation with the present unembarrassed, and truly
I ain
in
grant,
in
certain
clear
and
grant
a
show
the
must
in regovernment
general
the
case of a power so pregnant with consequences as states by the federal government. It will show you, enviable position of
on the contrary, that being a member of general gard to its finances a position greatly preferable to
to a
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you
that of any other nation in Europe or America
will be able to form an idea of the wisdom as well as
the benefits of the Maysville veto. Whilst the energies of most other nations are enfeebled by the
enervating and vicious influences of large national
debts, the United States are wholly free from any
such responsibility, unless, indeed, their liability to
redeem a small amount of treasury notes, issued
for the accommodation of those who were indebted to the government, and for the redemption of
which it already possesses the means, can be so re-

garded.

am
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the representatives of which constitute above onethird of the senate, and over one-sixth of the house
of representatives of the United States.
"Thus has been formed a body of free and independent landholders, with a rapidity unequalled in
the history of mankind; and this great result has
been produced without leaving any thing for future
adjustment between the government and its citizens.
The system under which so much has been accomplished cannot be intrinsically bad, and with occasional modifications, to correct abuses, and adapt it
to changes of circumstances, may, f think, be .safeThere is, in the managely trusted for the future.
ment of such extensive interests, much virtue in
stability; and although great and obvious improvements should not be declined, changes should never
be made without the fullest examination, and the
clearest demonstration of their practical utility. In
the history of the past we have an assurance that this
safe rule of action will not be departed from in relation to the public lands; nor is it believed that any
necessity exists for interfering with the fundamental principles of the system, or that the public mind,
even in Ihe new states, is desirous of any radical
alterations. On the contrary, the general disposition
appears to be to make such modifications and adtitions only as will the more etTectually carry out the
original policy of filling our new states and territories with an industrious and independent popuulation."
You also ask whether I recognize the right of the
citizens of the United States to petition congress
for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, and to have their petitions respectfully received, referred to a proper committee and reported

not in favor of giving the public lands to the
which they lie. The policy which
my opinion to be pursued in regard to
the disposition of the public lands, was set forth in
the following terms in my annual message to congress
in 1837:
"The disposition of the public lands is one of the
most important trusts confided to congress. The
practicability of retaining the title and control of
such extensive domains in the general government,
and at the same time admitting the territories embracing them into the federal union as coequal with
the original states, was seriously doubted by many
of our wisest statesmen. All feared that they would
become a source of discord, and many carried their
apprehensions so far as to see in them the seeds of a
future dissolution of the confederacy.
But happily
our experience has already been sufficient to quiet,
in a great degree, all such apprehensions.
The position, at one time assumed, that the admission of
new states into the union on the same footing with
the original states, was incompatible with a right of
soil in the U. States, and operated as a surrender
thereof, notwithstanding the terms of the compacts upon?
I

new

states in

ought

in

by which

their admission

was designed

— has been wisely abandoned.

to

be regu-

Whether in the
or the old states, all now agree that the right of
soil to the public lands remains in the federal government, and that these lands constitute a common
property, to be disposed of for the common benefit
of all the states, old and new. Acquiescence in this
just principle by the people of the new states, has
naturally promoted a disposition to adopt the most
liberal policy in the sale of the public lands.
policy which should be limited to the mere object of
selling the lands for the greatest possible sum of
money, without regard to higher considerations,
finds but few advocates.
On the contrary, it is generally conceded, that whilst the mode of disposition adopted by the government should always be a
prudent one, yet its leading object ought to be the
early settlement and cultivation of the lands sold;
and that it should discountenance, if it cannot prevent, the accumulation of large tracts in the same
hands, which must necessarily retard the grosvth of
the new states, or entail upon them a dependant
tenantry, and its attendant evils.
"A question embracing such important interest,
and so well calculated to enlist the feelings of the
people in every quarter of the union, has very naturally given lise to numerous plans for the improvement of the existing system. The distinctive features of the policy that has hitherto prevailed, are,
to dispose of the public lands at moderate prices, thus
enabling a greater number to enter into competition
for their purchase, and accomplishing a double object of promoting their rapid settlement by the
purchasers, and at the same time increa3i;ig the receipts of the treasury; to sell lor cash, thereby preventing the disturbing influence of a large mass of
private citizens indebted to the government, which
they have a voice in controlling; to bring them into
market no faster than good lands are supposed to be
wanted for improvements, thereby preventing the
accumulation of large tracts in few hands; and to
apply the proceeds of the sales to the general purposes of the government; thus diminishing the
amount to be raised from the people ot the states by
taxation, and giving each state its portion of the benefits to be derived from this common fund in a
manner the most quiet, ami at the same time, perhaps, the most equitable, that can be devised. These
provisions, with occasional enactments in behalf of
special interests deemed entitled to the favor of the
government, have, in their execution, produced results as beneficial upon Ihe whole as could reasonably be expected in a matter so vast, so complicated,
and so exciting. Upwards of seventy millions of
acres have been sold, the greater part of which is
believed to have been purchased by aclul settlement.
The population of the new states and territories
created out of the public domain, increased between
1800 and 1S30 from less than sixty thousand to up
wards of two millions three hundred thousand souls
constituting, at the latter period, about one-fifth of
the whole people ot the United States. The increase since cannot be accurately known, but the
whole may now be safely estimated at over three
and a half millions of souls; composing nine states.
lated

new

A

The constitution of the United States secures to
each house of congress the right to determine "the
rule of its proceedings."
Under no circumstances
that I am apprised of, can it become the duty or the
right of the executive to interfere with their doings
in this respect.
The question propounded by you
does not, therefore, apply in any sense to the duties
of the office cf president. I have, however, no hesitation to say that, in my judgment, the two houses
of congress were fully justified in the course they
pursued upon the subject of abolition petitions.
The details of the measures which they from time
to time adopted, may not have been the best that
could have been devised, or such even as they the mselves would have preferred under other circumstances. Amid the diversities of opinion in regard
to the best course to be pursued, among those who
united in the object, and amid the excitements of
the moment, it would be extraordinary indeed, if
the results of their action had been precisely such
as cool and calm reflection would have suggested
as the wisest and best.
They for several years received those petitions, and referred them to appropriate committees, as was done with petitions on
other subjects.
On at least one occasion the house
of representatives referred the subject to a numerous committee, with initruclions to report at large
upon the whole subject, and the house upon the
coming in of the report derided against the prayer
of the petitioners with great unanimity. In the senate the same subject was acted upon with equal
solemnity, and decided also against the prayer of
the petitioners by a nearly unanimous vote. It was
only after it had become obvious that Ihe sole object
which was hoped to be accomplished by most of the
petitions was to make an instrument of congress to
increase a species of agitation, hy means of which
the public mind had already become dangerously
disturbed, and which might in its consequences
reach to a dissolution of the union itself, that the
two houses took measures for such a disposition of
the petitions as would prevent injurious conse
quences, as well to the quiet of the country as to
the public interests intrusted to their care.
In the
senate this was accomplished by a motion in each
case to lay the petition, and every motion that was
made upon it, on the table, which motion is, by the
rules of that body not debatable; in the house of representatives, by a general resolution applicable to
all, the same result was obtained.
Your only remaining question is, "whe'her I am
in favor of sustaining the banking institutions of
this country, and maintaining a mixed currency of
gold and silver and bank paper, or, of an exclusive
metallic currency?"
The information to be derived from the archieves
of your own state, and from repeated and formal
avowals of opinion on my part, as well before as
since my election to the presidency, leaves but litI entered your
tle to be added upon this subject.
state legislature in 1812, and left it in 1820. There
has been no period of equal extent in which the
passion for banking was stronger, or during which,
according to my impression, a larger proportion of
the banking capital of the state was incorporated.
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Satisfied of the unsoundness of the principles upon
which the institutions of that day were founded, and
convinced that instead of affording to the cornmunity a sound circulating medium and to business
useful facilities, they would operate injuriously in

both respects, I made (with a single exception connected with the war, and which has been repeatedly explained 1, throughout the whole of those eight
years, an active, vigorous and unvarying opposition
to the increase of such institutions. I was alsostrenuousin my efforts to place the subject upon a footing which would take from them the character of
monopolies, and produce, as I hoped, better practical results.
Recalled to the service of the state
eight years afterwards, and finding that the disposition in favor of the then existing system of banking
had, as I apprehended, acquired too strong a hold
upon the public mind, and that the system had become too extensively interwoven with business
transactions, to be wholly changed, I employed the
brief period of my administration of the state
government in inducing the legislature to protect the
bill holders and the community at large
against loss
from bank failures, by the establishment of the
safety fund system.

How much that measure was derided and misrepresented at the time, and in what e.slimation it is
now held even by those whose sense of duty forced
them to oppose its adoption, I need not inform you.
An expression of my opinions of and disposition towards the state banks having been called for by a
communication addressed to me while a candidate
lor the presidency, they were at that time
thus
given:
"I have an abiding reliance on the intelligence
and virtue of the people. Temporary inconvenience may result from the folly or fraud of these
institutions, but the remedy will soon be applied.
people like those of the states composing this
confederacy, will not long stand by and see the currency of their respective states corrupted, the value
of property unsettled, and all their interests deranged, by the imprudence or cupidity of these incorporations, without finding and enforcing an effectual,
and at the same time a constitutional remedy.
These observations do not proceed from a desire to
deal harshly with the state banks. Although I have
always been opposed to the increase of banks, I
would nevertheless pursue towards the existing institutions a just and liberal course
protecting them
in the rightful enjoyment of the privileges which
have been granted to them, and extending to them
the good will of the community so long as they discharge with fidelity the delicate and important public trusts with which thej- have been invested.
But
all experience having shown that there is no delegated power more liable to abuse than that which
consists in chartered privileges of this description,
I would be astute in watching the course of the
banks, and vigilant and prompt in arresting the
slightest aspiration on their part to follow a bad example, by seeking to become the masters when they
were designed to be the servants of the people."
Raised by the favorable consideration of my
countrymen to the head of the feileral government,
my official relation to the state banks was so far
changed as to restrict my action in regard to them
to such points only as were properly required by
their connection with the administration of the federal government or with the legislation of congress.
In my first annual message, December, 1837, they
were thus spoken of;
"The discontinuance of Ihe use of state bank.?
for fiscal purposes ought not to be regarded as
a
measure of hostility toward those institutions.
Banks, properly established and conducted, are
highly useful to the business of the country, and
will doublless continue to exist in the states, so long
as they conform to their laws and are found to be
safe and beneficial.
How they should be created,
what privileges they should enjoy, under what responsibilities they should act, and to what restrictions they should be subject, are questions which,
as I observed on a previous occasion, belong to the
states to decide.
Upon their rights, or the exercise
of them, the general government can have no motive to encroach.
Its duty toward them is well performed when it refrains from legislating for their
especial benefit, because such legislation would violate the spirit of the constitution, and be unjust to
other interests; when it takes no steps to impair
their usefulness, but so manages its own affairs as
to make it the interest of those institutions to
strengthen and improve their condition for the security and welfare of the community at large. They
have no right to insist on a cnnneclion wTlh the federal government, nor on the use of the public money for their ovvn benefit. The object of the measure under consideration is to avoid, for the future,
a compulsory connection of this kind.
It proposes
to place the general government, in regard to the
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essential points of ttie collection, safe-keeping, and
transfer of the public money, in a situation which
shall relieve it from all dependence on the will of

irresponsible individuals or corporations; to withdraw those moneys from the use of private trade,
and confide them to agents constitutionally selected
and controlled by law; to abstain from improper
interference with the industry of the people, and
withhold inducements to improvident dealings on
the part of individuals; to give stability to the concerns of the treasury; to preserve the measures of
the government from the unavoidable reproaches
that flow from such a connection, and the banks
themselves from the injurious effects of a supposed
participation in the political conflicts of the day,

from which they

will otherwise find

it

difficult to

escape."
In my next message, December, 1S38, tbey were
adverted to in the following language:
"It will not, I am sure be deemed out of place
for me here to remark, that the declaration of my
views in opposition tothe policy of employing banks
as the depositories of the government funds, cannot
be justly construed as indicative of hostility, official
or personal, to those institutions; or to repeat in this
form, and in connection with this subject, opinions
which I have uniformly entertained, and on all proper occasions expressed. Though always opposed
to their creation in the form of exclusive privileges,
and, as a state magistrate, aiming by appropriate
legislation to secure the community against the consequences of their occasional mismanagement, I
have yet ever wished to see them protected in the
exercise of rights conferred by law, and have
never doubted their utility, when properly managed,
in promoting the interests of trade, and, through
that channel, the other interests of the community.
To the general government tbey present themselves
merely as state institutions, having no necessary
connection with its legislation or its administration.
Like other state establishments, they may
be used or not, in conducting the affairs of the government, as public policy and the general interests
of the union may seem to require."
And in my last annual message, the following
views of the subject were taken:
"In a country so commercial as ours, banks of

some
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payment of public dues to be faithfully executed; I ployed in them.
recommended to congress a gradual discontinuance, are afl'ected

of the receipt of their notes in the collection of
the revenues of the United States, and the substitution of gold and silver; and the discontinuance
of
the use of banks as depositories of the public
money,
and the substitution of an independent treasury.
I
have likewise suggested for the consideration of
congress, the propriety of placing them upon the
same footing as other debtors, by subjecting them
to the provisions of a bankrupt law—
not for the
.purpose of depriving them of privileges secured
by
slate laws, but to enable the holders of their
bills to
also,

compel them

to make good their promises, and
disliabilities they were under, according
to
those laws.
reasons for these respective positions are before the people of the United
States,
who will, I doubt not, appreciate them accordin" to
°
their deserts, and that is all I desire.
The constitutipn of the United States prevents any
thing but gold and silver from being made
a legal
tender in the states. No attempt to change
the
constitution in this respect, will, I trust, ever
be
made; successfully I am confident it cannot be made
But It does not follow that nothing but gold and
silver should be employed in making the
exchanges,
and in transacting business between man and
man'
portion of the circulating medium used for
these
purposes will always be composed of bank
paper
unless its circulation is prohibited by law.
There
are few, if any, who would object that
those who
have capital should employ it, and the credit it
gives
them in facilitating the exchanges of the country
in a manner and upon terms which shall
yield a reasonable advantage to themselves, and afford
security to the community; whilst all should
protest
against permitting those who have it not to
practice
banking under the sanction of law, as a contrivance
to secure to themselves a living out
of the labor of
others, and also against giving to the
business of
banking, in any form, undue advantages over
the
other pursuits of life. The question
before the
country in relation to this subject are not,
whether
the business of banking shall be permitted,
but how
shall It be authorised, and upon what terms
it shall
be carried on, questions which it is the
province of
the people and the governments of the
states to
decide lor themselves.
Wherever these are so arranged as to secure the interest and rights of
the
whole community, there can be no objection to the
mixed currency of gold and silver, and bank paper
of which you speak.
What should be the proportions of each, cannot be reduced to any
precise rule
No one who is at all disposed to consider the subject dispassionately, can, I should suppose,
after all
the experience we have had, entertain
a moment's
doubt that the value of property— the steady
em-

charge the
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With very limited exceptions, they
by exchanges, checks, transfers of ereThis is Ihe manner of conducting the
more important commercial transactions, even where
a paper currency most abounds, and it would
be
still
more generally resorted to, from motives of
convenience, in proportion as coin shall have been
dit, &.C.

&c.

made to constitute an increased portion of the cirmedium. It is so also in a great degree
with large sales of property, real as well as
personal.
Strike out these and other business transactions, standing upon the same footing, which
might
be named, and it would be seen how little is
left
compared with the whole transactions of society
for which the use of money is necessary or in
which
culating

it is ordinarily employed.
The disparity between
the whole dealings of the country, the debts which
are made and paid, and the money actually employed in them, will be still more apparent when the

average amount of what is termed currency in the
United States is contrasted with the average amount
business transactions of the country. The
amount of specie at this time in the United States
may, it is supposed, be fairly set down at 80,000,000
dollars, and of paper in circulation at
$90,000,000.
Of the specie, not far from $35,000,000 is in the
vaults of the banks. Add the residue tothe bank
notes
in circulation, and the whole amount of
the circulating medium of the United Slates is, at this
time.
$135,000,000.
Who can estimate the gross amount of the business transactions of the country, even for the
present year, or say how many hundred, or perhaps
even thousand millions, it will be? Form to yourselves any idea of its vast amount, which may
be
regarded, as even an approach to accuracy compare it with the amount of the circulating medium,
and you will then be able to make some estimate of
the immense amount of business which is transacted without the use of money, either metallic or
paper.
At present, it will be seen that owing to contractions by the banks, the specie in the
country,
although not all in circulation, is nearly equal to
two-thirds of the whole circulating medium of the
United States.
I have alluded to the last topic only for the
purpose of removing, to some extent at least, the
groundless alarm which the measures for infusing a
larger proportion of coin into our currency seem
to
have excited in some quarters, and not by way of
argument in favor of an exclusive metallic currency.
My own views in relation to the policy of increasing the quantity of coin in our circulating
medium
were thus given in my letter to the hon. Sherrod
Williams:
of the

—

form will probably always exist; but this
serves only to render it the more incumbent on us,
notwithstanding the discouragements of the past,
to strive in our respective stations to mitigate the
evils they produce— to take from them, as rapidly
as the obligations of public faith, and a careful consideration of the immediate interests of the community will permit, the unjust character of monopolies
to check, so far as may be practicable, by
"That gold and silver should constitute a much
prudent legislation, those temptations of interest,
greater proportion of the circulating medium of the
and those opportuniiies for their dangerous indul- ployment and adequate
compensation of labor— Ihe country than they
now do, is a position which few
gence, which beset them on every side, and to con- security and
success of all regular employments, and
are disposed to deny.
fine them strictly to the performance of their para- the
How great the increase, and
consequent prosperity of the country, are
all how rapidly it ought to be effected,
mount duty, that ol aiding the operations of com- essentially promoted
are questions in
by the possession of a stable regard to
which a difference of opinion may from
merce, rather than consulting their own exclusive currency, and
that the currency is every
where time to time arise amongst men having the same
advantage. These, and other salutary reforms miy, more or less
stable in proportion to the greater
or general object in view.
it is believed, be accomplished without the violation
No beneficial reform in
less infusion of the precious metals.
It is therefore the affairs of the
world was ever accomplished, in
of any of the great principles of the social compact, the dictate of
sound policy as well as justice to exwhich similar diversities of opinion were not found
the observance of which is indispensable to its ex- tend,
and not to devise or multiply contrivances
to among its advocates.
istence, or interfering in any way with the useful
But it is a consolation to
diminish, that portion of our circulating
medium know that embarrassments arising from that source
and profitable employment of real capital.
winch IS to consist of gold and silver. This
should have been overcome, and may be again.
"Institutions so framed have existed, and still be done as
To profar as may be found paclicable,
and as tect the working classes (who, generally speaking,
exist elsewhere, giving to commercial intercourse! consistent
with convenience. There are few subhave no control over a paper currency, and derive
all necessary facilities, without inflating or deprejects, in respect to which more erroneous
opinions do profit from bank stock) against
ciating the currency, or stimulating speculation.
losses arising
are formed by those who did not give
themselves from depreciation, by securing a metallic
Thus accocnplishing their legitimate ends, they the trouble to examine
currency
minutely into the matter sufficient at
least for all minor dealings
have gained the surest guarantee for their protec- than in regard to the
including
amount of what is usually de- the payment
of labor, the most important as well as
tion and encouragement in the good will of the com- nominated
currency, (including in the term
gold the most pressing use there is for money—
munity. Among a people so just as ours the same and silver and
to furbank paper), employed in or neces- nish a
more substantial specie basis for that part of
results could not fail to attend to a similar course. sary to
the transactions of the
The direct supervision of the banks belongs, from country. IVo one, who sifts whole business of the the currency which consists of paper, and thereby
the matter fully can save the
whole community from loss in consethe nature of our government, to the slates who au- lail to be struck
with the prevailing misapprehen- quence
of any sudden withdrawal of confidencethorise them.
It is to their legislatures that the sions
on this subject. The business of the country
should be our first object, as it is our imperative
people must mainly look for action on that subject. m which money is actually
used, bears but a small duty."
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully your
But as llie conilucf of the federal government in the proportion to the whole. Those
portions in which it obedient servant,
management of its revenue has also a powerful 13 not employed are, first, the
M.
BUREN.
loreign trade, almost To Messrs.
E. D. Sweet, Edward Merrill, James
though less immediate influence upon them, it be- the whole of which branch
of business, immense
Shields, Henry Mesier, John. M.
comes our duty to see that a proper direction is as ilmay be, 13 cariiedon
Goring, John
partly by an exchange
Wood, Win.. Massey, W. Sweet, J. T. Nichols, ji.
given to it.
While the keeping of the public reve- ol commodities, but principally
by bills of exchange
S. Mesier.
nue in a separate and independent treasury, and of drawn on the avails of our
exports and other accucollecting it in gold and silver, will have a salutary mulations of capiial
abroad. It seldom happens
The above correspondence appeared in Ihe Globe
influence on the system of paper credit with which that what IS usually
called money is emnloyed in
of October I7th, and was credited
all banks are connected, and thus aid those that are
bv it to Iho
these transactions; and when it does
happen it is "Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Telegraph,"
souiid and well managed, it will at the same time only in very limited
w'ith the capamounts. The same remark is tion,
"correspondence between the president and a
sensibly check such as are ollierwi.ie, by at once applicable to the
immense trade between distant number of
his political opponents in Fishkill."
withholding the means of extravagance afforded by portions of our own country.
Those engaged in it The letter of these
the public funds, and restraining them from exces- do not ordinarily
"political opponents" is dated
employ money to discharge the "i'ranklindale,
Dutchess county. New York, June
sive issues of notes which they would be constantly liabilities that
grow out of it, but do so by draft and
8, 1840;" and the following letter from the same
called upon to redeem."
domestic bills of exchange, drawn from
My official course as president has been, and will place upon funds previously accumulated, orplace to gentlemen has ajipeared in the Poughkeepsie
Eaele
o
r
a
which of October 17.
continue to be, regulated by the uniform opinions are expected to accumulate,
from the transferor the
which I have thus repeatedly expressed. I caused productions of the country
"FranklindaU, Oct. l-t, 1840.
and other sources —So
"Messrs.
Editors:
the laws which forbade the receipt of their irre- too in regard to large
In Ihe Telegraph of this
dealings in our cities: we all day
appears a letter which purports to be from Mr.
deemable, and consequently depreciated, notes in know how seldom it is that
money is actually em- Van Buren, in answer
to one sent to him by the

—
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undersigned on the Slh of June last, and it appears
to have been dijected to us, but we have never
received ani/ sucli letter, nor ever heard of it, until
we saw it this day in the Telegraph. Mr. Van
Buren says in this letter that he sends us two
pamphlets, on the subject of abolition and a protective tariff, neither of which have we seen.
We
call upon the editor of the Telegraph to let us
know how he came by our correspondence? and
what business he or any other person had with it
before it was received by us? and what has become of the pamphlets forwarded to us with the
letter?
also call upon him to explain the whole
of this mysterious business. If the letter is genuine, and was forwarded to us through the post
office, as it purports to have been, (for at the bot
torn of the letter it is directed to us), some one of
Mr. Van Buren's faithful postmasters must have
been very unfaithful in the discharge of his duties

We

"Yours, &c.

Edward Merhitt,

E. D. Sweet,

A.

S.

Mesieb,

Jas. Shields,

Henby Mesieb,
Wm. Massey,
J.T. Nichols,

John M. Goring,
John Wooe
Wm. S. Sweet."

31,
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The

hon. Herman M. Romeyn, of Ulster, then
addiessed Ihe convenlion in an eloquent anil impressive speech.
Alter which the convention took a
recess, to re-assemble in the grove at half past one
o'clock.

—

H.df past one, P. M. The convention having
again assembled to the number of several thousands,
Ihe venerable president called Ihe meeting to order,
and introduced Mr. Bernard Covert, of Brooklyn,
who favored the people with a patriotic song.
Mr. John L. Graham then introduced the hon. N.
P. Tallmadge to Ihe convention, who addressed them
briefly, and concluded by introducing the hon. Wm.
C. Rives, of Virginia, who was received with the
most enthusiastic applause.

Mr. Rives addressed the convention for four hours,
at the conclusion of his remarks, William K.
Strong, esq. introduced to the convention, the hon.
Hugh S. Legare, of South Carolina.
Mr. Legare addressed the convention for two
hours and a half; and when he concluded, Joseph
Hoxie, esq. came forward, at the call of the people,
and favored them with a song.
and

Edward Sanford, esq. from the committee appointed for the purpose, leported the following reto the people, which were

solutions and address
proceedings of the auburn convention.
At a convention of democratic republican dele- animously adopted:
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Reiolved, That we believe nur fathers tn have
rightly understnoJ (he work of their ow;i
liiu.t!^—
that undcrtlie gloiious constitution which
they Named for us and the wise and patriotic
administration
7.

government

enjoyed down to the elevation of
the present incumbent, the United States of
America presented the most free, the most prosperous,
the
most fully employed, the best paid and the most
happy people on the lace of the earth— that with the
introduction of that legitimate offspring of despotism
the sub-treasury scheme, we
have witnessed a
ol the

blighting, withering change: distress, suffering and
want have overspread the land government has
abandoned its high duties— left the people to their
fate, and their general desolatiou has ended in
the
bankruptcy of the nation.

—

8. Resolved, That we regard the sub-treasury
law, as we did the project in 1834, during the administration of general Jackf.on, as disorganizing
and revolutionary, subversive of the fundamenial
principles of our government and of its entire practice; as enlarging the powers of the executive,
placing in his hands the means of corruption, and exposing the public treasures to be plundered by an hundred hands, where one could not before reach it
that principles never change, and what constituted

democracy

then, constitutes it now.
Resolved, That we regard "a well disciplined
for the first
may relieve
competent administrations lor our domestic con- them," and we are
irreconcilably opposed to the
cerns, and the surest bulwarks against anti-republi- project
of president Van Buren, to raise a standing
can tendencies," that the recommendation of a bank- army of two
hundred thousand men, and place 1°
rupt law applicable to the chartered institutions of under the
control of the federal executive.
the states, is a direct attempt to strip the states of
10. Resolved, That Ihe administration of the fethe power of charteiing banks, and an undisguised deral government,
after having attempted the aceffort to bring all the banking, inanufactuiing, agricomplishment of the ruinous change from a paper to
cultural, internal improvement and religious asso- a metallic
currency, reduced the wages of labor and
ciations, under the absolute control of the federal the price of
property to Ihe lowest standard of value,
government.
and thereby given the debts contracted under the
2. Resolved, That we regard "a jealous care ol
paper currency an overwhelming magnitude, have
the right of election by the people, as a mild and
added to this gigantic injustice, their refusal to exsafe corrective of abuses which are lopped by the
ercise the powers solely vested in that government,
sword of revolution where peaceable remedies are to pass an uniform
bankrupt law; and thus retaining
unprovided;" that the interference of the federal of- the victims of the
folly of the administration under
ficers with the elections of the people, and their bold
it was
an oppressive and hopeless bondage, paralizing their
Resolved, That a committee of eight, to consist of efforts to direct and govern, or to overawe and inti- energies and demoralizing the
people.
one from each senatorial district, be appointed by midate the free exercise of the popular will, consti11. Resolved, That in William Henry Harbithe president, to prepare an organization and report tute an abuse, dangerous to liberty, and threaten to
son, of Ohio, and John Tyleb, of Virginia, we reconvert
the right of suffrage into an engine of the
officers for the convention.
cognise the true democratic republican candidates
The president appointed John L. Graham, of the most fierce and unrelenting despotism.
for the offices of president and vice president of the
3. Resolved, That we regard this government, as
first disti'ict; Charles H. Bellows, of the second disUnited States. That we look to them lor a restoratrict; Garret L. Dox, of the third district; James M. founded by the people for their own benefit; that by
tion of the good old republican government as adCook, of the fourth district; Remsen Hart, of the our constilution the will of the people is the supreme
ministered by Jefferson, Madison and Jackson, and
law;
that
the people are the sole and safe depository
fifth district; Daniel Gray, of the sixth district; Sherof the sovereignty, prosperity and happiness of the
man Beardsiey, of the seventh district; Lewis Eaton, of all power, principles and opinions, which are to people.
direct
the
government:
that
we
committee.
avow
district,
of the eighth
such
independence
12. Resolved, That we cordially concur in the reThe committee retired to perform the duty assign- of mind, freedom of thought, freedom of discussion,
ed to them, and upon their return to the convention, freedom in voting; and we proclaim an incessant nomination of William Henby Sewabd, for o-o
vernor,
and Luther Bbadish for lieut. governor
hostility to despotism and tyranny in any
reported,
John L. Graham, their chairman:

gales from the several counties of the state of New
York, convened at the village of Auburn on the first
day of October, 1S40, pursuant to the call of the
state central committee.
The hon. Richard Keese, of Clinton county, president of the last democratic republican state convention, called the meeting to order, and nominated
general James Tallmadge, president pro tempore
of the convention, who was thereupon duly chosen.
On motion of Herman M. Romeyn, esq. of Ulster
county, Henry W. Hicks, of the city of New York,
and Robert Haight, of the county of Munroe, were
appointed secretaries pro tein.
The proceedings of the convention were opened
by an address to the Throne of Grace, by the rev.
Mr. Lathiop, of the Baptist church.
On motion of John L. Graham, esq. of New York,

by Mr.
General Pierre

militia our best reliance in "peace, and
movements in war, until regulars

shape,

Van Courtlandt,

(a Jefferso-

nianelector of president and vice president in 1800),
of the county of Westchester, lor president of the
convention.
Vice presidents
Gideon Lee, Charles A. Clinton,
P. S. Titus, Abraham Goetchius, Ebenezer Lounsberry, Ambrose Baker, Alexander C. Gibson, Wm.
H. Angell, George D. Ruggles, Mordecia Ogden,
John Cooper, jr. Wm.
Strong, Russell B. Johnson, John B. Macy, Clark Robinson, Win. A. Wisdom, Chester Griswold, John Crary, Chauncy Humphrey, Waller Cunningham, Joab Sirafford, Douw
D. Williaiuson, Edward E. Maurice, Wm. L. Morr,
Robert Camiibell, Peter Smith, William Angell, W.llet Seaman, Russell Case, Levi Cook, Wm. Whitney,
David S. Lyon, John B. Bor.-t, Effingham H. Warner and John G. Kohr.
Secretaries
John C. Bergh, William Cully, Jas.
Gibbons, John Frothingham, Ransom Curtis, Constant Cook, John H. Chedell, Mortimer De Molte,
John S. Ganson, Richard H. Winslow, Philo H. Per-

—

K

—

Lewis K. Faulkner.
The report was unanimously adopted, and
sident was conducted to the chair.
ry,

the pre-

taking the chair, gen. Van Courtlandt returned
his thanks to the convention, and addressed them
with great earnestness and force upon the objects
which had brought them together.
On motion of Edward Sanford, esq. of New York,

On

it

9.

1. Resolved, That we regard the support of the
"state governments in all their rights as the most

was

Resolved, That a committee of eight, to consist
of one from each senatorial district be appointed by
the president, to draft resolutions and an address,
expressive of the sense of the convention.
The president appointed Edward Sanford, of the
first district; Paraclete Potter, of the second district;
Daniel Gardner, of the third district; Richard Keese,
of the fourth district; Wm. McCullock, of the fifth
district; Levi Hubbell, of Ihe sixth district; Samuel
J. Bayard, of the seventh district; Sherman Stevens,
of Ibe eightli district, such committee.

whether ruling with a

dictatorial

and imperious of

sway by

a single autocrat, or by directing and controlling a strict party organization, with bitter and
persecuting intolerance.

tills

state; that in their administration of Ihe state

government they have exhibited the great Jelferso-

nian requisites of honesly, capacity and fidelity to
the constitution, and proved worthy of the high trusts
reposed
in them by the people.
4. Resolved, That we regard an "absolute acqui13. Resolved, That a central state committee, to
escence in the will of the majority as the vital principle of republics, from which is no appeal but to consist of seven persons, be appointed by the presiforce, the vital principle and immediate parent of dent, to call a future convention, and to take such
despotism" that the president of the United States, measures as they may deem necessary to effect a
in his open disregard of the clearly expressed will thorough reorganization of the democratic republicaa
of the majority, and in his attempt to overrule and party.
14. Resolved, That the proceedings of this conadjust the decisions of the people through the ballot
box has attempted to establish and maintain an exe- vention be signed by Ihe oflicers, and that they be
cutive independence at war with the principles of published in all the newspapers in this stale, opposour government, and directly overthrowing the li- ed to the re-election of Martin Van Buren.
The president then appointed Henry W. Hicks,
berty of the people.

—

5. Resolved, That we regard "the preservation of
the general government in its whole constitutional
vigor as the sheet anchor of our peace at home and
safety abroad;" but will not submit to any encroachments upon the rights of the states, or of the people.
That the president of the Dnited Slates, in claiming to be a component part of the national legislature, in dictating his measures to the representatives
of the people, and compelling their subserviency by
bis executive power, in the passage of laws demanded, only, by himself, and proscribing all citizens
from participation in or dealing with the government who do not subscribe to his measures, has incalculably enlarged the powers of the executive,
and laboriously endeavored to establish a consolidat-

ed government.
6. Resolved, That the examples of twenty-two
despotic governments of Europe, furnish no models
for the imitation ol unchanged democratic republicans
that we maintain the practices of Washington, Jefferson, Madison and Jack.son, in relation to
the collection, safe-keeping and disbursement of the
public revenue, against all the crowned heads of the
old world and against all beads ambitious of a crown

—

in the

new.

John Lorrimer Graham, Edward Sanford, Paraclete
Potter. James Gibbons, Sherman Beardsiey and
John B. Macy, the central slate committee.

The convention
To

then adjourned, without day.

the democrjtic republican electors of the slate of
York, who, with us, were supporters of An-

New
drew

Jackson and Martin Van Buren:
Friends and fellow citizens: We- address you under the most solemn circumstances.
We have
reached a crisis which ought to alarm the most confident, and arouse the most indifferent.
Our common country is bleeding at every pore: she looks 'o
you for succor. Her prosperity is trodden down
her iristitutiotis are threatened
the balance of her
constitution has been disturbed
the sovereignty of
the slales has been assailed— the federal head has
usurped powers which lead to fhe most dangerous
results, and must, if nol speedily arrested and restored, end in the overthrow of the republic!
The truth upon which these grave statements are
made, need only to be distinclly placed before an
intelligent and free people, to arouse their most vigorous action and inilignant opposition. Declamation would be unworthy the cause we espouse, and

—
—

'

1
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i

le-

pline of a camp.
o
He has applied an indiscriminate rule of proscripdissent from the
tion to every man that dared to
.

,

,

—

executive mandate.
ir
He has violated the wholesome instructions ot
feMr. Jefferson, which forbid the interlereuce of
elections.
local
our
in
officers
deral
He has taught public functionaries of every deand their
scription, that the bread of themselves
his politifamilies depend upon upholding him and
-

cal

power.

-

,

,

He has cherished and encouraged such interviolent form, and
ference, in its widest and most
intoleintroduced through his minions an odious and
rable reign of terror.
He has endeavored, through his partizans in the
unconsenate of the United States, to legalize this
.

Btitulional procedure.
He has made the purchasing of supplies lor the
his do
public service from a citizen not upholding
mination an offence against government.
He has prostituted the dignity of the govern-

perment, and outraged its principles, by calling
before a
sons charged with such offences to answer

court martial.

.

He adopted this vile measure, on the requisition
in the support of
of a political committee, organized
Baltimore.
liis own re-election, at
He has made corruption a weapon of his warfare
notorious
against the people, and retained in office
public defaulters, with full knowledge of their use
ot the people's

money.

He has rendered our political organization more
complicated and expensive, and caused it to "be
seen here, that after leaving to labor the smallest
goportion of its earnings on which it can subsist,

vernment itself shall consume the residue of what
was intended to guard."
He has created new offices, and quartered upon
us large bodies of officeholders, to overawe public
opinion, and "take from the mouth of labor the

it

I

has earned."
has advanced centralism, consolidation and
absolute power in the executive, while professing to
maintain a democratic ascendancy.

bread

it

He

He has abandoned the wise system ol revenue and
his great asfinance introduced by Washington and
the examsociates, and substituted instead thereof,
ple of twenty-two despotic states.
to have
government
of
course
He has declared the
been wrong from the commencement; thereby arthe able
to
wisdom
superior
himself
to
ro'-atino-

statesuien who framed the conslitution, and who
have heretofore administered it, and exhibited a
settled plan to overthrow a policy which has raised
us to a degree of prosperity, wealth and greatness,
globe.
far surpassing any other nation on the
He has, by a series of measures, as unjust as they

have been oppressive, produced an unnatural flucthe
tuation in the value of money, thereby draging to
vero-e of ruin, the whole and entire debtor class of
ratio
the
same
the
in
augmenting
the'people, and
wealth of the whole and entire creditor class; thus
violating the duties of a just and equitable adminisbanktration, "cieating a general public and private
ruptcy, and diffusing misery through all classes to
catasother
any
ot
evils
the
exceeding
an extent
trophe, civil or military, which has occurred in modern times.

.

,

,

r

.,

.1

He ha^ broken in upon the business habits ol tlie^
people, he has deranged the currency of the counover or obligation
try, and then disclaimed all care
has depressto it— he has prostrated commerce— he
inanufaeed ao-ricullure—he has almost ruined our
tures— he has reduced the wagi-s of labor— he has
institutions
assailed the credit system, the moneyed
producof the states, and the slates themselves, and
ed a public calamity at home which has extended
over the whole world.
He has arranged the conduct of the states in re.

to bring
gard to their sovereign acts, and attempted
them to the bar of "the federal government for prosecuting their schemes of internal improvement.
He has viewed the people as belonging to the
government, and faligued congress into a compliance
with hi= will, by passing an oft rejected and most
obnoxious law.

A

—

has overthrown the liberal
and inpolicy of the democratic republican party,
troduced in its stead all the subserviency and disci.

ways came

to our relief, again extends to us his
providential care.
He has, in his infinite goodness,
reserved for us an ark of safety. He has preserved
for us a citizen, beloved for his private virtues, extolled for his public services, prolonged in life, and
more than rich in all physical and mental powers,
man who sees and feels all the abuses which have
taken place; who has thewisdom, the patriotism, integrity and firmness to reform and correct them: one,
who, taking his military and civil services into conindependent of them!
He has declared "that communities are apt to sideration, deserves the gratitude of his country more
look to government too much," and that the people than any man now living this man is William
Henry Harrison.
of our country are especially "prone to do so."
He has separated the government from the peoLet us, fellow democratic republicans, imitate the
of
privilege
special
officeholders
a
ple, put upon the
Roman people in the virtuous and best days of their
receiving their dues in gold and silver only, at the commonwealth; let us take general Harrison, like

and magnanimous

He

THE DAY.

bill,

been taken. We present them to you in the simplest
form which our language permits;
Martin Van Buren, in his high official station, as
president of these United States, has proposed to
apply a bankrupt law to the chartered institutions

gislature.
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He has procured the passage of the sub-treasury
by force ot his executive power and influence
against the wishes and interest of the people, and
thereby placed the treasures of the nation at the
foot of the president.
He has proclaimed the act vrhich thus dispelled
the people a "second declaration of independence!"
Theirs; declaration was of the independence of the
people; their executive has now declared himself

eloquence itself could not unfold the deep and broad
extent of our accumulated wrongs and dangers.
Let facts announce the frightful steps which have

of the states.
.
, .u
,
He has claimed to be a component part ot the

31,

expense of the people, who pay them.
another Cincinnatus, from his plough or, if hia
He has proposed and carried out the measures enemies will have it so, from his log cabin! He will
1829,
in
save our country, arrest the agitating arm of governYork,
who,
New
the
city
of
party
of a
in
declared themselves hostile to all banks, all char- ment, which now shakes all our social and business
ters, all priests, or authorised religious teachers; relations, and restore the happiness and prosperity
against the existence of wealth, against the laws of of our people.
inheritance, by which property is transmitted to
Fellow democratic republicans! the eyes of the
posterity, and declared their intentions to elect men civilized world are upon us!
The friends of our
"who from consanguinity of feeling will be dispos- free institutions look on the present contest with an
ed to do all they can to afford a remedy."
intense anxiety.
Their last hope is in us: to us
He has taken to his confidence the men who they make a sacred appeal to sustain and hand down
avowed these sentiments as their objects of politi- to posterity the rich legacy of freedom left to us by
The
cal action; he has elevated them to important and the statesmen and warriors of our revolution.
responsible public trusts, and given predominance advocates of a monarchy and aristocracy still hope
to that faction, in whose hands there would be nei- and believe that there is a diadem afloat in this counther safety to the public institutions, nor protection try: the rapid growth ol executive power and independence has laid a deep foundation for it. They
to private property and personal liberty.
He maintains in public employment, and gives care not on whose brow it may be placed, if he who
Let the great
his official countenance and sanction to men ;and wears it be affiliated with them.
journals proclaiming "uncompromising hostility to western republic be changed to an elective or a limitthe whole banking system;" that "the system must ed monarchy, and the labors of Washington and the
be destroyed; that every friend of the system must objects of the revolution will be know and remembe marked as an enemy to his race;" "that as we bered only in the pages of history.
In approaching the discharge of our elective franhave abolished hereditary monarchy and hereditary
nobility, we must complete the work by abolishing chise, and the close of this great struggle for supremacy between the people and their executive, we
hereditary property!"
He has declared that had the extension of the say to you, in the language of the revered James
banking system been foreseen, it would probably Madison, "it is a contest which appeals for its suphave been guarded against by the framers of the port to every motive that can animate an uncorruptconstitution, and that the same policy, which led to ed and enlighted people; to the love of country, to
the interdiction of bills of credit by the states, would the pride of liberty, to an emulation of the glorious
also have interdicted their issues as a currency in founders of independence, by a successful vindication of its violated attributes; and to the sacred obliany other form.
He has refused to acquiesce in or obey the will gation of transmitting, entire, to future generations,
of the majority, as expressed through the ballot that precious patrimony of national rights and indeboxes, impeaching the purity and questioned the pendence which is held in trust by the present, form
intelligence of the people who rejected his mea- the goodness of Divine Providence."
sures, and made his will the law of the land during
his official term, "in spite of all lamentations here

or elsewhere."

of policy recommended
by himself, the only touchstone of the democratic
republican faith, thus establishing a new measure of
political conscience, fluctuating at his will.
He has, through the pensioned presses of the administration, countenanced and sanctioned unmeasured and atrocious calumnies and abuse against an
illustrious citizi^n, whom the people have presented
as a rival candidate, thereby betraying a temper and
spirit altogether incompatible with the elevated sta-

He

has

made a question

which he fills.
And, finally, when the power was

tion

first

placed in

over the
public moneys he strongly recommended the plan
of his secretary of war, of embodying two hundred
thousand of the young men of the country to be in
the employ of the federal government and under the
control of tlie president.
With these momentous facts before ns, we may
say with Mr. Jefferson, in his original draft of the
Declaration of Independence, that "future ages will
scarcely believe that the hardiness ofone man adventured, within the short compass of four years only,
to lay a foundation so broad and so iiudisguised, tor
tyranny over a people, fostered and fixed in principles of freedom."
his hands to legalize his ursurped control

Under these appalling circumstances, we conjure
you fellow democratic republicans, to unite your
with ours to stay the inarch of despotism, to
rescue the constitution and to bring back the governhave been orgament to its primitive purity.
nized as a political parly in support of what Mr.
Jefferson termed the "esiential principles" of our
have pointed out to you the acts
government.
of Mr. Van Buren, which depart liom and violate
Let us remember that the hist
those principles.
hope of republican instilutious is committed to us!
If we (alter in their support; if we suffer ourselves to be drawn (roni the ground which we
ori^'inally occupied; we peril our sacred trust, and
jeopard the holy cause of freedom and self-government.
Fortunately for the American people, that God,
who in our darkest periods of gloom and danger alefforts

We

We

THE HOOE

•

CASE.

To ihe people of the United States. I take the
liberty of addressing myself to you, my fellow citizens of every section of the country, because the
subject of which I am about to treat is one which;
has caused a deep sensalion through the land, and is
of the utmost importance to be fully and fairly understood, in order that impartial justice may be
done to Mr. Van Buren, on the one hand, and that
you may be enabled to act understandingly, on the
other; for, with as deep seated and unmitigated opposition to the measures of i\Ir, Van Buren's administration, and to the means by wliich he acquired and now proposes to perpetuate his power, as
any man can entertain, I desire to do him the most,
ample justice, which, in my judgment, is the best
means of ensuring his overthrow.
The circumstances connected with the trial of J
lieiit. Hooe have excited so deep an interest in the.'
public mind as to engage the time and the exer-'
tions of the press and public speakers from one ex-;i
tremity of the country to the other one party laboring to defend and the other to condemn the sanction given by the president to the reception of negro
testimony.
The subject has been one of so much ^
discussion, in various forms, as to have become
somewhat hacknied and stale; and, nevertheless,
at all events
its interest seems not to have abated
the elforts of the.friends of the president to excuse
his conduct seem to have increased as the time approaches when the people will be called upon to
pass their sentence of approval or condemnation;"^
and to this end we have seen the most shamelesmisrepresentations, the most unfounded assertions/
and the most untenable deductions presenled to lhe-._
public view that ever were presented to an intelli-'
gent people.
I do not propose to go into a lengthy and tedious
reply to all th.it has been urged by those who are
hired for the purpose of preparing defences for the
president; but some facts of an interesting character have recently come to my knowledge, which I
deem it my duty to lay before the public.
Somebo<ly has had the kindness to send me, in
pamphlet form, one of a series ol letters that have
been addressed to me by the late postmaster gene-^

—

'

—

'.

J

—
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and present editor of the Extra Globe, which is
first I have read since I left Washington, though
about the tenth that has been published,
which is headed "case of lieut. Hooe a notable
instance of whig honesty," and addressed to the
"hon. John M. Botts," in which Mr. Kendall undertakes to give a true history of the whole affair;
and, as a fair specimen of the character of the production, I give one extract, which will be found to
be a common instance of locofoco dishonesty, misrepresentation and falsehood
as wilful, deliberate,
and premeditated falsehood as ever was uttered by
a designing and deceitful knave. He says:
"You knew, sir, when you made the charge, that
the president was at the time totally ignorant of the
admission of these witnesses."
And this is said in the face of the published proceedings of the court, the original manuscript copy
of which had been in my possession, and was returned to the department on the day preceding the introduction of the subject to congress, by which it appears that the attention of the president was emphatically and distinctly called to the fact, and his interference solicited, on the ground that negro testimony
had been received by the court in the face of the
impotent defence set up by the president for his
recognition of such testimony as admissible
in the
face of the written ojiinions of the district attorney
and the attorney general, attempting to sustain
that decision of the president
and in the face of
what that truth-loving and truth-telling corrupter ol
public and private morality knew to be the facts of
the case: and this creature, who thus undertakes, as
a government stipendiary, to falsify records, to prevent facts, to blot out truth, defame the characters
of all honorable men, and to teach political wisdom
and honesty to the people, again indulges in the
round assertion that it has been the usage of the
government to receive such testimony from the
time of the Declaration of Independence!
The same assertion has been made by the president, in substance, repeated by the secretary of the
navy, reiterated by the attorneys and all the newspapers of the day in the employment of government, and public speakers who are now and hope
to be in its employment hereafter.
They have the records before them. The president, the secretary, editors and all, have been challenged and defied to show, from the records, that
such has been the usage. It has been denied over
and over again, and I beg leave to ask, once more,
why do they withhold the evidence that would exculpate the president from all blame, with all their
exertions to extricate him from what they feel to
be a most perplexing difficulty, and rely upon broad,
unrestrained and unfounded assertion?
Why, every man of common intilligence who is
not blinded and besotted by party attachments and
political prejudices must answer: it is because they
have no such proof to offer. It is false, and if it
were not false, they would produce the records to
fiiistain their assertions, and relieve themselves, at
ail events, of suspicion, and what must otherwise
rat

the

I think

—

—

—

—

—

result in conviction of falsehood.
I challenge a denial of the following facts
from any man who does not stand already convicted
before the country of uttering and publishing what
he knew at the time to be an unblushing falsehood

Now

—

for such a man is very capable of doing the same
thing again, and therefore no confidence is to be
reposed in his statements:
1st. That the records of the departments have
been searched in order to find the cases that would
sustain the practice as alleged; that in the navj'
department, the only case that has been found was
that of midshipmen Green, who was tried in Philadelphia about ilie year 1S27, in which David Trusty
(a negro) appeared as a witness; which case was

approved by Mr.

J.

Q. Adams, who

is

charged by

the whole administration parly to be an abolitionislf
that the trial was held in a state where such testi-

mony would have been received in the common
Jaw courts of the state, that no appeal was made to
Mr. Adams, no complaint made, and interference
solicited; that when gen. Jackson came into office,
on a representation of the tacts being made to him,
lie nominated Mr. Green to the United States senate as 2d lieut. of marines; that gen. Hayne, of
South Carolina, as chairman of the committee on
naval affairs, resisted the nomination on the ground
that he had been cashiered; and that, on a representation of the fact that negro testimony had been
recieved against him on his trial, gen. Hayne withdrew his objection, and the nomination was unanimously sustained by the senate.
2dly. That in the war department, the only case
that has been found was that of ca let Drake, which
case, so far from being presented by the officers of
government as a precedent which would justify the
course of the president, has been carefully wilhheM
from public view, and vvhen demanded by the hon.
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William D. Merrick, a senator from Maryland, and
the honorable Edward Stanly a representative from
North Carolina, in the name of four hundred and fifty
thousand people whose representatives they were,
that the secretary peremptorily, and in violation of
all right and propriety, refused to exhibit the public
records of the country, which are subject to the
examination of the humblest citizen in the community.

See the following letter from Messrs. Merrick and
Staidy:
[Here follows the letter of Messrs. Merrick and
Stanly, which appeared in the Nationallntelligencer
of Octobers.]
The reason for withholding from the gentlemen,
in utter disregard of the duty of the secretary, the
rights of the people, and the usage of the department,
the information they sought to obtain, may be gathered from the following, which is a copy of a letter
from major John H. Eaton, formerly secretary of
war, and who acted in that capacity at the time of
the trial of cadet Drake, and who set aside the
decision of the court, expressly on the ground that
negro testimony was inadmissible, although the
offence was committed, and the trial held at West
Point, in the state of New York, where, in the common law courts, such evidence might have been re-

Washinglan, 2d Sept. 1840.
I reply to you hastily; the case to which
refer I well recollect, and the following are the

Dear sir:
you

circumstances:

Some person, Mr. Drake, perhaps, was brought
before a court martial at West Point, of which major
Hitchcock was judge advocate. The record showed
that some free negro had been treated ill: sensible
of the practised error, the negro might have been
He was absent at the trial, when
hired to depart.
the court determined that his statement at the time
should be received as evidence; and it was received,
and the party was dismissed; and Mr. Crittenden's
son, from Kentucky, was also dismissed for contumacy, because he would not reveal the confidential
conversation of his roommate.
I reversed the decision of the court, on the ground,
1st. That negro testimony could not be received,
and more especially in the case before me for consideration, where it was mere hearsay testimony.
Mr. Crittenden I also reinstated, because I held his
conduct in not revealing the secrets of his associates
at the college highly commendable and proper, and
so declared in my reversal of the proceedings.
If you have any object for making of me the inquiry, I beg you to ask the secretary of war for a
copy of my decision. He can have no objection to
afford it, and I am quite confident it will sustain
what I state to you. Your friend,
J.

H.

EATON.

Here, then, is a solution of the mystery hanging
over cadet Drake's case; and in the letter is to be
Ibutid the reason for the rule said to have been adopted by the department, when they refused to exhibit
the papers to Messrs. Merrick and Stanly. If there
was such a rule, it does not appear to have been the
practice formerly, as major Eaton, who had occupied
the situation for many years, would not thus have
requested his friend to call on the secretary of war
for a copy of his decision, which he states he could
have no objection to afford.
What man, after this, either through the public
prints or in the presence of the people, will pay so
iillle regard to candor and truth, as to undertake to
justify the president on the ground of practice and
usage, when the only case that has been found in
one department was immediately condemned and
redressed by general Jackson and the senate of the
United States and the only case found in the other
was promptly set aside by the secretary of war,
whose authority is given above, and the present secretary himself now refuses to publish or exhibit, or

make any

slaternent of the case to the representatives
of the people who have demanded it.'
Let us go one step further, and ascertain if the
position I have heretofore taken in regard to the legal
question of competency was correct, or otherwise.
Mr. President, jilr. Attorney General, Mr. District
Attorney, Mr. Kendall, Mr. Blair, Mr. Ritchie and
the numerous host of public writers and speakers,
all say, the law regulating courts martial "don't prohibit the reception of such testimony, and, therefore,
the president had no right to interfere." I have
taken the ground which has been harshly assailed,
that, although that law was silent on the subject yet
to wit: the judiciary act of 1789
there was a law

—

which settled the principle that ought to have been
applied in this case, and that was, that the laws of
the several states, except where the constitution,
statutes, or treaties of the United States shall otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded as rules of
decision in trials at common law, in courts of the
United States, in cases where they apply.
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Now, in order to sustain this opinion, let me advert to an official opinion given by the hon. John
Macpherson Berrien, then attorney general of the
United States, (which will be found on record in the
navy department), to the secretary of the navy, in
the year 1830, which fully establishes the position I
have assumed, and I will then leave the world to decide which is most to be relied on, upon a legal question, the former attorney general or the gentleman
who now occupies his place:
Office of the attorney gen. of the U. S. ith June, 1830.
Sir: In answer to your inquiry whether it would
be competent for an officer of the navy under arrest,
and the department to dispense with the attendance
of witnesses, and by common consent to take depositions to be used on the trial, to be objected to by
the officer preferring (he charges, I have to state
that, in my opinion, such depositions would not be
competent evidence.
The 37th article of the rules lor the better government of the navy, and the 74th article of the rules
and articles for the government of the army, seem
to contemplate, exclusively, the examination of
witnesses before the court. The 74: h article of the
latter code, by providing, under certain restrictions,
and in cases not capital, that depositions may be
taken, negatives their allowance in other cases; and
the existence of the provision sufficiently proves
that, without it, such testimony would not be competent even in these minor cases. English writers
on the subject insist upon the propriety, in trials
before military and naval courts martial, of adhearing to the rules of evidence established in the common law courts of criminal jurisdiction, and these
would not authorise the course proposed in the case
under consideration. I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,

JNO.
To
So

MACPHERSON BEBRIEN.

of the navy.
according to the opinion of Mr. Berrien,
even in the absence of the law of 1789 which I have
quoted above, and according to the English writers
on the subject, Mr. Van Buren could, if he had felt as
much solicitude upon the subject of southern feelings and northern principles as he professed, have
applied that rule or principle as established by law
for the regulation of all the common law courts of
the United States civil or criminal.
But let me inquire, if Mr. Van Buren's sensibility
sustained any such shock at the idea of having an
officer of the navy dismissed and dishonored upon
the testimony of the prosecutor's own servants,
who, by the common law of England, could not
have given testimony as long as they were in a
state of servitude; if he thought the law "as it stands
ought to be altered, but that he could not alter it,"
if he entertained the feelings common to all southern
men, and was entitled to the imposing title that has
been bestowed upon him, of a northern man with
southern feelings, why did not he recommend that
plan to the consideration of congress, if he deemed
it necessary and expedient?
The constitution of his
country and his oath of office both required it at his
hands. He made his decision about the 14th Dec.
1839 his message was sent in to congress about
the 21st or 22d
congress sat until the 31st July,
and we never hear of this outrageous lart', which
did so much violence to his feelings, "but which he
had not the power to alter," until after the people
had gotten hold of that as well as his army bill.
Suppose, instead ol a poor and comparatively
friendless young man, who only awaited the opportunity to fight his way to distinction, and to defend
the honor of his country, it had happened that the
gallant, the inlerpid, immortal Decatur had been
accused, arrested, arraigned, tried, convicted, dishonored and dismissed from the service of bis country, upon the testimony of two iiegioes, whose testimony had been admitted as leg.d, because they
had enlisted in the public service to cook, and clean
the shoes of some officer of the ship, how many
Van Burens, Pauldings, Keys, Gilpins, Kendalls,
Blairs and Ritchies would it have taken to arrest
the tide of public indignation and resentment that
would have rolled on until it overwhelmed all that
dared to raise a voice in defence of the foul and disgraceful and atrocious deed?
And will the public voice excuse those men for
daring to exercise their petty tyranny over one of
the junior officers of our gallant navy, because he
has no powerful friends to sustain his cause, ami
that, too, at the expense of a princi|ile held sacred
by every southern man, the violation of which no
one of his defenders in the south would submit to in
his own person?
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee
and Kentucky will answer in a voice of thunder,
that will awaken the inhabitants of the palace lo a
sense of the wrongs they have practised on a credulous and generous people.
M. BOTTS.
the secretary

that,

—

—
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Amistad. In pursuance of a decree of the cirfumous vessel, together with her cargi,
was, on Thursday last, sold by auction, under the direction of the marshal of the district, at the cusioni
An appraisal was had of vessel
house in this city.
unand cargo when the goods were first landed.
derstand that the amount of that appraisal was about
six thousand six hundred dollars, and that the gross

The

cuit court, this

We

sales will amount to within four or five hundred dollars of that sum.
The vessel was valued by the appraisers at S600, and

She is of some fifty or si.xty tons
Cuba, and said to be old. Her sails
and a large expenditure would

sold for onlv S245.

burden,
are

all

built in

worn

to shreds,

be necessary

to

render her sea worthy-

INew London RepMican.
Annapolis city. The population is as follows: white
males 807; white females 908— whites 1,715. Male
slaves 176; female slaves 318— slaves 494. Free colored males 240; free colored females 346— free colored
colored 1,080. Grand total 2,795.

5S6— total

We

have been favored bv
British post office.
captain Joseph G. Delano, of the packet sliip Patrick
Henry, with a sheet which he prepared for his acquaintance, showing the operation of the new British post
From it we select the following items:
office system.
Letters not exceeding half an ounce in weight may
he sent through the kingdom for one penny, and in the
same proportion for greater weights. The rates are
double if the postage is not paid in advance.
Letters to and from the United Stales, if sent by
packet, twelve times, and if by private ship, eight times
This applies to Canard's line, and
the above rates.
includes the inland postage.
Letters from foreign ports for the continent (e.xcept
France) must be post paid in England, or they will be
opened and returned.
Newspapers from foreign places, by packets or private ships, pay 2d. each, and for this are sent to any
part of England.
British newspapers pass through the mails free.
IJour.

Com.

British exports. The statement made by sir R.
Peel in the last debate on the corn laws respecting
trade, comparing the year 1838 with 1839, showed that
the declared value of cotton exported in 1838 was
X16,715,000, while in 1839 it was £17,694,000. The
exports of linen manufacture had increased from
2,730,000, in 1833, to £3,420,000, in 1839. The export
of silk manufactures had increased from £777,000 to
865,000i; and the woollen manufactures from 5,765,000/.
Combining the amount
in 1333, to £6,207,000 in 1839.
of all the exports of perfectly wroughtfabric, it appeared
the total was in 1838, 26,107,000 and in 1839, 23,252,000i.
Lord Palmerston showed that the gross official value of
our exports had increased from ^50,000,000 the amount
in 1833, to £53,000,000 in 1839, and that there was an
addition also for the same period of £1,000,000 in the
The consumptioji of British
value of our imports.
goods has not therefore diminished abroad, hut unfor-

—

—
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The rope walk at the United Stales navy yard in
is said to be the most perfect establishment
of the kind in the world. It is 1,200 feet long, with
granite walls, slate roof, and iron window shutters.
The work is done with an enormous steam engine, by
which the hatcheling, dressing, spinning and almo.=t
ExcLTisioN.
small vessel of about a hundred tons every other operation in making a rope or cable, is
street,
Main
the
foot
of
burthen, is being fitted up near
done. About one hundred of the spinning, hatchelby four or five young men, for an excursion oi jive ing and dressing machines, are in one room, in opeyears to the upper lakes.
Mr. William Kennedy is to ration by steam. By the spinning of hemp in a mecommand her. They intend to set sail to-morrow or chine, a more even thread and consequently more perMonday for Lake Huron, where they will spend the fect rigging and cables are formed. At this rope walk,
winter trapping, fishing and hunting. Thence in the we understand the principal rigging for the navy is or
spring they intend to cruise in the waters, of Lake Su- can be made.
This is a novel enperior and Lake of the Woods.
Safety valves to steam boilers. At the last meetterprise, and we wish them farewell, a pleasant voyage
ing of the society of arts, the gold isis medal was
[Buffalo Tattler.
and abundant success.
awarded to Robert McEwen, for a mercurial gauge,
Food. It is estimated that there are upwards of which answers the double purpose of an indicator of
6,000 acres of ground cultivated as gardens within steam pressure and a safety valve for steam boilers.
twelve miles of London, giving employment to 30,000 The novelty of the invention consists in the einploypersons in winter, and 60,000 in summer. The total va- ment of a mercurial tube as a safe-vent for the steam;
lue of cattle sold annually at Smithfield, is £8,500,000. these tubes having hitherto been used only as indicamillion of pounds a year is expended for fruits and tors of pressure, and of a length sufficient to allow the
1,000,000 of quarters of wheat is consum- steam to acquire a dangerous degree of pressure withvegetables.
ed— four-fifths of it in bread, being 64,000,000 of quar- out giving any other notice of the fact than what may
tern loaves. Of butter there is consumed 11,000 tons, be observed by the eye.
As the action of Mr. McEwand of cheese 13,000 tons. The amount paid yearly en's safetj'-valve depends on a purely physical princifor milk is supposed to be $1,250,000- for poultry ple, viz: the opposition of the elastic force of steam to
£70 or £80,000. The consumption of game depends the static pressure of mercury without a mechanical
on the fruitfulness of the season rabbits are in great construction of any kind, it affords a free vent for the
demand. One salesman in Leadenhall market, for a steam when its pressure exceeds the limit, corresponconsiderable portion of the year, .sells 14,000 a week, ding to the length to which the tubes are adjusted, acand employs from 150 to 300 men and women to hawk cording to the strength of the boiler. [London Athe.
[Cincinnati Gaz.
them about.
.
Savings banes. An official return to the British
Great Britain. The grand total capital represent- parliament shows that the whole number of depositors
ed by all property in Great Britain and Ireland is esti- in savings banks, in November, 1839, was 743,396;
sorts
of
mated at £3,620,000,000. The value of all
and that the amount belonging to them was upwards
pubhc property is £103,000,000, The value of lands, of twenty-two millions pounds sterling.
ships, canals, rail roads, mines, horses, timber, crops,
value
all
of
£2,945,000,000.
The
Smuggling.
Notwithstanding the activity of the
estimated
at
&c. is
sorts of furniture, apparel, plate, specie, money in chan- public officers to suppress it, smuggling continues to
cery, savings' banks, &.c. estimated at £.580,000,000. be practised on the northern frontier to a great extent.
Marshal Best recently seized another lot of goods,
Tile national debt is about £764,000,000.
which were intended to be run in without first paying
Lead. The receipts of lead at St. Louis, during the
week ending the 15th instant, amount to 25,690 pigs. the duties. The quantity of goods now under condemnation is large. The sale of goods in this city last
Freight from Galena to St. Louis were high, but ownweek, seized some time since for a violation of the reers had no alternative except to yield to the demands
venue law, we are told, amounted to $60,000 or $70,000.
of the steamboats, or to keep the lead over the winter.

to wind themselves at intervals whilst in the act
versing.
The principle of the machine is the

of tra-

power Chaiiestown,

of gravitation, but the mode of applying it is a secret
with the inventor. The machines are exhibiting at
[AT. Y. Post.
Stanwin Hall in Albany.

A

A

—

[Sun.

Mechanical genius. It is stated in the Philadelphia
Ledger that there is now on exhibition at the Franklin
Institute in that city a large and perfect telescope, the
whole of which is the work of a black man, who earns
his "daily bread" as a stevedore on the wharves.
It is
said that he worked at it only at night, when the fatiguing labors of the day were over. Not only the exterior machinery is his, but the materials of the gla
and lenses were prepared entirely by the ingenious
[Sun
black.

Steam navigation. The greatest achievement, perhaps, of Ihe present day is the successful application of
The influence of this
steam to ocean navigation.
grand and triumphant experiment is already felt in
Half the
in our commercial interests.
space between us and Europe is now destroyed permanently. This is very pleasant in a time of peace
and shaking of hands. It were less so perhaps in
times of commotion and wild- war's al.irms. Poliiical-

some measure

ly considered, some will think it were belter to have
The Methodists in two Atlantics between the continents of America and
a hundred thousand Europe than annihilate the old one. The nearer we
tunately the prices of manufacturin^have fallen to
a few years from very approach each other, the greater our danger of getting
such a degree that no profit is made. This is the point small beginnings, and under many disadvantages.
intertangled and involved in each other's troubles.
It is not many j'ears says the Quebec Gazette, since the However, there is no stopping this space-annihilating
Slurred over by the corn law advocates.
Bdnker Hill monu.ment. The treasurer of the as- only Methodist preacher in Lower Canada, was in- progress; we must fall in and make what good we can
One thing it were well to consider, that this
sociation acknowledfflis the receipt of S10,000 as a do- carcerated several months in the Quebec jail for libel; out of it.
freightnation from Amos Lawrence. This gentleman is a and in Upper Canada, there were only a few wandering steam navigation is not always to be a mere
brother of the late distinguished representative from missionaries. They have now numerous substantial carrying orpleasure-seeking intercourse. These same
churches; a college of their own; and many able and 500 horse power contrivances can do other work than
Boston.
respectable preachers.
carry laces and silks and the like from land to land.
The button act. The Liverpool Mail says that no
They may suddenly become the mercuries of war,
MoR.MONS. Latter day saints. The Liverpool Chro- floating battle fields, flying artillerists with a vengeance;
tailor con recover for a coat unless it has brass buttons
or buttons made of the same material as the coat.
nicle says:^"The New York packet ship North
and, whenever this may happen, the whole field and
The act was made for the protection of the Birniin,
rica, captain Lowbar, sailed on Tuesday week, with
circumstances of war must be changed. The late of
19 cabin passengers and 200 in the steerage.
ham trade.
nations will be east, not on Waterloo fields, but on the
whole of the steerage passengers belong to a sect called ocean; not by glittering masses of infantry, but by dinheavy shock of an earthquake
Earthquake.
Latter Day Saints," and bound for Quincy, in the
was li;lt at Brooklyn, Conn, on Tuesday evening last, state of Michigan,
gy steam engine men driving about their war machine,
on the borders of the Mississippi, light as gossamer with 500 horse power, and Perkins'
20ih inst.
gentleman from that town describes the
where
a setdement has been provided for them by one steam guns to match.
[Pkila. Sentinel.
shock as mucli more severe than that which was exof their sect, who has purchased a large tract of land
perienced in that and other parts of the state a few
Mr- Webster returned yesterday from his visit to
undei-stand that upwards of 2,000
in Michigan.
weeks since.
are in treaty to embark early next spring for the same the south, in good health, and we lielieve is about to
Hampshire. The
great portion of those who sailed in the set out on his promised visit to
Falling stars. The pupils at the observatory at locality.
engaged
Piiris carefully watched the number of meteors during North America are members of the total abstinence Hillsborough county meeting, which he has
Unid miiT society, and are irom Leicestershire and Herefordshire. to attend, is to be held at Francestown, on Tuesday
the nights of the 9th and 10. h of .A.ug.
[Boston Daily Adv.
night they did not exceed 18 per hour, or nearly a They are shipped by the respectable house ol Fitzhugii next.
mean of what are observed on ordinary nights; but at &. Grimshaw, of this town.
Whale fisheries. The correspondent of the Lon3 o'clock, M. Mauvais counted thiriy-hve in one hour.
Gazette, writes from
population. The number of white don Shipping and Mercantile
The greater proportion fell almost parallel to the milky males inOrleans
Kerr, of
New Orleans exceeds the number of white Peterhead, September 30, that the Regalia,
way, wliich ul this time extended from tile zenith toby that forenoon,
females 10,292. The number of colored females exceeds Kirkaldy, from Davis' straits, passed
wards the west a little inclined to the south.
clean, with intelligence of the complete failure of the
the number of colored males 6,222.
fishery this season, and the loss of the whale ship
Excavating machine. New inventions. The AlbaProvidence city tax for 1840, $65,000. This tax Hecla. Among 20 vessels, (stated as the whole numny Argus gives an account of a machine invented by is assessed on a valuation of over $17,000,000, being ber from the United Kingdom), heard from between
Mr. E. Jackson, of Albany, called the graduating at ihe rate of 37 cents and 8 mills on each $100 valu- July 9 and September 10, there were only six fish; of
wheel, by which the process of excavating and depo- ation.
seven vessels heard from in September, one only had
The repelling power
siting earth is greatly facilitated.
Revolutionary patriots. Seventy of the surviving a fish.
the
is brought into practical and easy application
White lead was formerly manufactured at Pittaloaded car passing down one inclined plane, while the veterans of '76, in Connecticut, atiended the mass
Now,
resisting or "graduating" wheel is passing up the other. meeting at Norwich. Most of them were octogenarians, burg, sufficient to supply the whole country.
immense quautiiies are made in the city of New York.
There are two parallel planes started from the place of men of 8.5, 86,87, 88 and 89 years.
lievolutionary patriot gone.
Died in this city, on Near Hudson, a new establishment has just been put
excavation to the place of deposite— so adjusted as to
allow the car to receive its load at a single turn of the Saturday morning last, Mr. Willioni Pierce, oged 96 in operation, by which the most beautiful white lead is
Mr. P. was one of the few remaining survivors manufactured by machinery. The principal featu;e
pivot, and to discharge itself at the foot of ihe planes years.
and return and so on, ad infinitum The whole pro- of the celebrated tea party, and was a revolutionary in the improved process of manufacturing, consists in
|icn.sioner.
He was present at the lecture given by the oxydizing the lead in large iron cylinders, the remaincess may be under perfect control, and easy, and ceo
From
It may be adapted also, by lamented B. B. Thachex on the subject of Uirowing the ing process being finished by the aid of steam.
nomical nianagenienl.
the pig lead, the pure white article is produced in a
the use of the pivot, to warehouses, and to letting down tea overboard, a few years since, at the Masonic Tem
heavy articles from upper stories. Mr. Jackson has pie. He died of old age, under the infirmities of which, finished state in less than IS hours, its beauty is unalso invented a rail road car, self propelled by a pow- lie was supported by the gospel he had publicly pro- equalled, as well as the cost being reduced.
[Troy Mail.
[Boston Tran.
er concentrated within the wheels, so constructed as llessed.
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Canada.

Canada now consist of nearly
souls.
They have sprung up in
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S^Remittances by mail. "A postmaster may enmoney in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
pay the subscription of a third person, and irank the
written by himself." Amos Kendall.
Someof our subscribers may not be aware that they

close
to

letter, if

may save the postage on subscription money, by requesting the postmaster where they reside to frank their
etters containing such money, he being able to satisfy
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing
[Am. Farmer.
but what refers to the subscription.

FOREIGN ARTICLES.
The steamer

Britannia arrived at Boston on the
the 20th ult.

3d instant, having left Liverpool on
and Halifax on the 1st inst.

The allied forces are acting with energy in Syria.
Accounts from Alexandria are to the 3d October.
Beyrout had been evacuated after being nearly destroyed by the allies, who remained in possession of
Tatfa, D'Jebaii, Kaiffa and Tripoli.
In addition
to 11 British ships previously on the coast, a squadron of 5 ships from Lisbon, of which two were
three deckers, subsequently passed Malta to join
the fleet of sir R. Stopford. They had besides nine
steamers, several frigates, and smaller vessels.
An Athens journal states that it had proposed to
king Otho, of Greece, to become party to the treaty
of the four powers.

The Turkish government had issued a
Mehemet Ali. The

formal deParis corthe 7th,
writes that the Freni'h government has in consequence addressed a declaration to the foreign powers, parties to the treaty of July, to the etfect that
"the decheance of Mehemet Ali must not be inforced, and that any attempt by them to give effect to
that act of the sultan, would be viewed by France
as a declaration of war.
The Moniteur of the 8!h contains a royal ordinance, convoking the French chambers for the 2Slh
of October. The same correspondent .=ays
"This

deposing
respondent of the
claration

New

York Courier on

—

proceeding is viewed by one part of the public as
indicating the determination of the government to
go to war. By another, it is regarded pacitically,
the well known moderation of the chambers justifying a belief that nothing so calamitous as war will
be sanctioned by them. For myself, I still rely
on the king's love of peace, but I admit that matters
have gone so far that it will be found extremely
difficult to restrain the population."

GREAT BRITAIN.
The weather remained favorable

to the harvest,

and grain continued to fall. Duly on wheat 21s. 8d.
per quarter. On Hour 13s. OJd. per bbl.
Cotloti.
The aspect of political alfairs had produced an unfavorable effect on the cotton market.
There had been a decline in prices on all Atneiican
:

from

whom Thomas

cooper,
for the

was chosen to
ensuing year.

Johnson, esq. alderman and
fill

the office of lord

He was

invested

major

with the

ofCce,Oct. 8.

FRANCE.
Aiiempt to assassinate Ike king of France. On the
evening of the loth, at 6 o'clock, a musket shot was
fired at the king, as he was passing along the quay
of the Tuilleries, on his return from Paris to St.
Cloud.
He was not hurt, nor was any one of his
attendants.
The assassin was arrested; on his examination gave his name Marins Edmund Darmes,
43 years of a^e, born at Marseilles, by profession a
conspirator, and on further interrogation he declared
In answerto the inquiry
that he lived by his labor.
if he had accomplices, he said he was the only accomplice, that he wished to kill the greatest tyrant
of ancient or modern times that he repented only
of not having succeeded. The court of peers was
convoked on the same day, and ordered to proceed
immediately with the trial of the assassin.
letter received in town adds that the musket
was so heavily loaded that it burst, and three fingers
were torn from the hand of the assassin.
Prince Louis Napoleon and his companions, had
been found guilty by the court of peers and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment, were removed from the
prison of the Luxemburg, one porlion to the citadel
The prince
of Ham, and the other lo that of Blaye.
was said to have taken his condemnation very quietly, merely observing that he had one satisfaction
left
namely, that of remaining in France, and that
the word "perpetual" was long since expunged from

—

A

—

the

French vocabulary,

at least

as respected politi-

General Montholon, on the contrary,
his sentence, having throughout
the proceedings indulged a hope of being acquitted,
from his personal acquaintance and intimacy with
His disappointthe greater number of his judges.
ment was such that he took to his bed, and, being
indisposed, was unable to follow his companions to
Colonel Parquin also
the place of their captivity.
Lieutenant
felt his condemnation most keenly.
Aladenize escaped being sentenced to death by a
cal offenders.

was astounded by

majority of four votes.

HOLLAND.
King William's proclamation of abdication appeared October 7. A Brussels paper says that the
countess d'Oultremont has just fixed her residence
at Liege, and has had all the furniture and other things
which she left in Holland brought to that city.
We believe she is now at the Chateau d'Oultremont.
The Journal des Flandres aflirms that she has never
ceased regularly to receive letters from King William, and that after a long tour in Germany subsequent to the marriage, it is possible the king may
come and reside atTervueren.
The ceremony of the abdication of the king took
place October 8, at the Chateau of Loo, with great
solemnity, in the presence of the prince of Orange,
now William II. the other members of the family,

The prothe great functionaries of the state, &.c.
clamation issued by the ex-king on this occasion is
By another proclamation, of the
noticed above.
date, the new sovereign inaugurated his
reign.
In this he says he will march in the footBy a second proclamation the
steps of his father.
new king confirms all the ratifications, civil, military and naval. William II. was expected at Hague

same

It is asserted in a letter from Amsterdam, addressed to the "Commerce," that since the abdication of William I, deficit of 62,000,000 florins
(15,000,000 francs) has been found in the public accounts.

CHINA.

The reports from England of the destruction of
the forts at Bona Tigoris by the British fleet; is at
least doubtful.
By the arrival of the ship Delhi,
York, which left Wamcaptain Crocker, at
peo on the 3d, and Macao on the dth June, we
learn that the British fleet had not then arrived,
though he met a steamer of war two doy» after
leaving, bound to China.
The accounts via England are dated Bombay
July 23d the China date not given.
There is no later news from China. The overland mail arrived Oct. 6, bringing Bombay dates to
Aug. 28, but nothing from China later than the beginning of June. The report, therefore, of the reception of news at Bombay of the bombardment
and destruction of the Bogue, as we thought appa-

New

—

rent,

was unfounded.

THE TREATY OF THE FOUR POWERS.
The Observateur of Brussels publishes a French
of a note on the affairs of the east addressed on the 31st of August by the secretary of
state for foreign affairs to Mr. Henry Lytton Bulwer, her Britannic majesty's minister plenipotentiary at Paris, in the absence of his excellency earl
Granville. This document was officially communicated to the French government, and subsequently printed and transmitted to the allied
^London Times, Oct. 3.
courts.
translation

••Foreign

office,

.August 31, 1840.

"Sir: Various circumstances have prevented me
from sooner transmitting to you, and through you
to the French government, some observations
which her majesty's government is desirous of
making upon the memorandum delivered to me on
the 24th of July by the French ambassador at this
court, in reply to the memorandum which I had delivered to his excellency on the 17th of that month;
but I now proceed to do so.
"Her majesty's government observed, with great

French memorandum, and the assurances which it contains of the
earnest desire of France to maintain peace, and to
uphold the balance of power in Europe. The memorandum of the 17th July was conceived in a spirit of equal friendliness towards France; and her
majesty's government is as anxious as that of
France can be to preserve the peace of Europe,
and to prevent any derangement of the existing
balance of power.
Her majesty's government also saw with much
pleasure the declarations which the French memorandum contains that France wishes to act in concert with the other four powers in regard to the
affairs of the Levant; that she has never been actuated in these matters by any other motive than a
desire to preserve peace; and that in the judgment
she has formed upon the propositions which have
been made to her she has never been influenced by
any selfish interests of her own, being, in fact, as
disinterested as any other power can be in the affairs of the Levant.
"The sentiments of her majesty's government
upon these points are in all respects similar to, and
corresponding with those of the government uf
France. For, in the first place, in the whole course
of the negotiations which have been going on upon
these matters during more than 12 months it has
invariably been the anxious desire of the British
government that a concert should be established between the five powers, and that all the five should
agree in a common course of conduct; and her majesty's government feels that it can refer for proofs
of this desire to the various propositions which from
time to time have been made to the government of
France; and which are alluded to in the French
satisfaction, the friendly tone of the

memorandum:

and, in the next place, her majesty's

government can safely

affirm that

no power in Eu-

rope can be less influenced than Great Brtiain is by
any selfish views, or by any desire or expectation
descriptions of fully |d. for the last fortnight.
on Thursday.
Monei/ affairs. The bank of England return ofOct.
On the following day public prayers were to be of exclusive advantage to arise to herself out of the
15, gives as the average of weekly liabilities for the offered up to beg the Most High to afford strength settlement of the affairs of the Levant; for, on the
quarter ending Oct. 13, circulation, £17,231,000; and wisdom to the new sovereign to rule over the contrary, the interest of Great Britain in those affairs is identified with that of Europe at large, and
deposites,
£6.762,000; liabilities, £23,993,000; destines of the Netherlands.
Vol. IX— Sig. 10.
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"However, in September, 1S39. count Sebajtiani,
French ambassador at the court of London, proposed that a line should be drawn east and west,
from the sea somewhere near Beyrout to the desert
near Damascus, and that all to the south of that
line should be administered by Mehemet Ali, and
all to the north of that line by the direct authority
of the sultan; and the Fiench ambassador gave her
majesty's government to understand that if such an
arrangement were agreed to by the five powers,
France would, in case of need, unite with the other
four in the employment of coercise measures to
compel Mehemet Ali to submit to it.
tically nothing more than lifeholds.
"But I pointed out to count Sebastiani that such
"The French government, moreover, contended
that Mehemet Ali would never of his own accord an arrangement would be liable, though in a someconsent to evacuate Syria, and that the only means what less degree, to all the objections jnhich apply
which the powers of Europe could employ to com- to the present relative position of the two parties,
pel him would be either naval operations, which and therefore could not be agreed to by her majeswould be insufficient, or land operations, which ty's government; and I observed that it appeared to
would be dangerous; that naval operations would be inconsistent that France should be willing to
not expel the Egyptians from Syria, and would only employ coercive measures against Mehemet Ali to
provoke Mehemet Ali to make an attack upon Con- compel him to subscribe to this .irrangemeni, which
stantinople; and that the measures which must be would evidently be incomplete and insufficient (or
resorted to in such a case to defend the capital, but its professed purpose, and yet that France should
refuse to employ coercive measures to compel Mestill more any land operations by troops of the allied powers to expel Mehemet's army from Syria, hemet Ali to consent to the arrangement proposed by
would be more fatal to the independence of the her majesty's government, whjcti even France herTurkish empire than could be the state of things self admitted, would, if carried into execution, be
which such proceedings might be intended to re- complete and effectual for its purpose.
"To this count Sebastiani replied, that the objecmedy.
"To this her majesty's government replied, that tion felt by the French government to employ cono reliance could be placed on Mehemet All's pre- ercive measures against Mehemet Ali was founded
upon domestic considerations; and that those objecsent protestations; that ambition is insatiable, and
tions would be removed if the French government
only increases by success; and that to give Mehewere
able to show to the public and to the chambers
leave
met Ali the power to encroach, and still to
that it had procured for Mehemet Ali the best terms
within his reach objects to covert, would be to sow
which could be obtained for him, and that he had
the certain seeds of future collisions; that Syria is
refused to accept those terms.
not further from Constantinople than many well ad"This suggestion not having been adopted by her
ministered provinces of other empires are from the
majesty's government, the French government, on
capital, and might be governed from Constantinothe 27th of September, 1S39, communicated offiple as easily as from Alexandria; and that it is imcially its own plan, which was, that Mehemet Ali
possible that the resources of that province could
be as useful to the sultan, when in the hands of a should be made hereditary governor of Egypt, and
of the whole of Syria, and governor for life of Canchief who might at any time turn those resources
against the sultan, as they would be if in the hands dia, giving up nothing but Arabia, and the district
and at the disposal and command of the sultan him- of Adana. The French government, however, did
not say that it knew that Mehemet Ali would conself; that Ibrahim, having an army under his orders,
has means to secure his own succession, at Mehe- sent even to this arrangement; nnrdid it declare that
met All's death, to any authority which Mehemet if he should refuse to accept it, France would join
might die possessed of; and that it would not be in coercive measures to compel him to do so.
"To this plan of course her majesty's government
fitting for the great powers to advise the sultan to
make an ostensible arrangement with Mehemet Ali, could not consent, because it would be even more
with a secret and reserved intention of breaking objectionable than the present state of things; inasmuch as by giving Mehemet Ali a legal and herethat arrangement on the very first occasion on
ditary title to a third of the Ottoman empire, which
which it might become applicable to events.
he now only occupies by force, it would at once be
"The French government, however, still retain- a virtual, and would at no distant time lead
to a real,
ed its opinion, and declined to be a party to any
dismemberment ol that empire. But her majesty's
arrangement which included the employment of cogovernment, in order to prove its anxious desire to
ercive measures against Mehemet Ali.
come to an understanding with France on these
"But the French memorandum states that, in the matters, stated that it would wave its well founded
last circumstances no positive propo.sition has been objection to any extention of Mehemet All's authomade to France upon which she was called upon to rity beyond Egypt, and would join with the French
explain herself; and that, consequently, the deter- government in recommending to the sultan to give
mination which England communicated to her in to Mehemet Ali in addition to the pachalic of Egypt,
the memorandum of the 17th of July, no doubt in the administration of thelower part of Syria, boundthe name of the four powers, must not be imputed ed to the north by a line drawn fi'om cape Carmel
to refusals which France has not made.
This pas- to the southern end of lake Tiberias, and to the
sage renders it necessary lor me shortly to recapi- eastward by the Jordon, the westein shore of the
tulate to you the general course of the negotiation. Dead Sea, "and by a line thence down to the gulf of
"The original opinion entertained by her majes- Akaba; provided that France would engage to coty's government, and which was made known in operate with the four powers in coercive measures,
June, 1839, to the other four powers, France includ- if Mehemet Ali should refuse this offer.
ed was, that the only ariangenienl between the sultan
"This proposal, however, was declined by the
and Mehemet Ali which could insure permanent French government, and that government now depeace in the Levant would be that which should clared that it could not possibly cooperate in any
confine Mehemet All's delegated authority to Egypt coercive measures against Mehemet All, and could
alone, and should re-establish the direct authority not therefore be a party to any arrangement to
of the sultan in the whole of Syria, as well as in which Mehemet Ali should not spontaneously conCandia and the holy cities; thus interposing the sent.
desert between the sultan's (iirect authority and the
"During the lime that this discussion had been
province to be adminislereil by the pasha; and her going on with France, a separate negotiation had
majesty's government proposed that, as a compen- been carried on between Great Britain and Russia,
sation for the evacuation of Syria, Mehemet Ali with every detail and step of which, however, the
should receive the assurance that his male descen- French government was regulaily made acquaintdants should succeed him as governors of Egypt ed.
The negotiation with France was suspended
under the sultan.
for a time in the early part of this year, first by an
"To this proposal the French government ob- expected, and afterwards by an actual change of
jected, saying, that such an airangement would un- ministry in France.
But in the beginning of May,
iloubtedly be the best if there were the means to the baron de Neumann and myself determined, on
carry it into effect, but that Mehemet Ali would re- the part of our respective gcivernments, to make
sist it; and that any measuie of force which the one more attempt to bring France to an agreement
allies might employ to compel hiin to yield would with the other four powers; and we resolved to
produce consequences which would be more dan- submit to the French government, through M.
gerous to the peace of Europe and to the indepen- Guizot, another proposition for an arrangement bedence of the porte than the present state of things tween the sultan anil Mehemet Ali.
between the sultan and Mehemet Ali could be.
The objection which had been urged by the
But, though the French government thus declined French goverment to the last British proposal was,
to agree to the British plan, yet for a considerable that, although it would give Mehemet Ali the strong
time afterwards it had no plan of its own to pro- defensive position extending from mount Carmel to
pose.
mount Tabor, it w ould deprive him of the fortress of

the military and financial resources of that province
would be more available for the sultan's defence
when in the hands of Mehemet Ali than if they were
restored to the hands of the sultan himself, that implicit reliance might be placed upon Mehemet All's
adjurations of any further ambitious views, and in
his protestations of devoted fidelity to his sovereign;
this death,
in marshal Soull's despatch of the 27th of July, that the pasha is an old man, and that at
1S39, which was communicated officially to the four in spite of any hereditary grant made to his family,
povrers; in the collective note of the 27th of July, the whole of his acquired jiower would revert to the
coun1839; and in the speech of the king of the French sultan, because all possessions in Mahometan
tries, tie their nominal tenure what it may, are practo his chambers in December, 1S39.

maintenance of the integrity and independence of the Otioman empire, as a security for
the preservation of peace, and as an essential element in the general balance of power.
"In these principles the French government has
declared its full concurrence; and it has stated that
concurrence upon many occasions, bat especially

lies in the

"In these documents the French government declared

its

determination to maintain the integrity

and independence of the Otioman empire under its
present dynasty, as an essential element of the balance of power, and as a security for the preservation of peace; and it also asserted in marshal Soult's
despatch its resolution to oppose, by all its means
of action and influence, every combination which
might be hostile to the maintenance of that integrity
and independence.
"The governments of Great Britain and of
France are, therefore, perfectly agreed as to the objects at which their policy in regard to the affairs
of the Levant ought to aim", and as to the fundamental principles by which that policy ought to be
guided; and the only difference which exists between the two governments is a ditierence of opinion as to what means are best calculated to attain
the common end a point upon which, as the

—

French memorandum observes, various opinions

may naturally be expected to exist.
"Upon this point there has, indeed, arisen

a considerable difference of opinion between the two governments a difference which seems to have
become wider and more confirmed in proportion as

—

the two governments have more fully explained
their respective views; and which, for the present,
has prevented the two governments from co-operating together for the attainment of their common
object.

"On the one hand, her majesty's government has
along declared the opinion, that it would be impossible to maintain the integrity of the Turkish
empire, and to uphold the independence ol the sultan's throne, if Mehemet Ali were to be left in the
occupation of Syria. Her majesty's government
has stated that it considers Syria to be the military
key of Asiatic Turkey, and that if iVlehemet Ali
were to continue to occupy that province, in addition to Egypt, he would be able at all times to menace Bagdad to the south, Diarbekir and Erzeroum
to the east, and Koniah, Brussa and Constantinople to the north; that the same spirit of ambition
which has led Mehemet Ali on former occasions to
revolt against his sovereign would soon prompt him
again to take up arms for further encroachment;
and that for this purpose he would always keep a
large army on fool; that the sultan, on the other
h,ind, must see the danger by which he would constantly be threatened, and must be obliged also to
remain armed; that thus the sultan and Mehemet
Ali would continue to maintain large armies to
watch each other; that collision must inevitably
arise out of mutual suspicion and alarm, even if
there were no intentional aggression on either side;
that any such collision would necessarily lead to
foreign interference in the interior of the Turkish
empire, and that such interference so occasioned
would produce the moat serious ditferences between
the powers of Europe.
"But her majesty's government has pointed out
a danger still greater than this, as a jirobable, if not
certain, consequence of the continued occupation of
Syria by Mehemet Ali; and that is, that the pasha,
confiding in his military strength, and tired of liis
political condition of a subject, should execute the
intention which he frankly informed the powers of
Europe two years ago he would never abandon, and
should declare himself independent. Such a declaration on his part would be an undeniable dismemberment of the Ottoman empire; and yet thit disall

memberment might happen under circumstances
which would render it more difficult for the powers
of Europe to co-operate together, in order to compel the pasha to retract such a declaration, tlian it
is for them now to combine, in order to force him
to evacuate Syria.
"Her majesty's government, therefore, has invariably contended with all these powers who wish
to preserve the integrity of the Turkish empire,
and to uphold the independence of the sultan's
throne, ought to unite to assist the sultan in re-establishing his direct authority in Syria.
"The French government on the" other hand, has
argued that Mehemet Ali, if once secured in the
permanent occupation of Egypt and Syria, would
remain the faithful subject, and would become the
firmest support of the sultan; that the sultan could
liut govern Syria if he got it back again; and that

the
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In order therpCore to meet this objection
de Neumann ami rnyselt'proposed to M. Guinorthern boundary of that part of Syria
which should be administered by the pasha should
be drawn from cape Nalihora to the northern end
of lalie Tiberias, so as to include within its limits
the fortress of Acre; and that the eastern boundary
should run down along the western bank of lake
Tiberias, and thence, as before proposed, to the gulf
of Akaba. But we said that the government of this
lower part of Syria could only he given to Mehemet
All for his life, and that neither England nor Austria could consent to recommend tiie grant of hereditary tenure to Mehemet Ali in regard to any part
iwhate\'er of Syria; and I slated, moreover to M.
Guizot, that this proposal was the utmost extent to
which we could go in the way of concession, in order to obtain the co-operation of the French; and
it was, therefore, our last offer.
ithat
"The baron de Neumann and myself made this
rommunication to M. Guizot separately; baron de
Neumann on one day and I upon the next. M.
Guizot told me he would report to his government
the proposition I had made, and the statements with
which 1 had accompanied it, and would let me know
jlheir reply whenever he should receive it.
"Soon afterwards, llie plenipotentiaries of Austria, Prussi:» and Russia stated to me, that they had
reason to believe that the French government, instead of deciding upon this proposal themselves,
had transmitted it to Alexandria for the decision of
Mehemet Ali. That this was placing the four powers in negociation, not with France, but with MeThat, besides the delay which would
liemet Ali.
be thereby occasioned, this was what their respective courts neither intended to do, nor could consent to do; and that the French government had
thus placed the plenipotentiaries in a very embarrassing situation. I replied that I agreed with them
in all their objections to the step which they believed the French government to have taken; but tliat
Jtt. Guizot had said nothing to me as to any reference made, or to be made, "to Mehemet Ali. That
the French government was then much occupied by
parliamentary atlairs, and might naturally require
some lime to give us its answer to our proposal; and
that no great practical inconvenience could arise
from some trifling delay in this matter. Toward the
end of June, I think it wag on the 27lh of that
Jnonth, M. Guizot came to me, and read to me, from
'a letter addressed to him by M. Theirs, the answer
'of the French government to our proposal. This

Acre.
baroi)

zotlliat the

,

il

I

i

answer was a positive refusal. M. Tlieirs stated,
'That the French government knew for certain that
Mehemet Ali would not consent to any division of
Syria, unless compelled thereto by force.
That
France could not co-operate in the employment of
force against Mehemet Ali for such a purpose; and
therefore, France could not be a party to the proposed arrangement.'
"France having thus refused the ultimatum of the
jBritish government, it became necessary for the
plenipotentiaries of the four powers to consider
what course their governments should then pursue.
"The position of the five governments \va? this:
All five had declared their conviction that it is
essential for the balance of power, and for the preservation of the peace of Europe, that the integrity
and independence of the Turkish empire under its
f)resent dynasty should be maintained; and all five
lad pledged themselves to employ all their means
of action and Influence to maintain that integrity
and imlependence. But France, on the one hand,
contended that the best way to maintain the independence and integrity of the Tuikish empire was

mercy of Mehemet Ali,
and to advise the sultan to submit to any terms
which Mehemet AH might determine to insist upon
as a si'nc qua non of peace; while the four powers,
on the other hand, considered that the further continuance of the present state of military occupation
of the sultan's provinces by Mehemet Ali, would
be destructive oi the integrity of the Turkish empire, and fatal lo its independence.
They thought
therefore, that it was necessary to confine Alebemet
Ali within narrower limits.
'•France, after nearly two months' deliberation,
had not only refused to agree to the plan proposed
by the four powers as an ultimatum of concession
on their part, but had again declared that she could
be no parly to any arrangement to which Mehemet
Ali should not of his own accord, and without coertion, consent.
The four powers, therefore, had
no other alternative, but either to adopt the principle of settlement pressed upon them by France, and
which consisted in recommendins to the sultan entire submission lo the demands of Mehemet Ali; or
else to act upon their own principle, which was, that
Mehemet Ali should be compelled lo agree to some
arrangement consistent in its form with the rights
of the sultan, and compatible in its substance with
to leave the sultan to the
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the integrity of the Turkish empire. By the first
course, the co-operation of France would have been
obtained; by the second course, that co-operation
must be foregone.
"The earnest desire of the four powers for the
co-operation of France had been sufficiently manifested by the persevering eflbrts they had made to
obtain it, during many months of negotiation.
They well knew its value, not only in regard to the
particular object at present in view, but wilh reference to the general and permanent interests of Europe; but that which they wanted, and that which
they valued, was the cooperation of France for the
purposes of peace; lor the attainment of future security to Europe; for the practical execution of
principles, which all the five powers had concurred
in declaring.
They valued the co operation of
France, not for its own sake alone, nor for the advantage and convenience ot the moment, but for
the good it was to accomplish, and for the future

consequences that were to result from it. They
were anxious to co-operate with France in doing
good; but they were not prepared to co-operate
with Fiance to do evil. Therefore, believing as
they did, that the policy recommended by France
was injudicious, was unjust towards the sultan, was
pregnant wilh future dangers to Europe, was at variance with the public engagementsof the five powers,
and inconsistent with the principles which the five
powers had deliberately professed, the four powers
fell that they could not make the sacrifice which
was required at their hands as the price of the cooperation of France; if, indeed, that can be called
co-operation which was to consist in letting events
take their own course. Unable, therefore, to adopt
the views of France, the four powers determined to
carry into execution their own.
"But this determination had not been unforseen,
nor had its probability been concealed from France.
"On the contrary, at various times during the negotiation, and as early as October last, I had stated
lo the French ambassador at this court, that our de-

make no arrangement wilh

147
the pasha without the

concurrence ol the five powers. And yet, her majesty's government have good reason to believe,
that for many months past the French representative at Constantinople has, with the matters to
which that note referred, distinctly separated France

from the other four powers, and has earnestly and
repeatedly pressed the porte to negotiate directly
with Mehemet Ali, and to make an arrangement
wilh the pasha, not only without the concurrence
of the other four powers, but under the single mediation of France, and according to the particular
views of the French government. It is France,
therefore, that has separated herself from the four
powers, and not the four powers that have separated
themselves from France.

"With respect to the course pursued by Great
French government must admit that the
views and opinions of her majesty's government
upon the affairs of the Levant have never, from the

Britain, the

commencement

of these negotiations, varied in the
slightest degree, except in as far as ber majesty's
government has offered to modify these views and

opinions for the purpose of obtaining the co-operation of France; and those views and opinions have
at all times been frankly and unreservedly explained to the French government, and have been earnestly and constantly pressed upon that government
by arrangements which, lo her majesty's government, appeared to be conclusive.
"In the early stages of the negotiation, the declarations of principles made by the government of
France, led her majesty's government to imagine
that the two governments could not but agree as to
the means of carrying their common principles into
execution. If the intentions and opinions of the
French government upon the means of execution
difl'ered, even in the outset of the negotiations, from
those of the British government, then France has
no right to represent, as an unexpected schism between England and France, a difference which the
French government knew all along to exist. If the
intentions and opinions of the French government
as to the means of e.xecution have undergone a
change since the negotiations began, then France
has no right to impute to Great Britain a divergence
of policy, which arises from a change on the part of
France, and not from a change on the part of Great
Britain.
But in any case, when four out of the five
powers found themselves agreed upon one course
and when the fifth had determined to pursue a
course entirely different, it could not reasonably be
expected that the four should, in deference to the
fifth, give up opinions in which they were daily
more and more confirmed, and which related to a
matter of vital importance to the great and permanent interests of Europe.
"But as France still holds lo the general principles which she declared at the outset, and still
aflirms that she considers the maintenance of the integrity and independence for the Turkish emfire
under its present dynasty necessary for the preservation of the balance of power, and for the security
of peace; as France has never denied that the arrangement which the four powers intend to effect between the sultan and the pasha, would, if it could
be executed, be the most complete and the best; and
as the objections of France have applied not to the
end in view, but to the means by which that end is
to be accomplished, her opinion being that the end
was good, but the means insufficient or dangerous,
her majesty's government trust that the separation
of France from the other four powers, which hep
majesty's government most deeply regret, cannot be
of long duration.
"For when the four shall, in conjunction wilh the
sultau, have brought about such an arrangement between the porte and its subject as may be compatible with the integrity of the Ottoman empire, and
with the future peace of Europe, there will no longer remain any point of difference between France
and the allies, and there can then be notliing to
prevent France from concurring with the four powers in such further engagements for the future as
may appear to be necessary, in order to give due
stability to the good effects of the interposition of
the four powers in favor of the sultan, and to secure
the Ottoman empire from a recurrence of danger.
"Her majesty's government will look forward
wilh eagerness to the moment when France will
thus be at liberty again to take her place in the
union of the five powers, and her majesty's government hopes that the arrival of that moment will be
hastened by the full exertion of the moral influence
Allhough the French government has,
of France.
for reasons of its own, declined to take part in
measures of coercion against Mehemet Ali, surely

remain united with France with these matmust have a limit; that we were anxious to go
forward with France, but that we were not prepared to stand still with France; and that if France
could not find the means of coming to a common
understanding wilh the four powers, she must not
be surprised if the .four powers were to come lo an
understanding together, and were to act without her.
"To this count Sebastiani replied, that he foresaw
that we should do so, and that he would foretell the
result.
That w-e should try to accomplish our own
arrangement without the participation of France,
and that we should find our means insufficient; that
France would remain a perfectly quiet and passive
spectator of events; that after a year, or a year and
a half, of unsuccessful efforts, we should acknowledge that we had failed, and should then address
ourselves to France: and that France, as friendly
after our failure as she had been before our attempt,
would give her good office to arrange matters, and
would probably persuade us then, to agree to things,
which we declined to consent to now.
"Similar intimations were also made to M. Guizot, as to the course which the four powers would
probably pursue, il they should be unable to come
to an agreement with France. Tiierefore the French
government having declined the ultimatum of the
lour powers, and having, in declining it, again laid
down a principle of conduct which it knew that the
four poweis could not adopt, the principle, namely,
that no settlement ought to be made between the
sultan and his subject, except upon such conditions
as the subject might choose spontaneously to accept, or in other words, to dictate, the French government must have been prepared to see the four
powers determine to act without France; and the
tour powers, in determining so to do, could not
Justly be represented as separating themselves from
France, or as excluding France from the settlement
On the contrary, it was
of a great European affair.
France who separated herself from the four poweis.
For it was France who had laid down for herself a
principle of action, which rendered her co-opera
tion with Ihe other lour powers impossible.
"And here, without wishing to indulge in controversial observations on the past, I feel it indispensably necessary to remark that this voluntary separalion of France from the four powers was not
merely evinced by the course of the negotiations in
London, but, unless her majesty's government has
been greatly misinformed, it has taken |ilace in a
still more decided manner by the course of the negotiations at Constantinople.
"The five powers had, by the collective note
which was presented to the porle on the 27th of
July, 1839, bj' their representatives at Constantino- that government cannot object to employ its means
ple, declared to the sultan that their union was as- of persuation to induce the pasha to submit to the
sured; and they had requesteil him lo abstain from arrangements which are to be proposed to him; and
any direct negotiation with Mehemet Ali, and to it is obvious, that there are matiy topics which
sire to
ters
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might be urged, and many prudential considerations crease of whig strength in each county in which a
which inif;ht be pressed upon the pasha with more contest was made in October.
effect by France, as a neutral power, taking no part
MARYLAND.
in those affairs, than by the four powers, who are
It appears that every city and county in the state
actively engaged in executing the measures of co- has given a more favorable vote to the whig electoercion.
ral ticket than was given for delegates at the Octo"But be this as it may, her majesty's government ber election. Baltimore city has given a Van Bufeels confident that Europe will acknowledge the ren majority of 31, Baltimore county a Van Buren
integrity of purpose which has actuated the four majority of 679, and Carroll county a Van Buren
powers on this occasion; for their object is disinter- majory of 78. Every other city and county in the
ested and just. They look to reap no seldsh advantage from the engagements which they have contracted; they seek to establish no exclusive influence, and to make no territorial acquisition; and the

ends they aim

at

must be

as beneficial to France as
France, like themselves, is

state has given majorities for the Harrison ticket.

Western Shore.
V. B. maj.

Baltimore city
Baltimore county

Carroll
to themselves, because
interested in the maintenance of the balance of
power, and in the preservation of general peace.
"You will transmit officially to M. Thiers a copy

"I am, &c.

of this despatch.

"PALMERSTON."

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
Consuls. The president of the United States
has recognised Johann Rudolf Mahler, as consul of
Saxony for the port of New York.
William Kruger, consul of Lubeck, for the same
port.

John H. Van Cooth, consul of Hanover,

for the

port of Charleston.

Franklin H. Delano, consul of the republic of
Chili for the city and state of New York.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.

We

shall furnish the readers of the Register, in
brief terms, with the results, so far as they are ascertained at the time we put it to press, reserving
the regular statements until there can be more dependance placed upon their authenticity.
The following states have chosen electors as designated.

Maryland,
Ohio, .
Connecticut,

Harrison.
10
21
.
8
.
4

...
...

Rhode Island,
N. Hampshire

.
.
.

Van Buren.

7

.

New Jersey,

8
51

7

MAINE.

The

following comprise the only returns received
they show an aggrethat can be depended upon
gate whig gain of 203 votes since the September

—

election.

September.
Kent.

Fairfield.

Cumberland 13 towns 4,143 4,298
635 1,370
Lincoln 5 towns
York 18 towns
3,816 3,294

November.
V. B. Har.
4,056 4,437
603

1,238

4,004

3,439

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Returns are received from 121 towns, which give
of 3,316, and showing a

Van Buren majority
Van Buren gain of 2,121

a

at which election
state was 2,951.

the

since the election of 183S,
majority in the

Van Buren

RHODE ISLAND.
Returns from the whole state except two towns,
give a Harrison majority of 1,976, in a vote ol 8,380.

CONNECTICUT.

The returns from all but five or six towns are
received, and show a whig majority thus (ar, of
6,325, being a whig gain of 1,745 over the election
of last April.
Extra congressional election.
There was a vacancy in the New Haven and
Middlesex congressional district, to fill which, an
election was held on the same day with their elecMr. Storrs, (now judge), was
tion for electors.
elected from this district by a majority of 134— and
1K«1. IV. Boardman, (whig), is now elected by a
majority of 1,056, being a whig gain of 922 votes in
the district.

NEW

YORK.

The Van Bnren

electoral ticket has a majority of
to 1,400 votes in the city of N. York,
according to the differing accounts.
The returns from the river counties so far as received are not as favorable in the aggregate to the
whiga as the preceding election.

from 1,100

PENNSYLVANIA.
that about 270,000 votes have
and the result is exceedingeach party claiming to have succeeded,
ly doubtful,
and yet neither of them pretending to more than four
From some of the remote
or five hundred majority!
counties the reported returns vary sufficiently to
It is

oscertained

been taken

in this state,

leave every body in suspense.

NEW
The

JERSEY.

Harrison electors are elected by a majority
There wus an in-

pt aboi+t tvyo thousatid votes,

31
679
78

Harrison maj.
Annapolis city
Mary's county

St.

—
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being placed upright

is

usual

—the

circle of

more true, it having been found that by
method the bore was not exactly circuWe also observed a very neat machine for
lar.
making screws all the workmen in this room were
jnjaged on articles for the frigate, and the beautiful
lini~ii on the brass and steel work is deserving of all
iraise.
In the next room are a large number of
nrges the blast of which is derived from a large
an wheel driven by a steam engine.
A small verical trip hammer, capable of lagotting a bar 6 in;hes square, was in operation as we entered and was
apidly reducing to shape a large mass of glowing
the bore is

old

the

ron.

The foundry next attracted our attention. The
nouhl of one of the frames of the engine was very
leaiiy ready for casting
outside the door was a
Lime which had bfen lately taken from the mould.
t weighs about 12 tons and is of a beautiful Gothic
iat(erri. The castings which we saw are very heavy
nil very difficult, and the
success which has aterided Messrs. M.
T. in their efTorts thug far,
great evidence of skill and .superior workman5
hip
a large number of castings varying in weight
roiii one to twelve tons are in
process of finishing

—

&

—

ere.

place to which we bent our steps was
room, where are four large copper boilnearly finished. At the upper part of the
liildin; one of the engines is being put up together.
ho following are the dimensions ol some of its

The next

the boiler

)

now

rs

arts:

Feel. Inches.
'iameler of cylinder,
6
4
eiiL'th of stroke,
7
ed plate weight 14 tons,
C length
29
2
wiili channels cast on,
^breadth 7
4
lain shaft of wrought
C diameter
1
5
iron,
25
8
\ length
aclille, wheels entirely ( diameter
29
8
ct wrought iron,
I the bucket 10
\Vei:,'ht of steam cylinder 8 tons, weight of bed
te 14 tons and 3,600 pounds of metal used in the
eiti:
__

engines are of the kind usually known as
English marine engines. The cylinders are
aced vertically, with two lever beams, one on
,ch side working on pedestals rising from the bed
ate and connected over the cylinder with the concling rod by side links.
The Gothic pattern which has been adopted is
ry handsome and appropriate
they were comnced in January of this year and will be finished
Ihe spring of 1841.
We view with gratified feelings these substantial
Dnuments of theskill and industry of the mecha;s of our city. Our city has long held an enviable
I'iiation for manufactures, and each succeeding
y but serves to add to it. The light of intelligence
lihedding her cheering beams around our artizans
d oil the daily, nay hourly improvements which
-y exhibit, Philadelphia builds her proud and hojatfame.
[[/-. S. Gaz.
The-iie

e

—

•

H

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.

1

^[Congressional election.

The Kenebec

Journal

"The governor and council have ordered
lother election in the Hancock and Washington

lys:

to be held on Monday, the 2nd day of No'mber; (the day of the presidential eUction), but
Ive not ordered an election in the Oxford district.
Tlie legislature adjourned on the 22d ult. having
Un five weeks in session, employed extensively
prevising the new code of laws.
This revision of the laws was committed by the
I,islature to three commissioners, who made a re)rt at the last session of a revised code, in which
'^ substance of all
the laws previously enacted,
il embraced in about a thousand chapters, was
• idensed into 178 chapters.
This report was re'red by the legislature to a joint committee ofse'1 members from the senate and seventeen from
thouse, to sit in the recess, and to report at an
mourned session. This committee sat 36 days,
»fing which they revised the revision, made numeris alterations and amendments, and reported them
t he legislature at theirrecentsession.
The legislatie has now acted finally upon the subject, and
or<l ed Ihe
new code to be published, under the direc'ti of commissioners.
3elbre separating, a vole of thanks to the speaker
otbe house, moved by Mr. Eben'r Everett, of
ijinswick, one of the commssioners who reported
•
revised code, passed unanimously.
The choice of a United States senator was lelt
<ilricl,

'

the

new

Slection.

legislature.
Official votes for

'duding scattering;
«'

t

at

Augusta.

members of congress,
furnished by our correspon[Portland Adv.

Whig.
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been confined to any party. Many of the friends
of the administration have disapproved the whole
proceedings at Washington. Indeed, all men who
look beyond the present strugj^le, and have a desire
to see peace and order prevail, cannot but view it
as revolutionary and subversive of the very foundaSeveral of the
tion of representative government.
state legislatures, with a spirit worthy of enlightened freemen, have boldly denounced the measure
as an infringement of the rights of tlie states, and
declared their determination to make common cause
with us. The popular indignation has been expressed in many places and by large assemblies of
the people in various parts of the union, but I re-

7,
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assistance in its power towards the accomplishment of the object they have in view.
I also present for your consideration, the resolutions of the legislature of the state of Connecticut
on the subject of the protective policy. They express an earnest desire that the labor of our coun-

try may be protected by law against the policy and
I trust the oclegislation of foreign governments.
casion will be thought a proper one to express the
The
subject.
that
state
upon
of
this
sentiments
course of affairs and the circumstances of the coun-

THE UNION.

proved the ability of man, by kind offices, and
extending to them the blessings of an asylum, ini
cases to ameliorate their condition, and in many
restore thero to reason and usefulness in societ
During the last summer I availed myself of an o;
portunity of visiting the asjlum for the insane
Worcester, and was deeply impressed with the ben
fits of that noble and well conducted inslitutio
reared by the wisdom and liberality of the coramo,
wealth of Massachusetts. I invite your attenti(
to this subject with the hope that New Jersey w
not remain behind her sister states in works of b
nevolence and charity.
At the institutions in New York and Pliilad(
phia, for the instruction of the deaf and dumb, the
are at this time fifteen persons supported at the e
pense of the state, and nine persons at the institutii
I

importance of an early
New Jersey ever has and I trust
to it.
ever will continue to jive her countenance and supcur with special gratification to the solemn protest port to that settled policy of the government.
of fifty thousand of the intelligent freemen of New
I also transmit the resolutions of the legislatures
England recently assembled on Bunker Hill. "We of the slates of Connecticut, New York and Kenlor the blind.
protest," says the declaration put forth on thai oc- tucky, on the subject of the national domain, all of
The report of the trustees of the school fund w
casion, "against the conduct of the house of repre- which regard it as the common property of all the
It will embo
be presented during the session.
sentatives in the case of the New Jersey election. states. I present them from respect to those states,
every
thing important to be suggested on that su
This is not a local, but a general question. In the though the subject has recently been acted on by
Our institutions, our property, the peace a
ject.
union of the states, on whatever link the blow of the legislature, and it will be observed that our
good order of society, in fad, all our dearest rigl
injustice or usurpation falls, it is felt and ought to views correspond with the resolutions now subdepend upon popular intelligence and virtue. T
be felt throughout the whole chain. The cause of mitted.
education of all classes in society, is therefore a p
New Jersey is the cause of every state, and every
The
resolutions of the legislature of the state of mary object of legislation. The people all vote a
it."
vindicate
bound
to
state is therefore
Maine, respecting the northeastern boundary, are their will regulates the movements of governme:
But while we duly appreciate these grateful exalso hereW'ith submitted for your consideration, Our people, as a body, are disposed to do rights
pressions of sympathy, let me remind you, gentlewith full confidence that New Jersey will ever be will come to safe results when reason and in[""
men, that we have a solemn duty to perform. To
ready to render her sister states every practicable gence prevail.
us as citizens of New Jersey, is committed in a
aid against encroachments from whatever quarter,
The great interests of agriculture should no]
her
rights,
and
it
of
vindication
the
special manner
whether foreign or domestic.
overlooked. This is, after all, the fundamental
becomes every Jerseyman to embrace the only
The treasurer will furnish you at an early day lerest of society, and holds the highest rank amo
mode prescribed by the constitution to express his
Commerce and manufi:
all economical questions.
honest indignation and assert the sovereignty of his with a particular statement showing the condition
The citizen who could passively consent of the treasury. By that statement it will be seen tures more or less rest upon it. The cullivalioni
state.
soil, among the most delightful as well as hoBthe
year
for
the
state
last
expenses
of
that
the
ordinary
which
the
emblem
of
state,
is
his
seal
of
to see the
pursuits of life, has claims lo enconrageraei
her sovereignly, prostrated in the dust, may justly the support of government, were less by rising able
peculiarly an agricultural pi
be pronounced unworthy to enjoy the protection $10,000 than the preceding year, owing in part to In this state we are
pie,
and
if pains were taken to introduce ainong(
been
the
legislature.
It
has
session
of
the
the
short
which it ensures. It is gr.itifying to believe that
improvements which modern discov(
those who have thus violated our rights are likely policy of the legislature for the last three years to fanners, the
is bringing to light, and to hold out those rewards
to be deprived of the power to inflict further wounds raise no more by tax than was necessary, with the
indispensable to rouse
on the union, but should a like encroachment be other receipts of the treasury, to meet the current honorable competition, so
no doubt t
attempted under any administration of this govern- expenses of the slate. There is a debt as you will energy and pride of man, there can be
would be greatly advai
people,
condition,
as
a
our
treaof
the
recurring
to
the
statement
legislature
perceive
by
to
ment, it will become the duly of the
convene an assembly of the people to consider surer last year, due (rom the state to the school ed. Experience has sufficiently shown that the pr
fund, arising principally for moneys used in build- perity of the farmer is not to be judged by
measures of security and protection.
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the ten- ing the state prison, and borrowed during the year number of his acres, but by the facility and s
dency of public measures, whatever may be their that the legislature omitted to levy a tax. This with which he cultivates them. Public attentioi
and I hope to
design, is to weaken the power and influence of debt should be gradually liquidated and I hope you awakening to this subject abroad,
final report
the states and to increase that of the president and will make provision for it accordingly. The school a corresponding spirit with us. The
professor Rogers,
the national administration. The power of regu- fund has been considerably increased during the the geology of this state, by
with
the volui
furnished
have
been
completed.
I
lating the militia has always been conceded to the past year by the proceeds of the sales of public
ready for delive
states until the recent attempt to procure an act of lands at Patterson, which were directed to be car- and the edition is, I presume,
to give this voluj
be
spaied
no
pains
will
hope
I
account,
so
that
after
deducting
the
body
of
200,000
men.
ried
to
that
organizing
a
for
congress
We are indebted to our fellow citizens of the south sum of $30,000 appropriated by law annually for general circulation. It will answei little pur
within the reach of the _
for the blow which this project received at the the purposes of education, there will remain a fund unless it be put
.
Whether it shall ever be revived or not not varying much from .$320,000. The tax for the This subject being now completed, it may be^
outset.
will depend on the power of those who originated last year on the Morris Canal and Banking compa- to consider the propriety of seconding the wislie:
any of the people of the state, by making an a|
paid
The
The militia should be exclusively regulated by ny, amounting to $3,000 has not been paid.
it.
The feelings of the people in relation company assign as a reason for declining to pay it, cultural survsy. I believe that a respectable ag
the states.
to the subject are widely dill'erent in diS'erent por- that the capital is not employed for banking purpo- might be procured at this time, possessing great
With us a scrupulous regard is ses but has been expended on the canal. As no perience, acquired from the same einploymeul
tions of the union.
due to the rights of conscience, to secure which discretion was confided to the treasurer by the le- other states.
1 enclose a report of Ihe commissioners of pilot
our ancestors first came to these shores. The bank- gislature, he pursued under my advice, the course
rupt bill, with a clause affecting state corporations, pointed out by law lor collecting the same. It has for New Jersey. Serious complaints were urge
can have no other design than that of bringing all ever been the frugal policy of the state to manage few years since, whether with just reason or no
state institutions under the immediate control of the its finances with strict regard to its current neces- is no part of my purpose here to inquire, in referp
It is of very little conse- sities to avoid extravagant appropriations and em- to the pilotage of the harbor of New York, and
federal government.
quence that the state may incorporate companies, barrassing obligations. And it is certainly a sub- loss of the filexico with an hundred souls, lioin
The ject of congratulation that we are at this moment want of a pilot, finally aroused public atlentioi
if the national legislature may shut them up.
The number of pilots employed
the sub- comparatively free from debt, without bonds in the the subject.
three great projects so lately introduced
with
of
bankrupt
law,
the
power
a
reachmarket and consequently exempt from pecuniary found to be inadequate to the wants of the hai
treasury,
ing stale corporations, and the militia bill, are all difficulties which so much oppress some of our sis- and it was alleged that in the absence of coinp
try sufBciently indicate the

attention

We

—

the course pursued by your immediate
calculated to accumulate power in the national exe- ter states
cutive and to embarrass or prostrate the rights of predecessors on this subject will, I have no doubt,
Let the people of this country watch be scrupulously adhered to.
the states.
with a jealous eye every attempt to remove power
In March, 1839, I was authorised by a joint resofrom the hands of their own representatives in the lution of the legislature, to appoint commissioners
legislature (their neighbors and friends who are to ascertain, as accurately as practicable, the numdirectly responsible to them for their acts), to ber, age, sex and condition of the lunatics of this
strangers removed from their influence, and who state, and the best means for their relief: and if the
may disregard their wishes and wants with impuni- erection of a state asylum should be deemed the
best remedy, to ascertain its necessary cost, and
tyI herewith transmit for your consideration the the best location for it, with any other facts materesolutions and address of the citizens of George- rial for definite action on the subject.
Commistown, in the District of Columbia, agreeably to sioners were appointed soon after the passage of
their request, on the subject of their retrocession the resolution, who look upon themselves the task
to the state of Maryland; also a remonstrance of of making the investigation, and they have made a
the citizens of the entire District, in convention, full report. The report was delayed by unavoidaThey complain, ble causes until just at the close of the last session,
stating their grievances at large.
and with good cause, that they have no representa- so that no aclion could be had at that time. It has
tion in congress, whilst they are subject to its le- siiice been published in pamphlet form and circu
The immediate ground of complaint, latcd generally thioiiijliout the stale. The numbe
gislation.
however, is the refusal of congress to re-charter the of lunatics is ascertained lo be 338, and the number
banks in the District, which are needed for the bu- of idiots 358. This is a fearful number, and th
siness operations of the people, and particularly so wretchedness of their condition should awaken our
as no objections were urged to the b.inks them- liveliest interest.
They are our fellow beings, suf
It will be impossible, in my opinion, for fering under an inscrutable decree of Providence,
selves.
our fellow citizens in that District lo prosper in their in many cases without any faultoftheirown. Unpresent condition. They are oppressed, and I earn- til a late day it was believed that no adequate reestly hope the legislature will render thein all the lief could be aflbrdcd, but experience has fully

tion,

there

was

a

want of energy among

Hi

Congress, by the act of 1839, authorised coinir
ders of vessels coming into or going out of any
situated upon the waters which formed the bom
ry between two slates, to employ any pilot
Uncl«
licensed under the laws of either state.
law of this state, passed the same year with
act of congress, commissioners of pilotage v
appointed, most of whom have a practical kiiowl'
'

of the subject, having themselves been coinman
of vessels. They organized a company of f
lor this state, whose indelatigable services arc
tied to high commendation, as are the unreins
^

and gratuitous services of Ihe commissioners
appointed them. At the last session of con^'
an unsuccessful attempt was made to repeal IIk
Should
of eighteen hundred and thirty-seven.
ther attempt be made it ought to be resisted by e'
Competition should be eii'
frieml of humanity.
raged, and I cannot believe that the country
.

consent again that an exclusive privilege in
business should be conferred either upon cilizci
New York or New Jersey.
The report of the quarter master general, .'I
cii
ing Ihe number and condition of the arms,
inenls and camp equipage belonging to Ihe

]

'

ev'er

s

accompanies

comiuunicalion; and you ar
the arsenal that you may the

'

i

this

vited to visit

'
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ter appreciate the care necessary tor their preservation.
I also enclose a report from the keeper of the
Experience serves to show the wisstate prison.

dom

of the system of solitary imprisonment which
we have adopted. It possesses at least the advanthat it precludes
tage over that which it supercedes
any intercourse among the prisoners, and thereby
prevents the hardened criminal from contaminating
those less aocustomed to crime; but it should be
borne in mind tliat the punishment is severe. It
atfecls the health, and I tear in some instances, the
minds of the prisoners. As the object of this punishment is not to impair life, or reason or health,
but, if possible, to reclaim the criminal and deter
others irom the commission of crime, it should alThe time lor
ways be tempered with mercy.
which many are sentenced has always appeared to
ine too long.
Solitary confinement lor five years is
eijual to ten years imprisonment under the old system. There are some who were sentenced under
the former system, now undergoing the severe punishment of the present. The applications for pardon
have become from these causes, more numerous;
and cases of individual hardship are pressed with
some reason upon the pardoning power. Some
modification in the penal codj might I tiiink be
made to advantage. The frequent exercise of the
pardoning power is attended with danger to the
public peace, and the necessity for its exercise should
if possible be avoided.
Some improvement in the
mode of heating the prison, and some remedy for]

—
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the dampness which affects the health of the prisoners is indispensably demanded.
The embarrassment of the times and the diffusion
of a more liberal spirit among men, have drawn
public attention to the subject of imprisonment for
debt.
It is, I know, a delicate and difficult question.
In several of the states it has been abolished
altogether, and our present limit law renders it a
mere form. The benefit of the insolvent law is so
readily obtained that it affords to the creditor very
It may embarrass for a time an
slender protection.
honest debtor, but will not oblige the fraudulent
bankrupt to give up his property. iWy own opinion
has ever been that (or debt alone in the absence of
all fraud, creditors should not have the power to deShould you
prive a citizen of his personal liberty.
think it expedient to modify the present law on this
subject, it will be your incumbent duty to afford the
creditor other and more summary facilities for obtaining his just demands from the property of his
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cery has been so great that it now requires the
whole attention of the chancellor, and the nature of
his duties calls for permanency in the officer. Under
the present constitution, as it now stands, no man
ever has, or ever can, fill the office of governor, unless educated to the profession of the law, and it
would be no surprising circumstance if others of
our fellow citizens should feel a just pride to fill the
highest office in the gift of the people of their state.
I make this suggestion from no personal considerations, but because experience has satisfied ine of its
If a party question should
fitness and propriety.
be made of it, I would not favor a change, for I hold
it to be an undeniable principle that no people alter
their constitution which is to stand through all parties by any party vote.

Permit me in conclusion to express my deep sense
of obligation for the kindness and confidence which
the people of New Jersey have ever manifested towards me, and which has been so signally exhibited
debtor.
in the recent election.
Called by their pleasure to
Alterations in the constitution of government fill a station always arduous and responsible, and
under which a people have lived long and happily, especially so in a season of great political exciteThat
should be made with caution and jealousy.
ment, I have known no other path of duty than to
of New Jersey is among the oldest written consti- stand by the rights of the state, and to be governed
It was adopted on the 2d day and guided by her laws and constitution.
tutions in the world.
May that
of July, 1776, and is, therefore, two days older than Providence in whose hands are the destinies of nathe Declaration of Independence. It contains at least tions as well as individuals, perpetuate the blessings
advantageously
one feature which I think might be
ol freedom to them and to their children.
changed. I refer to the provision which unites the
offices of chancellor and governor in the same pe:
Trenton, October 27, 1840.
son. The increase of business in the court of chan-

WM. PENNINGTON.
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event which had deprived society of a worthy ed it; Drake made it a point ol honor that it should
member, and himself of an esteemed and cherished be so. Mr. Drake was rendered unfit for duty for
long lime by his wound. He had not, indeed, reLiice the unhappy hermit in the traacqiiaiitance.
vered from it in the summer of 1796, when he
geily of Douglass, he appeared in his sleep "lo hold
dialo;;ues" with the ghost of the viclim,of his supe- was my guest, when in command at Fort Washingrior skill in the use of arms, or more pei-fect self- ton. (Cincinnati), on his way, on furlough, to visit
His friends, however,
possession, and a witness to them might have adopted his native slate, Connecticut.
to the

I

the opinion of the youthful Norval, that the happier
was his who had fallen. Taking Ihe rules which
govern such matters as a criterion, my friend had
The quarrel
nothiiig wherewilh to accuse himself.
was indeed "fastened on him." Generous as brave,
he had done every thing to induce the withdrawal of
the challenge, and when, by a (irst fire, his adversary
was wounded, he anxiously desired that the alfair
might there terminate. His proposition was rejectWhat an instructive
ed; his second shot was fatal.
lesson does this slory present to him who would resort to this mode of settling a personal difficully, and
who possesses common sensibility and the principles
of humanity and honor! the sad alternative, his own
death or a subsequent life of bitter regret and sorrow.
short experience in the army convinced me also
that fighting a duel was not an undoubted test of
true courage. I know instances of duels, ami desperate duels, being fought by men who would not have
been selected, by officers who knew them, to lead a
forlorn hope. On (he contrary, I possessed Ihe most
positive testimony to prove that some of the bravest
men would not be engaged in an alfair of the kind

lot

A

under any circumstances.
I present you with a reminiscence of

my

early

I introduce it not only to sustain my
but from the respect I entertain for the
memory of a gallant brother officer, longsince called
to receive in another world his reward for havmg
preferred "the pr.dse of God lo Ihe praise of men."

military
position,

life.

In thesummerof theyearl793, lieutenant Drake,
of the infantry of the second sub-legion, received a
marked insult from another officer. Manifesting no
dis|)osition to call him to an account, some of those
who wished him well, amongst whom I was one,
spoke to him on the subject, expressing our fears
that his reputation as an officer would greatly sutfer
if he permitted such an insult to pass unnoticed.
The answer that he gave me was, that he cared not
what opinions the olficers might form of him, he was
determined to pursue his own course. That course
was 30 novel in the army that it lost him, as I supposed it would, the respect of nearly all the officers.
The ensuing summer, however, gave Mr. Drake an
opportunity of vindicating most triumphantly his
conduct and principles. He had been stationed in a
small fortress, which had been erected by general
Wayne during the winter, upon the spot in which
they had the previous day deposited a quantity of
provisions, which hail been rendered remarkable by
the defeat of general St. Claii's army three days beThe garrison consisted of a single ritie comfore.
pany and thirty infantry, and of the latter Diake was
In tlie beginning of
the immediate commander.
July, 1794, a detachment of the army, consisting of
several hundred men, under the commaiul ol ni.ijor
McJIahon, beingencamped near the fort, which they
had escorted from the cantonment of the army at
Greenville, were attacked early in the morning by
upwards of three thousand Indians. The troops
made a gallant resistance, but, being turned on both
flanks, and in danger of being surrounded, they retreated to the open ground around the fort.
From this too, were they soon dislodged by the
overpowering force ol the enemy; in the retreat many
wounded men were in danger of being left, which
being observed from Ihe fort, the commandant, captain Gibson, directed his own lieutenant to take the
infantry (Drake'sparticnlar command) and a portion
To
of the rilleinen, and sally out to their relief.
this Drake objected, and claimed Ihe right to C(
mand his own men, and, as a senior to the other
lieutenant, his right also to the vvhole command.
"O, very well, sir," said the captain, "if such is
your wish, take it." "It is my wish, sir, lo do my

duty, and I will endeavor to do it, now and at all
times." was the modest reply of Drake. He accordingly sallied out, skillully interposed his detachment
between the retreating troops and Ihe enemy; opened upon Ihein a hot fire; arrested their advance, and
gave an opportunity to the wounded to elfect their
escape, and to the bioken and retreating companies
of our lroa|is to re-form, and again to face the enemy.
Throughout the whole attair, Drake's activity, skill,
and exiraoidinary self-possession, were most conspicious. The enemy, of course observed it as well as his
friends.
The numerous shots directed at him, however, like the arrows of Teucer aimed at the heart
of Hector, were turned aside by providenlial interference, until he had accomplished all that he had been
sent to perform. He then received a ball through his
body and fell; a faithful corporal came to his assistance, and with his aid he reached the fort; and those
two were the last of the retreating parly that enter-

enjoyed his presence but a short time; having, as I
understood, taken the yellow fever in passing through
Philadelphia, he died in a few days after he reached
his
I

home.
have yet another reminiscence, the relation of

which may serve the cause you have so much

at

heart:

An

army had so

often and so unnecessarily wounded the feelings of anolherof the same
corps, the duties of which made their associations
indispensable, that he considered himself bound to
demand satisfaclion in the usual way. They met,
officer of Ihe

injureil man lell, receiving a mortal wound,
was anticipated he would, from the superior
use of the weapon which

and the
as

it

skill of his antagonist in the

they used. Being possessed of a high grade of talents and an amiable character, he had the sympathy
With others, I visited him alter
of all the officers.
he had been removed to his quarters. He expressed a desire to see the officer with whom he had
fought, and I was present at the interview.
I wish
I could describe, as it merits, this interesting scene.
The circumstances attending it were so deeply impressed upon ray mind, that they never can be eli'aced as long as memory holds its seat.
In the tent were some half dozen officers, the
friends of Ihe dying man, (for he had, from his amiable qualities, many and warm ones), exhibiting
unequivocal evidence of theirsorrow. Conspicious
above the rest, and near Ihe head of the rude couch,
was the manly form of the commandant of the corps
to which both of the duellist belonged, (the beau
ideal of chivalrous valor, and the chevalier de Bayard of the array), endeavoring to stifle, as best he
could, the feelings whih agitated his bosom.
At a
little distance, and in full view of the victim of his
passions, sat insensible
; but I must restrain the
indignation which I still feel. He wns my brother
officer
we shared together the perils of a difficult
war and, in battle, I know that he did his duty
and, whatever had been his conduct to others, I never had personally any reason to complain of him.
But there he sat, apparently, at least, unaffected by
the mischief he had done, by burying in an untimely grave a man who had never injured him, whose
arm might be needed in the pending decisive battle,
with the hitherto triumphant enemies of his country,
and whose intellect might at some future time have
been usefully employed in its councils. The severe
bodily pain which the dying officer had for some time
suffered had ceased, and that calm and ease succeeded
which is Ihe unequivocal harbinger of approaching
death, and which agracious Providence has provided
for the mortally wounded soldier, to enable him to
ofliera last piayer for his distant family, if he has one,
or for the pardon of his own sins.
Turning his intelligenl eye upon his late antagonist, he mildly said,
"he had desired lo see him for Ihe purpose of assuring him of his sincere forgiveness
that he wished
him happiness in this world and that, as the means
of securing it, he recommended to him, with Ihe sincerity of a dying man, to endeavor to restrain the
violence of his passions, the indulgence of which
had ileprived one of life, who had never injured him
in thought or deed.
You will expect me to state what effect the scenes
I have described had in forming my own principles,
and governing my own conduct. I have already
stated an entire change in my sentiments on the
subject of duelling fiom tho.se which I entertained
upon my first entering the army, and for which no
excuse can be offered but my extreme youth, and
the bad examples continually before me.
In almost
every oilier case, possessed of the deliberate opinions
ofaman, you might safely conclude that this conduct would be in conformity to Ihein. But such,
alas! is not the case with men of Ihe world in relation lo the laws which form the "code of honor."
Abstractedly considered, they all condemn them,
while in praclice they adopt them. In all other cases independent men act from their own conviction,
but in this case upon the opinion of others.
I acknowledge, then that the change of my opinion, which I have admitted in relation to duelling,
had no other influence on my conduct than to determine me never to be the aggressor. But, although
resolved to oll'tr no insult nor inflict any injury, I
was determined to suffer none. When I left the
army, however, and retired to civil life, I considered
myself authorised greatly to narrow the ground upon
which I would be willing to resort to a personal
combat. To the determination which I had previously made, to offer no insult or inllict any injury lo
give occasion to any one to call upon uie in this

—

—

—

—

THE DAY.

way — for,

after witnessing the scene which I have
described, the wealth and honors of the world
would not have tempted me to level a pistol at the

last

—

breastof aman whom I had injured I resolved todisregardall remarks upon ray conduct, whicb could not
be construed into a deliberate insult, or any injury
which did not affect my reputation or the happiness
and peace of my family.
When I had the honor to be called upon to command the northwestern army, recollecting the number of gallant men that had fallen in the former war,
in personal combat, 1 determined to use all the authority and all the influence of my station to prevent
the recurrence. To take away the principal source
from which they spiiifg, in an address to the Pennsylvania brigade, at Sandusky, 1 declared it to be
my determination to prevent, by all the means that
the military laws placed in my hands, any injury,
or even insult which should be offered by the superior to inferior officers.
I cannot say what influence this course, upon my part, may have produced in the result. But I state with pleasure, that
there was not a single duel, nor, as far as I know, a
challenge given, while I retained the command.
In relation lo my present sentiments, a sense ot
higher obligations than human laws or human opinions can impose, has determined me never, on any
occation, to accept a challenge or seek redress for a
personal injury by a resort to the laws which compose the code of honor.
W. H. HARRISON.

Father Mathew. The London correspondent of the New York Journal of Commerce, has
the following remarks upon an important subject,
and important passages:
That great and good man. Father Mathew, has
worked a perfect miracle in Ireland. Even the
most violent tory papers admit now the wonderful
effects of the temperance movement, but at the
same time they are fearful that there is some political scheme at the bottom of Ihe whole, and that the
priests arc preparing some diabolical affair.
Silly
and absurd as such ideas are, yet they are entertained by many well informed men, who notwithstanding their abilities are so fetlered by prejudice
as lo believe that it is as impossible for good to
emanate from a Catholic clergyman, as for gold to
be extracted from the basest of metals. However
opposed I may be to Catholicism, I am bound to
admit the truly extraordinary blessings which have
followed the labors of this apostle of temperance,
and therefore to dissent from the opiidon that he
has other objects than those of morality and sobriety.
On the 2Sth, he again visited Dublin, and administered the pledge to thousands, but the most
remarkable feature in his visit to the Irish metropolis was his preaching at the Catholic cathedral,
and lord Morpeth, the secretary for Ireland, with
the attorney general, and other privy councillors,
holding Ihe plates at the doors for a collection in
aid of the temperance cause.
The other day the
marquis of Lansdowne, a cabinet minister, forwarded the reverend gentleman a donation of one
hundred pounds for the same purpose. Invitations
have been specially forwarded to him to come over
to England, and the central society in London aBticipate that he will comply with their most fervent entreaties. They express the greatest confidence in the result of such a visit, believing that
there is a strong disposition on the part of thousands in the capital to join the various temperance
.societies in which it abounds, and which have so
suddenly started into existence, but that they only
require an excuse so to do.
To have taken the
pledge from Father Mathew appears to have been
a powerful incentive to keep it, and multitudes are
now wailing lo receive it only from him. "Stop
'till Father Mathew comes, and then I'll join" is
repeatedly to be heard, and it is to be hoped that he
will speedily realise our wishes.
The natives of
the Cocaigne also, particularly the thousands of
gin-drinking women, require his presence, admonitions, exhortations, influence and anathemas.
The labor will be found most Herculean, but with
divine permission, I have no fear but that it will
eventually be most happily and effectively accomplished.
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GEK. J.VCKSON'S reception IN WEST TENNESSEE,
OCT. 8th, 18-10.
The peoples's address.
Gen. Andrew Jackson Siit; This day has
been dedicated to purposes of gratitude and joy;
and the uncounted throng that stands before and

—

around you, attests the presence both of the one
and the other. This vast assemblage of youth ami
age, and of both sexes— these thousand countenances beaming with delight, and Ihe presence ol
that hoary headed little baiid
that time-worn fragment of the revolution, that remnant of seventy-

—

—

—
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all must remind yoii that the venerable tenant
of the Hermitage is dear to the breasts of this peoAlthough the mother's cry is not now heard
ple.
aa it once was, calling on you to come and protect
her cradle from the ruthless tomahawlc and scalping
knife; although your s\\ord has forgotten to fight as
it once fought, and now sleeps quietly in its scabbard; and although the civic wreath has ceased to
rest on your brow, yet your name and your services stand deeply engraved in the afiections of
your countrymeu. These things stand like a monument pointing to heaven, and will endure forever. They will be treasured up in a faithful remembrance, and transmitted from generation to generation, so long as this state shall have a name," or
liberty a votary on earth.
A long and eventful
life has passed over you
time has frosted your
hair and furrowed your brow, and that distinguished career which God has permitted you to run must
soon come to a close. Your fellow citizens of West
Tennessee, under a fearful sense of this truth, have
called you hither before that sad hour comes, to
renew to you jiersonally the testimonials of their
undying gratitude to' the first benefactor of their

six

—

beloved state. They do not favvn at the fuel of a
conqueror, rushing in thunder from the Alps, and
entering the city in triumph, with a nation of serfs
at his heels, but they honor him who in poverty
and boyhood resisted oppression him who in riper
years avenged his country's wrongs, and vindicated
her honor in toil and peril and blood him whose
lion hearted valor stood fast by that proud eagle
when war had shrouded our land in the clouds of
battle and unveiled the night with its fires, and
suffered not one stripe to be obliterated nor one star
erased-*-him who has long worn, thick and clustering around him, all the honors which a grateful nation could bestow, and who has laid these honors
aside and descended into the bosom of private life,
cheered and sustained by the thanks and gratitude
of a free people. This is the man whom they deAnd with what measure of devolight to honor.
tion will you not thank God for the circumstances
of your distinguished and fortunate life.
Look back to your cradle and see through what
you have passed; and now that you have ceased
from your latwrs, and yoirr works have followed
you, see what you have done and what you have
suftered.
Here is a state, proud and talented and
powerful, that has gathered fame from her association with you, now rising up to bless you, and

—

—

calling

you benefactor.

Here

is

a nation

whose

banner you have borne unrent through many a
hard fought field, ready to place you by the side
of her Washington and her Jefferson; and that banner, unstained with dishonor, now floats in triumph
in every breeze and every clime; and the proud
bird of Jove still holds out in his beak the peaceful
olive, and in his talons the gleaming thunderbolt;
and wherever he flaps his wings, whether on the
wave or on the mountain top, he is acknowledged
the bird of liberty. These, sir, are some of the
fruits and blessings which your long and eventful
life has contributed to produce.
In all this journey
heaven has been your pillar of cloud by day and
your pillar of fire by night and that cloud and
that fire will guide you yet safely through the rest
of the wilderness until you reach that other life,
that Canaan which lies just before yoo. Here, then,
venerated man, while you are amongst us, receive
the tribute of an unmeasured affection, and bear
with you to an honored ^rave the benedictions of
your countrymen and when your eyes shall open
lor the last time to behold the sun in heaven, rest
assured that neither slander nor detraction though
uttered in hearing of the Hermitage, "against the
living and the dead," shall ever be permitted to

—

—

blow its withering blasts or scatter
mildews upon your character; but that

its

blighting

rich inherit-

ance is given in charge of this generation to protect
and defend and transmit unimpaired to the latest
posterity.

Yes, the past at least is secure, and your characand your fame are now placed far bej'ond the
reach of accident or malice. But can I say as much
for the safety of that gorgeous ensign of the republic. Is there no danger that the endeared sisterhood of those stars and stripes may some day be
severed and broken up? Is this union, heretofore
glorious and happy, placed beyond the reach of accident or malice? Is not the dark and grisly spirit
of fanaticism now forging its thunderbolts and filling its vast magazines of malice, ready to level its
fulminations against some of the institutions of the
south, and through them the constitution of the
nnion? Me thinks I see that fell spirit, emerging
from pandemonium, clothed in livid fire, "gloomy
as night, fierce as ten furies, terrible as hell, and
shaking a dreadful dart." But we must rely on
the firmness and intelligence of the people to come
to the rescue of these institutions and of that con
ter
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since been

slitution; and what deep and abiding anxiety must
swell your aged and patriotic bosom for the fate of
that nation to which you have devoted your blood
and your life? We know that your last expiring
breath will be a prayer to heaven to avert that gaand that these
thering storm, that withering curse
glorious institutions of ours may be perpetual,
"esto perpetua" is the prayer of the patriot's heart.

chiefly directed to the adjustment of
our relations with loreign powers, and these have

had such a preponderating influence on the action
of the general government, as to furnish but slight
opportunities for the admission of any principle in
our system, dangerous to republican liberty. But
the period has arrived which frees us from all apprehension or doubt in regard to the operatioii of
our system, so far as the question of security against
foreign danger is concerned; and we are yet to test
our capacity to adjust in an equally fortunate ma»ner, these more delicate relations which belong
to our intercourse with each other, and in which
are more intimately involved the means of preserving our happy union. Hence we may still be said
to be in many respects in our infancy as a nation.
We are yet to see, whether we can resist successfully the many schemes that can be brought to
bear against our harmony as states, and whicfi may
aim to give a wrong bias to the action of both fede-

—

But finally, sir, when you leave this spot, you will
bear with you the prayers of our people that heaven
may yet lengthen out your days and permit you
long to dwell amongst us. Time has torn from
our embrace our Washington, our JefTeison, and
any other names dear to our hearts. These have
taken their places in the clear upper sky, and formed a shining constellation, on which we are accustomed to gaze with delight. But we desire to
hold you back from the society of these your companions, and are unwilling that you should yet join
that bright galaxy.
Yes, "far di.stant, very far distant, be the day when any pen shall write your
epitaph, or tongue pronounce your eulogy." "Esto
in coelum redeas."
General Jackson's reply.

ral

and

state

governments.

Look, I pray you, at the efforts which are making to array one section of the union against the
other.
It is in this aspect that the movements of
Fellow citizens: It affords me unspeakable the abolitionists become fearful and portentous. If
pleasure to be able to meet you on this occasion. It there be any real philanthropy in the mass of those
is probably the last time that I shall have it in my who constitute this party, it cannot be doubled that
power to exchange salutations with you the last it is made to take a false direction by those who are
opportunity that I shall have to thank you per- striving to revive the doctrines of the federal party.
sonally for the many proofs you have given me It is undeniable that the mass of the abolitionists
acknowledge as political leaders those who have
of your respect for my character and services.
The infirmities of age admonish me that I cannot signalised their opposition to the measures which
much longer be a partner with you in the vicissi- will keep the government in the path prescribed
tudes of this life; and I can therefore have no other for it by its founders.
If there is a single abolifeeling when honored with the cordial welcome tionist in the United States who supports or adyou have accorded to me, but that which belongs vocates any leading doctrine of the republican parto a heart full of gratitude, and sincerely anxious ty, I have not heard of it.
Wherever the influence
for your happiness and prosperity individually and of these societies is felt, it adds to the power of
those who favor the establiihment of a national
collectively.
who contend for a system of internal imIf I have been instrumental by the mercy of a bank
kind Providence, in advancing the interest of our provement at war with the rights of the stales
common country, I can say with sincerity, that in no who advocate a tariff of protection unnecessary on
part of my career in life have I felt that any honor the score of revenue, and calculated to multiply
was due to roe, which ought not to extend in a much the scources of discord between the various sechigher degree to my fellow citizens who were as- tions of the nnion.
sociated with me, or to whose judgment and suBut it is less to the fnct that these elements of
pervision my conduct was accountable.
earliest discord are visible in our horizon, than to the truth
impressions imbibed in our revolutionary strugijle that we here, who are the devoted objects of their
were, that the people capable of appreciating the wrath, are strengthening them by divisions amon"
blessings of freedom, were the only safe depository ourselves about immaterial things, that I would
of power, and with these impressions I came when call your attention, and arouse you to a proper
quite a youth to this section of our union, then a sense of duty.
It is impossible that Tennesseeans,
wilderness, but now a rich and powerful state.
whatever divisions or names they may allow themThese impressions soon became a maxim in the selves to be called by, can ever as a majority be
guide of roy life; and it is now a proud satisfaction brought to sanction the doctrines of the federal
to me, after a long experience, to be able to assure party.
Can any Tennesseean say whether he be
you, that time so far from weakening their force, whig or republican or democrat can he say to the
has confirmed them. Thus habitually accustomed leaders of federalism, I will give you my vote beto look to my fellow citizens for aid, instruction cause I agree with you in political sentiment? The
and support, it was impossible for me even to feel almost universal answer is nol Yet such will be
elevated by any event which did not place their the effect of our divisions, if we shut our eyes to
honor and interest far above mine, as an individual. the danger which is before us, and which will inAnd it is in this view alone of the consequences re- evitably befall the country, if the organization of
sulting from my public acts, of which you are pleas- the various influences now brought by the federaled to speak with so much partiality and kindness, ists to the support of general Harrison, should inthat I am enabled to enjoy the satisfaction which clude any considemble portion of the south.
their retrospect is calculated to inspire.
Fellow citizens: I know that in speaking
Fellow citizens:
health is too feeble to sus- thus plainly I expose myself to the obloquy of the
tain me in an attempt to express fully the reflec- federal parly; and perhaps may incur the imputations which are excited in my mind, by the view tion of seekingto intermeddle with the independent
you have taken of our public affairs at this time. judgment of you, my countrymen. The obloquy of
I cannot forbear, however, a brief response to some
the federalists has no terrors for me when the liberof the topics you have touched. You are right in ty of my country is in danger. For them as indiascribing to me a deep interest in the result of the viduals I cherish no unkind feeling, but while I becontest which they have produced between the fe- lieve their principles to be dangerous to the public
deral and republican parties.
I feel il, and throw prosperity, I will not cease to oppose and expose
away the reserve which would suppress an avowal them. For those of my friends who may ascribe to
of it, as an aifecla'ion unworthy of a freeman what- me other considerations than those which I profess
ever may be his situation in life.
in the freedom with which I have adverted to the
These are no ordinary times. It is impossible to present state of public affairs, I must be content to
disguise the fact that a revolution, if not in the say that they do me injustice.
forms, in the spirit of our institutions, is attempted
It is no personal motive, fellow citizens, that
by the federal party; and it would be unnatural for leads me lo speak of general Hjrrison as I have
me to look at the signs which announce the pro- and if I know myself, none such could prompt me
gress of this spirit, without warning my country- in the conviction which I have formed, that the
men of the existence, notwithstanding I may be election of Mr. Van Buren is essential to the predenounced by the whig and federal presses as a servation of republican principles. It is true that
with the latter gentleman I have an intimate acdictator.
Whilst I was your chief magistrate this spirit was quaintance, and have loryears been on terms of the
frequently exhibiteil, and so strongly was I im- closest confidence and friend:-hip.
pressed with the character of its designs, that I felt
But his claims to my personal respect, great and
it my duty in my farewell address to guard you
unqualified as I admit them to be, sink into insigniagainst them, and to which, as a full exposition of ficance when contrasted with those which he preThe display of sents not only to me, but to you, and all the country
ray views, I earnestly refer you.
its power, therefore, in the present political contest as a genuine republican, a pure patriot and a sagacious statesman. To these claims his services,
does not surprise me.
In the early history of our country the federal whenever he has been publicly employed, bear the
party made many attempts to mould the govern- most indisputable testimony, and it is but an act of
ment to their purposes, but they were defeated by duty for me to say that they were most signally disthe vigilance of the people, then fresh from the played whilst he was a member of my cabinet.
chool of the revolution. Our national energy has jiVlr. Jefferson himself in a similar situation could

—

—

My

—

My

i

—

—
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not have been more careful of the public good, or
more resolute in maiiitaining the republican principle free from all innovation or taint, whether
threateneil by open or secret influences.
This, my fellow citizens, is a great ami momentous crisis in our national atfairs in which our dearest rights as

The

freemen are deeply concerned.

presidential election is near at hand, which will decide the fate of our republican system: whether it
will be perpetuated on the great principle laid down
in our written coiislitulion, or changed to a great
consolidated government in which the rights ofthe
states will be destroyed, the confederation trodden
under foot, our glorious union burst asunder, and
your constitutional liberty lost forever. Its destiny
is in your hands, the hands ofthe sovereign people
and at the polls on the 3d of November you decide this all important question, for weal or for woe.
If you cast your votes for that well tried republican
Martin Van Buren, your republican system is perpetuated and placed upon a durable foundation.
Cast your votes for general Harrison, the chosen
candidate of the apostate republicans, the abolitionists, and the Harlford convention federalists, and
your constitutional liberties are perhaps gone forever, and may end liKe that of ancient republics.
Ttien I say to you, go to the polls like independent voters, bearing in your minds the blood, the
treasure, the days of toiMhe nights of watchfulness
it cost your revolutionary fathers to procure and
bequeath to you the invaluable boon of those blessings of liberty which we enjoy; and which every
oblig^ition we owe to posterity binds us to hand down
Then, fellow citizens, I say
to them unimpaired.
to you, go to the polls on the 3d of November next,
with that independent spirit with which your revogo, I say,
lutionary fathers fought and conquered
looking steadfastly at the stars and stripes on the
banners of your country's glory, under which your
revolutionary fathers foughl and conquered, and
give your votes like freemen, as you are to tliat man
whom you believe to be a pure, undeviating and
well tried republican, and your liberty is safe. You
thereby snatch the republican system from that
peril that awaits it, and to which it is now brought
by the combination of a united faction of apostate
republicans, abolitionists and Hartford convention
federalists, leagued together for the purpose of destroying your constitutional government, and raise
upon its ruins and your liberties, a great consolidated government, based upon the combined moneyed
power of England and America, and make the laboring and producing classes of our country, "hewers of wood and drawers of water'" for their own
aggrandisement. Remember, my fellow citizens,
Remember that by corthe fate of ancient Rome!
ruption and the combined corrupt factions she lost
her liberty. Then I say again to you if you vote
for the candidate of this combined and corrupt faction, whose candidate is silent and will not answer
any questions you ask him, and in which your important rights are deeply concerned, you seal the
say again,
1
fate of your constitutional freedom.
fellow citizens, remember the fate of ancient Rome,
and vote for no candidate who will not tell yon with
the Irankness of an independent freeman the principles upon which ifelected, he will adrninisleryour
government. That roan deserves to be a slave who
would vote for a mum candidate where his liberty
Can a freeman who values his rights
is at stake.

—

—

vdte for any

man who when asked

for

his

princi

you with the reply, "I will answer no
questions coming either from friend or foe?" I answer for you that none worthy to be free can do so.
I thank you gentlemen for your kind attention,
and can only add an expression of my regret, that
the feebleness of my health, gives me so little power to do justice to the important object of your assembling ou this occasion.
pies, insults

R.VKE c.iUSE OF AL.\BM. We havc seen in the
office of the secretary of state two communications
from the world's convention of abolitionists, under
the seal of the Biilish and foreign abolition society,
one of them franked by S. M. Gates, a whig member of congress from New York, and both addressed to his excellency James K. Polk, governo,- of

They are incendiary, or
of Tenjiessee.
have
lay them before the public.
the letter of the
publish
to
however,
permission,
governor in reply to Gates, which is as follows:
[Nackville Union.

the state

We

we would

Nashville, (Ten.) Od. 2, lS4it.
the hon. S. M. Gates, member of congress from
York:
of
state
the
Sir: I have received through the post oIKce a
communication, under your official frank as a mem-

To

New

ber of congre.o, containing certain proceedings of
a boily of men styling thccnselv.s "a convention ol
the Iriends of the negro, assembled from various
parts of the world, convened for the purpose of
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promoting the immediate, entire and universal aboThis conlition of slavery and the slave trade."
vention, it appears,
month of June last.

was holden

at

London

in the

The envelope covering the
communication, which comes to me under your

New

—

York is
frank, is post marked at the city of
sealed with a stamp, bearing a pictoral representation of a person in an imploring attitude, and encircled with the words, "British and foreign anti-

The communication

slavery society."

itself

con-

an "appeal to the governor ot Tennessee to
employ all the influence and power with which
Divine Providence has entrusted him, to secure immediate and unconditional liberty to the slave."
The fact is indisputable that you have lent your
official frank to this self-styled "world's convention
of abolitionists," as a means of enabling them to
send their infamous publications in manuscript
through the United States' mails free of expense,
and the presumption, therefore, is, that you countenance and approve the proceedings which you aid
them to circulate. In a postcript to the communication bearing your frank, I am requested to acknowledge its receipt in a letter addressed to the
"president of the convention at London." This
request I shall disregard. X cannot recognise, by
any act of mine, official or otherwise, the right of
foreigners to make an attempt in itself so impertinent and impudent, to intermeddle or interfere with
But you,
the domestic institutions of this state.
sir, are an American citizen, and hy the part you
have borne have made yourself equally criminal
and res|ionsible with the foreign agitators and fanatics wilh whose proceedings you have identified
tains

yourself.

Were

you occupy,

I

it

official station which
declare, that I should

not for the

am

free

to

The
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HON. WiLLi.iM C. Rives, of Virginia,

AND THE GREAT CONSEHV.A.TIVE CONVENTION
AT Auburn— THE journey up the North
RIVER — THE SCENES AND THE INCIDENTS ARRIVAL AT Albany — breakfast with governor Seward — loco foco convention at
Syracuse — arrival at Auburn — the ladies — organization of the meeting — THE

—

speeches, &c. &c.
From, the New York Herald, Oct. 3.
great meeting of conservatives at Auburn
last will long be remembered in the
It was
annals ot the political history of this state.
a glorious affair from its commencement to its
close, and was attended by about 6,000 of the
most intelligent persons in the state, of whom
about 300 were of the fairer and better portion of
our nature.
Mr. Rives, Mr. Legare, IMr. N. P. Tallmadge,
general Tallmadge, general Pierre Van Courtland,
general Starkweather, colonel Graham, judge Sanford and many other distinguished gentlemen, forming the delegation, left New York in that splendid
boat the De Wit Clinton, captain Roe, at 5 P. M,
on Tuesday. At the dock Mr. Rives made a speech.
On leaving the wharf the boat went ronnd the
North Carolina, and gave three cheers; in passing
the Russel Glover, the steerage passengers groaned
out "hard cider." A fine band of music was on
board; and numerous flags were flying and banners
large cannon was
displayed all over the boat,
placed on the forecastle and was discharged some
dozen times going up the river.
Sky rockets, and blue fires, and red fire and gunpowder, and champagne abounded through the
All the way up the river the enthusiasm
night.

The

on Thursday

A

which you have borne in this dark was tremendous. Accustomed as they HSd been
transaction with the scorn and contempt which I to the warm and ardent temperament of the Old
entertain for the proceedings themselves, and which Dominion and South Carolina, Mr. Rives, and Mr.
treat the part

I am sure all patriotic citizens, ardently attached to
the union, and desiring its preservation, will pro-

nounce upon your conduct.

Legare, expressed their astonishment at the demonstrations made by the multitudes on shore at
every point where the boat stopped to lake in delegates.
At Grassy point, Verplanck's, Caldwell's,
West Point, Fishkill, Newburg, Poughkeepsie,
Kingston, Hudson and all the towns along the line
of the noble Hudson, the people in thousands were
waiting on the wharves, with barrds of music, and
loaded cannons; and they rent the air with shouts in
honor of "William C. Rives" and "Old Virginia
never tire."
At Newburgh, and on the heights and wharf at
Poughkeepsie, the scenes were peculiarly imposing;
lit up as the sleeping towns were by the fire rockets.
It is impossible to describe the singularly pleasing
and striking effect of the whole scene. None but
an eye witness could form the faintest idea of its
grandeur and sublimity. On board the boat all was
pleasureable excitement. The band played some
200 or 300 different natiorral airs and beautiful meloCapt. Roe liberally furnished abundance of
dies.

be regretted that the affected and hypophilanthropy of British and other foreign
whom your official frank identifies you, had not been reserved for the sutiering
subjects of their own dominions, whose unremitting toil even in seasons of profound peace is in
many instances scarcely rewarded with the means
of procuring wholesome food and decent raiment.
Unacquainted as the convention, whose proceedings you endorse and circulate by your frank, seems
to have been with the peaceable relation of master
and slave in the United S'ates, their advice is as
worthless as it is gratuitous.
The foreigner, in extenuation of his crime, may
plead ignorance of our form of government, but
from you, sir, his American aider and abetter, no
such plea is admissible. He may be actuated by a
desire to produce insurrection in the heart of a rival
nation.
But what apology have you, sir, for lend- first rate champagne;
ing your official privilege as a member of congress,
"The night drave on wi' songs and clatter,''
to aid him in an attempt to produce anarchy and
and about a dozen Tippecanoe songs were sung, of
confusion in one of the constituent sovereignties of
following was the most prominent and
your own government? Have you seriously re- which the
popular:
flected upon the dangers of the crusade in which
the new whig song.
you are engaged a crusade in alliance with foTPPECANOE and TYLER TOO.
reigners, which not only threatens the peace and
Tune— -LiUle Pig's Tail."
harmony of the union, but may endanger its exisWhat has caused this great commotion, motion, motence if the wicked agitation to which you give
tion,
your countenance is persisted in? Are you so deOur country through?
liberately reckless of consequences as to be willing
It is the ball a rolling on.
to lend the aid of your official privilege to counteCHORUS.
nance and abet foreigners in proceedings calculat- For Tippecanoe and Tyler too Tippecanoe and Tyler
ed, if not designed, to excite sectional jealousies
too,
and heart burnings to divide the states by geoAnd with them we'll beat little Van, Van,
graphical lines to array one section against anoVan is a used up man;
And wilh them we'll beat little Van,
ther; and that, too at the imminent peril of producing
domestic irisurreclion, and a servile war? Have Like the rushing of mighty vi'aters, waters, waters.
On it will go.
you yet to be informed that slavery existed in the
And its cour'se will clear the way
colonies long before independence was achieved!
For Tippecanoe, &c.
Have you yet to learn that at the adoption of the
constitution, the adjustment of the slave question See the loco standard totiering, totiering, tottering,
|)re3enlerl one ofthe chief difficulties to the formaDown it must go.
tion ofthe union which had to be encountered—
And in its place we'll rear the flag
Of Tippecanoe, ifec.
and that it was ultimately settled upon principles of
mutual concession anrl compromise? Would you Have you heard from old Kentuck, tuck, tuck.
disturb the fundamental compact irpon which the
Good news and true,
union ofthe states rests? But I will not argue the
Seventeen thousand is the tune
For Tippecanoe, &c.
question.
It is not one which is debatable.
It is luafter of sincere regret that any American
Have you heard from old Varmount, mount, mount.
ciifzeii should be guilty of such high (reason to the
All honest and true,
first principles irpon which the states became unitThe Green Mountain boys are rolling the ball
For Tippecanoe, &,c.
ed.
Your official frank covering these proceedings
stands up in judgment against you, as a witness Don't you hear from every quarter, quarter, quarter,
whose testimony is not to be impeached.
Good news and true.
The only further notice which I shall take of
That swift the ball is rolling on
these nefarious proceedings of foreigners, wilh
For Tippecanoe, &c.
whom you stand associated, will be to expose them The New York boys turned out in thousands, ihouto the indignant reprobation of the people of Tensande, thousands.
nessee.
K. POLK.
Not long ago,
It is

to

critical

abolitionists, with

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Ulster county, made a good and appropriat.^ speech,
And
pointing out Ihe projiriety and beauty of Ihe alien
To Tippecanoe, &.C.
dance of ladles at these meetings. Gen. Pierre Van
talking.
you hear the Van-Jucks lallsing, talking,
Courtlandt (one of JeBerson's electors) was chosen
Things look quite blue,
president of the convention, and the meeting adFor all the world seems turning round
jouinedloa good dinner, at the American hotel,
For Tippecanoe, &c.
al Uiica tliey set iheir fcnis

Now

Let them

hard cider, cider, cider,
log cabins too,
'Twill only help to speed the ball
For Tippecanoe, &c.
talk about

And

which v\'as washed down with champagne, and the
convention met again on the green in fiont of the
theological seminary at half past 1.
This seminary is situated at one extremity of thp
village, on a beautiful knoll of rising ground, with
At the extremity of
a very large green before it.
Ihe green, and facing the college, a large platform
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and to I'ave the privilege of mingling with you
U the old lepublicaii council hies of the i,,.
have long
I
wished, my friends, to come among you to have
the opportunity to commune with you face to face
on the great iiiterests of our common country, as I
in Diy conscience believe they were never exposed
to more imminent hazard than at this moment
to

changed democracy of the north.

—

to rekindle anew my soul at the
your ardent patriotism, and to warm my
heart and strengthen my resolution by those noble
The latch-string hangs outside the door, door, door.
examples of sell-devotion and courage which your
And is never pulled through,
slate presents to the love and the admiration of the
For it never was the custom of
was erected for the revolutionary soldiers, (many of whole union. Yes, fellow citizens, I well recollect
Old Tippecanoe, &c.
whom were there), the officers of the meeting, the tliat crisis in the destiny of our country, when a
He always has his table set, set, set,
speakers and the reporters. About 40 long benches' small Spartan band, to which my honorable friend
For all honest and true.
were constructed out of rough planks for the ladies, has already made allusion, presented themselves in
And invites them in to lake a bite.
the breach, to sacrifice themselves, if needful, in
all of which were filled v^'ith some of the most lovely
With Tippecanoe, &c.
All the trees around the vindication of the liberties and the rights of the
women
in the country.
See the spoilsmen and leg-treasurers, treasurers, treasu- green were filled, and in every widow of Ihe college American people. [Great applause]. And how can
ers.
there were dozens of young ladies, all anxious to one w ho had the honor to be among the humblest of
All in a stew,
how
see and to hear Mr. Rives and Mr. Legare. There Ihat noble band^how can he otherwise feel
For well they know they stand no chance.
must have been at half past 1 o'clock, not less than can he feel any other sentiment than Ihat of honest
With Tippecanoe, &c.
5,000 persons present. Many of them were there exultation, when he sees Ihat mustard seed, the
Little Matty's davs are number'd, number'd, num- at 1 o'clock.
smallest of all seeds, planted in the soil of American
bet'd,
Here the meeting was called to order by Mr. Jno. gralitiule, grows and flourishes, and becomes a great
Out he must go,
stated that Mr. N. P. Tallinadge tree, so tlial the birds ol the air may seek rest thereL.
Graham,
who
And in the chair we'll place the good
would introduce Mr. Rives to the meeting. This in? Fellow citizens, if I did ever aspire and I do
Old Tippecanoe, &c.
song v\as not aspire to any reward lor any humble exertions
was received with nine cheers.
who shall we have for our governor, governor, go- sung by Mr. Covert, and Mr. N. P. Tallmadge of mine in that glorious cause, to see this glorious
vernor.
rose and said: Fellow citizens, the Spartan band congregation ol freemen, and to hear Ihem say,
Who, tell me who?
"well done, good and faithful servant" this is all
is once more in the field. [Cheers.] In 133S, when
Let's have Bill Seward hr he's a team
Syracuse, there were represen- the reward 1 have ever enjoyed, or ever hope to
For Tippecanoe and Tyler too Tippecanoe and Tyler we assembled at
Fellow citizens, we are in the midst of a
thirty-five counties, [n 1839, v\hen possess.
tatives
but
from
too.
we assembled, there were representatives from al- gieat struggle of adverse and contending elements,
And with them we'll beat little Van, Van,
Now, we are on the issue ol which, I do most solemnly believe, the
most every county in the state.
Van is a used up man.
assembled with no reference to delegates from safety of those republican institutions which we deAnd with them we'll beat little Van,
When
counties, but in one mighty mass from all parts, to rived from our ancestors, vitally depends.
Oh have you heard the news from Maine, Maine, answer to the call of the conservatives convenlion. before, in the life time of the oldest here present,
Maine,
since the hour which consummated ihe revolutiona[Cheers],
All honest and true?
And I ask you, fellow citizens, why do the peo- ry struggle, have we seen the public mind of AmeOne thousand foT Kent, and seven thousand gain
ple gather so, as we now see them do, in mighty rica so deeply agitated from one end of this contiFor Tippecanoe, &.c.
masses all over the country? Has an invasion ol nent to the other? The fountains of the mighty
The beautiful girls, God bless their souls, souls, souls. our country taken place by a foreign foe? Has an deep, as it were, are broken up from their foundaThe country through.
insurrection broken out within our own borders? tion, and this miglity nation of fifteen millions of
Will all to a man do all ihat ifaey can.
No, alas! but the people have assembled with a firm freemen, is organized into a standing "committee of
For Tippecanoe, &c.
determination to put down domestic tyranny, more safety," to take council for the public good, and to
Of one other son» which was sung, the following galling, more dangerous than that of any foreign foe, keep "watch and ward" over the common liberties
verse was loudly applauded;
more deslructive of all comforts, than an insurrec- of us all. Aye, my friends, what means this un"Old Tip he wears a homespun suit.
tion, and more desolating and blasting in its elfects, wonted attendance of the fairer and better portion
of our common nature, (alluding to the great attenHe has no ruffled shirt-wir-wirt!
than even the strife of a civil war.
But Mat he has the golden plate,
have assembled to discuss those principles dance of ladies), but that Iheir sacred altars and
And he's a little spuir-wir-wirt."
of government principles which have been sub- firesides are in jeO[)ardy, and that all the morality
On reaching Albany at six on Wednesday morn- verted to the purposes of the present administra- and religion of this land, and every thing that is
have assembled as our revolutionary dear to human affection, is threatened by the tideof
ing, thousands of the citizens there were on the tion.
wharf to welcome the hon. William C. Rives, and fathers did, to discuss the merits of the stamp act, demoralization now so rife al Washington, and which
here again the air was rent with shouts. The dele- and the tea tax; and have assembled to present has from thence spread, and is sweeping over our
gation marched in procession to congress hall;
those principles of our faith which should be land, and that public liberty which has been the
whence Mr. Rives, Mr. Legare, general Starkwea- held sacred and I have risen here to present to shield and safe guard of all those blessings, is threaSanford,
colons!
Graham,
ther, judge
the reporters you our distinguished fellow citizens from another tened with iuuninent destruction? It is in vain for
any advocate ol power here or elsewhere to speak
of the "New York Herald," were invited to break state.
of excitement such as this, as faclious or factitious.
have seen the effects of some of the mea
fast at the governor's house, where his excellency
look one end of the table and the honorable the se
sures of the administration at Washington, and it is Once, said a statesman of England, he knew not
cretary of state the other. As this was somewhat high time, my fellow citizens, that the Augean how to draw up a bill of indictment against a whole
Augeas, king of Elis, nation of people, and I say no man is authorised, iu
in the nature of a private entertainment, of course stable there was cleansed.
we cannot give what passed, otiier than to say that you know, kept a large number of oxen for nine reference to Ihe display of majesty here to-day, to
on the health of the governor being drank, he rose, years in his stable, without having it cleansed oui; speak of us this day, and of this anxious universal
tation of the public mind, as the result of a facresponded in a neat and very brief speech, and in and it was one of the labors of Hercules to cleanse
No, no, my friends, the great
us excitement.
proposing the health of the hon. Win. C. Rives, ob- it. The Augean stable at Washington has had a
served that Virginia had not yet learnt unkindness number of animals in it for nearly 12 years, without issue of '76 is come forward again. I say it fear:sly, and if you will do me the honor to accom(Laughter and loud cheering.)
to her sons, and that New York had not learnt to be being cleaned out.
iVlr. Rives responded by simunfaithful to herself.
Well, my friends, Hercules performed his immense pany me in the remarks which I propose to submit
ply giving as a toast, "New York and Virginia, task, by turning the river Alpheus through it, and to vou this evening, I doubt not you will hold me
they will be found side by side in 1840, as they thus cleaned it thoroughly. Now, we'll turn the jnslifisd in Ihe declaration I make, that the whole
were in 1836." The hon. the secretary of state then great current of public opinion (that is rushing all course of the present administration has been a
gave "Mr. Legare of Soiitii Carolina; that man over the land) through the Augean stable at Wash standins war on the great interests of our counlrj',
must be ignorant of the political histoiy of his coun- ington; and we'll not only clear out the litter and and a flagrant conspiracy against the rights and litry, who is not conversant with ihe merits of Mr. tilth, but v\-e'll clear out the cattle along with it. beriies of the American people. [Applause]. I say
this, fellow citizens, 1 beg you to understand, unLegare." Mr. L. replied by giving "a speedy re- (Immense cheering and laughter).
storation of the good da republican limes; liberty
But I have not arisen to speak, but to introduce der the influence of no passionate excitement in my
and law within the states; the constitution of the to you a man who stood up for the defence of his own bosom! I speak under a full sense of the saunion between them."
country, in the very worst of times; in Ihe times cred obligation which a free representative of the
At 9 o'clock the delegation left Albany for Au- that tried men's souls. (Loud cheering). I have people ought to feel, when he discourses with his
burn. All along the line of rail road, the greatest risen to introduce to you, that noblest work of God, fellow citizens, on the interests of their common
enthusiasm prevailed; the ladies waved white hand- an honest man. (Cheers). One who stood up in country; and if I do not satisfy you, that in prokerchiefs, the men shouted, and all classes ran down his place on the floor of the senate, and declared in nouncing this declaration, I have but uttered the
to the cars to see, to speak to, and to shake hands the presence of the minions of executive power, that "words of'Iruth and soberness," then, fellow citiwith Mr. Rives and Mr. Le^^are, although the rain he had a country to serve, as well as a party to obey! zens, Ihe fiilnre may be attributed to the feebleness
descended in torrents the whole day. At Syracuse (Immense cheering). I have the honor to Intro of the advocate, and not to a defect in the truth and
friends, in common with
the conservatives came in contact with a Iragment duce to you the hoiiorable William C. Rives, of Vir- justice of the cause.
a large majority of you whom I have the honor to
of the loco loco convention, which met that day to ginia.
the number of 8 or 10,000, but were dispersed and
Here a voice in the crowd called out, "nine address this day, I supported honestly and heartily,
dispirited by the rain.
The delegation reached Au- cheers for old Virginia," and nine cheers were the election of Mr. Van Buren to Ihe presidency of
Ihe United Slates. (Numerous voices in the crowd
burn about midnight, and the greater part of them
C. Rives then came forward, and cried "so did I.") Gentlemen, that is the response
had to sit up all night, on account of the crowded
The hon.
state of the place.
Here as elsewhere, the night was received with tumultuous shouts of welcome. I expected from this large assembly. 1 know you
did; and I did so too, and for precisely the same reawas spent in singing Tippecanoe songs, and shout- He spoke as follows:
ting and hurraing.
Mr. President and fellow citizens of the state of sons that you supported him because I reposed
At 11 o'clock on Thursday morning, the conven- New York: I am most proud and happy to have the faith and confidence in those professions of his de-

come among you
altar of

—

A

Now

—

—

—

—

We

—

We

—

We

—

My

Wm.

—

General Tallmadge opportunity of meeting so large and imposing an
was appointed president pro tern..; Mr. Romeyn, of assemblage of my brother freemen of New York,
tion

met

at the Baptist chapel.

mocracy which no man more eloquently and unequivocJIy made than Martin Van Buren. But I also

—

—
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supported liiin as a soiithfin man and a Virginian,
lor a reason not coiniuon to yourselves. I was glad
to have the opportunity, as a Virginian, to manifest
to New York, in the person of one who was deemed her favorite son, that debt of gratitude whinh was
due to her for standing by the sons of Virginia, in
our great constitutional battle for liberty; and I can
say in truth, in the name of my own honored cominonaealth, that she too, by this impulse of gratitude, was glad to come freely forward with the energies of her whole mind and soul, to support a citizen
of N. York. But my fiiends, when we found that
Mr. Martin Van Buren, by every measure of his
administration, from the outset to his latest act, falsifying those republican professions on which we
gave him our confidence. when we found his conduct in office contlicting with the professions which
brought him into it^when I thought honestly that
I did see him pursuing, in spite of remonstrance
from his own state and all others of the union, measures which I believed were fraught not only with
certain destiuction to the properly of all, but with
imminent danger to our common liberties, I could
not, as an honest man, hold up my face before ray
honest compatriots of Virginia, and the whole union,
(-Apajid continue my support to him any longer.
plause). Felloiv citizens, I did more. Placed by
ihe confidence of my fellow citizens of Virginia,
with your own noble son, who has just addressed
you, (Mr. N. P. Tallmadge), and who never will
[great applause]
in the senate of
deceive you
the United States, as the representative of a free
people of America, I did not satisfy myself with a
mere negative discharge of my duty by refusing, to
give my concurrence to the measures which were
proposed by his administration. I felt that I had a
higher duty to perform to cry aloud and spare not;
and because 1, with my honorable friend, Mr. Tallmadge of your own state [great c'.ieering] and
in concurrence with another noble champion of
American liberty, (Mr. Legare), who has come
here to aid us this day, [renewed cheering], when
we thus interpreted our duty to our couritry and
acted thus, fearless of all consequences, and looking only for the approbation of our God and the
thanks of our country, which we this day receive
when we pursued this course, as we were in duty
bound fearlessly to pursue it, you heard us denounced from one extreme to another as traitors and aposFor what, my fellow citizens? For one I
tates.
[Great cheering]. I glory in
glory in the name.
a name, my fellow citizens, with which, earned by
such conduct, in the better days of the republic, I

—

—

—

—

—

—

we who
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who have been

arraigned
for those high crimes and misdemeanors against our
common country, or those who have falsely accused
[Cheers, and cries of "them, to be sure."]
us.
Gentlemen, and I beg leave most respectfully to
appeal to every man who answers to the name of
whether he stands in the ranks of Mr.
republican
Van Buren, or amongst the great body of the people
who are in opposition to Mr. Van Buren*s measures;
I appeal to all, without distinction of party, to say
whether the measures of Mr. Van Buren's administration have not been, from beginning to end, one
continued struggle, to build up executive power; and
to build up executive patronage; to use his own language in the better days of his history, for his own
condemnation, "to absorb all power from its legitimate purposes, and to condense it under one single
head and that the executive." And this has been
done, gentlemen, by a sonof the state of New York,
I will not call him her favorite son, for you disown
him. [A voice in Ihe crowd cried out
"we wont
own him for a son."] As I told him to his face, he
has Ibrgollon all those traditions which in his earliest history bound him to your service, and to Ihe
principles of democracy.
What did Mr. Van Buren say in a memorable debate in the year 1826,
when reviewing Ihe history of political parties in
this country, and defining his own position?
He
then, when putting forth the specious creed of his
democracy and republicanism, to aid him in gaining the highest station in this country
the executive, he then thought proper to give us with the light
of his experience and his matured reflection on the
subject of these remaiks, on the distinction which
he drew between the rival creeds of democracy and
federalism.
I quote his own words which he used
in the debate on Foot's resolutions
"the constant
aim of the federal party has always been to absorb
all power from its legitimate purposes, and to condense it to a single head, the executive; but on the
other hand, the true democratic republican party of
the country had ever exerted its power to resist
these encroachments, and to limit the extent of executive power."
Now, on which side the line of this party disstand before you,

—

—

—

—

—

tinction, as

drawn by Mr. Martin Van Euten him-

has your great or

little magician been found?
On which side the line drawn by the
magic finger of Martin Van Buren does he himself
stand and his party? and on which side stand we,
the people?
I say we, the people, for I ain one of
them; for this is no paltry and evanescent contest
between rival aud contending parties in the counmight aspire to some humble praise a name which try between whigs and democrats; but is a great
and vital contest between Ihe great body of the peoI consider the highest title of distinction, and which
[Applause]..
ple who seek to vindicate their claim to Ihe liberty
I hope to transmit to my posterity.
But 1 ask my friends, and if there are any of Mr. which their ancestors bequeathed to them, and the
Van Buren's friends present, with whom in better officeholdeis, wilh Mr. Martin Van Buren at their
days I had the honor to stand side by side, fighting head, at Washington. [Applause].
My friends, will you have patience with me while
the batlle of constitutional liberty in this blessed
I review some of Mr. Van Buren's own misdeeds,
I appeal to them, and I ask them to
land of ours
say how have we been traitors and apostates? Have aud bring to Ihe test of his own ilelinition of repubwe betrayed a solitary principle of that cherished licanism and democracy, the character of his own
republican creed which we professed in common administration? I mean not to speak of an isolated
with that individual who now occupies Ihe highest act; but I will speak of the geiieial lenor of his acts,
olfice in tliis country? I call in vain, and ever shall, and I will enter into arteries of those acts and meafor any one to specify one solitary instance in which sures which have given a distinctive character to the

—

self,

[Laughter].

—

—

policy of his administration.
And it will be found
that his adnjinistralion devtiopes a train
not a sobut a train of abuses, all pursued,
with one unvarying aim, to establish an executive
supremacy, or in other words, a tyranny over the
free people of these states.
Gentlemen, take his first and leading measure,
the sub-treasury, or, as I understand it is called by
Mr. Van Buren's advocates in Ihe state of NewYork, the independent treasury a scheme to make
the government independent of their rightful masters, the people.
[Cries of "it is."]
What is that
boastful scheme by which the whole country is convulsed, and which, by Ihe tactics of Mr. Van Buren, has been fastened on Ihe necks of the people?
Why, it takes from its most legitimate depository
the most vital and important power, the government
[Immense cheering].
tions, I never will.
But 1 have taken the oath of alleeiance to my of Ihe public purse, and puts it into the hands of the
own honored commonvveallh, and 1 took the oath of chief executive magistrate of Ihe union. Let my
fidelity to support the common constitution of our honorable friend, Mr. Silas Wright, argue like a

we

have departed from a single principle of the old
and orthodox creed of this country, that we ever
professed, and to whirh we still adhere. There is
not one. Well then, my friends, have we been trai
[No! no]. No, no, my friends; it is
tors to you?
that ste'ru and unflinching fidelity with which we
have stood by you and the common liberties of our
country, which constitutes o'lr highest offence in
the eyes of those who thus stigmatize us.
What is it, then, my friends? Treason to Martin
Van Buren! [Shouts of laughter]. I thank God,
my friends and fellow citizens, lor myself, and I
can equally say it for my honored friends here, that
I never took the oath of allegiance to Martin Van
Buren or to his government; and so long as God
spares me Ihe use of my faculties, to direct my ac-

country; and I feel, and trust I ever will
(eel the solemn aTid sacred obligation which such an
oath imposes, when brought into conflict wilh such
miserable consideration? as are connected wilh mere
[Loud and continued cheering],
parly discipline.
lint my old republican frienils, and I am happy to
appeal" to such, you shall have an opportunity this
day, if my sirenglh already nearly exhausted in the
fields ofaclion, in season and out of season, and ifmy
voice does not fail me, and your patience will enable me to go on wilh Ihe dovelnpmeni, I will enable
you, by the light of truth, and the unerring light of
history, to judge who are the real apostates, and who
are the traitors to their country. [Cheers]. Whether

common

litary usurpation

—

—

—

"Philadelphia lawyer," as long as he pleases, in his
conventicle at Brooklyn, and the truth will still
bear me out in sayinc, that to put Ihe money in the
hands of the executive acenl, and those exclusively dependent on him in office, is in fact to put Ihe
public purse in Ihe hands of the president of the U.
Stales himself.
[Yes, yes].
Now, my fiiends, let' Mr. Martin Van Buren be
the judge and Ihe witness, and try this measure by
his own definition of republicanism and federalism.
They call it modern, and I will say it is a spurious
democracy. Is it republican, my friends, to attempt
to take the custody of your money, which the constitution places in the responsible hands of your
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representatives, and give it, with unlimited dominion, to the president of the United States, through
the instrumentality of his minions and dependents?

[No, no].
Mr. Van Buren himself, if he were here, would
by recollecting his former declarations, he compelled to stand corrected on that head, that it is not ancient and orthodox republicanism.
It may be
modern and degenerate loco focoism. [Immense
cheering].

Gentlemen, we are indebted to Mr. Van Buren
for another novel and alarming doctrine which he
has attempted to interpolate on our republican in-

—

You all will recollect you who have
done me the honor at any time to regard those solemn
words of warning which from time to time from my
seat in the senate I have felt it my duly to utter in
the ear of our common country
you will not have
forgotten those ominous words in the second annual
message of Mr. Martin Van Buren, who, while renewing his recommendation of the sub-treasury bill,
did so under the pretext that it would divorce banks
from Ihe slate; and in the same breath he urged ujion
the United States the doctrine that while all lega!
and responsible connection between the government
and the state banks should be dissolved, the executive should have unlimited discretion to employ
the banks or not, as he and his gifted secretary, Levi
Woodbury, might think proper that Levi Woodbury, of whom, I think my friend here (Mr. N. P.
Tallmadge) used to say, that his head was a muddy
as the Missouri
[roars of laughter]
that you
should leave them at perfect liberty to employ banks
when, where and howsoever they might think proper for parly expediency, under the plausible pretext of the public good. Is that republican doctrine?
Or what is it, my friends? Bring it to ihe
test of jiractical operation, and what is it but this,
that after giving to Mr. Martin Van Buren unlimited control over the public purse, by Ihe independent
stitutions.

—

—

—

—

treasury as he calls it, you give him unlimited dominion over Ihe moneyed institutions of the country,
by giving him power to employ banks or not as he
may see fit, in the fiscal operations of the government. What is this but more than any constitutional
monarch in the world has? What is it, while you
put into his hands such power, but to subject the
banks to the diminion of executive influence to
hold out to him the power to subsidize and enlist
the banking institutions for the party services of
the president of the United Stales. [It is to become
a monarch]. Aye, what is it but as you observe,
to make him a limited mona.'ch. [Applause].
is this?
What did Andrew Jackson, whom we delighted to support in his belter days, and while we
believed him true to Jefiersonian democracy what
did he tell us? Why, in regard to the public moneys, or Ihe employment of banking institutions as
a iiscal agent of government, that as little as possible should be left to Ihe executive.
But Mr. Martin Van Buren is the follower in Ihe footsteps of
that illustrous man
[laughter]
but he follows in
his footsteps only to take the back track.
[Renewed laughter], ile comes forward, and in contempt
of this maxim of genuine democracy, delivered over
and over again in his annual messages by general
Jackson, he tells you to leave every thing to the

—

How

—

—

government.

—

Now, gentlemen,

is

this

democratic

doctrine?
What said Jefferson in his first message
to congress? and he is the highest authority on all
questions of genuine democracy?
Ihat all executive power over Ihe public money should be

Why

by legal and constitutional
bounds, and yet Mr. Martin Van Buren is impatient

strictly -citcumscribed

of

all

legal restraints.

He says, the union between the government and
the banks must be dissolved; bat you may have all
imaginable connection, if you will permit Ihe president to direct it on his own terms, and as the interests ol his fjclions require.
Gentlemen, is Ihat
republicanism or federnllsm?
["It is despotism."]
Yes, it is despotism. Do not let ns characterize it
by parly names, and call it federalism. [Laughter].
1 say it is bank monopoly, and not American fedederalism.
It is bank usurpation; [applanse]; Ihe
usurpation of an ahsolule monarch, and will Ihe
voice of New York respond to that?
[No, no],

Gentlemen, do you think I htive done? [No, no, go
on]. If you will permit me, gentlemen, I will proceed Willi the almost unlimited catalogue of misdeeds; but if had my life lenghfened a thousand
years, and I had a thousand tongues, I should not
be able to enlarge Ihe catalogue of executive usurpation. But lei me call your attention to a few facts,
by which you will be able to judge of the acts of
the anti republican parly, the monarchical and despotic adniinistralion, into which your government
has fallen.
friends, what did seneral Jackson
tell ns
he whom we formerly supported?
republican friends
my Van Buren friends if there
are such who honor me with their attention this

—

My

—

—

My

—
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day. and to \\ lioiii I may tiiaUe a iViemily adinoriiiowhat diJ Audrew JacUsoii say in his (iist
ry appeal
inauj^urnl address to congress!
Did he not tell us
that he deemed it the first and the highest duties
prescribed by the voice of the people, in the list of
official responsibilities of the president, to restrain
all those abuses that brougiit the exrcutive in conflict with the free exercise of the right of suffrage!
And what did Jefferson say in his letter in reply
to an application of gov. McKean, of Pa? Jefferson
told him what he said might be true of the past,
but for the future he would be president of the U.
States, and he pledged himself that if any federal
officer dependent on the pleasure of the national
executive, should attempt to influence or control the
exercise of the elective franchise of the people, he
would immediately and ignominiously dismiss him
from office. [Cheers]. And how did he redeem it?
[Loud cheers]. He was not a man of words only,
but showed his faith by works. And when he hecame president, one of his first acts was his circular
to notify the officers of the national government to
forbear, either directly or indirectly, all interference
with the elective franchise, under the penalty of dismissal from office.
And what said he on the sub"What is it to permit the interference of the
ject?
federal agent, but to suppress and smother the great
constitutional privileges of the people, by patronage
and every other sort of corrupt means?" [Loud and
continued cheering].
And how has Mr. Van Buren, the follower in the
footsteps of general Jackson, acted on these doctrines?
Has he respected this vital attribute of poOn the contrary, has he not
pular sovereignty?
encouraged their officiousness in seeking' to take
from the people themselves the great vital privilege
of choosing their own representatives without inteference and dictation, and subject not to the control or dictation of the executive?
Look at the memorable report of Mr. Wall, senator of the United States, which was sustained by a
party majority, and pushed on by party discipline
more particular!}' when the doctrine has been extolled by a party in the United States
how has he
acted upon them?
My friends, my New York republican friends, look at the scene exhibited before
you in that great focus of corruption, the custom
bouse of New York? Have not a responsible committee of the house of representatives of the U.
States, acting under the responsibility of their oath
of office, shown that there was an organised system
of interference with the popular right of suffrage,
Every
in every department of that custom house?
one of these fungi of executive patronage have been
laid under contribution, according to the magnitude
of their salary, to contribute to a fund to suborn
the great right of popular suffrage; some $50, some
$100, some gloO. And when the executive of the
United States was called upon to interdict this, did
he do so? No! no! But instead of this he has done
the reverse. Has he issued a circulai? lias he done
so?
No, he never has; and as long as he remains in
power he never will. For no more gratifying service can an officer render to him, than to busy himself with the elections to keep up this party dynasty.
[Ctieers].
What have we seen? An inferior subclerk at Washington, under the nose of the president, devoting liis whole time in and out of office,
writing articles for newspapers, to instruct the dear
people how to bestow their suHVages to uphold this
dynasty. And Mr. Van Buren, instead ofdiscountenanciiig this thing, has encouraged it! There was
the memorable interference in the crisis of the Virginia election on which Mr. Van Buren then thought
that his fate depended. There was an insulting
column in Ritchie's "Enquirer," which villified the
individual before you, for the purpose of inducing
the people of Ihat ancient and honorable commonwealth, to give their suffrages so as best to sustain
Mr. Van Buren in [lOwer.
But the people of Virginia, true to Virginia,
wherever attempts were made to overawe their honest confidence, they rebuked them.
Yet what did
Mr. Van Buren do? Did he leave the insolent official menial in miserable obscurity?
He, who was
filling up the columns of Richie's "Enquirer" with
abuse of your humble servant he who was only
an inferior befure (here N. P. Tallmadge cried out
"a clerk in the treasury department,") to increase
this interference; he was taken up, and from a $1,400
clerkship, in some obscure department, where he
had no duties but to promote the sinking fortunes
of Mr. Martin Van Buren, he was promoted to the

—
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dent in Ihe privy council, and become a v\riler for a
miserable parly press?
[Here a stentorian voice
from the crowd cried out, "and all for one dollar!"

Laughter].
Yes, all for one

dollar!
And not one only; for
knowing full well that he and his master have so
impoverished the people of this great nation, that
very lew are able to pay a dollar. And if not "club,"
and give us a quarter a piece! For the one thing
needful, in the eyes of this administration is to subscribe to the "Extra Globe."
Well, w hat do you see? One of those public servants, availing himself of the confidence which his
situation gave him, growing up into familiarity with
the various deputy postmasters, writing letters,

which were virtual commands, calling upon their
true fealty to the party to procure subscribers for
its "one thing needful!" Yes, what do they tell you,
my republican friends? Why, that our fanners and
mechanics must have as "the one thing needful,"
the Extra Globe. You may do without tea and sugar,
and the comlorts of life to which you have been
accustomed from childhood, but the one thing needful, without which you cannot do, is to subscribe a
quarter of a dollar to this Extra Globe, and through
it support the administration of Martin Van Buren.
[Laughter and cheers.]
Now, have you seen the rebuke with which a high
minded president would have visited instinctively
any interference with such vital privileges? Then
to bring it to the test of Martin Van Buren's admission, is this not another attempt to annihiJate Ihe
vital principles of democracy, and to wrest from the
people those precious privileges of choosing their
own representatives, and submit that privilege to
the coriirol of the president of the United States
himsell? Is this republicanism, or is it despotism and
tyranny, aye, and monarchy itself? [Loud cheers,
nd cries of "it is!'"]
My friends, I have not time to dwell on all those
things; hut there is one more demonstrated act of
this administration, which I cannot in justice to
this occasion, omit to notice
I mean the attempt
of the president of the United Slates, through his
secretary of war, after having obtained possession

—
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subjicl to niarlial law in the time of peace! [CiieS
of 'shame!"]
Arid yet the}' insult you, taking you for miserable dupes and gulls, by calling this plan a militia.
What! in the pay and service of the United States,
drilled and trained by the officers of the regular army,
subject to the rules and articles of war in time
of peace, and yet they insult a free people by
telling them that this is a militia force!
[Cries of

"shame!"]
There may be those who

for party allegiance may
be induced to surrender their liberties and dearest
rights on the altar of party despotism; but even
those revolt and repel as it deserves, such an insult
as this directed to their rights, feelings and understanding. No one, my friends, of the republican
sons of New York, or the republican sons of Virginia, or any one ol our cherished sister slates of
this republican union, but knows too well ihe miserable device, to be gulled by such a nomenclature as
this
all intended and purposed to carve out from
the militia of the sovereign states, a standing fe-

—

deral army in the pay of the United States, under
Ihe command of the president, in a time of peace,
anil to he drilled and trained by officers of the regu-

lar army, and to be subject to the rules and articles
of war and to all the sanguinary rigor of the martial
code.
(Here a voice in Ihe crowd, cried out "he
does it to make himself first consul!
Napoleon
like!")
You will be reminded by your own recollection
of Mr. Martin Van Buren, what a mild, smooth,
alfable, smiling
what a polite man he is (f.,aughter)
a man who never wielded a sword when his
country called for his services and is he to be suspected of such a daring attempt at military us'jrpation?
Gentlemen, you have not read human nature
as 1 have read it, if you have not interpreted that
humility "is young and old ambition's ladder" too.
(Applause).
Look at Cromwell! Was, not his
usurpation in the name, and avowedly for the benefit, of the dear people?
Look at Boiiaparte!
When he turned out the council of five hundred,
did he not do it in the name of equality, and for the
sake of the dear people? And 1 set up Mr. Van
of the public purse, to obtain unlimited control Buren against all the men of other timesin reverenover these sound institutions of our country, (faith- tial regard for the "dear people." Gentlemen I
ful to the traditions of the usurpers of all olher have called your attention to what Cromwell has
countries), to take the sword in time of peace from done in regard tothis very militia his regular army
where the constitution has placed il, and to put has become a little refractory; he could not depend
that too in the puny grasp of your executive inajes- upon them for the purposes of despotic power, and
Is this republican democracy, or is it despotism? there lore, he wanted to make a lodgmenton the peoty.
[Cheers, and cries "he can't use a sword, d
ple? Whatdidhedo? Piecisely whatMr. Van Buren
has attempted to do. He created a standing army
him."]
does this square with Mr. Van Buren's de- under the name of militia, because he conceived
finition of republicanism?
I know a miserable at- they would be more dependent upon the executive
tempt has been made, fellow citizens, to quibble Mr. than your regular array. ( He has taken that, as he
Van Buren out of this measure; but all in vain! He takes all his projects, from Europe). Yes, my
friends, he has tak>?n them from all the old rotten
is the legitimate resjionsible author of this extraordinary conspiracy, which has risen up in these latter despotisms of Europe, and even from the piratical
days of degeneracy which has risen up in this free, island of Cuba, the land of the sub-treasury and the
republican government of America, to crush the bloodhounds too.
(Immense cheering and roars of
laughter).
liberties of the people.
Mr. Rives commenced speaking at ten minutes
Need I tell yon, reading, intelligent, reflecting
men, as J'ou are, what were the lineaments of this past two, and finished at thirteen minutes to six
bold and daring plan of military usurpation, to con- o'clock.
trol the conslitutional power over the militia of the
After Mr. Rives closed his speech, there were
states, in time of peace, which Ihe constitution has loud cries of "Legare! Legare!"
As it was now
reserved to the states themselves? I recall it.
I
nearly dark, Mr. L. begged to be excused. "No
allude to the annual report of the secretary of war, excuse," shouted the people.
friends," said
Mr. Poinsett, which was under the eyes ol the pre- Mr. L. "I shall not do myself justice." Cries of
sident, whem he submitted his message to congress, "go on."
in which he said, "I cannot too strongly recommend
Mr. L. "Well, then, I shall have to speak in the
the plan to the representatives of the people of the dark,"
United States in congress assembled."
The crowd. "Very well; we'll stay and hear
Now, let us look at that report of Mr. Poinsett's; you."
and I meant to confine myself to his original comLights were then brought and placed in the frees,
munication made to Mr Blartin Van Buren himself, and Mr. Legare then spoke from six o'clock until
and which was before his eyes when he submitted half past eight. Mr. L. was very happy, fervid and
And what was it but to eloquent.
his message to congress.
annihilate all slate sovereignly, and to centre it in
Joe Hoxie then sang the song given above, with
Ihe president; to lay off these twenty-six indepen- this verse added impromptu by one of the reporters
dent states into ten millitary satrops, or military lor the Herald:
despotisms, in imitation of the military despotism of
"And now nine cheers for Rives and liisfriend friend
the Persian monarchy, for it is to that we must come?
friend!
Yes, a proposition, without regard to state guardianAnd their stales, too!
ship, was made to divide the United States into They'll help us soon the times to mend
eight or ten military districts, (I think at first eight
For Tippecanoe and 'Tyler too!
was the proposition), and to organize the militia, as
For Tippecanoe and Tyler too!
they called it, in each district, so that you would And with iheni we'll beat litile Van Van Van
Van is a used up man!
have had 12,500 men in each of these satraps in active service, himself the commander-in-chief of the And with them we'd beat little Van!''

—
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United Slates, when they should be called into active
This verse was responded to by "nine cheers for
They were to be discipled by the officers the Old Dominion." These were given. Judge
service.
of the regular army; they were to be drilled and Sandford then read a long address and several
Fellow citizens need I recall your attention to commanded by officers of the United States army, strong resolution's. These were put by the veneraanother instance without parallel, of a government, and disciplined wherever and whenever the secreta- ble president, and carried. Joe Hoixe then sang
pretending to a decent regard for popular opinion, ry of war or the president should call them into ser- Ihe song of "Up Salt River," and the meeting adin the case exhibited of Amos liendall, your late vice; and further, they were to be in the pay of Ihe journed about 9i o'clock at night, peaceably and
postmaster general of the United States, laying United States, and consequently, under the consti- quiet; and several of the ladies remained till the last
down his office as confidential adviser of the presi- tution, subject to articles of war, and necessarily moment.
high and dignified office o( undersecretary of state.
(Cries of "shame shame!")

—
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Aquatic life hat. The patent is of ihe most iiiiporiaiu characttr, and surpasses every olher discoyeiy
fjr the preservation of lite from drowning, and luliy
Its great excellence
justifies the name given to it.
consists in adapting that part of the dress which is
universally worn in all stations to the purposes of a
is so contrived that there is not any
life buoy, and
perceptible difTerence, when upon tlie head from the
common hat, which circumstance, together with its
lightness and small cost, cannot fail in making it a
But in addition to the above
favorite with the public.
recommendation, the person who uses it can, at his
pleasure, and while supported by it, increase its buoyancy sufficiently to save three other persons who may
be struggling around him. There is no doubt that,
when these lacts become generally known, the life hat
will be universally used bv the crews of the royal navy,

merchant vessels, and different yacht clubs, watermen,
and all description of persons whose avocations take
them frequently upon the water. The experiments
under the direction of Mr. WiMiams, the superintendent of the Royal Humane society, whose experience
and opinion, being valuable, it may be added, speaks
in the highest terms of the excellence and utility of the
[London papers.
invention.

Allesamt cocntt, Md. The population of Allegany county, according to the census just taken, is
15,6S6— being an increase of 5,084 since

1830.

Baltimore city. Population 101,490 souls— being
an increase of 20,865 since 1S30.
Banks. The Commercial bank of Millington, Kent
county, Md. has exploded, and one of the concern has
been arrested.

1840— CHRONICLE.
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gentleman of great integrity, and justly esteemed for niards, and by emigrants from the Canary islands as
his private worth and many excellent qualities.
earlv as 1730, and once contained a population ofsome
[Richmond Whig.
12,000 or 15,000 souls. It is built chiefly of stone.

A

We

Emigration.
detachment of two hundred perShepberdia.
have received from the Messrs.
sons, mostly farmers from England, are now congre- Winship, some rich clusters of the Shepherdia, (BuflTalo
gating at Buffalo, and will proceed in a day or two for berry) or American olive, as they very appropriately
Illinois.
The men and boys are sturdy, athletic fel- term it. The fruit is very fine, fully ripe, of a clear
lows, and the mothers and daughters the picture of bright red color, sweet and delicious in flavor, and very
health itself. Another dot upon ine expansive prairies. luscious as fruit. The berry is of the size of a large
Engliili currant, but
perfectly round in shape.
Exchange.
York on London 108gal09; on The crop is abundantmore
and prolific, covering the wood
France 5 12J; on Philadelphia 22; on Baltimore l|al|;
almost entirely, with a beautiful rich deep green leaf,
Richmond 22a3; Charleston Ijal^; Savannah S^aSi;
pendant through the clusters. It yields fruit from a
Augusta 4i;
Orleans 2a2i; Natchez 20j25; St.
mere thrub. It is one of the most desirable trees for
Louis 53a6.

New

New

Flour,

in

N. York, Genessee

arrives

freely

and

commands

$5to5 125 for eastern market.
Georgetown is dull at $5 87 5, 'and Richmond mills at
$8 23. At Philadelphia, superfine readily commands
$5.
At Baltimore about 3,000 bbls. sold during the
week, mostly at S4 94; receiving price J>4 87'; of city,
mills about 3,000 bbls. have been taken for export at
S4 87|; Susquehanna is held at S5. The inspections
of the week 12,627 bbls. and 372 half bbls.
readily

Gallicia. According to an official census of the
population of Gallicia, recently published by the Vienna
papers, it appears that the total number of inhabitants
is 4,763,661, of whom 32,212 are gentlemen, and 4.783
ecclesiastics.
The Roman Catholics are 2,094,443;
United Greeks, 2,077,995; Greeks, 269,327; Protestants
25,128;

and Jews 283,345.

ornament, and when in full fruit, its splendor is magnificent.
They can be procured, male and female, of
any size, on application at the nursery, at Brighton.
[TVaTiscript.

A

Silk.
company of English capitalists have undertaken the culture of silk on a large scale in Guatemala.

A

sPLENDro service of silver plate, consisting of
seven pieces, richly chased, of massive appearance,
and beauuful pattern, has just been completed at the
silver manufactory of Messrs. R. and W. Wilson, at
the corner of Fifth and Chesnut streets.
From the inscription on each piece we learn that it is a present to
"Robert Gamble pf Welaunee, from the ofiicers of the
United States army, serving in Middle Florida, 1839."
This elegant present, we understand, is to be transmitted to. day to its destination.
[Pennsylvanian.

Iros shaft. At the iron works of Mr. L B. Ward,
Steamers. The Acadia, captain Miller, left Boston
York, there is now in process of manufacture a
wrought iron steamboat shaft, weighing upwards of on the 1st, at 1 o'clock, P. M. on her way to Halifax
and Liverpool, with 45 passengers for Liverpool, and 7
four thousand pounds.

New

for Halifa.x.
Three individuals at this moment
BooKSELLEBS.
Louisville manufactures.
Cotton goods manuThe President, left New York on the 2d, for Enghave almost monopolized the bookselling trade in factured in the neighboring towns of Kentucky are sold
land, with eighty-five passengers, and about $150,000
Germany. The most powerful of these is baron Cotta, annually at Louisville, to the amount of $1,000,000.
in specie.
the proprietor of ihe Allgemeine Zeitung. The baron In 1839, a year of limited activity, there were sold in
Britannia arrived at Liverpool at 2 o'clock on the
periodicals,
The
hterary
ofhiijh
is likewise proprietor of six
Louisville, brown cottons to the value of $276,095,
standing, and is said to have from 300 to 400 editors in prints to the value of $249,824, cotton yarn to the morning of October 15, in 13g days from Boston and
I I days 3 hours from Halifax.
his pay." He is proprietor ot the copy ritiht of all the value of $224,819, bleached cottons to the value of
The British Queen arrived off Cowes at 9 o'clock on
works of Goethe, Schiller, Herden and Uhland. The $89,859, and checks and ticking to the value of 68,180
second of these hterary grandees is Reimer, of Berlin, dollars; making in all the sum of $978,773. Louisville the morning of the 17th, in 15 days and 20 hours, having
who owns the copv-right of all the works of Jean also distributes the iron manufactures, tools, machine- left New York on the 1st. She had contended with
strong easterly winds.
Paul, Tick, Kleist, Johannes von Mullei", Novalis and ry, &c. &c. manufactured in the same towns.
Schlegel. The third is Brockhause, of Lcipsic, proStocks. InNew York marke', Ohio 6 per cent
Montgomery county, Md- The population is 14,659; sold
prietor of the "Conversations Lexicon," which alone
at 9S; Illinois 6's at 80.
New Orleans bonds,
employs the time and talents of 100 literary men. being a decrease of 5,157 since 1830.
second municipality, to the extent of 5,000 were sold
Brockhause is likewise the publisher of a most colossal
Napoleon's tomb. The model of the tomb of Na- at 75. Indiana si.xes 791; United States \:,^nk 65a655
will
finished,
consist at
Encyclopedia, which, when
poleon, now erecting by M. Marochetti,underthedome Vicksburg bank 12ial5; "Illinois bank 70.
least of 200 volumes; and a few months since he com- of the invalides, is composed of a large base, surroundRobespierre. Mr. Brownson, in speaking of those
menced a new daily papei-, and is about to publish, at ed by columns and has reliefs, supporting at the four
who call him a "Jacobin,'' and the "American Robeswork,
upon
a
periodical
most
extena
moment,
this
corners as many statues, one holding the globe, another pierre," says: ''We like these names; and if we can
sive and peculiar scale.
the sceptre, and a third the hand of justice, and the last find leisure, we intend to iinmortalize the old 9ans cnlBrandv from potato starch, a great revolution is the imperial crown. Upon this is another base, two- lolles in a novel, to be entitled 'The Jacobin,' of which
at present going on in the distilling trade, from the recent thirds the wid th and one-half the height of the first, also Robespierre shall be the hero.
When his true history
discovery that potato Hour, or starch, is capable, by decorated with bas reliefs, and having at each angle shall be told he will be a man for Americans to respect,
This again is sur- and not to screech over.'*
due fermentation, of yielding a very pure and well an eagle with expanded wings.
mounted
by
a
pedestal
eight
feet
high,
have
decoratetl
specimens
recently
been
with
Some
tasted spirit.
Tobacco. The Baltimore .American of the 30th Oct.
submitted to the spirit merchants, which even the most bas reliefs, and bearing in the centre the word Naposavs: The demand for Maryland tobacco has fallen
experienced among them have scarcely been able to leon, upon which is an equestrian statue of the empeoff considerably this week, the shippers having mostly
distinguish froiu French brandy; for even the true ror, wearing the imperial mantle, and having the brows
filled their orders for the present.
There is still, howvinous flavor of cogniac has been successfully imitated crowned with laurel. The left hand holds the bridle,
ever, some inquiry, and sales of small parcels snitnble
by certain chemical composition which the English while the right carries the sceptre of the empire, raised
The two bases and pedes- for certain purposes are occasionally made. Holders
refiners have been enabled to add to the spirit from to the height of the head.
potato starch. Three distillerii'S for the production of tal, which rise to the height of neariy forty feet, are are quite firm, and prices are the same as last week,
The equestrian v'z: inferior and common $4a5 50; middling to good
this kind of British brandy have recently been erected of wood, and the statues of carton.
$5 50a7 50; good $SaS 50, and fine $9al3. The rein the metropolis, and two of those are already in ope- statue is 15 feet high, the eagles 6, and the other ornaments in pi-oporiion. The effect is exceedingly grand, ceipts of Ohio are light, and the article in less demand.
[London paper.
ration.
and worthy of the subject; it is expccteti to occupy M. Former prices are fully sustained, viz: inferior and
Cotto.n. In New York, prices remain at our last Marochetii three years.
common at $4a4 50; middling $5; good $5 50a6 50;
quotniious and little done in the article lately.
fine red and wrappery $8aJ2; and fine yellow at S7 50
Newport, Rhode Island, has a population of 8,321.
Mobile, Oct. 19. For the last si.x weeks the weather
alO. The inspections of the week comprise 470 hhds.
Phrenology expanding. A French philosopher, Maryland 140 hhds. Ohio; 20 hhds. Kentucky; and 5
has been as fine for the planter as he could desire.
The equinoxial storm, so severe here, did not extend M. Bellocque, has discovered that each organ in the hhds. Virginia total 635 hhds.
picking
of
cotton
the
has
and
gone brain has a correspondino; cauglion or bullring in the
into the interior,
Uncas monument. An effort is making in Norwich,
forward wi'h rapidity. No casualty that may now hands and feet, and that the developments of particuI lar portions of these members would indicate not only Connecticut, to erect a monument to the memory ot
hefal the crop can possibly make it a short one.
have no doubt our receipts will reach 400,000 bales, and the size of the corresponding organ of the brain, but Uncas, the glory of Mohegan, the friend of the white
the production of the U. States 18 to 1900,000 bales, also the function anil activity of that organ.
He de- man. The ladies of Norwich, having waited a long
60 that we have no prospects of prices going above monstrated the fact to the academic de science, basing time in vain for the gentlemen to go on with the work,
having undertaken the business, and availed themthose of last year.
it upon thousands of careful observances and admea'
selves of the occasion of the whig convention held
Our receipts of cotton last year made 446,775 bales, surernents.
[There would seem to be something appropriate in there on the 15;h instant, and got up a fair of refreshvalued at 814,300 000; ilie year before last, 251 742
The exports from this the idea of looking elsewhere than to the head for the ments in fine style, the iiett proceeds of which amountlialcs, valued at $16,500^000.

—

—

—

however, year before last, made a loss to the shippers ot over S2,000,000.
The little doing in cotton is at a decline from the
prices of two weeks ago, of J to 1| cents. Sales of
fair are making at 9i cents, and other grades in profurther reduction is anticipated on the reportion.
ceipt of a large accession to our present light stock.
city,

A

Cuba. The island contains a population of about a
Upon this number of inhabitants,
million and a half.
the government raises a revenue of twelve millions of
dollars.

Deaths during the last week. In Plitliidetphia, 77,
of which 32 were under two year? of age, and 10 were
In Baltimore 33, of which 22 were
people of color.
males and 1 1 females; 8 were colored persons, 4 slaves
anti 4 free; 1 1 were under 2 years of ago.

Death of professor Bosnvcastle.

A

letter

from

the university to a gentleman of this city announces
the death of Charles BunnycastiR, esq. professor of
in that institution.
This event inflicts a
serious loss, not merely upon the institution, but upon
Professor B. was a
the cause of science in Virginia.

mathematics

ed

understanding.]

Presbyterians— Wie gown.
states, that the

presbytery of

cent meeting, recommended to
tion of the gown in the pulpit.

Brunswick,

a retheir brethren the adop-

Prince George's county. The population
being a decrease of 9J7 since 1830.

Potomac aqueduct.

We

at

to the

sum

of $312.

Washington, D.

The New York Sun

New

the citv of
is 22,777.

Mr. Webster.
is

19,476;

C.

The number

of inhabitants of

Washington, as ascertained by the census,

gret to learn that

The Boston
Mr. Webster

Atlas says:
is

quite

ill

"We

at his

re-

f^iirni

Franklin, N. H. He was unable to be at Salisbury
on Monday, according to his engagement; and it is altogether probable that the state of his health will not
allow him to visit any of the other places, \\'here he has
been expected, before the election.''
III

&

learn from the Army
Chronicle that the coffer dam of the eighth and
has been prepared, and the excavation of mud
from the bed completed and the foundation laid upon
rock, twenty-five feet below the surface of the water.
Wheat in New York, Gennessee and Ohio, comIt is expected
that the pier and abutments will be mands 103 to 1041.
At Philadelphia—good red at 100
finished before navigation closes this winter.
The a 103; 8,000 bushels have been purchased for the next
tiniber for the trunk of the acqiieduct is in process of Liverpool packets.
At Baltimore, prices remain at our
"Kyanizing,''and will be laid in the ensuing spring. last quotations, 70 lo 100 for Virginia and Maryland
Miydr Turnbull of the engineer corps is the superiiT- inferior to prime red Pennsylvania prime red comtenant of this stupendous work.
mands 103 a 101.

Navy

last pier

—

San Antonio,

the Mexican frontier town of Te.xas,
has quite a feudal aspect, and its churches and towers,

Weather.

Snow

in Massachusetts during the
nights of ihe20ih, 21st and 22d ult. to the depth of six
and moats and bridges remind one of some of the di- inches. Afier that storm the weather became, and has
lapidated cities of Old Spain. It was settled by Spa- since remained, mild for this period
of the year.
fell

—
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FOREIGN ARTICLES.
ENGLAND.

The London Sun

says that, at Marseilles, France,
B rabble had as=einb!ed and grossly insuittd the English and Russian consuls in their rcspectiie divelIin2;s.
It is said they were strangers to the town.
Destructive fire in London.
On Siinduy, October
IS, aboiit eleven o'clocic at night, the extetisive manufactory of Messrs. Sinuda, Bros, engineers in
Summer street, Bankside, Sontliwark, was found to
be in flames. The firemen of the ditfeient divisions
were soon upon the ground, and commenced their
operations, Iheir utmost endeavors could only confine the fire to the slack of buildings (covering half
an acre of ground) which formed the establishment,
after several hours hard work, the fire was subdued,
but not until it had completely deslroytd the buildings.
As the firemen were prejiaring to return
home, another alarm was sounded, and on proceeding to the sjiot, a fir more destructive fire than the
preceding was found to he raging in Ihe lumber
yard of the Messrs. Roslings, exteiisive timber
merchants and proprietors of the sttam saw mills,
Bankside, and within a hundred yards of the scene
of the other conflagration.
The spectacle at one
time was magnificent, a number of piles of timber
forty faet high being at the same lime enveloped in
flames.
While the fire was raging above, it made
its way to the arches beneath, in which Ihe most
valuable limbers are kopt, most of which were destroyed.
The loss of the Messrs. Roslings, is very

extensive.

An extensive fire has also raged in IManchcsfer,
destroying before it was subdued, (he extenpive
cotton and wool warehouse of Mr. John Shawcross,
in Halfmoon street, the cotton warehouse of Mr.
Malchell, and Messrs. Hilton, paper makers. The
loss is estimated at $-15(l,O0t).
FRANCE.
The attack on the king of France. The following
account of this affair is copied from a4ate French
papei:
iDarines, Ihe assassin, said, on his examination,
that Ihe carbine with which he fired at his msjesly

was loaded with

five bullets ai;d eight

buck

shots.

This lully accounts for Ihe bursting of Ihe barrel,
and the circular direction taken by the charge, to
which in all probability the preservation of the lives
of the king, queen and madame .\delade was owing.
In fact, Ihe barrel burst with such violence that it
produced nearly the same effect as the expln.ion nf
a shell. One of the footmen, named Gnis, wa< struck
on the right leg. The wound is not serious, and
Vol. IX— Sic. 11.

has not been ascertained whether it arose from
one of the projectiles or a fragment of the barrel.
It also confirins the account of the wound in the
hand of the national horse guard, M. Bertolacci.
The middle of the right side of the king's carriage,
The
the rail and one of the springs were struck.
carriage was brought back from St. Cloud yesterday morning for examination by the magislrates.
The surgeons who were appointed to dress the
wounded hand of Djrmes on Thursday eveidng, inspected it again yesterday morning, and amptitaled
three of his fingers. They thought it likely that a
The followfurther operation would be necessary.
ing are particulars as to the person, h.ibils and life
Darmes is a little man, of lorbidof the assassin:
ding countenance, and somewhat deformed. His
forehead is low, and gives to his couidenance a vulgar aspect. He wears his b^ard cut to a ]>oint, and
his mustaches of a light yellow tint and very thin.
On being asked what use he intended to make of
the pistols and poniard found upon him, he replied
that he carried Ihem for the purpose of defending
himself Fortunately he was so stunned and confused
by the e.vplosion of the carbine and his wound, and
surprised by Ihe promptitude with which he was
seized, that he had neither time nor self-possession
it

—

to

make

use of these arms.

nalized his valor in many engagements; was twice
severely wounded; acquired a large fortune by
gambling, in which he was the keenest and luckiest
of Ihe whole expedition.
On bis return in 1824
a colonel, he was quickly invested with the rank of
brigadier; he carried olf the only child and heiress
ot a rich proprietor of Andalusia; commanded a
regiment several years at Majorca; his wife, now
the dutchess of Victoria, is unrivalled for beauty
aiid manners and influence at court.
The titles of
the wagoner's son exceed in number and sound
those of any duke of Ihe old Spanish regime.
It
is probable that it will soon
be necessary lo proclaim him dictator in all the forms and attributes.
The destinies of Spain, says the review, are at Ihe
mercy of a soldier of fortune. The old order of
society is destroyed; the new one a mere embryo;
the prestige of royalty, worked by queen Christine, a woman of intellect and intrepidily, and the
military force wielded by the patriotic and judicious
will oi an E«partero, are Ihe only remainin-' elements of real government the only securities
against total anarchy, in that Spain which, so lew
years ago, was fanaiicdily monarchical and ecclesiastical beyond
any other example of modern

—

times.

AFRICA.

A search

was made at his lodging, which consists
ofastnall room which he has occupied for about six

The following account ol the paj% dress and
e(}uipn3ent of the regular troops of Abd-el-Kaderis
given b}' the Constilutionnel:

months past. Before this time he lived in the Rue
Trevise, and was expelled for bad comluct. At his
"The uniform of the infantry is composed of a
lodging in the Rue de Paradis there was found a jacket of gray serge without ornament, with a hood,
great number of papeis, nearly ail copies of j^atn- a waistcoat of blue serge, pantaloons of the same,
phlets and revolutionary proclamations, in his own and a red cap.
Every three months each soldier is
hand writing. Amongst them were copies of a supplied with a linen shirt and a pair of shoes of
speech of Saint-Just, and of a speech destined to yellow leather. To this dress he adds, at his own
refute the proclamations of prince Louis Bonaparte. expense, a bournous and a haik.
The equipment
Besides these papers, there were a great many consists of a cartridge-box of morocco leather, susothers covered with notes on the most celebrated pended by a strap over the left shoulder, and atrepublicans of antiquity. Several passports of dif- tached to a belt. Each soldier has a musket and
ferent dates show that Darmes had been successive- bayonet, and some have pistols and ayatagan in the
ly a servant, a porter, and a frolteur.
Some time bell; but these latter are furnished by themselves.
before he committed this attempt, Darmes went Every soldier receives daily a pound and a half of
inio a wine shop and drank a glass of wine.
He bread cake, and a pound of coarse flour, with which
then went on towards the Quai des Tiiilleries, and he prepares his couscoussbu. Twice a week a
like Alibaud, iliil not fix upon the spot for commit- sheep is given to every twenty men.
The troops,
The half however, find more considerable resources in pilting the criu.e until much calculation.
of the barrels of the carbine, which was not found lage.
The pay is from four lo six boudjoux per
immediately after the attempt, has been discovered month. The sub lieutenants have S boudjoux, the
in one of the trenches of the Place de la Concorde, lieutenanls 12, and Ihe agha only 36.
The suband some of Ihe fragments were found near the pa- lieutenants are distinguished by an embroidered
rapet of the Quai.
sabre on each shoulder; Ihe lieutenants have two
sabres crossed. The oHiceis have also a silver rinoSPAIN.
curious case has on the third finger of Ihe left hand, which is preSpanish refugees in France.
On this ring is a seal, with
arisen in the dependence of the thirty thousand sented by the emir.
the name, rank and date of appointment ol the offiSpanish Carlist refugees on the French treasury
These heroes of the high road, who hate the French, cer. There is an agha or superior commandant of
and whose cause the government Ins so long labor- infantry for each khalifa, from whom he receives
ed to put down, must be fed; will not work; cannot orders for the movements of Ihe troops. There is
be murdered; accept readily French support; and also an agha in chief for the whole of the infantry
The uidform of the regular cavalry
thus, the defeat of their cause imposes a fresh tax with the emir.
on France of millions of dollars. We have news of of Abd-el-Kader does not ditier from that of the
It is composed of a jacket of red
fresh dissensions in the government of Spain, resig- French spahis.
nations of ministers, rivalry of generals; which may clolh, with black stripes on the sleeves and back,
engender another civil contest, and sena across the and a waistcoat of red cloth faced with- blue. Each
Pyrenees swarms of refugees of new denominations, soldier adds to this uniform a muslin haik, with
all destitute, and vastly more eager than grateful for which he covers his head and shoulilers, and which
he ties with a cord made of camel's hide. This
French hospitality.
The accounts, received yesterday, of Ihe summa- haik replaces the turban. The horse soldier recejves a horse and harness, but no bournous. He
ry execution of many of the Carlist ofiicers and
soldiers, and women accused as spies, excite horror, is armed with a musket without bayonet, or with a
notwithstanding Ihe plea that extreme severity will carabine, a sabre and a pistol. He hag the same
alone accomplish the dissolution of the surviving cartridge bo,x as the foot soldier. The spahis of
bands of Don Carlos, the costly prisoner, who has Ihe emir are only regular cavalry in name; they are
altogether without mililaiy instruction. The regubeen, since Ihe 13th cf September last, safe and
lar cavalry have Irumpelers like the French, and
comfortably at Bourgcs.
they sound in the same way. The artillery is comEspartero. The number of La Revue des Deux
posed almostexclusively ol French deserters, Turks
Monies, for the !5lh ult. contains an authentic and
anil Koulouglis.
The emir has not a man capable
ample biography of Espartero, v\hich exhibils an of pointing a gun properly,
and accidents in the
extraordinary career and heterogeneous characler.
military exercises are frequent. All Ihe materiel
He was bm'n at a small village in La Mancha, in is out of order and almost unfit for service. The
the year 1792; his father a wheelwright or wagonguns are mounted upon very heavy carritiges, with
er; he received from his elder brother, who became
wdieels of a single piece of wood."
a Franciscan friar, a clerical education; in 180S, he
TEX-AS.
the
French;
he
afteragainst
private
enlisted as a
From the New Orleans Picayune of the 28th ult.
wards went throui;h a course in the military school
entered by the we have the annexed important and interesting inin Ihe island of Leon, which he
from Texas. That paper says:
favor I'f an old Anrialusian marchioness; be left telligence
Tie steam packet ship Savannah, captain Wade,
Ihsl scliool a sublieutenanl; einh.iki'd in MnrilhiV
exptililioii to S'juth Aiutiica; roae to the s'aU'; sig- arrived yesterday morning from Galveston, bringing
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dates from the new republic to the 23d instant, [comraiinity (he last forlnight,has not existed since
AVe find the followins news in our files:
the memorable contest, in congress, between Mr.
The Austin Sentinel of a later date contains the Jefferson and ]Vlr. Burr. The "long agony" is now
following extract of a letter, dated
over, and the community is quieting down.
"La Villa de los Jacates, Sept. 20.
The amount of the majorilieain their favor is yet
"Sib: An express ariived at the head quarters ofl unknown, but it is obvious that they will obtain
the federal army, yesterday fiom Montere, bring- considerably more than in the pronortion of two
ing information that general Urrea was twelve Djiles electoral votes to IMr. Van Buren's and col. Johnfrom the city of Mexico, in momentary expectation son's one
of being attacked by the united forces of BustaThe following states have been heard from, not
mente and general Santa Ana, who had formed an all of them officially, but sufficient to place their
alliance to sustain centralism.
votes beyond all doubt.
"The Texian fleet had been at Yucatan; they
Electoral vole.
Jlggregate vote.
were received as a national fleet; the porls were ilSTATES.
MarriFan
HaniVan
luminated, and one of the grandest and most splenson.
Buren.
son.
Buren.
did festivals ever knovvn in the country was given Maine,
10
to the officers of the Texian fleet in Campeachy.— New Hampshire,
7
25.483
31,919
The federalists of Yucatan and Campeachy were Massachusetts, 14
anxious to form an alliance with Texas.
Rhode Itland,
4
5,157
3,181
"Col. Jordan sent an express a few days ago to Connecticut,
8
general Canales, to march with all expedition to the New York,
42
Rio Grande; that gen. Reyas was within 30 miles New Jersey,
8
of him, with 700 men, with orders I'rom Arista to Pennsylvania,
30
attack fiim forthwith, but that he was in such a po- Deleware,
3
sition that gen. Reya-s could not do it.
Maryland,
10
Canales is determined to attack Reyas as soon as Georgia,
11
he can unite his forces with those under colonel Kentucky,
15
Jordon, which will now be in a few days. His force Ohio,
21
amounts to 500 Americans and COO iUexicans.
Indiana,
9
u
The letter says, the rifles have done their duty
before this.
185
7
"Gen. Reyas asserts, on the authority of Gomez
Necessary to a choice 148.
Farrias, the present president of Mexico, that the
The vole throughout the union appears to have
independence of Texas would be acknowledged be- been
vastly larger than has ever before been taken.
fore the expiration of .six months, by Mexico.
In Pennsylvania, for instance, the congressional and
"I have a letter from Montere, from an old ac- state
election was warmly and closely contested
quaintance, which makes the same assertion. He is
but two weeks before, yet the presidential question
just from the city of Mexico.
If you have any speattracted 31,454 more voters to the polls, than atculations on hand, i)ush them, unless general Urrea
tended on Ihat occasion, the aggregate, on the
meets with a defeat, and as yet all is in his favor." 30th
ult. being 287,693 votes, and yet the majority,
have a private letter from Galveston, written
as will be seen by reference to the official returns
on the 23d, which slates Ihat the Houston Morning
given under the Pennsylvania head, was only 343
Star, received the previous day, contained inlbrmavotes.
lion direct from the west, to this ellect: "That Arista
By the returns, so far as received, from Virginia,
was marching up the Rio Grande (this side) in pur- it
appears probable, that the people of that state
suit of a division of the federalists, (probably those
have divided between the two corrtending parlies
under col. Jordon), when Canales, wilh tlie remainwith equal nicety, as those of Pennsylvania. Only
der, fell upon his rear, and the oilier party wheeled
six counties remain lobe heard from, and should
and attacked him in front. In a short time Arista
they have voted as they did at Ihe spring election,
capitulated, surrendering all his baggage, six canthe Van Buren ticket will have amajority of l,605in
non and 1,200 men. One of the provisions of the
an aggregate of 68,333 votes.
capitulation was, that Matamoras should be at once
The vote taken in New Hampshire, exhibits a
given up to the federalists."
large Van Bnren gain in that state since their preThe Austin Sentinel says:
have been inceeding election. It is likely that a comparison
formed by a gentleman from San Antonio, ihat the
with the popular vote given hy Vir-ginia in May
feder'al cause in northern Mexico is still flourishing,
last, with Ihe vote now taken, lor president
nould
and that they have every pr-ospect of ultimate sucshow some additions to the Van Birren strength in
cess.
Col. Seguin has beerr tendereii the office of
that .state.
Every
other slate from which we have
brigadier general in the fedei'al army, and he is now
yet heard shows a rapid accession of whig strength
awaiting orders on the Medina, with 80 American
since the jireceediirg trial of strength at fife polls.
volunteers.
It is probable he will resign his seat in
It is now probable that over three-fourlhs of
the
the senate of this republic.
slates of the urrron will have given their votes to the
Major Howard, with one hundred and fifty regusuccessful candidates.
lar troops, and one hurrdrcd volunteers, has left San
Without filling our columns with the incomplete
Anlorjio on an expedition against Ihe Camanches.
irnofiicial teliirns as yet received, our reader's
This is the second parly that is on its way into the and
no doubt prefer having in brief terms the rewould
Indian country.
sult in the several states as far as ascertained.
military post is to be established on the San
lis

r
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MAINE.
Marcos, about half way between Austin and San
Three hundred and fifty-one towns are heard from
Antonio.
It is said that gen. F. Houston's projected Indian The vote stands as compared with the September
campaign does not seem to meet with very general election as follows:
November.
September.
approbation, and it is thought impossible for him to
HaiTison,
44,701
Whig,
raise as lai'ge a force as that desired.
45,761
43,7-33
Van Buren, 45,527
Congress is to meet on the first Mondai' in No- Van Buren,
vember.
968
THE BRITISH PROVINCES.
Shovring a whig gain of 734 votes.
The ."pecial council of Lower Canada is sumTwenty- thr-ee small towirs remain to be heard
moned to meet on Ihe olh of November. One of
the ordinances to be submitted provides for a gene- from, and it is supposed that they will not materiral regisly of deeds thouglioirt the province.
This ally vary the majority.
is a reform that has long been called for.
MASSACHUSETTS.
There was a furioirs storm on the 9(h insf. the
The legislature of Newfoundland is summoned
day of election in this state, notwithstanding which
also, to meet on Ihe 2d of January.
The legislature of Nova Scotia was dissolved by a very large vole was taken. From i-elurns received, it is probable Ihat the whig rnajorily will range
the governoron the 2l5t ult.
between twelve and filteen ihonsand. The vote
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
for governor stands, thus far, as compared with the

Appointment BY THE president. EnosLowe,

register of the land office at Burlington, Iowa, vice
A. C. Dodge, resigired; to take effect 301h November, 1840.

vote ol 1S39:
1S40.
Davrs, (whig)

53,695
Morion, (V. B.) 40,854

Boston gave 11,549 voles, being 2,941 more than
in 1839.
The whig majority 2,867, being a gain of 1,663.

was polled

CONNECTICUT.

The majority for the Harrison electoral ticket is
6,382.
In 1836 the Varr Buien electoral ticket wag
elected by a majority of 532 votes.
The whig
gain since the spring election is something over
1,800.
Y'OEK.
There are a few counties not yet heard from, but
the result will not materially change the returns,
which so far as received stand, as compared with
Ihe election for governor in 18SS, as follows, in ma-

NEW

jorities

1840.

For Harrison,

Van Buren,

1833.

24,792 For Seward, (W.) 20,921
Marcy, ( V. B.) 10,534
12,302

votes.
will fall something
short of the majority for the Harrison ticket.
Congressmen. It is ascertained that 17 whigs and
18 Van Bur'en representatives are elected, five remain to be heard from. So far the whigs have lost
six and gained three members.
«
In the state senate Ihe whigs have lost two and

gaihed two members.
The house, it is probable, will stand 66 whig to
62 Van Buren members.

rEL.\WARE.

New

Castle county, hei-etofore the strong hold of
party in this state, has given the
Harrison electoral ticket a majority of 135 votes.
Sussex, not
In Kent county its majority is 433.
yet heard from, is the strong hold C'f Ihe whig party.
The legislature will be entirely whig, not a single
Van Buren man being elected at the election in the

Van Bnren

the

stale.

There ai-e two United States senators to be chosen
from this state at the ensuing session.
VIRGINIA.
We have returns from all but six counties. The
account stands, as compared with the election of
president in 1836:
1840.

For Van Buren,
For Harrison,

1S36.

33,592
32,987

Everett, (whig)

37,9-17

Morton, (V.

38,000

IJ.)

Van Bnren,

29,126
23,005

White,

Van Buren maj.
605
The following counties remain
and voted as stated in 1836.

to

8,121
be heard from,

w.
Fayette,

Lee,
Logan,
Nicholas,
Russell,
Scott,

1,000

GEORGIA.
Fifty-one counties heard from give the Harrison
ticket a majority of 6,103, being a whig gain on theOctober election of 2,251.

TENNESSEE.
Returns are
the

whig gain

in
is

from six counties only, in those
over Iwo thousand votes.

KENTUCKY.

We

have returns from very few polls as yet, but
every instance, they show a gain lor the Harrison ticket over the whig vote at the August elecin

tion.

We

OHIO.
67 counties, which stand
34,893
Van Buren,
9,237

have returns

fj'oni

For Harrison,

INDIANA.

—

We

have returns fi-om only 27 counties upwards
ol 60 counties yet to hear lioin.
The majorrties so
far stand, as compared with votes at the August
election.

Nov. 1840.

For Harriso* 10,326
Van Buren 1,102

18:39.

10,378

12,490

Showing a whig gain of 2,012

Governor Seward's majority

.^1(0-.

1840.

For Corwin, ( W.) 27,640
Howard, (V.B.) 22,110
5,520

9,224

Siiowing a whig gain of 3,69 votes.
majority, 12,8:39
V. B. majority,
5;;
ILLINOIS.
Congress.
Eleven whigsare elected to congr-ess.
There arebirl few lelurns, and those very scatterMr. Parnienter, (V. B.) is said to have succeeded ing, but they indicate a whig gain in almost every
is now certain that Willia.m Henry H.\RRrsoN
will be elected president, and JoiiN Tyler, vice by a majority of eight votes; and in the lOlh ilistrict,
instance since the last election.
pre fident of the Unilod Stales, for Ihe ler:noffour now represented by Henry Williams, (V. B.) the
I.OUISIAN.A AND MISSOURI.
vote stands, Willi:inis, 5,99.5; Bor-deir, (whig) 5.991:
jeai-;, commencing mm Ihe lih of March rrext.
From these stales we have only the evidence of
So great an excrti merit and arixiety to ascertain scaltiring voles 73. There is therefore no elec- an increased aggregate vole since Ihe recent electhe result of an election, as was manifested in the lioii in this district.
tions.
No returns have yet reached us.

Puesihential electiow.

Sufficient I'nfirrnsare

recerved to place the result beyond

all

question.

II

Whig

I
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MICHIGAN.

We

have returns from only 8 counties, they are
highly I'avorable to the Harrison tlclcet.
Presiilent, 1840.
Governor, 1540.
Harrison. V. B. Harrison. V. B.
1,004
Ki-htcounlie.»,
1,346
205
1,207
We sliall furnish our readers with the remarks of
some lew of the leading papers on each side of the
controversy, upon the result.

The presidential question settled.

It

has pleased the Aluiighty to give to the oppressed
people of this misgoverned and suffering country a
victory over their weak and wicked rulers. The
news of yesterday, by announcing the glorious triumph in New Yoik, and that Pennsylvania, too,
has finally thrown her weight into the whig scale,
bas decided the contest, and sealed the fate of the
administration.
The reign of incompetency, imposture and corruption, is at length arrested, and
the country redeemed.
An administration which
one might almost suppose had said to itself "evil be
thou my good," has fallen before the power of an
abused and indignant people. IMost heartily do we
congratulate every long struggling patriot throughout the land on this great and hap|iy event; and
when we cast a glance at what would have been
the awful condition of the country had the power
of the goveinment been continued and confirmed in
the present weak and wicked hands, we shudder at
the view, and fervently unite with every p;itriotic
heart in praise and gratitude to the Almighty Disposer of events lor vouchsafing to exempt our beloved country from a calamity and from consequences so tlreadlul, and for giving to us, in the auspicious change he has granted, a confident hope of
renovated prosperity and happiness for tlie countty,
and of restored respectability, purity and dignity to
'ts

government.

\_Nalional Intelligencer.

The ELECTION- It becomes our duty to anto the public, that we have received returns of the elections in a sufficient number of the
state to render the final result no longer doubtful.
General Harrison, the standard bearer ol the federal and abolition parties, has been elecleil, if the
process by wliich this result has been brought about
can be called an election. What that process has
been, we have during the canvass endeavored to
point out, and it is not our purpose now to go into
that subject.
shall endeavor, in due lime, to
give it the attention its importance demands, in relerence to the purity of our elections, the preservation of our popular institutions, and tite maintainance of the public morals. In this important
duty we trust that we shall not be disappointed in
a confident reliance on the powerful co-operation of
the entire democratic press of the country.
nounce

We

(for she is such now,
being, unfortunately, the
species of voters, called
her vole to the standard
a majority of Irom one
hundred a;:d fifty to two hundred and fiily, in an
aggregate vole of two. hundred and eighty-two
thousand. New York, where in general our democratic friends have discharged their duty with a
spirit and energy deserving of all praise, we have
lost by the blindness and fanaticism of the anliloasonic and abolition factions in a few counties,
called the infected district.
In other parts of the
state, the democracy have exhibited an increase
suUicient to have redeemed and rescued the state
from the hands of the profligate and corrupt cabal
which now control it, had tiie same spirit prevailed
in the counties referred to.
The loss of these two
large states decides the election against ns.
Virgitjia has nobly sustained her ancient democratic character, and has confirmed her claim to be
invincible from all Ihe assaults and influences of
federalism and aposfacy.
New liampshire has
also well supported her proud title of the Granite
state.
Her democrac}' are as firm and stable as
her everlasting hills. In this severe conflict, in
which the democracy of other states have been
overthrown, she occupi*^5 a pioud pre-eminence.
And in all Ihe states, the honest democracy have
nobly discharged their duty.
The fault is not
theirs.
In every state they have sustained their
usual rotes, and in most of them greatly increased
them. This proves that there has been no changes

Democratic Pennsylvania

she ever has been),
headquarters of that new
"pipe layers" has given
bearer of fedei'alism, by
as

,
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of straw. The former have been raked and scraped from the sewers, jails and penitentiaries, who
have been called together at (he log cabin rendezvous, and orf,anizecJ for the first time for political
action.
The latter consist of pipe layers, the illegal and fraudulent voters, wdio have been trained
and instiucted by the Stevenses, the Rodgerses and
the Glentworlhs, to perpetrate frauds, by voting
twice, changing their names and dress, going to
diifrrent polls, putting in two votes, and in every
way that the ingenuity of man could devise.
Money has been the chief agent in producing
these abominable frauds and enormities, and millions

have been expended

however

a

It is,
in this election.
It is a
to call this an election.
about, not by the free action of the

mockery

result brought
popular will, resulting from the popular intelligence, but in dehance of it. It is the first instance
in our republic of the triumph of the power of money over the intelligence of the country. This
contest forms a new era in our political history,
and has disclosed a source of danger to our free institutions, that demands a remedy which, if not
speedily provided, will prove fatal to our liberties.
To provide that remedy, will present a new and
most momentous issue, in support of which the
whole democracy of the country will rally as one

man.
Mr. Van Buren has been beaten, whilst he has
received a popular vote probably exceeding by
more than twenty per cent, that by which he was
elected in 1836, or which any of his predecessors
received. This proves either that a new description of voters have been brought into the elections,
The
or that immense frauds have been practised.

mocracy

ol the

principles,
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pids to the lake by oxen, and if they encountered a
gale between Black Rock and the islands, they had
to run back lo the Niagara, and there wait a change
of wind, when the ox team would again tow them
to Ihe lake, whence they could resume their voyage.
The chaige for the ox help was about as much as is
now charged for carrying a cargo of salt to Ohio.
The mouths of the rivers were usually so barred by
sand, that not even a boat could enter, and often
were so entirely closed that wagons could drive
across them. Freight was generally landed by the
vessel's boats on the beach; but this could only be
done when the water was smooth.
vessel having
frieght to deliver at various places, often returned
without being able to land it. Sometimes a part of
it would be landed and the
wind rising suddenly,
the vessel, unsafe at anchor, would have to make
olf the coast with the remainder.
Passengers by
steamboat for Grand River, Cleveland, or other
places up to the lake were not unfrequently carried
through to Detroit, in consequence of the weather
not permitting the boat to communicate with the
shore.
The same difficulty might prevent their
landing on their return, so that after a week's absence, they would be brought back to the point

A

whence they

started.

The citizens of Buff'alo, finding that without a
harbor they could not participate in the commerce
of the lakes, a few^ of them formed themselves into
a company, and by the construction of a wooden
pier secured a good channel for the entrance of vessels into the creek. The success of this experiment
induced the general government in 1S2G to make
appropriations for the improvement of the harbor
at Buffalo, and subsequently to construct several
others, which they continued to strengthen and improve.
In fact the construction of harbors on the
lakes had become a part of the system of internal
improvements adopted by the government in accordance with the wi.ihes "of a large majority of the
nation. Many southern statesmen however regarded this system as unconstitutional, and opposed appropriations for carrying it on.
Since the commencement of Mr. Van Buren's administration,
many of his noithcrn partisans have united with the
south in opposing this system. This opposition has
continued to gain strength from year to year, until at
the last session a harbor bill could not even be reported.
The government, as though resolved to cut
off all future aid, have ordered the materials, tools
and machinery, provided for these works to be sold.
These sales will probably be about as good a speculation as that of selling corn in the interior of
Florida for six rents a bushel, which had been provided for the army at an expense of between three

vast increase of votes has, no doubt, proceeded from
both sources. These new species of voters have
been mercenaries the hired, bribed and purchased
wretches which the corruption fund has secured for
the whig ticket.
Let the profligate leaders of these combined factions rejoice, and make the most of a victory obtained by fraud and coiruption. Their triumph
will be short.
They are oidy gathering up wrath
against the day of wrath.
They will yet learn, that
though profligacy and corruption may obtain a
temporary tiiumph, the spirit of a free and moral
people cannot be easily overcome. There is a divinity within us that shapes our ends, rough hew
thein as we may.
Tlipre is an overruling Providence that directs the aflairs of men and of nations;
and in public, as in private concerns, seeming evils
are often only the means of working out a more
abundant and lasting good. And we firmly believe
that the temporary triumph of the aristocracy, effected by debauching and corrupting the most de- and four dollars.
graded of the people, will result in their more comThe harbors on Lake Erie, except that at BiilTalo,
plete prostration and disgrace.
Those who have have been
imperfectly constructed of perishable mabeen deceived by their hollow pretensions, will now
terials, requiring continual repairs until rendered
have an opportunity to test them by their acts, and
permanent by stone.
ever recollects Ihe efto learn what their real principles and purposes
lects of the gale of 1826 on the harbor at Buffalo,
are.
The honest democracy of the country have will anticipate the fate of
many of our harbors, abanno reason to be discouraged.
will not iiow
doned as they are by Ihe general government. The
allude to their rourse for tlie future, further than to
late gales have already begun the work of destrucsay, that this is no time for them to relax their vition on some of the most important, which the comgilance or their exertions. They will not disband,
ing winter storms will complete; others will follow
but keep and improve their organization, and keep
in rapid succession, until we shall be carried back
their arms in their harids.
if, wdien in Ihe majorito our ox team navigation.
ty, their constant vigilance was necessary to frusare these evils to be avoided? Will the cititrate the schemes ot the enemies of liberty, when
those enemies are in power will there not be much zens in the immediate vicinity of the harbors unapprehend not. The
more necessity for their exertions and watchful- dertake to repair them?
ness?
Whether in a majority or a minority, they expense is greater than they can hear, nor would it
be
just
to
impose
tax
this
upon
them. These harhave ever been the defenders of the constitution,
bors have not b* en constructed for their particular
and of the rights of the states and the people.
Nothing but their ceaseless vigilance can now le- benefit, but for the benefit of every man in the adjoing country, who raises a barrel of flour, pork or
sist the raad schemes of profligate factions, without
even any pretence of fixed principle, and with a other article of commerce. Will the states in which
mere nominal executive, to be used as may suit the harbors are located preserve them? These will
Although a minority, they refuse on principle, believing that the duty belongs
their selfish purposes.
can yet save the constitution and the country liom legitimately to the general government, which raises
they can arrest the mad a revenue from commerce, and is therefore bound
faction ami fanaticism
schemes of speculators who desire a b-^nk, arid of lo furnish facilities for carrying it on.

—

Who

We

How

We

—

the fanatics who are nothing loath to break up this
glorious union.
They can save Ihe south, notwithstandiuir a portion of it, in a moment of inlatuation,
shooting wildly from their sjdieres, have last si;;ht
of their own interests, their own safely, and united
with their most deadly enemies. In the distractions of those combined factions, each having their
own obji'Cts in view, the democracy alone can save
\^Globe.
the country.

atlministratir.n, and that the «ound decountry have stood fast by their
and nobly sustained the candidate who
teade and commerce.
has proved himself so able and honest an exponent
Lake harbors and commerce. Twenty years ago,
of them. They have been beaten, but not conquer- the commerce of the lakes gave employment to
ed.
At this very time the democratic party is more about 16 vessels, and one steamboat. A good vesfirmly nnitnd, and will poll more votes than it ever sel conid make on an average one voyage per month
did bflore. v\lien It lia^ bren victorious.
They from Black Rock to Delri it. East of Sandusky,
have been hfalen by a new description of \'oters. Black Rock was the only harbor on Lake Erie.—
some having fiesh and bones, and others mcie men From that jiort vessels had lo be tovved'np the ra-

against the

—a

Without harbors on the lakes, how will the 800,000
barrels of flour, and the 900.000 bushels of wheat (
low eslimale of the crop) which will come forward
the ensuing yeais be transported?
It will be admitted that one hundred vessels can do more transporting with good harbors, than five hundred can do
without them. Let our harbors be filled up, and it
will be found utterly impossible to s;et the next
crop, or even one-half of it to New York market.
This will not only bring ruin on the grain growing
west, but seriously effect the business of our whole
country, for it is the west which furnishes provision
for our Atlantic cities, the means of carrying on our
extensive coast trade, and aids greatly in furnishing our remittances to Europe. Deprive us of our
harbors and these advantages are lost, the west
vvuld be thrown back twenty years. The millions
of slock invested in our sixty steamboats would be-

—
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come valueless, and the Erie canal unproductive.
emigrate with them to the far west, where they may
Burn our cities and towns, and individual distress still hope to exist and be
respected as a nation.
ensues, but the production of the soil are not lessened in value. Burn the city of New York, and she
would soon rise from hor ashes, but close up her
harbor, and ere long the owls would lioot in her desolate habitations.

ICom.

Jidv.

^-

Jour.

THE ARMV.
Fatal accident at West Point. On Tuesdaj' while
the officers were practising riding, lieutenant S. J.

Bransford was thrown from his horse and so badly
hurt as to cause his death a few hours after.

It

be hoped that the representations that they
will have the desired edect, and cause
the hostile bands who still hold out in Florida to lay
down their arms anil immediately emigrate to the
fine country appronriated for them towaiil the setting sun.
Captain Armstrong is associated with captain
to

is

will

make

Page in conducting this important and delicate negotiation; and from our knowledge of their experience and discretion, we feel assured that it could
not be entrusted to better hands.
[Gazette.

lExpress.

The Savannah Republican contained a
lieut.

Judd and four

Indians,

soldiers had

near St. Augustine.

report, that

been killed by the
By later accounts

The United

THE NAVY
States sloop of war, Preble, arrived

Boston on the 2d inst. from Portsmouth.
however, it is ascertained that the lieutenant, at the
The United States sloop of war Concord, Boeram,
time, was in advance of his escort, and being dress- fitted out at Boston
for the West India station, is to

ed in citizen's clothes, he was not fired upon. The
sergeant who accompanied him was killed, and two
or three of his

men wounded.

at

be sent to the Brazils.
The store ship Relief, now loading at the navy
yard, Brooklyn, with stores for the Pacific, will sail
soon, and aflbrds an excellent opportunity for for-

Great hopes are entertained by many of the officers of the Florida army, that the negociations now warding letters
to officers, &c. on that station.
pending may result in a close of the war.
Commander C. K. Slribbling has been detached
Extract of a letter to the editors of the Savannah from the United
States rendezvous at the Norfolk
Bepublican received from an officer of the Florida station, and received
orders for the navv vard

army:

Washington.
"Pilalka, Jfov.

1st,

1840.

"By last

Lieut. Jno. L. Saunders has been ordered to the
as her 1st lieut.

night's express I am enabled to give you
the result of the conference of the Indians with gen.

Macedonian

things, agreed to meet the general with 3()0 of their
people at Fort King on the 7th instant, for the purpose of further ncgocistions. It is expected that
the two chiefs named, will proceed to Washiin'ton
and visit the president in propria persnna.
"If they should deem it their interest to come in
good faith, it may end the war, as they probably
liave it in their power to dictate terms of peace; but
I opine that if the war is ended only upon the good
faith of the Indians, it will last forever and a day.
They are like England on the boundary question;
they will appoint commissioners and negociale until doomsday
and until doomsday hold on to the

de Janeiro. Commodore Ridgely had entered into
an investigation of the extraordinary conduct of

Brig Malech Adel. This vessel, whose suspicious
Armstead at Tampa Bay.
course has excited so much attention, has, we learn,
"HallackTustenugga, Tiger Tail, and six others put into Bahia, and
was there taken in charge by
came in at the appointed time, and among other an American ship
of war, who carried her to Rio

the captain, and it is probable he will send him
to the United States.
In letters received in this
from the captain, he says that his chronometer
having run down he was anxious to corrrect it, and
fired at the vessels who reported his conduct,
with
blank cartridge, to compel ihem to heave to that he
might obtain the time from tlicin. The respectable
city

who despatched the vessel from this
know that he had any shot on board.

house
not

—

country.

"Colonel Worth, the gallant commander of the
with two companies, left here a
few days since for Fort King, where he will meet
the balance (eight companies) of his regiment."
The St. Augustine News of the SUtli ult. states
that a few days before, a party of Indians made
theirappearance at colonel Hanson's plantation, two
miles from St. Augustine, and plundered it. They
retired hastily forfearof an attack from the military.
Lieutenant Brown, 3rd artillery, was promptly on
the spot with eleven men.
While the latter were
on the watch, they discovered signs of an approaching party at 2, A. M. and fired upon it. It proved
to be a detachment of United States dragoons, of

port do

IN. Y. Courier.

STATES OF THE UNION,
NEW HAMPSHIEE.

'Hepiiblic's own,'

Election returns.
Harrison.
4,043
5.352

Rockingham,
Strafford,

Merrimack,
Hillsborough,
Cheshire,
Sullivan,
Grafton,

Coos,

which lieutenant Graham,

ol the dragooirs, was shot
in the arm, and sergeant Wolcott, of his company,
killed.
Lieutenant Graham, it seems, was ap-

2,750
3,753
3,637
2,123
3,452

Van Buren.
4,959
6,755
5.02G
4 727
2.280
2,154
4,967

353

],05i

25,483

31,919
25,483

Mr. Page, the Van Buren governor is elected by
proaching with great caution, (he having, at Pico- a large majority.
lato, received an express, informing him that InKHODE ISLAND.
dians had been at the plantation), and the fact of
Election returns.
the alarm having taken place some time previous,
1S40.
1S36.
brought him in collision with the troops in charge,
Hnrnson.
who were anticipating the approach of the enemy. Providence county, 2,490 V.B. Harrison. V.B.
1,701
477
511
Little Rock, (Jlrk.) Oct. 14.
Newport county,
S34
159
The river look a sudden rise on Sunday, and has Kent county,
147
risen 10 or 12 feet; which
steamboat
enabled the
Cherokee to pass down on Sunday night for New
Orleans, having on board one company of the 4th

United Slates infantry, under the command of capt.
Morrison, on their way to Fort Jesup, where they
have been transferred by a recent order of the secretary of war, to relieve companies D and E of the
31 infantry, ordered to Florida.
Among the passengers on the steamboat were
capt. Page, United States armv, with u delegation
of fourteen or fifteen Seminole Indians and negroes,
from the Indian country west, who are proceeding
to Florida for the purpose of endeavoring to persuade their hostile brethren in that region to cease
hostillilies, and emigrate with them to the courdry
selected for their nation in the west.

All the persons that composed the delegatioii were opposed to
emigrating, and lelt their native land with the Greatest reluctance; but, since they have explored the
country where they are located, tiiev have become
perfectly reconciled, and declare that they would
rot exchange it for the one they left.
They are the first of the emigrants who have returned, and they voluntarily accepted the oSvr \o
revisit Florida, (leaving their wives and chit In n as
pledges of their lidelily), lor the purpose of removing the erroneous impressions imbibed by their Ik.s
tile brethren and endeavoring to induce llieiu to

Bristol county,

Washington county.

THE UNION.
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cated to them that lie had received areport from the
engineer, stating th.'.t there remained only fourteen
days' consumption olcoal on board, and there being
every prospect of a continuance of the adverse gale
for several days longer, he deemed it his duty to
make it known to liis passengers without delay.

He then frankly expressed his opinion, that it
would be running too great a risk to proceed farther
llie voyage undr-r such circumstances; as fourteen days was the shortest time in which he could
hope to reach England, if the adverse gale should
cease immeilialely and we should be favored with
fair winds and Hue weather for the greater part of
the way.
But as we could not safely reckon on this, our
position would be a very painful one, if, after exhausting our 14 days' supply of coal, we should
then tiiid ouiselves approaching the English coast,
without any fuel on board. He thought it his duly,
therefore, ior tlie interest of all concerned
both
owners and passengers to return to New York
on

I

—

—

while the gale lasted, there to take in the requisite
supply of coal, and tlien resume the voyage. He
wished, at tlie same time, by submitting these facts
and reasonings to the passengers, to obtain an expression of their opinions on the subject.

On this a deliberative conversation followed
the passengeis, in which some dilference of
opinion appeared to exist on minor points, it was
thought best to take the decision of the whole body
present on the main question, and accordingly their
voles were taken
those who approved ol the return
to A'ew if oik, and who thought the reasons for this
step abundantly sufficient, being lequested to answer in the athrmative and those who thought a
farther perseverance preferable, to answer in the
.negative
when only two appeared to embrace the
laltjr view out of at least sixty gentlemen assembled
on the occasion.

|i
I

among

—

—

,

—

Alter expressing full confidence in the abilities
and atlenliun of capt. Keane, his officers and crew,
the passengers concludes by saying;

At the same time, we feel it due to the public
and ourselve=, to express our unqualified disapprobation of the conduct of those, with whom the reponsibilit}' lies, who caused the ship to be sent to
sea for a winter passage, with an inadequate supply of fuel, and an equally manifest deficiency in
hands in the crew; and more especially as no
termediate depot of coal has been formed at any
iiplace to which the ship could repair in case of need.
'

;

The census of

'\8-i0

for the

city

of New York.

The

deputy marshals appointed to lake the census of
this city have completed their returns.
They have
not all, we believe, sent in their books to the
States marshal's office, but we have with great
labor an J care copied the following official returns
from the books of the several deputy marshals, on
whom we have called during the last few days.
Here are the returns from the several wards:

U

White.
Slides. Females.

5,723

Total,

313,629

4,43.3

144,324 1.53,630
144,324
Whites, 297,954
Blacks,
15,G75

Black.
Males. Fein's.
189
284
149

not included,
puty marshal.

owing

to

White deaf and dumb
Black
do.
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some omissions by the
in the city,

do.

de-

253
6
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Lancaster C. Keiffer,
Foreman, P. Von Neider,

McClure.
Lebanon

—

Bciij.

Hugh

Jacob
Andrews, Joseph

1840— SPEECH OF W.

Tobacco

—Exported

to various ports in

1S39, '40,
1830, '31,

—John Bruner.

Lehigh— Be?!/.

14,

Pennell,

34,968

Fogel, Peter Hass.

Lycoming, Clinton and

James

Cleartield

S.

Gam-

Geo. Leidy.
Luzerne Hendricks B. Wright, A. Cartwrigki.

ble,

—

Mercer James Banks, James Montgomery.
Montgomery Ephraim Fenton, William B. Hahn,
William Bean.

Northampton and Monroe

Richard Broadhead,

6,940
Showing a decrease apparently of 6,940 hogsheads. In the years 1S34 to 1833 the amount exported was much greater than in 1839-40, particularly in the year 1835-36, when the amount exported readied 43,941, the greatest part of the tobacco
has always been shipped coastwise.

jr. John Flick, John Track.

Hhds.
Bbls.
Sugar Exported to various
John H. Brodhead.
ports in 1839-40
45,511
5,978
Perry
Williavi B. Anderson.
1835-36,
5,677
3,138
Philadelphia city— William A. Crabb, Edward D.
Law, Isaac Meyer, Bcrjjamin M. Hinchman, G.
39,834
2,840
Rush Smith, Jacob Gratz, John Rush.
Showing an increase of 39,834 hogsheads, and
Philadelphia county John Felton, Edward A. 2,840 barrels in five years. With the exception of a
Penniman, John Painter, ]VilUam Wilkins, Thos. very small portion, tiiis sugar is shipped coastwise.
M. Scott, Thomas Mc Cully, William Bonsall, Lewis
Hhds.
Bbls.

Northumberland
Pike and Wayne

—

Jesse C. Horton.

Crousillatt.

Schuylkill

Franklin Lvsk.
Weaver.

John

Somerset and Cambria

Hanna.
Tioga and Potter

—

Exported to various ports in 1839-40,

Molasses

Susquehanna
'

—Joshua

1835-36,

8,937
1,012

42,926
9,289

F. Cox, John

*John Wakeley.

Venango and

Clarion Alexander Holeman.
Washington Jonathan Letherman, Samuel Livingston, Aaron Kerr.
Westiporland Samuel Hill, William Johnson.
Warren, Jefferson and McKean— James L. Gillis.
Voik Isaac Garretson, J. May, Adam Ebaugh.
Those in roman are whigs in italics, Van Buren.

—

—

ALABAM.A..
of the union has fulfilled her engagements with greater putictuality than the stale
of Alabama. The only debt she owes, is that invested in the capital stock of her banks. The first
half million of her bonds became due in Loudon
the present year; and although the state reserved
its right to extend the period of their redemption,
the whole sum due was antitipated and paid by the

No member

7,925
33,637
Showing an increase in five years of 7,925 hogsheads, and 33,637 barrels. Nearly the whole of
this article is shipped coastwise, and we believe is
chiefly used in the distillation ol rum.
These tables shew to what a great extent the
commerce of New Orleans has increased during a
few years past, it may also give us some idea of the
vast resources of the west, and enable us to form
some conception of the future greatness of that fertile portion of country.
When we reflect that these
data are taken during a time of unexampled commercial prostration, our wonder will be increased.
Progressing as she does the day is not far distant
uhen New Orleans will lake her stand among the
mightiest cities of the world.

IOWA.
Election.
Mr. Dodge, the Van Buren candidate
fur delegate to congress, has been re-elected after a
was issued.
The interest upon another portion of the debt, warm contest by a majority of 688 votes. We have
payment in New York and New Orleans in Novem- not yet met with the particulars.
ber and December, is already provided. A part of
SPEECH OF MR. W. C. JOHNSON, OF MD.
that due in London in January next, has gone forward; and the Great Western carries with her to- ON THE StJBJECT OF THE REJECTION OF PETITIONS
FOR THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY.
day, remittances to cover the residue.
Indeed all
the payments of the state prior to April 1S41, are In house of representatives, Jan. 25, 27 and 28, 1840.
banks for which

it

thus anticipated.

message

to

the legislature,

recommemied

the

establishment of a sinking fund for the gradual extinguishment of this debt, and this judicious meaBure will in all probability be adopted the ensuing
cession.

With an annual export of cotton, worlh at ils
present low price, twenty millions of dollars; with
a very trifling amount of imports durin^-lHo
and present year, and w^V;.
, „„|-,f^i and"ecrnomicai^poMcy IP me
management of her finances, the
sia.eol Alabama ought to rank amongst
.'

.

the liigh-

fst in credit, as she is in her resources.
[_N.

Y.Jour. Com.

LOUISIANA.
Commerce of New Orleans.
Hunt's Merchants' Magazine

We

condense from

for November, the
following very interesting statistics of the commerce
of New Orleans, a city which has sprung up in the
southwest with a population of 102,000 souls, and
now in power and importance, the third perhaps in
the United Stales. The city of New Orleans should
be a matter of national pride, as it is the olispring
of our free institutions, standing as it does at the
outlet of that giant stream, the Mississippi, which
waters the richest valley upon the earth for thousands of miles, and must be in coming time, as it
now is, the grand channel of western commerce.

—

I have never regarded it a debatable question in the
congress of the United States. It may have beer
supposed b}' many that, from my anxiety to get thf

floor, I was desirous to participate in the discussioj;
of this exciting subject.
Such was not the case.
For the first ten days, my anxiety to get the flooi
was simiily lo call the previous question on the proposition of the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr
Thompson), (or the purpose of arresting the discussion; but, Irom the vast range which the debate has
taken, not on the merits of the question only, bui
for the pur[iose, as I am constrained to believe, o:
making political capital out of it, upon which members ruay trade at home, in or with their party, ]
feel called on to depart from the course of silence
which I had prescribed to myself, and must now
trouble the house with a few remarks.
Mr. Speaker, were 1 to move the previous question now, the vote, under the change already made
in the rules this session, would not be the first taken
on the resolution of the gentleman from South Carolina, but would now have first to be put on the
amendment recently offered by the gentleman froaii

Massachusetts, (Mr. Adams); ami in reference tc
this amendmt-nt, and to some of the remarks which
fell Irotn its able supporter', I desir'e to say a fev!
words.
I consider the resolutions heretofore offered too
vague and indefinite to effect any useful purpose or
practical good; and before I conclude, I wiilolferan
amendment to the proposed amendmenf of the gentleman from Massachusetts, which will meet the
question fairly and fully, which shall contain noaim|
biguity, and which will allow no gentleman to (3
cerve his constituents, or leave "undefined" his
j^
sition in relation to this subject.

It is in these worei's:

"Resolved, That no petition, memorial, resolution
or other paper, praying the abolition of slavery in Ihe
District of Columbia, or any state or territorv, or the
slave trade between the states or territories of the
United Slates in which it now exists, shall be re-

ceived by this house, or entertained in any way

whatever."

Mr. Johnson said that he felt it due to his constiand to the state which, in part, he represent-

tuents,

ed, that he should claim, for a short lime, Ihe indul-

gence of the house. He felt thi? duty strong upon
him, from the peculiar position of his district, and
the situation of his state, and the more especrally so,
consideration the propowhen
he thought that eiibrts had been made, by vasition of Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, to amend
rious gentlemen who had preceded him in tiiis dethe rules by the addition ol the following:
b.ife, to conciliate favor with the abolitionists of the
"Resolved, That upon the presentation of anv menorth, at ihe expense of Ihe feelings and interests of
morial or petition for the abolition of slavery or the
the south; whilst others who had spoken had endeaslave trade in any district, territory, or slate of the
vored to throw reproach and odium upon the chaunion, and upon the presentation of any resolution
racter of general Harrison, whose name Ihey had
or other paper loiiching that subject, the receptionof
such memorial, petition, resolution or paper, shall be introduced only for parly purposes and political speculation.
The tone and character of the debate, in
considered as objected to, and the question of its reconjunction with the fact, that Maryland was more
ception shall be laid on Ihe table, without debate or
interested in the question than any other stale, made
fuither action thereon."
And the proposition of Mr. John Q. Adams, a.5 a it manifestly proper, in his opinion and sense of dul)',
He
to waive his reluctance to iliscuss the question.
substitute to ;;,e loregoing, in the following words:
would, therefore, present the views of his slate, as
Resolved, That the following be added to the
far as he represented it, on this deeply agitating
standing rules of this house, to be numbered the
question, with the opinions which he himself enter21sl:
tained, or such ideas as might occur to him while
"Every petition presented by the speaker, or by addressing the chair, with frankness and sincerity,
any member, with a brief verbal statement of its and with an intention not to offend the feelings of
contents, shall be rrceiveil, unless objection be made
any one on this floor, or elsewhere, whatever might
to its reception for special reason.s; and whenever
be the diversity of senliment, diHerence of opinion
objection shall be made to the reception of a petition,
on doclrines of principle, or questions and measures
ttie name of the member objecting and the reason of
of expediency.
the objection shall be entered on Ihe journal.
The
Some days since, sir, I voted to lay the resoliitioni
question in every such case shall be, 'shall the petiof the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Coles), on<
tion be rejected?' and no pelition shall be rejected but
No one is more willing than myself to,
the table.*
by a rnajorily of the members present."
Mr. Johnson, of Maryland, upon gaining the floor,
*Wedncsda;i,Jan. 15, 1840.— [./oiinia/.po^-c 212.]said that, before entering on the subject of discusA rnoiion was made by Mr. Coles further lo amend
sion before the house, he had one word to say in re- the rules by inserting therein a rule in the words fol-

The house having under

The legislature of Al&bama, at its last session,
passed an act recalliHg the whole of the slate bonds
issued and still unsold. These have all been aecordingly returned and cancelled, thus leavino-ihe
state debt, .$-10,860,000.
The governor also in his
last

COST JOHNSON, OF MD.

Mr. Johnson then proceeded, and said: I have a!
ways, Mr. Speaker, been opposed to the discussioi
28,028 of abolition in this house, in any manner whatever

Cotton
Exported
1839, '10,
1S30, '31,

Bales.
to

various ports in
9.54,191
.)24,(iS4

52.j,907
The above synopsis of the cotton export, sliows
an increase of business in the branch of cotton export in nine years of 529,507 bales of the whole
quantity exported, the largest quantity has been sent
to Great Britain, and the next largest quantity to
France, and but a small portion of the whole amount

—

has been shipped coastwise.

•Nominated by V.

B. opposed to the regular tickc

'

ference to the unpleasant occurreijce of last evening. lowing;
,
"All peiiiions, memorials, and papers touching the
He hail understood that the gentleman from North
or transferCarolina, (Mr. Bynum), before he made the motion aboliiion of shivery, or the buying, selling
slaves in any state, district or lerritory of the
ring
of
for him to proceed in his remarks, had retracted Ihe
UiiTird Stales shall, upon their presentation, be laid on
otfeusive words applied to Ihe gentleman from New
the table, wiihout being debated, printed, read or reYork, (Mr. Peck). Amid the coiiliision and noise, ferred, and no further action whatever shall be bau
he ilid not hear all that fell from the gentleman, but ihercou.''
he hail since learned, from Ihe report in the Globe
Same day. [Page 215.]
ol this morning, that he had not done so.
11 he had
The question was then put on the motion of Mr
so underslood last night, he would not have request- Thompson, of South Carolina, that the amendment t'
moved
by Mr. Coles, do lie on the table, ami
rules,
ed Ihe gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Thomp- the
9S.
son), to withdraw his resolution, nor would he have passer! in the anirma'ive- yeas 102, nays
Those wdro voted in the aftirniative, are— Messrs.
made the motion which he did.
Julius C. Alford. John W. Allen, Si
Adams,
Qumcy
Mr. J. said, that he thought this explanation due
nieon "H. Anderson, Laudafi' VV. Andrews, Osmyi
lo himpelf, for he was the last member in this house
Baker. Daniel D. Barnni-d, .lohn Bell, Edward J. Blacji
to justify or palliate unparliamentary language, and
William K. Bond, George N. Briggs, .lohn II. Broclr
he believed that such language was always more wav, Anson Brown, Samson H. Builer, Willmm B
calculated lo injure those who used it, than those to Calhoun, Zadok Casey. Thomas W. Chinn, Tiionia
Jaf
whom it was intended to apply.
C. Chittenden, John G. Clark, Waller T. Colquitt,
.

—

.1
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to Hint KentlpiUiiii tlie best leeliiigs, aiiiJ the
I icnow full well
stroiisest interest (ov tlie soulli.
llie interests of his coritituents, and

accord

hisilevotion to

their deep a\'ersion to the intermeddling of the abolitionists of the north with their vested and unquestionable rights; but his resolution adtaitted the light
of petition) and denied the right of reference, and
without intending such a consequence, virtually invited tiie abolitionists to send their memorials here,
and then to smother them on the table.
The reception of a petition carries with it tile admission of a correlative right to have it referred; for
the deliberative body which will entertain a petition
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At the hazard of such a dean enemy to the south.
nunciation, I have no hesitation in declaring that I
do not subscribe to either the report or the resolutions, and for this single reason; the report and the
resolutions waive the expression of a decided opinion
in relation to the poweis of congress on the subject
They do
of slavery in the District of Columbia.
not deny the power oi congress to abolish slavery in
the District of Columbia; and, by their silence on
the question, the very head and fiont of all the memorials referred to that committee, the report and
resolutions, tacitly admit both the power and the
Willing,
jurisdiction of congress in the premises.
then, am I throw myself within the limit of the gentleman's denunciation; and willing am I that he, and
oth'-rs who think with him, may call me an abolitionist and an enemy to the south, when I declare
that I utterly deny the power of congress to interfere ill any way whatever with the relation of master
and slave in the District of Columbia, and openly,
frankly and fearlessly declare that I believe that
congress has no power whatever to interfere with
the question of slavery in any district, territory or
state, in which it existed at the time of the adoption

1G7

member from the south' And why was the previous
question called by the mover alter he had made a
speech, without allowing a single opposition member from the south to say one word? The administration had the majority in the house, and knew full
well that they could carry any resolutions, however
ambiguous and indefinite. It is true that I voted for
all of these resolutions when the vote was taken separately upon them, except one, which contained so
much jargon and vain circumlocution that I understood it about as well as the gentleman who moved
it.

There

is

another resolution, Mr. Speaker, which

has met with high commendation in this discussion
so Car considering it as to receive it, admits, by
the resolution oll'ered by a gentleman from Virthe very act itself, that the petition should be referginia, and generally known as "Patton's resolured and gravely considered. It does more; it adtion."
I well remember its history: about the time
mits jurisdiction on the subject-matter of the petithat it was odijred, some great moves and change3
tion; for it cannot be said, in justification of receivwere about being made on the political chess-board.
ing a petilion, that the contents of the petition could
Abolition excitement in the north was to be met osnot be known until received, referred and reported
tensibly by counter-excitement in the south, and a
to the house, since the rule of the house requires
struggle ensued who could be most ultra in advocateach member otfering a petition to give a short vering southern rights. The south was invoked, and
Thus, by the act of
bal statement of its contents.
southern representatives were called on to take firm
presentation, the house is at once apprized, belore
ground ill the half real, half imaginary, yet wholly
the petition is receiveii, ot its contents, anil, I main- of the federal constitution.
The gentleman spent quite as much time in pa- sellish conflict. They were invited to withdraw
tain, the hotise shouid never lor a moment entertain
such petition when it has not jurisdiction over the negyrizing the resolutions of the gentleman from from the hall, and nearly all the southern represenHampshire, (Mr. .4//iei(on), passed by the last tatives did withdraw to the committee room of the
subject-matterUpon this point, (said Mr. Johnson), I will make congress, and usually denominated "Alherton's re- District of Columbia. I looked calmly on this hea few additional remarks, before 1 conclude what I solutions." Were tliese resolutions the offspring oi roic piece of acting, and was about the last to with-

by

—

New

have to say; but at tliis time I will make a passing the south? Were the feelings or interests of the
remark upon what fell from the gentleman from south consulted? Were the representatives of the
North Carolina, (Mr. Bi/num), who has just taken south frankly consulted as to the merits or tendenvy
Were any but the ;friends of
his seat, in relation to the report and resolutions of- of those resolutions?
ferea by Mr. Pinckneij, of South Carolina, as chair- the administration consulted in relation to those pemain of a select couiinittee on the subject of aboli- culiar resolutions? No, sir. The resolutions were
prepared, concocted and digested by a party, and
The gentleman from North Carolina spent at least solely for party effect, without the sl'ightest regard
an hour in eulogizing that report and the resolutions to the interests of the south, and with a view solely
which were adopted by the house, and was willing, to entrap the south into support of the administraeither directly or indirectly, to charge every member tion, by pretending that a gentleman of the north,
who differed with the report and resolutions as either who was a friend of the administration, had taken
an abolitionist or an accessary to abolitionism, and the south under his especial care and protection;
tion memorials, in the twenty-fourth congress.

that the friends of the

Cooper, Mark A. Cooper, Thomas Corwin, Georjje VV.
Crabb, Robert B. Cranston, John VV. Crockett, Edward
Curtis, Caleb Cushing, Tlionias Davee, Edward Davies, (iarrett Davis, William C. Dawson, James Dellet,
John Edwards, John Ely, Geo. Evans, Horace Everet:, Miilard Fillmore. Charles Fisher, Isaac Fletcher,
Rice Garland, Seth M. Gales, Meredith P. Gentry,
James Geiry, Joshua R. Giddinas, Patrick G. Goode,
Francis Granger, William J. Graves, John K. Griffin,
Moses H. Gri'nnell, Richard W. Habersham, Hiland
Hall. Wdliam S. Hastings, Thomas Henry, Solomon
Hillen, jr. Ogden Hotfnian, Francis James, Charles
John:iun, William Cost Johnson, Thomas Kenipshall,
Abbot Lawrence, Levi Lincoln, Joshua A. Lowell,
Richard P. Marvin, Charles F. Mitchell, Christopher
Morgan, Calvary Mortis, Charles Naylor, Eugenius A.
Nisbet, Charles Ogle, Thomas B. Osborne, Rufus Palen, Wilham Pannenier, Luther C. Peck, Francis W.
Pickens, John Pope, George H. Proftii, Benjamin Randall, Joseph F Randolph. James Rariden, John Reed,
John Reynolds, Joseph Ridgway, David Russell, Leverett Saltonstall, William Simonton, Wm. Slade, Truman Smith, Edward Stanly, William L. Storrs, .lohn
T. Steuart, Tho.-nas D. Sumpter, Waddy Thompson,
jr. Jacob Thompson, Joseph L. Tillinghast, George W.
Toland, Joseph Trumbull, Peter J. Wagner, Lott Warren, John White, Thomas W. WillamsT Joseph L. Williams.

—

Those who voted in the negali\'e, are Messrs. Judson Allen, Hugh J. Anderson, Charles G. Atherton,
Linn Banks. William Beaity, Julius W. Blackv.-ell,
Linn Boyd, David P. Brewster, Aaron V. Brown, Albert G. Brown, Edmund Burke, John Campbell, Wm.
B. Campbell, John Carr. James Carroll. William B.
Carter, Reuben Chapman, Nathan Clifford, Walter
Coles, Henry W. Connor, Robert Craig, Isaac E. Crary, Edward Cross, Amasa Dana, John Davis, John W.
Davis. Edmund Deberry, William Doan, Andrew W.
Dole, George C. Dromgoole, Nehemiah H. Earl, Ira
A. Eastman, John G. Floyd, Joseph Fornance, .Tames
Garland, William L. Gogain, James Graham, Robert
H. Hammond, Augustus C. Hand, John Hastino-s,
Micajah T. Hawkins, John Hill, of Virginia, John
Hill, of North Carolina, Joel Holleman, Enos Hook,
George W. Hopkins, Tilghman A. Howard, David
Hubbard, Thomas B. Jackson. Joseph .lohnson, Nathaniel Jones, John W. Jones, George M. Keim, Gouverneur Kemble, Daniel P. Leadbetter, Isaac Leet,
Stephen B. Leonard, Dixon H. Lewis, William Lucas,
Abraham McClcllan, George McCulloh, James J.
McKay, Meredith Mallory, Albert G. Marchand, William Medill, James de la Monianya, William Montiromery, Samuel W. Morris, Peter Newhead, Isaac Parish, Virgil D. Paris, Lemuel Pavnter, David Petrikin,
John H. Prentiss, Wdliam S. Ramsey, Green B. Samuels, Tristram Shaw. Charles Shepard, Albert Smith,
John Smith, Thomas .Smith, David A. Starkweather,
Lewis Steenrnd, Tlieron R. Strong, Georo-e Sweeny
John Taliaferro, Philip F. Thomas, Philip Triplett,
Hawkins L. Turney, Aaron Vanderpoel, David D.
Waaener, Plarvey M. Watterson, John B. Weller,
William

W. Wick,

Jared

W.

liams, Christopher 11. Williams,

WiUiams, Lewis WilSherod Williams.

administration in the south

might declare here and elsewhere that the administion was all right upon the subject; and that the
friends of the administration in the north consulted
nothing thought of nothing but the welfare of the
south, and in their great love of the south, would
I
willingly make themselves martyrs to the cause.
represent (said Mr. J.) a district more interested in
the question ofslavery than any other in the U. States,
because it extends from the District of Columbia, a
part of which was taken from ray district, to the
Pennsylvania line; yet I was not consulted, nor was
a single representative opposed to the administration, from Mason and Dixon's line to the Gulf of
Mexico. It was no part of the plan that we should
be consulted, and this was more than immaterial, in
reference to the purposes sought to be efiijcted;
therefore were the resolutions prejiared in the dark
and concocted as the ingredients
in conclave
of Shakspeare's witches, in order that politicians
might make them boil and bubble in the great political caldron as the arch migician waved his mystic
wand.
But, sir, what was the character of these famous
resolutions, so much eulogized by the gentleman
Were they calculated to
from North Carolina?
Were they
quiet the apprehensions of the south?
so frameS as entirely to exclude this angry question
from the halls of congress? Did they deny the.
right of congress to legislate on this subject, for the
No, sir; they did not. They
District of Columbia?
virtually admitted the right, by their silence, that
congress had jurisdiction in the matter, and they left
unprotected the most important point and region in
Did tliey deny the right of
the whole controversy.
Did they even assert that
petition on this subject?
congress would not entertain the pelitious of aboliNo, sir, they did not. They admitted the
tionists?
right of petition, and made it the duty of the house
to receive all petitions on the subject, and thus far
they went the whole length and breadth of abolition,
laid them
but they refused to refer such petitions
on the table so that, whilst they pleased the abolitionists of the north, by receiving their petitions, as
an offset to this courtesy, the south was to be pleasThey encouraged
ed by laying thein on the table.

—

—

—

—

—

—

by receiving their petiby acknowledging their right and the jurisdicby refusing to consider them

the abolitionists to petition,
tions,

tion of congress; and,

draw, and not then until urged by a friend, (Mr. J.
L. Williams, of Tennessee), whose .'.eat was beside
mine, and who viewed the whole performance in the
same light that I did. I went to the committee
room with no feelings of excitement, but with a firm
purpose to expose and denounce the first member

who should propose a dissolution of the union. No
proposition of the kind was made; I attended no
subsequent meeting, and resolved within myself
never again to secede from the hall, lanless it should
be never again to return to it.
[Mr. IVilUains, of North Carolina, here rose and
said that he would take this occasion to say that he,
as one of the representatives fiom the south, did not
agree in tlie movement, nor did he attend the meetings.

Mr. Graves, of Kentucky, also rose and said that,
although he withdrew, he liad not, for a moment,
contemplated a dissolution of the union.]
Mr. Johnson resumed, and said he had been speaking of his own course, and of that with reluctance.
He had now, as then, speculated upon the course
of otliers, without, however, for a momeiit intending to make the slightest allusion to, or reflection
on, the course of the two gentleman who had just
given explanations. He would be understood elsewhere. He did not allude to the past for the purpose
of causing excitement now, but to express his belief that at that time it was more pretended than
real.
I saw, then, (said Mr. J.) or thought I saw, that
the south were using the excitement, or rather trying to create the excitement
in order to use it, to gain for themselves personal

some gentlemen from

political importance for ulterior movements.
The
gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Bymtm) has
alluded to the meeting of the southern delegation
on that occasion, and has highly complimented the
resolution which was adopted.
He has spoken of it
as containing the deliberate, permanent sentiments
of the south and said that the resolution was all that
the south had a right to ask or desire.
Let me tell
the gentleman ami the house, that, so far from the
resolution reported by Mr. Pulton containing the
fixed and permanent sentiments of the southern
representatives, it was intended onl^' to be a temporary measure, to meet the exigency of the question
in the house the next morning.
As these proceedings have not transpired, I will
give them at length, as showing the tone and temThey have been politely furper of the times.

nished, at ray request,

—

my friend

Mr. Wise,

whom

room of the committee of the District of Columbia
on the 20th day of December, 1837, the following
resolution was adopted:
" 'Resoleed, That the chairman of this meeting
appoint a committee, to consist of three senators
and of three members, ot the house of representatives, one of each from the three grand divisions of
the slaveholding states, to consider of, and report
ujion, such proceedings as ought to be adopted by
a meeting to be held by the senators and representatives of the slaveholding stales this evening, at 7
o'clock, P. M. in the room of the committee of the
District of Columbia, on the subject of the legislation and proceedings of congress touching the abo-

further, calculated to lull the alarm of the credulous
south.
Such was the character of these "Atherton
resolutions," and such as I have described them
were the motives for moving them. If such were
not the motives, why were not southern gentlemen,
who had as deep an interest as any oi the friends of
why were they not consulted?
the administration
were the resolutions moved without the knowledge, privity, or consent of a single opposition lition of slavery.'

Why

by

am sorry to find loo unwell to be in his place and
to participate in this debate.
"At a meeting of a portion of the members of congress representing slaveholding states, held at the
I
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"In pursuance of the fore^oine; resolution, Mr.
Wise, of Virijinia, Mr. Yeil, of Arkansas and Rlr.
Turney, of Tennessee, of (he house of representatives, and Mr. King, of Alabama, Mr. Cuthbert, of
Georgia and Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucliy, of the
senate, were appointfd the committee; anil at the
subsequent meeting, at 7 o'clocli, Mr. Wise from the
said committee made the following report:
" 'The committee appointed to report to the meeting of the senators and representatives of the slaveholding states to be held at 7 o'clock this evening, on
the subject of the legislation and proceedings of congress respecting the abolition of slavery, beg leave
With a view
to submit the following resolutions.
to Immediate action and temporary measures, the
committee recommend to said meeting to adopt the

Such, Blr. Speaker, I believe, and in a great degree know, to be the history of t!ie past on this
ve.'ted and harassing question; all of which, summed
up in a single sentence, shows that congress by their
vacillating action, by receiving petitions and then
laying them on the table, has tanlalized the south
with the hope of peace and quiet, whilst the abolitionists have been indirectly encouraged to move on
with their agitation and excitement; hoping, no
doubt, that, by the reception of their petitions, they
have gained a foothold on the ramparts of the constitution, and, by perseverance, that they may
overthrow the union, and deluge the south in blood.
But, sir, I now say to members from the south, if
they are as anxious as mj-self to quell this question,
if they feel its importance as I do, and think with
following:
me, let them vote with me on a prnposition which
"'Resolved, That, reservingthe question whether will admit of no doiiblful construction; which will
congress has the constitutional power to receive me- meet the crisis, and will meet it firmly, and I trust
morials and petitions praying for the abolition of effectually. If they differ with me, let them vote
slavery in an)' district, territory, or state of the against my proposition.
I, for one, am tired of this
United States, it be, and is hereby, recommended to annual, almost perpetual discussion, which can efthe house of representatives to adopt and pass the fect no social, moral or political good; which canfollowing resolution, to wit:
not benefit, but may deeply injure the south; which
"'Resolved, That all petitions, memorials and pa- has this session, as on former occasions, had a polipers, touching the abolition of slavery or the slave tical bearing on the parties of the day, instead of
trade in anv state, disrrict or tei'ritory, of the United being contemplated as a great constitutional quesStates, be laid upon the table, without being debated, tion, involving, tiot only measures of expediency and
printed, read or referred; and tliat no furtlier action the powers of the government, but the very perpewhatever shall be had thereon.
tuity of the union.
" 'And with a view to permanent measures of
On the other hand, I know full well that gentlecanlion and safety, in defence of slaveholding rights men from the north view this question as involving
and interests, this committee recommend to said the right of petition; and, wanting the moral coumeeting to adopt the following:
rage to separate the question, they, in fact, give life
" 'Resolved, That the respective delegatinns of and vigor to the agitating movements of the abolitile slaveholding states be requested to meet, as tionists by supporting the broad principl- of the
early as their convenience will permit, for the pur- right of petition.
They are unwilling to give a dipose ol concocting and digesting measures for the rect vote, because, if they vote their real judgment,
defence of the rights of the slaveholding states, ol they will ollend the abolitionists; if they vote to
the constitution, and of the union: and that they please the abolitionists in all they wish, they not
shall each appoint a committee, to conslituto, vvith only outrage the interests and rights of the south,
otiiers, a general committee, to embody the views but will violate the feelings and principles of a large
and opinions of the senators and representatives of portion, perhaps a majority, of their conslituenls.
the slaveholding stales on the subject of the abolition Thus, some middle, unmeaning, or lather doubleof slavery, and to report the same to a general meet- meaninj; proposition would be more agreeable to
ing of the said senators and representatives, to be them; ami the more Janus-faced the proposition,
called and held at such time and place assaid general the more popular it will be with Ihe merepolilicians
committee shall appoint.*
of the house, who, without intending disrespect to
"The report having been read, the meeting amend- any, I greatly fear are a majority. All the gentleed the first resolution, recommended to be reported men who have spoken admit that, if congress posto the house, by striking out the words 'slave trade,' sesses the' power to abolish slavery in the District of
and inserting the words 'buying, selling, or transfer- Columbia, it is inexpedient to exercise that power.
rin^r of slaves.'
And thereupon the meeting adopted Thenvvhy not tell their constituents so? Why not
the report, and ordered the chairoian (Mr. Fallon) frankly tell them that they will not present their
to report the said resolution to the house of repre- petitions upon a question which is fraught with exsentatives."
citement and mischieP Are their constituents reaThus it will be seen that it was expressly declar- sonable and intelligent men? If they are and mean
ed in the preamble to llie resola'ion, which preamble no evil to their country, they would thank a reprewas not reported to the bouse but adopted by the sentative who would frankly admonish them on the
meeting, that the resolution was intended as a tem- subject. If their conslituenls are vicious and would
porary measure for the urgent time and immediate overthrow the government, their representatives are
action, and was not intended to compromise the conspiralors vvith them in aiding and abetting so
unhallowed a purpose. If congress has the power
question of a rejection of all abolition memorials.
Such is the plain and true history of that resolu- to abolish slavery in any regions of the south where
tion, which has found such marvellous favor in the it now exists, and the members of this house think
eyes of the gentleman from North Carolina, that it il unwise, inexpedient and dangerous to the union
seems he would denounce all as abolitionists, or to exercise the power, they should refuse to present
aiders and abetters of abolition, who for a moment petitions fraught with such evil.
If they believe
doubt the wisdom of that temporary expedient as a that congress has no power over the subject of slavepermanent measure. It was adopted upon the spur ry where it now exists, the very act of presenting peof the moment, to meet the question which was so titions becomes criminal against the government"^
Then, if the constitution gives congress no posver
quickly to recur, the representatives from the south
agreeing to consult, as early as their convenience over the subject, or if it tolerates and sanctions the
would permit, upon some fixed and more decisive power, and the representatives of (he people think
it unwise, dangerous and subversive of social peace
measures of action.
That the matter ended here, and that nothing fur- and constilulionol rights to exercise such power,
ther of consequence occurred, was, I believe, be- they should not force the petitions of the abolitioncause the various parties and interests began to look ists upon this house. I do not advocate principles
upon each oilier with distrust; for, in iny apprehen- norcommen.l a policy to others which I would not
It is most Irue that I utterly deny
sion, there was abundant cause for suspicion; and exercise myself.
the power of congress (o exercise any jiower, conthe designing members found Iheinselves foiled.
stitutionally over the subject of slavery in Ihe DisI will not be so unjust as to say that every genlletrict of Columbia, or in the slates and territories in
man who dili'ers with me in opinion on tliis question which it existed
at the time of the adoption of the
is an abolitionist; nor will I indulge in harsh, unconstitution, yet I admit that congress has power,
measured language of invective. Whilst I have my
to a certain extent,
own fixeil views on the whole question, I am willin" in which slavery didover the subject in Ihe territories
not exist.
1
admit that conto believe that those who differ with me are as honest
gress has power to legislate over Ihe subject ol the
as uiyself.
liareign slave Iraile. to legislate over the' subject of
But this famous resolution, which Mr. Pallon fugitive slaves, and to legislate in relation to the inreported as chairman of that ex'rannlinary meeting, dependence of Hayti, as well
as to iniike commerwas far from terminating the excitement in this cial treaties with that government,
and other repubhouse, incident to the question of abolition— and lics of a similar character. The
expediency of lewhy? Because it ailmitted the right of receplion gislating in relation to Hayti, 1 am. however, fully
and then laid the petitions on Ihe table wilhout de
prepared to oppose.
It was during the last congress
bate.
Yes, even under that very resolution, mor< that a memorial was handed to
me for presentation
than one angry incidental debate' was forced upon liy a consliluent of mine, who
had liberated a large
the house, which caused much more irritated feel- number of slaves and .vnt them
to Hayti, pr.aying
ing than if the reception of the memorials, in any that conjr.'ss would establish
commercial relations
Biiil every form, had been at once and forever
rewith Hayti, and receive and interchange ministers
fused.

or commercial

agents.

The memorial
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by a large and respectable number of

my

constituents; but I refused to present it, upon the ground
that il would lead to angry debate, and effect more
evil than good.
Upon my return home, I informed

the signers of my course, and my reasons for it, and
not one that I conversed with but approved of my
conduct; and my majority, on re-election, was near-

double what it ever had been before. I thought
that to present the memorial would be to throw a
firebrand into the house; and my forebodings were
realized.
constituents sought some one else to
ly

My

but when the astute and vigilant gentleMassaciisetts took occasion io refer to that
memorial in reply to my then colleague, the then
chairman of the committee on foreign relations, in
the debate, I gave some explanation as to the respectability of the character cf the petitioners, and
afterwards found myself credited in the Emancipator, v^diich reported the speech of the gentleman
from Massachusetts, as having presented that very
present

it;

man from

I have introduced this circumstance for
no other purpose than to show that I have practised

petition.

upon principles of expediency in relation to questions over which I consider congress has full power
and thus, with greater force and proprieurge those gentlemen who think that congress
has jurisdiction over the question of slavery in the
District of Columbia, and believe that it would be
inexpedient to exercise the power, to say so to their
constituents, and refuse to present their malign petitions.
This I am persuaded they will do, unless
they think that the doctrine of expediency had better be construed in favor of their popularity with
the abolitionists, than for the good of the country;
unless they esteem the peace, quiet and general
welfare of the country ol less consideration than
their favorable standing with Ihe fanatic advocates
of abolition.
estimation of the true character
of a member of congress is that he stands, or should
tand, as a middle barrier between encroachments
on the constilution by the executive or the legislative branches of the government, and infractions of
social order, of civil and political liberty, which may
be attempted by designing men, either to subserve
their own evil purposes or to gratify the bad passions of the disaffected and luibulent.
Sworn to
support the constitution, he should not, direcllj-,
or indirectly, allow its violation, nor aid and abet the
movements of those who would endanger, in the
slightest degree, the peace and integrity of Ihe
union. In Ihe language of another, instead of being
a weathercock on the temple of freedom, to be
blown in any and every direction by every gust
of popular prejudice and caprice, he should be one
of the firm pillars of state to support the noble edito legislate,
ty, to

My

fice.

iut

some gentlemen have argued, with seeming

sincerity, that this question caused too much excitement and alarm in the south. They say that Ihe
south is too quickly excited
that, in presenting Ihe
petitions of Ihe abolitionists, they only warit to defend Ihe right of petition, and Io declare, in Ihe
calmest way possible, that Ihey are opposed to immediate abolition, but think slavery a moral, social
and political evil which the south should make ready
to abolish.
They say that if the south will not take
the benefit of their friendly warning and voluntary
advice, the time may come, nay, will come, when the
abolitionists cannot be restrained; and if there should
be insurrections, assassinations and murders, why, (he

—

south will be to blame, because they did not take thij
early and friendly advice to hold their peace and allow the abolitionists to do as they please. These genilemen say that whilst Ihey know that an open biawler on abniiliou would not be tolerated in any portion
of Ihe south, and ought not to be, Ihey, as members of
congress, have a right (o discuss the whole question
here; to speak of slavery as a crime and a sin, and
talk of Ihe immorality of Ihe south in Ihe very heart
of the south; that Ihey have a right to make speeches
here, which go to every part of the union, which
can be read by every free negro oi slave who can
read, showing how strongly the doc'riue of abolition
is sustained by able members from Ihe north in concert with Ihoiisands of fanatic petitioners and hypocritical i^ympathisers.
Sir, it may be very e.nsy lor
some of these gentlemen to ileclaim; it may be very
amusing to be eloquent, and it may be politic in
them to appear humane, when il costs them nothing,
but gains them political capital; but he who at this
day and in this oounlry, in speakingof slavery, talks
of stains, wilhout showing how they can be e/Iaccd
of crimes, without showing how Ihey can be suppressed
of wickedness, without showing how it
can be avoided, however signal his own viilues and
illustrious his talents, teaches but an extravagant and
false morality, and exhibits proofs of ihe inconsistency and fatuity of the highe.sf human inlellect under Ihe hallucinations ol fanaticism.
Yet some
gentlemen think it marvellously wonderful that the
was signed representatives liom the soulli will not let the aboli-

—

—
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north thrust their bands into the
people of tlie gmith; Ihey think it
south will not place their property,
conslitulion, in despite of the constilntion, and by the constitution, on the speaker's
desk, and go into grave and solemn discussion and
legislation to determine whether it is their property
or not.
They say they ojily ask the south to do
this to settle the question and lo quiet the abolitionists; and when they say that in friemlship lo tlie
south they will vote that it is really the property
of the south that a slave is the properly of his
master they affect to be astonished that we will not
trust the question with them.
Bui let me tell those
gentlemen, that while Ihey are honest, all who succeeil them may not be.
Let me tell them that lo
admit the right of congress to decide Ihat slaves are
the property of the south, is at once lo admit the
right of congress to legislate on the subjecl; once
admit the right of congress to decide in favor of tlie
south, or to decide at all, and you admit the right
to decide against the south, if it should he deemed
wise, prudent or expedient.
Principle, our rights
anterior to the constitution, the conslitulion itself,
forbids that congress should legislate upon cur property; and expediency, self-proteclion, admonish us
not to hold or listen lo a discussion on the subject.
But, Mr. Speaker, I would not have tresspassed
on the time of the house more than a quarter of an
hour, had not Ihe learned gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr. Adams), made a speech. I endeavored to obtain the floor when he had concluded,
but failed. I must say, with great candor and sincerity, that I most highly, perhaps enthusiastically,
admire the vast and varied erudition of that genlleinan, his great political knowledge, his eminent
virtues and distinguished services.
But, notwithstanding all this, I was grieved at the course which
he pursued in debate. I had fondly hoped that, having gained the acme of his fam'e; having filled the
highest office in the gift of the most potent republic in the world; having passed through all the ranks
of distinction in the zodiac of honors, he would have
been willing, ay, anxious, to throw oil on the foubled waters, instead of endeavoring lo increase Iheir
angry commotion. But no: he strikes them with
his wand, yet not as one of old did, that healins
the
pockets of the
strange that the
held before the
tionistri

of

—

—

—

may come from them. I had hoped that he would
have looked upon this question as one of vast national interest, in which were involved the destinies
of a whole peojde. I had thought that he, above
men in congress, would have taken an expansive
and statesmanlike view o( the whole subjecl; would
have examined the philosophy of our government,
all
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umpire; and where written laws are totally un-

1G9

law; but I insist Ihat this is not a jdace lor its disknown, or, if known, totally disregarded. It was cussion or its enforcement; yetw.re it, it would
from reflecting upon man in a stale of nature, no not be difficult to find in the holy Bible hi"-h sancdoubt, that induced Hobbes to say that"(Ae natural tion lor slavery; for, from almost the beginning to
stale of mail was war."
Then, would the genlle- the end thereof, will be found Ihe inslitution of slamaii resolve us into that state? Read the history of very recognised and referred to, and no wheie can
the world, from the earliest dawnings of civiliza- be found an authority or sanction lor a good Christion to the present time, and what lesson does it tian to covet his neighbor's property
his man-serteach us? Does it not exhibit one endless scene of vant or his maid-servant.*
But, passing from the contemplation of Ihe Diconfusion and war? Does it not present one unbroken, shoreless sea of blood and carnage? Man, in vine law, which I would regard as profanity in me
a state of nature, is a savage animal, without Ihe to quote or use in a deliberative assembly like this,
restraint of reason
governed alone by the impulses except as the oldest and most authentic history, I
of passion and his lawless domineering self-interest. come to the next argument of the gentleman from
Are we to go back to the days of barbarism, ol in- Massachusetls. It was urged by him, as also by
dividual prowess and physical powei?
Are we to others who preceded him in debate, that we should
forget that we have written laws and an established recognise the right of congress to abolish slavery in
constitution?
Will the honorable genlleman class
*0f the slavery which the Supreme Beins has perus with the red men of our wild and romantic fothroughout all time to exist, in Asia and Africa,
rests?
What are our Indians in tlieir almost slate mitted
and at this very moment in a great part of Europe also'
of nature' Have they an idea of written laws; or I say nothing;
I draw no inference from it, in extenuare they not governed by the usages of savages?
aiion of our crime in holding slaves, whose emancipaDo not wild daring, a contempt of life, a disregard tion would be no less ruinous to themselves ihan
to their
of an overruling Providence, mark their character? owners. Nor will I avail myself of the fact, that the
Must we, like Push-mat a-ha,* who has been in- patriarch Abraham, to whom the Bible records a proterred in your congressional burial ground, believe mise trom heaven "that in his seed slioBld all the nations
that human existence is generated in the clouds, of the earth be blessed,'' was the proprietor at one lime
and springs from Ihe lightning of heaven: that he, of three hundred servants, (slaves, in ihe meaning of the
Hebrew word), all of whom were born in his owiThouse.
like Minerva, sprung into existence full grown and
Nor of the fact that his son Isaac was not deemed unfull armed for conflict?
worthy of the special favor of God, although he also had
I trust the day is far distant when the members
"great store of servants.'' All these ihincs may be passof this house will urge, as a justification for the ed by. The Jewish code of laws,
proceeding, as we
overthrow of the constilulion, that it is a restraint are taught to believe, immediately from God
Tiinifelf
upon natural rights; that we are not a political body, authorises slavery among his chosen people; points out
distinctly
men,
each
acting
the
mode
in
but an assemblage of lawless
unvvliich a freeman, lovin;; his «ife
der the impulses of feeling, and hardly two agreeing and children who are slaves, may himself become a
in the application of the laws of nature.
Civiliza- slave forever; and expressly authorises the Jews to purtion is spreading abroad, as with the wings of light, chase the children of the strangers that sojourn among
and man is fast being reclaimed from a slate of na- them lo be bondmen forever, and to be an inheritance
for their children.
AH this being expressly laid down
ture.
With civilizalion, the human mind expamls in
the Bible, the Pentateuch must be abandoned as an
in moral power, and the richest blessings of life are
absolute imposture, if the law authorising slavery is not
spread around. The brightest and the best of these of Divine origin; and he who calls
domestic slaverv.
is a government which secures civil, religions and
whe'her by compact or by birth, "the consiimmaiion of
political liberty. Whilst constitutional law restrains all wickedness," will find it difficult lo exculpate himself
those natural rights which interfere with civil orfrom the charge of blasphemy against the Most
der, and are injurious to the body politic, it guaran- High. Bishop Newton, in his Dissertation on the Proties the rights of properly, and secures freedom of phecies, urges the present and past condition of the Africans
as a fulfilment of a prophecy, and as evidencf
conscience, and allows it to commune with the Divine essence, without the fear of being harmed by- of course; of the divine aulhorily of the Bible. Noah,
in his prophetic wrath, had said, "cursed be Canaan; a
human fanaticism and the self-constituted of ortlio servant servants shall
of
he be unto his brethren; anil
dox theolojy.
blessed be the Lord God of Shorn, and Canaan shall be
But, Mr. Speaker, I grieved more when, on the his servant. God shall enlarge Japheih,
and he shall
second point of the gentleman, I heard an invoca- dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan shall be his
tion of Ihe laws of God. Have we been sent lo con- servant!" Now, the Africans, the bishop undertakes
gress by the people ot Ihe Ignited Stales, lo discuss to show, are the descendants of Canaan, and their slaWhere do we derive the power very is an accomplishment of Noah's prediction.
the laws of God?
Thi.s is not all.
At the time when liie Christian relito resolve ourselves into a house of bishops, lo dis
pule points of theological controversy? Who will gion was first preached among mankind, slavery existed, and had long exis'ed, not only in Judea, but in
undertake to say Ihat he is Ihe inspired instrument
Greece and Rome, and in every part of the world then
to decide upon the ordinances, tlie precepts, an<l
known. Among ihc Jews, the law of Moses was yet
llie laws of Ihe Supreme Being? Who will here unin force.
Of this law. concerning slavery, no direct
dertake "lo hurl damnation round Ihe land on all he notice is taken by the founder of the
Christian religion.
?"
deems God's fo
I have always believed that Ihe
As to the pi-aciice under it, he is equally silent. But he
congress of the United Slates was circumscribed in "came not to destroy the law or the prophets, but to
the sphere of its action by written human laws, and fulfil." He not only dues not condemn slavery, but acIhat the constitution, the organic law of Ihe nation, tually gives to it a sort of sanction, by borrowing from
gave it Existence and limitalion; that we had pledg- that stale, in its most tremendous form, an illusTraiioii
ed ourselves, by the highest human means, and Ihe of his parables. The kingdom of heaven itself is likened "lo a certain king, wiio would take an account of
most solemn injunctions, not to wander beyond Ihe
his servants, and forasmuch as one of ihem 'had not to
strict letter of that inslrumen'; yet in all this I must
pay,' his lord commanded him lo be sold, and his wilt)
be mistaken, if the gentleman's argument has force and children, and all that
he had, and payment lo be
and application. But, sir, whilst I find in the con- made." "The servant, having fallen dowii and "woistitution no aulhorily to legislate upon Ihe princi- shipped'' his master, was released; but, being accused
ples of the law of nature, I find in it an express pro- ol harshness to anotiier ser\'anl, he was "delivered over
hibition to discuss Ihe Divine law. "Congress shall to the tormcnters."
The kingd^im of lieaven is again
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, compared lo a master Iravelling into a far country, 'and
or prohibiting the Iree exercise thereof" Thus who, on his return, directs tlie~servant who had buried
his talent to be cast into utter darknes.=.
A ihird illiitare we restrained from lejiislaling about religions
Iralion, equally grave and solemn, is taken Iroin the ri creeds, or interfering wilh the human conscience
turn of a master,
servant, knowing his lord's
The doors of every church are thrown open lo Ihe will, prepared not whose
himself, neither did according
his
American people by thai inslrument, anil each and will, and is "bearcn wiih many stripes." Now, to
if dcall can worship in liis own manner, and after such
niestic slavery had been deemed by our Saviour nii
diclale.
what
form as his conscience may
In
I have
atrocious crime, would it have been pas-ed over wiihsaid, I do not mean lo deny the obligation under onr censure?
Would the doctrine of salvalion have
which every human being must be to the Divine been illustrated by a ref(?rence to it, direct and unequivocal? Should we not have been told, not iha: the ricli
*Push-ma(-a-ha signifies superior excellence. In the man, hut ihat tlie slaveholder, could not enter llie kinglanguage of his tribe, it is a distinction ol honor. He dom of leaven? Let it be remembered, too, ihai Paul
twice gained it by the accord of his tribe, afier having preached among the Gentiles, paruculariy ainonf the
resigned it and become a brave. He was a warm friend Grieks and Romans. lie could not have been ignoof the United Slates during the last war, and his idea rant ol the condition of the slaves among the lafer.
of his existence was expressed in a council of confe- He mu=t have seen the ergastnla in which slaves wtro
rence, as reported to me by one who was present. Ii confined, and the porter choined to ihe gale of his
Roman master. Yet, instead of denouncing the n^lcsurpasses any thing in Ossian.
He said thaC**Push-mat-a-ha never drew sustenance ration of slavery as a crime, he and Peter both exhort
from woman, nor was dandled on her knee. A dark servants to he "obedient to their maslens, wiih fear and
cloud passed over llie horizon; a flash t>f lightninir rem trembling," "lo please them in all things, not answering
a tall pine asunder; and out stepped Push-niat-a-ha, a again," &c. &,c. The pracu'ceof St. Paul, on this siil°
iect, corresponded wiih his precepts.
full grown warrior, witli a rifle on his shoulder."
The Episilu to
He died at Washington: his last words are writlen Philemon is nothing more than an intercession in be.on the humble moiniment that marks his place of bu- half of Ouesirnns, a fugitive slave, who had probably
rial: "When I am dead, let the b:g guns be fired over run away from his master, to listen to the eloquence of

considered the constilulion as the established result
of concession and compromise, and vi'ould have esteemed the union too dear and sacred to admit its
value to be calculated. I know full well the peril
which I encounter when I attempt lo attack Ihe positions of that learned and distinguished gentleman;
bnt, at the risk of meeting all his powers, great as
they are acknowledged to" be, I must not hesitate to
debate (he most of his arguments, to dispute the
most of his premises, and do deny Ihe majority of
his conclusions.
1 shall do this, because I know
that the opinions of the distinguished gentleman
have more influence Ihan those of any half dozen
genllemen on tliis floor; and in saying this, I neither
mean disparagement to others, nor an idle compliment to him.
What have been the principal points of the gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr. Mams)?
He
has raised five or six. The first was, that congress
had jnrisdiclion under the laws of nature; the second was upon the law of God; Ihe third upon Ihe
Declaration of Independence; Ihe fourth upon that
provision in the conslitulion which gives congress
the power to legislate upon the interests of the District of Columbia; and Ihe last was upon that clause
in the conslitulion which declares the ri?lit of Ihe
people pc-accably to assemble, and to pelilion Ihe
government for a redress of grievances.
Now, sir, as to the first jioint.
I would ask the
learned gentleman if we were assembled here for the
pnrjiose of discussing the laws of nature?
Were
the members of the American congress of the U.
States elected to examine and conform to the laws
of nature? Have we sworfi, in Ihe discharge of our
high duties, lo obey, sanction and carry into effect
the laws of nature?
What are Ihe l.iws of nature?
M'ho will be kind enough to explain them? for the
learned genlleman has omitted to do so. Although
he has alluderl to thein viilh so much earnestness,
and made Ihein the basis of his argument, I frankly
confess that, as much as I have read of Ihe S|>ecul3five theories of the laws ot nature, I have never
been able to form any very distinrt idea upon the
subject.
\{ I have any opinion on Ihe question, it
is. that a slate of nature is a stale of war, where
sense of justice and law is unknown; where might
Constitutes righl; where physical power is the only me."

—

—
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the District of CoKiinbia, and its j'uisiiiotioii over
the subject in a broaJer and more extended manner, under the Duclatatioii of Independence of the

United Stales. Do gentlemen forget that that eloquent recital of the wrongs and grievances of the
colonies, which was drawn up by a southerner, and
sustained in council and in the battlefield by southern men, complains, "That he [Ihe British kin?]
has excited domestic insurrection

among

us?"

Do

gentlemen forget that, when the revolution commenced, in enumerating the causes which impelled
Ihe people of the colonies to abjure their allegiance
the king of Great Britain, he was expressly
charged with "prompting our negroes to rise m arms
those very negroes whom, by an inhuogainxt uc
to

—

use of his negative, he hath refused us ])ermission to exclude by law!" Does the course pursued
by the abolitionists diifer widely from this now?
But, whether slavery be a curse or not, the very
authorities which gentlemen quote, and well attested historv, will show that we of the south are
not to be reproached with its institution or its continuance. Slavery was introduced into this counentertained by
try at a time when no .scruples were
any class of Christians upon the subj.'ct. Who
were Ihe participators in the traffic ol slavery?--

man

ships and whose seamen were engaged ill
sUve trade? Or where is now enjoyed the
wealth amassed and hoarded up from its successful
prosecution? The puritan of the north was as much
a party to the traffic as the planter of the south.

Whose
the

the slave ships were fitted out;
New England the shackles were lorged to bind
the slaves; and if they were landed and sold at Ihe
south, it was only because there Ihey could be employed to the best advantage. It was a misfortune
that their climate had permitted the evil to take
deep root; while at Ihe north it had been stayed in
its growth, not by the superior virtue of the people,
but by their sagacious attention to their own inteThey 'bund that slavery would be a burden
rests.

From New England

in

in Iheir

cold

—

region, and shook

it

otf

upon

their

Were gentlemen to consider these facts,
neighbor.
were they to remember how slavery v\as introduced
among us, were they to look about and see where
the curse and denunciation would fall, instead of invoking the judgment of heaven and declaiming
about'the laws of nature, before pronouncing sentence of condemnation on a high-minded aiul gennrous peo|ile for holding slaves, they would consider
how they obtained theia, and inquire whetlier Ihi-y
can now get clear of them without producing more
evil than good.
The next argument urged by the gentleman from
Massachusetts was founded on that provision in Ihe
constitution which declares that congress shall have
power "to exercise exclusive Ifgislalion. in all cases
whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding ten
miles square) as may, by cession of particular stales,
and Ihe acceptance of congress, become the seat of
With bethe govern:neiit of the United Stales."
coming respect and great deference to the opinions
of others, I say to the many learned genllenien, distinguished st.itesmen, and able constiluliorial lawyers, who have admitted the right of congress to
legislate on the subj-ct of slavery in the District of
Columbia, that they have not, in my humble judgment, (lone themselves or the question justice. Removed Irom the point of agitation and danger, they
have seldom if ever examined the whole question;
they have read the clause in the conslitiition without considering other matters and ciicumstances
which give to it interpretation and meaning; they
have lliiis formed a hasty opinion, and then brought
their ingenuily and all their reasoning powers to
In no
suslain their first conceived iwpressions.
other way can I account for what I believe to be
their eironeous opinion and mistaken conclusions.
i humbly conceive, Mr. Speaker, that a gentleman
who occupies the high station of an .American legis
lator and statesman should, upon so important a
question as this, translate his mind back to the history of Ihe times of the formation of the constituHe should take a philosophical view of the
tion.
institutions of the country anterior to Ihe constitution, and consider well the purposes which that instrument was intended to eliect.
I have already shown how slavery was introduced
into this country, and that, from the character of the
climate, its stable productions, and other causes,
there were more slaves in the southern than in Ihe

nnrthern colonies. The colonial trade was under
the absolute dominion of the mother country; and
many of Ihe southern colonies not only endeavored
to discourage the importation of slaves, by various
duties imposed at different times upon tln-ir purchase, but petitioned the throne to remove those restraints of the governors which inhibited their assent to such laws as might check so very pernicioijs
a commerce. Si)£li was the stale of things from the
DecUratio:] of Injejicndence, in 177G,to ITdl, when
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he several state legislatures made an act of fedeia- or ofiieer thereof." It will also be found that tlie
Look inio that compact, onstitulion declares, that "representatives and diion, as allied sovereigns.
those original articles of confederation, and you will rect taxes shall be apportioned among the several
nowhere find power over the question of slavery states, which may he included within this union,
according to their respective numbers, which shall
given to the confederate government.
But the confederation under which the states had be determined by adding to the whole number of
leagued for common defence, at all times feeble, be- free persons, including those bound to service for a
came every day weaker from the influence of sec- term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed,
tional jealousies and the rivalship of power, and it three- fifths of all other persons;" that "the actual
enumeration shall be made within three years alter
is a fact of curious interest that the convention which
formed the present constitution assembled simply to the first meeting of the congress of Ihe U. States,
revise, in a few important particulars, the articles and wilhiu every subsequent ten years, in such manof confederation. The conflict between Maryland ner as Ihey shall by law direct;" that "no capita;ind Virginia, in relation to the navigation of the tion or other direct tax, shall be laid, unless in proPotomac river, gave the first impulse to a revison of portion to the census or enumeration herein before
Ihe original confederation, and I trust that the con- directed to be taken;" that "all debts contracted,
flict on its banks, in this capitol, will not destroy and engagements entered into, before the adoption
the present government.
In 17S6, there v\a5a con- of the constitution, shall be as valid against the U.
vention of delegates at Annapolis, the result of whose States under the constitution, as under the confededeliberations was a recominendalion to the several ration;" that "the migration or importation of such
states to send delegates to a grand convention in persons as any of the stales now existing shall think
Philadelphia, for the purpose of rendering the con- proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the constitution of the federal government "adequate to the gress prior to the year 1308, but a tax or duty may
exigencies of Ihe union." This grand convention be imposed on such importation, not exceeding ten
did meet in 1787, and proposed the constitution dollars for each person;" Ihat "no person held to
which, by the acceptance and confirmation of the service or labor in one state under the laws thereof,
people of the several states, in their own lime and escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any
manner, gave life and being to this republic. In the law or regulation therein, be discharged from such
letter which was addressed to congress by the con- service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim
vention, we find some of the causes which embar- of the parly to whom such service or labor may be
rassed the aclion of the convention, and, indeed, de- due." Thus in the enumeration of these several
layed Ihe adoption and ratification of the constitu- powers, restrictions and concessions, we see what
tion, by some of the states, for a long lime.
"It is were the sacrifices aiid concessions made by the
at all times difficult to draw with precision the line people of the individual slates, "in order to form a
between those rights which must be surrendered and more perfect union, establish justice, insure domesthose which may be reserved; and on the present tic tranquillity, provide for the common defence,
occasion, this difficulty was increased by a diffe- promote the general welfare, and secure the blessrence of opinion among the several states, as to their ings of liberty to themselves and their ])0sterity."
The constitution giving an increased representasituation, extent, habits and particular interests.
And thus the constitution which we present, is Ihe tion to the white iiopulalion of the slaveholding
result of a spirit of amity, and of that mutual defe- stales, was considered to compensate this inequalirence and concession which Ihe peculiarily of our ty, bj' shitting, in part, the burden of direct taxapolitical situation rendered indispensable."
Thus tion from the north to the south. The constitution
we see that, while all felt that an efficient national recognising slavery, and providing Ibr its continugovernment was i;ecessaiy, it was admitted that this ance, guarantying the vested rights in the owner,
and providing for the recapture of fugitive slaves,
could only be obtained at an immense sacrifice.
Compromise was to lie at Ihe foundation of"any go- was entered into deliberately by the non slavevernment at all concession, free, voluntary and holders, as a contract upon what were deemed
ample, was required on every side, or no integral good considerations. Among these considerations,
government could be established out of separate and were the advantages growing out of commerce,
inilependent sovereignties of antagonist opinions, and e.i^pecially the coasting trade, Ibr American
customs and interests. But with all these difficul- vessels. Experience had already proven how inties pressing upon them, what was the result of the adequate had been the articles of confederation to
deliberations of Ihe convention? Looking info the quell the discontents and conflicts about commerconstitulion, we find that "no state shall enter into cial advantages; and never was it to be expected
any treaty, alliance or confederation; grant letters of that thirteen (iis//;jc/ and separate governments^ viewmarque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of eredil; ing commerce under different relations, would be
make any thing but gold and silver coin a tender in brought to concede to each other the peculiar adpayment of debts; pass any bill of attainder, ex post vantages which they possessed from climate, soil,
facto law, or law impairing the obligation of con- or the nature of their productions.
How great
tiacts, or grant any title of nobility."
That "no were the commercial advantages which the north
slate shall, without the consent of the congress, lay expected to realize, and which they have, in fad,
any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except realized, by the adoption of Ihe constitution, will,
what may be absolutely necessary for executing its in some degree, appear when we consider that the
inspection laws; and the nelt produce of all duties product of slave labor forms the staple of the comand imposts laid b}' any state on imports or exports, merce of the world. "Let it be traced," says ail
shall be for the use of the treasury of the United eloquent writer, who has ably vindicated the south
States; and all such laws shall be subject to the re- from some of the aspersions of northern rant and
vision and control of the congress."
And that "no fanaticism, "let it be traced through all its ramilistale shall, without the consent of congress, lay any calions, in the shipping, navigating, commercial
duty of tonnage, keep troops, or ships of war in time and manufacturing concerns of New England and
of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with New York; in all the domestic and household araimther slate, or with a foreign power, or engage in rangements in every domicil in the country; with
war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent every family where cotton is used, or sugar eaten;
danger as will not 'admit of delay." While to the with eveiy fortune Ihat has been acquired by incongress of the general government was given, h ritaiice or maiiiage; and with the price of labor
ainnug other powers, the high power "to lay and among Ihe poorest members of Ihe community, and
collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises; to (lay the it will be found Ihat, under the coidract of the condebts and provide Ibr the roinmon defence and ge- slitiition, a very large part of Ihe profit of slave labor
neral welfare of Ihe United Slates; to borrow money is gathered and jiossessed in the free states, while the IJ
on Ihe credit of the United Slates: to regulate com- ignominy and curse of the institution are thrown_'
merce with foreign nations, and among Ihe several upon the states where that labor is performed.'
slates, and with the Indian tribes; to establish uni- But, besidesthe advantages flowing from commerce,
form laws of natiirali-iation, and bankruptcies; to which the nou-slaveholding states secured by thi
coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of fo- adoption of the constitution, let it be remembereJ
reign coin; fix the standard of weights and mea- that a government was created which has reimbursj
sures; to punish eounterfeiling, piracies and felo- ed them for their expenditures during the revoluJ
nies committed on the high seas; to establish post tionary struggle
which has paid millions for that
offices and post roads; to declare ^^ ar, grant letters purpose, besides the immense amount which has
of marque and reprisal; raise and support armies; been paid by way of pension to the soldiers of the
provide and maintain a navy; to make rules and ar- war of independence.
Again, let it be borne in
ticles of war; to call out, organize and govern the mind Ihat the slaveholding states, upon coming
militia; exercise exclusive legislation over the seat into the union, voluntarily surrendered to the geof government, and over forts, arsenals and dock neral government, for the common use and benefit,
yards; to assent to Ihe formation of new slates; to millions of acres of valuable land, already the residispo.se of and make rules concerning the territory dence of millions of freemen, and destined to be
or other properly belonging to the United Slates, the residence of countless millions more.
and to make all laws necessary and proper for carThus, sir, have I shown that, not only by the
rying into execution the foregoing powers, and all consent, but by the approbation, contract and agreeother powers vested by the constitution in the go- ment of the north, slavery was not only recognised
vernment pf the United States, or in any department and secured by the constitution, but incorporated
|
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till-

—

as are the rights of the slaveholder, the aboliliordsts
have little liope to break through the constitutional
barriers: their only hope is to steal in at some loophole; and, with this view, they would persuade an
assumption of power, under the plausible pretext
that congress has jurisdiction, because exclusive legislation has been given to congress in all cases
whatsoever over this District. I have gone into the
history of the origin of slavery iu this country, of
its institution both before and under the constitution,
of the legislation of the states upon the subject, in
order to show that congress can exercise no legitimate authority to abolish slavery in any of the stales
where it now exists, or where it existed at the
time of the adoption of the constitution. If this
doctrine be true—rif the abolitionists and their supporters here admit it
then must all their arguments
fail, which go to establish the power of congress to
abolish slavery in this District under the eighth section of the first article of the constitution; because,

—

whatever power congress can exercise over this
District, they may exercise in any ar,d every other
part of this country, in any and every slate in this
union: and to prove this, we have only to read the
language of the constitution itself, when it declares
that congress shall have power ''to exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases whatsoever, over such
District (not exceeding ten miles square) as may,
by cession of particular states, and the acceptance
of congress, become tile seat of the government of
the United Slates, and to exercise like authority over
all places ])UTch3S-d by the consent of the legislature of the state in which the same shall be, for the
erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards,
and other needful buildings."
iMuch has been said, Mr. Speaker, about the
powers of congress, as a local legislature, over this
District; but, sir, a territory over which congress
could exercise separate and exclusive jurisdiction
was not sought for the purpose of establishing a
Utopia or an oligarchy, but that congress might
have an established scat of government independent
alike of state influence and state favor
a seat of
government where they could exercise an exclusive

—

be
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District of Columbia, and only ask you io r.xercise your autliorily where you have jurisdiction.
In this District there are about 6,000 slaves, and it
cannot be that the energies of the whole body of
abolitionists are directed to no other object than the
emancipation of so srtiall a portion of the slave population of the country. No, sir.
Walled around

into the very political existence of itie irovernment
incorporated in tlie representation on this floor
political power given to it, in the very election of
tlie executive, and, through him, into the election
of all the military, civil and other officers of the
general g;overnment; for every officer of govern
iiient, before he can discharge any duly of his
office, is first bound to take an oath to support the
institution of slavery as it exists, because he is
bound to take an oath to support the constitution.
)t is incorporated, too, in the taxing power of congress; and congress would violate the constitution,
and its law would be a violation of a fundamental
feature of the compact of the states, as written in
the constitution, if it did not levy direct taxes upon
the slaves of the states, as there provided. The
slightest infraction of this fundamental article of
the constitution would absolve a state from all
liability, and resolve it into its original unqualified
sovereignty.
But, Mr. Speaker, there is another view of the
subject, npon which I will, at this tijne, say a
word: At the time of the adoption of the constitution, slavery existed in almost all the states.
Vermont declared, in her constitution of 1777, there
should be iio slavery within her limits.
New
Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island did the
same in 17S4. In Massachusetts, in the first action, involving the right of the master, which came
before the supreme judicial court, after the establishment of the constitution, the judges declared
that, by virtue of the first article of the declaration
of rights, slavery in the state was no more.
In New York, by an act for the gradual abolition of slavery, all children born of slaves subsequent to the 4th of July, 1779, were declared to be
free, but to continue servants to the owners of their
mothers males till the age of 28, and females till
the age of 25; and, by an act of the 31st of March,
1817, every negro, mulatto or mustee, within the
state, born before the 4th of July, 1799, it was declared should, from and after the 4th ol July, 1S27,
free.

In Pennsylvania; by the act for the gradual aboof slavery, passed on the ].«t of March, 178(1,
every person who at the time was a slave was to
remain a slave, unless his ow'ner omitted to register him on or before the 1st day of November then
next ensuing. Children born after the passage of
the act, were born free, subject, however, to a temporary servitude till the age of 28; and the issue of
such children could not be held to any servitude.
In New Jersey various laws have passed for the
gradual abolition of slavery; but, according to the
census of 1S30, there were, at that time, in the
lition

—

—
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the cessio.i of particular states, and the acceptance
of congress.
It will also be recollected, thai
there
was gre.at rivalry among the states as to the point
to be selected.
The journal of the old congress will show that
from the 2Sth of July, 17S8, up to 13th of September, I7SS, the subject of determining with
respect
to the place for commencing proceedings under
the
new constitution was continually under discussion,

and gave

rise to many motions and much debate;
the relative advantages of New York, Hudson, Philadelphia, Wil mi ngton, Lancaster, Baltimore,
imapolis, and other places being pressed with great
zeal and earnestness. After congress had assembled
under the constitution, the bill lor locating a district of territory, not exceeding ten miles square, on
the Poloinac, "between the mouths of the eastern
branch and Conogocheague," which originated in
the senate, passed that body by a vote of fourteen
to twelve, and in the house was the subject of much
discussion.
Four distinct propositions were made
in the shape of amendments, to change the seal of
the federal district, by motion to strike out "the Potomac," and insert some other place:
1st.
"To substitute the Delaware instead of Potomac" ayes 22, noes 39.
2d.
"In the state of Pennsylvania, including
Germantown" ayes 22, noes 39.
3d.
"Between the Susquehanna and Potomac"
ayes 25, noes 36.
4lh.
"Stale of Maryland, including Balli-nore"
—ayes 26. noes 34.
Now, can any man of rational mind believe that
the representatives from Maryland would have
voted in favor of establishing Iheseat ofgovernment
at Baltimore, or its legislature would have olfered
Annapolis for such a purpose, if they had, lor a
single instant, thought or believed that congress
would possess the power to abolish slavery in the
very centre of the slate? Can any rational mind
believe that Maryland would have recognised or
sanctioned such an interpretation, or allowed the
general government to hold its seat in the centre of
the state, armed with such antagonist powers
against her peace and interests? I think it impos-

A

—

—
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sible Io

would.

moment in
What can be the

doubt a

powers now claimed

saj'ing that she never
difference, whether the

congress bo exercised in
the centre or on the borders of the slate?
If the
power of congress to abolish slavery could not have
been allowed at Baltimore, it cannot be at Wasliington. That part of the District north of the
southern bank of the Potomac was as much a pait
of Maryland as Baltimore.
If it cannot be inferred
from any thing which occurred at the adoption of
for

jurisdiction in all matters of police for their personal
protection.
The proceedings of the old congress
shov/ distinctly that such was the object; and in
fact the outrage which occurred at the close of the
state no less than two thousand two hundred and revolution to awe the d.-liberations of congress by the constitution, as a cotemporaneous interpretathreat and mutinous excitement, which provetl how tion of that instrument, that it was admitted that
forty-six slaves.
Now, sir, at the time of the adoption of the con- little protection could be expected from state au- congress had the power to abolish slavery within the
stitution, did any member from the north move and thorities alone, no doubt contributed greatly to the limits of any state in which it existed, who can recarry any proposition in the convention authoris- introduction ol'the clause in the constitution which sist the inference, or debate the conclusion, that
ing congress to abolish slavery within its territory, gives to congress the exclusive legislation over the the letter, the spirit, and philosophy of the constior within the limits of the influence of the consti- seat of government. On the 71 h of October, 1783, tution totally deny the assumption 'of such power
tution?
Did Pennsylvania,
York, or any a resolution was passed providing "that buildings by congress? And no lapse of time can enlarge the
other northern slate, then or since, ever call on con- for the use of congress be erected on or near the powers of congress without an alteration of the
gress to abolish slavery within its limits and juris- banks of the Delaware, provided a suitable district constitution itself. There is no where in the condiction?
Slavery has been abolished gradually can be procured on or near the banks of the said stitution, any power given to congress to abolish
abolished, mark ye
in nearly all the states north of river for a feudal town, and that the right of soil, slavery; yet this power is attempted to be drawn
Maryland, but was the power ol congress invoked? and exclusive or such other jurisdiction as congress from the constitution by implicalion. Gentlemen
Did not the general voice of the people call on their may direct, shall be vested in the United States." admit that congress cannot intermeddle with the
On the 21st of the same month, 1783, another re- institution of slavery iu any portion of the union
state authorities? and was not abolition efiV-cted by
where it existed at the time of the adoption of the
the acts of their own state legislatures? The whole solulion was passed, preceded by a preamble:
"Whereas there is reason to expect that the ]iro- constitution. It did exist, and does exist, in Ihat
legislation ot the non-slaveholding stales demonstrates that they regarded the question of slavery as viding buildings for the alternate residence of con- portion of Maryland and Virginia which became the
one of slate jurisdiction alone; and every fact gress in two places will be productive of the most seal ofgovernment; yet, in Uie absence of all exwhich I have given, goes far in illustration of that salutary effects, by securing the mutual confidence pressed or implied pov.er, they wouirt liave congress
alter the then and now existing relations of master
provision of the constitution which declares that and affections of the stales:
"Resolved, That buildings be provided for the and slave. If it was intended to have given con'•the powers not delegated to the United stales by
gress the power, the convention omitted to express
the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, use of coneress at or near the lower falls of the Po
are reserved to the states, respectively, or to the tomac or Georgetown, provided a suitable district il; and, having failed so to express it, the omission
on the banks of the river can be procured for a fede- denies the ri^ht of jurisdiclion.
people."
Mr. Speaker, in considering these features of our
But, Mr. Speaker, notwithstandingtlie legislation ral town, and the right ol soil and an exclusive ]nriitof each and every state in reference to the abolition diclion, or such other as congress may direct, shall conslituiion, I am forcibly struck with the analogy,
which the whole instrument bears, in many reof slaveiy shows that it has always been considered be vested in the United States."
Such were the views entertaint-d by the old con- spects, to the articles of union between England
a question of state jurisdiction; notwithstanding
some of Iheabolitioiiists here and elsewhere disclaim gress, such the considerations which influenced the and Scotland, adopted bv the parliament of both
convention which framed the constitution, and such those kingdoms in 1707.'
all pretence of power in congress to abolish slavery
Article 3d declares
in the states, they yet contend that full, ample and the understanding of the people of the several states
"The United Kingdom shall be represented by
absolute power is given to congress over the ques- when they accepted, ratified and confirmed the conThe jurisdiction was intended to be one parliament."
tion in this District, by the grant of power contain- stitution.
The 1st section of the Ist article of the constitued in the eighth section of the first article of the made so exclusive as to prevent conflict between
constitution.
They have rung the changes upon federal and state authority iu municipal laws and tion of the United States provides
"That all legislative powe.-s herein granted, shall
the terms used in the clause referred to, and said regulations, and to give to congress all the power,
much about the phrase "to exercise exclusive le- and none other, which should be indispensably ne- be vested in a congress of the United States, which
gislation in all cases whatsoever over such District;" cessary for its own protection, and to render all the shall consist of a senate and house of representathey have argued that this gave congress ample, departments and officers of the federal government tives."
Article 4th declares
unlimited, absolute power of legislalion over the entirely indepetideiit of state authority.
"There shall be a communication of all right? and
It must also be recollected that no place was dequestion here. I shall answer some of these argu
nients presently; but I would here say that there is signated in the constitution as the seat of govern- privileges between the subjects of both kiligdoms,
one part which all the learned commentators seetn ment; the convention only thought it expedient to exct-pt when it is otherwise agreed."
Tlie 2d section, 4th article of the constitution of
entirely to have overlooked.
They tell you that specify the limits 2nd extent, and the character of
you have lull and ample power to abolish slavery in the legislation, leaving its location to depend upon the United States, provides
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' The citizens of each state sluill be entitled to all
privileges and iiiiinuiiities ol citizens in the teveral
stales."
Article 9th declares
"When England raises £2,000,000 by a land lax,

Scotland shalfraise £48,000."
Si.clion2d, article 1st of the constitution

of the

United States provides, that
"Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned amons; the several stales which may be included within this union, according to their respective numbers, which shall be determined by adding
to the whole nuiuberof free persons, including those
bound to service for a term ofyears, and excluding
Indians not taxed, lUrce-fiflks of all other persons."
Article ISth declares

"The laws relating to trade, customs and excises,
But
shall be the same in Scotland as in England.
all the other laws of Scotland shall remain in force,
but alterable by the parliament of Great Britain;
yet, with those laws relating to public policy, are
Laws
alterable at the discretion of the parliament.
relating to private rights are not to be altered but
ior the evident utility of the people of Scotland."
The 2d section of the 6th article of the constitution of the United Stales provides, that
"This constitution, and the laws of the United
States which shall be made in pursuance thereof;
all treaties made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land."
Article 1st, section Sth of the constitution de-

and
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of the government; and any meddling with it now
would be an infringement of "the essential condiBut the institution of slavery,
tions o( tlie union."
whether right or wrong, does not owe its existence
or continuance to the constitution: it is above and
independent; pre-existing aiid beyond that instrument, though sanctioned and guarantied by it. And
ha%'ing
I maintain that slavery, having pre-existed
been recognised, adopted and guarantied by the constitution
no afterthought of fanaticism oriiretendcd
humanity can, for specious purposes, seize upon the
property of any citizen, whether in a slave or nonslaveholding slate; nor can alter the then existing
state of things, without violating the sf.irit and letter of the constitution; without disregarding the solemn compact entered into by these states, and
thereby jeoparding the integrity of the union. Considering the question wholly by the constitution,
and that instrument solely and strictly by its letter,
will gentlemen contend that congress has power to
legislate in this matterexclusively over the District?
But, by the same instrument, congress is in part a
representative of slaves.
The constitution, recognising and providing for the representation of slaves,
requires, in the appointment, that every five slaves
sliall be equal to three freemen.
If the framers of
the constitution had such horror of slavery as is
atlected at the north now, why did they allow to it
political importance, or even being, by representation on this floor?
The answer is a plain one. Jo
the first place, the constitution was a matter of
concession and compromise to all'ect a perfect
union; and, in the second place, to elfect this union,
the insiitution of slavery was not only to be ac-

—

—

that—
"Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several knowledged as a fundamental and essential principle, but to be guarantied and secured against all instates, and with the Indian tribes."
The Sth article of the amendments provides, that terference, by giving to it, as property, political
clares,

power. By the constitution, then, slavery is recogWill you be governed
nised and abolition is not.
by the conslitution, or will you assume powers not
delegated, because a few self-righteous men to the
compensation."
north, thinking themselves wiser than their ancesThe 9lh article provides, that
"The enumeralion in the constitution of certain tors, fancy they can abolish such parts of the conrights sliall not be construed to deny or di.sparage slitution as may not suit their present views or interests?
Cillers retaine<l by the people."
But, iUr. Speaker, the third section of (he sixth
The 10th amendment declares
"The powers not delegaled to the United States article of the constitution declares that "the senators
by the constitulion, nor prohibited by it to the and representatives," (of the congress of the United
states, are reserved to the states, respectively, or to States), "and the members of the several stale
legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers,
the people."
both of the United Stales, and of the several states,
Article 22d of the union states
"Sixteen peers are to be chosen to represent the shall be bound by an oath or alfirmation to support
peerage of Scotland in parliament, and forty five this conslitution " With, then, the existing provisions of the constitution; with slavery recognised,
members to sit in the house of commons."

"No person shall be depiived of life, liberty or
property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use without just

guarantied, incorporated into that instrument, how
can gentlemen reconcile it to themselves to vole
"The seriate of the United States shall be com- lor the abolition of an institution which they have
sworn to support? How can they console themselves
posed of two senators from each stale," &.C.
Section 2d of the same article, as quoted, pre- while advocating abolition petitions, which would
scribes the reinescntation in the house of repiesen- have them violate their solemn oath of office? Do
the abolitionists require the members of this house
tatives.
Upon these articles of union of England and to have easy and pliant consciences, to be moulded
accoidiiig to the prejudices or caprices of fanali
Scotland, sir VViliiam Blackstone remarks:
"These are the principles of the twenty-five ar- cisin? Under this constitutional requirement of an
ticles of union, which are ratified and confirmed by oath of office, it matters not what may be the local
5;h Anne, chap. 8, in which statute there are also legislation of the states, the rights of the slavehoU
two acts of parliament recited, the one of Scotland, der are guarantied most amply and most fully; and
whereby the church of Scotland, and also the four this doctrine has been recognised by the most so-

Section

-Sd, lit

article of the constitution declares,

that—

iimvcisitiesof that kingdom, are established forever,
all succeeding sovereigns are to take an oalli
inviolably to maintain the same; the other of England, 5th Anne, chap. G, whereby the acts nf uniformity of loth Elizabeth and 13th t'harlcs 11, (except, as the same had been altered by parliament at
that time) and all others then in force, for the jireservalinn of tlie church of England, are declared
perpetual; and it is stipulated, that every subsequent king anil queen shult take an oalli inviolubli) to
maihtain Ike same within England, Ireland, IVales

and

lemn decisions of the highest courts

in several ot
the non-slaveholding stales, particularly Pennsylvania,
York and IVlassachusetts. These decisions, to the high credit of the judiciary, show
that the constitution is beyond the reach of local
prejudice or sectional views of policy. I have not
time to cite many of the cases alluded to; hut I beg
the indulgence of the house to read from one which,
in 1335, came before the court of errors of

New
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And it is
ol B-rwick upon Tweed.
two 'shall forever be observed dec In red:
"If the person wdiose
ads fntidamenlal and essential conditions oj the
and the town

New

York a court constituted of the piesident of the
senate, chancellor of state, judges of the supreme
conn and all the senators, wherein the chancellor

en.icted that these

iinini."'

And he continues:
"Upon these ariicles and

acts of union, it is lo be
obs, rved, that the two kingdoms arc now so inseparably united (hat nothing can ever disunite Ihein

again;

unless, perhaps, an

infringement of

tlio«e

points which, when they were separated and inde.
pendent nations, it was mutually stipulated shall be
"
•fandamentul and essential conditions of the union.'
Will not these remarks of the great ronimentator
upon the constitution anil laws of England a|:ply
with equal force to the constitution of the United
If an infringement of the fundamental and
States?
essential conditions "of union would disunite two
kingdoms, wouhl no( the same violation dissever
thcsl! .states?

Sir,

1

repeal, that, at the adoption of

our constitution, slavery not only existed, hut was
aeknowledgcil, and, as a prominent and fuiidamental principle, was incorporated into the very fabric

services are claimed is in
fact a fugitive from servitude, under the laws nf
another slate, the constitutional provision is imperative that he shall be delivered up to his master
upon claim made; and any state officer or private
cilizen who owes allegiance to the United States,
and has taken the usual oath to support the constitution thereol, cannot, without incurring the moral
guilt of perjury, do any act to deprive the master of
his right of recapture, when there is no doubt that
the person whose services are claimed is in fact the
slave of the claimant.
However much, therefore,
we may deplore the existence of slavery in any
part nf the union, as a national as well as local evil,
yet, a.! the right of the master to reclaim his fugitive slave is secured to liim by the federal constilu.
lion, no good ci'izen, whose liberly and properly
are protected by that constitution, will interfere to
prevent Ibis povision from being carrietl into etfecl
according to it3 spirit and letter; and even when

the forms of law are resorted to for the purpose of
evading the constitutional provision, or lo delay the
remedy ol the master in obtaining a return of his
fugitive slave, it is undoubtedly the right, and may
become the duty, of the court in which any proceedings for thai purpose are instituted, to set them
aside, if they are not commenced and carried on in
good lailh and upon probable grounds of believing
that the claim of the master to the services of the
supposed slave is invaded."
Mr. Speaker, an impartial interpreter of the constitution will not mark the particular passage which
alludes to the ten miles square; but he will look at
the whole instrument and examine each part in relation to the whole
he is bound to make them
harmonize if they will agree. Can a construction
be given to that part which relates lo the ten miles
square which shall empower congress to abolish
slavery, without overllnowing and obliterating that
part which recognises slavery, which provides for
its representation and taxation under certain circumslances, or which pioliibits congress from interfering with private property, and secures its
recapture, if it should flee from the owner in the
District of Columbia?
What novice in law, or who
is so little skilled in the interpretation of contracts,
but will say that you must make all parts of an instrument agree if it be possible; or, if the various
parts conflict, the intention is to be come at by the
plain and obvious moaning of the writing?
The
construction which the gentlemen give who advocate the cause of the abolitionists would blot out
every part which recognises, provities for, or guaranties the existence of slavery, and, by doing so,
would change the whole representation in congress
and vary the apportionment of direct taxation.
Again, sir:
can you reconcile the power of
congress to abolish slavery with the prohibition not
to interfere with private ))roperty? lor slaves, not
only by the laws of the slates, but under the constitulion itself, are recognised as property.
The
doctrine of the abolitionists superadds ditficully to
difficulty, while in a fair and just interpretation of
the constitution all its parts will stand perfect, and
have full scope and influence.
I have already shown, from concurring circumstances and the plain reading of the legislation at
Ihe time, what was contemplated by the framers of
the conslitution, in requiring a certain extent of territory lo be established as Ihe seat of government
for the United States.
They desired a distinct and separate place, not
for the purpose of remodelling society, but to keep
where there should be no fear of civil
it as it was
commotions no popular threatening of the delibeno interruption of their proceedings, and
rations
no other control or legislation lo govern their officers,
There are in this District, even
servants or agents.
now, thousands employed by the government oflicers, public agents, clerks and laborers upon the
Had Maryland or Virginia jurispublic buildings.
diction, the whole business of the government
m'ght be stopped or delayed at the pleasure of
either.
Owing allegiance to the state, every man
might be called away to serve on juries or to perform militia duty; as it is, exclusive legislation belonging to congress, our legislation can control the
action of all persons employed by the government.
I admit, sir, that the seat of government might have
been established upon the public tlomain; and slavery, to a certain extent, might have been prohibited
where it did not pre\'iously exist; but to abolish it
where it had existed is very dilferent. Congress
was content lo select a place where slavery did
exist, and it was not then pretended that slavery
was either a moral, social or political evil. If they
thought so they did not express the opinion, nor
had Ihey the right sn to express themselves, or to
act upon such conviclion.
Experience has shown
that, by the existence of slavery in this District,
neither the legislation of congress nor the operations
of the government have been impeded. It has
shown, that slavery could exist in the ceded territory, and that that provision which made slaves
taxable property could be carried into effect.
But, sir, there is another view of this subject
which has been slightly alluded to, but which, f
think, has not been sufficiently enforced. Granting
that there was nothing implied or secured by the
silence on the question of slavery at the adoption
ol the constitution, did congress take, or could this
government have taken, this District without certain limitations and reservations?
I
maintain that
congress neither did, nor could. Slavery existed
here: the right to reguhile or abolish it belonged to
Maryland or Virginia, within the limits of their
respective jurisdictions; and the question was settled by Ihe adoption of the constitution.
While
Maryland and Virginia held jurisdiction, slavery
might have been abolished by acts of legislation,
operating over all parts of each state respectively;

—
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—
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but neither state could, by partial legislation, have
abolished slavery in any particular section or district of its territory; nor could they, by a cession
of jurisdiction to any other authority, have impaired or put in jeopardy the rights secured to the
citizens of each stale, not only by !lie constitution
of each respective stale, but by the constilntion of
the United' States.
But, waiving all these considerations, did the stales of Maryland and Virt^inia
give up a portion of their territory to the unlimited
and absolute jurisdiction of congress? Read the
acts of cession and you will find they did not.
They were willing to cede a portion of their territory; but, not resting the rights of the citizens of
such ceded territory on the provisions of the constitution alone, by express reservations in their
articles of cession, they denied the power to congress to interfere with the right of property.
The act of cession from the state of Virginia declares

"That a tract of country, not exceeding ten
miles square, or any les-er quantity, to be located
within the limits of 'this state, and in any part thereof as congress may by law direct, shall be, and the
same is hereby, forever ceded and rolinquislied to
the congress and government of the United States,
ill full
and absolute riglit, and exclusive jurisdiction, as well of soil as of persons residing or to reside thereon, pursuant to the tenor and eflect of the
eighth section of the first article of the constitution
of the government of the United States: provided.
That nothing herein contained shall be construed to
vest in the United States any right of property in
the soil, or to aliect the rights of individuals thereotherwise than the same shall or may be transferred by such individuals to the United States."
The act of cession from the state of Maryland
declares
in,

'•That

part of the said territory called
within the limits of this state,
is hereby, acknowledired to
be forever ceded and relinquished to the congress
and government of the United States, in full and
absolute right, and exclusive jurisdiction, as well
of soil as of persons residing or to reside thereon,
pursuant to the tenoi and effect of the eighth section ol the first article of the constitution of the
government of the United States: provided. That
nothing herein contained shall be so construed to
vest in the United States any right of property in
the soil, or to alfect the rights of individuals therein, otherwise than the same shall or may be transferred by such individuals to the United States:
and provided, also. That the jurisdiction of ihe
laws ot this state, over the persons and property of
individuals residing within the limits of the cession
aforesaid, shall not cease or determine until congress shall, by law, provide for the government
thereof, under their jurisdiction, in manner provided by the article of the constitution before recited."
Such are the articles of cession.
let it also
be borne in mind, that the seat of government
could not have been established, nay, congress
could not even have assembled in any state where
slavery existed, without the consent and sanction
of that state; and these articles of cession must be
regarded, not only as limitations upon the powers
of congress, but as compacts and treaties between
high contracting parties.* These articlesof cession are, in fact, paramount to the constitution, in
this, that the constitution could not have gone into
effect here without them.
The articles of cession
were made under Ihe sanction of the constitution
by three high sovereign parties sovereign and independent within their respective spheres, and
qualified and competent to enter into compact.
These parties were Maryland, Virginia and the
general government. Now, sir, for nearly forty
years the general government has existed here, and
slavery has existed here; the local law which go»-erns here, with but slight variation, is Ihe law
which existed here before the constitution was
formed; the rights which that law gave, and Ihe
obligations which it was intended to enforce, were
recognised and declared to be in force before the
government was established here; and have been
continued ever since.
No intimation ha? ever
been made that the existence of slavery here has
produced the slightest inconvenience or danger to
any department of the government; but, on the
contrary, so convenient have Ihe services and labor
of slaves been loiind, that, by act of conjress, the
owners of slaves resid'-'iit in Maryland and Virginia have been aulhorised to hire them here; and, by
all

that

Columbia, which

shall be, and the

lies

same

Now

—
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another act of congress, passed 24th June, 1S12, a
if to give increased value and security to such
kind of property, it is expressly declared:

"That herealter it shall be lawful for any inhabi
tantor inliabilants in either of said counties, owning and [lossessing any slave orslaves therein, to
remove the same from one county into the other
and to exercise freely and fully all the lights ol
property in and over the said slave or slaves therein, which would be exercised over him, her or
them, in the county from whence the removal was
made, any thing in any legi,><lalive act in force at
this liuie, in either of the said counties, to the contrary notwithstanding."
Yet, after all this, a new reading is to be given
to the constitution, and new powers are to be exercised by congress.
Will congress assume power by implication?
Will you say that the clause of
the constitution giving power lo legislate exclusively over these ten miles square, allows congress
lo establish a despotism here, to trample on the
rights of the citizens of this District, and lo establisli here a citadel of abolition, from which predatcny incursions may be made upon the institutions
of neigliboring states; that by this means you may
interfere with the rights of property not only liere,
but with those existing in the close contiguity of
Maryland and Virginia? Nay, more; thai, by so
doing," you jeopard the peace and security of the
people here and in those states, and yet that Maryland and Virginia have no right to complain and
denounce such legislation as a usurpation and a
violation of the compact, both expressed and implied?
Have not Maryland and Virginia the same
right to construe by implication what they surrendered, or what they di.l not surrender, as you have?
Then, to avoid all collision, is it not the duty of
congress to refrain from all attempts to assume
powers not expressly delegated? And is not any
attempt on the part of congress to exercise a power
not delegated, a usurpation and a direct infraction
of the constitution? If, sir, congress has not been
invested by the constitution, nor by the articles of
cession, with the power now pretended to, of abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia, it is Ihe
bounden duly of Maryland and Virginia to interfere, should the federal government ever attempt to
exercise such power. Every state in the union
would be called upon to protect the constitution
from infraction, but it would be the especial duty
of Maryland and Virginia to see that the rights of
their children's children should not be invaded.
Already has the voice of Maryland been raised
upon this question; she has declared, with almost
unprecedented unanimity, that you have no jurisdiction over the subject of slavery; that she never
intended to give you such jurisdiclion, and that if
you attempt to exercise such powers it will be a
violation of the compact; that the compact will
become a dead letter; anil that she will reassumher original jurisdiction over all that part of Ihe
ten miles square which lies north of the southern
bank of the Potomac.
In the session of the general assembly of Maryland, 18.37, Mr. Joseph S Cottman, a gentleman of
ability, submitted, in his place in Ihe senate, the
following resolutions, an account of which he has
furnished since:
'•
By the senate, February IS, 1SS7.
Whereas,
communication from the executive of this state was yesterday received, enclosing
certain resolutions pas.«ed by the general assembly
of Vermont, and transmitted by the governor of said
state to his excellency the governor of this state,
with a request that the same be laid before the legislature, which resolutions are in the following
words, viz:
"Resolved by ihe general assembly of the state of Vermont, That neither congress nor the state {governments have any constitutional riglit to abridge the
free expression of opinions, or the transmission of
them through the public mail.
"Resolved, That congress do possess the power lo
abolish slavery and the slave trade in the District of
Culiimbia.
"Resolved, That his excellency the governor, be
requested to transmit copies of the foregoing reso
liitions'to Ihe executive of each of the states, and
to each of our senators and representatives in con-

A

gress.

"And whereas respect and courtesy are due to all
communications from the executive of Maryhmd:

—

Therefore,
"Resolved by the general assembly of Maryland,
That neither congress nor the slate governments
have any constitutional right to indulge in Ihe "ex*"The operation of the constitution must, of ne[iression of opinions, or the transmission of them
cessity, be 1 ke that of a trea'v of cession by a foreign
the public mail," so as to endanger the;-:a'e ui ihe Uiii'.e
r-t or deed iT cession throu^'h
? :•
TS;;drs. „r to infrinvf. i| c rigl;fs <.f
is ilio liUe to p i.vi
jrding to its term.', ui,iorr-.f il.ese V.
or lo intirfpre with Ihe domestic insti
individuals,
operating by wnv "f
liiity, connnact or eontract."
tutlons of any of the states of this union.
iBalduiu'i ConstUulional Views, p. 83.
'

.

i
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"Resolved, That congress does not possess the
power to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia; and, in the opinion of this legislature,
the abolition ol slavery in said District by congress,
would
be a violation of the terms and condition's
upon
which the cession of the District of Columbia was
made to the federal government; and, in the event
of such violation, Ihe leiritory included in said District, ought, and of right will, revert
respectively to
the slates of Virginia and Maryland.
"Resolved, That his excellency, the governor, be
requested to transmit copies of the foregoing resolutions lo the executive of each ol Ihe states, and
lo each of our senators and representatives in congress.
'•For the above resolutions, Mr. Bowie offered the
following as a substitute, which was read and negatived.
"Resolved by the general assembly of Maryland,
That the communication from the governor of Vermont, covering certain resolutions of that state, in
relation lo the power of congress over the rights of
slaveholders in the District of Columbia, and the

transmission of incendiary proceedings through the
mail, be not received, the same being an offensive
interferencewith the domestic relations and private
property of citizens, over whom the legislature of
Vermont has no control. And that his excellency,
the governor of Maryland, be requested to return
the same to the executive of Vermont."— Maryland
senate journal, session 1836, page 176.
"On the 20ih of February, the resolutions were
again taken up, and the followingamcndments were,
on motion of Mr. Brown, assented to.
"Strike out the woids 'so as,' 5lh line 1st resolution, and insert the word 'calculated.'
After the word 'be,' 4th line 2d resolution, strike
out the letter 'a,' and insert 'contrary lo the understanding and intention of all the high contracting
parlies, if not in.'
"Same resolution, 9th line, after the word 'ought,'
itrike out Ihe word 'and,' and in Ihe same line
strike
)Ut the word 'will' and insert the word 'to.'
"The following amendment, on molion of Mr.
Bowie, was assented lo:
Strike out in the second resolulion all after the
word 'government,' 7lh line, to the end of Ihe resolution.'— Ibid, page 183.
"On the question of engrossing for a third readng, Ihe first was passed nem. con. and the second
was ordered to be engrossed, with one (Mr. Tidball)
in the negative. Mr. Tidball, who was unwilling to
assert that congress had not the power to abolish
slavery in the District of Columbia, made a motion
expressing bis views, which was negatived without
a division.
The preamble and resolutions were then read the
third time, by special order, and assented to— (lb.
p. 184), and were sent to the house of delcates
°
Page 185.
These resolutions were received by the house of
delegates while the new constitution was under discussion, and were never, in consequence, acted on.
House journal, session 1836, p. 356." •
Such are Ihe opinions, and such Ihe declared intentions, of one of Ihe high contracting parties, and
such will be her course, whenever a majority in
congress shall be so reckless as to violate the rights
of property in this District. But the general assembly of Maryland did not stop here: at the same session, they had under consideration an alteration of
the constitution ol the state: and as, at this very
time, the abolitionists were tiying to effect a sevile
revolution in the south, by insidiously circulating
their infiaininatory tracts and addresses, the legislature deemed it expedient to engraft a new provision
upon the organic law, to the following effect:
"That the relation of master and slave in this
state shall not be abolished, unless a bill so to abolish the same shall be passed by a unanimous vote
of the members of each branch of the general ass-ir.bly.and shall be published at least three months
before a new election of delegates, and shall be confirmed by a unanimous vote of Ihe members of each
branch of the general assembly, at Ihe next regular
constitutional session, after such new election; nor
then, without full compensation to the master for
the properly of which he shall be thereby deprived."
Such are Ihe opinions of the people of Maryland,
and such Ihe safe-guards which they have thrown
around their properly. Such, too, are the fruits of
abolition excitement.
It has forced Maryland to
st^ind firm upon her rights; to restrict the former
privileges of her colored population by more rigid
laws.
The abolitionists have prolonged Ihe time of
abolition of slavery in Maryland at least a century
beyond the period at which it might otherwise "ladually nnd q'liotly have tennina<ed.
Tln-v liave
nliced it b yond t'he rFarh of Irgulation. or what,
fro.n the restriction, is equivalent; lor Ihe clause in
the state coustitution which I have quoted uever
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forg.>d tight-

er the boiiils of slavery, ami have compelled the
people of iMaryland to tie them up as with a gordiaii-kuot, vvhicli the sword of no Alexander can
cut in twain. Yet, sir, no state, not even the loudmuch
est and noisiest about abolition, has done so
amelioas JNlarvland towards emancipation and the
Her
ration ol the condition of the African race.
early statutes protected them from any possible inhuman treatment, and authorised their inanumissinn.
And at a later period, with mnnificent libeat the
rality, she has founded a colony in Africa,
expense of some two hundred thousand dollars of
her people's money. She has done all this with limited m.ans— with no parade or ostentation of humanity; and her whole people have approved the
le.'islalion. With these evidences of the sentiments
their
of'the people of Maryland, will any one doubt
unanimity in defence of their rights, and the rights
of that portion ol the teiritory which she conditionIt is
ally surrendered to the general government?
true that the delegation of Maryland on this floor,
have not been as vehement as the representatives of
states further south; and hence, from this forbearance, gentlemen have often, in debate, on former
occasions, and two or three members have during
this discussion, alluded to the Potomac river as a
divisional line, should the abolitionists so grow in
strength as to require and force a dissolution of the
union. Let me tell those members, and all who
think with Ihera, that the courage of Maryland has
always been true when required, although she boasts
She has felt the danger of her
but seldom about it.

She
position too anxiously to vapour.
"When valor preys on reason.

knows

sword it fi^dils with."
Tho3e removed afar from danger, may display
without the possibility of
prowess
theoretical
their
It

eais the

and, perhaps,

the
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In this enlightened age, no
this hall of freedom, checked, tutional or unlawful.
legitimate purposes? man, whatever may be his talents and his reputation,
of speech" is another sacred consti- can make himself famous like a Sydney or a Hampmartyr,
tutional right, but it has its restraints, and he who den, and be cherished as a benefactor and a
In
ab;i3es that sacred privilege is amenable to the law. for defending abolition memorials on this floor.
The "freedom of the press" is as essential to liber- this land of constitutional law, a man may gain noextreme;
an
but
is
toriety
his
advocacy
to
it
by
pressing
petition;
yet
the
right
to
than
more
so,
ty, and
Liberty itself is it will be a notoriety which his calmer reason will
restrained froui licentiousness.
synonymous with law, and its truest definition is condemn, and his posterity will blush to acknow"the right to do every thing which the law does not lege. Ill the feudal days of Europe, and especially
fobid." Every right reserved to the people carries of England, when the people were allowed but few
restrictions upon its exercise, and every delegated rights, and for these had to acknowledge allegiance,
power to government itself has a limitation upon do service, and fight for their king and the bold
Every human power, individual, social, barons when all powers were centered in the hands
its use.
moral or political, has limitations upon its e.xercise. of a king and a few nobles the right of petition
was a boon, and its champion was a patriot. When,
I care not how broad the grant, how clear the title,
how ample the guarantee, limilation is essential to by slow degrees, intelligence developed the powers

this

temple of liberty,

I

restrained, and justly so, for

The "freedom

—

its

enjoyment.

To

cause enjoyment, you

if

flourish their hats or their sabres in the air in vainboastings; those in the rear may, when they know
the strong columns in front shield them from harm.

—

intellect; when social rights called to
their support political protection; when the force of
reason made written laws supersede the memory of
customs; when the rigiits of property and the rights

must of the human

prtserve harmony; that society may exist, you must
The laws of society give
lay it under restraints.
an individual the right to acquire, possess and enjoy
pioperty; but will it be contended that, because it
may suit his pleasure or his fancy to beautify his

of persons became to be better undeistood, and more
impartially enforced; when military power yielded

by hanging lamps and lights on the trees on to civil government, the right of pelition wa
his beach, which decoy and deceive the mariner by garded as a valuable right of the people, and finally
But the people did not
night, his lamps cannot be abated, and he himseifl triumphed over despotism.
punished for what to him was innocent pleasure, 'rest their rights here alone. Step by step they ad
A man may burn anced, till the elective franchise was secured which
but the cause of death to others?
down his own dwelling, if he inflicts no injury upon brought their will and voices to bear directly on the
others, and he will only be considered a madman; operations of the government.
[to be concluded i.v odr next.]
but should he injure the property of others, he will
be held responsible for the mischief, and be puni.shTHE BANK PARTY.
But gentlemen go further than
ed accordingly.
Fro7n the Boston Daily Advertiser.
this, in the consequences growing out of the docThe partisans of gen. Jackson and Mr. Van BiiThe efiect of their reatrine which they advocate.
soning amounts to this, that a man may burn down ren have attempted to fix upon their op]ionents, the
tate

'

his neighbor's house, if its construction oH'ended his

taste or his rules of architecture; if the sight
him, he can with impunity set it in flames.

annoys
Gen-

being called into requisition;
tlemen defend the right of abolitionists to petition;
danger were greater or nearer, their courage might they debate and protect them in the right; they prebe less. Those who are in the front rank will not
memorials and send abroad their exciting

its

BANK PARTY.

sent their

speeches; they appeal to the laws of nature and the
laws of God, to fire the zeal and enlist the declamation of the professors of religion; they sow broadThe steady gaze of the eye of the lormer, which cast the seeds of disquietude and strife; Ihey aid in
calm
judgment
the
of
intent,
adversary's
reads the
lighting the wild- fire of civil servile war; they en
the mind, uhich teaches the arm lo aim the blow courage the delusions of fanaticism; and, after lendaright, and the suppressed voice betoken the courage ing their talents and influence to do all this, Ihey
meet
in
hostile
of those whom it were fearful to
tell us lo keep cool, they are only defending the
Let me tell gentlemen from the south, right of petition. Sir, what is it but, under the
conflict.
who designate the Potou.ac as a dividing line, that pretext of defending the right of petition, asking
if aggression upon Maryland comes from the south, us to permit the abolitionist.^ to seize our property,
then°are they correct; tor then will she meet them toset fire to our houses, with Ihe vain and empty
on her southern border, and then will the bright promise that if we do, they will aid us to recover
waters of the beautiful "river of swans" be crim- the one and to extinguish the other? Gentlemen do
soned with the deepest die; then on its banks will not anticipate the evils which we know impend;
be the death fight and its agony. But let me tell they will not believe that we know our interests and
gentlemen from the south and from the north, that our danger belter than they who are removed from
if the rights of Maryland are attempted to be invad- it.
Once let loose the wild fires of civil anil servile
ed from the north, Maryland will be ready to meet war, and they will have no power or ability to aid
it on its farthest border, and her citizens will form
us; our only safety is in the total exclusion of the
and
Dixon's
Mason
line
with
on
a Chinese wall
danger. If, sir, it were written in the constitution,
their bodies, and when the last man falls, the barri- that the people had the right to petition on this
cade of th.-ir bodies will be a ratnparl behind which subject, I would still advocate a rejection of their
tho>e further south may f^ht with full protection |)Ctilions unless those petitions conlained the sentiBut I will dismiss from my mind ments of a majority ol the people of Ihe north.
and security.
such ima''iiiing3, which are more speculative than Then I would receive thein once, and that onceoidv
possible; for I trust such a time will never come, to advocate a dissolution of tlie union; for I would
and I am no alarmist to hasten it by imaginary ap regard a dissolution of the union as nothing in compaMaryland is the heart of the union,
prehensions.
rison with Ihe blood ami carnageof a civil servile war.
and I hope she will ever remain so.
[ would reject Ihe petitions, because where the exerMr. Speaker, having shown that congre.es lia% no cise of our power would annihilate and destroy all
power to interlere with the question of slavery or the other powers of the constitution, I should feel it
the slave traile between any of the states, territories a duty so to do, which I should owe to my coiinlry.
or districts of the United Stales, in which it existed Sworn to support the constitution, I would do so by
at the time of the adoption of the constilulion, I rejecting or refusing to receive memorials calculated
mi"ht rest my argument here, with the conclusion, to bring about a dissolution of the union, and the
trom the foregoing premises, that the people of the overlhiow of Ihe government. If an institution is
United States luve no right to pclition congress on worthy of being preserved, and it contains within
the subject, for it has been conceded on all sides of itself a clause of self-destruction, I would neglect to
the house that we should not entertain pelilioiis on observe that clause, and especially when that clause
any question over which this house has no jiirisdic. was speculative, theoretical, and made dangerous
when Ihe exercise of Ihe
tion; but as the question of the rigid ol petition has when made operative
been elaborated wiHi great ability by many gentle- right would even embarrass much more when it
men who h.ive spoken on both sides ot the question, would be the means of overthrowing the governorder to pre- ment. But I need not rest my objections to the
I will trespass a liltle while longer, in
sent one or two views of the question which have reception of abolition pelilions upon Ihis considerabeen omitted by the able g-nlleintn who have pre- tion. I would here say a few words to those genceded me.
tlemen who ilwell willi so much earnestness upon
There is no gentleman on this floor who can hold Ihe !in/!mi7e(/ rightof Ihe people to petition, and upon
the right of petition in greater re->pc'ct than the indi- its being the foundation of our national liberty and
We have been Inld that it is asacrod
vidiiafA-ho has the honor to address you; no one independence.
who would go further than myself to protect it in right, not only guarantied by the constitution, but
It is one of those inherent and indefeasible in the people as the birthit? just and legitimate exercise.
solemn and valuable rights, which, to be useful, valu- right and heritage of freemen. Let me tell those
able anil sifr<- !, misi be under wise and |iroper re- genth'men that Ih.^y are under a delusion, and have
What lighl that is sacred to Ihe people not advaiH-ed with the aL;e and timc-s in which they
sii-aini.s.
and essfiili.d tc) IibT-rty, that ha> nut lis nwtr.iinfsr liie, if Ihey sufipo.se llial tin' only tenure of our
upoii all
Tue heedoiu ol debate is as sacred and esseniial lo liberties depends upon Ihe right to petit
liberty as Ihe right of pelition; yet, ia not debate in questions, whether salutary or mischievous, consti-

whigs, the designation of the ba?ik party. If by
meant a party in favor of regulating the banks instead of destroying them, and in
favor of a judiciously regulated system of banking,
in preference to banks without regulations and
without capital, it is not misapplied. But if it is
intended to imply that the whigs as a parly have
been instrumental in promoting the extravagant increase of bank capital, and bank circulation in the
country, it is grossly misapplied. They were for
the most part in favor of the continuance of the
Bank of the United States, chiefly on the grounii
that it operated as a check upon the extravagant
and the excessive issues of the local banks, and
consequently as a check upon the multiplication of
banks in places where the actual wants of business
did not demand them, and where the legitimate business of banking would not support them.
That
bank was destroj'ed by gen. Jackson and his followers, not on the ground of general hostility to banks,,
but from a spirit of hostility to that individual bank,
from a disposition to favor and promote the increaseof local banks, and the special design of establishing the pet bank system. The consequence has
beeri, as was foreseen, the enormous increase of
The pet bank system soon exploded,
local banks.
to the dismay of its authors, but its mischiefs in part
still exist.
That such has been the result is not
matter of opinion and conjecture, but of fact. It is
the Jackson and Van Buren administrations and
their supporters who have been the authors of Ihe
HXres^ive increase of banks in the country, and who
ought therefore to be called the bank party. Ii>
proof of tills position we refer the reader to the following elaborate, and as we believe correct statement, which we copy;
From the Ncicark Daily Jldrtrtiser.
The subjoined tables will be found to contain
much valuable information. No. 1 exhibits in the
first column the number of banks and authorised

this appellation is

capital in the

states, territories,

SiC.

on the

1st

of

1821).
The second column shows the
number of banks and authorised capital on the 1st

January,

January. 1S30. Thus demonstrating the gradual
and cautious increase of bank capital from 1820 to
1830, and its boundless and visionary expansion
during the seven successive years.
The fac'.s here disclosed must be astounding to
every one who has not minutely examined the subject.
They show that from 1820 to 1830 the increase of banks throughout the country was only
22, und the increase of capital <(-7,931,.557, while
from 1830 lo 1837 there were 348 new banks chartered, with .§268,128,900 capital.
The si-coiid table. No. II, exhibits the predomi-

—

nant parly in the various state lecislalures, territories, kc. 'iliiring the period from 1830 to 1S37, when

I

1

the 348 new banks were created, as referred to ilk
Ihe first table.
The legislatures of the territories
being subject to Ihe control of Ihe national adininistiation. in the regnla'ion of its policy, (the governor of e.H'h territoiy being appointitl by the
president, Jio > and eonirress being the local legislaliire of the District ol Columbia, they are properly
classed with the parly in power,

—
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an eniimeralion of the legislatures of the various slates, it will be lound
that 118 were Jackson anil Van Buren, 3 Calhoun, and 40 anti-Jackson or
whig.
It is proper to observe that, altliough the legislatures of some of the slates
were anti-Jackson during the period from 1S3() !o 1837. still it was not unnatural that they shoulil have been influenced by the perv^uling policy of the ge
neral government for creating state banks to supply the vacuum occasioned
by the veto of the U. Slates bank, thus aiding the formntion of that league
of deposite or pel banks which president Jackson proposed to substitute for
the United States bank and its branches.
These anti- Jackson legislatures, although their doings slightly ad'ected the general result, merely adapted themselves to the policy prescribed by our national rulers, and should be regarded
in the same light as the opponents of the administration of Messrs. Monroe and
John Q. Adams, neither being accountable when the reins of government and
the moulding of measures were not in the hands of their political friends.
It is
worthy of especial remark that in New Jersey, from 1330 to 1837, the vvhigs
were in power but one year, viz: the legislature which was elected in 1832, and
held its principal session in January and February, 1833. No bank was chartered by the whig legislature: the whole number of banks being 8, and the increased capital amounting to .jf;5,45S,000, were authorised by Jackson and Van

Buren

legislatures.

The

third table. No. Ill, is a condensation of the statistics furnished by the
two, exhibiting in addition the precise number of banks chartered and
capital authorised by each of the political parties through the legislature, in
which they resi^ecttvely had the ascendancy.
It thus appears that by the Jackson and Van Buren party 224 banks were
chartered, with an authorised capital of $205,650,615, while their opponents
created 124 banks, with a capital of only $'62,478,285, or less than one-third.
The banks of the latter being institutions of moderate capital, designed for
local convenience where the veto of the U. S. bank had deprived the people
of the facilities for their commercial operations which they had previously enjoyed.
In consequence of this inordinate increase of banking capital, together with
the strong injunctions of the president and his secretary of the treasury to the
hanks to be liberal in their discounts, the ratio of their paper circulation to
their specie, which had previously been about 3 to 1, was so enlarged as to be
in the proportion of more than C to 1, until finally their issues became loo great
for redemption.
Speculation, by reason of the increased facilities for borrowing money, and
the unnatural and delusive value given to property by an inflated paper circulation, the suspension of the banks, and the derangement of the currency, with
the destruction of the credit system, have been the inevitable consequences of
the experiments ofthe present and late administiations.
Having originated the
modern banking sj-stem, wiih all its disastrous influence, they now, with a
ruthless am! destructive spirit, (unnatural, because directed against (heir offspring), endeavor to determine the whole basis upon which sound banks and
credit are founded, by abstracting, through the operations ofthe sub-treasury
scheme, all the specie from the institutions of the people, and placing it in the
vaults ofthe national treasury, thereby securing hard money for the government
and officeholders, and irredeemable paper or rags for the people.
The whigs, on the contrary, although strongly condemning the departure
from the good old-fashioned system of finance which existed prior to the present administration, and especi.\lly deprecating the vast mulliplication of banks
and bank capital through the course of policy ofthe party in power, nevertheless regard tile banks as institutions authorised by law.
And, as many innocent and tinprotected individuals have mnde investments in them, and as thej'
have become incorporated to a considerable e,Ktent with the business and interests ofthe people, it becomes their duty, as it will be their pleasure, to restore the currency, and to regulate the banking system, as they were in those
good old times when rulers of their choice were in power infusing a mild and
paternal spirit in their measures, and adopting that noble conservative sentiment, "preserve and regulate, but not destroy."
first

—

No.

Exhibiting the increase of banks and capital, from 1820 to 1830, and
fiom 1830 to 1837,
January Is?, 1820. January 1st, 1830. January 1st, 1837,

I

States

and territories.

...
...

°

4

^

3

Capital authonsed.

15
10

$1,654,9ip0
1,005,276

1

44,955
10,584,700
2,982,026
3,689.337
18,933,774
14,681,730
2,130,949
974,900
6,703,131
5.525,319
5,212,192
2,964,887
4.475,000
3,401,510

Maine,
New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts
.

.

Rhode

.

.

28
30

.

.

8

.

33
36

.

Island,

Connecticut,

New

...

York,
Pennsylvania,

.

New

.

Jersey,

Delaware,
Maryland,

,

.

...
...

District of Columbia,

Virginia
North Carolina,
South Carolina,

14
6
14
13

4
.

.

.

.

3
5

°|
jg

g

18
10

1,791,670

66
47

20,4-20,000

13

37
33
18
5
13

9
4
3
5
9

4

Florida

-

-

3

-

459,112
2,597,420
900,000
2,119.730
S,»u7.431
140,910
202,357
-

-

20

2,797,469

11

Alabama,
Mississippi,

Tennessee,

Kentucky,
Illinois,

Indiana
Arkansas,
Ohio,

Michigan,

...
...
...
...
...

....
...
...

4
1

8

42
2
2

307

1

2

4
1

1
,-

Increase of banks from li2.l

Increased banks from 1830

io

432,625
6,118.397
4,485,177
20,083,353
14,610,333
2,017,009
830,000
6,250,495
3,875,794
5,571,100
3,195,000
4,631,000
4,203,029
75,000
243.503
5,655.980
950,000
737,817

-

°|
^g

|

59
23
30
138

64
31
93
50
26
4
23
7
4
3
8
14
9
3
15
11
3
4
2
1

Capital anthonsed.

$5,535,000
2,663,308
2.200,000
40,830,000
9,100,531
8,519,308
37,303,400
59,658,482
7, .575,000

1,197,175
29,175.000
3,504,000
6,711.300
2,600,000
10,358,313
8.209,967
9,800,000
14,451,969
54,000,000
21,400,000
5,600,000

9,264640
2,800,000
1.980,000
3.500,000
12.900,000

32

1

1,454.386
100,000

17

7,.500,000

329

110,192,203

677

378.321. 1G3

102,2tO,6!l

tnorised.

$2,050,000

Georgia

Louisiana,

Capital au-

l'?

1330, 22.

to 1837, 343.

2

Increase of c.ipital, .'57, 931,057.
Increase of capital, $263,128,900

14,
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several state legislatures, territories, ^c.

STATES.

175
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1836
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and 1,255 colored. That city contains 5,315 boys and
CHRONICLE.
ABOLirios ticket. The Philadelphia Inquirer girls in schools and 2,941 white adults who cannot read
probahle thai 500 voles were pulled iwPeiin- or write.
In
Fylvania, on ihe 30ih, lor the abulilion ticket.
Censusof St. Loins county. Mo. The population of
riiiUdelphia oily and county that ticket received 107,
Louis and townI.Lancaster llie county, excluding the city of St.
I

TnE

iliinks

in
3,

Dauphin

47,

Cumberland

3,

Adams

ship,
Chester 25, Bradford 6U, Beaver 20 and Susquehan-

na 31.
Allots of metals. A curious and valuable'discovery has just been made in ilie alloys of metals. It is
said that a manufacturer of Paris has invented a composition much less o.\idable than silver and which
will not melt at less than a heat treble that which
The cost of it is less than 4d. an
silver will bear.

-Another improvement is in steel; an Englishman in
Brussels has discovered a mode of casting iron so that
the furnace pure steel, better than the
flows from

and almost equal to that which has unThe cost of this ^tcel
lieating.
only a farthing per pound greater than that of cast

best cast steel

dergone the process of
is

is

of produce of market gardeners,
of produce of nurseries and florists,

Live

stock.

Number of

horses and mules,
neat cattle,
sheep,
" swine,
Estimated value of poultry of all kinds,
Grains.
Numbei of bushels of wheat,
"
"
"
barely,

"
'

oats,

"
"

iron.

11,330.
of the products of the dairy,
of the products of the orchard,
of home-made or family goods,

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

"

ounce.

it

"
"
"

"
"
"

rye,

3,740
13,193
8,478
22,649
811,233
58,677
1.865
91,956
5,638

—

of Prussia has the merit of releasing him, of restoring
liim to his professorship, and of compensating him for
a part of the pecuniary loss he has sustained by his
imprisonment. But the tyrant who confined him could
no more restore Arndt the years of which he deprived
Arndt has
iiim, than he could restore the dead to life.
been robbed of his fame, past all human powers to give
him redress. For twenty-one years he has been dead
to Europe, and he conies forth from his dungeon only

men

to iisk

who

is

Arndi?"

Perhaps the London Sun libels his countrymen, by
supposing that this patriot has been forgotten. We have
heard many old Germans speak of him, with anenihusiasiic attachment, worthy of the countrymen of Korner, and although the younger portion of the nation
may have forgouen him, his privations, sufferings and
noble patriotism, are the frequent theme of German graiPennsylvania Telegraph.
tiiude.

The bev. He.\rt B. Bascom, D. D. professor ot
moral science and belle lettres in the Augusta college
of Kentucky, has been unanimously elected to tl\p presidency of the college of Louisiana, at Jackson.
British COLONIAL domi.nions, 1810.
Clergy of Ihe
PopuMion. cfmn'h of
e
'"i
miles.
'
Square
Enshind
.

Counties
Kjouiaies.

England & Wales
Lower Canada
Upper Canada

53,000
200.000
100.000
27,000
15,000

N;-w Brunswick

Nova

Scolia

Newfoundland

W

SG.Ono'j

15,000
100,000
110,000

Islands

I.

13,000 000
650,000
450.000
100,000
170.000
71,000

15,000

80.1,000

163
It)

C. of Good Hope
British India
Australia

1,100.000
3,000,000

99,000
150 000
100,000 000
100,000

Van Diem's Land

21,000

50,0,10

British

Guiana

'

54
S5
30
37
13

10
136
14
16

We

have the pleasure oi
Bu.vKEK niLL MO.N'OMENT.
announcing, says the Boston Times, that contracts for
complcling the monument of Bunker Hill, were yesterday signed by the contractor, Mr. .lames S. Savage,
on the°one pan, and by the president of ihe nionunient
It is specified that the monssociaiion on the oilier.
nument shall be completed agreeably to the orisjinal desisn, by the first of October, l'i43, for the sum of

Mr. Savage will commence operations at the
<piarry, immediately, and will begin to lay the stone as
early as possible in the ensuing spring.
¥43,000.

Canal cojimeuce.
property on which toll

Chmhmd, Nov
is

charged by

2i,

1340.

Of

wuiylit, there arriv-

way

of ihe canal, duriii!! the past
mi)nth,34,.36l,934 pounijs; during the MRimliof Oeiolier

ed

at

Cleveland by

'J'lie lolluwiii;; compji.^e the
last vear, 34,070.607 do.
chief articles that arrivrd, viz: 2C1,4S0 bu.iliels wheat.
5,137 do. Max seed, 5,136 do. corn, 25 017 do. mineral
coal, 63.G2I) barrels flour, 1.713 d.i. whiskry, 103 do.
l>ork, 267,002 pounds of buttir, 300,319 do. iron and
nail.a. 113,81 1 do. mercband'se, 205 cords wood.
Of property on which toll is charged liy weight, there
were cleared from Clevi-laiid by way of the canal during the past month, 9 056,094 poiinils; during the correspondini; month last year, 12,05J,SoG do. The chief
ariiclci cleared are llie following, viz: 18,205 barrels
salt. 1.411 do. hike fi-di, 2.214,721 pounds merchandise,
177 C62 do. furniinre, 163,892 do. gypsum, 212,384 feet

l^inli.r,

4.0

The

ofTicinl returns

of

llie

censti", give

a p"pulution of 45,332 to Cineimiaii— 44,127 whites

RELiaiors statistics.

its

opening,

fnllov\'ing

Special election. The election in Pennsylvatiia of
of congress for the thirteenth congressional
composed of the counties of Cumberland, Perry
and Juniata, to supply the vacancy occasioned by the
death of the honorable William S. Ramsey, will take
place, in accordance with a proclamation of the governor, on Friday, the 20th day of November in-

a

member

district,

stant.

There are now in Ireland
Schools in Ireland.
1,581 national schools, attended by 205,000 children.
Increase during the year 197 schools 23,736 children.
In the education of the child is the destinies of the
nation concerned.
To ihe oft recurring inquiry
what can be done to remove this or that evil which
interests society, the almost invariable reply is, and
must be educate properly the rising generation. Is
not this obvious and well known maxim too little remembered and acted on even in the attempts to reform
what is wrong in our country?

—

Stea.-ueoat disasters.

The

boiler of the

steamboat

Le Roy Washington, captain Smith, exploded and she
fire and was burnt on the night of the 25th iilt.

took

having on board the mail from Caltahoochee to lola.
The mail was saved at eminent peril by Mr. Sutton.
But six persons lost their lives, viz: Daniel Rowlett,
passenger; Washington Smith, master; John Ashton,
engineer; Pressly Hicks and John Waller, firemen;
Cotto.i mareet. New Orleans, Oct. 31. Our sales Henry Carter, a free mulatto, steward. The names of
on Wednesday last were 600 bales; Thursday 1,300, the wounded are Mr. Holloman, pilot; Sam Smothers,
and yesterday 2,000, together 3,901) bales, at prices a free mulatto, cook; a black woman belonging to the
rather in favor of buyers.
Among the above we note boat, and a negro boy belonging to judge Spangler.
sales of 450 Mississippi good middling at S^e;; 580 Mr. Willis Alston, a passenger, jumped into the yawl
Louisiana barely middling fair at 8|c.; 200 Mississippi and escaped.
Mr. Tappan, who went on board, to
fully middling fair at 8^c.; 250 Mississippi fully middling assist the wounded and recover bodies, was lefi, the
fair at 8|c.; 569 western district and Mississippi mid^ yawl having been taken on shore with the wounded.
dling lair at 8|c.; 350 Louisiana good middhng at SJc.; The fire gained fearfully on him; and though rescued
570 Mississippi middling at 8jC.; 230 Louisiana good by the return of the yawl, a few minutes' delay would
ordinary at 7Jc. and 70 Mississippi ordinary at 72c.
have rendered his rescue impossible.
The Empress and the Monarch, two majesfic boats,
Escape. General Harrison arrived in the city this were completely demolished by fire upon the river esrly
morning from North Bend in excellent health.
little
yesterday morning. The Empress was up for St. Louis.
accident occurred to him yesterday, which shows tliat
Between three and four o'clock yesterday morning she
he is nottiuite so decrepit as his enemies represent him. was discovered to be on fire, but so rapid was the proHe was riding over a part of his farm, through which gress of the flames that all efforts to check the conflatne tunnel of the Whitewater canal passes, in a place
gration proved unavailing. There being no possibility
which .seemed as smooth and as well covereci wiih
of saving the boat, and her pre-:ence placing ihe other
grass as any other part of the field; suddenly he felt
boats in manifest danger, she was cut loose and suflerhis horse sinking, and thought he was about to fall;
ed to float ofi' into the steam. She floated across the
the general sprang from him alighted upon the firn
river touching the opposite shore at Slaughter house
ground, and the horse fell from 15 to 20 feet into a
Point, and conimunicaled her fire to the Monarch,
kind of sink hole, caused by the tunneling beneath
which was there at the ship yard, undergoing repairs.
The general escaped without the slightest injury.
Both the doomed vessels were from here lowed out in
iCincinnali Rep.
the stream by a ferry boat, and cast loose, from whence
Exchange. New York on London Si; on France they floated down the river, and the two hulks sank in
5 12,; on Philadelphia 2|; Baltimore \\; Charleston Ij; fifteen feet water, some six or seven miles below the
Savannah 4; Mobile 4^; New Orleans 2k\ Nashville c:iy.
The Empress, with her corgo, principally salt, was
8|a9; Cincinnati 5a5i; Natchez 20a25; St. "Louis 5^06.
valued at ^30,000; and capt. Bacon, her commander,
The EX-KiiNG OF Holland. Mr. Walsh states that never left her till she was east loose by the ferry boat,
the personal fortune of WiHiam ex-king of Holland, and was actually sinking.
The Monarch was valued
is estimated at 160,000,000 of francs, and
the deficit at 1510,000, upon which there was insurance to the
which he has left in the public finances at from amount of S;25,000.
[N. O. Picayune, of the 30th.
60,000,000 to 100,000,000 of florins!
Steamer. The steam packet Acadia, capt. Miller,
The iron trade. .V correspondent of an English arrived ai Halifax from Boston, on the 3d iiistjiit, in a
paper says "Sir John Guest is paying ±'24,000 per pas.sage of forty-two hours and sailed on the same day
month in wages, and he is the only iron master in this for Liverpool with fifteen additional pussengers.
country that has erected a public "school."' The perStocks. U. S. bank in New York and Philadelsons employed at the Dowlais worlis are between 4,000
and 5,0()0, so that the wages will average about 2Ss. per phia 68^.
week for each person."
Sugar crop. The New Orleans Crescent says the
Inscerection. The New Orleans correspondent of sugar crop in Louisiana will be very iarge this year.
the Baltimore American writes on the 30th ult.
Temperance. The day before the election in Ohio,
learn from the Opelousas Gazette, that a plot has been
flie ministers of the different churches took occasion lo
discovered among the slaves of the parish of St. Mary,
entreat their several conizrega lions to abstain from all
for an insurrection.
Ten have been arrested on the manner of violence. Nearly all the jilaces where liiiiformiilion of a negro woman, wile of one of the leadquor was sold were closed on the day of cieciion, and
ers.
The chief one being apprehended, hung himself 10 these eflbrts are attributed the order observed at the
wiiha handkerchief. Two while men are said to be
polls.
concerned in the affair. The trial of the suspected
Weather. There was a fall of snow in Frankfort,
persons comes on in a few days.
Kentucky, on the 27lh uliimo, which continued several
!\If.thodists in Michigan.
The number of mem- hours. 'J'his is rather early for the introduction of
bers of the Meihodf-^i church in Michigan is 11,168
winter in that quarter. On ihe 25ih snow ft-ll at Erie,
viz: 11,267 while memhcrs, 12 colored^ and 87
In- Pennsylvania, to the depth of 6 or 8 inches. It was
dians. The number of ministers 73, and local preachfollowed on the 26th and 27ih by a pretty stiff freeze;
ers 116.
and on the 2,Sih by south wind and rain which soon
A mortar made after the model of that which was snipped the earth of its white mantle.
employed at the seige of Antwerp, and which is tiesWood and stone rAVE.MENTs. It is found that Oxtiiied for the museum of artillery at Brussels, left Antford siivet, London, can be paved with Kyanised
werp for that eily on the 15di ult. It weighs 20,240 wood
for S'J1,200;
and wiih smooth granite for
lbs.
Five shells, wf ighing 5,000 lbs. were sent with it. Sl34,10o.
Thesireet, contains asurface of 30,000 square

A

A

—

—

We

Newspapers.
at S;.

ihoiLi^and shiiiules.

CivrisNATL

The

information,
collected with much trouble by the commHtee of ihe
society for the propagaiion of the gospel in foreign
[iV. Y. Com. Adv.
parts, is extremely important.
260,000,000
Christians,
$12,283
4,000.000
Jews,
18,465
96.000.000
Mahomedans.
13,495
600,000,000
Idolaters of all sorts,
20,331
2,025
860.000,000
Total population of the world

buckwheat,
_1,
The German patriot, Arndt,
Peofissok A^.^a)T.
"
451,144
Indian corn,
has been incarcerated twenly-one years in a forVarious crops.
The
tress, has been released by ihe king of Prussia.
8,651
Pounds
of
wool,
once
London Sun, in giving some account of this man,
"
435
—
" hops,
the terror of the Germanic crowned heads, says:
" wax,
1,758
"That ho was imprisoned not for any misdeeds, but
Bushels
81,310
of potatoes,
liberto
his
hymns
sun"
students
The
his popularity.
4,147
Tons of hay,
ty, repeated his burning words and frightened kings.
" of hemp and fla.t,
9,905
By the patriotic e.vertions of the Germans, the French
Pounds of tobacco gathered,
197,045
were driven across the Rhine, and when they claimed
The number of bushels of bituminous coal raised, is
their promised reward of a liberal conslitution, they
233,000—
capital
invested,
SU,600.
were answered with stripes, dungeons and fetters.
There are 4 tanneries capital invested,
S2,500
Arndt, we bcliev", was one of those who felt most
13 grist and 7 saw mills— capital,
12,050
deeply the faithlessness of the king of Prussia, and
3 distilleries.
most loudly and eloquently e.^pressed his indignation.
For that he was imprisoned and for that he has been
Deaths, during the last week in Philadelphia 63, of
kept in prison for twenty-one years. The present king which 22 were persons under five years of age.

who

for

out any accident fatal to a passenger, from
two years and three months.

]

it

Seven daily papers are now published yards.

Liui-, .Missouri.

Rah. roads.

The Gnat Western

railway Iins run
29,200,000 miles, and carried 1,500,000 passengers with-

paved wirhwood, fhe pavement inllusp'reet caa
iii ljikkJ tcpair nr :.ii annual expense of'tiO cents
MacaJamized, it will reqnire an annual expense ui SI 03 cents per square yard.
It

he \u\A

por^rlllJ|c yuiiJ; if
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181

"A postmaster may

en-

publisher of a newspaper,

third person,

and frank

Amos Kendall.
may not be aware

the

by himself."

subscribers

that they

save the postage on subscription money, by

re-

questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their
etiers containing

himself beiore a

such money, he being able

letter is sealed, that it

but what refers to the subscription.

to satisfy

contains nothing

[Am. Farmer.
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years ago a new die was got up, the coins from
which looked so bad that it was broiien up.

astonishing rapidity. To this excessive liberality [those on the Mediterranean), or in any port of the
on our [lart there is no corresponding liberality on United States, of the healthy conditition of which
the part of France.
The reverse is the case, satisfactory assurance can be given.
Lake harbors. The people bordering upon While the United States go to one extreme, France
the great lakes, particuli\rly tliat of Michigan, are goes to the other.
admit her commodities on
Northeaster.v boundart. Extract of a letpreparing for vigorous and immediate action on the the most favorable terms; she imposes upon our; ter from one of capt. Talcott's assistants, to a genPetitions will be circulated the most onerous restrictions.
subject of harbors.
Her duties on Ame tleman in this city, dated
throughout the lengtli and breadth of the territories, rican tobacco range from five hundred to eight hun
Kennebec Road, Oct. 24, 1840.
strongly urging the matter upon congress, and the dred per cent. and in addition to Ibis, no competiI arrived here yesterday noon with two assistnecessity of making ample appropriations for their tion of buyers is allowed. The government holds ants and six packmen, having with the exception
construction. Navigation upon lalce Michigan is the monopoly and is the exclusive purchaser.
of a few days on Spider lake, been separated from
Our ministers have remonstrated against this sys- capt. Talcott smce the 23d of September last. The
now nearly over for the season. Shipping merchants have suffered so much in the loss of proper- tem year after year and always in vain. Why! duty assigned me, was to trace the Ridge round
ty, and the privation has been so severely felt by Because they have been prohibited from using the from the head of Arnold's river to Spider lake, and
our seamen, that few are prepared to encounter them only argument that can be available. It is useless thence on to the Kennebec road (or road from Au[Jlmer. Senlmel.
to talk of reciprocity
after October.
to complain of injustice
gusta to Quebec) where it crosses the boundary
Jn urging this matter a late number of the South- while the royal monopoly is profitable and the mar- line. From the head of the Connecticut to the
ket in this country continues open to French goods. point of our first separation is sixty miles, thence
port (W. T.) Telegraph, says:
One obvious reason why vessels are so little in- The French government beholds a rich revenue to Spider lake thirty-five miles, and thence lo this
clined to hazard the navigation of lake Michigan at flowing into its treasury from their tobacco duties, place forty miles, all of which my long legs have
this season of the year, is the total destitution of and they witness a growing demand for French measured and the Schmalder compass coursed.
harbors, or any place of safety in the event of goods in the United States
why should a change The route was throughout irregular and circuitous.
storms. Between the Majiitoo islands and Chicago, be desirable to France?
We took a pilot at Canaan, but he proved of noserLast January in the senate of the United States, vice; it only requires an active man to climb trees
a distance of 250 miles, not a single port or shelter
of any kind presents itself, where a steamboat or a Mr. Clay declared his conviction that a duty of 20 occasionally, and you can explore every section of
vessel can find protection from the violence of the per cent, ought to be laid upon French silks.
Mr. the country.
Buchanan intimated the same thing. When the
wind and waves.
Our life has been one of excitement; sometimes
intelligence of these suggestions, tor they never wet, at others burnt; now frozen and occasionally
copy the following assumed any other form, not being incorporated in melting; often stuffed to surfeit and then starved
Importation of silk.
official report of the importation nf silk into the a resolution or referred to a committee,
when the down to a skeleton. Every thing, however, has
United Slates during the year 1838-9, from the news of these casual intimations reached France, a gone off successfully. Capt. Talcott will have acgreater sensation was produced than had been caus- complished a vast deal of work for the time we have
Journal of the American society:
The importation of silk during the year ending ed by all the remonstrances of our ministers there been engaged upon the survey. To this point (the
30th September, 1839, amounted to neraly twenty- since the subject was brought forward by Mr. Kennebec road) and twenty miles beyond, the line,
three millions of dollars, as will be seen by the fol- Rives. There was no little fluttering among the as you are aware, is not in dispute, and I should
lowing items copied from the report of the secretary journals of Paris, and some of them had the candor hardly suppose it could be, as for miles and miles
ot the treasury of the commerce and navigation of to declare that such a step on the part of the United the Ridge is composed of high and distinct granite
the United States for that year, which has been po- States would be nothing more than a proper return cliffs, as if nature had intended them to be dividing
for the restrictive course so long pursued by France. walls between two countries.
litely sent us by the secretary of the treasury.
There is an error in the statement published in the It was not the fault of gen. Cass that the impression
Often have I wished you were with us, to enjoy
newspapers of upwards of two millions, as compar- thus created was not followed up and made perma- the fine moose hunting, or trouting, or even kitting
ed with the official report; the newspaper report nent by the conclusion of some agreement on the the pheasants that during the day would ha.'dly
making the amount of imports from other places basis of something like reciprocity. The policy of make room for us to pass. On Spider fake we came
than India and China, $21,350,669; and the official the administration here at home was opposed to any across some St. Francis Indians; Ihey killed a bull
action on the subject by our government; the hands moose for us, much larger than a hor.-e; his antlers
report making the same item $18,685,295.
Silks from India and China, piece goods, $1,738,509 of our minister were tied.
He might talk, but he or "armed chair" alone, were five feet spread. The
sewings,
do.
do.
Do.
50,650 could not feel warranted to act.
trout have weighed from one to six pounds. One of
Do. sewings from other places than InThus, then, stand our relations with France. We the most delicious dishes I ever tasted was composdia, &c.
818,284 receive her silks and wines almost without duty, ed of the nose, heart and liver of the moose. I have
39,258 and when in return we seek admittance for our to- a small sextant, by which I get the latitude from the
Do. raw silk,
Do. from other places than India, &C.
bacco she refuses it except under heavy restric- meridian alt. of the sun and such stars as approach
lace veils, shawls, shades, &.c.
345,490 tions. The consequence is that specie must go from before 10 o'clock at night, as after a hard day's
the country to pay our French debt.
Do. other manufactures, from other
work I do not feel able to keep my eyes open
places than India, &e.
18,685,295
But are French silks and wines articles of ne- longer.
Manufactures of silk and worsted,
cessity which we cannot do without? This leads us
P. S. October 25. a violent snow storm, fifteen
$2,319,884, allowing one-half the
to the second consideration involved in the subject: inches deep.
October 26, captain Talcott joined
value thereof to be silk,
1,159,942 and in view of it we may see another reason why a me.
Another snow storm; dangerous lo continue
good policy would be consulted in laying duties operations in the field. October 27, have made pre$22,938,028 upon these commodities of French production.
October 29, after
parations to return to Portland.
Compared with other ai tides imported, that of silk They are articles of luxury; the burden of the d
sleighing since the night of the 27th, we have all,
is one-fourth more than the amount of any other.
ties on them would fall not on the poor but on the fifteen in number, arrived at Ansen, where I mail
The amount of manufactures of cotton imported, wealthy, or on those who might choose, through this letter to you on our return home,
was $14,692,397; of iron, $12,051,668; of cloth and vanity or love of indulgence, to make use of them.
cassimeies, $7,078,906; worsted stuffs, $7,025,898;
If it is important that the wines and silks of France
THE ARMY.
other manufactures of wool, $3,567,161; one-half should be made to bear a duty lor the two-fold pur
Letter addressed to
Interesting from Florida.
the value of silks and worsted stuffs, $1,169,042; pose, first, of counteracting a restrictive foreign po- the editor of the Army and Navy Chronicle, dated
The importation licy, and secondly because they constitute legitimate
total woollen goods, $18,831,090.
Tampa, November 3, 1840.
of sugar amounted to $9,924,632; linen, $6,731,278. subjects lor revenue, there is another reason perI have pleasure in announcing the arrival last
So that the importations of silk nearly equals that haps more weighty than either, going to confirm the night of the western deputation of Seminole Indians
of woollen and linen together, and is equal to half same thing.
can raise both in our own country. under the charge of capt. John Page, of Ihe United
of the other fabrics combined. Need we say a word In restricting the importation of these articles from States army. It consists of the two principal chiefs,
as lo the importance of saving the immense expen- abroad we shall give encouragement lo the
pro- Hola-loochee and Nolose Ohola, twelve other Inditure to the nation, now that it is established be- duction of them at home; and by so doing the agri- dians, and two interpreters.
yond all question that we are more capable of pio- cultural interest will be fostered. The experiments
The party is in fine spirits and sanguine of success
dncing the article of silk ourselves than any other which have been made in the culture of silk in va- in their mediatorial mission. They are happy and
country.
rious parts of the United States show conclusively contented in their western homes; their coin fields
that the article can be produced here, of good qua- have been highly productive; their quiet undislurbTrade with France. The Baltimore Ameri- lity and in any abundance which the wants of the ed; and they cany the appearance of fine health and
can says: The packet ships for Havre for some country may call for. To this sort of self-depen- cheerful minds. Their arguments and persuasions
time past have been taking quantities of specie dence the policy of foreign nations is driving us.
must have weight with our Indians, with many of
from this country to pay our debt to France. The It will perhaps be seen that our best interests
point whom they are connected by ties of consanguinity,
Ville de Lyon, which sailed from New York on the same way.
and to all of whom they are known. They have
Monday, took out $100,000 in coin. The New
fought side by side by many of them in the same
York Express intimates that three millions of dolBritish and Russian quarantine regula- cause, and have now come to show and convince
lars have gone in this way during some few months tions.
The following inlbrmalion of a change in them that they can make a happy exchange from the
past.
the Russian quarantine reguiations has been offici- privations, harassments and sulierings of a war from
If it is asked why this amount of specie is thus ally communicated by the Russian minister
to the which they can have no other hope of relief, for a
drawn from the country, the answer will be to pay department of state:
fertile country which, as they say, produces them
[ Globe.
for the French silks, wines and other luxuries conBritish vessels, coming from the ports of Great more corn in one year than they can consume in
sumed by us. The co-t of the silk" imported into Britain, laden with American cotton, will be admit- two, and the quiet, the comforts, and all the blessthe United States during the year ending .'JOth Sep- ted into the Russian ports on the Baltic, without
ings of a lasting peace.
tember, 1839, was nearly twenty-three millions of having had their cargoes purified in the Danish
quaThe parting of the deputation from their people,
Most of these came from France.
dollars!
rantine establishments, U])on production by their their kindred and friends, was an interesting as well
There are two considerations which present captains ofcertificates granted by British authorities as an
Ilola loochee and the other
alTecting scene.
themselves lo the mind in view of our commercial or by Russian or Danish consuls, proving that
the chief made parting addresses, in which they gave
intercourse with France.
One is the unequal po- cotton with which they are laden comes really and them confident assurances of being soon reunited
sitions which the two countries relatively occupy, truly from the United
Slates, and has been shipped with their Florida friends, and promised their most
indicating a total want of reciprocity.
French from a port ofGreat Britain.
sti-enuous exertions to accomplish an object so desicommodities are admitted into our ports almo-t
The same dispo.ition has been also extended lo lablctoall. The chief. (Alligator), formerly one
without duties. Under this .system the exports all vessels whatsoever arriving laden
with Ameri
of the most uncompromising as well as brave and
from France to this country have increased with lean cotton, taken in at any European port,
(except successful among the emigrated Seminole warriors.
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thill took the stand in behalf of the people, (with
w.iom he remains), and in an animated strain conjured the members of the deputation to neglect no
bade them say
effort with their suffering brethren
that their friends, relatives and all their people send
their eager and earnest wishes, and implored them
by all the motives which could inliiience them as
brethren of one family, by the advantages of strength,

—

efficiency and respectability which would result
from their reunion, to listen to wise councils and
earnest and sincere entreaties.
Captain Page represents the scene to have been
There was no acling there.
deeply affecting.
feeling of deep and pervailing interest, strongly and

A

unequivocally manifested, gave the fullest evidence
of the sincerity of professions, urged with all the zeal
and fervor of native eloquence.
The party has been one month and two days on
their way, and reached here in the ship Harbinger
from New Orleans; the karbinger, we hope, of better days for our afflicted territoiy.
Gen. Armistead, captai;i Page and the deputation
inarch this morning to Fort King, (100 miles), where
Tiger- tail and other hostile chiefs are to meet in

21.
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engines are about 600 horse power, and
space is provided in iron bunkers, to carry 800 tons
of anthracite coal, which it is intended to consume.
25 degrees.
Inclination of the engines,
Diameter of paddle wheels,
28| feet.
6 feet.
Immersion of wheels,
10 feet
Length of the paddle,
There are four iron plate bulkheads, to divide the
ship, so as to ensure greater safety in case of springing of a leak so that although one apartment may
be filled with water, the others remain free.
This steamer is the same in shape, form and
finish as that in Philadelphia, with the exception of
the engines, which are purely and essentially American, being on the inclined principle, and as far as
they are finished, they promise to be the ne plus

The

ultra engines.
This plan for the engines has been selected with
a view to testing their applicability to naval purposes, and should it succeed as well as there is now
every reason to believe, the same principle will be
adopted to future war steamers.
Of the beauty of the model and the admirable
finish of the internal arrangements, I will not now

speak, for, as she will soon be launched, those decouncil.
Savannah, Nov. 14. The steamer Gen. Clinch, sirous of beholding one of the most perfect specimens of naval architecture, will doubtless visit her
capt. Smith, arrived yesterday from Florida.
are indebted to our attentive correspondent for the and judge for themselves.
It has not yet been determined what is to be the
following letter, dated:
arrived here yes- nature of her armament, but it will no doubt com
Fort king, (E. f.) Nov. 7.
terday, and found that general Armistead had not ar- prise, among other guns, at least two of the celeOne Indian had been in, stating that the brated Paixham guns, for throwing hollow shot.
rived.
The decks are laid, and her hull is nearly calkwhole posse were in the woods close by, and would
be in to-day. About sundown gen. A. came in, ac- ed, and coppered to the light water mark, so that if
companied by capt. Page, with a detachment or de- nothing unusual occurs, she will be launched in
legation of fourteen of the emigrated Seminole In- about four weeks.
dians from Arkansas, and one or two from every
Very many nautical and scientific gentlemen
clan in Florida. They are prepared to tell that milk have already visited her, and unfinished as she is,
and honey flow in every river, creek and bayou in she has been pronounced to be as fine a model as
Arkansas, and that deer and turkeys, ready cooked, ever was conceived; and from the solidity arid
follow in their trails, crying eat me, eat me. Gen. A. faithfulness with which she is constructed, she bids
knows the war is over.
fair to stand a pretty considerable battering.
I shall not leave here for several days, and will
It would be hardly fair to close this brief notice
write to you again before I go.
of this beautiful vessel without paying to Samuel
Some of the Indians are in, and meet their Harth, esq. naval contractor of the navy yard, who
P. S.
western brelhen with manifest joy.
superintends the whole building, a tribute to those

We

We

scientific attainments so eminently possessed by
THE NAVY
him, which have suggested and consummated some
Carolina line of battle ship weighed of the most important and valuable alterations and
anchor from the North River on the 10th inst. and additions to the plan as originally conceived.
moored in the navy yard for the winter.
[(/. S. Gazette.
The sloop of war iJos/on, now about sailing from
UNION.
New York lor the East Indies, under the command
OF
of commodore J. CoUings Long, is a very fine ship
MAINE.
of war of her class, and has lately been much imThe vote for congressmen in the Hancock and
proved by extensive repairs, which give her better
Washington district, has been exceedingly close,
accommodations, and enables her to stow in her
but it is supposed that there was no choice, and that
hold a much larger quantity of jtrovisions and water
third trial must be had.
than formerly.
Her armament is 20 forty- two a
MASSACHUSETTS.
pound carronades, and 2 chambered twenty-four
The JUas gives the following table of the majorijiounders
she will thus throw 444 lbs. of shot at a
The official will
state
as nearly exact.
this
broadside, and will do great execution at close ties in
quarters, as each of the 24 pounders will make a not vary it materially.
Van Buren.
Harrison.
hole in the side of an enemy's vessel of at least
1,097
Plymouth
seven inches in diameter. Her complement of men
351
Nantucket
With all her provisions, stores and
is sliort of 200.
146
Berkshire
munitions on board, her draught of water is only
53
Dukes
15A feet aft, by 15 feet forward.
126
Hampden
Boston,
model
of
w.ir
is
of
a
fine
with
The sloop
2,275
Hampshire
one exception. She labors under the imperfection
1,300
Franklin
which has attended all the sloops of war, we be3,213
Suftblk
lieve, which have been built agreeably to the di1,200
Middlesex
rections of Mr. Humphreys, the chief naval con],0S5
Norfolk
structor
that is, she is too fall a/f— and when in
150
Bristol
trim for sailing, appears to be down by the head.
3,463
Essex
clean run is an important requisite in a ship
4,800
Worcester
where fast sailing is desirable, but does not seem to
1,150
Barnstable
be considered such by the cliief constructor. By
not attending lo this point, many fine ships be150
20,2-59
longing to the government, have been spoiled
for
Official electoral vote in Boston.
a sloop of war which is not a fast sailer, is of little
Wards. Whole No. Harrison. V. Buren. Scat'g.
value to any country.
[jSos(o/i Jour.
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The war steamer at Brookhjn. Responsive to
our request, an attentive friend at the Biooklyn
navy yard, has furnished us with some very accep
table inCorraation in relation to the war steame
now in progress at that establishment, and which
will shortly be launched into her destined elemer
Her length from figure head to tafl'rail is 243 feet.
"
223
On upper or main deck,
"
Between the perpendiculars,
220
"
Of keel at the bottom,
2t;7
Breadth of beam over the wales,
40
"
outside of the wheel-house,
66i
Depth from main or upper deck,
23j
Measurement as a double decker,
1,700 tons.
Measurement as a single decker,
1,940
Measurement by the same scale as the tonnage of
the President is estimated,
1,273 tons.
Diameter of the glenders,
60 inches.
Length of the stroke,
10 feet.

1,(105
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Returns are received from

Election.

counties.

The 54

counties give
Presulent.

but three

Governor.
Seward. Bonck
209,217 202,396
202,396

Harmon. V. B.
212,932 198,417
198,417
Harrison's mj.

all

14,515 Seward's mj. 6,821

Official

Governor.

Boucke
Seward

canvass of the city.
Lieutenant governor.
Dickinson
22,221
Bradish
20,534
Abolition
152
33
Scattering

22,285
20,037
179
73

Abolition
Scattering
Senator.

Sheriff.

22,172
20,695
leu

Scott

Stevens
Abolition
Scattering

County

clerk.

22,003
20,801
143

Jarvis

Hance
Abolition
Scattering

21

Hart
Jones
Abolition
Scattering
Coroner.

Archer
Littell

Abolition
Scattering

22,006
20,787
146
20
22,084
20,707
137

36

Congress.

McKeon
Roosevelt

Wood
Ferriss
Grinnell

21,748
22,010
21,730
21,975
20,994

Monroe

22,042
21,935

Childs

20,862
20,S62
Smith
Hall
20,838
144
Abolition average
Scattering

Msembly

McClay
Grout
Hicock

22,0(12

Porter

Bryson
Tovvnsend
"Weir

Jones
Miller

Swackhamer
Ale Murray
Davis
O'Sullivan

Benson

21,968
22,029
22,948
21,986
22,034
22,038
21,887
21,964
22,045
21,910
20,821

Electors.

Van Buren

highest vote

on ticket

21,936

Van Buren lowest
vote on ticket
Average vote

86

Msembly.

Doane
Doyle
Graham
Hoxie
Smith
Dougherty

Whighigliestvote
on ticket
20,961
20,639
McArdle
20,452
Havens
20,683
Chapin
20,769
Lee
20,805
Abolition average
145
Scattering
242

Wolfe

Electors.

Whig

21,915
21,926

20,772
20,788
20,712
20,775
20,636
20,481
20,661

lowest

vote on
20,951
20,956
Abolition average
152
Scattering
223
ticket

Average vote

•Aggregate vote of the several wards.
Governor.
Congress.
Electoral.
V. B.
W.
V. B.
W.
576 1,208
587 1,203

Wards. Bouck. Seward.
1
507 1,143
2
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Cedar Creek H.
Broadkiln

Nanticoke
Little Creek
Broad Creek

N.

W. Fork

Baltunore
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Sussex county.
1840.
1S30
2,429
2,727
3.893
3,741
2,366
1,978
3,207
2,982
2,852
2,649
3,187
3,529
2,251
2,176
1,834
1,881
1,936
1,757
2,323
2,551
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1346
John Beall,*
1844
Wm. P. Maulsby,
Gain. Loss. Carroll county,
6
298
Those marked in (•) are new members,
6
152
Those ill italics are Van Buren men,
15
388
The rest are whigs,
225
House of delegates.
203
St. Mary's county— Benedict I. Heard,t William
342 Coad, John M. S. Causin.f
75
Kent county Ebenezer Welsh, James H. Edes,*

Alleghany county,

—

47 Daniel Jones.
179
Anne Arundel county Charles S. Ridgely, Ben223 jamin E. Gant,* Richard Estep, Mortimore Dorsey.*
75 2,062
Calvert county ^Thomas J. Hillen, Jesse J. Dal27,118
25,131
75 rymple, George W. Weems.f
Charles county^John D. Bowling, Geo. Brent,*
Loss 1,9S7 John Matthews.
county John B. Holmes, Philip Poult1340.
Biil'imore
Christiana
hundred
Census of
for
1,631 ney, John C. Orrick,\ Robert S. Welsh, T. B. W.
Number of wliite males,
1,712 Randall.*
do. white females,
Do.
Talbot county Jas. L. Martin, Wm. W. Lowe,*
3,393 WiUiam B. IVillis.*
201
Somerset county Jesse Parsons, Noah Rider,t
do. colored males,
Do.
131
Isaac D. Jones.t William Williams.t
do. colored females,
Do.
332
Dorchester county Kendall M. Jacobs,* John
R. Keene,t William Frazier, Reuben Tall.
William H. Morton,* Wm. SimCecil county
Total, 3,725
coe,* James L. Maxwell.*
697
Prince Geort;e'3 county Robt. W. Bowie, Wm.
Number of horses,
2,314 H. Tuck, John M. S. Maccubbin, Osborne Sprigg.
do. neat catlle,
Do.
551
Annapolis city Dr. William Brewer.*
do. slieep,
Do.
1,772
Queen Anne's county Malhias George,* Thos.
Do. do. swine,
.$1,752 A. Ford,* Edward P. Paca.'
Estimated value oi poultry,
Worcester county Edwin Foreman,! Ebenezer
Number of bushels of wheat raised in 1839, 24,005
bailey,
2,953 Hern, Levi Cathell,* James Hooper.*
do.
Do.
51,000
Frederick county Davis Richardson,* Joshua
cats,
do.
Do.
694 Mutter,* William Lynch,* Edward A. Lynch,* Darye,
do.
Do.

Lewes

Reho.
River
Dassboro'
Inilian

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Do.
Do.
Do.
Dj.

do.
do.
do.

buckwheat,

835

vid

W.

Naill.*

56,560
Harford county Samuel Sutton, C. W. Billing14,125 sloa,* Thomas Hope, William Whiteford.*
1,040
Caroline county .John Nicholls,* Daniel Orrell,*
pounds wool,
3,027 Til^hman Sullivan.*
Tons of hay cut,
Francis Gallagher. John B. SeiBaltimore city
$13,400
Value of tile products of the dairy,
1,097 denstricker, John I. Graves, Benjamin C. Presstdo. of the orchard,
Do.
man,*
Legrand.
market
gardens,
1,660
John
C.
do.
Do.
366
Washington county Isaac Nossbit,* David ClagValue of homemade, or fdmily ^oods,
Number of flouring mills 2; grist mills 5; saw gett,* Joseph Weast,t Lewis Zeigler.*
Montgomery cor.nty John G. England, Thomas
mills 7; barrels of flour manufactured 1,900; value
of manufactories ij:ll,650; number of cotton ma- Gitting,* William L. Gaither, John C. Gott.*
spindles
value
8,560;
of
Allegany county Michael C. Sprigg.f Elisha
nufactories 3, number of
manufactured articles 5^122,000; number of per- Combs,* Ralph Thayer.*
John Shower,^ John B. Boyle,^
Carroll county
sons employed 214; number of persons employed
Somuel D. Lacompte,* Daniel Steele.*
iu agriculture 545; in manufactories 420.
MARYLAND.
Those in italics are Van Buren, 19; whigs, fiO.
* New member.', 37.
Official return of the electoral election, 1340.
of the last, 13.
Htirruon ticket.
t Members of a former, but not
33,533
Those not designated were members of the last
John Leeds K^rr
33,531
legislature, 29.
Theodore R. Lockerman
VIRGfNIA.
33,531
John P. Kermedy
33,530
The legislature is to meet on the 1st day of DeGeorge Howard
33,530
cember instead of the 1st Monday. The precaution
Jacob A. Preston
33,529
of being in session to fill any vacancy that noight
James M. Coale
33.523
happen in the college of electors induced this arWilliam T. Wotton
33,528
rangement.
David Hotiman
33.528
At the recent presidential election some of the
Richard J. Bowie
33,524
counties changed their political front. The whigs
Thomas A. Spence
carried
ten counties which in the spring gave Van
vote
33,529.
Average
Buren majorities, and the Van Burenites carried ten
Fan Buren ticket.
28,759
other counties which in the spring were whig.
Cathel Humphreys
28,758
In the senate, the whigs have lost the majority in
H. G. S. Key,
28,756
two senatorial districts, Botetourt and Louisa; and
Edward Lloyd
28,755
gained
in two, Kenawha and Pittsylvania.
Benjamin C. Howard
28,754
As to the congressional districts, they have lost
Charles Margill
28,753
one, the Buckingham; and gained four, the Norfolk,
William P. Maulsby
28,752
Jefferson, Augusta and Kenawha.
William A. Spencer
28,752
NORTH CAEOLIN'A.
James IMurray
28,751
Otho Scott
Official returns of the election for governor.
1836.
1340.
23,751
Walter Mitchell
COUNTIES. Morehead. Sanders. Dudley. Spraight.
Average vote 23,754.— Majority 4,775.
274
422
1,012
1.100
List of members of the legislature, Dec. session, 1340. Anson,
367
431
40 'mj.
Senators,
Ashe,
341
Buncombe and 855
With the time of expiration of their terms.
533
1,194
46 5
451
Richard Thomas,
1844 Henderson,
St. Mary's county,
489
336
463
1844 Bertie,
483
James B Ricaud,
Kent county,
324
345
451
320
1S42 Bladen,
Anne Arundel county, Alex. C. Magruder,
124
359
246
347
1842 Brunswick,
John Beckett,
Calvert county,
236
755
363
1342
840
Alexander
Matthews,
Beaufort,
Charles county,
516
1,257
367
1846 Burke,
Hugh Ely,
1,555
Baltimore county,
227
643
1S44 Cabarrus,
445 mj
Nicholas Martin,
Talbot county,
185
210
233
1842 Columbus,
242
Alexander Donoho,
Somerset county,
243
371
232
W.T.Goldsboiough, 1844 Carteret
448
Dorchester county,
419
70
528
Howard,*
150
1846
Geo. R.
Cuirituck,
Cecil county,
932
627
603
Thomas G. Pratt,
1842 Chatham,
1,075
P. George's county,
145 mj
203
292
1846 Chowan,
Queen Anne's county, John Palmer,'
800
499
952
621
Teagle Townsent!,*
1846 Cumberland,
Worcester county,
49
425
91
524
Richard Potts,
1844 Camden,
Frederick county,
116
1,067
270
1,137
1844 Caswell,
Otho Scott,
Harford county,
669
268
643
1342 Craven,
671
James Turner,
Caroline county,
754
300
766
234
Benj. C. Howard,*
1846 Dublin,
Baltimore city,
69
1,289
470
John Newcomer,*
1346 Davidson,
1,409
Washington county,
71
1,191
1,298
111
Horace Wilson,
1842 Edgecomb,
Montgomery county,
Indian corn,
potatoes,
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Wright was beaten 14 voles; but it is maintained that be was elected by tbe legal votes. In al
lution to this matter tbe Lexington (Ky.) Intelligencer remarks: "Mr. Wrieht is a sound lawyer, a
statesman, and an accomplished gentleman, and we
should rejoice to see him a member of the senate of
our sister state, not only because he is a whig, but
because of his sterling integrity and devotion to the
best interests of his country."
Official returns of the election for president.

—
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It will also be perceived by a letter from the preBank of the Slate of Alabama, a copy
of which is herewith submitted, that proper steps
have been taken to recall all the bonds remairiing
unsold, belonging to that institution; and that they
are now in the hands of the cashier of the Bank of
Mobile, awaiting the navigable state of the river,

1

sident of the

bank at this place. The
amount of our stock from
market, cannot fail to have a most beneficial effect
on the credit of the state, and enhance the value ot
our stock, if, at any time hereafter, circumstances
should render it necessary to raise money on the
to be transmitted to the
withdrawal of so large an

Influenced by a constant
public credit of the state.
desire to preserve that crfdit unimpaired, and to
coUEiteract the mischievous tendency and effects of
(he proposition, which seems to be seriously entertained in some portions of the country, for the general government to assume the payment of the debts
ot the individual states, I beg leave again to press
upon the consideration of the legislature, the propriely of providing without further delay, either in
the mode pointed out in my last annual message, or
in such other mode as the wisdom of the legislature
may suggest, a sinking fund for the redemption of

our stale stock.

Immediate attention to this subject is not only
required by that constant regard lo the high consi
derations of good faith, which we should always
guard wilh tiie most sedulous care, but, will put at
rest, so far as AUibaraa is concerned, a proposition
pregnant with more pernicious consequences to the
sovereignty and separate independence of the states,
than any which has agitated the national councils.
For, it may be safely assumed, that whatever authority has the right, or is permitted to exercise the
power, of paying the debts of a state or nation, will
ultimately control its will and its political action.
It is well known that I came into office, not only
favorable but pledged to the subjects of education
and internal improvement. This pledge, although
to a great e.xtent unredeemed, has not been forgotIt will be rememberten, cjr purposely neglected.
ed that the period within which it has fallen to my
lot to administer the government, has been one of
extraordinary difficully and embarrassment, every
way unpropitions for eiigaging extensively, or successfully, in the prosecution of either of these obNor am 1 satisfied that tlie time has yet arjects.
rived, when we can, with perfect propriety, embark
in the accomplishment of matters v.'liich every one
But from a thorough conviction,
80 much desires.
that the

amount employed

in

hanking

in this state,

if we had the actual capital, greatly exceed
the amount necessary to supply the sound reasonable wants of the community, 1 respectfully recommend to the general assembly the propriety of withdrawing a part of the capilal now employed in
banking as last as the condition of the banks will

would,

it, and applying it in such manner, and in
such proportions as the legislature may, in their
wisdom, consider most proper to the purposes of
internal improvement and a general system of edu-

justify

cation.

The

construction of
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productions, for a considerable period of the year
Whereas, if the other description of road be adopted, the hands, the teams, and the wagons used in
making the produce, could be profitably employed
In fine, to repeat a
in transporting it to market.
sentiment which cannot be too often repeated, or
deeply inculcated, it would produce the greatest
good to the greatest number.
Although deeply impressed wilh the utility and
importance of a work of this kind, if the legislature should be of opinion that either this object, or
the general system of education to which I have
referred, should be postponed to a period of greater
public prosperity, I have no hesitation in expressing the opinion, that education should be put in
advance of every other interest. Indeed, when we
attempt to estimate the advantages of education, in
preparing mankind for all that is useful, honorable
and praiseworthy in this life, and for any higher
state of moral and intellectual enjoyment in that
which is to come, it is difficult to place any other
interest in competition with it, or to resist the unwelcome conclusion, that we have already slumbered too long upon this vital subject. Considering too, that ours is emphatically a government of
opinion, and that the success and purity of ils administration will always depend upon the extent lo
which that opinion is enlightened, the advantages
of education cannot be too highly appreciated in a
It is that alone which can
political point of view.
keep alive the vestal spark of enlightened patriotism: and while I am free to declare, that I should
rejoice to see the resources of the state fully developed by the construction of every kind of improvement, which could tend to the consummation of
that object, I would rather be instrumental in imparting to the indigent and orphan children in the
state of Alabama, the rudiments of a common
English education, than to enjoy the exclusive credit of constructing a rail road from Louisiana to

some work of

internal imTennessee river with

employed

in

New
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JOHNSON, OF MD.

ON THE SUBJECT OF THE REJECTION OF PETITIONS
FOR THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY.
In house ofrepresenlatires, Jan.

2.5,

27 and 28, 1840.

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE

174.]

right of petition, even at this day, is more
important to the people of England than it is to the
citizens of the United States, because in England
the right to vote is still restricted to a privileged
few, and hence the voice of a majority of the people

The

of a borough, city or a count)', may be different from
the voice of a majority of the electors; and it may
often occur that the member of parliament elect may
not be the true mirror to reflect faithfully all the features af the popular will.
Is liberty in this country held by so frail a right!
Have the pecfple to rescue their rights and power
from the hands of an hereditary few? Or is not each
man himself a part of the government? Trace the
history of our people and their governmenis from
their first embarkation from England to the present
hour, and

mode; which would leave four millions eight hun- the nation.
dred and sixty thousand dollars, as fast as it can be
The gentleman from Msssachusetts said that a
realised by the banks, to be appropriated to other member from South Carolina, (Mr. legffiie, I sup-_
The impolicy of employing too large a pose), in opposing, in a former session the right of
objects.
capital in banking, and the evils of a redundant abolitionists to petition, had alluded to English pre-

1

cedents, and he spent some time in combating the
position assumed by the able member from South
I have not on my memory very distinctly
Carolina.
the grounds taken in that debate, but I have no hesitancy in saying that the conclusion of the gentleman from South Carolina was correct, whatever may
I do not say it is so, hut
have been his argument
the gentleman, who is not here to defend his pos:
tjon, may have been on that occasion, like a learned
English judge, who is described in the Lounger's
Common Place Book, as being remarkable for Ihe
accuiacy and soundness of his decisions, and the
fallacy of the reasoning by which he reached them.

The learned gentleman from Massachusetts has
read from "Hatsell's Precedents." I will take occasion to quote from the same high authority, and
show that although "it is declared by the statute of
William and Mary that the subject hath a right to
petition, and that all commitments and prosecutions
for such petitioning are illegal," yet that the house
of commons will not receive petitions when a bill is
institution
this
affairs
of
the
upon
to raise revenue, and Ihat in other instances
periding
report to you
o-enerallv, during the present session of the legis- they have summarily rejected petitions:
'•In the proceedings of the house of commons, so
lature, it is deemed unnecessary to go into further
late as the 29th of June, 1836, the subject of petidetail in this communication.
tion was fully and elaborately debated.
INDI.INA.
"Mr. Sero-eant Jackson offered the petition of a
Inland navigation. The first boat which passed
rev.'lDugene Mulholland, praying that a law
from fort Wayne to La Fayette on the Erie and certain
mifht
be enacted to provide that the canon law of
that
village
a
into
welcomed
Wabash canal, was
Rome be fairly observed, as between
few days since, in a style suitable to that important the'church of
church, and
As steamboat navigation on the opening the several orders of the clergy of that
occasion.
be compatible with the laws of the
shall
far
as
so
in
of the Erie and Wabash canal connects the naviga
country.
raiaing those tionof Lake Erie and the Ohio river, from which

either of the others; although it is not improbable,
that, in expressing this opinion, I shall subject myself to the imputation of a retrogressive spirit, not
congenial with the improvement of the age.
The arguments, which to my mind, give to this
mode of improvement advantages over every other
are, cheapness in the construction and repairs,
greater practicability, less liability to accidents, and
greater adaptation lo the convenience of the great
body of the people. But the main reason in favor
of a Macadamized road is, that the country to be
connected by this work with Mobile, is emphatically a provision-raising region; and even if the heavy
productions in which it abounds, could be transported on rail roads, it would have the effect of
greatly enhancing the cost of transportation, and
would throw out of employment a considerable

capital
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what will it prove to you? They brought
with them written charters and democratic institutions. The charter of Maryland, for instance, given
by an arbitrary monarch, was more democratic in
relation to popular representation than the constitution, now Ihe organic law of that state. The people
could legislate themselves, or by representation.—
What did the revolution effect? The 4th of July
tyro will say that it broke the bonds of slavery and
made us free, and secured that freedom by the right
to petition. That is an aspersion on our forefathers.
They were always free. They brought with them
the spirit of freedom, and each man had a constituthe lakes.
This system, when once set in motion tion of rights and freedom written in his heart, deeper
parchment of their charby the munificence of the legislature, carrying, as and more revered than the
The revolution effected a total separation, and
ters.
it will, its genial influence like the rays of the sun,
constitutional and confederated governinto every coiner of the state, aided as it will be, by produced
The ballot box was left as before, or extendthe fostering influence of enlightened public opi- ment.
The ballot box is the greatest conservative
It is ad- ed to all.
nion, could not fail of ultimate success.
liberties; every citizen finds that it
mitted, that the sparseness of our population in principle of our
against oppression; and in this counsafe-guard
many parts of the state, would present an impedi- is his
through the ballot, and
ment to the immediate and entire success of the try every freeman can speak
It is the
his voice and his will are felt and obeyed.
system.
broad basis of our political fabric, and in its exercise
But it is surely not expecting too much of free
the liberties of the people are secure as long as they
men in this enlightened age, to presume, that they continue intelligent and virtuous?
would be willing to submit to some privations, and
I could refer to various English statutes to show
to encounter some difficulties, in order to open to
how far the right to petition has been restrained and
their children the avenues to learning and moral
enlarged, but it is unnecessary. But I will presentimprovement, by which they would, in the end,
ly show that it is at this day, and has long been, the
be conducted to the valuable fountains of virtue
established rule in parliament, to receive no petition
and knowledge.
when ])arliament has no jurisdiction over the subThe present amount of capital employed in bank- ject matter of the prayer; nor w'lW it receive a petiing, is ten millions eight hundred and sixty thou- tion on such questions and subjects as it may have
sand dollars. It is believed that six millions are as jurisdiction, when, by the reception of the petition,
much as can be advantageously employed in that it would delay and embarrass the public business of

provement connecting the
the navigable waters of Mobile bay, thereby forming a permanent link of intercommunication becirculation have been so fully realized, that if the
tween the northern and southern sections of the legislature should be indisposed to employ any porstate, has so long occupied the public mind and is
tion of it in the manner I have indicated, I am
justly considered a subject of such intrinsic imporclearly of opinion, that the capital of the banks
tance, that nothing but imperious necessity can
should be reduced to six millions; and the excess
fairly excuse its postponement to the present time.
above that sum, applied to the ledemption of the
which
this
work
can
accombe
The only modes in
stock
plished are, by canal, railway or iUacadamized road.
The university of Alabama, in the success of
In deciding in favor of either of these modes, the
we have so deep an interest, has not been
relative cost, advantages, convenience and adapta- vvhich
unaffected by the causes which have operated upon
tion to the condition ot the country, and particularly
other department of the public interest.
every
lo the productions of the sections that would be
extreme unhealthiness of the past
connected by it, must be taken into the estimate. Owing to the
state of pecuniary embarWithout intending to disparage or to discourage season, and to the deep
of students is less than at
number
the
rassment,
the adoption of either of the other modes, a Macadacommencement of your last session. The premized load has, in my opinion, advantages over the
continue to be

portion of the

COST JOHNSON, OF MD.

the states of Illinois and Indiana must derive invaluable benefits, as it puts them on a footing with
Ohio in their facilities of communication with the
York and Boston.
cities of
\_N. y. Jour. Com.

and officers of the faculty
faithful and unremitting in their exertions to promote the utility, and elevate the character of the
institution; and to fulfil the high expectations that
were formed of their merits and qualifications.
Inasmuch as the board of trustees will meet and

sident
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*'Mr.
nil protested against the useless and most
inconvenient practice of entertaining pelililions with
respect to which the house can neillier investigate
the alleged grounds of complaint, nor afford any
practical relief. It was a subject over which the leIt was imposgislature could exercise no control.
sible lor the house to receive such a petition.
•'IVIr. Roebuck rose to a point of order; That the
house could not recognise the canon law of Rome,
and could take no means to compel others lo abide

by

it.

"Mr. Scarlett hoped that the house would hear the
grievance ot which the reverend gentleman complained, as there was no doubt a grievance did exist,
and the house was a pioper place for taking such a

house that it contained no improper language, or such
as ought not to be addressed to the house of commons; and, secondly, that he was supposed to exercise a becoming discretion as to the possibility or
propriety of parliament granting any relief in the
matter. I am ture I need not indicate to the house
the great inconvenience which must result from honorable members pursuing a contrury practice, both
in reference to the dignity of the proceedings of the

house and llie progress of public business.
"JMr. Sergeant Jackson said he had carefully perused the petition, and could confidently state, that
from beginning to end, there did not occur one improper word or expression towards the house. It
was altogether couched in the most respectful language.
"The attorney general said: I have looked at the
prayer of the petiiion, and I thiiik that the petition
ought to be received. / am of opinion thai no petition should be received which prays for that which il is
utterly impossible for the house to accede to. But suoh
not the fact in the present instance. The petitioner
asks that the law may be altered; that the prayer is
urged upon us only as one branch of the legislature,
who caimot pass a law without the approval of the
lords and the crown.
It would not be impossible to
introduce a bill having for its object that which the
petitioner prays for. If, however, a bill were proposed for the canon law of Rome being made the law of
England, I apprehend there can be no doubt there
would be an unanimous feeling amongst the representatives of the people against any such measure. I
humbly beg to say, that when a petition merely prays
that the law may be altered, it should be received.
"jMr. Roebuck added, after what had fallen from
the honorable and learned gentleman, he .was in error in opposing the reception of the petftion, since
it only prayed an alteration of the law; Uierelore, as
far as his objection went, he waived it.

is

21,

the 15th of February, 1765, a petition of Mr.
Montague, agent for Virginia, and a petition from
Connecticut, and another from the inhabitants of Carolina, against the bill then depending lor imposing
a stamp duty in America, being offered, upon question lor bringing it up, it passed in the negative."
lb. p.

204.

"On the 4th of March, 1795, a petition of certain
merchants, importers and dealers in foreign wines,
praying that the proposed augmentation of duties on
foreign wines may not be imposed on the stock in
hand on the 23d of February last, being offered to
be presented to the house, the question being put,
that the said petition be brought up, it passed in the
negative, nemine conlradicente."
lb. p. 208.

—

Here, then, are precedents

for DiOre

than a cen-

tury.

"The house adopted

'That they would
not receive any petition against a bill then depending for imposing a tax or duty.' The principle upon
which this rule was adopted appears to be this: that
a tax extending in its effects over every part of the
kingdom, and more or less affecting every individual,
and ill its nature necessarily and intentionally impos
ing a burden upon the people, it can answer no end
or purpose whatever for any set of petitioners to
stale these consequences as a grievance to the house.
The house of commons, belbre they come to a resolution which imposes a tax, cannot but know that il
may very sensibly affect the commerce or manufactures upon whiL-h the duly is laid; but they cannot permit the inconvenience that may possibly be
brought upon a particular branch of trade to weigh
with them when put in the balance with those advantages which are intended to result to the whole,
and which the public necessities of the state demand
from them. For these reasons it has been thought
better and more candid to the persons petitioning, al
once to refuse receiving their petition, rather than,
by receiving il, to give countenance to the application, and to mislead the petitioners into an idea, that
in consequence of their petitions the house of commons would desist from the lax proposed, and impose another, which, though it might be less felt
by that branch of t.-ade, might be more oppressive
this rule:

some other." lb. p. 206.
So much for English precedents. And yet, the
right of petiiion, at this day, is more important to
the people of England than to the people of tlie U.
States.
Gentlemen, as I said before, are unjust to
lo

themselves and

to the country, when they talk about
right of petiiion being the foundation of our liand they are equally in error when they say
that the federal constitution recognises the riu-ht of
petition as transmitted by our English ancestors.
tlie

berties;

The

difference consists in this, that we, the congress
of the United Slates, have a written constitution

"Mr. Sergeant Jackson moved that the i)etition which defines our powers and limits iheir exercise,
do lie on the table: which was ordered. Mirror of by enumerating the subjects over which we may leParliament, vol. 2, page 2,136.
gislate.
But, in England, the power of parliament
"On the 9th of April, IGiii, a petition was tender- is almost unlimited and undefinable is supreme and

—

ed to the house, relating to the bill for granting to absolute. No men were better acquainted with
the
their majesties several duties upon the tonnage of jurisprudence of England, in all its
branches, than
ships, and the question being put, that the petition the statesmen of the revolution, and
those who frambe received, it passed in the negative." Halsell's ed our constitution. It was in the laws of
England
Precedent's, vol. 3, p. 200.
that they found a definition of the powers of govern"On the 2Sth of April, 1698, a petition was offer- ment, the rights of the people, and the duties of
ed to the house, against the bill lor laying a duty rulers— a line drawn between the asserted
and legiupon inland pit coal, and the question being put, timate powers of royal prerogative. They
found
that the petition be received, it passed in the nega- that there were customs, charters
and franchises, a
tive."— /*.;). 200.
magna charta, and acts of parliament, all declaratory
"On the 5th of January, 1703, a petition of the of t!ie private and corporate rights of the people, and
malsters of Nottingham being offered, against the intended lo secure their enjoyment.
They knew
the bill for continuing the duties upon mall, and the that it was in defence of these
rights that Iheir an(juastion being put, that the petition be brought up, cestors had often taken up arms
in'the old world, and
it passed in the iiegaiive."
lb. p. 200.
that they had endeavored lo guaranty Iheir securily
"On the I llh of December, 1706.— Resolved, That in this country, by bringing with them wriltcn cl-.arthis house will receive no petition lor any sum of ters, and establistiing
democratic institutions. Takmoney, relating to public .service, but what is ing their stand upon these principles and
rights, thev
recommended by the crown.
Upon the llth of asserted them in all their appeals, remonstrances anil
June, 1713, this is declared to be a standing order public acts, from the commencement
lo the consumof the house." lb. p. 202.
mation o( the revolution. But experience taught
"On the 2d of February, 1726, a petition of the people of this country that two great chai7ges the
at
land owners in the Isle ot Ely, for lessening the pro- least were indispensable, in order'
lo avert iiir the
portion of the said isle to the land tax, being offered, future the evils anil perils of the
past.
That the
and the question being put, that the petition be supreme power must not be invested
in any legislabrought up, it passed in (he negative." lb. p. 202. tive body, as it was in parliament; and
that no power
"On the 8th of March, 1732, a petition being of- should be exercised, except as delegated, intrusted
fered against a bill depending for securing the trade and authorised.
Hence, when renouncing their alof the sugar colonies, it was refused to be brought legiance lo the king of Great Britain,
and dissolving
up.
motion was then made, that a committee be their connexion with the English
government, in
appointed to search precedents in relation to the re- making a declaralion of their rights,
they followed
ceiving or not receiving petitions aginst the imposing the example of their ancestors.
But they went much
of duties, and the question being pul, it passed in the further in their prudent
caution and jealousy of pownegative."
lb. p. 202.
er, by defining the powers of the governments
which
"On the 28tli of January, 1760, a petition of the they eslablished, by wrillen constitutions. But
if it
malsters of Ipswich, against the additional duty upon was deemed important
as a safe-guard of liberty, lo
the slock of mall in hand, being offered, on question, define by written
counslitulions the powers of gothat it may be brought up, il passed in the negative, vernment, when the
people of the colonies declared
nemine conlradicente."— lb. p. 203.
themselves inde)ieiidcnt states, or when, as "allied

A
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"On

petition into consideration.

"The speaker said: I have always understood that
when an honorable member presented a jn^tition to
the house, he first made himself responsible to the

——

—

———

soverei;^ns," ttiey formed the league of confederation,
hoiv much more important did a written constitution

become, when,

in

order to form a more perfect union,

was necessaiy

to change the alliance into an effecgovernment, possessing great and sovereign
powers, and acting directly on the people; when the
powers of government were to be divided between
the government of the union and those of the states;
"when each governraent was to be sovereign with
respect to the objects committed to it, and neither
sovereign with respect to the objects committed lo
the other." The constitution, then, having been
thus formed, and having been eslablished for the
high purposes to which I have alluded, must be our
only rule and guide. To interpret its meaning, we
have only to read its plain and palpable mandates,
remembering, especially, "that the powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor
piohibited by il to the states, are reserved to the

it

tive

slates respectively, or to the people."

Considering then, the clause in the first amendment lo the constitution, which relates lo the right
of petiiion, what is the right which is guarantied to
the people, and which we are prohibited from
abridging? The language is plain and unequivocal.
It is, that "congress shall make no law" abridging
"the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
lo petiiion the government for a redress of grievances."
In the law books,* "a petition" is defined to
be "a supplication made by an interior to asuperior,
and especially to one having jurisdiction." And
again: f "a petiiion" is called i.n instrument of writing or printing containing a prayer from Ihe person
presenting it, called the petitioner, to the body or
person to M hom it is presented, lor the redress of
some wrong or the grant of some i'avor, which the
latter has the right to give."
Thus il is considered a
privilege and a right against real grievances
grievances/eft and manifest. In its very nature it is a
restricted right
a privilege of defined limitation.
The very phraseology of the constitution is a limitation of the exercise of the right of petition.
The
Gonslilution gives congress only cognizance and jurisdiction for specific iiurposes, and our rule ot action must be in accordance with Ihe constitution.
cannot of right be petitioned to do that which
we have no cotislitntional power to do, much less
that which we have sworn not to do. No petitioner
has a right to ask for a ledress of grievances, unless
they be grievances under whicli he suffers, and
which congress has Ihe constilntional power lo redress.
Now, sir, who are these petitioners, and
what the object of Iheir petitions? Who are they?
Individuals who, shutting their eyeslo the evils and
miseries around them, would, in dreamy mysticism,
indulge a sickly sentimentality for Ihe imaginary
benelil of remote communities; who, with self-assumed superiority and Pharisaical |iride, arrogate to
themselves the entire possession of philanthropy;
who, secure from all dangers themselves, would institute rash experiments on our peace and happiness,
and the extirpation of one or other of two eternally
distinct races; for no degree of equality, no amalgamalioii, can be thought of, which would produce a
connexion at whicli the soul sickens with loathing
and disgust. Yes, sir, such are Ihe petitioners, and
such the inevitable consequences if their prayers be
carried onl; I'or some ofthein ask congress lo abolish
slavery and Ihe slave trade in the District of Columbia, some lo abolish it in the territories, and some in
the stales.
Now, sir, are Ihe prayers of tliese memorials fit subjects lor our legislation, and do they
jet forlh such grievances as they have a right to
complain of, or we Ihe power to redress? I answer,
no; Ihe constitution answers no; and I hope and believe tliat a inajoiity of Ihe constituents of the members who defend these petitions will answer no.
But, Mr. Speaker, I cannot but think that great efforts have been made to cover the real olijecis of the
abolition memorialists, to divert attention Irom the
real questions involved, and lo make a new issue
out ol the right of the people lo petition.
To meet
their view oflhecase, I would remind gentfeinen
that, though the first article of the amendments of
the constiiulion declares that "congress shall inufre
710 law" abridging "the right of the people peaceably
to assemble and to pelition Ihe government for a redress of grievances," the second clause of the fifth
section of the first article gives express power to
each house lo determine the rules of its proceeding.
Now, sir, it is not proposed that congress should
make any law upon the subject of petitions, that the
power of this house should be exercised out of this
house, or over any others than the members of this
house.
It is not proposed to send forlh an edict forbidding Ihe people lo assemble, except In certain
numbeis, and proclaiming that they shall not petition, save in a certain manner.
Nothing of this

—

—

We

*Toinliii's

tUouvar's

Law
Law
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Dictionary.
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kind has been proposed; we have nothing to do with
the assembling of the people, or with the manner in
wliich they may choose to use, or even abuse, tlieir
right to petition; but, when they shall have assembled, and set their names to their petitions, and offered thein here, they will have exercised all their
constitutional rights to the fullest extent; and just

where their rights cease ours commence. The moment a petition or memorial is otlered or attempted
to be olfered here, the action of this house commences; and, under our constitutional right to determine the rules of our proceeding, we can say what
whether the
order shall be taken in the premises
petition shall be received, be laiil on the table, be
When the petition is of a
referred, or be rejected.
private nature, besides the brief statement of the
contents required to be made verbally by the introducer, to justify any action whatsoever by the house,
it is generally most advisable to refer the matter to a
committee, in order to put the house, if necessary,
in possession of all the tacts in the case: but when
the petition is of a public nature; when the subjectmatter is well undeistooJ; when the character of
the petition is known by its very name; when it is
evident and palpable that the house can exercise no
legislative action, there can be no necessity to con-

—
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to a committee; let the subject be investigated, inseussed and reported upon; argue with the memori-

petitioners but that their lighls too have been gravely urged upon this question, and that many of Ihtse

and tell them w hy and wherefore congress
cannot interfere with the question. What is this,
sir, but keeping the word of promise to the car, and
breaking it to the hope? And how long is this state
Did Mr. Pinckney's report
of things to continue?
do what it was said it would effect? No, sir, it fell
dead-born from the press, pleasing neither the north
nor the south, and abolition was as rife as ever. From
1790, when, upon the first presentation of an abolition petition, it was resolved "that congress had no
authority to interfere in the emancipation of slaves,"
how many resolutions have passed, how many elaborate reports have been made, all affirming the
same constitutional doctrine, and yet, sir, what have
they all availed? Nothing, and never can so long as
we consent to receive such petitions. If the jud;:-

memorials which have produced so inucli uiischief,
caused so much excitement, cost so much of the
time and money ol the nation, are signed by sicklv
women and children, most of whom never saw a
slave, and could not be grieved very much by their
existence any where.
Would not the benevolence
and lime of these persons be much better employed
in mending their husbands' coats and brothers'
stockings, in teaching Iheir own children, or attend-

alists,

ment of consress,

in 1790,

composed of

ihe

men

of

the revolution, many ot them the very men who
framed the constitution, could not produce conviction, what arguments can we use, what expositions
of the constitution can we make, which will quell
the fanaticism?
In
error in 1790 to have

—

my

apprehension, it was an
received the petition of the

would be worse than an error to resider such petition, to refer it to a committee, or even ceive them now, after our experience of the misThe right of petition is a mere chievous consequences of such reception. It has
to receive it at all.
Year after year, sesright to ask, not a right to demand; and had the con- but added fuel to the flame.
stitution made it obligatory upon us to receive all sion after session, these memorials have increased,
and will continue to increase, so long as the quespetitions, we sliould have no power to reject any.
But gentlemen admit there are exceptions; that we tion is left 0])en, so long as the abolitionists enterhave a right to refuse petiiions which are disrespect- tain the hope to weary us hy their persevering imI,
ful; that self-defence, self-respect, what is due to our porfunily into a compliance wilh their requests.
own character and dignity, give ns this right. Does for one, wish this stale of things to cease and deterI am unwilling to pretermit positive duties,
it comport with our dignity and self respect to hear mine.
an institution which is recognised by the constitu- to argue questions of theoretical policy. I am untion we have sworn to uphold, denounced as a curse; willing to waste Ihe time of this house and the peoto hear our constituents stigmatized by every oppro- ple's money, in discussing matters over which we
I would vote to
brious epithet which is uttered in the rant and rhap- can exercise no legislative control.
.sody of fanaticism?
Or is it becoming our character refer these petitions once, but once only, if I thought
and dignity to .suffer our consciences to be tampered a report could be written to quiet forever the queswith, lor the specious purposes of a superserviceable tion; and I would vote a million of money to have
No, sir; our duties, our rights here, respect that report sent to every voter in the nation, if I
zeal;
not alone ourselves; and, even if they did, what thouglit that such would be the result of its dissemigreater disrespect could be oflered us than to petition nation; but I do not believe it would have such an
I am convinceil that the only way lo put an
US to violate the oaths which we have taken! But etf'ct.
abolitionists

it

—

ing charity or Sunday school.-?
It has been called by some gentlemen an act of
despotism on Ihe part of this house to reject Iha
petiiions of these unnatural women; and the petition of some little misses is made a subject ol much
portance as a memorial signed by thousands of
th^; men of the nation.
The gentleman from Massachuselts, (Mr. >4rfi/ms), in the excitement of his
ferlings, seemed to r-^gard a proposilion for the rejection of these petitions as more tyrannical than
any act of a Turkish rlespolisin, affirming that the
grand Turk always received and entertained petitions, and that he never rode out without having
petiiions presented lo him.
To make the authority
which he has quoted applicable, he should have
shown that the grand Turk received, for foity or
filly years, petiiions on questions over which hihad no jurisdiction, as congress have done, or if
they had jurisdiction have always refused to grant.
Or will he show me a single case where the grand
Turk received a petition patiently which prayed
virtually an overthrow of his government; or a single case where the petitioner or petilioneis retained
his or their heads who had signed or presented such
a petilion?
That puissant potentate dilieis but fittie from the autocrat of Russia, except that he possesses a higher despolism, and on the subject of petition his course would be but very little dilierent
from that described by Montesquieu, who says:
"In Russia, we are told, the Czar Peter established a law that no subject might petition the
throne, until he had first petiiioned two different
ministers of state.
In case he oblained juslice from
neilher, he might then present a third pptilion to
the prince, but ujion pain ol death, if found to be in
the wrong.
The consequence of which was that

constituents and the end to abolition excitement, is to refuse to entertain no one dared to offer such third petition."
The debate upon this question must
to stand by and support the constitu- the petitions.
I will here make a short digression from Ihe line
guard the rights of each and every portion cease in this hall, or the union will, sooner or later, of my argument to say one word in relation to what
of this union, and so to legislate as not to pollute our be dissolved; it is madness, it is wickedness to deny has fallen in debate. An allusion has been made lo
hands or desecrate our consciences with any thing it, and I trust that this house will lake so decided a a memorial on 'the subject of abolition from some of
which has political speculation for its origin, or par- stand upon the question, that it will make Ihe think- Ihe society of Friends. Representing, as I do, u
Some gentlemen, who ing portion of the abohtionisis pause in their wild dislrict in which a large number of that society rety purpose for its object.
have set themselves up as the strenuous advocates career. It others aid and abet them, they may suc- side, I would be doing violence to iny own feelings
of the right of petition, who say that we must not, ceed in overthrowing the government, but they ne- and iiijiislice to them if I did not state that they are
nay, dare not refuse to hear the voice of the people, ver will be able to gel (he government to aid them free from every feeling of exciiement on this ques
In speaking of these
as set forth in these abolition memorials, are yet in the purposes of abolition.
willing "that every petition, memorial, resolution, petitions, 1 have used the calmest language possi- adopted. A copy of them, however, has not been reproposition, or paper, touching or relating in any ble, but, sir, apart from all argument about conslitu- ceived.
A letter from Mrs. M. W. Chapman, of Boston, was
way or to any extent whatever to slavery, or to the tional rights and constitutional violations, what
read; also one from Hiram Wilson, acknowledging the
abolition thereof, shall, on the presentaliun thereof, words but those of pity should be held of those who
receipt of five dollars from the last quarterly couferwithout any further action thereon, be laid on the unsex themselves in their zeal about what should ence.
I would not notice this class of
table, without being printed, debated, or referred;" not concern them?*
On motion, voted, that the money raised at ih'S meeithus making Ihe whole right of petilion to consist or
ing be sent to Mrs. Chapman, to assist in defraying the
'I subjoin the following, which has been sent to me,
depend upon the presentutioti and reception. They
expense of pubrshing the frst series of tales, to be isin the "Cradle of Liberty," a paper published
marked
sued monlhly. Adjourned to half past 6 in the evening.
are willing, so that abolition petitions be but receivin Boston, February 1, 1840, in order to show that my
ed, that they should be ordered to lie on the table
Thursday evening, half pail 6. The conference was
remarks are not wiihout cause, when women attend
to be committed to Ihe tomb of the Capulets, there ab jliiion conventions wilh Ihe thermometer ten deg
called to order, and Ihe following resolutions were ofI will not quarrel with below 2ero, and rear up their daughters to advocaie
to sleep forever in oblivion.
fered, and, atter much discussion, ado]itod:
Whereas recent events have proved, hoyond the
these gentlemen; f will not quibble about terms; but amalgamation ofcolors:
possihiliiy of doubt, that the north is venly guilty of
women's COXVENTION.
I apprehend it will require some special pleading to
aiding and abetiing the nefarious schemes of ibe slaveHaverhill, January 20, 1840.
prove that such proceeding is very materially differholder, both in procuring and retaining human beings
ent from rejecting such petitions in limine et instan- Mr. Garrison:

we

are here to represent our

whole people;
tion; to

—

Deak

ter.

But, Mr. Speaker, why will not gentlemen who
say they disapprove of the objects of the abolitionists, tell the petitioners that Iheir prayers cannot be
granted, that they cannot vote lor their request, and
that they will not be instiumental in arresting the
public business by presenting, day after d.iy, and
session alter session, these same infiammatoi y meHas not llie gentleman from Massachiimorials?
setls informed us that lie would be unwilling to vote
Has he not defor the request of the abolitionists?
clared thai, if a vote were even now taken upon a
proposition to abolish slavery in Ihe District of Columbia, it would receive but one solit.iry vote in this
house; that the gentleman from Vermont (Mr.
Slade) would vote alone, and stand solitary in that
vole?
Must we, then, receive, and debate for
months about the reception of petitions, which meet
with the almost unanimous opposition of congress,
and which ninety-nine men out ot a hundred in the
I to be told, with
north itself are opposed to?
these fac-ts known and admitted, that I am denying
the right of petition, and refusin.; a great constitu-

Am

not, let

The women's

anli-slavery

conference,

as slaves: therefore.

and, notwidislanding the severity of the weather— the
thermometer raging len degrees belovt zero an unusu-

—

number wa.s present, and ./'nrt^-/7ue enrolled
At half
their names as members of the conference.
past 3, ilie meetins was organized by the appointment
ally large

li. president, Mrs. Greenleaf, of B.
and Mrs. Palmer, of G. treasurer pro tcm.
motion, voted, that two from each local society
consiitule a coininiuee to prepare business fur the meet-

of Mrs. Harris, of
secretary,

On

ing.

On

motion, the reports from the difi»rent local so-

were read. "They were interesting and highly
encouraging. Several of the reports stated that the
conference had a salutary iuiiuence upon ihe local societies; ihat since its firmation iheir meeiiiigs had been
much better attended. Greater zeal was manifesied,
and, in some instances, more members were added.
Among these, was ihatofihe_7uiienj7e society of A.idocieties

Christian, or, in other words, that it is in tlirecr oppo.sition to the example of Jesus Christ, and ihe precepis of
the
Testament.
Resolved, Thai this it is the solemn duty of alt abulia
tionisls to use Iheir utmost endeavors to expil this monster
prejudice from our hearts, and the whole of this boasted
Christian reptiblic.
Resolved, That we consider all laws maiing a distinction on account of color, as a disgrace to the statutebook of this commonwealth: Therefore,
Resolved, That -we will notecase to petition the legislature of this state annually, till all surh laws be repealed.
Resolved, That we consider the Liberator ihe most
independent paper, if not ihe only independent one, in
tills country; and therefore worthy the support of all
true lovers of liberty.
Resolved. That Mrs. Hewes, of Haverhill, be a comniitiee to receive the reports of each meeting of the conference from Ihe socreiary pro teiii. and record them
in a book kept lor that purpose; also, iliat she send a
report of tins meeting to the editor of Ihe Liberator for
pubjicalion.
Wilh the highest respect and esteem for the indepen-

New

which was peculiarly interesting, from the tender
flg-eofmanyof iis members, and the punctuality of
their allendauce on their meetings, and the earnestness
which they labored to raise funds to carry forward the
great work which is before us.
Some excellent resolutions were offered hy Mrs. dent course you have pursued, permit me
J. H.
thein be referred Greenleaf, of Bradford, and, aftersum* difcussion, were myself, your friend,

tional privilege, because I insist upon the rejection
But gentleof petitions under such circums'ances?
men say, receive these petitions, and no matter

whether they are read or

sir:

Resolved, That prejudice against color is the main
of delegates from Haverhill, Bradford,
Georgetown, Andoverand other towns in ibe vicinity, pillar that supports slavery, and iliat ihis prejudice exists
had their quarterly meetingin Haverhill, on Thursday, at the north as well as at the souih.
Kesohed, 'i'hai iWis prejudice is anti-republican, antiNathan
Webster, esq.
the nih in.^tant, at the house of

composed

vcr,

to

suhscriba

HEWES.

"
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views

following lelter, i>iving an accouiU ot the
Maryof the society of Friends, who asseinb ed
The name
land, is too int'erestins not to be published.
citizen, is too well
distinguished
as
a
writer,
the
of
known not to command the highest and most lavora-

glory

made

these chiefs contend,

brave foe was in his soul a friend.''
Mr. Speaker, have you ever traversed the great

"And each

—

—

—

m

—

ble consideration:

o- lain
Baltimore, 2a mo. 23, ls40.
morning received thy letthe
society ot
me
if
of
inquiring
ter of the2-i.h instant,
dissatisfactioii ot the
Friends had not expressed their
Alin the nortli.
abolition excitement now exisung
embarrassnient, 1
though the question is one ot some
wiirendeavor plainly to answer it, ant^ will give thee
information in my power to enable thee correctI this

all the

"Not hale but

praiiiesof the far west? Well, I have. You can there
see the bison roaming gregarious over those beautiful and almost endless fields of nalure. Occasionally
you may see an old veteran of the heard to whom
danger has been familiar, and therefore held in contempt separated afar from the rest, and quietly depasturing on the rich and luxuriant flowers and herbage around him. By close observation you may
occasionally see some hungry and sanguinary insect light upon the side of the noble animal, yet
Ihe wound rudely inflicted will excite but seldom
other sensation than contempt, or perhaps a single
In the se- twitch of the insulted muscle will alarm away the
as a slaveholding state into the union.
Again, you may see, in the bright sunintruder.
nate, the constitution which he had sworn to supshine of that delightlul region, innumerable quantiport was the rule of his guidance.
The gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Mams) ties of those kindred insects light in fantastic comhas alluded to the controversy now existing be- panies, and fasten themselves upon the calm and
tween the executives of the states of Virginia and N. self-possessed animal; who will perhaps reserve his
York, in which the rights of jurisdiction over per- ire until the whole swarm are busy at their work of
sons, non-residents, but violaters of the laws of the blood, when the indignant creature will, by one fell
slate wherein they committed the offence, is involv- swoop of his vast brush, knock into ruin and confuEven so of the
ed, and the gentleman intimated that that controversy sion the whole insccliverous tribe.
the excitement gentleman from Massachusetts.
Or, if I may be
is infinitely more dangerous than

any

Esteemed friexd:
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And I will here state, in defence of the name of
William Piiikiiey, who has been so frequently
quoted by abolition writers and speakers, that Mr.
Pinkney defended abolition when he was a member of the house of delegates of Maryland, but he
did so as a citizen of that state, and before a legislative body having jurisdiction to consider the question.
But that great man, who was so eminent as a
constitutional lawyer, and was emphatically what
"the monarch of
chief justice Marshall called him
when transferred to the senate of the U.
the bar,"
States, where he stood the personification of genius
vs'ith the eloquence of himself, was the most eloquent defender of Ihe slaveholding slates, and the
unrivalled advocate of the admission of Missouri

Forbearance is a part of their faith, and a
Whilst
love of order and peace their fondest delis^ht.
they do not hold slaves themselves, they do not
they
dispute with their neighbors who do; nor do
desire that the general {jovernment should deprive
portion of their fellow citizens of their proper-

tion.

•The

21,

....

ly to understand our position.
The society of Friends, under their existing organicomposed of a numzation in the United States, are
meetings reguber of uearl,/ nteetings. Each of these
independent ot the
lites ii own church discipline,

lime to the members
others, and issues from time to
and rules as it may occasioned by the abolitionists; so much so, that he allowed a less rural and more classic simile, he, like
that constitute it, such admonitions
ol stated we are on the eve of a civil war.
1 have
Homer's great Ajax Telamon, is ever ready to meet
deem expedient. As regards ihe action of any
ot thy inquisubject
the
to
relation
in
these meetings
read the communications of the two executives, the puissant Hector in single combat, and to worst
as concerns the one ot
ry, I can only speak so far
which
I now hold in my hand, printed by the state
him; and, like that same dread Telamon, encounwhich I am a member, and which is composed of the of
York, and sent me by a Iriend (Mr. Sibley) ter singly and alone a whole wing of the Trojan
Maryland
Friends residing on the Western Shore of
army, drive them back defeated and confounded, and
Virginia, now in the senate of that state.
and
Pennsylvama
of
parts
and the adjacent
[The speaker here interposed, and said that he then wield aloft his yet thirsty sword in triumph to
and who hold their yearly meetings at Baltimore. In
grow- had interrupted other gentlemen who had alluded to the gods!
the year 1335 this yearly meeting, perceiving the
"sell on the that controversy, and that he must remind the genBut to the resolution. Has the gallant member
mamfesting^
rapidly
then
excitement
ing
itself called upon
tleman from Maryland (Mr. Johnson) that it was from Massachusetts proposed a more distinct and
subject of abolition, and not feeling
ilselt in this exciteconclusive proposition than that which he has saforeign to Ihe true question before the house].
to take part, or in any way involve
Mr. Speaker, you need be under no apprehen- tirised? The learned gentleman's amendment inmrni, issued a caution to its members, '-that we may,
both as a society and individually, keep ourselves un- sions. I do not mean to discuss Ihe question, and in- vites collision in this house, and would require eveconnecied with the excitement now so generally pre- deed it I did, I can perceive no impropriety in ry member objecting to a memorial to spread his
maintain our
vailing in our land, and be careful to
question for examination. arguments on the journal
virtually to make the
peace- iny so doing, as it is a fit
principles [in regard to slavery] in the meek and
All that I mean to say is. that I differ in opinion journal a register and record of written speeches.
able spirit of the Limb; and that we avoid erapro(Mr.
Massachusetts,
been discussing Ibis
from
have
we
gentleman
month
with
the
Neaily
a
with
mitiing ourselves by entering into combinations
Adams), who looks upon the queslion as hanging on question: and wilh such an amendment not only all
those whose motives we do not understand."
its adI see no feeling of hos- that has been said would have been written on the
renewed
civil war.
of
a
meeting
the
verge
yearly
1S39
the
the
year
In
its memThe communications journal, but those members who do not speak would
tility in the correspondence.
vice on the same subject, and, after exhorting
bers "to be faithful in the support of our righteous tes- are dignified and argumentative, and creditable to quickly begin to puzzle their brain^o write; whilst
timony against slavery," cautioned them "against en- either executive, though I differ from the governor those who can neither make a speech nor write one
have
tangling themselves with those associations that
York in some of his posilions and deduc- would follow the example set by a member from
of
sprun» up in different parts of our country in relation tions. I will not however enter into the merits of Maine, at this session, [Mr. Clifford], who got the
radier
to this" subject, and which, we fear, will retard
the controversy; but to the gentleman from Massa- clerk of the house both to write and read his speech
than proinoie the work."
chusetts (Mr. Adams) I would say, that if bethinks for him. And, again, those, if there be any such,
In order that we may not be misuiMerstood, it is a
we are on the eve of a civil war, and he regards it who can neither speak, write nor read, would emdu y I owe both to thee and to myself, on the present
con
(as I hope and am sure he does) as a great national ploy some one to write an argument for them, in oroccasion, to speak frankly, and without reserve or
Altei
calamity, I would beg himlo consider if he is avert- der to have their names, wilh the written paper,
on this deeply important subject.

New

—

.

New

.

ccahnent.

communicating

Ihe foregoing facts, in relation to

ilie

proceedingsof the yearly meeting of which I am a
member, I must, therefore, be permuted to add some
These I will enremarks illustrative of our views.
deavor to condense into as few words as possible, and
answer.
I be>' they may be received as a pari ot my
tLc society of Friends, almost from its hrst organiihe ground
zation, have been opposed to slavery upon
to raise
of religious principle, and they were the hrst
fade,
i hey
their voice against the African slave
have ever viewed the system as unjust, and believed it
consiThey
would lead to calamitous consequences.
der it a violation of that injunciion of the Divine
Master which enjoins it upon us as a duty, to do
unto others as we would they should do unto us; and
they believe that men are not reduced to slavery, nor
conlinued in slavery, with their own consent, but by

ing it by the course which he takes upon Ibis floor.
Will he expect to cure a greater evil by inflicting in
Does he graduate these caaddition a lesser one!
lamities

rae

nor improperly

above a, earthly privileges ihe inestimable blessing "I
they
a free and uiitrainiiieled liberty of con.science,
that liberiy
dare not invade the sacred enjoyment of
I

to exercise it
all others, while they claim the right
themselves. It is, iheiefore, no part of our sysieni to
compel people to do what we may think to be right.
believe it lo be our duty to do right ourselves, and,
conscqu.jnily, we gave liberty to the slaves under our

by

We

own conscienci.
and, as we apprehend, set an example of justice to
e.\ercise Ins judgthose around us, we lefi every one to
ment as regarded what it might be right lor him to do
The society of Friends, therelore, 1 believe, caniio
present ex
be correctly charged willi gelling up the
the subject of abohiioii; lor.ulihoiigh ihey
control; and, having relieved our

citementon
view slavery as it now cxisis in ihe United biales, lo
be a orevious evil, and some ol their members may
have iailen under the prevailing excitement, and pei
by the aboli
liaps pnriieipated in the measures taken

am

tionists, yet, so far as I
any) ivithin our limila

advised, the

number

mem

advice of tliei
bers have very generally followed the
yearly nieeiings.
i,
,„„„,,i .,„,i ooi»nm T
Assuring thee of my highest re?"™ "n;'_f^s'<=,'^2'«
am Very respectfully, thy friend, V.h, 1 llOMAb.
The hon. Wm. Coat Johnson, Washington.
i

tell

that

gentleman, every defence which is
is calculated to hasten that calami-

He will measure weapons at
for the sport.
any time, even wilh the smallest adversary, if but
lo keep himsell in practice, whilst the most formidable he rejoices to encounter; and hence his readiness to throw a glove to Ihe equally reiidy and
....
n.. .,m....A..,.i
t.^1 oJ.,x. ^..L<:..the equally gallant gentleman from South Carolina.
They have measured weapons; yet.
strife

ol this

have been few, and our

inflict abolition pelilions

The gentleman Irom Massachusetts {Wv. Adams)
censures severely the resolution oli'ered by the gen
tienian from South Carolina, (Mr. Thompson), because, he says, it is indefinite and too vague, and
proposes one as an amendment which is calculated
to invite collision, and would make this house nothing more than a wrangling and confused assemAnd here let ine again say, Mr. Speaker,
blage.
that no one knows belter than myself the peril
which I encounter in opposing the positions of the
I know
distinguished member from Massachusetts.
how promptly he is willing to attack or to delend;
and, if he does not at the iiistani, he always compounds upon time. The gentleman considered the
resolution of the gentleman lioin South Carolina as
wanting decision, as waiving the true issue, and
classed it in the wooden nutmeg order, only worthy
of a peddling Yankee, and totally nnhecoming the
chivalric gentleman, or, as he also called him, the
Can I not say the
chevalier iVom South Carolina.
same, and with greater justice, of the resolution
oirered by the gallant tneinber from Massachusetts?
For who on this floor is so peifeclly Ihe pink ol
chivalry as lliat member? He is but the archetype
Who, on
of the chevalier from South Carolina?
this floor or off of it, is so ready to break a lance a."?
He likes the
the gentleman from the old Bay slate?

licly, lliey

(if

mind, and

'y-

themselves called upon to do opinly and pubdo not desire to invade the rights of others,
to inierfere wiih their views; valuing

feel

his

made of abolition

exertion of force. The society bear, also, a religious
leslimony against war, liecause they consider all violence to be, in hke manner, forbidden by the same
Divine authority; and, for the same reason, they cannot sivear. In maintaining these lesliinonies, which

they

in

ipon us, because he would eschew a civil war beNew York and Virginia? Would not the
lainily of a civil war between the general governent and the south, or by an insurrection, be quite
Yet let
as deplorable, and as much to be averted!

tween

M

I

I

spread upon the journal. This would be of daily
recurrence on every memorial ujion which there
was the slightest difference of opinion; and the journal of your house would become virtually the autograph of the Metropolitan newspaper. In a few
years your journal would be long enough to reach
round the globe; it would take an indefinite lime to
read one day's proceedings; and in a litlle while it
would rival in bulk the Alexandrian library, and be
I^or is this hyas Ituig as Ihe belt around Saturn.
perbolical, when we consider the materiel of this
house and its disputatious propensity. Every thing
is discussed, and Ihe same story, the same arguments, are told and retold again and again. Nothing is taken for granted, when every thing must
be proven by argument, and no member considers
that any one is tainiliar with a subject but himself.
All debate what the constitution should be, instead
of considering it a fixed instrument of clear and precise import, equally obligatory in all its requireSo much for ihe resolution of the gentlements.
man from Massachusetts; and I might urge many
other objections: but for me it is enough that neither
the gentleman's resolution nor his speech upon it
denies the pov\er of the house to reject petitions.
The resolution which I have proposed avoids interfering with the question of slavery as guarantied

owners of that property, and the government
pledge under the constitution to protect each master
it; for it may become necessary for congress to
pass some penal laws, which will more effectually
secure the right of the master to this species of proto the

in

perly.*

from the Emancipator.
"Signs of the timxs. A gentleman in Vermont
February 17. 'Four fugitives from the 'patrialchal system' left my house this morning, on their way
One was from Richto queen Victoria's dominions.
mond, Va. and three from Baltimore. They were fine
They were quite
lellovvs, having been house servants.
*I extract the following

—

writes,

happy.'

"At the late western New York convention, at West
, the Friend of Man
Bloomfleld, Ontario county, Feb.
informs us that,
"At this stage of the proceedings, great interest was
added to the occasion by the introduction to the crowd-

—
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worthy of remark, tliat property of this
description was more sacredly respected before than
since the adoption of the federal constitution.
William Penn.one of the great benefactors of mankind,
always used his influence to secure the master in
Lis property, as will be seen by the following extract from the records in the archives of RIaryland:
•'Stale of Maryland, to wit: I Cornelius McLean,
secretary of state for the state of Maryland, do hereby certify that the following words, viz: 'As to
Pennsylvania, they are sensible that the raising and
lowering coins has been an advantage that "overnment has had above his majesty's immediate governments, but what advantas^es they have made
thereby they cannot judge, but believe it has at
sometimes been the uieans to draw out the money
from his majesty's governments to the proprietary
governments, and for some time and still does continue so to do from this province to Pennsylvania.
"'That government, before governor Prion's last
arrival there, did give too much countenance to fugitive seamen, debtors and runawa}' servants going
from hence, and did rather impede than further their
return; but Mr. Penn, upon his arrival, gave some
redress to those evils, and continued so to do dnring
It i? a fact

his stay there, especially as to runaway servants.'
"Are truly extracted from the reply of the couna communication from his excellency Natha-

cil to

governor of the province of Maryland, recorded in the proceedings of the council held
at the town of Annapolis on the twenty-niuth day
of November, anno domini 1701."
"In witness whereof, and that the same is truly
and faithfully taken from the proceedings aldresaid,
now of record in my office, I have hereunto set my
hand at the city of Annapolis, on this 10th day of
February, in the year ot our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and forty.
"Cornelius McLean, secretary of state ."
It may also be worthy of remark, that the two
most benevolent men the two who stand in the
fullest relief upon the pages of our colonial and
national history, as benefactors of the human race,
and whose names will grow in brightness as they
grow in years George Washingtori and William
Penn, both died owners of slaves. The fact in re
lation to the former is familiar to all, and I e.xtract
the following fjom an able American historian, in
niel Blakeston,

—

—

relation to the latter:

—

"William Penn employed blacks without scruple.
His first act relating to them did but substitute, af-

years' service, the severe condition of
adscripts to the soil for that of slaves.
At a later
day, he endeavored to secure to the African mental
and moral culture, the rights and happiness of domestic life. His efforts were not successful, aTidAe
Bancroft's History of
hiinself died a sluueholder."
the Uuiled Slates, vol. 2, p. 403.
But, Mr. Speaker, if my arguments, and the facts
and illustrations which I have aildueed, have not
yet produced conviction; if there should be a lingering doubt upon the minds of any member as to the
right, propriety and expediency of rejecting abolition memorials, t will fortify my position with the
additional authority of such distinguished names as
names
will, I feel pnrsuaded, remove all hesitancy
of the most distinguished men in the nation; names
ter fourteen

—

—

cd audience of Lloyd and Nicholas floward, who had
dark prison-hou.=e of slavery, and
were then on their way to Canada. These intelligent
and interestintf gendemen, gave a brief sketch of their
narrow escape of their reasons for leaving their Itappy
homes, &c. William O. Duvall, Joseph Crocker and
f'ardon U. Hathaway, were appointed a committee to
escort theiTi to the free dominions of queen Victoria.
subscription of about $20 was taken up to defray
The officers of the convention, were
their expenses
appointed a co.'nmittce to correspond with
DorBey, of Baltimore, the individual who claimed these two

just escaped f^rom the

—

A

as human chatties."
"Mr. Skinner, the editor of the American Farmer, at
Baltimore, will see that Mr. Dorsey's JS.OOO are gone,
What is to be done about it?"
irretrievably.
To show how reckless fanaticism will make men to
a total contempt of the laws and consutuiion, I will
quote what the constitution declares:
'"No person held to service or labor in one state under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in
consequence of any law or regulation therein, be dischargeil from such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service or
labor may be due.'' 1th art. sec. 2, 3d clause constitu-

men

—

tion

U. S.

Those people who have aided to decoy these negroes
to Canada, in open violation of the constitution, which
protects, or was intended to protect, every individual iti
liis property, and this species of property especially,

may

see those negroes in a very diflerent dress, if we
should engage in a war with England. The British
authorities of Canada have a regiment of negroes under arms, principally runaway slaves, who arc seized
as soon as they cross the line and placed in the ranks
as regular soldiers.
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such gentlemen a? have been most prominent
and conspicuous in this protracted debate. I will
read from the journal of this house, session of 1835,
'36, January 18lh, page 194, by which it will appear
that 0716 hundred and seventy-six members voted for
the rejection of abolition petitions, and only thirtyseven against rejecting; and the name of the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts, ^Mr.
Adams), heads the list:
too, of

"Mr. McKennan offered to present petitions frotn
citizens of the county of Washington, in the state
of Pennsylvania, which, he stated, prayed that slavery and the slave trade, within the District of Columbia, may be immediately abolished.
"Mr. McKennan moved that said petitions be received: and, on the question, shall these petitions
be received?

"A

motion was made by Mr. Gideon Lee, that
this question do lie on the table.
"Amotion was then made by Mr. Wise, that there
be a call of the house: which morion being decided
in the negative, the question was put on the motion
tnade by Mr. Lee, that the question, shall these petitions be received? do lie on the table; and passed
in the affirmative: yeas 176, nays 37.
"The yeas and nays being desired by one fifth of

187

John Reed, David Russell, William Slade,
Jonathan Sloane, William Sprague, jr. Taylor Webster, John White, Elisha Whittlesey."
Quite a scene here ensued; a dozen members rose
to explain, and many crowded round Mr. JoA/iso;.
to
examine the journal, who yielded the floor to Mr.
Potts,

]r.

Adams

first,

for

an explanation.

Mr. Adamn asked Mr. Jolinson if he had read the
memorial which had been rejected?
Mr. Johnson said he had neither read nor seen the
memorial.

Mr. Adams said that he had voted against the reception, because the language of the memorial was
disrespectful to the house; for it was impossible that
he could have given such a vote, unless the memorial

had contained improper language.

Mr. Johnson said he thought thathe could assign
a better reason than that.
Mr. Granger rose to explain, and Mr. Johnson
yielded the floor.
Mr. Granger said that his recollection was the
same with the gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr.
Adams), that the memorial was discourteous in its
terms, and such a paper as should not he received.
Mr. Johnson said, that from his knowledge of the
gentleman who had desired to present the memorial, he felt assured that he would not have ottered
to present a memorial which was not couched in
respectful language; but that fact could be assertained from the memorial itself, and he desired the

the members present.
"Those who voted in the affirmative, are Messrs.
John Quincy Adams, Chilton Allan, Joseph B. Anthony, Michael W. Ash, William H. Ashley, Sam'l
Bartoti, James M. H. Beale, Benning M. Bean, clerk to witharaw it from the files, if it could
be
Samuel Beardsley, Andrew Beaumont, John Bell, found, and send it to him.
Abraham Bockee, William K. Bond, RallilT Boon,
Mr. Lincoln rose to explain. He said he did not
James W. Boiil.iin, Matthias J. Bovee, John W. agree with his colleague, (Mr. Adams); thai ha Iml
Browne, Samuel Bunch, Jesse A. Bynum, William voted with the thirty-seven in the negative, but he
B. Calhoun, Churchill C. Camberleng, Robert B. was unwilling that the opinion should go forth, that
Campbell, John Carr, Zadok Casey, John Chaney, "because the memorial contained improper lanReuben Chapman, Graham H. Chapin, Nath. H. guage" he had not voted to lay on the table the moClaiborne, John F. H. Claiborne, Jesse F. Cleve- tion to receive. His impression and his belief was
land, John Coffee, Walter Coles, Henry W. Connor, that the language of the memorial was respectful and
Thomas Corw in, Robert Craig, John Cramer, Caleb the memorial harmless, and therefore he had voted
Gushing, Samuel Cushman, John
Davis, Ed- against laying the motion on the table.
mund Deberry, Phileon Dickerson, David Dickson,
Mr. /o/i«sonsaid the remark of the gentleman was
Ulysses F. DoubleJav, G. C. Drningoole, Valentine at least candid "he believed the memorial harmEfner, Geo. Evans, John Fairfield, Dudley Farlin, less, and, therefore, he voted against lying on the
Sain'l Fowler, Rich'd French, Jacob Fry, jr. Philo table."
C. Fuller, Wm. K. Fuller, Jno. Galbraith, Jas. GarMr. Pickens said that, as the gentleman from Maland, Rice Garland, Ranson H. Gillet, F. Granger, ryland, (Mr. Johnson), had turned father confessor
Seaton Grantland, Wm. J. Grayson, Elisha Haley, to the house, and as he was one of those recorded
Joseph Hall, Thomas L. Hamer, Edward A. Han- in the negative, he would explain that he had voted
negan, James Harlan, Samuel S. Harrison, Albert in the negative because the proposition to lay the
G. Harrison, Albert G. Hawes, Micajah T. Haw- motion to receive on the table amounted, virtually,
kins, Charles E. Haynes, Joseph Henderson, Sam'l to a reception of the paper.
Hoar, George W- Hopkins, Benjamin C. Howard,
Mr. Johnson said that the gentleman had made a
Elias Howell, Edward B Hubley, Hiram P. Hunt, strange conlessioii, upon the meritorious efficacy of
Abel Hutitington, Adam Huntsman, Joseph R. In- which, whether father confessor or not, he would
gersoll, Samuel Ingham, Jabez Jackson, Leonard not undertake to decide; but he would say, that the
Jarvis, Joseph Johnson, Cave Johnson, Henry John- gentleman certainly deserved credit for the originasoti, John VV. Jones, Benjamin Jones, Andrew T.
lity of the discovery, that a motion to lay "a motion
Judson, William Kennon, Daniel Kilgore, George to receive" upon the table, carried with it, or amountL. Kinnard, John Klingensmith, jr. Amos Lane, ed to, a reception of the paper. It was the first time
Gerrit Y. Lansing, John Laporte, Joab Lawler, Ab- he had ever heard the idea advanced. To lay the
bott Lawrence, Geo. W. Lay, Gideon Lee, Joshua motion on the table to receive was a positive rejecLee, Luke Lee, Stephen B. Leonard, Henry Logan, tion of the paper.
George Loyall, Edward Lucas, jr. Francis S. Lyon,
Mr. Vanderpoel then rose to explain. He said he
Abijdh Mann, jr. Job Maim, Richard J. Manning, did not know whether he had a distinct recollection
Joshua L. Martin, John Y. Mason, William Mason, of what had occurred at that time; but, he could sav
Moses Mason, jr. Samson Mason, Abram P. Maury, that he was always opposed to abolition and its ex'Wm. L. May, Jonathan McCarty, Wm. McComas, citeineiit, and that he had voted to lay their memoJas. J. McCay, John McKeon, Isaac McKiin, Cha. rials on the table.
Abolition was one thing, the
F. Mercer, Jesse Miller, John J. Milligan, William right of petition was another.
He was in favor of
Montgomery, Ely Moore, Wm. S. Morgan, Henry settling this whole question, and never gave counA. Muhlenberg, George W. Owens, Sherman Page, tenance to their agitations.
Gorham Parks, William Patterson, Franklin Pierce,
Mr. Hani, of New York rose to explain, and said
James A. Pearce, Ebeneser Petligrew, Balie Pey- that he had voted in the affirmative, but i.ol because
ton, Lancelot Ptielps, Henry L. Pinckney, Abraham he understood the petition was couched in disieRencher, John Reynolds, Joseph Reynolds, Eleazer sp ctlul terms.
W. Ripley, John Roane, John Robertson, James
Mr. Cashing, of Mass. then rose and said that, by
Rogers, Ferdinand S. Schenck, William Seymour, way of explanation, he would read from the jourijal,
William B. Shepard, Augustine H. Shepperd, Ebe- but from what pait, or his comments thereon, was
n»zer J. Shields, William N. Shinii, Francis O. J. not distinctly lieard by the reporter, from the conSmith, David Spangler, James Standefer, John N. fiision.
Steele, Bellamy Storer, Joel B. Sutherland, John
Mr. Johnson resumed, and said:
Taliaferro, William Taylor, Francis Thomas, John
Mr. Speaker, I find I have fairly flushed a whole
Thomson, Isaac Toncey, George W. B. Towns, covey of members, and will take them one at a lime,
James Turner, Joel Turrill, Joseph R. Underwood, as Simon killed the wasps; yet if I find that sport loo
.\aron Vanderpoel, Samuel F. Vinton, David D. tedious and fatiguing,! will fire into the flock. The
Wagener, Aaron Ward, Daniel Wardwell. George mirthliil confusion m the house, and the conversation
C. Washington, Lewis Williams, Sherrod Williams, around me, as also the distance of the genlleinaii
Henry A. Wise.
from Mass. (Mr. Cashing), prevented my hearing
"Those who voted in the negative, are Messrs. what he said while he was on the floor. The poinl,
John Banks, Nathaniel B. Borden, Geo. N. Briggs, ifany, of the explanation of the gentleman from
John Calhoun, George Chambers, John Chambers, Troy, (Mr. Hunt), I could not comprehend, perWilliam Clark, Edward Darlington, Harmar Denny, haps did not hear. The gentleman from CananHorace Everett, John B. Forester, Thomas Glas- daigua, I have alluded to, and may perhaps again.
cock, George Grennell, jr. John K. Griffin, James But a word is due to the gentleman from KinderH. Hammond, Gideon Hard, James Harper, Abner hook, (Mr. Vanderpoel). 1 must be excused for
Hazeltine, Wm. Heister, Hopkins Holsey. Henry ilislinguis!iing him by the euphonious and poetic
F. Janes, Levi Lincoln, Thomas M. T. McKennan, name of his residence, lor I know not how else to
Jeremiah McLene, Mathias Morris, James Parker, designate the various members of the empire state
Stephen C. Phillips, Francis W. Pickens, David who have explained. I mean the gentleman who.

—
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their fanaticism and to protect them.
Mr. Johnson said, in continuation: I find, sir, in _.d them in
abolitionists sent their agents among the neglancing my eye over the memorials, that there are The
south, and by every mail, and through
two of "thein, folded and pinned together, and that groes of the
post office in the nation, scattered their inflamthey are printed papers; and, as I presupposed, are every
matory tracts and publications. They had succeedrespeclful in language.
the negroes in
that, upon ed in eti'ecting an insurrection of
said
and
explain,
rose
to
Mums
Mr.
Virginia, and men, women and children were murreflection, he recollected that he had voted to exdered in their beds. I will not attempt to describe
clude the memorials for a time, as some other busithe scenes of blood and barbarity which occurred;
to stand ness was pressing upon the house.
speak; that some one, who was eputed
the soutfi was alarmed to arms,
Mr. Jolimon resumed. I have listened to all the it is enough to say,
confideTice of the (executive, mi;;ht
were appallil^'h in the
which
I and the stoutest advocates uf abolition
and
made,
been
have
which
explanations
entertained
splak' that the echo of the sentiments
feeling
of the south was that of apfirst
The
led.
candor
around these could hear; but, with due respect for the
attlie'white house misht reverberate
prehension and alarm; but the second was deep and
gentlemen,
1 humbly conceive
the
of
sincerity
and
stormthe
We had, sir, indeed,
...arble columns.
of the conduct of those
their reasoning, is greatly indignant condemnation
thunder, its t;usty wind, but that their memory, like
counteall its fury, its loud
yet, who' under the bond of brotherhood, had
illumine the at fault. The true reason for the vote had not
there was no lightning— nothing to
protected, instead of punishing or preand
nanced
endeawill
I
assigned;
been
conceived,
humbly
he
of docimpenetrable darkness which shrou.ls the views and
dissemination
the
laws,
penal
venting,
by
with vor to give it, and 1 believe that it will be found
The
opinions of the execulive. The genlleman,
trines 'so calamitous in their consequences.
arjucd both more satisfactory than any which has yet been ofthroughout the south,
great earnestness and his usual ability,
sounding
alarm,
tocsin
of
reasons
the
case;
if
He was opposed to the abo- fered. If this should be the
measures
of
adopt
or
to
sides of the question.
a
s,
case) called every man to
.,- v...-.,,,
in the
facts ...
i.ie.r .«..,=
u.e mere
ouer (the
j
shall offer
,nicn I1 snail
tt!eir memorials which
litionists, but in favor of receiving
hope safety; the neglected f^re-arms «:^'«=.
usual t.act. slibould prove more satisfactory and patriotic, I
thf
the
broken
by
was
\et avoided the main question with his
of
solitude
quiet
'!'<;
"'S"
puzzle their ingenuity for the
top
entlemen will cease to
But though .,'ntlemen
of raising some other point of debate.
tramp of men in arms, as they traversed the country,
I hope that gentlemen will com
the gentleman any other.
silent in a Teat measure himself,
watch in our towns and villages. At such
their praiseworttiy vote, and on all similar occasions or kept
was quite busy in giving the catchword, and
a time as this, and under such circumstances, the
weeks do likewise.
rrompling others whilst they spoke. Some
made would not be easily abandoned.
resolution
his
in
from
Sir Isaac Newton has said, somewhere
a»o when the astute and sapient gentleman
the south said audibly, or tacitly reone good and Every man in
Tennessee (Mr. Cuve Johnson) gave the genlle- writings, that whenever you assign
solved, "that the excitement of abolition must cease,
it
a
you
establish
by
while
ettect,
Vanderpod),
for
an
adequate cause
Dian from New York, (Mr.
must
be dissolved." "If the general
union
the
or
Now, sir, what vvas
speaking, an authority to read, which proved to be sound principleof philosophy.
will not stay these inroads upon our
unprecedented majority government
But, sir, the
a'aiml him, instead of for him, the gentleman ad- the reason of that large and
will protect ourselves."
we
rights,
use his for rejecting abolition memorials? I will give it,
mitted that he had flashed in the pan, to
and dismay was not confined to the south; it
to bear panic
the
own a^ure. He then declared that he would never and 1 call on the memory of every one here
felt to the north, and the sober judgment of
was
at
January,
1836,
and
adgiven
in
ine pioof; Vie vole was
a^ain fire oJ any ammunition but his own,
began to estimate effects and consequences,
Has the gentle- a time when abolition excitement was convulsing people
vised all others to do so likewise.
fafever
of
intoxicating
33 they recovered from the
man follo-.ved his own advice? What have we wit- the whole country. The abolitionists had been gra- naticism. Those who had made their religion contheirs
no
nessed durin; the three days' speech of the member dually increasing to the north; each step of
abolition,
and
philanthropy
humanity,
sist in
CromNorlh C.irolina? He wascontinually surround- was farther and bolder; they had found bold and longer had the hardihood to preach doctrines, which
for him, and able champions on this floor to defend their memoed by members producing ammunilion
nearest road to heaven to be through the
made
the
als and to justify their excitement, to indirectly
none so conspicuous as the gentleman from New
wild-fires of insurrection, the slaughter of innocent
York (Mr. Vanderpod) in dog-earinj books, and
women and children, and other dreadful scenes of
square, for
usly hurigf.jrtraflickingin the persons of foreigncarrying files of newspapers, three feet
war. There began to be but one public
scene ot amuse- ^.„. Yet, to such a magnit'.ide has this trade grown intestine
The president
the iise of that gentleman It was a
congress, that, if the sentiment throughout the country.
of
legislation
exclusive
un.'er
the
ment to me, to"see the crowd of members around citizens of the District themselves are to be lielieved, of the United Slates in his annual message to condays with
the o-entlemau. supplying him for three
the capital of our repubho is one of the greatest slave gress, submitted but a short time before tbe vote
the
admire
but
could
TBffierte/ lor a speech;" and I
marts in the world.
was taken to wfiich I have alluded, held the followindomitable fortitude and patience of the member
Again, your petitioners ask the immediate abohiion
langnage:
trom North Carolina, (Mr. Bynum), as he adopted of slavery 'in the District of C.ilumbia, because they
In connexion with these provisions in relation
aud appropriated to his use any thing and every drem it safe and practicable. Safe, because it would to the post oHice department, I must also invite
to
was
reason
every
The
scene
now
have
who
of
those
him.
frierids
to
make
offered
was
thin" which
your altenliou to the painful excitement produced
other occasions, be our enemies; because the government of good laws
the
like one which I have witnessed on
in the south, by attempts to circulate through
is always safer than that of arbitrary will; because
zoological figure.
if I may be allowed another
addressed to the passions
in his right senses, is fitter for mails inflammatory appeals
man,
innocent
every
e'ephant
in
Speaker,
an
Mr.
Have you ever seen,
because
the experiment has of the slaves, in prints, and in various sorts of pubslavery;
than
for
freedom
spectators?
to insurreca mana'^.-rie, sunoiinded by a crowd of
been tried elsewdiere, and has always been found to be lications, calculated to stimulate them
noble and monstrous animal,
I have' seen that
all the horrors of a servile war.
especially the cases of Antigea and Bermen, safe witnessemancipation was immediate and un.;oa- tion, and to proiluce
stanrlin'f with a perfect circle around him of
of
muda, where
is, doubtless, no respectable portion
"There
women'and children— tall and short, well dressed ditional, and the public peace is now so secure ihat the our countrymen who can be so far misled as to feel
and ragged. I have seen his wonderful perform- military guards formerly required by slavery, have been any other sentiment than that of indignant regret at
Whilst entirely dispensed with; finally, because tbe nation has
ance, and tliat of the cro-.vd around him.
so destructive of the harmony and peace of
jaws, abundant power to enforce order, shoidd there be any coiidnct
the anim.U would open his wist and ponderous
repugnant to the principles of
because it w-ill the country, and so
some one would throw into them a pumpkin; ano- disposition to disturb il. Practicable,
compact, and to Ihe dictates of humanity
national
our
only exchange an unnatural and forced system of labor
ther a turnip-top; a third a half-eaten apple, or an
Our happiness and prosperity essenIt will not annihilate and religion.
f.ir a natural and voluntary one.
leather;
of
sole
piece
oraigepeel; a fourth a curled
our borders; and
the laborers nor their labor, but will merely make it ne- tially depend upon peace within
whilst some ragged and inischevous urchin would cessary for the employers to pay fair wages. Your pe- peace depends upon the maintenance, in good faith,
throw in a lit sr-gar, half consumed, or a discarded tiii.mers will not take the absurd p.isition that congress ofthose compromises ofthe constitution upon which
The enduring animal would gulp cannot right the slaves without wronging ihe masters. Ihe union is fbunded. It is fortunate for the counqui. of lob.icco.
dos-nthe whole, flap his vast years with delight, How far the nation, as a participator with the masters try that the good sense, the generous feeling, and
to
anil imploringly extend his insinuating probocis
in the guilt of wronging the slaves, ought to indemnify
the deeji rooted altachment of the people of the
he former for their loss, your petitioners cheerfully
the crowd— dirty urchin and all— as much as to say,
states to the union, and to their
But, what- non-slaveholding
excitement.
leave it to 5'our honorable body to decide.
pleasurable
renew again the
fellow ciiizens ofthe same blood in the south, have
of
freedom
fur
the
immediate
ask
[The uiemorials were here handed to Mr. Jokn- ever it may cost, they
impressive a tone to the sentiand
strong
so
They ask for them the ommon protection given
the slaves.
scm by the clerk.']
ments entertained a.gainst the proceedings of the
as well as government of wise and equitable laws.
have engaged in these unof
who
design
persons
disclaiining
any
petitioners,
misguided
your
Finally,
'To Ike hnnnrnhle Ihe house of Tepresentalices of llie
especially
interfering unconstitutionally or unwarrantably with constitutional and wicked attempts, and
Uniled Stales of Amerirn: The peliuon of the undeithe concel-ns of others; and with the kindest regard for against the emissaries from foreign parts who have
respecilully
county,
Washington
dersiyned, citizens of
the interests of their southern fell.iw citizens, ask for dared to interfere in this matter, as to authorise the
shevveth:
,
r
the aboliti.m of slavery in the District of Columbia, beno longer be persisted
That your petitioners would take no measures tor cause il will furnish a most salutary example to all slave- hope that those attempts will
not re.isonable, pcaceBut if these expressions of the public will shall
in.
(he abilitinn of slavery which are
h'jlders throughout the world, teaching them that an
counour
of
consutulion
desirable
a result, not a
the
to effect so
f il and sanclioned b.ith by
renunciation of the claim of not be sufficient
enli-lrcned humanity. They immediate abrogati'.n ami
try and Ihedic-alcs of an
doubt can be entertained that the non-slaveholding
properly in man is safe and profitable, as well as hoa'ik your honorable body lo lulerter..
slightest inthe
countenancing
<1,, n.it, iheref.ire,
from
far
Thev feel bound as men, as Chris- states, so
states go to estab- norable and ju.st.
with ih.i'o laws which in the several
with the conslitutional rights of the
But, ns tians, and as republicans, to urge this subject upon the terference
in human brings.
lish and r."'ulnte property
their authority in
exercise
conto
of
this
prompt
from
the
exercise
be
and
will
congress;
south,
of
atteniion
and over
congress ha«. exehifiive power of legisla'ion m
of suppressing, so far as in them lies, whatever is calask tor the e-wrn-e of stitutional right, as well as from the inalienable one
the Disrriciof Cihim'.ia, ihev
abolish slavery freely expressing Iheir opinions, they can never cease culated to jirodiice this evil.
to aboli;
.
that piwer totally and immediately
[Signed
fiflv-one names.]
by
till justice is done.
ry
IS
slav
because
-.—-.--—
-il,
-^----^
"In leaving the care of other branches of this inas! .,
i i.ny ..^.^
wuliiu said Dislnt:.. Thev
To thesenale and house of representatives of Ihe Unit- teresting subject to the state authorities, to whom
rghts of both G-jd^^and
uujus!; because it viola'es 'he
undersigned
pemorals; because it ed Stales, in congress assetnhled: The
nroperly belong, it is nevertheless proper for
man; because it crrupts public
Pennsylvania, they
.rer, and ten.ls to tiiioner=, ciiizens of Washington county,
congress to lake such measures as will prevent the
oppressive to the hmen free ub
unprofitable; b.;- respeclfiilly represent:
m-'kelab)rd>repu!al.le as well as
office department, which was destined to foster
post
colored
large
number
of
of
a
enslavement
the
Thai
the world as avar,cause it brands our nation bef, e
an amicable intercourse and correspondence bebecause often, and even persons in the District of Columbia, and the existence
ri.us, cru-l and hvp..cruical;
confederacy, from bepersons have been there of an active domestic .slave trade, are great politi- tween all the members of the
character.
since the las' session of congre.=s,
moral
evils; repugnant lo humanity and to the ing used as an instrument of an opposite
cal
and
of
iheir
suspu'ion
imprisoned in the DistricI on mere
earnest
prayer
is,
Our
The general government, to which the great trust
proved lobe such, have spiritofour free institutions.
bein" runaways, and not being
that you will immediately abolish slavery in the District, is confided of preserving inviolate the relations
fiir the payiiie'U of
slavery
iiernotual
Lppn'soM in'<)
and improve- created among the states by the constitution, is esslavery continues, there and provide such means of education
thrir i^:i fees! because, while
buch Ir.ide has, •re.ni, f.ir the colored population there, as your wisdom peciaily bound to avoiii in its own action any thing
mustofne.-.es9iiy lie a slave trade,
been declared riRACV and philanthropy may devise: So that they may not that m'ay disturb them. I would, therefore, call
c.mgress
of
act
solemn
hv a
peuii mors do only have their physical bonils removed, but that their
of congress to the subject, and
when carried on upon ihe ocean; your
and immortal sjiirits may be freed from their the special attention
should be less criminal on land; intellect
respectfully suggest the propriety of passing such a
mil und..r.stand why it
buy and sell present degraded and fettered state.
whv one man ahoiild be licensed to
,^
severe penalties, the cirunder
prohibit,
law as will
(Signed by eighty-one names.]
while another is igno-

note of
he does not lead, at least blows the bu;l(>
of this hall,
his party, and stands on the outposts
straggler
ready to fire the alarm-gnn, or call in any
genfrom the trained bands. I was glad when the
I
tleman rose, and regretted he did not say more.
was anxious for him to come out inio the deep wasome
that
an.xious
was
I
question.
ter upon this
Vho had the voice of the president should

if
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culation in the southern states, through the mails, contrary, that instrument contain? evidences that
of incendiary publications intended to instigate the one object of the southern states, in adopting it, was
to secure to themselves a moi'e perfect control over
slaves to insuireclion."
Such, Mr. Spealccr, was Ihe language of the pre- this interest, and cause it to be respected by the
the
vioSlates,
occasioned
by
sister states.
In the exercise of their reserved
of
the
Uriit-^d
sident
And in the same rights, and for the purpose of protecting this intelent excitement then existing.
session the postmaster general, in his annual com- rest, and ensuring the safety of their people, some
munication, asiced for legislative aid to suppress the of the states have passed laws prohibiting, under
insurrectionary couimunications sent through the heavy penalties, the printing or circulation of pamail, and calculated to excite servile war. He says: pers like those in question, within their respective
"A new question has arisen in the administration territories. It has never been alleged that these
number of individuals have laws are incompatible with the constitution and
of this department.
established an association in the northern and east- laws of the United States.
Nor dqes it seem possiern states, and r<iised a large sum of money for the ble that they can he so, because they relate to a
purpose of elfeclingthe immediate abolition of sla- subject over which the United States cannot rightvery In the southern states. One of the means re- fully assume any control under that constitution,
sorted to has been the printing of a large mass of either by law or otherwise.
newspapers, pamphlets, tracts and almanacs, con"If these principles be sound, it will follow that
taining exaggerated, and in some instances false, the state laws on this subject are, within the scope
accounts of the treatment oi slaves, illustrated with of their jurisdiction, the supreme laws of the land,
cuts, calculated to operate on the passions of the obligatory alike on all persons, whether private cicolored men, and produce discontent, assassination tizens, officers of the state, or functionaries of the
and servile war. These they attempted to dissemi- general government.
"The constitution makes it the duty of the Unitnate throughout the slaveholding states by the agened States 'to protect each of Ihe states against invacy of the public mails.
"As soon as it was ascertained that the mails con- sion, and on application of the legislature, or of the
tained these productions, great excitement arose, executive, (when the legislature cannot be convenparticularly in Charleston, S. C. and, to ensure the ed), against domestic violence.' There is no quarsafety of the mail in its progress southward, the post- ter whence domestic violence is so much to be apmaster at that place agreed to retain them in his of- prehended in some of the states, as from the servile
fice until he could obtain instructions from the post- population operated upon by mistaken or designing
master general. In reply to his appeal, he was in- men. It is to obviate danger from this quarter, that
formed that it was a subject upon which the post- many of the state laws, in relation to the circulation
master general had no legal authority to instruct of incendiary papers, have been enacted. Without
him. The question again came up from the post- claiming for the general government the power to
master at New York, who had refused to send the pass laws prohibiting discussions of any sort, as a
papers by the steamboat mail to Cliarleslon, S. C means of protecting states from domestic violence,
He was also answered that the postmaster general it may safely be assumed that the United Slates have
possessed no legal authority to give instructions on no right, through their officers or departments,
the subject; but as the undersigned had no doubt knowingly to be instrumental in producinj, within
that the circumstances of the case justified the de- the several states, the very mischief which the contention of the papers, he did not hesitate to say so. stitution commands them to repress.
It woulil be
Important principles are involved in this question, an extraordinary construction of the powers of the
and it merits the grave consideration of all depart- general government, to maintain that they are
ments of the government.
bound to atlbrd the agency of their mails and post
"It is universally conceded that our states are offices to counteract the laws of the states, in the
united only for certain purposes. There are inte- circulation of papers calculated to produce domestic
rests in relation to which they are believed to be as violence, when it would, at the same time, be one
independent of each other as they were before the oftheir most important constitutional duties to proconstitution was formed.
The interest which the tect the states against the natural, if not necessary,
people of some of the slates have in slaves, is one consequences produced by that very agency.
of them. No state obtained, by the union, any right
"The position assumed by this department is bewhatsoever over slavery in any other state; nor did lieved to have produced the erfect of withholding its
any state lose any of its power over it within its agency, generally, in giving circulation to the obown borders. On this subject, therefore, if this noxious papers in the southern states. Wliether it
view be correct, the states are still independent, and be necessary more effectually to prevent, by legismay fence round and protect their interest in slaves lative enactments, the use of the mails as a means of
by such laws and regulations as, in their sovereign evading or violating the constitutional laws of Ihe
will, they may deem expedient.
states, in reference to this portion oftheir reserved
"Nor have the people of one state any more right rights, is a question which, it appears to the underto interfere with this subject in another state, than signed, may be submitted to congress, upon a statethey hiive to interfere with the internal regulations, ment of the facts, and their own knowledge of the
rights of property, or domestic police, of a foreign public necessity."
nation.
If they were to combine, and send papers
Such was the strong appeal made by the postamong the laboring population of another nation, master general, enforced as I have shown by the
calculated to produce discontent and rebellion, their message of the president.
But, sir, the deeds of
conduct would be good ground of complaint on the carnage which had been done, the blood of innopart of that nation; and in case it were not repress- cence which had been spilt, spoke more eloquently
ed by the United States, might be, if perseveringly to the nation, and the re[>resentatives of the people
persisted in, just cause of war.
The mutual obli- met here with the solemn impression on their minds.
gations of our several states to suppress attacks by The spirit
of patriotism was whispei-irig to their
their citizens on each other's reserved rights and in- hearts;
and reason, which had been rejected before,

A

terests would seem to be greater, because, by entering into the union, they have lost the right of redress which belongs to nations wholly independent.

Whatever claim may be set up or maintained to a
right of free discussion, within their own borders,
of the institutions and laws of other communities

began again to control their judgment. Public duty
and public policy alike invoked this house to reject
the memorial, which experience had shown to be
fraught with so much danger, and one hundred a'>d
sevenly-six members recorded their names upon the
journal as has been shown.
Such were the considerations which prompted
the rejection of abolition memorials in 1S36, and
such a state of things would, I am quite sure, induce the same gentlemen to vote again for their rejection.
But, sir, the course which gentlemen pursue in debate, the appeals which they address to the
prejudices and passions of the people, may sooner
or later effect another excitement of similar calamitous consequence. But if another insurrection
break out, let me tell gentlemen that, though it may

over which they have no rightful control, few will
maintain that they have a right, unless it be obtained by compact or treaty, to carry on such discussions within those communities, either orally or by
the distribution of printed papers, particularly if it
be in violation of their peculiar laws, and at the hazard oftheir peace and existence. The constitution
of the United States provides that 'the citizens of
each state shall be entitled to all privileges and irnmsnities of citizens in the several states;' but this
clause cannot confer on the citizens of one state
be as quickly suppressed, it will not be in theii
higher privileges and immunities in another than
power so easily to quiet the alarms of the south.
the citizens of the latter therns"lve3 possess.
It is Thev will not remain passive under machinations
not easy, therefore, to perceive how the citizens of
which are calculated to give their homes to the
the northern stales can possess or claim the priviflames, or to produce such a state of things as oclege of carrying on discussions within the southern
curred in St. Domingo, Ihe happy condition of which
slates, by the distribution of printed papers, which
island has been alluded to in this debate, by one
Ihe citizens of the latter are forbidden to circulate
member, with a sort of findlike triumph.*
by their own laws.
'Neither iloes it appear that the United States
*Under the garb of pretended religion, the abolitionacquired by the constitution any power whatsoever
isrs would desecrate with blood the altar of the constioviT this subject, except the right to prohibit the
tution, and this, ton, in the most insidious form, by sendimportation of slaves after a certain date. On the ing, in a secret and stealthy manner, their inflammaio-
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Mr. Speaker, every debate on this floor of the
character of the present is an attack upon the
foundations of the government; every abolition
speech which is made here dissolves, in some degree, that kindly feeling, that friendly relation,
which is the strongest cement of the union; and a
revolution must be the consequence. The public
mind, once made to contemplate such an event as
probable, will, for slight cause, act on the sugi»estion of its necessity.
The fears already awakened
will be magnified; and to relieve themselves frorn
this feverish anxiety, the people of the south must
seek peace and security by dissolving political connexion with those who, by thus continuing to support the cause of abolition, show a recklessness of
the peace and quiet of the south, and a disregard
ol all covenanis under the constitution.
Sir, I repeat to these gentlemen our security depends in a
great degree upon their non-interference.
They
have no right to meddle with the question of slavery; and I uttt-rly deny the right of this house to
discuss the subject.
It is a violation of yoursworn
duty; for you have sworn to support slavery when
you took tlie oath to support the constitution. You
first d.luile yourselves
with the belief that the
question is harmless, although you have seen its
evils, and then strive to aj)pease us with declamation about the linht of petition, and tell us that itis
only the right in the abstract tliat you defend; for
only let the memorials be received, and you will
not ask that what they pray for be granted.
Sir,
I repeat that an avowal that only one member will
vole lor abolition is a pregnant and unanswerable
in favor of rejecting all papers of the
If the right to petition was clear and beyond debate, would not the declaration, that but
one man could be found, in forty years, so reckless
as to vote lor the prayer of the pelitioners, be a
conclusive reason that these abolition memorials
should not be received? And how does the force
of the consideration increase, when the attempt to
force the reception and consideration delays other
business of the nation and endangers the very existence of the union?
Yon gild over the evil that
we may not see the interior, while we are poisoned
by your quackery. You are for introducing your
Trojan horse into our citadel, that armed men within may cut our throats at night when we are least
uspecting.
You are contending for an abstraction, which you say is useless if it is granted;

argument
kind.

ry tracts, appeals and miserable agents, in various disamong the slaves of the south. Althoui^h a
any to the covenant of the constitution, they are^wilng to outrage every written and moral law. These
.nien might learn better religion than ihey practise from
the fjilo.vers of Mahomet; and the south could more
safely rely upon^the promises and in the fidelity to covenants in the followers of the prophet, although iheir
faith is, '"that the fighiug for religion is an act"of obedience to God.'' But they are brave enough to front
danger themselves, and are too manly to countenance
secret murder and assassination by others to propagate
tiuises,

their religion.

In

the

beginning of the seventh century,

Abubekr succeeded Mahomet

with the

title

when

of caliph,

and conimenced the conquest of Syria, and sent

his

army forward, he

closed his instructions to his general
by saying: "When you make any covenant or article,
stand to it, and be as good as your word.'' 'They
overran Syria and laid siege to Damascus. The Danmscenes capitulated with Abu Obeidah, one of the
Saracen generals, lo pay tribute and still enjoy their

The articles were signed by the parlies. As
entered one of the gates by capiiulation,
Caied, his principal associate, who was ignorant what
his companion had done, forced the gates on the opposite side and ordered a general massacre.
Obeidaii
meeting his furious companions in the middle of ihe
city ordered them to desist, informing them of the condiiious which he had entered inio, statino to Caled,
who preferred a general slaughter, as he had forced the
ciiy, "that, when I had macle an agreement, I did not
think that you would ever have aiiempled to make it
Void.
But you shall not make it void; for I have given all these people my proieciion. and that in the name
of God and his prophet; and all that were with me
liked it and approved it, and we are not accustomed lo
depart from our word.'' Those who had taken a part
of the city by storm still persisting in their slaughter,
he threw himself between ihe Christians and his sareligion.
tlibeidah

vage tribes, and bade them desist. The covenant was
maintained; and Damascus, to this day, contains a
population of twenty thousand Christians
More than
a thousand years have rolled round, and this covenant
is srill preserved by the Mahometans; whilst hardly a
half a century lias elapsed since the ratification of the

and these faithless men of the north give
evidence to the worid that their word, their promise,
their covenant is less sacred than that of the Mahomeconstitution,

tan.

—

How much Wood has been shed how much perfidy
hns been inflicted how much misery ha.s the human
family Rufiered by fanaticism, under disguise of religion? Let the red and numberless pages of history
answer.

—

—
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the defence itself is pregnant witli incalculaYou are widely pursuing a phanble mischief.
tom, when each step forces you to trample on rights
guarantied by the constitution.
ftlr. Speaker, if I were to ask these gentlemen if
there is any principle sound in moral philosophy,
which has no good in its application or in its end,
they would answer in the negative. In philosophy,
in moriils, in ethics, in legislation, nothing can be
useful that has not utility and benefit in its end.
Apply that principle to the present case, and you
will find that all repudiate the end, which the
means you use would force upon you. If the end,
then, which the abolitionists seek is so mischievous, you should abandon the means so as not to
man
reach the evil you say you would deplore.
may be visionary and theoretical in private life, and
not perhaps do much mischief; but, in public lite,
Weakness in a
ail his acts should be utilitarian.

w hilst

A

public man is a vice, for vice and weakness differ
only in the intention: their elfect is alike mischieman who is loo weak or timid to do right,
vous.
does a negative wrong, which becomes a positive
inju.sfice.
evil, and often causes active wrong and

A

the abolitionists are responsible;
those who are too supine or timid to use any means
or power which they may possess to stay their
vicious attempts, become either active or silent
participators, and are almost equally responsible.
By the course which gentlemen pursue, they not
only weaken the bonds of union, but inflict evils
They force the slaveholding
upon the sl.ive.

Those whosupport

His pristates to place new restraints upon him.
vileges are circumscribed, and his mental culture
neglected, because you make speeches which would
endanger the life of his master were he to read,
say to these gentlemen, you are the
i'es, sir, I
tyrants of the slave, while the censure of his harsh
treatment falls upon us; you are the cause of the
i;reat degree of rigor towards him, whilst you pretend to have sympathy for him; you are responsible for the harshness of the laws of the soutii, because you are responsible for the excitement of the
Instead of meeting this question at home,
north.

You
transfer the scene of strife to this hall.
avoid the question where it should be met, and censure us because we tell you you have no right to
embroil us with the insubordination of the citizens
of your own states. You make us your adversaries, because you are too timid to encounter your
own turbulent constituents. You wish to please
both but satisfy neither. The abolitionists go for
universal emancipation, and every morning this
house is flooded with the evidence of the fact
through their papers; yet you say you will compromise by only defending such pelilions as claim
you

to liberate slaves in the District of Columbia. You
tell the south, but let their petitions be received and
you will then unite in opposing their request. You
dolend abolition by defending their petitions, and
to avoid the true question you adopt the Machiavelian maxim, that you can change a measure by
changiiii: its name, and sanctify an odious princiBy defending the
ple by giving it a popular term.
ri'htof petition, you virtually advocate the end

and measure of the petition, and the whole question of slavery in thf south narrows down to the
know it, whilst
issue which you make here.
you will not admit il; for we know if you succeed
here, abolition follows by the same means throughout the south. I am for meeting the question on
the ramparts of the constitution; for I believe the
The Disslightest inroad overthro.vs the union.
trict of Columbia will not stand alone or unaided

We

ill

this question.

Two

were never intended

hundred and
to

fifty

members

be set over the people of

this District as absolute masters, tyrants, disposers
of the rights of property, and to be governed by no
restraint in the exercise ol their capricious wills,

or speculative theories. The people of this District never will give you jurisdiction over their
property as a proof of their confidence in your leYou may ostenlatiously claim
gislative wisdom.
llie power, but you dare never attempt to exercise
it.
Ask for the jiirisdiclion; as one of old asked
for fire, eaith and water; ask, too, as one of old did,
for the anus of the people, and you will be answered, as the head of the little republic which contained about the population of this District answered, "come and take them." Sir, the Persian
went with his armed thousands, and left their bones
as monuments to Grecian valor and to Grecian
glory.

Let gentlemen remember it was not the aclual
oppression of Great Britain that caused the war of
the revolution; it was the assiiinplioii of a right to
tax, not the uiiserabh- pillance itself which was deCommon blood, common interesls, united
maiid.-d.
the people of llie two countries; but the assumption
ol a right tore asunder the ligaments which united

the thirteen colonies to the

kingdom of

the

mother
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I ask gentlemen to reflect before they ders to play upon the passions of the servile class,
right of jurisdiction over slave property, if and encourage them to 'seek through blood and
alarm their
not cause similar results. The south and slaughter their long lost liberty.'
the north too are united by common blood and com- peaceful citizens in the same way ours would be
turned
loose on
menagerie
was
to
be
fearless
armed
if
a
bold
and
rights
of
a
mon interests, but the
people are not to be trifled with. Take warning the population in our streets; we compel them to
by the past, lor you know not how quickly you may change their course of conduct in self-defence, to
Deceive not yourselves curtail the privileges, to restrict the indulgences of
etJect another separation.

country.
-et

up

they

"a

We

mav

that the people of the south are divided by political
feelings; on this question they all feel and think
alike, and, if you force the necessity, they will all

Mr. Speaker, I cannot separate an aboact alike.
litionist from those who defend their course, without a refinement which belongs only to a casuist.

The

distinction

which gentlemen draw

is

theoreti-

The

application of their remarks goes really to
a defence of abolition, whilst they repudiate all the
mischief which it produces. They agonize us with
their speeches, yet rebuke us if we complain.
They would keep our -minds on a Procrustean bed
of anguish, to be measured only by their own capriBut if all this is sport to them,
cious dimensions.
Sir,
in the language of the fable, it is death to us.
for one 1 repeat, I am tired with this siren song of
peace, which pleases but to delude, and charms but
to destroy.
But, ]\lr. Speaker, while I have thus freely and
frankly expressed my sentiments in relerence to the
conduct of tho.5e who agitate the question of abolition, I rejoice to know that there are men in the
north who have the independence to speak in vindication of the south and the constitution, and to disabuse the public mind of misapprehension on the
Among the distinguished indisubject of slavery.
viduals to whom I allude, Mr. Austin, of Boston, is
eminently conspicuous, and I beg leave here to
quote the following remarks from his review of the
rev. Dr. Channing's letter on the slavery question:
"We, of New England, are as essentially parties
to the actual existence of slavery as the slaveholders themselves; because we have secured to ourselves, and do actually partake the fruits, profits
and enjoyments of slavery, and can, therefore, have
no moral right to interfere with our associates in
crime, until we have first washed our own hands of
the defiling iniquity!
"Our political duties are regulated by the constitution of the United States, and are to be determined by correct views of the principles and doctrines
it contains.
"This con.stilution recognises the existence of
slavery in the United States. It provides for the
continuance and security of the institution. It holds
Most of us have sworn to supus as parties to it.
All of us are bound to do
port this constitution.
enjoy its blessso, whether under oath or not.
partake of the ailvantages, which we
ings.
exacted in return for the concessions we have made.
po.s3ess what we purchased in the freshness and
fullness of our contract, and it is a base and false
morality, or rather a shameless and disgraceful
fraud, which hypocritically assumes the garb of
piety, to cheat our fellow-citizens out of the price.
"The morality which, under these circumstances,
enforces our interference with the southern institutions of slavery, is the morality of teaching us to
violate our solemn contracts; it is the morality of
sharpening that huckstering ingenuity which has
been too justly ascribed to the Yankee pedlar, of
holding to both ends of the bargain.
"There is no higher morality than that which enfidelity in the spirit as
joins fidelity to contracts
well as the letter; and no meaner chicanery or fraud
than that which attempts to creep liom their obligation by keeping the word of promise to the ear
need not enumeand breaking it to the hope.
rate the provisions of the constitution already adverted to in order to asceitain our duty as faithful
citizens, because there is a broader and more exknow what was
pansive principle of honesty.
intended at the time of the contract.
know if
a claim to the interference now urged by Dr. C.
and the abolilioni'ts had been proposed and insisted
on in the convention, no constitution could have
been formed.
"But the constitution exists, and we are at this
moment reaping its advantages, and yet it is seriously proposed, as a matter of moral duty, so to interfere with its establishments, as to deprive one of
the contracting parties of the advantages it secures
to them.
eschew all such morality.
"But this interference is only by 'moro/ suasion.'
It only goes to persuade the southerner to enfranchise his slaves.
An excuse this, the very quintessence of Jesuitism.
exhibit the slaveholder to
the world as a thief, a robber, a spoiler of other
men's property grossly guilty of immorality and
crime.
venture to affirm that each one is marked tiy a felon's 'brand,' which the fame and talents
of the most exalted of their statesmen cannot conceal; we send forth our missionaries upon their borcal.

We

We

We

—

We

We

We

We

We

We

—

the slaves, lest insurrection should follow causes
naturally calculated, but not indeed intended, to
produce it; we destroy, by the natural action of human passions, all kindness, sympathy and friendship, between the two great sections of American
citizens.
excite our own people into a detestation of the immoral south, and spread broadcast
the seeds of strife, jealousy and revenge, and all this
we call a moral suasion deep reverence for the
laws of God, commanded by pure morality, kindthe obligation
ness, good will and brotherly love
of duty on our part, and great tenderness for the
human soul. If it is not calculated to bring religion

We

—

—

it is only because we take our choice
between fanaticism and hypocrisy.

into scorn,

"These considerations confirm our opinion that
citizens of the free slates have no right to interfere
with a southern domeslic institution. To deal in
the products of slave labor is to uphold and permit
it.
are under no contract, and no political obhave inligation to deal in these products.

We

We

creased to an immense extent our demand for these
products during our ignorance and delusioH on the
New lands have been planted,
subject of slavery.
new states have been peopled, and the money wc
have paid for cotton has been expended in the domestic slave trade, in separating families, and in
encouraging the breeding of slaves.
"By our over demand, the value of slaves in the
United Slates, which was in 1830 but five hundred
millions of dollars, has now increased to twelve

Our factories for the employ,
labor, are scattered all over the counboast of them. Our secretary of state has
reported the investment of our capital in the state
of Massachusetts alone to be about sixteen millions
of dollars, and our annual dealing with one single
article, the product of slave labor, to be to the extent of seventeen millions more, and to employ the
hundred millions.

ment of this

try.

We

Of
direct agency of twenty-one thousand citizens.
the navigating interest concerned, we have an equal
amount, and of the indirect connexion which it has
in every department of industry, we can form no
estimate.
But this great amount is the wages of
sin and iniquity. All this we offer to the monstrous
slavery.
Our happiness is bound up in
and civilization of life as
erroneously believed, but now we find it
is the deadly fruit in the garden of our Eden.
may partake of it no more.
"The tremendous sacrifice thus demanded of us
is nothing, absolutely nothing, to that which we
demand of our fellow citizens of the south. But
we put it to the conscience of our own citizens, and
to the Utter writer himself, whether we are not as
much engaged in supporting slavery as they are;
whether if we have discovered its sin and Ihey have
not, we can enjoy its profits and rail at thein lor nut
breaking it up?"
Such,"Mr. Speaker, are the views of the writer
whom 1 have quoted, and I am happy to believe
that they are the views of a large porlion of the
well-ihiiiking and well disposed citizens of the
north.
The three millions of slaves held in the
southern states are the principal capital of the people, and the means upon which depend the wealth
and resources of the south, whilst they furnish the
principal staple of the manufacturing enterprise
and industry of the north. But if the people of the
north are really in earnest; if Ihey find that bj' the
contract under the constitution they are aiding and
abetting the south in maintaining the institution of
slavery; if they have discovered that the institution
is a wrong and a sin, and that as a moral and religious people they cannot any longer consent to aid
and abet its continuance; if they are tired of the
union; if their family and ours, their servants ami
ours, cannot agree, let them tell us so frankly and
in good brotherhood, and we will say, as did one of
old, "You go to the right and we will take the left.
You go to the left and we will take the right. Our
blessing will be upon you, but let us part in peace."
Be honest and be manly. Tell us you cannot live
with us, but do not insult us with your memorials
and with your speeches. Yes, sir, let them peaceably, quietly and firmly exercise the powers which
belong lo them. Let them propose the means, and
prepare Ihe way, lor a dissolution of that political
government under which they can no longer conscientiously live.
Let no memories of the past or
hopes of the future divert them from their undertaking.
Let thein forget the admonitions of all
past times— the histories of all other governments.

Moloch of
it.

It is the prosperity

we have

We

—
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Let them shut their eyes to the state of things
which existed before our present constitution was
formed. Let them forget by whom and under what
circumstances it was formed. "That," says the
eloquent writer whom 1 have quoted, "an entire
revolution in the commercial and manufacturirjg establishments would be the consequence; that bankruptcy, desolation and ruin would spread themselves
over the couiilry; that free lubor would have little
employmeni; that out of idleness and destitution
would spring up a vast .harvest of pauperism and
crime; and that, in fast, civilization would go backward, are to be denied only by the obstinacy of
fanaticism." But when the union shall have been
dissolved, when the star-spangled banner shall be

OF MD.

191

There are four cqlonies and twelve Christian settle- lition, we have good reason lo say
and believe, that
ments, ilolting a coast of about 300 miles, extending all their privileges, social, civil and
political, vvould
their domain, by fair negotiation, back into the in- have been gradually extended,
as their character
terior and along the Atlantic shore, the whole in- should improve.
corporated into a federal republic, after the model
"And where is the spirit of abolition, in the old
of our own, with like institutions, civil, literary and and pure sense of the term, which,
a liltle while
religious, and composed of Africans and descen- since, was fast reviving in the more
northern of the
dants of Africans, most of whom were emancipated slave slates, and spreading over Ihe south,
growing
from bondage in this country for the purpose, some upon the soil of slavery, and advocated with
eloquent
of whom were recaptuied from slave ships, and a tongue by the slaveholder himself ?
Where are the
small part of whom are adopted natives that have abolition strains of the Old Dominion,
and of her
come in to join them. There is Christian civiliza- loster child in the west, that began to he heard
in
tion and the eovernment of law; there is civil juris- their legislative halls?
Silenced— all silenced, since
prudence and polity; Merc are courts and magistrates, Ihe abolition movement of the north began
to interjudges and lawyers; there are numerous Christian lere wiih their concerns, and to demand
what they
rent in twain, when the advocates of false philoso- churches, well supplied with ministers of the gos- were di-posed to grant while left lo
their own disphy and false humariity shall stand on the ruins of pel; there are schools, public libraries, and a respec- cretion and constitutional rights. They saw
a storm
tlieir manufactoiies, in the deserted marts of comtable system of public education; there is a public of vuilence coming from the
north, and a flood of
merce or neglected fields of agriculture, what they press and two journals, one weekly and one serni- revolution lifting up its waves to overwhelm
them,
shall have gained in their crusade of fanaticism lliey monthl}'; there are rising towns and villages; there and they turned and said, 'we
must take care of
will learn by bitter experience.
are the useful trades and mechanic arts, a produc- ourselves.'
Such are some of the fruits of modem
To the intimations that have been urged in this tive agriculture and increasing commerce; in their abolition."
debate, that we cannot be zealous liiends to civil harbors are to be found ships trading with Europe
1 would here, said Mr. Johnson, most gladly conliberty because we are slaveholders, I will not con- and America, and the exports are increasing from clude my remarks, which
have been protracted to
sume more time by giving a reply, but will give year to year; and all this the creation of somewhat a length far beyond what I intended when
I first
the opinion of one disinterested and competent to less than twenty years— an achievement of which gainei', the floor, by the growing
magnitude and imjudge.
there is no parallel in history.
Not one of the first (lortance of the question, and the consideration and
Mr. Burke, in a speech delivered in parliament, settlements of our own country, at the norlh or attention of this house, for which I fear
I have
in March, 1775, expresses himself thus:
south, ever accomplished so much in so short a time; poorly requited; but gentlemen have
brought the
"Where slavery is established in any part of the not one of them that did not suffer more in its early names ol the two candidates for the next
presidency
world, those who are free are by far the most pioud history by sickness, and famine, and war, and other into this debate, and their opinions on
ihe question
and jealous of their freedom. Freedom is to them disasters incident to colonization. In a word, they of slaveiy and abolition. The political
questions of
not only an enjoyment, but a kind of rank and pri- constitute the germ of a rising and prosperous, and, the day should never be connected with
this delicate
vilege.
Not seeing there that Ireedom (as it is in peradventure, of a mighty empire. And though and exciting subject; but if gentlemen »ill force
countries where freedom is a common blessing) may last, yet not least, they have done more for the sup- such a discussion on the house, they
must expect
be united with much abject toil, with great misery, pression of the slave trade than Great Britain with their positions to he examined and answered.
with all the exterior ofservitude, liberty looks among her Spanish treaty, and all the world put together.
Mr. Johnson then spent some time in discussing
them like something that is more noble and liberal. They have done mvch in this cause; they began the the irrelevant questions which had been
introThus the people of the southern colonies of America right way; while all else that has been done, by all duced into the debate, alter which, the house
are much more strongly, and with a higher and more ihe world, is literally worse than nothing. And proceeded to a vote on his resolution,
which he had
stubborn spirit, attached to liberty than those to the these deeds are the product the work of the Ame- moved as a substitute for Mr. ,/ffiams'substitute
for
northward.
Such were all the ancient common- rican colonization society.
Mr. Thompson's resolution by striking out all after
wealths; such were our Gothic ancestors; such, in
"But what has abolition done? It has agitated the word "resolved;" and it passed in the affirmaour days, are the Poles; and such will be all masters the country that is beyond a question. But has it tive: yeas 116, nays 104.
of slaves who are not slaves themselves."
redeemed one slave? We have never heard of one.
The main question was then taken on the adopMr. Speaker, I shall not discus?!, as others have It may have enticed some away, and concealed lu- tion of the resolution, and it passed in the afiirmadone, whether slavery is or is not a moral, social or
ilives in violation of the laws of the land.
We tive: yeas 114, nays 108, as lollows:
political evil.
That question may be discussed in know that it has done this; and that this is one of
Messrs. AKord, Andrews, Atherton
the states and in the slate legislatures. Nor will I the modes of its operation.
Banks, Beirne, Black, Blackwell, Bolts, Boyd, a!
inquire whether the states, in which it now exists,
But what has abolition done? II has uttered many V. Brown, A. G. Brown, Burke, W. O. Builer, S.
have been bcnffited or injured by it; but, sir, I do hard words, called hard names and excited much bad H. Builer, Bynum, J. Campbell, W. B. Campbell,
not hesitate to express the belief that the African feeling. Has it made any advances towards per- Carroll, Chapman, Coles, Colquitt, Connor,
M. A.
race have been benefited by the institution of sla- suading the slave states to abandon slavery? Let Cooper, Crabb, Craig, Crockett, Cross. J.
Davis, j'. »
very in this country. I will not attempt to give an judge Lynch answer the question. Has it united W. Davis, G. Davis, Dawson, Deberry,
Dennis,
opinion upon the inscrutable ways of Providence; the north to join in the movement? Three- fourths, Dellet, Dromgoole, Eail, Eastman, Fine,
Fisher|
but am justified in the belief that He often acts we imagine, perhaps more, have been forced by this Fornance, J. Garland, R. Garland, Gerry, Goggin,
upon human a/fairs by the agency of human means. agitation into a dead set against it. Has itinclined Graham, Graves, Green, Griffin, Habersham, HawWho, in this age, is prophet to attempt to foretell the ear of the public authorities of the nation to lis kins, Hill, of Va. Hill, of N. C. Holleman, Holmes,
the inscrutable ways of Providence?
How long, ten to its demands? Look at the doings of congress Hopkins, Hubbard, Jameson, Jenifer, J. Johnson,
in answer to abolition petitions.
and (or what reasons they are held in servitude?
W. C. Johnson, N. Jones, J. W. Jones, Kemble,
"But H hat has it done? It has produced no small Leailbeller, Lewis, Lucas. McCarty, McClellan,
Who can divine his vast plans of human punishment or human amelioralion? or who can fully anti- excitalioir in the religious world, and then jumped iMcCulloch, McKay, M.drll, Miller. Montanya,
cipate his vast and ejidless systems, which seem to over the pale that divides Ihe two, to stir up the po- Montgomery, Nisbet, Parish, Parris, Petrikin,
puzzle the human judgment, but which move in litical; it has made schism in the church and schism [Prckens, Pope, Premiss, Proffit, Ramsey, Rayin the state; it has sent adrift Christian pastors who ner, Rnynolils, Rhett. Rives, J.Rogers,
harmony and equipoise to the great results?
Samuels,
reinsert their creed, and gone earnestly to work Shaw, A. Smith, Stanlv, Sleenrod, Strong,
"Purblind man sees but pan of the chain
Sumter,
T]ie nearest link his eves not reachini;
to dislodge the legislators and magistrales of the Sv\eeny, Taliaferro, Taylor,
F. Thomas, P. F.
To that equal beam which poises all above.''
land that stand in their waj'; it has cast a fire brand Thomas, W. Thompson, J. Thompson, Tripletl,
When, sir, the philanthropist tells us to plant our on the floor of congress, anrJ reviled the senators of Turney, Warren, Watterson, Welltr, J. White, L.
colonies on the coast of Africa, that, as an eloquent the nation; it has done much to arr»y the north Williams, J. L. Williams, C. H. Williams,
S. Wilwriter expresses it, "the tide of civilization may against the south, and the south against the north; it liams, Wise, Worthinglon
114.
be rolled back upon that benighted region," the has divided the nation, divided stales, divided connMessrs. Adams, J. Allen, J. W. Allen,
very enthusiasm of his laujuage mark.s the inap- ties and election districts; ilivided tow lis, cilies, vil- H. J. Andeison, S. H. Anderson, Baker, Barnard,
preciable improvements which slavery has wrought lages, neighborhoods and families; separated friends Beatty, Bell, Biddle, Bond, Brewster,
Briggs,
upon the character and condition of the negro.
and made them enemies.
Brockway, A. Brown, Calhoun, Carr, Casey, ChitThe African, at home, was but one degree removed
"But what has abolition done? Has it ameliorat- tenden, Clark, Cliflbrd, J. Cooper, Cranston, Crary,
from the animals of the forest but little superior ed the condition of the slave? On the contrary, it Curtis, dishing, Dana, Davee, E. Davies,
Doan,
to the ourangoutang; without a sentiment of moral has made fast his fetters, increased the vigilance Doig, Duncan, Edwards, Ely, Evans,
Everett, Fillrestraint; without a feeling save the instinct and and rigor of his discipline, abridged the means of more, Fletcher, Floyd, Gates,
Gentry, Giddings,
promptings of nature. He was transplanted to this his intellectual and moral improvement, and ag- Goode, Granger, Gnnnell, Hall, Hand, W. S. Hastcountry, by force, it is true, but in total ignorance gravated Ihe severity ol his bondage. Has it soften- ings, J. Hastings, Henry, Hoflman, Hook, Howard,
of moral law arid the benign influences of relision. ed the temper of the slaveholder? On the contrary, Hunt, Jack.son, James, C. Johnston, Eeira, KempBeared among tlie w hites, his intellect has been en- it has hardened his heart, and barred the avenues lo sliall, Lawrence, Leet, Leonard, Lincoln, Lowell,
larged, his vicious propensities brought under the his conscience.
Has it inclined him to listen lo Mallory, Marchand, Marvin, Mason, Mitchell, Monsubordination ol reason and the moral law. He has reason, and regard the voice of persuasioii?
He roe, Morgan, S. W. Morris, C. Morris, Navlor,
become civiliised, humanized and Chrislianized.
points to the bulwark of the national coristitiitinn, Ncwhard, Ogle, Osborne, Paleri, Parmenler, P'aynThe philanthropists have sent him back a changed and says, 'We know our lights;' and that is the end ter. Peck, Randall, Randolph, Rariden, Reed, Ridgbeing, with a knowledge of law, and moral and re- of argument.
way, E. Rogers, Russell, Saltonslall, Sergeant, Siligious duties.
Three hundred mili-sof the African
Has abolition relieved the condilion of our free monton, Slade, J. Smith, T. Smith, Starkweather,
coast have been peopled with such inhabitants, who colored people, secured them more advantages, or Stoors, Stuart, Tillinghast. Toland, Trumbull, Unmay, in the progress of time, change the nature of made them more happ^'? Those states which were derwood, Vandi-rpoel, D. D. Wagener. P. J. Wagtheir own wild race at home, and make all Africa a before inclined to extend the franchise in favor of ner, Wick, J. W. Williams, T. W. VVilliams, H.
land of civil and religious liberty.
The schoolmas- this race, are now incliiifd to abridge it, and Penn- Williams 1(18.
ter, the statesman and the minister of religion have sylvania has actually done so.
They had a sympaSo the house determined to amend their rules by
gone with them, and what has been the result? The thy before w hich they have not now; they are dis- resolving:
official reports of the colonization society inform conterrted and unhappy; they are made jealous of
That no jiefition, memorial, resolution or other
us of
the whites, and the whites of them; ihey are not so paper, praying Ihe abolition of slavery in the District
"The foundation of an empire in the common- i,ood servants or citizens; the line of caste is more of Columbia, or any state or territory, or the slave
wealth ol Liberia.
There it is— on the coast of Ar- deeply drawn, and the barrier that separates the two trade belwefu the stales or teniturii-s of the United
rica, a little north of the Equator, in the central races made higher arid stronger; they are excluded Stales in which it now exists,
shall be received by
regions of African barbarism and of the slave trade. from our schools and seminaries; arid, but for abo- this house, or entertained in any way whatever.
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CHRONICLE.
The abolition electoral ticket.
sin«;iilar cdiiicirtence, that

the

number of
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community, having person? of all trades ar- military procession. We have not been advised of
and are now settled on the bank of the Ohio. the details of the arrangement, but learn that the
St. Andrew's society will participate in the cereExchange, New York on Philadelphia 2J; on
Gazette.

rived,

votes given

Appalachicola, Florida, according to therecent census, has 1,022 inhabitants.

Bask arbamge-ment for the hesomption of
SPECIE payments. It appears to be understood on
all hands that the banks that have suspended, will
f;enerally resume specie payments on or about the
January.

The New York Express of Saturday, the 14th,
" The Boston capitalists and banks have

says:

1840— CHRONICLE.

entire
It is a

lor the electoial ticket in Pennsylvania was exactly the same as the majority which the Harrison
ticket obtained over the Van Buren ticket in that
state— that is, three hundred and forty-three.

Ist of

21,

—

local banks in the city of Philadelphia, lor a loan of two and a half millions of
dollars, in post notes, having twelve and eiijhteen
months to run, and bearing an interest of 6 per cent.
This loan they have accepted, and have invited the
York banks to participate in the loan, to the
The loan is to be
extent of a million of dollars.
made in Philadelphia funds, and the post notes to

been called on by the

New

Baltimore l|a2; Richmond 3; Augusta 5a6;
Orleans lja2; Cincinnati SJ.

New

lying dead.

most desirable

for

parlies."
The Baltimore banks we are told are in a condi
The Louisville Advertiser states
tion to resuuie.
that the banks of Kentucky have been ready for
some time to resume. The Little Rock Gazette

—

M

Iowa

banks of Arkansas

resume on

will

the standing products of New
England, next to ice and pumpkins, beans take the
lead.
Vessels fitted out in that part of the country
carry a barrel of beans to every half barrel of breail,
and a quintal of codfish to every ten pounds of beef.
Beverly captain once hoisted his colors at half
mast on the wide ocean, and thus operated on the
humanity of another captain, who came down and
boarded him. There was found bread enough, wa-

hunting excursion
9th inst,

m

to

the

far west,

returned on the

and improved health.

fine spirits

United States bank shares, in N. York

Stocks.

67i; in Pljiladephia 68.

Specie.

The last Havre packet from N. York,
The Sampson which sailed on
London, took out $29,000.

took out $300,000.
the 12th for

Money market.
money

at

99J

There is more demand for
Southwark, Pennsylvania, contains a popuN. York, though the banks complain of lation of 27,502, being an incieace of 6,703 since
At Richmond, they say 1830.
Farmers bank stock at
The Texian navy. The annual cost for supporting the Texian navy, with its present number

—

Mormon conference. The
this society is

Among

rapid increase of of vessels,

one of the wonders of the day.

It is

now have nearly one hundred thousand
members. The Qtiincy 111. Whig says; This people
said that they

is

estimated at $671,879 50.

Temper.\nce.
The Innis settlement temperance society, near Galena, III. was organized a

year since, by one individual who had been for sea conference at Nauvoo, on Saturday last,
which continued three days. It is estimated that veral years a confirmed sot. It now numbers about
was not far from three thousand in attendance. 100 members.
Tobacco. Shippers having generally supplied
A gentleman who was preseirt, speaks in the high

held

there

A
•

territory, is said to be .$82,397 38.

Sportsmen. A company of Englishmen, who,
some months ago passed through St. Louis on a

the want of good paper.
they are easy, and quote

the 1st of January

Beans.

refit-

M

all

states that the

steamer Presic/cnJ having

A

The banks here
be made payable in New York.
have readily agreed to take their part. The Bank
Hatching eggs by art. Above 30,000 birds,
Commerce has taken more, viz: ij):2-30,O00— the chiefly the common fowl, have been hatched by the
Merchants' and IVlechanics' .f UK), 000 each— the eccaleobion, in Pall Mall, during the two years it
the
sum
unite,
so
that
Phoenix, State and City all
has been before the public. The eggs used have
will be made up without the slightest dilficully, and exceeded 40,000, being a failure of about one-forth.
the amount will not give any inconvenience, as the Most of the birds are reared and fatten well, the
New York banks have full a million of dollars in average loss being less than in the farm yard.
balances lying dead in Philadelphia, on which they
Land s.4.les. The amount of money received
have not ibr a long time received atjy interest; and the
Boston banks have, no doubt, quite as large a sum for public lands in ten day's sale, in Burlington,
is

The

Steamers.

ted and replenished her stock of fuel, left N. York
Flour. There has been no material variation in
on the nth for Liverpool.
few of the passengers
prices since our last quotations.
that had embarked on the 1st left her, but a greater
from
delivered
The quantity of flour and wheat
Mr. Jaudon is on
number
her.
of
new
ones
joined
the Erie canal, during the first week in November,
board.
the places named below, is as follows;
steamship
The
Columbia
is about to run regularly
Bush, wheat.
between Havana, Charleston and New Orleans.
1,803
Schenectady,
The .Scadia reached Halifax on the 3d inst. in 42
37,038
West Troy,
hours from Boston, and sailed the same day for Li29,497
Albany,
verpool, with 15 additional passengers.
A gentleman from London is said to have made a
68,338
Total,
88,718
contract for the exclusive navigation of steamers up
Baltimore prices remain at $i 87^, from the
the Amazon lor 45 years, and is negociating for a
brands.
w agons and .^4 94 from the stores, for good
England and
The stock is light. Inspection^of the week 9,008 communication, by steam, between
Brazil.
Howard street, 8.853 city mills, and 369 Susquehanna— total 18,226 bis. and 834 half bis.
The steamboat cases. The New York Evening Post says; The jury have rendered a verdict of
.4/ Richmond price $o.
Cincinnati f 3 62a3 75.
not guilty ill the case of captains Roe and Hancox,
Hamilton, county, Ohio, has a population, in- of the steamboats De Witt Clinton and Napoleon,
indicted for having wantonly biought their boats
cluding Cincinnati, of 80,150.
into collision on the 13th of June last.

of

The arrangement

[Phila.

monies.

terms of the appearance of the immense assem- their orders for the season, the demand has declined,
blage, and the good order which prevailed.
The without however as yet materially alTecting prices;
mild and humane principles which abound among quotations remain unchanged.
ter enough, fish enough, beef and pork enough
this people are having tlieir just and proper effect
Tide. An extraordinary high tide occurred on
but only three barrels of beans for ten men, who had upon the people. Their society is not only inU is unneces- creasing its numbers, but individrtally their condi- the Atlaiitic coast last week. On Tuesday the 10th
yet a month's passage before them.
instant, it visited the eastern coast and reached the
sary to say that the circumstances of the case au- tion is greatly improved, surrounded as they are by
Chesapeake on the 11th and 12th. The Barnstable
thorised the signal of distress.
the gift of an overruling power. We learn that Ihey
The tide in this harbor
Patriot of the 10th says;
are expecting a large accession to their numbers in
Camden, N. J. has a population of 3,360.
is now at its full height, with a severe gale blowing
one of their preachers,
a short time from EnglanI
The
tide is said to be a foot
from
the
northeast.
the
Baltimore
market
supply
in
Cattle. The
a Mr. Turh'y, having met with distinguished suchigher now than ever before known here. Our
is large.
01 1,300 head offered, 800 sold at Irom cess in that country.
wharves
are
all swept, and we fear a considerable
per
100
lb.
25
to
$6
$4
John C. Kennett, quartermaster general of Illidamage along the shores of the cape, though we
The cotton manufactures of Belgium, em- nois, was baptised at Nauvoo, in the belief of the have heard of none yet.
The produce of Latter Day Saints, (Mormon faith) one day last
ploys a capital of $11,250,000.
In Portland, the tide rose three feet above the
the looms two years since arnonnted to a million and week.
ordirrary high water mark.
It was, as much above
a half pieces of ginghams or calicoes, and 400,000
The Ohio river haviiig swollen some eight the height of ordinary mean tides in Boston, and
There has beeir an in- or ten feet, was in good navigable order at Mays- done coiisidrable damage on the wharves both there
pieces of printed cottons.
crease of 20 per cent, since. The number of spindles ville on the 7lh instant.
and at New York. The Newburyport Herald says:
est

—

400,000. In 8 factories in Svvitzerland there were
Since that lime 30 or
1836, 608,682 spindles.
40,000 spindles have been added, and two new factories recently completed, one of which contains 100
to 150,000, and the other 21,480 spindles.
Some of
these spiirdles are worked by mules, and others by
water power, which the mountain torrents afford to
any extent. The factories in the single canton of
Zurich, consume 40,000 cwt. of raw cotton annually, and employ 20,000 workirien.
Cotton spinrring is greatly encouraged by the
Austrian government. There are now upwards of
600,000 sjiirulles and new mills in the course of
The raw cotton is biought all the way
erecliiwi.
from Trieste on wheels.
IJournal of the Franklin Inslitute.

\i

Within the last three months "Mr. George, the keeper of the lights on Plum Islarrd, writes us that one hundred feet of the Island,
oil has been exported from New
good profit, to the north of Europe, upon ari average, has washed away since the late
storm commenced."
and $;60,000 worth of sperm oil to Great Britain.

Oil trade.

in

gl240,000 worth of

i3edford, at a

Orange

a

number

PrTTSBURG.

to

Havana

for that

one

article

Rain.

The

Washington, D. C. The value of real aird personal property within the limits of Washington, is
estimated at $10,447,000.

Weather.

Snow

instant, during the

fell at

Baltimore on the I81h

whole day.

Wesleyan centenary fund.
late

census exhibits the popu-

siirce

1839,

when

it

was only

2,801.

It is stated that

amount collected on the first and second instalments of the Wesleyan centenary fund, up to the
19(h of October, was £157,458' 2s. 6d. or about
$762,096 72.

the

Wheat.
from 90

to

At Rochester 77 cents. It remains at
100 cents in the Baltimore market, and

which was pouring upon us du- rrearlv 40,000 birshels of Pennsvlvania were .soldoa
ring the whole of election day was one of the most the liSlh and 17lh irrstarrt, at irom 98 to 102. At
copious which has happened for some lime. In the Riclrmonrl it is quoted at $1 00a$l 15.
rain

space of thirty-two hours,

it fell to the depth of 5.43
which is the greatest quantity which has
within the same space of time for several
years past.
[Boston Daily Mo.

inches,
fallen

of

which
arrivi d at New York from the 1st of January to
In one itistauce an
the Isl November, is 67,996.

The

an increase of 7,200

Remains ofgener.alMercer. The remainsof

been Ined at Philadelphia, and ob

The number

—

lation of the city of Pittsburg to be 21,296; in 1830
was 14,687, showing an irrcrease of 6.909. Allegheny city conlairrs a population of 10,091, being

hero of the revolution which were entorrrbed irr
the burial ground ol Christ clurrch in this city, are
t.i be removed to Laurel Hill cemetery on Thirr-sdjy
tire 26tli inst. and a monument erected there to his
memory. On the occasion theie will be a civic and
this

taineil a verdict ot not guiliy.

Emigi!\nt3.

Apalachicola, Florida Ad-

it

ing in that city.

Dr. Eldridge, who was acused of

The

greater has been paid
of consumption.

Countebfeits. Orre hundred dollar bills have
been circulated on the Commercial bank of Lake
Eric. Letter A No. 43.3, January 10, 1839. The
signature of T. P. Harrdy, cashier, badly executed
and mis-spelled.
Notes of the Consolidated bank of New Orleans
of $50, have been altered to jJflOO, and are circulat-

foigi ries, has

cbop.

vertiser of the 31st October says:
The Orange crop
of this year, raised in this territory, will be worth
Hitherto that amount, and a much
iS;200,000.

of passengers

|

Wheeling. The census complete of the inhabitants of Wheeling and suburbs, exhibits a total
of 8.793.
Of this number 373 are negroes, 107 of
whom are slaves.
Wool.

The

stock of fine qualities in the Balli-

—

mnre market is .imall but there is a good supply of
native and tub- washed at 32a34 cents.

Worcester, Mass.
7,346.

coutaius a population of

—
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observance of discipline, punctuality in the service, and the maintenance of that
military fraternity which constitutes the union and
chiefs, the rigorous

tremely small and almost nominal

Michigan
Enula.vd money, cotton and corn markets 193-5; to- ther decline of 10 shillings in the shares of the Bank
196 of the United States, which have been sold at
hacco
Florida— the Indians quit the conference, renewal of £13 10s. during yesterday and the present day, and
197
hosliliiics
New York 5 per cents in which some, but not imFrance—change of ministry, pacific dispositions 193; portant, investments have to-day been made at 86.
196
the king's speech
Although the value of manufactured goods has
196
Ibraham pascha defeated in Syria

—

you by the laws, the regulations ofthe service, and
Obedience to your
the glory of the French arms!

strength of armies, are what the kingandthe country expect of you, and what they will find always
from day to amongst you, as in the finest period of our annals.
You understand me. You know that I exact much,
day.
that I never tolerate either neglect" of service or
Ill American securilies the only change is a fur202

195
200

—death of

Elections— presidential 196; Maine, New York
Maryland 199; Louisiana, Kentucky, Ohio

at the time of your last accounts.
pressure for money is reported to be very severe in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and in London.
The bankers and bill brokers are generally very unwilling to part with capital, until there are better
views of the progress of political affairs. All the
foreign funds are lower, but the business is ex-

which prevailed

13, Vol.. 9.

—
—

199
Annapolis census of
199
Coal tkade the Lehigh
197
CoTTO.s cROF—from the Charleston Mercury
China arrival of the British forces, blockade of Can-

my

forgetfulness of duty; but you know, also, that
solicitude for yon, for the preservation of your
rights, for the amelioration of your condition, never

slumbers, and that I am always happy when I
can obtain royal rewards for my companions Jin
arms.
,

I rely upon you as you ought to rely upon me,
declined, a rather firmer market is reported for cotwhether when, in concert with our brave national
200 ton in London at least. The sales of East India
guards, we must unite for the preservation of order
cotton having been well attended yesterday, and
for the laws, or when the king
600 bales of ordinary togood Suiat were sold at 4d. and to ensure respect
calls upon us for the defence of the territory, the
Maine— election returns official
i i per lb. whilst 600 bales of Peruvian fair to good
France.
honor
and
dignity
of
Maryland election of electors
At the same time
fair were bought in at 7§d.a8d.
"The president of the council and minister of war,
Mercer, gen. monument to
60 bales of bowed were bought in at S^d. per lb.
"Marshal duke of DALMATIA.
MicuiuAN election
The corn markets remain unaltered and the duly
Missouri census of St. Louis county
"Paris, Od. 30, 1840."
Nationalgallery of manufactures, &c. at Washing- is still 23s. Sd. per quarter of foreign wheat and
Paris, Nov. 1. In the commencement of the
.196 14s.3d. per barrel of foreign flour of 196 lbs.
ton
present
difference between France and England,
Nothing of importance in home affairs has ocNavy court martial, the Ohio, Cayene, Macedonian,
19^ curred during the last three days. The weather is the Parisians were the most warm and excited, and
Levant, Boston 197; Constellation, Eiiteiprise
19'5
the
people
of Ihe provinces comparatively calm.
New Hampsuire legislature, message
mild and fair.
by the press has al199
New Jersey legislature, proposed celebration
The over land mail from India is expected in the few weeks' agitation carried on
New York election returns, list of members of the course of to-morrow, when important intelligence tered this state of things: the public of Paris remains,
19-^
legislature
indeed, excited, but the provincial French have by
is expected from Canton.
The
Great Western folOhio election of electors
200
to a state of exasperation
lowing rapidly after the Caledonia, may probably degress been worked up
1'residential election progress of 196; extracts of
and fury. Some few of^ the departments may form
201 be the bearer of remarkable intelligence from vari- exceptions, but three-fourths of them have been
the public press on the termination of the
ous
parts
ofthe
world.
Syria operations of the allies and defeat of the Egypleague, like that of
New French ministry. The MonUeur contains made to believe that a new
194-5-6
tians
been formed against France, and that
197 nine royal oidinances, appointing the following mi- Pilnitz, has
Trade and comjieece St. Louis and Boston
every true Frenchman is called upon to take arms,
nisters in the room of M. Thiers, general Cubieres,
causes have come
M. Vivien, admiral Roussin, count Remusat, M. as he was in 1793. Substantial
FOREIGN ARTICLES.
to aid the impule and tendency of these ideal and
The steamer British Queen left Portsmouth on Gouin, M. Jaubert, M. Cousin and M. Pelet (de la false ones. The alarming and uncertain aspect of
Lozere), whose resignations %vere accepted:
tile 2d, and arrived at New York on the 21st inst.
general has interrupted every species of
Marshal Soult, president of the council and mi- politics in
The steamer Caledonia left Liverpool on the 4th nister of war.
industry, paralyzed credit altogether. The numbers of the idle and ruined have greatly increased,
and arrived at Boston on the 19lh via Halifax, acM. Guizot, minister for foreign affairs.
chance, where more
complishing the voyage in two hours less than fourM. Martin, (du Nord), minister of justice and of and all see in war, a game of peaceful
course of
brilliant prizes turn up than in a
teen days.
public worship.
The aspect of affairs in Europe is rather more
Admiral Dupere, minister of marine and of the life.
The deputies who have now returned to the capipacific than by our previous accounts. M. Thiers colonies.
tal, breathes all the extra excitement of the provinhad been superseded as prime minister of France
M. Duchatel, minister ofthe interior.
by marshal Soult in consequence of his persisting
M. Cunin Gridaine, minister of commerce and ces; and instead of having their heads and mouths
full of local interests, vicinal roads, beetroot, railin the dispositions for war, in which Louis Philiippe agriculture.
would not agree with him. Whether the new miM. Villemain, (peer of France), minister of pub- ways or coal mines, they echo the nonsense of the
press about the national flag being insulted, the renistry will be able to command a majority in the lic instruction.
in danger, and a host of
chambers remains uncertain. The Loudon corresM.Humann, (peer ofFrance),minibterof finance. volulion and its interests
stock phrases, which evince that however
such
pondent of the New York Courier and Enijuiier
Our private letters state, that it was not before
irrational it may be, the French are still highly exwrites on the 3d November:
six o'clock on Thursday evening thatM. Teste was
Within the last three days, there have been ap- prevailed on to take otiice. The royal ordinances asperated and 'indignant. There is still, however,
in these a great hesitation as to going to war, they
pearances less favorable to the stability of the new were immediately signed and issued.
being perfectly aware that.none but a revolutionary
administration.
The journals in the interest of
According to our private letters this cabinet gives war is possible, and that the first cannon shot imMonsieur Thiers, and of the extreme left or the
great satisfaction at Paiis to all persons of property, plies a change of dynasty, as well as a change of
party of Odillon Barrot, having commenced a reguseeing
the
and to those who was truly desfrous of
And
political influence and form of government.
lar system of attack upon the new cabinet; and as
peace of Europe maintained; but it is received with many a French public man, however sober and pruit is to he recollected
that the ministry recently
a spirit ofdcep hostility by the liberal press, and by dent at other times, is at this moment mooting
ejected from office possessed a majority of 22 in the
the great body of the people, who are mad enough which alternative he should prefer
France humichamber of deputies it is not known to he certain
Moderate and reato think of another revolution.
liating herself before Europe, by peaceably allowthat this number of deputies can be gained over to
sonable men believe that the cabinet will have a ing the full execution of the London treaty, or
the court, when the grand question is that of the
majority in the chambers while those who are much France risking every thing throne, freedom and
•'insulted honor of France," in which great numexcited on the occasion anticipate a failure even on influence of the middle classes—in another thirty
bers of the uneducated French depiilies must be
Our correspondent is of opinion that years' war.
the address.
supposed to participate in the enthusiasm of the
it would be impossible to form an administration
mass of the people. In this event the majority may
A great man has said, that a great country canbetter calculated to meet existing difficulties. Mareven be increased in favor of Mons. Thiers, and
not make a little war. Perhaps this may be conshal Soult has great influence on the army; and that
Perhaps it is one of the great advantatradicted.
against the court
should this prove to be the state
when
moment
consideration
at
a
important
is a most
of the parlies in the chambers, it is understood that
of Great Britain that it can make a little war, and
we know not whether the troops of the line may ges employ force in small and sparing proportions
a dissolution will immediately take place the
can
not be called on to repress an cmeute. M. Humann
Wheattain ends not worth an expensive war.
court and peace parly having then the interval of
man of great financial talent, and that is a ma- to this be true or not with regard to England, it
two months, in which to distract the minds of the is a
ther
terial point when the treasury is nearly exhausted
She cannot
people with the elections. The arrival ofthe bones
ia certainly not the case with France.
three
of
the
last
expenditure
enormous
by the
of Bonaparte, and other French amusements, in the
make a little war. She cannot break over one inch
months. M. Guizot is an honorable and an honest
midst of which, the warlike feelings may have be
of her frontier without putting the whole of her
and decided character, worthy of the
come exhausted and all forgotten about "the in man, of a firm
neighbors in arms. She dare not menace the king
the
all
confidence of foreign courts, and enjoying
suited honor of France."
of Piedmont without having a million of soldiers
confidence of his own. The other persons of the
retaliation of Europe.
In the interim, intelligence has arrived ofthe full ministry are respectable, well accustomed to busi- ready to resist the armed
other than a
success of the allied powers in Syria, where the ness, and enjoying a certain share of public confi- For this reason, France cannot make
revolutionary war.
Sopulatiou have themselves finished the power of dence.
wish
to overthrow the
have
no
can
lehemet Ali, by insurrectionary movements, which
Thiers
M.
to ihe army.
"Minisli-y of war
transfer the seat of power and
prove that this tyrant was unworthy of the protec"Soldiers!— The confidence of the king has just dynasty no wish to
the hall of deputies to the camp
tion of France.
replaced me at your head. I have accepted het influence from
civilians and their influence
French
see
wish
to
The state of monetary and mercantile business honor to command you, certain to find you still de- no
continues in the same stagnation and uncertaiuty voted to the performaLce of the duties imposed on turned out at the point of the bayonet in another
Voi IX— Sto. 12.

Jamiso.v,

Maky — biographical
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STEIA AND EGYPT.

18th Brumaire; and yet the proposals which M.
Accounts from Syria to the 11th ult. continue to
Thiers ina<le to the Icing the other day, the rejecfavorable reports of the operations of the Engtion of which by the king led to his resignation, give
went to nothing less than such a fearful consumma- lish and Turkish armaments. The taking of Sidon
writer at JVIalta, on the
is confirmed.
or
Sadia,
for
ready
fully
to
be
determined
Thiers was
tion.
war in spring, if France were still discontented at loth, gives the following account of the position of
that time; but France, with a million of men un- the opijosing forces:
"Ibrahim pasha was at Djebel Senim, thirteen
der arms, and the thoughts and interests of her
from Beyrout, with only 6,000 men.
Vfhole population turned to war, must have been hours distance
Meshoud, the commander of his left wing,
Sheika
was
war
settlement,
and
discontented with any
was lour hours in advance, (near Beyrout), with
inevitaljle.
a
levy all the French youths of 12,000 men; and opposed to him, almost within

A

M.

Thiers asked to

in 1841, calculated at 170,000
Simultaneously with this levy en masse was
to be promulgated a law indefinitely prolonging the
French soldiers, at
period of military service.
present, may be kept seven years in the army,
though thev never are so more than five years; but
the class of 1834 has just been called out and marched in all direction? to join their columns in October,
vphen they have a legal right to quit them on the

twenty years of age

men.

31st of December, 1841. it was useless to call
them out unless the term of service was prolonged.
Now, the prolongation of the term of service instantly operates a revolution in the French army.
At present, the youths who jo'u the ranks, who
scarcely become soldiers for a year or two, and
who are to depart at the end of five, do not feel
themselves soldiers by profession. Very few of
them partake ol the feelings, the interests, the ambition, and turbulent excitement of a military lile.
The present French soldier is a quiet peasant; but
declare his term of service perpetual, and war becomes his profession and ambition. Levy the en-

stone's throw, was the Druse Sheikh Tranih, with
the mountaineers of his tribe. Ibrahim's vanguard,

2,000 men under Osman pasha, was
six hours in advance; and gen. Jochmus and Izzet
pasha had formed a plan lor cutting otf and making
In this they expected
his whole corps prisoners.
They only
to succeed on the 28th of September.
wanted the arrival of commodore Napier, who is the
life and soul of all such enterprises.
"The famous Soliman paslia had allowed himself
He
to be caught in a kind of military mousetrap.
is with 2,500 men in a position whence it is scarcely
possible a single man can escape, as he is completely
hedged in by a large body of country folks, who
are directed to take the corps prisoners only, and to
avoid shedding blood as much as possible.
"The Egyptian troops continue to desert in small
parties as last as they can get away."
The Augsburg Gazette thus describes the taking
of Sadia, and the result:

amounting

to

that in consequence of the vigorous blockade of the
porls of Egypt and Syria on the 6Ui of Ocltber, by
admiral Stopford, by virtue of orders from the English ambassador of Constantinople, the mails for
Alexandria and India of the 30th of September,

were not to be forwarded by her majesty's steamer
Prometheus. It was doubtful whether French steamers would be excepted from this blockade. The
India mails remained at Malta on the 16th.
It seems clear, from the purport of a despatch
from our foreign secretary to ford Ponsonby, which
has been published this week, that there is no in-

Mehemet of the pashalic of
In this despatch the sultan is recommended to reinstate Mehemet Ali, and to give him hereditary tenure of his Egyptian territories, if he make
The despatch
his submission and restore the fleet.
contains an implied censure of lord Ponsonby, who
counselled the sultan to depose Mehemet Ali; and
we may gather from it that means will be taken to
influence the Egyptian to make the required submission. The powers who are parties to the quadruble treaty would then have the opportunity of
backing out from their engagements with the appearance of honor.
tention to dispossess

Egypt.

The private correspondence of the Times gives
a very unfavorable account of the affairs of the pasha of Egypt. The condition of the troops, their
long arrears of pay and the general distress brought
on by the inundation of the Nile, which has risen
twenty feet higher than usual, and done great damage, would appear to create a check at present to
"On the 26th, commodore Napier appeared before any effective military operations of the Eiiyptians.
Sadia with two line-of-battle ships, and with the But the energy of the pallia is chiefly directed to
The Egyptian commander hav- his anticipated naval warfare.
tire youth of the nation, and you will make war Austrian division.
the national purpose and ambition. This is what ing refused to surrender, Napier commenced fireing. Vespatchfrom lord Palnerston to the British ambassaThiers wanted to do; and moreover, he proposed After two hours' cannonade, the breach was declardor at Constantinople.
collecting immediately this mass of soldiers in ed practicable; and 1,000 British, with 1,000 Turks
loed: Her majesty's government having tacamps of observation on the frontier. Napoleon and 200 Austrians marched to the storm, and carri- ken into consideration the act by which the siiltaa
the
Frederick
was
archduke
ed
the
town.
The
despotic
more
never issued a more revolutionary or
deprived Mehemet Ali of the pashalic of Egypt, the
first in the breach; 2,000 Egyptians laid down llieir
decree.
bearings of that act upon the present state ol pendNo wonder if Prussia took the alarm, and the arms; the allies lost 40 dead and 70 wounded. The ing questions, and the course which it may be exThe
efspeedy.
German states. No wonder that Louis Phillippe result has been most complete and
pedient to lake thereupon, have invited the reprerequired time to pause, and liberty to see if all that fect was even worse or. Ibrahim's own troops. The sentatives of Austria, Russia and Prussia at their
might be gained at the risk of war might not yet corps of 10,000 men, under Ibrahim, dispersed; and court, to submit to their respective governments
on the news of the taking of Sadia, 60 officers, with that undoubtedly there is much force in the reasons
be gained without it.
The new ministry has, however, in this, under 4,000 men, went over to Napier on the 27th. Ibra- which, according to your excellency's reports inducTheirs him himself left Balbeck with a small force, as the ed the sultan to take this step; and that while, on
taken a task of tremendous difficulty.
might have yielded to the coalition with far more Egyptian officers say, and fled to Damascus. The the other hand, this measure in no degree prevents
He did not choose to com- four consuls, who had left Alexandria, had joined thesullan Irom reinstating Mehemet Ali, if he should
safety than they can.
mit political suicide by doing so, nor can he be Napier's fleet."
speedily make his submission to his sovereign; on
The following spirited account of the taking of the other hand it may operate as a powerful instrualtogether blamed.
It was too much to ask or expect from any statesman. M. Guizot, as a liberal Sidon is copied from the Malta Times of the 15th ment of moral coercion upon Mehemet Ali, by makconservative, is better placed to attempt to recon- ultimo:
ing him aware that, if the contest between him
Will he
cile the dignity of France with peace.
"Off Alexandria, October 5.
and his sovereign should be prolonged, and if the
"The smartest affair is yet to be told to you.
and marshal Soult succeed? This is the question
issue of that contest should be unfavorable to him,
asked by every one. Will they have the majority? Chas. Napier, on Friday, the 251h, talking with the he might lose every thing in his too obstinate resistposThe loss of M. JM. Dufaure and Passy deprive admiral, remarked that Sidon was not in our
ance.
them of some important votes. The discontent of session, and said to him, 'If you like,! will go down
That in this view, and in order to make the recount JMole for he is discontented deprives them and take it, and be back again in eight and forty
cent exercise of the sovereign authority nf tiie sultan
of several more. They have, on the other hand, hours.' He started, and was as good as his word.
useful toward effecting an early and satisfactory setwon over the duke de Broglie, who at first sup- He had the Thunderer, Wasp, Cyclops, Gorgon and tlement of pending questions, it is the opinion of
ported M.Thiers' extreme proposals, but who now Hydra, with 900 Turks and 50O marines.
On their way he fell in with the Stromboli, from her majesty's government that it would be expeadmits their danger. Independent of all balanced
dient that the representatives of the four powers at
enmities or friendships of individuals, the Soult and England, with a detachment of 200 marines; these
Constantinople should be instructed to proceed to
Guizot cabinet will have a majority on the address he took with him, and, after firing shot and shell at
the Turkish minister, and stale to him that theit
"
a majority which will com- the town for a couple of hours, he made a breach
a small majority
governments, in pursuance ol the stipurespective
It was a sharp
prise many indignant and warlike persons, not all and landed at the head ot his men.
lations of the seventh article of the separate act
prepared to rush into war immediately. Those struggle, but, after destroying a great number of
annexed
to the treaty of 15lh July, beg strongly to
receive
neither
gave
nor
would
enemy,
who
who will form the complimentary and decisive the
recommend to the sultan that, if Mehemet Ali
votes of this majority are members who would have quarier, they, at last, killed the Egyptian commanshould at an early period make his submission to
preferred seeing Thiers continue in office and fol- der, who died game; with two marines' bayonets at
the sultan, and should agree to restore the Turkish
low up his ordonnances, but who still shrink from his breast he refused quarter and resisted; so they
fleet and to withdraw his troops from Syria, from
forcing Thiers and Barrot on the liing with war fired, and he of course died, when his troops threw
Adana, Candiaandthe Holy Cities, the sultan should
were
amount
1,000
of 500;
down their arms to the
upon their flag.
not only reinstate Mehemet Ali as pasha of Egypt,
But, however successful in carrying the address, afterwards taken, and the whole 2,000 have been
but should also eive him an hereditary tenure in that
and adjourning for a time the great question of brought round to the fleet at Juni. 1 believe they
pashalic, according to the conditions specified in the
peace or war, let it not be supposed that the cabinet will be sent to Cyprus. Napier was most darinj,
treaty of July, and liable, of course, to foifeiture
will gather much force from such an achievement. on the tops of the houses he made his way, waving
by any infraction of those conditions on the part of
his
his
sword,
and
cheering
Whether they make peace or menace war, they his hat on the point of
Ali, or his successors.
Mehemet
have still a score of trying parliamentary questions men on. Our loss amounted to 15 marines killed
Her majesty's government have reason to hope
Motley
mates
badly
wounded.
wounded,
two
any
of
which
they
may
be
and
through,
in
overgo
to
will meet the concurrence of
suggestion
that
this
thrown. Overthrown! and whatisthe consequence and Shears, of the Wasp, and a mate of the ReRussia, and
The venge, with five seamen, one since dead, and one the governments of Austria, Prussia and
of the overthrow of the present cabinet?
will accordingly take the steps
excellency
your
marine
consequence not merely of the accession of the left of the Thunderer's launchers killed.
despatch,
as soon as your colout
this
pointed
in
(in the persons of Thiers and Barrot) to power, but officer, who had only that morning arrived in the
instrucHis name is leagues shall have received corresponding
It will, Stromboli, was killed in the breach.
the necessity of an immediate dissolution.
Hockin, and he has been serving on the coast of tions.
and must be, their first, indispensable condition.
If the sultan should consent to act upon this adNow, there is no one, at all acquainted with the Spain, and I hear another was wo-.inded.
would be
The Egyptians have returned from Tripoli, and vice tendered him by his four allies, it
French provinces, who cannot at the instant state
expedient that he should take immediate steps for
the result of a general election within the next we hold every place from there to Acre, excejit
making his gracious intentions in this respect known
year. It would expel from the chambers all the Beyrout, the fortifications of which were destroyed
to Mehemet Ali, and your excellency and sir Rob't
by the fire of the line-of-batlle ships. The Castor
iTiiddle parties, and send deputies of the two
Stopford should atibrd the Turkish government evetremes into each other's presence a mountain and and Pique took Tyre. The Benbow, Carysfortand
ry facililv which they may require for this purpose.
Pow
Admiral,
a war parly on the one hand, and a herd of half- Zebra are on the nnrlh coast. The
PALMERSTON.
(Signed)
I have, sic.
timid, half-furious conservatives on the other, bent eilul. Revenge, Btllerophron and Pique are near
To his excellency lord Ponsonby, at Constanlviople.
on a policy of rigor and intimidation. As 1 heard! 'uni; Thunderer, Castor and Wasp near Sidon.
London,
Oct.
13.
a deputy observe not many hours since, "it is not a Steamers here, there and every where. Edinburgh
Important news from Siiria. The following imrevolution, arising from an e»i!<(e in the streets, and Hastings at Beyrout."
Alexandria, it appeals,
at length actually block- portant iulelligence from the east is published in the
that is to be feared, hut a le^al and parliamentary
The Malta post office has issued a notice, Moniteur Parisieu of Sunday night:
revoli(lioii, likely tu produce the very same results." laded.
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''Toulon, Oct. 31, 6 o'clock, P.

M.

"Alexandria, Oct. 17.
minister for foreign afThe events in Syria have become more
fairs.
grave for Mehemet Ali. Beyrout has been occupied by the Anglo-Turlis, who were lortil'yingSeyde.
Tlie emir iJechir liad surrendered. He has abandoned the cause of Mehemet Ali. The insurrection
is inaicing progress in the mountains.
"Ibrahim (pasha) is about to concentrate his

"The

consul general

to the

forces."

"Toulon, Oct. 31, i past 7, P. M.
"Malta, Oct. 27.
" Tke consul of France to the president efthe council.
The British war steamer Cyclops arrived here
this morning from Seyde, whence she departed on
She has on board the emir Bechir, with
the 21st.
15 members of his family and 115 persons cf his
suite, on their way to England.
*'The captain o( the Cyclops has confirmed the
rising of nearly the whole of the inhabitants of the
mountains."
It would thus appear that the eastern question, so
far as Syria is concerned, is pretty well settled, and
that the only point whichnow remains for discussion i«, whellier the rfecAeaiicf of Mehemet Ali from
tlie

pasbalic of

Egypt

shall or shall not be enforced.

Bayonne, November 1.
the inlanta her sister,
reached iMadnd on the 2Slh. Espartero rode by the

"The young queen, and

side of their carriage.
The cries of 'viva la Reyna!' were not very numerous, nor those of 'viva
Espartero!' much more so."
London, Oct. 2d.
On Friday last, at noon, as the New Yorkpaclcet
ship Soulh America, captain Bailey, which sailed
from New York on the 3d instant, and arrived at
Liverpool on Saturday, was entering the channel,
she was suddenly fired into by a small vessel resembling an English yacht.
Three shots were
fired, the third striking the vessel on the quarter.
Captain Bailey then lay to; but two more shorts
were fired after that.
man in the strange vessel
then calachised captain Bailey as to his destination
and business, and so forth; and then the yacht made
off. The same vessel was seen to cause an English
brig to lieave to and hold her in parley for half an

A

hour.

CHINA.

The ship Ann McKim, at New York, brings advices from Canton to the 25th June.
The news is of the highest importance to the civilized and commercial world.
have given a variety of extracts from Canton papers, per the New York Herald, exhibiting one
of the greatest military movements that has taken
place in Asia, since the era of Ghengis Khan,
of Alexander the great, or of JMahomet and the Ca-
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Macon, June 23, 1840. Since writing the pro- be established under the strictest form on Sunday
ceeding, yesterday, the April overland mail has next the 2Sthinst.
Two transports with troops are also left under the
closed, and we understand it has been determined
that the force shall move immediately to the north, command of the senior officer; probably with a view
without attacking the Bogue forts. The reason of of protecting this settlement, or to ulterior operathis province on the arrival of admiral Elthis must be the importance of immediately landing tions in
the troops and putting the transports out of the liot.
Charles GufzlafT, second interpreter to
The
rev.
the
that
whispered
range of the typouns. It is
Chinese are preparing to resist the English, some- H. M's commission in China has joined the Welleswhere in the neighborhood of Pekin, meanwhile ley and Mr. John Robert Morrison, the chief interCanton river is to be stricly blockaded, and all in- preter, remains, to join admiral the honorable Geo.
But it is thought that ships al- Elliot, who is daily expected with his squadron,
gress prevented.
ready in will be allowed to come out, unless pre- either direct from the Cape of Good Hope or from
vented by the Chinese. We have accounts from Trincomalee. The Blenheim 72, Blonde 42, NimCanton, 20lh June, all parties were proposing to rod 20, Wanderer 18, and the Pylades 18, have
leave, and the whole business would be finished sailed; and Pique 42, Inconstant 38, Andromache
there in ten days, by which time the Washington, 36, and Hydra, steam frigate, are expected to join
We are not H. E. in the Indian seas.
the last ship in, would be despatched.
This island bears nearly the same relation to the
yet aware if it is intended to send the Panama up.
The blockade is to commence on the 2Sth inst. The province of Chekeang as the Isle of Wight iloes to
Hampshire. In possession of this fair, fertile and
Ann McKim sails to-inorrow.
We think there is every reason to anticipate a populous spot, as head quarters and the military
long interruption to the trade, say from six to eigh- possession of this district would be a severe blow
teen months. The feeling there was, that they had to the imperial government, for part ofthe celestial
naval force enough, but that they were in want of territory would then be in the hands of strangers
some land force; and as they have not frightened the from thence a mission might be sent to the Pei-ho,
Chinese as much as they expected, we think they or north river, which is navigable for large boats up
to the city of Tung-chowf'oo, 12 miles E. by S. from
will have to wait until next season.
have Utile doubt that should a misArrival if the English. The list of arrivals in Pekin.
the Chinese waters has reference to the most im- sion be sent, as a politic and friendly preliminary
portant event that it has ever been our fortune to re- proceeding l)ecoming a civilized nation and the high
cord in the pages of the Canton Register; the pre- standing of England, it will fail; no answer will be
sence of an armed British foice in the Chinese given, much less positive and satisfactory answers.
empire to enforce reparation for injuries done to It will be ordeied away; H. M. ships will be orderBritish subjects and the restitution of spoiled British ed to leave the Chinese waters, and the British
troops to evacuate Tinghae; then, perhaps the improperty.
The first arrival of this armament was H. M. perial dragon may deign to give an answer, but not
Knper, esq. captain, between till then. In the then emergency, it rests with the
ship Alligator, 2Sth
2 and 3 A. M. on the 9th inst. in the Kapsuymoon, commanders in chief to adopt such measures to
the Chinese officers had compass the objects ofthe expedition, which are, in
that
at the very moment
sent in about eighteen fire-rafts, constructed of old the language ot lord John Russell, to obtain reparaoutside fishing boats and some cargo boats, chain- tion for the insults and injuries olfeied to her maed together two and tno, and filled with combusti- jesty's subjects, by the Chinese government; and
Ide matter of all description, to burn the Biitish in the second place, they were to obtain for the
merchants trading with China, an indemnification
shipping.
The fleet did not suffer any damages from these for the loss of their property, incurred by threats of
direction of
rafts, set adrift before the wind and tide; and they violence offered by persons under the
were speedily towed on shore by the boats of the the Chinese government; and, in the last place,
they were to obtain a certain security that persons
squadron.
Thus at the very instant of his arrival, captain and properly in future trading with China shall be
Kuper found his countrymen and the Chinese en- protected from insult or injury, and that their trade
and commerce be maintained upon a proper footing.
gaged in hostilities.

—

We

—

LATER.
We may here repeat that previous to this third
The steamship Great Western arrived at New
attempt to burn the English fleet, the Chinese goYork
inst.
in 17 days from Bristol, bringon
the
24tli
poisoned
tea,
packvernment had sent a boat load of
ed in small parcels, to be sold to the sailors; this ing London papers ofthe 6th, and Bristol ofthe 9th.
The allied forces in Syria, aided by a formidable
nefarious attempt it is reported was thus discovered:
The boat was captured by pirates, who sold her car- insurrection of the inhabitants, had in a pitched batliphs.
go to their fellow countrymen; many deaths follow- tle routed the Egyptians under Ibrahim pasha, son
The first portion of the British naval forces from ed the use of the poisoned tea; so many, indeed, of Mehemet Ali, who fled to the mountains with but
The English were beseiging St. Jean
India, arrived on the 9th of June in the Chinese that it is said the attention of the district magis- 200 followers.
waters, consisting of the Wellesley 74, Alligator 28, trates was drawn to the circumstances. Thus truly, De Arc.
Piivate letters state that gen. Hamilton had on the
Cruiser 16, with some armed steamers, with some 14
Even handed justice
night of the 5th concluded a treaty with lord Paltransports with troops.
Commands the ingredients of their poisoned chalice
merston, by which England recognizes the indepenA regular blockade of the river and port of Can- To their own lips.
of mediating
ton was notified to take effect on the 2Sth June, by
The Alligator brought the overland mail of the dence of Texas, and assumes the task
the commander of the Wellesley, J. J. Gordon Bre- 4th of March, and was followed by the hon. E. I. between Texas and IMexico.
ENGLAND.
mer, who is senior officer until the arrival of admiral company's armed steamer Madagascar, captain DiHer majesty was married on the 8th of February,
Elliot.
The Chinese, on the arrival of the squa- cey, which vessel arrived on the 6th inst. On the
people are beginning to expect almost daily, reports
dron, attempted to burn the ships by fire-rafts
but 15th and 20lh, H. M. ship Alligator and H. co's
prince of Wales. A prince
they were quietly towed ashore by the boats of the steamer Madagascar, respectively anchored in the of the appearance of the
is most ardently wished for by her majesty, rejoicsquadron.
roads and saluted the city of Macao with 19 guns,
extensive scale in that
Foreign ships would be allowed to depart unless which on both occasions was immediately returned ings will be on a much more
event, than though the stranger should prove to be of
detained by the Chinese.
by the Franciscan fort.
the opposite sex.
cargo of poisoned tea, packed in small parcels,
H. M.ship of the line Wellesley, bearing the
The express with the speech of Louis Phillippe
to be sold to the sailors, had, it was reported, been broad pennant of commodore sir James John Gorsent down by the Chinese. It was however cap- don Bremer, K. C. B. K. C. H. commander-in-chief reached London in 22 hours.
Sir Anthony Carlisle, the celebrated surgeon died
tured by pirates, and sold to tlie people, on the coast, ofthe Indian station, arrived last Sunday, the 21st
among whom, in consequence, there had been manv instant, with H. M. ships Cruizer, Algerine, Rattle- on the 2d inst. in the 73d year of his age.
There had been no material change in the markets,
deaths.
snake, troop ship, the H. E. I. company's armed
and in demand. The duty
part ofthe squadron had proceeded to the north, steamers Queen and Atalanta, and eighteen sail of money remained scarce
on wheat is 283. 8d. per quarter, and on flour 143. 2d.
the object being, as is surmised, to take possession transports in company, having on board H. .M's 49th
per bbl. The value of flour duty paid is 32s. 6d.a333
of Tmghoe district, in the province of Chekeang
26th, (Cammeronians) 18th (royal Irish) the Sepoy
bond 233.a23s. 6d. per bbl. The demand
in other words, "the island of Chusan."
This is a volunteers from Calcutta, and a detachment of sap 6d.; and in
We are happy to very limited.
"fair, fertile, and populous district," and would be pei-s and miners from Madras.
eflect of the exceedingly stringent measures
The
highest
the
arrived
in
easily subdued.
have
the
troops
report that
England, for conlracting
Every one was preparing to leave Canton, and condition of health and spirits, under the command on the part ofthe Bank of
the circulation, has been much more, sensibly felt
all foreign business would be wound up in eight or of col. Burrell; but our readers will regret to learn
previously, particularthan
week
present
the
during
indisten days.
that col. Oglander of the Cammeronians is
ly at Manchester, which may account for the less
Up to the 25th inst. no other hostilities had oc- posed.
aspect of the cotton market, the prices of
favorable
with
squadron,
the
cnrri-d.
two
of
evenine
On Monday
goods and yarns being greatly impressed.
It was reported in Canton that an edict was just some of the transports, proceeded to the northward,
Cotton, was in fair demandf^Trices had improved
published, offering rewards for capt. Elliot, and the and this morningH. M. S. Wellesley, with the rest
slightly for a day or two, but again declined, and at
mentioned
rest of the English, dead or alive.
of the squadron, except those hereafter
The appearance was, that no negotiation would stopped to the soutlmard to join the transports said the latest dates was quoted as dull. At Liverpool,
the 4th, and 3,500 bales or?
be brought about, nor any efficient action on the part to be outside, after which junction the whole squad- 4,000 bales were sold on
ofthe British beyond the blockade, for some months, ron and transports will proceed to the northward the 5th inst.
The sales for the week ended this day, amount to
as the fleet which sailed lor the north could not well
H. M. ships Druid, Volage, Hyacinth, Larne and
17,780 bales, ot which 2,900 are upland at 5a6|; 2,640
get hack if it should try.
the H. company's named steamer Madagascar, reat 5a7|; 5,150 Alabama and Mobile at 4ja
The stock of teas at Canton was entirely
enforce the blockade of the river and port Orleans
' exhaust- main to
and 620 Sea Island at I2|d.al9d. per lb.; and about
is
to
blockade
6i;
which
ed.
of Canton by all its entrances,
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affection
1,200 bales were taken on speculation early in the tude inspired in me by the testimonials of
Appointments by the president. Lewis
with which it surrounds me in these cruel moweek, said to be on American account.
B. McCarty, register of the laiidothce at Demopolis,
The stock in this port is now estimated at 453,000 ments."
There have been fearful inundations in the south Alabama, vice Thomas Simpson, resigned.
bales, against 314,000 at same period last season; the
Alexander H. Tyler, ot Maryland, to be consul
stock of American is about S6S,000 or 85,000 more of France, owing to the oveiflowing of the Rhone
and Saone. In the lower town of Lyons, many of the United States for the port of Bahia St. Salvathan it then was.
the dor, in the empire of Brazil.damaged,
and
property
was
houses
much
taken
and
all
been
nearly
had
supplies
The
Tobacco.
Henry D. Gale, of New York, to be consul of the
Virginia was in a country around was under water.
off, but there had been arrivals.
The French steamer Tage had arrived at Havre, United Slates for the port of Velasco, in the repubgood condition. In Carolina rice there was no allic
of Texas.
horses
magnificent
with
eight
from
St.
Petersburg,
potAmerican
la
teration, the quotaiion bein? 13f.
from Copenhagen, which are to draw the funeral
ashes there was nothing doing.
car on which the remains of Napoleon will be carAmong the passengers in the Great Western is
SPAIN.
Mr. Muhlenberg, and his family. C. C. CambreThe young queen of Spain, made her entry into ried from the Seine to the Invalides.
SYRIA.
leng has taken a house for three years iu St. PCMadrid, on 28th October, accompanied by gen. EsOct.
27.
Malta
Times,
From
the
She was well received.
partero.
On the lOtli instant, an engagement took place
FBANCE.
disaffection between the parties that had con- between the allied troops and those of Ibrahim and
presidential ELECTION.
completestituted the Thiers ministry had weakened their Soliman pasha, in which the latter were
Results so far as ascertained.
with 200
Aggregate vote.
opposition forces and it was now probable that the ly defeated, and took to the mountains
Electoral vote.
thousand
in
Seven
officers.
cavalry
only
two
twenty
in
and
of
Van
Harri
Fan
new ministry would have a majority
STATES.
Harrikilled, wounded and prisoners, have, from the result
Buren.
son.
the chamber upon the choice of president.
son.
46,201
The king opened the sessions in person on the of this enijagement, fallen into the power of the Maine,
46,612
10
31,919
25,483
5th with a speech, the tone of which confirmed the sublime porle.
New Hampshire,
Emir el Kasira has been named successor to the Vermont,
18,009
favorable operations in the funds and quieted all
32,445
7
nir Bechir, and was, with a large body of moun- Massachusetts, 14
The whole garrison of Paris was on
72.913
52,368
fears of a war.
ineers, in pursuit of Ibrahim pasha, who has little
3,181
foot on the occasion, one-half in the streets, the other
Rhode Island,
5,157
4
or no chance of escape.
Every thing remained quiet.
24,888
half in barracks.
Connecticut,
31,212
8
evawhich
was
are
in
possession
of
Beyrout,
Speecli of the king of the French.
212,519
New York,
225,812
42
"Gentlemen peers and deputies: I have (elt the cuated on the night of the 10th, in consequence of New Jersey,
8
necessity of assembling you round me before the or- a disposition manifested by Stopford and Bandiera Pennsylvania,
143,675
144,018
30
dinary period of the convocation of the chambers. to land troops. In order that nobody should be left, Delaware,
4,872
5.967
3
The measures which the emperor of Austria, the the sick were beaten out with slicks by their coun Maryla
28,754
33,529
queen of Great Britain, the king of Prussia, and trymen. About 2,000 in all, who remained outside Vir
the emperor of Russia have taken in concert, to the walls, re-entered the next morning, and surren- North Carolina, 15
Gen. Smith has fixed Georgia,
reo'ulate the relations between the sultan and pacha dered themselves prisoners.
31,989
40,349
11
of Egypt, have imposed serious duties upon me. I his head quarters at Beyrout.
Alabama,
The camp at Djuni bay is broken up. The only Mississippi,
have the dignity of our country at heart as much as
4
In persevering in this mo- vessels now remaining there are vice admiral Walits security and repose.
Louisiana,
5
derate and conciliatory policy of which we have ker's and two Turkish frigates, one of which, with Arkansas,
reaped the fruit for the last ten years, I have plac- 800 prisoners on board, is to be sent immediately to Tennessee,
15
ed France in a position to face the chances which Constantinople.
32,616
.58,489
Kentucky,
15
Commodore Napier, in the Powerful, and the
the course of events in the east may produce. The
124,780
148,141
Ohio,
21
extraordinary credits which have been opened with steamers Gorgon and Cyclops, have quitted Djuni
Indiana,
9
this intention will be submitted to you, and you bay to attack Tripoli.
Missouri,
By the taking of Beyrout about twenty pieces of
will appreciate the motives of them.
Michigan,
3
"I continue to hope that the general peace will artillery, with ammunition and provisions, have
not be disturbed. It is necessary for the general fallen into the possession of the allied powers.
234
44
The defeat of Ibrahim pasha. The pitched battle
and common interests of Europe, the happiness of
Necessary to a choice 148.
I with Ibrahim pasha afforded an excellent opportuits population, and the progress of civilization.
governor
has issned his proclaI
nity
maintain
it,
as
to
show
the
biavery
fidelity
Turks.
The
and
of the
Virginia.
depend upon you to assist me to
should rely upon it if the honor of France, and the Ibrahim had taken up a very strong position near mation, dechiring the Van Buren electors to be duly
raok which she holds among nations, commanded Beyrout with 3,000 men. Four thousand Turks elected. The official returns from some of the rewere sent against him uniler the command of Seliin mote counties are not yet ascertained and the exus to make new efforts.
"Peace is re-established in the north of Spain, pasha, assisted by gen. Jockmus, commodore Napier act majority is not yet known.
Alabama. The returns so far as received, show
and we congratulate ourselves on that happy result. and col. Hodges. The altack was so impetuous that
a few minutes Ibrahim was completely routed.
a Harrison majority of 2,.373, and a Harrison gain
We should see with grief that the evils of anarchy
One thousand Egyptians were made prisoners, of 3,393 on the vote of August last. The state in
came to replace (he evils of civil war.
"I have the most sincere interest in Spain; may the rest were killed and wounded, or took to flight. August gave a Van Buren majority of 7,546. There
the stability,of Isabella II, and of the institutions With respect to the general war, the Egyptian is no doubt of the success of the Van Buren tacket.
which ought to sustain the throne, pre.serve this army, at the most moderate calculation, has lost
Later. The Montgomery Advertiser gives renoble country from the long and grievous evils of 20,000 in killed wounded, prisoners and deserters turns from all the counties of the state except four
supjilement of the Eco de Orient, published at
revolutions.
viz:
11,005
•'Not having obtained fiom the Argentine repub- Smyrna on the 12th ult. contains the following news
For Van Buren,
6,305
lic the satisfaction which we have claimed, I nave from Syria: "On the morning of the 4lh ult. the
Gen. Harrison,
ordered that new forces should be added to the mountaineers, under the orders of the sheiks Francis
4,700
squadron charged to ensure respect for our rights, and George, attacked Osman paslv. and forced him
Van Buren majority,
to abandon his camp, containing his piovisions and
and protection for our interests.
The remaining counties will increase the ma"Success has crowned several important expedi- ammunition. In consequenceof this defeat Osman jority.
tions in Africa, where the valor of our soldiers has pasha fled to Balbeck, where he arrived with ordy
Mississippi. The unofficial returns in the J\'at.
been signalized two of my sons have partaken 1,000 men; the remainder either deserted or were chez Free Trader make the Harri.son majority 1,133.
Exertions are still necessary to gua- killed, wounded and made prisoners.
their perils.
Illinois remains yet in some doubt. The IlliOn the 6th ult. 800 deserters from Osman pasha's nois State Register gives relurns from all the counrantee in Algeria the safety and prosperity of our
iVIy government will know how corps arrived at the camp of Djuni.
establishments.
Osinan pasha ties in the state, and mosi of lliem official. The
pursued by the mountaineers, and there is no Van Buren majority is set down at 1,007.
to accomplish what we have undertaken
The city of Boulogne has been the theatre of a doubt but he suffered severely before he arrived
The St. Louis Republican on the contrarv, confoolish attempt, which has only served again to call the plain
tains returns from all (he counties except Hardin,
All the north of Mount Lebanon, with the ex- giving a Harrison majority of 574.
forth the devotion of the national guaids, of the
All ambition will ception of Tripoli, is in thepower of the insurgents.
army, and of the population.
fail against a monarchy founded and defended by The emir Bechir, who had been lor some time in
NATIONAL GALLERY OF MANUFACTUnES, &r.
Nolice is
communication with the allies, concluded a conthe all-powerful expression of the national will.
Patent office, November 2tWi, 1S40.
"The budget law will soon be submitted to your vention on the 5lh. ult. with the Seraskierisset pa- given that the hall in Ihe new jiatent office, for (he
examination. I have prescribed the moit severe sha and admiral Stopford. The prince of the Dru- exhibition of manufactures, is now completed. The
economy in the establishment of the ordinary ex- ses required that his life and property should be se- hall is spacious, being 273 feet long, 63 feet wide,
Events have imposed upon us unexpected cured to him and in return he engaged to serve his 30 feet high, zm\ fire proof.
penses.
master the sultan with fidelity.
charges.
I have the confidence that public prospeAgenls, whose names "are annexed, will receive
On the 8th ult. he sent his two sons as hostages, and forward, free of expense, articles which may
rity, at its extreme pitch, will permit us to support
until he could arrive himself, from which he was be deposited with them.
These articles will be
them, without affecting the state of our finances.
"Other dispositions will be presented to you of then prevented by the presence of Ibrahim pacha. classified and arranged for exhibition, and the name
public utility, in behalf of literature and education. On Ihe evening of the 5lli ult. the Turkish steam- and address of the manufacturer (with (he prices,
"Gentlemen: I have never claimed with more boat Taliiri Baliiri, having on board 600 Turkish when desired), will be carefully affixed. Few, it
earnestness and confidence your loyal co-operation. soldiers from Canstantinuple, arrived at Beyrout.
is presumed, will neglect to improve the opportuTwenty-two thousand mountaineers were under nity now presented of contributing their choicest
Anarchical passions have not been discouraged by
impotency. Under whatever form they may be arms; they were incessantly harassing the Egyp- specimens to (he national gallery of Ajiepresented, my government will find in the existing tians, and caused them serious loss. It was ex- HiCAN manufactures, wheie thousands who visit
laws, and in the firm maintenance of the public li- pected that the Egyptian army would desert in a the seat of government will witness wilh pleasure
As mass, because there was an arrear of twenty-two the progress of the arts in these United Slates.
berties, the necessary arms to put them down.
for me, in the trials imposed on me by Providence, months pay due to them.
If fairs in limited sections of our country h.ive
The Heiorine ofSinyrna, of the 12th ultimo, says excited interest, what must be the attractions of a
I can only be grateful for the protection which it
has not ceased to throw over me, as well as my that Ibrahim pasha had boon compelled to make a iKitional exhibition enriched by daily additions.
family, and to prove to France, by a never failing relrogr.ide [noveinent in consequence of the defeat
The agriculturist may be gratified lo learn that
attentiou to her interests and happiness, the grati- of Osman pasha, who defended his left wing.
commodious rooms are provided for the exhibtiof^
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and the value of those in course of completion will
exceed a million and a half of dollars.
The trade between this city and Boston is greater
and the connexion more intimate, than is generally
The vaiious staple articles of export
imagined.
from Boston, including domestic goods, boots and
shoes, oil, candles, &c. required for this market, and
which are forwarded from here for the upper country, cannot fall short of two millions of dollars.
We shall close thosa remarks with a comparative
shipmonopoly, by showing how the scarcity in one por- statement of the value of western productions
to New York and Boston.
tion of the land may be supplied from the surplus in ped from New Orleans

of agricultural inipletnems, and, also, for the reception of seeds lor exliibition or diilribution.
The commissioner of patents being authorised to
collect agricultural statistics, avails himself of this
opportunity to solicit information of the condition
and character of crops in the several sections of the
country. Those data will aid him in presenting,
with his annual report, the aggregate amount of
products of the soil, and it is hoped that the public
may be guarded in some measure from the evils of

another.

Namen of agents who tcill receive and fonoard
packages for the patent office. Collectors of the customs "at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Portland,
Maine, Burlington, Vermont, Providence, Rhode
Island, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Richmond, Charleston, Savannah, New Orleans, Detroit, Butialo,

Cleveland.
Surveyors of the customs.

Hartford, Connec-

ticut, St. Louis, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Louisville,

R. H. Eddy, Boston, Massachusetts, David Gardner, (custom house). New York.
Henry L. Ellsworth, comm'r. of patents.

TRADE AND COMMERCE.

We

copy the following inSt. Louis and Boston.
teresting article from the St. Louis Gazette of the
2l3t ult.
The two cities of the United States which are
most progressing most rapidly in population and
wealth, at the present time, in proportion to their
size, are

undoubtedly Boston and

St.

Louis, one in
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East Indies, to join the squadron. She
will touch at Rio de Janeiro, and from thence acfnr

the

company

the Conftellation.
Tlie a. S. frigate Constellation.
The following
a list of the officers attached to the U. S. frii'ate
Constellation, about to sail from Boston for "the
East India station:
is

Captain

— George Storer, esq.
—

Lieutenants Thomas Petigru, Richard A, Jones,
Henry Pinckoey, Theodore Bailey, jr. M. G. L.
Claiborne.
Acting master

—

Levin Handy.
Surgeon Stephen Rapalje.
Pursur Nathaniel Wilson.
Lieutenant of marines John G. Reynolds.
Assistant surgeons J. W. B. Greenuow, John
H. Wright.
Passed midshipmen George J. Wyche, James

—
—

—
—

—

L. Parker, Isaac N. Browne.
Professor of mathematics
A. G. Pendleton.
Captain's clerk Samuel Storer.
Midshipmen W. H. Montgomery, John Matthews, jr. J. C. Beaumont, A. W. Stebbins, J. C.
Richardson, James Wilcoxson, Earl English, John
VValcuH, Homer C. Blake, James Wiley, Charles
Waddell, Garrett V. Denniston, William Grenville
Temple, R. Morris McArran.
Acting boatswain Thomas Tyler.
Acting gunner Daniel James.
Carpenter— William E. Sheffield.
Sailmaker John Heckle.
The Enterprise. Capt. Stevenson, of the barque

—

—

—

—

—

—

Globe, arrived at Philadelphia, reports that the U.
S. schooner Enterprise, lieut. com. Ellery, had captured a short time previous to the Globe's leavin"
Pernambuco, in the harbor of Bahai,a piratical
brig, under American colors, the captain of which
escaped on shore; the brig had been sent in charge
of a piize lieutenant to Rio de Janeiro, for condemnation.

STATES OF THE UNION.

—

MAINE.

Election returns
The following is the
Official.
official vote for the several counties in Maine, for
the electors of president and vice president, as
counted by the governor and council.

COUNTIES.
York,

Harrison. Van Buren. Abolition
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Clinton
George M. Beckwith.*
Cortland Lovel G. Mickles,* Nathan Heaton.*
Chemung Jc/fcrson B. Clark.
Columbia Win. C. Mandeville, John Millham,

28,
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Washington Rock, near Bound Brook, and the northeastern point of Sourland mountain in Somerset
county the highest points of Rocky Hill, within
a few miles of this place, some high points near
Walerman Lipitl.
Pennington back of Springfield, in Essex counDelaware— C. Knapp, S. H. Keeler.
ty
near Patterson, Hackensack and Jersey city, in
Dutchess— Jonathan Akin, John Thompson, Ed- Passaic, Bergen and Hudson counties.
Bund Elmendorf.
One of the cheapest and easiest plans proposed
Erie Selh E. Hawley* Stephen, Osboni,* Carlos for making a tall fire, is to select a suitable tree, or
Emmons.*
plant a pole some 30 or 40 feet high, around which
Essex George A. Simmons.*
light wood or brush may be piled nearly to the top,
Franklin
tohn S. Etdredpe.*
on which may be placed a crate filled with shavings
Fulton Janieison S. Waid.*
Shavings or straw
or other combustible materials.
Gene.oee John Bruwnson* Isaac N. Stoddard,* might also be used to fill the space between the light
David Scott,* Samuel Richmond.*
wood and the pole all the way from the ground up
Greene TurbanU K. Cook, Daniel G. Quacken- by placing a few gallons of tar in the crate on the
bush.
top of the whole, as it runs down while the pile is
Herkimer Arphaxed Loomis, Michael Hoffman. consuming a splendid light may be kept up half an
Jetferson— \V. C. Pieipont,*
McAllister,* hour or more. All the piles should be set on fire
Joseph Webb.*
precisely at seven o'clock, to produce the greatest
Kings Jeremiah Johnson^*
Conselyea.*
effect.
Livingston R. P. Wisner,* Augustus Gibbs.*
At a meeting held in Trenton, A. Parsons, chairLewis Eliphalel Sears.
man, and R. E. Horner, secretary, it was
Madison Seiieci B. Burchard,* Oliver Pool,*
Resolved, That it be recommended to our friends
in New York, Pennsylvania and other sister states,
Daniel Van Vleck.*
Montgomery Reuben Howe, Daniel F. Nellis. to answer the beacon lights of liberty and reform
Monroe Alexander Kelsey,* Jjucius LiUey,* which will stream from the hill tops of freedom in
Knock Strong.
New Jersev, by a corresjionding evidence of joy
Niagara Peler B. Porter, jr.* Francis O. Pratt.* from their respective mountain peaks, and thereby
New York— JCdmund J. Porter, Paul Grout, D. illuminate the land, and make glad the hearts of nuE. F. Jones, II m»B. Macliy, William McMurray, merous freemen, which beat in unison with us in
Conrad Swackhammer, Solomon Towsend, C. H. consequence of our recent triumph over oppression,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wm.

—

Wm.

—

—

—

—

£ryson,J. L. O'Sullivan, Norman Hicok, George misrule and tyranny, of which New Jersey was
Wier, A. B. Datis, Absalom A. Miller.
singled out as the devoted victim.
New Jersey has a right to rejoice and cry aloud.
Ontario Alvah Worden,* Daniel Robinson,* Elisha Mills.*
She has a riglit to ask others too to rejoice with her.
[N. ¥. Express
Orleans Richard W. Gates.*
Oswego IVni. Diier,* E. B. Judson.*
PENNSYLVANIA.
Oneida Luke Hitchcock, Joseph Hallock, CalThe Lehigh coal trade, at Maiich Chunk, has
vin Dawley, Nathaniel Odeli.
closed for the season.
The final shipments from
Onondaga MosesD. Burnett,David Munro,Wm. the Mauch Chunk wharves were made on Saturday
Taylor, Wm. Fuller.
week; the cars on the rail road ceased their trips on
Oiange Gideon W. Cock, Lewis Cuddeback, Thursday, and the mules were despatched for their
Robert Sly.
winter quarters. During the season 4,733 boats
Otsego— icDJ 5. Chaifield, Joel Gillet, Olcott were despatched with 220,671 tons of coal. In the
Chamberlain.
trade of the present season the shipments fall short
Putnam
about 40,000 of 1S39, and about 50,000 short of
Queens John W. Lawrence.
each of the preceding years. The Buck mountain
W. H. Van Schoonhoven,* Claudius coal company completed their preparations last
Rensselaer
Moffit,* John TiilfV.
week, and loaded their first boat with "black diaRichmond Israel Oakley.*
mond." This company will add some 20,000 tons
Rockland— Edward D. Noyelles.
to the Mauch Chunk trade next season.
The most
Saratoga— A bijali Peck, jr.* Jesse H. Mead.*
The policy of the democratic party.
Schenectady .\braham Peano.*
important as well, probably, as the most diffiSchoharie Nicholas Beekman, Jacob C. Skill- cult thing to be done is to avoid every thing that
man.
may serve in the most distant manner to create disSeneca Oaniei Holman.
allection in our ranks. We have now gloriously triSteuben—.^Hd/cw G. ChatfieU, AVm. S. Hubbel, umphed both in the state and the union, and nothiiig
Samuel A. Johnson.
is wanted but for us to pursue a firm but cautious,
Alanson Seaman, Josiah C.Dayton.
Suffolk
prudent course to mainlain our ascendency. The
Sullivan— Wm. F. Broadhead.
first thing that will probably receive the attention
Zenas Clark, Solomon Pratt.
of our party will be to select from the hundred good
St. Lawrence
Tompkins Levi Hubbel,* Alpha H. Sl.aw.*
men and true who belonj; to it, a suitable candidate
In urging the claims of difTioga Wasliington Smith.
for our next governor.
Ulster Geo. G. Graham,* Conrad Broadhead.*
ferent individuals, the great danger to be apprehendWashington E. D. Culver,* Reuben Skinner.* ed is that each one will adhere to his favorite canAVarren George Sanlord.
didate with a tenacity that will make it difficult for
Westchester Horatio Lockwood, Joseph T. Car- him to give up for another. This is the rock upon
penter.
which there is always danger of jplitling unless
Wayne Esbon Blackmar,* John M. Holley.*
every consideration is laid aside but the piiblic good.
Yates Hearman Chapman.
It is to be hoped that the press from different parts
of the state in naming candidates who are the pre66 Whigs— 62 Van Buren.

—
—
—
—
—
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The canal trade. Flour continues to come down
in large quantities and the stock in store is heavier
than usual. The up freights have mostly been forwarded.

NEW JERSEY.
The legislature of New Jersey adjourned on the
14ih instant, to meet again on the 12th January next.
On the 13th in joint meeting, Isaac Southard was
elected state treasurer and Samuel R. Gummere
clerk in chancery, and various other county appointments were made.
Proposed bonfires, beacon lights. Sfc. Src. on revolutionary grounds, in iniiiution of the xchigs of the revoThe whigs of New Jersey liave started a
lution.
new idea for ci'lebrating the great wiiig victory.
On the tweiity-fiflh of November, the day on
which the British army, with their Hessian and refugee allies evacuated N-w York, it is proposed to
have a line of large bonfires on the prominent projecting points of high ground, from the highlands
of the Hudson river, near Jersey city, across the
state to the Delaware near Trenton, and extending
north and south through the central and other parts
of the state, acconling to the circumstances and the
nature of the ground.
Amorigthe most prominent points selected on the
east and west line, through this part of the state,
says the Princeton Whig, we have heard mention of

ference of Iheir section, will do it with patriotic determination to strip themselves of every selfish
personal consideration, and resolve cheerfully and
with a whole heart to lend his support to whomever
the duly authorised agents of the people shall consider most likely to unite every interest of the state.
Let this be done, and our party will go on from
victory lo victory and our principles will be perpe-

[Harrisburg Chronicle.

tuated.

MARYLANC.
Annapolis. The following is the census of the
ancient city as compared with the census of 1830.
1840.
1S30.
807
799
White males,
"
908
783
females,

—
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Increase of whites
"
colored

199
133
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Death of professor Davis.
of the

lottsville to the editor

A

letter

from Char-

Richmond Whig,

letter referred to gives the following particulars of

—

"The 12th of November is the anniverhis death:
sary of a celebrated rebellion which took place in
the university some three or four years ago. On
Thursday night last, the 12th, there were only two
or three who could be found to commemorate the
They went forth about 9 o'clock at night,
event.
armed with pistols and disguised with masks, &c.
After making a good deal of noise upon the lawn of
the university, they approached professor Davis'
residence, with the design, as he believed, to insult
He went out with the view of discovering
him.
who they were. He immediately came upon a very
small person, who had a mask on, and who was
otherwise disguised.
He approached him, and
reached out his hand to unmask him. The individual, without uttering a word, stepped back one or
two paces, and fired the fatal shot. Thus has been
cut down, in the vigor of intellect and the prime of
manhood, a gentleman who was an ornament to society and the pride of the university.
"It is not yet known who was the perpetrator of
student was arrested yesthis diabolical deed.
terday, and after examining a great many witnesses,
the case was adjourned over till to-morrow. The
evidence against him thus far, consistsof the vaguest
sort of suspicion."

A

U. S.

NORTH CAROLINA.
The Raleigh Register
senators.

states that

"the resignations of Messrs. Brown and Strange
have been sent in by the governor, and imanimously
accepted by the legislature, but that no movement
had been made in either house towards filling the
vacancies."

The Richmond Whig

gum

will be selected to

states that Willie P.
fill

Man-

one of the vacancies.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

A

while man sold. The South Carolina papers
give the particulars of a public sale of a white man
named Reuben Bradley, which recently took place
at Camden, in conformity to a law of that state.
It
was a case of bastardy, and he was not able to enter into recognizance lor the support of the child.
His wife bid him off for one dollar, and, it was
thought she got very badly cheated at that.

LOUISIANA.

Election returns

Adair,
Allen,

James,
Ascension,
Assumption,
Lafourche Interior,
Terrebonne,
St.

379
218
280
533
313

218
340

408
237
394
280

145
251)
86
272
Plaquemines.
250
10
Second conaressional district.
204
Iberville,
185
East Baton Rouge, 324
308
West Baton Rouge, 183
81
165
St. Tammany,
204
80
186
Washington,
16 maj.
148
Livingston,
127
207
130
172
St. Helena,
238
164
East Feliciana,
360
430
337
West Feliciana,
33 mj. 180
Point Coupee
142
134
117
Third congressional district.
Rapides,
475
382
Avoyelles,
45 mj.
155
Jell'erson,

St.

Mary,

St. Martins,

Lafayette,
Catahoula,
Caldwell,
St.

308
360 mj.
75 mj,
259

Landry,

Carroll,

Claiborne,
Natchitoches,

Ceddo,

605
159
989
438
355
359

Breathitt,

Breckenridge,
Clay,
Campbell,
Carroll,

Clarke,

567
687
201

1,055

392

Garti-r,

163

Clinton,
Daviess,

314
690
459
209

72
238
122
428
155

Estill,

Edmonson,
Fayette,
Franklin,

1,435

Fleming,
Floyd,

1,142

Garrard,

1,026

138

599
766
354
326
445
304
741
616

268
666
320
262
206
607
694
451
524

656
233

Greenup,
Green,
Grant,
Gallatin,

Grayson,
Graves,
Harrison,

Henderson,

270
36 mj.
96

Hancock,
Jefferson,

3,110

1,707

1,403

652
518
690
623
632
922

273
618
99
321
478
182
2)3
123
96
664
277
954
391
390
219
187
264
318

379

Jessamine,
Kenton,

Livingston,
Lincoln,

Logan,
Lawrence,

1,223

Laurel,

335
409

Mason,

1,556

Marion,
Mercer,
Madison,
Alontgomery,

1,145
1,318

698

625
652
478
388
260
646

Muhlenburg,
Monroe,

McCracken,
Moigan,
Meade,
Nelson,

1,208

627
552
454
465
170
357
738

Nicholas,
Ohio,

Owen,

185

504
467
729

Rockcastle,
Scott,

Shelby,

1,570

Simpson,

453
472
455
284
705
484
723
579
439
997
697

Spencer,
Trigg,
Trimble,

Woodford,

Wayne,

1145

Warren,
Washington,

6,693

151

324
491
252
541
480

173

591
202
154
740
1,010

212
310
992
421
191

927
235
4.33

291
124
495
884
136
300

122

390
354
45
77
22
797
588

1,002

384
140

427
445

178

275

300
457
404

172

198

507
65
429
410
378
560
359

419
294
169

52
437
338

148
58,489
32,616

451

]0,:iJl

32,616

25,873

Tolalnumberof

votes. 91,105. The Harri.=on maover 28 per cent, on the aggregate
vote; the largest proportion of any state iu the union.

jority

3,051 maj.

331
100
34
64
239

196
145

Hart,

Whitley,

604)

192
262
304
75
839
222
670

684
481
845
303
69

Hickman,
Hopkins,
Henry,

113^
73 mi.

411
120 mj.

139

802
489
488

165
818
428

Russell,

261

33

10

1,342

Todd,

130
)
242
2 m. 5

434
472
404

B.mj

433
730
370
69
212
484
130
114
775
347

438
393
654
807
499
214

Hardin,
Harlan,

Oldham,

35

91

466
220

Calloway,
Casey,

Pike,
Pendleton,
Pulaski,
Perry,

155

189

253
732
475
45
214

Caldwell,

Cumberland,

141

398
276
8G

377
329
279
396
473

is

a fraction

THE UNION.
OHIO.

official.

199
591
79
670

1,001
1,080

Christian,

227
406
281
106

1,216

TJriion,

Union,
Concordia,

231
13 mj.

168

279
73
116
136

436

Calcasieu,
Ouachita,

Madison,

314
316
288

87
256

843
258
465

Barren,
Bath,

Lewis,

674
211

1,126

Bullitt,

congressional election in July, ISJO.
First conf^ressional district.

Mm.

410
292
712

Butler,

Knox,

Harrison. Van Buren.
W.
2,6
1,748
1,793
173
St. Bernard,
91
72
133
St. John Baptiste,
136
St. Charles,
69
18

—

Harrison. V. B. Har. mj. V.
'18
376
142

Anderson,
Bracken,
Bourbon,
Boone,

Returns of the presidential election in November, and

Parishes.
Orleans,

1840— STATES OF

KENTUCKY.

an-

nounces the melancholy fact of the death of proHe died on Saturday from the pistol
fessor Davis.
shot he received on the Thursday previous. The

28,

The following table exhibits
Vole for electors.
the vote received by each of the electoral candidates
on the 30th ultimo, as shown by the official canvass:
Harrison
William R. Putman,

electors.

—
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MICHIGAN.
The

legislature

according to the Detroit Adverti-

ser, will stand as follows:
Senate 12 wliigs, 5 Van

Buren.
House 28 whigs, 18 Van Burea. Whig majority
on joint ballot 17.
There were no returns from Wayne county, on
account of the destruction of a ballot box, which
was left in care of a town clerk, who lost it in the
road, and it was crushed to pieces by a wagon, and
the tickets given to the winds.

A United States senator is to be elected in place
of Mr. Norvell.
The governor of Michigan has appointed Thursday, the 26th November, to be observed in that state
as a day of thanksgiving and prayer.
FLORIDA.
Apalachicola dates of the 24th ult. state that
three while men who had conneirtion with the Indians had been scented out by the bloodhounds, and
were brought in the first proof of the utility of
the dogs.

—

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.

We

continue our extracts from the remarks of
public press upon the termination of the presidential election.
tiie

from the Bangor Whig.
NATION KEDEEMED. The most

A

important

event

in the political history of a great nation has
The sun has set upon Martin
just transpired.
Van Bdren, and risen in all its moral splendor

upon William

Henry Harrison. The

consum-

mation so devoutly to be wished has been gratified.
The great hope of the American people has been
realized, and ihat event which has been ]irayed for
by millions of patriotic men is about to be witnessThe election of general Harrison is a moral
ed.
triumph a brilliant victory of men high-minded
men over corruption and power. We triumph not
over Mr. Van Buren the man, for that is no victory,
but over Mr. Van Buren the executive. We overthrow the combination, which, in the abuse of power, has centered round the executive.
We overcome the PiEelorian cohorts of the head of government, men, also, who, in their insolence of office,
and in the pride of place and fancied security, have

—

—

—

disregarded all those great lessons of justice which
should govern men to whom have been entrusted
high and responsible places.
are coming forth
from a twelve years' bondage, and the year of jubilee is just dawning upon us.
feel our triumph,
and enjoy it.
see the fanaticism and ferocity
of our opponents, and can pardon both. The sceptre has departed, and men leave their strongholds as
men who seem to have imagined they were theirs,
not by appointment and sufferance, but by light.
The power, higher than that of the e,>cecutive,
and superior to Ihat of the executive clansmen,
has risen in its majesty, and shewn itself where
the constitution designed it should be seen
in the
hands of the people. The democracy of numbers
have come forth, and, as an abused people, called
for and decreed a change
a change of men, and, to
that endj a change of administration.
The people
have confided in the administration, and that confidence has been abused. They placed Martin Van
Buren at the head of the national ship, and he has
seen her aground, and now they have decreed, at
the expiration of the voyage, when his constitutional term of service is up, to place the ship of state
under the command of a new pilot.
William Henry Harrison is the commander
of the ship, ami John Tyler is the mate. Both
of them have been tried and found faithful and e.\perienced navigators. The one has occupied almost every important position in public life, and
now his received from a grateful people the highest
favor and distinction which they can grant.
The
other has done the state some service, and they
know it. Both will do the nation great service, we
Jiredict, from the 4tli of March next.
We have confidence in the integrity and segacity
of these men, and we believe that under their administration the country will become prosperous and
happy.
have reached the foot of the hill, and
fallen to a depth from which nothing but the strong
arm of Providence could raise us, and in the arms
of Providence and the chosen instruments of its
power we are willing to trust the destinies of the
people.
Any change must be a change for the better, and such a change as we seek will be an improvement upon all Ihat we have had during the administration now, thank heaven, about to expire.
We have been called a party without principles,
but we hope soon to convince even the most unjust
of our opponents that we are not only not witliout
principles, but that we have such as will satisfy
every good man that they are the principles of wisdom and justice.
hive sought to carry out the

We

We

We

—

—

We

We

—

—
28,
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great democratic principle of achieving the "greatnot by mere proest good to the greatest number"
fession of democracy, but by the inculcation of all
those great principles which form the basis of a
good government. If we have been ambitious, this
has been the first great desire which has controlled
us; and having accomplished a great moral triumph
in the election of great and good men, we seek now,
in the language of Henry Clay, '-only to be the
humble instruments in the hands of Providence of
reconciling a divided people, and once more to revive concord and harmony in a distracted land."
wish now only to contemplate the glorious
spectacle of a free, united, prosperous and happy
people.
From the ProvUence Journal.
The election returns are now mere matters of curiosity.
The tremendous revolution in popular sentiment, which has been so long gathering, has burst
with the fury of a tempest, and scarce a vestige of
The arrogant party
loco focoism is left in it? path.
which but a short time since, secure in the possession of power, set itselfabove all sympathy with the
people, and, for the first time in the history of the
republic, declared that the government was bound
only to take care of itself, and that the people must
take care of themselves, is now in a miserable ami
contemptible minority. Of its long array of states,
only two are yet ascertained to stand faithful, and
one of these secured by an insignificant majority,
obtained through outrageous frauds in two counties.
The men who lauglied at the attempts of the people
to displace them, and who thought that they had
hedged themselves round with an impenetrable barrier of corruption, have fallen before the free votes
of their constituents.
The revolution has been achieved under every
disadvantage on the side of the people, and every
advantage on the side of the administration, and it
is consoling to think that should any future party,
grosving mad by the long possession of power, trample in like manner upon the constitution and the
laws, the present memorable contest will be looked
back to by the patriot as consoling evidence of the
virtue and intelligence and power of the people.
It will stand as a beacon-light; and while we hope it
will be sufficient to warn every future administration against the folly and wickedness which have
destroyed this, we are sure Ihat it will always show
the people that, under the constitution and in obedience to the laws, their remedy is in their own

—

We

hands.

From Ihe Daily Advertiser.
late contest. Right joyous are we that
Its character and
the campaign of 1840 is closed.
incidents will furnish matter for mortifying reflec-

The
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again, may we see citizens, native or naturalized,
so far forget the dignity of human nature as to vote
contrary to their feelings and party associations, for
fear of offending some federal aristocrat in whose
employ they may be engaged. Deeper or more
damning degradation than this, it is not easy to imagine; and base indeed must that man be, who, to
secure the treacherous smile of his aristocratic employer, will voluntarily incur it!
But enough of what has been. Be the result of
the contest favorable or otherwise, we are unmoved
except with increased conlempt for federal whigery
and its electioneering paraphernalia.
detest its
principles, scorn its treachery, and defy its power,
and, elate with the hope of conscious rectitude,
shall await with buoyant spirit the day (not distant)
of its irretrievable overthrow.

We

From

the

Neiv York Express.

No sectional divisio.n'S. The election of general Harrison has been Ihe abolition of all sectional lines in the union.
The unhappy divisions of
unknown in him. They who
advocated Mr. Van Buren as the northsouthern principles, have been signally rebuked by the people of the south, and they
who in the north attempted to convert slavery or
anti-slavery into a political question, have been not
less so. The success of gen. Harrison is the complete
abolition of all party appeals of a nature to break up
the union, and his elect'ion rivets its links stronger
than ever. He comes in not less by the support of the
non-slaveholding slates than in the slaveholdin*
states, notwithstanding earnest appeals were made
against him in the north for his vote on the Missouri
question, and as earnest an appeal in the south,
because of his nomination at Hariisburgh, chiefly
north and south are

in the south

ern

man with

by the instrumentality of the

non-slaveholdino-

°

states.

General Harrison

is

in

many respects tmon/mows/v

elected president. The states that oppose him, with
the exception of Virginia, are small states, chiefly
under the personal influence and sway of leading
men, which states have not so much supported Mr.
Van Buren as the leadeis among them, whom they
have long been accustomed to follow. Thus, South
Carolina supports, not Mr. Van Buren, but Mr. Calhoun and there can be no doubt in any reflectin''
mind that knows the small white population of that
slate and its peculiarly aristocratic composition, that
if iMr. Calhoun, the patriarch, asit were.of the S. Carolina family, had willed the support of general Harrison, the vote of the state would have been given
him, with the vote of North Carolina and Georgia.

—

Thus, loo. New Hampshire supports Isaac Hill, and
if he had willed the support of that stale for
general

Harrison, New Hampshire alone, of all Ihe northern
come reflection coupled with deep, and eastern states of Ihe union, could not have a
but unavailing regret that a people so young, so re- character and a people, and a set of principles so
putedly enlightened, should have evinced so much distinct as to vote for Mr. Van Buren. The whole
of the viciousness and corruption of older and less range of countiy, it will be observed, from Pasfavored nations. How many who have lent their samaquoddy bay to the Potomac and Mississippi
aid to the whig cause in this memorable conflict, rivers, (Illinois not yet heard from), supports Genewill yet curse the blind infatuation that led them to ral Harrison, and the vo'e of New Hampshire can
the commission of political suicide, we pretend not alone be accounted for but by the fact, that it follows
to determine; nevertheless our impression is that its state leader, without being influenced by
the
the number will not be few, nor their regret light, nation; or the questions on which the nation has inthough to them it man be unavailing. To us, the terested itself. Thus acain, Missouri follows ils
loss of the state, or of the union, will bring "no stale leader, Thomas H. Benton, for of all the slates
compunctious visitings of conscience," nor will such in the west, unless the 12,000 foreign votes of lllian event abate, in the least, our love for the princi- nois have dissevered that state from the west, Mis~
ples we have endeavored lo defend, or our detesta- souri slanils solitary and alone of all the slates in Ihe
tion of vvhigery as well as the means employed to great upper valleys of the Ohio and Mississippi.
give it a state and national ascendency.
Its principles and interests are kindred with
its sister
As a lover of freedom and good order as an ar- states of the west, and only peculiar causes, indent advocate for the supremacy of sober thought dependent of what has affecteil the union, could
over noisy, sensef-ss mummery, we sincerely hope have di.'^joined it form this union of the west.
that the political buffoonery of 1840 will ever stand
The state of Virginia gives its nominal vote to
solitary and alone, on tlie page ot history, a damn- Van Buren,— nominal we say, for Van Bnien's
maing stain on the brow of federalism, and without a jority is merely nominal and all of Ihat has come
No more may the from he navy yard at Porlsmouth, and Ihe public
parallel in all coming time.
world see coons, cabins and cider, usurp Ihe place works at Harper's Ferry. Two counties, thoii"-h
of principles, nor doggerel verse elicit a shot, while in and of Virginia, but hardly Virginian, to w7t:
argument, principle and reason are [lassed by with Rockingham and Shenandoah, have given over 2,000
No more may aijed feileralists Van Buren majority— while the masses of the old
a decisive sneer.
mock men, and insult heaven, by proclaiming them- Virginia counties, the people that make Ihe raembers
selves democrats, when every act of their political of rongress and the state legislature, have given
lives stands lorlh to brand the lie on their foreheads, their votes to general Harrison.
The power of Virin characters as indelible as truth and lasting as ginia, the recent vote has just denionstrated to be
time.
Never again, may the American people be- with the whigs. They make, and are to make, ils
the laws, and commpose its government at home:
hold the conjunction of political antipathies
and
fragments ol parties, broken olf by Ihe collisions though Virginia has given its nominal vote by a bare
and disappointments of half a century, banded to- majority to Van Btiren, yet the slate has not in point
gether, in connection with the money power, for the of fact dis.=evered herself in this respect, from the
Never, rest of the union.
prostration of the democracy of the nation.
again, may we behold tlie aristocracy here successFrom this process of reasoning, we infer, with
fully imitaling the plan of the same class in Europe sufficient accuracy, that looking to the electoral
colthe divuion of tlie leges general Harrison as it appears by them,
for the subjutjation of the many
givin*
laboring portion of the co/nmunity thereby causing the votes of Ihe Mates, has been unanimously elect^
one part ol them not only to become the authors of ed presi.lent of Ihe United Stales. And all geo-^ratheir own slaver3',but also of those fioin whom they phiral lines have been as eflectually abolishecr,
as
most unwisely, most wickedly separated. Never all opposition. From Maine to Geoigia, as the old
tion foryears to

—

—

—

—
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saying used to be, the states have been ofone mind.
The cotton planter of Georgia, and the shipping
merchant and himber dealer of Maine, have shaken
hands. Wheat and sugar-cane growers have voted
From the region of almost perpetual
for one man.
ice, to the land of the olive and the orange, there
has been but one voice. There is a concord in this
respect & national harmony so to speak, delightful
and new of late hardly known to such an extent
since the father of his country led our armies in
the field, and presided over he states. It has been
so powerful, so over-mastering over state associa-

—

I

tions and Slate pride, that this great member of the
confederacy of wliicli we are, has sacrificed a citi-

its own to the union, presenting to the world
for the first time in our history at least, the spectacle
ot a state surrendering the once chosen embodiment
of its power and its sovereignty in the person of

zen of

one of its own sons, to another state and another
citizen— for what it believed to be the good of the
whole union.
General Harrison is now the personification of
All general discord is to be
this national harmony.
hushed in his inauguration. Tlie perplexing prinalmost dismembered our
before
have
that
ciples
union, in the new re-adjustment thereof, he is to
preside over, as the executive chief in.ngisirate, not
of this state nor of that, but of the whole union.
He has no prejudices to indulge, no section of the
union to look to with more favor than to the whole,
no principles of this end of the confederacy or of
no more the friend of the planter
that to further
than of the manufacturer, nor of the fanner than of

—

the mechanic.

of such considerations as this canbe exaggerated, when we dwell upon the condiwhich he will find the treasury, the revenue,
the public lands, the patronage and the general prinAn empty treasury will
ciples of the government.
be laid before him, and a revenue must be raised by
common ami universal consent. A laritf is to be
re-adjusted by union of the north, the south and
lor there must be mure revenue to pay olf
the west
the debts of the government, and to meet the expenses of the government. No man can indulge the
idea of running in debt by a systematic issue of treasury notes. The public larwls so often in danger of

The importance

tiot

tion in

—

being the prey of demagogues and politicians, must
be snatched from all such perils forever. Above all,
the tone and tenor of the government must be reWhat
stored to the Washington and Madison eras.
is now a monarchy, must be reconverted into a re-

—

Power must be made to flow in its old chanpublic.
nels FROM the people, or the representatives of the
people, and not from the executive fount. To regulate and effect all things, will require all the popularity and all the strength of general Harrison's administration; and if he can effect theui, he will hove
been one of the greatest benefactors of his country,
ranking next to Washington.

From
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changes must take place for a further embittering
of that party spirit that for twelve years past, under
an unrelenting, and fanatic administration, has poisoned the social relations of life, and made politics
the primary business of the country.
As whigs let us rejoice over our great, our prodigious victory with calmness and moderation.
have won so much we can aflbrd the largest magGeneral Harrison, no doubt, will restore
imity.
the country to the condition in which general Jackstable and equal currency will
son found it.
?oon follow his administration of the government.
He comes in with an immense popularitj', and will
have ample )iower to carry out all his well known
His adversaries have sadly undervalued
principles.
him, and his friends have hardly sufficiently esteembut it will soon be seen by all, that with
ed him
fewer faults than fall to the lot of most men, he has

the same.

The great result. No earthly doubt now remaining of the election of general Harrison president of the United States, gloom and despondency
have naturally seized hold ot the Van Buren party
and we must say, we have never seen men so disappointed and chagrined. Thousands of them have

—

We

gusting gang of aristocrats that ever attempted to
oppress the people. Let him leave the democracy,
and as he walks the stieet, his very looks will speak
he will be pointed at by the faithhis degradation
ful and bold, as one around whose neck the gold
as a living
chain of corruption has been rivetted
automaton and self-acting tool of his country's worst
enemies.

—

—
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the

New

York American, Nov.

16.
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The peaceful working of our political machinery
has never been more strikingly and creditably illustrated than in the quiet and ready acquiescence with
which the result of the heated and protracted conBut a few short
test for the presidency is received.
days ago, all the passions, interests and prejudices
of millions of freemen were in full and opposing
play
and fierce, indeed, was the struggle yet now,
when, through the efficient instrumentality of little
printed paper, placed, with due formalily, in
bits
of
and though he may
as many virtues as any man
decision of the majodo nothing dazzling or dashing, yet his good com- some little wooden boxes, the
these millions is ascertained, the storm subrity
of
education,
his
long
political
mon sense, his sound
sides at once, the hoarse voice of controversy ceases
acquaintance with mankind, and the springs of hu
supremacy of the law, which
action, will soon put the republic on the and all men bow to the
„.a"n
have made and agreed to abide by.
ri^ht track, and proper men on board the ship of themselves
confess our pride in |)oiniing to this spectaclB
g(^(g
Mr Van Buren hasbeen signally rebukedby the 42 which has in it so much moral subhmity— and which
the capacity of
voles of his own state. He abused the power these goes so far to prove to all doubters
Hegoes man for self-government.
votes gave him, and they now recall him.
the
recent concharacleristic
of
another
There
is
back to Kinderbook, with the record of no good
as we read it, to the friends
done, with no claim for sympathy here, or elsewhere, test, not less consolatory
republican
institutions; we
liberty
and
republican
of
dispower,
and
abuses
of
by
repeated
dishonored
great deal we
o-raced bv the signal condemnation of an immense mean ihe great increase of vote,«.
know has been said, without being believed, about
majority of his fellow citizens.
gold,
of
"laying
pipe," and
British
of
influence
the
From the New York Era, Nov. 9.
"Truth crushed to earth must rise again." oilier mere partizan solaces under defeat but the
interest exthat
the
intense
be,
hold
to
real
truth
we
adoption
of
our
constithe
For the first time, since
class and brought
tution, a democratic president has been defeated cited by this election reached every
to the polls, in every slate, theusands who too comwhen placed before the people for re-election.
obligation of
and
sacred
high
the
neglect
monly
Whatever may have been the immediate causes in
producing such an nnrepublican anomaly infamous voting; and thus have the aggregate numbers been
swelled.
where
every
debauching
the
minds
fiauds upon the ballot boxes,
It will be perceived, on examining most of the reof a portion of our population by bribery, direct or
have lost the battle,
indirect, or deceiving them by the veriest falsehoods turns, that the defeated party
and sophisms that were ever uttered the hidden not so much by any diminution of Iheir former vote,
influence that has incited the opposition in their des- as by a large accession to ours; and this accession
perate efl'orts cannot but alarm many, and particu- comes, as we believe, for the most part, from a class
orderly citizens, who, undei ordilarly those who, laboring under an ignoble infatua- of retiring, quiet,
nary circumstances, content themselves with mindalienated themselves from their first love.
Painful and mortifying as the reflection is to the ing Iheir own business, and interfere not at all with
mind of every true patriot discouraging as it must that of Ihe state or with politics, so long as the state
do not
and politics do not interfere with them.
be to the advocates of popular liberty in either he
misphere fatal as it may prove to the stability of justify this neglect for so we must call it of a high
our governmental fabric we trust in heaven that trust committed to every freeman, not for himself
the obsequiousness to wealth that has marked the alone, but for the community of which he forms a
conduct of those who have turned the scale against part. On Ihe contrary, we condemn it utterly; but
us will not become habitual with any great portion it is nevertheless a fact that such a class does exist,
and the consolation we draw from if is, that although
of the true people.
The opponents of the democratic party have not indifferent generally to political contests, there are
they deserve no cre- occasions and abuses which will draw them from
fought a bold and manly fight
their neutrality, and enlist Ihem warmly in the dedit tor the advantage they have obtained over us
they have had resort to a system of ambuscade dis- fence of the institutions, liberty or prosperity of
reputable to them as individuals, and which will their country, when these are seriously menaced.
It is on this hypothesis we account for the greatly
hereafter be brought up in judgment against them as
The democracy entered increased vote every where; and since all cannot be
a pally with fatal effect.
prevailed upon at ail limes lo exercise their political
the field as an unariued philosopher and politician
bringing with them tkuth without a spear, and ar- franchise, it is, we repeat, not without consolation
gument unbacked with artillery. Mighty as truth to reflect that this reserve corps may at least-be al-
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and argument are, in this conflict, they have been ways relied upon lo make a stand, at an emerprostrated. Never was a party so armed in right, as gency, for right and liberty.
was the democratic party. But the unwelcome truths From, the N. Y. Courier and Enquirer, of Nov. 11.
of
sums
ment of parly hopes, is the loss of
The recent revolution in this country bears the
were
money. One of Iheir papers, for example began that were fold the troublesome arguments that
were not permitted to impede the pro- strongest possible testimony to the value nf repubadvanced
and
Pennsylvania,
stale
of
witli 15,000 upon the
institutions, and the permanence of our constilican
Britain,
with
her
powanother, the Standard, even when it migiit well have gress of the money power.
system. Men had become apprehensive
known of defeat a! home, flattered its partisans with erful but insidious influence, always successful when tutional government could sustain itself by corrupour
that
determined
particular
object,
directed
lo
a
purposely
known
false hopes, if it did not keep back well
corrupt the stronger it would
The Evening Post too all the while fretting upon a reversal of our governmental policy, and her tion; and that the more
facts.
We be. They began to despair of purifying our admitools and cormorants here obeyed the behest.
at whig papers lor an alleged manufacture of elecagencies;
and it was feared that
pacific
nistration
by
fraud
falsehood
has
The force of
and
are defeated.
tion news, seemed to manufacture news for itself, it
indispensaThe Boston Mornins Post, with thrown us in a nominal minority, much to our disap- an appeal to force would be ultimately
it did not in fact.
system
to its old integour
restoration
of
to
Ihe
ble
consolation,
We
have
this
one
pointment
and
regret.
before
Cull returns from a large part of New Yoik
untruths however, this one invaluable legacy to leave to our rity. When they saw the violence of Ihe administrait on Saturday, was publishing monstrous
children; that in the great political contest of 1840, tion, its disregard of public opinion, its assaults upon
to influence the Massachusells election coming otf
instilutions, and its general
Thus added to the chagrin of being beaten when the whole money power of our own country and slate credit and stale
to-day.
the bearing of insolent and arbitrary absolutism; they
by open advcrsari. s. is the |)ainof having been duped Britain was arrayed against Martin Van Buren,
hesitate as to the verdict which an honest
could
not
of
democratic
statesman
pure
canilidate
ihe
parly,
the
friends.

been duped by their organs into a mad confidence,
and into liirge'bels, and thus added to the disappointlargf'

—

by professed

We

are well aware, that for the whigs, if defeated
there would have been no sympathy, but that there
was in preparation lor Ihem a series of outrages upon
do not
their feelings if not upon their propertywish, however, to add one item of aftiiclion to what
the members of the administration party must feel.

We

many worthy men among them, worthy
life, whose love of, or possession of, office
has drawn Ihem into political extremes, hut with

There

are
in private

wage. We wish
such we have no
Let us act tog.
to shake hands and be a! peace.
now if we can, for the common good of our comfurther conflict to

offices has been perverted
it was the pay of par
tisanship, it cannot be expected that such places car
be retained, but there is no cause even though such

mon

country.

Where

to political purposes,

where

—

whom threats could not intimidate, nor Ihe lure ol wealth betray from the path
of duty, that in such a battle their sire at least was
This
true to the principles of democratic liberty.
we hope is an universal sentiment among the members of the democratic party.
Is there one who
who will permit
will be broken down to the yoke
his
the energy of independence to be weakened
manly spirit tamed? If there be, bring him out, and
let us scan him from head to foot.
Unlike the being he once appeared to be, ranging the field of political philosophy, delighting in liberty, and fearless
of man, let him crawl in the snares -let him voluntarily enter the cage
and let his masters teach him
to stand upon his head, and play fantastic tricks, lor
the amusement of the most conleHiptible and disand unsullied, the man

—

—

—

—

unbiased jury of Ihe people would render upon
But the patronage of government was
It paid and fed more than an hundred
thousand individuals, interested lo sustain it whether
right or wrong.
These men were a standing committee of vigilance, with their ramifications and correspondence reaching Ihe most obscure villages of
the country; and were all to be moved lo harmonious
and co-operative action by a word or sign from the
Under ordinary circentral power at Wasliinglon.
cumstances, such a phalanx would be quite invincible.
If government were honestly and wisely administered, Ihe officeholders might have every thing
their own way without molestation or rebuke. The
only interesl of the people is in being well governed. As long 83 they are protected in tbeir
anil
its

merits.

immense.
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personal rights and liberties, and see the institutions
(hey have inherited sustained in their original vigor,
(hey care not whether one manor another may be
the chief executive magistrate of tlie country.
desperate struggle has taken place of late between
the constituency and the crown.
All the resources
of corruption have been applied to the elections; the
influence and patronage of government have been
exerted to the utmost; all its janissaries have been
under lull pay and in full employment; and the battle of the people has been gloriously won.
The
experiment of sustaining abuse by corruption has
been tried by Mr. Van Bhren- and has signally
It has been demonstrated that the honesty
failed.
and intelligence of the people are an overmatch for
the lures and seduction of official patronage and
power. The overwhelming majority by which the
citizens of this republic havecoudemned'their weak
and profligate rulers, teaches ns that a corrupt administration cannot stand in this country; and that
what the PEOPLE WILL they can accomplish.
Another gratifying indication of the recent election is the evidence it furnishes of an improved mutual understanding between the different sections of
the country.
It has been a part of Mr. Van Buken's policy to conquer the WHiGsby division.
He has fostered local prejudices, jealousies and agitations.
He has spared no effort to incense the
south against the north on the questions of abolition
and the t.iriS'. His emissaries in this quarter have
been busy in exciting ill blood against the south;
and the vain hope was entertained of creating a serious diversion from the whig ranks by the antislavery nomination for the presidency.
The machinery of southern commercial conventions for the
last two or three years has been managed with reference to this question. The sub-treasury has been
urged, on the express ground that it would be beneficial to the south at the expense of the north.
In
every quarter there has been a movement intended
to array section against section, and interest against
interest; in the belief that the whigs might be thus
broken up and conquered, while the bond of a common interest would be strong enough to keep the
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This commentary on republican institutions appears in a journal in the confidence of the federal
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appreciate its momentous consequences, by abstaining from any otiier expression
of out joy and gratitude than may accord with a

—

—

I

we

that

executive; and receiving many thousands annually
from the treasury of the United States. This jour- Tictory which is to restore tranquillity to
distracted
nal is sent at the public expense to all our foreign councils, peace to an agitated country,
hope and
legations, and is read at every court in the civilized happiness to an afflicted people.
world.
A few months since it put on record that
From the Pennsyloanian.
general Harrison, in all his battles, was a4ugitive
We copy below a very just and able article from
from the British aims. For weeks it has been fill- the New York Evening Post, as to what has been
ed with the foullest libels on the character and con- decided by the result of the recent election beyond
duct of thisillu.itrions soldier, and with the grossest a mere change of men. It shews clearly the
utter
perversions of our national history. There is no lack on the part of Harrisonism, of any thing like
stain on Mr. Van Buren's personal or public ca- the higher political aims upon which parties
genereer more disgriicelul than the fact that he has em- rally are and always should be organized.
When
ployed the public money, in lecompensing venal citizens go to the polls the presumption is that they
scribblers for the base depreciation of a competitor have other motives for voting than the mere
personfor the presidential chair.
Whatever pretensions al elevation or depression of this man and the other
Mr. Van Buren may have had at any time to the man something beyond individuals and have princharacter of a "gentleman" henceforth he must be ciples and measures in contemplation
that they
content to abandon them. He has encouraged and are not only opposed to certain doctrines and
cer-

stimulated a warfare upon general Harrison,
which has been waged with the weapons of calumny and falsehood. If he had conducted tlie
contest with decency, no one could have complained of any severity of censure and invective. But
he has employed mean instruments, and exhibited
a malignant spirit; and, what is worse, he will not
learn wisdom in the rebuke that has been administered by the American people.
Mr. Van Bure.n now insults the freemen of this
republic by announcing through his official organ
that the election of general Harrison has been
carried by the agency of money.
It is the result
of bribery and corruption, falsehood and fraud. The
electoral college has been packed by British gold.
The 13,000 majority in
York, the 10,000 in
Indiana and Vermont, the 20,000 in Kentucky,
the 15,000 in Massachusetts, the 25,000 in Ohio,
have all been bribed and bought by British brokers
and bankers. So little virtue is there in the American people, that they can be purchased by thousands and tens of thousands. Such a farce and
mockery is republican government, that the most
overwhelming majority of popular sulfiages is only
TORIES united.
an indication and proof of corruption and fraud!
What is proved by the result? How it laughs to This is the aspect in which the recent election is
scorn the factious tirades of Mr. Van Buren in the considered by the administration, and presented to
columns of the Washington Globe.' How little has the wonder and indignation of mankind!
been effected by the w-ild outcry of the Richmond
From the stand assumed by the Globe, we are
Enquirer against the abolitionism of general Har- almost induced to believe that Mr. Van Buren
bison! How utterly unavailing have been the ap- will occupy similar ground in his message at the
peals of Calhoun, McDuffie, PicEENsand their next session of congress.
He will read us a lecture
associates to the fears and interests of the south!
on horrible disclosures and abominable frauds! He
find Georgia allying herself with Jl/ame
Vir- will tell us that the whole country has been bought
ginia taking her stand side by side with ilnssadm- up, and that with the exception of himself, Mr.
sells
Norlh Carolina echoing back the whig thun- Butler, Stevenson, Kendall, Blair, Edder from A^ew I'ork. The elfortsofthe administiation monds, and few other worthies of similar immacuto sow discord and animosity have not only com- late reputation, there are no honest men in the
pletely failed— they have brought about a result the country.
The cities, he will tell us, instead of bevery opposite of that which was intended.
More ing "sores on the body politic" are the only seats
closely than ever before are the north and south of intelligence and virtue; and the agiicultural disunited
in feelings, interests and hopes. They have tricts, the homes of the hardy native yeomanry, are
rallied on a common ground of restor.a.tion and the abodes of profligacy and corruption.
The elecPURIFICATION and are willing to lay aside all less tion in his eyes, is a "mockery." The ballot box
worthy considerations, devote themselves to the ac- is only an engine of fraud. The system of repubcomplishment of this great work, and adjust all lican administration is a farce and a failure!
questions of ditference and dissent at a more filling
We are not surprised at these rabid manifestaperiod.
Never before have we witnessed through- tions of the official press. Our hope is that they
out the country a spirit that augurs so well for the will induce no corresponding violence in the whig
perpetuity of the union, as that which now ani- journals.
have achieved a splendid victory
mates the heart of the great whig party.
over the corruption and abuses of government.
As nothing but a mighty necessity could have popular triumph has been won, without parallel or
produced this extraordinary state of the public mind precedent in history. Let us so enjoy its fruits, as
—we have no fears that it will be lightly disturbed. to prove ourselves worthy of our brilliant success.
The sympathy and union between the now dominant
high responsibility now rests upon the whig
party of the south and the north, will give a tone party of the union.
They come into power when
and color to the policy of general Harrison's ad- the people are impoverished and oppressed. The
ministration, and will cement interests and attach- republic groans under the burdens which have been
ments too strongly to be easily dissevered. Great imposed upon it. To restore its institutions, and
conflicting questions will be adjusted in a spirit of reinvigorate its shattered system, will require time
concession and compromise.
shall see no vio- and patience
prudence and wisdom. The boldest
lent wars waged of local prejudices and passions.
statesman may well shrink from the great work of
We shall hear nothing more of reducing the free la- restoring shape andsymiuelry from the chaos which
bor of the north to the level of southern slavery; nor has been piled up about us by the ten years labor of
of letting loose upon the south the fanaticism of these architects of ruin.
northern abolition.
We may look forward in exWe hope therefore that the whigs will enter
ulting confidence to an era of peace, union and calmly and with dignity on the career that is beProsperity.
The joy with which every patriot must
fore them.
From the same of November 12.
contemplate their glorious achievements is too saIt is announced by the official organ of the federal cred to waite itself in the idle exultation of ordiitary
executive that general Harrison has been elected triumph. Our victory is itself its own best celeto the presidency of the United States; with an in- bration.
We cannot add to it, by festival or boistunation that the result has been obtained by a pro- terous rejoicings
by piccessions or ilkimirjatious,
cess which does not entitle it to he called an elec- or the burning of gunpowder, or the blaze of bontion.
"It is," says the IVashington Globe, "a moc- fires.
We have no heart for such manifestations of
kery to call this an election.
It is a result brought
the earnest and devout gratitude in which we conabout, not by the free action of the popular will, template the perils that have surrounded us, and
resulting from the popular intelligence, but in de- the success with which we have defied and vanfiance of it.
It is the first instance in our republic quished tliem.
Never before, since the institution
of the triumph of the power of money over the in- ot governments, have a people won a victory over
telligence of the country."
POWER thus glorious and bloodless. Let us show
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tain actions, but are likewise in favor of a particular

course of government, which they desire to see put
in practice.
All this appears, on one side at least,
have been lost sight of in the past contest. It is
true that in sections of the country, but not in every
part of it, the rallying cry was hostility to Martin
Van Buren and the independent treasury, but nothing but intangible, misty generalities. Here heard
of in connexion with the name of Harrison. It
was merely Harrison— Harrison and nothing. The
name was not, and is not, identified with a singla
principle or outline of action.
There was opposition, to be sure, to the present constitutional mode
of collecting and guarding the public revenue; but
not a hint at a substitute.
There was to be no conto

seemed; no responsibility to
the people on the part of those entrusted with the
money of the people; but it was impossible to learn
whether a national bank or state banks, were to take
the place of existing arrangements, and it was equally impossible to ascertain the kind of cuiTency to be
recired in place of gold and silver, for public dues
whether it was to be paper depreciated five per cent.
or;paper depreciated twenty per cent.
Such was
the case throughout, and, though this shootingin the
dark and riding without saddle or bridle has for once
proved an effective mode of electioneering, yet we
must say that it does not appear either rational or
creditable:
stitutional treasury,it

From the N. Y. Evening Post.
victory has been won by the enemies of the
democratic parly; but wdiat has been decidt-d by it,
beyond a change of men in office? Upon whafqriestion of goverumeut or legislation has the nation
given its judgment by electing Harrison? Let us

A

see.

So far as the election was influenced by corrupt
means so far as it was bought with money, which
eveiy body knows was used more profuse vastly
moie^by the whigs tlran ever before by any parly in
the United States, nothing is decided.
There exists
in some quarters a frightf'ul looseness of morality in
regard to corrupt voting, greater than any ever
known in this couritry, anC of this the whigs by
means of the immense funds which they raised,°\\ ere
enabled to take advantage.
But although the whig vote was greatly increased
by these foul practices, we are not willing to believe

—

majority was owing to this cause.
There
prevails throughout the country much discontent
with the state of the times.
The whig party exerted
themsilves to aggravate that discontent and to turn
it against the administration, and have been
in a
great degree successful. They made inanv honest
people believe that because the hard tiiiies and
the low prices came on under the administralion
of Van Buren, that Van Buren was the cause of
the hard times and low prices.
They reasoned precisely as the wortliy fisherman on Long Island
their

Sound, who used to affirm that the building of a certain light house was the cause of the spotted fever,
because the liglit house « as built and the spotted
fever prevailnd in the very same year. A vast many
people, of right intentions but weak heads, were foolthis kind of reasoning, and made up their minds
change was necessary, or at least that it would
be well to try a change of administration by way of

ed by

that a

experiment.

Allowing all due weight toolhercauses, we believe
that this will be found to have wrought by far the
greatest effect in giving the majority lor the moment,
to the anti democratic party.
Supposing this to be
Ihe case, the question recurs, upon what question,
upon what great public measure or course of measures has the nation in electing Harrison, pronounced its opinion?
Not surely on the question of a national bank.
The whigs would not allow that question to be presented to the people, would not admit that it was involved in the election, and not only kept it out of
sight, but in some iiistances vehemently and angrily
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of her, and chooses her ally far away among tlie
it otherwise, which
disowned it. No doubt many of their leaders, jier- of it. We would fain
Louisiana prefers to go with
but what "can't be cured must White mountains.
liaps most of tliem, are in favor of a national banlt, no one will doubt;
Maine rather than with Arkansas Ohio reaches
submit
with
as
good
powbe
endured."
We
must
a
in
coining
into
steps
their
first
and that one of
out a long arm over Virginia, and shakes hands with
er, will be to propose such an instimticm; but the grace as possible, notwithstanding the dishonest
opponets, by which North Carolina.
Eeople are not with Ihein, on that subject the people means used on the part of our
But these results may show also the power of
y electing Ihem, have given them no such authori- Ihe result has been brought about, and with a much
clear and un- party discipline and political alliances.
In asking
ty, and will yield them no support in carrying it into better grace than they submitted to a
why
legal
votes
of
South Carolina has adhered to the administrarmbouglit
and
doubted
decision
of
the
etlect.
Has the present election decided Ihe con- the country. We will not, as they did, "proclaim tion, one need be at no loss for an answer. If there
Ao'ain.
we will not, as our oppo- be one state in the union which formerly displayed
troversy in regard to internal improvements by tlie war upon the threshold"
general governinent; By no means. That point nents did, on the election of the great Jackson, more than usual hostility against the men and the
the whig party would not discuss, they presented no proclaim "war to the knife, and the knife to the measures of the lately dominant party, that state
We will not oppose them merely for tli^ was South Carolina. The language of the press,
doctrine in relation to that policy, and went into no iiilt."
argument either for or against it. Nor have the peo- sake of opposition, and that, too, at the sacrifice of the speeches of her public men, abounding in deunrelentple by this election pronounced upon the question the honor and interests of our country, as they have nunciations and invective, fierce, bitter,
this.
Whether Mr. Calhoun
of a protective tarilf. That subject, also, the whig done; for however much we may be devoted to our ing, demonstrated
Nor has party and its principles, and however much our has abused Ihe influence which his great abilities
orators and organs have left untouched.
gave him in his native state,
the majority decided in favor of an assumption of the heart may be set upon its triumph, we would not and personal authority
debts of the stales, by the general government. peril one iota of our country's glory, or the happi- in drawing her over to confirm a coalition between
EvcD in the teeth of opinions mainlained by their ness and prosperity of any portion of our people, himself and the administration which he had so unWe will sparingly condemned, is a question which the people
journals a year since, the whigs have fiercely, loudly to improperly forward their advancement.
and universally denied that they are chargeable with wait to see some indications of the course which is of the state themselves must judge of. Perhaps the
to
be
pursued
in
Ihe
capacity
personal influence of a prominent citizen in Misby
the
man
who,
when
project.
any such
Even the independent treasury question has not of a caiifliilate forthe sutii'ages of the people, refused souri and of another in New Hampshire constituted
been fairly put before the people of the Uniled Slates to make any declarations for "Ihe public eye." We the principal bond of coalescence which united
In the southern shall desire to see whether "Daniel of the north," or those states also with the political fortunes of Mr.
for their de<:ision in this election.
states the opposition to IVIr. Van Biiren has not been "Harry of the west," is to be his right hand man Van Buken, rather than any natural affinity beindependent
treasury and take the place of his "confidential com miltee." tween their interests and the policy of his adminisThe
ground.
that
put upon
scheme is rather popular in that quarter. Here, at We shall be anxious to see what part Thaddeus tration.
But if these individual instances show the force
the north, that question has been shoved aside by Stephens and other politicians of his cast are to
what part Fran- of paity organization and alliances among leaders,
other issues, such as whether gen. Harrison fought have in moulding the nose of wax;
well or not and every where the topic most insist. cis Granger, lieutenant governor Bradish and Wil- the grand result demonstrates how ineffectual such
ed upon has been that the times are hard, and that liam Slade are to have in shaping his course. Much devices are to keep down or control the mighty
they may probably be mended by a change of ad- must be expected to depend upon the first arrange- power-of the popular will. The cunning and the
ments wiih reference to the course to be pursued, wise in their own conceit are confounded in the
ministration.
Nothin" therefore has been decided b)' till.'! elec- or may be expected to be pursued. For some of midst of their stratagems. They leave out in their
tion, except that Mr. Van Buren and his friends go the developments, which must soon be made, we calculations one item which proves to be large
What- enough to overbalance the whole sum of their estiout, and general Harrison and his keepers come in. shall, therefore, wait with much anxiety.
The whi" prints would allow nothing else to be set- ever course may be adopted in the matter, one thing mates and that indeed is an item which cannot be
they put forth no doctrines, proposed no course is very certain, it must have the effect of scattering reckoned in figures. The spirit of independence ill
tled
of policy, and would not even permit their candidate to the four winds Ihe system which has hitherto the people^tlie determination to vindicate their own
been pursued, of making no "developments for the power of rule, when those to whom they entrust it
to maUe any declaration of his opinions.
The democratic parly cannot therefore be said to public eye," and will display in colors as distinct have abused it this constitutes an element which
have sutfered any defeat from which it may not as the mid-day sun, and in tones more expressive politicians know not how to guage. To this we are
than language can convey, how far the people have to look if we would ascertain the operative cause of
It has been beaten in the organizaeasily recover.
tion and its candidates, it has not been beaten in its been cajoled and cheated by the non-committal the great and glorious revolution just accomplished.
From the Nutinnal Intelligencer.
doctrines or the great measure by which these policy pursued by the opposition, to steal into
Against these, the power.
The party of the present administration have so
doctrines are put in practice.
We shall be not a little anxious also, to see how long had possession of the power and patronage of
factions who compose the whig party have not dared
openly to oppose themselves. In that most impor- they will reconcile their course with the many im- the government, and have been accustomed to use
tant respect our party is yet iinconquered, unharmed, plied promises they have made in their denuncia- and abuse them so exclusively for their own benefit,
and able to make head against enemies willi all the tions against the present administration. II is how- that they know not how to brook defeat^ and rail at
ever, to be recollected, that general Harrison, in one their overthrow as if they had a prescriptive right
stren;;th and hope of its proudest days.
The Willi's have a didicult task before Iheni they of his electioneering speeches, by way of apology, to the government of the country, and had been dishave to satisfy the speculators who are eager to for refusing to make any avowals respecting his possessed of a title in fee.
Invested with every advantage, direct and indibring back the times of 1S36: they have to satisfy views and purposes, remarked, that those who made
Considering rect, which could be gained Ironi the vast power and
the fliends of a national bank; they must do some- the most promises, told the most lies.
thin" to content the projectors of great lines of com- his connection with the party having Ihe control of patronage of the government, employed in the most
munication between the states; they must adopt some nearly all the banking institutions of the country, lavish and unscrupulous manner for party ends,
measures to suit the interests of the holders of state and considering, also, that very many of those insti- they entered upon the campaign with all the confislocks; they must appease those, who clamor for tutions have violated their promises with perfect dence inspired by their resources and habitual vicprotective duties; and sienerally, they must lake a impunity, and have been applauded and supported tory. They were opposed by a party unaided by
course which will meet the views ol that large class, by the federal party for their perfidy, there was, any extraneous resources, and with no reliance but
the nucleus of the whig party, who hold to a free perhaps, in that particular at least, much truth and in the justice and purity of their cause and aims; a
and ingenious constructions of the constitution a propriety in his remark, that those who made the resolution invigorated by the knowledge that failure
It is neverthewould be ruin to their country, and stimulated by
strong and splendid government, abundance of legis- most •'promises" told the most lies.
The issue
lative interference, and a consequent multiplication less to be expected, that those who have been in- proscription, perseculion and insult.
of officers. All those who look anxiously for theJe duced to give their sripport to Ihe federal cause, in thus made, the battle was fought, and never in the
changes, and will exert themselves to the utmost to consequence of the complainis which have been history of parties has a defeat been more signal oH
biing'tliem about, are in the ranks of the wliigp.nrty. urged by them against the present adminislialion, one hand, and a victory more complete on the other.
This victory proclaims in tones both deep and
What w ill Ihc new adminislration do to salisly their will expect them to pursue such a course as will
ea^er desires! The people are not prepared lor any have the effect to remedy the evils of which they loud the universal condemnation of the party in
They will find power, by those v\ho alone have Ihe right to judge,
of^tliese plans, which have been studiously kept have been so loudly complaining.
out of sight by those who cherished Ihein, and if out, or we are much mistaken, that the "chuttge" and by eveiy motive which can influence an incorthe new irovcrnment is bold enough to adopt them, which they have been seeking with so much indus- ruptible people to judge riglitfully.
minority before the end of ils try, will be such an one as they little dreampt of,
Under the circumstances of the case, it seems to
it will fiird itself in a
and one too, which, in their calculations, will us that a silent submission to Ihe will of the people,
first \ ear.
thoroughly convince them, that a man, or a parly so emphatically expressed, and from which there is
From the Bultiinore Repulihcan.
The tast the present. In the great polili- who have no principles lor the "public eye," but no recognised appeal ought to be the course of our
But they seem to put that power at
cal battle which has juat terminated, our enemies who, to gain their ends are all things to all men, adversaries.
have been loo expert in "Mi/i'iff;ii/'e-«" and "f/;m- are unworthy to he trusted, and never to be depend defiance, by an impeachment of its authority, and
It needs no prophet to foretell the speedy an appeal to their own discomfited parly for redress;
niiig- yarn," for plain hones! democrats who ask for ed upon.
and desire nothing but fair and upright dealing. and certain tlissolution of a party composed of such charging Ihe people with bribery and corruption
Like the British during the war of the revolution, antagonistical views and principles as that of the and ignorance, who, by stern firmness, with which
they have succeeded in employing a horde of Swiss opposition. And therefore we take no credit for they have expelled the "spoilers," have proved that
mercenaries, who always fight for those who p.iij our prediction.', for all must see the utter impossi- they could neilher be corrupted nor longer deludthe same people whom their defeated calumbest, regardless of principle, honor or honesty.— bility of creating a unity of feeling and of action in ed
Those with whom our fathers had to contend, sold so holerogenioiis a mass; and without such unity of niators have so often eulogized as pure, inlelligetit ^
This is arlding insult to injury, I
their blood for money, and thrse willi whom we have feeling, sentiment and action, like the house "divid- and incorruptible.
and its only effect will be to alienate from them still I
to contend have sold their comiictices for a similar ed against itself" it cannot stand.
From the Bal'imore .American.
further the honest and independent portion of thai
reward. Those who employed them in both cases
A view of the political complexions of the dif PEOPLE, and sink them beneath a double condem- I
were actuated by similar considerations, which
were, to secure power in the hands of the few, in ferent states in the union, as indicated by their nation.
|
The mutinous and relractory majority of onehun- 1
order that they might riot in luxury and pomp at votes at the recent election, will show how little is
As the the influence which sectional prejudices exert in died and fifty thousand freemen who have dared to
the expense of the rest of the community.
British by means of '•llesd'in" aid, occasionally the formation of parties. For example, in the midst prefer the tried and approved patriot Harbison to
succeeded against our patriotic sires, our present of New England stands New Hampshire, one state the tried and condemned servant Van Burkn, are
adversaries, by similar aid, have succeeded in the of the six, voting for Ihe candidate which the other threatened with the vengeance of "the democratic
five reject.
At Ihe other extremity of the union. parly," and their liege subjects are ordered to shind
late contest.
We have been beaten, and it is useless to indulge South Carolina declines the sisterly associations by their arms and rally for another battle. Unhapin any vain regrets or idle lamcntatious on account vvhicli her neighbors proffer on the north and south py men, they do not perceive that it is the democracy

—

have had

—

—

—
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of the couiiliy the honest, unpurchasable democracy, by whom they are ilisowneil, and by whom
Ihey are expelled i'roin tlie power and trusts which
Their war cry is
tliey have abused and forfeited.
nothing more than the scream of the vulture driven
from Iii3 prey; and whilst the ^reat body of the people rally round the constitution, and watch over the
interest, safety and honor of the country, we are
quite willing that the "spoilsmen" shall enjoy the
day dream that they Ate the sole guardians of "the
democracy."
From the Wanhinglon Globe.
History of the war. The battle being over,
and the smoke cleared away, the wounded taken
care of, and the interment of the killed postponed
until after the fourth of March, now is the time to
review the field of action, and carefully to collect,
for present use and fulure history, all the impojtant
facts connected with this extraordinary election,
which cannot fail to form an important epoch inonr
political annals.
What must ever give to this contest a character different from any which has preceded it, is the fact that it is the first instance in our
history in which the moneijed power, in its various
forms and ramifications, and by its numerous applications
in oppression, seduction and direct corription, has lrium|ilied over the popular will in the
election of presiilent.
This power is the only ene.
my that is, or can be, dangerous to our popular institutions, and public liberty; and this is the first
instance in which its agency has been exerted over
fhe whole union, and with a .successful result. This
election discloses Ihfe real danger to the republic,
and the popular princii}les on which it is based. To
understand the subtle workings of this "root of all
evil" in politics, it is vitally important that measures be immediately adopted in all the stales to
ascertain the various ways and means in which
money has been emplojred to influence and control
public opinion: whether by oppression and coercion;
by hiring and organizing bands o( depraved wretcljes to perpetrate frauds on the ballot box; in the publication of the immense cart loads of lying speeches,
and pamphlets, which, like the frogs of Egypt,
have caused the whole land to slink with roltenness; in impoitir.g "pipe layers" from one state to
another, or from county' to county, in the same state;
in paying travelling agents, oiators and song-singers
to delude the people; in the erection ot log cabins
as rendezvous to draw together the worthless and
vicious, to debauch them with hard cider, and organize them lor political action; and lastly, in the
various ways of direcl and indirect bribenj and corrupiion in the purchase of votes.
Let every sini;le case of fraud upon the ballot
box, every purchased vole, and the instrument by
which it was bought, be ascertained as far as ma^be practicable, and every illegal vote polled, and
evidence be taken of the lacts. Now is the time,
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when these subjects are fresh in the minds of the
people, to attend to this matter in every state.
on the democratic press of the country to cooperate in this undertaking, and upon our political
friends, individually and collectively, every where,
to lend their assistance.
Let the depth of the iniquities and corruptions which have been perpetrated,
be explored to the bottom, and all brought forth to
the light of daj'.
Where it can be done, lacts
should be verified by affidavits. The mass of testimony can be sent to the democratic members of
congress of the ditfcrent slates, and it can then be
decided here what disposition to make of the matter.
It should, in some cheap form, be published,
80 that it can be put into the hands of every honest
man in the United Stales, of whatever partv, who
loves liberty and venerates our institutions.
These
abominable frauds and crimes strike at the very
foundation of our institutions, and we must learn the
depth and breadth of the evil, to enable us to apply a remedy; for if that cannot be done, and speedily, too, nothing will remain to the people but the
bare forms of the republic, which, like the decaying
walls of a once gorgeous edifice, will serve only as
mouldering monuments of our departed liberties.
These forms will be a standing imposition upon
ourselves and the world; for whilst we claim to be
free, we shall be the slaves of corruption.
Ourgovernment will be the most profligate and corrupt in
the world; ami following the example of all oilier
republics, the people becoming disgusted with the
vile instruments of fraud and corruption, will first
seek relief in revolution, and, perhaps, end their
career in despotism.
That these sad forebodings, drawn from the history of other republics, may not prove prophecy as
to our own, it is our fervent prayer to heaven, that
the people may arouse themselves, before it is too
late, to the danger that threatens their liberties.
From the Madlsonian.
The de.mocr.\tic restoration. When gen.
Harrison assumes the robes of the presidential oifice,
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the country and the world may rely upon it, that jects to accomplish, and individually and absolutelydemocratic republicanism will be in the asceridant in independent, we have steadily and industriously
laevery branch and department of the government.
bored lor the one great purpose— the good of
The people of this country have eight or nine times THE WHOLE COUNTRY by the election of Wilemphatically rebuked federalism, its men, its mea- liam Henry Harrison to the highest office
in
sures, its principles, its tendencies and its associa- tile gilt ot the American people.
tions.
They have now rebuked it again. It is not
This object being accomplished, we now desire
the genius of this government, or of its people.
to adilress a few words, in all kindness, to those
The stales will be supported in all the rights apper- who have opposed the election of general Harritaining to them as sovereign and independent pow- SON.
beg them to review coolly and dispasers.
The constitution will be preserved inviolable, sionately their own course and also the character,
and be strictly construed, according to its letter, in the lile, the opinions and sentiments of the presiall cases in which rights or duties under it are calldent ELECT OF THE UNITED States; and, afed in question.
The executive, the judiciary and ter they have thus reflected, we put it to them to
•the legislature, will be maintained in their several answer the question, will it be the course of honor,

—

We

spheres as coexistent and independent branches.
(Government will be administered for the good of
the country, distributing its blessings, like the dews
of heaven, equally upon the rich and the poor, and
not be perverted or applied to the exclusive and selfish purposes of a party.
There shall be an equality of political rights, and no exclusive monopolies
of political privileges.
It shall not rest with the government to say to any man, "be ye rich," or "be
ye poor" but it shall say to all, without discrimination, partake freely of the blessings which the
God of liberty spreads before mankind and participate equally in the influence and protection of
republican institutions. Government in this coun-

—

—

try
for

was not instituted for a family, or for a job, or
any sort of evil it is an establishment of laws,

—

common

common protection and gewas not designed as a machine
persecute, but to bless.
It was intended not exclusively to benefit those who administer it, but for
the equal benefit of all who made it, who abide under it and support it.
The people were its authors (hey are its real
governors. Those who are elected to peiform the
details of office, are not masters, but servants. They
are to obey, and carry out the will of the people, not
to dictate to the people nor to act in contravention of their wishes.
He, who, being elected to
serve the people, undertakes to assume powers not
granted to him, and for the better security of his
personal aims, perverts his trust, or undertakes to
fortify himself against fhe power of the people, in
order rather to perpetuate his own profits than to
promote the good of the country, will always be
hurled headlong and in disgrace from his station.
The greatest number of people will enjoy the greatest good accessible.
It shall not be monopolized
by one man, or hoarded by a few. The common
pursuit is happiness
the common apostle, liberty,
and the comcnon determination of the mass, equality.
And of all the principles at work in a democratic country, the last, viz: equality, is perhaps the
most powerful.
Many will prefer despotism with
equality in the mass, than liberty without equality.
Mankind have thoroughly tried, and reject, all governments but that which is most untried, viz: that
which is most perfectly democratic. To that sort
of government philosophy and humanity tend.
There is progress. The democratic principle moves
forward, not backward. Benevolence, morality and
Christianity, aid it and encourage it.
unto them
for the

neial welfare.

safety,

It

to

—

—

Wo

who

resist

it.

For

the last .'ew years federalism, and nearly all
the opposites of the democratic principle, have governed in a false dis;;uise. For a while the cause
of democratic principles was obstructed, but not

Mr. Van Buren had scarcely raised his
casque in IS."?, before the standard was erected, and
although it has exjierienced adversities, it is, at last,
thank heaven, carried through in triumph. As long
as knowledge is thoroughly diffused, the people wiil
not lose sight of their true faith. They may be
humbugged for a moment, but the delusion never
lasts.
Thpy will be true to themselves and true to
their best fiiends.
In the efecfion of general Harrison, the people
will rejoice.
The democratic principle is restored
to its legitimate ascendency, and henceforth its
cause will move onward. In truth it cannot be denied that general Harrison is one of the fairest expressions of American character and American
democracy that we have ever had.
With his advent to power, ends a long and tyrannical dictatorship
a dictatorship in the exclusive interest of
egotism. For the sacrifice of the interests of the
country, and the betrayal of the democratic republican party, Mr. Van Buren is rebuked and punishsmothered.

DUTY OR SAFETY TO THE COUNTRY,

lO

COnliuue

their oppo.sition?
Will they take the unprincipled
and factious determination to resist the coming administration, right or wrong? or will they rather

pursue the only wise and patriotic course, and support its measures and policy, acconlingly as Ihey
may be just, expedient and calculated to promote
the happiness and prosperity of the country.
We appeal to that large class of men of moderate
politicai opinions— whose general character we honor—and we tell them confidently that the administration of general Hariison cannot fail to be condueled with a liberality and moderation in the
whole scope of its policy, which must give Ihem
general satisfaction. Give the old hero, then, a
lair trial! and, our word for it, honorable opposition
to him will be disarmed and appeased.
From the Richmond Enquirer.
The campaign. We recommend to our readers
the manly and impressive articles we have extracted
fiom the Rupublican journals.
We shall lay others
before them; for, the democratic press is now full
of the noblest, justest and most encouraging comments.
What republican despairs of the republic? Not a
man of them not a single press, wdiicli has reached
us since the great victory was announced. The fact
is we have never known a parly, more unexpectedly
beaten
and we have never know a party so bouyant and determined under defeat.
Every republican
press is animated by the spirit of the backwoodsman, whose gun snapped. They are resolved to
pick the flint and try again.
Faltei! bow before such an opposition!
Never

—

—

—

never.

We may

The

en.

ing.

We

be beaten, but we will not siuij beatvictory is surprising but not overwhelmare defeated, but not discouraged.
That

American people should have pielerred an incapacitated old man, who has refused boldly to avow
his sentiments on great public questions, or has implied them in contradictory forms for parly effect to
diflijrent sections of the union; that they should have
preferred him to a chief magistrate, who stands forth
openly and boldly to his countrymen discarding all
considerations, except the good of his country, is indeed, a phenomenon, that occasions no little regret.
But the people will ultimately recover from the delusion into which they have fallen.
It will rajiidly
vanish. Among the variouscausesof this hallucination, is the embarrassment into which the country
has been thiown by overbanking and overdealiin'.
This has been artfully ascribed to the adrninislralion
and the slang ot "charge, change," has been rung
in their ears.
This delusion has been kept up by the
clamors and powerful banking influence of the country
and all the various complicated and narrow interests which the bankingsystem involves. The friends
of the national bank, of a protective tariff, See. &c.
the fell band of abolionists
the profuse use of sold,
corruption of Ihe franchise by pipe layers aniT yarn
spinners
aided by the most shameless humbugs,
hy Tippecanoe clubs spread over Ihe countrj-, ami
other devices, have conspired to elect William Henry
Hairison. But the time of reaction mrrst take place.
This discordant combination of the odds and ends of
all parties cannot lone continue.
Like the image of
Nebirchadnazzer-, which was made of clay and brass
and various materials, a single stone must shiver it
the

—

—

—

—

to peicps.

The republicans have high duties to perform.
They have to save the naliorr from a naiioi.al bank

and protective tarifT. the fell abolitionists, and other
dangers, with which we are threatend. They must
not disband.
They must stand to their arms. Virginia is called on by the highest duly to act.
She
must he the standard bearer. She has stood up true
to her ancient principles
and thousands of noed.
The overwhelming condemnation with which ble sons of hei's are going on their waj', rejoicing
he goes out will be remembered, as a caution, that her escutcheon has escaped (he slain of log cathrough all futue times.
bin and hard cider influence.
We know little of our
FroTTi the same.
countrymen every where, if the timedoes not speediThe duty of patriotism. It has been our ly arrive, when even a higher tribute, will yet be
study to conduct the Madisonian throughout the paid to her exemption from these humbug mummewhole of the contest now so gloriously terminated, ries and these federal heresies.
not as paitisans, but in the spirit of enlarged and
must stanil by our arras. The time is coming
comprehensive patriotism. Having no personal ob- when her great principles, the rights of the whole

—

—

We

—

—
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south, the interests of the whole union, will call upon
lior to pursue lier own illnstrions example of 'US,
With a view of preparing us all lor this
'99, ISOO.
achievement, we shall betjin to lay before our readers in our next paper, tlie resolutions of '9S, and
Madison's report of '99. Let us begin at once begin right again and what better can we do than
sound the bugle note of the dejnocracy of '99.'
Meantime we lay before our readers the following
very interesting extract of a letter fiom one of the

—

—

most distinguished men in Pennsylvania;
Exlracl of a lellcr from Philadelphia, X'oo.

13, 1840.

"Instead ot stopping under defeat, we feel that we
are all sunjmoned to new and higher duties. Rough
times before us, but we must meet them and conquer. Tlie democratic principle, and all its modes
of administration, are in more danger than in Jell'erson's time; the confederacy against tliem being more
extensive, the money power greater, and the alliance
with England lar more universal, with the means of
rendering it far more potent and quick, than ever
jidd to these the new and terrible danheretofore,
ger from abolition, which the south will have to
wake up before the 8lh of March, whether as a
home or an international question.
"What do the whigs promise themselves by gen.
Harrison's election, now, that they have sung him,

and drunk him

into

power?

What

are their inten-

them here in Pennsylvania where
their principles in politics and finances were tried.
they got the state aduiiaislration into their
hands at the close of '35, Mr. ]3iddle and the whigs

Look

tions?

at

When

ruled every thing, through gov. Rilner, lor three full
years, at the close of which, they left the affairs of
the state in the most deplorable condition, imaginaWe had broken banks, broken faith, general
ble.
stagnation of business, and 1 know not what amount
of individual and public calamity of all sorts. This
was seen and confessed by all paitics at least, the
candid ol all. Mr. Biddle's great bank which was to
work wonders under its new chartf r from the state,
when thus fresh from federal inlermeddling, and all
other whig proje-^ts ol that day, having worked nothing but mischief here and over half the union, beTake the
sides earning dishonor for us abroad.
same party in the city of Philadelphia, where for
sway,
and
unconlrolled
have
had
they
years
seven
misgoverned the city in all w ays, increasing the taxes
enormously without corresponding benefits, and defeating the benificent charity of Girard (immense in
aiiiount) by abuses and jobs shocking to think of.
Are these the foretastes of whig policy on a national
I fear things much, which I canI lear so.
scale?
not stop to enumerate. You have yourself well enumerated a portion of them in your letter, and well unmust not, my
derstand the rest better than I do.
must not disband.
dear sir, lay down our arms.
must not relax a muscle. Mr. Van Buren has
acted consistently, firmly and virtuously. He is
idendified with all our objecis and principles, and
sustained them nobly to the last. Well might he

—

We

We

We

exclaim with Brutus
"I shall have glory by

this losing

day:

More than Oulavius, and Mark Anthony,
"
By this vile conquest shall attain unio
"Virginia, the mother of slates, and of statesmen,
proudly does she stand forth in her independence, intelligence and spirit, not to have been the
dupe of the miserable delusions to wliich others have
Boast of your state. You have a right
yielded!
to do sol; we will all do you homage, if we do you

how

justice.

"What would your Washington have thought of
AVebster in 1312? or your Jefierson and Madison, ol
his unmanly counterfeit of their principles, than
which no clown upon the stage could have acted a
lower part?

Your

justly

renowned commonwealth,

now stands almost alone in her moral grandeur."
From the Petersburg (Virgiiiiii) hUeUigencer.
Alter a long and arduous struggle, extending
through twelve years, and accoujpanied by vicisitudes^of ardent hope and depressing fear, the whig
party, have at last reached the goal of success, and
have now an opportunity to carry into practice all
those principles which they have heretofore advocated as conducive to good government, and the bapjiinoss and pio-periiy of the country.
That this opportunity will be readily embraced,
we do not entertain a doubt, and we look forward
confidently to the time when all the promises made
by the whig parly will be redeemed, v\ hen tlie abu.ses
of "overninent will be corrected, and the constitution
as It was intended by its framers, become the supreme rule and guide of the federal administration.
Gen. Harrison comes into office under many ad-

vantages. He is the choice of at least twenty states,
and has carried a majority of at least one hundred
thousand of the popular vote.
Tlie first congress which will meet after his inaug'Hration, will contain in botfi branches, a majority of
ttiose

who

are friendly to his adiainistration,

and he
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and the great whig victory just achievby the friends of liberty, by
proper
and
unpretending interchange of heartfelt
a
ficers.
With these advantages, we may hope that the congratulations. Pending an election, processions
pledges made by his friends will be fairly redeemed, and the firing of guns may be excused, but, in an
and that, unlike his two immaculate predecessors, hour like the present, the causes of rejoicing are of
he will not, in his moment of power, neglect the too momentous and important a character to admit of
performance of promises on the faith of which that uiiith and exbileration.
From the Green River (Ken.) Gazette.
power was attained.
The prospect. The great agony is over. The
In connexion with this subject, we extract from
Gen.
the New York American the following article, the battle has been fought and the victory won.
Harrison will come into the presidency with the
tone and temper of which we much approve:
approbation
almost
unexampled
and
enthusiasm
of
For
all
consequences.
The result the
It is altogether probable
practical purposes the presidential canvass is at an the citizens of the union.
end, and the majority by which gen. Wm. Harrison that he has obtained the vote of every state except
two or three, and the true and genuine feelings and
is cliosen to occupy the chair at Washington is so
decisive as to leave him at liberty to pursue what we sentiments of the citizens of these two or three are
doubtless in his behalf. In the result of this coninclination
cannot doubt to be the bent of his own
of the peothe large and liberal jiolicy of a nation's favorite, test of liberty against executive power
ple against their own agents, and those who aimed
governing for a nation, and not for a part}'.
Some days will yet elapse before all the details of to enslave them there is much to encourage the
the battle and the victory can be ascertained, and the patriots ol our revolution and the friends of liberty
feverishness of the public mind, while the strife was and republican institutioiis throughout the world.
waging, has not yet subsided into that calm and ra- The glorious results of this election will give
tional tone to which alone any arguments as to the strength, stability and prosperity to the deinociatic
institutions of our country.
They will inspire
future should be advantageously addressed.
Meantime, however, we may throw out a few every friend of liberty and of representative government
confident
with
a
assurance
that Ihe peofor
speak
pretending
lo
suggestions
not, certainly
any one but ourselves as to the course which we ple, when properly aroused and enlightened, are
fully competent to govern themselves, and that they
may hope the new administration will pursue.
The position that we have already assumed, that will not longsubmit to unauthorisedencroachments
to high-handed oppressions, viogen. Harrison will be the president of the whole upon their rights
country, and not of a parly, of itself establishes a lated pledges, and insolent disregard of their feelmarking contrast between the new administration and ings and their interests by their own agents.
The history of the two last administrations disthatwhich it willsucceed; and canied out to its legitimate consequences, includes, necessarily, a return, a closes a series of errors, inconsistencies and wrongs,
real and bonafi.de return to the true standard of ap- of profligate hypocrisy, party subserviency, and
pointments to office. "Is he honest, is he capable, contempt of the leelings, interests and rights of Ihe
is he faithful to the constitution?" will now be the people, that will constitute a dark page in its annals, and which will he read wilh wonder, disgust
first question in relation to every applicant; and when
this cannot be answered affirmatively, no supple- and indignation by enlightened freemen in all sucmentary merit of party services, or personal devotion ceeding time. These pages will be rendered doubly dark by the brightness and purity of the pages
will be permilted to avail.
The standard of official appointments will be rais- that will precede and follow them. Authentic hised, and more will be required iofiJl the offices they tory will portray the administration of J. Q. Adams
hold.
But, more than this they will be required to as one of the purest, brightest and best since the
attend to their duties, and leave all those connected organization of the government, and from the wellwith electioneering, with missionary services as par- defined and established character of Harrison, as a
tisans, attending public meetings, making speeches, patriot and statesman, we look forward with confifeigning, or forming, or superintending conspiracies, dence to his administration as one of unusual brightconfidently rely upon
or otherwise bringing the "patronage of the general ness and usefulness.
government into conflict with the freedom of elec his fully realizing the wishes and expectations of
the real whigs and his true friends. "That he will
tions," all sucli duties they shall be reciuired to leavi
serve but one term," and that he will not permit
to others, or lose their offices.
The doctrine of "the spoils" will be repudiated as the patronage of the government to interfere with
a rule of action.
Changes, indeed, should he made, the "freedom of elections." That he will not atmust be made, not only in cabinet and diplomatic tempt to influence the deliberations of congress.
appointments, which for the most part must take their That he will not remove an honest and competent
hue and color from the head of the administration, officer from office for party purposes. That he
but in offices w here the incumbents have made them- will not appoint to office members ot congress, or
those who have been declared unworthy of office by
selves busy in politics.
When it shall be seen that men who do step out the people themselves, and that he will curtail the
of the line of their duties to mingle in party strife exercise of executive discretion and power, and
In a word,
are punished for their misdeeds, tliose who shall suc- the expenditures of the government.
ceed them will learn the invaluable lesson of mind- that he will struggle wilh honesty, to reform the
ing their business, and letting the people mind theirs. abuses introduced by the late administrations, and
We are the more emphatic on this point, from the give purity, efficiency and usefulness to our reprebrazon and notorious impudence v\ith which Ihe sentative system of government.
From the Lancaster {Ohio) Eagle.
custom house officers of this city have inferferred,
Whether our cause is again triumphant, in the reboth in this state and other states, in the recent elecelection of Mr. Van Buren, or whether it is temtion.
We have seen them at Ihe jvolls buying up voters, porarily borne down by Ihe extraordinary efTorts
slai.gwhanging, betting, bullying and challenging and monstrous appliances of federalism, cannot yet
In our state it has fallen before means
voters; and we have felt that such insolent interfe- be known.
rence on the part of federal officeholders ought to that make federal success, disgrace, and defeat
upon our part, honor; and because such was the
be severely rebuked.
On the contrary, however, when men in office means brought against it, I'i has fallen to rise and
have confined themselves to the single exercise of rise with renewed strength and a firmer ascendancy.
of Ihe printheir rights z." electors, without obtruding themselves The progress of democratic principle
oflensively upon their neighbors, or seeking to in- ciple that government is instituted for, and should
terfere with them, and are diligent, competent and be directed lo, the equal advantage of Ihe many
faithful in the execution of their public trusts, we not the exclusive advantage of the favored and
hope, we presume, they will not be disturbed, what- aristocratic few, is onu-ard. It may be delayed,
Another and another
but it cannot be defeated.
ever be their political preferences.
conflict may eventuate befure its fi.ial triumph. The
From the Savannah (Geo.) Republican.
Moderation in victory. The extreme com- patriots of the revolution endureil many a privation,
posure as well as gralification with which Ihe whigs and fought many a battle, before they redeemed
of the United States receive the news of their victo- this fair land from Ihe thraldom of British arms.
ry, the absence of all public parades and extravagant And do 5 on think that Ihe influence of British
No! not less
rejoicings, are so many convir.cing proofs of their gold will be less easily conquered?
proper American feeling. It is and ought lo be evi- easily, nor yet less certainly! For one, I see mO'
dent lo all that a party which tcin|)ers victory with lives for renewed exertion growing out of the past
so much moderation, is worthy of the confidence of contest, but not a single reason for despair.
From the Boston Post.
the whole country. The causes for public rejoicings,
It will be seen that the democrats of this city,
processions, and testivals are abundant, but we have
seen nothing more than sober republican manifesfa' and indeed of the state, have done grandly, and increased their vote largely since last year— but the
tions of Ihe most nnmingled joy and satisfaction
Far different was four, eight, and twelve years ago, federalists [whigs] have been too many for us, and
when, on the election of Jackson and Van Buren, we are obliged to submit with as good grace as
the thunder of artillery was heard from the lakes to possible to our defeat, confident of better luck next
Ihe ocean. The joy felt by true Americans resides lime.

will have the greater portion of the virtue and talent
ol the republic from which to select his cabinet of-

—

in (he heart,

ed, has been celebrated

—

—

—
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Masachuseits.
more votes polled than there were

A uidfonn for

sale.

in

— Inquire at

tliis

A

iier

Ci3-There is every probability that John Davis of
Worcester nicknamed "honest" has been elected governor of Massachusetts for one year from the
1st of January, 18-tl.

Wish you happy new

year,

John.
with whom we have bet. Please call
approaching our office from Washington street, and departing tlnousli congress street,
keeping in a line, so as not to block up the high-

To

one

all those

at a time,

way.
Don't be alarmed. We shall run our flags out a
while this morning, merely to dry them therewe beg our whig friemls not to" be agitated at
the sight. We assur^them that general Harrison
and Mr. Davis have both succeeded. The whigs
won't believe it until we say so, if the Atlas should

—

little

fore
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ed for her long and perilous journey.
While entering the bay of Malta she was saluted
wilh the familiar air of "Hail Columbia," played by
a Maltese, who came alongside, and thus did honor
to bet country.
She threw him some coin, while
her thoughts were far away with the home and
country she should see no more.
We trust to hear again from her, with particulars
of the city made holy by the footsteps of the Saviour,
and the witness of his death and resurrection. The
remarkable aspect of the times, Ihe change of the
seat of war between civilized communities, from
Europe to the ancient Aceldama of Asia, and the
concurrent testimony of prophecy, whether to be
understood literally or otherwise, seem to point out
this portion of tiie earth as a theatre on which great
events are yet to be revealed. The circumstance
of the Rothschilds holding a mortgage of the Holy
City, which seems to be well authenticated, adds not
a little to the peculiar interest with which all eyes
regard this interesting portion of the world.
\_Southern Literary Messenger.

We

—

88,

upon the many proofs of kind- but

ness and benevolence she experienced in his anji.ible family, and the substantial comforts they provid-

last

oiSce.

Ijf^l'/ie uniform.
oflered our uniform for sale,
yesterday, but the wliigs have spentsomuch money
in "laying pipe," Ihey could not raise enough to buy
it; so we shall keep it until
1842, when we shall
have a chance lo wear it again. Governor Davis'
aids will be obliged to appear in citizens' dress.

—

heart, she dwells

,n her< s
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and flocks,

ai.d had tenants who
woiked her lands
One ol her sons was educated a phvsician, and obtained a surgeon's
commission in the
th»
navy, dying a few days ago on the
Mediterranean

many respects Marv was a valuablee
woman humane and benevolent anddoin
at good
among the people of her adopliou.
station. In

—

—

MoNniuENT TO GEN. Mercer. One
ters has obtained,

John Siruthers

&

ofourrenorthrough the kindness of Messrs
Son, the following description

of he monument which is to be erected
at Laurel
Hill on Ihe 23d instant, and beneath
which the remains of the gallant Mercer are to repose

after

removal from their piesent resting
place
(Christ church yard on Second street)
on the "
'eth

their

instant.

The lower

base upon the ground is plain,
four
and seven inches in heiVhtanother base, plain and moulded three
feet eight inches square, and
sixteen inches in
height; Irom this rises the die, at the
four corners
feet SIX inches square,

over this

is

which will appear a chaste and classic
pilaster
between which, and carved upon the pannels

of

die, will

of the

appear

the inscriptions; the die will be
two
feet en inches square, and three
feet three inches in
Jemison. The history of Mary Jemison, height; over this will be a
cornice, upon which is
you
are
CG-If
doomed to be whipped, there is a a name of some notoriety in our annals, is thus writ- sculptured
an American sword and scabbard,
crosssatisfaction even in having it done so effectually ten in a letter from
the Genesee Valley, N. Y. to ed, and surrounded by a radii
or glory.
This was
that there is no mistake about it
we do not like the Commercial Advertiser:
the piece which was exhibited at
the Franklin inany of your half and half business give us a deThe Gardow reservation, to which I have refer- stitute. It IS three feet two inches
square and
cided triumph or a decided defeat.
red, and upon a section of which general Brooks tliirteen
The whigs behave very well about their victory resides, was a tract of ten thousand acres which the plinth ofinches in height. Upon this rests the
the urn, which is plain and
ornamented
they were as polite and good natured yesterday as Seneca Indians reserved in their sale
to Robert Mor- IS two feet square, and eleven
inches in heicht'
gentlemen need be, and the democrats evinced that ris, in 1797, conferring it upon Mary
Jemison, the Ihe whole surmounted by a tripodical
urn «ud"
cheerfulness which ever accompanies a conscien- celebrated "white woman," who
resided upon it till ported by three Roman swords.
The urn is hvo
tious discharge of duly.
her decease, at a very advanced age, some ten or leet lour inches in height.
The total height of the
That's the spunk. The democratic boys of ward fifteen years ago.
Mary Jemison was truly a re- whole monument will be nine feet six inches
One paid us a visit last night, and gave us three as markable woman. She was of Irish parents, nnd
Below we give the inscriptions, precisely, we
behearty cheers as their throats were capable of de- was born at sea on their
passage lo America in 1742 lieve, as they are to be engraved upon
the pannels
livering stick lo it lads, and belbre you are men or '43. Her parents settled
on what was at that time of Ihe die:
[ United States Gazette.
you will see a democratic president.
(he frontier of Pennsylvania.
She had an nncle in
[Principal front facing the east.}
.5t5-There is some fun about the whigs, after all. the command of Washington,
who fell Braddock's
Dedicated to the
On a banner in a whig convention, held somewhere defeat. In the spring of 1755, Mary,at her
parents,
Memory of
"out west," was the followin»:
two brothers and several inmates of the house, were
GENERAL HUGH MERCER,
K. K. K. K. K.
made prisoners by a party of half a dozen Seneca
who
fell for the
Kinderhook Kandidate Kant Kome it Kwile.
Indians and four Frenchmen. They were all hurSacred Cause of Human Liberty

swear

to it for a

month.

Mary

—
—

—
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HAKErET LiVERMOEE.

Those

of the readers of
listened some years

the Messenger, and others, who
since to the public lectures, of Miss Harriet Livermore, in which she enlarged upon the wrongs of the
"poor Indian," and duelt much upon the near approach of the millenium, will doubtless be gratified
to learn her whereabout.
Eight years ago she lectured in our own city of
Richmond, since which time she has visited many
of the tribes of our western Indians, and at one time
proposed to spend the remainder of her days with
the red people in the vicinity of Fort Leavenworth,
but her intentions were Irustrated, she says, by the
machinations of the commander and the Indian
agent, who wished to dislodge her.
Perplexed and
disappointed, she was ihen led lo exclaim "what
shall I do!"
and a still small voice seemed to reply— "peace be unto thee— thou shall go to Jerusalem." Accordingly we have before us a letter from
her, dated in the confines of Judea.
Yea, twice
has this, in many respects, extraordinary woman,
visited the sepulchres of the prophets; and now she
says, "it is to die there."
Believe what we may, there is something simple,

—

beautiful and affecting in

all thi.<^: this unhesitating
obedience to the dictates
akin to the primitive Christians; a spirit, which the selfishness, the expediency, the greediness of gain, and the matter of
fact
character of the age in which we live, are fast extinguishing from amid us.
It is akin to that which
swayed the good, ay, even the great Oberlin, great
with small means, and the paslor and legislator ol
the secluded Ban de la Roche.
Miss Livermoie
may accomplish nothing lo be hereafter blazoned on
the roll of lame; but the simple love of truth and duty
paramount in her own mind will bring lo her its
•*own exceeding great reward."
At the date of her letter she had scarcely reached
her place of destination, and it is accordingly filled
with details gratifying lo her private friends] but of
hardly sufficient interest for the public eye.
It
abounds with sentiments of the most ardent piety,
and faith in Him who has hitherto protected her in
her solitary pilgrimage, and who has promised to
"temper Ihe wind to the shorn lamb." It must be
borne in mind thai she travels alone, apparently unpatronised by any of our missionary boards.
At Gibraltar she was hospitably entertained by
our worthy consul, Mr. Sprague, who seems not
unmindful of the aposFolical injuiiclion to "entertain
etrangeis." With a pleasure highly creditable
to

faith, this self-sacrificing

of duty.

It is a

spirit

woods, and the whole party murdered afterwards, Mary alone excepted. She was exposed to all the hardships and privations of a prisoner
until her arrival at Seneca town, where she was
adopted into an Indian family, as daughter, and
henceforward treated with kindness leading a roving life, and for a season meditating upon the means
of escape. These being frustrated, she at length
resigned herself entirely to the Indian life and customs.
At a proper age, she was married to a Delaware Indian, whom she loved, and by vvhom she had
one or more children. She visited Fort Pitt several
limes, and occasionally resided among Ihe Shawnee
ried off into the

—

Indians.

Her husband

died, and she afterwards married a
Seneca chief, living in the Genesee Valley, at about
the beginning of the war of the revolution. Her Senaca husband was a man of blood, but kind and affectionate to her.
She retained her family name,
Jen-,ison, and also the English language, which she

spoke fluently, until the day of her death. But although she had been religiously instructed by her
parents, she embraced the religion of the Indians,

become thoroughly Indianized
adopting and becoming enamored of all their manners, habits and customs throughout.
Her life was

and

American Independence
the
Battle of Princeton.
in

He

poured out

[

incident and wild adventure.
The Indians
ever entertained an exalted esteem for her, as was
evinced by the Gardow treaty embracing a rich
section, both of intervale and upland, upon which
she resided until her death. In obtaining this grant,
or reservalion, moreover, she showed all Ihe cunning
of her adopted people.
Mr. Thomas Morris, who
conducted the treaty for his father, has told me that
when the request was made to him for a reservation
for "the white woman," he supposed they meant only
a farm of some two or three hundred acres, but that

IVest side.;]

GENERAL MERCER,
a Piiysician of
Fredericksburg in Virginia,
was distinguished lor

His skill and learning.
His gentleness and decision,
His refinement and humanity.
His elevated honor,
and his
Devotion to the Great Cause
of
Civil and Religious Liberty.

[North

side/]

GENERAL MERCER,
a native of

and, in a word,

full of

his blood

for a

Generous Principle.

SCOTLAND,
Was

an Assistant Surgeon,
In the Battle of Culloden,

and

The Companion of
Washi.vgton

—

In the Indian

Wars

He

ol

1775 and 1776.

received a

MEDAL
From
For

his

the Corporation of
Philadelphia,

Courage and Conduct

In the expedilion against
Indian SetlleinenI

The

of
woman herself, by artfully indicating certain
KITTANNING.
bounds with which he was not exactly familiar, ac[South side.]
tually overreacheil them, and obtained the large
tract already mentioned, including the whole of the
ST. ANDREW'S SOCIETY
Gadow flats, and the romantic walls of rock and hill
of Philadelphia,
within which the}^ were sequested.
Offer this humble Tribute
During the war of the revolution her house was
To Ihe memoij' of
often the quarters of col. Brant and col. John ButAn Illustrious
ler, when making Iheir inroads upon the frontiers of
BROTHER,
the colonies.
She attended the treaty of Genesee
"When a grateful posterity shall bid Ihe frophied
Flats, held by general Schuyler, in 1775; and her memorial
rise to the martyrs who sealed
with their
life, taken down in writing from her own lips, in
blood the charter of an empire's liberlies,
there shall
1823, was full of ij:cident and adventure. She would not be wanting a
monument to him whom
not throw ofl'her Indian custome even after the white
Washington
population had completely surrouniied her residence;
Mourned as the worthy and brave
but adhered to the Indian customs with the utmost
MERCER."
the

tenacity to the last.

She was

rich, not only in land,

[

Custis'

Memoir$.

—
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10,000 horses of finest breeds, 50,000 oxen, cows,
and heifers, 100,000 sheep, 10,000 swine
Circassian horse,
races were run every morning.
brought down some tine specimens of these large
They are rode by its owner, gained a piize of 25,000 roubles.
birds, new enlirely to us of this region.
were the next
Tartary,
Kashg,
in
from
reTwo
horses
three in number, quite tall, nearly four feet, and
Circassian horse, however, gained a
semble their namesake of the old continent in ac- in success.
leagues,
French
length
of
six
the
to
race
extending
of
gentleman
tion and external appearance.
winning a stake of 500 ducats, and all the twelve
Chautanque county has them in charge.
horses which ran against him, each of which was
Buffalo Com. Adv.
worth 1,000 roubles.
AsTKONOMiCAL PHENOMiNA. In Manchester,
Flour remains as at our last quotations; at
England, there was recently observed on the sun, a
Richmond
])erfectly round and well defined spot, the diameter Charleston, S. C. 250 bis. Baltimore and
sun's
the
one-twelfth
of
sold
at $5ja6.
apparently
was
of which
disc. It passed slowly across the face of the sun
The German reform church. From the proIrom west to east, and was visible lor about an hour. ceedings of the late general synod of this church, we
learn that the whole number attached to their comAMERICAN PRESIDENTS.
Inaug. Term ex. munion, exclusive of the synod of Ohio, exhibits
Born.
George Washington, Feb. 2-2, 173-2 17S9 66th age. an aggregate of about 200 ministers, 600 congreOct. 19, 1735 1797 do.
John Adams,
The periodicals of
gations, and 75,000 members.
do.
1801
April 2, 1743
Thomas JefTerson,
this church, the "Weekly Messenger" and "ZeitsMar. 5, 1751 1809 do.
James Madison,
chrif," are represented to be liberally supported,
1S17
do.
April 2, 1759
James Monroe,
and an effort is being made to swell the subscription
John Quincy Adams, July 11, 1766 1825 63d
Their literary and
list of each to at least 3,000.
Mar. 15, 1767 1S29 70th
Andrew Jack.son,
thological institutions, located at Mercersburg, Pa.
59th
1782
1837
Dec.
5,
Buren,
Martin Van
are in a very flourishing condition; and at the late
Bank notes. Twenty dollar notes of the Me- meeting of their general synod, it was resolved that
chanics' and Farnierj' bank of New York are in cir- during the centenary year 1841, special efforts
culation in that city, altered IVoin two dollar notes. should be made to raise an additional sum of 100,000
They may be distinguished by the dill'erence in the dollars for the complete and permanent endowment
vi^nettejtthich in the g>;nuine is to be found over of the institutions, in connection with the cause of
the signature of the casliier, and in the altered beneficiary education.
[Patriot
notes at the olher end over the signature of the
Joniat* county. Pa. has a population of
president.
11,079; of which 5,512 are white males, 64 colored,
James Bihney, esq. the abolition candidate for 5,453 are white females, 45 colored.
the presidency of the United States, arrived at New
India rubber. This most remarkable article,
York on the 24th in the Great Western from Engwhich only a few years ago was sent to this counland.
try as ballast, now sells, in a fine state, as high as
Canajoharie village, N. Y. was nearly de- 10s. to lis. per pound, when spun into thread. One
stroyed by fire on the night of the lUth instant.
firm spins as much India rubber thread every week
About forty buildings were destroyed, chiefly dwel- as would reach from London to Canton, the country
Loss probabiy will exceed .$100,000, mostly it is imported from. There are twelve patents for
lings.
insured. Tliere were two stores burned, Fero and this article, and these patents have cost more to deErwin's, with part of tlieir stock, partly insured; fend in law than the amount paid for India rubber
and Wells and liaker's, and a portion of their since the article has been known to us as of any
both stores owned by the es- value. Experiments are now making in England
stock, no insurance
and France to apply the article to the cure of contate ot the late Henry Lieber."
[London paper.
Cleveland, Ohio, population. Males3,I09, sumption.

CHRONICLE.

American ostrich.

The Great Western

bulls, steers

A

A

A

—

—

females 2,962 total 6,071. In 1830 the population
was 1,076, gain in 10 years •1,993.

nuary.
Since that time log cabins have become
famous. Thus it will be seen that here Harrison
was started, and here his "log cabin" was started
also.
After this, who will doubt our claim to the
^Harrisburg Chron.
title of the log cabin state?

Hampshire. The population of New
in 1800 was 483,858; in 1810,214,460;
1820, 244,161, and in 1830, 269,633. It now
contains a population of 284,481. Increase during
the last ten years 14,848.

New

Hampshire
in

may

be important to mention
loving age, that two
w-ilh about a quarf of
water, or the same quantity of common whiting,
thrown into the stomach by any means (stomach
pump being readest and most preferable on such
occasions), will etfectually neutralize and render

Oxalic acid.

especially in

It

this

suicide

ounces of magnesia, mixed

inert this

most active poison.
{Albany Daily Adv.

Philadelphia city and county.
sus

is

completed so

far as

to exhibit the

The cenlollowing

result;

City of Philadelphia in 13H0,
Do.
do.
1830,

13,396

Increase in ten years,

County of Philadelphia
Do.
do.

93,873
89,499

in 1840,

1830,

Increase in ten years,
Aggregate of city and county,
Increase since 1830,

165,049
108,484

56,565
258,922
69,961

Ship building. The ^rs( vessel built in New
England, was in 1622, at Plymouth, and was a
large boat or shallop.
The second, was the "Blessing of the Bay," a vessel of forty or fifty tons,
built by gov. Winthrop, in 1631, at Mistick, now
Medford, and launched on the fourth of July. The
third was built in 1631, at Marble harbor, (Marblehead) by the "Salem people." This vessel was
one hundred and twenty tons burden, and called

the
built

"Desire." In 1641, the "Plymouth people"
another of fifty tons.

The Tennessee silk society held their
Silk.
annual meeting last month. Some very fair specimens were

exhibited.

hon. John Quincy Adams, who
Steamers.
new line. The New York Comis now 74 years of age, delivered a lecture before
the
Voung
INIen's institute, in Hartford, on Monday mercial Advertiser announces that the preliminaries
White
males
roruLATios.
Ohio,
CoLuMuDS,
evening last; he went there from Boston the same of a project lor a new line between that port and
3 034, white females 2,441 total of white .5,475,
On Tuesday evening, he delivered a lecture England is nearly completed, and that the keels of
total colored 578 day.
colored males 3!7, females 256
before a similar institute in New Haven, and on four gigantic vessels of 2,000 tons, with engines of
—grand total 6,048.
Wednesday evening he lectured before the New 800 horse power each are to be laid. They intend
population
as
ascertained,
The
Connecticdt.
York lyceum, at the Broadway tabernacle, in the to improve upon the British steamers, ar.d to make
In 1S30 it was 297,711; increase city. On Thursday evening he delivered a lecture the passage in ten days.
310,131.
is
12,430."
The great Russian war steamer, Kamskatka, built
before one of the Brooklyn associations; and on
Friday evening he delivered a second lecture, on under tne superintendance of Messrs. Schuyler, N.
Cotton and bice Charleston S. C. Nov. 21.
Sea hland. Upland. Rice. faith, before the New York lyceum.
York, at the yard of Mr. William H. Brown, was
825
3,401
launched in fine style on the 24th instant. Burthen
Stock on hand Oct. 1, 1S40, 732
Lake Erie harbors. The British "jovern- 2,049 tons.
286
34,793 6,576
Received since.
ment have directed a survey and report of trie conThe steam ship Neptune, Rollins, arrived at Ha38,194 7,401 dition of all the harbors on Lake Erie in the pro- vana on the 12th insl. in three days from Charleston.
1,038
27,225 5,961 vince, and the roads leading to them, with the view- She was expected to leave for New Orleans on the
Exported and on ship board, 249
to their improvement.
13th, to resume her station in the Texas trade.
7S9
10,969
1,140
The law of newspapers. We learn from
Stork on hand,
Steamboats. The Queen of the West, arrived
There is somewlint more animation in tlie market the Boston Couiier that judge Williams, in a late
at New Orleans on the 7th, in four days and twenjjleg at Sj'toDi. The impression seems to be that case before the common pleas, laid down the law
hours from Cincinnati.
ty-two
will
from
to
interesting
bo
80
90,000 in relation to' a question
to editors of
the receipts of tlie season
new-spapers, as follows:
Stea.-mboat accident. The steamboat Persian
bales.
newspaper
orders
Where
subscriber
to
a
it
Sj>to9.
1.
a
sales
at
on her way from New Orleans to St. Louis, when
JU Columbia
New Orleans, Nov. 19. Sales of the three first to be discontinued, and it continues to be left at his a few miles below Napoleon, Arkansas, collapsed a
week
whole
the
presumption
is, in the absence of
and
of
the
residence,
week
12,500,
this
flue, by which nineteen persons were instantly killdaysol
about 18.000 bales; arrivals 20,401 bales. On hand any evidence to the contrary, that it is left by the ed and thirty badly scalded, principally deck passensubscriber's orders, and upon a promise to pay gers.
We find a partial list of the suHerers in
85,822 bales. At this time last year 89,184.
Louisiana and for it.
a New Orleans paper, according to which, but 12
Piices Liveipool classification
2. If a newspaper is left from day today for a per- persons are ascertained as yet to have been killerl.
Mississippi ordinary, 7a7i; middling, 8aSi; midgood son at his place of business with his knowledge and The Vicksburg Sentinel of the 11th instant, slates
dling Vair, SiaSi; fair, 9h good fair, lOaloi;
consent, though not his expressed consent; and if that the melancholy accident occurred "altera well
and line, 11^is so left under the
contested race between her and the Rienzi, and the
of he has reason to believe that it
inBiillimore
week
41,
Deaths, during the last
expectation that he is to pay for it; in that case he United Stales." The Sentinel adds, that this "acwhich 10 wore under two years of age, and 12 were will be bound to pay for it, unless he gives notice
count may be relied upon as correct," as it is given
slaves.
colored, 9 free and 3
to discontinue it.
upon the authority of the captain of the Meteor.
P Darnes, whose trial at St. Louis has exlog cabin state. We claim this title for
The
'-manguilty
of
found
Stocks. United States bank in New York 65^,
was
cited' so much attention,
Pennsylvania.
this state
in this county
In
in
subjected
slaughter in the fourth degree," which
Tobacco. The shippers of this article say that
this town, the impudent sneer of the Baltimore Re#500.
him to a fine of
publican at gen. Harrison's poverty was first pub- tobacco if weighed in the spring and then lies until
from licly resented, by inscribing the "log cabin" upon fall, will shrink in weight forty or fifty pounds per
It has been ascertained
Ei ectricitt.
experiments, that th
[N. Y. Jour, of Com.
Here, in Harrisburg, hogshead.
the banners of the people.
careful and often repealed
astonishing and incon- the first log cabin was displayed as an emblem of
electric fluid travels at the
Wesleyan university. The catalogue of this
thousand miles
our principles, and of our contempt for the sneers
ceiveable velocilv of (ii'o hunilred
year of 1S40-41, gives
academical
institution
for
the
wire was pas
Soon after the article appearof the officeholders.
a •.inste second of lime! So that if a
of which there
subtle agent would ed in the Baltimore Republican, declaring that, the total number of students at 133;
cd around this globe of ours this
are seniors 34, juniors 43, sophomores 23, and 23
thoutwenty
four
(ubout
with ,?J2,000 a year, gen. Harrison would be con- freslimen. The rev. Dr. Olin, recently arrived from
tra\ ersp the circumference,
second.
tent to remain in his log cabin and drink hard cider,
sand miles) in about the eight part of a
Europe, will, in a few days, assume the duties of
it was suggested that the people should resent the
the St. Onoufre
president of the university.
A F\iR IN Asia. This lair ofyear
numer
insult thus cast at their candidate; and therefore the
been
this
has
weeks,
lour
which lasts
Wheat. At Baltimore, ITlaryland white $1 00
Cabarwriter
drew
cabin,
which
was
painted
and
of
this
a
log
Coss.ics
ously attended. The Tartars,
It also collected on a transparency and exhibited on the 20th of Jaafil 13. Red 90a97 cents.
diaas brou"ht in 30,000 wild horses.
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S. senator, legislature, &c.
deaths, &c. since July

Army— appointmerits,

218
211; or-

correspondent of the N. Y. Journal of Commerce, writing from Macao under date of 22d June,
says

A

ders No.
Ill
Nothing is known of the intentions of the Engof, exports, proclaraauon
|"^
2*
lish government, but it is conjectured that Canton
Colonial trade
will not be attacked; that the Bogue forts will be
^.
Coffee— from Rio Janeiro
t..
j
taken possession of, and the river blockaded; and
Elections— Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode the force then move immediately to the north. If
Maryland,
Island -214; Pennsylvania 215; Delaware,
21B; they go to Pekin at once, they will be unsuccessAlabama
Georgia,
217;
Carolina
North
Virginia,
they will take possession
^2" ful; the probability is that
Kentucl-.y, Illinois 219; Michigan
*}' of Chusan, or some similar position, and operate
Georgia—eleciion, legislature
from thence on such points as seem to offer the
Illinois— various items
^^^ best chance of distressing the Chinese without
^"
Iowa—governor's message
Kentcckv— election, banks of, &.C.
||' great loss of lifi;. These probably are the mouths
of the great rivers, and particularly the junction of
|'
Light houses— official notice
„„ the grand canal with them.
There are parties who
Louisiana items
^^^ believe this will be sufficient; but to ine it seems
Mediterranean- naval forces in the
^-Mercer, ge.\.— funeral solemnities
wholly inadecjuate to the end proposed; which,
|^=
Mexico— Arista and Canales
as I have often written, is virtually to revolutionMicmsAS election
^'
Such a result may be
ize this immense empire.
~'^
Mississippi— the times
brought about, but only I think by a system of in^'^'i
Missouri- various items
timidation, and such a show of force as shall conNapoleon's REMAi.\s
01.71?
vince the Chinese that resistance is wholly useless.
Navy various items, construction. Sec.
01^
-15 This may be elfected without difficulty, by a resoNew Jersey finances, school fund
^jS
lute povv'er; tor the great cities of China, on the
New York-rail roads, canals, thanksgiving
-la
wholly defenceless, their forts every
Ohio currency, trade at Cleveland, banks
coast, are
PE.\-NsYLVANLi—election, candidates for governor, on where dilapidated, and their arms, matchlocks and
''° bows and arrows!
resumption of specie payments
But the fear is that the English
Presidential electio.v— mode of, results, banner states will be contented with two little, and they will not
and counties, votes given at each, since 1789 210; take proper steps to secure even this permanently;
see eUciions.
may enable us to form a better opi221 but a few days
Public lands— relative to the
21S nion of what is to be done hereabouts.
Schools— in Massachusetts 214; N.Carolina
Americans are leaving Canton;
the
Meanwhile
211
Seizure— the bark Jones
South Carolina— list of members of legislature 217^ almost all their ships are out of the river, and their
We have to-day
21^ property for the most part safe.
iteins
.

China— affairs

Coal and ikon trade

thrown out of employment by the cessation of the
foreign trade, were also entertained, and it was
thought they might possibly break out immediately
after all the foreigners shall have left Canton.
The Chinese proclamation. The following curiouS
affair has been issued by the Chinese authorities:
Proclamation.
Rate of rewards for deUroying the
English.
An otfer of rewards which witl truly be
awarded to any one who shall destroy the English,

—

1st. Whetlier civil or military officers, soldiers or
people, whoever shall be able to take an English
man-of-war carrying eighty great guns, delivering
the same to the mandarins, shall receive the reward
of $'20,000. For a smaller vessel, carrying fewer
guns, less will be given. For every great gun less
the reward will be diminished $100. Whatever the
besides the great guns, weagreat vessel contains
pons of war and opium, which must be given up to
such as clocks, watches,
the mandarins, excepled
all these in addition shall be
clothes or money
awarded to the takers of the vessel! Again to any
one who shall destroy a great man-of-war of said
foreigners, not leaving even a single plank
substantial evidence being produced of the same
shall
be given the reward of $10,000. For a smaller one
less in proportion.
2d. Whoever takes an English merchant vessel,
shall have as a reward whatever the vessel contains
excepting the vessel, great guns, implements of
war anil opium, which must be given up to the
mandzrins such as goods and money. In addition
to which, for a large vessel with three masts, the
takers shall receive the reward of $10,000; two and
a half masts, $5,000; two masts, $3,000. For taking an English barge (sampan) or passage boat,
$300; a small one, .$100.
Whether large or small, for the destroying or sinkCumanches
209
the
defeats
which
may not all
Texas—col. Mjore
many reports in ciiculation
210 be true; that a reward of $25,000 will be paid to ing of each English vessel substantial evidence
Vice preside.ncy John Tyler's reply
anyone blowing up the "VVellesley," and in pro- being produced of the same the proportion of one.ARTICLES.
portion for the other men of war; that a price has third of the foregoing rewards shall be awarded.
3d For taking alive a foreign mandarin or offiThe remains of Napoleon. The French fri- been set on the heads of some of the English mergate Belie Poule, commanded by the prince de chants: and that the Americans have been order- cer, on inquiry should it be ascertained that he is
the said man of-war's chief officer, the reward shall
It is impossible
Joinville, accompanied by the Favoiite sloop of ed to leave Canton in five days!
Our last accounts from the United be ( $5,000 )_/ii)C thousand dollars; for any other ofwar, reached St. Helena on the 8th October, from to believe this.
France, and was received with due respect.
States are to 23d February, from England to 4lh ficer, more or less, according to his rank and office
for every degree lower, the
the rule of lessening
The mortal remains of Napoleon were to be ta- March: but we are looking every moment for the
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ken on board the frigate on the 15lh October, that
being the day on which Bonaparte arrived at St.
Helena, 25 years ago. In the retinue from France
for this purpose (with the prince) are counts de
Chabot, Las Casas anil Marchand, and generals
Bertrand and Gourgaud, and four of Napoleon's
former domestics at St. Helena.
There is a sarcophagus of ebony by the "Belle
Poule," for the purpose of holding the coffin of Napoleon.
On board the "Belle Poule" is a chapel
fitted up for its reception, which is lined with black
velvet, in small panels, sprinkled all over with silver stars, festooned with silver cord and tassals.
is an altar, with a crucili.'c over it, at one
end of the chapel. This sarcophagus is supported
at the corners by four eagles.
On the top of it is
to be placed an einbroideied black velvet cushion,
and on the cushion a crown. Suspended to the
ceiling, iininediateiy above the crown, a ball with
a cross on the top ol it, and under the ball the emblem of justice. In the chapel are also four pyramids to hold candles; suspended to the ceiling are
tour vessels to burn incense; there is also a rich
velvet pall, which is said to have cost 25,000 francs,
to cover the sarcophagus.

There

Munitions of war.

The N. Y. Commercial

Advertiser says that the naval forces of the ditl'erent powers, now in the Mediteiranean, are presumed to be as follows:
France Twenty sail of the li;;e, ten frigates and
ninety smaller vessels, including steamers.
England Sixteen sail of the line, four frigates
and twenty smaller vessels.
Russia
Ten sail of the line and eleven frigates.
Corvettes and brigs.
^udria
sail of the line and five Binaller

—
—
—
—Two
vessels.
Egypt — Seventeen
of the line and forty smalvessels.
Turkey — Three
of the line and ten frigates,
corvettes,
Sardinia — Four
corvettes and brigs.
United Slates — One
of the
one frigate
sail

ler
'

sail

&.c.

frigates,
sail

line,

ind one corvette.
Total, two hundred and sixty-five vessels.

Vor

IX-Sio.
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April overland mail. The news it brings however
cannot be of much importance. The stock of tea
nankin silk remains.
is exhausted, and but little
After all the export of tea to England will amount
to thirty million pounds! ten millions more than
was confidently predicted. We think there is every
reason to anticipate a long interruption in the trade,
from six to eighteen months, (and it appears to us
that parlies with you will be safe in acting on this
calculation). The opium trade, the cause of our
present troubles proximately, so far from being
checked by the measures of Lin was never more
flourishing.

The correspondent

of the Courier gives the following statement of the export of tea to England
since 1st October last:

Bohea
Congo
Caper

lbs.

Campoi

191,554

16,6-53.025

Twankay

lbs.

Hyson Skin

129,281 Hyson
9,066 Young Hyson
636,998 Imperial
101,475 Gunpowder
242,544
Green
535,195

3,120,249
115.031
1,446,525
650,357
285,710
598,087

—

be diminished $500.
mandarins or officers
substantial evidence being produced of the same
one-third of the proportional reward for taking such
alive shall be awarded!

reward
4th.

shall

For

killing foreign

5th. For seizing alive Englishmen or parsees,
whether soldiers or merchants, for each one a reward sh.ill be given of .$100; for each one killed
evidence being produced of the same .$20. As
for taking the black devils, it ought to be decided
whether they are soldiers or slaves, and the reward

—

granted accordingly!
6th. For taking JEfanrascdJs

— Chinese — who sup-

ply the barbarians, or deal in opium, the same on
being condemned, decapitated and their beads
exposed; for each of such $100 reward; besides
these, for those of less crime, a less reward will be
Translated by
given!
I. J. R,
trial

June2Uh, 1840.
TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Galveston papers of the 15th of November

says:
are fiirtheir convinceil," says the Galveston
Courier, "from intelligence received lately by the
6,206,609 sloop Pherix, from Corpus Chrisli bay, that there
Black
18,609,987 has been no serious collision between Arista (cenAt the latest actralist) and Canales (federal).
Total lbs. 24,826,-596 counts, Canales was making rapid marches Iroin
the
direction
Tampico,
and evetown,
in
of
town
to
about
a
million
and
a
To which must be added
ry place he visited declaring in favor of 'the constihalf sent to Singapore for transhipment.
From Cantun. The arrival ol^ the ship Globe, tution of 1824,' and joining in his cause."
The Houston Star, of the 11th, contains the folc^iplain Christopher, brings news from Canton as
late as the 4ihof July, which is ten days later lowing:
learn by
Success of col. Moore's expedition.
than that received by the arrival of the Ann .McKim. The public notice issued on the 2Slh of letter from Austin, received by last night's mail, that
June, by sir James Gordon Bremer, commander of on the 21st ult. the troops under the command of
the British naval force, declaring the port of Can- col. Moore came in sight of a large Curaanche enton in a state of blockade was not put in force un- campment, on the head waters of the Colorado,
Great excitement about 300 miles northwest of Austin, which they
lil the 3d of the ensuing moiilh.
was caused in Canton and the neighborhood by this attacked, and succeeded in killing about 150 Indians,
hostilities.
of
By some ol captured 32 prisoners, and about 500 horses ami
commencement
actual
the Chinese it was thought that the whole popula- mules. Among the capitives are two Mexican boys.
tion of the suburbs would be made to retire within Col. Moore, with his command, arrived at Austin,
the city walls, ami apprehending this, many of the on the 7lh inst. and was received by the inhabitants
wealthier people had removed into the country. with the highest demonstralions of joy and comApprehensions of insurrections among the people. mendation.

Souching

Hung Mucy

Penoe
Orange Pekoe

"We

We
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NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
to the reqinrsments ol law, the electors of president and vice president were on Wednesday last the 2d December, to assemble at the
seats of government of their respective states, and
cast their ballots for president and vice president.

According

are to make three lists of Ihe votes. One of
these is sent by a special messenger, appointed by
the electoral college of each state, to Washington,
and is to be delivered to the president of the senate, on or before the first IVednesday of January;
another is required to be Ibrthwith forwarded to Ihe
president ot the senate by mail; the third is to be
forthwith delivere;tto the district judge of the United States in the district in which the electors assemble. If a list of votes shall not have been received at the seat of government on the first Wednesday of January, the secretary of slate is required to despatch a special messenger to the district

They

for the list left with him.
the second Wednesday of February, congress
required to be in session, and the certificates of
the votes, which have been received, are to be opened by the president of the senate, in presence of
the house of representatives, and counted, and the
The
person.^ elected ascertained and declared.
presidential term commences on the fourth of

judge

Go

is

March.
In case of the removal, death, resignation, or inpresident, the vice president executes the duties of president until an election. If
there be no president or vice president, the president pro tern, of the senate executes the duties; and
if there be no president of the senate, the speaker
of the house of representatives does the duty. In
case the offices of president and vice president are
both vacant, the secretary of siate is to notify the
executives of the states, and to give public notice
of an election of electors, to be held at the lime
and in the manner of Ihe regular election, if there
be two months after notice before that time, if not,
the next succeeding year.
ability of the

Results

—

5,
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cate of popular rights, and the uncompromising opponent of the bohl and daring assumptions of powers
which have of late years been claimed and exercised by the chief executive magistrate of this union;
because he regards the public offices of the country
as created for the benefit and advantage of the people, and not for the political advantage of the president, and in that spirit, utterly denies the right, on
the part of the president, to remove from office one
'•vpho is honest, capable and faithlul to the conslition," to make way lor another, whose chief recommendation is to be found iji his being a noisy and

—

clamorous demagogue and partizan because he
would carry with hiin into the administration the
principles of Jetfeison, and would require of the
officeholders to abstain from interfering in the elections, and to bestow a close attention to their duties, in place of the active partizanship which is
now every where exhibited because he is committed, by his principles, to recommend and to urge
upon congress the adoption of such measures as will
ultimate in the committing the custody of th^ public moneys to other hands than the president's, so as
effectually to separate the purse from the sword
because he is in favor of economy in the public ex-

—

Shipments oj
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August,
50,263
September, 59,210

Untied Stales.
J840.
July,
9,922
August,
25,809
September, 29,915

139,402

65,646

1839.

July,

The barque was

coffee to the

29,929

Coal and iron trade.
and iron of

The value of the coal
Pennsylvania when the industry and

enterprise of the country shall be again called into
activity may be surmised, when we are acquainted
with the following facts recently stated by the rev.
Dr. Buckland, president of the Geological Society
of London, in the annual address to that society.
Dr. B. says, in speaking of a new work published
by De la Bache, by order of the government that,
"In the chapter on fficonomic Geology, which
forms part of the memoir connected with the map
of Cornwall and Devon, Mr. De la Bache has placed,
in a more prominent light than has ever yet appeared, the bearing of geological researches and mineral
statistics

upon

political

economy; and

prove,«,

by

tabular documents, the important fact, that the average value of the annual produce of the mines of
penditures, in opposition to that wasteful course of the British Islands amounts to the enormous sum of
extravagance which has caused the public expendi- £20,000,000, of which about £8,000,000 arise
tures to increase in ten years, from $13,000,000, from iron, and £9,000,000 from coal."
exclusive of the payment of the public debt, to near
This value is estimated of the iron after fusion
$40,000,000 annually— because he is the sworn into pigs. The coal is valued at the pit's mouth.
enemy to corruption, and the lover of virtue beNow the average cost of coal in Great Britain at
cause in his election and by his example, will be the pit's mouth is seven shillings, and the quantity
established and secured that greatest of all reforms, mined is stated by other political economists to be
without which, the effort at reformation is hope- 30,000,000 tons per annum, which approximates
less, viz: the limiting for all future time, the presi- very closely to De la Bacht's calculation.
dential term of service to a single term of four years
Let us suppose that one-half is consumed in the
and because he is an honest man, a republican in mining districts, and that the other half is carried to
principle; and a patriot in practice.
a market (from the Tyne and Wear they ship
I might find
other reasons in the history of his past life— a lile 4,000,000 tons) at a cost of one dollar and fifiy
devoted to the service of his country but I have cents per ton. The total cost then per annum ol
fully answered your inquiries.
Having responded 30,000,000 tons at the place of consumption would
fully and freely to your inquiries, I am, gentlemen, be the enormous amount of $'67,500,000.
In these
your most obedient servant,
facts may be seen the basis of the prosperity of the
^LER.
greatest nation of Europe.
Teeasury notes according to the monthly reMcCulloch very properly says, "it is hardly posport of the secretary of the treasury there were out- sible to exaggerate the advantages England derives
standing on the 1st inst. $4,433,832 28, a consider- from her vast beds of coal." And again, "our coal
able portion of which is on interest.
mines are the principal sources and foundation of
our manufacturing and commercial prosperity."

—

—

—

JOHN T
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Department ok state.

Official.

Infor-

mation has been officially received bv the department of state of the erection of si'x new light
houses on the coasts of France; of which the following notice is published lor the benefit of vessels sailing in that part of the world:
1. hland of St. Marcouf.in latitude of 49 deg.
29 min. 53 sec. longitude 3 deg. 29 inin. west of
Pans; the light situated on the fort, about 55 feet
above the level of the sea, and may be perceived,
in fine weather, at the distance of three leagues.
2. Poll Navulo, on the right side ol the eiUrance
of the Morbihan; the light situated on the point,
about 70 feet above the sea, and is visible, in fine
weatlier, at the distance of 3 leagues.
3. Cape Ferrel, about one mile north of the entrance of the basin of Arcachon, in latitude of 44
deg. 33 min. 43 sec. longitude 3 deg. 33 min. 15
sec. west of Paris; the light situated about 200 feet
above the level o( the sea, and visible at the distance of 6 leagues.

—

—

\_Phiia.

Nat. Gat.

The colonial trade. The

Portland Advertiser says that a memorial to be presented to congress it is presumed, is now in that city and numerously signed, upon the subject of the British
colonial trade.
There is not, the memorial says,
even the semblance of reciprocity in the trade.
Our vessels are not admitted to all British colonial
ports, where custom houses are established, in like
manner as British vessels are, into the ports of the
United States, nor are they admitted to carry all the
productions of this country, to her ports, and freely
Our fish oil and salted fish, the
offer them for sale.
staple articles of our New England states, is prohibited by her altogether, in the colonics; the ports to
which we may trade are limited also; and Ihe arti'
cles which we are allowed to take there, taxed more

onerously than like articles, entered and coming
The
from the colonial ports in British vessels.
monopoly of a large proportion of the carrying
trade by British vessels, operates injuriously to
American vessels, a trade which they enjoyed the
principal share of prior to the opening of those
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from the coastof Africa with
part of her original cargo laden at Boston, consisting of lumber, furniture, glass, salt, fish, &c. together with a quantity of ivory and palm oil, and about
89,000 in gold and silver.
Having completed her
business at St. Helena, wheie she sold a portion of
her lumber, and ihe vessel being ready for sea, the
mate and part of the crew became disorderly, 'and
refused to return to the coast of Africa and complete their voyage agreeably to their contract.
This proceeding detained the vessel. Meanwhile
the mate threatened to make the barque a prize to
H. Jj. M. brigantine Dolphin, lying in the Roads,
of which captain Gilbert took no notice, not apprehending any trouble from a British officer, without first being called upon for some hearing, particularly as he was in British waters, and within
the jurisdiction of the government of St. Helena.
On learning that an officer was on board the
barque demanding the papers, captain Gilbert and
the supercargo, Mr. Sexton proceeded on board,
found their vessel in possession of an officer and
crew of the Dolphin, who refused them admittance
on board, denying them so much as a trunk of wearing apparel. Returning to the shore, capt. Gilbert,
through the American consul, addressed the commander of the Dolphin, also the governor; the former returning his letter unopened, and Ihe latter
declining any interference in the business. Durin"
the following day, the cargo of the barque was over"^
hauled, every part of the vessel ransacked, and the
money taken on board the Dolphin, with other articles, such as shoes, tobacco, &c. and the latter distributed among the crew.
During Sunday night, the bar<jue was taken off
undercharge of a lieutenant, midshipman and eight
seamen from the Dolphin, together with the cook,
steward and mate belonging to the barque, leaving
the remainder of the crew on board of the Dolphin;
one of whom, a boy, being on shore the mornim'
the Ann McKim sailed, confessed that all they found
on board the barque was five sets of hand cuffs, (an
unusual small number for a merchantman), three
wooden spoons, bought by the steward on Ihe coast,
a quantity of codfish, upon which the British officer
stated he had on one occasion seen slaves fed
together with a few ballings on one side of the vessel to keep a quantity of powder dry when originally shipped at Boston; these were the only items
last

—

discovered

to justify them in their proceedings.
Liquor was taken on board the barque, and the
mate kept in a state of intoxication most of the
time. Her cargo was regularly manifested at the
custom house, and papers deposited with the American consul, where they still remained. The chronometer was on shore, which was likewise seized
upon by the commander of the Dolphin.
Shortly before, the commander of the brig, meeting captain Gilbert on shore, accosted him in the
street, and abruptly demanded his manifest.
With
this exception there was no communication with any
one belonging to the barque except the mutinous
mate and crew.
The men left on board the Dolphin were uncomfortably situated, from the fact of a part of them
declining to say the barque was not bound, neither
had been on any illegal voyage. The Dolphin's
company were beginning to doubt themselves as to
the propriety of the steps of H. B. M. officers, and
did not believe they had secured a prize.
Not the
lightest suspicion existed at St. Helena as to the
vessel being engaged in any illejal business, and,
altogether, the preceding seemed most unwarrantable, and doubly outrageous in taking the vessel
away without any hearing from the captain, the
agent, Saul Solomon, esq. or the American consul,
W. Carioll, esq. solely listening to the mutinous
mate, who, with the steward, seemed to be the chief

The above are on the Atlantic coasts. The fol
lowing are on the Mediterranean, near the mouths
of the Rhone.
4. La Camargue.
In place of the small light- ports.
houses on the east bank of the entrance of the old
The plaster trade alone, of which there is probaRhone, a new one, of the first order, with a fixed
bly imported into the United Slates from seventyUgbl has bpen established on a tower, at the heif-ht five
thousand to one hundred thousand tons annually,
ol about 90 feet above the level
of the sea, in lati- and employs a large amount of tonnage, is now altude of 43 deg. 20 min. 30 sec. longitude 2 deg.
20 most wholly imported in British vessels, the annual
mm. 30 gee. east from Paris; the liglit visible at the freight on which will probably amount to one hun- leader in the business.
distance of 6 leagues.
Captain Gilbert and his supercargo were to leave
dred and fifty thousand ilollais. This was a trade
5. Porl de Cassis, in latitude
of 43 deg, 12 min. greatly advantageous to United States vessels, prior for the United States the first vessel after the Ann
30 sec. longitude 3 deg. 1 min. 40 sec. east from. to the'opening of the ports to us, and from which iMcKim left. It is supposed that the Jones will be
Parisi on the left side of the entrance of the port,
we are now driven in a great measure, and it is only taken to Sierra Leone.
90 leet above the level of the sea; visible at the from certain free ports, and at an advanced price,
1

distance of 3 leagues.
6. Port de la Ciolal.
Another lighten atower
at the end of the new mole, on the right side
of the
entrance of the port; in latitude of 43 deg.
10 min.
56 sec. longitude 3 deg. 16 min. 23 sec. east ol
Paris; visible at the distance of 3 leagues.
Tliis

making

second light will prevent

all

possibility of

Ciotat Icr Cassis.

American vessels are allowed to lake it; whilst
Britivh vessels are privileged to take it direct from
the quarries, and at a diminished price, equal at
least, to the amount of freight from the quarries to
that

the place of exportation.

Seizure of the

trade

4.ND

COMMERCE.

Coffee—/corn Rio Janeiro. The

following slale-

the shipments to the United Slatesforthe
last three months, and lor
the corresponding period
last year, shews a deficit
of 73,756 bags, or near

12,000,000 pounds. The exports from Rio
rope last month were 55,573 bass.

to

Eu-

On

the 7th

1st

Nov. 1840,

vice Gaither, resigned.

Second regiment of artillery.
that the barque Joes, Ciipt. GilSecond lieut Wm. B. Blair to be Ist lieut. 4th
had been seized by H. B. M. brigDolphin, on
suspicion of having been concerned in the slave Nov. 1340, lice Bransford, deceased.
Fourth regiment ofuiixUery.
trade, and that she was at St. Helena on the 9th of
Second lieut. Thomas Williams to be Ist lieut.
Seiitember.
By the Ann McKira the following particulars have 5th October, 1840, vice Tufts, deceased.
Fint regiment of infantry.
been received. The Jones belonged to Messrs. P.
First lieut. George H. Pegram to be cnptain 9tll
I. Farnham & Co. of New York and to a house at
vice Day, deceased.
August,
1840,
Com[^- Y.
Salem.
ir.st.

bert,

nentol

BARtirjE Jonks.

THE ABSIT.
Promolions and appointments in the army of the
United States since the publication of "general orrfers,"of July 21, 1840.
First regiment of dragoons.
Brevet 2d lieut. Richard 'S. Ewell to be 2d lleut.

we mentioned

'

—

.
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5,

but no increase of stability was gained by these arSecond lieut. Ferdinand Coxe to be 1st lieut. 5th
rangements, and it was only by doubling thcin with
Fort King, Nov. 15, 1840.
August, 1840, vice Pegram, promoted.
Indians having act- light wood lo the thickness of a foot at the extreme
57
Part
The
II.
No.
Order
infantry,
2d
Caldwell.
Brevet 2d lieut. James N.
under water, decreasing to
promot- ed with their usual want of faith, the armistice is at breadth, and ten feet
to be 2d lieut. 5th August, 1840, vice Coxe
and depthways, which corrected

Head

quarters,

army of Florida,

—

an end; the commanding officers of the different reed.
and posts, will therefore be prepared to act
Brevet 2d lieut. Stephen D. Carpenter to be 2d giments
offensively on the promulgation of this order.
resigned.
vice
Paine,
1S40,
Oct.
12th
lieut.
general commanding has reason to be
The
HI.
Second regiment of infaniry
gratified with the zeal and energy heretofore disBrevet major Joseph Plyinpton, captain 5th inthe officers and troops under his complayed
by
Loorais,
vice
Sept.
1840,
22d
major
fantry, to be
mand, and in calling for increased energy on their
promoted.
part, he is confident his wishes will be met, and he
Third regiment of infantry.
the happiest results from the approachanticipates
2d
lieut.
be
1st
Second lieut. James M. Smith, to
g active campaign.
Oct 1840, vice Blanchard, resigned.
the enemy hereafter appear with the white
Should
infantry,
4th
Shepherd,
L.
Oliver
lieut.
Brevet 2d
ig, they are to be made prisoners, and diligently
Smith, promoted.
to be 2d lieut. 2d Oct. 1840, vice
further orders. By order of brigadier
Brevet 2d lieut. Joseph L. Folaom, 8th infantry, guarded until
W. J.
neral Armistead,
dropped.
Peyton,
to be 3d lieut. 18th Nov. 1840, vice
Lieutenant and aid de-camp.
2d lieut. Wm. B. Johns, 8th infantry, to

NEWTON,

Brevet
be 2d lieut. 18th Nov. 1840,

vice

Lindenberger,

R. Ridgeley, adjutant 3d

in the requisite

degree by

full

dimensions near the

load water line, with sufficient capacity."
4lh. "The load water section is the most important element in the whole construction, because the
stability of the ship depends principally on it."
Slh. "The most easy and advantageous way of
is by a large arena of flotation,
and great fullness between wind and water; or which
is the same thing, by keeping the centre of gravity
of the displacement at as short a distance as possiThe old notion long
ble below Ihe water's surface.
entertained by constructors of ships, that a flat floor

obtaining stability,

dropped.

Fourth regiment of infantry.
Second lieut. Robert M. Cochrane to be lat lieut.
4th Oct. 1840, vice Grandin resigned.
Brevet 2d lieut. Henry D. Wallen, 3d infantry, to
be 2d lieut. 4th Oct. 1840, lUce Cochrane, promoted.
Fifth regiment of infantry.
First lieut. Caleb Sibley to be captain, 22d Sept.
1840, VKe Plympton, promoted.
Second lieut. CarterL. Stevenson, to be 1st lieut.
22d Sept. 1S40, vice Sibley, promoted.
Brevet 2d lieut. Pinkney Lugenbeel to be 2d lieut.
22d Sept, 1840, vice Stevenson, promoted.
Sixth regiment of infantry.
Major Gustavus Loomis, 2d infantry, to be lieut.
colonel 22d Sept. 1840, vice Green, deceased.
Eighth regiment of infantry.
First lieut. James M. Hill to be captain 23th
Sept. 1840, vice Bonnell, deceased.
First lieut. Henry McKavett to be captain 1st

artillery.

four inches length
Here it was evident that the defect of
Ihe defect.
instability was not so much owing to a want of extreme breadth; but in diminishing the breadth at
Ihe place of flotation too quickly fore and aft."
To this case may be added a more recent one in the
Caledonia, British three deck ship.
"The form of the immersed body, and the
3d.
weight of the ship are the chief terra in the composition of stability, and they are only to be attained

THE NAVY.

On the 12th inst. the U. S. brig Concert, "engaged in a triangular survey" of the coast of the United States, anchored off Apalachicola. The journal
says the entire coast of Florida is to be accurately
surveyed.
The U. S. frigate Constitution, com. Claxton,
and schooner Shark, captain Bigelow, sailed from
Puna, 3d October, 1840, all well, for Payta and
Callao. They visited Guayaquil in the Shark, and
exchanged salutes with the town.
The governor, Don Vicente Rocafuerte, gave
com. Claxton and all his officers a grand entertainment. All were very much gratified with their visit
to Guayaquil.
The Yorktown sloop of war, commander Aulick
has droped down from the navy yard to the ancho
rage off the naval hospital, Norfolk, bound to thi
Pacific.

gives stability, led them of course to increase the
breadth of ships as much as possible at the floor, or
at the greatest depth below Ihe surface of the water.
In conformity with Atwood's demonstration, ships
ought to be for the sake of stability, made as broad
as possible at and near the water's surface, and they
must consequently be made less broad at the floor.
It will now be shown that a great breadth at the
depth of the floor is calculated to retard the motion
of the ship, more than an increase of breadth at and
just below the wa'er's surface."
6th. "That particular form, however, for a fast
sailing ship, which Ihe present stale of our knowledge would lead us to adopt as the best calculated

The U. S. biig Enterpriie arrived at Rio Janeiro for fast sailing is that which is determined by makOct. 1840, vice Phillips, resigned.
ing as large an arena of flotation, and as much rise
Second lieut. George Lincoln to be 1st lieut. 2Sth early in October, from Bahia, with the brig IVlalek
Adhel
as a prize, seized by ttie U. States consul at in the floor, as can be admitted, or in a word, it is
promoted.
Sept. 1840, vice Hill,
which the centre of gravity of Ihe disSecond lieut. W. C. Browne to be 1st lieut. 1st Baliia on a charge of piracy. The Journal of Com- that form in
placement is at the least distance below the water's
merce say?:
Oct. 1840, rice McKavett, promoted.
surface."
Adhel
touched
Fayal,
"The
Malek
at
bound
to
Brevet 2d lieut. Henry Wardwell, 7th infantry,
7th. "We must also increase the arena of Ihe load
Pacific, and put into Bahia lor supplies.
If we
to be 2d lieut. 2Sth Sept. 1340, vice Lincoln, pro- the
are rightly informed, the crew confess that she fired water section so as to ensure a sufficient degree of
moted.
It is necessary lo place the centre of grar
stability.
Brevet 2d lieut. Robert P. Maclay, 6th infantry, at some merchant vessels, and it is said the captain
This indivi- vityofihe displacement at the least possible disto be 2d lieut. 1st Oct. 1840, vice Brovfne, promot- of the Malek Adhel does not deny it.
below
the surface of the water in order to obtance
abandoned
his
vessel
at
Bahia,
dual
and is now in
ed.
We understand he attempts to exculpate tain the maximum of stability and Ihe fastest rate of
this city.
Medical department.
saying
tliat he fired upon said vessels to sailing"
himself
by
Richard F. Simpson, of Virginia, to be assistant
Slh. "Increasing the breadth of a ship within the
bring them to, in onier to compare and regulate the
surgeon 1st August, 1840.
ronometers!" The same paper of the next day, Oct. limits of the parts immersed and emerged by incliWilliam E. Fullwood, of Georgia, to be assistant
9lli, contains a card from Joseph Nunez, captain of nation, certainly adds lo the stability, and has been
surgeon Ist Oct. 1840.
the Malek Adhel, in which he denies that he aban- found beneficial in many instances, and may probaReappointment.
doned his vessel at Bahia, but slates that she was bly be tried with advantage in many others."
W. H. T. Walker, late 1st lieut. 61h infantry, to seized by the Enterprize in the night, when he and
It was in accordance with the principles here laid
be Ist lieut. in the same regiment, to take place two passengers were on shore. He further slates, down, that the Franklin, the Boston, and their sisnext below lieut. Todd, and to rank Irom the 1st that he had brought with him all his papers in due ter ships, and the frigate Macedonian, have beeo
Feb. 18.S8, the original date of his commission.
form, and a passport from the Brazilian government, constructed.
Resignations. (10).
The character of the ships indicate the correctwhich he would exhibit to the public in due time.
Captain J. A. Phillips, 8th infantry, 301h Sept.
National vessels.
We invite attention lo the an- ness of the principle, and the validity of it, cannot
1840.
nexed communication. It is from a highly intelli- now be impaired by the mere opinions of any person.
First lieut. A. G. Blanchard 3d infantry, 1st Oct. gent and responsible source, corrects some of the
Some there are who seeing a ship capacious in
1840.
her after part at and above Ihe load water line, may
errors of the Boston press, and furnishes some valu
First lieut. J. C. Fletcher, 6th infantry. lOlh Nov. able information as to ship building, and particular
suppose erroneously that this fullness extends lo Ihe
One lest of a vessel's form is Ihe launching
1840.
ly with regard to several of the prominent vessels keel.
First lieut. W. G. Grandin, 4th infantry, 3rd Oct. of our navy.
dralt of water, and Ihe ships constructed by the
[N. Y. Times.
drew a greater dilference of draft of
1840.
chief
architect
The Boston Mercantile Journal of the 12th inst.
Second lieut. E. A. Paine, 1st infantry, lllhOct. contains some remarks on the sloop of war Boston, water at the time of launching than any ships of
1840.
now ready for sea in the harbor of New York. The their class in the navy.
Second lieut. E. B. Gaither, 1st dragoons, 31st worlhy editor, who fay the by is an excellent seaThe act of congre.ss for building ten sloops, gave
Oct. 1840.
man, says "a clean run is important vvhere fast sail- an opportunity to three constructors lo try their skill.
Asst. surg. M. C.Leavenworth, 30th Sept. 1840. ing is desirable; but does not seem to be considered The ships were to be of the same dimensions, and to
Asst. surg. Samuel Forry, 31st Oct. 1840.
such by the chief constructor. By not attending to have a light of draft water. The chief construcPliiladelphia,
Asst. surg. Elias Hughes, 31st July, 1840.
this ])oint, many fine sliips belonging to the govern- tor, then attached lo Ihe navy yard at
chaplain,
Adams,
&c.
Jasper
15lh
Nov.
Rev.
gave the drawings and moulds for Ihe Boston. This
ment have been spoiled."
1840.
The editor is wrong in his conclusion. The chief ship on her first cruise gave such ample proof of exDeaths. (5).
constructor holds the doctrine of a clean run to be cellence, and combined Ihe qualities of fast sailing,
stability, to so great a
Lieut, col. John Green, 6th infantry, at Tallahas- correct, and he has always practised on that princi- quick working, capacity and
egree, that Ihe navy commissioners gave direction^
1840.
ple.
His ships are among tiie sharpest below in
21st
Sept.
Florida,
see,
be built, to be of her
sloops
to
Capt. William Day, 1st infaniry, at St Louis, what is usually c.dled Ihe run, and this he considers for the remaining
indispensable lo fast sailing and quick working, an<l model, and frames were provided for Iheio, exceptMissouri, 4th August, 1S40.
not a whisper at
was
There
Falmouth.
ing
Ihe
Bonnell,
infantry,
considers
that
Slh
at
Philadelhe
also
great
capacity
at the load
Capt. Joseph
floating line is e.ssenlial to liydrodynamical stability. this lime against the Bnston, nothing of excessive
phia, Penn. 27th Sept. 1840.
elapsed, it was
First lieut. D. H. Tufts, 4th artillery, at Detroit, In support of this doctrine 1 shall quote the writings fullness: but when fifteen years had
of distinguished malliematicians and naval architects discovered that this ship and her sisters had nol a
Michigan, 4tli Oct, 1840.
considered
First lieut. S. J Bransford, 2d artillery, at West in Europe, such men as Charles Dupin, Atwood clean run, and that such a form was nol
and admiral Chapman, the celebrated Swedish con- an important requisite by the chief constructor. It
Point, New York, 3d Nov. 1S40.
of that
is well remembered that the Boston papers
Memorandum. The name of William Smith, a structor.
this vessel,
Ist. "A deficiency in stability is frequently of Ihe day, spoke in terms of coinKjeiulalion of
captain of the corps of engineers, having been
of the
attention
special
the
changed by the legislature of the state of New York most serious consequences. It may cause the loss which I recommend to
to \miinm DaviiTson Fraser, he will hereafter be of a ship on a lee shoie; it may prevent a ship in a editor of the Journal.
sloops,
ten
of
the
water
of
draft
The
launching
accordingly.
recognised
stiff
and
breeze
when
engaged
with an enemy from Usknown
excepting Ihe Falmouth, is here subjoined, and from
The St. Augustine News of the 20th inst. says: ing her lee guns."
remark of
2d. "Le Scipion, Le Hercule, Le Pluton, French this state'meni il will be seen whether the
It is rumored that all the posts are to be destroyed
Pe^
except a tew necessary depots; wagons sold, com- ships of Ihe line, are instances of Ihe want a slabi the editor of the Journal was correct or not,
pany officers to march on foot, and the old system lily. Alterations in the distribution of the ballast haps he can furnish the draft of waler of the Falof hunting the

enemy

to

be revived.

were made,

additional ipianlities

were put on board; mouth?

,

i

i
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launching drajl of water of the

Tlie

Boston,
Vincennes,

~1

Fairfield,

I

St. Louis,

f

Concord,

|

Was

aft

13 feet 5 inches, forward 9

feel 2 inches, difference

4

It.

3

in.

Vandalia, J
The fore'oin^ ships are alike in form, and were
drafted by the chief constructor.

The launching draft of water

Warren was

alt 12 feet

7 inches, difference

Natchez was

aft

1

11 feet 10 inches, forward 9 feet

9 inches, difference 2

feet 1 inch.
Lexirifjlon was aft 12 feet 10 inches, forward 9
1 inch, difference 3 feet 9 inches.

ft.

Falmouth, no information.
The chief constructor claims no agency in the
construction of thpse four ships. The Falmouth
was planned anil buill in the Charlestown navy yard
aAer the Boston was launched, and was intended by
her constructor to be a superior ship. How far he
succeeded. I leave for other." to determine.
The characters of a part of the first named six, as
drawn by their commanders, is here added, and any
one conversant with the subject, will be able to
determine what credit is due to assertion without
proof.

We

sailed
Character of the Boston— Jan. 1S26.
from Boston with a strong wind from W. N. W. and
stood out of the bay with sinfjie reefed tojisails, foresail and main top-gallant sail, steerin; before the
wind until abreast of Cape Cod, the ship going 10
knots per log. After hauling up S. S. E. to go out
of the south channel, took the third reef in the topsails, an'l took in the main top gallant sail.
Site
averaged eleven ktiot": and could have carried whole
topsails and main course at the time. The observed
latitude next day justified the distance given by the
log, being seventeen miles to the south of that account.
I had occasion to stay her several times
tinder topsails and courses, and she worked admirablv, and no doubt will combine all the good qualities that a vessel need possess.
She is very stiff,
and bpars her canvass as well as any ship I have

—

Character of the Vincennes Jan. 1827. I have
to state that as far as my experience and observation has gone, I think myself justified in believing
that her greatest superiority is in sailing close hauled, with as much wind as she can conveniently
carry, double reefed topsails and courses to.—
Under top gallant sails, royals, and indeed any sail
by the wind, her sailing appears to be extraordinary, both from her velocity through the water,
and her capacity for holding a good wind. With
the wind abeam, or a point forward or aft of it, under any sail; but more especially in strong breezes
under low sail, she appears to possess greater excellence than is usually found in vessels of her
class.
The chief excellence of this vessel evidently
consists in the great facility with which she performs
all manoeuvres, and her capacity to carry a great
deal of sail without straining or pressing her.
She
appears to steer and work with more readiness and
advantage than the ships I have heretofore sailed
in, and from these circumstances I am disposed to
think in the poinls spi-citically referred to, her carrying, working and steering, she is almost uiLrivalled.

In a head sea, wilh fresh and strong breezes, under reduced topsails, courses, 8cc. she can compete
on a wind with any vessel.
For comfort and security generally, equal to any,
and superior to most vessels.
In the only norther experienced whilst at anchor
in Valpnraiso bay, she rode beautifully, with but
little strain to her cables.
JMy regard for the Vincennes is based upon a
knowledge of her most excellent and superior qualities, and I will only add, that if she was my own
vessel, I would do what I propose, and th reby render her what I think she nearly is already, a nonpareil, [Note
the proposition was to alter some
part of her internal arrangements.]

—

Character of the FairJietd—lSSl.

I

have never

•ailed in a finer vessel.
She steers well, bears lier
eail well, works well, sails well, and in short, has
all

the properties which could be desired in a ship.
the following questions the answers are an-

To

nexed:

How

does she

sail close

hauled in a lop gallant

gale?

Answer.

How

Fast, and bears her canva.ss well.
does she sail close hauled in a topsail gale?
The same fast, and bears her canvass

—

Answer.
well.

How

does

she

sail

under reefed

courses?

Answer.

Admirably.
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topsail

does she steer, wear and stay, under all cir
cumstances?
Answer. As well as could be desired.
How does she lay to in a gale, and under what
sail does she behave best?
Answer. Close reefed maintopsail, reefed foresail and balance reefed spanker or stern mixen.
She is very comfortable, unless its blows extremely
heavy, when the main topsail alone 1 find to be the
best.

oftlie

2 inches, forward 10 feet

foot 7 inches.

sailed in.

5,

How

and

How does

she

Answer.

Her

wilh the wind on the beatn?
best sailing.
with the wind on the quarter?
Answer. Very well.
does she sail with the wind aft?
Answer. Her worst sailing rolls easily and is

How

does she

sail

sail

How

—

easy on her masts.
How does she stand under her

Answer.

Very

sails?

well.

At a subsequent period the following additional
testimony was received.
The Fairfield arrived at Norfolk having had a
She has
passage of 65 days from Valparaiso.
proved to my perfect conviction that she possesses
She sails well unall the best qualities of a ship.
der any and all circumstances, and I think there
can be no better sea boat.
Character of the St. Louis. The St. Louis is an
excellent ship, possessing more good qualities than
any ship I ever sailed in. In scudding, laying to,
or sailing by and large, she is the safest and most
manageable ship I have been in. She sails 9 and 10
knots by and large with great ease, and I have frequently made 11 and 11^ knots for hours together
and once 11^ for nearly the whole 24 hours.
The frigate Macedonian has been cited as being
loo full in the run, and for not possessing the qualities which should characterise a ship of war. The
launching draft of water of this ship was aft 17 feet
2 inches; forward 11 feet 10 inches; difference 5 feet
4 inches. This difference of draft of water was
greater than that of any ship in the service, and
compared wilh the Brandywine, Potomac and Columbia, whose launching drafts are given below,
shows hat she has a finer run than either of those
last named.
Her character will be seen in the reports below.
The form of her stern has been cenIf those who
sured on account of its appearance.
criticised this ship had been aware of the reasons
which induced the constructor to give that form,
perhaps their observations would have been spared.
The objections to the sterns of frigates then afloat,
excepting the Unitetl States^ (it is full 13 years
since the plan of the Macedonian was drawn) and
to those on the stocks, excepting two, which had
been altered, was, that the chase guns could not
clear the stern when run out for firing, and it was
to remedy this defect, that the stern of the Macedonian was formed as it is. It must be borne in mind
that this ship was intended to sail on an even keel,
or nearly, and to have a light draft of water. These
I

two points are not favorable to fast sailing, and in
addition to these disadvantages, she was filled in
from the keel to the load line to lit her for the exploring expedition, of which she was to form a
pari; and she now presents a solid mass of timber
from her load line downwards, wilh all the joints and
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The Macedonian outsails,

with ease in every way,
the Erie and Ontario, and sails with, if she does not
outsail the Levant.
One quality of great value, a
ready obedience to her helm, she has in as much
perfection as any ship can have.
On our return to
port, we beat over the bar and round the shoal called the Spit, wilh the wind at N. W. as much of it
as we could carry single reefed topsails to, and very
unsteady in flaws. No ship could work better, or
stand up better under her canvass.
1 have to inform you that the alterations made in
the trim of the Macedonian, and the cleaning of her
bottom, have much improved her sailing. On the
passage from Boston to this place, (Eastport), we
found that we could spare about half her canvass to
the sloops.
opinion now is, that the Mandonian
is a fast ship, going free, and a fair sailing ship on
a wind.
When we left New York there was only 4 inches
difference in the draft of water taken at single anchor wilh 30 fathoms of chain out. The improvement in the working and steering of this ship, is
remarked by every one, and she is the easiest ship
that I have ever been to .sea in."
So much for the character of these ships, and I
think that they will bear a comparison with foreign
ships of war.
British naval architects, with all their experience
and with all their science, aided as they have been
by eminent men not of the profession, are still seeking the true form. Their perseverance and research may enable them to reach the designed goal.
As far as the experience of this country has gone,
it shows that those ships which have the greatest
length in proportion to their breadth, are the fastest
sailers.
In this country ships are built and launched by naval architects, and here their duty seems to
end; Ihe equipment, the quantity and position of
the ballast, the dimensions of masts and yards, and
trim of the ship, are determined by other persons.
The ship departs on a cruise, is found not to answer
the expectations formed of her, and she is pronounced a failure. The constructor alone is censured,
and sometimes without any effort on the part of the
commander to alter the trim of the ship and test her
qualities under different circumstances.
case is
on record which shows thai shifting two guns from
the bow to the stern, inede a heavy sailing ship a
a fast one.
We have cases in our own navy of a

My

A

similar character.
Witness the frigates United
States and Constitution.
That errors may have
been committed in the construction of ships of war
is not denied, and on a subject so complex as naval
construction, where opposing qualities are to be
brought together, entire success must not be looked
for; but close observation on the character of ships
ably drawn by their commanders will do much to
improve the science. The commander and architect must have free communication with each other,
and wilh a knowledge of a ship's character, and of
her dimensions and calculated elements, the size
and position of her masts, the quantity and distribution other ballast, defects may be remedied in succeeding vessels; but improvement cannot be expected, if there should be no harmony amongst
those who are to associate for this purpose. Superiority must not be claimed unless justly awarded to
superior talents and attainments.
It is hoped that the foregoing statement of facts
will satisfy the editor of the Mercantile Journal,
that the chief constructor has not deserved the censure which has been attempted to be cast on him.

Is there a man who will assert that
high poop conduce in any degree to fast
Will they not rather say that both are injurious? Notwithstanding the outcry raised against this
works well. It
shii), it will appear that she sails and
H. S.
was no faultof the constructor if she did not perform
JJussian steam frigate.
The frigate Kamschatka,
quickly at first, when in a trim different from that
designed for her, and the sailing qualities of vessels which was launched at New York on Wednesday,
is thus described in the Times:
have been known to depend on this single point.
The Kamschatka is, in appearance, about the
This ship was constructed on the same principles
size
of the Great Western, though her actual ditheir
corindicate
as the Boston, and her qualities
mensions are somewhat larger. She is pierced for
rectness.
16 guns. At present she does not draw more than
Launching d'-aft of water of the
Brandywine, aft 16 feet 6 inches, Ibrward 12 feet about nine feet water, but with her machinery and
armament on board she will probably draw from 16
6 inches, difference 4 feet.
Potomac, aft 16 feet 8 inches, forward 12 feet 6 to 17 feet. Her masts and spars look rather dwarfish, but this, perhaps, arises from her great height
inches, difference 4 feet 2 inches.
Columbia, aft 16 fett 6 inches, forward 12 feet 4 above the water; when brought to her bearings by
the weight of engines, boilers, fuel, guns, &c. we
inches, difference 4 feet 2 inches.
Character of the Macedonian, 1839. About the qua- dare say she will appear come it faut in every parno dif- ticular.
lities ol this ship as a sea boat, there can be
The Kamschatka was constructed for the empeShe is easy, dry, stands well
ference of opinion.
up under her canvass, and is, so far as we could ror of Russia, by Mr. William H. Brown, from a
crossed the Gulfstream wilh model furnished by two officers of Ihe Russian navy,
judge, wealheily.
and her build promises great speed. Her bows and
a very strong wind, almost a gale from N. E. wilh
are decorated each with a double headed eagle,
a short tumbling sea on the beam and quarter, which stern
incommoded her as little as I think it could have surmounted by an imperial crown. The cabins are
done any ship other size. The pilot who brought spacious and convenient. They are to be fitted up,
Ihe style of those of our packet
us into this bay, (Pensacola), expressed an opinion we understand, in
She is very strongly built, of solid" seasoned
ships.
that in working up from the outer bar to the navy
live oak.
and
Her engines will be about 500
white
worked
and
moved
she
breeze,
yard, with a light
They are being made by Dunham ?c
quicker than any of the sloops on this station would horse power.
have done under the same circumstances, except- Browning. The following are her dimensions aud

butts caulked.

fillings or a

sailing?

We

ing perhaps the Levant.

armament:

1
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Bath has

Dimensions.

220 feet.
210 "
36 "
24J "

Length of deck,
Length of keel,
Breadth,
Full depth,
Toniiage,

2,049

Armamenl.
Twelve 36 pounders.

Main deck.
I

(

Spar deck,
1

^

Two
^„„

The two 96's will carry hollow
The Kamachalka will take her

5,
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the influence of the activity in the
ship building, which has resulted from our heavy
crops seeking foreign markets this year, more
houses were built the last year and are now in process of erection, than in any other town in the
slate.
Fifty ship.s, owned in Bath, averaging over
400 tons each, it is reported, have cleared ovei
#400,000 the last year. One firm cleared $100,000
felt

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

64
9g

„

shot.

The

election un:ler gen. Harrison's adminisand members of congress,
will take place in New Hampshire, in March next.
first

tration, lor state officers

engines on board
Newspapers. The whole number of newspapers
Jersey city, to-morrow.
expense has been spared in the constniction established in New Hampshire since 1756, when
of this superb ship, in her machinery and other ap- Ihe New Hampshire Gazette was established, is
pointments, and we have no doubt she will do credit 152, of which 34 orjly have survived to this time
She looks like a The average existence of those that have been disto her architects and machinists.
crack sea boat, and will prove an ugly customer to continued is 3^ years.
any thing that may attack her. Heaven keep us
VERMONT.
out of the range of her "sixty-fours" and "ninetyElection return
Official.
sixes."
Harrison. Van Buren. Birney
Bennington,
1,796
1,423
30
Windham,
UNION.
STATES OF
3,472
1,715
18
Rutland,
MArNE.
4,114
1,551
10
5,817
Congressional vote in the Washington and Han- Windsor,
1,821
12
2,806
916
26
cock district. Noyes, 4,688; Lowell, 4,778; scatter- Addington,
Lowell therefore falls 76 votes short of Orange,
2,874
2,216
72
ing, 167.
Crittenden,
2,286
1,381
18
an election.
Washington,
2,057
1,984
65
Official returns of votes for senators.
Caledonia,
York county.
2,025
1,713
Grand Isle,
Van Buren.
303
Whigs.
162
4,524 *G. L. Bennett
5,428 Franklin,
2,186
1,191
39
John Sanborn
4,524 "Thomas C. Lane 5,424 Lamoil,
9U7
888
12
Thomas Carl
3,984 *T. Goodwin, 2d. 5,429 Orleans,
1,294
745
17
J. L. Lawrence
429
Essex,
443
303
J. S. Putnam
41
J. A. Morrill
Scattering 20.
32,445
319
18,009
at

No

—

THE

Cumberland

countt/.

Charles S.Davies
Elijah P. Pike
•Joseph Freeman
John Sawyer

6,670 Philip Eastman
6,460
6,676 Levi L. Totman 6,471
6,683 Ira Crocker
6,454
6,671 Joseph Brown
6,472
Scattering 33.
Lincoln county.
6,608 Charles Holmes 5,286
D. Sewell
Thaddeus Weeks 6,628 Thomas Simmons 5,288
William Thomas 6,629 Arnold Blaney
5,288
6,622 J. C. Whitmore 5,290
James Sewall
14
•William Sewall
Scatterings.

Wm.

•Richard H. Vose
•Elijah Barren
Joseph Eaton

Kennebec county.
7,372 B. W. Varnum
7,388 Amos Nourse
7,354 Amasa Dingley

Waldo county.
2,555 "John True
Nathan Allen
4,657
Timothy Thorndike 2,472 Jonathan Merrill 4,719
78
S. A. Kingsbury
Scattering 18.

Hancock

— Western

district.

*Hez. Williams 1,608
Stephen C.Foster
47

1,505

Scattering

2.

—

HanoockS; Washington Middle district.
1,784 Tristram Redman 1,497

Caleb B. Burbank

Scattering 7.

—

Washington Eastern district.
1,523 Stephen C. Foster 1,51
Jeremiah Fowler
5 Jeremiah Curtis
293
Edward Kent
John Fairfield
14

—

Scattering 5.
No choice.
Penobscot county.
Cutler 5,092 Samuel H. Blake 5,045
•Solomon Parsons 5,094 Mordecai Mitchell 5,034
Scattering 74.
Somerset county.
Hannibal Ingalls 4,658 Franklin Smith
3,976
4,581 Joseph Philbrick 3,978
•Samuel Shaw
Scattering 9.

Lysander

Simeon Barrett
Daniel Tyler
Daniel Norris

Oxford county.
3,189 •Alvin Bolster
3,090

David Hammond

5,066
5,099

95
Scattering 15.
majority on senators

The average whig

is

about

128.

Aggregate vote for
Harrison.
Isaac Ilsley
Isaac Hodsdon
Charles Trafton

46,612
46,611
46,603
46,604
Samuel Small
R. K. Goodenow 46,611
Thos. Fillebrown 46,610

Edward Robinson

46, 6i2

Benj. P. Gilcnan

46,611

46.609
Joseph Huse
Thomas Robinson 40,610

Declared

electors.

'"« Buren.
Rogers
46,1-53
Job Prince
46,186
Solomon Strout 46,188
J. P.

Olis C. Gross
Joseph Berry

46,188
46,190
46,189
46,190
Ezekiel Chase 46,190
Tliomas Barllett 46,188
C. Holland
Edward Fuller

Jacob Somes

elected by the governor

and

The whole

]4,4.'56

abolition vote in the state

46,19(1

council.

is

319.

The legidature. On the 13th ult. the following
appointments were made in joint ballot Charles
K. Williams, chief justice of the supreme court,
and Stephen Royce, Jacob Collamar and Isaac F.
Redfield, assistant justices; William Weston, of

—

Burlington, reporter of decisions of the supreme
On the 15lh, Robert Pierpont was appointed bank commissioner.
The appointment of a
fourth justice of the supreme court was postponed
court.

until the 20th.

4,408
4,410
4,410

Scattering 12.

Charles J. Abbot

Harrison's majority,

MASSACHUSETTS.
Election return

— Official.
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daily more obscured, and it seems indispensable money from either of those cities to this consequent easily answered. The Bank of the United Stales
that this community should have some light thrown upon the above loan; but on the contrary, thai its is unable lo resume, on her own resources, on the
Certain other of our institutions
\ipon it, if not from a very luminous, at least from only etiect so far as fAey are concerned, would be to day fixed by law.
a disinterested source. With these views, the pre- place bahmces on interest and make them payable are equally unable to resume. This is the fact.
sent discussion is commenced. The public is anxious at a fixed date, which are here now on deposite All rhodomontade is useless. All attempt to disThe
to understand the position of our banks, and their wi'hout interest, and not payable at any fixed date. guise the truth by false pretensions is idle.
oracles speak so vaguely that we need priests who What proportion of these balances is held by the judicious and sensible portion of the community,
understand the rites to interpret their meaning. In U. S. bank in the shape of private deposities we as well here as in New York and Boston, know the
the absence of such, the uninitiated must attempt it. have no means of knowing, but it is probably con- truth of these averments. The two last named
cities, in the hope of getting home considerable
Desiring to treat the subject with perfect fairness, siderable.
will suppose, however, that the whole sum debts in specie which were incurred by our citizens
though ill plain phrases, I will slate what are preborrowed shall be immediately applicable to the in paper, may be willing to hazard Ihe loan of
sumed to be admitted postulates:
What then? smaller sums to these banks on their post notes to
1. The Bank of the United States cannot resume uses of the Bank of the United States.
on the 15th of January next, the day appointed by The deficiency of actual means as compared with be immediately discounted here and converted into
actual
demands
the
specie
will still specie on their transient resumption to bring it
after
exhausting
assistance.
law, without
It will be seen that in about; but they well know that any such move2. The following banks, owing to their involve- be four millions and a half
ment with that institution, are in an equally help- the present argument the notion is discarded of the ment by our institutions would betray a deplorable
banks themselves carrying any portion of the weakness both of intellect and means. They well
less condition, viz:
Weight of the Bank of the United States, which know that the error of our resumption of 1338 was,
The Farmers' and IVlecbanics' bank.
some of them have expressed a willingness to do. that it was based on the same fallacious principle,
The Philadelphia bank,
The effort on their part would prove a falaey.
(though in a different form) that is now advocated
The Bank of Pennsylvania,

We

and several other banks of minor importance.
3. The Girard bank, the Commercial, the Mechanics' and the Southwark banks, and possibly one or
two others, are not involved in the same difficulties,
some not at all, and others only to a limited extent.
The United States bank being admittedly the
most helpless, it behooves us to examine into its
actual condition in order to determine what mea-

Tlity lack both the dispositiou and the power to do

by Ihem for their

own

interest.

Our banks should have the manhood to look at
question has been examined thus far on the the subject dirvetly and without flinching, and to
hypothesis of the loan of two and a half millions be- take their measures afterwards, according lo their
ing a bona fide loan of money from distant cities, best judgment. In our view, their duty is plain.
and, in that view, it has been shown to be entirely Let Ihe directors of the United States bank make
inadequate to the proposed object. But how much a fair and full statement of its condition (the days
more iiiadequate, indeed, how infinitely ridiculous of delusion are past) to the legislature of the comsure of assistance will be likely to accomplish the will it appear when it is known that the eastern monwealth as soon as it assembles, showing the
desired object.
banks reluse to loan a dollar, except our institu- eSbrts they have made lo conform lo the law; let
In the absence of positive data, we will assume tions give Ihem in lieu of their money negociable them show wherefore they have been unable lo acits liabilities to be as follows, viz:
post notes in small sums, either issued by them- complish their wishes; let Ihem give such pledges,
Circulation including 2 millions of post notes,
selves or issued by the Bank of the United States, as from men of their standing, will command re$12,000,000 and bearing their endorsement! And this absurd spect thai they will, honestly and zealously as they
Deposites,
3,000,000 proposition, we are told, has been acceded to by have done, pursue the course most likely lo bring
Bank balances due to banks
the gentlemen who were deputed to represent our the immediate liabilities and active means of the
$2,500,000
in this city,
banks in the foreign cities. Will not this commu- banks into a just ratio with each other; and ask
1,500,000
Elsewhere,
nity with one voice rebuke a committee so little with frankness of manner and integrity of purpose
4,000,000 acquainted with the nature of the business they
un- for such an extension of time, in the present susdertook to negotiate? Does not every one perceive pension law, as will enable Ihem lo put their instiTotal,
$19,000,000 that our banks, afterhaving undergone the humilia- tution in a condition to meet its requisitions. This
Of this sum the city bank balances, say, f 2,500,000 tion of suing to their inferiors for assistance, have could probably be accomplished in another year.
And a portion of the circulation held
put it into the power of the lenders to abstract the Let these views in the shape o( a memorial, to4,000,000 sum borrowed from their own vaults.
by the city banks, say,
gether with the statements forming its basis, be
It is, indeed, some consolation that several of our submitted to the other institutions, and let those
Equal to
$6,500,000
ins'itutions have so conducted their business as to institutions unite in the request, furnishing the
would, of course, form an instantaneous demand
save themselves from this degradation. But the abundant and cogent reasons at their command, to
upon the specie fund of the Bank of the United
strong banks, the sound banks— so called by the show its propriety. No difficulty should exist in
States on the day of resumption, to meet which, it
the banks agreeing lo publish monthly statements
Journal of Commerce they, alas! are thus fallen!
is understood, the bank has $3,000,000 of specie.
The first and second heads of the subject propos- ot their prominent items of business, lo show the
But the.se are not the only items of demand obsincerity of their efforts lo bring themselves into a
ligations upon that bank which would immediately ed when this essay was commenced, after what has
proper position to resume specie payments at the
appear. Large sums held by it on deposite, and a been said may thus he disposed of. The project
period fixed in the new law.
considerable portion of the foreign bank balances, of a resumption of specie payments by the banks
There are many reasons, independent of those
alluded
to
on
the
plan
suggested
is
absurd
and
reasonable
imit is
to suppose, would also be

The

—

—

demand-

A

ed, together with a very large amount of its no(e.«,
now in the vaults of the country banks, and in the
pockets of the people because of their inability to

practicable.
resumption based upon it will fail;
the banks undertaking it will be involved in an inextricable labyrinth of difficulties, and the effects

obtain any other medium, would be immediately
replaced by the issues of banks in belter credit, to
which institutions the U. States bank would thus
become a debtor.
What the aggregate of these demands would be,
it would be hazardous to estimate; but when the
crippled credit, and intangible resources of the
Bank of the United States are considered, it would
not seem extravagant to suppose that one-half of
her immediate liabilities would be immediately
called for.
This, if our suppositions approach to
accuracy, could not fall far short of ten millions.
The specie we have estimated at three millions,
and we know of no masses of specie balances elsewhere which would increase the amount of actual
means. But, have we not put the sum likely to be

upon our present banking system may be

fatal.

As to the third head, viz: What course will it
be proper for the Commercial, Mechanics', Girard,
and other banks similarly situated, to pursue, in
case the project of resumption above referred to
should, as it probably will be abandoned, it is not
easy to determine. That these institutions, judging from Iheir independent bearing, are in a situa-

our own local situation, which
would suggest themselves to our lawgivers lo sancand even urge the propriety of the measure.
A prominent one may be named here, viz: the
overthrow of the existing national administration,

derivable, from
tion

and the induction of a new chief, with different
financial views into the seat of government at
Washington, on the 4lh of March next, soon after
which the great question of the currency must be
taken up by the collected wisdom ol the nation.
Shall our institutions, unprepared as they are,
rush into danger and perhaps into the jaws of
Is it the part of
death, at a moment like this.
common prudence lo do so?
In conclusion, it cannot be two earnestly urged
upon the directors and executive officers of our
banks lo treat, in their intercourse with the public,
this subject with the manliness and candor due to
its impoitant bearing upon the interests of society,
and instead of averiiig that their respective institutions are each in a situation lo resume, but for the

to resume, and maintain specie payments
without the other banks, and at all hazards, seems
probable. But, will Ihe interest of the community
be best promoted by their so doing? This is a grave
question.
If the situation of the other banks were
hopeless, we shouhl have no difficulty in deciding
It affirmatively.
For it is certain that so long as
banks do not pay specie they do not fulfil their
immediately demanded on a resumption "which functions. Yet would the resumption of
a small
will not command the public faith," too low? Prior portion of our banks restore
the currency in the
to the late suspension the demand circulation of the west and south?
Certainly not. And without that weakness of their neighbors, let them make known
Bank of the U. States was about four millions it i« restoration could our resuming banks, so few in the Irulh of the general positions herein assumed.
now TEN. Is it likely that it will range hereafter number, furnish and maintain a circulating paper All these positions are simple: it has not been deemed
higher than heretofore?
Undoubtedly not. Still medium convertible into coin at pleasure, adequate necessary to involve the question in any of the deleaving the whole sum to be demanded at ten mil- to the wants of our people?
show the pinbabilily
It is clear that they tails of political economy; lo
lions, and the immediate cash resources at three could not.
What then would be the object of their of a continued drain of specie to France; lo discu?3
millions, how is the excess lo be provided?
That resumption! Yain glory. The object is not equal Ihe propriety of a proteclive tariff. Such a plan of
excess of obligations, or in oilier word?, deficiency to Ihe sacrifice. The inconvenience of
two cur- treating the subject would have induced us to wanof means, is six millions. It has recently been al- rencies now suffered by- our citizens would
main object, which was lo show
be in- der too far from our
leged in the public prin's that certain of the banks creased, not diminished, by a partial
resumption, thai mo.sf of our banks cu/ino/, on the scheme sujin this city, to wit: the Fanners' and Mechanics', such as has been adverted to.
The resuming insti- gesled, sustain themselves, if they oltempi resuinpPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania, and some others, all tutions would find themselves
those
in a slate of "perpe- Han on the 15lh of January next, and that
entirely dependent lor their means of resumption, tual warfare, assailed
insidiously by the iion resum- which can sustain themselves would accomplish no
on the resumption of the Bank ol the United States, ing, and by those persons having
that
resuming
on
evil,
by
but
much
public
good,
claims on them
have agreed lo borrow of Ihe eastern banks, two Irom abroad. Our own citizens,
much as they de- day, which they would only be justified in doing in
millions and a half of ilollars on their post notes, sire specie payments, woulil
peextend
the
refuse
to
legislature
should
case
the
not acquiesce in the
having 12 and 18 months to run, for the purpose of ileinands for specie made for
Such a refusal on the part
their notes by some riod of the present law.
loaning the same to Ihe Bank of ihe United Stales. banks, whilst others would
be willing lo receive in of the legislature would seem, under the circumLet us examine Ihe operation of this measure. full payment of them, paper of
have
equal nominal value, stances of the case, highly improbable, and we
The New York Express, Ihe Journal of Commerce which they could purchase at
his enlightened
a depreciated rate. already had a sufficient earnest of
and the Boston Courier, all aver that the million anil Thus new difficiillies would
currency,
to feel no apIhe
subject
of
views
on
the
encounler us at every
a half which Boston is to lend, and the million step.
prehension of any hostile action on the part of our
which New York
oxpecle.l lo lend are aire...
In this slate of Ihings it will naturally be asked— present enlightened chief magistrate.
here, and that Ihrrelorc, there will be no transfer of what then is
CITIZEN.
lo be done?
No question is more

—
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—
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esq. of Richmond, professor of law in Ihe
university, to supply the vacancy occasioned by the
death of professor Davis.
Howard is a young
gentleman of accurate and extensive legal acquire-

official.

Mr

2,19-1

ments, and one of the most ehegant and accomplished scholars in the state.
Charlottsville paper says:
"Pike Powers, esq.
has been temporarily appointed to fill the mathematical chair, vacated by the death of professor Bonnycastle"

1,095
1,588

Kent,
Sussex,

6,

Howard,

Van Buren.

Counties.
Castle,

—

—

A

4,872

Harrison majority,
1,091
The above is the average vote for electors in each
county. The majority of the highest whig elector,
P F. Causey, over the lowest Van Buren, N. Clark
13 1,103.

MARYLAND.

NORTH CAROLINA.
The hon. W.

United States senators.

and hon.

W. A. Graham,

P.

Mangum

speaker of the house of

commons, have been elected senators

Ihe congress of the United States from North Carolina
the former for six years from the 4th of March next,
and to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Brown; the latter to fill Ihe unexpired portion of the term of Mr.
Strange, which is two years. The vote stood thus;
to

The presidential electoral college of this state, assembled in the senate chamber at Annapolis on the
2d inst. all the members being present.
Gov. George Howard, was elected president, and for Mangum 99, Graham 98, Brown 65 and Strange
64.
col. J. H. Nicholson, secretary.
The nomination of gen. William H. Harrison,
Official returns of the election for president.
Harrison.
roDNTiES.
Van Buren.
of Ohio, for president, was made by J. L. Kerr, esq.
Anson,
of Talbot, and that of John Tyler, of Virginia, for
vice president, by R. J. Buiou, esq. of Montgomery,
and the ten votes of Maryland were cast for them;
after which the college adjourned sine die.
Queen Anne's county census. According to the Sentinel, the whole population of the county is 13,169.

—

Whole number of whites 6,650 males 4,253, feWhole number of blacks 6,519—
males 2,397.
males 3,410, females 3,109. Free— males 1,307,
females 1,233. Slaves— males 2,103, females 1,876.
Employed

in agriculture 2,972, in commerce 31, in
trades 93, in navigation 86, in the learned professions 2S.

VIRGINIA.
Electors. The governor's proclamation of the 23d
of November, announces that
Arthur Smith, of Isle of Wight,
John Cargill, of Sussex,
James Jones, of Nottoway,
William R. Baskerville, of Mecklenburg,
Charles Yancey, of Buckingham,
Richard Logan, of Halifax,
Archibald Stuart, of Patrick,
William Jones, of Gloucester,
Austin Brockenbrough, of Essex,
John Gibson, of Prince William,
J. D. Halyburton, of New Kent,
Thomas J. Randolph, of Albemarle,
Walter HoUaday, of Spottsylvania,
Inman Horner, ol Fauquier,
James Gibson, of Hampshire,
William A. Harris, of Page,
Jacob D. Williamson, of Rockingham,
William Taylor, of Rockbridge,
Augustus A. Chapman, of Monroe,
James Hoge, of Pulaski,
William Byars, of Washington,
Benjamin Brown, of Cabell, and
John Hindman, of Brooke,
have been duly elected electors for and on behalf of
the state ol Virginia, to vote for a president and vice
president of the United States. The electors are
required by law to meet at the capital in llie city of

Richmond, on

the

first

Wednesday

in

December

by the hour of ten o'clock in the morning.
The Virginia college of electors assembled in the
cipitol on the 2d inst. and cast the vote of this state
for Martin Van Buren, for president, and Richard
M. Johnson, for vice president of the United States.
Arthus Smith, of Isle of Wight, voted for Mr. Polk,
of Tenn. for vice president, instead of col. Johnson.
The legidature coavened at Richmond on the 1st
instant.
Mr. Nash (V. B.) was elected president
of the senate Mr. Good, of Wheeling, one of the
whig members, not being present, gave tlie Van

inst,

—

Buren party a majority of one. Were all present,
each party would have sixteen senators.
Mr. SouTH.'iLL, of Alhermarle, (whig), was
elected speaker of the house.
For Mr. Southall,

The

votestoud:

67
For Mr. Goode, of Mecklenburg, (V. B.) 56
Four whigs and two V. B. absent. Three seats
vacant one from Frederick, one from Fairfax
and one in Louisa,
both contested on the return
where (he member elect has resigned.
Tlie house proposed to the .senate to go into the
election of a U. S. senator on the 4lh inst.

—

—

Slate debt.
The public debt of the state ot Virginia, according to the Norfolk Beacon, is at the

present time, ^6, 500, 000, exclusive of its liabilities
under acts authorising loans for works of internal
improvement, which amount to $3,442,120 more.
Congressional candidate. Cuthbert Powell, esq.
of Loudoun, is announced as a candiiiate to represent in congress the district of Fairfax, Loudoun and
Fauquier. Mr. McCarly declines a re-election.

The Richmond Whig
Unioersitij of Virginia,
Bays, that the visiters have appointed Nathaniel P.

THE UNION.
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knowledge of our own language, with

i

THE OF UNION.
Exclusive of domestic productions of minor con-

should be the primary object of alten- sideration, but which if included in the estimate,
under no circunvstances, should this be would swell the export of South Carolina, to at least
There
can be no occasion for this ne- $13,000,000.
neglected.
Savannah exported the last year:
glect, as the thorough knovwiedge of one language
190,842 foreign,
>
only facilitates the acquisition of another. It is no
n
bales ofr short* cotton,
?
•rr .^nn
76,299
coastwise, )i
easy matter now, to acquire a good English educa10,537 from Darien,
He who would oiler to
tion in South Carolina.
ton.*
leach English alone, could not calculate upon makSt. Matthews— Dr. A. T. Darby.*
286,678 total, at $30 the bale,
$8,600,340
Our modern notions require someSt. Philip and St. Michaels— VVm. Aiken, Ed. ing his bread.
Magrath,
thing else; and hence every head of a petty country
Phillips,
G.
John
A.
Frost, W.D.Porter,*
608,000
8,108 Sea Islands, at $75 the bale,
Latin,
B. F. Hunt,* C. G. Memminser, John Huger, G. school, advertises to give instruction in
50,000 casks rice, estimated at $20, 1,000,000
higher EnB. Eckhard. Otis Mills.* R. W. Seymour, John Greek, Italian and French, and those
only
properly
taught
be
Walker,*
branches,
which
can
B.
R.
glish
Schnierle, T. 0. Elliott, James M.
Total,
$10,208,340
To know what Homer and Horace
in a college.
Carroll,* W. W. Kunhardt,* and R. W. Roper.*
wrote, and to be able to read the Grecian and RoThe exports, therefore, of South Carolina and
Wm. Washington.
St. Pauls
St Peters— J. Lartigue,* and Dr. E. Ripley.* man anthologies, is regarded of more importance Georgia, nearly the whole of which pass through
than the knowledge of our own times and country. the ports of Charleston and Savannah, amount to
John Palmer.
St. Stephens
Robert Elfe.
The legislature can do something to reform this the aggregate of $23,208,340.
St. Thomas and St. Dennis
Union— Z. P. Herndon,* Wm. Gist,* Dr. M. A. stale of things, by elevating the character of our
The Courier remarks that the amount of exports
free schools, and requiring that applicants for ad- from Charleston and Savannah is nearly live times
Moore,* and James R. Jones.*
Williamsburg— A tie between Dr. W. J. Buford, mission into the college, should be examined in cer- that of the port of Baltimore; while the population
tain English departments, with which now they are of the two former cities together is less than oneand Mr. Mouzon.
York— James M.Love,Robt. T. Allison, Abram only presumed to be familiar.
half the population of the latter.
Hardin,* and John A. Alston.*
There is a more important relation, however, beGEORGIA.
•New members. Those in italics are whigs
tween the teacher and the pupil, than the merely
Election return
The Milledgevrlle Jourofficial.
The legislature of South Carolina assembled on intellectual. It is the moral relation. How vastly nal publishes the following as the aggregate of the
reqiii
teacher
should
possess
the
Patterimportant
that
the
Angus
hon.
The
ultimo.
Monday, Ihe 23d
votes received by the presidential electoral candison was unanimously elected speaker of the senale, site moral qualifications; that he should be able to dates in Georgia:
and D. L. Wardlow re-elected without ojiposition give that kind of instruction which alone can quali
Harrison ticket.
speakerof the house of representatives. Both houses fV us for the higher duties of life, which alone can
The education of the mind
being organized, the governor {B. K. Henagan, on qualify us for eternity
better
go
better,
far
devolved
and
heart
must
together,
or
magistrate
chief
the
duties
of
whom the
after the decease of governor Noble) transmitted his would it be for our children to continue in the depths
I would not convert our fre
of native ignorance.
message on Tuesday the 24th.

McKelvey.*

its literature,

]

John, Colleton Wra. Murray,* and a tie between Daniel F.Jenkins, and Hush Wilson, jr.
John Blake.*
St James, Santee
St. James, Goose Creek— Geo. H. Smith.*
St. Luke's— Albert Rhett,* and R. W. SingleSt.

tion, and,

—

,

'

—

—

—

—

held a meeting at Charleston on the
preparatory to a public dinner to Wm. C.

The whigs
26th

ult.

Peeston,

at

'•Resolved,

it was
That we contemplate with great

which

gra-

and meritorious exertions of our

tificalion the able

Wm.

C. Preston; our late represenator, the hon.
sentative, hon. Waddy Thompson, and our distin-

guished fellow citizen,
the struggle

now

Hugh

S.

Legare, throughout

so happily terminated.

These

gentlemen have added greatly to their previous well
earned reputation, by their eloquent orations in defetice of liberty, and by their gallant resistance to a
bitter and intolerant majority at home, have deserved well of the country at large.

"That we tender

to the hon.

his regretted retirement,
dial esteem.

"That we take

W. Thompson,

in

our sincere thanks and cor-

a peculiar pride in the elevated

schools into theological seminaries; but it becomes
the legislature to guard, in every proper manner, the
morals of the children, and protect them against
those sinister influences which make them any thing
In the words of a
but good and useful citizens.
distinguished modern writer, "education consists in
learning what makes a man useful, respectable and
happy." It is all important to elevate the character
of the teachers of our free schools. The relation
between teacher and pupil is of a most responsibit
nature, and involves all that importance which be
longs to authority, on the one siile, and submission
on the other. In addition to literary qualifications,
no one, if possible, should control the education of
the youth of the state, who is deficient in moral cha
Who, I would ask, are the teachers of ou
racter.
tree schools? Are they men to whom the legislature
can commit, with confidence, the great business of
education?

position and extensive popularity of hon. Hugh S.
What is the atnount of theirliterary qualificati
Legare, and ardently wish that the time may soon
arrive when his native state shall more properly and what is the lone of their morality? It is not my
design
to indulge in unnecessary remarks upon this
herself
of
his
avail
again
appreciate his worth, and

me

valuable services.

subject, but truth requires

consistent opposition to the deslrurlive measures ol
an unprincipled administration. We exhort him to
persevere in his honorable course, and pledge ourselves (o sustain him to the ulmosi of our ability,
by a cordial and unshrinking support."
Extract form gov. Henagan's message.
F The school system. 'Or.r free school system has
lately attracted especial attention. I trust tlrat, from
the many reports of the cominissior.eis to our l.ile
governor, you will be able to derive important aid
in the patriotic and benevolent elTort to phire it upon
Without prea more useful and correct foundation.
suming to give you even the outlines of a system,
I would respectfully submit a few remarks on tile
Tlie pay ol the teachers is altogether too
subject.
moderate. The very small compensation may be
said, without much of a figure, to poison the whole
system. If we value professions by their usefulness,
none can be more important than that of the teaclier.
His duties are most irksome and laborious, and no
occupation in life calls for a rarer combination ol
The foundation of a comtalent and character.
plete education can be surely laid, only in our elementary schools. The importance of a thorough
English education, is, to a great extent, overlooked,
in our modern systems, and our youth is hurried
into Iho study of the ancient classics, without even
a decent knowledge of their own tongue. It is a
humiliating fact, that many, (resh from the walls
of college, cannot write a page, without betraying
tlieir ignorance of the structure of our language.
This is no imputation upon the professors, as young
men are not sent there to learn the rudiments ol

pay ailov^ed them, we cannot reasonably calculate
upon a belter state of things. The men who take
charge of our public schools, and accept so miserable a pittance as the reward of their labors, are they
who cannot get employment on any other terms.—
Necessity forces them to make the offer of their services, and necessity forces the commissioners to accept them.
It is now in South Carolina a reproach
to be a teacher of a free school, as it is regarded
prima facia evidence of a want of qualification.
Men will not embark in the business of education,
from mere motives of patriotism. You cannot command superior talent and attainment, without adequate compensation. The lawyer, the physician and
tlie artizan, bestow not their labors gratuitously; and
upon what principle of reason or justice, can it be
expected, that he who has qualilied himself, by years
of severe toil, for the most useful of ail professions,
shall labor at a rate which will not supply the wants
of nature."

to say, that a? a class,

"That we offer to the hon. Wm. C. Preston, the they are grossly incompetent to discharge their high
warmest expressions of our confidence and admira- and sacred functions. So far as my observations extion—unmoved by menaces and unhurt by calumny, tend, with but few exceptions, they are very ignorant
and possess a very easy morality. With the poor
lie has long been among the foremost in manly and

English, but are presumed to know them before
It is not toy design to deprecitheir .admission.
ate the deuil languages, or a knowledge of their literature, but that education isimperlecl, indeed, which
looks too exclusively to such an attainment.

Exports from Charleston and Savannah.
The
Chaileston Courier exhibits the following table of
exports (rom South Carolina and Georgia through
their two principal seaports, during the last year.
Charleston exported the last yeai:
228,191 foreign,
)
r
60,178 coastwise, I ''"'" °^
.

.

.

.

'''°'''

,,

""»"•

2S8,:jfi9

13,200 from Georgetown,

301,569

total, at

$30

the bale,

19,310 bales Sea Islands at $75,
100,000 tierces of rice, at $20,
Total,

$9,0-47,070

1,458,250
2,000,000

$12,505,320

i

i,

—
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one of the oldest members of the for Texas, both a defaulter to government and an
senate, having represented Alabama in that body absconding debtor to individuals.
He had carried
ever since it became a state. He was chosen vice off considerable property with him, and his credipresident pro. tern, at the close of the last session tors have started in pursuit, with hopes of overwhen col. Johnson left the chair.
taking him. His name is McQueen.
Stale debt.
The amount is $10,860,000, and is
The Bulletin says: "We learn that the governinvested in the capital stock of the banks.
ment is not the only sufferer from the SwartwoutWe learn from the Wetumpka Argus of the 2.5th ing of the late postmaster of this city. Private inult. on the authority of a genlleman direct from dividuals are taken in for large amounts.
Several
Tuscaloosa, that the official majority in Alabama creditors of the absconding defaulter have started
is 5,547.
in hot pursuit, and some hopes are entertained of
overtaking him before passing the confines of
MISSISSIPPI.
The times. We have been recently conversing Texas."
with a friend from Mississippi, who represants
ARKANS.1S.
matters there as, in most res|iects, not at all imThe official returns for the election of governor
proving. There is a good deal of emigration from show that, of 10,953 votes cast, Archibald Yell
the state, of sundry kinds, in different directions; received 10,554; H. Smithson 392, and Scims 7.
but principally to Texas. There are but few new Judge Cross, (administration) was elected to congress by a majority of 2,500.
comers.
The boundary line between the United States and
Lands, when sold at all, go for a mere song, in
comparison with the rates common two or three Texas, when established, it is said will leave Milyears ago. Plantations, which would then have ler county, Arkansas, wholly within the limits of
commanded forty or fifty dollars per acre, can now Texas.
The Arkansas arinual conference of the Methobe had for five and ten dollars; and in some cases,
dist Episcopal church, commenced its filth session
even below the least of these figures.
A vast quantity is bound by judgments of court; in the city of Little Rock, on the 4lh inst. bishop
but little yet is sold under the hammer, in conse- Beverly Waugh of Baltimore, presiding, about thirquence of an appraisement law, which operates as ty ministers were present and several others were
a stay of execution. By this law, lands are lo be expected.
appraised; and if, when otfered by the sheriff, they
KE.VTUCKY.
fail to bring two-thirds of their valuation, the debtCongressional election. John H.Thompson (whig)
or holds on twelve months longer, when the lands has been elected in the Harrodsburg district to fill
are to be sold, unconditionally. In some of the the vacancy in the present congress, occasioned by
counties, the sheriffs disregard this law; but gene- the lamented decease of Mr. Anderson.
rally the state courts and authorities are governed
Bank of Kentucky. We have before us a circular,
by it. At the end of the year, in some cases not dated 25th October, from the officers and directors
many months hence, a vast deal of land will be of this bank, giving a statement of its actual condibrought into market and sold at an enormous sacri- tion, and explanations concerning the forged certififice.
cates of stock issued by Levis, the cashier of the
The depreciation in the piice of lands, of course Schuylkill bank in Philadelphia.
It results from investigation, that near 13,000
affects every thing else in a greater or less degree.
Negroes have fallen one-half.
Corn, of which shares of this spurious stock had been issued of
large quantities have been raised this year, is about which 447 have been surrendered since, by the party
forty and fifty cents a bushel.
Hogs are being with whom they were placed. A process for tracing
raised in great abundance, for the farmer hasdisco"^ and discriminating between the forged and fair stock,
vered that, with cotton at seven cents a pound, he is now in progress, which, it is believed, will commust raise his own "hog and homony" and not be pletely succeed.
Meantime, the opinion is unhesitatingly expressdependent upon the npper country for it.
The banks are in the worst odour possible. The ed, that "the entire proceeds of the sale of the spufeeling is one of deadly hostility; and every plea rious stock of the Bank of Kentucky, amounting to
put in by the debtor of any bank, against the suit upwards of .ijt900,000, were appropriated for the use
It is added,
of the bank, is favored both by court and jury. and benefit of the Schuylkill bank!"
The Brandon bank is, it is known, shut up. The that the Schuylkill bank has ample means to refund
directors say that they can pay what they owe this money— and to it the holders of the spurious
others, if the public at large, who are in debt, will stock must look. The state of the bank may be thus
pay them. Shellon, the president of the bank, of summed up:J
whose flight, so many stories are told in the newspaResources.
pers, is still in Brandon, from which place he has not Notes discounted anil bills of exchange, $4,702,737
been absent, a distance of twenty miles, for a year Bonds in the state of Kentucky and the
is

—

past.

Due by

into effect.
Upon the whole, Mississippi seems to be under
f^e salutary operation of sundry depleting medicines, that are cooling and puri ying her system.

Capital stock,

The temptations for investment in the state will
soon attract new comers; and cash being paid up,

men will feel settled and certain in their busines')
operations as planters. The experience of the past
will serve as a good lesson for some five or ten
years at least; and if cotton keeps down at a "fair
living price," the spirit of speculation will not be
excited. Under these circumstances, Mississippi
will start afresh; and with her vast natural resources
and her enterprising population, will surmount present obstacles; and "go ahead," with more alacrity
'
and vigor than ever.
{St. Louis Gazelle.
LOUISIANA.
BatJcs.
There are sixteen banks and banking
companies in Louisiana, according to their last reports. Their nominal capital is $54,950,000. Their
capital paM i»p is S!41, 763,214.
In real estate and
other investments, $3,985.5-58.
Their circulation
on the 31st of Oct. was $5 260,143. The amount
of specie in their vaults on that day was S3,.38S,298.
The "capital gained and profits undivided" of all
the banks in the state is $6,802,506.
The rev. H. B. Bascoin, D. D. professor of moral
science and belles lettres, in the Augusta college
of Kentucky, has been unanimously elected to the
presidency of the college of Louisiana, at Jackson.
The late postmaster of New Orleans has, according to the reports of the papers of that city started

other banks,

Specie,

Notes

(

Arrived.
Cleared.
39,827,263 31,267,818 2,831,259 8 614 606
28,679,682 11,483,336 3,331,660 6',74"'415
34,975,-294 8,556 0118,022,0317 980 786
"
Sspt.
42,246,655 29,942,626 9,330,973 9,063',891
"The arrivals at Cleveland indicate the export's of
Ohio, and the clearances the imports. The former,
it will be seen, have more than doubled in each

June,

lbs.

"

July,

August,"

month, and exceed

all former precedent.
This
raised and brought lo
the face of the severe contractions of the
banks. Prices have, indeed, been low, but the sales
have been clear of speculation, and have, as is evident
in the gradual fall of the price ofspecie, as seen in the
above table, brought the state out of debt, nolv^ithstanding that durmg the last month the imports have
increased. In the month of June, the amount cleared at Cleveland was little more than one-fourth the
amount cleared in the same month last year. Business has, however, been gradually accommodating
itself to the contracted state of the currency, and the
imports have increased, until in the month of September they exceeded those of last year. If the exports have been made at low prices, the imports have
been made at corresponding rates. The value of the
produce of Ohio has held the same proportion to the
merchandise purchased; the substantial fanners have
enjoyed their usual luxuries, and have had asurplus
to pay their debts to the storekeepers and mercUants,
who, in their turns, have been able to settle their
bank debts at home and abroad."
Banks. From the same source we copy the following statement of the condition of all the banks
in Ohio, witb two or three exceptions:

amount of produce has been
market

in

Liabilities.

Capital,

Due

to

$9,191,203 53
451,897 21
3,697,089 17
1,990,743 .58
1,094,480 09

banks,

Circulation,
Deposites,

Other

liabilities,

$16,426,422 68
•3sse!s.

Noles and

bills discounted,
banks.
Blink notes on hand,
Specie,

503.351
342,829

Other

liabilities.

#16,426,422 68
In consequence of no return from the Clinton
bank of Columbus, the Commercial bank of Cincinnati, the Bank of Sandusky, and the error of $1,000

The Van Buren

—

electoral

in circulation,

Discount and premium on

exchange since,
Contingent fund,

&.C.

Sundries,

99,385
110,000-

'
2,089,643
383,090

lo tliein,"

touching the interests of the

Morgan

by

in the

1839, 9,168,903

Sept. 30, 1839, 8107.692 decrease, 1,059,300 prem.
"
6ia7
1,43-2,515
1, 1840, 6 624.937
Jan.
"
7in8
688,597
April 1, 1840, 5,956,393
May I, 1840, 6,391,205 increase, 431,803 6a6i
23,430
decrease,
4,r4i
1, 1349, 6 36-2,770
Tulv
3ia4
313,936
increase,
1, 1340, 6,686.756
Oct.
Notwithstanding the steady reduction in currency
and bank accommodations evinced in this table, the
in the stale has been large,
last few months constantly increasing.
folluwins in relation to the trade of Ohio is
from the New York Herald:
"A table of arrivals of produce at the port of
Cleveland from the interior, and the clearances of
goods for the interior, in four months up to the 1st
instaiit of this year, as compared witb last:

amount of business done

state.

county

— census.

Free white males.
Free white females.

9.915
9,171

Colored males,
Colored females,

Fluctuation in the Ohio currency.
Prem. on specie.
Currency.

The

elected;

The State bank of Illinois. The Sangamo JourMather has returned from New York,
and we believe it is now understood that the State
bank is ready to resume specie payments. It is also
understood that the Bank of Illinois and the Cairo
517,567 bank are ready to resume. They will wait, we pre423,833 sume, the action of banks in other states."

8,113,190

and during the

is

nal says: "Col.

OHIO.
The annexed table shows the fluctuation
currency in this state for the past year:

1,

ticket

—

Ueposites,
Surplus, consisting profit feloss,
308,182
1st July,

June

$10,832,817 22
680,761 73
888,520 03
1,229,226 70
2,795,094 00

Due from

846,180 what majority it is impossible from the contradicto253,000 ly accounts lo make out they vary from 528 to
347,949 1,900, We wait for the officiaf statement.
The legislature. Governor Carliii has published.a
$8,113,190 proclamation, convening the legislature of Illinois
Liabilities.
on the 23d of November ullinio, "to receive, and
1,700,000 owned by state) 4,
consider of, any communication that may be made

Notes of other banks,
Suspended debt in suit,
Sundries,

219

in the apparent surplus in the return of the Farmers'
and Mechanics' bank of Steiibenville, we can make
no comparison with the last returns. By the above
statement, the immediate liabilities appear to be
6,200,000 dollars against the immediate means of
1,630,000 $2,800,000, or less than two and a half per cent.
333,324
ILLINOIS,

city of Louisville,

As one good effect of hard times in Mississippi,
he mentions*the flight from the state of a goodly
portion of the rowdies and ruffians who infested it.
Connected with this course, may be the successful
operation of the fifteen gallon law.
Our informant
states that the reduction in the n\imber of coffee
houses, in the several towns and villages, is really
astonishing.
And the law is very generally carried

THE UNION.

jlmount of property cleared and arrived at the port
of Cleueland, forfour months of this year and last.

28
40-

Total,

68
19,1.54

The prairies. The Morning Courier, a new daily
paper recently established at Springfield, Illinois,
has an interesting paragraph respecting the tide of
emigration through Ihat slate to the still farther west.
It

says:

According to our own observation, (for we have
travelled much during the past sea.son), the tide is
setting on the various lines of travel towards the
"land of promise." The prairies have, the whole
season, been literally blocked up with "movers' wagons," and from the representations, people enough
have exchanged homes from the east to the west in
1840, lo add another state to the national constellation, had they all located in a single territory, Missouri,

Iowa,

Illinois

large portion of the

and Wiskonsin, have received a.
Ohio, but afcvr

"new comers."
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yeais since the west, is now the starting point for Ihe
The upper Mississippi is no longer the
far west.
utmost verge of that undefined and interminable terbeyond talk ol a still farther joest,
residents
ritory
and but a few years ere the swelling wave will break
ever the Rocky Mountains, and the qiiirt vales of
the Columbia will teem with a people whose progenitors dwelt in rugged New England, and looked
upon the Alleghanies as the impassable boundary ol
the western world.

—

MICHIGAN.

The following table shows the aggregate vote in
the state in 1S39, and 1840, as far as received:
?de, IV.

Allegan,

Branch,
Berrieu,
Barry,

Chippewa,
Calhoun,
Cass,
Clinton,

Eaton,
Genesee,
Hillsdale,
Ionia,

Ingham,
Jackson,
Kent,

Kalamazoo,
Livingston,
Lapeer,

Lenawee,
Mackinac,

Macomb,
Monroe,
Oakland,
Ottawa,
Shiawassee,
St. Joseph,
St. Clair,

Saginaw,

Van Buren,
Washtenaw,

Wayne,
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barm and may

ultiuiately secure our fionticr from
an Indian war.
Depot of arms. The secretary of war informed
me some lime since, that the department had determined to establish a depot of pubhc arms and
munitions of war at Ruck Island, to be supplied to
the citizens of the territory under proper regulations, should the same be wanted to enabled them
to defend themselves against Indian hostilities, but
I have not yet heard that any have been deposited

at that place.

Form of government.

The

votes given

at the

and against a state convenwere against a convention by a large majority.

late general election for

tion,

The

sentiments of the people of the territory thus
indirated will necessarily preclude all further legislation on the subject atitie present session. The
people have, by their votes, expressed their preference for a territorial government for the time being.
It will therefore become your duty to adopt a
regular financial system for the territory, by which
the territory will be enabled to control funds sufficient to meet the necessary expenses incidental to
territorial affairs.
I would, therefore, recommend
to the consideration of the legislative assembly a
review of (he financial laws so as to provide a revenue sufficient in amount to meet the actual wants
of the government, distributijig the burthen and the
benefits among every class of the community upon

principles of exact justice to all.
The auditor of
the territory will report to you his views on this
subject, to which I solicit your respectful attention.
Finances.
On an estimate forwarded to the treasury department of the United States by the executive of the territory, estimating the expenses for
the year 1840, there ha; been appropriated for the
pay and mileage of members of the present legislative assembly, for the pay of officers, for printing, furniture, stationary, fuel and all other inci-

dental expenses, .'b;27,050. This sum is deemed
GUfScient to meet all necessary expenses. I would
therefore recommend to the consideration of the
legislative assembly the propriety of confining
the expenditures authorised by them, within the
appropriation.
Debts. The secretary of the territory informs
me that there are upwards of six thousand dollars
due to individuals for furniture, stationary and services rendered to the legislative assembly at the
two first sessions, and for which no funds have been
provided for payment. This tleficiency I reported
to the treasury department with my estimate for
the expenses of the year lS-11, and solicited an appropriation to meet it.
This method of contracting debts with individuals beyond the means of payment, is practising
a deception upon the public creditors, and ought,
in my opinion, to be carefully avoided.
Appropriation bill. By reference to the appropriation bills, it appears that there were allowed to
the clerks and officers of the legislative assembly
at the two first sessions the following sums, to wit;
first session, to the clerks and officers of the council,
$2,850, and to the clerks and officers of the house
of representatives, $.3,300; second session, to the
clerks and officers of tlie council, $3,52.5; and to
the clerks and officers of the house of representatives, 02,923.
The5e aggregate sums were embraced in the appropriation bills, but there is no
law in existence in the territory that defines the
officers to whom this money was paid, or the comUntil such
pensation allowed to any such officers.
a law shall be passed, establishing the number of
officers and fixing their compensation, it will be
impossible for the executive to comply with the
annual requisition of the secretary of the treasury
department in furnishing him a correct estimate of
the sum necessary to defray the current annual expenses of the legislative assembly of the territory.
The states generally define bylaw the number of
clerks and officers employed in each branch of the
legislative assembly.
By the laws of Ohio, the
number of clerks and officers to each branch, and
the compensation of each, are specially defined.
According to the laws of that state, the compensation of the clerks and officers of both branches of
the legislative assembly, for a session of seventyfive days, would amount to $'1,200.
In this terri
tory, at the first session, it amounted to $6. 150,
and at the second to $6,450. These statements are
Bubmitted to the candid consideration of the legislative assembly, with a request that a law may be
passed to provide for organizing the legislative assembly, defining the number of officers to be employed, together with the compensation allowed to
each.
In recommending this measure, I disclaim any
desire on the part of the executive to prescribe to
the legislature the number or character of officers
to be employed in their respective branches, or the

compensation

to

be allowed

to

such

officers.

The
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is the proper judge in these thiries; and
tion passed by the senate on the 25lh April. 1828,
is but fair to presume that it will employ none
by which the president was '-requested lo cause Ilje
but such as are necessary to the convenient de- registers and receivers of the respective land offispatch of business, and that a compensation ade- ces in the different slates and territories to be diquate to the services of such officers will be allow- rected to make a report to the commissioner of the
ed them respectively.
general land office, (in time to be by him laid beConclusion.
I am not aware that any important
fore the senate at the commencemeni of the next
general subject will be presented for legislative ac- stated session of congress, upon the quantity and
tion.
Your predecessors have passed laws em- quality of the land remaining unsold in their rebracing all general subjects. Their recent enact- spective districts on the 30th day of June, 1828,
ments would seem to require their continuance in after having been offered at the minimum price of
force, excepting in cases where they may have one dollar and twenty- five cents per acre, so as to
been found defective. Frequent changes of gene- show how many acres remain so unsold; what proral laws are always attended with inconvenience to portion thereof (as nearly as can be estimated)
the public, and should be altered only with great consists of first rate land; what proportion consists of
caution.
Should any subject requiring the atten- land unfit for cultivation; and what is the probable
tion of the legislative assembly be communicated average value of the whole, per acre; with such reto the executive during your session, it shall be marks upon the character of said unsold lands, and
promptly laid before you; and you may rest assur- the length of time which they may have been in
ed of the co-operatiof] of the executive in all mea- market under the laws of the United States, or
sures that may be calculated to secure the prosperi- subject to be given away, or otherwise disposed of
ty of our country and to advance the physical, in- by foreign sovereigns, before they came under the
tellectual and moral condition of its inhabitants.
dominion of the United States, as may be necessaThat all your efforts may harmonize in promot- ry to give the senate a just conception of their preing the public good, is the sincere desire of, gen- sent actual value." The answers to this resolution
tlemen, your very obedient servant,
were communicated to the senate by the land office
on the 9th December, 1S28, and I shall now proLUCAS.
ceed to give the substance of some of those replies,
Bnrlvigton, Iowa ierrilory, Nov. Sd, 1840.
(it would extend this communication too much to
FLORIDA.
The Union bank of Florida. By a table published give all of them), with a brief commentary, stating
in the last Floridian, the immediate liabilities of the the actual sales from the 30/A June, 1828, to the
bank were $693,800. Assets $127,400. By the same 3(lth September, 1837, not having the data before
table, we learn that on the fiist April last, the liabili- me to continue the calculations to a later period;
ties were $1,236,600.
Assets only $85,430. Now merely mentioning that I have been compelled to
this is unfair.
The only accounted assets are cot- take one half of the entire sales of 1828 as the
ton and cash. Not a note given by an individual is amount sold during the last six months of that year,
considered good, according to this table not even as no official statement for that period could be
the advances made to the different public works are found.
accounted at a dollar.
In Ohio. The Zansville officers reported 647,955
These liabilities and assets
are set down as immediate it is true, but we are to acres as unsold, none as first rate, and all as having
suppose that every debtor to the bank is not only been in market since 1804.
Facts.
To the 30th September, 1837, about
insolvent, but-absolutely does not possess sufficient
property wherewith to pay a per centage on his 636,700; acres of this laud had been sold at .$1 25
debts.
would not be understood tofiavorany per acre.
The S(cu6en»tHe officers reported 131,835 as unof the banks, we condemn them in all their misconduct, but it is going rather too far, to attempt lo sold, having been in market since 1800; none first
persuade us that Florida currency is only worth six rate, and the average value $1 per acre, or in all
$131,835.
cents on the dollar.
[Appalachicola Gaz.
Fads. To 30th September, 1837, 127,500 acres
PUBLIC LANDS.
sold, produced at least $159,875.
We find in a late number of the Madisonian over
The JVooster officers reported 162,643 acres unthe signature of "Curiosily," the following very in- sold, which had been in market for twenty years;
teresting compilation of facts concerning valuations none was first rate, and 40,660 acres unfit for cultiand sales of the public domain:
vation; the average value 90 cents per acre, or all to
For many years past the attention of the public be $146,379.
has been called to the consideration of the various
Facts.
The sales to 30th September, 1837,
schemes, executive and legislative, which each amounted to 166,107 acres, producing about 207,634
session of congress has produced, either for the dis- dollars.
Ml the land reported as unfit for cultivaposition of the public lands, or for alterations in the tion was thus sold in 9 years at the same rate as is
manner of their disposal.
paid for the choice tracts in the new districts.
One of the favorite measures of a certain class of
The Delaware (Bucyrus, Tiffin, 8tc.) officers repoliticians has been to graduate the prices accord- ported 1,641,914 as unsold, having been, on the
ing to the periods in which such lands have been in average, in maiket for 7 years, and classed 205,239
110,478 acres at
market, although each one graduates the scale by as worth $1 12^ cents per acre
which the object is to be accomplished in such man- 75 cents-— 615,718 acres at 50 cents, and 410,479
or, at a "general avener as suits his own views and opinions. In sup- acres at 12^ cents per acre
port of this scheme, one of the principal arguments rage," 50 cents per a re, or $820,957 for all.
is, that, unless some such plan is adopted, the lands
Facts.
To the 30th September, 1837, 1,250,972
will never be sold at the present minimum of$l 25 had been sold at the minimum, producing about
per acre, and the designations usually given to such $1,563,715, or $742,758 more than the estimated
lands are "waste," ''refuse," 8cc. by those who en- value of all the unsold lands, although on the 30th
tirely lose sight of the fact that, as a country is September, 1837, there were 390,932 acres then reThese sales, it will be perceived,
settled, tracts that in the first instance were refus- maining unsold.
ed as comparatively valueless, in most cases neces- not only embrace all the lands included in the 1st,
sarily become of more value than those having 2d, and 3d classes, but even some that were valued

legislature
it

ROBERT

—

We

THE

—

—

greater natural advantages were at the first settlement of the country; as also, that the opening of
new lines of communication by roads and canals is
continually bringing the more secluded parts of tlie
country, for all practical purposes, nearer the market, and thus giving a value to the soil not possess-

ed without thein.
While thinking upon the subject some time ago,
my attention was called to a preparatory measure
taken by a dislinguisheil senator, many years since,
to carry this project into effect, by ascertaining the
then estimated value of the unsold lands; and, having obtained a copy of the replies to that resolution,
induced to procure copies of the statements
I was
of sales since that period, and to make estimates to
see how far presumptions were sustained by facts.
The nature of those estimates has so far surpriseil
me, that it is thought they might furnish you with
some new views of the subject, and I therefore ofi'er
them lor your consideration, with a remark that 1
have been content to make estimates, as the data
upon which to make accurate calculations can only
be found upon the files of the land office, and I hope
that measures will be taken, by those having the
power, to obtain accurate and precise statements.
The preparatory measure alluded to was a resolu-

at but

12J cents per acre.

[No new lands have,

it

is

believed, been exposed

sale in either of the three districts first named
since 1828, nor have their boundaries been altered.
to

In the last some unimportant former Indian reservations may have been offered, but if so, the sales
therein have been much more than counterbalanced
by the reservalion from sale of all the lands within
five miles on each side of the Mauniee river for
In addition to the sales, it should
canal purposes.
be observed that more than a million of a res have
been granted to the state, (for roads, canals, kc.)
which have been located since 1828, and so far as
these selections have been made in those districts,
they should also be considered as so much sold; and
as in making the selections it is fair to pres.ume
that the worst lands were not taken, it is apparent
that the actual sales of the inferior qnalities are
much greater than would appear by relerence to the
sales alone.]

In Indiana.

The

Vincennes officers reported

3 406,445 acres as unsold, 1,826,750 acres of which
were ortered in 1807—1,363,654 in Sept. 1S16—
and 216,040 in June, 1821— estimating 851,611 as
first

rate,

851,611 as second quality, and 1,703,223

as third quality.
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HUGH MERCER.
that

you

will

While upon this subject, I
Fads. To the 30th September, 1837, 568,000
agree with me in the hope that some correspondent
had been sold for $711,000, or $378,000 more than
who possesses the means of doing so will inform us
they estimated all the unsold lands to be worth, and
what are the minimum prices fixed by the different
leaving 1.650,008 for futuie disposition.
granted them by congress for
The Franklin officers reported 2,709,000 unsold, states upon the lands
canals, roads, colleges. Sec; for I am under the imto 10 years— and that after selfor
from
5
market
been
in
having
all
unfit—
being
acres of that amount as
pression that these minimums have varied from $3
the
rethought
they
acre,
per
ling 150,000 at $1 25
in market between 8 years and 8 months.
showing that although many
at a greatly to $17 per acre, thus
To the 30th September, 1837, 1,932,300 sidue could not be disposed of except
Fuels.
of those states yearly memoralize congress for a rereduced price.
acres had been sold.
the public lands, yet when
the
price
of
duction
of
948,300
Fads. To the 30th September, 1837,
The Indianapolis officers reported 1,842,102 as
those lands become their own property the minimum
acre; acres had been sold at the rate of $1 25, or nearly
unsold, of which 736,840 were worth $1 25 per
is increased instead of being lessened.
be
sold
could
thought
they
acres
more
than
368,420 as third rate at 75 cents; 368.420 fourth rate 800,000
If these estimates should call the attention of any
as unfit, and of no except at a greatly reduced price.
at 50 cents, and 368,420 acres
on with the investigation lo a
The Jackson officers reported 4,430,025 acres as person qualified to gosubject,
Had been in market from 1820, '21 and '22.
value.
or be the means of proconsideration
of the
worth
unsold, estimating 88.600 acres as being
Total value of all the lands, 01,381,575.
accurate statements of the actual working of
as unfit, and only curing
4.341,425
per
acre,
and
25
1,565,700
$1
1837,
September,
30th
the
To
Facts.
the present land system, I shall be more than repaid
total
the
making
cents,
the
an
average,
part of
worth, on
12J
acres, or all of the first four classes, and
for the trouble I have been at in making them.
value about $6.53,000,
refuse class, had been sold, producing $1,957,125,
CURIOSITY.
Yours,
f«c/s.— To the 30lh September, 1837, 330,100
and leaving near 290,000 acres then unsold.
lands,
and
the good
Tiie Fort Wayne officers reported 4,546,000 acres acres had been sold, or all
REMAINS
OF
estimated at 12^ cents, BURIAL OF
very
what
they
241.500
acres
of
and
rate,
first
were
which
of
200.000
as unsold,
MERCER.
producing within $237,000 of the entire value of all
little totally unfit for nultivalion.
4,100,000 to be disFrom ihe U. States Gazette, 26th Nov.
Fads. To the 30th September, 1837, 2,326.000 the lands, while there remained
The spirit of patiiotism that is exhibited in the
posed of.
had been sold.
In Louisiana. The Ouachita officers reported generous sacrifice of fortune and life for the comThe Jeffersonville officers reported 1,490,926 acres
offered for 1,389,317 acres of unsold, valued at $317,760, being monwealth, so emminently deserves the applause
been
having
it
all
of
nearly
unsold,
as
at $1 25 a general average of 26 3-5 cents per acre.
of the generous and the good, that we are not assale in 1807 and 1808, estimating 74,546
fads.— To the 30lh September, 1837, 917,100 tonished when the sacrifice is consummated, ttiat
per acre, 149,092 at 75 cents, 521,822 at 50 cents,
about
value
producing
or
total
acres
were
sold,
$1,146,000,
the tears of a people should bedew the tomb of a
The
acre.
per
cents
25
at
and 745,466
$629,000 more than the estimated value of all the patriot, and the pen of history be instructed to write
being about $'647,278.
devotion.
Fads. To the 30lh September, 1837, 806,247 unsold lands, and yet leaving 472,000 to be disposed his eulogy in the record of his generous
The spirit of a martyr to national independence, if
acres had been sold at the minimum, about 1,007,810 of.
The SI. Helena officers made no report as to the permitted to revisit the glimpses of this earth, and
the estimated
dollar's, thu? making the sales exceeil
estimated their note the proceedings of those who benefit by his
value of all the unsold lands, by about $360,500, al- quantity of the unsold lands, but
successful sacrifice, must be grateful to find, that
though 648,000 acres remained unsold, and showing average value to be twenty-five cents per acre.
but
Fads.— To the 30th September, 1837, they sold not only are bis name and deeds held in grateful
that not only all in the 1st, 2d and 3d cUsses,
of
25.
acre
class,
acres
at
the
rate
or
cent
274,800
$1
remembrance, but that the quiet of peace allows
4th,
25
the
about 60,700 acres of
In Mississippi. The Choctaw (Mount Salus a generous people whom his death benefitted, to
had been disposed of at .$1 23 per acre.
[No change, it is believed, has been made in either and Jackson) officers estimated that 3,230,778 acres think how they may express their appreciation of
very little first rate, 2,230,778 ofraid- the great objects of his devotion, and hoa display
the Vinceiines,Jetfersonvilleorlndianapolis districts were unsold
equal rights and
since 1828, nor have any new lands been brought dling quality high land, of which one-half was too to Ihe world their enthusiasm for
theCrawpoor to sell at $1 25, and 1,000,000 national independence, by all approving honors to
part
of
broken
or
too
A
of
them.
either
into market in
Average value of the whole the name and character of those from whom they
fordsville district has bren taken away, and a small acres as unsaleable.
derive the blessing.
quantity of lands may have been brought into mar- 25 or 30 cents per acre.
fads,— To the 30th September, 1837, 2,872,400
Yesterday presented to the world the sublime
ket in that and the Fort Wayne district since 1S2S.
Out of the Crawfordsville and Fort Wayne di^iicts, acres had been sold at the rale of $1 25, thus not spectacle of a whole section of our commonwealth
and from lands subsequently ceded, the Laporte dis- only including all they reported of a middling quali- going to do honor to a hero and a martyr in our
trict has been erected, in which, from late in 1833, to ty, and of which tliey said the one-hsdf would never country's cause, by conveying the remains of gene30th September, 1837, 1,149,700 acres have been sell at tliat price, but about 640,000 acres of what ral Hugh Mercer from the grave at Christ church,
Taking their high- with imposing ceremonies, to a resting place at
sold, but how much of this quantity was estimated they considered as unsaleable.
in the unsold portions of the old districts is not est estimate, 30 cents per acre, the total value by Laurel Hill, beneath a monument expressive at
known. It should aho be observed that by far the their calculation would be about $970,000, while in once of his exceeding worth, and of the appreciagreater portion of the lands granted to the state for truth the portion sold has produced $3,490,000, and tion of his excellence by the present generation.
roads and canals (about 500,000 acres) has also been there remained 358,000 acres yet to be sold.
The voice of the preacher was heard the eloIn Alabama. The Hunlsville officers reported quence of the eulogist was listened to with delight.
taken out of the unsold lands in those districts since
3,222,984 acres unsold, having mostly been in mar- The deep- throated cannon spoke of military re1828.]
In Indiana. The Edwardsville officers reported ket for ten years thus there were very little if any nown, and the thronged windows by which the
2,788,827 as unsold, having been otferjd between first rate lands, and that the greater portion was pageant moved, told of deep interest in the people,
Of this quantity 118,469 mountainous and unfit for cultivation.
the years 1810 and 1828.
as Ihe solemn array of funeral pomp passed onfads.— To the 30!h September, 1837,592,400 ward with measured tread, while
acres, as first rate, were valued at $1 25 per acre;
684,082, as second rate, at $1; 587,037, as third rate, acres had been so'd and 400,000 granted to Ihe state.
The muffle drums were beating
worth ojily 10
The Cahaba officers reported 2,418,162 acres unat 50 cts.; and 1,195,238 as unfit, and
Funeral marches to the grave.
cents per acre, making the total value §1,341,639, sold.
THE SOLEMNITIES.
Facts.
The sales to the 30th September, 1837,
and the average 48 cents per acre.
Shortly after 9 A. M. the remains of general
Fads. To the 301h September, 1837, the sales amnui:t to 2,332,260 acres.
removed
fj'om the church, and placed
were
Mercer
The Tuscaloosa officers reported 3,149,206 acres
amounted to 1,463,870 acres, for about $1,830,000,
in a hearse drawn by four black horses, the coffin
about $490,000 more than the estimated value of the as unsold, most of it having been in market for 7
palled with a craped American flag, with black
to
be
disyears—
rone
that
of it was first quality, and that they
unsold lands, and yet leaving 1,325,000
cords and tassels. The First City troop (which
believed "lAa/ Mfrc is not exceeding ten thousand
posed of.
had served at Princeton in the engagement in
The Palestine officers reported 1,496,000 as being acres fit for cultivation" the average value being 5 which general M. was killed) having been detailunsold, and as having been in market for 6 or 8 years, cents per acre, or in all $157,465.
as a guard of honor, formed around the hearse,
—Of this quantity 998,400 acres weie good soil, Fads.— To the 30lh September 1,065,790 acres ed
and the carriage, containing the committee, and the
499,200 acres thin soil, and 998,400 as being unfit had been sold, producing $1,332,000, and leaung
proceeded towards the First Presbyterian
cortege,
for cultivation, and the average value being 30 cents 2,084,000 acros unsold.
the meantime,
The Sparta officers reported 5,502,735 as unsold, church, at Washington square. In
per acre, or $748,800 in all.
the Saint Andrew's society, and Scots' Thistle soFuels.
To the 30lh September, 1837, 683,938 being in market from 1823 to 1827, 687,371 acres ciety, had assembled at Independence Hall, and
.acres had been sold for about .$854.91 0, or $106,000 estimated to be worth $1 25 per acre, and 1,815,364
Wilhiu
from thence proceeded to the church.
more than the estimated value of the whole unsold as unfit, the general aveiage being 40 cents per
Washington square was placed two brass field
acre.
lands, and slill leaving 1,812,000 acres to be sold.
f«c/s— To the 30lh September, 1837,351,300 pieces, which were fired every minule during the
The Springfield officers reported 1,947,324 acres
They were manned
progress of the procession.
as unsohl, of which 212,620 acres were good, and acres had been sold.
artillerists, and
[No change, it is thought, has been made in the by a detachment of the Junior
worth $1 25 per acre, and 1,734,704 unfit, and worth
were under the direction of colonel John K, Mui.
value
be
total
to
the
Huntsville
or
Sparta
and
district.
acre,
A portion has been phy. The whole line of Iroops were marshalled on
but 12J cents per
taken from the Cahaba district ami another from
$482,613.
Walnut street, their left resting on Sixth street.
Fads. Up to the 30lh September, 1837, 1,602,461 the Tuscaloosa district, and a small portion added to
The streets through which the escort passed on
The Demopolis district has been
acres were sold, producing about $2,003,000 or the la^t district.
their way to the church were literajly alive with
$1,510,000 more than they estimated all the lands created out of Ihe portion's taken from the Cahaba,
people; and around Washington square was gatherto
be
sold,
and
Tuscaloosa
leaving
345.000
and
St,
Stephen's
and
yet
districts,
worth,
and
a
part
be
of
to
ed an immense mass.
about 1,390,000 acres of the land, the Choctaw session of 1830,
this
trust

Fads. To the 30lh September, 1S37, 1,952,000
acres liad been sold, btins; all report.-d as first and
second rates, and about 250,000 of the third rate.
The Craufordsvillc officers reported 1,952,260
acres as unsold, and one-half or upwards of 970,000

THE
HUGH

GENERAL

—

—

—

—

—

In
new district
1,154.000 were sold from 1833 to 30lh September,
1837, bui what proportion of this amount was subIn MissocBi. The SI. Louis officers state the ject to sale at the old offices on the 30th June, 1838,
unsold land' to be 1,219,426 acres, and that "they it is impossible to estimate,]
These comparisons of predictions with results
may be characterised as the remnants and refuse of
will not only show the reliance which is to be placnearly 40 years' picking and culling under the Spa
nish government, and leu years under the laws of ed upon estimates, even by those best qualified to
the United States;" that "there is not one quarter make them, as to Ihe pa/«eof Ihe public domain, but
section of first rate land"' in the ilisliict, and th.it will also show that the fact of lands having been in
1,664,570 acres were ur.fit for cultivation; that 15 market for many years is no evidence that they will
cents per acre would be a fair average, making the not be fought for with avidity as the country becomes settled.
total value of all the unsold lands $333,000.

showing that
which they estimated

as

worth only

acre, had been sold at

$1

25.

12.J

cents per

The arrival of the remains at the church was
hailed by the firing of one of Ihe guns in the square;
and shortly after tiie cofiiu was borne down the
aisle by a detachment of the First City troop, and
placed on a raised staging immediately in front of
the spe.iker's stand.

By tliis tiuie the galleries of Ihe chiiroh were
crowded with the beauty and fashion of our cily,
they being reserved wholly for the ladies. After
the arrival of Ihe coffin, Ihe doors were thrown
open to admit visiters with tickets, and the body of
the church was soon completely filled.

—

—

a
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pulpit a staging had been raised,
and on it was seated at the cenire, and behind the
speaker's stand, tlie governor of Pennsylvania,
David R. Porter, with l\lr. William B. Reed, the
orator of the day, on his right, and on his left, governor Gilmer, of Virginia, with his lieutenant
governor and aid; and further to the right, judge
Hopkinson, mayor Swift, and the recorder of the
city.
On seats in front of these last named, and to
the left of the speaker's stand, sat the venerable
Mr. McAlpin, the late president of Saint Andrew's
society, and by his side, commodores Biddle and
Read, of the navy, in full unilorin. To the right
of the stand sat Mr. Campbell, the presiding officer
of the society of St. Andrew, and by him commodore Stewart, the commandant of the navy yard,
and colonel Miller, commandant of the marines at
the same place.
Against the wall, to the left, was
the banner of the Saint Andrew's society, representing Saint Andrew in lull length, and on the
right, the banner of the Scots' Tliistle society.
The First City troop were disposed in files to the
right and left of the stand, and the banner which
they bore (o glorious victory in the contest at
Princeton now spread its folds over the remains of
the brave.
Worn, tattered, and pierced with bullets, it spoke home to the heart a tale ol those stirring times which tried men's souls. In the pews
immediately in front of the stand, a large number
of officers of the army and navy were seated and
behind them the Saint Andrew's and Scots' ThisIII

front of

tlie

—

tle societies.

In the pulpit were the rev. Albert Barnes, pastor
of the church, the rev. Dr. Carnahan, president of
Princeton college, and the rev. John L. Grant,
together with another clergyman whose name we
could not learn.
The ceremonies of the day were commenced by
the reading of the twenty-first psalm, copies of
which had been priutad and distributed through the
church. The hymn was sung in splendid manner
by a powerful choir. The rev. Albert Barnes then
read some beautiful extracts from the sacred scriptures, being (rom Exodus, 15lh chapter
"the Lord
is my strength and song, and he is become my salvation," &c.; and 20th chapier
"and God spake all
these words, saying," &c.; Samuel, 1st chapter
•the beauty ol Israel is slain." Psalm 46th "God
is our refuge and strength," &.c.; and Psalm 67
"God be merciful and bless us," &c. At the conclusion, a prayer wassaidinamosteloquent-^anner
by the same.
At the conclusion of the prayer, Mr. William B.
Reed advanced to the speaker's stand, and com-

—

—

—

his oration.
A beautiful allusion to "old
mortality" commenced one of the most noble orations it has ever been our lot to listen to.
Even as
that time honored man journeyed among the lonely
fastnesses of his native mountains, renewing, with
bis chisel, the inscription which time had nearly
effaced on the tombs of those who had fiercely
struggled and nobly died in defence of their che-

menced

rished faith; even so, after the lapse of many years,
did the countrymen of him whose bones repose before them, again assemble to renew the remembrance of his deeds of daring, and pay again those
obsequies which a past generation had been proud
to confer.
After some pertinent remarks upon the
blessings of a free govern nent, he proceeded to the
main purpose of his address. General Hush Mer
cer was born in the north of Scotland, in 1731, and
died at Princeton, Dec. 3d, 1777. Before proceeding further, the orator indulged in an eloquent view
of the state of Europe at the first named period; of
the cause of Charles Stuart, his victories, his reverses, and his final defeat at Culloden; the loyal
patriotism of the chiefs who, in the face of every
danger, clung even until death around their crownless king. At this point, a noble burst of eloquence
completely enchained the leelings of the auditory.
He spoke ol the battle of Culloden, of the little band
who had so olten carried terror and desolation into
the English ranks, then worn and dispirited
wretched handful opposed to a powerful and well
appointed army, burning to wipe otf the disgrace
which had been so deeply imprinted on their arms.
By the watch fires of the little band, reposed a
stripling of 22 years of age, who had left home,
kindred and profession, to fisht the quarrel of his

6,
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proof of their might in tlie defeat and death of
Braddock. The next notice is his participation in
an expedition sent against a strong post of the Indians, who from the Susquehanna to the Alleghany
breathed terror and destruction to the scattered settlers.
He was commanded by gen.- .\rrastrong
under him he fought his first battle in the new country, and by him when, mortally wounded, he was
borne off the field of battle at Princeton. He bore
a distinguished part in this action, and being severely wounded was sent to the rear, and alterward«, by one of the chances of battle, was left on
the field.
Alone, with a mutilated arm, and faint
from other wounds, he wandered for days and weeks
amid the boundless forest, living upon the berries
which a heavy winter had spared, till he struck
upon the waters ol the Potomac, and, after incredible fatigue, reached Fort Cumberland.
He was
shortly after promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel, and, under the most disheartening circumstances, retained possession of Fort Duquesne,

(which had been reduced by

Washington)

until

acquitting him-ielf honorably of what
task.
The lecturer
here paused before entering on the history of the
revolution, to call to mind the dilference ot those
times with these which we now enjoy of those
days when neither home, friends, children, or bride
could detain them from the awful struggle
when
the sun rose not on the peaceful Sabbath but on
scenes of blood of the struggle of a weak band of
men against the mighty power of the greatest monarchy in the world of days when the cloud of
despair lowered heavily upon their hopes, and want,
privation and suffering pressed in upon them.
What honor, then, can be too great for those who,
by their blood, have cemented the foundation of a
republic, whose wide spread blessings millions of
those who, in another clime, have felt the iron hand
of persecution, now enjoy? The flag of the nation
is the shroud of the nation's gallant sons, and its
happy stars shine brightly over their graves.
Of the eventful period preceding the battle of
Princeton, when hope seemed dead
when by successive defeat, want and privation, the artny of
Washington had been reduced to only 2,000 effective
men, who had taken up their position on the western b.ink of the Delaware
when Philadelphia
seemed but as a city of the dead, her deserted streets
and houses evidencing how deeply despair had fix
ed itself in the he;irts of the Americans in that
dark hour, when destruction seemed closing upon
them, was the policy of the war changed, and the
desperate band resolved to become the assailers.
The discussions of the proposed measures, the
deep despondency of Washington, the wretched
condition of the soldiers, were depicted in soul
stirring words; the stratagem, the night march, the
Findsurprise and the capture all meditated upon.
ing a heavy body of cavalry of reserve coining up,
gen. Mercer suggested to Washington that he
should throw his brig-ide between the parly engaged and the reserve, and thus compel a general engagement. The movement was successfully executed. In the heat of the charge, gen. Mercer's
horse was shot under him, and he fought on the
ground, disdaining to surrender, and irritated at the
confusion which his fall had occasioned, he singly
faced a whole detachment, was beaten to the ground
by the butts of their muskets, and mortally wounded under the arm with a bayonet.
relieved,

seemed an almost impossible

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

General Armstrong shortly after found him on
bore him to a neighboring house,
where he received the almost maternal care of two
ladies, who, undismayed by the conflict, had brave
One of these matrons, a few
ly abided the result.
months since, passed to the silent tomb; and it was
her proudest boast through lile, that she had soothed the parting anguish and smoothed the death pillow of a revohitionary soldier.
The orator closed his momento of a soldier's life,
and gave vent to the feelings which so solemn a
the field, and

HUGH MERCER.

S23

Tiie pall borne by commodores Reed, Biddle and
Stewart, and col. Miller.

THE

ST.

Andrew's society,

with banner, with the motto, "We relieve the distressed," and representing a full length of St. Andrew; on the reverse, the shield and Scottish lion,
with motto "Nemo me impuiie lacessit."
Members of the society, with badges.

THE

SCOTS THISTLE SOCIETY,

with banner, representing a thistle on the face; on
the reverse, 'The Scots Thistle Society."
Members of the society with badges.
Officers of the army and navy.
Detachment of the 1st City troop, closing the escort
proper.

General Provost and

staff.

MILITARY.
Lancers.

General Goodwin and

staff.

MILITARY.

Among

the companies on the parade were:
The Lancer Guards, (cavalry),
Capt. Rader.
State Artillerists, (infantry),
Capt. Bumm.
Lafayette do.
do.
Capt. Barger.
1st com. Ger. Washington Guards, Lieut. Kohler.
2d do. do.
do
Capt. Partsinan.
do.
1st company State Fencibles,
Capt. Page.
~
~
2d
do.
do.
Capt.
Emery.

National Grays,
Washington Blues,
Hibernian Greens,
Union Fencibles,
Montgomery Hihernia Greens,

Jackson Artillerists,
Washington Grays,
Philadelphia Grays,

Capt. Fritz.

Capt Patterson.
Capt. Elsegood.
Capt. Ward.
Cajif. Diamond.
Capl.McCahen.

Lieut. McAdam.
Capt. Cadwallader.

There were, besides these, a great number of
other companies from the county, and also some
companies from other states and counties; among
which were the Eagle Artillerists, of Baltimore; the
Princeton Greys, of Princeton; the York Rifle brigade, from York, Pa ; and the Lancaster Fencibles,
and

Artillerists,

from Lancaster, Pa.

The escort proper was arranged by
Strulhers, as chief marshal, and Messrs.
Notman,

The
streets,

heads

Mr. John
Milne and

aids.

procession moved on through the principal
which presented the appearance of a sea of

— windows, doors, roofs and pavement seemed

alive with human beings, who had thus come together, in the might of numbers, to pay their respect
to one who had died that they might be free.

The minute guns on the square boomed sorrowon the air the bands joined their dirge-like
music, and the measured tread and serious countenances of all in the procession, told how solemn
was the occasion how deeply felt was the lesson
of patriotism and bravery.
fully

—

—

Having reached Twelfth and Coates streets, the
procession paused, the coffin was placed in the
proper look their places in the
carriages, the military (with the exception of the
cavalry) were dismissed, and the cortege proceeded towards Laurell Hill cemetery, the coffin being
still surrounded by the honorary guard of the First
City troop. Arriving at the cemetery, the coffin
was again placed upon the bier, the escort re formed, and, in due order moved towards the spot for
iiearse, the escort

The scene at onetime was most beauwalk brought the whole escort
Arriving at the grave, the coffin was
set down, and Mr. Quintin Campbell, the president
of the St Andrew society, delivered an address.
At the conclusion of the address, Mr. Tudhope
addressed the Throne of Grace in prayer, in a most
eloquent manner. Colonel Mercer the relative of
the deceased then came forward to bid farewell to
the remains before they were again committed to
interment.

tiful, as a

turn of the

into view.

the earth.

That ceremony over, the coffin was lowered into
spectacle was calculated to excite. Not vainly will the grave, thus terminatinff one ofthe most sublime
these obsequies pass away, if the love of country, moral spectacles which Philadelphia has ever witto
excite,
shall
which it is eminently calculated
nessed.
have been raised in the breasts of the thousands who
Peace to the ashes of the brave, may they res'
witnessed the spectacle, if the flame ol patriotism
undisturbed until the final trump of doom shall sumhas burned brighter and freer vent been given to
mon him to his account. More than one generathe honest impulses of our nation.
The oralion being clo.seiI, the coffin was borne tion has passed away since this bloody corpse was
The
monarch— that man was
borne to the tomb, and if any survive who have
the history of out by a file ol marines and placed in the regular
result of the battle is well known
borne on the bier to witnessed that day, they are but as the last leaves
it was
order
of procession
histothe dreadful massacre is part of the household
autum, which the next winter blast may consign
of
ry of Scotland's sons. Nothing was heard of him, Coates street, where it was again placed in the
to their long home.
of Hugh Mercer, until he was found to have escap- hearse. The procession having been formed, proYet even though the time be distant, the grateful
ed from Leith on board of a small vessel bound for ceeded as follows;
Philadelphia. He arrived safe, and settled in the Mounted trumpeter preceding a detachment of the recollection of their deeds has not slumbered nor
troop.
and tlie nation yields its spontaneous homage
City
faded
,
First
now
Merwestern part of the state, near to what is
What a lesson of paat the shrine of the patriot.
We know nothing of
eersburg, Franklin county.
triotism does not yesterday's solemnities inculcate
hioD till we find him a captain in the provincial
THE COFFIN.
long will if be remembered and we trust that
forces raised in 1755 to repel the incursions of the
never will it be forgotten.
Indians, who a short time afterwards gave a terri'

—

HUGH MERCER.

—

—

—
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Co. between 5th and 6th streets

CHRO^'ICLE.
Here we
ducks, (the geese go lo

Apalachicola.
vvilu

.ue,

Nuvembcr

14lh,

St. Joseph, and sub
venison and the finest

scribe for stock), turkej-s,
Bright
fish in the world, all on the table at once.
days, frosty mornings, moonlight nights, and an unclouded sky, impart cheerfulness, strength and pleasure. No mosquitoes, no fleas nor any of the pleagues

S,
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were the principal

SUtferers.

The bagging

factory of Messrs. Ater and Boswell

LexingTon, Ky. took
was entirely consumed.

at

fire

on the 24lh

ult.

and

per cent, on the par value of all stocks, loans, &c.
without regard to tl.e market price. No coiniulsbe less than 65- cents per share on any stock,
the par of which is less than twenty-five dollars.
[Philada. Inquirer.
sioii to

mill of Sylvanus Holbrook, esq. of North-

The silk business. There is no subject aside
bridge, Mass. used for the manufacture of cotton from politics, which is creating more interest
and wool, formerly the property of the Northbridge among every class of people at the present time,
of less happy climes. In a few days we shall have manufacturing company, was burnt on the 13th ult. than that of the culture of silk, for the purpose of
making it one of the staple commodities of this
vessels from the Havana, laden with the fruits of the loss estimated at $20,000.
tropics; we already have the choicest products ol
The fisheries. The Yarmouth (Cape Cod) country. Almost every person is awake to the
the north, all contributing to the general comfort, Register says the fishing business has been bad subject; and very many, from the little experience
luxury and convenience. Truly this is the Canaan enough the past season. The catch of mackerel and information they have been able to get in the
cf the Gentiles, for we have no Jews amongst us. has lallen off immensely.
The cod fishing busi- trial of making silk have come to the conclusion,
Accompanying all these advantages, we have the ness is in a better condition, but this has fallen off "that the day is not far distant when more than
enough of silk will be made in this country to supmusic of some dozen high pressure steam engines, also.
ply her own markets, and of as good quality as that
making the very poetry of sound. Who would not
Frankfort,
Ky.
Gen.
W.
reached
H.
Harrison
Adv.
\_Aapalachicola
imported." We have seen a number of samples of
live in our city?
on the 24th, and left for Lexington on the 25th, on sewing silk, of late, made by persons in this viciniEnggiven
in
Ihe
name
Oleine"
is
"Atherial
private business.
He is in excellent health and ty, which fully equals the Italian silk, both in
land to a new material for burning in Argand and was received at the various stages of his lour with strength and durability. Letters have been sent us
superior to, and one-third cheaper than every demonstration of respect.
other lamps
from difierent parts of Ihe country, for information
sperm oil. Query? Is it our camphine?
Gen. Harrison was born on the 9th of February, upon this subject, as to the result of the experience
BocNDABT QUESTION. A work, illustrated by 1774. He will therefore be 67 years of age in Fe- of those in this place, who had been engaged for
some time past, in feeiling worms and making silk;
eight maps, entitled: "The right of the Uniled bruary next.
Stales of America lo the northeastern boundary
The LAKES. Depth of water. The Buffalo Ad- and we intend, after the present political campaign
claimed by them, by Albert Gallatin," is to be is- vertiser says: "Lake Huron is said to be about 800 is over, to give this subject, among others, its due
sued in a few days.
feet deep, and the depth of Canandaigua and Seneca attention, and receive such information from our
friends as they may be willing to give to the pubBunker Hill monument fair. The total re- lakes has never been satisfactorily ascertained.
The
early settlers, many of them, on their borders lic, in aiding Ihe advancement of the silk culture.
93—
ceipts of the late fair at Boston, were $32,836
INorthampton Cour.
believed they were unfathomable. The Skeneatotal expenses, #2,801 45; nelt proceeds, 30,035
The

—

dollars

and 53 cents.

A Camanche

chief, recently

died, at the ad-

vanced age of 118 years. On the week previous to
his death, he was out on a hunting expedition with
his tribe, and caught two wild horses with

some of
a noose.

The canals
vania were

still

of both New York and Pennsylnavigated at our latest advice.

The "Come Outers,"

says the Boston Courier,

are a sect recently sprung up on Cape Cod. Their
1. Opleading or sectarian views are said to be;
Every one should
position to a regular ministry.
be his own priest. 2. Opposition to regularly organised churches. Every one is a church by himdisregard of the Sabbath; all days are
3.
self.
Their object seems to be to preach against
alike.

A

preaching, to organize against church organizations
and to hold meetings on the Lord's day to put down
the Christian Sabbath.

Cotton

at

New

York, Charleston, &c. remains

firm at former quotations.
At Savannah, sales of the

week

1,879 bales at

8Ja9}.

At

New

Orleans, the recepts of the last

week were

heavy, the demand active, and prices J ct. advance
on Ibrmer rates.
Louisiana and MissisLiverpool classification.
sippi ordinary 7ia7^; middling 8J; middling fairSj;
fair 9i; good fair lOjalOJ; good fine llall|.

Corn.

Price at

New

York 43a4S.

Counterfeits of the "New York Safety Fund"
$a made by obliterating the "Millington bank"

—

and substituting "New York," are abroad.
Five dollar Geauga bank are circulating in CinThey hardly can be called imilalions.
cinnati.

Deaths during the last week, in BuUimoie 4i,
of which 13 were under one year of age, 14 were
free colored and 1 slave.

New York on England 108j; on
Philadelphia 2i; Ballimore 1^; RichCharleston 1^; Augusta 5i; Savannah 3a4;
New Orleans 2; St. Luuis, Louisville and Cincinnati 3}a8; Nashville 8; Michigan 9; Wisconsin VH.
Exchange.

France

mond

51. 17;

3;

Flour.

The American Almanac

states that the

amount uf Hour in value exported from Ihe
Uniled Slates in one year, was exported in 1817;
being 1,479,193 bbls.— worth $17,291,824. The
largest amount in number of bbls. exported in one
year, was in 1831, being 1,806,529, and worth
SIO, 243,019. The highest price of tiour per barrel
on the seaboard since Ihe year 1790, was in the
year 1796, when it was sold for $\2 50. The lowlargest

est in 1826,

when

it

sold for

$4

65.

teles lake also fills a chasm of fearful depth.
"One
Steamers. The British Queen left New York
of the most remarkable instances of deep fresh wa- on the 1st insl. with fifty passengers, $420,000 in
ter is a river, laiil down on the map as the Sagnenai, specie, and a full freight of merchandise, and a very
that discharges into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, some large amount of bills in payment of dividends on
200 miles below Quebec. It is rather a sluggish stocks, &c.
stream, but with an average depth of nearly 800
Steamboats. The ill-fated Persian has reached
feet.
It seems to flow through an immense fissure
St. Louis.
The Bulletin says: "We learn from the
produced by some awful convulsion of nature."
officers that twenly-five of the unfortunate suffer-

Jamaica. The Northampton Courier says: "A ers have already died, and that there are two more
company of gentlemen started from this place must die soon. There are nine others scalded who
Monday morning for Jamaica, West India is- will probably recover."
lands.
Most of them are mechanics who are emThe Express, owing to some derangement, exlarge

on

ployed by the governor of this island to erect necessary buildings for the purpose of making silk,
which he intends to make a staple commodity.

ploded her boilers on the 15th ult. about fifteen
miles below St. Stephens, Alabama.
Five or six
persons were instantly killed, and a number badly
injured,

among>t the

latter

were the captain, Mc-

Marriage in prohibited degrees. At the
Gune, Anderson, mate, and Weaver, steward. A
general convention, a committee, consisting of
H. U. Onderdonk, Koore and Brownell, was ap- barge was in tow along side, at the time, into
which one of the boilers was blown the other was
pointed to report at the next general convention,
last

a

canon prohibiting marriages with certain degrees
of consanguinity and affinity. In this report, which
will be one of much importance, the case of marrying a deceased wife's sister vvill be of necessity
prominent. We allude to the subject at present in
order to direct attention to the fact that a pamphlet
has been published in England advocating the repeal of the law in that country which prohibits marriage within the degree cf affinity just mentioned.
A circular soliciting the repeal has unhappily received many signatures from among the clergy, and
the measure is said to receive the countenance and
active co-operation of the archbishop of Dublin, and
the bishop of Landaff.
^Churchman.

"Mercedes,
bus" by Cooper,

Michigan,

a romance of (he days of Columis

in press.

contains,
212,000 inhabitants.

according to the census,

—

blown overboard.
The W. \V. Fry, a new iron steamboat from

Louisville, intended for the Alabama waters, has
made her first trip to New Orleans. The passengers
publish a card, commending her highly.

The Flying Dutchman, with a heavy cargo, bound
for Louisville, struck a snag at Deadman's Island,
30 miles below Natchez, and sunk in seven minutes,
a total loss.

The Elba, bound for St. Louis, was sunk at BuLanding, 150 miles below the mouth of the

ford's

Ohio, a

total loss.

The Bunker Hill is aground high and dry at Wilson's bar, mouth of Red river; and the Massachusetts
at Salt river, her main shaft broken.

Temperance. During the year ending 30th
September last, 3,832,718 gallons of spirituous liquors, and 6,473,219 gallons of wine weie imported
into Ihe United Slates, being 278,430 gallons more
of spirits than has been imported in any one year
for the last six years.
Friends of the temperance
reform, wake up!

Packet ships and steam ships. The shortest
passage made in 18.39, from New York to Liverpool, by a packet ship, was 17 days; and the shortest passage of a packet ship, during the same year,
Te.mper.\nce in RUSSIA.
letter received
from Liverpool to New York, was 22 days. The from Mr. Baird at the otiice of the American Temshortest passage made by a s'eam ship, from New perance Union, stales, that he had a very pleasing
York to Liverpool, during 1839, was in
13J days; interview with the emperor of Russia, at his palace
and the shortest passage made by a steam ship, from at Psaiskeo Zelo, and had dined with the royal
Liverpool to New York, during the same year, was family. His majesty and the grand duke manifestin 16 days.
ed much interest in the cause of temperance
per[s„„.
A patent right, it is said, has been sold for mitted the publication of the history of temperance
Scotland alone, for .#25,000, by Mr. Burden, of the societies in the Russ, and expressed a wish that it
Troy iron works, for compressing and giving form might also be translated into the Finnish. A distinguished Russian nobleman in Courland was so
to the ball iron, as it comes glowing from the
furconvinced by reading the history in German, of the
nace.
evils of drinking ardent spirits, that he agreed to
Savannah, Georgia. The population of the pay the government the sum which the relailers
city is M,2I4 persons, being an increase of
3,433 had undertaken to pay for their licenses, in order to
oyer 1330. 599 persons are engaged in commer- have no brandy sold on his extensive estates; a fact
cial pursuits, 701 in manufactures and trades,
and worthy of the best times of temperance in any
121 in learned professions. The exports for the country.
year 1839, of cotton, rice, lumber, &c. amounted
The theatre, Holliday street, Baltimore, was
to $12,000,000.
The commercial capital invested sold at auction on the 2d inst. B. I. Cohen, esq.
ill
this city is coinnuled to be between
3 and was Ihe purchaser price .$20,000. The machineiy
#4,000,000.
and fixtures ,#1,000.

A

—

Flour in New York for Gennesee #4 87; Michigan .J; 4 75; Howard street and Georgetown $5 25Richmond, (Clark &, Co.) .$6 25.
At Baltimore prices conlinue at $i 87itr.$4 94;
inspections of the week I7,l(>6 bbls. ami 1,515 iiall
bbls.
At Richmond $4 87^. At Savannah .<jf6 25.
At Louisville S,4lo4 50. At Rio de Janerio, Oct.
Stocks.
New York V. S. bank 65; at Phila8th, 18||; exchange 32Jd.
ilel/ihia, U. S. bank 67}; Illinois sixes
79; Arkansas
Fires. At Louisville, on the night of the 24th bonds SI.
Nov. property lo the amount of yiO.OOO was deThe Philadelphia board of brokers have adopted
stroyed.
Messrs. Stewart, and Hewilt, Allison &. a rule to charge a commission
ofoiie quarter of one

M

—

Wheat.

At

New York

$1 00; at Baltimore 80
a98 for from inferior to prime red. Sales of Pennsylvania at 94[i96 for red, 99 tor white. At Alexandria 15 to 20,000 bushels red sold at from 85a9S,
according to quality.
White $1 05.

—
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IN

ADVANCE.

constitution has wisely provided that the exe
CM/iTO/frm shall commence, not with the commence,
ment, but with the conclusion of the congressional
session. Few men, perhaps no man, especially if
he
has never served in Ihe executive cabinet, could
at

once

IV el bimseW
entirely at home in assuming the
highly responsible duties leqiiired of a chief magistrate ol this union. Time is required even
to appiise
himof the views and relations of the respective members of the cabinet which he assembles from
various
sections of the union to aid him in council.
Alnch
is to be learned of Ihe various ramifications
of the
departments, in their practical details— as well as of
general state policy, before he feels entirely quali-

fied to "advise" the legislaMve department
of the
government. The machine by which twenty millions of freemen can be well governed, is
necessarily complex, and requires some proficiency
and an

educated mind lo manage it well.
Ill cases of emergency, or of a failure
in Ihe present coi.gress to leave the country with ample provision for the period of recess, an cxira
session
would be indispensable, but it is surely unwise, not
to say illiberal, to predicate upon such
supposition.

The new
the lime
ise

executive are

which

entilleil to the advantage of
Ihe constitution atfords, lo fam?liar-

themselves with their stations and prepare with

due deliberation, any proposition
change of national policy.

FROM TEXAS AND

for

a

material

ME-X^ICO.

The New Orleans Bulletin
brings us Tampico dates to the 17th,
and Vera Criiz to the 4lh, showing a most allrocious
specimen of treachery.
The circumstances are briefly these: On the defeat of the federal army at Morelos in March last,
Canales, Molano and Cardenas, escaped to Texas,
where they were hospitably treated by the people'.
After failing to engage the Texian government in
their plans in Mexico, they persuaded a number of
the youth of Texas to join them in an invasion of
Ihe country, hohling out the hope of an easy march
to the city of Mexico, then in a state of revolt.
On arriving at Rio Grande, it was a.acertained that
the revolution in the capital had proved a failure.
This produced a secret consultation among the federal chiefs, to buy peace with the dominant faction
at home by an act of perfidy to Iheir foreign allies.
They were consequently decoyed into the interior
as far as V ctoria, and delivered over to general
Muntego. Here, on the 23d, the Texians were
abandoned to the enemy, five times their number.
I'hey were slaughtered' with arms in their hands,
tight iiig heroically to the last.
One hundred and
fifty of them were thus butchered.
At Matamoras, Ihe inhabitants celebrated this
great lictory with bells and cennon!
Infamous treachery.

of the .SUth

—

—

1,-524.

The

tronage which he has received is the more grateful
to Ihe editor, when he considers the circumstances
it has been extended.
It is as a National Register
a record of
passing events,
a failhliil transcript ol Ihe li;iies,
and depository of valuable documents and statistics,
that the publication is designed, and a.s such has
acquired a character of enviable e.Jlimate in lor^ign
countries as well as tliroughout the United States.
Possessing neatly all the" advantages of a daily
newspaper, divested in a great measure of their errors, ami entirely wiihont their heavy columns of
advertisements in which so [qw take an interest,
and those few only for the day, the Register rescu.'s from oblivion and preserves in a convenient
form for nference, all the most important and authentic articles that the newspapers contain, and
which, but for such a depository, would often, in a
short time, be inquired for in vain.
Whatever is
material, belonging lo the history of the limes, is
recorded in the pages of the Re;;is!er in a form to be
available for fuure use, incluiling so much of the
politics of the day as to furnish a lair and impartial
development of th;= priiiciples acouiedby, or attribiiled lo, every part}', as it rises or falls, at the same
time avoiding caiefiilly all paiticipalion in the bit
ter animo.aities whicli are so often engendered by
party strife.
Discarding the light literature and
fictions which are so abundant elsewhere, the Re-

under which

of the electors
229
Northeaster.^ Bou>rt>ARY— surveys suspended
227
Pe.n.S'svlva.ma- relative to banks resuming
227
riTTSBrRG business at
229
Price, VVh.— United States vers.
22S
PRESlDENr's ANNUAL JIESSAGE
233
Specie payments respecting resumption of
2i7
Revenue cutters winiei regulations
226
South Carolina electoral vote, U. S. senator
233
SpENCE, BON. JoHf S. his deaih annoui ced
235
Texas and Mexico -ireachcry, gallant affair
225
Treasurer's annual report abstract of
226
Vermont Roman ochro
22S gister is proposed as a m.atter
of fact record,
Virginia U. S. senator, election returns, governor's
where impartial truth may be found in reference to
message
230
men
and
measures.
More
matter
interesting to the
Woodbury, Levi secretary of treasury, elected U. S.
generality of readers, will be found in its sixteen
senator
223
closely printed pages, issued every week, than in
i>5"IlEMiTiANCEs BY MAIL. "A posimaster may eii- the columns of almost any daily newspaper for the
same lime, and with this decided advantage, that it
close money in a letter to the publisher of a newspaper,
is furnished in a form suitable for preservation and
to pay the subscription of a third person, and nank the
convenient for reference, and that too, atconddera
letter, if written by hiiuseif."
Amos Kendall.
bhj hsslhan half the cost of a daily paper, if postage
Sinieof oar subscribers may not be aware that they be included in the calculation. Alter serving its
may save the postage on subscription money; by re- purpose as a journal of the day, it is retained and
questing the postmaster where they reside to frank their becomes one ol Ihe most valuable of books in the
library of its patron, to the pages of which he may
etters containing such money, he being able to saiisfy
in aftertime recur for the establishment of facts in
himself before a letter is sealed, that it contains nothing wiiich none of us can be without an
interest.
[Am. Farmer.
bat what refers to the subscription.
publication having such an object and such advan
tages ought to commend itself to generous support.
RF.GISTER.
NILES'
Experience has suggested that the work is susThe index and title page of the VIII vol. ceptible of material improvemenis, which the editor
DPW series, or lilty-eighlh vol. ol the entire work, is ambitious of etfecting, so soon as he can comwas forwarded to the subscribers by the last mail. mand the requisite means. For uhicli however he
The (Ulay in receiving it, the editor hopes, will be has to depend entirely upon the punctuality of his
compensated to his jialrons by the enlarged and com- patrons.
prehensive method he has adopted, ol placing in the
index the entire contents of the volume, and thai in
Extra session of congress.
Cincinnati
the simplest form for refeience, and which, though paper suggests, that the probability of an extra sesiciineiisely more laborious to tlie compiler, renders sion should admonish such of the states as have not
the work beyond comparison more convenient and yet elected representatives, to make provisions lo
useful to the reader. The index now occupies four- such a contingency.
So far as Maryland is conken pages formerly it «as comprised in from four cerned, the law directs the governor, in such case
The value of a Register de[)end5 to issue his inoclamation for an election at a period
to six pages.
greatly upon the index.
Nothing is more vexa- [irior to the usual time. It is probable that the
tious than to look for an article which we know is other states have observeil the like precaulion.
embodied in a vioik, and be unable lo find it.
But our motive for noticing the article is, to exTo have bad in the course of the fourteen months press surprise and regret at having met with such
elapsed since the present proprietor took charge of an intimation.
Congress has but this moment asthe Register, _^c« ind-xis to compile for it, in order sembled and organized for the purpose of legislatto supply prior omissions and keep np with the ing, not only for Ihe period betwien this and the
current volumes, has been an amount of labor which 4th of March, when their term expires, but until
DO one can form an estimate of by merely measur- the constitutional period for the reassembling of
ing the pages they occupy in lyi'C.
To have had congress. The consideiate of all parties would prothis lo perform under the exceedingly embarrassing test against adopting the idea that each new presicircumstances of the work itself, with the defeired dent is ol course to have an extra session of connumbers of nearly three months to bring up, and ail gress convened upon his inauguration. The nethe derangement incident thereto in tlie accounts cessily in lliis instance, it strikes us, can only arise
and financial concerns of the establishment, and from inexcusable neglect in the present congress
that loo, at a time so unpropitions for any enterprize to perform the duties which lie before them.
An
requiring money as a means for its accoinpl sbinent, extra session is advised mainly under the impresJias been a task of no ordinary l-ibor and anxiety.
sion that there may not be adequate means providf-d
In the midst of these difficulties, indefatigable per- to meet the demands upon the treasury.
Upon the
severance alone could accomplish what has been present congress tlevoives the iliity to see to that,
done.
His course has been onward through them and it is not fair to presume that they will so far
ail, cheered no less by Ihe evidence of what has
fail
in the performance of their obligation.
On
been accomplished, than by the hopes of what is in the contrary we have a right lo expect that the duty
prospect. The work is once more brought up com- will be perl'ormed. The very suggestion that it may
plete, and its series of the history of the times since be postponed, because an extra session is contemthe comuienceiiient of thj publication in 1811, is plated, strikes us lo be exceedingly iinpoUlic as well
uuiiiternipied.
Tlie kind indulgence of those pa- as improper.
Vot IX-Sifi. 15

—
—
—
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nil.

The correspondence between general Arista and
these bloorihoiinds, leading to the catastrophe is ptihlished in the Bulletin.
L.ATER. Retreat of the Xenophons. Since our
publicalion of yesterday, in which Ihe accounts
from our correspondent at Matamoras left more
than 100 young Texians at Sallillo, about to be sacrificed at the shrine of cowardice
we have conversed with a passenger from Texas by the New
Vork, Mr. Ed. Dwyer, of San Antonio, who has
oommiiiiicated to us some new and heart cheering
facts.
Mr. D. was only six ilays from San Antonio to Houston, and on the journey put up at a
house uherecol. Jordan (the commander of the
114 Texians whom the Mexicans had jdanned to
murder) had just before stopped for refreshment.
Air. Dwyer learned, and has no doubt of the correctnessof the information, that when the Texians
became convinced of the intentions and treachery
of the Mexicans, they retired by themselves to a
walled enclosure in the vicinity, determined to face
the worst.
At this time the citizens of the place,
considering the contest at an end, opened their
lioiises and shops and give the soldiers whatever
they wished to eat or drink.

—

The consequence was, that Ihe bulk of them got
beastly ilrunk; and in this situation they were ordered by their commander lo attack the outlaws, (as
Texians were termed). The battle commenced
P.M. and lasted near 9 hours. The Texians
were well protected from the fire of Ihe assailants
and were moreover vvell armed, and abundantly
The result was, that
sui)plicd with ammunition.
the

about 2

—

,
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assailed
the ignorant and inloxicateil cowards who
slaughtertheuT, iiicap.ible ot'inaicling injury, were
besieged
the
juncture,
this
At
hands.
ed on all
artillery,
sallied Ibrlh and captured three pieces ol
which they turned upon the enemy, and mowed
ol
hundred
lour
thiin
More
them down like grass.
ground
the treacherous loes were left lifeless on the
Anglothe
ol
branch
small
this
night,
by
on that

Saxon

race.
.

^

,-

,

I

j

The Texians, having cleared the field, supplied
themselves with apparel (of which they were much
and commencin want) and other spoils of victory,
way
ed their march homeward, and pursued their
without molestation— having lost only four compadied Irom
nions killed in the fight, and one who
disease.

^
».
confirmed by another letter Irom a
,

[The above

Is

responsible source].
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on your making such report to him.

respcctriilly,

your obedient

Levi Woohbury,

sec

servaTit,

senses.

of the treasury.

improved

Capl'ti.i Jos'.ah

Slitrsus, cummaniiini^ ike
culler Humilloii, Boston, Massachusetts.

revenue

12,

1840 -NATIONAL

some

lias, in
meas'ire, come to her
of the United Stales has so far
condition, that an inlelligent commitilirectors, alter a laborious investigation

At length she
its

llie slate of its allairs, have certified to its ability
eoininenee and sustain specie payments, on or beJanuary nexl, provideil the debt of five
millions due to the oilier banks of Philadelphia shall
be extended from 9 to 18 months.

into

which would result liom putting this institnlion inlo
of acknowledged bankruptcy.
But that is

10

The northeaster:* nouxDARy.

The

St.

Johns (N. B.) Courier

lure Ihe loth

a stale

not Ihe question. Huwever much it inny be w i-lied,
the Bank of the United Stales will not go into liqniit cannot he (oiced inlo it v^'ilhout the cooperation of Ihe Philadelphia banks, and that co oper.ilion liiey will not give. There are those who think
tnis bank cannot continue in suspension after the
15lh January, without the lorleilnre of its chart* r,
iiii ler
the late law- of Pennsj Ivania; but they are
jirobably mistakei;.
The b.uik will throw itself
upon its charter, and doubtless be sustained on the
conslitulional ground that a subsequent law cannot
enlarije the penalties imposed in Ihe charier.
Tim
other banks ol Phila.lelpliia will probably bring themselves within Ihe terms of Ihat law, making the notes
ol the United Stales bank the only currency of the

.-.tales that Itie British comiDU3iaiii:rs appoiijlfd to run llie boundary line between llie Arjierican possessions ol Gieal Britain
To Ihis proposal Ihe banks of Philadelphia have
ami the United Slates, have finished their labors lor agreed, provided they can obtain a similar c edit or
the present season, haviiii; cou>pleted the survey ol' extension for one-half the sum, being about the hathe au€ north line Irom the iiver St. John to the lluces due from the banks oi Pliiladrlphia to New
Beaver stream, on the Motis. From ihence the Yoik and New England. For this amount of two
commissioners proceed-'d up the Si. Lawrence to and a half millions of doll.irs. the principal banks of
the liver Ou'.'lle, wilh the intention of pis-ing up Philadelphia (except the United States bank) piothat river and examining the highlands at it? poses to give their own negotiable notes, payable in
soiiices.
They started the last Week in Oetober New York, at the like terms of 9 to 18 months,
for tlial pui7)o.a!, but heavy and couliiiued snow wilh interest at llie rale of nine per cent. This prosloruis foroed them to relinquish their operations. position was the lesult of a visit to Boslon, made by

Fro.m llie river Quelle the coniinissioners proceeded to Qiebec; from thence, lieulcnant Bioughion,
R. E. one ol the commissioners, went to NewYork, 01. his way to EmUnd. Mr. Featherslonhaugh, the younger, remains at Quebec for the present, making np the letuins and compleling the
plans.
T/ie bouadanj.
Mr. Liily, one of the gentlemen
R-iiAick's paity of boundary
commi^sioneis arriv.'d here in the western slaije on
Thursd.iy, from New York on his route to head
quarters, whilhec he ;;oes to oblain some topographical inlormation reiulive to the river St. Jonn,
attaclieil to piolessor

«hicli

llie

American cominissioners requiie in mak-

ing out

tlieir iortlicoining report.
Mr. L. irilorms
that in his late survey, he explored nearly the
whole extent ol co.intry between this place and the
St. Lawrence, which he represenis as a most
lis

I

New

—

New

New

—

—

tober, 1S33.

The banks

per to nnite

Iheir

They

all

of that cily Uioughl pro(brtunes wilh that instiintion.

stopped payineni

in

complaisance

to this

nexl.
Supposing this result would follow, it may
well be questioned whelher it would be good policy
Supposing the
lo push matters to this extremity.

bank to be permitted lo sellle and wind up its own
affairs, there ran be no doubt that much more can
no wrong. By degrees they withdrew their own be saved liom the wreck for the stockholders than
notes from circulalion, and left the United Slates if it be forced into a legal liquidation under the law.
bank !o supply the entire circulating medium ol the It is Irue Ihat on the supposition that the banks
ciry. They did more, they joined in a representation w ere to be considered a moral agent, its misdeeds
to the
gi>la!ure of P...|ii:sylvaiiia, wiiicli had the have been such as would fully justify the highest deBut it cannot be viewed
effect ol procuring the passage of a law susjienLiing gree of penal retribution.
the existing oenallies applicable |6 delinquent banks, in this Uihf.
It is admitted ihat Mr. Biddle has
unid Ihe lilh January, 1S41. In all this, we think been solemanager of Ihe bank and is solo author of
(heir favorile idol, vtliose credit they thought it heresy to doubt
and which, in their opinion, could do

—

1

Phil.idelphia w.ii

aciiii.;

in a

manner unworthy

of

hersell— she inllirted an injury to ihe amount ol
millions on S.!M England, bv refusing to fulfil her
contraci. except in a currency greatly dei'iecialed.
She has let go by tlie period most favorable to resninption dniing Ihe long stagnation of bu-iness.
when capilal was laying idle m New Yoik and Boson, and freely otJered to her on her own IcriBo.

dalioii.

a couimittee ol the Pliiladelphia banks.
Ills doing
what B-iston has for Ihe la^six inonlhs been uiging
Philadelphia to do, and to elf-ct which, N^'w York city.
The practicability of Ihis roiirse Is so fully relii d
has conslanily olli-red her co-cperalion. The proposition has been favorably received in Boston and on in Pnilailelpliia, that it fully accounts lor the indilference of llieir committee to the com|;letion of
lis vicinity, certain of her banks, wilh those in the
neighboihood, and some mercantile firms connected Ihe arrangement, and their tenacity on Ihe point of
Willi iTianulacturiiig establishments, have made up e'iqiieile which alone stands in the way.
The Phiiadelp'iiaiis are a peculiar people in the
the sum of one million and a half of dollars, and
York has been invited to furnish the remaining matter of currency. They have a strange Ibnilness
for
inconvertible papei
and it is not improbable
.iiillion
This has been done by the Boston committee, at the request of that ol P.iif.id.-lphia, who slated Ihi.t the comihitlee have become alarmed at the
as a reason lor this mode of application, a wish to imaginary evils which they appiehend may cv, riake
complete Ihe whole transaction Ihrougli one party, 'hem should ihey acluidly venture upon a specie reand dill not conceal that they fella reluctance to ap- presenliiigcnrreiicy. Thus the real question for
ply to
Yoi k, under an apprehension that they York and Boston to decide is whelher the present
system shall be conliinieil indefinitely, or whether
might meet a refusal.
Ihey shall put their balances upon interest
The application they made inel a favorable r'^cep- best security, payable in a sound medium, with llie
and thus
tion from certain imliieiilial individuals, who viewed
eslablish at once a sound cuirency throughout the
it as a mailer of great public interest, which should
entire countiy.
noi be defeated by a mere question of form, but (he
No one doubts that Ihe security of the Philadelbanks generally, the great banking interest, consiphia b.iiiki is ot the most undoiibled character, ai d
dered the mode of application through Bo-ton highas Ihe notes bear an interest of six percent, it would
ly objectionable, as inipljing a state of feeling in
seen. Ihat llie transaction involves neither risk nor
York which did not exist, but slated generally,
sacrifice.
At the same lime it accomplishes a nathat if Philadeljihia had asked for the loan of a miltioi.al object of immense iin| orlance.
lion of dollais or a much greater sum to enable tliein
Yoik, it is a rfsloration of
Boston
and
To
lo resume, it would havi- been granted witlioiit
Underthese circumstances, heir commerce to the old ihannels which have been
the slightest difficulty.
choakeii
obstructed
during the past year.
up
and
one ol the
York banks gave a lormal invifo Philadelphia and Ballimoie it is also a restoratation lo the Philadelphia ronimitlee to come on
tion of credit, and a relief fioni all the curses ol a
to New Yoik and negotiate direclly with the Newilepreciated and lluctuating currency.

desolate and barren region.
Nothing but bogs,
lakes an. marshes, wilh some broken and irregular
ridges of highlands, covered wilh a siunled giowth
of moss clad trees, ineel the eye alter leaving tlie
St. John some fifteen or twenly miles.
The dillereiil p.irties after exploring the sources of nearly
all the streams and the rivers in Ihat section, leu
New
dezvoused al Teiniscoujla the 21^1 nil. fiom whence
they proceed to Quebec and N. York. '1 he pait,
that went up he Kennebec and Penobscot, «e unundersland, have also returned, thus completing the
whole American survey, with the exception of runNew
ning the meridian by lunar observations, (which
however cannot very ina'.erially atiect llie great
quesijon at issue, at Ihe present inoinenl), now go
York banks, wilh stioiig assurances of success in
iiig on under the direciion of major Graham, whose
The Bo-ton committee joined
case of doing so.
parly is encamped on Park Hill, aboiil 7 miles to ihe tlieir recoinmenilalions to this course, as the only
S. W. of VVoodslock, ai.d which cannot be complet- mode in which the obj.ct could piobably be ellecled.
ed under two years if extended to the St. Lawrence,
But by this time the Philailelphia committee had
as it probably will be.
[ IVuodstodc Tunes.
caught the infection of di|ilomalic etiquette and had
become as dilncult ami tenacious in matters of form
It would be beneath
as llie banks of New York.
Resu.mptiox is Philadelphia.
It
genetheir dignity to treat with New York directly, after
rally known that a negoli.uion has for so
course,
and alter having
dill'ereiit
Indicated
a
naving
been in progress, between the banks of Boston and
certain banks of Piiil.!ilelphi.\, having for its object put themselves in Ihe hands of the Boston commit
.ind thus this important object is in a fair way
the complete and eiilire resumpliin of specie pay- tee
ments by Ihe banks of Ihat city. This object so de- to fail altogether.
sirable in every point of view, a ileleriniiiing vvheIt would be absurd however to suppose that this
wliere there
ther a sound oi a depiecialed currency shall prevail point of etiquette is the real difficulty
New Yjrk cannot
not only in Piiilideljiliia, but throughout the country is a itdll it is easy lo find a way.
south and west of that city, seems likely to be de- be insensible to the immense imporiance lo her
feated through Ihe miserible j-alous>s exislin-j- be- trade of her restoration of the currency throughout
tween the rival cities ol New Vork and Philadelpliia. the whole United States, which no one doubts will
As much misapprehension exists in relalion to this immediately follow upon a resumption in PhiladelUjAtter, some facts and remarks connected with it phi.i.
But New York is unwilling lo be instrninenmay he interesting to Ihe public, and enable them to lal in assisting the Uiiiled States bank to resume,
correct some of the erroneous views which exist in under the belief 111 it by withliolding her aid that incertain quarters.
stilulion will be compelled to go into a slate of liIt is well known tliat the embarrassment of the quidation, under the I. iw passed at the last session
United Stales bank was tha cau.^e of Ihe geneial of Ihe legislature of Pennsylvania requiring the ;esuspension which took pl.ice in Philadelphia in Oc- suinjition of specie payments on Ihe l-5;li January
I
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moral point of view must be considered entirely innocent.
It is also a question whellier it is good policy unnecessarily to iriHict the severe blow upon all American credit and all American insliliitions in Europe

The Bank

lee of its

AFFAIRS.

Its

misfortunes,'"and public opinion is visiting upon
the only peiialiy ill the power of the commu-

him

nity.

the directors may justly be charged with
sins of omi'sion, and it is impossible lo approve
their concealment of the actual state of its affairs
But Ihe losses caused by a
since Ihe suspension.
liquidution would lali ou the stockbolders, who in a
It is true

New

I

There are those amongst us who apprehend that
it would cripple Ihe resources of our banks and occasion a pressuie in Ihe money market.
believe
'here is no ground lor these apprehensions.
The
bringing inlo available use so much southern paper
now dead and useless, will add greatlj loourresourThe vaults of the banks of Philadelphia and
Ices.
Bdliinoie are ahnndaiilly supplied with specie.
Their re-umption will occasion no drain upon ours,
On the contrary, the ariangeinenl will open Ihe now
osed vaults ol these two cities to the ordinary calls
for specie, which has now to be met by New York
We believe, however, the
and Boston exclusively.
apprehensions of an iincediate pressure or, the money market as growing out of Ihis airangeuient, or
fioin other causes in either of those cities, are wholIl is true, that a considerable qii inIv unfounded.
tily of specie has lately been shipped from New JTorlc
lo E-.irope. but it lias consisted almost entirely of
Mexican dollars, in consequence of a late rise in the
These ship,
price ol silver as compared wilh gold.
meiits have not diminished the slock of Ihe New
York banks in a degree to cause Ihe least uneasiness
In the mean time,
or check their operations at all.
the rale of exchange has fallen so low as to put an
end to all question about Ihe shipping of gold to
|

We

I

j

I

j

A large colloii crop is going to market,
Europe.
whilst our limited importations leave us nothing to
ajiprehend on the score of an unlavorable balance of
trade.

Others apprehend that this measure will only be
palchina; up a rotten concern, and that the United
Slates bank will be unable to continue specie pay-

ments after commencing them. But in this matter,
ue may surely trust the sagacity of the Philadelphia
banks, who have not agreed to this arrangement
until Ihey w-ere perinilled to examine the books of
Ihe bank, and were entirely satisfied on this point.
And ainonsst thein were men who had been as distrustful of i's condition as any in the community.
and ought lo resume
It is liue Ihat Philadelphia can
w ithout this loan but she w 1 not do so. And on
a consideiat on of Ihe results, there should be no he[Boston Adreriiser.
sitation in granting it.

—

i

The New York Express, of Friday,
•The local banks in Philadelphia, not

2 P.

M.says:

including the
United States bank, have made a direct application

—
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this city for a loan of a million of years been enjoying the
application was acceiled to at once by zenship in this state.

banks of

dollars.

The

the banks that had met "ihis morning to take the
matter into consideration.
Nearly the whole was
taken, and the balance would be by the banks that
were to consider the matter.
"A committee from Philadelphia and Boston were
here to negoticiate the loan, which is for nine and
eighteen months, to be represented by Philadelphia
post notes. The sum of two and a half luillions hod
previously been taken by the capitalists of Boston,
and this million is in adilition. It is represented that
this sum will be abundant and ample to enable all
the banks in Philadelphia to resume. The question
of resumption may, therefore, be considered as settled."
all

The

—
12,
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undisputed rights of

The

citi-

in which Halick Tusleiuiggee and his parly
them, as they had given ine and the party rethe army.
peated assurances of their determination to emigrate.
Moj. gen. Macomb, we learn, was visited on the This want of foith has not deteired me from using
23d ult. with a slight shock of appoplexy. This is exertions to commiiuicate with the Seininoles, and I
the second attack of that nature the commander-in- have despatched tliree of the delesation, with their
chief has experienced.
consent, to hold intercourse with ttieir relations and
A report reached ns a short time since, that gen. friends.
Atkinson had experienced an attack of paralysis, but
I will continue every exertion to fulfil the requireletters from the general himself, dated Jetfersoii bar- ments of the government, by treaty or otherwise.
rocks, contradicts the statement.
He is performing
I shall leave this place in a few hours for Tampa,
duly and capable of taking the field.
where my headquarters w-ill be established; jilease
I am, sir, very respectfully,
MaJ. gen. Gaines and his family arrived at Cin- direct accordingly.
cinnati from St. Louis, a few days since.
Before your obedient servant,

W.

leaving, the general delivered a lecture to the MePhiladelphia Inquirer of Saturday says: "The chanics institute of St. Louis, upon the national deNew York with regard to the re- fence, a subject which he seems to have much at

•
sumption movement is favorable. It is now believ- heart.
ed that the banks of that city will yield to the proAfter the lecture, the generals lady, Mrs. Gaines,
position that has been before them for some time, addressed the audience lor some time "upon the horand thus the loan of $2,500,000 will be obtained.
rors of war."
Her remarks drew forth immense
The prospect, therefore, at the close of the week, applause they were taken down by a short hand
may be said to be decidedly favorable.''
writer, and have been published.
The general and his lady reached Baltimore durNavy pension fund. In the house on Thurs- ing the present week.
Little Hock, (Arkansas), Nov. 11.
day the speaker communicated the following mesThe troops. Companies A, C, G and I, of the 3d
sage from the president of the United States:
United States infantry, arrived in town on Friday
To the hon. R. M. T. Hunter,
last, and immediately embarked for New Orleans
speaker of the house of representatives:
Sir: I herewith transmit a letter frum the secre- on board the steamboat Corvette and two keels.
tary of the navy pension fund, to which the alten- These troops presented an unusually clean and soltion of congress is invited, and recommend an im- dierlike appearance, when the length of their march
mediate appropriation of $151,352 39 to meet the from Fort Towson is considered; they also appeared
payment of pensions becoming due on and alter lat in excellent health and spirits. The only event of an
untoward nature which occurred on the march was
January, 1841.
M. VAN BUREN.
The letter of the secretary transmitted in the the murder of a man named Osborn, by a comrade;
above message states that the amount of money on both belonging to company I. It is worthy of remark
hand to pay pensions is $18,647 61; and that there that not a single case of desertion took place on Ihe
The number comwill be required in addition, for the year 1841, route from Towson to tliis city.
$151,352 39, of which $51,476 73 will be wanted prising these tour companies is three hundred and
on the 1st of January next. That Ihe nominal filty-two, rank and hie. The officers accompanying
value of stocks owned by the fund is $158,739; that the battalion arc: maj H. Wilson, capts. J. B. Clark
the stocks have greatly depreciated, and that the andL. N. Noiris, lieuts. J. M. Smith, S.D. Dobbins
best of them is to be sold on the 15th of this month and G. P. Field, A. C. S. & A. A. Q. M. and Dr.
to reimburse money borrowed from the Bank of Grifien, ass. sur. U. S. A.
But we cannot express any satisfaction at the
America and for payment of pensions to become
withdrawal froqj our frontier of a force which was
due 1st of January.
never deemed more than sufficient to hold the Indians on our border in check for a short time, or
United States verstis Wm. Price. In the U. until Ihe militia of our slate could be marched
to
States district court, Saturday, judge Thompson their support.
We do not, it is true, anticipate any
presiding, the case of the United States t's. Wm. outbreak
among the numerous tribes placed on our
Ml. Price, came up in order upon the calendar.
If immediate border, but, should such
an unfortunate
was an action of debt, in which the plaintiHs sought event lake place, we
think our state will be found
to recover $80,000.
Mr. Price appeared in person, miserably deficient in that protection
which ought
moved a postponement of the trial, and read a long of right to be aflbrded her
by the general governaffidavit in support of the motion.
The alfulavit mf!"'{Gazette, (admin.)
embraced a correspondence between Messrs. Price
The ship Zenobia has arrived at Savannah Iroin
and his attorney John A. Morrill, and Mr. Butler,
New Yoikwith a detachment of recruits for the 3d
the district attorney, and set forth that as Mr. Price
regiment U. S. artillery now serving in Florida, achad been uuable to obtain of Mr. Butler a bill of
companied by major Thomas Chifds, 3d artillery,
particulars of the above debt, it was necessary to
commanding; lieut. W. H. Churchill, 3d artillery!
the defence that time should be allowed him to proacting adjutant; lieut. H. W. Wessells, 2d infantry,
cure the items from the departments himself.
Mr. Butler opposed the motion, but the court or- A. C. S. and acting quarter master; surgeon R. S.
Satlerlee and assistant surgeon J. K. Barnes, U. S.
dered that the case go off for the term.
A.; lieut. B. Bragg, .3d artillery, commanding com{N. Y. paper.
pany I, ol recruits; lieut. F. O. Wise, 3d arlillery,
commanding company K, of recruits; lieuts. R. F.
Naturalization case. In the circuit court Baker, 7th infantry; W. Gilham, S. Van Vliet and
yesterday, before Judge Hale, a question was G. H. Thomas, 3d artillery; and L. S. Irwin,
6th
biought up for discussion which interests a good infantry.
many people in this quarter, and involves some niceHeadquarters

—

construction.
The point touched is
the extent of the rights of citizenship conferred by
the treaties of cession by which Florida and Louisiana came into the possession of the United States.
All the "rights, privileges and immunities" of cilizenship were stipulated by treaty to be given to Ihe
"inhabitants" of the country ceded and the fact
of being in the country at the time of the chano-e
of flag, has been taken in general as sufficient °o
entitle a man to American citizen.ship.
But oc-

—

—

sometimes at elections when votes were
counted up closely, a distinction has been drawn
is plausible and has now been made the subject of judicial examination. This distinction confines the privilegfs granted by treaty to those who
were subjects of the ceding powei at the time ol
treating and an exclusion is made of those who
ceisionally

which

—

were

transient residents or inhabitants of the territory, and not subjects to the sovereign.
For example, an Irishman residing in Florida, but not a subject of Spain, would
ot by the treaty with the
United Slates, by which Florida was ceded, acquire
the rights of an American citizen. He stands towards the new government, as he did towards the
old
an alien who must be naturalized, by Ihe law
of the place the lex loci, to become a citizen. In
i

—

—

this position are

many persons who have

for

many

utter astonishinenl at the

manner

left

ARMISTEAD,

K.

Brig. gen. com.

The hon.

intelligence from

ties of legal

THE UNION.

delegation aie in

the secretary

aimy of Florida.

of war.

the navy.
The United States store-ship Relief, lieut. J. S.
Nicholas, sailed from New York on the 2d inst. for
the Pacific Ocean, with stores for the U. S. squadron there. The following is a list of officers:— J. S.
Nicholas, esq. lieut. cummandiiig; Wm. Sheppard,
lieutenant; Edward Slorer, special storekeeper anil
acting purser; John L. Worden, acting master; Nemian Pinkney, ass'f. surgeon; Washington Gwalhmey, passed midshipman; Wm. Minder Polk, midshipman; Louis Baker, storekeeper's clerk; L. Byers, purser's clerk.
The Norfolk Beacon of Wednesday says: "The
U. S. sloops of war York Town, eomraander Aiilick, and Dale, commander Gaiintt, bound to the
Pacific, will, we learn sail to-day or on to morrow.
Commodore Shubrick visited ftiem yesteiday, on
which occasion a salute was fired.
The

British ship of war, St. George, of 120 guns,

which was lately launched ot Plymouth, cost, in
building, £93,521, which, according to a Plymouth
paper, with £30,()i)() for equipment, a
the old estimate of £1,000 a gun.

little

exceeds

STATES OF THE UNION.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
United States senator. The hon. Levi Woodbury,
secretary of the treasury, was on the 2d inst. elected a senator in congress from this stale, for six years
from the 4th of March, 1S41, in place of hon. Henry
Hubbard, whose term of Service will then expire.
In the house ol representatives, Mr. Woodbury received 145 votes; gen. James Wilson 73; and theie
were from ten to filteen scattering. In the senate,
the election of the house was concurred in, 7 to 5.
A letter to the editor of the Boston Atlas, dated Concord, N. H. Dt'C. 2d, says: -Mr. Woodbuiy received the nomination in canscus last evening at the
seventli ballot, on the first of
to 49 for Mr. Hubbard."

—

which he received

.53

VERMONT.

Roman ochre discovery of the wine. The recent
discovery of an ochre mine in Vermont, promises
to be of great importance, in every |joint of view.
The article is superior to any thing ol the kind now'
known
use

is

to be in existence.
The best ochre now in
obtained from Rochelle, France; but the Ver-

mont ochre must eventually supersede this altogether. The Vermont ochre forms a surface of
marble smoothness, which is entiiely impervious to

water, and is of couise extremely durable.
When
saturated with oil, instead of shrinking and dryin"
away, it swells and increases its bulk. It is found
in
a
pait
of
the
Green
Mountains. It was discovarmy of Florida,
ered on a small stream of water, the siiper-incninFurl King, Nov. 24, 1840.
Sir; I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt bent mass of earth or decayed vegetable matter
having been washed away by the action of the
of your letter of the 10th inst.
The whole army is now, and will remain in pur- stream. The attention ol the discoverer, Mr. Milsuit of the enemy.
Every inducement is, however ler, was attracted by Ihe color of the ochre, aiid the
held out to them to treat.
The bonds of H.ilick absence of that scum or crust on the siiilace of the
Tustenuggee and Tiger-tail are pursued by a de- water, which uiiilormly accompanies oxyde of iron.
tachment of Ihe 2d inlantrj. The 7th is now in the The ochre is found in a rich layer near the surface
field.
The dragoons, of which six companies are of the ground, then folluns a stratum ol mica slate,
lid then
another layer of earth. The mine is
on the upper St John's, are actively employed in
that section. The 8th regiment leaves this morning worked now at the rate of Iwelve barrels per day.
barrel weighs three hundred pounds, and the
for Taujpa, scouring the country on the route, embracing the Wahoo and other hiding places on Ihe price ranges from nine cents to 50 cents per pound
Wilhldcoochie. The 6tli regiment is in the country
new YORK.
between the Hillsborough and Wilhlacoochie. The
Vie electoral college. This body assembled in the
1st regiment is scouring along the gulf shore,
below senate chamber on Tuesday allirnoon, the 1st in=t.
Tampa, with boats, accompanied by a steamer and At 4 o'clock, the hour prescribed
by law, the hon.'
Iho schooners.'
John C. Spencer, secretary of slate, pursuant to
I have deemed these movements
necessary, as the custom, called the college to order.
Tin- list of
entire bands of the enemy have confined
themselves electors chosen by the people of New York was
to the swamps and along that coast,
from whence Iheii read over, and every one of the forty luo electors
tln-y make predatory excursions; and
it is there and found In be ul his /lost. On inoiion of
general Peter
thi-ie alone, that they can be most
annoyed.
B.Porter, secondeil by Is.^ac Ogden, of DelaTo the north of Fort King, they make occasional ware, general
was chosen presiinroads, but to bring tliein to a sense of
what they dent of the college. On taking the chair, gen. Burt
"light to do, their families and strongholds
must be briefly and impressively addrrs.nd the audience, rebroken'"up"
ferring to the revolutionary struggle, in which he

A

JAMES BURT
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had borne

a part, to the jubilee which in 1783 proclaimed the victory won and American Independence achieved, and to this second year of jubilee
in ISIO, which had revived his hopes, till now wellnigh extinct, that the blood-bought liberties and
precious institutions of our country would be perpetuated forever.
On motion of iVIr. Ogden, Elisha Jenkins, of
Columbia, was chosen secretary to the electoral

college.

Thos. Burch

Peter B. Porter
Elisha Jenkins

John

The rev. Dr. Campbell, in compliance with an invitation extended to him by the electors, opened the
proceedings by a most solemn, eloquent and impressive address to the Throne of Grace, thanking Almighty God for the sisnal benefits bestowed upon
this nation, imploring His favor and protection in
coining years, and invokins His richest blessings
upon those to whom the administration of our national alFairs was about to be committed.
The minutes of the meeting on Tuesday having
been read, on motion of Mr. Gideon Lee the college proceeded to vote, by ballot, for a person to fill
the office o( president of the United States. The roll
of the electors was read by the secretary, and as the
name of each elector was called he dropped his vote
into the ballot box handed to him by a messenger.
When all hid voted, tlie president appointed Sir.
Lawrence, of New York, and Mr. Lee, of Seneca,
to sort and count the ballots.
After a brief interval
the tellers

been

cast,

announced that fortt-two votes had
and that they were all for WILLIAM

HENRY HARRISON, of the

state of Ohio.
A peal of applause burst forth from the numerous
audience as the result was announced.
The college, on motion of Mr. Lee, next proceeded to vote, by ballot, lor a vice pre^sideni of the United
States.
The voles having been all given in, the tellers, appointed by the president, after counting the
ballots, announced that forty two votes had been
cast, and that they were all for
TYLER, of

JOHN

the state of Virginia.
Another round of applause succeeded the second
report of the tellers.
Certifica'-<rS of the persons voted for as president
and vice president ol the United States, and of the
number of votes given to each, respectively, were
then signed by the electors in succession, to be
transmitted to the seat of government.
Harmon W. Romeyn. of the county of Ulster, was
unanimously selected by the college as special messenger to carry the votes to congress; antl Albeit
wane, one of the electors, as the messenger to deposite a list of the votes witli the judge of the northern district. Rjsolutions of thanks to the president
and secretary of the college, to tlie secretary of
slate, and to the rev. Dr. Campbell, were unanimously passed— and then the convention, after a
few soul-stirring remarks from the aged president,

adjourned sine die.

Names of the electors of president and vice president of the Uniteil States, for the state of
Yorlc, for the year 1840, with ttieir ages.

New

^
'

1

Knox

Liwrence
Joseph Tucker
Phoenix
Richard S. Williams

John Williams

Abraham Rose
John T. Harrison
Jno. L.

Dan. Hibbard

J. Phillips

Van

B. Davis Noxen
Albert Crane
Charles Bradish

Cortlandt

Jonathan Wallace

The senate chamber yesterday was crowded to
excess, and all seemed struck by the venerable aspect of the body to which the people of New York
have entrusted so high and solemn a duty.
Although a large proportion of the electors are
aged men, tliere wafi not, as already remarked, a
single vacancy in the college.
The fire of patriotism successliilly resist the chilling frosts of age.
The electors chosen by the people of the stale of
New Yoik, reassembled at the capitol on Wednesday morning the 2d inst. to cast their votes for persons to fill Ihe high and importint offices of president and vice pivsilent of the United States.
At
10 o'clock the electoral college was called to order
by their venerable president, the hon. Jiimes Burt.

J.

Peter Pratt
Eldridge G. Merick
Jacob Livingston
Saml. Balcom
John James Speed, jr.

The hon. Gideon Lee then rose and said that he Bartow White
held in his hand a resolution to which he anticipated Nathaniel Du Bois
the unaniinoii'; assent of the electoral college.
For Peter G. Sharp
the l.ist six thousand years sudden changes in the Harvev Watson
existing inslilutious or chief rulers of the various G.P.Griffith
nations of the earth had always been attended by A- Mclntyre
bloodshed, by violence, or by war.
It had pleased Earl Stirason
the Ahuiglity so to order thinss in this country, that Josiah Hand
a complete cliange in the executive officers of the Keyes P. Cool

president.

1840— STATES

James Burt

Pierre

government had been brought about without intringement of the public peace or injury to the
rights of individuals.
He desired to acknowledgf
what he believeil to be the interposition of Divine
Providence in the alfairs of the American people,
and with this view he submitted a resolution, inviting a clergyman to attend and open the proceedings
of the college to-morrow with an appropriate prayer.
The resolution of Mr. Lee was unanimou.«ly
adopted, and Messrs. Gideon Lee. Phineas L. Tracy
anil Archibald Mclntyre appointed a committee to
carry it into execution.
The college then adjourned to meet again this morning at 10 o'clock, when
they will proceed to vole for president and vice

12,

65'Gideon Lee
49Giattau H. Wheeler
51 William Garbutt
6s'Phineas L. Tracy
67;John Wheeler
4.5 Philo Orton
46 Henry R. Seymour
5.

42
49
69
?,8

58
68
37
57
49
52
42
62
62
57
53
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NnrlharaptoD
NorlhiimbiTland

Noiloway
MiclKlas

Ohio
Oiange
Pd;;e

Patrick
Peiidielon
Pillsylvaiiia

Pocahontas
Poivhalan
Pulaski
Pipslon
Pftersbiirg

Piince

Edward

Piiricess

Ann

Piince Gfor^je

24
183
132
173

301)

922
231
43
83
389
876

287
235
528
00
468
6.6
210
210

107
176
142

3U6
245
268
402
124

William

167

RniiJoiph
R.ipiiahannock

450
318
635

Priiici?

RucUbriJge
Ricliinoiid city
Kicliriiorid co nty

Rockinf(hain
R.sseil

Smyth

Stalivnt

Surry

Sussex
T.iz-well
Tvl..r

Washinston
Wp3tinorelaiid

Wood
Wythe
Wi.wick
Wai rei.
Williaui'bcirg

Yoik

161

New
156
183

176

159

IS

177
217
641

161

151
1,444

282
102
259
378
358
265
95
109
113
325
364
282
513
279
92
110
83
192

119
536
217

464
262
361
274
237
393
321
300
528

177
256
264

Scott

St-Milhamplon
Spoit.-ylvania

190
120

5S(l

Roanoke
Sli.-iiandoah
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298
255
444
1,218

303
372
368
295
195
347
486
438
625
81
392
474
3
300
7
12

216
193
71
293
171
408
455
IIS
129

New

183
174
53
239
386
247
294
382
529
176
county.

300
125
273
56
154
232
160
196

379
133
108

792
county.
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ne'lijfence in its inainiiji-iiient, and furnishes another now required of our banks, have had the effect, I
proof ol' the necessity for some additional safeguanls doubt not, of increasing their caution and vigilance.
to protect the immense interests of society in these Though the discretionary power is vested in the exinstitutions.
It may be impossible to prevent crime eculive to appoint a special commission to examine
under any system, but it is not very dilficult to deny of the banks, it is a power which was apparent
tect offenders of this class nnder a vigilant applica- ly designed only lor emergencies, and the necessity
tion of the general laws of the land, and of the par- for its exercise cannot well be known until the dan
ticnlar by-l.iws of banking companies.
ger has occurred. It is therefore not remedial.
The condition of our banks generally, for some permanent board of competent commissioners, oryears past, has excited much and an.Kio is inquiry a^ ganized so that a portion of the members would be
to the advantages and inciinveniences of the estab- renewed annually, and examining all the banks at
lished system oi credit.
This system has been ex- irregular intervals, would probably answer belter.
posed to tile dangers of its own peculiar structure,
The efficacy of forfeitures and olher peiiafties
and to those which are incident to our plan of go- now imposed to prevent suspensions of specie payvernment. The conflicting agencies of seven-and- men's, may well be ques ioiied, since they are invatwenty governments, e,ich of which has claimed and lidbly released, and could not well be enforced,
exercised the power of legislation over this subject, without inflicting severe punishments on the commucontinues to.prcsent difficulties which exist no where n ty for the delinquences of the banks. I think it is
beyond the limits of the United States. The num- belter to subject banks to the payment of an adeber of local interests to be accommodated, besides quate rale of interest on their notes during periorls
the political inlluences which have been connected of suspension, as they would be thereby stimulated
with this subject, do not permit the govern. iient of to resumption, and induced to prevent suspensions
any state to close its eyes upon Kt\e surrounding by keeping their issues within moderate bounds.
causes whicli must, to some extent, interfere witli,
The large amount of stock held by the state in
if they do not control its own policy.
Our experi- our banks, is not represented at all at meetings of
ence has often suggested ihe inquiry, whether many the stockholders, and only
the boards of diiectors
of the inconveniences which we have felt, did ni>t by a minority. If the state directors die or resign,
result necessarily from the peculiar forms of our go- their places are filled by llie remaining directors, so
veruineiit, and wlietlier tliev were not compensated that it may occur that the stock of the state will be
by Ihe beneli's which we enjoy, as well as by the wholly unrepresented at meetings of the stockholders
dangers which have been avoided by a limi'ed and and at the board.
jealous concession of power from the states to tiie
While it is reasonable to suppose that those who
lederal government.
While tlie power to regulate own the stock of banking companies, and who are
the currency, if discreetly used by tlie federal go- to gain or loose by their good or bad management,
vernment, might save US much inconvenience, the will best understand and administer the details of
framers o our federal compact seem to have been their o>vii business, and while it is true that a legisaware that it was one wliich might be abused lor laiure would constitute, perhaps, the worst of all divery dilferent purposes. As the po.ver of govern- rectories, except an executive, for these purposes, it
ment must of iir-cessity be conlided to frail and falli- is equafly true, that without general regulations and
ble men, it is better to grant too lit'le than too much; wholesome restrictions, corporations, like steam enand under government* of presciibed, consti:ilt onai gines, are apt to produce mischievous results to themlimits, it is not safe to exercise any power which is selves and to society.
not cleaily granted or necessarily implied.
Wliile
Finances
The finances of the commonwealth,
we can only influence thj other states, as they may will, no doubt, command your early and most deliinfluence us, by force of example, ami the lederal berate attention.
While our public debt is by no
government by our voice constitutionally express means considerable, compared with our resources,
ed as one of its constituents, it is impossible for and wiiile ample provision has been promptly made
us to foresee what will be the action of either in to meet all demands on the treasury, it is due to the
reference to a subject on whicii, as much as any interests and honor of tlie state, that our financial
other, the whole union has a common interest. The system should be placed on a more steady and perfederal government, in its fiscal relations with the manent basis, one which will preserve our faith and
states, must either employ its own means or those of credit beyond the reach of suspicion, and accommothe states, tor the collection and disbursement of its date itself with the utmost attainable facility to the
revenue; and whether it refies on a national bank, an means of our citizens. The necessity under which
indepenileiit treasury, of specie or of treasury notes, the stales have placed themselves, of deriving their
or of govern.nent credit
soiae other form, or 0:1 revenues from direct taxes, while it cherishes ecothe state banks, to furnish the medium of collection, nomy' and responsibility, and excites a vigilance
and as general or special depositories of its revenue, which is not felt as to our much larger indirect conits influence must be left to a greater or less extent
tributions to the federal treasury, has not had the
by any system which the states can adopt. Each effect of rendering the people' of Virginia parsimostate, therefore, has duties as well as interests, renious, or insensible to any just demand on their pubsulting from its intimate associaticm wilh the other lic snrit. It is the characteristic of a commonwealth,
slates, anri with the federal government, which that 'whatever is warned for the public service, is
slioiild not be disregarded in its deliberations on freely given, as the benefits and the burdens are
The anticipation of the revenue by
this subject.
If we iiad absolute jurisdiction of this shareil by all.
whole subject, or if we were called to legislate on means of loans, except in cases of great emergency,
it as an original question, our views and our duties
or where Ihe objects to which the state may lend its
might be very diderent. But it is proper for us to credit, will certainly be adequate to reimburse the
regard the condition of the country as it really is, debt, is 3 tempting and delusive species of taxation,
and not as our imaginations mi.;ht depict it. When founded on distrust of the intelligence and patriotism
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banks were first introduced, tiiey were intended to
be, what they ought now to be, the means of circulating a paper always convertible into specie at the
will of tile holder.
Tneir failure to realise this just
expectation, whether it is to be ascribed to errors of
legislation, or to misnanageuient ol the banks, or to
both causes, has demonstrated the necessity for a
reform of abuses which have been so extensively
felt by society.
I would ssggest that there is a necessity for more
direct and efficient responsibility in the agents or oiti
<ers to whom the business of banks is confided. The
present rate of bank profits on fair business transactions, renders it questionable whether stockholders
can be made personally liable, without desiroyiiig
the system; bit the responsibility of directors to a
greater extent than nov\- exists, even if it should require a premiii n or salary to induce the acceptance
of the office, woufd be practical economy, if it prevented only a small portion of the losses which so
frequently occur.
The commissioners appointed to
invesfi.'ate the affairs of the Bjnk of Virginia, have
expressed no opinion as to the liability of the directors under tlia act of 1S37; as it is properly a ques-

If not timely checked, it will end in
of the people.
the establishment of a pubhc debt, to discharje the
interest of which, the ordinary revenue will not more
are far from having reached this
than suffice.
Our debt is entirely within our means, and
point.
compared with that of many other slates, it is really
But the present is deemed a favorinconsiderable.

We
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amount

of

sinking fund to the amount of

2,54S,9.39

83

1,468,116 30

7,987,583 82
61,547 15

Making an ajgregate of
$12,066,187 30
hehl by the commonwealth and corporations which
has created, and over which it has entire control.
From the amount of these stocks, viz: 7,987,583 82
dolhirs, held by the fund for internal improvemetit,
and the amount of these, viz: $2,714,278 41, which
are now productive, it will be seen that a large portion of-tlie stock held by the state and the state institutions, are not now avaiiable, as a means of revenue. Of Ihe aggregate of $12,066,187 30, the
sum of $6,887,790 74, is either now productive, or
may soon become so, and of that portion of the
public funds which is now totally unproductive,
there is a large amount held in works of internal
improvements not yet complete, much of which, it
is hoped, will ere long become productive.
The
aggregate of debt, viz: $6,720,948 anil Ihe aggregate of funds, viz: $12,066,187 30, both include
the sura of $1,247,862 91, of state certificates held
by iiistitiitioiis under the control of the state, or in
fact by the slate itself.
Deducting this amount, Ihe
debt of the slate will be reduced to the sum of
$3 473,086. In estimating the public debt, it is
proper to regard the auioiinl of subscriptions authorised, but not yet applied for, on account of some
it

contemplated improvements,

viz:

$2,787,520.

It will be several years before any considerable
portion of our debt is redeemable, and many years
before it is entirely so.
There is, therefore, ample
time, and in my estimation, abundant reason, for
the establishment of an adequate sinking fund,
which will render the redemption of our debt gradual and easy; and if, in the mean time, the stocks
owned by the state and not now productive, shall
become so, their proceeds can be applied to augment this fund, or to such other purposes as the interests of the commonwealth may require.
The actual deficit in the revenue ol the last fiscal
year, exceeded the estimate of the last general assembly, and made it necessary for the executive,
under the act of March, 18, 1840, to authorise the
treasurer to borrow from lime to time from the Bank
ol Virginia, the Farmers' and the Exchange bank,
the sum of $175,700, prior to the 1st of October,
and $25,000 since that period. If the policy of
loans generally is questionable, theie can be no
doubt that it is impoiitic to borrow to meet the ordinary expenses of government. The necessity for
is only postponed, and its burden
is finally increased by the accumulation of interest.
This policy of loans in time of peace, commenced
so long since, and has been so gradually connected
wilh the operations of our trea.siiry, that it is difficult even now to put an end to it at once, unless an
advantageous disposition can be made of some of
As very little of the
the slocks held by the state.
revenue which you may assess will be received into
the treasury before the 1st of October next, and a
large portion of the revenue now in the treasury,
will be required to pay the banks on ihe 15th of the
present month, it will be necessary to provide some
temporary means of supplying the deficiency. The
value of all stocks is of so peculiar and delicate a
nature, that a peremptory sale of any large amount,
inust always atfect the price and cause a sacrifice.
A discretionary authority to sell, wilh some alternative provision, in case a sale cannot be effected on
advantageous terms, is probably the only means by
which our stocks can be used to answer the imme-

imposing the tax

diate

able period for a thorough examination into our liabilities and resources, and an adjustment of the account which will hereafter place our available means
more under our control.
j

THE UNION.

Tfie commonwealth holds slock and
funds in banks and other companies to the amount of
The literary fund to the amount of
The fund for internal improvement

demands of

the treasury.

The banks, which promptly aided the commonwealth during the past year, were required by an
act of the last session, to furnish means of paying
the interest on the public debt, in specie or its equivalent, when demanded by the public creditors. So
far as this demand was made, they were subjected
to a loss of the ditfereirce between specie and current notes, and as it was incuried for the accommodation of the stale, I submit whether it is not proper
to relieve them from it.
The public warehouse at Petersburg, the property
of the state, is represented as being entirely unproI suggest,
ductive, and a charge on the treasury.
therefore, whether it be not expedient to authorise

The details of our fiscal system have become
very complex, not on account of the numerous subjects of taxation, for these are fewer than in most
other governments, nor on account of rates of revenue assessed for state purposes; lor th«se are
lower, it is believed than any state whose jurisdic-

and civil list approximate to our own, but in
consequence of the multiplied agencies assigned to
the various corporations which form parts of it.
The two great funds of education and improvement
each of which consists chiefly of stocks of the state
situated, and may command
and of other corporations, the amount of stock its sale. It is eligibly
owned by the coininonwealih proper in the banks, its value.
bill preI recommend to your consideration the
tion lor judicial coiislruction, should it arise, 1 for- the state stock held by the banks, and the relations
great care by our experienced first audibear to express any opinion with regard to it.
of debtor and creditor, which exist between these pared with
to the general assembly at its last
While it would b unjust and injurious to the cor- several corporations, and between each of them and tor, and submitted
subject of our revenue laws.
porations and individuals, unnecessarily to expose the state, however convenient they may be found in session, on Ihe
In 1S37, the executive loaned $98,065 83, part of
private credit, publicly as to the general results ol practice, render the accorints of our finances really
and Petersburg
bank b isiuess, is calculated to render these institn very intricate. The aggregate public debt of the the federal surplus, to the Richmond
cerrail road company, reserving the right to adopt
tiuiii more safe and usetiil.
Tiie quarterly reports, state is about $6,720,948
tion

i

i
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tain prfcautionaiy measures to ensure the payment
of interest, 8ic. The attention ol this company was
called during the past year to Ilie amount in arrear,
when a proposition was made for the exi-cutive to
accept a draft on the board of public works for the
amount of §100,000, that sum bein<; the balance of
a loan of $150,000, authorised by tlie act of March
30, 1S33, to be made from the board of public works
This arr.mgeinent was acceded to
to this company.
by this department, which leaves a balance of 11,993
dollars and 86 cents still due to the commonwealth
from the company, and give the commonwealth her
own bonds to the amount of $-100,000.
Internal iinprocements. The advantages of an energetic and judicious system of internal improvement have been too long and too extensively felt
throughout the commonwealth to require any spe-

culative

recommendation

to

your attention.

This
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The business of joint stock companies]
is apt to fall eventually into the hands of a few per
sons, who, from inattention to the mass of stockholdiTS, acquire, by means of proxies or otherwise, the
The directors themcontrol of the corporation.
selves, especially in sn'aller cnm|!anies, frequently
neglect to comply with the requisitions of the law
and reasonable public expectation, in superintending and stimulating Ihe interests confided to their
is sufficient.

|

care.

The

present

is

a favorable period for an examina-

system, and correcting
experience which will not
have been dearly bought, if it imparts more successful energy, and more judicious discrimination to our
future plans.
It would
be unjust to expect from
some of these companies more than lliey could have
accomplished in the short time of their existence,
particularly as many of thein are yet struggling with
It is
difficulties incident to
new experiments.
gr:ititying to perceive that many ol them are increasing their usefulness ami their profits, and we
may hope, that with additional zeal, they will yet
realize the expectations they have excited, when
the various links are complete which will connect
the chain of our. northern and soulhern, and our
eastern and wesfein commerce. The large amount
of stock held by Ihe state in these companies, and
the heavy liabilities incurred on their account, suggest the necessity of lending them all the indulgence
and aid in our power, to sustain and render them
tion info the defects of our

them by the

aid of an

may now be regarded as part of the settled policy
of Virginia, and it only remains for us to reap the
fruits of our experience, and render our future eifoits
more practical, by supplying those defi-cts which
have become apparent either in the design or the
The large fund which at
execution of our plans.
an early period was set apart and dedicated to this
purpose, though it has received considerable accessions from time to time, has been found inadequate
to the demands of cur stale, and a series of loans
have been authorised, to enable Ihe state to meet its
engagements as a stockholder in joint stock compaThe agnies, or as sole proprietor of these works.
gregate of these loans now negotiated in one form or productive. In a financial point of view alone, this
other amounts to $G, 236,234. Authority has been wouhl be projier, wdiere there is reasonable ground
given to negotiate loans to the amount of 2, 7S7,.520 to expect, that works which yield nothing now,
dollars, which has not befn applied for, and a con- could be m.ade productive by the fostering care of
siderable part of which will probably never be re- the state. Though it is time that we should look
quired. The actual fund for internal improvement closely to Ihe productive capacity of our stocks,
now productive, maybe estimated at .iJ2,714,27S 41. still the general effects of the system of improveThe interest paid duiiiig the last fiscal year on loans ment cannot be estimated in dollars and cents.
for various objects of interal improvement was These lines of communication serve to strengihen
$347,192 65. The actual product of internal im- every fis which unites us as citizens of Ihe same
provement companies during that period was 19,327 slate, and as citizens of the union. They are caldollars and 03 cenis, or about four per cent, on the culated not only to convert the rude wilderness into
sum of §'479,662, held by Ihe state in thirteen com- cultivated farms and beautiful hamlets, but lo tempanies. The act of April 9, 1838, provides that the per the unsocial passions which solitude and seclustock procured by the stale in any company by sion are too apt to cherish in the human bosom.
means of loans, with the dividends on it, and the Every highway is a school, where man learns that
income from state woiks executed by means of loans, he violates the first law of his nature when he lives
shall be considered a fund for Ihe payment of interest only for himself, and his intelligence, and his virtue
on the loan, and for its ultimate redemption. And expan.l with his social relations.
if the income from these sources, together with the
I refer you to the report of the board of public
income of Ihe fund for internal improvement, should works for the details of the last year's operations.
be inadequate to pay the interest on such loans, Iht Great inconvenience is felt from the irregularity of
auditor is directed, on the applic.itioti of the boan
the leports from many of the companies, and from
of public works to supply the deficiency from Ihi the imperfect manner in which others are made out.
treasury. And if the treasury should be insufficient
Accompanied by the second auditor, (who posat the time to meet the demand, the board of public sesses an intimate and accurate knowledge of our
works are authorised to borrow Ihe necessary amount plans of edu afion and improvement), I visited durfrom the banks. II will be perceived that our pub- ing the year, the Dismal Swamp canal, the Ports
lic works and the general fund have not been sutfimoulh and Roanoke rail road, the Petersburg rail
cienlly productive to meet Ihe interest on these loans, road, Ihe City Point rail road, the Richmond and
and that the sum of $239,700 has been required from Petersburg rail road, the Louisa rail road, the Val
the treasury for that purpo'^e.
ley turnpike, the Nortliw-stern turnpike, the turn
Wilde a wise and benificent government would pike from Guyandoife lo Covington, besirles several
never engage in a system of internal improvemen minor improvements, which aie either complete, or
with an exclusive view to its profit asa stockholder in progress of execution. The Dismal Swamp ca
and while the stale frequently ilenves more from tin nal, connecting as it does by a beautiful and well
multiplied sources of its general revenue Ihronu-h it
constructed work, flie waters of Albemarle sound
treasury than from its propeity in these works" it i
with those of the Chesapeake, is destined to open to
still proper that every effort should be made to ren
onr great seaport of the south, the valuable trade of
der tfie system sufficiently productive, at least, to that portion of North Carolina which lies noithof
sustain itself.
Though it is the same thing to the Cape Fear river, and in connection with our rail
commonwealth whether its revenue is derived in the roads to bind the hitherto intimate relations of that
form of dividends from a turnpike, or as a fax on stale with our own still more indissolnbly together.
lands, the value of which has been enhanced by its The Valley turnpike is nearly complete, and
will
construction, there is a diflerence to the citizen who contribute considerably to the tonnage of the Winlives remote from the line of the improvement.
chester and Potomac rail road.
If is a McAdainized
With the exception of some portions of Ihe state road, a species of improvement, better adapted to
where the lands are (eilile and Ihe population, for the accommodation of our internal trade, and to ihe
want of access to market, is still sparce, it is un- habits of our farmers, than the more expensive
doubtedly true that those works for which there is transportation of the rail road: ami I would recomreally a necessity, will, when properly constructed mend its extension through the
valley and lo the
and managed, always sustain themselves. In cases Tennessee line, as soon as our resources can
again
where these exceptions occur, it is often sound po- be brought into active requisition.
The southlicy, even in a fi-cal point of view, to augment the western part of our stale is
entitled to an improvemeans of general revenue by appropriations where ment adequate lo its own in'rinsic importance, and
no return is expecled in the form of tolls or divi- to the superior advantages it possesses as Ihe nearest
But it is otherwise on our great lines of im- route of trade and trav. from our seaboard to Tendends.
jirovement. Justice to the stockholders and lo the nessee, and to the slates beyond it. The
Richmond,
citizens of the state at large, requires that these Fredericksburg and Potomac rail
road company are
should sustain themselves.
No argument a'^ainst making vigorous effoifs to complete their line begeneral
the
policy ol infernal improvement islairly tween the Rappahannock and Potomac,
which will
iuferiible from the unproductive character ol some add very much
to their income, anil lo the public
of our public works.
Tliis fact may show that er- accommodation.
The Northwestern turnpike is an
rors have been committed in the original plan in the enterprise in every re.^^jircf
worthy of the state. It
execution or management of particular woiks, but stretches from the terininalion
of Ihe Winchester
if shows no more.
It is sometimes the result of faland Potomac rail road to Parkersbnrg on the Ohio,
lacious estimates, either as to Ihe cost or the product through
a country formerly almost inaccessible, but
of the work; someliines it proceeds from
want of now increasing rapirlly in population and wealth.
proper economy and vigor in its management, or It is becoming
a productive work, and its usefulness
liom the want of adequate tolls wdicre the tonnage would be greatly increased
by being capped at some
1
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points with stone.
The James River and Kanawha
company are urging forward their great work, and
the canal having been opened nearly to Lynchburg,
we are warranted in the anticipation that the tolls
will soon disembarrass Ihe company, and contribute
very much to aid the future operations of the slate.
large amount of the script issued by this company
has been converted into bonds, to which the treasurer has affixed the guaranty of the state pursuant lo
the act of 23d March, 1339; and as some of these

A

bonds have been sold in the market under par, it is
perhaps due to the companj', as well as Ihe state,
that the precise extent of the commonwealth's liability should be more clearly known.
I would recommend a thorough examination into
the affairs of all our principal internal improvement
Companies, particularly into their fiscal concerns.

Their relations

lo the state rentier it proper, in ray
estimation, that they should be looked info with
more precision than can generally be done through

their annual reports.
1
have visited our lunatic asylums, and was gratified to find them i;i good order, and under an admirable system of management. It is to be regretted, that so many of the unlorfiinate class for w hose
bentfit they are designed, should be confined in jails
so long as to incur great expense to the state, and
lo render their cure more doubtful when they are
admilleil to the hospitals.
The commonwealth
sustains a considerable loss for want of means to
ensure collections from the estates of lunatics in the

hands of committees.

I

feel

bound

to

acknowledge

the gratitude which is due to the physicians and directors of these institutions, for their assiduous attention and improved modes of treatment which
they are introducing.
Eilucalion.
Our primary schools are undergoing
a gradual improvement, and their efl'ects are beginning to be extensively felt throughout the stale.
This is one of those operations of government which
is so silent and slow, that the casual observer, or
the impatient philanthiopisf, is scarcely sensible of
Its advantages.
It has been too much the fashion
to deride

our

common

schools without examining

The friendless orphan and the indigent
child are not apt to attract attention when surrounded by more conspicuous objects, and the benevolent
them.

designs of government, which to them, stands in
the relation of a parent, can be fulfilled only by
seeking them out from obscurity and watching over
Experience has shewn
their humble progress.

when properly attended, will
others, and the number
attained to usefulness and high

that the state scholars,

compare favorably with the
of them

who have

distinction, has more than compensated their country for the cost of fostering them.
The system
may be, and should be rendered much more useful

than it is; but this cannot be done by complaints of
its real or imagined defects, but by active and persevering efforts to secure the appointment of proper
agents in its administration. The extent of its usefulness depends chiefly on the school commissioners, and if we can secure a general and faithful
execution of the laws in their tiue spirit, if is incalculable.
The public are already greatly indebted
to those commissioners who have regarded their
stations as they really are, as piactically among Ihe
most important under our government, and who
have devoted proper attention to a service involving
some trouble and no pecuniary profit. I think it
important that ihe county courts should attend more
strictly to these appointments, and 1 vvoutd recommend, that the powers of school commissioners
should be enlarged, so as lo authorise Ihein to select
annually, from presciibrd districts, a certain number of poor boys of extraordinary promise, who
shall receive a more complete education at ffie expense of Ihe literary fund, and who shall be required
in turn io reimburse the state, by serving for a limited time in the capacity of teachers in the piimary
schools.
important also, that the book's
I think it
for these schools should be selected with more care.
Some of those now in use are designed lo create
prejudices in Ihe minds of our youth against our

own

institiiiions.

It is desirable that correct information should be
possessed by each of the states as to the institutions
and laws of the others; and with a view to this, I
would suggest Ihe propriety of inviting a more general interchange with the other states of those documents which will make us mutually better acquainted. The most ludicrous and extravagant exaggerations of our condition, and of the bad efl'ects
ofoiirschemes of public education, have been published in other slates by persons whose ignorance
would scarcely excuse such gross injustice from Ihe
press of Ihe most distant nations ol Iheeailh.
In
3,119 .schools, we have now 26,732 poor children, at
an average annual expense of i(f'2 64, while in 1822
only 3,298 were educated at an average of $'7 03,
which shows that as the number o' children deiiv-
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ing the benefils of the systfiii has iiicreaspd.lhe expenses of thfir education have greatly diiTiinished.
The district schools which li;)ve succeeded so well
elsewliere, and are so admirably adapted lo a dense
po|iiilation, require large conlribulions in aid of the
appropriations from the state.
Where one dollar is
expended on this plan from the means of the stale,
it has been found necessary lo raise several dollars
from private sources and local taxalion. It nevertheless furnishes an example woithy of our attentive consiUeiation, and perh.ips the best means of
securing its ultinriate adoptiun will be the extension
of our present plan, until the necessity of education
is more generally fell, and private eiforts shall co
operate with the public means to establish schools in
every neighboihood which will be accessable to all.
Our university ami colleges continue lo maintain
their high reputation for learning, and to dispense
the blessings of scientific education, not only lo our
own youth, but to those of i?iany other states.
The universily and the great interests of education, however, have sustained a very serious and
melancholy loss in the deaths of professors Bonnycastle and Davis.
The latter geiitleman has met an
untimely and tragical en 1, which has deprived his
state of a most useful and valued citizen, and society of a generous and valued friund.
Suitable arrangements are about to be made, if is believed, by
the visitors lor conducting the regular exercises in
the classes left vacant by these sad dispensations.
The number of our academies for the instruclion
ol both sexes is increasing, and the standard of education has improved with [he supply of competent
teachers.
The institution for the education of the deaf and
dumb and blind, at Staunton, has admitted a number of pupils during the past year, and I feel assured from my own observation that the tutors and olficers spare no pain? to fulfil the munificent designs
of the slate. The building has been commencedon
a scale commensurate wilh Ihe character of an instilution liberally endowed for such purposes.
I submit the report of the visitors to the
Defence.
Virginia military institute, and altera personal inspection, I feel it to be my duty to recommend this
institution to your very favorable consideration
Its ofiicers and instructors seem to be peculiarly
qualified for their stations.
The school combines
the method and discipline of the camp wilh the advantages of the lecture room. It is emphatically a
slate instituiion, whereon very moderate terms, the
benefits of scientific and practical military education
aie imparted lo the cadets of the commonweallh,
and lo a number of young men whodefray Iheirown
expenses. I lound the public arms at the arsenal
in excellent order.
The cadets from this institution
will annually be enrolled in our militia, and will
conlribule essentially to improve the present defective organization and discipline of this most natural
and sale defence ofa free country. I commend to
you the suggestions of our experienced librarian in
his last annual report on the subject of a suituble
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been attended lo pursuant to directions of the last
general assembly, and the particulars will be reported by Ihe proper ofiicers. I cannot forbear to
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fered from Ihe majority ;ibont their
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common

inter-

ests, is not
for the

an occasion of mere parly triumph, hut
united eiforts of all men and all pailies'who

your attention to the condilion of the capilol, desire to leform what is wrong, and lo |)triietuale
and lo remind yon ol the necessity lo which ray pre- what is valuable in our government.
decessors have so often adverted, of providing more
T. W. GILMER.
room for the preservation of our most valuable reSOUTH C.IFOLINA.
cords, and Ihe transaction of indispensable public
The electoral vole of Ihis slate was given to .Mr.
business.
Van Buren for president and L. W. Tazewell, lor
A number of the journals of Ihe general assemblv, vice president.
and some of them during Ihe most interesting epochs
U. S. senator. The hon. John C. Colhoiin was
of our history, have never been printeil, and as Ihe unanimously
reelecleil by the legislature nf this
manusciipt is exposed to accidents and decay, it de- stale to be a
senator of the United States from that
serves your consideration, whether it should not be stale for
six years from Ihe 4lh day of
call

printed with a convenient index.
The reports of the superintendent and board of
directors of the penitentiary will inform yon of Ihe
general condition of that instituiion and its accounts
during the year.
The revision of the criminal code, provided for
some years since, has not been completed, in consequence of the protracled imlisposilion ol the dis
tinguished gentleman to wliom it has been confided.
I have to' announce to
you the dealh of Richard
E. Parker, esq. one of the judges of the court ol
appeals, long known and appreciated as a distin-

guished jurist and estimable man.
The police of our common jails is believed lo be
some times very defective under the present laws,
as white persons and blacks, debtors, felons and lunatics, are occasionally confined in the same aparlments. I recommend to your consideration Ihe ex-

March

when

his present

next,

term of service will expire.

GEORGIA.
Uiiilcd States senator. The legislaturp of Georgia,
on the 4th instant, proceeded lo Ihe election of a
senator of the United Slates for six years from the
4th of March next, wlien Mr. Luriipldn's term of
service expires.
On counting Ihe ballots it was
found IhatJoHN McPiiERSo.v Beerien had a majority of voles, and he was declared elected.

Bonks. The iMilledgeville Recorder of the 24lh
ult. says:— The joint cominillee on banks to
whom
the several bills relative to specie paymenls by Ihe
banks were referred, have reported a bill, requiring
the banks to resume specie paynif-nt on all their liabililies, on Ihe first day of February, 1S41.
On
failure of any bank so to resume, the governor is to
cause judicial proceedings to be instituted for the
furleiture of its charier, and Ihe a.ssignment of its

pediency of abolishing imprisonment lor debt altogether.
Civil executions are intended to subject assets. The governor is authorised to employ counThe bills of
the property, not the persons, of debtors to the p:iy- sel in aid of the solicitors general.
inent of their debts.
luipiisonment as a remedy is such defaulting banks are nol to be rereived foranv
not necessary to the creditor's rights, and as a punisli- public dues— except those of Ihe Central bank, and
meiit, it visits the misfortunes rather than the crimes those only for taxes and debts.
of its viclims.
Its constraints are inellectual as lo
ALABA.MA.
the fraudulent, and unnecessary as lo the honest
Extract fiom the message of governor Bagby.
debtor.
By rendering final process on judgments
Donustic slaveri/. The disposition unhappily maellectual, to reach lands and chuaes in ucfton, justice nilested in so many quarters, and in such a variety
may be done without retaining ignominy as one of of shapes, to interfere wilh Ihe question ol domestic
its attiibutes.
slaveiy in those stales where it exists under the
I have received copies of rcsolnlions, &c. of the
sanction of Ihe constilntion, and which to mv mind,
legislature of New York on the subject of the pub- has so cleaily assumed a political aspect,"and lo
lic lands of the United States: of Ihe legislature of threaten Ihe slabiliiy ol the government, by pulling
Connecticut on the same subject, and others on Ihe in most imminent peril the safety ol the southern
subject of the tariff: of Ihe legislatures of Ihe stales people, renders il an imperious duty to bring the
of Maine and Indiana on the subject of Ihe north- subject to the notice of lire legislature.
eastern boundary of the United States: of the legis
It will not be expected, in a communication of
lalure of Kentucky on the .subject of the public this kind, Ihal I should enter upon a defence of slalands of the United States. All ol which are here- very, either pracically, as il exists in this country,
with communicated.
or as a question of abstract moral right.
Although
I have also received, and now communicate, coit is
believed, notwithstanding the depraved and
pies of certain resolulions and oilier proceedings of moibid sensibility manifested upon Ihe subject, that
the people of Georgetown, and of other cilizens re- the Irulh of the following propositions is clearly desident in Ihe District of Columbia, complaining of monstrable
that negroes in the slaveholding slates
the legislation of congress, and contemplating are- of this union, enjoy the necessaries of life, in greater
trocession of a portion of the territory of Ihal Dis- abundance than Ihe laboring poor, or those who have
trict to the state of Maryland.
to lab.. r for subsistence, in anj» country under the
Presideniitil.
sun; and that they have fewer cares fanaticism itself
I would invite your earnest attenlibrary for this institution.
tion to the defects of our laws regulating Ihe elec- will admit.
Second: That if they were emancipatI recommend to your attention Ihe defects in our
tion of electors of president and vice president of ed, it would make their condition worse instead of
militia system, noticed in the report of the adjutant the United Stales.
They are so obvious, and some belter. Third: Slavery will always exist, as it algeneral.
The exact strength of our militia can doobt existing whether t'lie act of March 16, 1S32, ways has existed in every age and country, under
never be asceitained umler the imperfect returns was still in force, that 1 hesitated at one time whe- every lorin of government and modification of huwhich are now made. It is of Ihe utmost importance ther it was not the duty of this department lo con man society, in some form, and that thai class are
that the du^y of enrollir;g and reporting our entire vene the legislature.
But as Ihis act had been ac- belter adapted to the condition of servitude than any
force accurately, should be enjoined under adequate quiesced in in 1S36, I determined, alter .idopling all other.
Fourth: Exp.-rience has already proven, that
penaltie.fl, and that our ratdi and file should be disIhe precautions within the reach of the executive, all attempts at colonization in Ihe countiy whence
tinctly arranged in corps accoiding to the service ill order lo give a fair and unbiassed expression to they originally came, are futile and hopele.ss. Filth:
for which they are destined.
This is perhaps all Ihe popular will, to leave Ihe execution of that act, If llie American slaves could be colonized, they
that is attainable as to Ihe body of our militia, in defective as it is, to Ihe intelligence and justice of would descend lo the condilion of the natives, inlime of peace, without incuriing very serious ex- Ihe people. While difScullies may occur in the ex- stead of imparting Ihe be efit of their limiled inforpense and inconvenience, but I regard Ihis as indis- ecution of any law on this subject, and while mu- raalion and civilizalion to Ihem. Sixlh: That slapensable. In order lo form the materials for a prompt tual complaints of those conducting such an elec- lery existed from the earliest generations after Ihe
and efficient force in time of war, it is necessary tion, may be expected in limes of high party excite- deluge, if nol wilh the express sanction of Ihe Dieither to adopt a better |)lan for training our officers, ment, no instance of intentional violation or neglect vine will, without any prohibition; and that Ihe
inor to organize our vohinteer corps into one or more of duty on the part of the commissioners, has come spired apostles fully recognised il, as an institution
distinct brigades, capable of taking Ihe field on an lo the knowledge of Ihis depaitment.
The imput- sanctioned by the Almighty himself. Seventh:
emergency and serving as ralying points for the ed frauds on the elective franchise, now so frequent There is not a country in Europe in which servitude
troops of the line.
in every part of our country, admonish us that il is does nol exist, in a more oppressive and degrading
The swords voted by the general assembly to cer- necessary to guard its excercise as we would che- form, than Ihe syslem of slavery in Ihe United
tain officers or tlieir representatives have been at rish Ihe foundation on which our government rests. Stales.
Il these propositions are true, what modem
length completed, and suitable arrangements will be Its purity and independence are indispensable to teacher of morality is entill.-d lo the discovery that
made for their presentation, when they are nceived. the permanence of free inslilulinns. Without these, slavery is a great moral evil, the weight of which
I have received the resignation of brigadier gene- parlies degenerate into factions, and government is sinking Ihe character of Ihis country below Ihe
ral J. W. Pegram of the I5ih brigade, occasioned
standard mainlaiiicd by ihe G.>lhs and Vandals? Was
itself into a mere form of despotism.
by his bis removal from the limits of his command.
The late presidential election, alter being can- il Ihe great and eminent men who framed the conThe work at the armory and on the quar- vassed with unprecedented z**al and excitement, has slitution, and who were at least as pious, as humane
ters of the officers of the public guard has been terminated, 1 trust, auspicously for the general wel- and intelligent, as these abolition liarpies, who are
executed according to the design of the last gene- fare of our country. The repose which lollows laboring lo subvert an institution as old as society
ral assembly.
Many of the arms returned to these struggles, and the cheerful deference with itsell, and which, notwiihslanding all Iheir efforts,
Ihe armory are in a condition unlit for repair.
which the will of Ihe majority is acknowledgeil and will be co-exislent with ii?
I
have endeavored to require more frequent and rigid acquiesced in, furnish the most encotiragirig omens
The framers of the constifnlion expressly recoginspections of the arms distributed, but would re- to the friends (d human liberty, and exhibit Ihe ma- nised Ihe existence of slavery, by including slaves
commend the subject as one which calls for your jesty of the people in an aspect which astound the in the ratio of representation; viewing them as they
attention.
few, who still claim the right in other countries to are, and as Ihey must continue lobe, while Ihe prinThe examinations of various parts of the capilol, govern, the many.
victory gained by the suffra- ciples of Ihe constitution endure, in the mixed light
the ar.-angemenis as lo the hose, buckets, Sic. have ges ofa free people over countrymen who have dif- ol persons and properly.
If it be wilhin the de-
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and murder, and in which the Dutch and English
cri-es of o.iiiiipoieiice, that
and folor are to vani^<h and be done away, and tii^ were the first, and beyond all comparison the greatest
SiTvant is lo be tree from his master, it will only be offenders, should be anxious lo expatiate their own
wlien the institnlions of human society shall ;;ive sins by attempting to distiiib the relation of master
place to that stale of things, in the onlerins out of and slave in other countries; but it is greatly to be
which h.iiinn asjency can hava no control, and regi'tted that any portion of the people of this
which can neither be accelerated nor portpmed by country should be so much under the iii3uence of
hnman exertions. Slavery in some form will al.vays their ancient tyrannical masters as to have fallen into
exist.
It IS one of the incidents of society, a m?- the same unhappy delusion.
It is possible, that southern statesmen, fired with
landioly on^ if yoi please, bnt it has existed from
of the world, and exist it will till lima just indignation at the repeal*^d etforts of northern
fonn.lation
the
and eastern members of congress to interfere with
shall be no more.
Bnt while we insist upon our rights, we should riglits secured to them by the constitution of the
never be insensible to our ilulies, as masters. The com-Tion country, may have erred in refusing to rerela'ion of master and servant is one of vast impor- ceive petitions upon the subject of abolishing slavery.
It may be possible that this subject is em
tance bolh in a moral and polilical point of view
more imjiortant, perhaps, th.in any which now ex- braced withifi the compreiiensive principle of the
The o'her social relations are viewed in tlie inalienable right of petition. If so, that right should
isis.
same light by all civilized nations; nor is it ea-y to be maintained inviolate. The petitions should be
conceive of any caiise likely to distiirb them. Willi received, referred to a committee of abolitionists,
the relation of mailer a^.d servant this, unhappily, who seem to set themselves up as the peciiliargiiarLet us then, from an exilterl sense dians of humaiiily and justice, with instructions lo
is no! the case.
of what is die lo ourselves, and from a sacred re- report their views, in order that we may be fully apgard to hn inanity and justice, so filfil this relation prised of the extent of their designs. If. on the
as to put those, who are disposed officiously to in' other hand, this subjct does not fall within the
terfere with our rights, to shame; and to pr.'ve our- scope of the right of petition, it ought to be made
selves wor'.iiy of the super-or possession in the scale felony by a law of the United Slates to present them.
of being, in which it has pleased Divine Piovideuce For if the right to present such petitions be not an
inalienable one, it is impossible to conceive of any
I feel no assurance, however, that the
to place us.
most righteous course on our part will ensiiie our act fraught with more dreadful consequences, or the
indeed, from perpetration of which would justly merit more
future tianijuillily upon this subject
My own
present indications t am strongly inelined to thinl. liighly pen.il enactments to suppress.
A fervent allachment to the union opinion is that the only way in which the qiies
thai it will n d.
ol th? states, and an ardent desire that that un.on lion could be presented as a debateable one, would
mi^'it be perpeluated has rendered ine aver-e lo the be on a proposition lo amend the constitution in this
aguation of any question that would be likely to respect.
In view of the dangers impending over us, I
w'eakeii the bor.ds which unite us as one people.
There is, ho^vever, a point in public, as ivell as pri- respectfully suggest to the general assembly the invate ali'jirs, beyond which forbearance ceases to be dispensable necessity of presenting to the otlierstates
a virtue. And when we see regularly organized of this union, ami to the world, the views we entertain upon this subject, and which we intend to insist
societies for the avowed purpose of abolishing sla
very, inlesling considerable portions ol* our country, upon in every ein-Tifency, and are resolved to mainI also recommend the adopdisseminating iheir pestilential doctrines in every tain at every hazzird.
when we see American citizens, unmind- tion of the most etfectual measures for suppressing
dir 'Cliou
ful of all the obligations Unt ought to bind them to unlawful assemblages of negroes, and the circulatheir cotliiti'V, con'ederating with foreigners for the tion of incendiary publications and speeches among
purpose of disturbing rights secured to us by a com- them, and a careful revision and improvement of the
patrol laws.
It is also believed to be a matter of
pact to wliich tlie states of the union are ptrties
when we see the hill.s of congress flooiled session imperious necessity, and therefore respectfully re
right of commended, to hold a convention of the slaveholding
after se-^sion with petitions assTling th
congress to abilish shivery in the District of Colum- stales, at siicti time and place as may be deemed
bii,^{:n d )ibt with a view of extending the same most advisable, in order that we may be enabled,
upon full consultation with those whose righ's stand
principle to tiie states) an to Inhibit tlie tratfio
slaves between the states, and importuning them lo upon the same footing with our own, lo adopt the
when we jee tiie question of abolition most etfectual measures for our mutual happiness
pxert
made a test for the highest offices in many of the and safety. It is peifecily idle for us, no matter
their what m.iy be the depth and the sincerity of our at.vhen we see stale leg, slat ires,
glares
highest representative capacity, a lopiing resolutions tachment to that instiument, to be clinging to the
denou iciui slavery as apolitical evil, and one thai forms of the constitution, while its substance is daily
when we behold the legisla- yielding to the rude tide of innovation and fanatiought to b; abolished
ture of one state enacting laws giving to runaway cism, which is constantly lashing against it.
And
slaves the riglit of trial by jury to decide upoi the if contrary to all the pleasing anticipations of Ihe
question of propeiiy in said slave, and the trial to past, that instrument shall fail to secure lo us the
take place in a community where slavery is daily great essential objects contemplated by its illuslrious
denounced as a curse, and slaveholders as mon- founders, it becomes our duty, not only as patriots,
8t-rs and tyrants: and the governor of another stare but as rational beings, acting under the powerful inrefusin!' to surrender p?r3o-is charged with stealing stinct of self preservation, to provide new guards
by the proper authority
for our future security I am deliberately convinced
slaves when di'ininde
when we see the two branches of the legisUture of in iny own mind that the period has arrived for the
on- of the oldest stales in the union, piss a bdl people of the south to act, and lo act efficiently on
through both houses of the general assemhy, lega- this subject, or their weight and importance in the
lizing marriage between negroes and while people, scale of national existence will be lost, and their
and the country only save J from the disgrace ol such safety endangered forever. And it is a consoling
when we r."llection, that whatever conlraiiety of 0|>inion may
a measure by the veto ol liie governor
exist among southern men upon other subjects, Ihey
behold, ill various quarters of the union, tlie proles
sors of a pure and holy religion, and the pretemled will be true lo themselves, and to Ihe compromises
disciples of its divine and iinmaciilate author, de- of the constitution, and feel and act in relation loit,
claring that slavery is a sin, which admits neither of as one man.
Electing members of congress by general ticket.
extenuation nor excuse, and throwing their exertions into the stream that threatens to overwhelm With Ihe view to concentrate more perfectly the
us, by inciting our slaves to acts of rebellion, insur- political energies of the state as far as practicable, and
rection and murder; it is time to awake Iroin the of consummating the genuine slate rights doctrine,
state of fancied security in which we have hitherto I beg leave, respectfully to suggest the propriety of
the distinctions of ranic
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THE UNION.

of this aggregate

sovereignty of the states. The general ticket system, is not only believed lo be rlelensible upon principle, but to be perfectly equitable in practice.
It
gives to a majority of the wh le people of the state,
at all times, wliatever may be llieir polilical opinions,
the entire undivided weight of the whole representation in congress.
Whereas Ihe district system,
not only tends to erigender an attachment to sectional or local interests, at Ihe expense ol the whole,
and sometimes to nourish a factious spirit, but to
weaken the force of the state representation; and,
in some instances, to paralyze it altogether in the
national legislature.
It may be said, however, that
it is

more convenient

mode ol electing members of congress
ani of subsrituting instead thereof, the
general ticket system.
Every state entitled to a separa'e indepemlenl existence, is supposed to posses
a sovereign will, constituted, according to the theory
of wir government, nf the opinions and wishes of a
majority of the people.
This sovereign will, when
ascertainel according to the provisions of the conclian^ing the

by

districts,

stitution, forms, alter all, Ihe great operative princi-

ples of lepiesentati ve democratic

government. Hence
is most likely to oband lo carry it out in
practice, is most congenial to the true theory of our
form of government. According to Ihe principles
in elections,

whatever method

tain an expression of that will,

that religious fanatics and pol lical zealots in Eng- of the cnnslitution, the people of Ihe stales are
land, shu lering at the recollection of the horrors represented in the popular branch of Ihe legislaof the .\fricaii slave trade, which combined in its ture
the people of the sta'es in Iheir aggregate
practise the dreadful crime of kidnapping, piracy sovereign capacity—and if it be tiue, that the will
I

—

to elect

by

districts;

and that

persons so elected, are more likely to be informed
particularly ot the various and minute interests of the
district, than if tliey were selected from Ihe state at
larsie, and elected by ijeneral ticket.

This argument naturally divides

itself into

two

Upon the first il may be remarked, that
most arguments derived frooi the mere consideration
of convenience, ought to be sci ntinized with great
branches.

caution, as not unlreqiiently involving a violation of,

Tlie second
or departure from piinciple.
of the proposition is believed to be equally

member
de.-tilute

In the first place, il may
of any solid foundation.
be safely assumed that under the general ticket
system, 'the most suitable and talented individuals,
would not only be apt to be indicated by public opinion, but would be selected from the ilitierent sections of the state, and would have their claims and
qualifications endorsed by a majority of Ihe people
of the whole state, instead of a m.ajority of a particular district. And it will hardly be contended that
any one is qualified for a seat in congress, whose
knowledge is so limited as to be confined lo the
wislies, wants or interests, of a particular district.
Under every aspect of Ihe question, I am so well
satisfied that the general ticket system is most con.sonant to our de ocratic representaiive system, that
I recommend it to the most favorable consideration
of the legislature. I am not unaware that the time,

and the circumstances under which this recommendation IS made, and when every proposition of a
public nature, isscrulmized with proper, and sometimes with rigid severity, may snbj'-ct the proposition itself to animadversion, and the motives which
prompt it, to misconception and misrepresentation.
But I should consider myself peculiarly unfitteB for
public einployment in these times, and utterly unworthy of the confidence I enjoy, and which I hope
lo continue to merit, if I could, for a moment, permit
the hope of applause, or the fear of censure, to render me insensible to Ihe sacred obligalions of official
duty.
It w ill not be expected, that I should notice all the
topics which will meet your attention, during the
deliberations of your present session, I console myself with the reflection, that whatever may be omitted will be supplied by your superior intelligence;
and that the people will find in your patriotism and
virtue, a sure corrective against any thing I may
have recommended, incompatible with the public
interest.

INDIANA.

—

Election return
officvil.
First iH-trict.

—

reposed.
Neith-r are the exertions making in other countries, calcninted lo allay our apprehensions upon this
Within the present year a conv,-niion, at
subject.
which some Americans, iinworiliy of the name,
were present as members, was holden in the metro
polls of the British empire, the object of which was
the abolition of negro slavery, throunhout the world.
Anil the proceedings of this foreign convention,
aiming a fatal blow at the rights and safely nf one
eidire section ol the United States, has b-en heralded through the public mail under the official frank
of the represeiila'ives of a portion of the people of
Perhaps it is not so remarkable
the United States.

sovereign constitutes the great

and distinctive feature of representative
government, it would seem to follow, inevitably,
that whatever inelhod was most likely to ascertain
that sovereign will, and preserve it entire, is most
conformable not only to the spirit o( the constitution, but most conducive to the perpetuity of the
cardinal

Harrinon.

Crawford
Dubois
Gibson
Harrison

Orange
Posey
Pike
Perry
Spencer

Vanderburg
Warrick

435
264
788
1,285
7118
7116

474
560
5S9
628
335

Van Baren.
2S1
2.S9

694
861
879
965
SIS
221

824
370
663
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'iimily of nations, of

111.; gilt of
the |ieople of liis sLi^e, alvvaj'S
possessing, always deseivKig ttieir entire confid. nee.
His course llirou:;!! lile was much more ol the uselul lliuii brilliant order; poss^-ssed of a very lar^e
slock of sterling worth and virtue, there «as aboul
him nothing of ostentatious display. Ever content
wiih the consciousness of doing his duty well and
faithfully, he was careless of all other rewards.
None knew him who did not hoitorand esteem him;
and all who knbvi him will join with me in saying
thai he has left no purer man behiml him.
Mr. Merrick then submitted a resolution in testimony ot respect for the memory of the deceased
senator, aliich, having been unanimously adopted,
the senate adjourned.

tnisis in

which we have

12,
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just cause to

be proud, and the atlvantages of which are expe
lienced by onr citizens throughout every portion of
llie earth to which their enterprising and adventnrnus spirit may carry them. Few, if any, reinaii
insensible to the value of our friendship, or igno
lant of the terms on which it can be acquired, and
by which it can alone be preserved.
series of questions of long standing, difTicult
in their adjustment, and important in their con;
quences, in which the rights of our citizens and
Ihe honor of the country were deeply involved
have, in the course of a few years, (the most of
them during the successful administration of my
immedi^e predecessor), been brought to a satisfactory conclusion; and the most important of those

A

remaining are,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

I

am happy

to

believe, in

a

fail

Tuesilay, Dec. S.
At 12 o'clock the speaker, the way of being speedily and satisfactorily adjusted
VVilh all the powers of Ihe world our relations
The
hon. Kobert M. T. Hunter, look the chair.
Since your adclerk called over the names of the members and a are those of honorable jieace.
journment, nothing serious has occurred to inter
q lorum being in attendance, it was so announced
nipt or threaten this desirable harmony. If clouds
by the chair.
Whereupon Mr. ITu/w/crro, of Virginia, submit- have lowered above the other hemisphere, they
have not cast their portentous shadows upon our
ted the following resolulion:
Bound by no entangling alliances,
iie^wlved, Tliat a conimiitee be appointed on ihe part happy shores.
of this house, to join such conmiiiiee as may be op- yet linked by a common nature and interest with
pointed on the part of the senate, to wait on the presi- the other nations of mankind, our aspirations are
dent of the Uni'ed States and infnrni him thataquoruni for the preservation of peace, in whose solid and
of the two houses is as-enibled, and that congress is civilizing liium[)hs all may participate with a genow ready to receive any coumiui.iculion he may he nerous emulation. Yet it behooves us to be pre
pleased to make.
pared for any event, and to be always ready to
This resolution was read and agreed to, and IMr.
maintain those just and enlightened principles of
Taliaferro and Mr. Cave Johnson, of Tennessee,
national intercourse, for which this government
were appointed the committee on the part of the has ever contemled.
In the shock of contendiii
bouse.
empires, it is only by assuming a resolute bearing,
On motion of Mr. Taliaferro, the clerk was then and clothing themselves with defensive armor, that
directed to notify the senate that a qnornm of the
nenlral nations can maintain their independent
assembled,
ready
proceed

bouse had

and was

to

to

rights.

business.

The excitement which grew out of the terrjlo
controversy between the United States and
Great Britain having in a great measure subsided,
it is hoped that a favorable period is approaching

Mr. John Quincy Mams gave notice that it is his
purpose to olfer tomorrow a resolulion that the
standing rule of the house, No. 21, adu[ited on the
28lh of January last, be rescinded.
The rule which Mr. Mams will propose to rescinil is in the words Ibllowing:
"No petition, memorial, resolution or other paper, praying Ihe abolition of slavery in Ihe District
of Columbia, or any slate or territory, or the slave
trade between the slates or territories of Ihe United
States, in which it now exists, shall be received by
this house, or entertained in any way whatever."
It being ascerlained that the senate would not
form a quorum today, the house adjourned.
Wednesday, Dec. 9. On motion of Mr. Russell
the hour ol 12 was adopted for the present, to
which the house should stand adjourned and the
cleik was directed to furnish each member, during
the se.ssion with such newspapers as he might dilect, not exceeding in expense the rate of three
dady newspapers.
Some conversation ensued. Mr. Jdam.i admitted
that he would be satisfied with a silent vole upon
his proposition.
Whereupon Mr. /«)i!/er wilhdrew
his motion.
It was renewed by Mr. Banks, of Virginia, and afler a few remark? Iroin .Mr. Cave Johnson, Mr, Lewis Williams and Mr. Mams, the yeas
and nays were taken and the resolution was laid
upon Ihe table, yeas S3, nays oi.
At half past one o'clock the president's piivate
secretary, .Abraham Van Buren, delivered the follow-

rial

for its final seltlemeid.
Both governments must
now be convinced of the dangers with which Ihe
question is fraught; and it must be their desire, as
it is Iheir interest, that this perpetual cause of irri
tation shoi'.ld be removed as speedily as practicable
In my last annual message you were inli:'rmed that
Ihe proposition for a commission of exploration
and survey promised by Great Britain had been re
ceived, and that a connterproject, including also a
provision for the certain and final adjustment of the
limits in dispute, was then before the British government for its consideration.
The answer of
that government, accompanied by additional propositions of lis own, was received, through its minister here, since your separation.
These were
promptly considered; such as were deemed coriecl
in principle, and consistent with a due regard lo
the just rights of the Utdted States and of Ihe
state of Maine, concurred in; and the reasons for
dissenting from the residue, with an additional
suggestion on our pait, communicated by the secretary ol slate to Mr. Fox.
That minister, not

—

feeling hiinsell sufficiently instruct! d upon some
of the points raiseil in the discussion, felt it to be his
dii'y lo refer the matter to his own government for
Its further decision.
Having now been lor some
ils advisement, a speedy answer may
be confiilently expected.
From Ihe character of
the points still in difference, and the uniloubted disposition of both parlies to bring the matter to an
early conclusion, I look with entire confidence to a
prompt and satisfactory termination of Ihe nego-

lime under

ing

mess.vge:
Fellow citizens of Ihe senate
and house of representatives:
Our devout gralilucie is due to the Supreme Being lor having graciously continued to our beloved
country, through the vicis.ailudes of another yeai
the invaluable blessings of heallh, plenty and
peace.
Seldom has this favored land been so geneially exempted from the ravages of disease, or
the labor of Ihe husbandman more amply rewarded; and never bef.ire have our relations witholber
countries been placed on a more favorable basis than
that which they so happily occupy at this critical
conjuncture in the ali'airs of the world. A rigid
and peisevering abitinence from all interferenee
with Ihe ilomestic and political relations of other
slates, alike due to Ihe genius and distinctive character of our government and to the principles by

which

it

is

tiation.

commissioners

were

appointed

until their progress was interrupted by the inclemency of Ihe season, and will resume Iheir labors
as soon as practicable in the ensuing year.
It is nnderslood that their respective examina
tions will Ihrow new light upon the subject in controversy, anil serve lo remove any erroneous im-

pressions which may have been made elsewhere
prejudicial lo Ihe rights of the V. Stales,
It was,
other reasons, with a view of preventing
Ihe embarrassments which, in our peculiar system

among

directed; a failhlul observarice, in Ihe
foreign relations, ol the prac-

management of our

speaking plainly, dealing justly, and requiring truth and justice in return, as the best
conservatives of the peace of nations; a strict itnpartiality in onr manifestations of friendship, in the
commercial privileges we concede, and those we
require from others: these, accompanied by a disposition as prompt to maintain in every emergency, our own right.s, as we are from principle averse
to Ihe invasion of those of others, have given to
ourcounlty and government astanding in the great

Three

shorlly after the adjournment of congress, uniier
the act of the last session providing for Ihe explorafion and survey of the line which separates the
stales of Maine and New Hampshire from the British provinces; they have been actively employed

tice of

|

of government, impede and complicate negotiations involving the territorial rights of a stale, that
I thoughl it my duty, as you have been informed on
a previous occasion, to propose lo Ihe British government, Ihrongh its minister at Washington, that
eaily steps should be taken to adjust the points of
difference on the line of boundary from the entrance of Lake Superior to the most northwestern
point of the Lake of the Woods, by the arbitration
of a friendly power, in conformity with Ihe seventh
article of the treaty of Ghent.
No answer has yet

by the British government to this
proposition,
Wiih Austria, France, Prussia, Russia and the
remaining powers of Furepe, I am happy to inform you our relations continue lo be of the most
friendly character.
With Belgium, a treaty of
commerce and navigation, based upon liberal iirinciples of reciprocity and equality, was concluded
in March last, and, having been ratified by the
Belgian government, will be duly laid before the
senate.
It is a subject of coni;r,itulation that it
provides for the salislactoiy adjustment of a long
standing question of controversy; thus removing
Ihe only obstacle which could obstruct the friendly
and mutually advantageous intercourse between
the two nations,
A messenger has been despatched with the Hrinoveriau treaty to Berlin, where,
according to stipulation, the ratifications are to be
been returned

aiii happy to announce to you that,
I
many delays and difficulties, a treaty of commerce and navigation, belv\een Ihe United States
and Portugal, w as concluded and signed at Lisbon,
on the 26lh of Auiiust last, by the plenipotentiaries of the two governments.
Its stipulations are
founded upon those principles of mnlnal liberality
and advantage which the United Stales have always sought to make the basis of their intercourse

exchanged,
after

with foreign powers, and it is hopeil they will tend
to foster and strengthen the commercial intercourse
of Ihe two countries.
Under the appropriation of the last session of congress, an agent has been sent to Germany, for the
purpose of promoting the interests of our tobacco
Irade.

The commissioners

appointed nnder Ihe conven-

tion for the adjustment of claims of citizens of the

United Slates upon Mexico having met and organized at Washington, in August last, the papers in
the possession of the government, relating to those
claims, were commuiiicated to the board.
The
claims net embraced by that convention are nonr
Ihe subject of negotiation between the two governments, through the medium of our minister at
Mexico,
Nothing has occurred to disturb the harmony of
our relations with the different governments of
Sonth .America,
1 regret, however, to be obliged
lo inlorm you that the claims of our citizens upon
the late republic of Columbia have not yet been
satisfied by the separate governments into which it
has been resolved.
The charge d'alfairs of Brazil having expressed
the intonlion of his government not to prolong the
treaty of 1828, it will cease to be obligatory upon
either party on the 12th day of December, 1841,
when the extensive coinmerciali nterrourse between
the United Slates and that vast empire will no longer be regulated by express-stipulations.
It affords me pleasure to communicate to yon that
government of Chili has entered into an agreement to indemnify the claimants in Ihe case of the
Macedonian, for American properly seizeil in 1819;

the

and to add, that information has also been received which justifies the hope of an early adjustment
of Ihe remaining claims upon that government.
The commissioners appointed in pursuance of
the convenlion between the U. States and Texas,
for marking the boundary between them, have, according to the last report received liom onr commissioner, surveyed and established the wdiole extent
of the boundary north along the western bank of
the Sabine river, from its entrance into the Gulf of
Mexico lo the thirty-second degree of north latitude.
The commission adjourned on the 16lh of Junelast,
to reassemble on the 1st of November, for the purpose of establishing accurately the intersection of
Ihe thirty-second degree of latitude with the western bank of the Sabine, and the medium line
thence lo Red river. It is presumed that the work
will be concluded in the present season.
The present sound condition of their finances,
and Ihe success with v^hich embarrassments in regard to them, at times apparently insurmountable,
have been overcome, are matters upon which the
people and government of Ihe United States may
well congratulate themselves.
An overflowing
treasury, however it may be regarded as an evidence of public prosperily, is seldom conducive to
the permanent welfare of any people; and experience has demonslraled ils incompatability with the
salutary action of political institutions like those of
the United Slates. Our safest reliance for financial
efficiency and independence has, on the contrary,
been found to consist in ample resources nnencnm*
bered with debt; and in this respect, the federal government occupies a singularly fortunate and truly
enviable position.
When I entered upon the discharge of my official
duties in March, 1837, the act for the distribution
of the surplus revenue was in a course of rapid execution. Nearly twenty-eight millions of dollars of
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the public inoiieys were, in |iuisiKuiCf ol it? piu
visions, ileposilfil with Hie .slales in Hie inonlhs of
January, ApiU and July, of lliat year. In Kay
there occurreil a general snspt nsion of specie payments by the banks, incluiling, with very lew exceptions, those in which the public moneys were
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revenue of the uhok- Uiiile-1 Slated.
The prelrxt which this reliilion allords to Lur-igners
lo scrutinize the nranagement of our domestic af.
fairs, if not actually to intermeddle with them,pr-eIh

urdiiii.ry

senls a subject lor earnest attention, not to say of
serious alarm.
Fortunately, the federal government, with Ihe exception of air obligation ntered
had unfortunately made itself
into in behalf of the District of Coluinbra, which
venues which had been collecied Iroin the people, must soon be discharged, is w holly exenrpt from any
and were indispensable lo llie public service. This srrch embarrassrrreirl. It is also, as is believed, Ihe
suspension, and the excesse,^ in banking and corn- orrly government which, haviirg frilly and faithfully
lueice cut of which it arose, and which were great
paid all its creditors, has also relieved itself entirely
ly aggravaled by its occuriern-e, made, lo a great Iro/n debt.
To maintain a distinction so desirable,
extern, unavailable ihe principal part of the public and so honorable to our national character, should
money then on hand; suspended the collection of be an objectjol earnest solicitude. Never should a
many millions accruing on merchants' bonds; and Iree people, if it be possible to avoid it, expose
greatly reduced the revenue arising from customs themselves to the necessity of having lo treat of the
and the public l^nds. These ellects have coniinucd peace, the honor, or Ihe safety of the republic, with
to operate, in various degrees, lo the present peiiod; uie governments of foreign creditors, who, however
and, in addition lo the decrease in the revenue thus well disposed they may be to cultivate uilh us in
produced, two and a half millions of duties have general friendly relations, are nevertheless, by the
been relinquished by two biennial reductions under law of their own comlilion, made hostile to the srrcthe act of IS33. and piobably as much more upon cess and permanency of polrlical institrrtions like
the importation of iron for rail roads, by special le- orrrs.
Most humiliating may be the embarrassdepositeil,

and upon whose

fjovernment
depet.dent for there-

fidelily llie

(

ments consequent upon such a condition.

gislation.

Whilst such has been our condition for the last
four years in relation lo revenue, we have, during
the same period, been subjected to an unavoidable
continuance of large extraordinary expenses necessarily growing out of past Iraiisaclions, and which
could not be immediately arrested without great
prejudice to ihe public interest.
Of these, the
charge upon the treasury, in consequence of the Cherokee treaty alone, without adverting to others, arising out of Indian treaties, has already exceeded five
millions of dollais; that for the prosecution of measures for the removal of the Seminole Indians,
«hich were found in progress, has been nearly
fourteen millions; and the public buildings have required the unusual sum of nearly three millions.
It affords me, however, great pleasure to be able
to say, that, from the commencement of this period
to the preseirt day, every demand rrpon the governmeni, at home or abroail, has bceir promptly met.
This has beerr done, not only wiihoirt creatino- a
permatrent debt, or a resort ro ailditional taxation
in any form, but in tire nridstof a steadily progressive peducliorr of exisiing burdens upon the pto|)le,
leaving still a considerable balarrce of available funds
which wrll remain in the treasury at Ihe end of the
year.
The small amount of treasury notes, not exceeding lour aird a half milliorrs of dollars, still
orrtstarrding, arrd less by tweirty-three millioirs tlian
the United States have in deposite with Ihe slates,
ii composed ol such only as are irnt yet due, or have
Dot bteir presented lor payment. They may be redeemed out of the accruing reveirue, if the expenditurc! do rrot exceed the amouirt within which
they may, it is thought, be kept viilhout prejudice
to the ]iublie iirterest, and Ihe revenue .shall prove
to be as large as may justly be anticipated.
Among the rellecttorrs arising from the contemplatiorr of these circumstarrces, orre, not the least
gratilying, is the cotrsciousness lirat Ihe governmenl
bad the resolution and Ihe ability lo adhere, irr every emergerrcy, to the sacred obligations of law; to
execute all its coirtracls according lo the requiremenls ol the constitution; and thus lo present, when
most needed, a rallying point by which the business
of the whole courrlry might be brought back to a
safe and unvarying standard
a resrrit vitally important as well to the inleiests as to the morals o(
the people.
There can surely now be no drtference
of ojiinion in regard to the incalculable evils that
would have arisetr if Ihe government, at that critical moment, had suffered itself to be deterred from
upholding the oirly true slarrdard of value, either by
the pressure of adverse circumstarrces or the vio
lence of un i.erited denunciation. The manner in
which the people suslairred the peformance of this
duty was highly honorable lo their fortitude and
patriotism.
It cannot fail to stimulate their agents
to adhere, under all circumstances, lo the line of
duty; and to satisly them of the salety with which
a course really right, and demanded by a financial
crisis, may,
a commurriiy like ours, be pursued,
however appareirtly severe its immediate operation.
The policy of the federal government, in extinguishing as rapidly as possible the national debt,
and, subsequently, in resisting every temptation to
create a new one, deserves to be regarded in the
same favorable light. Among the marry objections
to a national debt, the certain tendency of public
securities to concentrate ultimately in the cotters of
foreign stockholders, is one which is every day gathering strengili. Alreariy have the resources of
many of the states, arrd the future indtrstry of their
citizens, been indefirritely mortgaged to the subjects
of European goverrrraents, to the amourrt of twelve
millions annually, to pay the constantly accruing
ioterestou borrowed money
a sum exceeding hall
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objection,

scarcely

less

formidable,

to

Another
the

com-

mencement of a new

debt, is its inevitable tendency
magnitude, arrd to foster national extravagance. He has been an u.iprofitable observer of
eveirls, who needs at this day to be admonished of
Ihe difficulties which a government, habitually depetrderrt on loans to sustain its ordinary expenditures, has to encounter in resisling the influences
constantly ex^rted iir favor of addltiorral loans; by
capitalists, who eirrich themselves by goverrrment
securities for amounts much exceeding the money
they actually advance— a prolific source of indivi<lual aggrandisement in all borrowing countries; by
stockholders, who seek Iheir gains in the rise and
fall of public stocks; and by the selfish importuni
to increase in

ties ol applicants
for appropriatioirs for works
avowedly lor the accommodation of the public, but
the pal objects of which are, too frequently, the ad-

anceinent of private interests. The known neceswhich so many of the states will be under to
inpose taxes for Ihe payment of the interest on
their debts, furnishes an additional and very cogent
reason why the federal government should refrain
from creating a national debt, By which the people
would be exposed to double taxation lor a similar
object.
We possess within ourselves am|ile resources for every emergency; and we may be quite
sure that our citizens, in no future exigency, will
be unwilling to supply the government with all the
means asked for the defence of the country. In
time of peace there can, at all events, be no justification for the creation of a permanent debt by Ihe
Its limited range ol" constitufederal government.
ioiial duties may certainly, uu'ler such circurostancts, be performed without such a resort.
It
has, it is seeir, been avoided during four years of
greater fiscal difficulties than have existed irr a similar period sirrce the adopiion of the constitution,
and one also remarkable frjr the occurrence of extraordinary causes of expenditures.
~ut, to accomplish so desirable an object, two
things are indispensable; first, that the action of the
federal government be kept within the boundaries
prescribed by its founders; and, secondly, that all
ppioprialions for objects admitted to be constitutional, and the expenditure of th'-m also, be sub
jecled to a stanrlard of rigid but well considered and
The first depends chiefly on
practical economy.
the people themselves, the opinions they form of
the true construction of Ihe conslitutiorr, arrd the
confidence they repose in the political sentiments of
those they select as their representatives in the
sity

federal legislature; the second rests uporr the fideli
ty with which their more immediate representa^
lives, and other public functionaries, discharge the
rusts committed lo them.
The duty of economiz-

ing the expenses of Ihe public service is admitted
all hands; yet there are few subjects upon \\hich
there exists a wider difference of opiniuir tlrair is
constantly manifested in regard to the fidelily with
which that duty is dischar-ged. Neither diversity
of sentiment, nor even mutual recriminatiorrs, upon
a point in respect to wirrch the pirblic mind is so
justly sensitive, can well be entirely avoided; atrd
least so at periods of great political excitement.
An intelligent people, however, seldom fail to ar
rive, in the end, at correct conclusions in such a
Practical economy in the management ol
matter.
public affaiis can have no adverse influence to contend with more powerhil than a large srrrplus reenue; and the unusually large appropriations for
IS.?? may, without doubt, independerrliy of the extraordiirary requisitions for the public service growng out of the state of our luilian relations, be, irr
no inconsiderable degree, traced to this source.
The sudden and rapid dislributiou of the large sur-
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Hie treasury, an.! the equally
id.len
Hlurrpr
leulediy severe revulsrori in the cuurnierce arrd brrsiness of Ihe corrrrtry, pointing
with
nrrerring cerlairrty to a great anil protracted reduc'

tion ol the revenue, strengthened the propriety
of
Ihe earliest practicable reduction of the public
expenditures.

But, to change a system operating upon so large
a surface, arrd applicable lo such numerous ami .liversified interests and objects, was mo'e than the
work of a day. The attention of every departnrerrt
the government was immediately, and in good
directed to that end; and has been so corrtipresent moment. The estimates and
appropriations for Ihe year 1838 (the first over
which I had any corrlrolj were somewhat diminished.
The expenditures of 1839 were reduced six
milliorrs ol dollars.
Those of 1840, exclusive of
disbrrisemenis for prrblic debt and trust claims, will
(uobahly not exceed twenty-two and a half millions;
being between two and three millions less than
Ihose of Ihe pr-eccedrirg year, and nine or ten mrllions less than those of IS37.
Nor has it been found
irecessary, in order to produce this result, to resort
to the power conferred by congress, of postponing
certain classes of the public works, except by deferring expenditures for a short period upon a limited portion of Ihem; and which poslponeinent terminated some lime since, at the moment the treasury department, by further receipts Iroin the indebted banks, became fully assured of its ability to
meet them without prejudice to the public service
in other respects.
Causes are in operatiou which
will, it is believed, justify a still frrrther reduction,
withorrt injury to any important national interest.
The expenses of sustaining the troops employed in
Florida have been gradually aird greatly reduced,
through the persevering efforts of the war department; and a reasonable hope may be entertained
that Ihe irecessity for military operations in that
qirarter will soon cease.
The removal of the luirians from v\itliin our settled borders is nearly
completed. The ])ension list, one of the heaviest
charges upon Ihe treasury, is rapidly dimiirishing
by deaih. The most costly of our public buildings
are either finished, or nearly so; and we may, I
think, safely promise ourselves a continued exeinplion from border difficulties.
The available balance in the treasury on Ihe Ist
of January next is estimated at one million and -i
half of dillii-s.
This sum, with the expected receifils from all sources durirrg the next year, will, it
is believed, be sufficient to enable the government
to meet every engagement, and leave a suitable balance in the treasury at the end of the year, if Ihe
remedial measures connected with the customs and
Ihe prrblic lands, heretofore recomitrended, shall be
adopted, and the new appropriations by congress
shall irot carry the expenditures beyond the official
estimates.
The new .system established by congress for the
safekeeping of the public money, prescribing the
kind of curreriey to be received for the public revenue, and providing additional guards and securities
against losses, has now been several months in operation.
Although it might be premature, upon an
experience of such limited duration, to form a definite opirrion in regard to the extent ol its influences
in correcting many evils under which the federal
government and Ihe country have hitherto suffered
especially Ihose that have grown out of banking expa.'ifions, a depreciated currency, and official defalcations; yet it is but right to say that nolliing ha.'s
occurred in the practical operation of the system
to weaken in the slightest degree, but much to
sirengtiien, the confident anticipations of its friends.
The grounds of these have been heretofore so fully
explained as to reqirire no recapitulation. In respect to the facility and corrvenience it affords in
condrrcling the public service, and the abiliry of the
gover/rinerrt to discharge throrrgh its agency every
duly attendant on the collection, transfer and disbursement of the public money with promptitude
and success, I can say, with confidence, that the
apprehensions of those who felt it to be their duly
to oppose ils adoption have proved to be unfounded.
On Ihe contrary, this branch of the fiscal affairs of
the goveinrrrent has been, and it is believed may always be, thus carried on with every desirable faciol

faith,

nueil to Ihe

—

and secrrrity. A few changes and improvements in the details of the system, without affectirrg
any principles involved in it, will be subrniiled lo
yor: by the secretary of the treasury, and will, I am
sure, receive at your hands that atiention to which
they may, on examination, be forrnd to be entitled.
I have deemed this brief summary of oirr fiscal
alf'airs necessary to the dire performance of a duly
specially enjoined upon me, by the conslilution.
lity

more fully the prirrwhich I have beerr guided in reference to
two contested points in our public policy, which were
It v\ill serve, also, lo illustrate

ciples by
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and

liuve be.'ii

more

constqiHi.ces.lhiin any that liave
and difhcult, yet adaris. n uiuler our coinpiicab-d
government: I allude to a naol'
system
mirable,
It was in these
tional debt, and a na-ional bank.
the country has
timt the political contests by which
ol the consli
arloiiiion
llie
since
been a-ilaled ever
originated; and there is
t.ition,' n a great mea-nre,
oiiUiclins
iliat Ih
apprehend
tu
reason
much
too
arsliallfil.
llius
interests and opposing principles
piouucc similar, il
will contiiHie, as hereiolore, to
ronsi-q.iences.
not aa^ravated,
enemy ol both, I
Coinini' into office me declared
in[|iOJl»iit in their

have earntstiy endeavored

to

prevent a resort
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iiy predec^ssor,
intuposili
ill.- constitiilional
checked, would
and which, iflhey had not bepu so ch
loir, before this lime have involved the finances of
he'-'cneral government in embarrassments far grealer tlian those which are now experienced by any of

Ihe states; of limiting all our expenditures to that
simple, uiiostentalious, and economical aduiiiiistra
lion of'public affairs, which is alone consistent with

whose unbiassed and fairly elicili d judgment
upon jniblic alt'.iirs is never nllimately wrong?
,v
„
.
That embariassmetits in the pecuniary concerns
of imlividuals, of unexampled extent and duracomother
this
as
in
tion, have recently existed in
mercial nations, is undoubtedly true. To suppose
pie

I

,

i

1

j

|
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necessary now to trace these reverses to tlieir
sources, wouUI be a reflection on the intelligence
my fellow citizens. Whatever may have been
the obscurity in which the subject was involved
during the eailier stages of the revulsion, there cannot now be many by whom Ihe whole question

jit

of

inslitiitions: of coll-cting aniiu-

ha'iacler of our
ciistoins,

and the sales of public lands,
fully ndiquate to d.liay all the expenses
thus incurred, but under no (uelence what.soever.to
understood.
impose taxes upon the people to a greater amount is not lullv
Not deeming it within the constitutional powthan was actually necessary to >lie public service
ers of Ihe general government to repair private
have staled.
conduted upon the principles
sustained by revi rses iu business having no
In lieu of a national bank, or a dependence upon losses
public service, either by direct
hanks of any description, lor ihe inanagement of our connexion with the
appropriations from the treasury, or by special lefiscal affairs, I recommended the adoption of the
to secure exclusive privileges
designed
gislation
That
operation.
successful
now
in
sjstein which is
individuals or classes in prefesystem alfords every n quisite facility forihe trans- and immunities lo
rence to, and at the expense of, the great majority
action of the pecuniary concerns of the government;
fiom any participation in them,
debarred
necessarily
other
produce
in
will, it is confidently anticipated,
do so has been either made, recomrespects many of Ihe benefits which Inive been from no attempt to
encouraged, by the present executive.
or
mended,
nalionof
a
creation
the
Iroin
expected
lo
lime
lime
It is believed, however, that the great purposes
d bank, but -jvhich have never been realized; avoid
attainment of which Ihe ledeial governthe manifold evils inseparable from such an institu- for the
was instituted have not been lost sight of.
ment
be
accould
than
greater
extent
tion; diminish, to a
complished by any other measure of reform, the Intrusted only with certain 'iinited powers, causpecified, and definpatronage of the federal government a wise policy tiously enumerated, distinctly
governments, but more especially so in one ed with a precision and clearness which would

dly from the
a

to

,

revenue

I

j
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consideration that a laige public debt affords
some degree, a necesan apology, and produces, ,n
system ami extent ol
sity also' lor resorting to a
oppressive fhrou|;hout,
taxaiion which is not only
the ei>d. to the com1-ad,
in
but likewise so apt to
ollVnces asa.nst
mission ol that most odious ol all
gov--rniiient— the prosrepublican
of
principles
the
conlerred lor the gene,
liiu'ion Ol political po^^er,
ag-randiZHinen: of particular
lal benefit, to the
of individual cupidily
classes, an.l the gratification
e weiglity
_is alone sulficient, independently ol tl
urg 'd, to rei
objeclio.s which have already been
of blltei
sources
the
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and
der lU creation
add to this, i s
and un-ippeaaable discord. If we
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produce and foster exlramoney by which
va'ant expenditures of the public
and new buinecessity is created for new lo.,ns
to
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which woiks well only in proportion as seem to defy misconstruction, it has been my conunbiassed stant aim to confine myself within the limits so
it is made to rely for its support upon the
a
do clearly marked out, and so carefully guarded. Havrefer to llie and unadiillerafed opinions of its constituents;
w.
H
hnally,
and,
people;
dens on the
bodies, ing always been of opinion that the best preservacorporate
dependence
on
lurever,
all
away,
existed,
examples of every government wluch has
tive of the union of the states is to be found in a
disor
either in the raising, collecting, safel.eeping,
it H that the sys.em, wh-n
tor prooi how seldom
total abstinence from the exercise of all doubtful
iirsing the public revenues; and place the govern
the policy ol a counonce adopted and implanted in
powers on the part of Ihe federal government, rafostering
a
temptation
of
Ihe
above
lent equally
itself, until [mblic credit
try has lailed to expand
dangerous and uncoiislilutional institution at home, ther Ihaii in attempts to assume them by a loose
able
longer
were
no
people
the
and
was exiMusled,
construction of the constitution, or an ingenious
its policy to the views
adapting
necp.ssity
of
r
the"
impossible
weight, it seem*
to endure its increasing
words, I have endeavored to avoid
nd interests of a still more formidable money-pow- perveision of its
that no benefits re.-uliing
to resist the conclusion,
recommending any measure which I had reason to
r abroad.
accession
no
conquest,
of
extent
from Its career, no
in the opinion even of a conwould,
apprehend
princi
these
out
and
carrying
adopting
It is by
classes, nor any, nor all its
ol wealth to particular
of my fellow citizens, be regardpies, unilsr circumstances the most arduous and siderable miiiority
lis ulticouibim-d advantages, can couiiterbaldiice
as trenching on the rights of the states, or the
lliii
ed
made,
has
been
attempt
the
couraging.
th-dt
government,
mate but certain results— a splendid
hallowed instrument of our union.

inevitable

tenil.ncy

and an impoverished people.
If n national bank was. aa
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is
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ihe interested interpretation ol a dominant
security to Ihe rights of the
party,
„„,,. and alfording no
minority;— if ^ach is undeniably the case, what rah,>ve b.en conceived lor antio lal "roiiiuU could
opposition to such
licipatuig aught but determined
1

inslitution at the present day?
Could adilieren! result have been expected, when
Iroin its creathe cinseqiiences which have flowed
struggles to perpetii
tion, and particularly from its
so striking a
in
confirmed
had
ate its existence,
manner, the apprehensions of its earliest opponents;
IhatacondHinonstraled
so
clearly
been
had
it
uhei:
capilal.
ceiilrated money power, wielding so vast a
combiiiiiigsuch incalculable means of inanence,

and

provisions of the

demonstrate to Ihe people of
the United Slates thai a national bank at all times,
il be
incurred at a pe.
except
debt,
national
and a
riod when the honor and safety of the nation de
mand Ihe temporary sacrifice of a policy, which
should only be abandoned in such exigencies, are
not merely unnecessaiy, but in direct and deadly
hostility lo the principles of iheir government, and
to their own permanent widlare.
The progress made in Ihe development of these
positions, appears in the preceding sketch of the
[last history and (iresent state of the financial con
cirns of the federal government. The facts there
slated liilly authorise Ihe assertion, that all Ihe purposes for which this goveriiinent was instituted
have been accomplished iluiing four years of greater pecuniary embarrassment than were ever before
experienced in lime of peace, and in the face ol
opposition as formidable as any that was ever before arraved against the policy of an adininistra!ion;
th.it this has been done when the ordinary revenues
of Ihe government were generally decreasing, as
well from .the operation of the laws, as the condi
lion ofthe country, without the creation of a perfar .succcesslully, lo

,
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and the liberties ol
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of
rights
ble with the
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would render that sacred
tion which, unchecked,
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would alone be, lor lis meantiition depriident as it

ail

like oiiis,

Viewing the aggregate powers of the federal government as a voluirtary concession of the states,
only should be exercisit seemed to me that such
ed as were at the lime intended to be given.
strengthened too, in the propriety
I have been
of this course, by the conviction that all efibrls to
"0 b?vond this tend only to produce dissatisfaction
and distrust, to excite jealousies, and to provoke

Instead of adding strength to the feresislaiice.
government, even when successful, ihcy must
ever prove a source of incurable weakness, by
alienating a portion of those whose adhesion is indispens.able to the great aggregate of united strength,
and whose voluntary attachment is, in my estimation, far more essential to the efficiency of a government strong in the best of all possible strength;
the confidence "and attachment of all those who
make up its constituent elements.
Thus believing, it h.is been my purpose to secure
to the whole people, and to every member of the
confedi^racy, by general, salutary, and equal laws
alone, the benefit of those republican institutions
which it was the end and aim of the constitution to
manent public debt, or incurring any liability, other establish, and the impartial influence of which is, in
my judgment, indispensable to their preservation.
than such as Ihe ordinary resources ol the govern
that the lasting
I cann.ot bring myself to believe
ineiit will speedily discharge, and without the agen
happiness ofthe people, the prosperity of Ihe states,
cy of a iiaiional bank.
their
union,
can
be maintainof
permanency
or
the
govern
Ihe
proceedings
of
If this view of Ihe
ment, for the period it embraces, be warranted by ed bv giving preference or priority to any cla.ss of
deral

may in those peculiar conjunctures to which this
the lads as Ihey are known lo exist: if the ai my
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extended country, had b.?en so fully and leailully de.
classes
lliis justice and the execulioii ofthe laws; if the claims
ol
all
that
notorious
w.i3
veloped; when it
upon public gratitude iu behallof the soldiers ofthe
great comuiuuity had, by means of the power and inss revolution have been promp'ly met, and faithfully
fluence it thus possesses, been infecled to madm
discharged;
if there have been no failures in defrayhad
been
when
it
with a spirit of heedless siiecnhilion;
inglhe very large ex(iciiditures growing out of that
seen tlial, secure in the support of the combination ol
long continued and s.ilutaiy policy of peacefully
it
could
siirronnd.'d,
was
il
which
by
inlliiences,
aldefiuance with removing the Indians to regions of comparative
violate its charier, and Set the laws
saletv and prosperity; if the public faith has at a
impunity; and when, too, it had become most appa.iccuinulation of times, and every wMiere, been most scrupulously
an
such
that
rent that to bidieve
m.iinlained by a promi.t discharge of Ihe numerous,!
powers can ever be granted without the certniiily of
extended and diversified claims on the treasury;
delusion?
bein" abused, was to indulge in a fatal
all these great and permanent objects, with many
if
debt,
and
permanent
To avoid the necessity ot a
advocated, and oth-rs that might be slated, have, lor a series ofl
I have
its inevitable consequences.
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years,
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conpolicy
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endeavored lo carry
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ol excliid
tional authority of Ihe ledeial goveiiinent;
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of
works
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money
public
ol
grants
thoiiztd
of discord, will receive the final saiiction of a peoaal iioprovecoent, which were so wisely arrested by
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citizens in the distribution of benefits or privileges,
or by Ihe adoption of measures wliich enrich one
portion ofthe union at the expense of aiinlher; nor
can I see in the interference of the federal government with the local legislation and reserved rights
ofthe states a remedy for present, or a security
against future dangers.

The first, and assuredly not the least, important
step towards relieiing the country from the con'

which it had been plunged by excesses
in trixle, Iranking, and credits of all kinds, was to
place the business transactions of the government
itself on a solid basis; giving and receiving in all
cases value for value, and neither countenancing
nor encouraging in others that delusive system of
credits from which it has been found so difficult to
escape, and which has letl nothing behind it but the
dition into

wrecks that mark its fatal career,
That the financial aliairs of the government are
now, and have been iliiring the whole period of
these wide-spreading diliiciilties, condnclerl w illi a
strict and invariable regard to this great fundameu-

|

:

'

principle, and that by the assumption and maintenancy of the stand thus taken on Ihe very threshold
of the approach.ing crisis, more than by any other
cause nr causes whatever, the community at large
has been shielded from the incalculable evil» of
tal
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suspension of specie pay-

ments, aiitl a conscijiieiit aniiiliilution, for the whole
poiiod it uiiiiht have laslol, ol' a just nml invariable standard 'of value, uiil, It is believed, at tins
period, scarcely be questioned.
steaily adiieience on the part of the government, to the policy which has produced such salutary results, aided by judicious state legislation,
and, what is not less important, by the industry,
enterprise, perseverance, and economy of the American people, cannot fail to raise the whole country, at an early period, to a state of solid and enduring piosperity, not subject to be again overthrown by the suspension of banlis, or the explosion of a bloated credit system.
It is for the p.'Ople, and their represenlaiives, to decide whether or
not the permanent wllaie of the country (which
all good citizens equally desire,
however widely
they may dirter as to the mean? of i(s accomplishment) shall be in this way secured; or whether the
management of the pecuniary concerns of the government, and, by consequence, to a great extent,
those of individuals also, sliail be cairied back to
a condition of things which fo.-tered those contractions and oxpansions of the currency, and those
reckless abuses of credit, from the baleful effects
of which the coiinti-y has so deeply sull^red a return thit can promise, in the end, no b.tter results
than to reproduce the embarrassments the government has experienced ; and to remove from the
shoulders of the present, to those of fresh victims,
the bitter Iruils of that spirit of speculative enterprise to which our countrymen are 30 liable, and
upon which the lessons of experience are so unavailing. The choice is an important one, and I sincerely hope that it may be wisely made.
report from the secretary of"war, presenting a
detailed view of the affairs of that department, ac-

A

—

A

companies

this communication.
The desultory duties connected with the removal
of the Indians, in which the army has been constantly engaged on the northein a"nd western frontiers, and in Florida, have rendered it impracticable

to carry into full effect the plan reccommended by
the secretary for improvingits discipline. Inevery
instance where th^> regiments have been concentrated, they have made great progress ; and the best
results may be anticipated from a continuance of
this system.
During the last season, a part of the
troops have b.=en employed in removing Indians
from the interior to the territory assigned them in
the west— a duty which they have performed effi-

ciently, and with praiseworthy

humanity; and that
portion of them which has been stationed in Florida continued active operations there throughout
the he ts of summer.

The policy ofthe United States in regard to the
Indians of which a succinct account is given in ray
message of 1833, and ofthe wisdom and expediency of which I am fully satisHed. has b?en continued
in active opera'ion throughout the whole period ol
my administration. Since the spring of 1S37, more
than forty thousand Indians h-ive been removed to
their new homes west of the Mississippi; and I am
happy to add. that all accounts concur in representin<j the result of this measure as eminently
beneficial to that people.
The emigration of the S^minoles alone has been
attended with sprioiis dilficiilty, and occasioned
bloodshed; hosilililies having been commenced bv
the Indians in Florid.i. uniler the apprehension that
they would be com;ielled, by force, to comply wiih
their treay stipulations.
The execution of the
treaty of Pdvn^''s Landing, signed in 1832,
but not
ratified until 1S34, was postponed, at Ihn
solicitation ofthe Indians, until ISSfi, when they again
renewed their agr^em-nt to re.nnve peace'ihly to
their new homes in the west.
In the face of this
solemn and renewed compnct, they broke their
faith, and commenced hostilities by the
massacre of
major Dade's commarai. the inurd.r of their agent,
general Tliom|)Son, andotln-r act.s of cruel treachery.
When this alarminu and unexpected intelligence reacheil the seat of governuiHi,), every etiort

appears to have been

made

to

reinforce

ireneral

Clinch, who commanded fbp troop? then in Florida.
General Eu-tis wa^ d-^patched wiih reinforcements
from Charle-tnn; troops were called out from Alabama, Tennessee and Georgia: and general Scott
was sent to take the command, with ample powers
and ample means.
At the first alarm, general
Gaines organized a force at New Orleaiis. and,
without waiting for orders, landed in Florida,
where he delivered over the troops he had broueht
^
with him to general Scott.
Governor Call was snh.seqnently appointed to
conduct a summer campaign, anil, at the close of
It, was replaced by generalJissnp.
These events
and changes took pl-ice under the administration
of my predeces-or.
Notwithstiimling the exertions
ofthe experienced officers who had command there
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eighteen months, on entering upon Ihe adininistralion of the government I loumi Itie territory ol
Florida a prey to Indian atlrocilies.
strenuous
eh'ort was immediately made to bring those hostili
ties to a close; and the army, under general Jesup,
was leinlorceil until it amounted lo ten thousand
men, and furnished uith abundant supplies of every
description.
In this campaign a great number of
the enemy were captured aiid destroyed; but the
character of tlie contest only was changed. The
Indians, having been defeated in every engagement, dispersed in small bands throughout Ihe coun-

involiing any material addilmiinl ixpemiiii.i
11,
contiactois have generally performed their
eii.'agenieids Mith fidelity; Ihe poslmaslers.
with leiv exceptions, have tendered their accounts
and paid Iheir
quarterly balances with promplilude; and
tlie whole
service of Ihe deparliueni has maintained
Ihe efficiency lor which it has for several years
been disiinguished.
The acts of congress establishing new mail routes
and lequuiiig more expensive services on
oUiers'
and toe increasing wants ol the country, have
lor
thiee years past, canied the expenditures
somethin-'
try, and became an enterprising, forini<lable and beyond the accruing revenues; Ihe
excess having
ruthless banditti.
General Taylor, who succeeded been met, until Ihe past year, by the surplus
which
general Jesup, used his best exertions to subdue had preiiously acviimuhued. '1 hat suipius
having
them, and was seconded in his elforts by the olficers been exhausted, and Ihe anticipated increase
in {he
under his command; but he, too, faileil 10 prolecl tlie lev.-nue not having been realized, owing
lo the deterritory from their depredations.
By an act of sig- pression in Ihe comineicial business ol ihe country,
nal and cruel treachery, they broke the imce made tlie fi:innces of the depailment exhibit
a small dewith them by general Macoiiib, who was sent from hci. iic^ al Ihe close 01 the lar-t fijcal year,
lis reWashington lor the purpose of carrying into effect souices, :iowever,are ample; and the led .ced
rales of
Ihe expressed wishes of congress, and iiave conti
coii.pensation lor the tiansporlation service,
which
nued their devastations ever since. General Ariins- may be expected on Ihe lutuie leliiiigs,
from the Getead, who was in Florida when gen. Ta\ lor leli the neral reduclion ol juices, with Ihe
inciease ol revearmy, by permission, assumed the command, ami, nue tnal may reasonably be anticipaied
lioin therealter active summer operations, was met by propo- vival ol commercial aclivity, must
soon place Ihe
sitions for peace; and, Irom the fottunale coinci
finances ol the department in a prosperous
condiilence of the arrival in Floiida, at the same period, tion.
of a delegation from the Seminoles who are hafipiy
Considering the unfavorable circumstances w
hich
settled west of the Mississippi, and are now anxious have txisied during Ihe past year,
it is a "lalilvm^
to persuade their countrymen to join them tlitre. re.-ull that the revenue has not
declin.d, a? com°
hopes were for some time entertained that the In
pared Willi the preceding year, but, on the contrary
dians n,ight be iinliiced lo leave Ihe territory wiili- exhibits a small increase; the circumstances
leleroiit fuitlier difficulty.
These hopes liave proved reil to haviog had no other erfect than to check
Ihe
fallacious, and hostilities have been renewed Ihoiigh- expected i.icome.
out the whole of the territory. That this con'esl
will
U
be seen that Ihe postmaster general sughas endured so long, is to be attributed to causes be- gests certain improvements in Ihe
est.iblistmicnl,
yond the control of the ttovemmmt. Expeii-iiced designed to reduce Ihe weight ofthe mails, cheapen
generals have had the command of the troops; offi- Ilie liansportalion, ensure greater regiil.iriiy
in Ihe
cers and soldiers have alike ilislinguished them- Scrviee, and secure a considerable reduclion
in the
selves for their activity, patience, and eiidiirini; rates ol teller postage— an object highly
desiidble.
courage; the army has been constantly furnished The subject is one of general interest to
the comwith supplies of every description; and we must muni;y, and is respectfully recommended
to your
look for the causes which have so long procrasti
consideiatioii.
nated the issue of the contest, in the vast extent of
Tile suppression of Ihe African slave trade has
the theatre of hostilities, the almost insurmounlable received the continued attention ofthe
government.
obstacles presented by the nature of the country, The brig Dolphin and schooner Grampus
have been
tile climate, ami Ihe wily character of the s ivages
einplujed duung the last sea-on on the coust ol AtThe sites fijr marine hospitals on the rivers and iica, lor Ihe purpose of preventing such portions of
lakes, which I was authorised to select and cause to that Iiade as was said to be prosecuted
uiiUer the
be puichased, have all been designated; but the ap- American flag. After cruising off
those parts of the
propriation not proving sufficient, conditional ar- coast most usually resorted to by
slavers, until the
rangements only have been made lor their acquis! commencement of the rainy season, these
vessels
tion.
It is for congress to decide whether those conreturned to the United Slates hir supplies, and have
ditional purchiises shall be sanctioned, and the hu- since been despatched on a similar service.
mane intentions of Ihe law carried into lull effect.
Fiom Ihe reports of the commanding olficers, it
The navy, as will appear from theaccompaiivine: appears tliat lite trade is now principally cairied on
report of the secretary, has been usefully and hono- under Portuguese colors; and they expiess
the opirably employed in Ihe protection of our commerce nion th.it the H[iprehension of their presence
on the
and citizens in ihe Mediteiranean, the Pacific-, on slive coast lias, in a great degree, arrested the piothe coast of Brazil, and in the Gulf o( Mexico.
stitulion
A
of llie American flag to this in.un.an pursmall sqiiadion, consisiiiig of Ihe frigate Conslella
pose.
It is hoped that, by continuing to maintain
tinii anu Ihe sloop of war Boston, under commodrre tilts force in that quarter, and by
tlie ex-r'ions of
arney is now on its way to the China and Indian the officers in command, much will be done to put a
seas, for the purpose of attending lo our inleiesis in slop lo whatever portion of this traffic may have
that quarter; and commander Aulick, in the sloop been carried on under the Ameiican Ri^, and
to
of war Yorktown, has been instriicud to visit the prevent us use in a trade which, while it violates
Sandwich and Society islands, the coasts of Nen tlie laws, is equally an outrage on the righ's of others
Zealand and Japan, together with other ports and anci ttie feelings of humanity. The effmts of the
islands frequented by our whale ships, foi the pur
several governments who are anxiously seeking to
pose of giving tlieui countenance and protection, suppress this traffic must, however, be directed
should they be required. Oiher smaller vessels have against the facilities afforded by what are now rebeen, and still are, employed in prosecuting Ihe sur- cognised as le:;itimaie commercial pursuits, before
veys of the coast of tlie United States, directed by that object cm be fully sccom[ilisiied. Supplies of
various acts of congress; and those which have been piovisions, water-casks, merchandise and articles
cooipleted will shortly be laid before you.
connected with the prosecution of the slave trade,
Ti.e exploring expedition, at Ihe latest date, w-a« are, it is understood, freely canied by vessels of difpreparing to leave Ihe Bay of Islands, New Z -I, nd. f -rent nations to trie slave faciories; and the erierts
in further pioseciilion of objects which liave, tliu-. ofthe factors are transported openly from one shive
far, been succ-Sifully accomplished. The discovery slation to another, without interruption or puiiisliof a new continent, which was first seen in lalitiid'e ii,ent by eiiher ofthe nations to which they belong,
660 2> south, lonuil.ide 154° 27> east, and afterwards engaged in ihe commerce of that region. 1 submit
in latitude 66'' 31' souili, longitude 153° -10' east, by to your judgments whether this government, having
lieutenants Wilkes and Hudson, lor an extent of lieen the first lo proliibil, by ad.-qtiate penalties, the
eii^hteen hundred miles, but on which they were slave trade
the first lo declaie il piracy— should
prevented Irom landing by vast bodies of iceWhich not be the first, also, to forbid to its citizens all trade
encompassed it, is one ofthe honorable results ofthe with the slave factories on the coast of Alrica; giventerprise.
Lieutenant Wilkes baies testiuiony to ing an example lo all nations in this respect, whicli,
the zeal and good coniluct ol his officers and men; if fairly h)llowed, cannot fail to produce the most
and it is but justice to that officer to state that he ap- ertective results in breaking up those deii« of inipears to have performed the duties assigned him quity.
BL'REN.
M.
with an ardor, ability, and perseverance, ^^ hicli give
h'ashington, December 5, 1S4I).
every assurance of an honorable issue to the underMr. Jllhcrlon moved the following resolulion:
taking.
Resolv'd, That ihe message of the pre.-'ident of the
The report ol the postmaster geiier.d. herewith Untied Sfaies he referred 10 ihe conimitieeof ihe whole
transmiiled, will exhibit Ihe service of that depart- 0,1 tile slate of ihe union, and 15 000 c pies thereof,
ment Ihe last year, and its presenl condi'ion. The with ihe iieconipaiiying docuine:its, and 5,0(Ji) copies
transportation has been maintained during Ihe year thereof vvi.hout ihe accompanying dociimenls, be printto the full extent .•luthorised by Ihe existing laws; ed for lite use of the members of the house.
some improvements have been effected, which the
And then, at 2 o'clock, the House adjourned until
public iaterest seemed urgently to demaiid, but Dot to-moriow, at 12 o'clock.
for
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nd rev. Isaac P. Siryker, sailed in the barque United the road, when the cars came suddenly down the inbehind.—
]9i
8 0.32
States, capt. Webb, bound to Baiavia, on the island of clined plane, propelled by an engine Ironi
Portsmouth, N. H. 7,834
1,036
30.2J9
Mr. Johnson is reiurning to Siam, atier an ab- General Thompson was some twenty yards in advance
29,253
Java.
Charleston,
Siryker,
in his cloalt, wim
and
Doren
up
Van
wrapped
Messrs.
being
years.
and
of
two
friends,
sence
of his
CSotnersel
did not hear
Con.NTERFEiTS, &c. The Princess Atin
of the Reformed Dutch church, are destined to ihe a handkerchief close around his ears, he
blO bill on the mission in Borneo; hut, according to the rules ot the
His fnends had
couniy) Herald, notices a counter ten
the noise of the cars approaching.
lately receivto him; but
ilonial government of Netherland India, must spend quickly stepped out of the way, and called
Peun.«ylvania Bank of the United Slates,
January 1, 1839
was tje[Christian Observer.
a year at'Batavia.
he did not hear; nor •jould the conductor who
ed in that place. The note is dated.
down witli
engraving is represented
hind the train, see him. He was struck
letter A; the execution of the
popuMay
last,
the
of
first
the
On
of
the
Netherlands.
whole train, enthe bust at each end
.rreat violence by the first car, and the
to be interior, particularly
2,662,486
was
Netherlands
though the na.ne lation of the kiuffdom of the
parsed over his hod:;— hal provideiitially
note. The signatures are tolerable,
were Protestants; 910.933 Sine and idl
he had
Fairman is written witli less Ireedom 111 the souls, of whom 1,690,342
without serious injury. In an hour afterwards
of G
The counterfeit note is Roman Catliolics; 51,127 Jews; and 2,803 of other de- recovered from the stunning effects of the blow he had
counterfeit than the genuine.
nominations.
genuine note.
Richmond,
shorter and a little narrower than the
received; and was able to proceed to
Louiavillc,
atteniions of devoted friends,
female accompUce was sentenced at
Prison statistics. In the following state prisons where, under the kind
peni;entiary, tor
to enter
to learn, he will soon be ready
Ky. to two years iniprisonn\ent in the
the earnings of the convicts have exceeded the ex- wp are happy
discharge of liis duties in the national counpassing counterfeit money, a few days since
panses, dui-ing the last year, liy the sums set against upon the
[Rxhmond WhJg.
$4,511
19;
jjjjs
Conncciicut,
$4,433
27;
THE
M.issachusetts
ihem
ESRLY SETTLEMENTS A.VD EXPLORATIONS IN
*3,490 -,25; Kentucky $15,030 92;
NORTUWEST. Deiroit was the res,.rt ot tjcnch ifiis- Auburn in N. York,
Weather. "According to the opinion of soiv.e of
Bidletin,
sionanes and traders as early as 1C02. 1 he hist for- Ohio 1520 037 06
our oldest inhabitants," says the New Orleans
much
by
exin
1701
an
made
was
In New Hampshire the prison is let out by contract, "ihe winters for the last few years have grown
mal settlement of Detroit
Anioine
by
Ice was formand ot course the earnings equal the expenses.
pedition sent from Montreal, commanded
colder than they were in former times.''
In the following, the expenses have exceeded the ed there of considerable diickness on the 27th ot Node Iti Mono Cadillac, acting under a commission trom
earninus during the same time. Sing Sing, in New vember.
, „
r
U- U
Ivifchillimackinac was founded iu 1671, by Further York $-246 47; New Jersey SS5,534 16; Philadelphia
The Hudson river remained free from ice up as high
lirst
that the navipenitentiary $18,378 75; do. at Pittsburg $7,107 00; do.
Marquette, a French mis.*ionary, and one ot Ihe
as Poughkeep.sie to the 8ih inst. Above
European e.xplorers of the lakes. 1 he fort was buili ai Baltimore $3,7-23 36; do. at Washington $14,036 69; gation closed during the preceding lew days.
"
do. at Michigan $3,345 67.
by La3.;llein 1679.
,„,„
heavy snow storm began at BaiUniore on i iiday
^
1670.
Number of prisoners in 10 peaitentaries at the com- the4,h of December, and coniinued all ihat and the
Green bay was settled hv the French about
Gratiot now mencement of the year, 2,6-26; at the end of the year,
Fort St. Joseph, at the point whore tort
next two days. The thoroughfares became so loaded
1633
days an
-2,787; received during the year, 1,101; discharged by
stands, was built before the year
with snow as to in'crcept the mails for two
The 'settlement at the Sault St. Mane consisted in expiration of sentence, 669; by death 55; recommitted, unusual circumsance so early in December. At Bos1633 of a fort and a chapel, and was a p Jint ol _resort 82; escaped 27.
ton the storm commenced on Sunday.
gentleman who arrived in the city
for the fur traders at that period.
The last boat.
^,„
Sermons. In the New York Sunday Mercury, a
La Salle's e.xpediiion was in 16i9. He embarked
fine sleighing in Quebeck and Monweekly exhorts its this morning, left
npon Lake Erie in the GrilHm, (ihe first vessel larger popular wnter called "Dow Jr.''
He passed between these places in the Canada
treal
and
ihe
productions,
have
(juaint
waters)
in
are
these
They
upm
readers.
.aied
than a canoe that ever fl
on her last irip for the season, which was with difficulAugust of that year, and arrived at Mackinac in the uir of novelty, as well tis originality. Tne following is ty accoinjilished, for on Lake St. Peter the ice was six
From ihence he went to- a specimen. The moral is good, and the similitude is inches iluck. He came down Lake Champlain in the
latter part of the month.
built
natural one:
was
Co^nr,
and
Cieve
easy
an
F.irt
Missi:isippi.
the
wards
boat also, and encountered a tremendous gtde,
'My friends allow me to show you how the human last
bv him near the pre.sent sile of Kockford in Illinois.
rendered it impossible to land at Burlingtonhouse. My text e.'iplains this. It which
As it
"Forts were built at Knskaskla, Kahokiaand Peoria, body is likenetf to a
the bo.at would have stopped there.
otherwise
main timbers, very true.
by people whom La Salle sent out in the course of his says that the big bones are the
she forced her way to Whilehall. From Whi'elaths well plastered, but I was,
are
Herald.
ribs
that
the
[Cleveland
says
also
1633.
It
vvith six
in
second expedition
hall he started for Sandy Hi.l in the last boat,
into
ridge-pole,
that
run
the
rafters
lliey
are
should say
Afthis effort was too weak to succeed.
Great Britai.n. The grand total capital represent- or back bone. The mouth is the door, and the nose is horses. But through
ice on the canal an inch thick or
ter breaking
ed by all the properly in Great Britain and Ireland is the chimney especially for smokers. The throat is
frost
The value of lands, the entry that leads to the kitchen of the stomach, more, fir ihe dis;ance often or twelve miles, jack
cslimaiid at i3 920,01,0,000.
brouuht them up all standing, and lorb.nde their further
timber, crops,
ships, canals, rail roads, mines, horses,
wheie all sorts of food are cooked up; the lungs are the
Tills ihe passengers ihought hard, as he had
progress.
1 he value ot all
&,c is esiimaied 01 Jt;2,9 15,000,000.
bellows that blow the flame of life, and keep the pol of
of conveyance, and they were
plate, specie, "'.''"f.v ''' exisleijce always boiling; the heart is the great cham- provided no other mode
sort's of furniture, apparel,
obliged 10 trudge on loot ten miles. Canada is a very
X530,oju.
chancery, savings bank--, &c. esiuiaieo at
ber, where (he greatest variety of goods imaginable are
cold°place, and it is a very had thing to go in the last
W)0.
£764,000,
about
debt
is
lew
rather
national
haij,
and
a
midgood,
many
The
stored, some
boat; but not so bad as to go in the noxt boat afiersvards.
[N. Y. Jour. Com.
Hard i«oney. Copper was not coined in England dling.
hearers, you see the house of the
Ill this way, my
quauiities,
until the time of Elizabe h, and then in small
since
it is a
house
of
no
One grain of wheat One grain the first year proand
is
formed;
body
human
and not well received. In 1672, a greater coinage small value, you ought to be careful of it, keep it well duced a stem containing a 11 ears, each ear iiverane
Silver
the
took place, of half pennies and tarihings.
swept, and never let cobwebs of sin gaiher in the cor- 87 grains; the second year produced half a bushel;
pence lialf pence and farthings, were coined down to
'20 bushels; the f airth year 763 bushels, or
ihen groais and half ners of its apartments. I beseech you, especially, to third year
the rei^ii ot Edward 111 1344;
inorceau is making, with great inThis
the
heart,
and
see
that
26
quaners!
chamber
of
the
great
after
look
crowns;
Henry VIH. coined
groats; 'next a shilling.
Mr. Labor, of
every thing there is arranged according to the very let- dustry, the circuit of the paplrs.
Edward VI half crowns, sixpenses and three-pences; ter
01
of morality. If ihere is any useless rubbish there, Essex, is the grower of this corn; and a Mr. Smith,
Elizabeth twu-pences, ami three farthing pieces. From
clear it out, to make room fir goods that are saleable in Mark Lane, are vouchers of the tact.
ilje
coinage
has
time,
present
to
the
43J of Eiizabeth
[English Paper.
some
virtuous.
The
ehaiiibers
of
the
of
the
markets
remained the same. The first guld coin was under
I should
hearts present an awful dirly appearance!
Henry III 1257, in gold pennies. The guinea was
Wn.D LANDS. The Montreal Herald says, that inwiih a bran new broom: ilie
gold. to go for 2O3. but it like to walk into lliein
......
. ..«.«, u.
Guinea
1663,
of v-u.
1,1
B-.",
coined in
structions have been received from the colonial office,
sin and s.ind the floor with virtue
brush
out
way
I'd
is
consent.
It
by
tacii
21s.
never went for less than
to fix the minimum price of wild lands, at 2s. p'-r acre
depravity'"
caution
to
lid
a
be
computed that the whole coined cash of the kingdom
in Nova Scotia. In New Brunswick, adds the Herald,
passes ihiongh the bank every three years.
The Farmer, captain Gilbert, cnlaps- it is generally stated at 3s. and in Lower Canada it has

nf Irrlarid Mongpd
n,ci. '.nmclv, that the whole soil
Holland, vvhich
to lOtiOOii.oividMals; while the soil of
the size of Ireland, is dividis DOI more than oi:e-thiid
"
proprietors
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Steamboats.

Ireland and Holland.

Mr. O'Connell,

in a

speech

recently delivered at a repeal meeiing in Dublin, made
ihc following observation, ".VIr. Barrett stated on last
iiirht, in his atitiress at Urogheda, a most important

I

.

|

ed a Hue whilst stopping to land a passenger 15 miles
above New Orleans, on the 27ih ult. William Berry,
lueiaikuicj and
anu one passenger was literaliirsi engineer was killed
lirst
Six pecsoiis, deck hands on board
ly blown to pieces.

been n.\ed at 43. east of the Kenebeck road, and
In Maine, hy a law of the state, it is
6s. to the west.
to
2s. 6J. so that emigrants will no doubt be Icmplcd
try that state, rather than Canada.
lately
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TEX.4S.
Galveston dates to 3d December, confirms the acp60
2^" counts in our last of the treacherous conduct of the
proposes sunJry resolutions
253 federalists.
Co.\(;ressional senate proceedings 210; house
Electtions— presidential 242; in Ahibama, Arkansas,
Many of the American volunteers had come in,
243
Indiana 243; thoughts after elections
having escaped from the pursuit of the centralists.
Flva.\css— annual report of the secretary of the trea- One detachment of them retreated from Victoria
241
sury
to the eastern side of the Rio Grande, a distance
FoKEic^j AKTICLES— Europe, Liberia, Netlierlands, Brapursued the whole way by
241 of three hundred miles,
zil, Buenos Ayres, Texas
the centralists, and travelling on one occasion al"-'•*
Law case— the D'Hanteville
hours. Accounts
Navy—Items 242; annual report of the secretary of the most nini-ty miles in twenty-lour
243 had reached Houston, slating the arrival of the deLoredo.
212
Jourdan
at
colonel
under
tachment
New HiMrsHrRE gov. Page's message
j^'Jl
detachment of Mexican centralists, two hunPoRTUSAL arrival of the minister
2o0 dred strong had crossed the Rio Grande and venPublic lands inquiries proposed respecting tne
Standing com-mittees— U.S. senate 21'J; ol the house tured into the limits of Texas as far as Aubry's
2o3
Banche, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the smuggling of tobacco was carried on from that
the
They retired without doing any mischief,
point.
Tariff extract in iavor of a protecting
stating that Ihey had strict orders not to molest any
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FOREIGN ARTICLES.
packet ship Culcimbus, at New York, brings
Liverpool dales to '.he 9th Nov. two days later than
our previous advices. Nothing of importance had
transpireil in the meantime except the speech of
Louis Phillippe, which was consideied satisfactory in

The

The tone of the public journals is
quarters.
miM and conciliatory, and evinces a disposition to make every honorable concession forihe
purpose of preservinj the peace of Europe. The
all

extremely

•king proclaims his love of peace, and appeals to
the representatives of the French nalion to assist
him in the maintenance of a blessing so essential
"to the common interests of Europe, to its people,
and to the progress of civilization.'
The etfect of ti.e speech ol the king of France
was favorable to the money market consols and

—

but those who were fighting for the federalists.
Major Howard had arrived at Austin from

San

$17,876,187

Cotton manufactures.
Woollens,

12,758,430
4,332,034
1,917,381
5,342,811

Wines,
Spirits,

Teas,

724,527

Salt,

4,077,312
12,892,648
2,709,187
22,980,212
9,653,053
12.514,713
1,028,039
37,521

Molasses,
Iron and steel.
Crockery,
Silks,

Coifee,

Sugar,
Spices,

Lead,
Linen,

8.271.21.?

Hemp,

815,558

13,400,881
It will be seen by the above that we paid in
$22,980,212 for the single article of silks. In 1839
the imports for the same article amounted to
Rio Grande; on the west side of which they had
.§22,938,028 and yet this article, which comes from
committed many depredations. An English merFrance principally, and where our exports are adcarry
to
arrangements
making
chant is in Galveston
milted only under the most severe restrictions,
on a direct trade with Liverpool in the shipping of
The pro- comes into our ports free of dvly. Need we say a
cotton and importation of merchandise.
word as to Ihe importance of saving, by imposition
nothing
ceedings of congress, now in session, show
of an adtqnate tariff, this immense expenditure to
of special interest. The French minister, Mr. De

Antonio. He reports the section of country through
which he led his troops, as generally fertile, well
watered and timbered. The Indians had crossed Ihe

Specie,

Saligny had been introduced to congress, and was

the nation,

received in the most flattering manner. The emigration to Texas seems to be rather on the increase
than otherwise. During the last twelve months, it is
estimated that ten thousand slaves were introduced.

now
we

question that

beyond all
it is established
are as capable of producing the

that

article of silk ourselves as any other country. Added to this, silk is an article of luxury almost exclu-

upon it would
upon Ihose most capable of bearing them.
that
the amount of
seen
will
be
It
again.
But

sively, and an imposition of duties
fall

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

securities advanced.
Flour was dull large

ports were about equal to 1839, the following table
exhibits the dilferent articles and the nature of each
imported into the countiy during the year 1836,
when the excess of Ihe exports over the imports
amounted to sixty million:
Valve.
Articles.

into Ihe country in 1836 was
the minister ofPor- woollen'goods brought
under the operation of the
Washington, Ihe commander De $12,758^430. In 1839,
bill, reducing still lower the duty paid
Figaniere de Morao, his lady, six children and ser- com'proinise
this article exceeded $18,000,000.
goods,
on
woollen
the
in
inst.
12th
on
Ihe
vants, arrived at Baltimore
drawn from the earnings of the
AFRICA.
Tweed, from Rio de Janeiro, where he had expe- This is so much
so much paid by the manufacturers
Governor Buchanan writes from Moniovia under rienced a severe and dangerous illness. The voyage country. It is
of Europe, and operates as
those
to
country
of
this
confined
date of 24th October, that the colony ol Liberia was beneficial to him, but he is now
an onerous and oppressive burden upon manufacwas in an unusually healthy state, and every thing by a rheumatic afl'eclion.
In 1836 the collon
turing- sections of the union.
flourishing.
and
was prosperous
manuTaclures imported into the country amounted
NETHERLANDS.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
eighteen millions, and probably much exThe prince of Orange, who has recently been ad
The general result in each slate having been in- lo near
ceeded thai sum in 1839. This, too, is a heavy tax
vanced to the throne, by the voluntary abdication of serted, as in our last, we shall omit the table of agSome paid by this countrv to Europe. We pay also five
his father, the king of the Netherlands, is 48 years gregates until it can be inserted complete.
or six millions lo France lor wines and spirits,
Tennesbailie
ol
Wa
from
received
distinguished
at
the
he
of age. He was
lew counties are yet to
while our government derives no revenue liom this
Among the list of foreign slockholilers in see, Missouri and Mississippi.
ferloo.
source.
the Bank of the United States, as given by a com
Bulla whom do we pay tribute? The following
mittee of congress, is the prine of Orange as a hold
Give us reciprocity in trade or a discricountries from which Ihe imINewbwyport Herahl. minating DUTY. A series of resolutions has been exhibits the dilferent
er of one million of dollars.
proceed, and the amount from each during
ports
the
instructing
BRAZIL.
introduced into Ihe Georgia senate,
the ye^r 1836:
TJie trade of Brazil. II is slated thai the stalislics senators and reoucsting Ihe represcntalivcs ol thai
have Great Britain and dependencies,
of the kingdom of Brazil, in South America, sho
slate in congress— -'to use their best eflorls to
do.
France
that one half of the foreign importations into that a law passed at the ensuing session of congress, to
do.
country is furnished by Great Britain, while the pro- tax all French wines, silks and brandies, in propor- Spain
do.
Netherlands
tobacco
portion from the United Stales is only about one
they lay upon our

—

arrival? from America
corn market amply supplied and the trade dull
previous rates.
In the cotton maiket less activily than usual.

Diplomatic His excellency

at

tugal, to

reside at

tion to Ihe

Surely our merchanls will be on the
twentieth.
\_Philad. Inq
qui vive in this matter.

BUENOS AYBES.

The aff.iirs of this country says the correspondent
of the Journal of Commerce, were in a very ciilical
state, on the 20th Sept. an engagement was daily expected between the armies of gen. Rosas and Lavalle.
I rode out (he other day tothearmy, in company with capt. Ogden, of the U. S. ship Decatur
We inspected the army with gen. Rosas, and some
His men look as if they
of his principal officers.
will fight hard, and gov. Ro.'^as has one-fourth more
men than gen. Lavalle, but lh.> troops of the Inllrr
are said to be veterans, arrd Ihe former are about half
The army is about ten leagues from this
militia.
city.
The new French admiral, Mackaw, arrived
al Montevideo on the 23d of that month, with two
frigates antl a portion of the troops, and, on the ar
rival of Ihe other vessels, would go up to Buenos
Ayres.
Gen. Livalle had retreated some sixty
leagues from his po.^ition in the vicinity of Bueno«
Ayres, and was expecting an attack from Onbe and
the Buenos Avrean generals, whose united forces
amounted to 6,000 inen; his to 4,000. The letter
stales that governor Rosas has been launching his
vengeance anew upon the Unitarinns, 50 of whom
had been shot, and a large amount of property coi
fiscaled.
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one v\hich

Sweden
Denmark

their ports."

A

PROTECTIVE TARIFF.

ject again, more,

however,

We
for the

to this sub
purpose of plac-

recur

v\iih it,
ing before our readers a few facts connected
than of impressing upon them any views of our own.
The subject is one of controlling impoitance, and
deslined in a short time lo be one of general interest Ihroughout Ihe country, as well as of extended

discussion in the national legislature.
table of
last week placed b'>foie our readers a
the exports and imports for the last fifteen years,
and aimed to show that the reduction ol the taiili ol

Portugal

do.
do.
do.

v,a24,oio
4,994,820

China

Hanse'Towns,

':69M50

^^^inbia
B^lzi';:'"'

Durin"- the same year

,,,to
we exported

7.2'0^I«0

We

excessive imiiortalion, as
well as the commencemenl of a heavy debt contracted in Europe by American merchants. The excess
is estiof imports over the exports of the country
mated to be Ihe amount of Ihe foreign debt due to

1823 was the signal

for

endeavor lo s'.i,w lor what Ihis
d^bt has been contracted, and point out the benefiact of 1828
cial effects which a renewal of the laritl
would ensure to American industry. The total
amount of imports into the U. S. during the year

Europe.

We

shall

Q„

8,081,668

'in

El^Towns.

•^.«94.936

Brazil'

And

leaving us indebted lo

5'^!'"'

^^il'

was $;157,609,.-)60. Of this sum .§72,040,719
Hanse'Towns.
was admitted free of liutv. Now let us see for what
merchanls— Rtissia,
thi.s large sum was paid to European
air.oii.T;
the
ascmaining
and as we have no meansof
im
in 1339, we will take the year 1837 when the
1-839

.-;4.-3.82

11,264,022

6.130,552
330,938

hS^^

$57,332,670

KILES'

243
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course, and as a nation, we shall soon regain,
let ns hope continue, in the path of solid pros-

Showing an aggregate indebteiiness to the above
seven Kuropean govcrnraents, about equal to the
whole excess of iuiports over the exporls for that

ful

year. Now how is this to be paid; Does it not
operate as a tax upon American industry.' Is it not
so much taken from the earnings of the people of
this country and paid to producing classes of the
old world? After examining the above table, we
ask every one if it be not time for our governinent
to interpose its proteilive powers and check the increasing amount of l.ixes we are paying to the monarchies of Europe. For ourselves rather than go
on in the career which has marked our history lor
the last six or seven years, we much prefer to return to that system which worked so well from 1S24
to 1S31, when the country went on prosperously,
and when we were contracting no debts in foreign
[^Seneca Courier.
countries.

fund? of the general government, the money of the
nation will be under its own control, safely kept

THE NAVY.
Commander

Voorliees has been ordered to the

U. S. sloop ol war Preble, vice commander Breeze
The Prtble goes to the Mediterranean.
relieved.
It is said that the line of battle ship Columbus,
now at Charlestown, Mass. will be immediately
She lias been ordered to the Medifitted for sea.

fonunand of commodore Morris,
commodoie Hull and the OUio. The In-

terranean, under
to relieve

dependence goes elsewhere.

The following is a list ol the officers attached to
the U. S. sloop of war York Town, bound for the
P.icific:

and

peritj-

for its

and

real

own

independence.

legitimate use, the

Nor

is

prompt

this all; the

satisfaction

claims upon the national treasury in pursuance with legsl appropriations therefor.

of

all

The disasters that have happened to our national
revenue under the system of bank deposites, can
never occur under the independent treasury system.
Under the former, we have seen very large amounts
of the national revenues deposited in the banks,
when

all,

or nearly

all

those institutions refused to

pay a single dollar in specie to redeem their bills.
We have seen our government, as a choice of evils,
obliged to resort to the issue of treasury notes with
which to meet its liabilities for the want of those
funds thus rendered unavailable through the delinquency of the bank depositories.
Fortunately for
our country it was in time of peace this disaster
befel her; had it happened when we were at war
with any of the powerful nations of Europe, the
extent of the calamities that might probably have
arisen can hardly be estimated.
The experience of
the past is the best guide for the future, and ought
to admonish ns to be prepared for every probable or
possible emergency,
I'he jivbhc taxes.
Among Ihe various subjects
which will claim youratlenlion at this time is anew
apportionment of the public taxes. This to make it
equitable and just to all portions of the stale will
require much labor and patient investigation.
I
doubt not the subject will receive the early and persevering altention which its importance, as well as
due regard to economy of time, will demand.
Banks. Allow me here to I'epeat the suggestion

Commander J. H. Aulick; lieutenants H.Eagle,
S. C. Gist, C. W. Pickering, H. J. Hartstone; actin" master C. F. Mcintosh; passed assistant snri,'eon
Wllliam L. Van Hume; purser Thomiis B. Nalle;
assistant surgeon, William A. Nelson; passed midshipman William L. Bianton; midshipmen M. K. made to you in June last, touching "the expedi-Warrington, H. K. Stevens, L. Beard, Wm. Nelson, ency of making it the duty of the bank commisRobert Savage, A. F. Warley, F. L. Conover, R. sioners within certain limited times to examine into
the alTairs of the banks, without being called upon
Aulick; captain's clerk H. LaReintiie.
The U. S. sloop of war Decatur was at Buenos by the governor for that purpose." Although it
Ayres on the29lh September, to sail for Rio about may be believed the condition of the banks generally in this state precludes suspicion of mal-adthe middle of December.
rninistration or fraudulent designs upon the public,
STATES OF
UNION.
yet the disclosures of the past year show that a
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
hank may keep np its re|iutation abroad, commandMessage of governor fiige.
ing credit with the juiblic for an extended circulation ol its bills, while an investigation of its affairs
Fellow citizens of the senate,
at home would at once have exposed to view a conand house of representatives:
In pursuance ol an adjournment in June last we dition unsonnd and unsafe; and I cannot but beare again assembled, clothed with the high func- lieve that these examinations made Irom time to
tions, and charged with the responsible duties of time as suggested, would at least tend to prevent
Tlie full consideration of much of tlie such betrayals of public confidence, and the conselegislators.
important business then before the legislature was quent public loss and embarrassment.
Agreeably to a resolution of the house of reprenecessarily postponed to this time, and will doubtless receive that altc ntion Us importance demands. sentatives of the ]9ih of June last, one of the bank
Since our last sittiii;;, commissioners has made an examination of the conIndependent treasury.
that long agitated and most important bill, estab- dition of the Wolftborough bank
His report of
lishing an independent United States treasury', has the result of his investigation which has been made
received the sanction of llie legislative authority of public through Ihe medium of the newspapers,
The will hereafter be specially communicated; as will
the union, and become Ihe law of the land.
influence of this measure will be felt, it is believed, also, when received, the report of another of the
in checking the great tluciuations in the nominal commissioners which is expected, (made in pursuprices and value of property, so ruinous to indus- ance of a resolution of the house of representatives
trious enterprise, by pi eventing the vast expan- of the lyih of June last), concerning the affairs of
sions and consequent contractions in the amount oi the Concord bank.

THE

—

—

—

THE UNION.

looking into our prisons and examining their inmates, that a large portion of them are young men,
who have grown Jip with little parental care, instruction or advice, having never been trained to
habits ol industry, but allowed to remain idle and
ignorant, the natural consequences have followed,
and they have gradually sunk in the scale of depravity until at last they have met "the sharp rebuke of olfeiided law" in the confinement of the
felon's cell.
There, undir wholesome restraint
and rigid discipline, the convict has a charTce left of
Reflection will force itself
redeeming himself.
home upon him, and reforuiation may follow. He
may, if he will, acquire some honest art of earning
a livelihood, arid with it the tastes and dispositions
which will induce hiin to practice it. Applications
for pardon of convicts are of very frequent occur-

rence, before the term of imprisonment is neaily
expired; the practice is believed to be attended
ith pernicious eflects to the convict; it tends to
ake him restless and uneasy, under the groundless hope of a remission of part of the penalty annexed to his otfence, which he should be taught to
expect only, if at all, near the close of his adjudged
term of confinement, and then only, in consideration of uniformly exemplary conduct, and apparent
determination to lead an amended life.
The operations of our judicial
Judicial system.
systeifl
are matters of profound interest to all

and conditions of our people. To render
the system as little burthensome in its legal operations, as possible, within the limits of the constitution, is the appropriate duty of Ihe legislature.

classes

delays and consequent expense, experienced
by litigants in our courts of law, have become proWhether this is to be ascribed to defects
verbial.
in our laws, or in the mode of administering them,
I
will not assume the province of judging; but
whatever the cause may be, the expensive delays
attending our administration of justice, is a subject
of general complaint, especially in the lai-ger counThe coinplaiiil, if well founded,
ties ol the state.
all will agree, should meet with prompt attention
from those who have been chosen by the people
and made legislative guardians of the common
vielfare.
In any constilutional remedial measures

The

which the wisdom of the legislature may devise, I
And I beg leave
shall most cordially co-operate.
to suggest for your consideration, the propriety and
expediency of dividing some of Ihe more extensive
counties in the state, into two or more uislricls for
judicial purposes.
The project of establishing an inslituInsane.
lion lor ameliorating the condition of the sutt'ering
Hampshir-e, is a subject of intense
insane in
interest to very many of our people; the success of
which every philanthropist may sincerely desire.
The general interests of humanity, the unfortunate

New

condition of the class of persons lor whom relief is
sought, more especially if th" ills of pauperism be
added to loss of reason, and it may be said, and
perhaps truly, Ihe honor of the stale, press this
subject upon our consideration with almost resistIf pauperism presents a claim to the
less force.
charities of the public, which civilized and Christian communities always allow, the relief given being restricted only by the necessity for it, then inpaper money and by infusing a greater amount of
State piison.
The state prison is now managed deed, justice as well' as a wise and provident charithe less vari.ible. and universally employed and ac- wholly on account of the state.
Essential altera- ly seem to urge the grant of a like measure of reknowledged measure of value, specie, into our tions and repairs in the workshops, have been made lief, if possible, in cases when to Ihe strong claims
Its tendency will be to by the present warden, new branches of manufac- of poverty, are added the fearfully inter'esling and
medium of cirrulalion.
It is to be hoped
prevent suspension ofsperie payments by the banks, ture have been inlrodiiceil, and the convicts are all still stronger claims of insanity.
adhere
to
to the regular and le- steadily and industriously employed.
them
compelling
by
The govern- that the trustees of the "New Hampshire asylum
gitimate course of their business, under the cer- ment and discipline of the prison were probably for the insane" will be enabled in their report (to
tain expectation that while the revenues of the ge- never better than at Ihe present time.
The results be made to the legislature at its present session,
neral government shall be paid in part or wholly in of the labor of the convicts iu a pecuniary point of agreeably to an act passed in June last), to show
specie, they will be held to the perlbrmance of their view, we have had scarcely time lo ascertain; but such reasonable grounds of hope, for its ultimate
chartered stipulations with the public, and be called their labor is directed to those objects which af- success in the undertaking, as will command for it
to redeem at least partially their promises to their ford the best prospect of success.
The claims for your corilinireil confidence anil approval.
Geological survey. The geological survey of the
bill-holders, wilhthe gold or silver their bills are tlie labor of convicts underthe recent contract have
supposed to represent. To this no bank can oiler been promptly met and cancelled. The present state under the direction of Dr. Jackson, the state
any valid or reasonable ohjectiou, and no solvent condition of the financial affairs of the prison will geologist, assisted by Messrs. Williams, Whitney
he hereafter communicated to )'0U, and I indulge and Bilker, his stndc-nis, has been in progress during
and properly conducted bank nee d fear it.
The withdrawal of the national lunds from the the hope, that with careful ar.d energetic manage- the past season. It will rrot be expected that mucli
custody of the banks, which funds are collected ment, in Ihe judicious crnployinenl of capital sirf more than a general outline of such survey can
It is believed,
from the whole mass of our citizen? for national ficient to enable the warden advantageously to make have beerr perfected irr one season.
and not for individual pur|ioses, will also by lessen- necessary purchases, Ihe iristitutionm<ay be enabled however, that a mass of interesting information has
discoveries
of
valuable
there'o
many
tempta'ion
keep
in
check
of
cnllecteil,
and
lo
sustain
itself,
means
been
without
addilional
the
charge
the
upon
in"
A large number of spethat wild and reckless spirit of advenlumus specii- treasury, and also preserve the capital invested in ores and minerals made.
its operations.
cimens have been collected and deposited in the
l.ition, which meets with success only at the exCriminal laws and penilenliarri system. The great state cabinet, and other S|iecimcn3 and soils are now
pense of the industrious and frugal, and which has
heretofore covered with disaster and enib.irrass- object of our criminal laws and penitentiary system undergoing the test of analyzition anil assay in the
N'Xt sca=on it is proposed to tuke up
is to deter men from Ihe commission of nlTences, by
laboratory.
mcnt the whole length and breadih of our land.
Industry and economy will take the place of idle- meleiiigonl ccilain puriishmeni to all offenders; and the .survey ol all the towns in regular and due order,
(Jrder and ri'gul.irity in busi- Ihus lo protect society from Ihe depredations of the complete the outlines, and explore all that is imness and profligacy.
ness will come, instead of the hurrica.ie of specu- lawle.=s and violent.
The mild system of punish- portant so far OS time will permit. I am informed
make his
lation which brings ruin and desolation instead ol ment by temporary iinprisonrnerit, contemplates, by the geologist that he will be able lo
Our imporlations will be not only punishment for the offence, but i-eclaination firat annual report during the coining winter. Inteweakh, in its train.
graduated to the actual deiuaiuis foi our consump- of the offender; and the system recommends itself resting atid valuable results are expected from this
that the
tion; the foreign debts of our merchants will he strongly lo our sense of justice, as well as to our survey; lo insure these, it is riecessai-y
thoroughly and comcancelled; trade will resume its regular and health- feelings of humanity,
it may be readily seen on survey should be carried out
I
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accordance with the enhghlened anti
Ipl'tcly
^ib'ral policy of Ihe legislature with which the
in

Ipli.ri

originated.

doubt not it will be your desifo to limit tile euof the session, by ils termination at as early
a day as may be consistent with a due consideration of the important business now belore the legislalure; in the adoption of such measures as shall
'promote the best interests and prosperity oi our
constituents I shall most cheerfully co-operate.
I

.peiises

JOHX PAGE.

;

reciUive Department, Concord, N. H. Nov.
ALABAMA.
Election return
\

Har.
591

Autauga,

"Barbour,

1,028

1,248

138
541
1,039

21)9

Benton,
Baldwin,
Blount,

Conecuh,
Cliauibers,

316
230
377

Coosa.
Clarke,

Cherokee,

1,024

Dallas,

Dale,

367

DeKalb,

157

Franklin,
Fayette,

637
203

Greene,

B.
574
642
274
478

V.

719
5S3
483
137
105

Butler,
Bibb,

Covington,

1,336

118
720
65

673

325
315

Jackson,

2,147

Lowndes,
Lawrence,

57
896
649

Limestone,
Lauderdale,

336
645

8!)7

Mobile,

1,134
1,481

Macon,
Marengo,
Monroe,

731
842
646
393
358
142
196
973
633

Madison,
Morgan,
Marshall,

Marion,
Perry,
Pike,
Pickens,

1,062

691
279
573
42

Russell,

Randolph,
Shelby,
St. Clair,

Sumpter,
'J'nscaloosa,

1,308
1,276

Talladega,
Tallapoosa,

669
412
263
778
244

Washington,
Wilcoif,

Walker,

28,471

Van Buren

inaj.

522
782

987
811
1,121

338
5.45

361

H. mj.

105

7G5
19

6I5
I23

332
361
393
3gB
382

335

305
614
266
616
678
66
267
2,U90

374
I33
54I

342
323
360
393
247
235
1,592
'446

782
339
143
26
283

2S7
245
I06

637

1,180

128

933
7S8
436
276
437

338

367

V. B. mi.

17

SSG
436

1,935

804
924
535
825
027
779
404
524
407
679

18, 1840v

official.

5.^9

596
759
639
672
771
903
819
788
391
5S2

Hi'nry,
Jelieison,

Montgomery

—

119
24
13

341
123

33,991
23,471
5,520

AKK.\NSA3.

The

following

the result of the election held
in this state, on the 1st Monday of November, for
electors of president and vice president, as taken
Irom the'olficial returns.
is

yan Buren.
Harmon.
John Miller
6,048 John \V. Cocke 4,.362
John McC;ellan
6,047 John Ringgold
4.363
Sam. JM. Rutherford 6,049 Lewis Evans
4,361
Van Buren majority 1,686.
I

|

INDIAX.A..
the vole each candidate for prethe Ijte election, as
copied from the official returns in the secretary's

T^e

following

is

sidential electors received at
office.

Harrison.

19,

1840—MISCELLANEOUS.

g43

NILES'

244
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19,

1840—TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

his wife's situation insupportable, to sucli a enlightened age, when woman has been*levaled to in my own rielightfiil home. I have the consolation
degree that her lite ami lier reason were threatened, the equality of a reasonable companion to man. of knowing that I have not flinched from the path
and had in some measure sunk under the weight of One of the lady's first lessons took place about a which I knew to be right, and that 1 deserve your
her oppressions, until tier removal from the scene fortnight after her marriage, and is illustrative of ap])robation and your blessings; this thought will
of them became, under medical advice, indispensa- the discipline to which she was subjected. Her sustain me through many dark moments. The reble.
That slie came Irnin Europe, accordingly, mother and sister were about to drive in their car- collection of the happiness which yon have been
under his assurance, and in the belief, that he would riage, and she proposed to accompany them. She the means of bestowing upon me, during the whole
mentioned her wish to her husband, u7io co^su/^cr/ course of my life, which has Jierfi'been shaded wilh
at least endeavor to cp.'n the way for an improvea short time wilh his mother, and then said, no, she a single cloud, will, I am sure, dt ar father, give you
ment in her condition alter her return.
eat pleasure, and it is a thought which is of great
That in this expectation she was disappointed, must remniu at home. He told her that she had noi

made

and that on the contrary, his letter of the 21th ol asked him properly, in French, having said, "JeJuly, 1833, presented as the only condition of her veux aller," I wish to go, or "I will go." instead of
return, such terms, as would have insured, the re- "Je desire d'aller," "I desire logo." What a pragnewal and continuance of the same evils m a greater matic fool!
If she chanced to take the wrong seat at table, or
degree than belore, and in a degree which it would
have been beyond iier strength to have borne. That to violate any of the numerous ceremonies pre vailing
the impression thus jiroduced upon her, in connec- at his father's house, she was reproved for it in a
tion with the past, is one of incurable alienation, manner inexpressibly offensive, and the booby of a
and results in the loss of any remaining aliection son would look on approvingly, and see his young
for him, and in the conviction, that the incompati- foreign wife, who had sacrificed so much for him,
The scripbility between them is irreconcilable, without the treated with the rudeness of a menial.
total extinguishment of feelings and sympathies tural studies of Mr. D'Hauteville likewise appear
which she has not the strength, and which it is not to have been somewhat extensive. He undertook
her duty to abandon. That her return to his socie- to support his views in regard to martial authority
Of the character of
ty could not take pl.ice v.ithi.>ut a renewal of the by quotations from the Bible.
state of health of mind and body, under which she his lessons, the tendencies may be seen in certain
had sunk when her return to the United States first verses, lo which he called his wile's attention in a
became necessary; and that, in the present stale ol letter written in the month which followed her deher feelings and of her powers of future enchirance, parture for America, some of which are as lollows:
she could not perform to him tliedutiis of a wife,
1 Corinthians, xi. 3, S, 9, U.
and therefore cannot leturn to him.
3d. But I would have you know that Ihe head of
These facts are clearly and cogently proved in every man is Christ, and the head of every woman
the respondent's answer by the published letters of is the man, and the head of Christ is God.
the parties and the testimony of the witnesses. Out
8th. For the man is not of the woman, but the woof his own mouth Mr. D'Huuteville is proved to be man of the man.
a selfish, priggish, bigoted, tyrannical and cold9th. Neither was the man created for the woman,
hearted young man, who has not been let loose from but the woman for ttie man.
the apron strings of t;is mamma, and who had not
nth. Nevertheless, neither is the man without
the heart or the soul to appreciate the excellencies the woman, neither the woman without the man, in
of his young, beautiful and self-sacrificing wife. the Lord.
The fellow appears to have been disappointed in reEphesians, v. 24.
gatii to the pecuniary arrangements of the marriage,
Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ,
for he told his wife that he had excepted a much so let the wives be to their own husbands in every
larger sum, saying thut he had been much sought af- tiling.
ter, and could have inanied the nckesl ladij in Swit1 Tim. ii. 11, 12, 13, 14.
zerland.
mil. Let the woman learn in silence with all
The dominant fault of his character appears to
subjection.
have been morbid jealousy, not ihe u/fs|iring of af12lh. But I suffer not a woman to leach, nor to
fection, but arising from a desire of exclusively apusurp authority over the man, but to be in silence.
propriating every thing to self, and a consequent
ISth.
For Adam was first formed, then Eve.
unwillingness to permit the most harmless and in14ih. And Adam was not deceived, but Ihe wonocent association with others. The mother and
being deceived was in the transgression.
man
sister of iNlrs. D'Hauttville were not exempt from
1 Peter, iii. 5, 6.
this foolish jealousy.
And here we take the oppor5th. For after this manner in the old time, the
tunity to remark, that throughout the whole of this
unhappy alfair, Mrs. Sears., the mother of Ihe respon- holy women also, who trusted in God, adoined
dent, appears not only wholly blameless, btit evi- themselves, being in subjection unto their own
dently struggled, with all the earnestness of mater- husbands.
and the patience and the forbeaiance
of a Christian matron, to heal the differences between her son-in-law and daughter. NotHilhslanding she was treated witli inhospitable rudeness both
by iWr. D'Hauteville and his worthy mamma, Mrs.
Sears appears to have borne every thing unrepiningly for the sake of her child.
Among those, upon whom Mr. D'Hauteville
looked with an eye of especial jealousy, were his
wile's countrymen and countrywomen, the acquaintances other early days, whom they frequent
ly met during the winter and spring which followed
her marriage, for whom and whose customs he
seemed, on all occasions, to entertain a strong disnal atfection

result of prejudices which he carefully
concealed before marriage. After the departure of
her farther from Europe, neither Mr. D'Hauteville
nor any of his family wiio shared wilh him those pre.
judices, were at any pains to conceal them.
He
would not treat her countrymen of matured age, or
her young friends whom they met, with common
civility.
On one occasion he received a letter lio.ii
his wife's eldest sister, a inanied lady, from whom
she had been sejiaiMtcd longer than from any other
member other family, and to whom, at her own request, he had written about the time of Iheir marriage.
This letter was her sister's reply. It was
the first intelligence received from her after her
marriage. She eagerly asked lo see, and earnestly
like, the

He refused lo let her look at it,
desired" to read it.
or to state what it contained, giving no reason whatever, except that he desired to keep his letters to
himself, and he bezged she would never ask tc
see any letters from any of her family to him.
tears ofdisappointment and hesiiuglit him,
manner that .-ihe could, to let In r know

She shed
in

every

what her
locking

it

which he only replied by
desk; she never saw the letter

sister said, to

up

in his

again.

Mr. D'Hauteville's ideas of the necessity of female subjection to the more powerful se.x, are worthy of Blue Beard himself, and such as no one but
a tyrant and a fool would attempt to enforce in this

comfort to me, that the intercourse between us has
been so maiked by constant love and affection. Tell
my dearest Anna and Harriet my heart aches to
ee them once more. Heaven grant we may not
limg be separated; but I cannot prevent my tears
from falling fast when I think of them. Teil them
dear father, how I have suffered, and they will pity
my distress, and not think I have deserted them,
which is a thought I cannot bear. Farewell my
prayers will follow you by sea and by land. Bless

—

your child, dearest father, when you are far away,
and sometimes recall the devotion of yonr attached
(Signed)
daughter,
Ellbn."

Our

parling advice to Mr. D'Hauteville

is,

to hur-

mamma

ry back to his atixious
with all possible expedition, and never to stray out of the reach of her
apron strings again until she gives him permission
to put oil' his swaddling clothes.
{N. Y. Evening Signal.

EEPORT ON THE FINANCES,

'

FKOM THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY OM
THE STATE OF THE FINANCES.
Treasmy dejiartment, Dec. 7, 1S40.
The undersigned respectfully submits to congres.s
the following report on the finances:
He has great pleasure in announcing that during
the present } ear t tie expenditures have been still fiirther reduced; and, though the revenue has not proved so large as usual, all Ihe public engagements
have been met with promptitude.
1. The receipts and means for 1S40, exclusive of
trusts and Ihe post office, has been as follows:
The available balance in the treasury on the 1st of January, 1S40, is
computed

to

§2,246,749 00

have been

data on which this conclusion
connected with the actual
receipts and expenditures in 1S39,
and with the unavailable condition of a portion of the public
funds, may be seen in the state-

The

rests,

ments annexed.
Duringthe first three quarters of Ihe
present year, the nett

*

recei|)ts

Irom customs were ll),6S9,8b4 73

During the same pe-

period the rec ipts
Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling
2,630,217 25
from lands were
him Lord; whose daughters ye are, as long as ye Miscellaneous
redo well, and are not afrai<l wilh any aniazemenl.
ceipts lor the same
We have given but few specimens of D'Haute77,660 98
time
ville's unfeeling conduct, but can refer our readers
Eslimatfd receipts
lo the voluminous histoiy of the case in this refourth
Ihe
lor
port, with the assurance that they can not fail to
quarter from all
rise Irom the perusal w'ith no very great respect for
3,800,000 00
these sources
the qualiiies either of his head or his heart.
The letters of Mrs. D'Hauteville, written as These make the aggregate of ordimost of them were at the age of seventeen, con#17,197,763 01
nary receipts for ihe year
vey a most exalted idea of her character, her intel- Add the estimatlect, and her superior worth.
Their simple and
of
receipts
ed
sincere style presents a remarkable contrast to the
principal and incold, artificial, canting letters of her husband. We
in
1840,
terest
select the following letter from Mrs. D'Hauteville
•
out of what was
to her lather, more lor its brevity Ihan its superioridue from former
ty to the other specimens ol' her conespondence:
banks,
deposite
6ih.

Even

as

Ellen S. D'Hiinleviilc to her futher, on his departure
for Jlmerica, written six days after her marriage:
'•Havteiille. Jvgvsl 30.
"The time approaches,
dear father, when we
must separate, and I cannot bear the thought that

my

anil months must jiass away belore we niay
meet again; for what shall I do without you? As
leave us I cannot but leel to the quick
I see you
that heart-breaking feeling, that the cordis being
severed \^hich binds me to my home, that I am no
longer, as it were, one of yon, and that henceforth
I shall not be there to
participate in your jojs and
sorrows, as you have so sincerely done in inh.e.
My dear father, from my heart I lliank you for your
unceasing kindness and sympathy in all that I have
sulTered.
You have often soothed my n-grets, and
soltened the liitlerness of heart, which has sometimes
slolen over me.
Do not believe thai in future, 1
shall allow myself to give way to any of those feelings which, wow I am sure yon would ilisapprove.
Oh, no; on the contrary, I shall find my hajipiness
in endavoring to make that of Gonsalve, and I already feel that God uill not leave me unrewarded.
If, at times,
cannot prevent myself from looking
back with sadness to the vacant seal which is kit

weeks

I

but not available
1st of Jar.,

on the

;flS50,000

last

Add

also the

00

esti-

mated

receipts
from the fourth
bond of the United States bank
Do. Irom the issue
of treasury notes,
instead of others

5,440,000 00

ledeemed
Aggregate

•

2,500.000 00

from

these

additional

.$8,790,000 00

sources

This make the

(otal

means

in 1840,

$.-28,234,512 01
and estimated
remaik, that about 2,700,000 ol Ihe
the year, from
the banks above described, have not yet been ascertained to be paid; and if, contrary to expectation,
there should be a lailure to pay any paitof Iliein
until next year, it will make a difference to that extent in the preceding results.
as ascertained
It is proper to

sums computed lobe received within

NINES'
II.

Tlie expenditures

nntt the post office,

For

the

first

foi
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1840, exclusive of trusts

have been as

lollurts:

.S;4,433,823.

$4,118,248 C4
8,750,784 52
4,620,316 35

the sajue lime, niililary
the same time, naval

department
by
this
Estimates
(though higher by the others) for
fourth
all expenses during the

rent

5,000,000 00

$-22,489,349 51

for

funded debt and interest
cities of the

Dis-

of Columbia, during the
year, ascertained and estiiualed
trict

Eedemplion of treasuiy

100,000 00

notes, in-

cluding principal and interest, ascejtained during the lirst three
quarters
Estimate of notes that will be redeemed in tlie fourth quarter

3,629,306 61

425,000 00

This will make the aggregate of
payments of or expenditures of
all

$28,643,656 12

kinds

Leaving an available balance of money in the treasury on the 31st
Dec. 1840, computed to be

1,550,855 89

$28,234,512 01

The funds oil hand, considered not available for
public purposes, at the commencement as well as
close of the present year, are described particularly
'in the statement annexed.
Previous to the close of the year, ahouUl congress
pass any new appropriations which may be immediately expended, an additional charge to that exif amounting
any considerable sum.it might prudently be accompanied by some provision of new means sufficient ibr its payment.

tent will thus be imposed on 1840; and
to

The condition of the public debt next deconsideration.
exhibit of the particulars of it, whether funded or unfunded, and of the payments made within
the year on account of both, is annexed.
Probably none of the former kind of debt exists
which is due, except what has been forgotten, or the
evidence of it mislaid, as all ever claimed, whether
incurred in the revolution, orsirice, has been promptIt is fortunate that no new debt of a
ly discharged.
p.'rmanent character has been recently created by
the general governmeni; and the undersigned, for
reasons formerly explained, which need not be here
repeated, has unifor.nly considered it sound policy
never to incur one in time of peace. But it will
be recollected ttiat congress, by an act passed in
May, 1836, engaged, under special conditions, to
make payment of a ilebt due from the cities of llie
District of Columbia to certain individuals abroad.
1,500,000, ami was
The principal amount.-d of
to be paid in yearly instalments ef .§60,000. each,
beginning the" l.st of January, 1841. But the interest was payable quarterly, and, during the last
four years, has beeu regularly discharged by the
III.

mands

An

£

treasury.

Within the past year, notice has been ree<?ived
from the agent of the creditors that payment of the
and subsequent instalments of the principal is
desired to tie made, when due, witti punctuality. To
insure a compliance with that wish, it will be necessary, besides meeting tlie interest quarterly, to advance §60,000 of the" principal at the commencement of tlie ensuing year, and the resiiliie must be
paid, in like amounts, annually hereafter, till the
first

whole

The

discharged.
canal stocks, assigned to secure these

is

pay-

ments can, by the terms of the agreement, be sold
But, in the first inBtance, the money is to be taken from the treasury,
under existing laws, which appropriate sufficient to
discharge all outstanding debts; and a sale, if able
to be made afterwards, must pmbably be at a great
to aid in reimbursing tliein.

behalf of Indians.
these events not happened, less even than
amount of notes would liave been issued, and
the treasury might, with ease, have redeemed within the year all that were outstanding.
It could have done the same, also, with most of
them, had congress, at the last session, passed the
declaratory act concerning the tarili', modified the
system of drawbacks to correspond with existing
duties, and adojited the propositions made for graduating the price of the public lands, as well as
forming new land districts.
It iijiist be graiifying to learn, however, that
though incommoded by the failure of tl^.^^e measures, and the unexpected circumstances before enumerated, the department has been enabled, by other
means under its control, to redeem every note presented, and to pay, with punctuality, all debts that
have fallen due.
The credit of the general government has thus
been preserved so hi^h, that, instead of sacrificing
lis securities at large discounts, as in this and foreii;n nations some have been compelled to do with
public stocks, the treasury notes have continued at
par during the year, though never bearing an interest higher than 5 2 5 per cent, and subject even to
the stoppage of that, alter sixty days' notice.
In fine, on a review of the whole subject, our situation respecting a public debt of any kind will be
found a most favored one. Regarded as an indication either of the good state of the national credit, or
of the ample resources of the general government, or
the discreet legislation relative to its fiscal concerns,
it will be difficult to discover many eras more prosperous in these respects, whether in the annals of
this or any other country.
IV. The exports and imports within the year ending September 30, 1840, exhibit several striking peWhile the foreign commerce of the
culiarities.
country constitutes tlie chief basis of the revenue
of the general government, and is indicative of the
extent of our surplus produce, the statistical returns
in relation to the subject must excite constant attention among statesmen and political economists,
as well as mercliants.
The exports during the year are computed to
This amount is quite
have been $131,571,950.
,^10,543,534 more than in 1839, notwithstanding the
reduced price of some of our great staples, and is
larger than ever existed before in our history.
Of the whole exports, only $17,809,333 were of
This lelt tliose of domestic origin
foreign origin.
at #113,762,817, being $6,845,937 more than in any

Had

the aggregate of curexpenses, lor the whole

for that of the

amounted only to
but &1,675,1S8 more than at

1st instant,
is

close of 1839, notwithstanding the great decline
in our revenue since, and the unexpectedly large
expenditures of old appropriations connected with
the Florida war, and the furtheradjuslmeut of claims

that

These make
year
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in

quarter

Add

This

1840

ilie

three quarters, civil, di-

plomatic and miscellaneous

For
For

outstanding on the

19,

previous year.
The imports during 1840 were about 104,805,891
dollars.

This shows the great

falling olf

from the

previous year of $.37,236,241. It furnishes, likewise, the principal explanation of the extraordinary
diminution which has occiiried in the revenue from
customs; a diminution, however, which has been
caused in part, by evasions of the laws, new judicial constructions left uncorrected, and the payment
of too larae sums for bounties and drawbacks, under
an omission in the existing tariff to reduce ttiem in
a ratio equal to the reduction going on in thedWies.
The difference between our exports and imports
Several
has usually been in favor of the latter.
years ago it ranged that way about seven millions
of dollars annually; but of late, the average has
risen to near twenty millions annually; the excess
of imports having been, in 1836 even, $61,316,995,
But during 1840, the
and in 1839, $41,083,716.
extraordinary occurrence of a reverse in this slate
Such a circumstance as
of things has taken place.
the exports at all exceeding the imports, is believed
to have happened previously only six times since
the constitution was adopted; and then, never to an
Now, however, withextent beyond $7,916,813.
out any iiiflation, and in some impoatant articles
under a contraction of prices, the excess of exports
is not only more than ever was known before, but
quite threefold greater, being computed to equal

Congress, may tliereforo, in its wisdom,
think further legislation on the subject expedient.
This is all the funded debt not due, and likewise $26,766,059.
Tliis excess having failed to produce the usual
all of it not paid, except as, before explained, the
corresponding increase of imports, but, on the coninconsiderable portions never yet demanded.
accompanied by a diminution
In respect to the iinlumled debt: such small parts trary, having been
in ainonnl, except under
as were created previous to 1837, and still remain never previously equalled
in 1808, the whole matembargo
the
of
iiilliience
the
unsatisfied, must, it is presumed, be in that condition
some accident, which has prevented a request to be ter furnishes another proof of the ha/.ardous fluctuof
onr present revenue,
source
chief
the
ations
in
made for paymerit.
Nor has any of it, which was incurred since, fal- which congress has been requested so repeatedly to
permanent provision.
len due, without being discharged whenever claim- guard against by some
It is also a strong illustration of the probability
ed.
The whole balance of the four emissions of trea- of the conjecture expressed in the last annual resury notes made since October, 1837, which was port, that the country had become alarmjiigly in
sacrifice.

845

debted abroad; in part on ordinary mercantile credit,
but chiefly on stocks of corporations and states.
To meet what would soon be due for interest
alone, it was then supposed would require twelve
or thirteen millions of the exports; and which, in
that event, would of course furnish no returns in
imports. The same result must follow- yearly, till
the old Stocks are redeem. -d, unless new ones can,
for some time longer, be sold; and the difficulty be
thus deferred, though merely at the expense of increasing 'he whole ultimate indebtedness.
But it is a source of great satisfaction to w-itness
the indications which the unprecedented amount of
exports, during the last four years, has given of the
continued prosperity of the country.
Notwithstanding some depressions in particular
branches of business, or in particular places, the
general prosperity has been such as to create a large
surplus of products, and to enable us to send abroad
immetise and increased values of them, however
great the compl.iints have been as to low prices.
These official records are some of the most authentic tests of truth, amidst contradictory conjectures on topics like these. They show that we have
been able to spare, in exports of domestic productions during the last four years, quite .$408,894,743
in valus; which in no previous term of that lengtii,
since the adoption of the constitution, have they
Except in the last two
exceeded $359,447,622.
series of four years, they have never gone beyond
$239,576,749; or, not two-thirds as high as from
1837 to 1840. The w-hoie tonnage of the country
has also advanced within the four years past, more
than 20,000 tons.
Seldom, indeed, if ever, ha? the navigating interest, one of the great exponents of our wealth and
increased commerce, been so prosperous as witiiin
the last tw-e!ve months.
It is true that a portion of the increase in exports
may be attributable to some altciation in the habits
of the community, not connected with additional
wealth.
The disposition in families to rely less on their
own resources, and obtain more by means of mercantile exchanges abroad as well as at home, has,
without doubt, grown more rapidly of late years
than formerly, and tended to augment both the imports and exports beyond what the real increase in
Yet the
the amount of products would indicate.
great excess of exports during the last few years,
over those of previous times, cannot all have arisen

from these circiiinstances. Granting, however, tliat
some of it has, the consequences to that extent, and
in another view of the subject, are not so well calculated lo excite gratification. The increased de-

pendence w-hich the change of

habits, in selling

and

buying so much more ot what is consumed, has occasioned between different countries and those engaged in dilierent avocation, as well as the increased
credit thus demanded through many new ramifications, and the greater subjection thus produced of almost every pursuit to the evils attendant on fluctuations in prices, on bank expansions, and revulsions in
commerce, have probably exercised an influence on
the events of the last four years not inconsiderable
Combined with other causes, they
nor salutary.
must certainly have tended to effect a wide and unfavorable alteration in public manners; and may, in
time, inflict an injury on the morals and character of
the nation, which will more than counterbalance all
the gains in wealth.
V. The estimates of the receipts and expenditures for 1841 next demanded attention.
The actual receipts and expenditures in that year
can, of course, be so regulated by congress, through
new legislation, as to reacli nearly any amount it
may deem proper. But the undersigned can neither
increase nor diminish them; thoiigli a duty is devolved on him, in respect to the subject, while at
the head of the treasury, which he now proceeds to
perform, of presenting some opinion concerning the
amounts to which, under the existing laws, and the
calls of the ditterent departments, they are likely to
attain.

He will further suggest any general changes
which appear to him expedient, as w-fU as any new
means deemed necessary to meet all the burdens,
it is apprehended, may be imposed.
estimates for the ordinary receipts and expenditures in the ensuing year differ some millions
from what will be actually received and expended
in the present one.
the difference will
It is calculated, however, that
be what is alw-ays most desirable some increase of
of theexpendiminution
further
and
a
the receipts,

which,

The

—

rlitures.

CEtimates for the latter, in the present year,
less than those of 1839; and the results
Indeed, it is a cause of much
gratification that the expectations heretofore chepublic burdens,
rished, of materially red-icing the

The

were made

have corresponded.
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For ordinary purposes.
have been verified to so o;reat an extent. Ttins.the
expenses of 1838 fell below those of 1S37; wliile Military,
For olher purposes.
the expenses of 1839, notwithstandirig the continuance of the Florida war, were nearly eight millions Public debt, including interest and first
instalment in the District of Columbelow those of 183S; ami it is expected that the exbia,
penses of 1840 will be from two to three millions
still lower, or quite ten millions less than those of
1838.
Th»y would have been nearly twelve millions
If 8, had not that war continued, and uriiisiially
lar:;e payments been made to Indians, under old
appropriations.
It is believed that the ordinary expenses of 1841
ought to fall some millions below those in 1840; as
the pensions have diminished by deaths, fewer Indians remain to be removed, several expensive public buildings have been mostly finished, and hostilities with the Seminoles must be nearer to a close.
More details concerning the estimates for the
next year will be proper, and will illustrate the correctness of some of the preceding results.
It may be stated, from the best data in possession
of this department, the receipts, under the existing
laws, will probably be as follows:
919,000,000
From customs,
3,500,000
From lands,
80,000
Miscellaneous,
Add the expected balance in the trea1,580,855
sury, available on the Ist Jan. next,

$1564,000

149,200

220,000

except about

A

power will exist under the act of 31st
March, 1840, to issue treasury notea

till a year from its passage expires, but
not to make the whole emission outstanding at any one time exceed five
millions of dollars.
This will furnish additional means equal
to the computed amount which can
be issued at the close of the present
year, being about

It will be perceived, therefore, that the aggregate
of actual expenditures during 1841 has been computed to be §1,764,480 higher than the estimated
amount of new and permanent appropriations.
This is done not only because some small oversights
have doubtless occurred in the latter, and unavoidable omissions, as will be seen by the notes, but
some new private bills, granting money, may be
passed by congress, and a greater proportion of the
outstanding appropriations at the end of 1840
(though reduced as much as three or four millions
less than at the end of 13.39) may be expended
in 1841, than will be left unexpended of the new
charges imposed. These last two items are usually
computed to equal each other. The departments
calculate that S6,66I,123 of the old appropriations
will be required to complete the purposes original-

contemplated by them.
only to apply about $-3,748,904 of
to the service of the ensuing year, without
the residue, amounting to
reappropriation; and
$133,873, it is expected will go to the surplus fund.

They propose

them

estimate the whole of
the year to be $10,549,905.

They

them

at

the close of

A

few more explanations of other grounds
VI.
for the estimate of receipts and exjienditures forthe
next year may be useful.
It will

be noticed that the estimates for both are

founded principally on the existing laws.

Should

congress, therelore, alter the

tariff, so as to increase
or reduce the duties, the expected amount of receipts must of course be varied in that proportion.
So it must be if congress makes any essential
342,618
change in respect to the public lands, and either
passes a graduation bill, and creates new land disHence, there may be added, from these
tricts which surveys are ready for large sales, a3
several sources, so much as to make
24,723,473 this would increase the immediate receipts, or if,
the whole means for lh« next year
on the other hand, if should dislribiite the proceeds
On the other hand, the expenditures
of the sales among the states, as that would dimifor 1841 for ordinary purposes, if connish Ihe revenue applicable to ti:e purposes of the
gress make no reduction in the approgeneral government, and reniler a resort to new
priations requested by the ditfereiit
19,250,000 taxation, an increased tariff, or a loan, indispensadepartments, are estimated at
ble, to the extent of Ihe distribution.
The estimates of Ihe receipts from customs have
in
the
trealeave
a
balance
would
This
so.-Mewhaf, because the importation
sury, at Ihe close of the year, equal to 5,473,473 been lessened
of certain articles paying a duly, will, in 1841, be
postponeil
in 1842, in consequence of the
partially
But cerlain payments must also be
great reduction in the tariff on them which will take
made on account of the funtled and
place in the lalter year under the existing laws.
unfunded debt, unless congress au-

So have they been on account of the greater proportionate bounties and drawbacks which are now
returned on seieral articles, and some beneficial
operation anticipated from the independent treasury in checking speculation.

thorise contracts to be formed for extending the time of their payment.

Thus

On

there will be

1342.

Redeeming treasury notes,
4,500,000
It has already been shewn that the whole aroouH'
These would make the new charges, for ordinary of receipts in 1841 will probably be sufficient l<
discharge
all ordinary expenditures, and those parti
purfioses, under both new and pr^nnanent appropriBut, including of the outstanding debt, funded or unfunded, whict
ations, amount to g.17,485,520 28.
But the preservation of a suit
the public debt and the redemption of treasury may become due.
able balance in the treasury may require mon'
notes, these charges would be $22,134,720 23.

ly

aggregate of ordinary means for
24,160,855
the next year would then be
There will be nothing more, either of
principal or interest, due from banks,
which is likely to be maile available,

The

reduce, in a similar manner, the amount of meao<
otherwise necessary.
VII. His proper to advert next to the best modi
of advoiding any inequality between the anticipsti
ed receipts and expenditures, either in 1841 o

required—

account of the funded debt, chiefly

for the cities of this District

On the contrary, the revulsions in business which
have occurred since the midille of 1839, and deeply
affected the revenue of some other countries as well
as our own, and the protracted suspension of specie
{,500,000 payments by many of the banks, which has cotrlinued over a large part of the United Stales since
$4,649,200 October in that year, will probably terminate soon,
by the salutary reaction of great commercial prin
ciples; and that event must be accompanied by a
Estimated balance in the treasury at the
considerable increase of iinpurls and duties. The
close of the next year, after all pay$824,273 amount of the latter, therefore, has been esliinaied
ments whatsoever
Thus it will be seen that if (he whole ol thtse higher that Ihe acliial receipts in the present year,
charges, both ordinary and extraordinary, should be but not so high as they were in 1839 by about two
Ihe redemption of treasury notes, if
the others be issued, which can
be uniler the present law, as then Ihe
stmpunt returned within A. D. 1841
will probably uot exceed

For

all

required to be exlinguisln d in 1841, the eslimaled
means will be sufficient for that purpose, hut may
not, besides, leave .^o large a balance in Ihe treasuThe best mode of
ry as is convenient and useful.
obviating any difficulty which might arise from that
circumstance will soon he considered by itself.
For some further general view of the grounds of
the estimate of the expenditures for 1S41, it will be
necessary to advert a few moments to the new and
old appropria'ions from which those expenditures
are to be made.
The new ones, proposed by the different departments for the service of 1841, amount to <J 16,62 1,520

ijirllions,

nor so high as

many

anticipale Ihey will

But if Ihe banks do not speedily resume, it is
be feared that the estimate will prove larger inof smaller, than events will verily.
The revenue from lands must continue to be
lower under the present laws than miffht otherwise
be expected because that portion of the vast sales
in 1835 and 1836 which were made to speculators,
must for some years longer come into Ihe market
in competition with the governmorri; and Ihe emigration to Texas, as well as Ihe conlinuance of Ihe
suspension of specie payments by Ihe banks over
much of the west and southwesi, is likely to operate
injuriously somewhat longer, though probably with
28.
a force much diminished.
Vi«: civil, diplomatic and miscella$3,450,740 13
In respect to the estimates for expenditures, it
neoirs,
7,725,440 94 need only be observed here, that any considerable
Military,
5,445,.'!39 21 addition made bj' congress to the new nppropriaNaval,
Resides these, certain permanent appropriations tions called for, would require a provision of further
un'ler existing laws will become chargeable on the mean" to meet them, corresponding in amount; and
any diminution in (hoje appropriations would (iIsp
treasury during Ihe next year, in sums as follows:
be.
to

sleail

1

than will probably be lelt alter satisfying olher pur.
poses.
The raising of any sum for that object ir
1841, could, however, be obviated by authorising t
contract to be made, unri r proper restrictions, ex
tending Ihe period of payment lor a portion of th)
temporary liabilities falling due in that year. Yet
in the opinion of the undersigned, Ihe best mode o,
providing for this case would be, without either ai
exiensiori of this kind, or a loan, or a further issm
of treasury notes, or a change in the tariff; bu
merely by lessening the appropriations for the ser
vice of 1841 below Ibe estimates, or passing sucK
declaratory clauses as to the present tariff, and sucf
acts as to the public lands, as have heretofore beer<
urged on the consideration of congress.
The arguments in favor of some further diminU'i
tion in our expenditures, and the general ilen
which the reduction is considered most compatible
with the public interests, were so fully exhibited in
the last two annual reports as to render a repelilioni
of them unnecessary.
It was then believed that the laws could be alter'
ed so as to admit of safely curtailing Ihe appropih
atiuns at once, to such an extent, that the expendi'J
tures need not exceed, in the aggregate, seventeen
or eighteen millions yearly. After more of the pen-i
sions terminate, and the removal of the Indians U
completed, Ihey could be beneficially contracted to
even less than that amount. Such a reduction as is
therefore, proper to be|
first adverted to, seems,
adopted now, since it could be effected without Ihe)
probability of injury to any useful national esta^
blishments, would promote public frugalily
supersede the necessity either of higher tariff's, di4
rect taxes, or permanent debts.
If that be not done, the secondary measures he
fore suggested, such as a declaratory act to enforcd
the present tariff, a suitable modification of Iha
drawbacks and bounties; and the passage of biNl
graduating the price of public lands, as well as cr
ating some new districts for Ihe sale of them, would
be likfly. if taking effVcf early, to yield a suitab
supply in the course of the year.
It will be observed, however, that though, nndff

either of these arrangements, enough might be obtained within the whole of 1841 forthe objects contemplated, yet not a due or sufficient proportioD IR
the first quarter; because by thai time all the measures are not liiiely to go into full operation, norl
much of the anticipateil increase to happen in thel
actual receipts of duties under exislirrg laws.
Unusually heavy expenses v\ill also fall on that quarter
Irr addition to a full portion ol
in Ihe next year.
most of Ihe current expenses, and the whole pensiom
payments for the first half of Ihe year, and onethird of a million, or more, for all the anirual fishing
bounties, there will be imposed on it most of the
char-gps for the whole year connected with the session of congress and private bills, as well as large
payments for taking the census, and for the first In-I
slalinent of the debt of this District; several of them*

as early

From

even as the

day ol Jntruary.
and Ihe considera-i
not\
due from the banks may nw

first

these circumstances,

tiorrs that all

which

is

be then paid, and that the balance in the treasurr
under the policy adopted by congress of late yean
lolH
will of necessity be small, while Ihe fluc'uatioi
and inequalities are very great between the receipft
ipfll
and expenditures in different portions of Ihe year,
to which we are constantly exposed from causes
that have on former occasions been explained >l
length, it must be obvious that entire safety requires
a conditional power to be seasonably conferred on
Ihe executive lo obtain at any lirue within 1841
such subsidiary means as may be needed for a few
months, and as may be sufficient lo enable the Irea.
sury pirndually to discharge, durirrg that year, all
Ihe liabilities imposed by congress.
There is another contingency under the exislirrg
laws, as to dulii'S, which requires attention, with »
view lo be properly prepared for it) though legislation concerning the subject is not necessary so ear.
ly 33 in Ihe other case, because Ihe event on which
it ilepends cannot actually happfii lill the year 1842.
Thus the progressive reduoliorr of the present tariff, which has been going on sirrce 1833, will, aller
December. 1841, lake effect Ip a much larger extent than heretofore. Nearly two millions and a
half of dolUrs will then be doducled at once,

:|
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The situation of the general land office and its
operations within the year, will be submitted separately in a few days.
Six old land districts have been recently disconprovision is neeiled
of re- tinued, under Ihe act of June 12,1840. It is becies, from any cause whatever, in the offices
lievfd that some others might economically and
formerly
has
One
treasurers.
and
ceivers general
usefully be abolished by congress, though not combeen asked in relation to collectors of the customs,
Such is the
Ihe terms of ing within the provisions of that law.
in case of removals and expirations of
One district in
office at Greensbuig, Louisiana.
discharge
Hie
office, to prevent an interregnum in
Indiana, including the capital of Ihe state, is
of the duties. This might properly be adopted as
the thought, from its peculiar posiion, require special
to them, and extended to receivers general and
legislation to exempt it from the operation of the
treasurer of the United States, as well as of the mint
late act.
and its branches, in all instances whatever of va1 his occasion is taken, also, to renew the recomprinci[ial.
vancy or temporary inability of the
mendations, before presented hy this department to
Perhaps the least objectionable mode to effect this
and the appropiiate committees, for the
congress
of
all
chief
clerk
the
that
direct
object would be, to
discontinuance of certain officers now employed in
these officers should, in such cases, and where no
the collection of duties, whose further services, it
other legal provisions now exists, be authorised and
has been believed, could be safely dispensed with,
req'iired to discharge these duties, at the risk and
in consequence of Ihe reduction in business of late
under the responsibility of the principal and his seyears at the different places wdiere they are stationdisability
or
the
filled,
is
curities, till the vacancy
They include some collectors and naval offied.
removed.
cers, and several surveyors, amounting in all to
In consequence of some defects in the phraseoloeighteen,
but whose offices cannot be abolished
new clause exgy of the penal parts of the act, a
without new legislation.
tending Ihein to all disbursingolficers of every chaAll the subordinate custom house officers, which
would
be
jugovernment
general
the
racter under
competent for this department, without such
further provision also, respecting the it is
dicious.
legislation, to dispense with, and whose situations
places ofdeposite, by disbursing officers, of money
was
in
other respects similar, have already been
into
their
not in the treasury, but drawn out and put
discontinued inclmiing within two years, more than
hands for making payments, appears necessary.
fifty officers, and, besides those, five vessels and
regulated
by
now
is
money
such
The keeping of
boats, with nearly one hundred men, in the cutter
the act of 3d of March, 1S09; and if it is intended to
service.
In about forty other cases, the compensabring it within the operation of the late law as to
tion of officers and light house keepers has been reso
by
projier
do
to
money in the treasury, it seems

ready erected. A suitable change in the appropriaIhe 1st of July afterwards, at least two miltion on that subject is therefore respectfully recomand a half more of duties will be removed;
mended.
makiiis an agKre^ale. in six raonttis, of quite five
likewise in case of vacan-

On

lions

milliotTs.

If

the iiniiorts then

should

not dilfer

much from those in 1S33, this would leave an income from them, not i>robably exceeding ten or

A

eleven millions of dollars yearly. It will Iherelore
be necessary to make corresponding rednclions in
the expenditures of 1S42, or seasonably provide
otherwise, in some perinanent manner, to supply
any wants likely to happen from this cause.
Should congress conclude that such reduction in
the expendilu'res caruiot properly be made, ami that
the imports for 1S42 will not increase beyond those
'in 1838, the amount of the deficiency would,
those events, probably differ but little from fi
these
would,
under
deliciency
a
Such
millions.
circumstances, be likely to bf come permanent, and
may be considered the first of that char,icler which
will occur unilerthc tarilf act of 1S33.
The idea that sucli a df^ficiency in lime of peace
ought to be supplied by issue of treasury notes, or
by°a loan, has never b<-en entertained by the undersi^ned. Nor can it be countenanced by any sound
principle's either of finance or political economy
The inquiry then recurs, what oilier mode would be
more eliicble! When we possessed an extraordinary surplus, it was considered prudent by congress
to make deposites with the stales, with a view to
be returned in an exigeiicy, rather than to invest a
portion nf it safely a'nd productively, so as to be
It would therefore be
realized in such an event.
consistent with that arrangement to recall, in 1S42,
may
be then needed.
as
surplus
the
of
part
such
duced.
explicit enactment.
That course, however, appears not very likely to an
X. In closing this last annual report of the underThe section requiring disbursing officers to sell signed, it may be expected that he would advert,
be adopted, since the former power given to this
their drafts for specie alone, thougli certain proporbeen
deposites
has
taken
recall
these
department to
for a moment, to the general character of some of
all
received
for
be
to
allowed
are
paper
of
tions
away by congress.
our financial operations during Ihe period of his
public dues, appears not to be in symmetry with
department.
Aiiotlier practicable mode would be to resort to
The general influence of connection with the treasury
those other provisions.
direct taxes. But this is so unsuited to the geneThough employed in different executive offices
thus
far
been
have
to
believed
the oresent system is
connected with the
been
has
years,
he
ral habits, and so uncongenial to the opinions of
ten
nearly
The true standard of value has been rensalutary.
seven of them.
most of our population, that its adoption is not to
been increased in treasury only from six to
Some other permanent resource dered more familiar, confidence has
this term there has occurred much to
be anticipated.
During
business
imThe choice will probably its stability, prices have gradually risen,
roust then be looked to.
evince the great fiscal power, as well as prosperity
proved, and exchanges altered greatly lor the better.
have, at times, overrest between the laige reduction of expenditures,
conveni- of the union. Some reverses
If something has been or may be lost in
with the other accompanying measures before spetaken the rashness displayed by parts of the comence, (which is not unlikely), by the increasing
cified, and some extensive modification of the
munity in certain branches of business, and have
payments^
public
for
currency
paper
disuse of a
present tariff. Explanations have heretofoie been
extended their adverse influences to the revenue
much more will probably be gained by the circum dependent upon them. But the period and the
tjiven bv the undersigned in favor of the former
stances before enumerated, as well as by the greatei
course; and it wouM probably prove sufficient to
country, as a whole, have been almost unexampled
valustable
more
the
in the use of specie,
meet the emergency, if the reduction be pushed security
in prosperous developments.
la
.,,...,.
imparted bv the present system to properly
'-'-•' and lavigorously, and especially if the imports after 1841
Thus, in respect to our receipts. Nofwithstandonly
it,
not
by
established
check
strong
bor, and the
shall exceed those in 133S which is regarded a.s
ino- the unusual revulsions in imports on two ocdefalcations, but against bank expansions,
against
notwithrevenue;
the
lessening
probable.
cafions, so sensiby
speculations and commercial fluctuation.
But con'Tess may not coincide with him in excessive
standing any losses sustained in those crisis, by
E'-en any inconvenience attending Ihischangein
officers, banks or merthrougli
opinion on these p^jints, and, for covering the contingovernment,
the
embarrassthe currency used, if found particularly
biennial reduction
gency, may consider the adoption of some permasystem still chants; and notwithstanding the
ing can be overcome hereafter, and the
law been constantly
nent change in the tariff as preferable, and as not
ailopt in the duties, which has by
maintained, should congress feel disposed to
notice
session,
to
give
full
of several milpresent
remission
the
the
well
as
as
too early at
lor that purpose going on,
the measure which wa.- suggested
lions"to rail road corporations, and under new judiof its character, before going into operation, in order
by the undersigned in September, 1837.
condition has been so
yet
our
constructions;
that different interests most affected by it shall have
cial
Such a measure would often furnish every advan- flourishing, as to yield a revenue during that time
time to become gradually ailjusferi to its provisions.
of transportation,
tai'e of a circulating medium, easy
after all'lhose deductions, to accomplish
In that event, it miaht be supposed that the unthe same time sufficient,
ol'ihe highest possible credit, and at
responsibility,
and
a
due
avoided
had
important results. It has enabled the
dersigned
of specie to be employ- the following
amount
equal
an
requiring
to meet the current expenditures of the
timely discharge of duty, if he were not prepared
treasury
subjecting
without
deposiie), and
the
details, as well ed (thou'^h in
concerning
views
well as the extraordinary ones by
some
as
offer
government,
to
government to that
any of the fiscal affairs of the
wars, treaties, and other costly measures,
as "eneral principles, which he deems applicable to
for their manage- Indian
He has therefore examined the legal dependence on corporationsin many respects, and without imposing any new taxes, or higher
such a change.
ment, which is so objectionable
funded debt whatever,
subject, anil is ready to present the re.'ult at any
tariff, and without any new
have been attempted in the management
old
moment if either house of congress shall express a as never to other affairs, civil or military.
but extingushing considerable remains of the
of its
on that assumed for
interest
the
paying
wish to that effect. But he refrains from submit- of any
and
one,
The topics of the condition of Ihe banks of the this'District, to save the unprecedented surplus of
ting them without a special request, because some
places
proper
the
currency;
the
of
the state
millions of dollars, and
doubt exists, under circumstances which can be union:
matters more than twenty-eight
ofdeposite for the public funds and other
with the states for safe keeping
properly appreciated, as to the delicacy of his disa deposite the same
immediately connected with them have engrossed
government.
cussing a measure at this time, which the legistill needed by Ihe general
this
from
reports
annual
considerable portion of the
lature "may not consider it necessary to act ou till a
The only permanent aid in effecting this, beyond
department for several years.
sources, has been Ihe
new congress assembles.
be- the receipts from ordinary
But the keeping of the money in Ihe treasury
Vlfl. The mode of keeping the public money
due from the U. States bank, of about eight
debt
of
banks, and the kind
in"- now separated from the
far
now outstanding,
con;;ress,
has
thus
annotes
by
established
recently
millions, and the treasury
money to be received and paid out fixed by new le- equal to nearly four and a half millions. But durswered the expectations of this department.
not considered material at this
the first amount
from
far
not
sum
a
The numerous labors, perplexities and delays of 'al provisions, it is
period,
ing that
to discuss these matters, than to subputtin" a new system into operation, have been Time further
been applied to the discharge of the principal
remarks which will be found at the ha^
towards
inostl/overcome, and no losses whateverare known mit the general
interest of the old funded debt; so that,
and
close of this communication.
only between
to have occurred under it.
with the payment of all other expenses,
IX. Some miscellaneous topics connected
was temporary,
Some of the provisions in the law are deemed obfour arid five millions, beyond what
notice.
the finances deserve a brief
jectionable in their details, and are respectfully re
and what has already been refunded or adjusted,
The various measures heretofore recommended
from any extraneous source
commended to congress for revision. But they an
and which have not have been received
to congress by Ihe unde.signed,
whatever.
not supposed to affect in the slightest degree any
rerespectluUy
finally acted on, are again
been
yet
measure.
that the current revenue,
Ihe
in
therefore,
involved
principle
It follows,
its attention.
adequate
-.,
r
j
Thus, the ordinary clerks authorised are numer- called to
on notwithstanding all reductions, has been
found,
Without recapitulating them, it will be
and extraordinary deordinary
the
both
defray
ous enoiK^h, yet a principal one is needed at Newports, that many ofthesub- to
to former
after taking from what is deposited
York city, with such compensation as is usual at a a reference
fiscal view, and mands, and,
in
a
importance
uch
jecis possess
the states, sufiicient to extinguish every kind
place of so large and important business.
experience nas strengthened the con- with
On full inquiry, it has been found also that no every year's usefulness of eariy acuuii u|io.. i..< .... of indebtedness created on account of the general
of viction of the
during the some period, to leave on
site could probably be purchased for the erection
government
last
the
since
that
state
pleasure to
..-......affords me
It
-^-nearly twenty-four mil„ „„„,,-nmpnl undents
an office at Bt. Louis, which would be more suitai.nrierits treat"
treaty hand the large balance of
trea.y
Neapolitan government,
he Neapohtan
blethana lot now owned by the United States; and session, the
instalmen
another
promptly
paid
nity, has
.._-, ol indemnity,
is m
.
available sums in the treasury
the
ui j ,. k,„„ rthat
true
it inav be under a further examination which
ro
is
It
re
tohave
have
enabled to
is department has been
close of the period
progrLs'ltlat no new building could be erected on which this
at the commencement and the
the clai
mitted home early, and distributed among
different in amount;
that" site, which would prove more economical and
in question will probably prove
convenient, than one which can be purchased ai- ants
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if made equal, a surplus would still be left,
is likely to exceed seventeen or eighteen
millions of dollars.
Besides this recorded evidence of the prosperity
of the country and the fiscal ability of Ihe general
government in those years, it is gratifying, amidst
many misapprehensions concerning the subject, to
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DEPARTMENT.
and prevent the states from continuing

to ex-

but

tive of all confidence in calculations for the future,

tion,

which

while the causes of them shall continue to operate
unremedied.
^Vhat were those causes?
They will be found to have been chiefly connectOn the occasion
ed with the abuses of banking.
first referred to, they were the superabundance of a

ercise all the legitimate authority they now possess
as to banks and debts, however much it may be regretted that public opinion has not yet run with more
strength against Ihe abuses ol both, and led to their

on another circumstance connected with our fictitious medium of circulation, with the attendant
financiul operations, which has also become matter overtrading and speculations in 1S36, and the concf history. It is this: Though destitute of the aid sequent suspensions of specie payments in 1S37, as
of a United States bank as a fiscal agent during well as the disasters and scarcity of any medium
Then another
that period, and baffled by various unremedied im- till the latter part of A. D. 1S38.
perfections in the laws connected with the finances, expansion commenceil, extending into 1839, and
as well as embarrassed by two suspensions of accompanied by another increase in imports of
one nearly fifty millions, which ended again in the conspecie payments by many of the state banks
tractions by banks, suspensions and commercial
still continuing; yet the treasury has been able to
make its vast collections, transfers and payments, reverses, which have suddenly reduced the imports
with promptitude, and in moat .cases with specie of ItJ-lO more than one- third, and in many places
augmented seriously the embarrasstnerjts before
or its equivalent.
Some correct judgment can be formed of the existing from similar vacillations in the paper curextent and difficulty of these operations, when it rency.
is recollected that the whole sums which have thus
How far some imprudences abroad, at the same
been collected, without deducting fractions, added time, similar to these, though in a country enjoying
to those suras which have been paid over chiefly any advantages which can result from a national
by another class of officers, have exceeded the ex- bank, may have augmented the evils here, by means
traordinary aggregate of $360,000,000,' and been of the intimate moneyed relatioM^ between us, need
dispersed over a territory of nearly two million not now be discussed, though probably their influsquare miles in extent. It is, moreover, ascertain- ences was large and unfavorable.
ed that the whole losses within the same lime by
The causes first named were, likewise, in full
defaults, large and small, and in all kinds of offices, operation here in 1S16 and 1817, and were suceedwill probably not equal half of one per cent, on ed bv many of the same deplorable consequences
that amount; and however official delinquencies in 1819 and 1820.
One followed the other as inmay, in some cases, have inevitably been aggravat- evitably as the ebb of the tide succeeds its flood.
reflect

—

The great principles of trade can never be long
violated with impunity; and any fictitious or unnatural excess of credit soon ends in revulsions, as
the essence of legitimate commerce consists in an
exchange of values lor each other, or of values for
what truly represents values, and can be readily
tion.
converted into them.
few words may be proper as to the expendiAll business otherwise becomes a mere game of
tures during the same period. Though they were hazard; speculation must enter into every affair of
of necessity augmented by some of the circum- life; riches and poverty will be dependent on the
stances before mentioned, two Indian treaties only, merest bubbles; prices will change oftener than the
out of a large number, having already involved us wind, regularity in receipts and expenditures be
in the expense of nearly twenty-three millions of impossible; estimates for the future, whether in
dollars; yet the aggregate of all has been much re- publi£ or private matters, become mere conjectures;
duced since the influences of those causes and the tariff require yearly alteration to meet the fluctuaimpulses of an overflowing treasury have diminish- tions of business; and the community be kept under
ed.
The expenditures have fallen yearly since the constant excitement and depression of the hot
1S37, till they are now only twenty-two and a half and cold fits of a violent fever.
millions independent of any debt and trusts, and are
Thefirst remedy sought in 1816 by the establishsupposed to be in progress to a still lower amount.
ment of a national bank, was supposed, during a
The undersigind has earnestly urged a more ra- few ensuing years, to have aggiavatcd those evils;
pid reduction. He has consiilered the great safe- and the next remedy, adopted in 1824 by a high
guard against a two splendid central government, tariff, did not prevent the low prices and bankruptwhich would constantly threaten to overshadow all cies of 1825, which covered the coun'ry with wrecks
state independence, and attract the ambition of and ruin.
most of the friends of state rights from humbler
Undoubtedly, the best relief on such occasions is
paths of frugality and principle into the dazzling to be found in removing the cause of the disease.
vortex of higher patronage, honors and einoli" So far as regards the general governmenl, this was
ments.
While the stimulants to excesses shall con- attein|ited in 1837, and since,- by gradually withtinue to lessen, nothing will be necessary to insure drawing from Ihe use of banks and their paper in
the further success ol an economical policy, but its fisc.il operations, so as neither to stimulate nor
persever.inre in retrenchments, wherever they are contract their issues by other influences
than ordipracticable without injury to the public interests. nary business; and by urging on those,
who might
The removals of Indians being mostly finished, and find their employment sometimes useful, a closer
the chief causes of frontier wars ext'ingushed, un- regard in doing it, to Ihe sale and sober
influences
less new objects of expenditure be selected, or a of the universal
laws of trade, as well as an inflexigreat enlargement given to some already existing, ble adherence to
the constitutional standard ol
the whole amount must, of necessity, contract value.
hereafter very rapidly.
The same result will he
While the general governn,ent shall continue to
further promoted by the deaths of pensioners, in- pursue such a course,
it will mitigate and check the
creasing through advanced age, and tfie comple- evils which others
proiluce, and which they alone,
tion of many pubhc works, as well as by persislinc under
the limitations in the constitution, are able
in a firm policy to ^void the wasteful expense ol entirely to remove.
At all events, it will faithfully
unnecessary foreign collisions, and to refiain from perform a momentous duty,
and exhibit a useful exthose lavish expenditures for certain domestic ob- ample for imitation.
jects, over which the jurisdiclignof Ihe general goIn a period of peace and comparalive exemption
vernment is often questionable, and which aUviiys from public debt, as well as from serious
dilficully
open the widest door to extravagance, favoritism in financial operations, it Mould hardly
seem proper
and corruption.
to attempt more by assumptions of doubtful powers,
One of the greatest evils to the public service, and by lorced constructions in favor of measures
bv
as well as to the seci)rily of private business, dur- no means
certain, if adopted, not loaggravaterather
ing a part of the above period, has consisted in the than diminish existing
evils, and not to pioduce
fluctuations to which both have been subjected.
others of a character still more dangeious.
Much
With only asingle year intervening, and without less can it be considered respecllul
either to state
any material change in the tariif, or any whatever rights or the people, and certainly not
competent,
in the price of Ihe public lands, we have seen the jn the opinion of the undersigned,
to exercise such
revenue from ordinary sources suddeidy vary from powers by creating moneyed
corporations among
nearly fifty millions annually to eighteen; and, on thfin, which
many of their number have repeatedly
occasions
since,
tno
vibrate to Ihe extraordiiiary denounced as unconslitutional,
and Ihe authority to
extent of yearly eight and eleven millions.
establish which was originally refused rather than
The tiansaclions of individuals upon which our confided to Ihe general government by the people
revenue depends, must, of course, have undergone and the slates
that formed it.
But some other
an unusual chanaie at Ihe same time.
powers ex|iressly conferred can, without
The imports fell within two years, in Ihe case be exercised further than has jet been question,
done by
first referred to, from near one hundred
and ninety congress, and in such a manner as to produce very
millions to one hundred and fourteen; and in the
beneficial consequences upon the curiency. Still,
single year just passed, fell almcst sixty millions. it is hoped
they will never be pushed so as to IresSuch inflations and contractions must be destruc- pass on ground really
doubtful under the constitu"by the unprecedented speculations of the times,
and by great revulsions and failures among banks
and individuals, those losses will not be one-fourth
so large, in proportion to the amounts, collected
and paiil, as in some previous terms, when the system undei a United States bank was in full opera-

ed
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prompt correctiori. It is not proposed at this time
to go into the consideration of farther details on
these points. But the danger to be guarded against
now, seems to be rather of an opposite chaiacter
from that of overaction by the general government
express pov.ers. On the conapprehensions exist that it may not continue
the support of all which has already been
accomplished in connection with the currency. If
it should not, and should thus not aid to correct in
any degree Ihe rashness of many to force something
likt a formidable steam power into all kinds of business, without due guards to prevent constant and
fatal explosions, myriads of individuals, as well as
some corporations and states, ate likely to be overwhelmed in still wider ruin, and will ere long probably look to no escape except the ap|ilication of
the sponge of a general bankrupt law to all private
liabilities, and the unconslitulional assumption of
the public ones by the general government, so as to
tax opptessively those portions of the community
who have any thing left to pay for the losses and
follies of the rest.
A remedy which has been adverted to by some,
and which consists in the creation of more credit,
to cure the mischief of an existing excess of credit,
or the formation of larger banks with like powerof
abuses, in or<ler to correct smaller ones, must usually acgravale the evil; and therefore where it is free
from constitutional objections, may, in point of expediency alone, well be discountenanctd.
plan of free banking, adopted by the states,
properly guarded and secured by provisions similar
to those recommended by the undersigned as loirg
as 1836, with such others as reflection and experience may sanction, appears far prefrrable. But,
independent of that, no changes in the present system, as to banks, seem worthy of strenuous exertions, except those whose direct object shall be to
make safer, to restrict, control and regulate better
Ihe institutions that already exist rather than to inAbove all, should public efforts
corpoi'ate more.
be directed to strengthen the certainty of prompt
specie payments as to all notes out, and of a nearer
approach to uniforinily in the amount of issues in
similar states of trade; and of specie on hand, instead of muliiplylng them for speculation or cupidity, and thus keeping up a succession of expan-ions
and contractions, wliich will only inflame Ihe existing disorders, and render Ihe continuance of great
in the exercise ol its

trary,
fiiin

in
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fluctuations in all public as well as private affairs
unavoidable, endless and ruinous.
\Vith much re-

LEVI WOODBURY,

spect,

To

the president

sec. of treasury.
of the senate of the U. S.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE
NAVY.

Navy Department, Der. 5th, 1840.
Sir; In the perfbnnance of a duty annually devolving on litis department, I respectfully submit the
following report:
The squadron in Ihe Mediterranean remains the
same as it was at Ihe date of my last report, and
consists of the Ohio 74, the Brandy wine (first class
frigate), and the Cyane sloop of war, the whole
under the command of commodore Isaac Hull. This
force has been found fully adequate to the protection
of our commerce, which has remained unmolested
in that quarter.

The squndion on Ihe Pacific station is composed
of the frigate Const ilul ion, the sloop of war St. Louis
and Ihe schooner Shark, under commodore Claxton.
Since the date of Ihe last n port, the schooner Enterprise, llien on her way home, and Ihe sloops of
v\ar Li'xinglon and Falmouth, which has been directed to relurn, have arrived in the Uniteil Slates,
and have been replaced by the sloops Yorktownaird
Dale, now oir the eve ol sailing for the Pacific. The
squadron, when joirieil by these vessels, will consist
of a Irigale of lire first class, three sloops of war anil
a schooner. Commodore Claxton has been directed
to despatch the Yoiklown on a cruise to the Sandwich and S.iciely Islands, New Zealand, Ihe coast
orJapan,theGuH of California, and the Ladrones and
Marquesas, for Ihe general protection of our whaling
and other commercial pirrposes.
The squadron on the coast of Brazil, under commodore J. 15. Nicholson, iit the ilate of my last report, was composed of the razee Independence, and
the sloops of war Fairfield and Marion.
The two
former have returned lo the United Slates, commodore Nichclson having been relieved in the command
of Ihat station by commodore Charles G. Ridgely,
whose force now coirsisis of ihe Potomac, first class
frigate, the sloops of war Di'catiir and Marion, and
The difficulties between
the schooner Eulerprise.
interests

—
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the irench government anrt that of the Argentine
republic still subsisting, and the blockade continuing
to be rigidly enforced, it has been thought expedient
to augment this force, and the sloop of war Concord
is now on the eve of sailing for that purpose.
The squadron employed
the Gulf of Mexico
and the West Indies, under commodore William B.
Shu brick, at the date of my last paper, consisted of
the frigate Macedonian, and the sloops of war Ontario, Erie, Warren and Levant.
The Ontario has
been ordered to the north lor repairs, and the Erie,
being found unfit for service, has been detached from
the squadron.
The remaining vessels, with the exception of the Warren, were directed to leave the
station during the hurricane months, and proceed to
the north.
Commodore Shubrick accordingly left
Pensacola in July last, with the Macedonian, Levant and Erie, and arrived at Boston in Augusl.
Thence he proceeded to Easlport, and on his return
visited the principal ports on (he coast as far south
as Norfolk, where, in conformity with his instructions from the department, he delivered the comniaiid of the West India squadron to commodore
Jesse Wilkinson, who ha.l been appointed to relieve
him, and who has proceeded to his station. The
command of coinmoiiore Wilkinson now consists of
the Macedonian frigate, and the sloops of war Le-

m
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lieutenant Glynn, and it is expected that the departmeiit will be enabled to lay before congress either at
or shortly after the commencement of the session,
complete charts of all the ports and places which

have been surveyed.

The

brig Consort, under the

Powell,

is

now occupied

in

command

of lieut.

surveying the coast from

Bay

of Apalachicola to Ihe mouth of the Mississippi, as directed by the act of making appropriations for Ihe naval service, approved July 20, 1S40.
The sloop of war Preble, commander Breese, has
been employed on the coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador, during the late fishing season, in protecting the rights and interests of American citizens engaged in the fisheries.
On the termination of the
ise she returned to Portland, whence she was ordered to Boston for examination previous to being
the

sent on foreign service.
The brig Dolphin, lieut. Bell, and the schooner
Grampus, lieutenant Paine, have been employed on
the coast of Africa, in the suppression of the slave
trade.
They returned at the commencement of Ihe
sickly season, and have since sailed in pursuit of
The presence of these vessels on
the same object.
Ihe slave coast, during the season in which this disgraceful traffic is carried on, will in all probability in
a great degree arrest its progress, so far as it has
vant and Warren, which force is deemed sufficient been prosecuted by the assumption of tiie American
for the protection of our interests in that quarter in flag, and do much to relieve the nation from the unmerited stigma of participating in a trade equally in
the present state of things.
The frigate Columbia and corvetfe John Adams, violation of the laws of Ihe United Stales and the
employed in a cruise in the Indian and China seas, policy of Iheirgovernmenl. From the report of lieuls.
under commodore Geo. C. Reed, for the protection Bell and Paine it appears that Ihe Irafiic in slaves is
of tile commerce of the United Slate in that quar- now canieil on principally under Porlugtiese coter, have returned home.
The frigate Constellation lors, through the medium of slave stations, as they
and sloop of war Boston, have recently sailed for are denominated,' established at different points of
Bio de Janeiro, where they will replenish their sup- the coast, under Ihe protection of the neighboring naplies, and receive capt. Lawrence Kearney, now in tive chiefs, who furnish the slaves and receive in recommand of the flag ship on Ihe Brazilian station, turn goods manufactured in England expressly lor
who will hoist his pendant on board the Constella- this purpose. Here the slaves are collected until an
tion, as commander of the East India squadron, and opportunity offers for the slaver to approach the land
proceed, willi that vessel and the Boston to carry out under cover of night, and receive them on boad.
Both officers are of opinion that so long as tliese
his instructions.
The exploring expedition, as stated in my last re- stations are permitted to exist, and this barter carport, was at Callao, whence lieuteuant Wilkes sailed ried on, all attempts effectually to arrest the traffic
on the Gth July, 1S3D. Since that period, he has in slaves will end in adminsteriiig only partial remevisited the Society Islands, Navigator's, Group,
There
dies, which will but aggravate the disease.
Zealand, and various detached Islands, with whose can be little doubt that the number of slaves transinhabitants he held the most amicable intercourse, ported from Africa is now greater than it was previous
and with Ihe ports and harbors of which he made to the adoption of measures for its prevention and
himself particularly acquainted. On the 2(i:h De- punishment, which it would seem have served no
cember, 18.39, he left the port of Sydney, in New other purpose than to excite Ihe cupidity of unprinZealand, and proceeded to penerate the Atlantic sea. cipled adventurers, by increasing the value ol slaves,
On the 19th of January following, the Vmcennes and thus presenting templations which overpower
discovered laud in latitude 66.2 south, longitude all apprehension of consequences.
During the past year three small schooners, the
134.27 east, and had soundings in thirly fathoms
water. The same day the Peacock made a similar Flirt, the Wave and the Olsego, whicli had been
discovery in latitude 66.31, longitude 133.40, and previously procured and employed by the war deobtained soundings at a depth of three hundred and partment, under the act making appropriations for

New

twenty fathoms. Lieutenant Wilkes coasted along
this laud, and had sight of it at various times for a
distance of eighteen hundred miles, and has denominated it the Atlantic continent.
It is to be regreted, however, thai the vast masses of ice, with
whichit is everywhere defended, prevented a nearer approach than fifteen miles, and rendered it impossible to land.
It is described as presenting one
vast mass of snow and ice, apparently rising almost
perpendicularly from the sea, ai.d will probably forever bafiie Ihe efforts of man to explore its interior,
or convert it to any useful purposes.
After repeated and persev^ring efforts to approach
the coast and effect a landing, lieutenant Wilkes, his
officers and men, having suffered severely fiom intense cold and the exposures incidental to the hazardous enterprise, returned to Sydney the 11th of
March, 1S40, where he was joined by the Peacock
and Porpoise, the former of which had been in imminent danger from coming iu contact with an island
of ice. Lieut. Wilkes speak? in the highest terms
ol the conduct of the officers and crews of the e
pediHon. At the last dates, the 6tli ol April, he w
at the Bay of Islands, Nrw Zealand, v»'hence he was
eliorlly to proceed to carry out his instructions.
Tile steam frigate Fulton has been employ ^^d during the past season in experimenting with Paixhan
guns and shot, under the direction oi'caplain Perry;
and with a view to afford as many officers as possible an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the
practice of gunnery, as large a number of supernuDieraries have been attached to her as she could
accommodate.
The reports of captain Perry present very interesting results, and it is contemjdated
to continue the experiments for the purpose of demonstrating the relative advantages of the Paixhan
guns and those in ordinary use, as well as affording
a useful practice to our naval oificers, by attaching
them in succession to this vessel.
The surveys on the southern coast of the United
Stales, directed by the act of the 3d of March, 183T,
have been completed under the superintendence of
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This scarcity of seamen for the uses of the navy
is, 1 apprehend, owing to Ihe high wages
they receive in the merchant service, and the comparative,
ly short periods of their engagements in commercial
voyages; to the absence of an apprentice sjslem
in
the mercantile marine; and the discharge of seamen
when their term have expired on foreign stations
where the seductions of climate and the allurements
of pleasure attach them to the soil, and whence many
of them never return, or return so enervated as to
be comparatively unfit for active sei vice. The inquiries I have inslituted result in the fact that many
of our seamen are now scattered among the islands
of the Pacific, and on the coast of South Americaand though directions have been given to reclaim'
them whenever it may be found practicable, there
can be little doubt that a large number are thus irretrievably lost to their country.
I have also sufficient reason lo believe that the modification of the
navy ration, which was proposed to congress, but
winch has not been definitely acted on, would, if
adopted, contribule materially to attach our seamen more permanently to the service; and I take
this occasion earnestly to request that the early attention of congress may be invited to this subject
generally, as one of vital importance to the well being of the navy.

The accompanying report and letter from the commissioner of pensions, exhibit the number of penamount of their pensions, and the means

sioners, the

now remaining at my disposal lo meet those which
may become due the 1st of Jan. and Isl of July, 1341.
From these documents it will appear that under Ihe
operation o( Ihe navy pension laws, and most esnecially that of the 3d of March, 1837, Ihe navy pension
fund, which at the period of its passage amounted
lo upwards of a million of dollars, the annual interest of which was sufficient to meet all demands,
now consists of one hundred thousand dollars iu
Cincinnati five per cent, stock, greatly depreciated,
fourteen thousand dollars of stock of the bank of

Washington,

in the

same

situation, Ihirly-three-thou-

sand Ihree hundred and thirty-nine dollars five per
cent, stock of the city of Washington, and eleven
thousand four hundred dollars of slock of the Union
bank of Georgetown, the latter totally unsaleable at
this lime.

By the same statement it appears that the sum of
one hundred and fifty-one thousand three hundred
and filly-two dollars and thirty-nine rents, will be
required in the course of the year 1S41, to meet demand arising out of the present pension list, and that
consequently, either an appropriation of that sum,
during the present session, must be made, or the pensioners will remain unpaid, and the faith of the nation, wliich was pledged to make good any deficiency
in this fund, remain unredeemed.
The estimates ivhich accompany this report have
been prepared with a due regard to economy on one
suppressing Indian hostilities, approved 3d iVIarch, hand, and Ihe protection of the honor and interest
1839, having been placed under the direction of tins of the United Slates on the other. The number of
department, were ei, ployed on the coast of Fforida, vessels now in commission is fully equal lo those
under lieutenant McLaughlin. That officer lately employed in jueceding years, and it is believed that
returned to the north in the Flirt, bringing with him during Ihe past year, neither the persons nor prothe men whose terms of service had expired, toge- perty of our citizens have any where suffered outther with the sick and disabled attached to the ex- rage or wrong for want of due attenlioii iu affording
He has since sailed with men siifTicient the means of protection and redress.
pedition.
to complete the complement of all his vessels, as
It will be perceived that the board of navy, comwell as for boat service. An additional number of missioners have again presented an estimate for admarines has also been attached to his command, ditional clerks, which I am satisfied are indispensawith a view to operations on land against the Indians, ble to the prompt performance of the dulies of that
as well as the piotection of the lives and property of office, which are daily increasing, and which there
the citizens, and the prevention of ihe introduction ol
reason to believe will suffer any diminution in
supplies for the use of the enemy.

The two steam frigates commenced under the
second section of the act approved 3d March, 1839,
one at New York, the other at Philadelphia, have
been so far completed that the former will be ready
for launching in a few ilays, and the latter in the
ensuing spring, as soon as the Defavare is free from
The engines and boilers are also in a course
ice.
of speedy completion, and when finislied, will be
placed on board, and the vessels prepared for service
without delay.
The apprentice system continues in operation; and
The
thus far, its results' are highly satisfactory.
conduct of the young lads is generally exemplary,
and such is their rapid progress in the art of seamanship, that by the time they are of age for sea
service, our commanders generally prefer ihem to
to recommend
I take this occasion
older seamen.
that this system be fostered to Ihe utmost extent of
which it is susceptible, being fully of the opinion
that it presents one great means of partially, at least,
remedying that increasing scarcity of competent
petty officers and aide seamen, which greatly embarrasses the operations of Ihe navy, delays the sailthe defence of
iii!? of our public vessels, and places
the honor and interests of the United Slates under
Ihe protection of crev\s, a great p,.rtiaii of
foreigners,

which are

future.

To

Respectfully submitted,

the president

J. K. PAULDING.
of the United Slates.

TWENTY-SIXTH C0NGRESS-2d

SESSION'.

SEXATE.
December

Mr. Miiigum presented Ihe credentials of WUliiim A. Graham., of N. Caiolina,
who, alter beingduly qiialified, took his seat.
Mr. Sfviir nresen'ed the credentials of William
S. Fulton, senator elect from Arkansas, Irom and
10.

after the 4lh of

March

next.

The following senators appeared in their seats:
Messrs. IVebster, Tallmudge, While, Calhoun and
Foane.
0.1 motion of Mr. Buchanan,
The senate then proceeded to ballot for chairman of the committee on commeice, when Mr.
King, of Alabama, having received 29 oul of 32
voles, was declared duly elected.
The chair then announced the standing committees of the bo'ly, as follows:
On foreign relations. Messrs. Buchanan, (chairman). Clay, of Kentucky, Calhoun, Roane and

—

I

Allen.

On finance.— Messrs. Wright, (chairman). Webster,

Nicholas, Benton and Hubbard.
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Messrs. King, (chairman), Davis,
Oil commerce.
Norvell, Riiggles and Mouton.
O.z mo/iii/udures.— Messrs. Lumpkin, (chairman), Pieslon, Kniglit, Buchanan and Allen.
On agriculture. Messrs. Moulon, (chairman),
Dixon, Linn, Sturgeon and Smith of Connecticut.
Oil military nffuirs.— Messrs. Benton, ^chairman), Preston, Wall, Pierce and Nii.-holas.
Alabama,
Oil the TniKha.— Messrs. Clay, of
(chairman). Smith, of Indiana, Anderson, Fulton

—

19,

1840—CONGRESS.

1S2.8, aforesaid, has since been sold, and at
what price, discriminating between the amounts sold
each of the districts. And the secretary is further
directed to cause parallel columns to be prepared, exhibiting in one connected view the quantity of land
unsold on the day aforesaid in said district, the amount
since sold, ihe value as assessed or estimated by the
land otficers, and the prices at wliich the lands have
since actually sold, and the aggregate value of the
land as assessed, and the aggregate amount of the
sales made since the 30ih June, 1S28, in each land

June,
in

mission into the union, to be applied to the making
of a road or roads leading to said state.
A bill to establish an additional land district in
the slate of Alabama.
A bill to grant other lands to the inhabitants of
townships deprived of the 16th section by Indian

j

\

reservations.
bill to relinquish the reversionary interest of
the United States to a certain reservation in the

A

Alabama.
Mr. Hubbard, from the committee of claims, refollowing:
the
submitted
Ruggles
Mr.
amendment, the bill to establish a
without
ported
Williams, f chairOn. naval affairs.— Messrs.
Resolved, That the president of the United Slates board of commissioners to hear and examine dues
man). Southard, Cuthbert, Tallmadge and Tappan. be requested to communicate lo the senate, if nol inStates.
United
against
the
On public lands.— Messrs. Walker, (chairman), compatible with the public interes', any correspondence
Mr. Nonell, from the committee on the public
Fulton, Clay, of Alabama, Prentiss and Norvell.
which may have taken place between this govern(chairamendment, the following
Messrs.
Linn,
without
lands,
reported,
claims.—
On pnmte land
ment and that of Great Britain relative to the noriheaslern boundary, not heretofore communicated to the bills:
man), Sevier, Clayton, Moulon and Huntington.
(chairman),
state of Michigan a quanto
the
Sevier,
correspondence
granting
any
bill
—Messrs.
condition,
A
hke
also,
on
senaie;
Indim
affairs
On
had wiih ihe governor of Maine on the same subject, tity of land to aid said slate in the construction of
Linn, White, Phelps and Lumpkin.
a canal around Ihe Falls of St. Marie; and
0/c/«ims.— Messrs. Hubbaid, (charman), Young, not heretofore communicated.
On motion of Mr. Davis,
Huntitigton.
A bill to create an additional land office in the
and
Merrick, Williams
Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be state of Michigan, and for other purposes.
On revolutionary claims. Messr-i.. Smith, of ConGiaham, Critten- instructed to inquire into the e.^pedicncy of so amendfollowing bills were introduced on leave,
state of

district.

and filangum.

—

necticut, (chairman). Sturgeon,

in" the laws as to mitigate or wholly abolish the im-

The

twice read and appropriately referred, viz:
By Mr. Smith, of Indiana, a bill to authorise
the Mount Carmel and New Albany rail road company to enter on a credit a quantity of land to aid
Ihe company in the construction of a rail road from
into the expediency
in the slate of Indiana, to Mount Carto the slate of Illinois on the duty bonds already given, New -Albany,
or hereafier to be executed, on the importation of rail mel, in the state of Illinois.
bill to regulate the land offices in the state of
road iron into that state.
Resolved, Thai the same committee inquire into the Indiana, and lor other purposes.
expediency of establishing ports of entry and delivery
By Mr. Tappan: A joint resolution to limit the
at the cities of Cairo, Alton and Chicago, in the state tenure of office of the judges of the federal courts
of Illinois.
of the United States.
Resolved, That the same committee inquire into the
By Mr. Hubbard: A bill to provide for the sete.\pediency of establishing a marine hospital for sick
tlement of the claims of New Hampshire against
and disabled boatmen and indigent passengers navithe
United States.
the
city
of
rivers
at
Mississippi
and
Ohio
gating the

den and Robinson.
prTsonment of witnesses in criminal cases.
On the judiciary.— Messrs. Wall, (chairman),
The following resolutions were submitted by
Clayton. Anderson, Crittenden and Smith, of In.
Mr. Young, and seveially agreed to:
Messrs.
RoOn the post office and post roads.
Resolved, That the committee on commerce inquire
binson, (chairman), Lumpkin, Wright, Fulton and
of granting an extension of credit

—

Henderson.

On roads and canals.— Messrs. Young,
man),

Plielps,

Henderson,

Mangum

(chair-

and Smith, of

...

Indiana.

pensions— Wiessrs. Pierce, (chairman)
Prentiss, White, Roane and Huntington.
For the District of Columbia,— Messrs. Merrick,

On

(chairman), Crittenden,
Clayton.

Mangum, Southard and

—

Messrs. Sturgeon, (chairman), Davis, Pieniiss, Robinson and

On

patents

and

the patent office.

A

Cairo, in the slate of Illinois.

Resolved That the committee on military aflFairs inbuildims. —Mesirs. Fulton, (chair- quire inlo the expediency of providing by law fur the
abandonment of Rock Island in the state of Illinois as
man), Merrick and Sinilh, of Connecticut.
To'auditand control the contingent expenses of the a miliiary post.
All the parts of the president's message were apMessrs. Knight, (chairmaii), Fulton and
senate.
propriately referred, save that which relates to
Porter.
On engrossed blls. Messrs. Henderson, (chair- finance; which, on motion of Mr Websler, was
postponed until Wednesday next, there being 20
manl. Porter and Phelps.
Mr. Norvell presented a memorial Irom sundry voting for the postponement, and 19 against it.
of
enactment
Mr. Benton asked leave to bring in a bill to espraying
the
Michigan,
of
inhabitants
prospective and permanent pre-emption
a uniform liankrupt law. Referred to the commit tablish a
which having been granted, Mr. B. made
system;
judiciary.
the
on
tee
r .u
remarks, intimating that he detheir
preliminary
senators
ol
insome
several
Notice was given by
sired the Vote on the second reading to be taken as
tention of introducing bills.
the
senate
that
test vote, and on that he asked the yeas and nays,
moved
a
Indiana,
of
Smi(/i,
Mr.
Hubbard was not prepared to vote on Ihe
ftlr.
now proceed to the election of chaplain; but the
bill until he understood its details; and would,
motion was lost.
,,
.
next
Monday
move that the bill be printed, and the
to
therefore,
adjourned
senate
the
On motion
December 14. Tne following senators appeared further discussion postponed until Wednesday next;
Jersey, Mr. which was agreed to.
New
of
Southaid,
Mr.
seats;
their
ir.
Tennesnumber of bills were introduced, twice read
Preston, of S. Carolina, Mr. Anderson, of
and appropriately referred; which will be noticed
eee, and Mr. VViUiams, of Maine.
the
seto
progress.
communicated
their
in
tern,
pro
The president
war and navy
On motion of Mr. Young, the senate proceeded
nate communications from the state,
to ballot lor chaplain; when the rev. Mr. Cookdepartments, containing stalemenlsol the expendi
departments man was duly elected. The vote stood:
tures of the contingent funds of those
25 votes.
ordered to be printed.
For the rev. Mr. Cookman,
all of which were severally
were prepetitions
10 do.
and
For the rev. Mr. Thornton,
memorial
The following
4 do.
For the rev. Mr. Shaw,
sented and appropriately referred.
On motion, the senate adjourned.
By Mr. Clay, troin Origen Batchelder, of JVew
December 15. The president pro. tern, communiYork, praying ihal a board may be apjioinled (with
setilecated to the senate a message covering reports from
the concurrence of other nations; lor the
of all ditficnities without recourse to arms.
Mr- Hassler, superintendent of the coast survey,

Porter.
On public

—

—

,

.

•

,

,

,

,

.

.

A

ment

By Mr. Merrick, from the several banking instiAlso, from
tutions of the District of Columbia.
the Howard institution, asking the aid of congress.
Bv Mr. Wright, Iroiu cilizens of Jetlerson counNew Jersey, praying the enactment of a uiii
tv.

bankrupt law.
By Mr. IVhile, from

showing the progress matle therein during the past
year, and also of the work for the fabrication of
stantlard weights and measures.
Also, a letter from the secretary of the treasury,
convering a report made in compliance with the 8th

section of the act for the relief of insolvent debtors
tlie Mount Carmel and New
of the United States. Referred to tile committee
road company, asking a donation of on the judiciary.
A number of petitions were presented and referland to aid in constructing said mad.
red, and numerous petitiorts were removed from the
Mr. an;/ submitted the lollowing resolution:
Resolved. Tnat the act entidcd "An act lo provide files of the secretary's office and again referred to
iransler and disburse- appropriate committees.
fur the collection, safe-keeping,
ment of the public revenues," ought lo he torthwiih
Mr. Fulton, from the committee on public lands,
hnauce be inrepealed, and that the comnnitee on
reported the following bills, without amemlments:
sirncied lo report a bill accordingly.
A bill to authorise (he inhabitants of township
Mr. Cl'iy also submitted .tlie lollowing, which eight norlh, range thirty-two west, in the slate of
was ordered lo be prinled:
Arkansas,
to enter a section of land in lieu of the
dibe
treasury
the
Re'uhed, That the secretary of
scnaie siatemcnls show- sixteenth section in saiil township, upon contlilioii
rected to conimunicate lo the
by
the reyisiers and that the same is surrendered to the United States
reported
land
of
nuaniiiy
the
in"
pursuance of a for military purposes.
receivers of the several land offices, in
m>i,<ohave
bill authorising the inhabitants of fractional
resoluiun ol die senate of ihe 2p h April,
ilie ^U.h day
township ten south, of range one east, in the stale
been unsolil in their respective dislric's on
at tlio minioftered
been
having
after
1
523,
of Arkansas, to enter one-half section of land for
of June
lie
sevebetween
discnminaiing
mum price per acre,
school purposes.
of the land so iinral land disiric;s, what proporiiun
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, from the eommitlee on (he
what
eoldon that dnv consisted of first rate land, and
reports ol public lands, reported the following bills, without
to
the
according
culiivalion,
for
was unlit
ameiuirnent:
li.e
avcof
cstiniale
their
the said officers; what was
bill to relinquinh to (he state of Alabama the
and what
raae value per acre of the said unsold land,
two per cent, fund reserved by the act for her adpart of Buid land so veiiiainins unsold on ilie 3')th
ibi'in

Albany

,

j

,..

rail

A

A

By Mr. Norvell: A bill to authorise the president
of the United States to cause certain surveys to be

The resolution introduced yesterday by Mr. Clay,
of Kentucky, calling on the secretary of the treasury for certain information in relation to the public lands, came up in its order.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, having suggested amendments widening the scope of ii.lbrmalion, they were
adopted; and the resolution, as amended, reads as

follows:
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be directed toconimnnicale to the senate statements showing the quantity of land reported by the registers and
receivers of the several land offices, in pursuance of a
resolution of ihe senate of the 25ih April, 1S28, to have
been unsold in their respective districts on the 30th day
of June, 1828, alter having been offered at the miniprice per acre, discriminating between the several land districts; what proportion of the land so unsold
on that day consisted of first rate land, and what was
fit for cuhivation, according to the reports of ihe said
officers; what was their esliniaie of the average value
per acre of the said unsold land, and what part of said
land so remaining unsold on the 30. h June, 1828,
aforesaid, has since been sold, and at what price, discriminating between the amounts sold in each of the
And the secretary is further directed to cause
districts.
parallel columns lo be prepared, exhibiting in one connected view the quantity of land unsold on the day
aforesaid in each district, the amount since sold, the
value as assessed or estimated by the land officers, and
the prices ai which the lands have since actually sold,
and the agaregate value of the land as assessed, and
the aggregate amount of the sales made since the 30th
Juneri828, in each land district.
Resolved further. That said secretary cause 10 be
exhibited in the report aforesaid, such alterations as
may have been made in the several land districts embraced by said reports, made pursuant to the said resoluiion of ihe senate of the 25ih ol April, 1828, showing
in what instances, and to what extent, said districts
hnvc been enlarsed or diminished since the said 3d of
June, 1828, and'also what new lands then embraced
by said several land Hisiricis, have since been sold.
Resolved further. That said secretary cause lobe
communicated siatenients showing, in separate columns, the quaniiiy of public land which has been of
fered for sale at public auciion, and has remained un-

mum

sold, at the

minimum

price, in

each

stale

and

territory

for a period of five years, and less than ten years; the
quantity so oftered and remaining unsold for len years,
and less than fifieen years; the quaniity so offered snc
remaining unsold for fifieen and less ihan twenlj
years; the quantity so olTered and remaining unsold fm
mure than twenty and less than thiriy years; and tlif
quantity which has been so oftered and has remained
unsold for more than thirty ycais; showing the nggre
gale at ihe foot of each column, and the general aggregate of all the lands which have been oftijred and nave

reninined unsold for five years and upwards up to

iht

last returns.

resolution, offered yesterday by
repeal the sub-treasury law, coming

The

Mr.
up

Clay,

tc

in its or-

der-

Mr. CToy said it had never been his purpose, H
offering this resolution, to invito or partake in at
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argument on the great measure to which Ihe reso- the instructed against the measure, and let him give Will the party assume it?
And there is another
lution related, nor was it hi3 purpose now.
He it in detail, how the sub-treasury has acted and how political parly, with other views, (conservatives);
would as lief argue to the convicted criminal, when it is now working; how it is vaiyingthe financial and will they return to the deposite
banks; and will the
the rupe was round his neck, and the cart was about commercial concerns of this countiy. Sir, I can tell honorable senator admit
that?
I do not say that
to remove from under hib body, to persuade him to myself, though [ am remote from its operations, and Ihey will select either one
or the other ol these
escape from the gallows, as to argue now to prove I understand there is not the slightest difference now measures. But the senator says
the election is a
that this measure of the sub-treasury ought to be from what was going on before the 41h of July last, triumphant declaration
against this measure. And
abandoned. But Mr. C. had offered the proposition in the operation of this system. Now, as then, the how is it so?
By what declaration of the opposite

wh.ich he wished to submit as a resolution^ and it
was now due to the senate that he should say why
he had presented it in that shape.
II was the ordinary couise in repealing laws either
to move a resolution for an inquiiy by a committee
on the subject of repeal, or else ask leave to bring
in a bill to repeal the measure which they wished
to be lid of.
But therp were occasions when
these ordinary forms Liighl be and ought to be dispensed with. And if Ihey should look for examples
to the only period which bore any analogy to this,
that was the time when Mr. Jelierson came into
power, but under circumstances far ditferent from
those attending Ihe accession of the resident of
North Bend. If at that time the alien law had not
been limited in time, but had been made permanent
as to its duration, would it not have been supposed
ridiculous to have moved a resolution of inquiry as
to Ihe expediency of repealing that most odious
measure? Besides, the sub treasury had now been
three years and three months the subject of incessant and reiterated arguments
a term longer than
that ot the duration of the last war.
Under these
circumstances, a discussion of the measure would
be both unnecessary and misapplied. It was sufficient that the nation now willed and commanded
the repeal of '.he measure, and that the senalors of
nineteen states had been instructed to repeal it. It
might, indeed, be contend, d that the presidential
election had decided this or that measure, when
there might well be a dispute about it. Gentlemen
on the other side had said that such and such an
election had decided this or that measure, one instance of which related to a Bank of the United
States, and about them all there might well have
been controvers}'.
But on one point there could
not be a diversity of opinion, and that was, that this
nation, by a tremendous majority, had decided
against the sub-treasury measure. And, when the
nation speaks and wills and commands, what was
to be done?
There was no necessity of the forms
of sending to a committee, for a slow process of inquiry; but there was a necessity of doing what the
country required, and to reform what senators had
been instructed to reform. The only qestion now
was, who would act against the will of Ihe nineteen

—

.

'

notes of all the specie paying banks are received,
and these notes pass into the hands of the receiver
general. The process is this: A meichant in New
York who has to pay say S-400, gives two checks,
of $'200 each, but no specie. One of these checks
is endorsed "specie," but the other has no such endorsemenl; and bolh these checks are carried to Ihe
bank and credited, not to the government, but to the
receiver general, on his own private account. That
is the action of tlie sub-treasury.
Both checks are
cashed paper, convertible at the will of the holder
into specie, and the one with Ihe endorsement of
specie is no more specie than the one without the
endorsement.
And such was, in fact, the usage
before the 4th of July last. Prior to that, Ihe paper
of no bank not paying specie was received, and it is
so now; and (hat is the amount of the whole operalion of this measure. Prior to the 4th of July last,
in New York, for example, the money was received
and placed in the banks on private account, and the
government had no control over it. And so it is
now.
Jesse Hoyt passes it over to Saul or Paul
Allen, and government has no control over it. The
result is, that the whole revenue passes under the
care and custody of a private individual, into some
bank.
If I am right in this, it is very clear that the
operation of this system is extremely limited, and
very inconsiderable, and must so continue. Bull
trust, if the account is to be kept with Ihe banks,
(hat instead of individuals, it will be opened, as it
formerly always was, with the treasurer of the U.

party are

supposed
Ihing,

ornaments, hang up coon skin.s and antlers. But
Ihe senator will not say that this was to be Ihe reAnd yet we can prove that with double the
force and testimony with which we can prove the
result of the election was the condemnation of the
sub treasury measure? And still we are called on
to bo silent and submit, because of such a popular
decision.
Sir, I will not say a word against that
decision, when it is fairly ascertained.
It is the
highest law of the country. And when those they
bring into power shall come conslilutionally into
their places, I shall be one of the first ready to
render constitutional submission. But, in a verdict
rendered as this has been, I am not ready to admit
that it decides against this measure.
What, then, is the argument of Ihe senator from
Kentucky in favor of this precipitate repeal? Is it
that the measure has maile mischief in the country?
That it has done evil to the people?
I did not so

understand him. But it is that it is not carried out
in its terms and spirit; that Ihe law is not observed,
but violated. The senator may be right in this, for
I

States.

not able to testify as to

its

But

correctness.

And if the senator bad thought fit to fake Philadelphia as his example, he might h.ive made a dif-

New

ferent case.
I know that in
York all the
bani;s are specie-paying banks; and I know it is
the constructive duty of the receiver general to receive three-fourths of the duties there in specie-

states.

Forbearing, then, from a general discussion, which
has been continued three years and three months, I
for the vote on the resolution, though
I shall not urge it.
If gentlemen want further time
to consider, or for any other purpose, I will be the
last to deny them a request so reasonable as that.
Mr. Wright said he was from one of the nineteen
stales which the senator from Kentucky had alluded, and he was very happy to say that he rejoiced in this movement.
He rejoiced that there
was a disposition in the parly now about to come
into power, to make precisely the issue that was to
be made by this resolution; and Mr. W. thanked
the senator for presenting this preposition.
He
would say, also, with that senator, that he did not
desire fuither to discuss the measure, either before
the senate or the country; but he simply desired
that, when the senate should act on the proposition,
they might act with an understanding ot what it
was, and when the senate was full. But it was not
One member was sick, and another
so to-day.
member had left, and had not yet returned. But in
any case, if the senate were to act on the subject,
he desired they might go directly to the object of
the resolution, without the delay of sending it to a

paying paper. But does the senator sayihatany
checks are received there on non-specie paying

am now ready

1

am

if it is so, does it follow that Ihe law is to be repealed because it is not observed? Should we not rather
institute an inquiry whether these officers do their
duty?

And

banks?

money

if it is

an individual who lakes the
law violated or the com-

lo the vault, is the

munity injured? His argument, as I underatand it,
was, that they were little benefitted by it, and therefore he would repeal tlie measure.
But is it not
better as it is now, than if it were wholly with the
executive?
In conclusion, Mr. W. disclaimed any desire lo
enter into Ihe general argument, and called for the
yeas and nays on the question of the resolution,

which were

Mr.

or<lered.

iMr. President, it is always pleasant
I have the honoi to submit a proposiform so acceptable to the honorable senator from New York; and 1 am disposed to allow the
largest possible accommodation, even on Ihe jpoint
desired by the senator, of postponing this measure
lo

Cliiij.

me when

tion in a

Ihe senate shall be more hdl.
Christian, or endeavor to be so,

And

till

evil for good.

Though

I

I will

recollect,

when

as I am a
not return
this

mea-

sure was on the verge of passing here, how the
senator from New York would not allow a single
day to the senator from Delaware, (Mr. Clayton);
though he would not then, though earnestly entreated to do so, delay the question even over night;
though all this was denied with the concurrence of
that senator, still I am lor returning good for evil,

and

I

am very happy

that

better ilays and

more

sentiments are coming. I will concur in anyreasonable postponement which Ihe senator may
liberal

desire.

But while up, I will notice a few remarks of the
senator from New York.
He says this is a very
convenient party now coming into power, because
it is without avowed piinciples
a coon skin, l<>g
cabin party.
And beloie I proceed further on this
subject, let me ask what sort of a party those must
be who have been driven out of power by a party
whose residence is a log cabin and whose covering
is coon skins?
Sir, there must be soaiething wrong
about it, or the defeated parly would have never
met so hard a fate from a paily which Ihey liohl so

—

.

I

,

had
any

sult.

I think, then, Mr. President, that no sort of inconvenience can possibly result from the repeal of
this measure.
But even if it could, that is now no
consideration for us; but when we have our instructions, I at least shall obey the will of nineteen

stales; and Mr. C. thought gentlemen who professed to be guided by the popular sentiment could have
no hesitation to comply with it now.
Sir, (said Mr. C.) I bad hoped, for one, that Ihe
president of the Uniled States, when he communicated his late message to congre.?s, would announce
the fact which I have staled, and would have conformed to it in his suggestions to congress. 1 would
not, indeed, have asked the president to present
himself before congress, and say to the nation and
to congrtES, "I have been wrong all this lime, and I
now retract my error." Sir, it would have been
unmanly to urge him to such a step, and I would
not have required it of him. But we had a right to
expect that the president would have said what was
the fact on this subject, that the nation had decided
against this measure, and he ought to have recommended that the will of the country should be obey- committee.
The senator from Kentucky was singularly imed.
But least of all could we expect that he would
recommend, as he diil, certain improvements of this pressed with the clearness of the results of the late
measure, and that senators should concur in amend- election at least the one point of the sub-treasury;
inga measure against which the nation had decided. and Mr. W. would not say whether or not that point
\Ve have just passed, said Mr.
And, even if they should persevere in such a course was established.
W. the first election in this government, when
till March next, they know perfectly well that this
measure cannot be continued after the new president principles were not declared, and wlien measures
shall commence his adrninislr.ition.
in prospect were not avowed; and this is Ihe strongOne word as to the effect of the rr peal. What has est possible apology lor me to say that no measure
We have seen
been said of this measure? It is said to have been very has been settled by this election.
election after election, when it was the fashion for
successful, by the report of the secretary of the trea
sury.
Sir, I would have been much better pleased candidates to avow their principles; and yet we
if that document had gone into delail, and had told have heard gentlemen on the other side attempting
us what effects had been produced, and what changes to parry the issue, and to coatend that nothing prehad really taken place, arising out of this measure. judged by the popular voice was decided by the
What was the judgment of Ihe people in
All this he has omitted, and he has only told us election.
If
that the measure has so far satisfied all their expec- the congressional election of 1838 and 1839?
It
lalions, and that it has been most favorable in its ever there was a distinct issue, it was then.
operation. But what i.s its operation? Sir, 1 am far was, as the senator says, pending Ihis war of more
fiom the receivers general, and wish i was much than three years, that this measure was then almost
further; but what is its operation?
Perhaps the ho- the only point in (he controversy. And what was
It was one which was favorable (o it,
norable senator from New Hampshire, (Mr. Hub- the result?
bard) can tell, who, on all occasions, has stood forth and the measure was consequently adopted. And
the ready protector and advocate of the secretary of this was done by the country pending the controThat popular mind may have changed; but,
Ihe treasury, though I must saj- it was a most un- versy.
grateful return for the secretary of lh» treasury to if so, and if it has now pronounced against this
bfat him in the late senatoiial election. Or, I should measure, of what measure as a substitute for this
be glad to learn from the honorable chairman of the has it been in favor? Was it a national bank? And
committee on finance, (.Mr. Wright) who is one of will the senator from K-nlucky contend that it was?

we to determine this point? Sir, I
that, if the late election was to prove

was

that weshoiih! pulldown this niagr.ihcent building and erect a log cabin in its place;
and, instead of these splendid pictures and other
it

;

much in contempt, and which is so contem|)tible, if
the senati)r is correct.
But does he in fact want to
know my principles or Ihe princidles of my friends
with respect to this sub-treasury measure?
Have
not we been battling with the v\hole countr}- on our
side against this identical measure?
The s.-nator
tells us that the popular voice was iii favor of this
measure, and that it was consequently carried in
the popular branch.
Sir, I hope he will relieve
me of the aecessily of looking into that
Jcr-

New
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in which
was stripped of her sacred rights
and her authority trampled under loot, in a manner

sey

affair,

and of discussing the manner

|

that gallant state

degrading to a deliberative assembly, and disgracefufto the age in which we live. But I will not go
In the progress of the war gentlemen
into it.
did gain a little, and we were subject to reverses
But who that regards the truth, and
prior to 1840.
has been attentive to the progress of events, can
elections of 1840
rise in his place and deny that tlie
They were
repealed the sub-treasury measure?
avowedly against it; the object was to put it down,
and to dispense with a measure which had dislurbfd
the
the community, and deranged the altairs of
It is not
for more than three long years.
by the senator under
at all like the cases alluded to
The election of 1S32. for inelections.

country
former

was construed into an expression of public
opinion ag.iinst the bank of the United States.—
But we all know that general Jackson was then in
stance,

He so said
lavor of a bank of the Uaited States.
supported on the
in his inessige, and he was then
ground that he was friendly to the csliiblisliment of
Ihen denied
a bank of the United States. And I
gentlemen from
as I do now that the inference of
whethose elections was justly drawn. But now,
ther the late election is favorable to a bank ot the
United States or to a league of banks, on one point,
and that is as respects this measure, it is utterly
im|iossible there can be two opinions her,j.
The honorable senator calls on us to say what
other measure is to be resorted to after that is liestroyed— a bank of the United States or local
banks? Sir, "sufficient to the day is the evil thereWe have nothing now but the sub-treasury
of."
That is an obstacle in ihe way of any
to handle.
measure. Let us first remove that, and it will
for the senator from New York to be
time
be
then
heard

in his inquiries.

But he says the party coming info power are
without principle. But does he not known that
they are agaiiist the sub-treasury, and in favor of
some sound and safe regulation of ihe currency?

That they are for economy? That they are against
the extravagance of the downfallen adminislra'.ion?
That retrenchment is their aim? And that they
are opposed to the late fearful usurpations and
abuses of executive powei? Sir, the gentleman
I assure him il
forgets that the election is over.
terminated Nov. 2, 1S40. He seems to think tli.it
he is addressing an assembly in New York, at
Poughkeepsie or elsewhere. Because general Harrison did not choose to reply to imperlinence, the
gentleman charges him and the whole party with
want of pnncipfes. But, on all subjects he was
manly and open, and it was on principle thai t!ie
people brought him into power. But do gentlemen really mean to assert that they are without

No, sir, no. They know the principrinciple?
ples of the new administration well enough. Tliey
will not denounce bank paper an<l
that
it
know
then give us treasury notes; that it is against all expe lients of this kind; that the adininistialion s\ ill
be openly and fairly conducted; that it will not
have debts to a large amount surrounding the government in all its departmenls— to the Indians,
for slate stocks

duced

made

for poliiical

purposes, and re-

value; for the
literally covered over wilh debls, and
preaching against debts, and all the

to two-lhirds of their original

—

Florida war
all the time
time using treasury notes; and they know, if they
do not tell us how much of debts they have to pay,
we, whe-.i we have the means of investigating, will
an enorcast up the aggregate to a great amount
mous and mystified amount.
Sir, if it is the will and pleasure of the majority
to vote down the resolution, let them do it mantully, and say that their will and not the will of the
people shall prevail. But if Ihe will of the people
IS to be carried out, there is no reasoti lor delay;
the sub-lrea = ury should be repealed, and IcMtluvilii.
Mr. CiilliDUii (indistinclly heard) said he had
hoped thai Ihe parly acting « ith the senator from
K-nlucky would have been contented with their
success, and would go on wilh ttie business of the
Let the new president when in [lowcr
session.
present lliis measure of repeal on his reponsibilily,
and it would then be lime enough to act upon it.
If his aJntinislralion should be really one of retrenchment and economy, Mr. C. would not inquiie
how it came in, but would support all i's measures
to which he could give his support.
liul he did not view this resolution in Ihe same
There
light as Ihe senatoi Irom New York.
had b-eri very great excitement, and there imw
ought lo be a calm, so that Ihe people couhl lliink
ovTr Ihe whole affair, and come to conclusions at
wliich they could not airive under excitement.
The senator fioin Kentucky had said Unit Ihe
pioceedirigs under this measure were nothing more
nor less than Ihe old practice. Why, Ih-n, repeal

—
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be the same.
it?
But Mr. C. did not hold it
The sub-treasury, whether it was wise or expeThe
dient, was at all events not unconstilulional.
gentleman from Kentucky was now for restoring a
tate of things which that senator had denounced,
which was that all the power should be in the
hands of the president. If the practice was as the
senator had staled, Mr. C. pronounced it contrary
to law, and hoped the senator would move a resolution of inquiry on that subject, and Mr. C, would
ot protect any officer from the penalty of the law.
Mr, C, proceeded to argue that the sub-treasury
was not the only subject at issue in the late elecHe indeed
tion, but there were a thousand issues.
feared that the majority of the people were against
the sub-treasury, but he doubted whether they were
n favor of the condemned United States bank, or
And let the question come
of ilie pet bank system.
'vhen it might, the only alternative would be either
this sub-treasury or a Bank of the United Slates;
for he held it impossible that gentlemen ever could
go back to that miserable, ricketty, condemned
The question, therefore, was
pet bank system.
between the sub-treasury and a Bank ot the United
Slates.
That Mr. C. would not now argue. But,
said he, when general Harrison shall come in, then
will be the time, and let Ihe question of a bank
come when it will, I will resist it wilh every energy which God and nature have given me, for, (with
an oath), if the bank is to be chartered for twentyone years, I deem it worse than to have a president
for life, and more dangerous to the liberties of the
country,
Mr. C, argued still further in favor of a calm
after such excitement,
Mr. Henderson argued against the sub-treasury,
having been condemned by the late election, and said
he did not thereibre consider himself instructed on
the subject by public opinion.
Mr. Hubbard also argued the same point; said he
was not sorry for the introduction of the resolution;
but there would be debate; and Mr H. was from a
state now strongly in favor of the measure.
The
senator from Kentucky had said that it would be
repealed after Ihe 4th ot March; but Mr. H. did
not know how he could tell, unless it was true, as
had been rumored, that gen. Harrison had di^clared
that senator more worthy of being president than
himself.
Mr. H expressed his entire acquiescence
in the election of Mr. Woodbury to the senate, and
rejoiced that he was to be succeeded by one so able
Jlr. ^llea then moved as a substitute the followto

Resolved, That the financial policy established at the
of ihis government by [he first acts of its legisand especially by the 30, h section of the "act
to reiiulate the collection of duties," &.c, approved by
president Washington, July 31st, 179S; and by the 4ih
section of the "act to establish the treasury department," &c. approved by president Washington, September 2, 179s, was in strict conformity to Ihe fundamen'al principles of the constitution.
Resolved, That by a 1
series of subsequent acts
tending to the great delrimeni of the public welfare,
that policy had been departed from, and was, by the
act 10 provide for the celleclion, safe-keeping, transfer
and disbursement of the public revenue, approved by
president Van Buren, July 4, 1840, fully restored and
ought to be adhered to; and therefore
Resolved, That the government ought to collect no
more ta.xes from the people, either directly or indirectly, than iire absolutely necessary to an economical administration of its affairs.
Resolved, That the taxes paid by the people ought
not to be lent out by the government to individuals
corporations.
Resolved, That the ta.xes paid by the people ought
not to be placed by the government in tlie custody of
agen's who are not made by the constitution and laws
responsible to the people.
Resolved, That, in the transaction of its own afTairs,
the government ought to receive and tender in payment as money, nothing but that which is made a
legal lender by the consiiiuiion.
Hr. Clay raised a question whether this substitute was in order, but waived it, as the president
pro tern, had just before retired.
On motion of Mr. H'ebsler, (he substitute was
or.lered lo be printed, and the subject was laid on
the table till to- morrow.
The senate then adori;.dn

lation,

mg

joumed.
December

16.
The vice president of the United
Slates appeared and took the chair.
Mr. Phelps and Mr, Movton also appeared in their

seats.

The nee

president communicated (o the senate a
letter from the war department, covering a report
of the boaid of dragoon officers assembled at Carlisle for Ihe purpose of wilnessing an exhibition of

Several petitions and papers were presented by
Messrs. Smilli, of Indiana, Alerrick, Young, Roane,
While and Linn, on private claims which were appropriately referred.
Mr, Snitlh, of Indiana, from the committee on
roads and canals, reported the bill by him introduced on yesle/day for the benefit of the New Albany
and Mount Carmel rail road company, and for other
purposes, and recommended its passage,
Mr. Williams, from the committee on naval affairs, reported the following bills without amendent.
A bill to regulate the pay and emoluments of pursers in the navy.
bill to regulate and establish the navy ration,
Mr. Wall, from the committee on the judiciary,
reported the following bills:
bill supplementary to an act to abolish imprisonment for debt ill certain cases.
bill to prevent the counteifeiting of any foreign copper, gold, silver, or other coin, and to
pre'venl the bringing info the United States or uttering any such foreign copper, gold, silver, or other
coin.
bill more effectually to provide for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States.
Mr. Tiillmadge asked and obtained leave to introduce Ihe following joint resolution to amend Ihe
constitution of the United States in relation lo one
presidential term.
Resolved by the senate and house of Tepreset.tatives of
the United Slateifof America in congress assembled,
(two-thirds of both houses deeming it necessary,) That
the following arlicle be proposed to the legislatures of
the several states as an amendment to the constitution
of the United Stales, which article when ratified by
three-fourths of the said legislatures, to be valid, to all
intents and purposes, as part of the said conslitution:
"The president of the U. Stales shall hold his office but
fir one term of four years, and shall be ineligible there-

A

A

A

A

after."

The following bills were introduced on leave,
twice read, and appropriately referred, viz:
By Mr. Smith, of Indiana, a bill to confirm to the
state of Indiana the lands selected by that state for
the construction of that portion of the Wabash and
Erie canal that lies between the mouth of Tippecanoe river and Terre Hauute, and for other purposes.

By Mr. Prentiss, a bill to authorise the payment
of invalid pensioners in certain cases.
By Mr. Fvllon, a bill lo perfect the titles tolands
south of the Arkansas river.
By Mr. Sevier, a bill making appropriations for
the removals of the raft on Red river;
bill to authorise the legislature of Ibe state of
Arkansas to sell the lands heretofore appropriated
for the use of schools in that slate; and
bill to revive the act entitled "an act to enable
claimants lo lands within the limits of Missouri and

A

A

the territory of Arkansas to institute proceedings
to try the validity of their claims," appioved the
26th May, 1824, and an act amending the same, and
extending the jirovisions of said act lo claimants
to lands within the stales of Louisiana and Mississippi.

By Mr.

.Anderson, a

amend the act entitled
state of Tennessee lo issue
lo certain lands therein de-

bill to

"an act lo authorise the
grants and perfect titles

scribed, and lo settle the claims to vacant and unappropriated lands within the same."
By Mr. Henderson, a bill lo confirm the survey
and location of claims for lands in Ihe stale of Mississippi, east of Pearl river and south of the 3\st degree of north latitude.

On motion of Mr. Hubbard,
Resolved, That the committee of claims be instructed to inquire into the expediency of allowing to James
H. Relf compensaiiim lor his services in removing intruders from the military reservation attached to Fort
Leavenworth.
On motion of Mr. Linn,
Resolved, That ihe committee on the judiciary be instructed lo inquire into ihe expediency of extending the
time, either especiallyor generally, for receiving the returns of the six'h census.
like motion was adopted, introduced by Mr.
Clay, of Alabama, for extending the time for completing Ihe census in those states or districts where
returns could not be made during Ihe prevalence of

A

disease or olher causes.
On motion of Mr. Wall,
Resolved, That the coniniitfee on commerce be instructed to inquire into the ex[iediency of making an
appropriation lor the removal of certain obstructions in
ihe navigation of the river I'assaic and of Newark bay,
in
Jersey.
Also, that the same committee inquire into the expediency of malting an appropriation for the reinovaf of
the obs:ruciions in the navigation of the sound or kill
Van Kill], and in the Rarilan or Princess bay, between
Penh Aniboy and the port of
York, in the state of
York, meniioneu in the report of capt. Kearney

New

improved repeating fire arms, anil the water proof
ammunition, invented by Samuel Colt.
Mr A'lHg presented a memorial (lom the legislature of Alabama, asking Ihe establishment of a land
New
office in the late Cherokee purchase.
and others.

New

—
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motion of Mr. Benton,
I

Resolved, Tliat the secretary of the treasury be directed to cause to be prepared and coninnmicaied to
the senate tallies of the rates of excliunge, foreign and
domesuc, and of tlic prices of hanli notes and ol specie,
on or near the first day of each month, at New Yorlc
and Philadelphia, during the years 1838, 1839 and 1840;
and that he accompany the same with a synopsis of
the rates ol exchange, foreign and domestic, and the
York and
prices of bank notes and specie, at
Philadelphia, in previous years, as far as the last can
be done from the materials now in the treasury depart-

New

ment.
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thereof, since said act has been in force, any banks
have been u.sed or restored to, and, if so, what bank
or bank.'!, to what e.^ieut and in what manner; and

what propositions have been made, if any, to any bank
therefor, and setting forth, also, in what specific matter, whether gold and silver, or notes or certificates, or
other and what evidences of deposite or credit all or any
of the revenue has been collected and actually passed
from the hands of the person or persons from whorn the
same was due, to the hands of the officer or officers
charged with the itnmediafe collection thereof, since
said act has been in force; distinguishing, as nearly as
may be, how much has been so collected and paid in
each specific matter or medium of payment: also set-

I
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Committee on private land claims. Messrs. Calhoun, Dnllet, Wick, William S. Hastings, Jatneson,
Cioss, VVarietj, Vroom and Boardman.
Committee on manvfuctvres. Messrs. Adam« Nisbet. Shide, Tillinghast, Worthington, Drom.^oole
"
Mitchell, F-aslinan and John Davis.
'
Committee on agriculture. Messrs. Deberry, Dennis, McCleilan, Jno. Smith, Hammond, Shavv,
Doiir
"'
Hook and Ridgway.
Committee on Indian affairs. Messr.s. Bell, Lewis
Williams, Alford, Chinn, Lucas, Hunt, John W.
Davis, Parrish and Ryall.
Committtee on military affairs. Messrs. Waddy

Mr. Merrick submitted the following resolution,
ting forth how and in what places or ofliices, and un' Thompson,
which lies over one day under the rule:
Miller, Coles, ICeroble, Jolm W. Allen,
what actual and personal custody or keeping, all
Resolixd, That the secretary of the treasury be re- der
Monroe, Sumpter, Goggin and Wm. O. Butler.
and each portion of the public revenue, moquested to communicate to the senaie a statement and any
Committee on the militia. Messrs. Keim, Carter,
obligation
neys,
and
assurances
or
evidences
of
debt
or
enowing the quantity of land sold in each year since
have been kept during said time; and how and by Griffin, D. D. Wagener, Goode, Edward Rogers,
the year 1823 which had been in market subject to
what agencies and aid, and with what forms and pro- Triplctt, P. J. Wagner and Wm. R. Cooper.
private entry for the respective periods of 5, 10, 15, 20,
Commillee on naval affairs. Messrs. F. Thomas,
25 and 30 or more years, the amount for which the cess, and on what terms, conditions, and cost of exReed, Grinnell, Anderson, Proffit, Naylor, Shepard,
same has been sold; and also showing, iii parrallel change or transfer, and in what specific matter, whether gold and silver, notes, or certificates, or otlier and Dickerson and Montanya.
columns, the quantity of public lands sold in each of
what evidences, all and any portions thereof have been
Committee on foreign affairs. Messrs. Pickens,
said years which had not been subject to private entry
in said time disbursed or transferred.
Cnshing, Dromgoole, Granger, Hawes, Everett,
for five or moie years, and the amount received for the
Mr. Jenifer moved the following resolution.
Clillord, Leet anil Fine.
same.
Resolved, That a select committee on the tobacco
Also, a report showing the total quantity of public
Commillee on the territories. Messrs. Pope, Jeniland ceded to each of the respective states within which
they lie, for colleges, academies, schools and other purEoses, distinguishing between the quantities of public
ind so ceded for each particular purpose.
The bill from the house of representatives making
partial appropriations for the year 1841 was referred
to the committee on finance, reported without
amendment, read three several times, and passed.
The question of the public finances came up on
the motion of Mr. Webiter to postpone the reference to the committee on finance of so much of
tFie president's message as relates to the subject of
finance; when Mr. Webster rose and addressed the
senate in a speech of considerable length.
On motion of Mr. Calhoun, the senate adjotjrned.

trade be appointed by the speaker.
The resolution was adopted, and the committee
was ordered to consist of nine members, viz:
Messrs. Jenifer, Coles, Sergeant, Dawson, Carroll,
Grinnell, Tr'iplell, Parrish and Miller.

fer, William B. Campbell, Stnart, Brewster, Garret
Davis, Jas. Cooper, Morgan and Dana.
Committee on revolutionary pcnsums. Messrs. Taliaferro, Carr, Andrews, Steenrod, £. Davis, Brockway, Taylor, Hatid and Peck.
adjonrti
Mr. Briggs moved that when the house
Committee on invalid pensions. Messrs. S. Wilit will adjourn to Monday next; which was agreed
liams, C. Morris, Chittenden, Doan, Strong, S. W.
to.
Moiris, Palen, Sweeny and Eilwards.
Committee on roads and canals. Messis. Ogle,
Mr. Cranston, of Rhode Island, moved the folCarroll, Hill, of Va. Thos. Smith, Rayner, Blacklowing resolution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That all petitions and memorials present- well, Underwood, Crabb and Albert Smith.
Commillee on patents. Messrs. Fletcher, Beatty,
ed to this house at the last session of congress, and referred to the several standing committees, on which no Prentiss, Nevvharil and Paynter.
report was made, or in relation to which bills were reCommittee on public buildings and grounds. Messrs
ported which were lost in either house, may be again Petrikin, Leonard. Keim, John Hastings and
Osreferred to the same committees at the pleasure of the borne.
REPRESENTATIVES.
respectively
presented,
whom
they
were
HOUSE OF
members by
Committee on revisal and unfinished business.
Thursday, Dec. 10. Henry M. Brackenridge e\ec\- on being handed, or a list thereof presented to the
Mi'ssrs. Pi-ck, Parrish, Jackson, James and Kille.
ed from Pennsylvania in the place of RicUard Biii- clerk.
Committee on accounts. Messrs. Joseph Johnson,
die, resigned, appeared, and was sworn in by the
The speaker laid before the house Ihe annual re- Charles Joluison, Marchand, Floyd and Andrews.
speaker, and took his seat.
port of the clerk of the expenditure of the contingetit
Committee on mileage. Messrs. Thomas W. WilThe journal of yesterday was read when
fund of the house for the current year. Laid on the
liams, Henry Williams, Henry, Judson Allen and
Mr. Slanli/ moved to reconsider the vote agreeing table and ordered to be printed.
Kempshall.
to Mr. Alherloii's lesolution of yesterday, which
The speaker also laid before the house the annual
CommHtee on expenditures in Vie department of
directed 13,000 copies of the president's message, report of the secretary of the treasitry on the state
slate.
Messrs. Underwood, Bynum, Crabb, Lowell
with the accotnpanying docuuients, to be printed, of the finances; which was referred to the commitand Trumbull.
and 5,000 copies without the docutnents, for the tee of ways and means, and 5. 000 copies thereof,
Committee on expenditures in ihe department of the
purpose of moving an order confirmitig to that of extra, were ordered to be printed.
treasury. Messrs. Evans, Atherton, Osborne, Warthe last session, which directed the printing of
The speaker also communicated a letter from the ren and Nathaniel Jones.
6,000 copies with documents, and 1,500 copies with- secretary of the navy, traiisiiiitting the annual stateCommittee on expenditures in ihe department of
out documents. Mr. Jltherton explained thnt his ment of the expenditures for contingencies for i.is war.
Messrs. Petei J. Wagner, Holmes, James
resolution conformed to the order of the house at office and for the office of the cotnmissioners of the Cooper, Chapman and Doe.
the session bi'fore the hist, which, he believed, was navy for the year ending the 30th September last,
Committee on expenditures in the department of the
the usual order, and that the order of the last ses- which amount, for the office of the secretary, to navy.
Mes-rs. Saltonslall, Vanderpoel, Simonton,
sion was a departure from the usual order. Alter $5,423 46, and for (he office of the commissioners Green and Gerry.
some remarks from Mr. Tillinghasl and Mr. Gush- to $1,722 94. Laid on the table and ordered to be
Committee on expenditures in the departmerd of the
ing, in favor of reconsideration, the question was printed.
post office. Messrs. Marvin, Boyd, Lowell, G. Davis
put by yeas and nays and decided in the negative
And the house adjourned over to Monday.
and Lane.
yeas 89, nays 90.
Committee on expenditures on the public buildings.
Dec. 14. At 12 o'clock the speaker took
Monday,
Mr. Lincoln, of Massachusetts, moved the followthe chair, and the journal of the last day's sitting Messrs. Staidy, Fornauce, Gates, Earl and John W.
Allen.
read.
was
cominittees
be
Resolced, That the several standing
As soon as the reading of the journal had beea
The standing committees ordered on Thursday
now appointed, according to the standing rules and orlast were now announced, and are composed as fol- completed by the clerk
ders of the house.
Mr. Winthrop stated that he voted in the affirmalows;
resolumoved the following
Mr. John Q.
Commillee of elections. Messrs. Rives, Fillmore, tive on Thursday last, on the question to reconsider
tion:
Medill, Aaron V. Brown, Truman Smith, Botts, P. the vote for printing 15,000 copiesof the president's
Resohed, That a select committee of five members
message with Ihe accompanying documents, and
Thomas, Randall and Rariden.
be appointed, with liberty to send for persons and pa- Francis
Committee of ways and means. Messrs. John W. 5,000 copies without the doctitnents, but that he
pers, to ascertain and report to this house whether the
Vanderpoel, Connor, Mark found his vote was not entered on the list, and he
printed house document of the last session. No. 183, Jones, Evans, Atherlon,
moved that his vote be recorded.
has been falsified, materially differing from the manu- A. Cooper, Mason, Saltotislall and Hubbard.
Mr. J. L. Williams stated that he also voted in
script transtnitted by the presidentof the United States;
Committee of claims. Messrs. Russell, Dawson,
and, if so, by whom the said falsification was made.
Banks, Giddings, Jared W. Williams, Gentry, John the affirmative on the same question, but tliat his
After some remarks from Mr. A. the resolution Hill, of N. C. Galbraith and Mallory.
tiame did not appear, and moved that his name be
was adopted yeas 87, nays 46. The committee
Committee on commerce. Messrs. Curtis, Hillen, also entered on the list of votes.
consists of Messrs. Adams, McKiiy, Barnard, Midell Burke, Toland, Habersham, Parris, Botts, Weller
Mr. Petrikin inquired if those alterations would
change the result of the vote on the motion to reand Dennis.
and VVinthrop.
The speaker answered that it would
Committee on public lands. Messrs. Morrow, Lin- consider.
Mr. Tillinghast submitted the following resolurecorded being 89 afcoln, Crary, John White, Fisher, Garland, Jacob change tfie resuft; the vote as
tion, which w as read, and laid over under the lule.
Mr. Petrikin (lien objected
firmative, 90 negative.
Reaolred, That the secretary of the treasury report Thompson, Casey and Chapman.
Committee on the post office and post roads. Messrs. on (he ground that corrections such as those proto the house how far, and in what manner, the act
passed at the last .session, entitled "an act to provide McKay, Hopkins, Briggs, Marvin, Leailbetter, Jos. posed coiilil not be made but by unanimous consent.
Mr. Cashing said the pracfice of the house was
tor the collection, sate-keeping, transfer and disburse- L. V\ iiliains, Albert G. -Brown, Reynolds and John
directly different from the course stated byMr. Pement of the public revenue," has been carried into B. Thompson.
execution: whether any buildings, addiuons to or alteCommittee for the District of Columbia. Messrs. trikin. That the practice was to refuse members
rations in buildings, therein authorised orrequired, have
W. Cost Johnson, Christopher H. Williams, Beirne, the privilege of voting when they did not vote, but
been commcnceif. and at what cost, or contracts therevoted and were omitted to be
Clark, Davee, Graham, Cianston, Hawkins and when they" actually
for made or orders therefor given, and the terms nnd
entered, the error had always been corrected, and
McCarty.
what
number
orders;
and
conditions of such contracts
in point.
several
cases
to
Sergeant,
referred
Messrs.
judiciary.
the
on
Committee
of clerks, special agents, and other officers, agents, or
Mr. Williams, of N. C. Mr. StoH^y and Mr. Wise,
Barnard, Stanly, Trumservants, have been and now are employed under the Hoffman, Turney. Samuels,
made remarks in favor of the correction. Mr. If'7se
provisions of said act, or for aid in carryitig the same bull. Samson H." Butler and Starkweather.
previous question, which was sustaininto effect, and where and from what times, and at
Commillee on revolulionury claims. Messrs. Ran- called for the
what compensations: whether each and every of the dolph, Hall, Tiiliaferro, Parmenter, Montgomery ed hy a majority.
And the main question was then put on the moofficers who are therein required to give bond have Ely, Swearingen, James and Nathaniel Jones.
given bond, and the sum, sureties, and tune of delivery
the journai be amended by recording the
Committee on public expenditures. Messrs. Bond lion that
of each bond, and who, if any, have not given bond:
votes of Messrs. Winthrop and Wilhnms on the
Dnncati, Ciockelt, Wallerson, McCulloch, Gieen
whether, in the collection, or keeping, or transfer, or
reconsider the vote before mentioned, and
to
motion
McClure.
Brackenridge and
disbarscment of tlie public revenue, or any portion B.vker,
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deciJed in the affirmative, by yeas and nays yeas
200, nays 3.
And so the votes of Mr. Wiuihrop and Mr. Jas.
X. Waiiains were received; in consequence of
which, the vole, instead of being 90 against S9 for
reconsideration, stood 91 for reconsideration, and
90 against it.
The speaker sahl that the raolioii of Mr. Stajilij for
reconsideration being carried in the affirjnative, the
m.ition of Mr. Jtherton, iir.ide on the 9th instant,
wastlie subject then before the house.
Mr. Stanly then moved to amend. Mr. Mherlon's
motion so as that 5,000 copies of the message, with
the accompawjing documents, be printed, ami 15,000
without Ihe docufnents.

Mr. Fillmore moved
riiessage to

be printed

tljat

be

the whole

number of

the

10,000— one-half with

documents, and the other half without.
The question on Mr. Fillniore's amendment was
put and negatived.
Mr. Briggs then moved to amend the amendment
of ]Mr. Sliadj/ by printing 10,000 with the documents, and 5,000 without.
The question on this motion was decided in the
yeas 110, nays 96.
aiririiiative, by yeas and nays
Mr. Thompson, of Kentucky, rose and annuuiiced
to Ihe house that Simeon H. Anderson, his predecessor ill this congress from Ihe filth district in
Kentucky, had departed this life, at his residence
Mr. T.
in Garrard county, since the last session.
remarked that his death wa^i a public calamity, because the country, intlie morning of his life, and as
his career of usefulness upon a new theatre had just
commenced, had been deprived of one of her most
promising sons. In the councils of his native state,
lie liad rendered service to that state, and achieved
lor himself an enviable reputation; without opposition, and by the undivided suffrage of his district, he
had been returned a member lor this congress. His
bearing as a gentleman was a true evidence of the
moral worth and integrity of pui-pose that chai'ac
terized the man.
His brief services here had not
fully manifested to this body the rich attainments
and high order of intellect that, combined with his
private virliies, had secured to him not only public
confidence at home, but also that res|iect and attachnient which all the better sympatliies of social
life ever accord to merit and worth.
The bar of
which he was a member and an ornament, in his
native state, regret his untimely death; his district

—

feels the loss.
Allied with the best blood of the
state, he has left a young family to mourn the sad

bereavement of a kind parent and an affeclionate
husband. Mr. T. presented the following resolutions as a tokenof condolence to that family, and as
the last kind office and tribute of respect we can pay
to the memory of one who yet lives in thecherished
remembrances and affections of his friends, his relatives, and ol the state of which he was a favorite
child, and on whom slie rested high and proud hopes
of future usefulness and eminence. There is allotted to but few a better and brighter fortune than
seemed to await him. The sentiment that "they

whom the gods love die young" was a tender delu
sion of heathen superstition, in this instance, h'
trusted, but exemplified and adopted by a wise and
mysterious dispensation of the Christian's Provi
dence.
The malediction, '-May you die from
home," was an imprecation he had no enemy malevolent enough to uller, and he now reposes as he
lived and died, surrounded by his household and

to
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Having been called, by the people of his district,
Mr. Garland, of Virginia, said it should be asserve them in the national legislature of his na
certained in which copy the error existed; and if

and desiious to e.xecute the trust re
posed in him, he struggled through the last unusuarduous and exciting session, in the discharge
of his duties, in a manner alike honorable to himself, gratifying lo his friends, and satisfactory to his
constituents.
At the close of the session he found
his constitution rapidly yielding to the ravages of a
cotifirmed consumption; and, during the recess of
congress, in the youth of his days, with the fairest
earltily prospects before him, (could he have lived
to realize them), and at a time when, one would
think, he mi^ht be buoyant with hope, he sank a
victim to gloomy melancholy, leaving numerous
devoted friends to lament his premature and deplo
five country,
ally

rable death.
I have never been able to feel fully the propriety
of panegyric on occasions like this; it excites little
or no interest where the subject of it is unknown

and cannot reach Ais ear, nor enhance his character
in the esteem of those who knew his goodness, hi:
talents and his virtues.
I may be indulged, how
ever, in simply saying that Mr. Ramsey, as a man,
was liberal and kind as ar friend, was true and
faithful.
He enjoyed Ihe advantages of an acco
plished education, received in this country; and he
visited some of Ihe most famous places in Europe
in the anxious pursuit of fjnowledge and for the

—

improvement of

Some time

his health.

trom Europe, he was,
26th congress, and in 1840

after his return

in 1S3S, elected to

the

was again returned, by a geneious and enlightened
constituency, to the 27th congress. But, alas! he
is now no more.
He died a high-minded and ho

found to be in the print, it should be corrected as
matter of course.
After some further desultory debate, Ihe clerk
was then directed to cause Ihe error to be corrected.
On motion of Mr. Everett, of Vermont it was
Resolved, That the postmaster general be directed to
lay before ibis house a list of all cunailments in the
transportation of the mail, made since the adjournment
of congress, wilh the date when such curtailinenta
were made, and the time when they took effect; and
the amount of thereduciion of compensation on each.
Mr. Petrikin, at his request, was excused from

serving on the committee on the public buildings
and grounds.

Mr. Hand,
day

last,

in pursuanceof notice given on Thursasked and obtained leave to introduce a

establish a uniform rule of naturalization,
and to repeal all acts heietofore passed on that subbill

to

ject.

The bill was then introduced by Mr. Hand and
was read twice by its title; he then moved that it be
printed.
Mr. Russell moved that it be referred to the committee on the judiciary.
Mr. Hand moved that it be referred to the committee of the whole on the state of the union.
The question on sending the bill to the committee
of the whole on the state of the union taking precedence t)y the rules, the yeas and nays were ordered, and, being taken it was decided in the negative,
yeas 96, nays 98. The bill was then sent to the committee on the judiciary and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Fillmore moved the following resolution;
which was read and agreed to.
Without making further remark, I ask the house
Resolved, That the secretary of war be directed to
to pay the caslomary tribute of respect to the me- report lo this house what machines, tools or implements,
mory of a deceased member, by adopting the reso- if any belonging to the United Slates, or used in the
lulions which I hold in my hand, and now send to construction or repair of the harbors or piers or other
public works on the great northern and western lakes,
the chair:
norable man.

Resolved,

That the members of the house

will

the memory of William
Sterrett Ramsey, by wearing crape on the left
testily their respect for

arm

for thirty days.

That the house do now adjourn.
speaker put the question on these resolutions,

Resolved,

The

and they were agreed to without a dissenting voice;
and thereupon the speaker adjourned the house until to-morrow, 12 o'clock.
Tuesday, Dec. 15. Mr. Jones, of Virginia, from
the committee of ways and means, asked permission of file house to report at this time a bill making

patial appropriations for the service of the year
1S41; leave being granted, he reported the bill,
which was twice read and commilted to the committee of the whole on the state of Ihe union.
Mr. Jones then moved that the house do now go
into the committee of the whole on Ihe bill: which,
being agreed to, the speaker left Ihe chair, and it
was taken by Mr. Briggs. The bill was then read,
and proposes to make the following appropriations.
For pay and mileage of members of congi<?ss

For pay of officers of congress,
For contingent expenses of Ihe senate,
For contingent expenses of Ihe house of

$250,000
25,000
25^000

or the waters connected therewith, have be«n sold
since the first day of January, 18-10, and the cost of
such machine-, implements. or tools, respectively, and
the price for which they were respectively sold, and the
authority by which such sales were made.

The house proceeded, on molion of Mr. Parrisk,
of Maine, to an election of chaplain. The vote
was taken viva voce, and resulted as follows:
1st ballot.

Rev. Mr. Braxton,

"

"

76

Bates,

61

Reese,
Danforth,

14

Shaw,
Brown,

2d

ballot.

101

53
16

withdrawn

4
1

Mr. Braxton having received a majority of all
Ihe votes given was declared duly elected.
On motion of Mr. Reed, the message from the
president, communicated lo the house a few days
ago, recommending an immediate appropriation 'or
the relief of the navy pension fund, was referred to
the committee on naval affairs.

The speaker then laid before the house sundry
communications, viz:
A letter from the treasurer of the United States,
(Mr. Selden), transmitting copies of his accounts
for the 1st, 2d and 3d quarters of the year 1839; the
accounts lor Ihe 4th quarter and the Ist and 2d
quarters of the present year have not yet been adjusted by the accounting officers; as soon as they

representatives,
100,000
Mr. Ciishltg proposed an amendment, appropriating $12,000 to pay the compensation allowed by
law to Ihe messengers who have brouglit, or may are adjusted, they will be laid before the house.
letter was read, laid on the table, and ordered
friends.
bring, to the seat of government, the eleclorial votes The
to be printed.
Resohed, That this house with deep regret liav( lor president and vice president at the
recent presiletter from the first comptroller of the treasury,
heard the announcement of the death ofSi.MEONH dential election; which was agreed
to.
Anderso.v, of Kentucky, late a member of this
The committee then rose and reported the bill to accompanied by a list of balances which have recongre.ss.
the house, and it was ordered to be engrossed, and mained due more than three years on the books of
Resohed, That to testify their regard for the tl
read a third lime forthwith. It was accordingly read the loiirth auditor, (navy). Laid on the table and
ordered to be piinteil.
ceased, and as an evidence of the sympathy they the third time, passed, and
sent lo the senate for
report fiom Ihe secretary of war, made under
feel, and hereby tender to his surviving relalives, concurrence.
Ihe order of the 7lh July last, calling on him for the
they will wear crape on the left arm for thirty days.
The resolution from the senate for the appoint- amount of "expenditures in suppressing
Indian
Kesolned, As a further testimony of respect for
nent of a joint committee to direct the expenditure
.pen
hostilities in Flurida, showing distinctly the various
the deceased, that when this house adjourn to-day,
of money approprialed for Ihe library
of con"ress items of expenditure." Laid on the table, and oril a Ijourn to to-morrow.
was, on motion of Mr. TilUnghast, taken up, c'onsidered to be printed.
Mr. Lect, of Pennsylvania, rose and addressed the dered and adopted.
letter from the secretary of the treasury, achouse as follows;
Mr. Briggs said that, in looking info the printed
companied by a report made in pursance of tlie SIh
Mr. Speaker: In accordance with a practice report on Ihe slate of the finances, laid
on his table section of the act of Ihe 2d March, 1831, for the
which has been sanctioned by long usage, I rise lo to-day, he had discovered what he
conceived to be relief of insovent debtors to the United Slates.
discharge a painful duty, in doing which 1 feel sure an error in the print. The excess
of exports was L.iid on the table, and ordered to be printed.
the house will sympathize wilh me. I rise, sir, to set down at $16,.-)00,000; it
evideiillv should be
letter from Ihe secretary of war, accompanied
announce the death of William Sterrett Ram something over lortythree millions.
He noticed it by statements of the expenditures on account of the
s.VY, who was a distinguished member of the Penn
that the error might be corrected in the
extra num- coiilihgencies of the various branches of the war
sylvania delegation, and represented the Cumber- bers of the document
which the house had ordered department for the year ending 30th
September,
land distiicl. lie died suddenly, in October last, lo be printed.
1S40; amounting for the office of Ihe secretary to
in the city of Baltimore, somewhat remote from the
Mr. Williams, of North Carolina, inquired whe#2,587 01; commissioner of Indian afiiiirs to
bosom of his near relalives, but where, however, ther the error was in the print
or in the orio-inal' $1,508 87; commissionerof pensions to
$1,405 78;
there were nut wanting friends lo show appropriate If in the original, the
house had no right tocoTrect; commanding general to
$249 91; adjutant general
marks of respect to his memory. His death was It should be returned to the
secretary of Ihe treasu- to $1,085
63; quartermaster general to .$.'762 04;
nol less sudden than melancholy.
From early in- ry for correction.
commissary general of subsistence lo $2,244 91;
f.incy he was hUlicted wilh feeble health and a weak
Mr. B/ug., could not say whether the
error was commissary general of purchases to ,$670 11; surcoiistiiutiun.
the original or Ihe print.
geon general to $543 61; ordnance office to
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$1,220 16; topographi- of Nicholas Brown and others, for a harbor on Block
cal bureau to $1,348 66; paymaster general to Island.
Of Elisha Dyer and others, for removal of ob$446 17; superintendent northwest execulive building to $4,239 16. These documents were referred structions in Providence river.
Of James Rhodes and olhers, for removal of obto the committee on expenditures in the war destructions in Patuxent harbor.
partuient.
Mr. Giinnell presented sundry peiilions, viz:
A letter from the secretary of the treasury, transA petilion of Selh Driggs, praying for the intermitting the report made to the treasury department
by professor Hassler, superintendent of the survey ference ol the government in relation to a claim on
Referred to the comol the coast and of the work for the fabrication of the Colombian government.
standard weights and measures, showing the pro- mittee on foreign aflairs.
Three peiitions from citizens of New York, askgress made during the present year in those works
respectively.
Laid on the table and ordered to be ing for the passage of a general bankrupt bill; referred to the committee on the judiciary.
printed.
A letter from the secretary of the treasury, with Mr. Simonion presented a memorial signed by

0962

45; engineer office to

statements of the expenditures for contingencies in members of the legislature of Pennsylvania, asking
the various offices of the treasury department for congress adequately to encourage the production of
the year ending 30th September last.
Referred to silk; and to assess such reasonable duli«s on the
the committee on expenditures in the treasury de- foreign importations of silk in all their forms as
would enable the government to collect a fair propartment.
letter from the secretary of the treasury, trans- portion ol its revenue from that source.
Mr. Doly presented sundry petitions, viz:
mitting an account (in print) of the receipts and
Petition ot R. C. Paine and others, praying an apexpenditures of the United States for the year 1839,
accompanied with many valuable statistical state- propriation for a harbor at Racine, in VViskonsin.
Proceedings of a meeting in the town of Finch, in
It was laid on the table.
ments.
A letter Irom the secretary of state, transmitting favor of a harbor at Milwaukee.
Memorial of citizens of Wiskonsin, asking an apstatements of the e.vpenditiites on account of contingencies for the year 1S39: amounting for the de- propriation for the improvement of the navigation of
partment and for publishing the laws to $16,047 41; Neenah river.
Mr. \V. Cosl Johnson presented a memorial signsame for foreign papers and books to jC62 13 4
sterling; for the northeast executive building to ed by a very large number of the citizens of Wash$3,535 03; expenses of foreign intercourse to ington for a renewal of the charter of the banks of
$42,963 41. Referred to the committee on expen- the District of Columbia. This memorial was, at
the request of Mr. J. read to the house, and referditures in the department of state.
letter from the first comptroller of the treasury, red to the committee for the District of Columbia.
On motion of Mr. Mlterton, it was
Iransmitting a list of balances due more than three
Resolved, 'J'hat a joint committee on enrolled bills he
years on the books of the second auditor; which
appointed in pursuance of the joint rules ol the two
was laid on the table, and ordered to be printed.
A letter froio the first comptroller, transmitting a houses.
Messrs. Burke and Naylor were appointed the
list of balances standing on the books of the treathe house.
sury more than three years against receivers ot committee on the part ol
Mr. Mark A. Cooper asked leave to offer resolupublic mor.ej's.
Ordered to lie on the table, and
He then introduced his
granted.
tions;
which
was
be printed.
resolutions, which were read and adopted, and are
Air. Russell moved the following resolution:

A

A

Resolved, That the committee of claims be authorised to employ a clerli, at the ra;e of four dollars for each
day's session, under the appointment of the committee.

Mr. W. Cost Johnson moved to amend the resoby adding "and that the committee for the
Columbia be authorised to employ a cleric
when that committee may think it necessary, at the

lution

District of

per day,"
desultory debate arose on tlie propriety of appointing clerks to committees, which was participated ill by Mr. IV. Cosl Johnson, Mr. Russell, Mr.
Beally, Mr. Thompson, of ftliss. and Mr. Craig.
Mr. Johnson's amendment was disagreed to, and
the resolution otfered by Mr. Russell was then agreed
80 to 65.
to by yeas and nays
Mr. Fillmore moved the following resolution,
which was read and adopted:
Resolved, That the committee of elections be directed to prepare and report to this house a bill prescribing
the notice to be given by the claimant in case of a conrate of four dollars

.

A

—

tested election, and regulating the manner of taking
le3tim')ny therein, and of authenticating the same.
Mr. John Quincy jldams moved the following re-

That the secretary of war communicate
house, at as early a day as may be convenient
to tile department, a list of the reservations under the
Creek treaty of March, 1332, which remain unsold, together with the valuations thereof, made under the
authori'y of governor Carroll, former agent, and the
names of the persons making such valuation^-, tlie lime
at which the same was made, and the remarks of the
valuers in each case.
2. Resolved, That the secretary of war report to this
house what progress has been made in the settlement
of the conflicting claims for Creek reservations between
Co- an(! other claimants; at what time
J. C. Watson
a special commissioner was appointed to adjudicate the
same; who is the person appointed; whether he has received his per diern pay, and at what rale, since his
appointment, and at what time liis duties, under said
commission, will probably be brought to a close.
On motion of Mr. CuAing. the report of the secretary of the treasury and other documents which
were before congress at the last session, relating to
he trade between the United States and the British
colonial possessions, were referred to the committo this

&

tee on foieign affairs.

motion of Mr. Delhi, of Alabama,

On

solution:

That

the president of the United Stales be
requested to catise to be communicated to this house,
BO far as may be compatible with the public interest,
copi(;8 of all documents in the department of state,
showing the origin of any political relations between
the United States and the empire of China; the first
appointment of a consul to reside at or near Canton;
whether such consul, or any other subsequently appointed, has ever been received or recognised in that
capacitv; and the present relations between the guvernmentofiheUiiited States and that of the Celestial Em-

Resolved,

as follows:
1. Resolved,

pire.

Thi.5 resolution was read, and, before any question had been put thereon, the bouse adjourned.

Wednesday, Dec. 16. At 12 o'clock the speaker
took the ch-.ir, and called for petitions.
Mr. Winihrop pi'esented the memoiial of the
merchants and underwriters of the port of Boston,
setting forth the insufficiency of the ordinary revc
nue cutters for the New England coast, and particu-

it

was

Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be instructed to inquire iniuthe e.tpediency of extending the
time for completing the census in those slates or districts where the same has been prevented by sickness
or other causes which the olficers having tliat duty in
charge could not control.
The resolution moved by Mr. ./?(ii/ms yesterday,
came up, in order, for consideratioh.
Mr. Adams explained the object and the impor-

tance of the information sought to be obtained by
the suggestion of

Mr. Cushmg, the resolution

was modified so as to insert ''other deparlments" after depiirlnient of state; and, as modified, the resolution was agreed to, and is as follow.?:
Resolved, That the president of the United States he

requested to cause to be communicated to this house,
so far as may be compatible with the public interest,
copies of all dooumentsin the department of state, and
other departments, showing the origin of any political
larly for alfording prompt relief to merchant ves- relations between the United States and the empire of
sels in distress, auil praying for the substitution of China; the first appointment of a consul to reside at or
consul, or any other subsea ^eam culler on that station; referred to the com- near Canton; whether such
quently appointed, has ever been received or recognised
mitte of ways and means.
and the present relations between the
Mr. lilhnghnst presented the petition of Thomas in ihatcapaciiv;
government of the United States and that ul the CeCook, JohuG. Howe a;id olhers, for duly on imlestial Empire.
ported pins; referred to the committee on manufacOn motion of Mr. Petiikin, it was
tures.

On motion of Mr. Tillinghast, the following memurials and petitions, pending at former sessions,
were referred anew, under the order of this session,
viz:

Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be instructed 10 inquire into the expediency of reducing the
fees and emoluments of district attorneys of the United
States, or of directing such fees and emoluments, beyond a limited amount, to be paid into the treasury.
The speaker then called the slates for resolutions.

Memorials of Rjbert Johnson and others, of Simon Dodge and others, of N. G. Rutgers and others. when
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Clifford, asked and obtained leave to introbill to provide for the settlement of the claim

Maine, on account of the services of
The bill was twice read, and referred
committee on military affairs.
On motion of Mr. Lincoln, it was
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be directed to report to this house what ^'subordinate custom hou«e officers have been dispensed with within the
period of two years" last past, to which he refers in his
late report on the state of the finances; and what had
of tlie state ol

her militia.
to the

been the

rate of compensation previously paid to those
And also what additional
of custom house ofllcers has been appointed or
employed within ihe same period, in the several collecofficers

for their services.

number

tion districts in

the

United States, and at what rates

of compensation, with the dales of their appointment
and employment respectively. Also, in what cases
and to what extent "the compensation of officers and
liglit house keepers has been reduced.''
And also, ia
what cases (if any) the coinpensation to any officer in
his department employed in the collection of the customs, or otherwise, has been increased. And that he
present the required information in such tabular form
as to exhibit tlie comparative number of officers and
the amount of their compensation in each collection
district, at the commencement and close of the said
icriod of two years next preceding the date of the said
He annual report on the finances, and also the relative
cost of ci'llecting the revenue from customs to the
amount of revenue collected in each of the last two
years, compared with the cost of collection and amount
collected annually, s-ince the 4th day of March, 1825.

And

that he also inform this house what officers "now
in the collection of duties, whose further services it has been believed could be safely dispensed
with, in consequence of the reduction of late years, at
the different places where they are stationed, may be
discontinued, whose offices cannot be abolished without new legislation."
Resolved, That ihe secretary of the treasury be directed to inform this house under what superintendence
the custom houses in
York and Boston, respectively, arc being constructed, the number and names of
the commissioners employed to superintend the construction of said custom houses, the time they have
been so employed, and the compensation paid to each.

employed

New

On tnotirm of Mr. Cushiug, it was
Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be
instructed to inquire into the expediency of making
ftiri her provision by law for the trial of crimes in the
district courts of the United States; also, further provision for the institution of civil and admiralty powers in
said courts.
The resolution moved by Mr. Tillinghast on the
lOlh inst. calling upon the secretary ol the treasury
to report to the

house

how

far

and

in

what manner

the sub-treasury law passed at the last session has
been carried into execution, was called up by the

mover.

Mr. Vanderpocl thought the resolution would cut
the clerks in the departt work enough for all
ment for the whole session. He opposed it because
unnecessary, as the information, if
it
obtained, would have no effect on any proceedings
which might take place in the house upon the subject of a re[»eal of (he sub-treasury.
Mr. Tillinghast. explained the resolution, and
bowed the value of the informalion asked for, and
its pertinency to questions upon which Ihe house
may, and probably will, be called to vote; in his remarks he spoke of the judgment of the people upon
the sub treasury law.

he believed

Mr. Duncan denied that the issue upon the subtreasury question had been put to the people in the
and said that no whig had been electnext congress on that is«ue; that it was
was any other public measure the leading
principle upon which the presidential election had

late elections,

ed

to the

not, nor

been decided; for that gen. Harrison himself,
questioned, had refused to answer.

whea

Mr. Morgan

his resolution.

At

Mr.
duce a

said that the question of the subtreasury had been put in issue in at least one district, and that that district was the district of Cincinnati, and that he bflieved one Mr. Pendleton
could give testimony on that point.
i\lr. Duncan positively denied that any such issue
had been made in the Cincinnati district.

Mr. Galbrailh moved to lay the resolution on the
and on this question the yeas and nays were
called lor.
call of the house was then moved by Mr. Tolund, and. Ihe yeas and.nays were ordered; when
Mr. Galbrailh withdrew his molioii to lie on the

fable,

A

table;

and

it

was immediately renewed by Mr.

Bcatly.

house was then renewed by Mr.
Toland.
The question was put, when there appeared for

The

call of the

the call 23, against it 56.
quorum did not vote; the question was therefore not decided.
Ml. Hopkins \hen moved an adjournment, which
was carried; and the house adjourned.
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CHRONICLE.
alpaca. An attempt is malung to naturalize
tnbe, called
in Great Britain, an animal of the Liaina
monnlain
the alpaca, a native of the Cordelleros or
Its wool is of extreme fineness and
districts of Peru.
Importations^ of ir tave alis exceedingly valuable.
of
millions
ready taken place !o the amount of three
pounds, and manufactured. The fabric is said to be
An Enghsh pnnt says of this
equally fine w iili silk.
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Coal trade. The shipments of coal fronT the'
Schuylkill during the present year have been four hundred and twelve thousand (ons.'— furnishing steady and
profitable employment to a large number of coasting
vessels, besides the thousands of persons engaged in
mining and transporting it from the mines to the sea-

president may issue bonds for that amount, which shall
be sold to the best bidder, within thirty days— twothirds of the proceeds of said loan to be expended in
acquiring a marine and oihcr necessaries for prosecuf
ing the v\ar against Texas.

board.

chusetts, as ascertained by the

The

operations of
forwarding this now indispensable stapl^e from the
mines, is about closing for the season. The supplies
animal:
„
,
, ,
gran- brouoht down the Schuylkill canal this year have been
"It is used as deer in the parks of ilie Spanish
423,737 tons. From the Lehigh 222,008 tons, and fiom
dees in Peru, and its flesh is equal to any venison.—
142,000 tons. Two companies have
Some are white, others brown and mottled. I he al- the Lackawanna sending coal from the Lehigh mines—
commenced
just
therefore
reand
do,
sheep
as
paca does not perspire
saving namely, the Buck Mountain and Tamanend. The
quires no smearing, which will be an immense
wool on its works of the Buck Mountain company are nearly comto the Scotch f,.rrner; and the heavy coal of
the Peru- pleted. The rail road is four miles in length, passing
body (fine as silk) is sufficient proiecnon
months through two tunnels, one of which is already completlall
four
rain
of
deluges
vian mountains, where
forwardness that
I'he alpaca lives under the ed, and the other is in such a state of
ill the summer season.
of
that a cold chmate they expect to bring down from 30 to 50,000 tons
line of perpetual snow, which proves
next
year. The Tamanend mines are seventeen
coal
on
"zeho,
feeds
It
winter.
in
even
them
to
is congenial
coal
is brought on the
and
their
Lehigh,
from
the
miles
mountains
grows
on
all
a kind of withered grass which
road, on a descending grade thirteen
above a certain akitude, proving that they will exist Catawissa rail
on the Beaver Meadow rail road
where sheep will not. Supplies of the animal were at miles, and four miles
These mines belong to the Morris ca10 the landing.
Breadalbane
lord
we
believe
and
sale,
Glasgow for
and the next season it is intended to
bought some to try on his estate at Taymouth, where nal company,
quantity of this siaple.
considerable
were, also, bring down a
the cappercaihic already flourishes. There
the Lehigh this year will probably
samples of the raw alpaca silky \\-ool, assorted black, The'shipments on
those of any former year. The largest supply
exceed
mottled,
gray,
foxy,
brown,
white,
red,
dye)
(without
in one' year was 225,937 tons, in
&c. No animal grease is in this wool illustrative ihat ever brought down
1837. In addition to the coal brought down the Lehigh
the animal requires no washing belore shearing, and
this season, about fifteen millions Icet of lumber have
the wool can at present be sold at 20d. per lb. During
passed by this route.
the panic of 1837, when Highland wool sold at 3?,d. per
and
On the Schuylkill navigation the tolls received this
lb. upwards of 1,000,000 lbs. of alpaca realised 2s.
$4.59,069.
Different kinds of manufacture from season, to the 27lh November, amount to
2s'. 6d. per lb.
Lehigh to about $160,000 and on the Union
alpaca, in imitation of silk— some black as jet, (without On the
Next
year
the indications are in
to $110,855.
canal
great
vawove
in
and
dyed
colored,
while,
dye) others
can be manufaclured at one-third the favor of a gready increased business in coal. On the
riety of figures
there has been considerable activity durprice of silk, and is said by the manufacturer to be three Susquehanna
ing the latter part of the season, chiefly for the supply
times more valuable than Scotch wool.
of the anthracite furnaces erected this year.
Artificial lake. The Cleveland Herald says that
[Phil. Com. List.
the "rand canal reservoir in Mercer county, Ohio, coCotton market. Liverpool dates of the 9th Nover3''l3,000 acres of land, the water from 4 to 27 feet
the
as
dull
at previous quotatrade
vember, represent
deep. It is said to be the largest artificial lake in the
tions.
world.
fair demand, 2,500
New Orleans, December 1Bank arkangements for REsnuiprioN. The New bales went ofT at full prices holders .isk an advance,
York American of the 8tli Dec. says: "The arrange- but it had not been submitted to.
Amongst the sales, Louisiana and Mississippi, 360
ment with the Philadelphia banks is perfectecl. The
subscription by banks was to the amount of $550,000, bales, at 101,; 600 do. at 8; 100 do. at 8; 72 do. at 9; and
and by iRe individuals f r firms, the balance of 250,000 1 12 do. at 8|. For curiosity's sake, we would mention
a well
dollars was made up. The resumption in Pennsylvania that 14 cents was refused to-day for a part ol
will, we presume, be slid into gradually, without nani- known fancv crop.
The Red River Whig of the 21st, re-asserts its forin" any particular day, and without perceptible diffimer belief, that the cotton crop of that section, will not
cuTtv.''
The New York Express says that the following are be one-half as large as that of last year. It says inforthe particulars as far as known of the loan made in mation derived from all pans of the country confirm the
correctness of the opinion.
that citv to ihe Philadelphia banks:
Cut/on factories. There are in Mexico 11 cotton
S605,000
Certain New York banks,
60,000
factories establi-hed by foreigners, the location and
King,
Prime, Ward
50,000
product of which are as fiillows:
George Griswold,
50,000
In Puebla there are 5 cotton factories,
Co.)
J. Brown, (for Brown, Brothers
4.700 lbs. yarn.
25,000
making per day,
Kevins &,Townsend,
1
2 300
25,000
Oriyard,
John Ward &. Co.
.

,

The

coal

trade

and canal

tolls.
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$805,000

The grand jury for the district
in Florida.
of East Florida have presented, among other matters,
the present condition of the banks in Florida. Bui three
banks are now prelending to be in operation: the Bank
'of I'ensacola, the Southern Life and Trust Co. and the
Union bank; all the others have become extinct. The
faith bonds issued to these banks are presented asnuZ/
and void, and the legislature is urged to takeinimediaie
Banks

measures

to

cancel them.

Xalapa,
Mexico,
Other places,

800

1

4

—

—

Slaves 1. Total colored 704. Grand total 211,704.
There are in the state— 57,793 agriculturists, and
31,153 youths at school.
Comparative statement.
4,762
Population in 1810
8.896
1820
31,639*
1830
211,704
1840
The increase of the last ten years is quite remarkable.

New York
found

to

census. The population of the state is
be 2,429,481, being an increase of 510 873
The number ol colored persons is 49,965.

since 1S30.

Rail roads. There are 3,319 miles of rail road
constructed and in use, in the United Slates, conslructed at a cost of about eighly-six millions of dollars, and
yielding an average revenue of about five and a half
percent. 1,802 miles more are in progress of completion; and the whole number of miles projected, including finished, unfinished, and routes examined, is
nearly ten thousand.
Schoolmasters wanted.

The Richmond Whiff

slates that tlie census of Virginia, judging from partial
returns, will in all hkehhood show full fifty thousand
white adults in that stale who cannot read! The whole
number of voles given at the late presidential election

was about 84,000, being 30,000 more than were ever
polled before.
York there ore, according to the
In the state of
census just taken, forty-three thousand eight hundred

New

and seventy-one

wliite persons

over 20 years

of

age

neither read nor write. Most of these the
Commercial Chronicle presumes to be foreigners, inasmuch as there are no less than 10,876 primary and
common schools in operalion, at which more than halt

who can

a million of children are attending, according to ihe
It is stated in an address by bishop Smith, superintendent of public schools in Kentucky; that of the
140,000 children of the iiroper age to go to school, ia
that slate, only about 32,000 are receiving an education.
He further slates that it costs about as much to
educate tbe 32,000, under the present system, as it
would to educate the whole 140,(500 under the common
school system.

A

bill had been introduced into
South Carolina.
the house of representatives of this state to alter and
amend the 1st and 2d seciions of the 2d arlicle of the
constitution of tbe stale, so as to give the eleclionof governor to the people; and also a bill to give the election
of electots of president and vice president of the United
States, to the people.

Sugar. New Orleans. Dec.l. The sugar market
to-day was very active, and about 500 hhds. were dison London 85; on France posed ol from the levee, at very full prices, wilhiii
5 16|; on Breman 78; Amsterdam and Hamburg the ran^e of our quotations, which we place at 45 to6j
for extreme qualiiies.
36J; on Philadelphia IJ; Ballimore 1.1; Richmond 2;
Some of the sugar planters of Cuba have adopted
Charleston IjalJ; Raleigh 3; Savannah 4; Augusta
the meiliod of Mons. Degrand, of France, of boiling
6; Columbus 6I; Miicon 12; Milledgeville 15; Mobile
the juice of ihe cane in a vacuum, by which ihe quan45; N. Orleans i^; Nashville 8; Louisville 4; Cincin
cent, over ihe
nati 3ia4; Indiana 5; Illinois 6; Natchez 25; St. Louis tity of sugar is increased full ten per
other method.
5ia6; Michigan 6.

Exchange.
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Flour, remains generally at the prices last quoted
Michigan flour. 41,896 barrels of flour were conveyed on the Central rail road during the year ending
sity, in
Nov. 30ih, 1840, from Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Wayne
The Detriot Daily AdverBible. There is at present in the possession of a and Dearborn to Detroit.
Mrs. Parkes, of Golden Square, London, a copy of liser of the 2d inst. states that immense quantities of
that place this winter, tor the
Muclin's Bible, in 45 large folio volumes, illustrated flour will be stored in
wagon price the previous
with nearly 7,000 engravings, from the age of Michael eastern spring trade. The
Angelo to that of Reynolds and West. The work also week was three dollars and fifty cenls per barrel
coniaiiis about 200 original drawings of vigneits by
Fire. The Fredericksburg Union n^anufacluring
Loulherbonrgh.
The prims and etchings include the company*s buildings were nearly destroyed on the
works of Ralliielle, Marc Antonio, Algert Durcr, Cal- morning of the 5ih inst. There was insurances to the
lot, Rembrandt and other masters, consisting of repreamouniof $19,600, but Ihe loss of the company as
sentations of nearly every fact, circumstance and object well as of the community will be severe.
mentioiicd in the holy scriptures. There are, moreover,
Gen. Harrison, we understand, is expected to leave
deaignsoflree.=, plants, flowers, quadrupeds, birds, fishes
and insects, such, besides fossils, as have been adduced home lor Vnginia the latter pan of ihis mnnlh. He
The most aiitheniic will spend the month of January with his friends in
in proof of an universal deluge.
he Old Dominion, and repair to Wa.'hinglon in Fescripture atlases are bound up with the volumes. Tbe
to be ready on the 4ih of Marcfi to enter upon
Bible was the properly of the late Mr. Bowyer, the pub- bruary,
dutiesof the iniporlant oflice to which the people
lisher, who correctecl and arranged the engravings, the
[Mat/svilU Eagle.
have elevated him.
etchings and drawings, at great expense and labor
ami he is said to have been cijgaged upwards of 30
HosEA J. Levis, lale cashier of the Schuylkill bank.
years in rendering it perfect. It was insured in the Philadelphia, or by whose rascality hundreds of famiAlbion insurance office for X3,000.
lies in comfortable circumstances have been made
dcstilate, was in this city a few days since.
He regisCanals. The Tide Water canal closed on the 5tl:
He did
tered his name as H. Miller, at the city hotel.
inst. and the Chesapeake and Ohio canal on the same
not tarry long; and is understood to have taken his
day.
Cunal tolls. The amount of tolls received on the N. departure for New Orleans in the steamboat Meteor.
[^t. Louis New Era.
stale cnnnls in the fourth week in November is
Breckinridge, D. D. of New Orleans,
presidency of Oglethorp univerthe place of the rev. C. P. Bemart, resigned.
to the

'

I

York

twenty thousand three hundred and ninety Hollars and
thirty-seven cents, and during the month of November,
is two hundred and forty-three thousand, one hundretl
and fifi]'-six dollars and nine cents.

The population of Massanew census, is 737,786.

Free white persons 113,104.
Michigan census.
males— 97.897 females— total whites— 211,001.
Free colored persons— 384 males 319 females.

2,000

Tbe kev. John

has been elected

M issACHUSETTS CENSUS.

The Mexican congress passed, on the 17th of Octolaw to the following effect. Thai ihe government
isauihorisid to contract a loan of $2,000,000, pledijing
for the payment thereof the 18 per cent, duly; ana Ihe
ber, a

Sugar crop. The New Orleans Courier of the 1st
December says: "We have conversed v\'ilh inhabitants
of the bayou "Lafourche, as well as one or two persons
residing in the river parishes where cane is culiivatcd,
and they all agree that the cold wealher of last week
will have the eftt-ct of destroying all the outstanding
cane. If those persons are to be relied on, and they
pass for men ol veracity, then will this year's sugar
making fall ofi" 60,000 hiids. and our planters lose
three- millions of dollars."

Temperance ROLL. A gentleman who lately visited
Cork, says, "I was disappointed in my wish to meet
Faiher Mathefv, who was in Dublin where he had en1 looked over the books at his
rolled great numbers.
home. They are very neally kept, and resemble large
The number regisicred was above one niilltin
ledgers.
and a halfl and, there are immense numbers taken in
the country and registered. I believe the total maybe
fairly stated at two millions and a half.
Tobacco. The inspections in Baltimore last week,
327 hhds.; of which 279 were from Maryland, and the
balance Ohio.

Wild horses aito cattle were so numerous in
Maryland, as late as the year 1720, that it was a business to pursue and take ihem. There w as at ihat
time, a settlement of Indians on the Monococy.
*Excluding the territory of Wisconsin, then a part of
Michigan, the population in 1830 was28,6U0. The inlast ten years therefore has been between
seven and eight hundredper cent.! This far exceeds ilie
crease fur the

any other stale of the union. The siale
will be entitled certainly to three, and probably four
representatives in congress.
increase in

—
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the latter made last, was unanimously elected president, and look the limited time allowed them has compelled the
committee to confine their report to a general rebody with a sword, killing the chair accordingly.
view of the subject.
That sitice the adjournment of the tobacco convenlion which met in this cily on the Isl of May
last, there has been no change in the burdens and
restrictions imposed upon the tobacco trade of tbe
United Slates by Ihe nations of Europe, except in
some unimportant matters by one or two kingdoms;
and Ihe facts staled by Ihe eomrnittee in their report
to that convenlion are now referred to, and by us
reasserted, and their arguments and suggestions
adopted. Since the publication of the documents
by congress at their last session, no correspondence
Louis de Polosi, have entered into an arrangement taries to the convention.
has been received at Ihe departinenl of stale on this
Coles,
of
Ihe
suggestion
Walter
On
hon.
of
the
with the Mexican government, by which they are
subject, except a few unimportant communications
entitled (o import into Matamoras merchandise to Virginia, an additional vice president was ordered
from Sardinia and Belgium. No change has taken
to
be
appointed.
of«dollhrs,
the
duties
on
million
one
of
the amount
And. on motion of the same gentlemen, Robert place with foreign governments in regard to this
which will amount to over $300,0U0.
W. Bowie, esq. ofMd. was unanimously elected to staple; and fromvvhat has already transpired, we
TEXAS.
have no hopes of a favorable action on their part
The Texian manof-war schooner San Antonio, Ihis office.
The hon. Wm. D. Merrick, of Maryland, one of until the congress ol the United Stales shall adopt
lieut. Moore, from f ampico bound to Galveston,
measures commensurate witii Ihe object.
motion,
the
delegates
to
the
convention,
was,
on
his
prizes
and
burnt
vessels
three
Mexican
lias taken
Great Britain still continues her excessive duty
excused from further attendance this day, by reason
another all valuable.
The Texian minister to Mexico, who was re- of important duties requiring his presence in the of seventy-two dollars and seventy-five cents per
hundred
pounds, or eight hundred per cent, on the
senate
chamber.
Moore,
died
on
the
lieut.
turning to Te.xas with
The convention was then addressed at great prime cost of Ihis article of our produce, while we
passage, and a gentleman who accompanies him
length by the hon. Daniel Jenifer in a review of Ihe continue to receive the product of the labor of her
was very sick.
policy pursued for many years p^st by our own and citizens at an average duty of twelve and a half per
Ibreign governments with reference to the tobacco cent.
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
France yet continues herstill more odious monoConsuls. George Guest, esq. has been appoint- planting interests, and in a general inquiry into the
ed vice consul of the Oriental republic of the Ura- measures which the convention might be called poly or regie, retaining in the hands other king, or
guay for the city of Philadelphia, and officially re- upon to adopt, and into the purposes for which it those to whom he sells Ihe piivilege, the sole right
had been convened.
lo import, manufacture and Stll American tobacco
CQi'nised by the president of the United States.
Mr. J. concluded by offering the following reso- in that kingdom, by which the quantity of American
tobacco consumed in France ha? been reduced
lution.
NOETHEASTER.V EOU.NTAKT IMPORT.INT. RuResolved, That a committee be appointed by Ihe to six or seven thousand hogsheads per annum, from
mois reached us some days since of a fintish regiwhich
she derives a revenue of ten millions of dolpresident
to
consider
and
recommend
such
meamarched
actually
into
and
taken
poshaving
ment
session of the disputed territory. The next mails sures as may be deemed most expedient to be adopt- lars.
Russia, Spain, Portugal, and some of Ihe minor
brought intimations that it was supposed to be a ed by this convention.
The convention was also addressed by the hon. powers of Europe adhere to their various monopomistake in the officer commanding, as the civil authorities had received no directions upon the sub- Waller Coles, of Va. and Thomas F. Bowie, esq. of lies under different names, but all tending to the
manifest oppression of this our staple. And Ihe
The Boston Atlas of the 15th however con- -Maryland.
ject.
After w hich, the resolution was unanimously Germanic powers included \nU;e zollvaiien oi comfirms the fact of the occupa'ion. It say.s: "We
mercial union of Germany have not reduced any
have seen a gentleman this morning, who left Port- agreed to.
And, on motion of the hon. Joseph R. Under- portion of their transit duties or abated in the slightland last evening, and he states that it is a fact that
a regiment of British troops had arrived at Mada- wood, of Kentucky, the committee was ordered to est degree their commercial system, in which towaska, and taken possession of the disputed terri- consist of eleven members; but, on the suggestion of bacco is the article most heavily taxed, as it is inCapt. Miller, the British messenger, was T. F. Bowie, esq. the number was subsequently in- deed in every nation in Euiope, except Holland and
tory.
Belgium. They have met us in thai spiiit of equasent by sir John Harvey to give the information to crease to thirteen.
The following gentlemen were appointed mem- lity and justice which should ever exi.-t between
he knowing nothing of the intendgov. Fairfield
ed occupation until tlie arrival of the troops, and bers of the committee: Hon. Daniel Jenifer, of Ma- nations having friendly commercial relation.^; who
feeling it to be due from himself to gov. Fairfield to ryland, hon. Philip Triplett, hon. Walter C(des, hon. have a right lo insist upon and never should be saThere is some excitement John Miller, John Mercer, esq. Thomas F. Bowie, tisfied without a free exchange of commerce on
notify him of the fact.
here on the subject. The regiment is about 600 esq. hon. Joseph R. Underwood, Robert Ghiselin, equal and reciprocal footing.
Treaties witii several of the European governesq. George H. Stewart, esq. Thomas Somerville,
We shall know uiore to-night."
strong.
At Bangor and Portland, the cause of the move- esq. hon. W. L. Gogging, 1. D. Freeman, esq. and ments expire in a few years, and a just regard to
the planting interest requires that they should not
ment was enveloped in mystery the more so from J. Shaw, esq.
On motion of Robert W. Bowie, esq. the follow- be renewed unless the odious burdens and restricthe circumstance that sir John Pl.irvey, as captain
tions imposed upon the staple ol tobacco be modifiMiller stated, knew nothing of the intended move- ing resolution was adopted.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to in
official
he
received
information
that it
ment until
The treaty with Ihe Hansealic towns of Lubec,
had been made. Capt. Miller left Boston on Tues- quire into and report to the convention to-morrow,
day morning for Montreal, taking the road through the amount necessary to defray the expenses of this Bremen and Hamburg expired by limitation in DeVermont, to carry the despatches in return from convention and the means of providing said amount, cember. 1839, but continues in torce until twelve
as well as to defray arrearages of expenses incurreci months' notice shall have been given of Ihe intensir John Harvey to governor general Thomson.
tion to terminate it, and a fairoppnrlunily now preby the last convention.
The committee was ordered to consist of Ihrce sents itself to our government lo do us justice with
TOBACCO
CONVE.VTIO^f
THE
members; and J. S. Skinner, Robert W. Bov\i'' ard these powers.
We regreted not having room to "Register" (he George C. Wasliingtofi, esqrs. were appointed tht
The American ministers at the conrt of Great
proceedings of any of the meetings which look members thereof.
Britain have for many years urged, with great abiplace in the various tobacco growing sections of
lity, on that government, thepropiiely ol diminishOn motion of Mr. Jenifer, it was then
the union, preparatory to the convention, at many of
Resolved. ThAl when the convention adjourned
ing the duty on tobacco as a mailer ol justice to Ihe
which interesting views were taken of the condi- to met to-morrow morning, (Wednesday),
at 10 United States on general principles of policy and
tion of the trade. We had laid them by lor insertion,
o'clock.
free trade between two friendly nation.-; and have
Ijiit the proceedin;;s of congress and of the legi.sl.iAnd then, on motion of Mr. Triplett the conven- shown by arguments, which we think it would be
tures ol the states of the union, and the numerous
tion adjourned.
difficult lo answer, that, even as a measure of revepublic documents, messages, kc. with which this
nue, these excessive duties on Ihis arlicle, to a great
Wednesday/. Dec. 16. 1810.
period of the year is crowded, precludes the hope
The convention was called to order at 11 o'clock extent, defeat their own object. But arguments
of finding room forthein, unless it be by an extra
The hon James Garland appeared and look his have proved unavailing, and Great Britain continues
We are therefore compelled to be content seat as a delegate from the state
sheet.
herdiity o{T2j cents per pound on this product of
of Virginia.
with giving the proceedings of the convention itJ. S. Skinner, esq. liom the committee appointed our labor.
self.
yesterday to iiiqiiire into and report the amount neWith f quiil ahilily our ministers lo France comThere can be no bouht of the fact, that the inte- cessary to "defray the
expenses of tlie present con- meming with Mr. Jifferson, in 1783, and continurest of this portion of our coinuiunity have been vention, and the
means of providing saiil amount, ed down to the present lime by gen. Cass, haverelong overlooked, and, if not actuullv neglected at as well as to defray
any arrearages of expenses in- monstrated against the French s^'stem of monopoleast not sufficiently pre.ssed upon the attention,
curred by the last convention," made a report, which ly as injurious to the American tobacco growing
either of Ibreign countries
ofour own congress or concluded with
resolution [.roviding that each interest, and unjust by its departure from that reciWe rejoice to member pay into athe
of the American communitv.
hands of a treasurer lo be ap- prorily and equality which the French nation had
observe indications of awaking to the subject in pointed the sum
of;i}5, to be applied to Ihe purposes insisted upon with some sternness, in their comearnest.
above slated.
munications with our minister in 1785, in all Iheir
Wanh'm^lon, Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1840.
The report having been accepted, Ihe resolution Cftminercial intercourse with the United States.
Pursuant to public notice, a convention of the was adopted, and Geo. C. Washington, esq of Md. Their remonstances have met no other lesponse
tobacco planters of the Uniteil States assembled this was elected treasurer.
than an acl of the French cliainbers extending the
day in the chamber of the hoard of aldermen in this
Hon. Daniel Jenifer, from Ihe committee of thir- law creating Ihe monopoly of American tobacco to
city.
teen members appointed yesterday "lo consider and the year 1852.
A large number of delegates appeared from (he recommend such measures as niay be tleemed most By negotiation, Iherefore, nothing can be exseveral tobacco growing states.
expedient lo be adopted by this convenlion," matle pected from her. The last ray of hope from that
At fifthen miiin'es past 12, tlio convention was Ihe lollnwing repoit:
source has expired, and the American tobacco
called loonier hy the lion. Daniel Jenifer, of Md.
Mr. Jenifer from the committee appointed by th planters must look to that tribunal which can alone
motion.
whose
on
president loconsider and recommend such measures
lolhe
fford thein relief for Ihe evils Ihey endure
Governor Sprigg, of Maryland, president of Ihe as may be most expedient lo be adopted to accom- senate and house of representatives of Ihe United
convention held in this city in the month of May plish Ihe objects of Ihi? convenlion, reported that! Slates in congress assembled, we their couslitucnts

zales took affront at

some remark

and run him through

tlie

Mr. Jenifer then nominated as vice president a
him instantly. The wretch then ordered the sloop'?
men, three in number, to be tied, taken on shore gentleman who, he said, came from a distant slate,
and shot. Two of them fell at the first fire, and and who had taken great interest in the matters
while the other was b'gging for quarter, Gonzales touching which the convention had assembled
ordered his ears to be cut oil! A second discharge Ambrose G. Gordon, of KenturkvThe nominalion was seconded by the lion. Philip
ended his sufferings. The Mexicans prelend that
agreed
the sloop was on a smuggling expedition, but noth- Triplett, of Kentucky, and was unanimously
ing can justify such a diabolical outrage. Major to.
And, on motion of Mr. Triplett, John S. Skinner,
Smith, the American consul at Matamoras, was inesq. of Raitimore city, and John Mercer, esq. of
[iV. O. Pic.
vestigating the affair.
The commercial house of Messrs. Rubio, at San Anne Arundel, county, Md. were appointed secre-

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
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of the grievances herein
rejoice that this appeal has

for a redress

And we

been most ably seconded from other sources in va-
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(who

retugis to
Captain J. Dimick, l.st
Fort Columbus) commands the detachment. Lts.
J. W. Penrose, 2d infantry, and R. W. Foote, 6th
artillery,

These offiinfantry, are attached lothe command.
Amongst our agenis abroad comraunicalions from cers will join their regiments in Floiida.
A correspondent of the Savannah Georgian,
Mr. Dodge and Mr. Miles, have been repeatedly
received by our govertiment, which evince great writing from Florida, says: "The only nevv,s I have
zeal and labor in the diti'erent spheres in which they of the progress or the campaign, is the return of

rious states in the union.

have acted.
We have seen with pleasure a resolution introinio the senate of Georgia to instruct their
senators and request their representatives to use
their best etibrts to have a law passed by congress
to tax all French wines, silks ami brandies in proportion to the duty which they lay upon our tobacco in their ports. The governor oi Virginia has

duced

calfcd the attention of the legislature of that stale
to the subject in his message to them at their present session, and submitted whether it is not expedient, through their representation in congross,
to enlbrce the just claims of their tobacco planters
to a reduction of the enormous duties imposed on

tobacco by most European governments.
And as early as January, 1837, the legislature of

Maryland unanimously passed

the lollovving reso-

lution:

"Rexolred, That the senators and representatives
of this slate in the congress of the United States be
requested to take under their especial care this highly important and much ne^^lecled interest, and that
they be particidarly requested to oppose all and
every adjustment of the present tarifi without obtaining lor the tobacco interest a fair and equal participation in the beneiils to be derived from such

adjustment-"
In conclusion, your committee recommend to the
convention the adoption of the following resolutions:
1. Resolved, That the only etfectual remedy for
the evils the tobacco interestlabors under from the
high duties imposed by Great Britain, and the monopolies of France and oilier nations Europe, of is
to be found in the action of congress, by countervaling duties: and that the convention relies on the
wisdom of congress in discriminating between those
governments which have and those w hich have nol
loanifesled a disposition to abandon or modify their
present oppressive duties and restrictions imposed
on tobacco from the United Slates.
2. Resolved,

That

it

be

recommended

vernment of the United Stales, that the

to the go-

treaties

now

in existence with foreign countries, which contain
no stipulations for reciprocity in duties on their re-

spective products, be not renewed.
3. Resolved, That the governors of the several
states of this union, engaged in the cultivation ol
tobacco, be earnestly requested to call the attention
of the several legislatures of their respective states
to the subject of the American tobacco trade with

Riley "3 command to their respective posts.
Forts King, Russell and Holmes. They scouted to
the south to within some thirty miles of Tampa
and back some of them marching 251) miles wi!hout even the sign of an Indian having been discovered.
The country on the route is represented as
utteily worthless lo a white population."
Savannah. Dec. 9. The express just arrived
from Fort King says Ihat 13 Indians came in this
morning and delivered up their arms to colonel Riley.
They, state there are a great many more to
come in in a few days.
Onehiiiidred and^seventy recruits, intended for the
3d artillery arrived here on Monday last. ThirtyThe
five arrived .11 Fort Searle on the same day.
followingotficers accompanied: majors McClintock
andChild«; lieutenants Bragg, Wyske, Gilliam, Van
VIeit, Thomas and assistant surgeon Barnes.
J. B. Peyton and V. B. Leindenbi-rger, late 2nd
lieutenants of the 3d infantry, U. S. army, have
been dropped from the service.
Lieutenant Boyd, 3d artillery slates that Indian
tracks were seen a few days ago, on the narrow
point of land, two miles south of this post. Fort
Lauderdale, where they have never before been
seen since the war.
General Armislcad has divided that part of Florida which is occupied by the U. S. troops into districts, to which the several corps have been respectively allotted as follows.
Disposition of regiments.
The Atlantic district, ganisoned 3il artillery.
"
2d dragoons
St. Johns district,
2d infantry.
Ochlawaha district,
7th infantry.
Micanopy district,
col.

—

Wacasassa district,
Wiihlacoochee dis.

Tampa

district.

Southern

district,

3d infantry.
6th infantry.
8lh infantiy.
1st infantry.

THE NAVY.
The Constellation of 36 guns, captain Storer, sailed from Boston harbor on the 9th inst. for the East
Indies, via Rio Janerio.
The Army and Navy Chronicle states that lieuts.
Pendergrast, Vail and Gordon, of the U. S. navy,
were in Paris on the 9th September on their way to
Marseilles, lo join the Mediterranean squadron.

The Norfolk Beacon says: "Commander Filzliugh has been ordered to the U. S. sloop of war
Levant, in place of commander Smoot, who is suforeign nations.
4. Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings ol perseded.
this convention be laid belore the senate and house
UNION.
of representatives of the United States, and that the
MAINE. CENSUS.
senators and representatives from tobacco growing
Y.ilk COUIltlJ.
states be earnestly requested to take such speedy
aiid etficient means as in their judgment may be Action
best calculated to accomplish the object contemplat-

STATES OF THE

ed by this convention.

The

report and

accompanying resolutions having

been read

The convention was addressed al great length by
hon. Philip Tiiplelt and hon. Jos. R. Underwood, of
Kentucky; George Stewart, esq of Baltimore; hon
James Garland, of Virginia; Waller Bow ie, esq. and
hon D. Jenifer, of Maryland; hon. Walter Coles,
of Virginia; lion. Wm. D. Merrick, of Maryland;
hon. John Jameson, of Missouri; and Thomas F.
Bowie, esq. of Maryland.
After which, the report and resolutions were
adopted.
On motion of hon. Daniel Jenifer, it was unanimously
Resolved, Thai the thanks of this convention be
tendered to the mayor and city council of Washing-

ton lor the useof their hall for the accommodation of
the members of this convention.
And, on iiintion of the same gentleman, it was
also

unanimously

Resolved, That the president be and he is hereby
aulhorised to convene Ihis convention at any lime
he may deem the interest of the planters may re-

quire

it.

Whereupon

the convention adjourned sine die.

THE AB.MY.
Maj. Gen. Scott has reached Washington via
Norfolk.

The ship Liverpool
More troops for Florida.
sailed from New York on Wednesday morning, for
Savannah, having on board one hundred and six
recruits for the 2d regiment of infanti} in Floriila

THE UNION.
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Wuhlo

Lincoln county.
5,143
2,631
2,073
2,402

Union
Waldoborough
Webster
Warren
S37 Washington
2,946 Westport

1,SS3 Appleton
1.784 Belfast
3,661 Belmont
1,133 Brooks
2,228 Buriiham
1.600 Cuinden
655 Frankfort

791 Whitefield
1,647 Wiscasset
1,238 Woolwich

2,142
2,314
1,416

989Topsham

Alna
Bath
Bootlibay

Bowdoin

Bowdoinham
Bremen
Bristol

Cusliing

Dresden

Edjcomb

Patricktown

Friendship

Georgetown

Plantation )
Matinicus Island

1,801

Monhegan

Jefferson

Lewiston
Lisbon

New

Richmond
George

Thumastown
Abbot
Atkinson
Barnard

Bowetbank
Bianchard
Browiiville

Dover
Elliottsville

Foxcroft
Guilford
Greenville

Kilmarnock
Kingsbury
Moiisoii

Wilton

3,603 Swansville
1,153 Tliorndike
1,770 Troy

Jackson

Knox

177 Liberty

Calais

Columbia
Cooper

Amherst
Bluehill

BrooksviUe
Bucksport
("astine

Cranberry Isle

Edmonds
Harrington
.Tonesborough
Jcjnesport

port

Mechises
Korthfield

Pembroke
Perry
Princeton
Robbinston

Stuben

834

Trescolt

7931

Amity

Academy

Hodgden
Township No. 5,3d
Range
Township A, 2d
Range
Weston
Township No. 2, 2d
Range
Linnens

Township No. II,
1st Range
Township No. 1,4th
Range
Township No. 2, 3il
Range
Township No. 1, 2d
Range
Township No. 1,3d
Range
Orient Gore

Township No. 9
Township No. 3, 2d
Range
Smyrna
Limerick

L»ller A,

Isl

Range

Williams college
Grant
Bridgewater Academy Grant

16
3
15

22

Range
No. 3, 5th Range
5th

4, "
6. "
249 Nos.7St9

"
!No. 10, 5th Range or
Masardis
No. 11, 5ih Range
3d
Letter G, 2d
"
K, 2d
•'

13,

Plymouth
Grant

fc

"
"
Easlon

HiLolter M and J,
and 2.1 Range
104jPlymoulh Grant

1st

I

Letter G
24|Foit Fairfi.ld, or
Letler D
id 71h
No, 3

Ranges

'.

Plantalion No.
Strip North

Wetmore

21
2

ofSt. Johns river 1,584

275 Placentia

"

Conways

"

Franklin
Fultonf

Johns

"

Pond
Harbour

"

Carthage
Chesterville

Jetferson

Kings
Lew'is

Livingston

Madison

Monroe
New York
Niagara
Oneida

Onondaga

No.

Farmington

2,613

Freeman

Range
1,035 Township No. 1,4th
1,750
Range
671 Township No. 1, 3d
368
Range
1,829 Township No. 3, 1st
92
Range
1.312 Township No. 2, 1st
Range
561
1,109 Township No, 3, 2d
216
Range
9

Industry

Jay
Kingsfield

Madrid
New Sharon
New Vineyard
Phillips

Salem
Strong

Temple
Weld

Ontario

Orange
Oi leans

Oswego
Otsego

Putnam
Queens

2, 2(1

S3S

1,045
2,19

Rensselaer

Richmond
Rockland
St,

46
2d Range
Recapitulation for 1840
54,023 Washiiigton co.
York county
68,600 Somerset
Cuiiiberland
38,339 Piscataquis
Oxford
63.512 Franklin
Lincoln
55,804 Aroostook
Kennebec
45,705
Penobscot
Total
41,535
Waldo
28,646
Hancock
1820
and 1830
Recapitulation for
Census in
1820.
York
46,283
49,445
Cumberland
Lincoln
46,843
Kennebec
40,150
27.104
Oxford
21,787
.Somerset
Penobscot
13,870
22,253
Waldo
Hancock
17,856
Washington
12,741

Buffolk
Sullivan

3,

399,462

293,335

Lawrence

Saratoga

Schenectady
Schoharie
Seneca
Steuben

20,800

51,.372

12,628
22,460
49,424
7,082
9,383
36.354
38,679
12,347
27,902
21,041
33,851
26.780
12,364
36,i)45

46,550
11,796
42,635
33,643
36,456
19,009

2,434,135

1,919,132

Wayne

Total,

of the stale at various penods.
586,050
959,049— Increase in 10 years, 372,999
413.763
10 do.
do.
1.372,812
243,646
5 do.
do.
1,616,458
302.674
5 do.
do.
1,919,1.32
255,-385
5 do.
do.
2,174.517
259,618
do.
5 do.
2,434,135

Popiiliition

1810-

1820
1825
18.30

1835
1840

Population

Do.

Items in the census of 1840.
northern dist —44 counlies 1,682,509
751,626
14
do.
southern do.

ol

Total,

White m.iles
White females
2,830

1,324

35,869
48,515
20,535
14,958
27,719
39,037
49,362
202,589
18,485
71,326
58,974
40,167
45.366
18,773
27,104

45,724
13,470
41,095
42,160
48,657
20,442

1800

IIAMPSHIBE.

52,147
29.525

.38,113

2,434,135

58
1.209,408
1,173,163

.

2,382,571

Total.

Free colored male's
Free colored females

.

NEW

43,595

Ulster

Weslchester
Yates

501,796

18,0.38^

Tompkins
Warren
Washington

28.309
33,912
13,138
20,800
9,413

37,233
19.344
39,907
23,791
33,024
50,926
35,719
19,287
11,312

35,801 1
59,640
30,446
1,907
37,378
61.054
47.613
17,849
35,710
40,007
64,912
312,922
31,114
85,327
67,914
43,501
50,733
25,015
43,820
49,412
12.825
30,324
60.303
iq,9S5
11,874
56.693
40 540
17,233
32,251
24,868
45,992
32.469
15,630

Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer.

Franklin county.
No. 4, 2d Range
"
44i
4, 1st
522
low Township
1.098 To"wnship Letter E

1830.
53,520
26,276
17,579
16,724
47,948
34,671

j^gOO

16,4.50
.

Montgomery

28,646

)

40,779
28,178
44,237
24.605
35,363
57,147
62,153
23,611

Es=ex

Calf

'

M.ao'.i )

loga

Cortland

Isle

Berlin

23 863
26,398

.....
.

of this stale Iws appointed the hon,
Total,
Parker, Samuel D. Bell, esq. and Charles J. Slaves
a committee to revise llie statute laws of Number of pensioners for revolutionary
the stale.
or military services

The governor

Johns river 1,876 Fox,
9,413

Chemung*
Clinton

Joel

Madawaska North

Chataugue

Columbia

1

Avon

No.

Cayuga

1

1

No.

50

Madawaska South

of St.

"

Wilton

141 Letter A, 5th Range
665 No. 1, 5th Range
1,597 Benedicia, or No. 2,

Houlton

Wallham
Swan Island
Township No. 33

23,309

Weslfielil

Grant

New

Surry

Cattaraugus

Chenango

Head

650 Hog
857 Conways "
232 Hacketafk "
2SJ Wooden Ball Island
Matinicus Rock
Matinicus Island
"
Hoi brook

Sullivan

Aroostook county.
169|Framinghara

Belfast

Sedgwick

13

8
14

Broome

Erie

1,889
1,418
SS
1,474
1.922

Penobscot
13,138

19

Alle-^any

"

Black

TOKK.

JS40.
68,546
40.920
22,348
28,803
50.362
47.641
20,731

Counties.

Albany

Delaware
Dutches

Long

Oils

49
300
Range
378 Danforth, half township
45
2,876
4;h Ranse
259 Township'No. 9, 3d
48
1,525
Range
392 TownfhipNo.2,2d do. 53
576
-. - Township No. 3, 2d do. 47
do
9
1st
3,
2,307iHinklevNo.
l,351(Townsnip No. 1, 2d do. 12
834 Township No. 21, easi26
231
em division
23
1.395 Annsburg
232 Deverea
153
1,050 Township No. 14
35
1,008
No. 18
do.
62
157
do.
No. 19

Uennysville
Eastport

NEW

"

Hancock

Orland

Crawford

1,061
11

Greenfield

Mount Desert

Fowler&Ely.lst Range
Township No. 1
1,003 Township No. 9, 4tb

1,246 Trenton
3,015 Beat Island
1,1S^ Beach Island
Pickerings Island

2,267 Hafbor
502 Marshalls
1,196 Duck

Mariaville

Cutler
Charlotte
Cerryfield

129
61

2,841 Little Spruce
155 Butter Island
1,051 Eagle

Eden

131

149 Seaville
196 Plantation No. 7
No. 10
1,891

every ward but two.

Census of the state. The returns from the southern district are taken from the United States marshal's books in New York; those from the northern
lot
district are copied from the Auburn Journal,
which paper they were furnished by the marshal of
IN. Vork Times.
that district.

Spruce Head

Dedhani
Deer Isle
East brook

Ellsworth
722 Franklin
70 GoiiKlsborough

666

—

officeis in

Hancock county

"

Baring

721

The Boston municipal election lock place on the
141h inst. and resulted in the reelection of the whig
mavor, Jonathan Chapman, by the largest majorily
ever given al a municipal election 2,633 out of
7,814 voles. The vvhigs also carried all the ward

41,535

2,04S

Aurora

1,05

Baileyvilie

919
897
1,376
1,467
1,950

77S Unity
652 Vinalhaven
89 Waldo Plantation
895

Isle.'borough

188
~
"
Topsfield
255
Wesley
460
164 Whiting
122
23
No.
329 Plantation
70
376 East half Township J
2,934
No. 6, 2d Range S
30
843 Hill's Gore 4;h Range
,12
No. 9, 2d Range

Addison
Alexander

Labec
Machias
Machias
Marion

910 Palermo
609 Prospect

Hope

53) Matinicus Rock
1,713 Matinic Island
2,210 Muscle Ridge
1,657 Ragged Island
1,61)4 Wooden Ball laland
2,094
63,512
6,227
Piscataquis county
7.56
Mil
1,205
Parkman
1,197
Sangerville
1,116
Sebec
190
Shirley

Bedilingfon

1,602
2,153
1,207
1,594
3.492
1,374

.S,005 Searsraont

Lincoinville

Wellington
1,597 Wilson
60 Williamsburg
Township No. 3,
9
3d Range
892
12S Plantation No. 8
319 Letter B, lOlh )
Raniie
\
227
548
469
Wafhington county.

MASSACHUSETTS.

county.

Freedom

506
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891 Monroe
4,194 Mnntville
],37s Norlhport

1

Castle

Nobleborough
Phipsburg
St.

)

1,357

19,

fc.-q.

Impriionment for debt.
cussing the merits of a
lot debt.

The

bill to

legislature are disabolish imjirisonment

•Chemung county taken from Tioga

in 1836.

fFullon taken from Jlonigomery in 1S3S.

50,261

3
4 ,038
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Number of white persons over 20 years
of nge who cannot read or write
Number ofscholars at public charge
of scholais in common schools
of studt-nts in acaJeinies and
grammar schools
Number of academies and grammar schools
Number of primary and common schools

Number
NumbiT

by David Hillis, lieutenant governor. Douglass
43,871 Maguire was elected secretary. The house elected
26,869 Samuel Judah, speaker, and Jacob H. Hager clerk.
Salt works have been established in FounSuit.
501,918
The salt is said to
tain county, by major Elston.
34,803 b.^ wliite, iiiie grained, and fully equal to the Ken
5(12

convention

15tli ult. in

Judicial.

is

to

consequence of ill health.
VIRGINIA.

The Richmond Whig

says:

On

Satur-

day, John Allan, of Buletort, was elected a judge
of the court of appeals of Virginia. Judge May
was voted lor. The contest was animated, and
both gentlemen were supported with a zi-al svhich
There was
their high qualifications well deserved.
a little party manouvering, althougli both judge
Allen and judge May are eminent members of the
whig party."
The governor lias received the resignation of Mr.
Holleman, represcitative in the congress of the (J.
States, and Monday the 2Sth inst. is appointed for
an election to supply his place.
NORTH CAROLI.NA.
SUnvfjclures. The Fayetteville (N. C.) Observer, says that 4,00(1 bales of the present cotton crop
will be bought in that place for the factories there.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
John P. Richardson was, on the 9th inst. elected,
by the legislature, to be governor of this state, and
William K. Clawney, to be lieutenant governor.
GEORGIA.
Congressional. Judge Colquitt has resigned his
seat in congress, in consequence of the last election
in that stale resulting in an implied disapproval of
his political course.

MISSISSIPPI.
Official
Relurnsjof votes for electors
Counties.
Ha
Ha
V. B.

—

Countie'.

Hrnds
Madison

1,2:)7

691

Holmes
Smith
Lawi'ence

Newton

123
201
109

Yalobusha
Copiah

739
571

Lafayette
Tallahatchie
Bolivar

3S2

Sirnpsorr

Octibbeha

186
62
193

Lowndes
Kemper
Chickasaw
Warren
Yazoo
Carroll
Scott
Fr-anklin

Arnile
Jefferson

Rankin
Attala

Neshoba

179 Choclaw
453 Noxubee
219 Wayne
194 Green
Perry
nes

Covington
Marion
Lauderdale
Wilkinson

Itawamba
Tippah
Panola
1,006
51)1

711

Coahoma
Pontotoc
Jasper

rishemingo
Claiborne

Adams
Pike

658 Winston
312 Monroe
318 L-ake

fuirica

314
500
412
331
272

Oe Suto
Clark

Kancock
vlarshall'

Washingtoir*
lackson*

91
110
56
116
135

239
663
170
681
332
ISl
237
289
321
533
76

V. B.

288
4S7
132
431)

372
87
125
94
103

232
175
444
148

394
584
206
109
329
268
583
395

13,194
25,611
8,677

West

adopted a reso-

lic

property.

Banks.

The Chicago Democrat

says

MrSSOURI.

the inthe

it is

make

tention of the legislature of this state to
State B.ink "resume or wind up."

—

OJjficiut
Helurns of voles for electors
Har. V. B.
ties.
V.B
Ha.
618
813
122 Monroe
132
.\i)draiii
262
344
43fi Montgomery
Barry
494
501 Morgan
Benlon

Counties.

50!) iMacori
Boone
1,128 Miller
Buchanan
626|Newton
Calloway
64;Plalte
Cape Girard'u 43
Perry
112
Cirroll
216
391 Pettis
Chariton
268 Pike
137
Clinlou
962 Polk
343
Cole
240
264 Pulaski
Crawford
240
206 Randolph
Clark
694 Ralls
778
Cooper

Caldwell
Franklin

Gasconade
Greene

Howard
Jackson
Jefferson
Johr.son

Lafayette

Lewis

319
156
732
241
196

154 Rry
532 Ripley
636 Rives
St. Francois

133

333
136
171
753

St.

427
298
225
500
542

St.
St.

515
40U
432

Linn
Livingston

249

Madison
Marion

827

152

5U0
317
630
968
339
262
746
860
729
403
.335

563

15

299
221
Genevieve 170
Charles
586
2,515
Louis

459
1,874

Saline

233

Shelby

Taney
Buren
Warren
Washington
Wayrre

Varr

Lincoln

208
342
479

21,441 28,043
21,441

Van Buren's

iBajority,

6,602

The counties of Clav, Davies, New Madrid,
Scott and Stoddanl, are not officially heard from,
but it is supposed Iheir votes will iriCrtase the majority to about 7,000.
Returns of roles for electors— Officiil.

East Tennessee.
Covnties.

Harrison's maj.

11,572

The new counties of Cannon, CofTee, De Kalb,
Lauderdale, Marshall and Varr Buren, voted with
the counties from wliich they were taken, and hence
their votes are included in the above table.
From

the counties of Campbell and Hamilton, in
official returns have not been

East Tenrressee, the
received.

TENNESSEE.
.

262
432
145
383
514
94

East Tennessee
Middle

ILLINOIS.

The seriate have

lution to inquire into the expediency of discharging
all the officers, engineers and agents of the board of
public works, including the board itself, and to appoint some person to collect and preserve the pub-

The whigs have nominated Hines

Holt, jr. of
Columbus, as a candidate for congress in place of
judge Coiquilt.
A bill from the senate, proviiling for biennial sessions of the legislature of C-orgia, has passed the
lower house by a vole of 160 to 19.

261

Rccapilulalion:

salt.

Tlie legislature.

assemble at Harrisbiirg
on the 4th March to nominate a candidate tor g^overnor for the next October election. The Butler
Repository of the 12th inst. says that "forty-four
of the Perinsylvania papers, and many of tiiem
among the oldest and most itiflrienlid in the state,
have already placed the name of David R. Porter at
the head of their editorial columns, and declared
their determination to give him their undivided
support."
James Cameron, esq. resigned tiie office of president of the board of canal commissioners on the
state

hawa

10,876

PENNSYLVANIA.
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war led home,
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whicli were expected from their investigation; and
the kno«ledge they have acquired will be applieu to
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38,

to

thou
constructed of the requisite size for about fiUy
collected for
sand dollars each. Materials should be
of wood.andslored
Ihe construction of boats to be built
resources in workuntil wanted; when with the vast
of the Ohio,
shops and mechanics along the shores
short lime, and
they mi-'ht be put together in a very
with
the hardy boatmanned
and
"quipped
a fleet
men of the western waters, and a lew able bodied
equal,
seamen, might be floated to the ocean, fully

with the existing and contemplated lorlifications,
able report
protect the whole gulf frontier. The very
ol dison the defences of the country made by a board
during
tinguished officers, and submitted to congress
absolute nethe last session, proves conclusively the
our system ol
cessity of pre.=erviug and continuing
permanent maritime works of defence, and exhibits
their superiority over floatin the clearest manner
In this
in'^hatteries of any and every description.
vifw oMl e subiec^ I fully concur, and even think
harbors
J^hirthe facility with which our coasts and
may be approached and entered by steam vessels of
war renders stiong permanent works more than ever
The projectiles which will be used in
necessary.
description,
future wars will, from their size and
prove destructive lo any wooden battery, and give
an immense advantage to stone walls over any faIt may be
brics that can be penetialed by shells.
proper here to remark, that the capture of the castle
lo

DEPARTMENT.

residing near the western boundary, while the addibeen
tional securities to the border states have not
commensurate to the additional dangers to which

uch an increase ol warlike and discontented neighbors exposes them. In the act of placing the Indians
there, by which the interior states are so largely benefited the government has contracted a solemn obofficer in charge of the ordnance department
ligation, not only to defend that people when attacksanction
In the expectation that congress would
to anticipate Ihe danger, by erecting such
the creation of a corpse of sappers and miners, (an ed, but
works as will ensure their safety, and inspire them
econoand
necessary
once
at
addition to the array
confidence
in the means employed for their
mical), I sent anoflicer of the engineer corps lo the with
school for sappers and miners in France, to obtain protection.
not
which
is
It aiTords me great gratification to be able to rethat practical information of the art,
possessed, and cannot be acquired here. TheFiench port ihat Ihe Canada frontier has been free from any
kindand
since I had last the honor to address yoii
liberality
distuibance
accustomed
government, with its
Your advice lo our fellow citizens
ness, permitted in eveiy instance our officers to at- on that subject.
most
tend its schools of practice, and afToided them equal on that border appears to have produced the
there
and
the excitement which existed
salutary effect,
means with its own to pursue their studies
allowing them privileges not generally granted to there has, I am happy to think, entirely subsided;
foreigners; thereby evincing, as the minister of war and no further apprehension need be entertained of
bis a violation on their pait of our neutral obligations.
is pleased to remark, t!ie Iriendly disposition of
Owing to Ihe expenditnie of Ihe appropriations
majesty's government towards the U. States. This
re- for forlifications having been suspended, the works
fully
say,
is
to
authorised
me
feeling, you have
ciprocated, and the liberalily of the French govei n- on this frontier have not been much advanced, hut
The officers sent to the they will, it is expected, be couipleted during the
ment duly appreciated.
In addition lo those already aullicrisschool ol cavaliy at Saumur have returned after a next season.
twelvemonth;s instruction and are "'>"/"'Fl'>>';d '» ed, I earnestly recommend the erection of barracks
depaitment
near Detroit, and at a position bethe
Wells,
enable
Spring
at
a manner which I trust will
tween Buffalo and Black Rock, in the state of
very much to improve the cavalry service.
The advantage of separating the statf officers from York; and also a strong work at the outlet of Lake

I

of San Juan de Ulloa, at Vera Cruz, had leil many
persons to suppose that stone revetments might be
destroyed by shells. This is incorrect. After that
event, I caused experiments to be made at Old Point
Comfort, by tiring, at point blank range against a
stone wall erected for the purpose; the shells broke
against it, making very little impression. No douut,
therefore, need be enteitained of the ability of our
I do not
building materials to resist hojlov shot.
think, however, that Ihe permanent works should be
the only defences relied upon, but regaid moveable
steam batteries as essential auxiliaries. These ought
not, in my opinion, to be large vessels, but of light
draught of watei, capable of carrying two gun.-i for
throwing shells of eight or ten inches diameter, and
so constructed as to present a small surface to the
Tliese steam balteries should be
fire of an enemy.
manned by artillerymen, and be under the command
harof the officer charged with the defence of tlie
bor foitilications, so a= to secure harmony of aclion.
In order to test the praclicability of making bomb
cannon of the calibre of ten inclies, Ihe chief of the
ordnance, col. Bomford, was sent to Boston, where
he has conducted a series of experiments wilh Ihe

New

the line of the army, and tlie very serious inconvenience to the service from ihe present system, have
been before brought to your view, but cannot be too
strongly or too frequently urged. The present organization of the army doos not allow a single supeiiumerary officer in a regiment, and the compainefiicient from the absence ol
The discipline
are on staff duly.
most injuriously affected by this arrangement; and if they are opposed in the field to
regular forces, such a deficiency would prove fatal.
the
I beg leave lo bring to your notice once more
expediency of extending the law of March 2, 1837,
which provides for the enlistment of boys for the
naval service, so as to embrace the army and ord-

nies are rendered

those officers
of the troops

who
is

Champlain.

On the northeastern fronli."r, uniil the boundary
question is settled, I would advise that the works be
confined lo the erection ot bariacks at the junclion
of the Maitawarakeag and Penobscot rivers. During the past year, the works on Ihe maritime frontier
have been carried on slowly, and they still remain in
an unfinished stale. In relation to the defence of
our Atlantic and Gulf coasts, and of our harbors
and dock yards, I beg leave to refer to my report of
last year, and to that made during the last session of
congress in reply lo a call of the senate for informaTheir condition remains
tion on these subjects.
unaltered, and the expediency of providing for their

complelion unchanged. The whole coast from PasIts effect would be equally beneficial samaquoddy bay to the Sabine river is exposed, on
of people to whom the boys belong, and every point not defended by nature, to be invaded
It would secure to the sons of the fur- with impunity; and, in the event of war, the exto the army.
iner a comlorlable subsistence, proper moral re- pense of attempting to pioteci this long line by
good practical education, while it troops for one year only, wouhl cost more than to
and
a
straint,
would provide for the army well instructed non-com- erect Ihe works which liave been planned, and vihicU
inissioiied officers, so difficult to be procured by en- are deemed sufficient lo defend the several points
listment, and without which an aimy cannot be ef- of attack a!ong the whole coast.
It is true that an
ficient.
enemy could retain possession of any portion of our
I am happy lo stale that experience has proved
But lo defend an
territory only for a short period.
the correctness of the opinion formerly advanced, unfoilified pointof attaek.or todrue an enemy from
that the increase and proper organization of the stafi a position he might occupy, would be attended with
department would produce a more economical ad- great expense of blood and treasure; and while I
In the ex- feel confident that the stout arms and brave hearts
ministration of its different branches.
I recomuieml that these
most satisfactory results.
the quartermaster's department, espe- of our fellow citizens would ullimalely prevail, anil
guns be adopted into the service, and Ibrm part of penditures of
very considerable reduction has been made drive an enemy fiom our soil, 1 cannot approve the
the armament of our forlifications and of our steam cially, a
Some successful experiments during the last year; iii some measure produced by policy which would expose the be.^t and bravest of
floating batteries.
prices, but arising in a much greater de- our artisans and worliiiigmen to encounter, without
have, likewise, been made with war rockets; and a tlie f.dl of
ree from the'incieased efficiency and better admi- discipline, and without Ihe cover ol fortifications,
lor
preparing them ajipears lo
constructor
machine
nistration of the department, ill consequence of Ihe Ihe trained bands of mercenary soldiers they would
answer the purpose perfectly.
organization
When we take into consideration
be opposed to.
The great amount ol property vested by the go- number of officers under the present
healing a more due relation to the laborious duties Ihe character of our people, and spar.seness of tlio
of
vernment in arms, amounting to several millions
high responsibilities of this important branch of population in proportion lo liie extent of our soil, it
dollars, no less than the risk lo Ihe national salety and
service.
is not wise to rely altogether for our defence on
by adopting any new inventions without being con- the military
The batlalions that
In consequence of the suspension of the applica- numbers and untaught valor.
vinced of their superiority by long tried experiments
of funds appropriated for the prosecution of Ihe must fi^ht our battlesare composed of soldiers taken
in Ihe field, has induced me, generally to discounte- tion
supervision of the quaitermaster fioin every class of the community, and the issue of
nance their iiitioduction into the service. I fear that works under the
during the season for active opera- eveiy contest must necessarily deprive Ihe country
every attempt to increase Ihe rapidity of firing, such u-eneral's office
progress has been made in them since my of some of its best and v.orlhiest citizens. Every
as lacililatiug the loading by opening the breech, or 'ion, little
Ihe following
I now recommpiid that
effort ought therefore, lo be made lo furnish ihein
by multiplying the chambers of the gun, will fail, as last report.
should be recommenced and co.npleted as the means of protection, and to instruct them to dethey have liilheilo done, afler involving Ihe govern- works
Wayne and fend themselves, so llial Ihe loss we must suifer on
Gibson,
Fort
Fort
practicable:
as
soon
one
ment in great expense. There is, however,
sites
liealiliy
former as soon as
sncii occasions may be as light as possible.
i.nprovement, which has been fairly tested in the Fori Siiiith the two
I am not peifeclly satisfied
are determined upon.
field by the ariiiie? of Kuiope, and which presents
No appropriation having been made at the last
Ihe reports in relation lolhe proper position for
so many decided and ascertained advantages, tiiat I with
session of congress for the works of iniernal imit is contemplated to erect peram constrained to recommend its adoption into our Furl Gibson; and as
provement which were under the superintendence of
manent works in Ihe vicinilv of the old fort, it is
llie siibslituliou of percussion lor
1 mean
service
this department, they have, for the most pa.-t, ceasimpoilant Ihat the site should be selected wilh great
llint locks. The alteration may be made on the guns
I adhere lo the opinion expressed in my last
the works of Foil Wayne ed.
now in Ihe arsenals; and measures ought to be ailopt- care. That on which
re^ort, that the system requiies lo be revised, both
iinhealtliliil
very
be
so
pioved
lo
commenced,
were
ed lo construct all new anus, whether rifles or musregard to the principle upon wliicli such imwith
Ihat it became necessary to abjndoii it and lo remove
kets, with percussion locks.
ought to be authorised, and the manner
Pursuing provements
more favorable position.
HaviU'' repeatedly reco.nioended without eSecl, Ihe troops lo a
in which they ought to be condiicled.
line, small lorts should be constructed at Spring
the eslablishment of a national foundry; and having Ihat
The report of Ihe chief of the topographical engiMarias de Cygue; and west of it, at the
reason to fear the most seiiuus consequences to the nver and
congress at its last session, connavigation of the Kansas river and north- neers, submitted to
service from the want of proper regulalions to go- headol the
ihe hisloiy and proLavenwoitli, at Table creek, on tains an el.iborate statement of
vern the contracts wilh privaie establishuienis; «ith west of the Fort
gress of all Ihe works of internal improvement carTo
river.
Platte
mouth
of
the
below
Missouri,
the
the
board
of
oliicers
Europe
your consent, I sent to
government;
to which I beg
1 on by the ordeis of
a
fort
Snelling,
who had been lor some lime employed in fixing the connect this last post with Fort
It is to be regretted Ihat congress
_
coiislriicted at or near the forks of the leave lo rel
patterns, lorms and dimensions ol the artillery, in ought lo be
at its last session, lo appropriate the
ne-leeled,
receivhave
informalion
I
the
From
Moines.
order that tney might acquire such information as Del
sm'all amount asked for clearing awav the limber
any works at the w
would enable the departiiRnt permanently to regu- ed, I believe the erection of
accumulated at the Red river raft, which oby of Lake Superior to be unnecessary; lately
1 am ern exIie
gulale this important branch of the service.
The expenthe navigation of that stream.
respiit, advise that Fort Snelling remain stiucts
and lor Ihe presen
happy to stale that, wherever they have been,
perfectfy legitiiliture necessaiy lor tins purpose is
national establishuienis have been' thrown open lo the most northern post.
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and Ihe measure is recoinrnentled by its ecoadililioiial cost of transporlation by land
one year, when this navigation is obstructed,
being gi eater than the amount required to defray the
It
necessary expense of removing the drift timber.
is recommended that provision be made for tlie employment of a few laborers and a boat for a short
lime every season; and it is believed that in a few
years the necessity for such a precaulion will cease,
and this portion of the river remain permanently
open.
The survey spoken of in my last report has been
completed, and a map constructed, which embraces
that portion of the territory of llie United Slates
lying between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers,
from their confluence to our imrthern boundary, and
limited by the paralhds of latitude 39 and 49 north,
and the meridians 99 and 1011 west of Greenwich.
It is based upon numerous astronomical observations, (not less than two hundred and foity-five),(in
actual surveys, and on !he best information which
the explains party could procure of such small portions of the Indian territory as they were prevented
from examining by Ihe inevitable dangers attending
very extensive
it, or want of means and lime.
river;

nomy, the
for

A

series of barometrical observations were also made,
and Ihe zealous co-operation of men of science, oc-

who observed
enabled Mr. Nicolet
with those of others made iji
dilTerent quarters of the union, and thus accurateK'
to determine the relative level Ihe whole rt'gion representeii by the map, as well as its elevation above
the ocean, thereby indicating Ihe climate and face of
the country. The map will be accompanied by a
report calculated to give an accurate knowledge of
that distant country; and it is believed that theresuits ol Ibis survey will be useful both to Ihe government and to the people, and prove an acceptable acIt will serve, likewise, lo
cession to geography.
exhibit the manner in which future surveys of the
country are lo be made, i,', as it is hoped, they should
be authorised by congress. It appe.irs to be very
desirable that those remote regions of our country
should be known; and the surveys ought, in my opinion, to be extended by degrees to the sources ol
the Missouri and across the Rocky mounlains lo tlie
Nor ought that portion of our counPacific ocean.
try which is nearer and more accessible to be negThe existing maps do not resi on accurate
lected.
The true courses of our great rivers, and the
data.
forms of our magniticont chain of lakes which stretch
along our northern border, are yet to be ti'ulv definThe interests of the rising commerce of the
ed.
west require that liydrograpliic suryeys of these inland seas and great avenues of trade should be made
small annual appropriation will
without delay.
enable the government to effect this important ob
jecl, through the agency of the topographical cor|i3,
which is composed of officers fidly capable of performing this duty. No survey of any description
should be made, in future, without being accompanied witn astronomical and barometical observations.
In this manner a series of positions may be determined, and the means gr.idually furnished of acq{iirjng a more perfect knowledge of tile geograplij' of
the country; and thus ol conslrucling all accurate
cupying stations

iu the several states,

at tile saui<! periods of time, has

to

compare

iiis

own

A

of the UuUed Slates.
military academy has been conducted in a
crt-diiabie to the superimendenf, and
salisfactory lo this depart.ment.
Every etfort has
been made to enforce discipline, and to instil into
the minds of the cadets a love of order and a high
sense of their moral and religious duties; and it is
believed that the standard of discipline, inoralify and
religion, at this institution, is equal lo that of any
other college or academy in Ihe United Slates; while
Ihe mathematical and military studies, as far as Ihe
theory is concerned, are as com|)lete as Ihose taught
in any school in America or Europe.
Nothing is
required lo give our yo;iiig officers the same advantages as are afforded lo those of other countries, but
schools of practice, which are about to be established, and to which the graduates are lo be sent for
one year after they are commi.^sioned, and their destination ascertained, in order lo perfect them in the
practical duties of that branch of the service to
which they may be attached. The new library
building is nearly completed; and the mural towers
attarhcd to it, for the purpose of makingastronomical observations, and teacliing practically that important branch of science, are well adapted for that
object. The professor of astronomy was sent to Eu
rope, in order lo procure some instriimenls which
are nee. led, and lo examine Ihe several great observatories there, ascertain the manner in which they
are filled up, and witness their methods of observing.
He has returned with information which cannot fail to be highly interesting and uselul.
Whenever the condiiion of the treasury will permil, it IS very dasir-ible lo erect new barracks at

map

The

manner highly

_
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West Point. Those at present there are dilapidated
buildings, originally badly constructed, and now in
a state of decay, wdiicli renders them as unhealthy
as tlipy are inconvenient. The concurrent testimony
of each succeeding board ofvisiters for several J'eais
past shows the necessity of renewing those buildings.
With a view to spread generally Ihroughout the
country a knowledge of this institiilion, it has been
decided to appoint eighteen visiters from alternate
slates every year, forming (he remainder of the
boavd from officers of the army and navy of the U.

The works

prohibition of credits by the sutlers, and more freto the troops.
The oliicers of the medical staff have maintained
the high reputation acquired by their zealous attention to their duiies in garrison and in the field. The

of negotiations.

263

be erected there, cannot, from the
nature of the soil, be thrown up in haste, but will
require much lime to comjilete Ihein; leaving, in the
event of war, the approaches to Philadelphia almost
entirely exposed.
A new edition of the army regulations has been
drawn up, and is about to be published, with such
amendments and additions as the experience of the
la.st four yeais has dictated.
It is a subject of great regret lo me to be compelled lo stale thai every effort to terminate (he contest
in Florida has, so far, proved unsuccessful. On gen.
Stales.
I must again repeat my recommendaliou that two Taylor's retiring fiom the command of the army
of the present paymasters be appoinleil assistant (here, (which he did, by permission, in May last), it
paymasters general, with Ihe rank of lieutenant co- devolved upon brigadier general Armistead; who,
lonel.
Tliis very important branch oflhe service is iio!witlislaiiding tlie advanced season, commenced
incomplete under its present organization; officers of active operatiotis against the Indians, and, in many
higher rank are required lo superintend the opera- instances succeeded in breaking up (heir eiicamptions of those of the corps who may be on iluty in ineuls, destroying their fields and crops, and making
In order to render the regular
the field.
It appears but an act ofjuslice to Ihe lat- some few prisoners.
ter, to allow them a moderate per cenlage on Ihe forces available for offensive operations, a brigade of
payments they may make to volunteers andmililia, Florida militia was raised for ihe defence ol Middle
to cover the unavoidable losses to which they are Florida, and placed under Ihe command of brigadier
exjiosed from being at times compelled to make general Leigh Rsad, of llie territorial militia, with
inslrnclions lo defend Ihe porlion of the territory
thi'se payments in a hurried and informal manner.
No loss or inco'iveiiience has resulted from cm- situated north of a line of posts occupied by the reguploying, during the last season, Indian agents to pay lar troops, extending from the Atlantic, south of St.
the annuities and make Ihe regular disbursements Augustine, including two stalicns east of the St.
to the tribes over whose interests they have been John's river, Pilatka', Wheelock, Micanopy, Watkaappointed lo watch. These duties have been well hoolee, Wacassa, a post between Ihe last and Foit
and faithfully performed; but, as a ,=:ystem for Ihe Fanning, and Cedar Key=.
The tioops that were in the service of the terrifinal disposal of Ihose important and responsible duties, llie plan resorted lo on this occasion is incom- tory, in virtue of a law of the legislature of Florida,
plete; and 1 again recivnmend a small increase of were luiislered into that of the United States and
Ihe number of p.aymasters, and that this duty be per- form part of general Read's brigade, which has been
manently assigned to that branchof the military ser- increased to twelve hundred mounted and five hundred footmen and may be raised to fifteen hundred
vice.
In rendering juslice to the character of (he officers mounted and five hundred foot; a force which is conof the pay department, and to the efficiency with sidered am|de for Ihe protection of that portion oflhe
which their duiies are discharged, I cannot forbear territory assigned to gen. Read's command. Some
to bring lo your notice the defects of the present depredations having been committed in Ihe neighborsystem of paying the army, and the evil conse- hood of the Okefenokee swamp, four companies of
quences which result from it. From the remoteness Gt'orgia militia have been mustered into Ihe service
of the posts, Ihe soldiers are paid at long intervals, of Ihe U. Slates, and are charged with the defence
and the guarantee of soldiers' debts given by the of the (iieorgia frontier.
Certain of the hostile chiefs having signified lo
regulations to the settlers, iuduci s them to give
credit to the whole amount allowed; a disposition general Armistead their desire to treat, they were
of which the thouglitless soldier generally avails invited lo meet him al Fort King on iheTlh ult. and,
himself to the full extent, and on (>ay-day has the from Ihe circumstance (deemed fortunate) of Ihe
mortification to see nearly his whole pay carried lire.'-ence of adepu'ation from Ihe Western SeiniThis occasions great discontent; noles, hopes were entertained of terminating this pioolf by the sutler.
while, on the contrary, those soldiers who happen Iracted struggle by the peaceful removal of the renot to be in debt to Ihe sutler receive large amounts, maining Indians. After some days spent in negotiwhich thv.-y too frequently waste in dissipation; and, ating, and after giving reiterated assurances of their
until these 'sums are expemiecl, Ihe post presents a desire lo emigrale and rejoin their brethren west of
the Mississippi, Ihe Indians suddenly disappeared,
scene of alternate drunkenness and punishment.
The only remedy for these evils will be found in the without any assignable cause for this abrupt rupture

quent payments

very

strict

examination

to

which candidates

for this

blanch of the service are 3 ibjected before admission insures high professional allainments in Ihose
of the lowest rank; and that which llie officers
themselves undergo before promolion, leads them to
severe application, for it must appear thai they have
not only retained the knowdedge acquired at college,
but aisD kept pace with Ihe progress of medical
science, or they cannot be promoted or retained in
the service.
It is not surprising, therefore, that this
branch of the staff continues lo be distinguished for
professional attainments and cheerful devotion to
iheir duiies.
The report of Ihe board of medical officers, appointed by your direction, to asceitain Ihe relative
advantages "ol Piltsbiirgh and Wheeling for the lo

cation for a marine hospital on the upper Ohio, in
favor of the former, having been approved by you.
the selections under the law for purchasing sites for
marine hospitals on the western waters are now ComTlie amount appropriated lor that purpose
plete.
not proving sufficient, the officers intrusted with
the performance of that duty made conditional arrangements, subject to the ratification of congress.
I

recommend that such an appropriaasked (or, as will enable this depaitmeiit
ury into elfect the benevolent intentions of the

respeclfully

tion be
lo c

law.

Having, in several instances, found deficient Ihe
lilies to land on which forts and other public works
are erected, measures were adopted to perfect them;
and 1 am happy to report that I found, on all occasions, the state authorities willing lo convey (o Ihe
United Stales Ihe land whereon such works are situThe department has not yet succeeded in
ated.
settling Ihe question ol the right of properly in the
Peapafcii island, notwithstanding its utmost etibrts
This is to be regretted, as its possession is
to do so.
cssciitialiy necessary lo the defence of the Delaware.

to

have

Hostilities

been renewed, and

will be

in

consfquence

prosecuted vigorously.

regulai troops now in Florida amount lo about
4,500 men, and the militia in service to about 2,000.
given the executive
I recommend that authority be
to engage the services of this description of troops
lor a t\\ elve months, or during the continuance of hos-

The

tilities in

Florida.

The term

of three

months

is

much

and frequent eiiiislsource of insubordination as well
as of great addiiional expense.
The umber of Indians emigrated from the interior lo the west, since the year 1836, amounts to ver}nearly 41,000, of which about 5,000 were removed
during the past season; and I am happy to add, that
the condition of those who are settled in their new
homes continues to be represented lo ns as prosperous and happy. The diiierences which unfortunately sprung up between the western Cherokees and
Ihe late emigrants of that tribe, upon their first Errival on Ihe Arkansas, have been happily arjusled;
and I have accordingly directed that their annuities,
and other moneys due to them, should be paid, and
placed upon Ihe same looting as other emigrant
From the chaiacler of this iiation, and Ihe
tribes.'
advance made by many of their number in civilization and in the arts of life, it is hoped, now that they
are removed from Ihe evil influences which heretofore beset them, their progress in moral culture and
Conphysical comfort will lie rapid and lasting.
vinced Ihal, if any great and general relorm is ever
(0 be effected among the Indians, it must be by
means of ediicaiion, every exertion has been made
to promote it; not by disjointed eiiiDrls, bul by adopting a system inlcnded lo embrace the establishment
of primary schools over Ihe whole Indian territory,
and of inslilulions of a higher order at suitable
points, designated with a view to Ihe convenience
of Ihe Indians, and of easy access. Foit Coffee, on
Ihe Arkansas river which has been abandoned as a
mililary post, has been selected for one of these establishments. This silualion possesses very decided
advantages; and the system by w hich it is proposed
For the
to improve them has my full approbation.
(00 s'iort lo ensure efficiency;

ments are a
I

fruitlul

—
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the accompanying report oJ the commissioner of Indian alfaiis, ami particularly to his instrnclions for carrying il into elfcct
addressed to the superintendent of the western ter-

details of the plan I refer to

this subject,

it

affords

me great gralifica-

to speak in terms of merited pcaise
Methodist manual labor school in the Shawnee

tion to be able
ol the

distinguished
Indian civilisuccess; and
expectations
raised by this extensive establishment will be fully
realised under its present pious and compi'tent in-

country. The labors of that sect, so
for their Christian zeal in the cause of
zation, are likely to be crowned with
there is reason to hope that the high

structors.

The department would

bi'

happy

There are not many Cherokee warriors who Letter postage,
come under that description, but they are very des- Newspapers and pamphlets,

treaty.

ritory.

While on
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titute;

faith of the

government is pledg- Fines paid

ed in their favor.
the exI cannot Ibrbear bringing to your notice
posed condilionof the important archives of this
department. Many of thein are kept in small buildings, at an inconvenient distance from the war office,
plain
and surrounded by combustible materials.
fire-proof buiMing. capable of containing all these
detached offices, might be constructed for a sum,
the interest on which would not exceed the amount
required for paying the rents of those now occupied
All which is respectfully submitfor the purpose.

to pro-

mote similar eslablishmenia on the part of other religious sects, equally zealous, no doubt, in spreading
llle light of the gospel among the Indians, and equally disposed to advance theii' moral culture. It is convinced that, to produce durable beneficial effects by
education, it must be made praclically useful; and
that those domestic arts which are imparted to our
youth by the example of their parents and associates,
Ibrin, as it were, a part of their nature, must be
taught the Indian in tlio schoob, and instilled into

and

him by education.
Perseverance for one or two years longer in the
policy of removing the Indians from the baneful and
destructive intlueuces which surround them within
the slates and territories, will unite the remnants ol
tribes, still within those limits, to their brethren in
the west; ottering, as it is believed the only chance,
not only of civilizing the red man, but of perpetuating his existence.

By the accompanying report of the commissioner
of pensions, it will be seen that the number of pensioners of eveiy description now on the rolls in all
the slates and territories, and in the District of Columbia, (except those paid out of the navy pension
fund), amounts to forty-four Ihousanj three hundred
and ninety-four; of which two thousand and seventytwo cases have been admitted since the period ol the
The number of deaths of penlast annual report.
sioners that liave occurred during the last year, and
been reported to the deparlment, is sixteen hundred
and five, fioin the numberof unclaimerl pensions,
have died, of whose
it is believed that many more
decease, we have no infonnalio i. The number ot
invalid pensioners is now fourthous.ind two hundred
and eighty-nine, having increased four hundred and
fourteen since 1833; this increase is to be attributed
principally, to the hardships of the service in Florida
The number of revolutionary pensioners under the
act of March 18, ISIS, has 'decreased from above
twenty thousand to seven thou.=and nine liundreil and
Uiid--r the act of June 7, 1832, tliiilyforty-seven.
oue thousand eight hundre4 and eight have been arlmilttd on the pension roll; of which numbi'r, twen
ty-lhree thousand two hundred and seven yet remain.
Eleven hundred and eighty-six pensioners were ad
milled under the law ol iVJay 15, 182S, for the beneof the continential army
(i! of officers and sohliers
who served during the war; only six hundred and
The number ol
five are now borne on the rolls.
widows pensioned under the act of July 4, 1S3(),
is three thousand lour hundred and sixty-eight, ol
whom two thousaiul seven hundred andsixty survive.
Five thousand nine hundred and twelve widows have
received the benefit ofihe act of July, 1S38; but the
list is i-.ow reduced to five thousand five hundred and
All of those now oil the rolls will be
eighty-six.
dropped on the 4lh of March nejjt, when theterm
of iheir pensions expires by law. From the r^umber
of applications, the commissioner is of opinion that
not less than fourteen hundred will be added to the
year 1811.
The total sum drawn from the treasury during the
p2st year, lo p.iy peniious, amounts to two millions
forty-eight Ihoiisand, six hundred and sixty-three
dollars, exclusive of navy pensions.
The exni-rience of two years confirms the opinion
I formerly expressed of the VHxalious operation of
the law of the 6th of April. 1838. which fixes ihc
short period of eight nionlhs fur the return to the
The intention of
treasury of unclaimed pensions
the law, no doubt, was lo withdraw that sum from
the pension agent; whereas its operation, on the contrary, draws that additional amount from the treasury at Washington, while it produces disappointment, inconvenience, delay and eXjiense to ilie poor

pensioners.
By the fourteenth article of the Cherokee treaty
of December 29, 1833, ratified May 23, 1839, il was
agreed on the part of the United Slates that such
warriors of the Cuerokee nation as were engaged on
the side of the United Sl.iles in Ihe last war willi
Great Britain and the southern tribes of Indians, a
who were wounded in such service, shall beenlilled
to such pensions as shall be allowed them by the co
1 respecilnlly suggest
greis of the United Slates.
that congress be asked lo act upon Ihis section of tl

and the good

A

POINSETT.

ted.

The president of

J. li.
ihe United States.

REPORT FROM THE POSTMASTER

GE-

NERAL.

to

f 4,003.776 07
635,229 61

paslmasters lor viola-

260 00

tion of law,

$4,539,265 6S

The

expenditures of the depart

ment for the same period were:
For compensation to
postmasters,

$1,028,925 92

For wrapping paper,
office lurniture, ad-

mail bags,
mail locks and keys,
and stamps, mail depredations, and special agents, blanks,
clerks for offices,
ami miscellaneous.
For ship, steamboat,
verlisiiu;,

441,778 96

office department, December 7, 1840.
35.410 81
Sir: I submit a report, sliowingJhe service of this
and way letters.
depailinent the past year, its present condition and For transportation.
3,252,995 16
future prospects.
4,759,110 85
The extent of the post routes in the United States
covered by mail service, on the 30th of June last,
Excess of expenditures,
$219,845 17
as near as can be ascertained, was 155,739 miles.
The revenue, as compared with the preceeding
The annual transportation on these routes, at the year, shews an increase of $61,651 64, being a
rate existingon the 30th of June last, was about fraction over one per cent.
36.370,776 miles.
The aveiage annual increase of revenue from 18.32
The annual cost of transportation, estimated at the to 1839, inclusive, has been about 10 percent. But
rate of pay existing at ihe close of the year, was as this period includes the two years ending June
3,298,876 dollars, viz:
30, 1837, of extraordinary augmentation of revenue,
Cost.
Miles.
amounting lo 15 per cent, the first year, and 20 per
$789,668 cent. Ihe second, 10 per cent, is considerably above
By horse and sulkey,
12,182,445
1,911,855 the ordinary annual increase, which may be estimatBv stage and coach,
20,290,278
595,353 ed at about 6 per centum. The decline in the reBy steamboat
rail road,
3,889,053
venue, therefore, Ihe past year, may be estimated
$3,296,870 at aboui 5 per cent, or 225,000 dollars.
Total,
36,370,776
In addition to this service, the mails by steamboats Statement of the revenue and expenditures of the
and other vessels, under the 5th and 6th sections o!
post offii-e department for Ihe eleven years ending
the act of 1825, are estimated to have cost, the last
30th June, 18.39.
Revenue.
Expenditure.
year, about 9,000 dollars, and there has been paid
Year ending

Post

&

ship and way letters, about 26,000 dollars.
The resolution of congress ol May 14, 1836, authorised the postmaster general to extend the term
of the then existing contracts for six months, so as
to have them terminate on the 30th June, inslead ol
the lastof December.
In pursuance ol this authority, the contracts which would have expired witli the
tor

present year were extended to the 30th of June,
1841, in consequence of which the lettings thai
would otherwise have fallen into the year 1840 will
not take place until tile spring of 1841. The advertisement for this service has been prepared, and
will soon be publisheii.

The new

routes,

amounting

to

about seven hun-

$1,782.132 57
$1,707.418 42
1.850, .583 10
1.932,707 93
1.936,122 87
1,.997,811 54
2,246,17166
2,258,570 17
2.617011 88
2,930,414'e7
2,910,605 08
2,823,749 34
2.757,350 08
2,993.556 66
3,408.323 59
2,841,766 36
4,100.605 43
3,303,428 03
4,235.077 97
4,621,837 16
4 477,614 04
4,654,718 42
From this tabular statement, it appears that while
the expenditures of the department have been stcailily advancing, with few exceptions, its revenues
have been very fluctuating, varying from a mere
nominal increase to an ailvance of 20 per cent, in a

JuneSO, 1829

1830
1?31
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

dred, established by the act of the 7th of July, 1S39,
have been put inio operation during the past year,
and have made considerable addition to the expen- sin;;le year.
This exten
The extension of the mail service, and Ihe adililure lor the transportation service.
sion, with the belief that the unusual increase ol vance in the population and business ol' the country,
revenue would not be realized, has indicated a poli- are the causes of Ihe onlinary increase of the revecy ol retrenchment rather than general improvement; nue. But temporary and extraordinary circumstanbut, since I took charge of the ilepartinent, some ces often counteract these more permanent sources
improvements have been effected on some of the of increase, so far as lo prevent any material advance.
most important routes which the public interest This has been the case the past year; during which
seemed to demand, and where little additional e.\- a combination of causes have operated to impair the
revenue of the department to marly the extent of
pense was incurred.
the average annual increase.
1 have also executed contracts for additional sersteamboat
routes,
where
road
and
But Ihe present unfavorable condition of the finanvice on a few rail
retrenchments could be made on other routes nearly ces of Ihe department is not w holly to be attributed
equivalent to the new liabiiilies assiimeil. These to the decline of the revenue the past year; it is, in
changes have given some additional expedition lo part, the result of the too sudden and large extension
the great north and south mail, as well as to several of the service during the years 1837, 1838 and 1839,
occasioned by the extraordinary sur|)liis which aclarge mails connecting with it at important points.
The nil. nber of contractors in tlie sevice durin.' crued in 1S36 and 1S37. This surplus, on the 3Ulh
the last year were about 2, 100. The number who had June, IS3G, was 641,842 dollars.
The postmaster general, iu his annual report of
been fined, or had deductions made from their pay
for delinquencies in the perlbrinance of their en- that year, recominended a reduction of the rales of
Congre.is did not sanction tliat measure;
The
fiiirs
and
deductions
during
postage.
gagements, IS 628.
Ihe year, exclusive of the remissions, au.ount to but, by the act of Ihe 2d July, 1836, established
about seven hundred new post routes which it be$60,685 60.
In general, the transportation service has been came the duty of the deparlmeni to put into operaperformed laithlully, and in a commendable spirit tion. The action on this subject by congress was
of energy, perseverance and devotion to the public considered as indicating ils desire that Ihe surplus
interest.
The obstacles which for a time, occasion- which had accrued, ami which might accrue, should
ed irregularities in the large mail south of this city, be expended iu providing additional mail accommodations. Tlie causes which had produceil Ihe
it is believed, have been removed.
The number ot post offices, on the Ist day of July, above surplus cm the SOtli June, 1836, continued to
during the remainder of that year, and a
on
Ihe
day
of
operate
the
number
30th
was
1838,
12,519;
June, 1839, was 12,780; on the same day ol the pre- part of the year 1837, and as the new contracts did
sent year, the number was 13,468, showing an in- not go into'operation until after the Jst of FebiuaThere have been ry, 1837. the revenue continued lo exceed Ihe excrease during the year of 688.
established during Ihe year, 959 post oflices, and penditure; and. on Ihe 301h June, 1837, the surplus
this
day is 13,638. amoiinleil to 750,208 dollars. During Ihe session
iliscoiitinued.
The
number
271
There have been during the year 3,231 postmas following, congress, by the act of the 7lli of July,
1838, established about seven hundred addilionul
ters appointed, of" whom 959 were for new oflices.
Tlie revenue of the department for the year end- routes, which were lo be put in operation on the
the
ing June 30, 1840, as appears fro:n the spltlement Ist of July, 1H39, or before, if the revenues of
of the accounts of postmasters in the auditor's of ilepartinent would justify it. The second section
oflhesamp act provides "llial every rail road within
fice, was
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the limits of the United States that now is, or may
herealter be, made, shall be a post route; and the
postmaster general shall cause the mail to be transported thereon: Prorided, he can have it done on
reasonable terms, and not paying therefor, in any
instance, more than 25 per centum over and above
what similar transportation would cost in post

coaches."
The very liberal conslruction given to this act
by the postmaster general, favorable to the interest
of the rail road companies, did not satisfy the Sjiirit
of cupidity which belongs to corporate monopolies;
and it was found impracticable to obtain contracts
from several of the rail road companies. And congress, by the act of 25th January, 1839, extended
the maximum rate of compensation for rail road
service to three hundn'd dollars per mile.
The new routes established by the act of 7th of
July, 1S3S, were mostly put into service in 1S39;
and contracts have been made for service on tlie
rail roads then in existence, and most of those
which have since been completed, at rales of compensation, varying from twenty-five to three hundred per cent, above what had been paid for coach
service on the same routes. In England, the average
rate of compensation for rail road service is about
ninety dollars per mile; and the highest sum paid
on the most important routes is one hundred and
seven dollars per mile; and the contractors are required to convey mails as often, and at such times,
as may be ordered by the postmaster general
Here,
with a rate of compensation nearly two hundred per
cent, higher, it has been found impracticable, on
many of the routes, to oblain that control over the
time of tlie departure and delivery of the mail,
w hich is so essential to the service, and is exercised
on other routes. In addition to the compensation
paid to the rail road companies, there are considerable incidental expenses incurred for travelling
agents on the more important routes for conveying
the mail to and from the cars at the ends of the
routes, and for supplying intermediate offices, not
on the line of the roads. The substitution of rail
road for coach service, has borne very heavily on
the revenues of the department.
The new routes established in 1S36 and 1838,
being many of them, in sections of the country
where the roads are bad and the settlements sparse,
have yielded an income bearing but a small proportion to the expense of the transportation.
This great extension of the service, and the substitution of a higher and more expensive for a
cheaper grade, under the acts of congress referred
to, and the improvements on other routes, which

which appears
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inconsiderable."
But the present apparently unfavorable financial
condition of the department need occasion no
anxiety. It can be sustained upon its own resources and soon placed in a safe and prosperous
condition.
Yet, to afford it temporary relief, curtailments of service, to a limited extent, are necessary.
This has already been commenced, and will
be continued as far as may be found requisite to
place its finances in a sound condition. The curtailments orsuspensions of service will be made so
as to occasion as little inconvenience to the public,
or injustice to the contractors, as such an operation
will admit of.
As periodical retrenchments are
unavoidable, it deseives consideration, whether it
would not be wise for congress to prescribe some
rule by which all general curtailments are to be effected, so as to remove executive discretion, and
secure an equal apportionment of the reduction of
service among the different sections ofthe countrv.
In examining the causes which have placed the
department in its present condition, we discover its
resources, and its ability not only to sustain itself,
but probably with (he aid of some remedial legislation, to admit of a piospeclive reduction of Ihe tariff
on letter postage, which public sentiment seems to

demand.
These causes are

to be found in the unexampled
fiiictuatioiis since 1834 in the financial interests and
commerci.d business of the country. The period
of unprecedented overaction in trade, from the fall

of 1834 to the spring of 1S37, occasioned an extraordinary increase of revpuu?. which produced Ihe
large surplus that existed in 1836 and 1837.
This
surplus formed the basis of the great extension of
Ihe mail service since 1836. which so far exceeded
the limits to which it could have been carried by
Ihe ordinary increase of revenue, as to absorb nearly
the whole of this surplus in two years.
When the
reaction came on, which, under any circumstances,
would have depressed its revenues, the department
had to sustain itself with an extent of service beyond its natuial limits; which had originated from
the exiraordinary increase of its revenues in 1836
and 1837. But the unusual increase of revenue
over the expenditures during those two j'ears, was
not entirely owing to the great activity of trade. The
the public interests seem to dtmand, since 1836, contracts for transportation, during that period, had
have carried the expenditures ofthe department, for mostly been made when prices were low, and the
three successive years, beynnd its accruiiig revenue: revenue accruing from their performance, was re
ceived when prices had a<ivanced from fifty to one
In the year ending on 30th June, 1338,
hundred per cent. The department, therefore, enthe expenditures were
f4, 621, 837 00
The revenue which accrued was
4,235,077 00 joyed the ailvantages of an excited state of business,
without the drawback which, under other circumstances, the advance in prices would have occaExcess of expenditure over the reve-

$386,760 00 sioned.
On the other hand, the excess ofthe expendilures
year ending
$4,654 718 00 over the receipts forpostages, the last three years, is
4,477,614 00 not more to be attributed to the depression of the
revenue from the state of the limes, than to Ihe cirExcess of expenditure
$177,104 00 cumstance that all :he existing contracts were maile
The excess of the expenditures for these two during tlie high slate of prices, and at an average
years was met bv the surplus funds which had ac- advance of about fi ty per cent, above the rate of
cumulated in 1S37, and nearly exhausteB all that compensation paid prior to 1S36.

nue

The

expenditures

in the

June 30. 1839, were
Tlie revenue which accrued was

surplus wiiich was available.
In the annual report of my predecessor, made in
December 1S38, he says: "The genera! financial
disasters of last year have not rediiced the revenue,
as might have been expected, but have prevented
most ofthe anticipated increase and thrown Ihedejiartinenl upon its surplus, to sustain most of its
cxientions.
The indications now are, that there
will be a slight improvement in the revenue of the
current fi-cal year, over the preceding; but not
enough to produce any material effect. An ad
vance somewhat greater iriHy be reasonably i-xpected, next year, but tiot great enough to meet the increasingciistof mail service, and put into ojieration
the new routes established at the last session of
congress. It will hence be seen that, for more
than a year to come, the curtail.'.ient, rather than
the extrusion of service on routes now in operation,
is to be expected."
The anticipated increase during the year 1339,
was realiz»d, and amounted to 5i percent. producing §241.560. But the greater increase loolced
for in 1340, has essentially failed; and the quarter
ending 30lh of September last, exhibits an actual
declension in the revenue, as compared uilh the
corresponding quarter of last j'ear, of about 5 per
cent.
This unfavorable result has been occasionrd
mainly by the second suspension of the banks in a
larije section of the union, followed by a general
depression ofthe commercial interests of the coun-

—
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have been apprehended at the department. The great facilities which
Ihev affoid
close of the last year, as Iha postmaster general then for the transmission of letters
and nevvspapeis out
said: "It is possible that the recent !US|iensii)n of of the mail, have evidently
diminished the receinis
specie payments by the banks, in a large porlion of from postage.
Th;s is proved by the sudden fallthe union, may again check Ihe increase in the ing of} of Ihe revenue at points nhere
the«e f-icili
revenue ofthe department, so as to make retrench- ties have recently been provided. Information
has
ments necessary; but, in any event, they will be also been received Iroin the agents of Ihe
try;

not varj' e--seiitially Iroin Iheir
it is reasonable to suppose that the
future lettings can be made at greatly educed rates
This is an important resource,
of compensation.
which, in a few years without any retrenchment ol
service, could hardly fail of placing the finances ol
But it
the department in a prosperous condilion.
cannot be made immediately available, so that a
suspension or curtailment oi" service, to a limited
extniit, becomes ne essary.
The restoration ol commercial aclivily, so confidently anticipated, may reasonably be calciilattd to
produce a considerable improvement during the
two last quarters of the current fiscal year, and a
much greater increase the next year.
With a reasonable expectation of a reduction in
Ihe expenses of the transportation, and nearly a
certainty of a considerable increase ii. its revenue^.,
t!ie luture prospects of the d^partmeiil are highly
tShould prices
present standard,

i

satisfactory.

The

present

is

a peculiar crisis in its financial af-

d.pait

roent, showing that letters, packets ami
nevvspapers, were extensively conveyed out of the
maiVon
the rail road and steamboat lines, and on
many of
the stage and coach routes.
So far as these practices, so detrimental to Ihe income of the deparlinent,
were believed lobe in violation of law, I endeavored to suppress them, regarding it as

my

duty

highest

to enforce the laws.
And in respect to iHlers
cariied by carriers and driveis, these efforts,
it' is
believed, have been generally eflectual; but there
is
no prohibition against persons ronveying letters

and

who may pass over mail routes in Ihe san.e
vehicle which transports the mail, and the
rail roads
alfiird great facilities for sending lelters
in this
packets

way

For fifteen years preceding Ihe introduclion
of
the new system in England, the postage
tax had
rather declined, notwithstanding Ihe
increase of
population and business.
This was, by many
ascribed to the high rate ol the tax, but Ihe
belter
and more prevailing opinion attributes it to
the numerous rail roads which have gone into operation.
Ihe praclice of carrying newspapers out of the
mail, wilhout having secured Ihe privilege
in the
contract, I found to be so general, that it
could not
be suppressed withoi^t great incnvenience to
the
public; and, as the ambiguity of the law
a.lmitled
of doubts in regard to the restriction, I
concliuiert
that I should best discharge iny duty by
permitting
these practices to continue, and leave it for
congress either to remove Ihe piohibition or to make
the
w more explicit for ils enforcement. As it is
probable that the enforcement of the prohibilion
would have Ihe effecl of stopping the carrying of
new^spapers on the mail routes, raihcr than rausinoI

them

to be conveyed in the mail, it would
seem
both just and politic to abolish the reslriction entirely.

Another source of detriment to the revenue fhe
past year, has been the exercise and abuse of Ihe
franking privilege to an unprecedented extent
Diirir.g Ihe last three quarters, the free matter constituted a very large portion of Ihe entire mails.
As the contracts have bpen wilhout reference to
this extranidinary addition to the bulk and weight
of the mails, the burden of the transportation was
thrown upon the contractors.
The free matter is
not only conveyed without compensation, but the
department is subjected to Ihe chanje of two cenU
for every free letter or sealed packet dnlivered
at
offices

exceed

where the postmaster's commissions do net
five hundred dollars per quarter.
At scire

allowance to Ihe postmaster has absorbed
whole quarterly balance.
of the depaitment furniih no data for
determining the number of free packets conveyed
offices this

his

The books

in Ihe mail, as a large porlion of ihein are not entered on the post bills.
At the post office in this
city ail account was laki n of the i.umber and
weight ol free tellers and packers during three
weeks ending Ihe 2d d.iy of May, the 2d day of
Jutie, and the 7th day of July last.
There W'ere
22,038 Iree letters anil packets from the exectilive

departments; 20,363 free letters from members of
congress and 392,268 public dociiinonls and other
franked packets
making in all 434,669. The public documents and packets from congr-ss. exclusive
of the lelters, weighed 32,639 pounds nearly sixteen and a half tons.
Taking this as the average
of the ses,-ion of thirty-three weeks, it would appear thai the free lett.-rs and packets sent from Ihe

—

office in this city iluringthe late session of congres.s
aiiiounled lo 4,78 1,359 a ml Ihe two cents allowe.l lo

pnstmastt-rs for Ihe delivery of free lelters would be
$.)5,627. This is piob.ibly' above the average ol Ihe
session; and the l»o cuts are not paid at olric-s
where the postmaster's commissions exceed five
hundred doUais pt r quarter.
Il may be estimated that there has been abstracted
from Ihe revenue Ihe pas! year, in Ihe allowance of
the two cents to postmasters for Ihe delivery of free
tellers and packets, and Ihe two cents paid for ad-

vertising free letters, the sum of $-150,000.
And tlicre are facts th.it have come lo the knowledge of the department, which show that great
abuses have been practised by those enjjjing the

from the operation of causes which iirivileges, in Ihe highest as well as the lowest stahave endeavored partially to explain, and which tions. In covering the correspondence of others, to
This and olher
are not likely, in the same de4ree at least, again to the great injury of its revenue.
abusis of the privilege appear to be rapidly increasoccur.
There are other causes of a more limited influence ing, and imperiously demand a remedy, eilher by
which have contributed to impair the revenue the its entire ahoKlion, or such restr'ictions uporr it as
The grea;ly enhanced exjiense of Ihe could be enforced by the depar'ni.-'nt.
past year.
The provision in the acl ol 1325, allowing two
transportation of the mail upon rail roads is not the
only way in which tliey affect the revenues of this cents lo postmasters on free letters should be abofairs, resulting
I

•
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unreasonable that those enjoying an
privilege shouM d-rive a revenne Irom
Postmasthe same privile;ie possessed by others.
ters might be properly restricted in sending and receiving Tree letters, to their own otiiee. It is in the
nature of all exclusive privileges to run into abuse,
and hence we find that, of the twelve acts of congress relating to the franking privilege of its members and otRcers, all, with one exception, have served to enlarge the right.
The collection and disbursement of the revenues
have been conducted with success and convenience
by the agents of the department, with little trouble
Tlie
to them, and without charge upon its mean?.
act of itie 4th of July last has occasioned no material change in the financial system of this department, except substituting the receivers general for
the postmasters, at some important points, as the deBut the penal provisions of
positaries of its funds.
the act, wliicii makes using or loaning the public
moneys a conversion and emb3Z.;lement of them,
and punishable as a criminal otfence, are applicable
to postmasters, and cannot fail of having a salutary
influence in promoting prompt payment of the
quarterly balances, of which there has been great
improvement the last few years, and in preventing
lished, as
excl'iaive

it

is
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ber and amount, would open a door lo extensive
abuses, wasteful to the public revenue, extending
its patronage, and at Ihe same time removing, the

3. The mode of conveyance when not controlled
by Ihe bulk and weight of Ihe mail, but in reference

to accommodating the public travel.
exist.
Without enlargAs the expense of expedition depends mainly on
believed that no one will be the weight ot the mail, these two elements of price
disposed either partially or temporarily, to throw the are, eventually, resolved into one; so that the exdepartment for its support on the national treasury. pense of transportation depends on Ihe bulk and
Any sudden and material reduclion of its revenue weight of the mail, and the mode of conveyance,
therefore, would render it necessary to make a cor- where it has reference to the public travel, and is of
responding curtailment of the mail service, which all a higher and more expeiisive grade than the mail
must see would be attended with the most serious service would require.
inconvenience to the whole community. And as Ihe
The services of postmasters depend on the amount
present revenue, with the reasonable increase that of mail matter; the number of packets which are remay be anticipated, is barely sufficient to support ceived, distributed or delivered at their respective
the department willi the existing service, and such offices.
But the letters, being made up into mails
necessary improvements and extensions as will be require some more labor than the newspaper and
required, it is evident that there can be no reduction other packages not sent in Ihat form.
of its aggregate revenues.
From this analysis, it is apparent, Ihat nearly Ihe

checks upon it which
ing upon this point, it

now

is

Tiie question, therefore, of the reduction of its re'venues is excluded from consideration; and Ihe only
matter for inquiry is, whether the same amount of
revenue can be collected with the proposed or any
other reduced rates of postages? There may be cases
in every branch of indirect taxation, in which the

whole expenditure of the mail establishment is
thrown upon correspondence; it pays the whole expense of free matter, the greater portion of that of
newspapers, periodicals and pampiilcts, and the eiitire^additional expenseincuried for accommodating

Ihe public travel.
Wilh all these burdens not properly belonging to
reduction of the tax will increase the amount of revenue. But this result can only be realized, when it, Ihown upon correspondence, the high rate of postdefalcations.
the duty is so exhorbitanlly high as to either occa- age on letters cannot be surprising; nor can] it be
The revision of the tarilf of postage, with the sion gross evasions of the law, or to check the busi- reduced, and keep up Ihe present extent of the
view to reduction and convenience, has, for some ness on which the tax falls. And although Ihe
mail service, with the improvements and additions
reyears past, attracted the public attention, and, on duction of the rate of postage would
increase cor- which will be required, without some portion of
several occasions, been brought under the conside- respondence, there is
those
burdens are removed by a change in the sysin my judgment no reason lo
At believe that the addition of revenue
ration of congress without any definite action.
from thatsouice tem.
the second session of the twenty-fifth congress. Ihe would equal the loss from the
Nothing can be more apparent Ihan the palpable
reduction of the rates.
liouse of representatives adopted resolutions calling The experiment
now making in England, appears injustice of our present system of postage tariff.
on the postmaster general to state "what, in his to afford litlle support
The objections against a high protective tariff on
to a contrary opinion, for, if
opinion, would be the elfecton the revenues of the de- unottical
information can be relied upon, the reve- importations apply with slill more force to our tariff
partment, of the establishmentof the following tariff nue there has
fallen otf more than fifty per cent, or of postages, both in respect to principle and the deof post.iges of letters: On letters conveyed SO miles about 840,000
pounds sterling, on a revenue of less gree of injustice. In the former, Ihe whole commuand under, five cents; over SO miles and not exceed- than £2,000,000.
nily are indirectly taxed for the benefit of a particuing 200, ten cents; over 200 and not exceeding 400,
Shall we then be forced to Ihe conclusion that the lar class, and the whole interests of the country are
fifteen cents; over 403 miL'S, twenty cents; and to
present high rates of letter postage are to be perma- burthened to relieve a particular interest, but the
state what other tarilT, fixing the rales in feiier.il nently
tax being indirect, tliose on whom it falls may, in
maintained'
money, and having in view the greatest reducnon
This would seem lo be the case, unless there be a some way, derive an accidental advantage from il.
consistent with the necessary means of the departchange in the .system, by which the expense of the This at least is contended by ils advocates. The
ment, if any in his judgment, would be moie just than
postage tariff is a direct lax upon
And that he also state what alterations, transportation may be reduced, the correspondence benefit of another a direct burden one man for the
the above.
on one class for
increased, and the postage on newspapers and printif any, may be made in Ihe present rates of posthe relief of anollier class.
ed
matter
be
equalized
and
raised.
All
these
obtage on newspapers, pamphlets and periodicals, so
What principle or justice of public policy can susjects are practicable, and their united influence
as to promote tlie circulation of information without
tain
a law which taxes a correspondent in New York
would probably admit of a greater reduction in the
detriment to the revetiues of the department."
rates of letter postage, than is proposed in Ihe reso- who lias occasion to send a letter by mail to New
It is supposed that this resolution, iu connection
Oileans, two hundred and filty per cent, more than
with the prevailing interest then felt in the success solutioii of the house of representatives.
Such a ref, rin in the system, in my judgment, is the service is woith, or costs, to enable a subscriber
of the experiment making in EugUnil by what is
demanded by views of public policy and the hi:;her in New York to a newspaper in New Orleans to
called the penuy system, induced the late postmasconsiderations of private justice. The institutions have it conveyed lo him by mail, eighty-eight per
ter genaral to coinmission George Plllt, esq. one of
of this country are based on Ihe principles of justice cent, less than the actual cost of the service? And
tlie special agen's of this department, to visit Euwhat adds to this injustice is the fact that the mail
rope for tlie [)urpose of collecting such information and equal rights, and any legislation, and more especially any system of taxation, which is a manilest establishment is a government monopoly, which by
concerning tile new system in Engl ind, and the
violation of those principles, can only be sustained prohibiiing private posts, compels the co-respondent
mail establishments in other Eiiropean countries, as
to send his letter by the public conveyance.
might conduce to the improvement of our own by the forbearance of public opinion, in subjecting its
Our .system of postage tariff was derived from
to that test by which all public measures must stand
system.
England, where postage was a tax for revenue anafall.
or
Mr. Piitt left the United States on this special serto the stamp tax, as like that, it was a tax on
A slight examinalion of our tariff of poslage, in logous
vice in June, 1S.39, and returned iu August last.
business.
Here, it is not a tax, but in the nature of
The resul.s of hi^ inquiries are contained in Ihe re- comparison with the expense of the mail establish- freight,
or a charge for the service performed.
The
ent. is sufficient to show its manifest injustice.
Iiort prep.ire I by him, which is herewith submitled.
injustice therefore, is much greater where the posThe
qnarterly
returns
t contains
of postmasters furnish no
extensive details tending to show the
tage is levied, not for revenue, but for defraying Ihe
condition and management of the mail establishment da'ato determine the relative pioporiions of Ihe difexpense of the mail service.
in several of Ihe most important countries in Eiirope, ferent kinds of matter conveyed in the mail. Durin"
The low rates of poslage on newspapers and other
and many interesting facts and valuable suggestions one week in the month of June. 133S, an accouiS
printed matter, originated in considerations of pubfnr the improvement of the system in the U. Slates. was taken of the number and weight of the letters,
lic policy, and were designated to promote the genethe
and
weight
of
Ihe
the
Many of
newspapers and other printed
relorms and improvements recojnral dissemination of intelligence among the people.
mended are deserving of consideration. It will be matter received lo be conveyed in the mail, at Ihe
But the reasons lor this policy, if admitted ever to
seen thit he recommends an entire change in our offices in New Yoi k, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washhave
been just, have in a great measure ceased to extaritf of postage, and to have all mail matter taxed inglon city and Richmond.
Tlie tabular statement
ist.
When the mail establishment was first orgaby weig'it; letters not weighing over half an ounce containing these lacts is herewith submitted. There
nized, printing was confined to the large cities, and
to b." rated at five cents for any di-tance less Ihaii were some omissions, and, no doubt some inaccurathere
were few other channels for conveying news500 miles, and ten cents over tiiat distance; and the cies in the process, but the results are suBiciently
papers but the mails.
Now there are printing essame rates for every additional half ounce when correct for the present purpose.
tablishments in almost every village; and rail roads,
prepaid, and double tho-e rales when not prepaid.
The whole weight was 55.241 pound--; of which
As such a chiugj would give great relief, not onlv 44,46S pounds consisted of newspapers; 8,837 of pe- steamboats, and other lines of communication, afford
cheap and convenient channels for conveying newsto the co.n nercial interests, but to the whole com- riodicals and pamphlets more than
five-eighths of pafiers and other publications,
the greater portion of
munity, it is to be regretted that neither thn p:esei,l which being public docum"nls or other
free packets which are distributed
among the people without the
condition nor future prospects of the establishment deposited ml he office at Washington
ci!y; and the agency of the mail
seem to justify so great a reduction in the postage
^YHh the view to remove many of the growing
L'.!.l:''^-^°!!l'!'??''i!.'!.'!'i'^^':"'^r'''''„^''*<'°'''y'•922|
tax.
pounds,
being somethins less than four per cent.—
establishment, and secure Ihe reIt is apparent Ihal no essential change in the rales The proportion of printed
matter received at these
postage, I respectfully propose a
of postage should be inide without great consid-ra- offics and especially during the session of coni'ivsi
em, on the following basis:
.
tiou. The post olfiee establishment is dilferent from may have been something greater
than that of the
J. The entire abolition of the franking
privilege,
any other branch of the public service. It is a fuii- whole mails in the United States.
as an exclusive personal right, with the exception
of
damentul principle in its organization, that it is to
It will not be far from the truth, to
estimate the the executive and the heads of
departments.
lie sustaineil by its own revenues.
This piinciple printed matter as conslituling ninety five
percent,
2. A limitation by law of Ihe maximum rate
of
not only avoi-ls any charge upon the treasury, but of the whole malls, whilst il pays
but about twelve compensation for all
steamboats, rail roads and coach
serves to limit and regulate the action of the depart- per cent, of the whole gross revenue,
ami but about service.
ment. Should its expenses, in whole or in part, be eight percent, of the nett revenue; the
commissions
3. The eqiializalion of postage on newspapers and
thrown nprm the treasury, even for a single year, it on the postage from newspapers
and pamphlets be- other printed mailer, with
an advance of one hunmight bo ditficult to return to Ihe present principh-; ing more than on thai from j-lters
dred per cent.
and such are Ihe temptations to enlarge the circle of
Ihe transportation, constituting the
principal
4. A revision of Ihe tariffof letter poslage wilh a
acti.m, that it would not be easy to prescribe imy exi>enditure of the
establishment, there are three reduction of
twenty five per cent.
rea-^onahle limit to it.
Ami such a change iu the
ain elei lents of price
The effect of the first of tliese changes would be to
principle of Ihe department, embracin;:, as it does,
1. The bulk and weight of the mail.
greatly diminish the bulk and weight of Ihe mails,
sndi a vast ox'eiit of private interes', both in nu:n2. The exjiedilion with which il is conv
and to increase the poslage. Probably two-thirds of
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would be excluded, and printed matter urgently demands a radical re- to have been approved or disapproved by Ihe people
and what re uained would be charged with postage; vision. The advance on the postage of newspapers of the United Stales.
It appears, however, thus
and the two cents paid lor the delivery of free pac- and other printed matter, although regarded as emi- far, to be the disposition of the nation to change the
kets would be saved.
nently just, is not deemed indispensable to the ob- administration ol the government.
All I purpose
The newspapers received by printers in exchange ject in view; as a revision and equalization of the at Ibis time to do is, to piesent some remarks on the
might be exempted from postage, with a limitation tarilf, taking a common sized newspaper of about subject of the finances, speaking on Ihe present
by law of the number. Letters addressed to a post- 550 square inches as the basis, would make a large state of tilings only, without recurring to the past,
the mail matter

free

master exclusively on the business of his olfice, it
inight^be reasonable to except from he postage tax;
and also all letters writteji by postmasteis exclusively on official business, provided they are unsealed,
I

addition to this branch of the revenue of the depart-

or speculating as to the future.

ment.

some proper forecast, some disposition to provide
for what is before as, naliiially mixes itself up in a

The

of letter postage proposed in the resolution of the houso of representatives wouhl occasion a reduction in that branch of the revenue, without reference to the increase of letters, of from
twenty to twenty-five per cent. Tliis reduction,
tariff

(except when addressed to another postmaster or
agent of the department), so that the office of delivery may be enabled to decide whether the letter
The post- therefore, would amount to about $900,000. The
is legally and propeily entitled logo free.
age on letters receiveil by members of congress increase of revenue, from the modification and remight be paid fiom the contingent fund of the two striction of the franking privilege, may be estimated
houses, and on those seiit by Ihem during the session, at §'250,000; and that from an increase of correslimited to a certain number daily; or such limited pondence at an equal sum. The saving in the transnumber per day, sufficient for their official co.Tes- portation cannot well be estimated; but it would no
pondence, might be permitted to go free of postage; loubt amount to several hundred thousand doil
and public documents, printed by the order of either The increase ofgross revenue from postageson newsbouse of congress, to possess the privilege they now papers and other printed matter, with the advanc«
do, when sent by a member with his certificate that on the postage as proposed, would probably amount
they were public documents
to .$500,000. Without the advance, the revision and
Such a modification of their privilege would re- equalization might be estimated to produce half that
lieve members ol congress from much correspon- sum.
dence very burdensome to Ihem, and, in general, of
These change.? in the establishment could therevery little public utility. It would tend to arrest the fore be made not only with safety to its finances, but
concentration at the seat of governm-;nt of those in- they could hardly fail of placing them in a more
fluences which for some lime past, appear to have flourisliing condition.
directed and contiolled the politics of the country,
The full benefit of these improvements could pot
and to add to that stimulus which aggravates politi- be realised under four years; that period being recal excitements. The unlimited e.xtent of the frank- quisite to enable all the contracts to be made with
ing privilege is among the causes which have pro- ret'ereuce to them.
duced the centralization of political infiuence, by
It may be deemed an inauspicious time, when the
en.ibling it to exert its power, with a view to a defi- finances of the department are low, to revise the
nite purpose, over the country.
It is
tariff of postages on Ihe basis of a reduction.
The eil'ect of the second change would be to re- believed, however, that it can be most safely and juduce the expense of transportation, and on many diciously done at such a period. If attempted when
routes to substitute alowerandcheaper grade of ser- Ihe revenue is rapidly increasing, the new tariff
vice, as wagon, sulkey or horse, in the place of stage would unavoidably be in some decree based on a
or coach service.
state of revenue which would be found lo be only
The effect of equalizing and raising the postage on temporary. But from the present condition of the
newspapers and other printed matter, would be to finances it would be necessary to postpone tlie rediminish the bulk and weight of the mails, and in- duced tariff of letter postage until the first of Jul}',
crease that branch of the revenue about one hundred 1842.
And by the other changes taking effect imper cent.
mediately, less retrenchments would be required,
The revision of the taiilTof letter postage on the and the finances of the department placed in a pros
basis of a reduction of 25 per cent, would increase perous condition at the period the new tarifl' was to
correspondence, yet add little to the bulk or weight go into operation.
of the mails, and the postage on the additional letters
These changes in the system, when their benefits
conveyed would supply, in part, the loss to the reve- shall have been fully realiz.'d, with such improvenue from the reduction of the rates.
ments as will naturally suggest themselves, it is conThe elfect of the whole would be to lighten the fidently believed will admit of a still further reducmails, and render their bulk and weight more uni- tion of the rales of letter postage, and ultimately bring
form; to cheapen the transportation, and secure more them down fifty per cent.
regularity in the service; and, by reducing the tax on
The great inconvenience in the transaction of its
j

Yet

I

suppose that

greater or less degree with all inquiries of this sort.
In this view, I shall submit a lew thoughts upon
the message of the president; but I deem it necessary to preface what I shall say with some few preliminary remarks.
And, fust, I will say a word or two on the question whether or not an unlounded or erroneous impression is communicated lo the people by that document.
In this point of view I notice what the
president says in the 8lh page.
He f liei e represents
it as the
great distinctive principle
the grand difference in the characters of our public men
that of
one class of them it has been the constant object to
create and to maintain a public debt, and with
another, to prevent and to discharge it.
This I
consider as an unfounded imputation on those who
have conducted the government of this country.
The president says he has "deemed this brief summary of our fiscal alfairs necessary to Ihe due performance of a duty specially enjoined upon him by
llie constitution."
It will serve, also, to illustrate
more fully Ihe principles by which he has been
guided in reference to two contested points in our
public policy, which were earliest in their develop-

—

—

ment, and have been more impoitant in Iheir consequences than any that have arisen under our system of government; he "alludes to a national debt
About a national bank I
and a national bank."
have nothing at present to say; but here it is officially announced to us Ihat it has been a great contested question ih the country whether there shall
Now, I submit it to
or shall not be a national debt!
the senate whether there has ever existed in the
country any party, at any time, which avowed Itself
in favor of a iiallorial debt, per se, as a thing desiraDoes Ihe history of the past debts contracted
ble?
b}- the government lay the least foundalion for any
The first national debt we have
such an assertion?
had was the loan negotiated in Holland by John
Adams. None, I presume, ever doubted the policy
of such a lo,in in the then circumstances of the
country. Then there came the debt contracted, for
the pay of the revolutionary army, by the conif.
nental congress, or rather by the country fhrnugh
Next were the debts incurred during
that congress.
the war by the stales for Ihe purpose of carrying on
provision was made for discharging these
the war.
debts as the cost of our revolution; can any body
Of Ihe same character
object lo a debt like this?
were the loans made by government to carry on the
These are the princilate war with Great iirilain.
pal national ilebts we have ever contracted, and I
cannot but think it singularly unfortunate that what
looks so much like an imputation on those who authoriS'd these loans should come from the head of
an administration which, so far as I know, is (Ac
first thill hris ever coimnenced a national debt in a
time of profound peace.
And now to proceed to the actual slate of the

business to which, for several years, this department
has been subjected, for the want of a public building adapted lo its use, and Ihe constant exposure of
its'"books and pipers, will soon be removed by the
completion of tlie building now erecting lor it. I
have adopted such measures as were within my
arisen from the great changes which have taken control to protect the present building and public
place in the manufacture of paper, whereby the for- properly from fire. The building now erecting for
mer distinctions as to dimension have been lost, and Ihe post office department, if the contractors do not
a corresponding change in the forms of publications obtain from congress a further extension of the time
introduced.
for the performance of their contracts, will be fit for
All newspapers now pay the same^ postage, al- occupation in the course of the ensuing au^imn. finances.
The message, though it does not call the obligaweight
and
the
dimensions
your ob't serv't,
times
are
ten
though some
Very
' respectfully,
tions of the government a national debt, but, on the
M. NILES.
of o. hers. This is not only unjust to those who pay
contrary, speaks in Ihe strongest terms against a
the tax, but equally so to the publishers. It gives
national debt, yet admits that there are treasury
A'Ran undue advantage to he large establishments in
notes oiitstandinj, and bearing interest, to the
FINANCE.
the commercial cities over the penny papers in the
amount
of four and a half millions; and 1 see, conJViighl,
proposing
Mr.
by
submitted
aie
which
motion
The
country
newspapers,
the
same places and
nected with thi.s, other im]>ortant and leading truths,
message
as
remore removed from sinister influences, and in gene- to refer so much of the president's
be considered by those who would
lates to th-- finances to Ihe commitlee on finance, very necessary to
ral, are Ihe most indepei.dent cliannels of sound pubThere seems no good reason for the coining up for consideration, Mr. H^e6s.'cr rose and look out beforehand th>it they may provide foi fug
lic opinion.
lure revi-nue.
fallows:
diifercnce in postage between periodical and non- addressed the senate nearly as
Of these, the first in impoitance is, that the exMr. President: It has not been without great re
periodical paniplilets, and the diStruction, iii lac!,
By the present law, luctance th.it I have risen to offer any remarks on penditures of the government during the term of the
is often d.flicult to determine.
administration have greatly exceided its inthe message of the piesident, especially at this early present
all piinted matter, except newspapers, is taxed by
come. I shall not now argue the question whether
1 have no wijh to witness a
the sheet; and, fiom tlie change in the forms of pub- period of the session.
angry and exciting discussion on the these expenditures have been reasonable or unrealications, the postage is not and cannot be collected prolonged and
message is, mainly, devoted sonable, necessary o.- unnecessary. I am looking at
with any uniloiinity, from the difficulty experienc- topics it contains! The
defence of Ihe course the facts in a financial view purely and I say that
ed by postmasters in classing Ihe various |.iibli- to an elaborate and plausible
administration on the finances and our experience of the action of conoress during the
ca'.iuns. Sixteen pag-'S, of octavo constitute a siieet, of the existing
on the subjects last four years has been, that the pvhlic expenditure
dwells
it
country;
the
of
is
often
currency
and twenty-four a duodecimo, although it
public income at the rule of seven
which have been so long discussed among us, on has exceeded Ihe
nearly impracticable to distinguish between them.
This is easithe excess of commerce and MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER ANNOM.
on
bankins,
and
establish
a
banks
and
difiiculties,
these
To remove all
demonstrated.
Ihe
dangers
ly
debts,
and
state
the
uniform rate of pjstage on printed matter the best speculation, o.i
At the commencement of the first session of this
on the sub-treasury, as it has
rule would be to tax it by weight. Butif there sliould arising i'rom them
January, 1S37, there was in the
the independent treasury, as other? presidential term, in
bs objections to so great a change, iiew.-^papers could been called, or
treasury a balance of six millions of dollars, which
I propose now to deal with
be divide.l into three classes, according lo their di- have denominated it.
distribution by what has usually
points; so far as they may be suppos- was reserved from
these
postof
late
none
the
bj
recommended
mensions, on the plan
The intention of conmerits or character of the adminis- been called the deposite act.
master general in ills annual report in 1836. To lax ed to aSect the
five millions only; but, in conas I nude tand it, been passed gress was to reserve
ctner printed matter by weight, it is believed, tiieie Iration, tiiey have,
nncertainty which attendeil the
and
I have no disposition to sequence of an
ccunlry;
the
imby
more
U"on
other
"-Whether the
can be no objection.
in
ode of effecting this result, the secretary,
them. Nor do I wish to enter upon
-.,
r
portant reforma which have been recommended rear»ue any of
inlheae matters, is supposed calculations, wishing to be, at least, on the safe
what,
asto
newspapers
aninquiry
on
postage
lariU
of
not,
the
be elfecltd or

correspondence, relieve the commercial interest, and

benefit the whole community.
gJThe tariliof postage on newspapers, periodicals
and pamphlets, is almost as unequal and unjust as
the compiirutive rales of postage upon tellers and
printed matter. This inequality and injustice have

1
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reserved
it turned out that the sum actually
was'six millions. Here, then, was this amount iu
Events
the treasury on the Ist of January, 1837.
occurred durin" that year which induced congress
to modify the deposite act so as lo bring back
into the treasury the fourth inslalment of the sum
to
to be deposited wiHi the stales, which amounted
nine millions. I find, furlher, Irom the cominuninow
submitthe
treasury
of
secretary
ealions of the
ted to the senate, that, of the stock of the United
of the United States for which
Slates in tlie
bonds had been given to the treasury by the Bank
of the United States of Pennsylvania, which bonds
are now paid, there have been received eight milNow, sir, these are all items of a pre-existlions.
in" fund, some of which have accrued since Janua-

side

|

Bmk

•

rf, 1837.

To these t may add the outstanding treasury notes
running on interest, (four and a hall millions); and
the whole forms an aggregate of twenty-seven and a
half millions ofJolUirs ol surplus, in addiiion to the
current revenue, ivhich have been expended in lliree
and a hulf or four years— excepting, of course, what
may remain in the treasury at the end ot that term.
Here then, has Ihe government been expending
money at the rate of nearly eight millions per annum beyond its income. What state ol things is
Suppose it should go on. Does not every
that?
man see that we have a vast debt immedialely be-

2G,
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provided for, (said he), no one doubts; debts for
public works, debts lor the war lu Florida, claims
of indeninily for Indian spoliations; and if half ol
what we hear be true, the amount of these collective
obligations cannot but be lar;
Here, then, I understand there is a heavy debt
hanging over the country, consisting of various
items—^some for borrowed money, some to meet
Indian treaties, and others to pay claims and accounts not yet liquidated: all of which must be provided for and taken into consideration in any fair
estimate of the ways and means.
I agree with all that is said in the message as to
the great impolicy, in time of peace, of commencing a public debt; but it seems to me rather extraordinary and inappropriate in the president to admonish others against such a measure, with all these
facts immediately before him.
None doubt, in point of principle or expediency
as lo the creation of a public debt, whether iu the
form of stock or of treasury notes healing interest
and renewable; or, if there be any dili'erence in point
t can entertain any great
doubt which of (he two forms is best. Treasury
notes are certainly not the cheaper of the two.
Now, we find the existence of this public debt as
early as the existence of the present admiiiislralion
at the called session in September,
the date ol the first treasury note bill,

began

itself.

It

1837.

From

.

But this deposite with the states is no
more under the control ol the treasury than any other
money in the country. He knows lull well that an
act ol congress is as necessary to his disposal of any
part of that sum, as it is to augment the rate of duThe treasury can no
ties at the custom house.
more use the deposites with the states, than it can

isting laws.

—

What can be the purpose the
lay a direct tax.
fair purpose
of presenting sums as funds in the
treasury when they are not in the treasury? Ot
what can be the fair purpose of referring to a fund

—

means of payment, when it cannot be touched,
unless the president means to lecouuneud to congress to recall the deposites made with the stales?
That congress can do, and so it can augment the
rate of duties; but till it does, those deposites are
no more means in the treasury than if they belonged to another nation. The day, I hope, will come
when we shall see plain fact
I have long desired it
plainly slated, when the reports of our fiscal officers will deal less in guesses at the future, and will
use forms and phrases, I will not say which are designed to mislead or to mystify, but the result of
which is to mislead and to mystify the nation.
I said that though the honorable secretary pretty
clearly intimates thai we must resort lo a new issue
of treasury notes, yet the result of all is^that if congress wish to avoid the necessity either of increasing the duties, or of issuing new treasury notes, he

as a

—

September, 1S37, there has been no moment in has a resource ready for them, viz: lo reduce their
fore us?
This
But is this all? is this all? I atn inclined to think which the government was not iu debt lor borrowed appropriations below even his own estimates.
The tiea money. The secretary says it is not expected that is much like what he told us last year: and yet
that, in one respect at least, it is not all.
appropriations
within
even
our
earlier
when
we
did
reduce
paid
be
off
dislinguislied,
refer
Ihe
treasury
notes
now
out
can
duly
in
sury, I think, has not
In whatever solt words he his estimates, siill the Ireasury is in want of moence'to one important bra ich of its admiiiistration, than in March, 1S42.
substance
ney.
the
sum
and
pioper
and
trust
fund,
set
the
matter,
funds
a
chooses
to
invest
treasury
between
One other remark is suggested by what Ihe preaparl by treaty stipulation, to be invested for Ihe is this: that there must be a new issue of treasury
I say the treasury
notes before the government can be freed from em- sident says to us on the 6th page of his message.
benefit of cerl.un Indian Iribes.
He
tells us that it is possible to avoid Ihe "creation
government,
that
to
the
barrassment.
belonging
has taken, as
of a permanent debt by the general government,"
I must confess that it seems to me that the scope
which pioperly belongs to a trust fund which Ihe
government engaged to invest in permanent stocks and tendency of the remarks in the message, do go and then goes on to observe, "but, to accomplish so
desirable an object, two things are indispensable:
lor the benefit of certain Indian tribes. This makes to produce an erroneo'is impression. -Here are a
a little into these series of very strong sentiments against a public first, that Ihe action of the federal government be
it necessjry, Mr. \V. said, to look
said
kept within the bounds prescribed by its founders."
public
docnuienis
public
debt
and
all
to
to
beginning
a
referred
debt
against
He
trust funds.
show that these trust funds had been invested indil- in face of a debt already begun existing now, and Now, I did suppose that this duty of keeping the
government within the bounds
fererit state stocks, upon some of which purchases miller such circumstances as create the fear that action of the federal
We know of Ihe constitution was absolute; that it was not afconsiderable premuiins had been paid. These trust it will turn out to be a very large one.
funds, according lo the statement of the secretary that these various outstanding charg^^s cannot, or at fected by times, circumstances or condition, but
What is
of the treasury, had been mixed up in account with least will not, be brought together and presented in was always peremptory and mandatory.
Is the inference lo be dravvn from the president's lanthe o-eneral funds of the treasury, instead of being one aggregate sura for some months to come.
guage? If the treasury is empty, you must keep
it intended by this document to forestall public op
invesled, according lo the intent of treaty stipnla
Are
tions, in permanent stock to be held perpetually for nion, so as, when, it shall appear that there is a within the constitution; and whatil it is full?
the use of Ihe Indians. The fact appears lo be tliat, public debt, to give to it a date posterior to the 4lh you to break its hounds? To transcend the coiislishould
neither
be
Intion?
had
always
thought
we
account
of
these
trust
I
do
not
I
separate
Marcli
nexi?
hope
not.
impute
such
of
I
a
keeping
instead of
So far, however, as 1 am concerned, I tempted to this by an overflowing treasury, nor defunds, the amount purchased has been passed lo the a tlesign.
general credit of the treasury accounts and the cost ol shall take special good care to prevent any such re- terred by an empty one from taking such a course
I shrill certainly recommend that there be a
as Ihe exigencies of the country might require.
stocks for their investment has been cliarged on the sult.
new set of books opened; that there be what merThere is also an important omission in Ihe mesother side. As a matter of account and book keep
it miglil not;
correct,
or
call
rest."
That
what
thought
chants
"a
is
collected
sage, to which I wouhi call the notice of the senate
be
prior
might
this
ing
but IMr. \V. said he Ihougiit it would liaie been bet- to 1341. and what is expended prior to 1S41, stand and the country. The president says the revenue
ter to keep a separate account lor funis thus h-ld against each other; so that, if there shall appear a has fallen od two and a half millions of dollars under
in trust, as every private individual does, who is balance in favor of this administration, it maybe two biennial reductions of the rate of duties at Ihe
made a trustee lor the interests of others. If the facts stated; and if Ihe result sh.ill be that the administra- custom houses under Ihe iw of 1833. Be it so.
were as he had gathered from the report snbmillpd tion is left in debt, let that debt appear, and let it be Bui ilo we not all know that there is before us,
to congress, here were three or four hundrc-d Ih'm- denominated "the debt of 1841," which it will be within a year, a much gieater "relinquishment," if
that is the term to be applied to it, and within a
sand dollars of the trust fund not invested, and which the duty of congress to provide for.
In one or two other respects the messaee is cal- year and a half more another and Ihe last of these
lemiiiii ye! to be invested for the benefit of these Indian trib s. As to the rates at wliicli tlie slocks had culated to create quite an erroneous impression. In reductions? Do we not see, then, from the present
been purchased, Mr. W. said lie found that certain the 5th page the president speaks on the subject of existence of a large debt, and from this further reAlbania stocks had been bought at various and re- Ihe Ireasury notes in as mitigated a tone as possible, duction of duties (that is, if nolhing shall be done
markable rates of premiums. [These were staled and tells us, first, that "this small amount still ont- to change the law as it now stands) that a case ia
with some particularity by Mr. \V. but in this hasty staujing" is "composed of such as are not yet due." presented which will call for the deliberation and
sketch, the reporter cannot undertake logive them, I suppose we all knew that; and then he adds that wisdom of congress, and that some eiforl will be rebut will, if pradicable, prepare a note of them fur they are 'less by twenty-three millions than the quired to relieve the country?
Uniteil Slates have on deposite with the stales."
But here is no recommendation at all on the subanother day.]
I
We have treaties ivilh a number of tribes ratifieil ask ttie senate, and I would, if I could, ask Ihe pre- ject of revenue. No increase is recommended of
sident, whether he means to recommend lo con- the duties on articles of luxury, such as wines and
within late yeais (s.iid Mr. W.) by which we sli
pnlated to invest the proceeds of these lands in gress lo withdraw the deposites now in the hands silks, nor any other way suggested of providing for
stocks of a permanenl kiml bearing interest. We of Ihe stales to discharge this debt on treasnrv the discharge of Ihe existing debt. Now the result
are indebted, therefore-, to these Indians in the whole notes? Do the aduiinislration look lo these depo' of the whole is, that tiie experience of the president
%imo<int we agreed to pay for Ihese lanils, which sites as a fund out of which lo discharge any of Ihe has shown that Ihe revenue of Ihe country is not
have been transferred to u=, Mirveyed, put in mar- debts of Ihe treasury' I find no lecominendalion of equal lo its expenditure; that the government is
ket, and large portions of which, I suppose, have such a measure. Why, then, \\cre these two things spending seven millions a year beyond its income;
We promised lo invest connected? There is nothing in the fact thai the and that we are in the process of running fight into
ere this been disposed of
-.vhich has not been amount of treasury notes is less by twenty three the jans of debt; and yet there is not one practical
the proceeds for Iheii benefit
done. Instead of asking for money wherewilh lo inillinns than the amount deposited with tlie stales, recommendation as lo the reduction of the debt, or
purchase these slocks, tlie treasury has beCu con- unless he means to recommend that the latter sum its extinguishment; but the message cniitenls itself
teiiled lo ask for the amount of interest only, liol I- shall be looked to as a means of discharging Ihe with general and ardent recommendations not lo
ing Ihe U. States debtors lo the Indians, whereby a IbriiiPr. Does he mean lo inform con^'iess that create a debt!
know not what will have to be done to meet the
debt to all inten's and purposes, to the whole twenty-three are less than twenty-eight? If not,
amount of this trust fund, is created, aiid it is lo be why are the two tlius placed in juxtaposition? The deficiency of the next quarter. I suppose his readded to the amount of debt due by Ihe govern, nenl. secretary ol the treasu,iy treats Ihe m.ilter in much commendation to issue Ireasury notes will be followor to-monow, but Ihe same way.
He speaks of the ileposites with ed. I should, myself, have jreatly prelerred a tax
I do not say it must be paid to day
government is under Ihe states as of funds in the treasury, Look at his on French wines and silks. It is obvious that if
it is an onislanding deb'; the
obligation
lo raise Ihe mo- report,
treaty
in staling the resources of Ihe treasury this or something like it is not done, the lime apundiscliarged
an
ney, and with it to buy stock for the benefit of the he mentions Ihe 28 iniilions on deposite with Ihe proaches, and is not lar off, when provision will
stales.
What can be the purpose of such a stale, iiave lo be made by another congress.
Imlians.
After pninting oul some discrepancies in III" trea- meni? When a secretary of Ihe Ireasury presenis
1 have thus slated my ueus
of this portion of
sury reports in legard lo Ihese investmeiiis, Mr. W. lo Ihe world a statement of the means of his de- Ihe message, I think it leads to what may lender
Went on lo the consideration of other ouf-^liinding parlinenl, it Is universally supposed that his slale- an extra session necessary a result I greatly dedemanils upon the treasury. That there are other inent is confined lo whateither exists iu the treasu- precate on many accounts, especially on account
debts iu an unliquidated slate which must soon be ry, or is likely to accrue under the operation of ex- of the great expenditure with which it will unavoidill
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hope, therefore, that those who
now have tlie power in their hands will maiie such
reasonable and adequate provision ibr the public
exigency as ;nay render the occurrence of an extra
session avoidable.
IVlr. Wright rose and observed that it was his duty
to answer the remarks of the honorable senator who
The senator had referred
hail just taken his seat.
to but one point on which Mr. W. was not in possession of the requisite dooimentaiy authorii) ; if
wish
it were the pleasure of the senate, ht could
the further consideration of the resolution postponed; but if not, he woi.ld now proceed.
The postponement was ordered by general consent.

ably be attended.

I
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Mr. Smith, of Indiana, from the committee on for made or orders therefor given, and the terms and
roads and canals reported, without amendment, the condiliuns of such contracts and orders; what number
ot clerks, special agents, and other officers,
bill introduced by him to confirm to the slate oi Inagenis or
diana the lands sekcted hy her for Ihal part of the
Wabash and Erie canal which lies between the
mouth of the Tippecanoe and Terre Haute, and for
other purposes.
Mr. Smith, also reported, wilhout amendment,
the bill for the relief of the Selma and Tennessee
rail road company.
Mr. Wall, fioin the committee on the judiciary,
reported a bill to extend the time of making the returns of the 6lh census, in certain cases.
Mr. King, from the cominiltee on commerce,
reported a bill to allow draw back on goods exported

overland

to

Mexico.

servanis, hove been and now ate employed
under 'the
provisions of said act, or for aid in carryins;
ihe 'ame
into etiuci,

and where and

from what linies and at
what compensaiions: whether each and every' of
ihe
who are therein required to give bond have
givf n bond, and the sum, sureties, and time of
delivery
of each bond, and who, if any, have not civcn
bondvvhelher, in the colleclion, or keeping, or transfer,
or
disbiirsMuent of the publig revenue, or any poriion
thereof, since said act has been in force, any
banks
have been used or reslored to. and, if so, what bank
or banks, to \yhat extent and in what manner;
and
what propositions have been made, if any, to aiy bank
iherefor, and setting forth, also, in what specific
matofficers

ter, whether gold and silver, or notes
or ceriilicates, or
Also, a bill to authorise the secretary of the trea- oiher
and what evidences of deposite or credit all or any
sury to employ steam vessels in tl.e revenue service. ol the revenue has been
ordered to be appointed some days ago, is composcollected and actually passed
C/at/, of Alabama, from the committee on the from the hands of the person
Mr.
or persons from whom the
ed as follows:
Oh the pill t of Ike seiiale. Mr. Wall, Mr. Preston public lands, reported the bill to establish a prospec- Slime W'as due, to the hands of the officer or officers
tive and permanent pre-emption system. Which, on charged wiih the immediate colleclion thereof,
since
and iMr. Tappan.
motion, was made the order of the day for Monday said act has been in force; dislinguishing, as nearly as
On the pill t of the Aousc— Mr. Tillinghast, Mr.
may be, how much has been so collected and paid in
next.
Gushing and Mr. Keim.]
each specific matter or medium of payment: also =ctMr. Wright, from the committee oti finance, re- ling forih how and in
SENATE.
what places or offices, and unported the bill to graduate and reduce tlie price of the der what af.lual and
personal custody or keepinc all
^Correction.
In the senate debate of Tuesday,
public lands, with an amendment.
and any and each poriion of the public revenue^moDec. 15, it w'as not Mr. Henderson, but Mr. jinMr. Pierce introduced a hill for the organization neys, and assurances or evidences of debtor obligation
derson, who argued against the late election being
of a company of sappers and miners and pontoniers. have been kept dunng said time; and how and by
a decision against the sub-lieasury],
A number of piivate bills were introduced, twice what agencies and aid, and with what forms and provice
president
laid
before
the
December 17. The
cess, and on what terms, conditions, and
read and appropriately referred.
cost of exsenate a report of the secretary of the senate, showchange or transfer, and in what specific matter, wheOn motion ot Mr. Wallcer,
ther gold and silver, notes, or cerlilicaies, or
ing the expenditures of the contingent fund lor the
other and
Resolved, That the committee on finance be instructwhat
evidences,
all and any portion thereof have
year 1S40.
been
ed to inquire into the expediency of f:raniing further
On motion of Mr. Seiier, a message from the lime for payment to the deposite banks in the city of in said lime disbursed or transferred.
Jlr. rcuHiftuH presented resolutions from
to
the leto
affairs
was
ordered
president relating
Indian
Natchez, in the state of Mississippi.
gislature
of
the
slate
of Connecticut, in favor of a
On motion of Mr. Porter,
be transferred to the executive journal, and referred
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be in- disfribulion of the proceeds of sales of public lands,
to the committee on Indian atlairs.
and protesting against any reduction in the prices
Petitions were presented by Messrs. Clay, oi Ala- structed to inform the senate what sales of publiclands
bama, Crittenden, Foiaig- and others; and the papers have been made in Michigan north of the line dividing thereol; which resolutions were releired (o Ihe comtownship 12, and west of the line dividing ranges 2 and mittee on the public lands and ordered to be printed.
of several claimants remaining on the files of the
3 west of the principal meridian.
Mr Morgan moved the following:
senate since last session were, on motion, taken
Mr. Norvell submitted a resolution, which lies
Resolved, That the postmaster general be
therefrom and referred to appropriate committees.
requested
Mr. Merrirk, from the committee on the District one day, ilirecting the secretary of the senate to to communicaie lo this house a statement of the amount
expended by the post office department fur special
of Columbia, reported a bill to recharter the banks cause the chandelier to be removed.
agenis employed by the department; the naniee'of the
Mr.
On
motion
of
Buchanan,
the
resohition
subof the District oi Columbia.
mitted by Mr. Jiuggles, calling for all coriespon- agenis employed; the sum paid to each, and for what
iJeveral bills on private claims were also reported
dence (not hitherto submitted) between Great Bri- service rendered.
and appropriately referred.
This resolution was laid over one day under the
tain and the United States government, and with
On motion of Mr. While,
governor of Maine, was referred to the corn- rule.
Resolved, Tiiat the secretary of war be directed to the
Mr. Hunt moved the following proposition of
foreign
relations.
fee
on
have
lately
been
the
senate
whether
instructions
inform
given to tiie superintendents of harbors and rivers tor
The following bills were severally ordered to be ameiidiiieni to the constitution of the United Stales:
Joint resolulion proposing an amendment to the
the conslruciiun and improvement of which appropria- engrossed:
constitution of the United States in limiting the
tions have been heretofore made, and which are yet
bill for the relief of certain settlers on the pubterm of office ofthe president of the United States:
unfinished; and to the superintendents of the Cumber- lic lands, who were deprived of the benefits
of the
land road, fur the sale of machinery, implements and
Resolved bi/ the senate and liouse of representatives
act granting pre-emption rights, which was approvof
the United Stales of America in congress
materials used in the construction of said works, and
asscrrJilcd
ed on the 19ih June, 1S34
(two-thirds of bnth houses deeming it necessary).
by what auihoriiy such sales were ordered, together
That
bill aiithoiising the inhabitants of fractional
A
the following article be proposed to the legislatures
with a coniijaraiive statement of the aggregate cost ot
of
ten south, of range one east, in Arkansas, the several states as
the same, and of the proceeds of the sale, and whether township
an amendment to ihe'eonsiituiion
such sales were made in contenipla;ion ol an abandon- to enter one-halfseclion of land for school purposes. of the United Slates, which article when raiified by
A bill to authorise the inhabitants of township 8 three-fourths of the said legislatures, to he valid, to all
ment of further improvement ot said works.
north, range 32 west, in Arkansas, to enter a sec- intents and purposes, as part of the said constitution:
On motion of Mr. Fulton,
Resolved, That tlie committee on commerce be in- tion ol land m lieu of the 16th section, upon condi- ' The president of the U. States shall hold his office but
structed to inquire into the expediency of making an tion that the same is surrendered to the United States fur one terinof four years, and shall be ineligible thereafter."
appropriation fur the erection ui'a marine hospital at the for military purposi s.
This resolulion was read, and referrerj to the
town of Napoleon, on the Mississippi river.
bill to settle the title to certain tracts of land in
On motion of JVlr. Young,
committee ofthe whole on Ihe slate of Ihe union.
the state of Arkansas.
Resolved, That the connnittec on the public lands be
Mr. Bell laid before the house a communication
bill to establish an additional land di.-itrict in
A
instructed to inquire into the expediency of providing
from the secretary of war to him as chairman of Ihe
Ihe state of Alabama.
by law for additional compensation to the registers and
A bill to relinquish to the state of Alabama the committee on Indian affairs, in rehition to the proreceivers of ilio several land offices of the United Slates
cent, fund, to be applied to the making of a piiely of an immediate appropriation for the siip.
in cases where their annual compensation, including 2 per
port of some deslilule Kickapno Indians, who have
the percent, allowed on the sales of the public lands, road or roads leading to said stale.
A bill to relinqiusii the reversionary interest of recenlly reliirned from Tfxas and joiiud their
shall not in the whole amount to the sum of SI, 000brethren in the west, until they can raise the means
certain
came
motion
ol
Mr.
the
United
Stales
to
a
reservation
in
the
The question
up on the
lo support tliemselves.
These documents were reWebster to postpone the reference to ttie committee state ol Alabama.
on finance of so much of the president's message as
A bill to grant other lands to the inhabitants of ferred to the committee on Indian affairs.

[The

joiiit coniuiiltee

on the library of congress,

—

—

A

A

relates to the subject of finance;

when

townships deprived of the 16lh section by Indian

Mr. Wright spuke in reply to Mr. Webster's re- reservations.
marks ofyeslerday; and altera short rejoinder from
A bill supplementary to an act
Mr. Webster, the question was taken on the mnlion sonment Ibr debt in certain cases.
of reference, and cariied.

The senate held a short executive session, and
then adjourned over to Monday.

to abolish impri-

The

senate held a short executive session, and
then adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Mr. Randolph moved Ihe following:
Resolved, That ilie clerk of thi.s house pay to .John
n. Aycrigg, .lohn P. B. Maxwell,
Halsted, Ch.-is.

Wm.

C. Siratlon and Thos. Jones Yorke, ihe same compenper diem and mileage that is allowed lo members
of congress, computing the per diem fr.nn the commencement ofthe last session unil the 16. h day of July

s iiion

last.

Mr, Turney moved to refer fhe resolulion to" the
committee on claims.
Some discussion having arisen on the resolulion,
Mr. Randolph called for the previous question,
from the secretary of war, in compliance with a re
his seat.
which was sustained by a majority ol" the house,
solution of the senate, in relation to the pay and in and took
the presentation of numerous petitions, Ihe and further discussion was thereby set asiile.
After
emoluments of the army.
The
house resumed the consideration of the resoliiliun yeas and nays were then ordered on the qneslion lo
Al.-o, from the same department, a communicamoved by Mr. Tillinghast nn the lltth inst. which agree lo the resolulion; when Mr. Vanderpnel movtion in relation to pensions.
adjournment
yesterday.
ed to lay the resolution on the table, and the quesMr. Wiight presented a petition fiom inhabitants was befbie Ihe house at the
withdrew his motion to lay on the table, tion was taken by yeas and nays and decided in the
of New York, asking the passage of a uniform iVlr. Cea//i/
and ihe resolution was then adopted. It is as lol- negative yeas 62, nays 127.
bankrupt law.
December 21. Mr. Walker, Mr. Nicholas and
Mr. Smith, ol Connecticut, appeared in their seas.

The

vice president laid belore the senate a report

Mr. Walker presented a petition from the Grand
Gulf rail road company, asking a remission of duty
on rail road iron.
Nuineroii'i private petitions were presented, and
papers removed from the files of the senate and referred to a|ipropriate committees, on motions by
Messrs. Sovthard, Pierce, Hubbard, Roane, Merricic
and others.

John Moore, ol Louisiana,
Thursdu;/. Dec. 17.
elected to supply the vacancy occasioned by the
resignation of Rice Gailand, appeared, was sworn

lows:

The

the secretary of the treasmy report
far, and in what manner, ihe act
to this liouse
passed at the Inst .session, entitled "an aoi to provide
lor the collection, safe-keeping, transfer and disbursement of Ihe public revenue," has been carried into
execution; wheilier any buildings, addi iuns to or nlierationsin buildinjis, therein authorised orrequired, have
been commencea and at what cost, or comracis there-

Resolved,

That

how

,

—

question recurred on fhe resolution, which
at the request of Mr. Wise, who was
about to say soinelhing on the subject, when he
w.TS informed by the speaker that, Ihe previous
question liaving been ordered, it was too late to say
any thins in relation lo the resolution.
The clerk then commenced Ihe call of the yeas
and nays, when Ihe name of Mr. Wise was called,

was again read
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chaplain. Some objection being made to granting
tlie original amount for deposite with the
to be excused from volinfc, on the setting apart
of leave to introduce the bill, it was read throughout
ever to slates under the deposite act of 1S36; the amount
Krounil that neither lie nor the hn.ise had
that
under
money
deposite
Mr. Reed called for the yeas anil
instalment
of
fourth
to the house.
t.-stiinony in tne ihe
this day seen or lieard read the
finally retained in the treasury; the
hich were ordered, and, being taken, the
was to this act, which was
case of the New Jersey election, and he
of trust or indemnity funds, if any, received vote stood: for granting leave, 21; against it, 140.
amount
day io-norant as to who liad the risht to the seats or and not invested; the amount of treasury notes which Mr. Cooper then asked leave to introduce a resoluMr. Wise being will be outstanding on the 1st of January, 1S4I, with
to the pay. Mr. Slanhj objected to
tion directing an inquiry into the expediency of rethe interest accrued on them; the amount received on
excused, and said lliat he Icnew the gentlemen c
the salary of
were lo]j] duty bonds, the payment of which had been post- pealing the law now in force fixing
here with the broad seal of New Jersey, and
sale of the chaplains to congress.
the
for
bonds
received
on
they
amount
wasdecided
the
poned;
till
it
therefore entitled to their pay
Cooper exMr.
and
was
read,
resolution
The
the
of
late
Bank
the
States in
were not en-illed to their seats. The speaker in- the stock of the United
proposed. ObUnited Slates; and the amoum received from various plained the object of the inquiry he
formed Mr. (Cts? that it was (oo late now to ask to
staiement to jection was made to granting leave, and so the matThis
suspended
in 1S37.
which
banks
made
be excused; that the request should have been
these moneys re- ter rests.
Mr. Wise show, also, how much, if any, of
before the call of the roll commenced.
or will remain, in the treasurj' on the first day of
Mr. Dawson moved the following:
The clerk bav- main,
then said he should refuse to vote.
January, 1841.
Resolved, That the secretary of war be, and he ia
the roll, the vote stood for
staiement, as farasthe same is known, orcan hereby, recuested to communicate lo this house ihe
in"- completed the call of
3d.
67.
against
it
any,
cases,
if
what
llS,
showing
in
ascertainet],
be readily
the resolution
number of'clainis which have been presented to that
pecuniary amount, public department for horses, &c. lost in the several camMr. Bolts asked leave to move a resolution, which and to what extent and
jrks have been or will be carried on, or services ren- paigns in Florida against the Seminole Indians; how
was granted, and he moved the following:
appropriaunder
government,
the
behalf
of
dered
in
many. have been allowed and paid; and the reasons
Resolved, That the clerk of this house be instructed
past years, during the why the others have not been paid. And that the seof $1,1S0 50 was tions of the present year or of
to report by what authority the sum
departnieni),
in year 1S40, (e.-icept under the post office
expenses
his
cretary of war be also requested to recommend such
for
esq.
Ingersull,
J.
Charles
paid to
or under- amendments lo the laws regulating such claims as he
election with in regard to which any special agreement
lakino- testimony, &c. in the contested
standing whatever exists that the payment therefor may deem necessary to secure to the soldiers a remuCharFes Naylor, esq. pending the last session of conmade
in
the neration for the losses ihus sustained in the service of
as should not be called for, and should not be
gress, and out of wnat fund such amount was paid,
year 1840, or until after the 4di day March, 1S41.
the country.
repor'ted in document No. 7, to ttiis house.
staiement showing what will be the probable
4Lh.
This resolution, under the rules, was laid over
m.Medill moved to amend by including the exand
permanent
out
of
the
new
appropriations,
amount
penses ill the cases of Messrs. Aycrijgand his col- as exhibiied in the estimates of the secretary of the one day.
Naylor.—
Mr.
also
and
On motion of Mr. Davis, it was
Jersey,
New
from
leagues
At treasury of the 7th December instant, for the year
proposition.
Resolved, That the president inform this house what
JMr. Bolts accepted Mr. Medill's
1841, which will remain unexpended or uncalled for at
resolution was
appropriations of mopey made at the last session of
the suiT.'estion of Mr. Mcliai/, the
the close of the year 1341.
congress were expended by him; designating lo what
furthefnioriificd by substituting Ihe committee ol
5ih.
statement showing the amounts which will
particular objects such appropriations were made, and
be req-jired to puichase stock, or make investments for
accounts for Ihe clerk.
suspended; and what sums conof
the or in behalf of Indians orltidian tribes, pursuant to the specified sums
details
the
as
lo
conversation
some
After
tinued to be so suspended at the commencement of
acceptance
of
stipulations;
treaty
or
other
and
also
any
the amounts
resolution, Mr. Bolts withdrew his
present session, and their objects respectively.
the
the re- or principal sums required to be paid Indians or Inthe modifications proposed, and adhered to
Mr. Andrews moved a resolution proposing the
Mr. 3fedi7i called dian tribes by any treaty or other stipulations other following amendments to the rules:
solution as originally proposed.
than such as may have been estimated for by the sefor information as to Mr. Naylor's witnesses; when
"AM the states and territories shall be called for
cretary of the tieasuiy in his report of the 7ih DecemMr. Naylor said: I will answer the question of the ber instant.
resolutions on each alternate Monday during each
gentleman from Ohiu. The bills in favor of my
statement showing more particularly than session; and, if necessary to secure this object on
6di.
witnesses we,e not paid. They were passed by the appears from his report of the 7th December instant, said days, all resolutions which shall give rise to
committee of accounts of the house, and the clerk how much the expenses of 1841 will fall below those debate shall lie over for one day, and on the next
I told him that I believed of 1840, in amount of each of the following partieuottered me the money.
subsequent day appropriated to resolutions; and
such a payment would be illegal and improper, and lai-s, namely: because "the pensions have diminished after all the states and territories shall have been
to Philadelphia, by death;'' because "fewer Indians remain to be reI refused to take it. On my return
called through, the resolutions so laying over shall
after the adjouriiinent of congress, the clerk of the moved;'' because "several expensive public buildings come up in the order in which they were respechave been mostly finished;'' and because "hostilities
house enclosed to me a draft in my favor for the
tively offered."
must
with
Seininoles
be
nearer
to
a
the
close,"
amount of my witnesses fees, at two dollars a day,
Mr. Andrews moved to suspend the rules to con7th.
statement showing the amount of claims now
with the request thai I would pay Ihe witnesses and pending in the departments growing out of the Florida sider the resolution at this time, which motion lo
that
this
send him their receipts. I still thought
war, or relations with Indians, or otherwise; whether suspend was not carried, and the resolution wa3
money could not be taken without a violation of such claims have been considered and passed upon or laid over.
law and propriety, and I so wrote for answer to the not, with the probable or pro.-iimate amount in the agMr. Crockett, under the notice given by him some
I afterwards gregate of such claims which will become a charge
clerk, and returned him the draft.
days ago, asked and obtained leave to introduce a
paid out of my own pocket two dollars a day for upon the treasury, as nearly as the secretary is able to bill to amend an act to aulborise the state of Tenwho
with
witnesses
or
lo
jude
thereof,
my
ascertain
the
means
he has or
their attendance, to all those of
nessee to is.'sue grants and perfect lilies to the lands
would receive the money from me. Some of them can readily command.
and to settle the claims to the
Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson inquired if Ihe select therein described,
generously refused to take any fees.
vacant and unappropriated lands within the same;
appointed
last
mmittee
session
on
the
subject
of
amendment.
Mr. Mcdill then withdrew his
read, and referred to the committwice
was
which
fouudary was considered as so far in exAnd the resolution as originally proposed by Mr. a national
public lands.
istence as lo be authorised to submit their report at tee on
Bolls was then adopted.
On motion of Mr. Goode, it was
Mr./oA;(soi! made a statement of cirIbis session.
asked the use of the hall on the
Resolved, That ihe secretary of the treasury be reMr. J. Q
cumstances which took place at the last session,
for
institute
national
tor
the
quired to report to this h >use whether any, and, if any,
41h of January next,
which occasion the which induced him to believe the committee was what, part of the surplus, or aflditional sections, or parts
the promotion of sci.-nce, on
routinned over to the present session. The speakaddress.
deliver
an
would
of sections, (lying along and adjoining the alternate
war
of
secretary
er answered that the committee was discharged by
Miami canal, in :he state of Ohio, and
Mr. Adams explained that this society was the Ihe adjournment of the last session, and could not sections on the
withheld from sale at the same time, the said tilternate
national institulion for the promotion of science—
|-eport.
Mr. /oAnso/i then moved that the com- sections being within them), has been sold since the
now
which
last
of
year—
the
during
a society formed
mittee be revived; which was ordered by the bouse. first dav of .Tanuary, A. D. 1S36; also, that he slate 10
the secretaiy of war was ex officio, he believed, by
whom said lands have been sold, at what land office,
Mr. Bolts moved the following:
presiding offithe patents
the constitution of the society, the
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be at what time, at what price, and whether
1.
The society had requested the secretary of directed to report to this house the amount of treasu- have been iss'jed for the said lands, and if not, whether
cer.
war to deliver an address on Ihe evening of tlie 4th ry noies and drafts that have been issued and drawn it is the intention of said department lo issue said paof January, and it was lor this reason that he (Mr. since the 1st of January, 1840, with the respective dates tents, and whether said sales were in pursuance of the
department or not; and that he furnish
A.) had submitted his motion.
at which such noics and di-afts have been issued and order of said
copies of all instructions, given by the different comAfter some remarks from Messrs. Pickens. Stan- drawn; together with the names of the persons to
the general land office from lime to time,
M. A. Cooper, TItomp- whom or in whose favor and forwhose benefit such missioners of
ly, Mams. Dawson. Craig.
to the withholding from sale of lands on ihe
by drafts have been drawn, and the service, consideration, relating
son, of Miss, and IVne, the question was taken
route of the said Miami canal, and on the Auglaize
or object for which they have been drawn.
yeas and nays, and decided in the affirmative, yeas
the slate of Ohio, as alternate sections on said
in
river,
Resohed,
directed
2.
That he be
to report at what
of said department
89, nays 6-3.
time or times, and what amount of treasury notes, if canal; and all the correspondence
said lands may
Mr. Baniord, submitted the following resolution, any, have been deposited with any of the banks, and, wiih the officers of ihe land office where
sold, and the correspondence of the said debeen
over
under
the
have
was
laid
debate,
to
which
of
such
banks,
and
at
what
if
any,
time;
what
rise
"iving
which
said additional
subject
of
on
the
all
others
with
partment
amount, and what description of fund.s, if any, were
rule:
sections, or the sale thereof; and thai he also furnish this
Resohed, That the secretary of ll e treasury do make received from the hanks in which such deposites were
house with a copy of the order or rule of the departwhether
said
money
was
made;
and
left in deposite in
effect,
viz:
tullowing
to
the
report
a
to this house
the 1st day of January, 183G, relative to the
statement showing the aggregate reveime said banks, or transferred to the independent or sub- ment of
Isi.
manner in which lands are allowed to be entered nhich
which accrued to the government from customs, from treasury as directed by law, and at what lime the inhave been subject to priva'e entry, but withheld from
commenced on the notes thus deposited.
lands, and under the head of what is usually denomi- terest
sale from any cause.
[Laid over under Ihe rule.]
n«led •iniscoUuneous," in ihe years 1837, 1833, 1S39
On motion ot Mr. Proffit,U was
On motion of Mr. Stanly, if was
and 1340, estimating for the last quarter of the latter
Resolved, That the secretary of war be directed to
year; and sho.vinK, also, the ajgrcgaie expenditures
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be dithis h use, at as early a day as possible, codurin" the same years,' estimating for the last quarier rected 1.1 send lo this house a copy of the criespun- lav before
account of the repics of all coriespondenee hetW'een the department and
of islo— excluding all paymenia on
dence between him and the treasurer of the United
of the Cumberland road in Ohio, Insuperintendents
payineiitson
also
all
and
demii'ion of treasury notes;
States, and between the li-easmer and any of his
during the year 1840. Also, copies
uccuunt of trust funds, e.xcept so lar us such funds clerks, relative to the actual operation of the siib-trea- diana ami Illinois
amount of annuity or sury bill as it passed the senate of the United
of all correspondence during. the same time between
h.-ive fail, d to proiluce the full
States.
the superintendentnf public works
and
department
of
th.-ni—
he
sialcthe
account
on
paid
interest actually
On motion of Mr. Stanly, it was
on the lake border of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois
nient to show the general balance between such reveResolved. That the postmaster general be directed
and VVinkonsin. A Iso, copies of correspondence and
nue and expenditures for the whole period.
to place such books and papers in his department as
orders to suspend operations on the public works and
slaienieni showing the sources from which are not wanted for immediate use in the tire
2d
proof sell the public property and machinery, if any such
within the four
>ney has l)eeii derived to the treasury
vaults of the treasury fiuilding.
order has been given.
y ors above meulioned, other than the sources above
This
resolution was read, and disagreed to.
Mr. Rnriden moved Ihe following:
named, and the aniouni from each source, wiih the
Mr. Cooper, of G'orgia, tinder Ihe notice hereResolved, That the committee on public lands be inou»i-e"aie, e^timaiing for amounts received and
This statement to tofore given, asked h-ave to introduce a bill to re- s'ructed to inquire into the expediency of setting apart
cei'vable in ihe las: quarter of 1310.
peal
Ihe
now
laws
in
force
fixing
the
salary
of the three liondred thousand dollars per annum of the prothe sum actually received in the treasury, after

he rose and askeJ
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against the present incumbent; but that l!ie
head of the post olfice department was iurkinoabout the city, and he was mean enough for any
tion
late

thing.

Mr. Jones, of Virginia, from the committee of
ways and means, asked leave at this time to report
a bill making appropriations for the payment of
pensions, and leave being granted, the bill was reported, twice read, and committed.
iMr. John Q. Adams inquired of the chairman of
the committee of ways and means whether the bill
just reported by him contained any provision for
the relief of the navy pension fund, so strongly recommended a few days ago by the president'of the
Uiiite<l Stales in a special message to this house?
Mr. Jones answered that it did not; thai the message to which Mr. Adamz alluded had been referred
to the committee on naval affairs.
Mr. Reed stated that Ihe committee on naval affairs had not acted on the subject, because of the
non-attendance of the chairman.
Mr. Adams hoped the absence of the chairman of
the committee would not long interpose to prevent
important business fiom being transacted that,
unless an appropriation was speedily made for the
benefitof the navy pension fund, the pensioners on
that fund would have to go unpaid.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, chairman of the committee of ways and means, asked that the committee
be authorised to appoint a clerk at four dollars a

—

day.

Mr. Williams, of North Carolina, inquired if it
was contemplated to continue the clerk through the
next recess of congress?
Mr. Jui<es answefed he
did not know that it was customary to conliniie
committee clerks through the recess in the present
case it was not intended to do so. Some membsr
called for the yeas and nays, but they were not
ordered, and the motion was adopted, and Ihe com
miltee of ways and means are therefore authorised

—

to appoint a clerk at $'4 a day.
Mr. (-K. Cost Johnson moved that

when

the house

it adjourn to
meet on Monday next, as
Bigiiiug as bis reason for the motion, that oppoitunity might be afforded to replace the seats and repair the injuries done lo the hall and furniture by
the falling of the chandelier, his own seat together

adjourn

with the seats of several other members having
been entirely demolished. The motion was agreed
to.

thereupon, on motion of Mr. W. Cost Johnhouse adjourned over to Monday next.
Monday, Dec. 21. The speaker laid before the

bouse several communications,

viz:

1. From the secretary of the treasury, with a
statement of the lundsot the Chickasaw Indians, as
required by the act of the 20lh April, 1336, for carrying into effect the treaties with that tribe. This
report gives a detailed account of the receipt and
application of rauney leceived on trust for the
Chickasaw.a for lands sold lor their benefit. Referred to the committee on Indian affairs, and ordeied
to be print d.
2. From he secretary of the territory of Wiskonsin, accompanied by a printed copy of the laws of
that territory passed at the two last sessions of the
legislature.
Referred to the committee on the ter-

ritories.

From

the commissioner of public building in
Washington, accompanied with copies of all contracts made by him iroin the 1st December, 1339,
to 14th December, 1340, with the names of applicants for said contracts, and the amount of their respective bids.
4. From the clerk of the hotisc, as follows:
3.

Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, speaker, &c.

which were

fiie, by Mr. Underwood, to wit: from
Heniielta Hope ar.d 5G others, ladies ot Baltimore;
from Emily G. Fulton and 67 others, ladies of Ba|.
tiraor. ; liom John Coatesand 62 others, of Chillicothe, Oliio; liom Setli Lockwood and 130 others, of
New York; and from capt. Geo. Guyther and 158
others, passengers on board Itie steamboat Columbia, praying congress lo act upon the bills reported
by the select committee at the last session to prevent steamboat disasters.
Mr. Underwood also presented a letter, addressed to him by Dr. J. P. Vantyne, staling the number of steamboat disasters which had occurred within Ihe la.'t ten years, their nature, and the destruction of life and pioperly on board; from which
amount to
$1,116 50 document it appears (as Mr. U. informed the house)
that the whole number of disasters which Dr. V.
Add the amount returned by Mr. Inger11 50 had bi^en able to obtain information concerning was
soll,
)S5; that the number of lives lost was 1,733, the
The amount paid to Mr. Ingersoll, $1,128 00 number of wounded was 379; of these, there were
killed by explosions, collisions, and fires, on the
All which is respeclfiillv submitted.
Mis.^issippi and its tributaries, 991, and wounded
A. GARLAND.
The motion of Mr. jDi/ufs, of Indiana, made seve- 260; on sea and tide-water, deaths Irom the same
causes 363, wounded 94: on the lakes, deaths from
ral days since, to reconsider the vote by which the
the same causes 85, wounded 4.
bill introduced on leave by Mr. Hand, of New
Mr. Underwood slated that the information, as far
York, to amend the laws upon the subject of natuas it went, was no doubt accutate; but it did not
committee
the
on
the
ralization, was referred to
embiace, as the letter shewed upon its face, the exjudiciary, came up in order for consideration.
Alter a few remaiks from Mr D. he moved the tent of the mischief. It was, however, an importprevious question on the motion to reconsider, ant document, and he hoped the house would print
which was taken and decided in the negative by it. For himself, he felt under obligations to its author for the diligence and talent manifested in its
yeas and nays; yeas 90, nays 93.

HUGH

preparation.
select coramiitee was raised, on the motion of
to whom the five petitions, the letter of Dr.
Vantyne, and the repoi and bills of the select committee at the last session on the subject of steamboat disasters, were referred, and the letter of Dr.
Vantyne was ordered to be printed.

Mr. Botts, after a few words of explanation, offered the following resolution:
Resolved, Thai the committee of accounts be instructed to report lo this house by what authority, at
what lime, and on vvhose application they directed the
clerk of this house to pay the sum of SI, 123 to Charles
J. Ingersoll as compensation lo witnesses he examined
in the contested election between said Cliarles J. Ingersoll

A

Mr. U.

t

Mr. Monroe, under the notice heretofore given,
obtained leave to introduce a bill to abolish imprifoi debt in certain cases; which was read,

and Charles Naylor.

Mr. Medill moved
lo

recommit

so to amend the resolution a?
to the clerk his report of this morning,

with instructions to report by what authority, on
whom he paid to E.
Bulkley the sum of $500, to Bayse Newcomb $416,
and to George Lowry $104 lor services rendered
by them in taken depositions in the case of the contested election between Messrs. Ingersoll and Naylor, as reported in document No. 7; by what authority and on what vou,chers he sent to Mr. Naylor
money to pay his witnesses in the said contest, and
which that gentlemen says he relumed; whether
the said vouchers gave Ihe names and time of attendance of the said witnesses, in whose handwriting ihey were tiled, and what has become of the
same.
Mr. Briggs asked Mr. Bolts to accept the following as a modification of the resolution he had proposed:
Resohed, That the report of the clerk of this house
on the contingent expenditure of this house, and all
the papers ill relation lo money paid for witnesses and
the expense of taken testimony in the case of Messrs.
Naylor and Ingersoll, be referred to the cominiltee on

sonment

and referred to the committee on the judiciaiy.
Mr. Davis, of Ky. under the notice heretofore

what vouchers and through

public

And

son, the

2;i

Mr. Albert Smith, in pursuance of the notice heretofore given, obtained leave lo introduce a bill to
regulate the pay of surgeons in the navy of the U.
Slates, which was twice read and referred to the
committee on naval affairs.
number of petitions were presented, amongst

ceeds of ilie public lands for the coniinualion of ihe ($1,180 50 was paid to Charles J. Ingersoll, esq.
CumberLimi road in Oliio to lis western termination, for his expenses in taking testimony, &tc. in the
to be constructed in a con'inuous line from east to contested election with Charles Naylor, esq. pend
west, and of distributing the residue of the said proing the last session of congress, and out uf what
ceeds among the several states upon the principfe of
fund such amount was paid, as reported in docuwhat is called Mr. Clay's land bill, taking tlje census
menl No. 7, to this house."
of 1S40 as the basis of the distribution.
I beg leave to report that, on the 20th July last,
Mr. Hubbard moved lo lay the resolnlinn on ihe
table, and Ihe question was put by yeas and nays, a paper was handed the accounting cleik of this ofwhich were ordered. And then, before Ihe ques- fice, containing a lift of the witnesses in the contion had been put, an adjournment was moved and tested case ot Naylor and Ingersoll, together with
Ihe number of days each witness had been in attencarried.
Friday, Dec. 18.
At 12 o'cloclc, the bouse was dance. On the face of this paper is an order signed
called to order by the speaker, and the journal of *'J. Johnson, chairman of accounts,'* that Ihe witnesses above named be paid $'1 per diem.
yesterday read.
In virtue of this order, I paid Mr. Ingersoll
Mr. Stanly rose and stated that in offering the
fpsolulion yesterday to direct the postmaster gene- $'1;128 for 564 days, at $2 per day, for the purpose
At the beginning of
ral todeposile such books and papers of his depart- of paying the said witnesses.
ment as may not be required lor daily and immedi- the session, Mr. Ingersoll returned the receipts of
ate use, in the vaults of the new treasury building, the individuals paid, and $11 50 in money, stating
for safe keeping, he did not mean to be understood that that amount had been over-paid.
as intending to throw out any suspicion or itnputa- In casting up the leceipts I find them to

expenditures, with directions to inquire how
pa-d in said case, to whom, for

much money has been

what, and by what authority said

money was

paid;

whether there is any existing
law authorising money to he paid in said case.
Mr. Botts declined to accept Mr. Brigg's proposition, and gave his reasons for so declining, and
then modified his proposition to read as follows:
Resohed, That the committee on accounts be in
strucied to report by what anrhoriiy they auihorised the
clerk of this iiouse n pay the sum of .5>2,160 50 to C. J.
Ingersoll and others for taking testimony, and for other
expenses incurred in the c miested election between C.
J. Ingersoll and Charles Naylor.
Mr. Briggs then offered his proposition as an
amendment to the modified proposition of Mr. Botts.
After debate, Mr. Smith, of Maine, moved the orders of Ihe day, but, at the request of Mr. Cushiiig,
he withdrew the motion, on the promise of Mr. C.
to move the previous question, after closing some
remarks which he wislied to make.
After making his remarks, Mr. Cash ng moved
the previous question, which was sustained by the
house.
Mr. Briggs then withdrew his amendment.
The question on the amendment of Mr. Medill.
wa" decided in the negative; and that on Mr. iJoHs'
resolution, as modified by him, passed in the affirmatiie.
M.r. Medill Ihen moved his amendment as a sepaalso, furiher to inquire

SiE: In pursuance of Ihe following resolution of
the house, dated December 17, 184a:
rate resolution, to recommit to the clerk his report,
"Resolved, That the clerk of this house be in- with instructions to report as set fjrth in his amendstructed to report by what auihority ths sum of ment; which was agreed to.

i

given, obtained leave to introduce a bill to regulate
the forms and modes of proceeding in the courts of
the United States, to regulate the fee bills, and to
limit the emoluments of certain officers; which was
read and referred to the committee on the judiciary.
Mr. Dellet, under notice heretofore given, obtained leave to introduce a bill to complete the improvement in the harbor of Mobile; which was referred
to the committee on commeice.
Mr. E. Davis ortered a resolution directing the
T)0stmaster general lo inform the house whether
Ralph Jackson is a contractor for carrying the mail
in the state of Illinois; who are his sureties, or who
is responsible to the department for any failure on
his part to fulfil his contract.

On motion of Mr. Ga'.braith, it was
Resolved, That the committee on revolutionary pensions inquire into the expediency of exiending the act
of July 7, 1833, granting half pay and pensions to certain widows, for another period of five years; and also
into the expediency of extending the provisions of the
act of June 7, 1832, supplementary to the act forthe relief of certain surviving officers a^id soldiers of the revjluiion, so as to grant pensions to those who served
at any lime previous to the treaty of Greenville, in August, na.-).

On motion of Mr. Fillmore, it was
Resohed, That the pesident of the Uni'ed States be
requested to communicate to this house (if not, in his
opinion, incompatible with the public inlere.'t) all the correspondence heiween thisgovernn:cni and thatofGreat
Britain, or the officers or agents of either, or the officers
and agents of this government,, with the president or
any of its departmcnLs, which has not heretofore been
ciimmniucnted lo this house, on the subject of the outr:ige of the burning of the Caroline on the Niagara
froniiei-; and whether there is any proposal for compcnsa!ion being made to the owner of said boat tar the
and, also, whether any (lommunications
have been made lo this government in regard lo the
McLeod by the auarrest and imprisonment of
thorities of the state of New York for being concerned
in said outrage; and if so, that he communicate a copy

loss thereof;

theiC' f I" this hou^e.

Mr. Fillmore also introduced a join! resolution
proposing an amendment to the constitution of the
United States, lo change the time forthe cominencement of the term of senators aim representatives in
congress from the 4th of March to the 1st of Decem'ber; which was committed to the committee of
•he whole on the slate of the union, and directed to
be printed.
Adjourned

until to

morrow

at

12 o'clock.
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Auction duties paid
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I
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L. Doolu-

325 37,
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Fni'of the bank

and further, that a reoffered for the apprehension of F.
justice, and that
is a fugitive from
parlies arrested, has
William Wee.l, one of the. other
The
in these transactions.
abetter
and
aider
bee liis
consisting of some
nrope ly of the Messrs. Weed,
has been otlached at the
in current bank notes,
apJatnes Jameson. M. M. Cohen, esq.
solvent;
oihlr baiTks that were

A

w^rJ las been

Weed-that he

£ Ku
BuU

ot

Mr

and Messi^. Elmore, Gai-

nearcd lor the prosecution

to defend the prisoners.
pnnie and King were present
that the arNew (Drleans papers of a latter dalef.rstate
want of suflidischarged
rested pt^r'ies hid been
violated either the laws of
had
they
that
cientevidence

Maryland

Bank

or Louisiana.

of England.

isfhot August

Quarterly average from the

to the lOth

rir.^lauon'^iie 793,000
6;896,000
Depositer'

Novembeis^lS40.
1

Securities,''" '$22,319,000
3,729.000
Bullion,

1840— CHRONICLE.

"

The^stuck of India cotton is 45,500, against 11,500
year which is occasioned by the rupture with
China.
^
,
New Yorlc Dec. 21. The sales of last week were
OalOJ; N.
small, only 1,8S0 bales Upland and Florida,
Orleans9iall|.
,
.
According to accounts brought by the Acadia trom
England, the cotton market remained languid and
14th
prices had dechned about ^d per pound up to the
previous prices.
nit when it rallied and recovered the
stock on hand was heavy for the season, 430,000

last

\

Cincinnati Chronicle of the 13th inst. says!
yesterhear of a considerable sale of No. 1 lard,
Some small sales of hogs continue to
at 7i cts.
in town
be made at $4. About 3,000 hogs arrived
unfavorable
yesterday from Indiana, but from the
been no sales
state of the weather for kilUng, there has

The

We

day

ade.

Repkesentation. Should the ratio under the new
Hampshire
census be fixed at 60,000, Maine and New
would be entitled to their present number of represenConnecncut, Vermont ana
tatives; Massachusetts,
Rhode Island would each loose one.
New York packet
New York packet ships. Two anucipation
of the
ships, have arrived this week in
after a
Boston steamer-the England, captain Wane,
captain
The
passage of twenty-one days, and the Garrick,
filleen days.
bales, against 216,000 last year.
Palmlr, after an excellent passage of
the competion ot
Deaths, during the last week, in Philadelphia 87; These fine vessels, notwithstanding
furnish
Balti- that powerful agent, steam, are still destined to
of whom 30 were under two years of age; at
have for many years done
more 38, of winch 14 were under 14 years of age; 2 us occasionally, what they
fr9m the United
advices
latest
the
with
uninterruptedly,
were free coloretl and 1 slave.
The 'Westchester, captam Ferris, from INew
States.
Duelling. The house of representatives of South York, also made a good passage in nineteen days.
[London paper.
Carolina have postponed indefinitely a bill prohibiMng
Richduellin" in the stale. Col. Meminger delivered a speech
The packet ship Dutchess de Orleans, captain
has
measure,
,

ftar.?. «/ MZ-nWon^y
Bank affairs. Com«.rc;<,i
that I. A. VVeea,
Thp New Orleans Picayune slates Ins brother VVm.
Millinglon,
rre^ident of the Bank of
in that city
and a third person, were arrested
a cliarge of fraunn the2d in«t that F. A. Weed on
and then
bank,
the
of
presidency
he
dnlemlvohta
iMJ'a n ng.
daleniiy
.°
amount the
(.han.jed to a very large
of
wl e^«' re worthless,lor the hills

20,

The import of American cotton exceeds that of last
conyear by 360,000 bales— tlie quantity taken for
sumption has been larger by 232,720 bales, and the
6i, which at this tmie
price of "fair' Orleans is now

,

,

,

,

<•

'

added additional
which
m Hj
arrived at Havre on the 1 1th November,
So no restric- _ dson,
said,
lustre to his hiiih character as an orator.
days from New York— the quickest passage it is
tion exists in' the palmetto state upon murder in an
between the two ports.
made
ever
[Richmond Compiler.
'honorable" way.
New
Steamboat accident. A report has reached
By the census just com- Orleans by the steamer General Scott, that the steamer
District of Columbia.
Louisljurg.
near
city
has
populaa
sunk
Washington
and
that
appears
exploded
it
had
pleted,
Cherokee
persons had been
tion of 23,364; Washington county, 3.009; George- The report further stated that sixteen
and some
town, 7,312; Ale.vandna city, 8,459; Alexandria coun- killed— some of whom were cabin passengers
ty, 1,503— making a total of 43,712, as the population
were of the crew.
mention of some
of the ten miles square
Silk. The Alabama papers make
manufitcture, from the proEmigration. The Kingston, U. C. Chronicle says, beautiful specimens of silk
planter resioing
by
a
mulberry,
that upwards of 12 000 emigrants arrived at that place duct of the common
texture is strong

in support of the

£26,043,000
£23,194,000
Wemmpka. The
understand that during the past season, about 3,000 of whom received in the county of
Bank of the United St.ues.
pairof silk hose, manulactured
entered in the very employment and settled in the neighborhood. About and ot even thread.
faind.nnent uinonpros was yesterday
is equal, ii is said to similar
materials,
States,
for
ihe
same
United
the
the
of
others against the Bank 1,200 proceeded direcdy to
imo'iriant cases of Thayer and
The brics imported from Europe.
will be recol- purpose of joining friends and relatives there.
cases,.it
These
States.
of the United
since the 1st
were
very respectable,
York
New
speaking,
generally
from
exports
than
emigrants,
tiiore
a
The
ot
spec:e
in
Specie.
lec'ed involve the payment
circumstances. Indeed a October, to the 9th December, amounted to &3,024,&Od
the "o» pros is set aside, antl many of them in good
million of dollars, and unless
From the lO.h to the
to resume a few of ihem, had no less than £60 000 among them. in silver and $170,000 in gold.
may seriously affect the eflorts of the bank
that a rule to Tlie same paper adds that about 1,300 emigrants ar- 16th December $803,572 in silver.
informed
also
are
Tn January next.
the season from the U. Stales
during
Kingston
N.
aside,
rived
in
not
set
be
should
7'™s
Stocks. United States bank of Pennsylvania
show c^use why the Hon
counsel for the to settle in Canada, including 50 run away slaves.
York 65|; in Philadelphia 66|. , „ ,
has been taken by l\,lr. Cadwalader,
^
3. Alabama fives,
December
"t
12.
continental
exLondon.
Nov.
The
1
London,
stocks,
American
Exchange.
hank.
Indiana fives, 67ab3;
weigh- changes had become more favorable to England, and
sterling 78a80; Illinois sixes, 74;
The chandelier, a new and splendid article,
pounds and winch cost a better state of the money market was confidently do. do. £^ sterling, 75a76; Kentucky sixes 83. Louiins upwards of seven ihousanu
States bank share at £13 siana fives, 1844—52,86; Massachusetts fives, 86a83;
having
United
Sales
of
manufactured,
expected.
was
it
where
$5 000 in Boston
sterhng, 82a82t; jMew Y^rkltate
of representa- 10s. and of American stocks at prices somewhat bet- Maryland fives,
been suspended in the hall of the house
Pennsylvania, 82ab3, U.
five, 86a86.i; Ohio sixes, 92;
two atlendanls were en- ter than could have been obtained a week before.
tives at Washington, whilst
remains as last quoted.
shares £14; do. do. bonds 98; New York
exchanges
the old oil, tor the
bank
out
Domesiic
States
taking
and
it,
cleaning
cased in
superior
S3a83|.
some
of
a
fives,
wuh
city
lamp
purpose of supplying the
Fire. The cotton and woollen factory of Jeremiah
chandelier begin to
Tariff. The New York correspondent of the Naquality, they suddenly found the
of ZancsviUe, Ohio, was lately destroyed by
ihruwin» Dare, esq.
"The merchants here, not
a=cend, and in spite of all their exertions, by
tional Intelligencer says:
Loss estimated at $14,000.
along the whole rod, fire.
revision of the
their weicht upon it, it went up,
less than others, now call loudly for a
great violence against
Flour. The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser states tarifl". The discriminating duties are a subject of much
to the dome, and struck with
there.
41,0il0
flour
are
now
in
store
the
bbls.
of
instantly
and
about
at
skj-hght,
t!
want is
the frame work below the
perplexity and much litiaa lion, and what ihey
the
all— tumbled
The quantity of flour received at Albany through
whole mass— chandelier, rod, fixtures and
ad valorem— ihe imporiing merchants, I mean."
the season of navigation is stated in the Albany Evening an
down and was broken to atoms. Fortunately
states that Italy is the
paper
barrels.
no
Paris
time
or
it would
1,353,603
at
Journal
the
Tarantula.
sessional
house was not in
the "jenibersThe inspections last week at Baliitnore were 16,524 only country in which the Tarantula isfourid, and that
doubt have been fatal to a number of
Goode, ot Ohio, bbls. and 653 half bbls. Prices declined about 12^ cts. the story of its bite being poisonous and producing
The two workmen and the lion. Mr.
barely time to get
had
The duly on flour in England when the Acadia lelt, madness, or delerium, is fabulous. The slatemenis are
them,
near
standing
was
who
not only found in 1 exas,
was 14s. lOd. per bbl. Wheat 2Ss 8d. per quarter.
all erroneous. The Tarantula is
out of the way.
known to
Corn market greatly depressed.
but its bite is highly poisonous, and has been
Congressmen. The hon. R. B. Rheit, of N. C. is
have never
produce delerium and even death.
fever.
Henry
summer
attached
to
lingering
Much
mystery
has
a
gold.
by
keg
of
The
detained at home
instances of persons having
two
or
hut
one
of
heard
a
lew
to
remain
the circumstance of the loss of a part of the contents
authority.
Clay is in New York, and is expected
been bittien, hut they were upon the best
Gen. Waddy Thompsoii, whose almost mira- of a keg of gold, while in transitu between the S'ate
days
recollected, resembles, or is a
not come otl en- Bank of Missouri and the Bank of America, in New The Tarantula, U will be
culous escape has been noticed, has
[Texas Guc.
of large spider.
species
scratcheo,
somewhat
is
about
face
contained
originally
S100,000,
His
York. The keg
tirely without scars.
Rail road accident at Springfield, Mass. on the
but when it reach6d New Y..rk 821,409 42 were
and he has lost one or two leeth.
of 33 loaded cars
The eastern papers are discussing the question wne- missing. It is understood, that the hank here has 18;h. The freight train consisting
"Massachusetts 'beis constiliitionally eii jible
for
New
bank
the
lo the powerful engine
Woodbury
the
York
attached
suit
agamsl
commenced
Levi
Iherihehon.
the inclined plain
decended
^ew
it
legislature
ol
as
which
the
we
unmanageable
came
amount which was abstracted from the keg, but
to a seat in the senate, to
house, shoyiii»
Hampshire recently elected hiui. Tlie Atlassays ^Mr. have not been able to find the grounds upon which the and was pveeipiiated through the engine eighteen inch
[St. Louis New Era.
the locomotive "Hamden" through an
AVoodburvis a resident of the D. of Columbia, and has action is brought,
eight
feet into the wood pile,
not
been
and
has
or
is
not,
six
and
He
wall
brick
years.
many
been such for
Libkabies in Salem. The are in the various libraHampshire. He
which finally arrested the engines, both ot which were
for eiubt years, an inhabitant of New
about 24,000 volumes. By the recent
has no right to take his seat ries in Salem
compleiely wrecked. Four dead bodies have been lais, therefore ineligible, and
fourth of census the city contains 15,083 inhabitants.
ken from under ihe ruins, which prove to be men who
in the senate of^ilie United States on the
The engiMarch next. That an inhabitant of Washiiigion is
Lead. The exports of domesiic lead from the port were in ihe building, and one brcakman.
decided- once of N. York for the first three quarters of the year 1840, neer, conductor, and one or two others, cleared themnot eli<'ible to congress has already been
chosen a rnember was 527,850 lbs.; and of foreign lead 302,516 lbs.
selves from the train a few feet from the engine house,
in llie'c use ol John Bailey, who was
this stale,
and are unhurt.
of the house, from the county of Norfolk,
St. Louis, Mo. The business which the ciiyof St.
when an it. habitant of the District of Columbia, and
Tobacco. The stock of Maryland at Baltimore in
of Mr. Grundy, Louis has transacted during the last year with the cities
midiefu«ed a seal; and again in the case
the hands of agents is very low, and those of a
who when elected nrtlie senate from Tennessee, was of N. York and Boston, has amounted to $6,000,000. dling and lower quali:ies are readily S"ld at foi-iner
to gain a recoin'pellid to return to that slate, in order
McQeen, the late prsimastcrat New Orleans, who Quotations, viz: inferior lo common $4a5,50; nnddline
nine.
here
I
second
a
elected
Ohio
sidence, and was ihen
fled to Texas, it is said has been arrested at Houston. logord iS5 50a7 50; good $8a3 50; fii.e $9,13.
consequendy has been no legally elected senator chosen
Common at $lai 50; middling
is rather neglected.
are assured by several persons
Phenomenon.
imheplaceof Mr. Hubbard."
good $5 50a6 50; fine red and wrappery S8iil3;
re- residing in the neighborhood of Llewellyn, in this $5;
the
of
The Na.'.hviile Whig ot the 1 lih insl. says:
inspection.*
50al0.
The
prime yellow at $7
illness of the county, that in nianj; places the snow is literally co- and
gret to hear of the continued and severe
comprise 351 hhds. Maryland; 45 bhds. Ohio; 6
to his home vered vviih Insects which fell with the snow on Sunday week
hon. Felix Grundy, w ho has been connncd
Virginia; and 1 hhd. Kentucky— total 403 hhds.
hhds.
six or eight weeks last.
[Potts vUlc Emporium.
in this city from iudi'-posiiion, for
In England, Dec. 4, tobacco was in good depast.
His 'case is understood to-day to be a very criti
Population item. At Templeton, Upper Canada, mand, and^ Kentucky stemmed has advanced within a
cal one.
a Mrs. Francois Homer, lately presented her husband monih past UJd. per lb.
Co. Lon
with a smiling daughter being the second in eleven
letter from Todd, Jackson
Cotton.
Hugh L. White. The Tennessee papers have
of months, and making him the happy farther of twentydon, by ibe late arrivals state the sales and deliveries
started a proposition to erect a monument to the memoIsi, to have been as
nine children.
a// i'/niAi of cotton from January
ry of this lamented patriot.
I
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1,006 000 bales.
l'»7 4.50

5 o,4b0

1,253,9:0
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the Baltimore market "5 to $5 75.
(Old ) .\dvocate of ihe I9lh ins', says:

Pork commands in

Wabash and Erie Canal.

The work on

the side

selling in this market at S2 50 per hundred.
'I'he same price is given, we believe, in all the sur-

cut connecting the main trunk of ihe Wabash and
Erie canal at Maumee cliy, with the river, has been
i-ccommcnccd, and a gieat number of laborers em-

rounding towns.

ployed on

'I'he

Pork

Newark

is

it.
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

sttite

of,

—salaries of the different

273

276
— U. senator elected
275
Kentucky— U. S. senator elected
276
Louisiana —election
276
Michigan —election
273
Navy — orders, items
274
New HAsirsmRE— census
275
Onto— inauguration of gov. Corwin
Pennsylvania —interest on the state debt, Dickenson
275
college
Connecticut
New
Hampshire,
States of the union—
Illinois

'President.

Vice president.

in

in

Governors

— COMPLETE.
electoral vote.

AGGKEGATE VOTE.

ticut

tariff

PP.OlT.tETOr.,

NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

Vol. 9

of electors

275
—
273
—
Census —of the
of New Hampshire, of Connec274
2il
CoNGKiiss—senate 230; house
274
CoNi'fEcncuT — census
LouiElection — presidential 273;
Arkansas 275;
siana, Michit'an
276
Finance— Mr. Wright's speech on
276
FoREFGN articles — France, Austria
273
273
France—items
respecting the
GEonc'iA — proceedings of the senate
and national bank
275

Arkansas election
Austria items

S.

Maine
N. Hampshire
Vermont

46,612
25,433
32,445

Massachusetts

72,.974

Rhode Island
Connecticut

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware

Maryland
Virginia

5,213
31,212
226,812
33,351
144,013
5.963
33,529
41,405

46 201
ss^flia'

18,009
51,944
3.263
24,882

212,519
31,034
143,675
4,372
28,754
42,8 isi

N. Carolina

46,376

33,732

S. Carolina*
274; fennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama, Ar- Georgia
kansas, Kentucky, Ohio 275; Louisiana, Illinois, Alabama
Michigan
276 Mississippi
Virginia resolution of the legislature respecting the Louisiana
275 Arkansas
bank of

40,349
23,471
19,518
11,296

31,9S9

.

—

FOREIGN ARTICLES.
FRANCE.

Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana

4,961

33,991
16,995
7,617
6,756

59,054
53,489
148,141
66,302
45.537
21.441
22,911

124,780
51,604
47.476
28,043
21,106

47.4S2
32,6/6;

TheadJressin answer to the king's speech, drawn Illinois
lip by M. Dupin, was read on (he 23d of November, Missouri
aiuid frequent murmers.
It was still (he subject oi Michigan
debate at the date of our latest advices, and it was
Total vote
thought that it would be greatly modified before
1,126,137
adoption. The debate had latlerly assujned a very
personal character, chiefly between M. Thiers and
143,626
his successor, M. Guizot.
The former was exceedingly personal and vehement.
The chamber of deputies had passed the bill for a
The following is the result of the presidential
loan of Sraillionsof francs, towards the relief of the election, stated thus:
by the late inundations.
ENGLAND STATES.
The ceremony of the christening of the duke de
Chartres was celebrated in the chapel of the palace
of the Tuilleijes. The archbishop of Paris christenSTATES.
Harrison. V. Buren
ed the young prince.
Maine
46,612
46,201
Tht^ death of the beauliful princess Borghese was
N. Hampshire 25,483
occasioned by taking cold during a ride on horseVermont
32,445
back, and getting very wet. Her funeral was ceMassachusetts 72,874
lebrated with great pomp, all the poor of the city,
Rhode Island
5,213
with lighted torches, assisting, and besvailing the
Connecticut
31,212
The streets through
loss of their benefactress.
which the procession passed were illuminated, and
213,839 178.213 106,163
flowers and garlarjds thrown on the funeral car as
MIDDLE STATES.
it was drawn by the people to the cemetery.
22.5,812 212,519
138,543
Negotiations are said to be concluded (or the New York
Pennsylvania
144,018
143,675
marriage of the due de Nemours to the queen of
28,754
Spain.
31,034
It appears, fi0-.i ofBcial returns, that the number
4,872
of houses destroyed by the late inundations on the
banks of the Saone, in the department of the Ain,
442,673 420,854 283,130
amounts to 1,094, without including 106 houses seWESTERN STATES.
riously damaged, which makes the entire number
sufferers

amount

Ohio

to 1,200.

AUSTRIA.
Vienna, Nuv. 23. News was received here yesterday from a pretty good quarter, though not positively certain, that the pasha of Bagdad was on his

Indiana

Kentucky
Michigan
Illinois

It seems that it was Missouri
to occupy Damascus.
a rocket thrown from the Austrian frigate La Tennessee
Guerrere that blew up the powder magazine at St.
Jean d'Acre, by which the garrison, a great part
of which was buried under the ruins, was induced
The archduke Fre4leiick
to evacuate the fortress.
and the officers who fiist ventured to enter, met
with no resistance. The stores captured are immense.
The news of the taking of SI.
Trieste, Nov 22.
Jean d'Acre has caused a great sensation here.
The allied troops found immense quantity of ammuIt is surprisnition and provisions in the fortress.
ing that the Egyptian troops, who might have employed the night of the third in saving the
public treasure neglected to do so. There was at
Acre a sum of two millions (query, piastres or
florins?) which belonged to the Egyptian goveriiment. The news of the taking of Damascus has
come by way of Athens; but many persons doubt it,
though it is said lo come from good aulhoiity.
Vol. IX— SiG. IS.
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105,405

59,0-54

124,780
51,604
32,616
21,106
47,476
28,043
47,482

420,875

353,107

247,003

148,141
65.302
58,489
22,911
45,537
21.441
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Rockingham county.
term will expire on the first Monday in
1830. 1840
1830. 1840. Acworth
4,200 00
January, 1S42, receives
549
543
567 Newington
Atkinson
558
William H. Seward, governor of N. York,
88S N. Market 2,013 2,746
4,000 00 Brentwood 891
until January 1, 1843, has a salary of
541
Newtown
510
1,430
Candia
1,362
term
Pennsylvania,
of
David R. Porter,
885
Chester
2.173 N.Hampton 767
2,089
expires on the 3d Tuesday in January,
53.S Northwood 1,342
1,182
523
4,000 00 Danville
1842, salary
1,95.'5 Nottingham 1,157
1,193
Deerfield 2,086
Charles J. McDonald, of Georgia, term
626
591
2,034 Plaistow
2,178
4,000 00 Derry
expires in November, 1S41, salary
428
429
East
Kings'
442
551
Poplin
Massachusetts,
term
Marcus Morton, of
Epping
1,268
1,234 Portsmouth 8,082 7,887
expires first Wednesday in January,
989
1,000
2,759
2,985 Raymond
3,666 67 Exeter
1841, salary
Gostport
103
115 Rye
1,172 1,205
B. K. Hennegan, lieutenant and acting go1,408
Greenland
726 Salem
1,310
681
vernor of South Carolina, terra of ser525
890 Sandown
553
vice expires in December, 1840, salary 3,500 00 Harapstead 913
1,096 1,392
Hampton 1,103
1,320 Seabrook
Arthur P. Bagby, of Alabama, term of
462
467
Harap. Falls 582
656 S.Hampton
service expires on the 1st Monday in
875
838
3,500 00 Kensingston 712
647 Stratham
December, 1841, salary
926
Kingston
929
1,776
1,032 Windham
Thomas W. Gilmer, of Virginia, term of
1843,
salary
33
3,333
London'ry
31st
March,
1,469
expires
1,556
service
New Castle 850
742
44,552 45,790
Alexander G. McNult, of Mississippi,
term of service expires January, 1842,
Strafford county.
3,000 00 Albany
salary
325
2,682 3,443
406 Meredith
562
483
Robert P. Letcher, of Kentucky, term exAlton
1,993 2,00: iVliddleton
00
salary
2,500
September,
1341,
pires in
Barnstead
2,047 1,945 Millon
1,273 1,322
Robert R. Reid, governor of Florida lerBarrington 1,895 1,845 Moultonbo' 1,422 1,752
ritory, term ends in December, 1842,
Brookfield
671
1,032
55;; N. Durham 1,162
2,500 00 Center Harbor 577
salary
1,812
.584 N.Hampton 1,904
Henry Dodge, of Wiskonsin, term ends
Chatham
419
523 Ossipee
1,935 2,170
2,500 00 Conway
July 3, 1842, salary
2,155 2,431
1,811 Rochester
1,^01
Robert Lucas, of Iowa, term expiies in
Dover
549 6,45S Sandbornton2,S66 2,745
2,500 00 Durham
July, 1844, salary
1,606 l,49fe Sandwich
2,743 2,625
William Pennington, of New Jersey, term
Eaton
1,432
1,710 Someisw'th 3.090 3,283
2,000 00 Effingham 1,911 1,195 Stafford
expires October, 1840, salary
2,200 2,021
John M. Morehead, of North Carolina,
Farmington 1,464
5SI, Tam worth
1,554 1,715
term expires in January 1, 1S43, salary 2,000 00 Freedom*
926 Fullonboro' 1,375 1,281
James S. Conway, of Arkansas, term ex1.396
Gilmanton 3,816 3,485 Wakefield
1,470
salary
2,000 00 Gilford
pires in November, 1840,
1,370 2,072 Wolftboro' 1,928 1,918
James K. Polk, of Tennessee, term exLee
906
1,009
2,000 00 Madbury
pires in October, 1841, salary
510
4S9
58,916 61,119
William Woodbridge, of Michigan, term
HUsborough county.
salary
00
January
expires

1,

2,000

1842,

Amherst

T. Reynolds, of Missouri, term ends No-

1,657

Antrim
2,000 00
vember, 1844, salary
Bedford
1,554
John Fairfield, Maine, term ends on the
Biookline
627
fiist Wednesday in January, 1841, salary 1,500 00
Deering
1,227
Wihon Shannon, of Ohio, term expires
Francest'wn 1,540
oil the 1st Monday in December, 1840,
Goffstown 2,213
1,500 00
salary
Greenfield
946
term ends

Samuel Bigger, of Indiana,
December, 1843, salary

in

Hancock

1,500 00

Hillsboro'
Hollis

Thomas

Carlin, of Illinois, term expires on
the 1st Monday iu December, 1S42,
1,500 00
salary
iSSOO of this is for rent and travelling

Hudson

1,316
1,792
1,501
1,282

Litchfield
505
Lyndeboro' 1,147
Manchester
837

expenses,)
Cornelius P. Comegys, of Delaware, term
expires on the 3d Tuesday in 1841,

Mason

1,433

1,333 33

salary

New

Alexandria 1,083
Bath
1,626
pires on the 1st
665
1,200 00 Bethlehem
1841, salary
1,100 00 Bridgewater 7S3
The governor of Connecticut receives
799
The governor of Vermont has a salary of 750 00 Bristol
Campion
1,318
Samuel W. King, of Rhode Lland, his
Canaan
1,428
term of service will expire on the first
441
400 00 Coventry
Wednesday in May, 1841, salary
By the above statement it will be seen that the Dume's Gore
785
governor of Louisiana receives the highest salary, Daribury
702
$7,500, and that the governor of Rhode Island re- Dorchester
Ellsworth
234
ceives the lowest, $400.

John Page, of

Hampshire, term exWednesday in June,

HEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Enfield

Franconia
Grafton
1840. Groton

Census of the stale for the years 1830 and 1840.

Merrimack county.
1830.

Allenstown

483

1840.

455 Hopkinton

1830.
2,474
1,042

Hanover

2,454

1,492

443
1,207

689
2,361
2,153

1,169 London
1,640 Haverhill
1,965 Newbury
SI6 Hebron
538
793
1,001 IVew London 913
1,016 Hill
1,090
1,331 N'orthfield
1,169
1,413 Holderness 1,429
1,643 Pembroke
1,336
1,312
1,028 Pitlsfield
1,719 Bartlett
1,271
644
4,903 Salisbury
1,332 Berlin
1,379
73
950 Sutton
1,424 1,361 Cambridge
1,205 Warner
2,221 2,159 Carroll
108
1,281 Wilmot
934 1,212 Clarksville
88
1,715
Colebrook
542
880 1,175
34,619 36,282 College Grant
Hookeett
Cheshire countij
Columbia
422
1,559 1,454 Rindge
1,269
1,161 Crawford's Grant
Alstead
1,76.5 Rnxbury
322
236 Dalton
Chesterfield 2,046
532
1,07a Stoddard
1,218
1,000 Dumraer
Dublin
65
496 Dixviile
Fitzwilliam 1.229 1,366 Sullivan
6.5fi Suiry
042
539
48
Glhum
Errol
£
1,816
937 1,141 Sivanzey
Hinsdale
1,755 Gorham
11
1,411 Troy
676
Jafirey
1,354
683 Hart's Location
2,374 2,611 Walpoltf
1,979 2,015 Hale's Location
Keene

Andover
Boscawen

1,324
2,093
1,065
Bow
1,285
Bradford
Canterbury 1,663
Chichester 1,084
3,727
Concord
Dunbarton 1,067
1,418
Epsom
1,370
Franklin
1,725
Henniker

Marlborough 822
645
Marlow
875
Nelson

KjchmoDd

1,301

Mercimack 1,191
Millord
1,303
763
1,549 Ml. Vernon
652 Nashua
2,417
1,124 New Boston 1,680
1,303 N. Ipswich 1,673
2,366 Pelham
1,075
834 Peterboro'
1,984
1,345 Sharon
271
1,803 Society Land 154
641
1,333 Temple
1,144 Weare
2,430
1,565

481 Windsor
Wilton

1,0

3,235
1,275

Lebanon

779 Lincoln
747 Lisbon

251

247
934

951

957

1,858

1,754

50

76

1,485 1,082
1,435
1,778
1,321
1,496
1,804
1,735
413 Nash 8t Sawyer's Loc, 1'

1.153 Littleton
1,513 flyman
1,576 Lyme

54 Orange
800 Orfoi'd
76P Piersiont
30(1

Plymouth

405

463

1,839
1,042
1,175

1,707
1,057
1,232
1,110
4
1,045

Rumney
993
523 States Land
1,201 Thornton
1,049
870 Warren
702
2,613 Waterville
96
2,67a Wentworth
624
.5»f Woodstock
291
99S
1,514

1,528

3,691

Coos county.
Jackson

938
63
1,119

472
42,215

615
495

584
575

1,187

19
1,316

57

380

Noilhnmber'd342
Pinkhara's Grant
Randolph
143
Shelburne
312

399

Jefferson

Kilkenny
Lancaster
Milan
Milbfield

12

350
236
349
StewartstowD 529
630
Strafford
443
441
Whitefield
685
751
Wentwortli's Location 25
Stark

831 Westmorel'dI,647
Indian Stream
626 VVinchesler 2,052 2.065
835
'Separated from Effingham
„_ „
1,165
27,016 26,430 was taken.
j

720
6,054
1,570
1,578
1,003
2,163

37,762 42,478

Grafton county.
1,284 Landaff
1,591

1,113
1,455

8,390
after the

9,849

census of 1830

Sullican connly.
1,401

NILES'
Towns,
Gran by

1840.

2,609
1,060
1,695

Hartlaiid

Manchester
Marlborough

713

Suffielii

Simsbury
Windsor

985 5

filoo in field

Total

124
161
119
9
43

1,844

55,628

51,141

325

Net! gain, 4,487.

New Haven county.
N. Haven city* 12.960)
787 V 10,673
643 i

Fair Haven
Westville
BradlorJ
North Bradford
Cheshire

\fX\

East Haven
Guilford

Hamden
Millord

Meriden
Madison
Middiebury
North Haven
Orange
Oxford
Prospect
South bury
Wallingford

761

316

1,349
1,329
1,623

1,282
1,341
1,763
651
1,557
2,413

1,542
2,255

7
251

599
153
63
131
199
172
6

55
67
12
138
103
15
163

2,052

77

3,668

3.070

593

633

843

l.f7lS

Wolcott
Total,

1,229
2.344
1,666
2,256
1,708
1,809

543

Woodbridge
Bethany
Waterbury

2.332

2,253

43,690

43,843 Nett gain, 4,842,

New London

New London

county.

5.523
Norwich city
4,200 )
Town except city 3,039 5

4.356

1,172

5,179

2,060

Bozrah

1,063

Colchester
Franklin

2,101
1,000
2,963

1,079
2,073
1,194

Grotoii

)

Ledyarcl

1,871 5

Griswold

Lebanon

2,166
2,854 )
1,439 5
1,052
2,194

Montville
North Stonington
Preston
Stonington

1,990
2.270
1,727
3,398

Salem
Waterford

Lyme
East Lyme
Lisbon

Total,

4.305
2,212
4,092
1,166
2,555
1,972
2,340
1,935
3,401

114
361

815

959

2,331

2,477

144
146

44,501

570
208

42,295 Nett gain, 2,206.

Fuirfield county.

Bridgeport city

Town

3,294 )
except city 1,276 )

2,800

1,770

4,226

1,231

'

Fairfield

Westpnrt
Broolifield

Darien

Danbury
jreenwich
Sunlington

Monroe
Norwalk

Newton

Vew Fairfield
Hew Canaan
Redding
Kidgefield

Stamford

Sherman
Stratford

!,654

1,803
1,255
1,080
4,503
3,921
1,323
1 ,355

3,859
3,199

1,255
1,212
4,311
3,801
1,371
1,522
3,702
3,096

S56

939

2,213
1,675
2,467
3.516

1,830
1,6S6
2,305
3,707

947

Sharon
Torrington
Winchester

Woodbury
Warren
Washington
Watertown
Total

3,712

1,730

1,529
2,852
1,382
2,412
1,797
2,455
1,880
1,815

Derby

Hartford
Milford
Plymoutli
Salisbury

3,220

3,853

New
New

Roxbury
21

2,690
2,221

3,824

Welliersfield

Gai

704

1,S87
2,669
1,S96
2,2S3 )

Soulliington
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1830.
2,733
1,221
1,576

132
192
120

157
103

1,708

3,974
2,205

971
2,551
2,407
1,707
1,666
1,947

2,
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1830.
1,766
3,979
2,064
1,122
2,580
2,615
1,651
1,766
2,045

873

936

1,622
1,442

1.621
1,500

Gain.

Lo

141
151

29
203

THE UNION.
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NILES'
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his inaugural address, of which,
that paper remarks that it is "just such as might be
expected from the known abilities of the aulhor."
The address is characterised as a profound, judicious

same day, contains

and statesmanlike document, containing much to
engage the attention of men of reflection, statesmen
and political economists.

A

considerable portion of the address of gov. Coris devoted to the important and fruitful subject
of banking, in its various aspects. The objections
vphichare urged against the system, as now existing,
are stated, their degree of resonableness analysed,
and so far as founded in truih. the means of remedy
discussed or suggested. With regard to the general question, as to the utility or even necessity of
banks, in a country such as oiirs, which would make
the most of its means, and with the least practicable
delay, the following paragraph is to the purpose:
"If the community were deprived of that credit
which is now furnished by banks, any one conversant
with the enterprising spirit of our people will at once
see that individuals and voluntary associations would
It then becomes
furnish that credit in other forms.
a question, which of these two is salest to the laboring and producing classes? If this be the true question, and our experience is not utterly deceptive,
its solution at once results in favor of incorporated
companies, guarded by every provision which the
wisdom of the legislature may suggest."

win

—

As a means of improvement in the state banking
system, and of giving greater firmness anil ability to
the banks, to withstand the shocks consequent upon
revulsions in the business of the country, gov. Corwin suggests, the establishment of a state bank,
with a convenient number of branches at proper
with such capital as the busipoints in the state
ness of the country would seem to require. Tfte
state to own one-fifth of the whole stock, and each
branch to own the balance of its own stock. The
whole capital to be pledged for the liabilities of each
branch; and the amount of circulation, at any ami
all the branches, to bear a proportion to the capital
employed the proportion to be fixed by the legis-

—

—

lature.

Another plan of reform suggested is, to "recharter so many of the present banks of Ihe state, as
shall be thought necessary, and such of them only,
as on thorough examiriation shall be found to be in
a sound and healthy condition."

Either of these plans might, it is suc,'gested in the
message, be made to work beneficially for the ge
neral interests.

LOUISIANA.
Votes for electors
Parishes.

—

Official.
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it was a fearful interest. It
active, and at times powerful beyond
Yet it
the careless estimate of a confiding people.
was an interest whicli a people free from debt need

while, without restraint,

was aUvays

but from which any people loaded with
or private, had every thing to apprehend. It. was a corporate interest, representing no
feeling to which human beings are susceptible, and
destitute, from its nature, of all human sympathies.
not

fear,

debt, public

"

There was still another interest which should be,
in his judgment, in favor of a national debt, pee se.
He referred to the men and interests in the country
which favored the establishment and preservation of
a national bank as an institution to regulate our
currency and credit. He did not speak of this interest as that of a political parly in the country, or
as connected with any existing polilical party. His
object was to follow the course of argument of the
honorable senator from Massachusetts, and take a
financial view of the topics under discussion; and
he believed in his heart that every man who desired
the establishment and perpetuation of a national
bank of the United Slates should desire, as the only
safe and secure foundation for

|jermanent nalional debt. In his opinion, that was
the only safe corner stone, the only secure defence,
It was not his
lor a national bank in this country.
object, upon the present occasion, to question the
p.driolism, or purity of ))nrpose, of any friend of a
nalional bank.
He would not, if he could avoid it,
indke this discussion political, much less partisan.
He had looked at our own history, and found that
a national debt had been the apology, and, as he
thought, the conlrolling cause, of our two former
he believed further, that the
national banks; an
existence and continuance of the debt had given to
both the most of the permanency and stability which
they had manifisled to the country, as money institutions controlling our currency and credit.
He had also referred himself to Ihe pecuniary institutions of England, and became equally satisfied
that Ihe national bank there could not sustain itself
lor an hour, with iU conceded power over the paper system of that commercial country, if disconnected from the British nalional debt. The capilal
of the bank consists of the debt, and the country is
How, then,
i 3 debtor for the credit it commands.
is the country to get rid of the bank but by the payment of the debt, and how can the debtor, though
the proudest government in the world, control the
creditor, while these embarrassing relations exist?
It cannot be done, and hence the Bank of England
must be as enduring as the debt of England.
So here. So every where. When a government
13 in debt, and requires a permanent credit beyond
its means of payment, it may require a government
bank to manage and regulate its fiscal affairs; to extend credit when its necessities require, and so regulate private business as to make that extension
1

.

such an institution, a

safe

and profitable

to itself.

He must then
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national debt, because every preceding administraSuch
tion had found a national ilebt in existence.
a debt was contracted during the war of the revolution, before our present government was formed,
and was first finally extinguished during the administration of general Jackson, and yet he believed he
safe in saying that every administration had
borrowed money, and thus ailded to the existing
made payments towards its extinguishment. While, therefore, it was true that no
administration prior to that of Mr. Van Buren had
Ae^j-un a debt, either in a time of peace or war, and
that no administration prior to that of general Jackson had paid off and extinguished our national debt,

was

debt, and had

it

was

also true that

all

administrations, as well in

peace as war, had borrowed money, contracted debts
and paid debts. The simple assertion of the senator,
then, that Mr. Van Buren's was the first administration which had begun a debt in time of peace did
not in his judgment, and he pronounced the opinion
with deference, present fairly to the country Ihe president or his administraiion.
It might be proper here to remark that, if the subsequent positions of the senator were sound, no debt
had been begun under Mr. Van Buren's administration, because a national debt had not ceased to exist.
That which had been treated as our national debt in
our laws and in our fiscal accounts was extinguished during the administration of general Jackson;
but if the items of Indian and other claims referred
to by the senator are to be set down as items of na
lional debt, then has our national debt never been
paid, and the administration of Mr. Vau Buren cannot have "begun" such a debt.
The true and fair question is, however, why and
under what circumstances has any portion of debt
been contracted under this administration?
It would not be necessary for him (Mr. W. said)
to spend much time in answering this inquiry, as
most of the senators present were members of the
body in 1S37, and would retain personal recollec-

tions of the whole matter. All would remember that
congress was convened extraordinarily, for the single purpose of supplying the treasury and enabling
it to preserve the public faith and honor; that this
call was not made at a time of scarcity or want in
the public funds, but when our revenue were most
abundant, when we had millions on deposite with
the banks, and millions due from them; that their
inability to pay the drafts of the treasurer, in conformity with the lavrs of congress, created the want
and compelled the call of congress; and that the
same inability of the banks compelled us, by the admission of all, to borrow money upon the credit of
Ihe people to keep the national treasury in operation.
This new debt was not, then, contiacted, or, in
the language of the senator, "begun," because the
extravagance of the administration had expended
our substance. No; but because our trustees, because those with whom the money of the people had
been placed for safe keeping, could not pay upon
demand according to our laws because our millions
upon millions were without our control, in the keeping of banking institutions, and the credit of the
people was resorted to, to sustain the faith and honor
What was the extent of the power
of the country.
then conferred upon the administration to contract a
debt?
If his recollection served him, it was
And what were our dues from the
.$10,000,000.
banks alone? If he was not mistaken, some thirteen
millions
of dollars; and beyond that, one
or fourteen
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Those of 1839 were some six millions less; those (or
18-10 had been from two to three millions less than
those lor 1839, and the estimates for 1841 were materially less than those for any preceding year.
This, then was both sides of the book; it was Ihe
present administration as it is, in reference to expenditures.
During its terra, those expenditures had
been undergoing a rapid reduction, from Ihe commencement of its lour years to the present hour.
This was a just and entire viev/ of the matter.
The next position taken by the honorable senator
was the most material one in his argument, and
without which Mr. W. might not have felt himself
called upon to make this reply.
The senator did
not even assert his point; but, in a manner most
courteous, expressed his opinion that the president
had made a variety of mistakes and omissions in his
statement of the present national debt, as given in
his me.ssage; that the country is, in fact, more in
debt than the president andsecrelary of the treasury
have represented it to be, and that, without his correction of these mistakes, these excesses of debt
might be charged over to the coming administration,
and the present might retire under appearances
more favorable than the facts would warrant.
To examine these opinions and apprehensions of
the honorable senator, and to try them by the facts,
should now be his aim and effort, and was the purpose which had principally induced him to appear
before the senate upon the present occasion.
It was admitted that the president had referred to
the balance of outstanding treasury notes truly. He
had stated that the amount unredeemed did not exceed four and a half millions of dollars, but the complaint was that he had represented that as the whole
debt of the country at the present time, and as the
amount which would constitute the whole debt at
the lime when he should hand over the administration of its affairs to his successor.
Now, how had
the senator sought to show that the president had
been mistaken? By referring to what was called the
trust funds; and principally, and, he believed, entirely, to those portions of those funds which apperIn reference to the Indian. trust
tain to the Indians.
funds, he said not that the fact was so, but that, on
examination, he was inclined to believe that portions
of them had been actually expended for the ordinary uses of the treasury, and were now a debt resting upon the country; that the moneys stipulated by
Indian treaties to be invested had not all been invested, but that some hundreds of thousands of dollars of those moneys had been paid outand expended, and were now a debt against the treasury.
He
(Mr. WrigU) had taken as much pains to obtain information upon these points as the time which had
elapsed since Ihe senator's remarks were made
would permit; and, as he designed to state the facts
fairly, plainly and truly, as far as he was able, and
as the various Indian treaties varied in their provisions as to the trusts constituted under them, and
conferred upon the United States, he would be compelled to speak of certain treaties and certain trusts
separately, each by itself, to make himself understood, and to enable others to understand the facts.
He would refer then, in the first place, to the treaty
with the Chickasaw Indians, as that treaty was peculiar, and the trust constituted and assumed was
novel in our dealings with the Indian tribes. In
this case, the United States had become the voluntary trustee of the Chickasaws, and had stipulated
to sell their lands as the public domain of the United
States is sold, to deduct simply the expenses of the
treaty, of the survey and sale of the lands, and suoh
other expenses as might be incurred for account of
the Indians, not including any commissions or other

repeat, that, in his judgment, every
cveiy interest, in this country, favorable
to a national bank, should be also favor.ible to a
national debt, as the only safe foundation upon
which such a superstructure can be erected with
any reasonable promise of permanency.
He must conclude, therefore, that there were in
strong, powerful and active
this country interests
interests
in favor of a national debt, per .sf; that
these interests have favored, do now favor, and will
continue to favor the contraction and perpetuation
of a national debt for the advantages which they may of the prominent and worthy objects of the loan was
derive from it, and that the president was wise in to extend indulgence upon duty bonds to the inerwarning his countrymen against their influence in cliants of the country, who were equally distressed
this direction.
Oiher interests might be added to with the public treasury from the revulsions of the
compensation to the trustee, and to account to them
the enumeration, but these were sufficient to eluci- time.
Under such circumstances it was that the
for all the moneys which shall remain unexpended.
date the argument, and show the danger to be con- present administration "began a debt in time of
In other words, the treaty binds the United States
stanlly apprehended.
peace."
sell the lands of these Indians to the best advanto
is,
that
senator
The honorable senator, if he (Mr. Wright) had
The next position of the honorable
tage, to account to them for the whole proceeds, and
understood liiin correctly, ailinitted that the views the administraiion of Mr. Van Buren has expended
to manage such of their cash funds as shall remain
reveaccruing
the
than
annually
pf the president, as expressed in his message, upon much more money
in the hands of Ihe government, without charge for
That he (Mr. fKrig/'O believed to be true;
Ihe subjoct of a national debt were correct and nue.
in trouble or responsibility.
sound, but seemed to question his right to give them but he did not propose to follow the senator at all
Upon inquiry at the treasury department, he
say,
would
he
to his countrymen, b'cause, as he contended, they the data given to prove the position;
learned that a law of congress had placed the princiwere contrary to the practice of the administration what he was sure would not be controverted, that
pal part of the money to be received under this treayear
just
year
by
expended,
had
and of the president at its head.
the administration
in charge of the head of that department, for Ihe
To prove this position, he asserts that the present so much and no more money than congress had ap- ty
that every purpose of investment; that small portions belonging
is the first administration, under our institutions, propriated and ordered to be expended;
orphans and to certain members of
Chickasaw
to
exceeded
by
which has begun a national debt in time of peace. year the appropriations of congress had
the tribe denominated "incompetent Chickasaws,"
The assertion is true; and yet is it a f.iir presentation millions tlie estimates of expendilure presented toil remained in charge of the secretary of war; that, of
a
it was
that
and
departments;
of the point intended to be discussed? Is it calcu- by the executive
of the secretary of the treasury,
to meet the money in charge
lated to do justice to the president or to his adminis- matter for congress to provide the means
has been invested, over and above the portion
traion?
Why did not Ihe senator tell us that the the expenditures itself directed. But it would not all
in conformity with the treaty,
expenses
in
consumed
the
hoif
administration of general Jackson was the first, un- have been unjust to that administration
which there has been time to invest since the reder our institutions, which ever paid a national debt? norable senator had said, in passing, that, during
ceipts; that the money is mostly paid in at the Ponpublic
the
of
mass
the
existence,
It would have been as true; and yet the assertion, every year of its
Mississippi, and some
tioc land office, in the state of
presented in this way, would have been calculated expenditures had been materially and rapidly reducreturns of sales, and to
is required to get the
to do injustice to every administration preceding ed!
The expenditures of 1S3S were shown by the lime the money into the treasury; that there may
bring
the
report—
that of general Jackson.
The fact is, that no admi- president's message and Ihe secretary's
to $30,000 of these funds in
in be now from !iJ20,000
nistration prior to that of Mr. Van Buren had ever two documents to which the senator had referred
1837.- the land offices, in IransUu, and in the treasury, but
existed under our constitution which could bc"m a this discussion— to be less than those of

—

man and

—

'

—

—
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that no portions of them have been expended
general uses of the treasury, and that investments
are invariably made as soon as the sum accumiMated
is sufficient to authorise a negotiation for stoclis.
The honorable senator will see, therefore, that his
for the

conjecture that some three or lour hundred thousand
dollars of these funds had been expended is mistaken, and that no addition to the public debt is to be

sought in

this quarter.

Whether or not there were small sums arising under this treaty in the care of the war department,
and not yet invested, he did not know, as time had
not been allowed him to call upon the head of that
department for the information. Still he supposed
this information immaterial for this argument, as
money in the charge of the war department could not
be iu the treasury, and therefore could not be reached
by a warrant upon the treasury, or expended in the
ordinary calls upon it.
It was proper here to remark further, that the only
Indian money in the charge of the secretary of the
treasury for investments is the portion of the Chickasaw fund before pointed out. All those moneys,
arising under otiier treaties, are, by the treaties, committed to the charge of the secretary of war, and
congress has not yet transferred their custody to the
treasury.

Investments of Indian moneys, to large amounts,
had been made both under the direction of the secretary of war and the secretary of the treasury, and
accounts of the transactions had been laiil before
The honorable senator had referred to
congress.
them, and had spoken of the prices in .some cases
paid for stocks, in a manner to give the impression
that he suspected the investments had not been prudently and cautiously made. Mr. W. believed ail the
investments had been confined to stocks of the state?,
a description of security which he felt sure that senator would not willingly depreciate or disparage, and
if he would refer to the dates of the respective investments, and lo the prices current of the stocks
in the principal markets of the country, at the seve-

ground would be discovered

ral periods, little

complaint upon

for

this point.

He would now

pass to another class of references
made by the honorable senator, and where, in the
opinion of Mr. Wright,he approximated more near.
ly to the discovery of a debt, technically speaking,
which is not noticed by the president. He alluded
to the senator's reference to several Indian treaties
in a group, viz;
One with the Ottawas and Chippewas,
$200,000

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

Osages,
Delawares,
Sioux of Mississippi,
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi,
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri,

Winnebagoes,
Creeks,
Savvays,

I

6!),120
4(),080

300,000
200,000
157,400
1,100,000
350,000
157,500

$2,380,100

These

treaties severally stipulate that the sums
shall be invested by the United State;
for the benefit of the several tribes of Indians named,

above named

and he believed it to be true that, as yet, none ol
the sums had been invested, but that congress had
preferred to appropriate annually the interest upon
them, as part of the current annual expenses of the
country. All of the treaties except one, that will
the Delawares, had been concluded since the com
raencement of the year, 1S37, and his information
was that, in all the cases, very few sales of the lands
ceded by the respective treaties had yet been made;
not enough, in many cases, lo cover the expenses of
the treaties, and in none sufficient to bring into tin
treasury any considerable portion of the capital re
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or pay

it,
it out under any provision of the treaties,
possession a document which he had obtained for
until congress shall have appropiiated it by law, and another purpose, and which contained a schedule
directed its application.
In these cases, as he had of the entire Indian treaties up to last year. He
before said, the lands had not been sold, the money should think
for he had not taken the trouble to
had not come into the treasury, and congress had count them that there were several hundreds, and,
peferred rather to appropriate the annual interest on casting his eye over them this morning, he found
than to borrow the money in advance, for the single they commenced, at the latest, as early as 1790, and
purpose of funding it.
had been made constantly, if not strictly annually,
He cheerfully admitted that the amount was a up to this time.
debt, as far as the treaty making power could imThe practice of stipulating to invest sums of capose a debt upon the country; but it was not a lia- pital, though not new in the administration of our
bility upon the treasury within the laws of congress, Indian affairs, had gieatly increased within the last
and could not, therefore, be recognised as a debt by few years. He had had occasion to become personthe secretary of Ihe treasury in presenting the state ally acquainted with an old ea?e.
He referred to
of the treasury, its means and liabilities, to con- the deposite by the Seneca Indians of N'ew York,
gress.
The government was bound to pay the in- of the sum of" $100,000 with llie United States, beterest upon these sums to the Indians, or forfeit its ing a part of the consideration money for their posfaith, jdedged through the treaty making power, or ae.isory title to their reservations under the stipulait was bound to invest Ihe principal so that the Intion on the part of Ihis government, as he was indians might receive the interest from other debtors. formed and believes, that they should receive six
Congress had exercised its option, and preferred to per cent, interest upon their capital so loaned. He
appropriate the interest simply, and wait the sale of spoke fom recollection, and would not be confident,
the lands to realize the capital lo be invested.
but his impression was that the contract was entered
[Here Mr. Web<!ler inquired, "where did con- into in 1806. He could further inform the senator
ress g"et the option?'*]
that, during the administration of John Qiiincy
Mr. Wright asked, does it not follow, from the Adams, this money had been invested in Ihiee per
very nature of the tiansarlions between the parties? cent, stocks of the United States, then outstanding,
The Indians sell and convey their lands to the U. and that congress, while he was a member of the
States, and surrender the title and possession to- other branch, as he now recollected and believed,
gether, upon the failhof treaty stipulations. In appropriated the other $3,000, or about that sum, to
consideration of the lands sold, the United Stales make up to the Indians the interest to which they
agree lo hold certain portions of the purchase mo- were entitled. This was an old case, and he spoke
ney, and invest them for the Indians. The U. Stales from memory in regard to it; but from it the honoralone are trusted, and Ihe receipt by the Indians able .senator could see that, ifwe were now to go back
of Ihe animal interest upon the sums to be invest- to the commencement of our Indian relations and
ed is a good compliance with the contract to them. bring up a new account of public debt, we should be
Would it not be a perfect technical compliance if co,i;pelled to look far behinil the time of Mr. Van
the government were, by way of investment, to Biiren, as well as to begin an entire new calculation
issue to the Indians its own stocks?
And can it be of debt. If the honorable senator would look for
material, so long ns the United Stales choose to re- the investment of this Seneca fund of $100,000, be
main the debtors, whether this form be gone through thought he would look in vain, and yet it had never
with, or the treaty be left as the evidence of liabili- appeared in any statement from the treasury as an
ty, and congress annually appropriate the interest item of our public dubt.
An estimate for the inteon the money as it would upon the stocks? It seem- rest would be found in every annual estimate of exed to him that the inquiry of the senator raised a penditure since the redemption of the government
distinction without a dilference of inteiest on either stock in which the last investment was made, but
side, and questioned the light of congress toils the capital was not mentioned, because it had not
option in a case where the option could not but ex- been reappropriated for a dillerent investment. Still
ist from the nature of the transactions.
The most the senator would not be disposed to charge this
the Indians can claim is the liability of the United $100,000 to the present administration as a debt conStales for the interest and principal of their money. tracted by it, and to be unjustly palmed off upon its
That they have by the solemnity of treaty stipula- successors.
tions, while the money is not invested.
When it
Yet this was but a fair sample of the policy of
shall be, they may have securities of a less desira- going back into these Indian relations to find an exble character, but in conformity with their contract. isting debt, not disclosed, against the present admiThe only question, then, which coiild inSueuce nistration. Ifwe adopt the idea, we must go back,
congress, in its option, was the interest of this go
not to 1806, but to 17.90, and bring up the account
vernmenland Ihe convenience of its treasury.
through all (he administrations which have existed
Could it be wise for congress in the fulfilment of under our constitution, and then solve the question,
treaties of Ihis character, a'ld with such parties, and whether that administration is to be most censured
at a lime when there was not a surplus of money in for contracting debt, which has succeedeil in extinthe treasury, to have directed loans upon the credit guishing most Indian title to the public domain of
of the people for Ihe payment of debts, the pay- the country, or vi'hether the debts so contracted have
ment of which was not a mailer of feeling or inte- been and aie considered as resting upon a sure fun.
rest with the creditor, and for the eventual payment for their redemption iu the lands purchased, while
of which an ample fund had been provided by the the treaties are, in every other respect, beneficial to
teiias of Ihe contract which made the debt?
Could the country, to its population and prosperity, and to
loans have been made at a rale of interesl less than its treasury.
that stipulated to be paid lo the Indians?
Thai will
He believed Ihe last and the present administranot be pretended.
tions had extinguished more Indian titles and brought
Where, then, is (he cause o( complaint or of more of the public lands into the market, and within

—
—

It is simply in the assumption that here is a
debt not mentioned by the president, and still a debt
against the public treasury and the people of the
country.
Is this so, in the sense in which the complaint has
been preferred by the honorable senator against the
quired to be invested.
message of the president? Mr. Wright had admitAnother reason exists for the non-inveslmenr of ted that there was a liability to pay,
and an ample
these sums, which has its loiindation in Iheconstitu
fund in the lanrls cedeil by the Indian treaties to
It is, that congress has nei- make
lion of the country.
the payment, and had attempted to show that
ther provided nor appropriated the money required congress had acted wisely in
appropriating the into make the investments; and, without an appropri- terest upon the money merely,
until the sale of the
ation by law, neither the secretary ol the treasury lands shouM bring
into the treasury interest ami
nor the president can take money from the treasury principal, and thus enable
the investment to be
for these or any other purposes.
The treaties create made without the ronlraclion of a permanent debt.
the liability against the U. States for the .$2,580,100
Was there any thing in all this new or singular,
but it is not a debt within the law, and cannot bt or peculiar to this administration?
How long had
noticed as such by the fiscal officer until congress this government been
making tiealies with the Inrecognise it, and provide for it by the proper consti- dians for the purchase
of their land and contractThe treaties are the acts of ing obligations with them? And
tutional appropriation.
if these are items
the president and senate, the tre^ity making powe
of the public debt, why not their annuities for the
of the country, but congress and the presiilent, the purchase of the
same lands, which are of a large
law making power, can alone pay money even un- amount? They are
debts in the nature of investder a treaty. If, then, every acre of the land ceded mi'iits, but they
are never reported as part of the
by the Indians, and purchased by and for the benefit public debt
of the country. Neither are to be found
of the United Slates under these several treaties, in any
reportheretofore made from the financial dewere lo be sold to- morrow, and the money paid into paitmont
of the government, under any administrathe treasury, neither the secretary of war, nor tion
which has ever existed, as items of our public
the secretary of the treasury, nor any other person, debt.
They are not so by the law, and they have
could legally or coustitulionally invest one dollar of uever
been so treated iu practice. He bad in his

fault?

the reach of settlement, than any other two, if not
more than all preceding administrations; and, as a
necessary consequence, the amounts of purchase
money paid, and agreed to be paid, in the shape of
annuities, investments and otherwise, would be greaBut what
ter than under previous administrations.
had hitherto been the estin.ale placed by Ihe conntrv upon such policy successfully prosecuted? Had
we been in the habit of setting down these purchases
As imof Indian lands as bad and losing bargains?
posing burdens upon the treasury, and debts upon the
country? Or as improving Ihe public revenues, and
strengtliening the treasury, while they enriched the
country? Had it ever been supposed that the lands
purchased were not much more than sufficient to pay
the debts contracted?
If, however, this movement was the inrlication of
a change of policy by the coming administration in
regard to Ihe lands; if the fund (bus provided to pay
these debts is to be sepaialeil from the debts; if the
lands, or their proceeds, are to be given away, and
the liabilities incurred under the Indian treaties are
to be left unpaid upon the hands of this government,
then indeed the amounts due to the Indians, as well
in annuities as investments, or otherwise, may justly he counted as debts, as permanent, enduring debts,
only to be paid by taxation upon the people. He
would tell the senator, however, that that adminis"
tralion, and that party, which shall adopt Ihis new

policy, and give

away

(he lacUs without discharg-

—
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incurred for their purchase,
and the party which will

will be Ihe ailiuiiiislralion

charge these sums upon the people as debts, and
which must bear the responsibility of the act.
The iionorabic senator proposes to have a new set
or books opened lo protect the next administration
(roui the debts and liabilities incurreil by this; to establish what he calls "a rest" between them.
Mr.
Wrighl would go with him to do this; but he should
iosist that the accounts be fairly stated, and the books
fairly kept; that when the senator had charged the
administration of Mr. Van Buren with the debts due
to the Indians, he should credit it with the lands
which formed the consideration for the debts. In
this Vt^y, the account would present (he whole truth,
and he did not fear the responsibility of balancing the
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debt?
Are they so, in fact? They have been presented year after year, and session after session, to
the congress of the United States, and a congress
has not yet been found to recognise a dollar of theto.
And were the executive olHcers, in the face of this
action of congress, to declare them public debts, to
state their amount, and call upon congress for proThe slightest reflection
vision for their payment?

would convince the senator that such was a very
uncertain and dangerous way to make up an amount
of debt. It would be nothing short of executive
usurpation of a fearful character.
Then the debts for Imlian depredations at the
north
as, if he understood Ihe senator correctly,
he knew
this was one of his heads of enumeration
nothing of them he knew not what or where they

—

entered into to acquire its title to a large portion of
the public domain, and upon which, therelore, Ihe
moneys paid and jiayable under that ti-ealy are justly chargeable, and iiom the proceeds of which they
shoulil be rcimbuised lo the public treasury.
Still, this treaty being included, the proceeds of
the public lands wouLI cl?ar all former administrations, as well as the present, from any responsibility
for debts contracted under Indian treaties.
Let the
new set of books, then, show both sides of the account, and contain a full and fair statement of the
whole matter, and we shall not hear that this or any
other administration has run the country in debt by
the exiinguishment of Ihe Indian title to our immense public domain. Lit the proceeds of the land
stand against the moneys paid and the liabilities incurred, and see if these have been bad and unprofitable and losing bargains.
Is this to be charged at this day, and from that
quarter? How long is it since we heard a very different account of these Indian contracts?
Since he
had been honored with a seat here, the charge had
been made in lliis cliiaiber, and repeated much more
loudly and widely out of it, that our Indian policy
was a swindling policy; that we were purchasing
their lands for a song, and driving them to the ends
of the earth for a resling place. Then, the charge
was that we were making cruel bargains with the
ignorant savages, the poor Indians! Now, it is that
this adminisi ration has been loading the country with
debt by making these same bargains. It will not do,
(said Mr. W.) it is too soon to make this short turn
and wholly change the cliaracter of the complaints
growing out ol our Indian relations. The facts will
The bargains, as a
not sustain the last position.
whole, have been profitable, vastly profilable, to the
public treasury, and the land? yet unsold constitute
a fund a hundred fold more than sufficient to dis-

der a resolution of the senate of the last session?
There are ten thousand claims on the files of the
two houses of congress, and are they debts, to be
charged to the admiipistration of Mr. Van Buren?—
Was'ihis to be done b:'foie congress had recognised
their justice, or

made them debts

at all?

He

hoped

and he believed not.
Again, the honorable senator said, if he (Mr.
Wri}ht) understood him aright, that the secretary
of the treasury had authorised the assumption that
this administration was to throw a balance of debt
on the next, by the admission that he did not anticipate the payment of the outstanding treasury
notes previous to Maich, 1342.
[iVIr. ffefis/cr observed that he was not conscious
not,

of having slated that.]
Mr. Wii»ht did not wisli to misrepresent the senator, but he had so understood him, and so read
his remarks published in the Intelligencer of this
morning. He wonhl, however, refer to Ihe 7th
page of'the annual leport of the secretary of the
treasury for the present year, now upon our tables,
to prove that such was not his anticipation, but
meet
that he expected tlie revenues of 1841 would
outthe expenses of that year, redeem the whole
standing balance of four and a half millions of treasui V notes, and leave in the treasury, in money, on
the' 1st of January, 1S42, the sum of $824,27.3.
The statement of the secretary is as follows:
"More details concerning Ihe estimates of the
next year will be proper, and will illustrate the correctness of some of the preceding results.
posses"It may be stated, from the best data in
sion of this department, that the receipts, under the
existing laws, will probably be as follows:

A

that d.

would abandon the discussion with the single remark, that tile honorable senator would be fortunate
if he lound the new administration clear of obligations of Ihat character, either at its commencement
or its close.
What was the debt growing out of the Florida
war! He (Mr. IViigId) was ignorant of it, unless
it consisted of claims or losses sustained by citizens
in consequence of that war; and did any man suppose that the presid.int of the United States, or the
secretary of the treasury, was authorised to present
those claims to the country as a part of its public

ed debt, unless congress authorise conextending the
Thus, there
will be required.
On account of Ihe funded debt, chiefly
for the cities of this District
$149,200
For the redemption of treasury notes, if
all the others be issued which can be
under the present law; as then the
amount returned within A. D. 1841
4,500,000
will probably not exceed
tracts to be formed for
lime of their payment.

$4,649,200

Estimated balance in the treasury at the
close of (he next year, after all pay19824,273"
ments whatever
It

Hence, there may be added, from these

several sources, so much as to make
24,723,473
the whole means lor the next year
the other hand, the expenditures for
if conpurpose^,
ordinary
for
1841,
gress make no reduction in the appropriations requested by the different
19,250,001)
departments, are estimated at

On

in the treasury, at Ihe close of the year, equal lo 5,473,473

This would leave a balance

was

not, then,

supposed by the secretary that

this debt of four and a half millions was to be thrown
over to 1842. He expressly anticipated its payment in 1841. He would now pass very briefly to

other topics.

The honorable senator complained that the president, in his message, and the secretary, in his report, had made reference to the money ou deposite
with the states, and called with earnestness to know
whether the president, or the secretary, had recommended the withdrawal of that money, or any part

sunposed that a j:ist debt. The Meade claim' Many
In short, why not prethought similarly of Ihat.
sent the ten thousand claims which their secretary
told him would, in a day or two, be inventoried, un- of

charge every remaining liability. So much for this
$19,000,000
mode of showing the president in error in his state- From customs
3,500,000
ment of our public debt.
From lands
80,000
The honorable senator proceeded to enum^^rate Fiom miscellaneous
other heads, under which he did not assert, but ex- Add Ihe expected balance in Ihe treasu1,530,8.55
pressed his suspicion, that there were existing debts.
ry, available on the Ist of January next
He did not attempt to enumerate items of debt, and
it was impossible tor Mr. Wright to conjecture what
The aggregate of ordinary means for the
24,160,855
next year w'ould then be
the items were, or for what the debts were suspected lo have been contracted. The heads enumerated There will be nothing more, either of
principal or interest, due from b.inks,
were, debts for the public works, debts for the Florida war, debts for Indian depredations at the north,
which is likely to be made available,
220,000
and debts for other things. Well, now as to the debts
except about
there
works;
might
for public
be such, but he (Mr.
iiower will exist, under the act of Slst
he did not
March, 1840, to issue treasury notes
IVrighl) did not know what they were
passage expires,
till a year from its
know that flieie were any. He was sure itcoi^d not
but not to make the whole emission
be possible that the senator intended simply to inform
outstanding at any one time exceed
lis that there were public works commenced which
five millions of dollars.
it v.as the interest of the country to prosecute, and
And This will furnish additional m»an3, epual
that money was to be appro|iriated for them.
to the computed amount which can be
if there was a debt for public works, ither than such
issued at the close of the present year,
a prospective obligation, he was ignorant of it. If
342,618
scripiion of account was to be opened, he
being about

—

But certain payments must also be made
on account of the funded and unfund-

—

—

book so kept.
were.
He was aware that one most expen'ive treaty had
But there were "debts for other things:" yes; why
been made, not by this, but the last adiniiiistiation, did not the honorable senator bring in the five milwithout profit lo this government. He referred lo lions for Fiench spoliations previous to the year
the last treaty with the Cherokees, for the extin- ISOO? That wa.s as much a debt as the others. It
guishment of their title (o their lands. These lands was a claim not recognised by congress. The howere principally i:i the state of Georgia, and the norable senator believed it was a debt; he (Mr. W.)
Indian title was e.Kliiignishcd for the benefit of lliat did not. Why not call up the pension list? That is
stale, and not of the national treasury.
Yet this a debt which we must pay until Ihe gallant old soltreaty was but a lata fiillilment of ao obligaiion resl- diers are no more.
It was just as properly presenting upon this government in favor of that state, and ed as the Indian annuities. Why not present ihe
almost as old as the government itself; an obligation claims of the heirs of the late Robert Fulton? Many
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it.

He (Mr.

Wiigid) found no such recommen-

dation, and for the best of all reasons, in his judgment— there was no necessity for it; the revenue
of the year 1841 was expected to be equal to the
expenditures of 1841, including the redemption of
The defour and a half millions of treasury notes.
po>ite with the states was referred to as an item of

property belonging to this government, but was not
mentioned as in the power of the secretary of the
treasury or of the president. It was in the hands
of congress, an accumulation of former years, when
taxation was heavier than at the present lime, and
was referred to, to show that there was no cause for
increased taxation upon the people; that thegovernment, as such, was possessed of means to discharge
every existing liability, and to present a balance of
some seventeen or eighleen millions for the future
This cerdisposition of the national legislature.
The
tainly could be no just cause of complaint.
president and the secretary had been in the exer-

ciseof most responsible

trusts.

They were about

more
to surrender them to others, who would seem
choice.
It
directly to represent the public will and
was their duty to present a true and full account of
as
they
interests,
public
the
and
property
the public
supposed them to exisi; and surely a reference to
an interest of some twenty-eight millions of safely
invested money could not be considered singular or
censurable.

The honorable senator had seen fit further to
complain that the president had not recommended
a modification of the tariff and an increase of taxaWhy should he have done so? The calculation.
and representations of the responsible officer,
charged with that duty, showed that more revenue
was not required for the contemplated service of
the presithe coming year. Why, then, should
increase
dent have recommended measures for an
tions

of revenue?
deficiIf there had been a just anticipation of a
ency of means to meet the wants of the treasury, it
would have been incumbent upon him, as it would
upon Ihe secietary, to have pointed out the mode,
deand recommended Ihe measures, lo supply that
Such did not appear to be their anticificiency.
congress
had
to
communications
pations, and their
their public
been made to conform to their sense of
uncharitable in
It might have been very
duties.
his rehim but when°the senator was indulging in
mar'k^upon this point, he could not but leel that the
diffiexceedingly
the
with
wasimpresserl
eenlleman
points, which the adcult question, the many knotty
to the compresent
to
likely
tariff
is
Ihe
of
iustment
was the manifest ining administration; and that it
in the country that
teFesI of the now dominant party
should come in and
Buren
Van
Mr.
defeated

poor
It could not
Inake an effort to settle it in advance.
of that triumphant parfail to be seen that portions
any man
which
thing
ty would complain of any
subject and the senacould recommend upon this
could not
complaints
that
suppose
tor might kindly
the president.
feelings, Mr. W.
So far from reciprocating these
found necessary (or the
reioiced that it had not been
this vexed question
fouch
to
president
prisent
supposing that it
And he could not be mistaken in
him after the rewould have been indecorous in
at the late elecexperienced
had
he
mendous defeat
alter disputed topics, with a
tions to have reached

now harm

a
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permanent adjustment by

He

was'taking leave of his

Mr. W. rejoiced

to believe

he was doing what he believed it was alone proper
for him to do, confining himself strictly to the discharge of those duties which his short remaining
official term required at his hands.
In reference to
the adjustment of the tarilf he had done as he should
have done he had left the whole matter to those
who are to come after him, and who should be, as
they claim to be, the more immediate and acceptable representatives of the popular will, and he (Mr.
VV.) did not speak untruly when he said his most
ardent wish was that they might be able to adjust
that difficult question happily for the country, and
satisfactorily to every interest involved.
single word more, and he would close.
The
honorable senator concluded with a remark which
manifested a disposition to say that the friends of
this administration were, or were to be made, responsible for the necessity of an extra session of
congress, if a convention of the new congress should
be ordered by the new president. Now he, (Mr.
W.) was one of those who should do every thing in
his power to obviate any such necessity; and to
accomplish that object, with the greatest certainty,
he should use his utmost endeavors to keep the ap-

—

A

propriations of this session within the anticipated
means of the year 1841. He believed the estimates
supplied all the necessary wants, and he intended
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By Mr.

Merrick, a bill anihorising letters testaThe bills noticed yesterday as having been ormentary and of administration to aliens in the Dis- dered to be engrossed, were severally read a third
trict of Columbia.
time and passed.
On motion of Mr. Walker, it was
The following bills were introduced on leave,
Resolved, That the secretary of stale be directed to
twice read, and appropriately referred:
coinmunicaie to the senate the returns of the census of
By Mr. Clay, of Alabama, a bill to amend an act
1840, so far as received into his office, giving only the
aggregate of the population in each state and terrilory, entitled "an act to grant certain relinquished and
designating (he number of whites, of free persons of co- unappropriated lands to the state of Alabama, for
lor, and all oiher persons, in three separaie columns, Ihe purpose of improving the navigation of the
and Slating how far ihe reiurns are incomplete in any Tennessee, Coosa, Cahawba and Black Warrior
state or territory.
rivers," approved May 23, 1S28, and the several
Thesenate then proceeded to take up the general acts supplementary and amendatory
thereto.
orders on the calender.
bill making additional appropriations for combill lor the relief of sundry citizens of Arkan

A

A

who

improvements in consequence
between the United States and the Choctaw Indians, after being advocated and explained
by Mr. Fulton, was ordered to be engrossed.
The bill supplementary to "an act to provide for
the adjustment of titles to land in the town of De
troit and territory of Michigan, and for other pur
sas,

lost their

ol a treaty

poses," passed April 21, 1806, was considered in
cornmittee of the whole, and, after having been ex
plained and advocated by Mr. Porto-, was amended
and ordered to be engrossed.

The bill to authorise the Mount Carmel and New
rail road company to enter on credit
a
quantity of land to aid in the construction of a rail
road, was taken up, when, on motion of Mr. Ben
Albany

to adhere to them strictly.
Having done so, he ton, it was laid on the table.
The bill to regulate the pay and emoluments of
should cheerfully leave it to those who have been
placed in power by a triumphant expression of the pursers i.i the navy was taken up, and explained at
popular voice, to call a congress when they pleased, some length by Mr. Willmms.
Mr. Hubbard hoped the bill would be permitted
and to recommend such measures as they pleased.
to lie over for the present; its features involved
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS -2d SESSION. many changes, which, ill the present condition of

A
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December 22.
number of memorials and petitions were presented, and various papers relalin<>-to
private claims on file, in the secretary's office
vrere
leferred to appropriate committees.
Several

bills

were reported

from committees

'

principally on private claims.
Mr. Prentiss, introduced, on leave, a bill in addition to an act to promote the progress
of the useful arts, referred to the committee on
patents.
Mr. Calhoun introduced, on leave, a bill to cede
the public lands within the limits of
the new
states on certain conditions therein
named

M.T.Norvell brought in a bill to amend and
continue in lorce the act chartering the
cily of Wash
ington, and moved that it be referred
to a select

committee.
After some remai ks from Messrs.
Merrick Pres
ton and Southard, in opposition to
the reference to
a special committee and in favor of referring
it to
the committee on the District of
Columbia, and
Messrs. Norvell and Cloy, of Alabama,
in favor of
a special committee, Mr. Norvell, at the
request of
Mr Atng-, and Mr. Clay, of Alabama, withdrew
his
motion, when the subject was referred to
the committee on the District of Columbia.
On motion of Mr. Haggles,
Resolved, That the committee on
co.iimcrce be insiructed to inquire inio the expediency
of iiuerdiciin
by law the allowance of salvage to iL
ofFicera ana
crews of revenue cutters and of public
armed vessels
employed bv the government in affording
relief to rner'"^ mclemcnt seasons and at oXr
'^

On

motion of Mr. Porter,
That i.he president of the United
States be
to transmit to the senate
any inforniLt on m
'""T.f^^ey directed b^ the a"
of72?h1unri8:^"™
ot
IM\ June, 1838, entitled
"an act to ascertain and
designate the boundary line
between
M^higan and the territory of VViskS,"the s n'e' nf
The bills yesterday ordered to be
engrossed
were severally read a third time and
The resolution introduced by Mr. passed^
Norvell relat
ing to the removal of the chand^elier
wis taken up
and, after a short debate, somewhat
playful in iN
character, in which Messrs.
Tappan, Norvell, Hubbard, and others participated,
the resolution
-"luiiou was
ordered to he on the table.
Resolved,

requested

'

'

And the senate adjourned.
"
^'- ^'"'"^

w

claims were
of the senate and
reTerred
1 he following bills were introduced on
leave '
twice read and appropriately referred
By Mr Henderson, a joint resolution
forthe relief
''
^'"=^? ^y '"« '^'^ Ion ado '
;.""^'
Bv Mr.
Mr ,^nderson,
By
a bill to provide for
the allow
files

rrrunri'hVt;-:;;- o'f

'lyr--

army
and for other purposes.
:^^i^^;'l^:^'^'^^^

I

wish that it might also lie over for Ihe present.
Mr Wright was of opinion that its consideration
should be postponed. It was a bill
involving prin
ciples of great importance, and should
certainly receive the lullesl consideration of the senate
On motion of Mr. Williams the further consideration of this bill, together with that
regulating the
pay and emolinneiit of pursers, was
postponed'until
the 1st
cial

Monday

in

January next, and made the spe-

order for that day.

The

prevent the counterfeiting of any foreign gold, silver or other coin, and to
prevent the
bringing into the United Slates or utterin"
any
counterleit foreign copper, gold, silver,
or olher
com: and the bill to amend an act entitled an act
more effectually to provide for Ihe punishment
of
ceilain crimes against the United
States, and for
other purposes, were ordered to be
em^rossed.
On motion, the senate adjourned
bill to

December 24. The following memorials andpe
titionswere presented and referred to
appropriat.
ppropriate
committees:

By Mr.

I"-"ented the petition
^i*John Ward
ol(-"^ilh
and others, asicing to be
allow" °o
import free of duty iron to build two
steamboals for
the purpose of navigating the red
river.
Referred
Numerous papers relating to private

removed rom the

ed an entire change in a system which had hitherto
worked well, and, besides, he was opposed to having the government go into the market for the
purchase of goods to be sold to the sailors. The
ground taken by the chairman of the committee,
\yho advocated the bill, was, that the sailors were
liable to injustice; but he thought, even if this were
so, it might be prevented by limiting
the profits of
pursers to a moderate per centage.
Mr. Williams explained that the pursers, under
the bill, would make the purchases as formerly,
but
that no profits would be allowed to be taken
from
the pittance of the poor sailor, save such only
as
wouhl be necessary to protect the government from
losses incident to such measures.
He had no objection that the bill should lie over, however, until
senators were prepared to act on it.
[The bill was
accordingly postponed].

The bill to make new provisions lespectin" navy
pensions, and to repeal certain acts relating to
navy
pensions, was then taken up; when Mr.
Calhoun
thought it full early to discuss a bill of as much im
portance as the one before Ihem; and
intimated a

'

tlmes

the treasury, would require serious consideration.
Mr. Buchanan acquiesced in the views of Mr.
Hubbard. II he understood the bill, it contemplat-

^'-°'- -^'-e

pay of the

Prentiss, (torn J. S. Ne
compensation for his services as clerk to
mandcrol Ihe South Sea surveying and

expedition.

petitions

relating

to

A

Mr. Benton asked leave lo bring in his bill to lay
a tax on bank notes and other paper money useU
for circulation in the states and territories.
Mr.
B. explained at length the object of the bill.
Mr. Preston called for the reading of the bill;
after the bill was read
Mr. Huntington submitted
whether a bill of that character was cognizable in
the senate, by the constitution, which expressly
provided that all bills for the purpose of raising revenue should originate in the olher house. Mr.
H. took a view of the main features of Ihe bill, as
explained by the senator from Missouri, and contented himself with appealing to the senator whether the bill did not strictly come within the prohi-'
bitory clause.
On the question of reception he
asked the yeas and nays.
Mr. BCTifoTi replied that such bills, or those of a
like character, had been tolerated before, and referred to the compromise act, which he maintained
had been perfected in that body, and all he asked
was, that his bill might have the same course.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, thought that the question
of reception had better come up after the bill was
printed, and its provisions understood.
At Ihe first
blush, there appeared to him other important objections, of a constitutional character, besides those
suggi-sted by the senator last up.
If the power
existed to fax the banking institutions of the states
for revenue, it might, with the same propriety, be
so extended as to amount to a total prohibition
doctrine he was not prepared, by any means to ad-

—

—

mit.

Mr. Webster contended
to be

a

that

more respect ought

had for the constitution than to entertain such
the senate.

bill in

A

motion was made by Mr. Pierce to lay the moon the table; when a long discussion
ensued, chiefly on pointsof order, in which Messrs.
Hubbard, Huntington, Webster, Calhoun, Ktn",
Pierce and Preston took part.
tion to receive

The

question on laying the motion to receive on
was taken by yeas and nays, and decided

the table

in the negative, as follows:

YEAS —

Messrs. Alien, Anderson, Benton, Calhoun, Clay, of Alabama, Fulton. Hubbard. Linn,
Lumpltin, Norvell, Pierce, Sevier, Sm.lh, of Connecticut, Siurgeon, Tappan, Walker, Wall, Wrighl
18.
Messrs. Buchanan, Clayton, Critienden,
Davis, Dixon, Graham, Henderson, Huntingion, King,
Ifnighi, Merrick, Mangum, Nicholas, Phelps, Porter,
Premiss, Preston, Roane, Kuggles, Sniiih, of Indiana,
Tallmadge, Webster— 22.
Mr. Benton said that his object was attained, and
he would withdraw the motion for leave to intro-

—

NAYS—

duce the

On

bill.

another discussion ensued, which
time, as to the right of the senator

this point

lasted for

some

withdraw it. Mr. Huntington, Mr. Calhoun,
Mr. IVebster, Mr. Preston and others, denying Ihe
right, and Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Pierce, Mr. Sevier
and others, maintaining it.
Mr. Benton then asked leave, by Ihe courte-sy of
the senate, to withdraw it; which being granted,
to

the senate adjourned over to

Monday.

December 28. The vice president commnnicaled
thesenate a Ulster from Ihe stale department, covering an abstract of ihe returns of collectors.
Also, from the legislative council of Iowa, praying an appropriation lo improve and continue the
to

praying
tile

com'-

exploring
i
&

By Mr. Cnltenden, from citizens of Georgetown
asking the recharter of the Farmers'
and Mechanics bank.
Numerous

pleting the improvements in Mobile harbor.
bill providing lor the
payment of certain
claims of the state of Alabama.
By Mr. Nicholas, a bill to authorise the legislature of Louisiana to sell the lands heretofore appropriated for the use of schools within that state.

private claims
files of the

military road from

Also, asking an

Dubuque to Missouri.
amendment of the organic laws

of Ihe territory.

After the pre.'^enfation of memorials and petireports from committees, on private

were also, on motion, removed from the
senate and referred.

tions, several

Mr. Jluggles, from ;he committee on commerce,
repoiteil a bill to provide more
effectuallv for the
better secuiity of the lives of
passengers in vessels
propelled iii whole or in part by steam.

On motion of Mr. Norvell,
Resolted, I'hni the committee on Indian affairs he
instruc'ed lo inquire into the expediency rd making an
appropriation to enable the president uf the U. States
to negotinin forthe exiinction of ihe Indian liiles to
the unpurchased lands lying in the upper peninsula of
ihe state of Michigan.

Several reports were also made from
committees
on private claims.

claims were made.

—
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Mr. Mams inquired if llie bill contained an apand on what vonchers, he sent to Mr. Naylor
On
which that gentle- propriation for the benefit of the navy pension fund.
Itesolmd That ihe secreiarv of ihe ireasurv be di- money to pay his witnesses, and
Mr. Thomas answered that it did; tliat there was
the said vouchers
reeled lo report lo the senate a'copy of correspondence man says he returned; whether
between the department and the governor of Indiana give the names and time of attendance of the said an item in it appropiialing upwards of g! 51, 000 for
relative to the lands granted to tlie state by the act of w-itnesses, in whose haitd writing it was filed, and the benefit of that fund; and that he conteniplated
ihat part of the Wabash ^^hat has become of
beg leave to re- calling up the bill lor consideration at an early day.
the 2d of March, IS27, fi
^.j
The bill was twice read, and committed to the
and Eiie canal which lies between the mouth ot the
Tippecanoe river and the line of the state of Ohio, ' ^hal Ihe account presented by E. Bnlkley for committee of the whole house on the state of the
which could not be set off to the state of Indian
services as clerk, &c. amounted to JJ869 50. On union.
Mr. Rives moved to take up the report of the
this account was an order signed by the
'cts:tr^o5- ;f.r Iran'''tl^^^i:^er'e*fnotti^n| then the .ace of the committee on accounts to pay committee on elections, made at the last session, on
chairman ot
extinguished. And that he also report what quantity
the
contested election between Mr. Naylor anA JVIr.
presented
by
account
The
Bulkley.
of laud the state of Indiana is still entitled to under #500 to said
IngersoU, of Pennsylvania, for the purpose of fi.xing
said act for that portion of said canal; and what por- Bayse Newcomb for services as commissioner, &,c
By a similar order written on a day for the consideration of that case, and propostion of the land has been granted to Indiana already, amounted to $520.
the face of the paper, I was directed to pay ^i\G ed that to-morrow may be assigned for that purpose.
as Indian reservations by treaty with the Miamis.
Alter some conversation between Messrs. Rives,
On motion of Mr. Benion,
The account of Geo. Lowry, as doorkeeper, amountResolved, That the committee on foreign relations ing lo $104, not being reduced by the committee, Crobb, Fillmore, Naylor, Garland and Stanly, Mr.
inquire into the expediency of making an appropri.v was directed lo he paid by a verbal order.
In like Rives varied his motion to the first Tuesday in Jation for an outfit for commodore Porter, not provi(ted manner the sum allowed for payment of witnessi-s nuary, in which form the motion was agreed to.
for when appointed resident minister at Constantinople.
The resolution moved by Mr. Ruriden, on the
onbehalf of Mr. Naylor, amounting to $780 76, was
On motion of Mr. Walker,
also directed to be paid by verbal order, which is 17th inst. directing the committee on public lands
Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be
to
inquire into the expediency of setting apart
when
the
committee
practised
by
mode
the usual
instructed to inquire into the expediency of assigning
$.300,000 of Ihe proceeds of the public lands for
accounts are clear and undisputed.
the present district judge of the United States for the
continuation of the Cumberland road in Ohiolo
times
of
attenthe
names
and
give
the
vouche:s
The
said
state,
state of Mississippi to one of the districts in
and of appointing a separate judge for the remaining dance of witnesses; but having no acquaintance with its western termination, came up in its order for
the hand writing in which they are drawn, I here- consideration. When this question was under condistrict.
On motion of Mr. Clay, of Alabama,
h communicate the original papers (Nos. 366, sideration on the 17th, the question pending was
that it lie on the table, and that question being put
Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be 356) for the use of the house.
instructed to inquire into the expediency of providi.ng
The various sums above mentioned, together with by yeas and nays, it was decided in the affirmative,
by law for the appointment of a marshal and a dis- one other of .$104 for Peter Lewis, were enclosed yeas 105, nays 82.
trict attorney for the middle district of Alabama.
Mr. Daris.of Indiana, moved the following resoas separate drafts to Ihe hon. Charles Naylor, PhiThe following bills were severally considered in ladelphia, to be paid out to the respective claimants, lution, which was laid over, under Ihe rule, for one
committee of the whole and ordered to be engrossed as will appear from the letter of the accounting day:
for a third reading:
Resolved, That 5,000 copies of the peolngical report
clerk herewith communicated and marked A.
bill to amend an act entitled "an act to auIn Mr. Naylor's answer to this letter, he return- made at the last session of congress by the commisthorise the state of Tennessee to issue grants and ed
$780 76, the sum allowed for witnesses, and also sioner of the general land office be printed, and the
maps properly engraved, for the use of the members
perfect titles to certain lands therein described,
the draft for $104 in favor of Peter Lewis, stating
and to settle the claims to the vacant and unap- that he did not feel authorised to receive and pay of this house.
Mr. Proffii, of Indiana, moved the following:
propriated lands within the same," passed the ISth
out the same, as will more fully appear from his
Resolved, That the committee of ways and means
day of April, 1806.
letter; a copy of which is herewith communicated, be instructed to inquire into the expediency of
reportA bill to authorise the secretary of the treasury and marked B.
ing a bill providing for the expenditure of §150,000 in
to procure steam vessels for the revenue service.
The sum of $11 50 returned by Mr. IngersoU, as each of the stales of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, during
merchanforeign
drawback
on
allowing
A bill
stated in my former report, and $884 76 returned the year 1841, on the Cumberland road.
dise exported in the original packages to ChihuaMr. Proffit would say a word or two, he said, as
by Mr. Naylor, have been credited to the continhua and Sante Fe, in Mexico.
it might possibly have a good effect upon this house,
gent fund of this house.
bill making an appropriation to complete the
and upon the portion of country which he in part
All which is respectfully submitted.
removal of the raft of Red river, and for other purA. GARLAND,
represented.
In Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, all the
poses.
public implements, steamboats and instruments,
Clerk of house of reps. United Stales.
bill to establish a board of commissioners to
employed
in
the
construction of the public works,
be
reMr. Floyd moved that this communication
hear and examine claims against the U. States.
to the committee on accounts, who have un- had been ordered to be sold under instructions from
number of relief bills were also considered in ferred
the
general
government.
He saw, also, that, on
communication
of
yesclerk's
der consideration the
committee of the whole, and ordered to be engrossthe lake border, in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michiterday upon the same subject.
ed, after which the senate adjourned.
Smith, of Connecticut, thought the report gan and Wiskonsin, the implements ami instruments
Mr.
December 29. In the senate, immediately after
ought to be referred to the committee on public ex- had also been directed to be sold by the authority
the reading of the journal, Mr. Anderson rose to
He did not wish to create
penditures, or to a select committee, as it was the of the United States.
announce the death of his colleague, the late Felix
committee on accounts that was under any excitement, prejudice or sectional feeling; but
GnuNDY, of Tennessee; after which Mr. Benion act of the
moved that the matter be refer- he called on the house and country to take notice
He
investigation.
followed, adding his testimony to the worth of the
of what he said, that the time would soon come,
red to the committee on public expenditures.
deceased.
Mr. Flnyd explained, and showed the propriety unless a different course of proceeding were adoptThe usual resolutions adopted on these melaned, when the eight states and territories of the
of the reference to the committee on accounts.
choly occasions were then passed, and the senate
The question was then put on the reference to the west, ill spite of all their efforts to keep out secadjourned.
tional feeling, would be constrained to make their
committee on accounts, and carried.
Among the petitions, &c. presented to-day, were weight felt on this floor. They had asked a fair
HOUSE OF EEPRESENTATIVES.
distribution of the expenditures and proceeds of the
the following:
Tuesday, Dec. 22. The speaker laid before the
By Mr. Morgan, the petition of John Richard- general government. During the last year, not one
dollar had been expeniled in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
house sundry communications:
New
county.
Cayuga
son and other citizens of
I. From the secretary of the navy, accompanied
York, asking for the passage of a general bankrupt Michigan, Missouri, Arkansas, Iowa or Wiskonsin.
Every day something was heard about southern
with a list of officers on furlough or leave of ab- law.
sence, showing the names of the officers, with the
By Mr. P. J. Wagner, the petition of Daniel rights, feelings and interests. He saw, also, by tlie
cause of absence, the time absent, the expiration ol Cady and 252 others, inhabitants of Fulton couniy. records, that appropriations had been made for the
furlough, the time those on furlough or leave have New York, praying for a iaw to establish a uniform Berwick branch of the Piscataqua river.
He
asked, why was it that the west, which was an emserved at sea at any one time for the last twenty system of bankruptcy.
itself, was to be trampled on in this way?
years, and how often their furloughs have been repire
in
and
Babcock
Paul
memorial
of
By Mr. Grinnell,
newed, &c. Laid on the table, and ordered to be 1,190 other citizetiS of New York, praying for the Here, a deliberate vote had been given that this
printed.
great work of the Cumberland Road should be abanpassage of a bankrupt bill.
From this return it appears there are on leave or
Also, a memorial of James Mifflin and 165 citi- doned. The weight of the v.est had already been
furlough 1 commander, 32 lieutenants, 4 surgeons, zens of New York, asking for the passage of a bank- felt in a majority of 26,000 from one state, 19,000
7 assistant surgeons, 9 pursers, 13 passed midship- rupt bill.
from another, and 13,000 from a third; and in the
men; total 66.
Mr. Casey, from the committee on the public next presidential contest, gentlemen would see half
II. From the secretary of war, with a report from lands, reported a bill for the relief of the owners of a million of votes poured down to decide these matthe commissioner of pensions, containing the infor- bounty land warrants granted for military services ters. And, if something was not done, he would
mation which is required to be laid before congress in the late war between the United Slates and Great go home and ask his people whether they would not
at each session by the joint resolution of the 29th Britain; which was twice reSd, and committed for Ibice both sections of country to do justice to them.
Mr. P. alluded, amongst other things, to the forty
May, 1830, in relation to pensioners, revolutionary, to-morrow.
invalid or otherwise, who shall have made applicaMr. Lincoln, from the same committee, reported thousand Indian warriors congregated on the bortion for pensions or an increase of pensions, and, a bill granting a right of pre-emption lo certain lots ders of Arkansas, anil to the absence of posts of
who, in his opinion, ought to be provided for, but in the town of Perrysburg, in the state of Ohio— defence. It might become necessary for a great
whose cases may not be embraced by the laws.
which was twice read, and committed for to-mor- western convention to assemble at some central
point, in order tocompel justice to be done to them.
Laid on the table, and ordered to be printed.
Mr. W. Cost Johnson, from the committee for the Would the house foice such a step upon the west?
III. From the clerk of the house, as follows:
Whenever the south had asked an appropriation of
District of Columbia, reported two bills, viz:
To the hon. R. 31. T. Hunter, speaker, SfC.
public funds, the west had come boldly forward
A bill making temporary provision for lunatics the
Sir: In obedience to the further order of Ihe
and
voted for it.
So with the north; and yet the
and
Columbia;
house, passed December 21, 1840, ''thai said report in the District of
the corporate exis- west might ask in vain.
A bill to revive and continue
be recommitted to the clerk, with instructions furprediction he would make, and he assured
of
Columbia.
One
District
the
in
banks
certain
of
ther to report by what authority, on what vouchers, tence
These bills were severally twice read, and com- gentlemen they would see it verified. They would
»nd through whom, he paid to E. Bulkley the sum
of the ivhole house on the witness an agitatiou, a union, a determination on
of #500, to Bayse Newcomb the sum of $416, and mitted to the committee
the part of the west, which no power on this floor
to George Lowry the sum of $104, for services ren- state of the union.
Mr. F. Thomas, from the committee on naval af- could resist.
dered by them in taking depositions in the case of
Mr. P. alluded to the increased representation
and
navy
pensions
concerning
bill
a
reported
the contested election between Messrs. IngersoU fairs,
which the western states would have under tte new
and Naylor, as reported in Doc. 7; by what authori- half pay.
motion of Mr. Smith, of Indiana,
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census, and the 3lill greater increase in 1852; when,
he said, the west would teach the nation a lesson
which it liad long been wanting, and would compel
it to do justice.
He desired that the vote on this resolution might
be considered as a test vote as regarded the Cumberland road. If the work was to be abandoned,
let the people of the west know it.
Mr. H'. Cosl Johnson (round whom the members
crowded so thickly as to render it very ditiicull for
the reporter to know what was going on) otfered

an amendment to the resolution, which was as follows:
"And also $80,000 for that part of the Cumberland
road in iVIaryland between Rockville and the Monoto say that he did not
often this question had been pressed at
nor how often it had
congress,
the last session of
been introduced at this. His object in rising was
'

Mr.

J.

was then understood

know how

Trumbull, P.

J.
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Wagner, Weller, John White, Wick,

licate the

amount expended by the department
&c. was taken up and agreed to.

for

pecial agt-nts,

following resolution, moved by Mr. Dawson
on the 17th inst. came up, inorderforconsideration:
Resolved, That the secretary of war be, and he is
hereby, requested to communicate to this house the
number of claims which have been presented to that
department for horses, &.C. lost in the several campaigns in Florida against the Seminole Indians; how
mauv have been allowed and paid; and the reasons
why the others have not been paid. And that the secretary of war be also requested to recommend such
amendments to the laws regulating such claims as he
nay deem necessary to secure to tlie soldiers a remuneration for the losses thus sustained in the service of

The

the country.

On motion of Mr. Fillmore, the word recommend
amendment he had proposed, and to
out, and the word slate substituted in its
say to gentlemen of the west that, in all their efforts was struck
to procure the continuation of this road, they had idace.
motion
of Mr. Davis, of la- the resolution was
On
it,
part
of
important
most
invariably opposed the
amended by adding as follows:
namely, that which lay between Rockville and
to present the

Fredericktown, in Maryland. [Much laughter.]
The gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Pioffit) had
He (Mr. J.) had heretohinted at nullification.
fore heard of nullifying laws alieady passed; but
the gentleman from Indiana went further than this
he Wds for forming a western confederacy because
[Laughter.]
He
congress would not pass laws.
(Mr. J.) commended the gentleman's patriotism in
the efforts he was making in behalf of this road,
but submitted to him whether it would not be belter

further resolved. That similar information
be laid before this house; or the same information in
relation to claims growing out of the Black Hawk war."
Mr. fVin. Cost Johnson moved further to amend
by striking out that part of the resolution which
calls on the secretary of war to state such amendments as he thinks the law referred to in the resb-

"And

be

it

lution requires.

Upon this proposition a discussion arose, in which
Messrs. If. C.Johnson, PFisc and JtfciCnj/ advocated
amendment; and it was opposed by Messrs. Turneij, Dawson and Cooper, of Ga.
Mr. Jiei/iiolds moved the previous question; which
Mr. Proffit said he would do so, il the gentlemen was sustained, and the vote was then taken on the
would so modify it as to instruct the committee amendment moved by Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson, and
of ways and means to inquire into the expediency carried.
of the proceeding.
And the resolution as thus amended was adopted.
The resolutions moved by Mr. Barnard on the
Mr. W. C. Johnson having consented so to modify
17th instant, calling on the secretary of the treasuhis amendment
Mr. ProffiJ. accepted the amendment as a modifi- ry for a statement of the aggregate revenue which
accrued lothe government from customs, from lands,
cation of his own proposition.
And the question being on the adoption of the and under the head of what is usually denominated
"miscellaneous," in the years 1837, '38, '39 and '40,
resolution as modified
Mr. Hubbard said he supposed the gentleman &c. came up in order for consideration.
Mr. Barnard said he wished to make some reauthority
from
spoke
by
{Mr.
from Indiana
Proffit)
He (Mr. H.) spoke marks on these resolutions; that he was prepared to
the whole western country.
only for his particular district, and he would say, do it now, or, if the house preferred, he would postthat if the gentlemen from the west must have their pone them till to-morrow; and, to take the sense of
money, the most easy way would be not to aid in the house, he would move an adjournment.
to accept this
position.

amendment

as a part of his

own

pro-

tariff, but to make their pork and
whiskey, and give it in exchange for cotton. This
would be a fair bargain. If gentlemen wanted money, let them come and trade for it. They could
beat his (Mr. H's) people at trading much better
than they could the Yankees. Let them, then
bririg on tlieir products and make a fair swap; they
wouTd do more by this than by calling conventions

the

Which motion was

getting up a

or levying armies.

The yeas and nays were ordered on the resolution;
and the question was about to be put, when
Mr. M'ise moved that the resolution do lie on the
table, and the yeas and nays were taken on this
motion, and resulted as follows:
YEAS— Mes=rs. Afford, .1. Allen, Athorton, Banks,
Beany, Beirne, Blackwell, Botts, Boyd, A. V. Grown,
A. G. Brown, Burke, Samson H. Butler, William O.
Bukr, William B. Campbell, Carroll. Gorier, Clifford,
Coles, Connor, Mark A. Cooper, Wdliam R. Cooper,
Crabb, Craig, E. Davies, .lohn Davi.=. Dawson, Deberry,
Dellet, Doig, Earl, Easmian. Fine, Fisher, Floyd, Garland, Gerry, Gogijin, Griffin, Habersham, Hawes.
Hawkins, Hill, of Va. Hill, of N. C. H^ipklns, Hubbard,
.Tackson, Joseph Johnson, Cave Juhnson. Nathaniel
Juies, .loliu W. Jones, Keim, Kendde, Kille, Lewis,
Lowell, M.:Carty, McClellan. McClure, McCuiloch,
McKay, Marchand, Miller, Montanya. S. W. Morn=,
Nisbct, Pariuenter, Parris, Pickens. Premiss, Rayuer,
Rives, E. Rogers, Ryall, Shaw, Shepard, John Smith,
Sianly. Sirong, Sumter, Tnliaferro,

Waddy Thompson,

a petition to ascertain

its

contents, and he certainly

Thomas W. Williams, Wiuthrop— 92.
must know whether they came in conflict with the
And so the resolution was laid on the table.
rule of the house or not.
The resolution moved by Mr. Morgan on the 17th
Mr. James was understood to express the opinion
inst. requesting the postmaster general to commu- that the contents did not come within the letter of

carried,

and the bouse ad-

journed.

Wednesday, Dec. 23
The speaker laid before the
house a communication from the postmaster general, with a lisl'of all mail curtailments made since
the close of the

last

session of congress, with the

lime when ordered, the time when they took effect,
and the amount saved by each curtailment. This
information is furnished in answer to the call of the
house of Ihe 15th instant. The postmaster general
states that the retrenchments rendered necessary by
the financial condition of the department are still
in proii;re5s; and, as considerable examination is required, they will not probably be completed before
The report was laid
the first of February next.
on the table.
Among the petitions presented to-day were the
fbllowint;:

the rule, though the speaker might be of opinion that
they came within the spirit.
Mr. J. then proceeded with the statement of Ihe
contents.
Mr. W. C. Johnson called the gentleman to order,
the speaker said it would be necessary that a
brief statement of the contents of the petilion should
be made, in order that he might decide whether it
came within the rule or not.
And Mr. James having concluded his statement.
The petition was handed to the speaker, who,
after an examination of its contents, decided that it
did come within Ihe rule.
Mr. James then moved a suspension of the rule
to enable the petition to be received.
Mr. W. C. Johnson moved to lay that motion on
the table; and asked the yeas and nays, but subsequently withdrew the call.
renewed the call for the yeas and
Mr.
nays, which were ordered, and, being taken, were
yeas 99, nays 53.
Mr. John Quinaj .3dams asked leave to move the
following resolution:
Resolved, That the postmaster general be directed
to report to this house the names of all the postmasters
throughout the union who have been removed from
office since the 3d day of March, 1S29, with the names
of the persons appointed in their places; underscoringthe names of all those removed for oflicial delinquency
or misdemeanor, and specifying ihe nature thereof, the
complaint upon which the removal was made, the evidence in support of such complaint, and whether the
olficer removed was made acquainted with the complaint, confronted with his accusers, or allowed to be
heard in his defence.
The resolution was read, and, at the request of
Mr. McKay, was laid over under the rule.
Mr. Everett moved the two following resolutions,
which were read and agreed to:
1. Resolved, That the president of the United States
be requested to communicate to this house, if compatible with the pubUc intercsi, copies of all correspon-
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dence between this government and the government of
Great Britain relative to any proceedings on the part
of that government which may have a tendency to interrupt our commerce with China2. Resolved, That the committee on the library be
instructed to inquire into the expediency of furnishing
to each of the state legislatures a copy of the printed
documents of both houses, and of the register of dehales, and of all other publications made by order of
either house, if a sufficient number of copies remain on
hand.
On motion of Mr. Cranston, it was
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be instructed to inquire into the e^pcdie^cy of erecting a
spindle on a sunken rock near the centre of Narragansett bay, on the west of Prudence Island.
On motion of Mr. TUlingliast, it was
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be instructed to inquire into the expediency of appropriating

sum of money for clearing out the obstructions to
navigation iu Providence river at or near Providence,
at or neorPautucket, both or either.

and

On motion of Mr. Henry, it was
Resolved. That the committee on niilitar)' affairs be,
and are hereby, instructed to inquire intothe expediency of establishing a national armory on the western
waters west of the Alleghany mountain."; and to report
by bill or otherwise, as may be deemed most expedient; and that oil memorials and papera on file in the

By Mr. TiUinghast, Ihe petilion of Messrs. Burr clerk's office, in relation to this suhject, he placed in
Smilh, of Warren, Rhode Island, praying for the the hands of said commit ec.
nfunding of certain duties paid on oil reshipped
Mr. Proffit said he had received a letter from the
coastwise; which was referred to the committee of secretary of war, informing him that it would take
ways and means.
a large number of clerks about two months to preBy Mr. ReyiioWs, of Illinois, the memorial of the pare the papers in answer to a call he had moved
Si

legi.'^latuie of the state of Illinois, praying the reduction of the pi ice of Ihe public lands.
Mr. Reynolds moved the reference of this memorial to ttie coaiuiittet* on the public lands, with instructions to the comuiittee to report a bill to grant

Jacob Thompson, Turncy, Vanderpoel, Vroom, D. D prospective pre-emptions to actual settlers on the
Wagoner, Warren, Walterson, Jared W. Wdliam.", public laiult, and to reduce Ihe price to settlers on
Henry Williams, Lewis Williams, Joseph L. Williams, the said lands, accoiding to the value of the
same.
Wise— 9 1.
Mr. Reynolds having intimated his intention to
.-Mien, Andrews,
N.\YS— Messrs. Adams, Jnhn
debate
tiic matter, thf memorial, by the rules of the
Biker, Barnard, Boardman, Bond, Brewster, I!rii.'L's,
house, lies over for one day. Mr. R. of course, has
Brockway, Calhoun, Carr, Casey, Chiiienden, Clark.
Cranston, Crockett, Cross, Curtis. Cushina, D.ina, J. the floor when thesubjict comes up.
During the presentation of petitions. Mr. /antes,
Duncan,
Dennis,
Doan,
Dor,
Davie,
(JaiTet
W. Davis,
Edwards, Everett, Fillmore, Galhraiih, Gcntrv, Gid- of Pennsylvania, oflerod to present one from an
dings, Goode, Granger, Green, Hammnnd, Wm. S. anti-shvcry society in Pennsylvania, the contents
Hasiinys, J )hn HaslinRS, Henry, Hook, Hunt, .lames, of which he proceeded to state, (reading from the
Jameson, .Jenifer, Charles Johnston, Wm. C. Johnsuu, body of the document ). Mr. J. was understood to
Kempsha'l, Lane, Lincoln, Marvin, Mason, Meddl, jirelace his statement with the remark that he did
Mitchell, Monroe, Morgan, C. Morris, Morrow, Nay- not know whether the
petilion did, or did not, come
lor, Newhard, Ogle, Osborne. Pnlen, Parrish, Pavnter,
within the rule of the last session but that he
Peck, Pope, Proffit, Randall, Rariden, Reynolds, Ridgwished the decision of the speaker on that point.
way, Ru'sell, Saltonslnll, Simonton, Truman Smidi,
Mr. W. C. Johnson objected to the reading of Ihe
i'homas Smith, Stuart, Swearingen, Sweeny, Taylor,
member was in duly bound to read
John B. Thompson, Tdlinghast, Toland, Triplet!, contents.

W

—

A

on a former day; that be did not intend to extend
the call as far as was understood by the secretary;
and he therefore moveil tlie following explanatory
resolution; which the house adopted:
Resolved, That so much of the resolution of this
house, adopted on the ITih December, as calls for oH
the correspondence between the war department and
the superintendents of the Cumberland road, &.C. is
hereby rescinded; and the said department is required
to furnish only copies of the orders (if any such have
been given) to suspend operations on the iiublic works
on the lake-borders of Ohio. Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wiskonsin, and on the Cumberland road in
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois; and also copies of orders to
sell the machinery, tools, implements. &c. used on said
works, and belonging to the United Sia'es.

Mr. Jones, of Virginia, from the committee of

ways and means, reported a bill making appropriations for the Indian department, and for carrying
into effect Indian treaties in 1841; which was twice
read and committed to the committee of the whole
house on the slate of the union.
Mr. Barnard inquired what amount il was proposed to appropriate by the bill just reported.
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Mr. Jaws answered, upwards of seven hundred they made no repoit; and he did not know that
tbonsand dolhrs.
they had ever considered the subject at all. But
Mr. Jones, from llie same committee, Itien re- when the other bill for the suppression of frauds on
ported a bill making appropriations for the navy for the revenue went from this house to the senate, it
the year 18-11; which was twice read and committed was there referred to the committee on finance, to
to the comuiiltee of the whole on the state of the which same committee was also referred the other
union.
subject which, in this house, had been referred to
On motion of Mr. McClellen, it was
the committee of ways and means.
In conseResolved, That the conimiltee on
he public build- quence of the reference of both subjects to the
ings and grounds be instructed lo inquire whether the committee on finance of the sen.ite, that committee
falling of the chandelier in the hall of the house was
reported the bill which went from this house for
caused by a defect in workmanship and construction;
the suppression of frauds with certain ainendand also whether any money has been paid by the
inents, and then reported an additional bill, which
clerk, and, if not, whe'ber any ought to be paid, to the
was the bill that the gentleman from Virginia had
constructor of the chandelier.
characterised as a bill containing thirteen or fourOn motion of Mr. Weller, it was
teen
sections of new taritl'.
And the bill, having
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be required to report lo this house whether any, and, if any, been thus amended and added to by the senate, was
what, part or surplus of additional sections, or parts of returned to this house, where the whole bill, as it
sections, (lying along and adjoining and within the line came from the senate, was passed with certain
of alternate sections, on the Miatni canal, in the state small amendments. Those amendments went back
of Ohio, and withheld from sale at the same linie), have to the senate, and were again sent back to this
been sold since January 1, 1330, to January 1, 1836; house with some small
amendments; and it was in
I

.

'

also, that

what

he state

offices, at

to

what

whom

time,

said lands were sold, at this state that
the

and

at

what

price;

and that

he furnish copies of all instructions given by the different commissioners of the general land office, from lime
to time, to widiholding from sale lands on the route of
said Miami canal, in the state of Ohio, as alternate
sections on said canal.
Mr. John Qitincy
moved that the bill of
the last session. No. 100, reported from the committee on tiianufaclures of this house at the last
session, "to ensure the more faithful execution of
the laws relating to the collection of duties on imports," and which passed both houses, and was
lost for the want of the action of this house on
some amendments of the senate, be referred, with
the amendments of the senate, to the committee on

Mams

manufactures.
Mr. Pickens said that if the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. Jdams) asked to introduce
this bill by grneral consent he (Mr. P.) should object, because he was opposed to the policy and the
expediency of the bill, and he objected, therefore,
to give it any precedence on the calendar.
Mr. Stanlij moved that the rules be suspended
foenable the gentleman from Massachuselts (Mr.
J.dums) to submit liis motion. He (Mr. S.) believed that false alarm? had gone forth in relation
to the bill.
He had himself felt some opposition
to it at the last session, but since he had seen the
movements of some of the foreigners (Mr. JalTray
and others) he thought it highly necessary that
some such measure should be adopted in order to
put a slop to frauds on the revenue.
Mr. Wise rose to inquire whether the bill in reference to which the motion had been made was
the revenue bill, as it was called?
Mr. ^dams. Yes.
Mr. Wise was understood to inquire whether
the gentleman proposed to introduce the new tarilf
bill of thirteen or fourteen sections?

Mr.

.^i/ams said his

proposition

was

to refer the

passed both houses of congress at the
by a majority of at least two to one,
and which was defeated on one of the last days of
session by objection made lo taking it up merely
to pa^s upon a small amendment that was pending
between the two houses. His motion was to refer
bill,

as

it

last session

the

bill in the state in which it was at the expiration of the last session, to the committee on manu-

It was not his purpose to refer it with a
to report the whole of the same bill.
And,
the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wise) had
made the inquiry, he (Mr. A.) would state that,
so far as he was concerned, he did not propose to
report that part of the bill which was added by the
senate to the original bill which went from this
house. That bill contained, in point of fact, two
bills founded upon two different states of circumstances; the first founded upon a report liom the
treasury department recommending provisions of
that kind, and founded, also, upon a great multitude
of petitions from the manufacturers of the country,
for the purpose of suppressing frauds on the revenue. That was the bill, the subject matter of
which was referred to the committee on manufactures, and reported to this house.
As to the other subject which the gentleman
from Virginia (Mr. Wise) was pleased tocallabill
of thirteen or fourteen sections of new tariff, that
was a bill founded upon complaints on the part of
the administration here, and particularly of the
collector of customs in New York, against certain
constructions which had been given to the act of
1332 by the courts of the United States, and correcting those constructions so far as to give the legislative construction in the same bill.
The latter
bill was not referred to the committee on manufactures, but to the committee of ways and means;
though, he believed, the committee of ways and
means never acted upon it at all. At all eveut.%

factures.

view

as

bill, at the close of the session,
failed simply for want of time; it failed on a motion made by himself that the house lake it up out

—
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senate, without giving particular attention lo the
bill, had laid on a new tariff in fact, disturbing the
compromise, as he contended, and increasing the
duties from nothing to fifty per cent, in some instances and from a nominal amount to 25 per
cent, in others.
According to the information
which he had, this "bill, with its
sections providing a new tarilf, never did pass this house. If he
was wrong, the gentleman from Massachusetts
wauld correct him.
Some further interruption here took place on a
point of order, but being permitted to proceed

—

U

Mr. Wise continued. He arraigned this adrainisIralion lor this new tariff brought forward by the
chairman ofthecommilteeon finance (Mr. Wright);
and although many of our whig senators voted for
it, yet he (Mr. W.) foigave them because he believed they knew not what they did. This was all he
had lo say except to repeat the declaration (though
not then present in his seat) that the bill containing
these fourteen sections never did pass the house.
If it had come up, there was one eye that would
have watched it, one vote that would have opposed
it, one member of the house that would have resisted Hp-u^nis el calcibus. He had at the lime spoken
to a colleague of his, not upon the committee, but
who had assured him Ihut he might make himself
easy, for that, with the sections appended to it by
the senate, the bill would nevjsr kick again.
The proceedings of the meeting of the N. York
merchants, to wtiich the gentleman from Massachu-

its order.
There was a laige majority say
to 60
in favor of the motion; but not
Iwo-thirds, as required by the rule, and the hill
could not therefore be taken up. Now, his motion
was to refer the hill, in that state, to the committee
on manufactures; audit would be for that committee to report it, in whole or in part, as they might setts, (Mr. Adams) had referred, were caricatured,
think proper.
as he (Mr. VV.) was told, in the New York "HeIt was not his wish, so far as his vote went, to rald;" and, in that paper Mr. Jaffray was said to
report a revenue bill, or a tariff bill, as the gentle- have arraigned congress for neglect or dereliction
man was pleased to call it, but to report a bill for of duty, for loving champagne better than the busithe suppression of frauds; and, in stating this to ness of the country, and to have said that money
be his motive, be wished that the committee on was required for an agent to represent any interest
manufactures might have the whole subject before at the Stat of government. Mr. W. here adverted
them, and they would decide whether they would to the fact that a letter had been written by Mr.
report the bill in the state in which it was, or only Jaffray denying the truth of this report in the "Hea part of it.
rald,"' fee.
His object further was to lay before the commitHe (Mr. W.) could not see the object of raising
tee and this house what were called the proceed- a tariff discussion now; nor of the assertion of the
ings of the merchants of New York, and to which gentleman liom Massachusetts (Mr. ./Jdnmsj that
he desired to call the attention of his friend from gentlemen of the south were the allies of those who
New York in his eye. It was called a meeting of were disposed to slander the members of this house.
the merchants of New York; and who were they? Such men were not the allies of the south on this
They were three or four
subject.
The south stood alone upon its own
[Here Mr. IVise rose to make an inquiry of Mr. strength. All they ask was, to leave the quesMams, who desired that he might not be inter- tion where it was in 1S33; and when the tariff quesrupted].
tion was raised, as it must shortly be, let it be
Mr. A. continued. This meeting will give brought out boldly, and not be insidiously sneaked
some little information to the house about their into a bill professing, by its title, to be a bill to preown proceedings, and it will tell what is the way vent frauds on the revenue.
in which these mcrchanls (so calling themselves)
This bill was the bill of the last session, and he
of New York treat this house
in what manner believed that, by the rule, it died with the session,
they say this house is to be managed, with and must be introduced de novo; and he, therefore,
money and champagne, to decide bills of this kind. added his objection to that of the gentleman from
The proceedings of that meeting have been re- South Carolina, (Mr. Pickens) either to the introported in one of the newspapers of New Yoi k; and duction of a new tariff or the prevention of frauds
will show what is the estimation in which this on the revenue in '.he manner in which that bill prohouse stands with that class of the merchants of N. posed.
Mr. Jlfonroe rose and, after some commotion, obYork. I believe there is not a native of New
Yoik among them; they are the very people in tained the general consent of the house to say a few
view of whom the bill to prevent frauds on the re- words.
venue was passed. They are the allies of the genHe was not so fortunate, he said, as to be in his
tleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Pt-:fr<>n.s), and I seat when the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
congratulate him on the character of his allies. Adams) first rose lo make his motion in ruljlion lo
Mr." A. having concln<led, and Mr. Wne having tliis inemoihble bill of the last session of congresf.
taken the floor, a question was raised as to the He (Mr. M.) was sorry and somewhat afraid lo
order of this debate.
come in cont.ict with that gentleman at any time.
respects for him (continued Mr.
The speaker said the gentleman frotn Massachuwould
setts, (Mr. Adams) had proceeded by general con- alone induce me to refrain from answering him in
sent
and the gentleman from Virginia could only this house whenever I can consistently do so. But
proceed in the same way.
I represent in part a constituency, whom it seems
After a few moments' delay Mr. Wise, hav- to be the peculiar prerogative of some gentlemen on
ing obtained the indulgence of the bouse, said thi? floor to assail the high-minded and honorable
that he was not in his place lor five or six months merchants of the city of New York.
of the last session, and he did not, therefore,
I ilo not rise, Mr. Speaker, \o make an address to
know that he was correct in every particular as to this house in behalf of those who may fall justly
this matter, though he thought he was so as to the under the denunciation of the honorable gentleman
facts generally.
Mr. W. proceeded to say that liom Massachusetts; but I do not desire to have
when this bill came up oriijinally, it came up as a connected with that class the whole commercial
bill professedly to prevent frauds upon the revenue community of the great emporium o*' this land.
or to interfere The gentleman tells you of a meeting which ^as
not to disturb the tariff question
but a bill lo prevent been held by the merchants of New York. It is
with the compromise act
frauds
to enforce the existing tariff.
As such a true such a meeting was held, and it was attended
It was tliscussed
by some grnllemen who are as high-minded and
bill, it had passed this house.
here; and although he was opposed to it in that as- honorable as the gentlemen himself; and if he knew
pect, as being in many of its provisions anfi com- them, he would respect as I, and every man who
mercial, yet he made no particular opposition to it knows them, do re.= pect them.
I admit there was
at the time; and he believed it received little or a certain newspapi-r which undertook to publish a
none. The bill passed the house, and went to the mere caricature of the proceedings of that meetsenate; and there, under the specious tille of a bill ing
a publication whicii has been deeply mortifyto prevent frauds on the revenue, a bill of some ing to the merchants who attended that meeting
fifteen or sixteen sections was swelled out into with honest views and for honest purposes.
thirty-two or three; and when southern gentlemen
It is known to the members of this house, that I
came to look at the lait section, they found that have seldom taken the floor, or occupied its tiuie in
duties had been laid upon linen, worsted, silks, and debate.
I will, then-fore, ask Ihe indulgence of the
articles ia which they fdt an interest; and that the house to read thij letter from Mi. Jaffray.
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actual operation of the sub-treasury bill as it pass"
the clerk) as follows: tually passed the house.
It was considered in the
Laid on the table and ordered to
York, Dec. 21, 1S40.
committee on manulactures, and was reported, with ed the senate."
not till last Friday that I
wo or three small amendments only, by a majority be printed.
learnt, lor the first time, that a ridiculous article in of that committee; and it was upon those amendThe speaker laid before the house a letter from
the "Herald," asiTibcd to me, had caused much ments that the bill failed, on his motion to take it up the postmaster general, in answer to an inquiry
hostility against me at Washington; and I immedi- as before slated.
whether Ralph Jackson is a contractor for carrying
ately proceeded to contradict it in the same paper,
After a few words from Messrs. IFiscand Stanly. the mail. The answer states that Ralph Jackson is
ot which I sent a copy to every member of congress.
The question on the motion to suspend the rules not a contractor for carrying the mail. The letter
It was a complete burlesque
about as like what I was taken, and decided in the affirmative: yeas 131, was laid on the table.
The speaker laid before the house the following
said as a monkey is like a man.
Here it was view- nays 45.
ed in this light; laughed at for a day, and forgot, as
Two thirds having voted in the affirmative, the raport from the clerk of the house:
usual with the jokes of that paper; and I and others rule was suspended, and Mr. jldams' motion to re- Office of the clerk of the house of reps. Dec. 24, 1840.
were surprised when we found that it had been re- fer the bill, with the amendments of the senate to
Sib: Referring to my report of December 23,
ceived as gospel at Washington. When it appeared, the committee on manufactures, was then fully be- 1839, on the subject of the "sale of damaged and
useless paper," I beg leave further to report that,
I was amused by it; but, at the same time, I asked fore the house.
a good many of my friends if I ought to reply to
Mr. Wiie moved that the matter be referred to the desirous of obtaining better prices for the 1,893
reams remaining unsold, I placed them in the hands
With, one accord they dissuaded me from doing committee of ways and means.
it.
York, to be disso, from the well known character of the paper in
The question on reference to the committee on of Jno. Seymour &, Son, of
turning every thing to ridicule, which, they said, manufactures taking precedence, the yeas and nays posed of at private sale, hut soon found thatthe
was as well known at Washington as it is heie. I were called for, and ordered.
sales did not equal the expenses of storage, insuthought so too, and dismissed the matter fiom my
Mr. Pif/fcns called for the reading of the title oUhe rance and labor. (See account A.) I then replaced
the balance of the paper in the hands of Messrs.
mind. Few things, in iny long life, have grieved bill; which having been read
Bangs, Richards
Piatt, who sold the whole Aume so much. The object of what I said was diaIVlr. It'jsc called for the reading of the whole bill,
It was lo convince the meet- but subsequently modified his call so as to read that gust 24, 1840, at the trade sale in New York. The
metrically the reverse.
ing that an agency at Washingon was perfectly part only which was added by the senate, contain- nett amount of sales was $3,317 34, (see account
honorable, and had not, and could not have, ing, principally, a new tariff of duties on sundry B), which I have placed in the contingent fund of
the house of repiesentatives of the United States.
any sinister object, but was usual in all coun- species or classes of merchandise.
You known as
tries which had legislative bodies.
Mr. Tittinghasi advocated the reference of the All which is respectfully submitted.
well as I do the peculiar talent of the editor of that bill to the committee on manufactures. The petiA.
paper for caricature, which furnishes so much amuse- tions against frauds which had first roused the atClerk of house of reps. United Slates.
The bills received from the senate yesterday were
ment to all this city, and has long done so.
tention of congress and produced the bill, came
respect for congress was greatly increased by my from the manufacturing interest. It was an old severally twice read and referred, as follows:
The bill supplementary to an act to abolish imvisit last July, and this has been the subject of my maxim in finance, that "two and two did not in all
And I had cases make four." Ad operaiion might evade the prisonment for debt; to the committee on the judidaily conversation ever since that time.
been so much gratified, that I bad intended to repeat full payment of duties, and yet that very operation, ciary.
The bill to relinquish to Alabama the two per
my visit every winter, and it would be most painful by leading to a great increase of importations, might
to me to be precluded from doing so by so foolish a not, on the whole, injuriously affect the revenue; cent, reserved by the act for her admission into the
thing as this ludicrous travesty.
and, therefore, the chief evil to be remedied by the union; to the committee on the public lands.
As I have not lime to write to every one, may I bill was not so much an impairing of the revenue
The bill to establish an additional land district in
request that you will show this letter to the mem- (I hough he believed such to have been the actual re- Alabama; to the committee on the public lands.
bers from this city, and to any other gentlemen sult) as the injuring of the industry of the country
The bill for the relief of certain settlers on the
whom you may think fit. I have the honor to be, An enormous and regularly organized system of public lands who were deprived of Ihe benefits of
yours, respectfully,
fraud had been discovered, commencing on one the pre-emption law of June 19, 1834; to the comThe hon. James Moiiroe, Washinglo/i.
side of the Atlantic and completed on the other; and, mittee on the public lands.
Mr. Cushing inquired of Mr. Monroe whether the as the practical result of it was the injury of the
The bill to grant other lands to inhabitants of
writer of the letter was an American or a foreigner? manufacturing interest, the house had been of opi
townships deprived of sixteen sections by Indian
If he was a British subject, as he (Mr. C.) under- nion that the subject belonged to the committee on reservations or otherwise; to the committee on the
stood him to be, he wished to know the fact whether manufactures; to which committee he hoped it would public lands.
The bill to relinquish the interest of the United
we were to have British influence here.
goMr. Monroe replied thatthe writer was, he believStates to a certain tract of land in the state of AlaMr. Wise replied, that whatever might have been
ed, a Scotchman by birth, but that his character
bama; to the committee on public lands.
the original shape or object of the bill, in its pre
stood very high in the city of New York, as one of
The bill authorising the inhabitants of fractional
form, it went, in eiiect, to increase the tariff;
our most respectable importing merchants.
He sent
township ten south, of range one east, in the state
not by a direct naming of the rate of duty to be
(Mr. M.) had never seen the gentleman till he had
of Arkansas, to enter one-half section of land for
raised, but by providing such an interpretation of
met him here at the last session, an<l had only seen
school purposes; to the committee on public lands.
existing laws as would practically increase the duhim once or twice since. But what be would say ties, in some cases 15 and 50 per cent.
The bill to authorise the inhabitants of township
It went to
was, that if there should grow up in the city of N.
eight north, of range thirty-two west, in the state
augment duties on linens, silks, and certain worsted
York an alien merchant a foreigner, or a Virginian
of Arkansas, to enter a section of land in lieu of
goods; it therelore belonged to the committee of
and his character should not prove
or Georgian
the sixteenth section, upon condition that the same
ways and means.
such as it ought to be, that isolated instance of unis surrendered to the United States lor military purIVlr. Morgan demanded the previous question,
worthiness should not be permitted to detract from
poses; to the committee on public lands.
which motion was .seconded, put, and carried.
the character of the great community of merchants
The bill to settle the title to certain tracts of land
And the main question being on Hir.Jdams' mothere.
in the f'ale of Arkansas; to the committee on pubtion (o refer the bill to the committee on manufacIn reply to the remark which had fallen from the
lic lands.
tures, it was decided by yeas and nays, as follows:
gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Wise), that there
The memorial presented yesterday by Mr. Reyyeas 109, nays 60.
had been no discussion on the bill, I will here denolds from the legislature of the state of Illinois,
error having occurred in raising the commitAn
clare (said Mr. M.) thai the only decent and parprayinga reduction in the price of the public lands,
tee on steamboat explosion.^, it was, on motion of
liamentary discussion which I have heard in this
came up in its order for consideration.
Mr. Underwood, discharged and a new committee
house in the whole seven or eight months during
When Mr. Reynolds presented this memorial he
was ordeied to be constructed by the speaker, whose
which I have had the honor of a seat, w;is on that
moved its reference to the committee on the public
names we will hereafter give.
very bill. It was discussed lliree days, without the
lands, with instructions "to report a bill to grant
motion of Mr. McKay, the report of the postOn
introduction of party politics, but with reference
pros/ifc/U'e pre-emptions to actual settlers, and to
master general, received this morning in relation to
simply to its merits and demerits. If political conreduce the price to settlers, according to the value
mail curlailmcnts, was referred to the committee on
siderations were brought in at all, it was only in a
of the land."
the post office and post roads.
momentary allusion to myself and my colleagues,
Mr. yteynoZrfs advocated his motion at some length
And then, it being late in the day, the house adby the gentleman from Massachusetts, who seemed
and dwelt upon the injustice done to the new states
journed until to-morrow.
to think he might gain strength to his argument in
by the present land system.
Thursday, Dec. 24. The speaker laid before the
the eyes of one parly, by intimating that we liad no
Mr. Pickens regretted, he said, that his friend
reason to oppose the bill except that we were politi- house the lollowing message from the president of from Illinois, (Mr. Reynolds), had moved these inthe United Slates:
cally opposed to the administration.
structions at this time.
were in the commenceLet us have an To the house of representatives of the United Stales: ment of a short session. The subject matterof the
be referred.
I wish this bill to
Herewith 1 transmit a communication from the instructions was of vast interest to nine states of the
open, bona fid>-, stateinanlike plan proposed to ns
ol protecting the revenue from fraud, acid I will go secretary of the treasuiy; and, also, copies of cer- confederacy; and from what he had heard the other
But I will not go for a tain papers accompanying it, which are believed to day from a gentleman from Indiana, (Mr. Projit),
for it honestly and heartily.
And embrace the information contemplated by a resolu- and from the manifestations he had seen in all quarbill proscribing any particular class of men.
tion of the house of representatives on tiie 17lh in- ters
I hope that when a bill does come up we shall have
of the house, there was no question which was
M.
nothing lo do with Mr. Jalfary, or any other indi- stant.
to be brought before congress, in the futuie time, of
Washington, Dec 2ii, 1840.
vidual, or merchant; but that we shall take it up as
deeper or more agitating interest than that of the
This i" in answer to a call moved by Mr. Garret disposition
the representatives of freemen and adopt or reject
of the public lands. In legislating on
Zoom's, calling for a statement of appropriations made
its merits; this i£ the only course
it according lo
these subjects, as well as on all others, he could
at the last session, the expenditure of which has
worthy of this house.
say to his friend from Illinois, that he (Mr. P.)
Mr. Pickens here explained that if the object ol been suspended by order of the president. The se- would legislate not for the tenants of log cabins on
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. ./Jf/nnisj cretary states that no appropriation has been sus- the one hand, nor of princely palaces on Ihe other,
was simply to refer the bill to the committee on pended since the postponement, which terminated but for the justice and honor of his country and his
The message was government. He repeated that he regretted the genmanufactures, that they might rnport such parts as on the 8th of November last.
they thought proper, without giving it any prece- read, laid on the table, and ordered to be printed.
tleman had moved these instructions at this short
The speaker laid before the house a letter from session. The next congress would biing here a
dence, he (Mr, P.) would make no objection.
explained that he had expressly stated the sccutary of the treasury, in answer to the call new set of representatives.
Mr.
This question of the
of the !7lh iiist for "the correspondence between public lands, the adjustment of Ihe tarilf, and other
such to be his object.
Mr. A. then corrected an error into which he sairl him ami the treasurer of the U. States, and between great questions, were then to be brought up for conhe had fallen, iu stating that the second bill had ac- the treasurer and any of his clerks, relative to the sideration; and there would then be time to mature
letter
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some measures which might do

make appeals

dividuals and to the states. He
ing to the prospects of the next census, this ques
tion of the public lands assumed a different aspect
from what it had done twenty or thirty years ago.

and impoverished condition. If the state of Illinois
had siiflered, as the gentleman who had addressed
them this morning would have the house believe,
by the oppressive legislation of congress, let him
tell the house how it was that that state had increased in population in a ratio beyond that of any other
why it was that an overslate of this confederacy
whelming tide of population had flocked here and
why it was that she was growing up like a mighty
empire in Ihe west. When gentlemen approached
the house in this way, they ceased to be either generous or just to themselves, their people, or this

justice alilce to inconfessed that, look-

Congress was now to legislate for nine states. The
states were interested now; and not a mere band of
enterprising speculators, who, as it was thirty years
ago, were seeking a home in the wilderness of the
west. The fact was, that this system was to this
government our colonial system; and he was free to
confess that, when the subji'Ct came up, he would
be Ibund in favor of redeeming and setting free our
colonies.
He did not desire to see them placed in
the miserable position they had occupied for ten
years past, as annual mendicants before this house,
asking one year for a pre-emption law and the next
for a graduation bill.
He wanted some fixed system; and he looked at this not as a mere revenue or
money question, but as a question involving considerations of Ihe deepest interest to the independence
and the freedom of the west. If we were to have
a graduation bill or a pre-emption bill, he should
prefer that the system be fixed in advancf; that they
should not legislate by detachment, as cases might
arise; but that there should be a general law passed
in advance, instead of making laws every two or
three years to suit cases as they might arise. Such
legislation was unjust as well as unwise; and that
was the reason he had hitherto opposed the preemption bill and the gradualion bill. No system of
legislation could be wise which held out so strong
temptations to injustice and partiality. He asked a
general system, and he would prefer that the whole
question should come up for adjustment at the next
session of congress, upon broad and liberal principles
upon principles which, whilst they did credit
to the government, would also do justice to the citizens concerned. He w.mld not now say what he
might be forced to do; but he would say that if the
threats of the gentleman from Indiana (Mr. Proffit)
were to be veriiied, if the west were to come heie
and demand what they pleased (o call justice, he
(Mr. P.) would consider well what lous justice, and
would do his duty to Ihe old states of the confederacy as well as to the new.
Mr. P. was then understood to urge the impracticability of congress legislating for the peculiar
local wants of so many states, of whose wants or
interests congress could have only a very superficial
knowledge. Give the system to the states, and let
them manage it. It was at war with the genius of
the government that congress should be required to
legislate upon so many local interests.
How was
he to become acquainted with the local wants or
interests of the constituents of the gentleman from
Indiana, (Mr. Proffit), or the gentleman from l\\\no\s, (Mr. Reynolds)?
It was impossible. And he
was moreover anxious to lop off that immense branch
of corrupt executive patronage which had been exercised for the last ten or fifteen years connected
with the public land system. If we were to have
any law on the subject, he repeated, he preferred
that we should wait till the next session. He would
not say that he would go for a pre-emption system;
but he believed that a graduation system might be
necessary and essential so far as regards all those
lands which had been twenty years in market. He
thought such a measure due to justice, and right
towards the states; but he was in favor of a general
system based upon enlightened and statesmanlike
views, such as would do justice to all. At present
he could not vote for these instiuctions; he regarded
them as premature and unnecessary at this congress.
He desired that the whole subject might be left to
the wisdom, prudence, caution and patience of the
next congress.
Mr. \V. C. Johnson called for the reading of the
memorial and instructions; which having been read:
Mr. J. proceeded to address the house at considerable length on the subject of the instructions,
and in reply to the course of remarks of the gentleman from Illinois, (Mr. Reynolds).
He hardly knew, he said, whether to express
pleasure or regret that the proposition had been
Drought forward by the gentleman from Illinois, or
that suggestions had been thrown out in relation to
it by the gentleman from
South Carolina, (Mr
Pickens).
He (Mr. J.) hardly knew whether to
express pleasure that the subject of Ihe public domain had been introduced this session, or regret
that it had not been deferred until the meeting of
the next congress.
It was, however, one of those
questions on which bis own opinion had been matured, and upon which he was as ready to act now
He believed it to he
as he should be at aiiy time.
a question which required profound deliberation,
and cautious and wise legislation. He had listened
to tlie lamentations of gentlemen from the far west;

—

he had heard them implore this house to be kind
and generous towards them; he had beard them

as if they

were

in the

—

—

most dejected

—

—
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Mr. Cave Johnson moved to postpone the subject
until the second Tuesday in January next; which
he alterwards withdrew.
And another motion was made to adjourn, which
prevailed. And the house adjourned until Monday.
Monday, Dec. 2S. Mr. Grai'cs.of Kentucky, and
Mr. Black, of Georgia, appeared in their seats today.
Mr. Smith, of Maine, presented a petition from
citizens of New York, for a bankrupt law; referred
to the committee on the judiciary.
Sundry bills from the senate, received their first
and second reading and were referred.

house.

The house resumed Ihe consideration of the motion
J. then referred to the history of the western ol Mr. Reynolds, of Illinois, to refer
the memorial of
and proceeded to demonstrate Ihe fallacy of the legislature of Ihe state to the committee on pubcertain positions assumed by the gentleman from lic lands, with instructions.
Mr.

states,

(Mr. Reynolds), especially with regard to
the alleged injustice of Ihe federal government towards those states. In illustration of which he .''aid
that there was a certain gentleman who had thirteen
sons, towards all of whom he cherished the kindest
regard and the tendeiest affection, and, as often
happened, Ihe youngest child became the greatest
favorite.
The parent got his youngest to write his
Illinois,

will for him, in which he gave his homestead and
slock— in short, all his real and personal estate, to
this youngest son, and the resl of the estate to be divided equally among his brothers.
[Much laughter]. So it was with these young stales. Alter they
had seized upon the whole public domain, after they

The

question pending when the subject was
before the house was the amendment of Mr.
Cost Johnson, of Maryland.
Mr. Briggs oilerei
the following as an amendment lo the amendment,
"and that the said committee report by the first day
of February next."
last

W.

Aftpr some conversation on points of order,
Mr. Mford moved that the whole subject be laid on
the table; on this motion the yeas and nays were

asked and taken, and decided in Ihe negative, yeas
58, nays 111, when the further consideration of the
subject, on motion of Mr. Chinn, was postponed to

Wednesday

vpeek.

On motion of Mr. F. Thomas, the house, by unahad grown up amidst the liberal policy of Ihe gene- nimous
consent, resolved itself into committee of
ral government, they came here and taunted Ihe
the whole on the state of the union, (Mr. JWcA'«i/,of
house with their power and strength telling us that
North Carolina, in the chair), on the following bill:
justice no longer had a habitation in their bosoms;
bill concerning navy pensions and half pay.
but that they came here armed with power, and
Be it enacted by the senate and house of representhat they would leach the old states, not only that
tattaes of the United Slates of America in congress
they will have their own properly, but that, by assembled.
That the sum of one hundred and fiftyibrce of numbers, they will force the just heritage
one thousaml three hundred and fifty two dollars
of the old states from them. Language of this kind
and thirty-nine cents be, and the same is hereby,
might do to flatter Ihe vicious taste of some few appropriated, to
be paid out of any money in the
men, but he believed that it did not speak the sen- treasury
not otherwise appropriated, for the ])aytiments of the people of the west. He believed
merit of pensions and half pay chargeable on Ihe
that Ihey would scorn the man who would wish to
navy pension fund.
rob his neighbor for his own immediate benefit.
The bill having been read, Mr. T. sent to the
He believed that gentlemen who uttered this lanclerk's table the following letter from the secretary
guage were not speaking the sentiment.s of a magnanimous and high minded constituency. If the of the navy; which was read:
"Navy department, Dec. 1, 1840.
west wished to carry on its own internal improve"Sib: I have the honor to state that the whole
ments if they wished that their avenues to the
amount of money now on hand, to pay navy penmarts of commerce should be laid open let them
sioners, is $18,647 61; and that there will be revote lor the amendment he should offer, and get
quired in addition thereto, for that purpose, for the
their distributive share of the proceeds of the public lands.
They would thus move with increased ensuing year, 1841, the sum of $151,352 39; of
which the sum of $51,476 73 will be wanted lo
strides towards importance and wealth.
meet claims for pensions becoming due on the 1st
Mr. J. then entered into a minute examination
daj' of January next.
of the policy of his amendment in its operation upon
"The stocks at present owned by the navy penthe states.
He expressed his concurrence in the opinion ex- sion fund are
City of Cincinnati 5 per cent.
$100,000
pressed by the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr.
City of Washington 5 percent.
33,339
Pic/cens) that he did not view this as a revenue
14,000
question.
He also expressed the belief that it was Bank of Washington
Union Bank of Georgetown
11,400
not the intention of the executive to bring forward

A

—

—

any general plan of revenue at the present session
that Mn/was to be thrown upon a new congress, and
The public
that this congress was to do nothing.

was

was, therefore, more incumbent on gentlemen who, like himself, were in the minority in this house, to propose
measures. And in this he found an additional moHe designated also,
tive to offer this amendment.
as another motive, the war upon state credits which
had been commenced at the other end of the capilol.
Pass this amendment, and the states would at
once be relieved; whilst the whole discussion as to
the tariff, fee. might be left to the next congress.
Mr. Johnson then moved to amend the instructions of Mr. Reynolds, by striking out all after the
word instructions, and to insert, "to report a bill to
have Ihe proceeds of the sales of the public domain
divided among the states in an equitable ratio, to be
used by the states for internal improvements, education or any other purpose, as may be deemed wise
by the several states receiving said distribution."
Mr. Hubhard took the floor to reply to some of
the statements of Mr. Johnson; and, in so doing,
proposed to illustrate the accuracy of his own position by reference to statistical facts, having reference to the value of waste lands in Alabama, &c.
Mr. H. had not proceeded far, when he said that
that the disrusthis was a most impottant subject
that
sion had been sprung up suddenly on the house
he should like time lor consideration and that if
any member would move an adjournment he would
to be left to look to the future.

It

—

—

—

yield the floor for that purpose.
Mr. Thompson, of Mississippi, then moved that
when the house adjourn, it will adjourn over to

Monday; which was agreed to.
An adjournment was then moved, and the question was taken by yeas and nays, and decided in the
negative: yeas 59, nays 94.

Nominal value

$138,739

"All these stocks have greatly depreciated in
value, and some of them are now altogether unsaleable.
The stock of the city of Cincinnati, standing highest, has been advertised to be sold at public
auction on the 15lh of this month, (December), for
Ihe purpose, in the first place, of reimbursing Ihe
Bank of America the sum of fifty thousand dollars
advanced (o the fund on adeposileof the said slock,
to meet the payment of pensions which became due
on the Isl of July last, and afterwards to meet, as
far as it may suffice, the payments falling due on the
1st of January next.
"To liquidate these and other claims becoming
due in the year 1841, and at the same time to prevent the great sacrifice which must ensue if the
slocks belonging to the fund be sold at this time, I
have the honor to request that you will be pleased
to call the attention of congress to the subject at the
commencement of its approaching session, and lo
recommend an immediate appropriation of the above
named sum of .•3:151,352 39 in aid of the fund; the
deficiency in its means of satisfying the just claims
of pensioners, which, by the act of congress of 23d
of April, 1800, the public f.iith was pledged to supply,' having occurred.
1
have the honor to be,
very respectfully, yourob't serv't,

"To

the president

J. K. PAULDING.
of t/ie United States."

Mr. Thomas thnn briefly explained and ureed the
passage of the bill. After which Wt. .^dams rose
and aildressed the committee at great length on several important subjects connected with the financial policy of the present and late administrations;
making no opposition, however, to the passage of
the bill, but strenuously urging the maintenance of
the public faith inviolate.

—
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tell of his great and invaluable services, in 1812,
'13 and '14, when we declared and prosecuted with
success "the second war of independence" against
the proudest and strongest nation in the world? The
bold and thrilling eloquence with which he urged
this body to declare that war, and the readiness
with which he voted for all the supplies, both of
men and money, necessary to its prosecution, identified Mr. Grundy with the most illustrious patriots
of that eventful period.
repealed.
Were these his only services, a nation's gratitude
After some debate on tills amendment Mr. Peck
moved the previous question; which was ordered, might still challenge at our hands, as well as from
the body of which he was a member, some tribute
and the question was put on the amendment of Mr.
of respects to the memory of one who was, at that
Shepard, and carried, yeas 81, nays 70.
The bill, as amended, was then ordered to a third period, so wise in council and so eminent in debate.
His public career commenced more than forty
reading; was read the third time forthwith, passed
and sent to the senate for concurrence. And then years ago, in the convention for revising the constitution of Kentucky.
He was then but twenty-one
the house adjourned.
or two years of age, but exhibited, during the deliTuesday. Dec. 29. The journal of yesterday beberations of (hat body, unerring evidence of his fuing read, Mr. Giddings moved that the house do tuie
usefulness and eminence.
reconsider the vote of yesterday, by which it agreed
He was afterwards, for six years, a distinguished
to the amendment moved by Mr. S/icpi/jd, of North
and useful member of the legislature of that slate;
Carolina, to tbe navy pension bill, "that the act of losing
nothing by comparison with any of those
March 3, 1837, for the more equitable administra- eminent lawyers and statesmen of which Kentucky
tion of the navy pension fund, be repealed."
has always been so prolific.
motion
to
reconsider
prevailsaid,
if
the
Mr. /icfd
In 1306, he was elected one of the judges of the
ed, he should move to amend it so as to incorporate
supreme court of that state, and was soon after apthe substance of a bill which he had reported at the
pointed its chief justice, and discharged its duties
last and at former sessions, the better to regulate
with industry, impariiality and distinguished abithe subject of navy pensions; but he would now
lity.
move that the subject be postponed till TuesdayIn the winter of 1S07-'S he removed to Tennesnext, and that, in the mean time, the bill and the dosee, and for several years devoted himself exclucuments connected with it printed.
sively to the practice of his profession, in which he
Mr. Thomas, chairman of the navy committee, had but few equals, and
certainly no superiors. To
opposed the postponement, on the ground of the
say this of any one who came in forensic collision
urgent necessity of an immediate appropriation for
with such men as John Dickenson, judge Haywood,
the relief of the fund; that if it were not made within
Jenkin Whiteside, judge Overton, and in later years
a few days, the stock belonging to it must be sacri- with
judge Crabb and William L. Brown, is no orficed by a forced sale.
dinary praise.
In criminal jurisprudence, even
Mr. J. Q. Adams was glad that the motion to re- these
claimed no coinpetitorship with him; but he
he
that
nothing
said
consider had been made; and
stood out in advance of all others, unrivalled as an
but the respect he entertained for the speaker, and
able, eloquent and successful advocate.
the strong assurance that no appeal he (Mr. A.)
He served in the legislature of Tennessee, beginmight make would have been successful, prevent- ning
in 1819, about the same length of time he had
ed him from appealing from the decision of the
done in that of Kentucky placing on her statutespeaker which admitted the amendment repealbook some other most valuable laws, and giving to
ing the pension law of 1837. He believed its adher legislation, by his precepts and example, much
mission was entirely contrary to the rule. There
o! that moral tone and liberality of principle which
w.is an inconsistency between the provisions for
now distinguishes it.
which the bill was repoited and the section which
In 1S29, Mr. GRaNDY was elected to the United
repealed that law. He had come here this morning intending to move the recommitment of the States senate, and commenced his labors in that
body with the administration of gen. Jackson.
bill to the committee, with instructions to strike
out the section which had passed so rapidly, be- What his services to the country have been since
ing under the impression that the bill had not then, either as a senator or attorney general, is too
He made a strong appeal to the fiesh in the recollection of all to need to be repeatfinally passed.
house not to wreak vengeance upon widows and ed on the present occasion. But the future history
orphans because congress had wasted the properly of this country (when that history can be written
unbiassed by the party prejudices of the day) canto which they had a right.
Mr. Reed was urged to withdraw his motion, but not fail to award to Mr. Grundy the highest meed
of
praise of having been a safe and discreel coundeclined to do it.
cillor, and eloquent and efficient senator, and an un7Ti//i/i»A(is; advocated (lie reconsideration,

No amendment having been oGered, the committee rose and reported the bill to the house.
And the question being on ordering the bill to a
Ihird reading— Mr. S/iepard, of North Carolina,
moved to amend the bill by adding the followiBg
section:
Sec. 2. ,1nd be it furl/ier enacted, That the act of
March 3, 1837, entitled "an act for the more equitable administration of the uavy pension fund," be

not

—

—

Mr.

and

doubted patriot.
spoke of the favor with which tlie act of JS37 was
The loss of such a man, at any time, must be felt
regarded by all classes in the navy; he also argued
by the nation. At such a moment as the present,
that it ought to have been excluded by the rules
when
America stands in need of all tbe talents and
which prohibit a proposition ditferent from that unall the patriotism of all her most gifted sons, his
der consideration being received under color of
loss must be deeply felt and deeply mourned.
To
amendment.
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Pickens both opposed the his own state, that he so dearly loved which had
honored him so often, and whose recent confidence
reconsideration and the postponement, and advocain him I know he was anxious to repay by the most
ted the immediate passage of the bill and the repeal
devoted zeal and fidelity to Tennessee, his loss
of the act ol 1837.
must
be almost irreparable. But, O God! what
Mr. Sttltonslall advocated the reconsideration, and
was opposed to the total repeal of the act of 1837. must it be to his bereaved family! To her, who has
He went into a history of the navy pension fund, been the wile ol his bosom from youth to old age
from the days of his poverty to those of wealth and
showing its institution; the various changes it had
of fame!
to her, whom we (looking toward Mr.
undergone since ISOh as wrilas the changes or new
Tumeij) so lately saw watching by his side, with
classes of pensioners which h,id been provided for
such conjugal atfertion and such Chiistian hope!
out of it since its original institution in 1800.
what to her must be his loss! What to his children!
Mr. Shepird commenced adefence of his amend- But I forbear: I have no right to conduct you into
ment; but before he had reached its merits, a mes- "this house of mourning," whose agonized inmates
sage was received from the senate, by Mr. Dickuns, must look to no earthly source for consolation
in
its secretary, nolilyingthe house of the death of the
this sad hour of their bereavement and sorrow.
hon, Felix Grundy, a senator of the United Stales
The
following are the resolutions moved by Mr.
lor the state of Tennessee, and of the proceedingsBrown.
had in the senate on that ineUncholy occurrence.
Resolved uiianimoush/.
as a leslimnny of respect
The proceedings of the senate were, at the re- fur the memory of the That
lion. I'elix Grcndv, late a
quest of Mr. Wise, read by the clerk; after which member of the senate of the United Slates, the
house
Mr. jiaron V. Bioum, oneoftiie representatives from will g.) into mourning, and wear crape for thirty days.
Tcmnessee. rose and addr>'ssed the hou^e as follows:
Resolved, That as a furiher mark of respect for the
Mr. Speaker: The painful annunciation which wf memory of the deceased, this house do now adjourn.
The resolutions were read, and adopted unanihave just heard, make it proper that I should submit
to the house the resolutions which I now send to mously; and thereupon the house adjourned until
to-morrow, 12 o'clock.
your table.
It is true that the deceased, at the time of his
death, was not a member of this house, but he was
OBSERVATIONS.
We insert to-day some interesting tables of meonce a member of it; and the deep and indelible impress of his t;ilents ami patriotism, whilst he was teorological observations, with which we have been
iierc, the lapse of nearly thirty years has not been furnished from the registers of the Acalemy of Sciahio to efface.
What record in our archives does ence in this city.

—

—

—

METEOROLOGICAL

It appears to be the general opinion among the
men of the present day, that in the extension and accuracy which have been given to the
mathematical theories of several branches of science, too much minuteness and refinement cannot
be emjiloyed in making the observations, upon which
With this
those tlieories are ultimately to rest.
view, we see now the hourly magnetic observations,
suggested by Mr. Gauss, carried on in many points
in Europe, and at Philadelphia, in the United
States; and it was in the same spirit that sir John
F. W. Herschel, in 1835, we believe, (then at
the Cajie of Good Hope) proposed that at certaiti
convenient periods of the year, simultaneous observations should be made, at as many points on
the earth as po33ible,of the indications and changes
of the atmosphere: so as to use the opportunity,
afforded thus in a suite of extended recorrls, of determining how far the great and sudden changes,
which are of frequent and manifest occurrence, are
to be attributed to local causes, and how far they
may be combined with and accounted for in the
movements and perturbations of that general sys-

scientitic

tem, one of whose members is our earlh. The days
which he proposed, and which have been adopted
by observers in several places, were the beginnings
of the, so called, four seasons of the year, viz: the
equinoctial and solstitial epochs: unless those days
should happen upon Sunday, in which case the observations are to be deferred until the next day.
By the extensive range of thirty-six consecutiie
hours, which are taken, there is no danger but that
the precise )ieriod in each of those remarkable stations of the earth's movement will be included: and
also, there may be observations made at the same
absolute moment at points distant half the circumference of the globe.

In so majestic an inquiry
taking part: and

own cilizens

we are glad to see our
we willingly bear ours

temporary vehicle of conveying
to the public their lesulls, which, when in sufficient accumulation, will be of such immense inin furnishing the

terest.

The second of the tables contains (what is somewhat new to us, we loust confess) the practical development of the mere arbitrary indications which
are registered in the first; and seems interesting in
showing the actual influence upon the matter of
the atmosphere, in loeight, 8cc. of those apparently
movements which we continually observe

trifling

our barometers and thermometers. The explanation of the tive columns headed Dew point, vre
give in the words of a member of the academy, who
has been good enough lo write them out for us.
in

"The amount of vapor in the atmosphere is de.terminrd by observing the temperature of a liquid of
air, and contained in a
polished metallic or glass vessel, when a deposite of
moisture first takes place on the outside of such
vessel
as, for instance, a glass tumbler in which,
Such are Ihe observain summer, ice is placed.
tions in the first and last column of dew point, headed Daniell and Observed. The former was with
Daniell's hygrometer; the latter with a cooling mixany kind, cooler than the

—

ture in a silver vase.

"But as this is a troublesome method sometimes,
there are also means of arriving at a result in an inverse manner by observing the fall in a thermometer, round whose bulb a wetted rag has been fixed.
The comparison of this with the stand of a common
thermometer, noted at the same time, gives the
quantity of evaporation; wdiich is manifestly in proportion to the quantity of vapor existing in the air.
Several rules, or formulte, have been given by different philosophers, by which the relations of the
point of deposition of dew are to be calculated: and
iAreesuch lormula; have been applied in the present
instance. The first was announced by the Ainerl?
can Philosophical society of Philadelphia, the second, by Dr. Anderson, of Edinburgh, a good mathematician and acute observer, and the last is one
devised by the meteorological committee of the
academy. The simplicity of this last one, as well
as its coincidence with actual observations, has entitled it to an introduction, for the present, into the
tables of the academy.
It is, that the dew point is
always a third proportional to the stand of Ihe dry
thermometer and the stand of the welted one."

—

We are sure that when our readers consider what
an important and near connection there is between
the meteorology of the atmospliere and (he statistics of agricultural products and commercial effects,
which our journal is intended mainly to register,
they will not think that we need excuse for the
space v>liich we have devoted to this subject; and
which we propose to leave in future for similar tables, as well as for a regular monthly meteorological record, which, through the kindness of the academy, we have reason to believe we can promise
hereafter.
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CHRONICLE.
Case of McLeod.

The examination

of Alexonde:-

McLeod, before judge Bowen, in tliis village, has been
closed. Itresulled in remanding liim to inil uniil he
enters into recosnizance of ?5,0l)0 for himself, with two
sureties of $2,50U each, for his appearance at court, to

2,

——

—

1841—CHRONICLE.

to open a correspondence with the governors of the
oilier slaveholtling stales, with the view of devising some
existing in relation lo
plan to remedy the wrongs

now

It appears
viz: 169,112 males, and 161,985 females.
from the abstract of marriages, that in the whole of
England and Wales, out of 121,081 couples married,
there were 40,587 men, and 58,959 women who could

Georgia and Virginia, by the refusal, of Maine and
New York to surrender certain fugitives, and, if ne- not wriie.
The numbei of Quakers in England and Wales, escessary to carry out such plans, to call a convention of
timated bv the number of marriages, is about 10,000
[Richmond Wldg.
.nnswerihechargeof being one of the gang concerned in the people of Georgia.
[Boston Jour.
and of Jews al about 20,000.
the murder comniiited al the time the steamboat CaroInspections.
flour in 1S40. The following is
Of
The testimony jiven iii is very con- the amount of flour inspected in Baltimore during ihe
line was burned.
Railway l»w. One of the clauses of the slalute,
tradictory several witnesses tendhig to implicate the year 1S40, as made up from the returns of the inspec- regulating railways in Great Britain, enacts, that it
shall be lawful for any one in the employ of a railwayprisoner, while others swore positively to his being else- tions:
where on the iiighl of the burning of the Carohne.
company, and all such persons, as he may call to his
Halfms.
Bhls.
iNiusoru Courier.
assistance, to seize and detain any engine-driver, por7,570
Howard street
497,730
ter, or other servant, in the employ of any company,
21,036
217,256
City mills
Decision as to blowing up houses in cities. The
who shall be found drunk while employed upon the
00
49,123
Susquehanna
fact that many houses weie blown down in the elliirt

—

railway, or commit any olfence against any of the reYork, in
to stay the progress of llie great fire in
gulations of said company; or shall do, or omit to do,
3LC06
764,115
Total
1S3G, will lie recollected. 'J'he owners sued the corporailway
Besides the above there were in.specled during the any act whereby any person passing on such
ration fordaniases, and the cases went through several
may be injured or endangcreif, or whereby any engine
courts until it reached the court for the correction of year 1,196 hhds. 12,789 bbls. and 93 half bbls. corn
impeded.
carriage
or
may
be
parabbls.
following
meal;
and
5,676
rye
flour.
the
errors.
Of the issue there we iiavp
W^e subjoin the inspections of flour for the preceding
York Standard:
graph from the
Steam frigate. The Uniled States Gazette says
"By recent reports of proceedings of the court of er- ten years:
understand that the steam ship now being built at
Years.
Bbls.
Half bbls. Total in bbh
In session at Albany, it will be seen that iu
now
rors,
the navv yard in this city, is to be called the Mississippi.
597.804
the
1830
587.875
to
from
16.959
it
York fire cases carried
five of the
She will He launched early in the spring.
1531
644,373
555,141
21,637
supreme court, the decision has been aflirmcd. This
York Herald gives
Steamboat accidents. The
518.674
527,446
1532
17,544
releases the city from the liability for buildings torn
the following table of steamboat accidents here and in
533.656
1833
524,620
1S.072
down to stop a conflagration."
Great Britain since the introduction of steain naviga1S34
480,733
489,365
17,264
few dollars have just been coined
doli.abs.
It is rather curious.
tion.
1835
627,206
516,600
21,333
Great Britain.
Uniled States.
at the mini in Philadelphia with new and very beauti1S36
393,924
13,593
400,720
quarters.
Vessels. Lives lost.
Vessels. Lives lost.
ful devices, resembling the latest halves and
Causes.
1837
399.004
391,076
14,777
and
They have sold freely at three per cent, premium for
Explosion
420
430,247
1838
636
19,223
18
20
103
886
new year's presents.
collapses
1S39
530 982
560,875
19,786
118
73
Snagged,
1840
704.115
31,606
779,918
Esrv's THEOKT OF STORMS. In the account of the

New

New

We

New

New

New

A

proceedings of the British association at
ing in Glasgow, we find a report from

its

late

meet-

sir John Herupon the reduction of meteorological observations, in which he refers to various series now under
discussion, and savs that "thanks to American zeal
and industry, the group including the United States
promises to be the most prominent." On anoiher occasion, Mr. Espy read a paper on storms, which underwent some discussion, after which the chairman comphmented the author on the able manner in w-h't^h 'le
had treated the subject. It would,he said, be difficult to

schell

a conclusion on some of the points brought forward; but he was certain that such an interest had been
awakened as to ensure further prosecution, of the inquiry.
It is usually held in Europe that, however our
system may favor material, it is opposed to intelleciual
development, yet every day's experience tends to
prove that it is favorable to the progress of man, phy[Nat Gaz.
sically, politically and intelleciually.

come

to

and

Of tobacco, in 1840. Amount of tobacco remaining Wrecked
collisions
in the four slate warehouses in the city of
Baltimore, on the Slst December, 1S39,
9,983 hhds. Burst
Unknown
Amount inspected during the year lS4t), 40,023

on hand

Leaving on hand on the

The amount

inspected
.Maryland,
.
Ohio,
.

Virginia,

Kentucky,

31st Dec. 1810,
6,542
the following kinds:

was of
.
.

.

hlids.

8,430

.

...

.
.

Pennsylvania,

.31,211

.

.

.

560

.404
11

'

Total,
.
40,023
Of beef and pork in 1840. The inspections of beef
and perk in 1840 were as foffows.
Fori:.
Beef.
Bbls.
Hf.bbls.
Bbls.
Hf.hbls.
410
Baltq. packed 8,530
1,145
1
696
Foreign do.
6,345
_

'

—

'

,

.

181

12

266
465

exported and consumed in 1340, 44,069

Fkanklin Bank or BAUiMorE. By a notice in
another port of our paper, it will be seen that the president and directors of the Franklin Bank have deiermined to place its affairs in a Siale of liquidation— in
oilier words, to cease active operanons, and wind up.
410
9,226
7,490
1
This bank is one of the oldest moneyed inslitutionsiii
Of Jish in 1840. The following is the amount of
the city; and a determination of this kind, necessarily
iiccasioned surprise, and produced some dcgire of e.-;- salted fish inspecled in Baltimore during the year 1840,
citemcnt among those interested in its condition and to which is annexed the inspections of 1839.
Shad.
Herrinas.
MacJscrel
management.
Bbls. H^bbls. Bbls. Hf. bbls. Bbls. Hf. bbh.
Had the bank concentrated iLs means and energies
72,224 '731
10,.177
613
4,658 '870
to that end, there is reason to believe thai it might have 1840
333
42,807
8,102
222
1,773
235
gone on. But choosing rather to stop short, for the 1339
purpose of liquidation of discharging its liabilities,
Longevity. There is a man living in Greenfield
rather than by fariheroperations, adding in any degree township, Gallia county, Ohio, by the name of James
to their number, the bank exhibits an evidence of in- Rice, who was 116 yer.rs old on the 21th of April last
tegiiiyof purpose, which cannot fail of havingdiie and yet bids fair to add some yeai-s to the days ol his
weight with the community.
earthly pilgrimage.
The chancier of the board is, however, such as to
Maryland U. States senator. The legislature has
constitute a sure pledge, to all concerned, that thf
elected the hon. Joas Leeds Keeu, a senator from this
affairsol the bank will he faithfully and justly admi
state, to supply the vacancy occasioned by the death
And
as
to
ils
of
liquidation.
in
process
while
iiisiercd,
of the honorable JuhnS.Spenee, of the Eastern .Shore,
pole holders and other creditors, we feel it a duty, unwhose lerni will expire in 1843. Mr. Kerr has before
der the circumstances, and as ilie result of our own
served in the house of representatives with usefulness
convictions of expediency, in the case, to advise
Whalever loss may fall upon the and ability. Tlie votes were for Mr. Kerr 70, blanks
against sacrifices.
19, scattering 3.
stockholders of the bank, there is no reason to doubt
Naval. List of ofiicers attached to the United Slates
that its circulation will be eventually redeemed, to the
[Pa(rio(
.sloop-of-war Preble, now lying at Charlestown navy
uttermost farthing.
yard, to sail for the Mediterranean about the latter part
Freiodt. The New York Express of Wednesday
of this week: commander. Ralph Voorhees, esq. lieuteremarks: "We have never know a period when freiglit
nants, Albert E. Downes, E. Lloyd Handy, William
was taken to Liverpool at as low a rate as it is al pre- C. Chaplin; master,
James Madison Frailey; surgeon,
The packets are taking naval stores at ISd. stersent.
J. Frederick Sickels; purser, George F. Sawyer; assishng, a rate that once would hardly have been deemed
tant surgeon, John O. C. Barclay; jiassed inidshipmen,
unloading.
loading
and
for
sufficient lo pay
William RockendorlT, S. Decatur Trenchard; midshipGeorgia and .Maine. In consequence of the refusal men, Daniel Animen,T. McLeiiahan, John Madigan,
of the governor of Maine to deliver to the demand of ']'. S. Phelps, E. C. Siout; master'smaie, C. Francis, jr.
Georgia certain persons of that state charged with captain's clerk,
Iiigersoll; boatswain, John Young;
stealing negro slaves from Georgia, the legislature have gunner, James M. Cnorier; carpenter, W. D. Jenkins:
a bill eslabiishing a quarantine of a hundred days on sailmakcr, John Burdine.
[Boston Courier.
.Maine,
and
declarstate
of
ihe
from
all vessels coming
PoFULATioN IN ENGLAND. Tho English papers give
quarantine shall be puing that any violation of said
an abstract of the report of the register general, from
nishable with confinement in the penitentiary for not
which it appears that the population of England and
years.
less than 5 nor more than 10
The bill first passed the house and alter tieing Wales is computed to have been 15,060,800 in .laniiamended by the senate wiih the following provision, ary 1, 1S39. 'i'he population of the United Kingdom
was ihen about 27,207,844. It may now amount to
passed that body, ayes 35, nay^ 31.
'Amlheit /urtlier enaclud, 1 hat whenever the go- 27,774,200 persons, comprising 6,080,000 fcncible men,
60. Ireland pos.sesses rather less than
vernor of the state of Maine shall coitiply wiih his con- aged 20 and under
the pre- oiic-lhird (32 per cent.) of the eiilire pnpulation.
The
stitutional obligation to the stale ot Georgia, in
population of France is about 34,370,000. 1'ho report
mises, the governor of this slate shall, by proclamation,
slates, that the number registered for England and
suspend the operation of this act."
Wales
in
the
year
ending
die
the
2Jd
30,
1839.
on
June
were:— Births
The legislature was to adjourn sine
430,540, deaths 331,007, marriages 121,083. The proinstant.
.
,.
The legislature, on the evening of its adjournment, portion of the marriages lo llie population was 1 in 129.
thai
appears
10,800
to
continue
It
gnvcrncHmore
boys
were
born
the
than girls
requiring
passed a resolution
governor ol Virginia, and — and llie proportions were abonl the same in deaths,
Ills correspondence v\illi the
,

48

Total

50,01

Amount

473
444

35
35
27

More

in

this

country

192

1,456

The Mobile papers bring
exj'losion.
us the account of another steamboat explosion in that
quarterThe occurrence constitutes another loud call
on congress for speedy action on the bill more effectually to prevent these fearful disasters:
The steamboat Walker, one of the mail line betweerj
this port and N. Orleans, burst her boilers yesterday, on
her passage this way, near Dog river bar, and about ten
miles below town. Theexplosion must have.been terrific
lor the boiler deck is blowed away, the pilot house down,
and the whole forward part of the boat is a inass of
wreck and ruin. The Lady of the Lake, also, bound
this way, was considerably ahead of the Walker when
It was first perceived from the
ihe disaster occurred.
W. W. Fry going down the bay. The captain of the
Fry, meeting the Lady of the Lake, called attention to
condition
of the Walker, whose chimnies
distressed
the
were seen to be down. The Lady immediately returned, brought up ihe passengers of the Walker and towed the boat to the wharf where she lies.
Nine persons were more or less injured by the exploJ. S. Hopper, passenger, of
sion some seriously.
J. W. White,
this city, was scalded very severely.
passenger, do.; J. B. Leftwich, passenger, do.; James
H. Caldwell, of New Orleans, considerably bruised and
scalded. Captain Oiway, the cominander of the boat,
was much scalded about the face. The pilot Nelson,
John the steersman, and two deck hands whose names
we could not gather, in the confusion, were severely
Steamboat

—

burnt, several ot them dangerou.sly.
At the moment of the explosion five persons were
blown overboard, but by the activity of the mate, they

were

There were nine passengers
all saved unhurt.
named above, among them captain BulUniled States army who all escaped without in[Mobile jour. Dec. %l.

besides those
lock,
jury.

—

.

Treasury Notes. The secretary of the treasury announces that the amount of treasury notes outstanding
on the first instant, was $4,632,991.
Vegetable silk and vegetable wool. Two plants
lately attracied mucli attention in the island of
Martinique, on account of the tissues which may be
lubricated from the fibres attached to their seeds.
The first of these is Asclepias Minor, or vegetable
have several plants of
silk of the Vilest Indies.
the genus Asclepias, in the United States, properly
called silk weed, perhaps this very species, though perhaps here at the north, it may not produce fibres of the
same length or fineness. In Maruniqiie it perfects its
pods in four months, and the plant itself lasts six years
from the planting. It has been carded and spun; the
thread is beautiful, as glossy and brilliant as silk, and
as strong as cotton. This remark is made of the plant
in its wild slate; but it has been cultivatod, and both
Ihe staple of the plant and the quantity of its productions are exiremely improved by cultivation.
It will
grow, no douhi, in Louisiana.
The other plant is the Bombax minor, a shrub growing to the height of seven or eigKt feet. It produces a
large pod which contains a kind of wool, which the
mannfacuirors of Lyons, to whose inspection it has
been submitted, have declared to be as fine as the
wool of Thibet. It is easily spun, and the thread is as
strong as woollen yarn. Fourteen months arc necessary to bring the pods lo perfection,
have

We

[New York Evening

Post.
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Cesaire Delahoussaye, to be register of the land
don, and this I state with a perfect knowledge of llie
Opelousas, La. vice Robert N. Kelley, redenial given to the statement that his visit to the Bri- office at
signed.
concesthe
What
object.
political
had
a
capital
tish
Lewis B. JlcCarty, to be register of the land ofsion sought for may ba I know not, bnt sometliln»
Simpson, remust be done to set France at her ease, and to Ijeal fice at Demopolis, Ala. vice Thomas
her wounded amour propre, in order Ihal she may bear signed.
Thomas Scott, to be receiver of public moneys
tamely a proposition to disnrm Ihat will assuredly
Vincennes, la. vice John Law, resigned.
issue from the congress to be held in Vienna next at
Samuel Merry, to be receiver of public moneys at
spring."
St. Louis, Mo. from 23d December, 1840, when his
CANADA.
It appears by the Canadian pa- late commission expired,
IVelland canal.
William G. Crawley, to be receiverof pubic mopers that the British government have directed the
Hall, resigned.
purchase of the stock held by individuals in the neys at Augusta, Mi. vice A.
Crawford, to be receiver of public moSamuel
of
AVelland canal; and authorised the enlargement
This movement neys at Kaskaskia, III. vice Edward Humphreys,
the work to a steamboat canal.
will be of vast importance to Oswego, and presents deceased.
Elijah H. Gordy, to be receiverof public moneys
tbe highest inducements for opening the rail road
communication between this place and Syracuse. at St. Stephen's, Ala. vice Theodore J. Wilkinson,

H

Steamboats running from here to all the ports on the deceased.
Lunsford R. Noel, to be receiver of public moupper lakes will secure to tliis route the whole wesH.Anderson, detern freights, and tie completion of the rail road to neys at Danville, III. vice Stenson
Syracuse, will concentrate

to this

point tbe business

lined.

Mr. Fox

to

Mr. Forsyth.

Washington, Dec. 13, 1S40.
Sib: I am informed by his excellency the lieiile.
nant governor of the province of Upper Canada, that

Mr. Alexander McLeod,

a Biitish subject, and late
deputy sheriff of the Niagara district in Upper Canada, was arrested at Lewiston, in Ihe state of New
York, on the 12ih of last monlh, on a prelended
charge ol murder and arson, as having been engaged
in Ihe caplure and destniclion otihe piratical steamboat "Caroline," in the monlh of December, 1837.
After a tedious and vexatious examination, Mr.
McLeod was committed for trial, and he is now im-

prisoned in Lockport

jail.

I feel it my duty to call upon the government of
(he United States (o take prompt and effectual steps
It is well known
lor (he liberation of Mr. McLeod.
that the deslruction of (lie steamboat "Caroline"
was a public act of persons in her majesty's service,
obeying the order of their superior authorities.
That act, therefore, according to the usages of nations, can only be the subject of discussion belweea
(he two national governments; it cannot justly be
made the ground of legal proceedings in Ihe United
S(a(es agains( the individuals concerned, who were
bound to obey Ihe authorities appointed by their

James H. Elliott, to be receiver of public moneys
and travel of the wliole country boidering on L ike
Ontario and the river St. Lawrence. A favorable at Winamac, la. vice Je.sse Jackson, deceased.
Paschall Bequette, to be receiver of public mocharter has been obtained for the construction of this
road, and the attention of our citizens shor.M now neys at Mineral Point, WiskoiLsin, vice David W.
own goveriunent.
Jones, resigned.
be turned to the speedy roscculion of the work.
I m.iy add that I believe it is quite notorious that
Thomas Womacic, to be receiver of public moThere is no diificulty m satisfying capitalists that
Mr. McLeod was not one cf the party engaged in
reneys
William
Bickham.
at
La.
vice
superior
Greensburg,
not
equal
if
will
be
the stock in (his road
•
the destruction of the steamboat "Caroline," and
signed.
\_Oswego Herald.
to any other in the state.
that Ihe pretended charge upon which ha has been
The St. Johns (New Brunswick) Herald attriimprisoned rests only upon (he perjured testimony
butes general Harrison's success to the fad that he
Excess of exports. There have been five
Canadian outlaws and their abettors, who,
lives on "hard cider'' and occupies a 'log ciihiii"in yeais in our history since 1S15 in which our exports of certain
unforlunately for Ihe peace of (hat neighborhood, are
"de
been
Buren
has
that
Van
Tennessee.' and says
have exceeded our imports. These years are 1S20,
of Nevir
throned" because he dined ort' silver plate, and drove 1S2.5, 1827, 1829, 1840. The excess ofexporls over still permitted by the authorities of the state
York (0 iulest Ihe Canadian frontier.
his own carriage and four, and kept liveried ser- imports in 1840 is ;!(i26,7{iG,069.
This is quite re.
Mr.
McLeod
of
whelher
The
question,
however,
vants!
"The former," continues the Herald, "is an markable. It is owing, doubtless, to ourgreatin.
unknown and obscure person: the latter a thorough debtcdness abroad. And since we are largely in- was or was not concerned in the destruction of the
the present
business gentleman, remarkable for his talents, ex- debted, Ihe above indication may be regarded as a "Caroline," is beside the purpose of
One has convalescent one, though probably 12 to 15,000,000 communication. That act was the public act of
treme foresight and political sagacity.
persons obeying the consti(u(ed aulliorilies of her
never been placed in any situation either to do much dollars ol it have gone to pay interest.
majesty's province. The national government of
harm or much good; the other has, for the last four
[Mudisoniizn.
the United States thought themselves called npon to
years, held the president's office at a lime when it
agaiiist it; and a remonstrance wdiich
lemoiislrate
ihe
judgall
in
finance,
the
management
required ail
j

—

The United States and Great Britain.
the presiuent did accordingly address to her majeslollowing are the documents transmitted lo the ty's government is still, I believe, a pending subject
house of representatives by Ihe president of the of diplomatic discussion between her majesty's goUnited Slates, in answer lo a cali lur copies of any vernment and the United States legation in London.
correspondence between Ihe governments of the two I feel, therefore, justified in expecliiig that the precountries concerning the burning of Ihe steamboat sident's government will see the juslice and the neCaroline, &.c.
cessity of causing the present immediate release of
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
with
Department of stale,
and
the
fresidekt,
by
Mr. McLeod, as well as of taking such steps as uiay
Appointments dy
Washington. Dec. 28, 1840.
James A. Babe requisite for preventing others of her majesty's
the advice and consent of t/ie senate.
Sih: The secretary of state, lo whom has been re- suhjecis from being persecuted or molested in the
yard, attorney of I'le Cfnited States, for the district
ferred the resolution of Ihe house of representatives, United States in a similar inannrr for the future.
of Delaware, (reappointed).
It appears that Mr. McLeod was arrested on the
D.iniel Goodwin, attorney of Ihe U. S. for the dis- dated the 21sl instant, requesling the president "to
communicate to that house (it not in his opinion in- 12tli ult. that, afterthe examination of witnesses, he
trict of Michigan, (reappointed).
Charles S. Sibley, attorney of the U. S. for the compatible wilh the public inteiest) all the corres- was finally committed for trial on the IStli, and
pondence between this government and that of Great placed in confinement in the jail of Lockport, awaitmiddle district of Florida, (reappointed).
Francis S. Key, attorney of ihe U. S. for the dis- Britain, or the officers or agents of either, or the offi- ing (he assizes, which will be helil there in February
cers and agents of this government with Ihe presi- next.
As the case is na(urally occasioning a great
trict of Columbia, (reappointed).
Nathaniel Williams, attorney of the U. S. for the dent or any of its departments; which has not here- degree of excilement and iiidigiialion within the
tofore been communicated lo this house, on the sub- Balish frontier, I earnestly ho|)e Ihat it n.ay be in
district of Maryland, (reappointed).
Montgomery Blair, attorney of the U. S. for Ihe ject of the outrage ol burning the Caroline on the your power to give me an early and satislaclory
district of Missouri, in the place of Arthur L. Ma- Niagara fronlier; and whether there is any prospect answer to the jiresent representalion.
of compensation being made to tlie owner of said
I avail myself of this occasion (o renew lo you Ihe
genis, resigned.
Solomon Cohen, attorney of the U. S. for the dis- boat for Ihe loss thereof; and, also, whether any com- assurance of my distinguished consideralion.
H. S. FOX.
trict of Georgia, in the place ol Robert M. Charlton, municalions have been made lo this government in
regard to the arrest and imprisonment o(
resigned.
McHon. John Forsyth, Sfc.
Philip Schuyler, of New York, to be consul for Leod, by the authorities of the state ol New York,
Mr. Foisyih to Mr. Fox.
Depaihnent of stale,
the port of Liverpool, in the place of Francis B. Og- for being concerned in said outrage; and, if so, that
he communicate a copy thereof lo that house," has
Washington, December 26, 1840.
den, resigned.
Louis Tinelle, of New York, to be consul for the Ihe honor to report lo Ihe president, in answer to
Sik: I have Ihe honor lo acknowledge, and have
that resolution, the acconipanviug papers.
port of Oporto.
Re- laid before (he presideni, your letter of (he 13(h iiist.
JOHN FORSYTH.
Francis B. Ogden, of N. Jersey, to be consul for spectfully submitted,
(oucliing Ihe arresi and iuiprisonmeid of Alexander
McLeod, a BrKish subject, and lale deputy sheriff
the port of Bristol, in the place of Thos, Dennison. To the president of Ihe U. Sliilcs of America,
lilr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth.
Henry D. Gale, of New York, to be consul for the
Extract.
of the Niagara district, in Upper Canada, on a
Legation of the United Slates charge of murder and arson, as having been engaged
port of Velasco, in the place of Stewart Newall, reLondon, July 2, 1S39.
signed.
in Ihe capture and des(ruc(ion of (he steamboat
*
*
*
*
m
John A. Parker, to be collector of the customs at
"Caroline," in (he mondi of December, 1S37; in reTappahannock, Va. vice Robert S. Garnett, deI regret to say that no answer has yet been given
spect to which you slate that you feel it )Our duty
to my note in the case of the "Caroline."
ceased.
I have to call upon the goveiniuent ol the United Slates lo
Jacob P. De Forest, (o be surveyor at St. Louis, not deemed it proper under Ihe circumstances to lake prompt and elfectual sleps lor the liberation of
press Ihe subject without fiirlher instructions from Mr. McLeod, and lo preveid o(her3 of (he subjec(3
Mo. vice Nathan Runney, resigned.
Ebenezer 11. Stacy, to be surveyor ;t Gloucester, your department. If it is the wish of Ihe L'overn- of her majesly (he queen of Grea( Briiain from bement ihat 1 should do so, 1 pray to be informed of it, ing persecuted. or molested in a similar manner lor
Mass. vice John M. Woriany, resigned.
Ezekiel Foster, to be surveyor at Easlporl, Me. and Ihe degree of urgency (hat I ain to adopt.
the future.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson. Extract.
vice Charles Peavey, whose commission expired on
This demand, wilh the grounds upon which it is
Department of state,
the 8th December 1840.
made, has been iluly considered by the president,
Washington, lUh September, 1839.
James McKissack, to be register of the land office
w ith a sincere desire lo give to it such a rep'y as
at Fayetteville, Ark. from 27th December, 1840,
will no( only iifanitest a proper regard lor the chaWilh reference (o (he closing paragraph of your ruc(er ami riglils of the Uuilcd S(ates, bu(, al (he
when his late commission expired.
Lewis B. Tully, to be register of the land office communicalion to the deparlineiit, daled (he 2d ol same time, tenil lo preserve the amicable riIa(ioii.g
at Batesville, Ark. vice Thomas Jolinstm, resigned. July lasl, (No. 7-1), it is pioper lo inibini you lliat which, so advaiilageously lor holli, suhsisl be(ween
John Gardner, to be register of the land oll'ice at no instructions are at present required for again this country and England. Of the reality of this
Winamac, la. vice Edward A. Hannegan, resigned. bringing forward the question of the "Caroline." I disposition, and of the uni.'ormily with which it has
John V. Ingersoll, to be register of the land of- have had frequent conversations wilh Mr. Fox in been evinced in the many delicate. and difficult quesfice at Mineral Point, Wiskonsin, vice John P. regard to this subject— one of very recent date
and tions which have aiisen between the two countries
Sheldon, removed.
Ironi its (one, the president expcct.s the British goin the last few years, no one c.n be n.ore convinced
Enos Lowe, to be register of Ihe land office at vernment will'answer your application in the case than yourself. II is (hen wilh unfeigned regret that
Burlington, Iowa, vice A. C. Dodge, resigned.
without much farther delay.
the president finds himself unable to recognise Ih^

ment of politics, and all the mind of JWartin Van
Biiren to endeavor to set matters in a proper train.
Should he live, Martin Van Buren will be president
of the United States in 18-15— that is if he will take
the olSce."
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aliJily of a .lemaiul, a compliance
with which yo.i
deem so tnatenal to Ihe preseri'atioi, ofllie
sood uti-

derstanding which has been hitherto
manifested be-

tween

two countries.
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intention of ministers to

recommend her majesty to ments (0 these companies, and
of
bestow any reward upon captain Drew (who com^-^'''^S; ^"'l
manded the party attacking) and others en^^a-ed shows
hoi's'th"
•''•"S'"
the amount

the interest
this

on

statement

of Ihe ordinary revenue and
exRussell replied no "re- penditures.
ward had been resolved upon, ami as the qneslion
°'' "'=''
anionnled to
involved a subject of a very delicate nature,
«•«T>t.T''°'^"';r'''!'
he .i,S4„ Jo7; and all the expenditures to
«845 288
must decline to iinswer it further. All this, if it which sum
includes the payment of |(.585,819
on
turn out correct, and it looks so, Ihrovvs a new
light account ol the interest of the public
debt
upon mailers recently discussed in Washington,
According to the estimate of the treasurer
the
and makes the prospect of an amicable settlement demands on
Ihe treasury, for the present year
will
very bright.
amount to $'927,000, and the reciepis to
S,-:}U6 9I15deficiency of rather more "than
The bhig Tigris. JInother seizure by ihe Bri- .^620,njO.
cr'Jno'Jn" %V'^''
The surplus
now remainine'
hih.
By Ihe brig Cipher, just arrived from S. W. on deposite is $,-|49,0()0, revenue,
which, being deducted
coast of Africa, we learn that another
American from the eslimaled deficiency, will leave a balance
vessel, a Salem brig, has been seized
by a British to be provided lor, of about §470,000; and
would the circuuislances to which
after the*
you have refer- cruiser, on the groundless
suspicion of bein^' en- present year, the annual deficiency
red, or the reasons you have
will be upwards
urged, justify the exer- gaged
in Ihe slave trade.
The particulars so far as ot six hundred thousand dollars.
tion of such a power, il it
existed.
The transaction we have been able to gather them,
are theseout of which the question arises,
This being the condition of the treasury
The
presents the case brig Tigris, capt. Frye,
it is
of Salem, while lyin"- at easier to perceive the necessity
ot a most unjustili.ible invasion,
of making some
in time of peace, of Ambriz,
having her return cargo on board, "and provision lo support
a poition ol Ihe territory oi the
Ihe credit of the state, than
fnited State, by a about lo sail for home, was
to
boarded and taken pos- suggest such measures as will
band of armed men liom the adjacent
accomplish
lerritorv of session of, by order of the
commander of the Bri- ject without being oppressive lo the people.that obCanada, the forcible caplure by Ihem
within 'our tish cruiser Water Witch,
and put in charge of a
In some of the states, a disposition
own waters, and the subsequent destruction
has been maof a prize master.
The alledged p.-etence for the .sei- nilested to rely upon the general
sleamboat the properly of a citizen of
government for
the Uniled zure Was the fact that a black
boy, a native of the the payment of their debts; and
b.atHS, and the murder of one
lo claim for Ihat
or more American ci- coast, was in
the service of capt. Frye, on board the purpose; the proceeds
tizuns.
II arrested at the time,
ol the public lands
tlie offenders mioht
It is
brig, probably in'the capacity of cabin
boyjnolhint' contended, that these h.uds were ceded
unquestionably have been brought to
justice by ?he alarming, as it is very
common for trader, to thai neral government, to be applied to the to the <re.ludicial authorities of Ihe slate
payment of
within whose ac- coast to employ Ihe
natives on board Iheir vessels. the national debt; and that the
knowledged terrilory these crimes were
debt havin»- been
committed: The Tigris had been ordered to N.
Yoik in char^re paid, the states are now enlitlcd to ihe re"venue
and heir subsequent voluntary entrance
within that of the piizemaster, and would
sail soon
Ihe cap- aiismgfiom that source.
territory places them in the same
situation
The tain and crew remaining in Ihe brig. The cargo
statement
of the principal facts, connected
president is not aware of any principle
of interna- was not disturbed.
She had on board about 20,000 with this question, will show, that
tiona law, or, indeed, of reason or
the states have
justice, which lbs. of ivory and a quantity
of coffee.
no just claim to the revenue arising
entitles such oftenders to impunity
from the sale
before the le^al
The
T.
is owned by Robert Brookhouse, esq.
o
the public lands, and Ihat they wiuld
one
tribunals, when coming voluntaiilv
derive but
wilhin their fn- of our most active merchants,
who has been exten- lillle benefit trom it, if they had.
dependent and undoubted jurisdicfion,
because they sively engaged in the African trade
for
many
At
Ihe
years.
commencementof the rtvolutiouarv war
acted in obedience to their superior
authorities, or Capt. Frye is a young man,
native of Salem, who Virginia, New York, Massachusetts,
because their acts have become the subject
South and
of diplo- lormerly resided on the coast some
years; and was North Carolina, Geoigia and Connecticut,
matic discussion between the two
severalgoverninenls.- on his first voyage as uiasfer.
These practical ma- ly claimed such porlions of the weslern country
These methods ot redress, the legal
proseculion of nifestations of the BriliMi cruisers
seem to indicate as were included wilhin their respective limits- and'
the oilenders, and the application of
their govern- an intention to drive the
American
traders
subs^eqienlly^ceded
from the
went for satisfacli;,n, are independent of
«o.,i.^.,>.j ..curu them
men to the United States for
each other coast, and demand the immediate
notice of our go- the common benefit of Ih
and may be separat-dy and simultaneously
f^l^^
Previous to the
pursued
Instances of petty insolence on the cession, congress had given
Iba avowal or jnslitr.ation of the outrages
a pledge, "that the unby the partoi John Bull's armed vessels towards
the Ame- appropriated lands, which might be ceded or reBn ish authorities might be a ground of'complaint
ricans, have been frequent on that coast; if every linquished to the
with the government of the United
United Stales, by any particular
Stales distinct frivolous pretext
is to be made the ground of a forstate, should be disposed of for the
Irom the violation of the lerritorv and
common benelaws of the cible seisure and detention, it will
lead to serious fit ot the United Sutes, and be settled and
'^"''^formed
'''" "^P"-^"" <" "'^ Koteni'rouble.
into distinct republican stales."
Tent "of the union to that of Great
ISalem Register.
inent
Britain, for Ihe
The cessions were accordingly made; and it was
redress of a,, authorised outrage
of the peace, digniOF
UNION.
stipulated in the Virginiadeed, that the land ceded"
y and rights of the United States, cannot deprive
Legislatures of the respective states "Should be considered
the state of New York of her
a common fund for the use
iindoubtHd ri/ht of The following is the political character
of the se- and benefit of such of the United States
vindicating, tlnough the exercise
as have
of her judicial veral s'ales of the union.
become, or shall become, members of the confedepower, the property and lives of her
citizens.
Whig—
You
IS states
Van
Buren
7 slates. ration, according to their usual respective proporhave very pro|)erly regarded the alleged
absence of
tions in the general charge and expenditure,
Mr. JUcLeod from the scene of the offence
and
at the Vermont,
Maryland,
New Hampshire: sha!l be faithlully and bona fide disposed of for Ihat
time when it was committed, as not
material to Ihe Maine,
Virginia,
South Carolina,
purpose, and for no other use or purpose whatsodecision of the present question.
That is a matter Massachusetts, N. Carolina,
Alabama,
ever."
to be decide.1 by legal evidence;
and the sincere de- Rhode Island,
Georgia,
Arkansas,
The deeds from North Carolina and Georgia consire of the pre.sident is, that it
may be salislactorily Connecticut,
Louisiana,
Missouri,
tain the same conditions as that of Virginia;
established.
If the dnstruclion of the Ciioiine
while
was New York,
Kentucky,
Tennessee,
the older states relinquished their titles, in
a public act of persons in her majesty's
more geservice
New
Jersey,
Indiana,
Illinois.
neral terms, for the common benefit of the
obeying the order of Iheir superior
union.
aulhonlies. this Pennsylvania,
Ohio,
Doubtful.
When the cession was made by Virginia, congress
,''"" ™''""">i'cated to the government Delaware,
Michigan.
Mississippi.
,'t""^
had no power "to lay and collect taxes, duties and
01 the United Siates by a person authorised
to make
The legislaliM s of all these states are, or will be, imposts," but was obliged lo depend
the admission; and it will be for
upon Ihe state
the court which has in session durinj the present winter,
,
except those governments, for "their respective proportions
taken cognizance ol Ihe otfence witli
of
which Wr. of New Ha npsnire, Vermont, Connecticut, Ten- the general charge
and expenditure." The public
McLeod IS charged, lo decide upon its validity
when essee and Mississippi.
lands, in yielding a revenue to the general governlegally eslablished before it.
MAINE.
ment, relieved the states, to the same extent, from
The president deems this to be a proper
occasion
Congressional election.
Mr. Lowell, (V. B.) has, Iheir respective pro|)ortions of the general charge;
remind Ihe government of her Britannic
majesty at last, been elected to congress in the Washington and Ibrnied a conimou
fund for the benefit of all the
tliat the case ol the
-Caroline" has been Ion., since and Hancock district, by a majority
of four votes. members of the confederation, according to the obbrought to the attention of her
majestv's nnncinal The entire vo'e s'ood as Ibllows:
vious meaning of the Virginia deed.
secretary of slate for foreign aifairs,
who. up to this
Lowell,
5,194
To consider the Uniled'States as having no other
day, has not communicated
its decision thereupon.
Noyes, whig,
.
.
5,051
right to the western terrilory, besides that
It IS hoped that the
which
government of her majesty will
Scattering,
139
was derived from the deeds of cession, is to place
perceive the importance of no
longer leavin.^ the
MARYLAND.
the subject in a |ioint of view, the most favorable
government of the United Slates un'fnformed
to
of its
Message of the governor. Since your last session, tiie claims recently set up in
views and invention.? upon
behalf of the states.
a subject which has na- no material change has taken place in
Ihe financial But lo understand the question properly, it is
ura ly produced much exasperation,
neand wiiich has atlairs of the slate. As they were then fully ex- cessary to
consider the prior claims of the United
ea to such grave consequences.
I avail myself of plained, and as
additional dr-taiis will be found in States; and also the circumstances,
this occasion to renew to
under which
you ihe assurance of mv dis- the annual rtJporl of Ihe treasurer^ it is only
ne- Viryinia and other states relinquished their titles.
tinguished consideiation.
fssary for me to give a gener.il statement of their
From the earliest settlement of the colonies!
H. S. Fox, esq. ^c. S,-c 6fn.
esent condition.
controversies existeil among Ihem, respecting
The New York correspondence of the National
their
The ilebt of the sJale is now fifteen laillions one territorial limits; which interfered with
Jiitelligenccr, ol January
eactrother
4, says:
The Hamillon hundred and nine thousamt dollars; but when Ihe on the Atlantic coast, and with
Ihe pretensions of
(U. C.) Joninal stales tliat sir Allan
Macnab was slock, aulhorised by existing laws, shall have been France and Spain, in running
vvestwardly to tiie
not knighted in conseq.ience of the
Caroline affair, all issued, it will a'mount to hfteen millions three Mississippi river
and the Soulh sea. By Ihe treaty
but because of his success in
repressing the rebel
hundred and forty-six thousand.
of 17(j3, the weslern claims of Great Britain
lion.
were
This paper also a.his, "the legality of deThe sinking fund, wliioh, last year, was one limited to the Mississippi; and the extensive terristroying the Caroline in American
waters has not
llion thirleen thousand three hundred and se- tory, claimed by
France to Ihe eastward of that
been yet pronounced upon by the
British governnty-two dollars, has been increased to one mil- river, was ceded to the British crown.
After the
ment.
It 13 also said Ihat when Macnab
issued lion, seventy-six thousand five hundred and thirly- declaration of independence, it was
contended by
ni3 orders lor an attack
upon the Caroline, he =up- three dollars.
some of Ihe slates, particularly Rhode Island, New
posed she would be found upon Navy
Island, and
For Ihe year, ending the first day of the present Jersey, Delaware and Maryland, that the
that he never contemplated
crown
an -attack upon our month, Ihe revenue, exclusive of sums received lands, "if wiested
from the common enemy by blood
shore.
During (he ist session of the inmerial par- from inlcrna!
improvement companies, and of those and treasure ollhe thirteen slates, ought to be deemlament, adds ihe Hdinillnn Jnnrnr.l,
lord i'din
awn from (he special depo^iles, amouute'd lo
lon properly, subject to ihe disposition of
Kussell was asited the question
whah(.r it was the ;f255,G7S; and the disburseii
exclusive of pay- congress, lor ihe general good."
llie

Thejurisdiction of Ihe several slates
which constitute the union is, witliin its
appropriate sphere,
perlectly indepemlent of the federal
government
Ihe olience with which IVlr. McLeo.l
is charged
was committed within the lerritorv, and
ar'ainstUie
laws and citizens of the state of New
York and is
one that cemes cleaily wilhin the
competency other
tribunals,
It does not, theref,)re,
present an occasion where, under the conslitntion
and laws of the
union, the interposilion called fur
would be proner
or (or which a warrant can be
foun.l in the powers
with which the Jederal executive
is invested
Nor
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States.

This subject was a source of constant irritation,
and threatened a dissolution of the federal alliance.
length Virginia, New York, and the other
states, which claimed the western lands, successive-

At

ly relinquished their tiiles for

the

coiamon

1841— STATES OF

on a principle of federal compromise, would be apt,
when the motive of the grant had ceased, to reclaim
the lands as a reversion. The other states would no
doubt insist on a proportion, by right of representation.
Their argument would be, that a grant once
made, could not be revoked; and that the justice of
their participating in territory acquired or secured,
by the joint efibrts of the conlederacy, remained
undiminished. If, contrary to probability, it should
be admitted by all the states, that each had a right
to a share of this common stock, there would still
be a difficulty as to a proper rule of apportionment.

Maryland protested against the exclusive claims
of the large states, and insisted "that the country,
unsettled at the commencement of the war, claimed
by the British crown, and ceded to it by the treaty
of Paris, should be considered a common property,
subject to be parcelled cut by congress into free,
convenient, and independent states."
The large states differed among themselves, as to
their respective limits, and each claimed a larger
portion o'' territory than tne rest were willing to
The claims cf the union were derived from
allow.
the conquest of the disputed territory by means of
the common force, and from the treaty of peace,
under which all the rights of Great Britain, both
in the soil and jurisdiction, passed to the United

ol the

9,

benefit

union.

Whatever might have been the uncertainty of
these conflicting claims, there can be no doubt,
the relinquishment of the state titles,
all vested in tlie United States, on the
conditions expressed in the deeds of cession; which,
being accepted, formed a compact between the general government and the slates. The ceding stales
relinquished a portion of disputed territory, v\hich
they could not have retained without dissolving the
union, nor defended with their separate force. All
the states secured the benefit of having a common
fund provided, for discharging the debts and defraying the expenses of the general government;
and for relieving themselves, to the extent of that
fund, from "their respective proportions of the general charge and expenditure."
The United Slates were bound to indemnify the
states for expenses previously incurred; and were
obliged to purchase the Indian title, and make large
preliminary expenditures, before the lands could be
sold; and, if they were not entitled to the proceeds of
sales, they assumed all the burdens of the compact, without deriving a single advantage from it.
The states, however, evidently intended that the
territory, and the revenue arising from it, should be
suriendered to the United States, as a common fund,
for paying the general charge and expenditure, or,
in other words, for discharging the debts and defraying the expenses of the general government. In
none of the deeds of cession is there to be found,
a reservation of this fund for the separate use of the
ditferent members of the union; or any stipulation,
that it should be applied exclusively to the payment of the public debl; or the slightest intimation,
that it was to be distributed among the states for
that, after

they were

I

any purpose whatever.

The fourth article of the constitution recognises
the territory as belonging to the United States.
Mr. Madison, in the 3Sth number of the Federalist, alludes to this terrilory "as a mine of vast
wealth lo the United Stales," and remarks, that "a
very large portion of this fund has already been surrendered by the slates." He then expresses the hope
that the remaining states will give similar proofs of
their equity and generosity, and that the whole territory will soon become '-a national slock."
The
remaining states .subsequently relinquished theiiclaims, and the whole fund was surrendered to the
union.
Judge Marshall, in delivering the opinion of the
supreme court in the case of Johnson vs. Mcintosh,
declares, that "the states ceded that territory, generally, to the United States, on conditions expressed
in the deeds of cession, which demonstrate the opinion, that they ceded the soil as well as jurisdiction,
and, that in doing so they granted a productive fund
to the government of the union."
It was granted, when the states were bound by
the articles of confederation, to levy taxes for their
respective proportions of "all charges of war, and
all other expenses incurred for the common defence
and general welfare." Whether these taxes were
laid by congress or the states, they were to be paid
by the people of the states; and it was equally important, in either case, to convert the public lands
into a permanent fund for paying the debts and expenses of the union; which must otherwise have
been provided for by ojipressive taxes and imposts.
They were ceded by the states, and accepted by
the United States, lor that purpose; and it is difficult to conjecture, upon what authority they can be
applied to any other use or purpu.se whatever.
It was, indeed, appreheniL-d that a dissoluliun ol
the union might revive the territorial queslion, ami
create other disputes on the same subject.
In the
7th number of the Federalist, it is urged asa reason
for adopting the constitution, that if the union were
at an end, "the states which have made cessions,

THE UNION.

by an increase of the

tarili;

and, as the duties on

imported articles form a part of their cost, they are
increased in proportion to the profits of the importers and retailers, till the tax finally paid by the
consumer, is tw ice as much as the revenue paid into
the treasury.
Increased duties on win^s, silks and

other luxuries, would not affect the great body of
the people; but Ihe policy of protection enters into
every adjustment of the tariff, and the American
system, as it is called, is best supported by taxes
on the implements of trade and husbandiiy, on the
materials lor building and equiping ships, on clothDifferent principles would be set up by different ing, blankets, sugar, salt and other necessaries of
states for this purpose; and as they would affect the life.
The people could derive no benefit from the disopposite inte rests of the parties, they might not easitribution of any part of Ihe public revenue, unless
ly be susceptible of a pacific adjustment."
It is reinarkr-ble that the difficulties, anticipated, they were relieved, at the same time, from Ihe nein relation to this subject, from a dissolution of the cessity of paying back a much larger amount.
union, are likely to arise from the agitation of the But when the advocates of this scheme speak of
scheme to distribute the proceeds of the public returning money to the pockets of the people, they
lands.
The old slates contend for a share, accord- mean that it is to be transferred from their repreing to representation; the new states insist upon sentatives in congress, to their representatives in
more, and some of them are disposed to claim all the different legislatures; that, instead of being
the unsold tracts within their limits. The southern used for Ihe common benefit of the union, it ought
states might claim an interest in iiroportion to their to be applied to the separate use of twenty-six
whole population; while the ceding states might states. Under such a jtlan of distribution, the
expect a retrocession, on the ground, that the ter- pioceeds of Ihe public lands would be at as great a
ritory was no longer wanted for the purposes of the distance from the pockets of the people as they are
grant.
now; and whether this portion ofthe public reveThe land bill, passed by congress in 1333 and nue be claimed for Ihe people or the stales, it is
vetoed by general Jackson, provided for a distribu- well for both to reflect, that w hile they are appeartion of the proceeds of the whole public domain, ing to be the advocates of state lights, they are really
whether included in the original boundaries of the conceding powers to the general government, which
United States, or in the cessions of Louisiana and may be extended to every object that requires the
theFloridas. It proposed "to set apart for the benefit expenditure of money.
of the new slates, twelve and a half per cent, out
The assumption of state debts would probably
of the aggregate proceeds, before any division took follow, as a consequence of the distribution of the
place among the states generally." The new and public revenue, and would only be an application
old states were then to receive their proportions of ofthe same principle to a different object. It has
the residue, and to "apply the amount received, already been contended, that the general governeither (o the purposes of education, or the coloni- ment has the power to assume the debts of the
zation of free people of color, or fur internal im- st.ite3,,not because it was granted, but because it
provements, or for debts, which may have been con- has been exercised. The precedent referred to, is
tracted by the states for internal improvements."
the act of 1790, by which congress assumed debts,
The bill proposed to distribute among the states, in certain proportions, to the amount of twenly-one
for state purposes, a fund which had been surren- millions five hundred thousand dollars.
But paydered to the general government for national pur- ment was not to be made lo state creditors, if it
poses; and to distribute it in a different proportion, could be ascertained that their certificates of debt
for the separate use of the slates, from that, in which were issued for any other purpose than for services
or supplies towards the prosecution of the war.
it was intended to be used for the common benefit
of the union.
It proposed to appropriate the public The holders of these certificates were considered
lands, purchased from France and Spain, lo the creditors ofthe United States, because the debts, of
construction of state rail roads and canals, and to which they held the evidence, were contracted by
the support of state schools; to which objects, the the states in the common strngjie for independence.
revenue expended in that purchase could not have If an argument can be drawn from this act, lo prove
been applied. It will hardly be contended, that the that the general government has Ihe power to asgeneral government has power over these subjects; sume state debts contracted for canals and rail
or that congress has the authority to place the pub- roads, the question of power would be considered
lic money under the control ofthe state legislatures,
as settled, if continued appropriations were made
to be expended in the exercise of powers reserved by congress to aid the slates in the construction of
to the states.
such works. Constitutional objections being once
This bill, which was in violation of the constitu
removed, the only obstacle to a general assumption
tioi; of the United States, and of the compact be
would be found, in the difficulty of apportioning
tween the general government and the states, was among the states, the benefit of shilting their burperhaps as free from objections as any other that dens and responsibilities upon the union. The debt
could be passed for a similar object. The princi- of Maryland is fifteen millions, and taking that as
ple of distributing the revenue of the United Stales, the scale of nssumption, it would be necessary to
in the manner proposed, can never be established, create a national debt of at least fii'e hundred nulwithout disturbing the constiiiilional relations be
lion of dollars to relieve her from her present liabitween the general government ami the states, and lities. The government stock, issued for this purfinally destroying Ihe limits, which were intended pose, would pass into the possession of the stales
to separate their functions ami
powers.
Con- and their creditors, and form a fund for new entergress and the stale legislatures are now responsible prises, new banks, and for speculations of every
to their respective constituents; and there will alkind, which, in the course of a few years, would
ways be some check upon their extravagance, produce the necessity for another assumption.
while they know, that each must provide the means
The public lands have been so often made Ihe
of paying its own debts and expenses. But if the subject of executive communications, that 1 could
general government be made the colleclor of what not withhold my own opinions, without appearing to
the states are to expend, every restraint will be re
concur in the sentiments of others, nor express them
moved, and congrcs-ii, under the inlluence of statt without examining the question at greater length
claims and state creditors, will become the humbh
than is consistent with the proper limits of a mesinstrument for laying new taxes and heavier im
sage.
It is for congress however, to decide how
posts, not "lo pay the di-bts and provide for Ihe this question is to be disposed of; and whether it be
common defence of Ihe United States," but to re- determined that the public terrilory belongs to the
deem slocks, issued for the use of internal improve- states ofthe union, il will still be uecessaiy for this
ment companies, and which would increase, in pro- state to resort to some other means for the support
portion to (he facility of their ledemplion.
of her credit and the fulfilment of her engagements.
If the public lands had become a mine of wealth, Her portion of this fund, under the new census,
as expected by Mr. Madison, and the revenue from would probably not exceed eighty Ihousand dollars
that and other sources, had produced an unavoida- a year, which would leave an annual deficiency of
ble surplus beyond the expenditures of the general more than five hundred Ihousand, to be provided for
goiernmeni, there would be a strong inducement in some other way. The lecislulure will, no doubt,
for amending the constitution, so as lo authorise the carefully consider every circumstance connected
application of it to the relief of the stales.
But the with the debt and finances of the slate, and will
expenses incurred on account of the public lands, adopt such measures as they may deem necessary,
including the cost of purchase, have been greater to preserve the public credit, and provide for every
than Ihe receipts; and the whole revenue of the just claim on the treasury.
United Slates is not more than equal to the annual
The currency of* this state consists of various
expenditures. Therefore, what ever portion of it kinds of paper, issued by banks under authority of
is taken away, must be replaced by additional taxes
their charters, by other corporations without aiiihoon the people. The deficiency would be sumplied rily, and by private associations and individuals.
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under th« pretext of supplying Iheir neighbors with
change. These private issues will probably cease
when specie payments are resumed, but the banks,
the savings institutions, and other coiporations,
which have issued notes or certificates for small
sums, will no doubt continue to exercise that privilege as long as it is (ound to be profitable.
The
small currency furnished by these corporations,
though preferable in some respects to the notes of
individuals, is more injurious to the public; because
it is issued to a much larger amount, and has a more
permanent eflect in preventing the circulation of
specie.
If the people prefer the use ol specie for
change, and (or dealings of trifling amount, they
certainly ought to have their cboict-; and this they
never can have, while small notes of every description are jiermitted to circul.ite through the slate.
Many persons are under the impression that all
the evils of a deranged currency have been produced by the measures of the general government; and
that, under the administration of general Harrison,
they will be removed without the aid of state legislation.

Without intending to discuss the general ques
tion of the currency, I will briefly stale my reasons
for believing that too much is expected from gen.
Harrison's adminislration, and that it will not be in
his power to correct the evils, of which so many

camplain.
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dead weight on the state, and so it will remain till
Ihe whole line of canal is opened lo Cumberland.
While every one perceives the necessity of doing
flames."
The U. Slates bank had then been in operation something, it is difficult to devise any practicable
six years, without being able to equalize the ex- scheme for continuing the work. The slate is withchanges between the western states and the eastern out the means of raising money for that purpose,
cities, or to restrain excessive banking, or to cor- and it would appear to be a desperate experiment,
During to send a new set of bonds into Ihe European marrect tile evils of a depreciated currency.
that period, the notes of many of the banks in spe- ket.
I have received two letters from the governor of
cie paying slates, were at as great a discount as the
currency of any western state; and througliout Ihe Virginia, with a copy of the proceedings of the lewhole country, banks continued lo multiply and ex- gislature of that state, in relation to the refusal of
plode, as if no national banli had been employed in Ihe governor of New York to deliver up certain fugilives from justice.
These communications relate
regulating their movemenls.
Some of Ihe New England banks were able to to a subject of deep interest to the people of Marycontinue specie payments during Ihe last war, lanil and are intended to call the alleniion ol theslave.
when there was no national bank, because Iheir dis- holding states, to the necessily of some concert of
If the action, if New York or other stales should unfortucounts were in pioporlion to their means.
eastern slates had chartered loo many banks, or per- nately persist in disregarding their constitutional
mitted them lo run into every kind of excess, no rights. In giving to this subject the serious connational bank, no adininislralion of Ihe general go- sideiation to which it is entitled, you will, no doubt
vernment, could have prevented the depreciation of perceive the advantage of postponing legislative,
action upon it, till the decision of Ihe supreme
their currency.
The framers of the constitution of the U. States court shall have been given in Ihe case of Nathan
had no conception, that a national bank or any in- Bemis and others. It will be recollected, that this
cidental power of the general government, could re- case involves nearly every question that can arise
gulate or restrain the paper currency of the states; respecting the constitutional righls of slaveholders,
and Iherelbre expressly prohibited them from emit- and the validity of such state laws as have the efThis restriction has been ren- fect of obstructing Ihe exercise iif those rights.
ting bills of credit.
dered nearly ineffectual by the agency of banks; and The southern slates are indebted to the juslice and
the states after giving birth to a numerous progeny liberality of Pennsylvania, lor an opportunity of
of corporations, whose business it is to issue paper bringing these questions to a decision in the sumoney, insist upon the necessity of a regulator to preme court. Mr. Meredtih and Mr. Nelson, who
have been employed as counsel lo represent this
give their diUerent currencies a uniform value.
The states have ample power over their own cor- stare, have informed me that Ihe case is now readj'
there
is
for trial; and there is very lidle doubt, that it will
and
paper
money;
their
own
porations, and
no necessity of making use of a fiscal agentof the ge- be brought to a termination before the adjournment
neral government for the management of either. II of the legislature.
I consider it my duty to call your attention to an
it be desirable to suppress the circulation of small
notes, lo prevent Ihe increase of banks, to limit ordinance of the city of Baltimore, which is odious
oppressive to a numerous and meritorious class
specie,
and
of
payment
Iheir issues, and lo compel the
of our citizens; I mean the ordinance, approved the
tlie slate legislatures can accomplish these objects,
12lh of last March, and entitled: "A further supwithout the aid of a national bank.
Reports have been received from the Baltimore plement to an ordinance to preserve the navigation
and Ohio rail road company, the Baltimore and of Ihe harbor of Baltimore."

currency, which has been so much derangthe currency of Ihe different states; and conof paper of every kind, issued under the aulhority, or by the permission, of the slate legislatures.
If loo much of Ihis paper was put in circulation, it
was the fault otlhe corporations that issued if; and
if there were too many banks it was the fault of Ihe
slates that chartered ihem.
It has been supposed
that the United States bank legulated the state
banks, and prevented them from increasing in number. But it could only restrain the operations ofotlier
banks, by first receiving their notes, and then drawing upon them every week or month, for the balances due. It had no control over weak and discredited banks, because it would not take their notes;
and could only reguUte those, which were in high
credit, and which could regulate each other, by the Susquehanna rail road company, and Ihe Annapolis
same process of frequent settlements. It was de- and Elk Ridge rail road company, and will be subfective too, as a regulator, in Ihis particular, that, milted with other papers in a few days.
No rewhen other banks discounted too freely and stood port has yet been received from the Chesapeake
in need of restraints, it labored under the same dif- and Ohio canal companj'.
The only inibrmatiun I
ficulty, and required to be checked in ils own move- have, in relation to these companies, is already
ments; for Ihe slate banks very seldom extended known to the public or is contained in their annual
their business, unless the national bank first set the reports.
example. Whenever it enlarged its discounts, thev
The Annapolis rail road is finished to its interdid Ihe same; and then it was rather in a situation section with the Washington branch of the Baltito require assistance, than to exercise a proper con- more and Ohio rail road, and is now open lor Ihe
trol.
But if instead of being often a debtor, it had conveyance of passengers and produce.
managed ils affairs so prudently as to be always a
The Baltimore and Susquehanna rail road has
creditor of other banks, (here was nothing to pre- been in constant operation since last spring, and
vent it from sustaining inslilutions, that were un- now forms Ihe long desired connexion between the
sound, and injuring others that were worthy of the city of B.dliinore and the canals and rail roads of
public confidence; and nothing to prevent it from Pennsylvania.
giving the banks and merchants of a commercial
The Tide Water canal has also been completed
city, great advantages over those of rival cilies.
within the present year, and has already been Ihe
The national bank, however, might be prudent, means of bringing a large trade to the city of Balvigilant and impartial, and still be inefficient as a timore,
The state has no interest in this work as a
regulator, because the state banks could always stockholder, and no pecuniaiy connexion with it,
escape from ils control, by refusing to pay specie, except as a creditor; but, in proportion to ils exor by otherwise discrediting their notes; and thus tent, there is perhaps no other public work that
place themselves out of reach of the regulating will contribute so largely to the trade and prosperipower, at the very time they s'.ood most in need ty of Baltimore. And Ihe completion of this canal
of it.
is not the less gratify inglo our citizens, on account of
The condition of the currency in the several the equal advantages which the people of Pennsylstales, during ditforent periods, rurni^hes the proof, vania will derive from it, in securing, for their vathat its valiie depemls on state legislation, and not rious prolucts, a convenient outlet, and a choice of
on the influence of a national bank.
markpfs.
The United Stales bank went into operation in
The affairs of the Eastern Shore rail road com1317, and from that period to the year 1S25, its in- pany have been sellled, in pursuance of the act of
fluence was not perceptible in any of Ihe stales the last session, chapter .32.3.
that encouraged excessive banking.
The commissioners appointed for that purpose,
The currency
of Kentucky, Tennessee. Indiana and Illinois, was were arduously engaged for a considerable lime, in
as much depreciated, during the greatest portion of examining accounts, ascertaining damages and adthat period, as that of Mississippi is now; and was justing claims against Ihe company; and in disposgradually restored to a sound stale by the operation ing of the materials and ertects which remained in
of their own laws, and by Ihe determination of the the possession of ils officers and agents. The books,
people of those states, to rid themselves of paper maps and papers, belonging to it, have been placed
money which had lost its value. The process, by in Ihe land office, as directed by the act of assembly;
which the people of Kenlucky were relieved from and the final report of Ihe commissioners will be
their depreciated paper, is described in Ihe follow- transmitted to you, with other papers on the same
ing paragraphs, published in Niles' Register, in subject.
February, 1S23;
Supposing the Eastern Shore rail road to be
ed,
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sides the conflagration of the paper of the Bank of
the Cummonweallh, have been committed to the
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Under the provisions of

this

ordinance, duties are

levied, under the title of wharfage, on all articles
"landed on the public wharves, from on board any
vessels lying at said wharves, or placed thereon for
Ihe purpose of shipment or exposuie for sale."
Goods or produce, delivered from vessels at Ihe
public wharves, or taken on board, are taxed with
wharfage, "lo be paid by the owner or consignee,
or in the event of there being none, by the master
of the vessel." If the articles are not landed on Ihe
wharves, but are merely transferred from one vesI have
sel to another, Ihe wharfage is half price.
been informed tiiat the same kind of wharfage is
collected by the owners of private wharves, and
that no vessel can escape from it, unless she can
find room, to land or lake in her cargo, at some
wharf belonging to Ihe slate. No one complains of
the regular wharfage, which has always been charged upon every vessel, in proportion to her tonnage.
The Grievance is, that vessels lying at a wharf and
paying wharfage, can make no use of it, without
also paying a duly on every thing that is landed or taken on board. The articles, carried by the
boatmen of Ihe Chesapeake bay, never have au
owner when Ihis tax is to be paid; and the whole
burden of it falls on the master or owner of the
vessel.

Within a few days past, my attention has been
directed to the proceedings of the convention of
tobacco planters, lately held in Washington city—
and particularly lo the resolution requesting "Ihe
governors of the several stales, engaged in Ihe cultivation of tobacco, to call the attention of the le.»islatures of their several slates, to Ihe subject of
The American tobacco trade in foreign countries."
Having had no lime to examine this subject, or to
consider the tendency of the measures recommended, I can only comply with the request of the convention, bv calling your attention to their proceedin^5.
Penitentiary.

WM. GRASON.

The

report of Ihe directors of this

to the executive, shows as follows:
Abstract of prisoners received into the penitentiary from Ihe 1st December, 18.39, to the 30th of

institution,

made

November, 1840, inclusive— 104. For the following Climes:— stealing 61, felony 17, larceny 5, grand
receiving stolen goods

house breaking 1,
"More good news
Bills of the Bank of the abandoned, the Baltimore and Ohio and rail road, larceny 1,
false pretences t, cutting
Commonweath of Kenlucky, loan amount of seven and Ihe Chesapeake and Ohio canal, are the only 3, obtaining goods under trees
1, passing counterlo steal
hundred thousand dollars, were burnt at Frankfort works which now remain unfinished. The rail road down with^'intent
pass lo a slave 1, assaulting
on the 15lh nltiino. A few more good fires like company will not probably require further aid from feit notes 1, eiving a
and. attempt to commit rape
assault
1,
stabbins
this, and we shall begin to expect remittances from the state for two or three years, and will not suffer and
assault and battery
kill

our friends in Kentucky."
Ihe interest on their portion of the public debt to
"Kentucky is going on nobly in the work of fall on the treasury.
burning paper money. There was lately another
The canal U not only unfinished, but the compagreat purification of the currency by fire; 1,400,000 ny are without the means of continuing their opedollar-i, in notes of the
Bank of Kentucky, be rations. The debt, contracted for their use, is a

lo
1,
1, assault with intent
with intent to kill 1, manslaughter 1, murder in the
second degree 1, murder 3, arson 1, breaking the
tota
conditions of a pardon 1, robbing the mail 1

—
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Prisoners discharged, their term of service having
expired 63, pardoned 20, died 14, escaped 1 to-

—

tal

103.

Prisoners remaining on the 30th November, 1339,
.328, received from the 1st December, 1S39, to the
30th November, 1840, 104— total 432— discharg-

ed 103.
Prisoners remaining on the 30th Nov. 1840, 329.
Popvlaliun. The i'ollovving is the official stateinhabitants in each of the
counties of this state, ami the city of Baltimore,
according to the late census, compared with that
for 1830:
1340.
1330.
Allegany,
15,704
10,609
Washington,
28,802
25,263
Frederick,
34,933
45,789
Carroll,
17,245
New county.*
Baltimore,
32,007
40,320
Harford,
1G.901
16,319
Montgomery,
14,659
1B.S16
Prince George's,
19,433
20,474
St. Mary's,
13,244
13,459
Calvert,
9.095
3,900
Charles,
16,012
17,769
Anne Arundel,
29,535
23,295
Cecil,
17.362
15,432
Kent,
10,840
10,501
Caroline,
7.S6S
9,070
Talbot,
12,103
12,947
Queen Ann's,
12,525
14,397
Somerset,
19,504
20,163
Dorchester,
13,309
18,636
AVorcester,
18,253
13,273
Baltimore city,
102,513
80,620

ment of the number of

Total,
467,567
447,040
There are 157,926 white males, 157,645 while females; 29,114 free black males, 32,825 free black
females; 45,970 male slaves, 43,749 female slaves.
The total white population is315,571,and the black
157,656. The federal populatiju is 411,164.
The total population in 1833 was 447,040— and
the increase in the last ten years has only been
20,527 out of the ciiy of Baltimore the population
of tlie state has decreased.
The new apportionment of members of congress
is 10 be made under the new census.
It is not supposed the ratio will be less llian 60,,000 federal population !<;r each member, and if so, Maryland will
only be entitled to seven members. Any increase
on tliat ratio will reduce her representation to six.

—

PISTHICT OF COLUiMBIA.
Census for 1340.
Washington city, white males
8,196, do. females 8,647, total 16,843; free colored
males 1,949, do do. females 2,359, total 4,303; slaves,
males 649, do. females 1,064, total 1,713. Total inhabitants in the city 23,364.
Washington county, white males 1,093, do. females 861"; total 1,959; free colored mal.s 141, do.
do. females 147, total 238; slaves, males 465, do.
females 357, total 822. Total inhabitants in the
county 3,069.

Georgetown, while males 2,290, do. females 2,834,
total 5,124; fre.e colored males 539, do. do. females
814, tot;d l,403j slaves, males 327, do. lemales
453, total 735,
Total inhabitants iu Georeetown
^
7,312,

Alexandria city, white males 2,748, do. females
3,010, total 5,753; free colored males 664, do. do.
females 963, total 1,627; slaves, males 444, do. females 630; total 1,074. Total inhabitants in the
city 8,459.
Alexandry county, white males 490, do. females
4S3, total 973; free colored males 110, do. do. females 125, total 235; slaves, males 173, do. females
127, total 300. Total iidiabilanls in the county
1.508.
Engaged in agriculture 334; in commerce 240; In
inanufaclures and trades 2,273; in navigating the
ocean 126; in navigating lakes and rivers 80; in
learned professions 203; deaf and dumb, while 3;
do. do. colored 4; blind, white 6; do. colored 9; insane and idiot, white 14; do. do colored 7; universities 2; number of students 166; academies and
grammer schools 26; number of scholars 1,339; primary and common schools 2!); number of pchulars
851; number of scholars at public charge 482; number over 20 years who cannot read and wute 1,033.
Recapilululion of the several censuses.
Free persons

Year. Free whiles.

1800

in

Slaves.

Tol.il.

S,I52
8,361
very interesting trial is now
the circuit court of this dislrlct, in

Interesting tnnl.

going on

of color.
783
2,049
4,039
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of public indigmtion :nade them the stalking horse Jersey, I herewith submit the resolutions of her asrohbed them of the people's con- sembly on this subject, marked A.
of tlie demagogue
fidence atid paralyzed ail their useful energies. Bui,
While the rights of New Jersey were being deseby his own act, tiie dnposite of the public moneys, crated in the hoiise o! representatives, the senate
the banks had been stimulated to wild expansion
was engaged in passing a resolution, gratuitously
they were for the most part, controlled by his own refusing to assume the debts of the states, alike in-

—

wv re the creatures of his de- sulting to their feelings and injurious to their chavoted states.
racter. If, under circumstances of peculiar hardship
In the treasury circular, the president aided ano- and distress, a state were to petition congress to asther link to the already ienjthened chain of execu- sume her duties, and congress were to do so, it
tive usurpation. Tliis circular required specie only would not differ in principle from assistance granted
to bc' recrtived at Ihe land offices, which checked to an ally in distress by war, or to the relief afforded
sales, and, by further alarniinj the capitalists, adiled Caracas suffering from the effects of an earthquake,
another blow to the already sijikinj credit of the or to New York when almost devastated by fire.
banks. Couijress veiUwed on a vote of disapproba- At all events, a state would be entitled to a respecttion, by a large majority in both houses, repealing ful attention and friendly consideration, but to rethe order. But the president placed it in his pocket, fuse without being asked, is marked with the grossand thus defeated i(.
The senate knew
es! impropriety and injustice.
The ijresident's popularity was yet so powerful as that many of the states were engaged in improveto contribute very largely to Ihe election of his suc- ments of great importance, and depended on negocessor, the present ijicumbent, whose other claims tiating loans in Europe to complete them, and reon the confidence and affection of Ihe American peo- quiring unimpaired credit for advantageous success;
ple were certainly questionable. He promised, how- which was necessarily injured by that action of the
ever, to tread in the footsteps of his illustrious pre- senate, and Ihe works most probably defeated.
decessor, and declared that it was glory enough to
It is true th.it North Carolina has no jinblic debt;
have served under such a chief; and the people were
bat it is not the less injurious and insulting to her
satisfied.
character, to be toh! by her servants, (who are preThe present incumbent came into power at a pe- suu>d to know), in the senate chamber, that slie is
riod most unloriunato (or himself and for the coununworthy of credit; and such a declaiation by the
try.
A reaction, as we have shown, had commenc- senate, when seen in distant parts of the world,
ed in a bloated and boasted prosperity; and he had
where negotiations for money are sought, must be
pledged hitn.«elf to tiie coarse best calculated to urge
injurious to her creilit, and probably would have
it on.
He had, in iiis zeal to suppoit the views of defeated lier object, if she had attempted to procure
his predecessor, denounced a bank of the United
the loan contempl.itedby the act of your last session.
Stales as unconstilntional, and cut off all relief from
Now, gentlemen, I have shown you the destructhat quarter. The local banks have been denounced
tion of the national bank, in total disregard of the
asnnworlhy of public confidence; and he sunk them
wish of congress and the mercantile and commercial
yet lower by concurring in theircondemnation. The
parts of the nation; the violation of law and contract
money
affairs of the country had become desperate
in the removal of the public trea.'sure from the place
scarce, and bank notes depreciated
the prices of
where the representatives of the country directed,
improvements
property and labor tumbling down
under a false allegation; the issuing a specie circususpended and bankruptcies numerous. Indeed so
lar, at the executive will, and the continuing its
gloomy were the affairs of the country, that the preoperation after corigress had condemned it; placing
sident convened an extra session of congress, to dethe public money in favorite local banks, and urging
vise means of relief; to whom he gravely recomthem to use il in expanding discounts and, because
mended the wiihdra! of the public money from
they could not return it when called for, denouncing
their former places of deposite, and to lock them up
and persecuting them; the outrage upon the sovein 3-ifes and vaults, as the remedy.
reignty of New Jersey; the gross and gratuitous inAs a part of his argument for a sub-treasury, lie sult upon the character and credit of ail the states;
decried institutions which had been used, from the were enough, surely, without referring to the operaestablislunent of the government, as depositories; tions of trade, or Ihe abuse of Ihe banking privilege,
and which, in times of emergency, responded patri- to alarm capitalists as to the stability and integrity
otically to the calls of government; and which had of our institutions— to banish money and destroy
aided the great interests of this country to enter ho- credit in fine, to produce the terrible pecuniary renorably the lists of competition, in all necessary and vulsion which has shaken our country to its centre,
valuable works of improvement, with those of the bringing ruin and distress on thousands. And the
old world.
At the first moment of difficulty, Ihey sub-treasury remedy, gentlemen, for diseases like
are condemned as unworthy of public confidence, these!
Surely the Sangrado theory never has been
political friends, an.l
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and even dangerous

to liberty.

Again,

in

Decem-

lS37-'38, this sub-treasury is pressed on the
consideration of congres.s, as the grand panacea of
ber,

The weakness and inaso graphically illnstraied.
dequacy of the proposed remedy is, indeed, like
sporting with our wrongs and sufferings.

our woes.
What good can result from the withdrawal of all
Congress was composed of a majority of his friends, governmental connexion all its fiscal operations,
and it is quite immaterial whether they considered from the banks, and leaving the states to regulate
his project incompetent for the crisis, defective in Ihe currency among themselves as they best may?principle, or nerveless in expediency
it was reIt is like separating the head from the body, and exjected.
pecting tlieirjointfunctions to be continued. The
The president now seemed to take the matter se- president says that the banks form a chain of depenriously to heart. The only measure he had concoct- dence from one end of our country lo the other, and
ed, by the aid of the secretary of the treasury, must that it "reaches across Ihe ocean and ends in Lonnot be treated so lightly.
His forces are marshalled don, the centre of Ihe credit system;" and with this
anew the unfaithlhl discharged, and more supple chain of dependence, of mighty magnitude, he will
toola put in their places.
They open their battery have nothing to do, but leave us to the tender meron the dead bank. The dying and living bankitliey cies of the English, to regulate our currency and
represent tliem as the hydra-headed monster, against credit, perfectly indilfercnt lo onr fate, so that the
which the former president had to exert his Hercu- government and its officers get their dues in gold
lean strength to keep in check.
Corporations of all and silver.
kinds were declared ilangerous to l.berty, to the poor
The president certainly looks to a total destruction
and to democracy. Congress convenes, and the pre- of all banks when he says, '-it is moreover a princisident draws a strong and vivid picture of the dis- ple, than which none is better settled by experience,
tresses of the counlry, and again recommends the
that ihe supply of the precious metals will always be
locking up of the public money in safes and vaults, found adequate to the uses for which they are reas the means of relief.
This doubtless was pro for- quired. They abound in countries where no other
ma, as lie had no money in the treasury to be locked currency is al'lowed." Like the fabled appearance
up. The tact that he has bad to issue, Irom time to of men in Rhoderick Dhu, it is only necessary lo
time, treasury notes, shows how preposterous it is will, and we shall have a plenty of specie, which
to expect relief at present, at least, from a scheme
seems to b^ so dear to his feelings. He overlooks,
on which the government is destitute of the mate- or forgets entirely, the sacrifices to which we must
rials to operate.
submit to obtain "it in competition with those counTo make this sub-treasury sciieme a law, the state tries where it is now held. It wiil be fust necessary
of New Jersey has been disfranchised-^her legal to make the balance of trade preponderate in our fa.
and official attestations trampled under Ibot-^her vor in order to effect tl'.is, (the aid of bank credit
sovereignty violated
her rights disregardeil and in- and our hitherto liberal and enlightened policy hav.gulled, by the friends of the present administration
We must submit to the
ing been dispensed with).
in the house of representatives, by refusing seats in European and Asiatic prices of labor, their rigid
tlieii body to persons regularly commissioned under
economy, tiieir grinding slavish habits of toil, belore
her authority, and clothed with all the attributes of we can successfully compete with thein in trade,
her sovereignty. By this act, every state in the agriculture and manufactures, or produce a balance
union has received a blow which should not be dis- in onr favor to be discharged in coin. To expect a
regarded.
By the request of the governor of New permanence of the precious metals from a forced
all
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and unnatural importation, would be about as rational as to attempt a suspension of the laws of gravitation,

The president says, "in a country so commercial
as ours, bank.s in some form will probably always
exist," and thinks the sub-treasury will deprive
them of the character of monopolies, and be a salutary regulator, and keep them in check.
In this
expectation of the continuance of banks, he may be
sincere; but the recent destruction of these institutions in the District of Columbia, shows very conclusively the wish and intention of his party.
The
collection of gold and silver in the dues of the 17.
Stales, may tiave some influence on the banks in the
large cities, where large disbursements are made;
and where Ihe balance of trade concentrates, they
will no doubt be least injured and enabled to exist;
and on New York he must have had his attention
fixed, when he made this assertion as to the probable existence of banks; but to remote places, agricultural and interior slates, what other Ihan a deieteiious influence can it have, whence the specie must
be drained constantly in payment of the dues to the
United States, without any probability of an invigorating reflux.

due

to ihe stale, and necessary to a restorahappy, prosperous and honorable condiour power, to mark with unqualified reprobation, this infringement on the rights and
credit of the slates
this war on the institutions and
capital of the country.
For when the accumulation
of wealth is the result of indiistry, economy and
skill, is certainly honorable to the owner, and whether it consists in lands, chattels or stock, is unquesII is

tion of our

tion, as far as is in

—

tionably entitled lo the stem protection of the law;
and the person, it matters not what his standing or
position in society, who indulges in the practice of
misrepresenting and detracting Irom the value of
either, deserves ils severest lash.
Let us put the
seal of reprobation on the unfaithful officer who violates the constitution in letter or spirit.
Let us inform the president that we consider the purposes of
goveinmeat to mean something more important, as
the regulator of "trade and commerce with Ihe
stales," tJian merely picking out tlie gold and silver
from the currency, in discharge of the public dues,
to pay out to the officers.
Thai the currency of the
country, no matter of what it consists, must be the
medium of exchange, and is as essential to "trade
and commerce with the states," as the circulation of
the blood is to the animal existence, and as necessary to a healthy slate to be regulated by a central
power, as the other is lo flow from the heart. Gold
and silver are tests of tlie value of the currency, be
it what it may, and if so ajiplied, are valuable; but
their intrinsic value is of small consideration, compared to the advantages of bank notes, checks and
bills of exchange, as a medium of exchange.
What
power should ajiply this regulator? Certainly the
United States, for none olher can.

The following genllemen were, on
Coniisellors.
Friday, elected counsellors of slate: Messrs. John
A. Anderson, of Hertford; Willie Perry, of Franklin; Thomas McGfhee, of Person;. Johnson Busbee,
of Wake;^Isaac T. Avery, of Cumberland; James
P. Leak, of Richmond; and Allen Goodwin, of

Chatham.
French spoliations. The legislature of this state
have adopted resolutions recommending their senators and representatives in congress to vote for the
bill to pay the spoliations by the French previous
to 1800.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Census. The total population of South Carolina,
according to the last census, is 504,439, showing ait
increase of 10 per cent, during the last ten year.=.

GE0BGI.4.

The

legislature of this state adjourned on Saturlist of the acts which had received
the approbation of the governor of the state up to

A

day week.

noon of Monday following (186 in number) is given in the MiHedgeville Recorder of December 29.
The recowler adds that eight bills had not received
(and probably would not receive) the sanction of
executive approval. Among them were the quarantine bill in reference to the state of Maine, (intended asaset off to the refusal by the state of Maine
to deliver up certain alledged fugitives from justice
in Georgia), the Sumter county precinct bill, and
the bill lor repealing the act against carrying deadINat. Int.
ly weapons.

ALABAMA.
Banks. A letter from Tuscaloosa in the Mobile
Chronicle, notices the following as among the proceedings of the legislature of that state:
"A bill w*as received from the senate authorising
the banks in this state to purchase property under
mortgage or deed of trust to the bank, when exposed (or sale provided that the bank shall in no case
bid higher than the amount of the debt which the

—
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INDIANA.
intended to secure to the bank. AnoGovernor Wallace's message. We are indebted to
ther bill is before the senate, and has been ordered
to a third reading, empowering the several boards an intelligent correspondent for the following notice
of directors to compound and compromise with debt- of the message of Ihe governor to the legislature of
{Nat. Intel.
ors, take properly, &.c. at the discretion of the di- the state of Indiana.
I have been favored with a copy ol the message
rectory. The bill also provides lor the appointment
of bank marshals in the several counties of this of governor Wallace to Ihe present geneial assemI have carefully perused it, and
state.
It is the most important measure of the ses- bly of Indiana.
He touches with sinsion, in my humble opinion; and one indispensably with the utmost satisfaction.
called for by the exegency of the times, and the gular ability the various subjects worthy of legislaIt will certainly pass the tive action. His recommendations evince a Ihorougii
condition of Ihe banks.
senate, as it has already been ordered to a third knowledge of the peculiar condition of that young
and growing state, and are marked with a provident
reading (a test question) by a decided majority.
It is well known that
I think there is no doubt of its passage also in the and comprehensive forecast.
house, without any material alteration or amend- the depressed condition of Ihe pecuniary allairs of
our country has arrested Ihe prosecution of those
ment."
Insurrection. The Mobile Journal says, there have schemes ol internal improvement in almost every
been sundry rumors in town for some days of an in- portion of the union which, a few years since, were
tended insurrection, in Suinpter county, which has commenced under such flattering auspices. Gobeen detected and suppressed. Other counties wnre vernor Wallace recommenils that a few ol the leadmentioned as the scenes of like events, among which ing works, which have been partially prosecuted,
we name Montgomery and Clarke. The causes for be completed, and his views will commend themapprehending a servile rising are stated to have been selves to Ihe judgment of every unprejudiced reamany, but the principal among them was the state- der. He recommends a reduction of the number
ment of a Choctaw Indian named Henry, implicat- of senators and representatives in the general asing a Choctaw chief, "Little Leader," as having sembly. He thinks it will materially lessen the
projected a rising of the negroes and Indians against public burdens, while a diminished number will
the whites, and confessing himself to have been em- discharge all Ihe duties of a deliberative assembly
ployed as an agent. The Indians, chief and many with equal efficiency. I was gratified with the
slaves were consequently arrested, and the country view ol affairs he presents in the following passage:
"Re.stricting our observations to the narrower
put into a state of militaiy defence. The arrest
amounted to twenty or thirty. The examination spheie of our own state, we find, even through the
of these parlies occupied several days, wjien the surrounding gloom which has gathered over the peIndians were discharged no evidence appearing cuniary condition of our citizens, enough lo claim
our most fervent acknowledgments to the Giver of
against them.
We copy the subjoined paragraph from one of the all good. We have received from the Divine hand
Alabama newspapers, been a confirmation of a re the choicest tokens of its lavor. The teeming earth
port which we had seen before, but which, from its has rewarded the tiller of its soil. No desolating
apparent improbability we at first rejected as un- pestilence has invaded our limits, and filled our
true.
If it be true, there was certainly very extra- homes with lamentation and wo.
The reviving
ordinary negligence en the part of the electors, who, spirit of enterprise has awakened to its labors, and
if peichance ignorant of the express requisitions of cheerful industry has resumed Its gainful pursuits.
tbe constitution, ought at least, after travelling to The means of education, moral injprovement, and
the seat of government to give their votes, to have religions culture have been extended to every class,
consulted, in their proceedii gs, the injunctions of and their auspicious effects are seen as well in the
Ihe instrument from which they derived their autho- general diffusion of intelligence as in the elevated
We can scarcely believe the re- character of the people. The sovereignly of the
rity to vote at all.
port.
We yet trust, indeed, that the report is all a laws has been respected; a jealous observance of
mistake, rather than that the electors of the slate of Ihe public peace has eniinenlly distinguished Ihe
Alabama should have made such a blunder as lo conuuct of our citizens; lor, although we have just
closed one of the most healed and exciling contests
vitiate their votes by Iheir manner of giving Ihem.
recorded in our history, yet they in no instance, as
INal. Int.
far as my knowledge extends, have permitted riot
Electoral vote of Atabama.
It seems that, by informality in conducting the proceedings in the elec- to disturb, bloodshed to disgrace, or intemperance
toral college of this slate, the vote of Alabama for to degrade any of their frequent and numerous aspresident and vice president will be lost. The consti- semblages."
Governor Wallace recommends to Ihe legislature
tutioii of the United Slates provides that Ihe mode
of voting in the electoral colleges for president and Ihe propriety of adopting resolutions inslructing the
that the two shall senators and requesling Ihe representatives in convice president shall be by bcillot
be voted lor by distinct ballots— and that these facts gress from that slate to use their exertions to proshall appear on the face of the certificate of elec- cure the passage of a bill distributing Ihe proceed?
According lo Ihe oider of proceeding in the of the public lands among Ihe several slates. His
tion.
electoral college of this state, as giien in our last views are worthy of consideration.
He remarks as
paper, from the Tuscaloosa Monitor, the electors follows:
"With a view to relieve the people from the opdid not vote by ballot, and distinctly lor each oliicer,
but by viva voce each elector rising when his name pressive taxation viliich we see otherwise awaits
was called and responding "Martin Van Buren, of them, I, on a former occasion, urged the propriety
New York, for president of the United Slates, and of claiming our distributive share of the proceeds
Richard M. Johnson, for vice president." Of course of the sales of the public lands. The singular course
this departure from the plan expressly laid down in pursued by some of Ihe distinguished leaders of the
the constitution of Ihe Uuniled Slates will as ertec- jiresent administration in congress renders it more
tually nullify and abrogate Ihe vole of the state, imperative than ever upon the stales to contend for
when the certificates come lo be opened and the Ihe strict letter of their rights. 1 speak at least for
ballots counted in Washington, as would the adop- Indiana.
She has not asked, nor has she. directly
tion of the viva voce system by an individual in our or indirectly, intimated an intention of asking, the
It was a strange general government to assume Ihe payment of her
state elections destroy his vote.
oversight or culpable ignorance in the electors to debts, nor, lo my knowledge, have any of the states;
conduct the proceedings as they did, but, under Ihe yet we have witnessed a mo.st ilisrepulable effort,
circumstances of ihe great dillerence between the in a certain quarter, to discredit Ihe good faith and
votes for general Hanison and Mr. Van Buren, one resources of the stales, upon the gratuitous assumpwhich will be attended by no worse consequences tion II at there was an intended movement on their
than Ihe loss of Alabama's severj votes to Jlr. Van pan to accomplish that purpose Ihiough Ihe agency
Had the two ol the national legislatme. By the deeds of cession
Bureri and his party in this state.
candidates, however, been within a lew votes of of Ihe several states, and especially ol Virginia, the
each other, the consequences might have been no ceded lands were designed as a common fund lor
less than the success of a man as president, wilh- Ihe use and benefit of all the slates Ihen admllled,
or that might afterwards be admitted, into Ihe union.
oul a majority ol sutfrages.
[Ftorence (Ala.) Enq. Dee. 19.
The general government was created a truslee, with
TENNESSEE.
powers and du'ies clearly defined,
lis authority
We learn from Ihe Globe over the national domain evidently consists in faithUnited States senator.
that the governor of Tennessee has appointed Ihe fully carrj ing intoeffect Ihe beneficent object of Ihe
hon. A. O. P. Nicholson, of Maury county lo sup- ceding slates, and its obligation to do so is solemn
ply the vacancy in congress occasioned by Ihe deaih and imposing. From 1832 lo September Ihe 30lh,
of Mr. Grundy. Mr. Nicholson is a Van Buren 183S, the lund derived from the sales of the public
lands amounted lo .{(.63.4-13,308, and the sales since
man.
OHIO.
made have largely increased it. Have we not, thereSmall notes. We learn that the resolution repeal- fore, a right lo demand of this truslee our share of
ing the act which prohibils Ihe Ohio banks from is- Ihe fund, and especially of that portion ol it which
suing small notes, has passed both branches of liie has accrued since the exlinction of the public debt?
legislature of that stale, and only requires Ihe sig- According lo Ihe distributive principle of Mr.
nature of the governor lo become a law.
Clay's land bill, Indiana would be fnlitled to about

property

is
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The fate of that bill is known to the
Connation atid is a subject of poignant regret.
gress having, by ajipropriate legislation, given utterance to tiie public will, in the only Ibrm in which
it could be authentically expressed, that will was
contemned and defeated by the aibilrary and unprecedented action of the executive branch of the
government. The aggravated injustice of that act
of the late president is equalled only by Ihe presumptuous insolence of the friends of the present
executive in congress, in impeaching the honor of
Ihe sovereign slates which form our glorious union,
and denouncing them as bankrupts in fortune and
in fame.
are cheered, however, by Ihe auspicious promise of the future
by the hope that the
constitutional limitations of the government will be
respected, whilst its powei's are exercised wisely
lor Ihe good ol the whole people, and that the public will, the only legitimate foundation of republican
institutions, will be obeyed by the public s.ervant.
1 beg lo suggest to you the propriety of inslructing
our senators and requesling our representatives in
congress to demand, as a matter of right on the part
of Indiana, her distributive share of the proceeds of
the sales of the public lands.
With those funds at
your disposal, you can exempt the people in a measure from taxation, promote the cause of education,
prosecute our system of internal imjirovement, and
greatly increase Ihe wealth and prosperity of the
state."

f 3,000,000.

We

—

The governor makes the following pointed observations in relation to the legislation of congress
over Ihe Di.<trict of Columbia:
"It affords me pleasure to comply with the request of Ihe citizens of Ihe city and county of Washington and the county of Alexandria, by presenting
to you a copy of the address of their delegates in
convention assembled, lo Ihe people of the United
Slates and to their several legislatures.
No adequate motive can be assigned lor Ihe extraordinary
legislation which furms the ground of complaint,
other than Ihe fixed determination of Ihe majority
in congress lo punish the frank and unreserved expression of opinion on the part of Ihe people of the
Dislrjct.
This insufferable breach of justice and
good faith, perpetraled lo Ihe selected guardians of
the nation's honor and the people's constitution
should create a sensation reaching lo Ihe remotest
limits of our wide spead country.
If is in keeping
with the conduct of those who disfranchised a sovereign state, and trampled under fool the right of
Ihe people to select their representatives, with a
view of carrying into effect the repudiated policy
With such, right and might are syof their chief
nonymous terms. The withdrawal of the charter
of the banks was done professedly lo carry out Ihe
policy of government in reference lo the currency.
So wide is Ihe variation, however, between the profession and Ihe practice of Ihe men who laid their
ruthless hands upon those insliliilions, that it is in
vain to seek in that pretext for the motive that led
to the destruction of Ihe fiscal agencies deemed necessary in the District lor the protection of commerce and industry. The change in its municipal
charter, lelative to the elective franchise, in defiance of Ihe wishes of the inhabitants, was an indefensible exercise of power.

"It is of incalculable importance to every community that Ihe safeguards and peculiar institutions
which it deems necessary to the efficient preservation of Ihe peace, good order and safety of society
should be preserved inviolate. The District having
no representative, congress should exert a protecting care over her interests, and fiiithfuUy reflect her
views in relation lo her own domestic polity. An
enlightened nation will not silenlly acquiesce in the
asserted rii;ht of congress to make experiments
upon the Dislricl, ami to tamper with her most
precious interests, against the known and expressReferring you to the mased will of her people.
terly and eloquent address for detaileil information,
permit me lo submit to you the propriety of adopting such resolutions as the scene of justice and Ihe
promptings of sympathy may suggest."

ILLINOIS.
Capilul.
The house ol representatives of Illinois
has passed a resolution for Ihe appointment of a
joint select cominittce lo inquire into Ihe expeiliency
of repealing all laws providing for the removal of
the seat of government from Vandalia to Springfield,
and to provide lor Ihe removal of Ihe seat of government back to Vandalia until the stale debt is paid;
and that they report by bill or otherwise. Upon
this a writer from Springfield remarks: The object
of it is to cut off all further appropriations to complete Ihe state hou?e until the state debt is paid,
which cannot possilily be done lor the next forty
years, even if we had the means, as the bonds will
not mature for that length of time and upwards;
and yet if (his economical representative from Bond
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By Mr. Ruggles, two memorials, each signed by
can succeed in his plan, the state house, upon which and men, that our Indian difficulties might soon be
forty odd individuals, citizens of Maine, remonstratover 200,000 has been expended, would remain un- closed.
[ Tallnhassee Star, Dec. 22.
fiiiished, and suffered to go to ruin, as another eviWe learn from Jacksonville that several families ing against the repeal of the fishing bounty.
Mr. Pierce asked permission to employ a clerk to
dence of the instability, folly and uncertainty of have been murdered iii Columbia county, within a
lUinuis legislation.
few days, and great consternation exists among the the committee on pensions on the grour.d of the
onerous duties imposed, and the necessity that exWe published yesterday a letter from Springfield, inhabitants.
Illinois, giving an account of the rejection by the
Orange crop. The St. Augustine Herald contra- isted for frequent corderence with the departments.
legislature of the bill to provide for the payment of dicts the report that the orange crop of Florida The motion was agreed to.
Mr. Norvetl, from the committee on commerce
theinterest on the state debt.
The Louisville Jour- would yield an increase of §20,000 this year over
last; and adds, the largest crop ever known here was reported with amendments, the bill authorising the
nal received yesterday, says:
"We now learn from a gentleman direct from two millions ol oranges, which at 75 cents per hun- erection of light hou-es and light boats, and the esSpringfield, that afterwards, on Monday the 14th, a dred would amount to $,-15,000.
In 1835, all the tablishment of certain buoys and beacon lights.
resolution passed the house, and subsequently the trees were destroyed, and the young trees have proMr. Merrick, from the committee for the Dissenate, providing for the hypothecation, in New duced somewhere towards 100,000 oranges, worth trict of Columbia, reported the bill to authorise the
issuing of lelterstestamentary and of administration
YorU, of bonds to the amount of $300,000 for the about $1,000— that's all.
to heiis in the District of Columbia.
payment of the interest due in January. The fund
commissioner was to proceed forthwith to New TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS -2d SESSION.
Mr. Nicholas, on leave introduced a bill to authorise experiments to be made of the application of
York to arrange the matter. The difficulties in the
SENATE.
way of ageneral arrangement for meeting the state
December 30. The bill to establish a board of steam power for harbor defence.
liabilities are, that the loco focos desire to exclude commissioners to examine and decide upon claims
The following resolution, offered yesterday by
from such arrangement all bonds, even in the hands against the United Stales was taken up; and, hav- Mr- Tallmadge,wAS taken up and adopted:
of innocent holders, where the consideration for ing been read a third time, and the question being
Refiohed, That the secretary of the treasury report
them has not actually been received by the state; on its passage
to the senate a list of the drafts drawn by the treasury
and that they are not willing to pledge the resources
Mr. Calhoun rose, and assailed the measure as department, or by its order, between the2Sih of Februol the state to meet the interest of the bonds issued one of the most perniciouscharacter.
He had, how- ary, 1839, and the 4:h of July last, and also since Ihe
ever, often expressed his views on the subject; and 4ih day of July last, that have been protested for nonand to be issued."
MISSODKI.
now only desired to record bis vote against the prin- payment, or that have been presented for payment
nut paid on presentment, or that remains unpaid,
The St. Louis Evening Gazette gives the annex- ciples of the bill. He asked for the ayes and noes. and
exhibiting, in a tabular form, the dale of such drafis;
ed abstract of the message of governor Boggs, subMr. Mangvm had an earnest desire to give a more the names of the payees, the names and ofiice of the
mitted to the legislature of that state at the opening careful examination to the measure.
It went to drawees, and the place where payable, the time
when
of its present session.
change Ihe fundamental policy of Ihe governmentin payable, the amount, the time when presented, and the
It will be seen that the governor sets his face regard to claims against the United States; and he time when prolesfed.
against most of the projected improvements.
The hoped the senate would consent to let the bill lie on
The bill to create an additional land office in the
Iron Mountain rail road; making slack water in the the table for a short time, so that the members who state of Michiiran,and for other purposes, was taken
Maranec; making a canal from the Maranec; slack
have only recently taken their seats might have an up; and, after being advocated by Mr. Norvell ani
ing the water in Salt river; would all do some good, opportunity of examining it.
opposed by Mr. Porter, the question on engrossment
but then they cost too much money. The Osage
Mr. Hubbard expressed his assent to Ihe propo- was taken, by yeas and nays, when there appeared
river and Grand river however are exceptions; sition; but urged the necessity of early and favora
for it 16, against it 22.
and so the friends of internal improvement, rather ble action on the bill. If it should be passed as it
Mr. Merrick moved to take up the bill lo revive
than get no bread, must content themselves with half had been reported, it would greatly relieve the buand continue the existence of the banks of the Dissiness of congress.
a loaf.
trict of Columbia, with a view to make it the special
The stale it will be seen is not much in debt, and
Mr. Henderson objtcled to the bill on the general order for Monday next.
has got a surplus in the treasury.
grounds of its conferring loo large a discretion upon
Mr. Benton said there were a great many other
The currency bill of the last legislature is aban- the board, and as not being well calculated to effect orders set for that day.
doned by governor Boggs, who thinks it right any benefit to the claimants.
Mr. Tappan did not see the necessity of any hurenough to let the people swap big dogs for puppies,
Mr. Linn made an earnest and animated appeal ry on Ihe subject; it mattered little whither
the
in their private transactions, and not to be troub- to the senate, in favor of the measure.
He was banks were chartered or not this session, as they
ling a man with legislative pains and penalties, surprised that the senator from South Carolina, in
strll continued to do business as usual, as w ell withbecause he is willing to lake, lor example, dried opposing it, had not presented some substitute; for out their charters as with them.
leaves for smoked ham; both parties having their eyes certainly the system now pursued by conjress in
Mr. Meriick said he would not contradict the asopen.
reference to these claims was as bad as possible.
sertion of the senator from Ohio; but, he must say,
He says that since the settlement of difficulties and
Mr. Calhoun said that Ihe land bill he had intro. that his information was very different.
The
agreement upon a "truce** between the council of ditced, would be a substitute, in some respects; for banks could do no busines.'! they could not reIowa and the county court of Clark county, of which it would rid congress of the largest class of clai
ceive a dollar on depusite, even from a member of
however he did not approve, there has been no dis- and hand them over to Ihe states. He then spoke congress.
turbance on that frontier. He urges that Missouri strongly against the bill, as bestowing far too much
Mr. Tappan asked if the senator had not read in
should insist upon the boundary she has been con- discretion and power on the commissioners.
the newspapers of the day their advertisements?
Mr. Hubbard said he had heard the arguments of
tending for and go before congress with a memorial
iVlr. fl/emc/c said those advertisements related to
the senator from South Carolina over and over again matters incident to the privileges granted
to that effect.
by the act
The state university will next year be openea for every session since the bill was first introduced; and of the last session. It was a matter of great moment
pupils.
yet the bill had been passed three times by the se- lo the people ol tliis District that this matter should
The superintendent of schools may be expected nate.
be speedily disposed of.
Ever since the 4lh of July
Meanwhile the governor recommends
Mr. Sevier, of Arkansas, assailed the bill with last, the inhabitants of this District have been deto report.
He regarded It, as in fact, su- prived, by an act of congress, of those privileges
that the proceeds arising fiom the sales of 16th sec- great vehemence.
tions be deposited in the state bank for the benefit perseding every department of the government; and that were extendeil to Ihe cilizens of the circumjaof the several townships interested. The governor if it should pass, congress might as well be abolish
Why was this? Why sliould they
cent states.
thinks that the money will be safer there than in ed. It would be only a useless body, not worth not be placed on the same footing as Ihe inhabitants
The keeping up.
the several counties, and we agree with him.
He hoped that justice
of Marylanil and Virginia?
After some further conversation, in which Mr. at least would be extended. The object he had in
whole amount of this fund is supposed to exceeed
Huntingdon exjiressed his concurrence in the gene- naming Monday for its discussion was with a view
$300,000.
The anti-Mormon forces have received in pay- ral wish for time to consider Ihe character of the lo obtain an early action on the subject, in compliment for their services only a hundred thousand dol- bill, it was ordered to lie on the table for the pre- ance with the anxious wishes of the cilizens.
lar or one half the amount appropriated. This was sent.
Mr. Cl<iy, of Alabama, suggested tlial it would be
owing to the fact that the money could not be borMr. Crittenden, from the committee on the judi- better to fix the day for Thursday next; which Mr.
rowed.
ciary, reported a bill establishing a nnilbrin bank- M. having acceded to, that day was fixed lor
the
The state has got a bad name, says the governor, rupt system throughout the United Slates.
discussion.
by reason of the Mormon difficulty; and the governor
Mr. Crittenden took occasion to say that in all
bill to confirm lo the slate of Indiana the
The
evidence
in
the
case
published
so
as
to important features, it was an exact copy of the bill
wishes the
lands selected by her lor that portion of Ilie Waretrieve her reputation. For our part, we think gov. which passed the senate at the last session.
There bash and Erie canal which lies between
the moiilh
Boggs, by his indiscreet management of that affair, were some slight alterations; but these were n.it
of the Ti|)pecanoe river and Terre Haute, was taken
has contributed to the very evil of which he com- material, and did not affect the principle of the meaup as in committee of the whole, and, after a d' plains. But we doubt not ihe world at large can dis- sure.
bate by Mr. Tappan again.^t the bill, and Mr. Smith,
criminate between a gang of marauders and the good
On motion it was made the special order for of Indiana, in support of the claim of that

—

people of this state.
Lcile

Indian news.

The steamer

St.

Mathews,

arrived at St. Marks on Friday
a short passage from Tampa Bay.
Captain Van Vechten brings letters of a recent
date from Ihe U. S. officers in that neighborhood,
which together with the verbal information brought,
It is the preare of a very gratifying character.
vailing impression of all at Tampa Bay, that the
Indians are anxious for peace; and althougli they
are crafty and treacherous themselves, and suspicious of craft and treachery from others, yet that they
are heartily tired of the war, and that means will be
found to produce an arrarigement satisfactory to
hope it may turn out so.
thorn and the whites.
Tiger Tail, with his warriors, was still at Fort
No. 4, and lively hopes were entertained by officers

capt.

slate,

Thursday next.

FLORIDA.

Van Vechten,

last, after

We

the bill was ordered to be engrossed lor a tlnrd reading bv a large majority.
On motion of Mr. Buchanan, the senate proceeded to Ihe consideration of executive business; and,
after spending some time therein.
before the
The senate adjourned till iMonday next.

authorise the secretary of the treasury
lo procure steam vessels for the revenue service,
was finally passed, and sent to the house for concurrence. The senate then adjourned.

The

bill to

December 31.

The

rice president luid

senate a letter from the war department, covering
a report of the chief engineer in Ihe ordinance department, showing the most eligible situation for
fortifications on Lake Champlain, near Lower Ca-

January 4. The senate, to-day, was occupied
chiefly with the consideration of the bill introduced bj' Mr. Benton, under the following title:
"A bill to establish a permanent prospective preemption system in favor of settlers on the public
lands who should inhabit and cultivate the same,
and raise a log cabin thereon.'*
Mr. Clay, of Ala. and Mr. Benton advocateil at
considerable length Ihe provisions of the measure,
and the general principles of the pre-emption
policy.

nada.

The following memorials and petitions were presented and appropriately referred:
By Mr. Sturgeon, from the president of the Norristown and Valley Forge rail road company, asking for an extension of the bonds given for payment
of duties on rail road iron.

I
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Mr.

Prentiss, of Vermont, opposed Ibe measure the
construction of the Potomac acqueduct;
and also
Mr. Cave Johnson objecting, the resolutions were
ip a clear and forcible speech.
sucli lurther inlormaoon as he may
Mr. Mimgum called upon tlie authors and leading to the kyanizmg of the timber torhave in reference laid over, under the rules of the house, and ordered
the use of said
to be printed.
suppo tersol the measure to give a more explicit aqueduct.
Mr. Samson Mason aske.l leave to offer a resoluexpcjsition of its character, and of the meanin"- of
Mr. Porter submitted the following resolution
tion requiring the secretary of war
its provisions than they had yet vouchsafed,
to report to this
'hc lor consideration:
house the slate of our affairs in relation
Resolved, That the secretary of the
then proceeded to express his decided ho.stiliiy to the
to the Choctreasury be rewhole system which ihey wished to establisli. He quested to mtorm the senaie in what cases the payment taw Indians, &c. &c.
Giddiugs moved to suspend the rule of the
thought it unfair and unjust, and calculated to ope- ui undisputed claims, arising under die treaty between
rate ibr the benefit exclusively of the border popu- the United Slates and the Stockbridsje and Mumsec house for the consideration of this resolution; wdiich
Indians, ratihed on the 16th May, 1S40.
has on pre- motion failed, and Ihe resolution was laid on the
lation, and against the interests of the old stales.
sentment at
treasury, been suspended or delaj'ed
table.
At the suggeslion of Mr. Mangum, the phrase- and the casethe
or causes of such suspension or
delay'
The motion before the house, being lo reconsider
ology of the bill was so modified as to limit (he be- and parncularly
that he state such cause or causes
in the vote on the
nefits of the bill to free while persons.
appropriation bill a'nd its amendHe also respect to two claims, of S675 each, in favor of Mead,
ments—Mr.
moved to ampnd the bill so as to limit its benefits to
Shephard spoke at some length in supDetroit Michigan, assignees in par
rf Robert
R ^K-'^^"-,"^
port of the amendment as passed, and
of
citizens of the United Stales.
Konkapot and John T. IlendriSks.
vindicaling
his conduct, as a member of the
Several private bills were then read
Mr. Calhoun asked what were the regulations of
committee on naa third time
val affairs, in offering it.
the new states themselves, as to aliens holding land; and passed.
The bill making compensation to the state ofi
The gentleman from Massachusetts had taken it
and intimated that he would, by his vote, conform'
Hampshire for the services of her militia on himself lo say that there was something unfair
to their practice.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, said that, so far as he coming up on its third reading— an animated dis- in the amendment he had moved— something of a
knew, aliens were permitted to hold land in all the cussion arose, in which Messrs. Pierce, Crittenden trick. He asked Ihe speaker if it was in order
He did not seize a sly opportunity to thrust it
new states, and no inconvenience had resulted from and Hubbard participated.
on
Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, would like to
the house— and he hid on this occasion
the practice.
behind Ihe
have some
luriher opportunity to examine this
speaker's decision. But the gentleman
case.
thinks otherMr. Stnilh, of Indiana, suggested the jiropriety
There
Kere one or two questions which
suggested them- wise—he did not doubt his skill in parliamentair
of postponing the further discussion of the bill for
elves to his mind: whether there
rules, nor the dignified manner
had" been an acin which he urged
the present: so as to allow time for more deliberate
tual invasion of this territory
by a foreign power thein on the house.
consideration.
He slated his impre.ssion to be, wa.s one; and if
not, was there a threatened Invasion
He would briefly state some reasons in favor of
though he did not speak from certain knowledge]
or imminent danger of an
invasion?
And then j^^^o"''™^"'- "^'''^ "''^ 'he first time (continuthat the laws of Indiana do not allow aliens to hold
here was another question:
supposing there was a ed Mr. S.) in which we had been called on to apland.
threatened invasion, was there time
to apply to the propriate money for this navy pension fund.
It was
Mr. Buchai.an avowed his readiness to meet the general government
to repel this threatened invaa new bill— not an ordinary
appropriation bill to
proposition of Mr. Mangum wilh a decided nega- sion? lor to
the general
tive.
The question, he said, had been raised^in decision whether there government belon<'ed Ihe carry into effect a particular law. The passa-'e of
should be peaceor
Ihe act of 1837 has destroyed this fund,
therefore it
1S38, and after discussion, was decided against im- No case less
than one of extreme urgency
would was strictly in order to consider all the acts relative
posing any such limitation, so as to exclude fo- justify the state
authorities in deciding on a ques- to that fund.
He agreed with the speaker on this
reigners.
tion of a llireatened invasion,
and incnrrin"- an ex- point of order.
Mr. Clvj, of Kentucky.spoke wilh great anima- pense which perhaps Ihe general
government might
But if it was out of order, it was too late to make
tion and earnestness, in favor of the proposition
not think proper.
It seemed to him (Mr. Clan)
to
any objections on this point. If the gentleman
limit the peculiar and exiraoidinary privilege con
hat It was p.-oper to ascertain
did
all these facts: had
make
his objection day before yesterday, it
feried by Ihe bill to cilizens of the United "stateswas a
herebeeii a military invasion? had
there been a poor argument now for the
reconsideration of the
and avowed his readiness to cast his vote now as threatened invasion? and
if so,
what had
vote.
he ilid in 1S38.
tlampshire done under the circumstances;
Would
Another objection to this act was, that it was too
After a few remarks from Mr. Buchanan, Mr It not be extending to the
state authorities the powhasty.
Benton, and ftlr. Clay, of Alabama, the question er ol the general government,
makes this objection? Wliy,agentleif there was time to
man from Massachusetts, and another and a third.
was put and decided in the negative; ayes 12, noes communicate with the general
government, if Do they want
So Ihe amendment proposed by Mr. Mangum without the countenance of the
time to consi.ler this act? If a young
30
general government'
member had told them he wanted time to consider
was rej.cted. The bill was then laid over tilFto- they under ook lo engage in
a conflict vvith another
It, It might be proper;
morfow.
power? All these matters were
but his surprise was that old
worthy of inquiry members
should tell them so. The subject had been
Numerous petitions and memorials askino- for and Iherelore, he would suggest
the proprietv of
belore the house previously, at last
the passage <{ a law esUiblishing a uniform
session and it
system laying Ihe bill for the present in the table.
was to be supposed that they had examined it.
of bankruptcy, were presented to-day.
Mr. Hubbard, in the meantime, would
He
refer se- had been
told by a distinguished officer this
Mr. C/ui/, of Alabama, called up the bill intro- nators lor inlormation to a report made bv
morning, that the amendment was
Howard, the chairman of Ihe cimmiltee
duced by him providing for the reduction and
proper.
But what
-ra
on forci-n
"
was
the
°
act
of
'37?
W.is
that
dilation ol the price of the public lands.
'^
the
a
11
deliberate considehouse in January, 1S39
nl""'^
ration of the house?
If he mistook not, it was
Bat it was passed over at Ihe s.iggeslion of Mr.
«»>'' he would take an
opportunity to sneaked
through at Ihe last day of the session.
txafnin^U^
Cliiy, of Kentucky, who said, before Ihe
He
iliscussiou
hiift looked for the yeas
The bill was then laid on the table.
and nays on that vote, but
should be bpgun, he wished the inlormation udiich
had not been able to fine them, the gentleman
he had called for by resolution, relating to the
from
pub- M.in" ,!""„""''>"?. compensation to the state of Massachusetts,
Maine for the services of her militia,
furthermore said, yesterday, that
lic lands, to be before the senate.
was read a the second section
of the bill was inconsistent wilh
Mr. S«ii;/i from the committee on the judiciary tninl lime and passed.
the first.
That the first section ordered the secreTlie bill to establish a permament
made an unfavorable report on the memorial from
pro.^peclive tary to
pay certain sums of money, and the second
pre-emption system in favor of settlers
the territory of Iowa, asking fbr a certain
chan^-e
on the pub- section
~
repeals the law under which the paymeut
lic lands who shall
in lis fundamental laws.
inhabit and cultivate the same
was required.
The bill lo confirm to the state of Indiana the was taken up in committee of the whole, and
occu-'
pied the remainder of this day's
land select, d by her, Ibr that portion
of the W'asession.
YJiy '•oi's not the honorable gentleman (continuThe Si-nate adjourned.
ed Mr. S ) see that there were several
bashaiid Erie canal which lies between the
laws requirmouth
ing the payment of this money— Ihe
ol Terre Haute and Tippecanoe river,
law of 1800—
and

Mr

«ew

[

1

—

war-

New

Who

Mr

Ibr

other purposes, was passed, and sent
to the house

for

concurrence.

Numerous
seiite.l

petitions

and

and appropriately referred.

journed.
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^\erl,iesdayDec30. After the reading
of the
memorials were pre- journal, iMr. JIdams asked leave to offer
the follow^

The

senate ad-

ing resolutions:

Resohed, That the investment in
the stocks of the
several states of the union, of funds
held by the government of the United States, in trust, is,
to the

settlement of Ihe bo'undaiy between
Missouri
and Iowa.
On inoii.nnf Mr 2?eH/ort, the bill was ordered
to he printed, and referred to the eo.'umittee
on Hi-

judiciary.

mmmn-

Wthe

.Vlso, a communication from Ihe trea.snrer
of the
UuUerl Stites wilh a statement of the contiuo-eni
of Hie post office department; whicirwas
laid on the tabli', and ordered to be printed.
Also, a cominunicafion from Ihe navy
department, transmitting si.xly copies of Ihe Navy
Register lor 1840; which was laid on Ihe table.
lyjhe government of the United Statesheld in lrn-i\
liave ,een
A niiinber of petitions were presented.
made), punctual payment in
specie or its equivalem
Mr. (Jraluim, in pursuance of previous notice,
?'"( s",P"lated in said stocks, and r^payme uf
'fT"
asked ai:d obtained leave to introduce a bill lo inent
the principal as soon as possible
by ihe ternis
nl9 lo be erected to Ihe memory
of ly heenTs'iied.'' """" '"'''''' '"''' ^'"'^''^ ''"^'^ ^' ™"'
brigadier general Francis Nash and brigadier
gene
ral William Davidson; which was
^'"''^'"' in^'es'menl of any
read twice and f„mt!i'?,fTh' iT''"' j'o
public
referred lo the committee on revolutionary
claims
" '?™''''"'ed by law, and that the
Mr. AwDfH submitted the following resolution CO, nil ee rf
""""^ "« -'-^•«'i '« -p°"
which was considered and agreed to:
rbiii'i:"'.i,:,^p;r,.i:,r''
Jie^olved, That the secretary of war
communicate
' suspension of the rules of,
to tlie senate such addiuonal reports
as have been re- fh^\lLi'^!"\u°'"''^
ceived since those formerly subiniiicd, in
'""P'"' °'' =°"^i''<"i"S 'he resoreference
ex|.eri.s.-s

1

'

lo

act
ol '37. What did I say? That,
throughout the pension laws, there was one general plan:
That

those
should receive pensions who had suffered
in the
cause ol the country; and also that the second
secinterest there, n an tion referred to the time in which persons disabled
the United Slates of die debts of
iliesaW in the navy should receive their pensions. He
""" "''''"^''•'^i'"''' punctually to found 111 the National Intelligencer, this morning, a
same.'"
report of his remarks, which slated precisely
What
'Resohed That the purchase, bv
authority of nnv he did say?
This report of his remarks would show
executive department ohhe United
S.aie.s, ol the bonds that he was
right, and the honorable member wrong.
of any of the states of this union,
at the nominal va lie
It was a common practice (he said)
to take up false
P''T""" ".''=''''""• ^"'' ""^ subsequent .sale of issues. He hoped the
he^kind
,^ 11b.juds
the
day would not be spent in
at a discwini, is an
unwarrantable and this
"•.nsieful dilapidation of the
measure. What is the question before
public funds.
us?—
hesolved. Thai it is the duly of
Whether
the
'37
act
of
is right or wrong?
the executive o-nv^m
Whether
menl of the Uniied States t^o require
of" efovm"-" we are called on lo repeal it or not? He would give
his opinion in a few words.
In
ISOO the navy
St icl.s, nnestnients of the
^ was
public moneys
in its infancy.

January 5. The k/cc presiV/^/irsubmilted
a communication Iroin the governor of the state of
Mis of the sums so invested, and of the
soiiri, transmitting a copy of a law
of that state tor nssuniption by

tile

and this money is needed for previous laws;
.-o the
gentleman's opposition on that score is obviated
The gentleman also said that I had misstated Ihe

lution

The act of 1800 was to encourage the navy— (o
induce persons to enter into it, and it was
necessaThe object of congress was to hold

ry at that time.

out inducements to gentlemen lo enter
into it.
He
that it was for the support of the
navy
What IS the navy pension fund? The proceeds
of
prizes were laid aside to b,> given to
seamen, marines, &c. who had been disabled in
the service of
the country.
What is the act of '.37? Sub.sequently lo the act of 1800 many acts
p.issed. That the pension fund should go lo those who had
suffered In Ihe
service of their country, was the feature
of all the

_

showed

acts prior to '37.

If

any

officer,

seaman or marine,

——
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they should re.

i

This
ceive half-pay Iroui the time of their death.
not that those v< ho had been
a dirterent act,
but those who died
disabled or fought gallantly
they might have been diunkards, or cowards,but if they died, their children were entitled to
It was not carrying out
(his navy pension fund.
It was a violation of the pledged
the act of ISOO.
and the congress that passed
failh of the country
that act acted in violation of their laith.
This act
did rank injustice to the gallant soldier; and this is
the act about which you have heard such lamentations before this house.
In six months of the very first year of its passage
it had taken froui the navy fund upward of 329,000
dollars. Can any man wonder that the fund is gone?
As to tlie purchase and sale of slocks, on which the
gentleman had commented with so much severity,
what better could have been done? (asked Mr. S.)
had more money tlian we wanted at that time,
the stocks of the stales were on a par.
If we had
not purchased, there would have been a hue and cry
about discrediting the stales. He admitted that
some money had been lost, but the secretary or no-

—

was

—

—

—

We

was to blame.
etfectof his bill would be to cast off this
from the fund, which, for the last four years,
liad amounted to $250,000 annually. The irve rule
on this subject was laid down in the law of ISOO,
that those who have sufiered in the country should
be remunerated for it. The act of 1300 made a distinction between the brave and cowardly
the act
of '37 had destroyed it.

body

else

The

drain

—

He

noted another objection. That the widows
had made their calculations on receiving this fund
that on this, the children had been sent to school,
But this was no argument that they should
itc.
continue to receive the $43,000, which they had
received annually for four years. He had now
finished what he intended to say:
If he was not
mistaken, Mr. Mams, yesterday, used the word
dishonorable, in connection with this matter.
lie
understood it was applied to the house, but a friend
had suggested that it was applied to him, (Mr. S )
Mr.
said he had said no such thing
that
the gentleman himself did not understand it thus,
but it was on the wisper of a friend.
Mr. S/tepurd was very far from wishing to do injustice to the gentleman. The honorable genllenran
had done him injustice all he would say was, that
he wished that the honorable gentleman would be
more charitable. That no man in this house could
do more good than could Mr. Adams; if in case ot
excitement, he would seize the opportunity of comas a link between Washinging up as a mediator
ton and the present generation.
Mr. Tlioinas wished to give a little information

—

Mams

—

—

He

had a letter in his hand from
the navy department, saying that the Cincinnati
stock had been sold, (he was inquired of how they
bad sold). The secretary did not say whether at

on

this subject.

par or not.

Mr. Anderson had been informed that they sold
for .$62 per

$100 of stork.

Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, spoke atsome
length, in opposition to the act of '37. Its appropriations were unjust.
He was opposed to the reconsideration of the bill.
Mr. ./J/irfrrsori inquired whether the bill the gentleman from Massachusetts designed to offer, was
the bill approved by the committee.
Mr. Reed answered that it was, with the excep
tibn of the last section.

Mr. Anderson said that if the act of '37 was repealed, it would revive the act of '34, ami that was
of the same nature. He hoped that the house would
take the first opportunity to look into this bill,
which has been reported by the cominillee on navat affairs.
He hoi>ed the amendment would not be
reconsidered.
Mr. Monroe was decidedly in i-iVOT of the repeal
of the law of '37; yet he had voted against the
amendment of the gentleman from North Carolina,
because it was not proper nor sound legislation to
amend an appropriation bill by repealing a law of
much moment to the navy. He was in favor of
paying what is now due lo pensioners^and that we
ehnuld bring up a law properly digested and pass
on it as we ought. He hoped Ihat they would reconsider this bill and pass the approprialion bill,
and act on the necessary bill, which might be reported by the committee.
Mr. Everett dwelt at some length on the subject,
which was imperfectly heard, and which we are
not able to give.
Mr. JXeed had been reported somewhat erroneously as to his debate on the subject
He did nol
mean to denounce with so much severity the actol

I

:

:

;

—
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had printed for the house, to S. D.
LauKtree, to bind. I refused to do it. It has been
the invariable custom, eversince I became acquainted with the manner of executing the congress print-

brought forward by him and adopt

ing,

which

bind

all

it

Mr. A'aytor was in favor of bringing the discussion to an end. He thought the vote respecting the
law of '37 hasty and unwise.
That all laws when originated were imperfect, and
was by the emendations of experience that the
most perfect laws were formed.
That, part o( the law of '37 was defective, aiid
ought to be repealed, leaving that which was sound.
He hoped that the motion would be reconsidered
that the appropriation bill would be passed, and ihat
me bill would be brought forward obviating the
it

defects of the law of '37.
Mr. Jameson moved the previous question.
Mr. Turney moved that the house adjourn, which
was carried; and the house adjourned.
Thursday, Dec. 31. The speaker laid before the
bouse the following communications:
1. From the president of the United States, transmitting a report from the secretary of stale, in compliance with a resolution of the house of the 23d
nst. calling upon him to communicate, "if compatible with the public interests, copies of all the correspondence between this government and the government of Great Britain, lelative to any proceeding on the part of that government wdiich may have
a tendency to interrupt our commerce with China.
2. From the secretary of state, in compliance
with the provisions of the act of March, 1799, communicating "an abstract of all the returns made to
that department by the collectors of the customs,
pursuant to the act of the 28ih of May, 1778, for
the reliefand protection of American seamen, showing, so far as said returns have been received, the
number of seamen registered ia each port of entry
in the United States, during the year commencing
on the 1st of October of the last, and ending on the
30fh of September of the present year."
3. From the treasury department, in reply to the
resolution of the house of the 17th inst. respecting
the condition of the custom house buildings at Phidelphia.
4. From thepresidentof the United States, transmitting a report from the secretary of state with accompanying papers, in answer to a resolution of the
house, calling for information relative to the burning of the steamboat Caroline.
[For which see

page 290 ]
The above communications were severally referred and ordered to be printed.
Also, the following letter from John C, Rives, on
the subject of the printing:

Globe office, Washington, Dec. 30, 1840.
Sir: It is known to you, and to the other mem
hers of the house of representatives, that Francis
P. Blair and myself were elected printers to the
Under this election, I exhouse in January last.
pected that alt the printing for the house during the
twenty-sixth congress, would be sent to us to execute; and as I superintend that branch of our business, I engaged men, and provided materials suffi
cient to do it with at least the customary despatch. 1
was informed yesterday that the clerk of the house
had sent a very large report to the stationer of the
house to be printed by him, and thatthe stationer was
actually printing it, or having it printed.
Since 1 received this infonuation, I have turned
to the clerk's account of the expenditure of the
contingent fund for the last year, where I find that
he has paid other persons for printing which 1 think
should have been executed by the printers to the
house.

persons engaged by me to work on congres
documents exclusively, have not had more
constant employment sine
the commencement of this session. There has been
some work lor them evei-y day, but not enouijh to
employ them the whole day. They are engaged by
the week, and we have to pay them, whether they
work or not. Now, if th.e clerk of the house has
the power to have the congress piinting executed

The

sional

thaii three or four d;iys

when

there has been no failure at
our office in executing it promptly, I desire toknow
it as soon as possible, so that I may either reduce
our force, or make some arrangement with the clerk
lo get enough of it to keep our hands employed.
The prices now paid to us by the house of repie_sentatives are so low, that we must sink monev',
unless we can keep the hands which we have engaged to do its printing, constantly employed; and
upon some kinds of printing we sink money, even
when all our hands are emjdoyed upon it.
The clerk of the house and rnyself have had a
controversy about the binding- of'the documents,
*37.
But it was indiscreet and unwise. He oppos which I wish lo bring before Ihe house.
Soon after the adjournment of congress, in July
*d paying pensions according to the act of 1837.
He spoke of his constituents they had done more last, the clerk sent word to me to deliver the docu-
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we

fighfing the battles of the country than any other,
and they had never i-ome here to ask for pensions,
He hoped the house would reconsider this bill,
leaving out the amendments, and take up the bill

at other offices,

—

ments which

is now thirteen years, for the printt-r to
documents that he prints for congress.
a printer has been elected, during that
has as invariably fitted up a bindery, as he

the

Whenever

time, h''
lias a jirinting nlTice.
I had purchased a great part
of the materials for the binding, and had engaged
workmen to do it, and had folded a great quantity
of the work, before the clerk sent me word that he
wished the documents handed over to Mr. Langtree
to be bound.
The correspondence between the
clerk and myself, which I presume he has on file,
will fully explain our controversy about the binding.
I wish congress lo decide between us as soon
as possible, as it is necessary that the binding shall
he forwarded. Respectfully,
C. RIVES.
Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, speaker house reps.
Mr. Adams said he would take that occasion lo
inquire whether a report of the committee on the
printing of the house had been made at the last session; and if so, Wrdiether it had been printed.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, said there were two reports on that subject, which had been laid before
the house, and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Adams said he had never been able to get a
sight of the reports, although very anxious so to do.
NeitliL'r himself nor other members could procuie
copies of the documents ordered to be printed at the
last session, being more than five or six months a^o.
This letter, however, fiom Messrs. Blair &. Rives,
explained it, and it appeared that the delay was all
owing to this controversy between them and the
clerk of the house.
Mr. Lewis U'illiams moved to refer the letter to
the committee on accounts; but the motion was subseq'ienlly withdrawn.
Mr. J. W. Davis moved the following:
Resolved. That a select committee be appointed, and
thai the lelier of J. C. Rives, just read, be referred to
that committee.
Mr. Morgan ofTered an amendment instructing
the committee to inquire as to whether the clerk
was interested in the contract with Langtree
O'Suliivan for furnishing stationery to this house.
Mr. Reed submitted an additional amendtncnt instructing the committee to extend the inquiry to the
lithographing and engraving of maps.
After some debate of a desultory character, the
amendments were withdrawn. The resolution of
Air. Davis was then agreed to; and.
On motion of Mr. Adams, the letter ordered to be
printed.
Mr. .ddams, on leave, reported a bill from the

JOHN

.

&

committee on manulactures, entitled, "a bill to insure the more faithful execution of the laws relating to the coiU-clion of duties on imports;" which
was read a first and second lime, and oidcred to be
printed.

Mr. Barnard ^Eked the consent of the house to
introduce a bill (of which intention he had given
previous notice) on the subject of bankruptcy.
Objection being made, leave was not granted.

The next business in order was the motion of Mr.
Gildini;s to reconsider the vote by which the bill
for the payment of" the navy
pensions had been passed, containing an amendment repealing the act of 1S37.
The previous question, on the reconsideration,
making appropriation

having been deuiamled by Mr. Jameson, Mr. Ailams
endeavored to prevail on him to withdraw it.
Mr. Jameson \\a= willing to oblige the gentleman
from Massachusetts as soon as any member of the
house, but could not, consistent with his duly, with-

draw

the call.
The call for the previous qurstion was then
secomlecl, and the main question, on the motiiui to
reconsider, ordered to be put; and, being put, it «as
decided bv veas and nays, as follows: yeas C9, najs
IDS.

So the

I'.ouse

refused to reconsider, and, as far as

concerned, the act of 1337 is repealed.
alter adveiling to the great importance of the president's message in relation to tha
burning of tiie Caroline, moved that 5,fl00 extra
copi s of the same, with the accompanying documents, be printed.
Mr. Picke7is hoped the motion of the gentleman
from New York would prevail. The documents
were of the highest importance.
The motion to print was then agreed to.
At a subsequent stage of the proceedings,
Mr. Alford, moved a reconsideration of the vote
bv which the above motion had been agreed to, and
called for the reading of the documents, which were
read accordingly.
Mr. Alford said he was happy that he had moved
the reconsideration, and that he was now satisfied.

it is

Mr. Fillmore,

—
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to be tish government, that the attack on the Carolin
answer of Mr. was authorised by the government. Mr. Fox says

having heard the papers read, that ihey ought
printed.

He was

satisfied that the

Forsyth was a good state rights paper; anti he
should think that his instincts of justice were blunted by party spirit, if he were capable of doing injustice to that officer under any circumstances.
He (Mr. A) hoped Ihatthe party strife which had
just passed had not bhinted the instinct? of justice
of the great wliig party of the United States, nor of
the slate rights party, of which he had lived an
humble member, and of which he hoped to die a

He was satisfied that the rights of the
slate of New York had been vindicated by
the secretary of state in an able and dignified manlier; and he was sorry to say that this was the only
paper coming from that department that he could
member.

empire

commend

in that light.

As regarded his sympathy towards the northeastern territory, he, as a southern man, had not more
than he ought to have; but he did know that the
lion of England had been growling for his prey on
As an Amethat northeastern boundary long ago.
rican citizen, he felt humbled at the reflection that,
under the administration of Marlin Van Buren, the
eagle of his country had cowered under tlie lion of
England; he felt humbled that a country which,
even in the days of the revolution, was strong
enough to defend" its' rights, should now permit the
queen of England to deprive them of every thing.
Aggression after aggression had been committed,
and it would continue to be so so long as tlie head
of the executive government failed to defend the
doctrines contained in this document. Mr. A. then
withdrew the motion to reconsider.
Mr. SUnli/ renewed

it.

Mr. HuZmes, of South Carolina, said he was quite
'delighted with this debate; not, howeier, because
the incidental question of state rights had been introduced, for that was about the same thing as the
constitution, which every man construed accordinjj
to his own taste. But he was delighted because the
gentleman from G.^orgia had given his approval to
at least one act of the administration. He was glad
that one member of the opposite parly had the generosity to acknowledge them in the right for once.
The gentleman had, however, touched on the very
imporlant subject of the northeastern boundary. He
liadsaid that the lion ofEnglandhad growled, while
we paid no regard to it, Stc. Now, he (Mr. H.)
wished to know whether the remarks maile by that
gentlemen were to be considered ominous of the fuWere we
ture action of the new administratioii?
not to judge, from the remarks made by one of its
friends, that we were to be precipitated into a conwith this mighty power, prepared and armed
every point, and that, loo, for a line of demarcaIfthey were to rush into the coniJict if the
south was to be prostrated, he was thankful that
gentlemen had shown their hands, that the south
might know that one of the results attending the
triumph of this great party, was a question of territorial war.
flict

at

—

tion?

JNIr. Mj'ord replied to these remarks, and saiil
that he had not spoken in behalf of the coming administration.
He had it not in his eye or his njind
at the time he spoke; he knew nothing of ilssecrets
nor its intentions. He had no conference with its
friends, nor had his advice ever been a?keil.
He
spoke for himself he spoke the sentiments of his
own heart, when he said that the lion of England
had growled for its prey on the norlheastern boundaiy.
Whatever might be the opinion of the gentleman from South Carolina, [Mr. Holmes'], he
(Mr. A.) would expre.ss his belief that, if ever tlie
issue of which the gentleman spoke did come, the
state of South C.irnlina would be seen in the first
ranks, gallantly defending the honor, and maintainThis much he could
ing the rights of the nation
he being one of the first born of nullification
say
out of South Carolina— that Soiilli Carolina would
be the last lo hide her head, if the country should
evc-r be engaged in a war with liiilain.
His own

—

—

wish was, lh.it we never might have wai- with her
on this or any other question, if it could be honorably avoided.

For the part which he had taken in the recent
vicloiious sirugule, he claimed no honor distinct
his colleagues and his country; and in clniracterising as he had done the communication of Mr.
Forsyth, he (Mr. A.) had done only that which a
sense of justice dictated.
from

Mr. Ciisliiit^ said the matters contained iu Ibe
corresporidence just read, were sufHcienlly grave in
themselves; and they had acquired additional gravity incidentally from the remarks of the gentleman
from Georgia, (Mr. Mford), and of the genllemaii
from South Carolina, (Mr. Huhaes); and he (Mr.
C). hail a few words lo say on both points.
Mr. C. said that the correspondence contains the
first distinct olEcial avowal on the part of the Brl-|

have been so authorised. Mr
It was about two years since Mr
C. denied this.
Stevenson addressed an earnest letter of remonstrance and demand of explanation to lord Palmer
ston on the subject; to which lord P. slood mute to
this day, neither avowing nor disavowing, justifyMr. For
ing nor refusing to justify the outrage.
syth was correct in his allusion to this part of Mr.
Fox's letter as a novelty. It was true that the Bri
tish government had indirectly sustained the act by
bestowing honors and emoluinenls on the parties
engaged in it, such as McNab and Drew; but no
direct official declaration of the attack on the Caroline having been previously authorised by the British government had been made before this, to his
(Mr. C's) knowledge.
Mr. C. said he concurred entirely with Mr. For
it

is

well

known

to

syth in opinion of the inadmissibility of Mr. Fox'i
demand for the release of McLeod. He was ar
rested in New York, by the legal authorities, to be
legally tried for an alleged act of murder and arson
committed in New York let him be tried by the
law? of New York to whom jurisdiction of the case
belongs.
Besides, if col. Prince could murder in cold blood
the prisoners he made in the frontier troubles
if
the authorities of Upper Canada had a right to try,
condemn and punish others of the prisoners if
Great Britain might promote Drew and knight Mc
Nab by the same right should New York try
McLeod, and if guilty hang him.
Mr. C- said these remarks were called for by the
tenor of the correspondence laid before the house
But now for the other point.
On hearing these papers read, the honorable gen
tleman from CJeorgia (Vlr. ^Ifnrd) avowed the sentiments of patriotism, which I (said Mr. C.) trust
are Ml not less warmly by the gentleman from S
which I trust burn unCarolina (Mr. Holmes)
quenchably in the breast of every American. Ht
spoke in the language of indignant truth of the acts
of assentation and concession, on the part of th
present administration, to acts of aggression on the
United States committed by Great Britain. In do
ing this, the gentleman from Georgia frankly de
dared, that he was uttering his own individual sen
tiinents, as sentiments only, and as the sentiments
of an individual only. They are sentiments such
as I, at least, approve, and had hoped the gentle-

—

—
—

—

—

ful

of the governments of Europe,

we

be dragged

into a third war, we shall fight that war as gallantly
and as triumphantly as we have already fought a first
and a second war with Britain; but resolved, also,
if we honorably may, to maintain the peace of the
country, anxious to do it, and to promote the internal prosperity of (he union and the harmony of the

states by means of peace, and repelling the idea of
any set purpose of war.
I repeat (said Mr. C.) that so far as I know the
objects of the friends of general Harrison, we undertake to act as Americans, and as Americans
only. And I thank heaven that these United States

are about to have a president who is not professing
no,
to be a northern man with southern feelings
nor a southern man with northern feelings, but professing to be what he is, a western man with American feelings, and with the honor, the peace, and
the interest of the United States, each equally dear
to his soul.

—

Mr. Duncan demanded of the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. Cushing) when and where the
administration had charged the whigs with being
the "tools of Great Britain." Let the member lay
his finger upon the place where it had been asserted by any paper, or present, if he could, any such
The whig party had not been
extracts to the house.
charged by the Van Buren press with being the
"tools" of Great Britain; but they had been charged
with being under the influence of the moneyed
under the influence of
aristocracy of that country
And, said Mr. D. I would advise
British gold.
gentlemen, before they engage in such debates as
these, first to clear themselves from that charge.
Let the gentleman from Massachusetts pause before
making such a charge against the democratic party,
and clear his own party from the just charge of acting under the influence of the moneyed aristocracy
Mr. D. here desired the clerk to
of Great Britain.
read an extract from a paper he held in his hand;
but the speaker was uriderslood to say that the subject on which the gentleman was speaking was not
in oi'der on a motion to reconsider the printing of

—

documents.

Mr. Duncan was perfectly willing to epeak in orwas out of order in showing the falsity
of a charge against the administration, why was not
the gentleman who made that charge called to order?
Mr. D. said the charge against the democratic party
having been made, and he having denied it, he was
now about lo prove that the whigs and the instituman from South Carolina would approve.
tions of the country were governed and managed
But the gentleman from South Carolina, Inokin^ bv the moneyed aristocracy of England.
beyond this, treats the remarks of the gentleman
Alter some conversation of a desultory character
from Georgia as the avowal of a plan, on the part of Mr. Stanly withdrew bis motion to reconsider. So
the parly which is about lo enter into power, a plan the question was no longer before the house.
of settled hostility against Great Britain.
number of private bills from the senate were
On healing this charge, Mr. C. could not but le twice read and referred.
vert to the incidents of the great public controversy
Mr. Mason, of Ohio, asked leave to move a resowhich the country had just g'lne through, to the lution which was read a( the clerk's table; and no
speeches he had listened to in congress and at the objection being made, the resolution was introduced,
hustings, and lo the press as it continues to speak and ifwas agreed to, and is as follows:
down lo this very moment, in ils reproaches of him
Resolved, Thai the secretary of war be directed to
and his political friends. What is it that we hear report to this house in what manner that part of the^
again and again imputed to us, by the thousand 20th article of the treaty between the United Slates and
voices of the orators and newspapers of the admi- the Choctaw nation, made at D.incing Rabbit Creek,
nistration?
Why, that we forsoolii are the allies of and dated Sept. 27, 1830, has been e.xecuted, which
stipulates that "for the benefit and advantage of the
Britain; that Harrison, the gallant old hero of Tip
pecanoe and the Thames, that he and his friends Clioclaw people, and to improve their condition, there
come into power as the hirelings and instruments shall be educated under the direction of the president
and at the expense of the United States, forty Choctaw
of England.
Has not this been wrung in our ears youths for twenty years.
day afterday, and hourafter hour, forlhe wholeyear
And that he communicate copies of all such regulaback? Yes, sir. And now what is the complexion tions as may have been adopted, of orders issued, and
which the charge assumes, now when the country correspondence had, relating to the execution, of :hat
has passed judgment on this administration? Not slipulaiion. and state wliat amount of money has been
that we are the hireling allies, the tools of Britain, appropriated, and what amount e.vpended on account
but that we are taking power with a fixed purpose thereof; wliat agent or agents have been employed,
of enmity against her
and as if without cause, in their names, number and compensation; whether an
academy or other school has been established for the
the mere wantonness of hostility.
Mr. C. said that, like the gentleman from Geor- education of the Clioctaw youths, and at what time and
place; whether teachers have been employed, and the
gia, he spoke not for the new administralion, but
names, number and c )nipensationof eacli; what numfor himself, and as an individual.
He fell bound to ber of the Choctaw youths, or other persons, if any,
make this distinction, because his individual senti- have been received into, or educated nt, such school,
ments on the questions between the United Slates and at what cost per scholar; what buildings, if any,
and Great Britain were well known, having been have been erected for the accommodation of such
expressed by him often heretofore, whether discreet- school, and at what cost; and what branches of learnly or not. yet with freedom which, as an individual, ing have been taught there; and how many pupils have
he had the right to use, in the honest expression of graduated, and in what term of time after their admission; and what is the present number of teachers and
his deliberate convictions.
Mr. C. said then, as to both these contradictory pupils belonging to the school.
And that ne be require to make a similar report and
charges against the coming ailminislralion, tliat he
tatcmenlin regard to ifie execution of so much of the
believed, for himself, nay, he would go further and same article ol said treaty as provides that
fifty "thousay, that he knew they were alike equally ground- sand dollar's, viz.- twenty-five hundred dollars annually,
less.
who are about lo enter into power came shall be given for ihe support of three teachers of schools
neither as allies or friends of Britain (in any excep- for twenty years.''
tionable sense) nor as enemies; but as Americans;
Mr. ,^dams presented a letter which he considerAmericans animated with the feelings which belong ed in the nature of a petition, from a Mr. Attree,
lo AmericajjSj resolved, at all haaaiils, to maintain of New York, who considered his character as a
the rights of our country against every and any reporter and a man injuriously assailed by the readforeign power; never doubting that if, by the conng, in the house of representatives, by Mr. Monroe,
tinued aggressions of Britain, even the most power- of New York, of a letter from Mr. Jaflary of that
der; but if he

A
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which a report made by said Attree was

re-

resented as a burlesque of a speech delivered by
Ir. Jatfary at a certain meeting; held in New Yorlc,

and by the remarks of Mr, Monroe and Mr. Wise
:

'

thereon. Mr. A. said he did not know tlie individual, nor did he know he had ever seen him, unless it
might have been once, when he was engaged in reporting a lecture which Mr. A. had delivered (on
any thing but politics) shortly before the commencement of the present session; but he presented and
would ask for the reading of the letter as an act of
justice to the persons concerned.
Some reinarks fell from Mr. A. whicli related to
the part Mr. Monroe had taken in the debate on the
bill reported by Mr. A. for the prevention of frauds
on the revenue.
The letter having been read Mr. Monroe, of N.
York, expressed his surprise and regret that the honorable gentleman from Massachusetts had thought
it proper to bring a matter like this before that solemn assembly. The communication, as published
in the Herald, had reached the city the night before,
and Mr. M's attention had been called to its supposing ii might contain something personal to hiraself and the honorable gentleman from Virginia
(Mr. iVise). Ha had carefully examined it to see
whether the writer, in any part of it, had taken exception to the course of the honorable Mr. IVtse
ami himself in what they had said, a few days since
in relation to the reportof Mr. Jatfary'-s speech, and
he did not so understand the writer. In what Mr.
M. had said, on the spur of the moment, he had had
no intention to call in question the qualifications of
Mr. Attree as a reporter, or the accuracy of the
Herald; but he had, on the perusal of his report of
Mr. Jatfacy's speech on the necessity of the merchants of New York employing an agent at Washington, been led at once to conclude that it must
have been a burlesque of the speech actually delivered; for he could not believe that any one, who
wished, as Mr. Jaffary did, to prevent the passage
of a law in congress, could ever he so blind to his
own interests as to make such a speech as that given
as his in the New York H'-rald.
But further Mr. J.iffary had himself published in
that very paper, a letter or card, positively denying
the correctness of the report, and representing it as
a caricature of his remarks; which card had been
published in the Herald, without editorial comment
Hence Mr. M. conor remark, to his knowledge.
cluded, of course, as any man would naturally conclude, that the report was admitted by the editor to
have been, as it was charged to be, a mere playful
burlesque. Mr. M. said he was not there to defend
Mr. Jatfary, nor was he there to assail any man.
When the report of Mr. Jaffary's letter had been
read, he perceived that it had more effect- in the
house than he could have thought it at all likely ta
have; and apprehending that the character of the
great body of the merchants of New York might
possibly be injuriously affected by the impression
gentleit produced, and from the comments of the
man from Massachusetts [Mr. Jldums] on the proceedings of the meeting at which it had been delivered, Mr. M. as in duty bound, had risen in their
defence, and had emleavored to show that they
were in no wise justly implicated. As to this Mr.
Attree, Mr. M. had no doubt he was one of the best
He had said nothing
reporters in this country.
against his capacity or character, but he had hoHe
nestly supposed the report was a burlesque.
repeated that he had not risen to defend Mr. Jatfary
or to attack the editor or reporter of the Herald,
but merely to perform a duty to his constituents,

—
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by pervenling misapprehension on this floor. As
an evidence of the total contempt in which this
whole matter was regarded in New York, in all
the letters he had received from that city, not a word
was said in any one of them about it. fn fact, it
was too ridiculous an affair for Mr. M. to have any
thing further to do with, and he washed his hands
of

it.
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aimed. As to the remark of Mr. Jaffary on himself, he should say nothing, save to that portion of
them which charged him with "having been closeted for two hours with the collector of New York"
when Mr. A. was coming on to congress to which
he plead guilty; he had been closeted with that
officer, though not quite for two hours.
He had
gone at the request of the collector, who, hearing
of his being in the city, had sent a note to him to
see him at the custom house; and in that conversation the collector had expressed a very strong desire that that portion of the bill to prevent frauds
on the revenue, which Mr. A. had formerly reported to this house, should be reported again.
With
Mr. Hoyt or with Mr. Beiijamin F. Butler, Mr. A.
could claim little political sympathy; but he had
gone as he was requested; and there it was stated
to him that the frauds complained of were going
on still, and that the bill was as necessary now as it
had ever been; and the collector had observed that

—

Scotchmen and Yorkshire
against wboje frauds the

clothiers, the very

bill

men

be bad introduced was

adjudge and deutter ignorance of the
to

cide the right to said scats in
merits of the contest; therefore.
Be it resolved. That ihe aforesaid decision of the
majoriiy of ihis house ought to be rescinded, set aside,
and held for naught.
Resolved, That this house will, in conformity lo all
precedent, to the decency, dignity and justice of such
proceedings, and to the sanction of iheir oaths and
their duty as judges of the case, thoroughly examine
the testimony, taken by its order, in relation to ilie conflicting claims to said seals, and will Hieii impartially
decide the rioht of the said Peter D. Vruom, Philemon
Dickerson,
R. Cooper, Daniel B. Ryall and Jo.^cph Kille, of the one part, and of John B. Aycrig"
Charles C. Stratlon, J. B. Maxwell, William Halsie°d
and T. .Tones Yorke, of the other part, to them.

Wm.

On motion of Mr. Cus/ii/ig, all the memorials and
other papers on file in i-elation to French spoliations
previous to 1800, were referred to the committee
on foreign affairs; and he gave notice that he should
call the attention of the house to this subject on
his successor, whoever he might be, would find it
Tuesday, the 7th of January next.
so.
The secretary of the treasury entertained the
Mr. Lane obtained leave to introduce a bill to
same degree for the passage of the bill. And Mr.
confirm lo the state of Indiana the land selected by
A. would do both these officers of government the her
for that portion of the Wabash and Erie canal
justice to say that he believed, in this matter, they
which lies between the mouth of the Tippecanoe
were disposed to discharge their public duty with
liver and Terre Haute, and lor other purposes;
fidelity; and
he was willing, in tliis thing, to
which bill was twice read, and referred to Ihe comgive to the proper wishes of the treasury departmittee on the judiciary. The house ailjournod.
ment all the support in that house he was able.
Monday, January 4. At the usual hour the house
Mr. IVaddy Thompson moved that so much of was
called to order.
No chaplain being present
the president's message as relates to military af
the clerk proceeded immediately to read the jourfairs be referred to the committee on military
nal.

affairs.

Mr. Adams objected.

He

said that the practice

had been for the house to go into
committee of the whole on the slate of the union,
and for some friend of the president then to portion
out the president's message among the appropriate
committees, by which means the whole of the document came under the consideration of the house.
It was a good practice, and presented the only
mode by which the house could get full possession
of every part of the message. But, within the
last few years, examples had crept in which he
hoped, for all future times would stand as warnings
and not as admonitions, of not considering the
message in committee of the whole, hut of individual gentlemen picking out particular subjects in
it, and having them referred to their own committees.
This practice was not only irregular, but
highly inexpedient and injurious, producing utter
confusion in the legislation of the house. It prevented the house f^rom getting the whole message
under its discussion; and that which it did discuss
was discussed under exposure, every moment, to
the previous question, by which free discussion and
full and ripe consideration was prevented.
Here
a gentleman wanted one particular portion of the
message referred to the committee on military affairs, but as Mr. A. considered the portions of the
messase on that subject as highly important, he
desired the whole message should first be const
dered in committee of the whole on the state of
the union; and he felt the rather anxious on this
point because the gentleman at the head of the military committee at the last session had proposed to
add some 1,500 to 1,600 men to the standing army
of the United States. If the house did go into
committee of the whole, Mr. A. should very probably deliver sentiments on several of the subjects it contained very different from those expressHe hoped the gentleman
ed by the president.
would change his motion.
Mr. Thompson consented, in pursuance of this
suggestion, to change his motion for one to go into
committee of the whole on the president's message,
and make it the special order on Monday next.
for several years

He denied, expressly, that the bill to which tlie
honorable gentleman had alluded as introduced last
session did propose to augment, by a single officer
or man, the standing army of the United Slates;
but its object was to protect a frontier exposed to

Mr. ^dams said that, if the gentleman from New the utmost dangers from savage depredation and
York, Mr. Monroe, had allluded to him as intending, massacre.
The motion, requiiing two thirds, was not agreed
in any remarks, he had submitted, to injure the chato.
racter of the merchants of New York
Whereupon Mr. Thompson gave notice that he
disavow
any
interposed
to
Mr. Monroe promptly
such idea; he was fully aware that the honorable should renevv his motion on Monday next.
While petitions were being presented to-day, Mr.
gentleman from Massachusetts would be one of the
very last men unjustly to assail the reputation of so Garret Davis, of Kentucky, asked leave to move
respectable a body of men, or of any other class of the following resolution, which was read and obcitizens throughout this country.
^T. Adams said this was sufficient for him. No
man cheri.shed a higher respect for the merchants
of New York than he did; those, especially, who
were, in a proper sense, American merchants. But
the meeting, calling itsflf a meeting of the merdiants of New York, consisted of a very different
description of persons, being composed, chiefly, of
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read to the house, and proceeded

jected to:

Whereas the majorify of this bouse, about ilie close
of the last session of congress, did decide that Peter
D. Vrooin, Philemon Dickerson, William R. Cooper,
Daniel B. Ryall and Joseph Kille, were "enliiled to
occupy as members of the Iiouse of representatives the
five contested seats from the state of New Jersey;''
and said majirity. "iih the exception of the members
on the committee of elections, had had no opportunity
of examining the 'esn'mnny relating to said contested
scats, and I'et refused to permit said testimony t j be

The speaker then laid before the house the following communications; 1. from the first comptroller of the treasury; 2. from the navy departraenl;
3. department of state; 4. wardepartmcnl; 5. from
the clerk of the house of representatives, relative
to his proceedings concerning the public printing,
denying that he had any interest in the contract.
Afler some conversation on the subject of reference of the

latter,

Mr. Morgan moved to lay if on the table, and that
was negatived.
Mr. Cave Johnson moved to refer it to the select
committee appointed on that subject; which was
it

be printed; which

carried.
number of petitions were then presented from
the different slates.
Mr. Anderson reported a bill making new provision respecting navy pensions, and repealing certain acts respecting them, and moved to refer to the
committee of the whole on the state of the uniou,
and that it be printed carried.
After the presentation of a number of reports,
Mr. John Q. Adams, from Ihe committee to investigate the house document of last session No. 185,
respecting the Amistad, reported that they had investigated the case. That there had been a falsification of the document; the word "sound" had been
substituted for "ladinos." and that it had been
done at the office of the Globe.

A

—

Mr. Barnard presented a modification of the resolulions'ofl^ered by him some days since on the subject of the finances.
Mr. B. after the reading of the resolutions as moand was about to proceed with some remark;;; when Mr. Smith, of Maine, and Mr. Hand
asked that the message from the president of the
United States (which had just been announced) be
read, as it contained matterof importance in relation

dified, rose

to the tariff, &.c.

Mr. Barnard

vvouli! yield the floor for

the

mere

reading of the message, but that would probably
call for other debate, ami he declined so doing.
He tlien spoke at some length, but was interrupted; a motion being made by Mr. Snnih, of
Maine, that the house now taken up the orders of
the day.
Which motion was carried: yeas 79, nays 62.
A message was received from the presiilent of the
United States, communicating some addilional correspondence that had taken place between Mr. Fox,
the British ministi r, and Mr Fnr.oylh, the secretary
of state, relative to the burning of the Carolina and
the case of WcLeod.
The message and documents
were read. [For deciiments see page 290.]
Mr. Fillmore moved that Ihe message with the
accompanying documents, be referred to the committee on foreign relations, and 5,000 extra cojiies
thereof be printer!.

Before taking his seat, Mr. F. desired lo make a
in reference to the communication from the
minister of Great Britain, in regard to his slatemenis about the Caroline. The' boat helonsred to a
mail in the city of Buffalo, by Ihe name of William
Wells, a peaceable citizen. It neither belonged to
the pa'triots, nor was it under their control or aulhority— and what reason is there (he asked) for the
appellation that is given to that boat, by the minister of Great Britain, who has called it a piratical

remark

'
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He believed it to be an entire mistake. It the crouching sycophancy on the part of the United
haJ no connection vvitli tlie patrioL?. Tlie simple States towards Great Biilain. What is the nature
You are told that your cifacts were tliese: Wells, during tlie time that the in- of the correspondence?
surgents were orcupyinj^ Navy i.-l.mti in the Niaga- tizens are perjured outlaws, and your courts ol jusra nver
which island is on the Canadian side of tice are aspersed as a mere mockery. Has it come
was the owner oi this b^at. He appli- to this, that the people of this country have no
that river
ed to the custom house for a license lo run that riglits to be defended?
vessel.

—

—

The present executive has some intiinalioiis that
boat as a lerry boat at Schlossing. The boat was
duly licensed" at our custom house, and went down his course has not received the sanction of the peothe river on the day previous to its destruction, ami ple. II Harrison shall come up to the mark, and
stopped at Schlossmg. It passed over once or demand retributive justice, he shall have in this act,
twice, carrying passengers that allernoon, and re- at least, my humble and- hearty co-operation. He
turned again to our ow-n shore, and was moored at had heard so much about aviicable corresponilence,
our own «liarl^ not within the national territory that his ear was wearied with it. He wished that
but the undoubted territory, this "land of the lion heart and eagle eye" should
ot the United States
as much as tins where we now stand. There it was not crouch to Great Britain even in the relinquishHe had such Ameleft in the peaceable and quiet charge of the watch ment of a single acre of land.
The proof rican feelings as he trusted they all had such as
ol'the boat, who were wholly unarmed.
urged him to say that this correspondence before
i», that there was but one solitary arm on the boat,
and that a pocket pistol, with.ut ammunition and the house by the British minister was an unwarwithout bfing loaded. While the boat thus lay at rantahle and unjustifiable attack on the rights of
our wtiaif, she was attacked by an armed force, American citizens.
Mr. Welter thought no advantage would result on
wiiich it now appears was sent from the Canadian
was attacked without any the ilebate of the question in this shape and havshore lor that purpose
warning, and one or two persons killed the boat ing already had a sufficieiit exhibition oi patriotism
ilself taken out into the stream above the falls, set moved the previous questicm.
Mr. Granger asked that the previous question be
on fire, aJid sent over the falls. This was the outrage the arson that has been compLiined of and withdrawn to enable him to say one word. He said
this murder of one of our citizens wholly unarmed, that the person who is involved in this controversy
who had his brains beat out, and was found the and soon to be brought to his trial in western Ne\v
next morning on the whaif; an<l there is gooil rea- York, was not lo be denied the right of impartial
son to believe that some others went over the lidls trial, which is granted to every one in this country.
When McLeod shall be brought to his trial, he
iji the boat, who had been killed or so wounded as
will have every advantage the law secures to him,
to be unable to make their escape.
This presents something of a ililBcult question. and the trial shall be as cool and dispassionate as
By the laws of the state ol New York, this was a the trial of one of our citizens. If, on trial, he shall
murder, an<l the person commitling the murder and be found innocent, he will be acquitted if proved
arson is liable to be tried and punished by the laws guilty, will be condemned; and it condemned, will
his execution being due to the supreol lliis state, and neither the government nor the be executed
executive ol Ihe government has (as he could con- premacy of the laws in that State.
This act performed if the British government
ceive of) control over the case unless the government ol Great Britain should see fit to respond by should hastily undertake to redress this supposed
entering into some treaty with us, and this matter wrong, she will find in western New York the same
be compromised, and Ihis individual who is now blood that was Ihere in 1812, unbought by British
unbought, and only to be bought by that love
put on his trial for murder could in this way be par- gold
doned, and in no other way can it be done. He was of country which pervades the peojjie, and the
uncertain whether it could be done in this way, but whole people. He had no fear that the nation
But if the same spirit is would ever crouch to the British lion. She will
this was the only way.
manifested by the powers at home that seems to act calmly and dispassionately; will execute her
have been by the minister of Great Britain, the ne- laws; and when properly executed, Ihe gentleman
cessary course of events must be a concussion be- from Indiana need not fear that the general governtween this country and Great Britain.
ment or New York, will quail before the British
Mr. F. had no doubt that McLcod would be tried lion.
he hoped he was innoceiit but if guilty, had no
Mr. Hand offered an amendment to the resoludoubt that he would be executed unless it is pre- tion, which was lost.
The question recurring on Ihe motion to refer
vented by the lieaty-making power between this
the corre.'ipondence to the committee on foreign afcountry and Great Brilaiii.
Mr. Pickens hoped there would bo as litlle as pos- fairs, and that five thousand extra copies thereof be
sible said or done in this juncture of excited feel- printed, was carried.
And, on motion, the house adjourned.
in;;s. He hoped the communications would be laid
Tuesday, Jan. 5. Mr. Steenrod asked to be exon Ihe table and printed.
Mr. Underwood, of Kentucky, objected to the cused I'rom further service as a member of the comprinting five thousand extra copies. The principles mittee on revolutionary pensions on account of ill
It has
healih and an affection of his eyes.
involved were of very great importance.
His request
been averred by the British minister that the per was granted, and another member will be substitutpeirator of Ihis murder, in a pro'ound time of peace
ed in his place on tiiat committee.
was not amenable to the laws of our land. This ii
The speaker laid before the house sr.ndry comsupposi munications, viz:
afseited on the principle of national law
we consent 'o this? What is necessary to bring thi
1. A letter from the governor of the state of Misc<ise within the principles of national jurisprudence
souri, transmilling Ihe copy of an act of the general
Tliat the order should come from the supreme aii
a-seinhly of that state, entitled "an act for ascerthority of Ihat country thai thus semis her invading taining and setlling the northern boundary line of
force into our territory. We had yctseen no order. the state of Missouri." Referred to the committee
Lord Palmers'on has even, lo tliis very hour, pre- on the territories.
Now, sir,
served piolonnd silence on Ihis subject.
2. A letter from the postmaster general, transmitI am inclined to think that if an inferior officer at- ting a statement of the disbursements for contingentached to the navy of Great Britain, without autho- cies for his department for Ihe last year. Referred
rity, invades our territory in lime of peace, ami lo the committee on expenses in the post office detakes the life of our citizens, that such person, in partment.
every s^nse of the word, is a murderer, and liable
3. Another letter from the postmasler general,
to be punished as such if we can get hold of him
nccompanied with a copy of Ihe abstract of the offers
He wished the committee on foreign relations to for carrying the mails made within the year prel^ive the house their opionion on this point, and
ceding ihe 1st of July, lS-10. Laid on the table.
do this with a view lo other me.isures which may
The speaker announcetl the special order set for
possibly grow up out of this. There were other Ihis day
on the report of Ihe commiltec of elections
things involved iJi this coirespondence of very d^-ep made
at Ihe last session on the memorial of Charles
uKiinent lo this country: and that is the question in
J. Ingcrsoll contcsling Ihe right of Charles Naylor
reference to Ihe jurisdiction of the stales and II
to a seat in Ihe house as the representative from Ihe
union; and lo this point he wished the committt
third district of the state of Pennsylvania, when
on foreign allairs to tuin their attention, and report Mr. Mcdill moved the following resolution;
whelh. r the United State* have any right to inter
Refolvcd, That the petiiioncr. Charles J. IngersoII.
fere, and whether Ihe question is not alto^elhei be permitted lo appear at the bar, and that he as well
within the jurisdiction of the state of New York. an the silling member have leave to address this house
between
the
United
Slates
deprecaieil
collision
He
on the subject of the enntes'ed election for the third
anil Gnat Britain, but if Great Britain siiould en- coni;icasional district of Pennsylvania.
And the question having been taken, the resolii
croach on us, and urge us, then he hoped to see Ihe
But Mr.
United Stales lake posseaion of the monHts of all the lion was agreed to, without a division.
Lnris IVi'liims rose and moved a reconsideration
luers that have ihcif sources in tlie United Slates.
.Mr. Daiii, of Indiana, bad watched with some of Ihe vote thus taken.
In a*.-i:;MiMg his reasons for this motion, Mr. W.
dejcr-'e "' solicitude these qiesHons, hut wli.it was
allogelher more huuiilialing, in his estimation, was said he didnotundeisland that Mr. Ingersidl claim-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

ed a seal; he did not understand that that gentleman
ame here lor the purpose of vindicating his own
right, or the right of those whom he professed to

|l

The case, therefore, it seemed to him,
W. could not be properly advocated by Mr.
IngersoII himself; neither had any other individual
within that congressional di itrict <uch a right. The
course proposed by the resolution was, therefore,
irregular, unusual and improper.
He, Mr. W. had
no objection that Mr. IngersoII should come here
and sustain his own right to a seat; but, so far as
he, Mr. W, knew, that gentleman did not himself
claim to occupy '.he seat of Mr. Nitylor.
Mr. Medill did not know, he said, how the gentleman from North Carolina (Mr. JVilliams) came
to the conclusion that Mr. IngersoII did not come
here for the purpose of vindicating his own right to
a seat.
By reference to the files of Ihe house, it
would be seen not only that a memorial had been
presented by a large proportion of citizens of the
represent.

Mr.

j

third congressional district of Pennsylvania, but
also that there was a petition from Mr. IngersoII
himself, in wh'.ch he set forth that frauds were committed in Ihe election there, and Ihat, if justice was
•lone, he would himself be placed in Ihe seat H liicU

was now occupied by Mr. Naylor.

The

matter was

Two

referred to the committee of elections.
reports were made, (which were presented to the
house about three days before the close of the last
session); one of Ihe reports sustaining the sitling
member, and the other declaring that the election
had been cariied by fraud. That was the question
wdiich now came up for Ihe decision of Ihis house.
The coinmitte of elections had discharged their duty by taking all the testimony they could collect
and presenting their views. It now remained for
the house to determine which of the two reports
was correct, and whether the seat belonged rightfully to the sitting member or to the gentleman who

appeared here to claim it. Why the genlieman
from North Carolina undertook to inliinate that Mr.
IngersoII had withdraw his claim to the seat, he(Mr. M.) could not undertake to say; but he knew
that he had neither hcaid nor seen any thing to jus-tify such a conclusion. And Mr. IngersoII w-as now
here demanding to be heard at the bar of this house.

Mr. Fillmore called lor the reading of the resoluby the minority of the committee of
elections and the concluding part of the report, in
order to see whether there was any thing about Mr.
IngersoII retaining his right to the seat.
And the same having been read Mr. F. said he
believed that the circumstances of this case, so far
as they were matt-rial lo the decision of the question, were substantially these: Mr. IngersoII, witll
various other citizens of Pmnsylvania, presented a
petition to this house, alleging that there had been
fraud in the election in the 3d congressional district of thai state, and praying that it might be set
aside, and, as he (Mr. F.) believed, also claiming
the seat for .Mr. IngersoII, although on that point
he (Mr. F.) did not speak positively. The committee of eleclions went into the investigation of
the subject, and took testimony; and the majority
of the committee came lo the conclusion that no
fraud had been shown, and recommended a resolution for the adoption of this house, Si-tting forth
that Mr. Naylor was duly elected.
The minority
of the committee also made a report, [as would be
seen on reference to the documents], impugning
the validity of Mr. iVaylor's election; but, if lie,
(Mr. F.) remembered righ', not contending that
there was any evidence before the cominiltee to
show that Mr. IngersoII was elected. He, (Mr.
F.) therefore, under siicha state of facts, considered Ihe contest now in Ihe same light as if the question had been raised by any other citizen of the
state of Pennsylvania; and he was wil ing to give
his vote on that ground for the right of any citizen
to contest the seat of any membsr of this house.
It did not result, as a matter of necessary consequence, that the opposing candidate was to he the
only coiiteslor lo Ihe right ot the seal; it was a
right which b longed to any citizen who thought
Mr. Naylor was not ]iropei'iy elected. The house,
in his view, was lo act in a judicial capacity— as a
court of justice
and the only qrrestion as to the
tion presented

—

—

mode

which Ihis house would act, w'as a quesconvenience. It had been found convenient
and expedient in all courts to counsel on both sides
of litigaled questions.
It might not perhaps be an
inherent right to have counsel; but it was convenient and expedien'; and it seemed to him Ihat the
claim to have them was as perfect here as it could
be in a court of justice. Here was a case brought
before the house tor its atljudication; and, in his
opinion, Mr. IngersoII, who had raised this question, should be permitted to be heard as well as Mr.
Naylor. And il seemed to him, (Mr. F.) tfiat it
made no dilference whether liie foriner claimed the
seat or not.
The contest was equally iuiportant to
in

tion of

\

—

—

nill:s'

—
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the countiy; and the right of the citizens to have
the wrong corrected, it wrong existed, was equalHe should, therefore, vote against tlie rely good.
consideration.
Mr. Uriggs was undersloodto say (hat he thought
the liouse liad commilted a great error, at tile last
session of congress, in refusing the members from
New Jersey who claimed their seals an opportunity
of being heard at llie bar of the house.
Now, here
was a case from the state of Pennsylvania, in vvhirh
Mr. Ingersoll claimed that the election of Mr. Naylor was elfected by fraud, and that, if justice were
done, the sitting member would be removed from
his seat.
He (Mr. B.) knew of no case within the
last ten years in which a person claiming a seat had
not been heard at the bar of the house.
He thought
it was the right of Mr. Ingersoll to be heard.
There was great propriety in his being heard upon
the ground 3ugs;est?d by the gentleman from New
York, (Mr. Fillmore). He (Mr. B.) thought that
it would be not only inexpedient, hut manifestly un
just, when a rival candidate came here to contest
the right of a man who was in his seat, and who
claimed that right— it would, he repeated, be most
manifest injustice not to hear him at the bar of the
house. It was right that the setting member should
also be heard.
He (Mr. B.) hoped that the vote
would not he reconsidered; and that the house would
do that justice in this case which was refused to the
five members from the state of New Jersey.
The speaker gave the floor to Mr. Masot), of Ohio,

who

yielded it to enable Mr. Garret Davis to ask
reading of the memorial of Mr. Ingersoll,
(above leferred to). The memorial not being at the
inoment on the clerk's table
Mr. Mason considered the resolution offered by
his colleague (Mr. Medill) as a very proper one.
He (Mr. Mason) had entertained the same opinion
at the time the New Jersey case was before the
house, and he had then ihe honor of offering a resolution of the same import as this; but which under
Ihe influences Ilien prevailing, was rejected by an
for the

inexorable majoiity, some of whom were at this
present moment engaged in attempting to have the
inestimable privileges Ihere claimed extended to one
of their own friends.
Where then was the desire
of these gentlemen that the parties coming here by
virtue of documents emanating from the highest
authority of the state should be perinited to plead
their case at the bar of this house?
He was glad,
however, (o see a returning sense of justice, as indicated by the resolution now proposed.
The unexampled outrage perpetrated in that case had reached the ears ot the people, and Ihey had responded
to it in terms w hich he hoped, would be ren embered after the existence of the present congress.
They were now, he hoped, about to return to the
good old piactices of the republican school, accor<ling to W'hich, as he had read and understood them,
it was the privilege of a person who had
been relumed to this house as a member, and of him who
conUsled Ihe validity of the return, or the truth ol
Ihe election, to appear at the bar and be heard "by
himself or his counsel," (to use the words of his
own reseiution of Ihe last session, which had been
scouted down by a fierce majority). It was propi-r, therefore, that Ihe resolution should have been
aiiopted, and tie hoped that it would not be rescinded.
it was proper, however, that the vote should be
reconsidered, for purposes of explanation.
He
wished to knqjv whether Mr. Ingersoll claimed a
seat in Ihis house by virlue of an election by the
people of Pennsylvania. He (Mr. M.) supposed
that it was with a view to ascertain that fact that
Ihe reading of the memorial had been called for.
For his own part, he would give counsel not only
to the contesting member, but to the humblest of
the constiliieiicy who had given a vote and who believed that tlie election had not been rightfully
achieved.
He wished this house to be considered a
great court of justice as well as the grand inquest
of Ihe nation; and that the great rules of righl should
not be turned aside lo secure political objects or
party purposes.
Some atonement was due to the
conslitulion and to the violated privileges of this
house, and he hoped it would now be made, and
that those who might hereafter be in a majority in
this house would avoid, as conlaminalioii, the precedent which had been setat the last session of con-

9,

isii— congress.

— the

returned and sitting member.
Tlial
was the record. These proceedings were in continuation of that record.
The question before the
house was, what disposition should be made of that
petition of Mr. Ingersoll.
And upon that petition,
(record as it was) and upon the usage of Ihe house,
he (Mr. C.) thought that Mr. Ingersoll was, in justice and in equity, entitled lo be heard.
He objected, however, to the form of the resolution, and he asked Ihe attention of the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. Medill) to it. It was unusual in
its terms, and there was one expression to which
he (Mr. C.) objected. The resolulion was to Ihe
effect (he did not recollect the precise words) that
Mr. Ingersoll should have leave to be heard as
well asihe sitting member. Now, Mr. Naylor was
a member of Ibis house, de faclo at least, as the
gentleman from Ohio admitted; he (Mr. C) said,
a member de jure; but, at all events, Mr. Naylor
was a member de facto, and therefore, as such, he

Naylor

,

whether

3C3

was

the intention of that gentleman
in addressing the house to do so in the way of a
personal claim lo a seal?
fact

il

Mr. iAedill (who was very imperfeclly heard)
was underslood lo disavow any greater faiiuliaiity
with Ihe views of Mr. Ingersoll Ihan other gentlemen on this floor possessed; and lo recommend Ihe
genlleman from New York, Mr. Barnard, io address
his inquiries to

Mr. Ingersoll personally.

Mr. Barnard (having first called for the reading
of the first sentence ot the report of the minority)
proceeded to say, it was evident from that repoit
that not one of Ihe minority of the commiltee
not
even, he presumed, Ihe gentleman Irnm Ohio, Mr.
Media, himself had any idea of presenting to this
house an issue upon the question whether Mr. Ingersoll was or was not entitled to a seat.
It was
true that Mr. Ingersoll had petitioned for his seat.
The subject was sent lo a commiltee; Ihat committee had examined il, and had come in!o this house
with a unanimous report, in one respect, that was

—

—

much right to speak as Ihe genlleman from
as he Mr. C. himself had; and it did not to say, that Mr. Ingersoll was not entitled to a seat.
need a resolution of this house to j^ive that rigid.
Was the house dis|iosed to go behind thai report?
The very mention in the resolution of leave to
A point of order as to the relevancy of these tespeak was a denial ol liis right to speak. He maiks was here raised by Mr. 2\irney; but the
wished the gentleman would modify the terms of spen/ici- having decided that Ihey were not out of
had as

Ohio or

resolution.
They were unusual, conlrary to
precedent, and, in words and in spirit, a denial of
the unquestionable right of the silting member.
Mr. Medill did not think that the resolulion contained any such denial. It only provided that llie
petitioner should be placed on the same fooling
with Mr. Naylor; and he did iiol, therefore, see the
necessity of the modificationsiiggested.
He hoped
Mr. Ingersoll would be permilted to jro on.
Mr. Cushing said that it the words he objected
to meant nothing, they were not needed there; and
that, if they meant any thing, that meaning was a
broad one.
He must, therefore, vote in favor of the
reconsideration unless the words were struck out
by general consent.
his

Mr. Lewis Williams rose to withdraw his moreconsider; but, before doing so, he said he
thought that this proceeding had in many respects
been irregular. When the house authorised the
committee of elections to send for persons and papers, it adopted an unusual and unprecedented
course.
He believed that from the foundation ol
the government to this day, no committee of elections had been clothed with that power; and for the
plainest of all reasons, that when the house bestowefl this power, it invested the committee with
inquisitorial power
it
made it a prosecutor instead of a judge.
How many drafts had been
made on Ihe contingent fund in coiisecjuence of this
power being given to the committee to send for
persons and papers; a committee which, by the
cousliliilion and rules of the house, was solely and
exclusively"a judge.
He wished io know in what capacity Mr. Ingerwhether as a
soll presented himself here today
claimant of the seat occupied by Mr. Naylor, or as
the attorney and agent ot the people who joined
with him in the petition to this house. This was
his chief object in making this motion to reconsider
The genlleman from Oliio, Mr. Medill, had staled
he did not know how he, Mr. W. had come lo the
knowledge of Ihe fact that Mr. Ingersoll did not
claim the seat in his own behalf. Ceitainlyhe, Mr.
W. Iiad not sjioken from the record. His attention
had not been particularly drawn lo that point; but
what had been said by the gentleman Irom Ohio
himself, Mr. MerfiH, appeared to him, Mr. W. lo
corroborate Ihe opinion that Mr. Ingf rsoll was not
here to claim the seat for himself. The most that
was pretended was, that Mr. Naylor was not entitled to his seat; ami the finding of the minority of
tion to

—

—

Ihe

committee would

be, at all events, a justification

him, Mr. W. for Ihe opinion he had expresserl.
never was his intention to limit the right of
speech here on these important subjects. He was
disposed lo hear Mr. Ingersoll, but he wished to
know ill what capacity he appeared. It was, he
repeated, with this view that he made the motion
to reconsider; but, as many of those willi whom he
to
It

was

in the habit of acliiig

seemed

to

be oppo.<<rd to

he would withdraw the ino'Jon.
Mr. Cashing renewed the motion, (solely he explained, lor the purpose of etiecling the inodificalicn he had named).
gress.
Whereupon, by general consent, Mr, Medill moMr. Cushing said he w as in favor of hearing the dified his resolution by stiiking thererroiu the words
petitioner, according to Ihe motion made by the gen- ''as well as liie silling member."
tleman from Ohio. (Mr. Medill). He (Mr. C.) was
And then Mr. Cushing withdrew Ihe motion to
in favor of that motion for the reasons already sub
reconsider.
milled by other gentlemen, and for this further rea
Mr. Barnard renewed it.
son.
On referring to the record, he found that all
He desired to ask a question of Ihe gentleman
Ihe proceedings in lliis case were based upon a pe- from Ohio, Mr. Medill.
He, Mr. B. took it lor
tition of Mr Ingersoll.
The petition set forth that granted that, having suhmitted the motion in relahe was duly elected, and he claiineil the scat, lo
lo Mr. Ing.r-i.jl being heard at Ihc bar of the
Wllicb he said he was duly elected, as against Mr. iiouse, he, Mr. Meddl, musl be acquainted with the
it,

order

Mr. B. proceeded. He took if for granted that
Mr. Ingersoll did originally ask the house to conliia chiiin
lo a seal; but what he (Mr. H.)
meant to say was, that now the only issue before the
house was the question presented by the minority
of the commiltee
namely, whellier the election

si. ler

—

should be di-clared utterly void, or should be sent
back to the people to decide it. The question then
was whether there was any law or prece dint, or any
propriety in allowing Mr. Ingersoll lo be heard on
this suhj. ct.
There was just as much propriety as
there would be in permitting any other man in that
dislrict, or in Ihe nation, to be heard.
If the house
wanted council to speak to them on this question,
which »as a question peculiarly lor the house lo
deciile, Ihey could get counsel where they pleased.
Mr. B. contended that the house was now about
to set a precedent.
A great wrong was committed
at the last session; and he was not fordoing another,
a second wrong, because one had been already
done. There was no examjile on record in the history of this, nor, he supposed, of any olhereountrv,
where an individual was permilted to come lo the
bar and to discourse on such an issue as was here
presented. He regarded this as a matter ot great
consequence.
Mr. B. offered the following as a subslitute for
Mr. McdiU's resolution, in case Ihe motion to reconsider should prevail.
"That Mr. Ingersoll have leave to be heard at the
bar of this house in favor of his right to a seat in
in this house in place of Mr. Charles Naylor."
Mr. Garret Davis said Ihat when a seat was contested in any legislature, as a general piinciple
bolh geiilleraen claiming had the right, by courtesy
and pailiamentary usage, to be heard. For what
had Rlr. Ingersoll pelilioned? If for a seat for
himself, he had a right to he heard, because he pelilioned for something which he claimed as belonging to himself personalli'. As he (Mr. D.) understood the mailer, Mr. Ingersoll insisted on his
right 'o a seat, and in support of that claim he had
a light to be heard; but in no other slate of circumstances had he that right. If it were olherwise, every individual whose name was appended lo
the pelilion had a right to be heard.
&i\\ Hubbard moved the previous question; but
wiihilrew it on the request of
Ml. ,,llford who submitted a few remarks, the
object of which was to show that an issue had
been made up between Mr. Naylor and Mr. Ingertile one having and the other claiming Ihc
soll
seat
and that issue could in no wise be changed
liy the action of the committee of elections, but
was lo be decided, one way or Ihe other, by the
Iiouse in a judicial capacity; Ihat the issue hail not
been changed; and that Mr. Ingersoll had a right
to be heard ill his own behalf.
After some remarks from Messrs. Mford and
Barnard, the previous question was calleil by Mr.
Turney, (who met all appeals for its withdrawal
with a negalive), and there wasa second lo the call.
The main question being on the motion to reconsider the vole on Ihe resolution of Mr. Medill was
ordered, and, being taken, was decided in Ihe negative, yeas 41, nays 140.
'J'he speaker thereupon informed Mr. Ingersoll,
(who appeared al the bar) that Ihe hou.=e had passed a resolulion Ihat he should be heard. &c.
Mr. Ingersoll tlien rose and addressed the house
in support of his claim, and hail proceed -d about an
hour, when, without having concluded, he gave
way lor a inolio'i lo adjonrn; wliich, having been
agreed to, the house adjourned.

—
—
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with the same perioil in 1S39, and that the prices of
CHRONICLE.
Abolition. About the 1st November last,— that is, the article are comparatively lower in England than in
immediately after the late prcsidentialelcction in Penn- this counuy.
sylvania, a highlv respeembb currespondent in PliiColoring marble. The art of coloring marble, so
ladelpliia wrote its that Thomas Earle, the abolition
as to give it the richest and most beautiful tints has
candidaie fur vice president, voted the Van Buren
carried to great perfecdon in Italy, by
This item was copied been recendy

move west in five years. The lands are worth $10
per acre, hard as ihe times are, and there is little doubt
the general government will confirm the treaty.

—

piesideniial licket in that city.
at the lime into the National Intelligencer, and a letter
from Mr. E. published id that paper of yesterday, declares that the siaienient

is

unfounded

in fact.

[Bait.

We sather the

Boxes of Black Hiwz.
from the Burlington

facts

(I.

Amer.
following

T.) fiawk-eye.

These bones which were

stolen

from the grave

5'ear since have been received and are now in
hat, &c. which
the governor's office. The
were buried with the old chief, have been returned
with the bones. It appears that they were taken to
St. Louis and there cleaned; they were then sent to

about a

Quincy

wampum,

The

dentist

anyone

liver"

them

made

by gov. Lucas.

quisition;

and wired previous to
was cautioned not to de-

a dentist to be put up

to

bein» sent east.
to

a requisition should be

until

Gov. L. made the necessary reand they were sent up a few days since, by

are now in the possession of
He has sent word to Nasheaskuk,
governor.
Black Hawk's son, or to the family, and some of them
Mr. Edgarwill probably call for ihein in a few days.
ton the phrenologist, has taken an exact diawing ol

mayor of Quincy and

the
the

the skull.

We

learn from the BosBusker Hill monument.
ton Morning Post the following particulars respecting
the cost of the Bunker Hill monument. The original
cost, for the entire height of two hundred feet, as estimated by Mr. Willard, ihe architect, was S67,000
The work, so far as built, has not much exceeded this
estimate. The receipts of the association, since its

organization, have been as follows:
First subscriptions of members,
Leaislative donation,
Ladies' subscription,

$54,010

Kaised on mortgage of land and monument.
Subscription through Mechanics society,
Lease of land,

10,000
2,500
23,400
21.000
1,359

2,000
20,000
32,000

Tax for ascending monumeni, about
Donations of two citizens,
Proceeds of September fair, 1S40,

8166,269

The mortgaged land was sold in October, 1834, for
825.000, which paid that debt. The actual receipts,
therefore, have been over §166,000, which is nmch
more than double the original estimates of the cost.
"These facts are not stated to censure any one, but
simply to justify the people of New England, who
have been most unjustly charged with U'ant of genenot completing 'the monurosity and patriotism, in
ment. It will be seen, thai, at ilie first, a sum was
promptly raised within three thousand dollars ot the
whole estimated cost. Having done that, it was difficult 10 raise additional subscriptions, after it was supposed the requisite suin had once been provided, and
hut for the ladies, it never could have been done. To
them belongs the crowning honor of the achievement,
and the lofty column, when completed, will be no less
a monument of their pevseverance and patrioiisra.
than of the deeds of our fathers.
IPhilad. North Amer.

The koktheastern boundary.

Major Graham

and party passed through Cangor recently, on their
return from running the meridian line north of the
monument, at the head of the St. Croix river. The
Whig says, the line has been run as far north as the
Arooslouk river, at which place the new line is about
Haifa mile east of the old Ime. One portion of the
party has been engaged in taking a line from the lide
water at Calais to the munumcni, and thence following
major Graham. The survey will he resumed in
March, and carried through in the course of the season

Lawrence river.
number of the Frederickton

to the St.

A

Sentinel stales
that the presence of the detachment of the 56 h regiment in llie Madawaska settlement, is connected wiih
the unjustifiable proceedings and coarse threats of ihe
individual in charge of the armed posse of the state of
Maine, stationed ot the mouth of B'ish river. It is rumored that ihese troops are shortly to he replaced by
an armed civil posse, similar to llmt maintained by
Maine, and that a block house is to be constructed on
llie Madawaska settlement, for iheir accommodation.
late

We

have heady noticed the fact
Cotton crop.
that the crop in Souih Carolina is considerably defiand we have now before its a special message
cient
from the governor of Alabama, in w hicb he say.?,
"the colion crop ol the present year has been generally gathered, and the quantity raised has fallen so
far biluw the mosi reasonable ciilculuiion, thai, without a forbearance on ihe part of creditors, not lo he
cxpecicd, the pecuniary distress of the people for the
next year will he unprecedenicd and ruinous'' and
i

—

—

calls

the

and

A

upim the

legislature to adopi

of the
proper.

rcliif

writer in the

such neasurea

people as may be deemed

for

e.Mpedient

[Amer. Fanm:r.

New York

.Tournal ol

Commerce,

be well informed on the subject, says
that notwithstanding the complaints wKich nave been
made ol short crops in the cotton growing regions of
our country, Ihe slock on hand in Liverpool at the
latest dates was in excess 183,000 bales, compared

who appears

lo

A

iNem Albany Argus.
J UDiciAi, salaries. The chiefjustice of the supremo
court of the United States receives a salary of $3,000.
The judges of the supreme court of Louisiana receive
the same salary.
The associate justices of the supreme court of the United Slates receive S4,500. The
highest salary of any judicial officer in Maryland is
S3,600; in Massachusetts and South Carolina, *3,500;

solution of nitrate of gold penetrates
Cieeri.
about the twelfth of an inch; it gives a beautiful violet
solution of verdigris gives a green color;
purple.
solution of dragon's blood also penetrates marble, giving it a beautiful red. It is penetrated by all alcohol
tinctures of coloring woods, such as Brazil wood, cam- in Virginia, SB2,720; in Pennsylvania. $2,666 67; in
The alcoholic tincture of cochineal, New York and North Carolina, S2,500; in Georgia,
peachv, &,c.
mi.\ed" with a little alum, produces a very bright color, $2,100; in Mississippi, $2,000; in Maine and Tenneswhich penetrates far into the marble, and makes it re- see, $1,800; in Alabama, $1,750; in Kentucky, $1,500;
semble the red marble of Africa. Orpinient dissolved in New Hampshire, $1,400; in New Jersey, Delaware
in ammonia, quickly dyes marble a yellow color, which and Ohio, $1,200; in Vermont, $1,175; in Connecticut
becomes more vivid the longer it is exposed to the air. and Missouri, $1,100; in Illinois, $1,000; in Indiana,
The solvent which causes coloring matters to penetrate $700; in Rhode Island. $650.
Verdigris, which has
farthest into the marble is wax.
singular act of lynching was perpeLynching.
been boiled in wax, and applied to marble quite hot,
Oberiin theological institute, of
penetraics to the extent of nearly half an inch, and trated recently at the
Ohio. Some of the members detected a young man
produces a line emerald.
named Norton, in writing discreditable annonymoiia
Death of judge Prentiss Mellen. The Eastern letters to young ladies of the insutute. The members,
Argus of Thursday, mentions the death of Prentiss among whom was a Hceniiate of the institute, named
Mellen, of Portland, aged seventy-six years. The Argus H. C. Taylor, proceeded to inflict summary punishsays "IWr. Mellen was the oldest member of the bar ment, profanely prefacing iheir proceedings wilh prayHe has practised here, we believe, er. 'They secured the man's person, gagged and blindin this countrv.
since 1798. He was made chief justice of Maine, at folded him, and then inflicted 23 lashes on his bare
They then directed him to
the time of the separation from Massachusetts, and coii- back with a cowhide.
linued in that distinguished station, until about six leave the town forthwith, without going to his room.—
years ago, when he went out on the constitutional limi- The licentiate, it is hardly necessary to say, has ha4
tation. °Afler that period, he engaged in the practice his license taken from hiin.
of the law again, with almost youthful zeal, and conMails- The mails which were made up at Cinpintinued in it until the sickness of which he died. He has
nati, tor New York, on the 10th, 20th, and 26ih Nofilled a large space in our community, and will long
vember and 2d December, have been stolen from the
be rememoered as a worthy citizen, and an able jubags. This information vyas received on the 24th ult,
rist."
by the postmaster at Cincinnati.
New decision. The circuit court of Illinois has de- The murdep.er of Ellen Jewett. Robinson, the
have
naturalized,
who
resided
in
not
cided that aliens
murderer of Ellen Jewett, whose trial and acquittal
that state six months next preceding an election, have left a stain upon the tribunal before which he was ara right to vote. The case has been carried up to the raigned, went to Texas, where he has since lost his
[N. Y. Standard.
supreme court.
that arm with which he planned a hatchet
right arm
The decision is not new in Illinois a judge of a lower into ihe forehead of a frail, but to him an unoffending
court having made a similar one. The constituiion of giri, and with which he then applied an incendiary
the slate entibraces a provision allowing the privilege torch to the bed where she lay weltering in blood, thus
of voting to all aliens, who have been six months with- attempting to conceal the murder by committing arson:
in her borders, even if lliey are not naturahzed.
that right arm, we say, has been cleft from his shoulder
Gardian.ihip of an in a fight with the Mexicans.
Decision of the Barry case.
Nor is this the only retribution that has visited the
infant.
The Albany Argus of 'Phursday says: "This
It will be recollected that Furlong, the infatucase, which has enlisted much of the public attention, guilty.
ated
grocer, who went into court and committed volunjudicial
several
functhe adjudication of

M.

A

A

•

i

—

—

—

and received

was last evening decided by the court of last
having been under argument before that body
during several days past. The court for the correction
t)f errors, by the decided vote of 19 to 3, has reversed the
decision of the supreme court, and affirmed that of judge
Inglis; thus giving the custody of the infant in dispute
the child being a female, and at the time
to the mother
of the institution of the proceedings appealed from, but
two years of age.''
tionaries,
resort,

tary perjury, by sweai'ing that Robinson was in his
store on the evening of the murder, became a maniac
lAlb. Jour.
and drowned himself.

Salt trade. During the year 1S39, there were manufactured at the works in Onondago county, 600,000
barrels of sail. Of this quantitv, 183,300 passed through
the Welland canal; 142,500 bushels through the Erie
cnnal via Buffalo, and the residue being 274,000 barrels, found a home market.
This year the manufacttires commenced operations
Case OF McLeod. The examination of Alexander
McLeod before judge Bowen, in this village, has been on the first of June, and continued for seventy-five
time 400,000 barrels of salt were
closed.
It resulted in remanding him to jail until he days, during which
Of this amount about one quarter has already
enters into recognizance of §5,000 for himself, with two made.
this city and
sureties of ®2,500 each, for his appearance at court, to been received, principally at one house in
an:'werto the charge of being one of the gung concern- a similar number of barrels despatched ihrough the
small pored in the murder committed at the time the steamboat Welland canal for the western market.
Caroline was burned.
The testimony given in, is tion more will be received at this point this fall, and
very contradictory several witnesses tending to im- the balance retained for a market immediately in the
plicate the prisoner, while others swore positively to his vicinity of the salinese.
The co-t of transporting ihis commodity froin Syrabeing elsewhere on the night of the burning of the
200 niiles-^is about 30
Caroline. If upon trial, the accused should succeed cuse to this city a distance of
city to a point upon lake
in establishing an alibi, and an acquittal follow, the cents per barrel; and from this
50 cents per barrel is charged.
question grovving out of that aff.iir, will of course be .Michigan,
'I'hree-fourdis of the quantity required for Ohio conpostponed. But if on the contrary, a jury shall adjudged him guilty, then will the case assume a serious sumption, is taken on board at this place and carried
aspect.
Our nationalgovernment would not if it could, gratis mastere of vessels preferring salt to the l.-ibor of
and could not if it would, interfere with the decisions loading with ordinary sand ballast, when merchandise
VVe have now in the market some
is not to be had.
of the courts of New "Sfork for an offence commit94.
ed against the laws of this state; the i^enalty must be 12,000 barrels, which is held at $1
[Buffalo Com. Adv.
inflicted.
On the other hand, the act for which McLeod is arranged has been sanctioned by the British
Strabismus. The New York Star says: The opegovernment, and she is bound to protect her subjects. ration for the cure of squinting is performed, we beHow then, in such a contingency, a collision between lieve, in from two to four minutes and the charge is
the two nations is to be avoided, it is not easy to fore- from one hundred to one hundred andfifty dollars.
The
[Niagara Cour.
sec.
discovery is a very important one, and we think the
benefits derivable from it should not be confined solely
Public lands. The New York Standard remarks
Could not the practitioners who have;
to the wealthy.
that the public lands ceded from Great Britain to the
introduced the operation in this counlry iiflbrd lo perold thirteen stales, and purchased from France and
form it at a less exorbiiant charge?
this
nalion
possessed
perhaps
since,
have
left
of
Spain
even now, a thon-mnd millioji of acres of land, which
Sugar crop. The Aitakapas Gazette of the I9lh,
will he worih, if siild progressively, OS rt quired by the savs it is now fully ascertained that the sugar crop of
setileis, at least two thousand millions of dolhtrs.
The this stale will fall short at least one-fbnrih of previous
disposition of this immense domain, or the appropria- expectations.
The cane touched by the last hard frost,
lion of the proceeds, is a question of gieai importance and which has been left standing, is entirely lost.
As
to the people of this counlry, and requires their serious an instance of the trifling quantity of sugar made fruiBf
consideration.
it, we will state that from twenty arpents of suchcaneiii

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

plantation in this parish, barely three hophcads
Important Intjian treaty. The Fort Wayne on a
have been made. The cane
Times (La), slates that at the late Indian payment al ofn very inferior article
is still sound,
the

Forks of the Wabash, the Indians made a propo-

i

j
I
I

down

before the last frost however,
yield tolerably « ell and makes excellent sugar.

cut

and that gen. Milroy (although
by the government) took the
Trade. The trade in breadstuffs between Ohio and
"while they were m the humor'' oftreal- Upper Canada is becoming quite large and impurlant.,i
ing w iih them for about 500,000 acres, being the whole During the past year the shipments from Cleveland to.,
ol the Miami lands in this state.
The price agreed to ports in Upper Canada were 896,550 bushels of wheat
be paid is about @1 10 per acre, and the Indians to and 70,995 bariels of flour-

sition lo sell their lands;
not officially authorised

'

.

j

responsibility,

j
j
(

—
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of retainiog the lieredilary government of Egypt.
This the commodore guarantees him. It is stated
that the official despatches from com. Napier announcing these facts had arrived in London.
STKIA.
Another terrible disaster occurred at Acre on the
6th Noverot)er, three days alter the capture of that
place, by the explosion of another powder magazine
within the fortress. The number killed and wound-

16,

1841

the most fertile tracts in the state. At
the revolutionary war, Massachusetts
interest in this land as a portion of the
the Six Nations.
cession, however,

A

-NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

the close of

claimed an
territory ol
of the right

There w?.a a debate on the 13lh on a motion of
Mr. Mams to fix upon the 27th for the consideration of Ihe bill.
The motion was defended by Mr.
Adams and opposed by Mr. Jones, of Va. Mr.

of jurisdiction was made by Massachusetts to New Cashing, of Mass. replied. The yeas and nays
York the former state reserving a right'of pre- were at length ordered upon the motion, and resultemption to the lands themselves. This pre-emption ed in the affirmative, yeas 64, noes 52. No quorum
right was purchased by Samuel Ogden in 1791, voting the house was compelled to adjourn.
which by several transfers had now come into the
The oil trade of ihe union. We are indebted to
ed amounted to 2S0. The sotferers were chiefly hands of a company known as the "Ogden Land the Boston Patriot for a table giving
the number of
natives, including many women and children; but company."
arrivals of vessels with oil into the United States
It appears to have been for some time past the
there were also about 20 Brilish seamen and mafor 1840.
At New Bedford and Fairhaven, there
object
of
this
company
involve
to
the
S.
governU.
rines killed, and several oflicers and men wounded.
were 70 ships and barques, 11 briis and 1 schooner,
Amongst the latter are brigadier sir Charles Smith, ment in a treaty with the New York Indians for the with an aggregate of 63,465 barrels of sperm oil,
and
commanding the land forces; capt. Collier,.ot the removal of the latter. Two small bands or portions 75,411 of whale. The next important
place is
Castor; lieut. Johnson, and the rev. Mr. Kinton, of of the tribe were induced to apply to president Nantucket, at which 22 ships and
barques arrived,
the Princess Charlotte. No light had been thrown Monroe, during his administration, for leave to ne- and 3 schooners, with an aggregate
of 43,330 barrels
gotiate with the Menomonies for certain lands near
on the immediate cause of this calamity.
of sperm, and 2,275 of whale.
The total arrivals
The British fleet remains on the coast of Syria, Green Bay. Difficulties arose which the govern- were 175 ships and barques, 42 brigs and 6 schoonment
obliged
was
to
settle.
treaty
A
was
concluded
and the men suffer from fever and dysentery.
ers, with an aggregate of 156.445 barrels of sperm,
Ibraham pacha iseiicamped on the plainsof Roc- with the Menomonies is 1832, by which 500,000 and 203,441 barrels of whale. The
Patriot states that
cah, under Mount Lebanon. His army now con- acres of land were provided as a home for the New the arrivals
of sperm oil, for 1840, exceeded those
Y^ork
Indians
at
an
expense
to
the United States
sists of 12,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry.
Emir
of 1839, by about 15,000 bbls. while the whale
Yet with the making of
Beschir is pressing on his flanks. Hebron has de- government of $20,000.
oil fell short about 20,000 barrels.
It may be well
this treaty it appeared that the main body of the
clared for the sultan.
New York Indians had jjolhing to do. In 1837 to notice here, that the exports of sperm oil to EngCHINA.
new efforts were made to procure the removal of land this year have exceeded those of any previous
earin
English
have
commenced
hostilities
The
year, from 15 to 20,000 bbls. having been exported,
nest.
They have taken the city and island [or is- these Indians. Five persons were engaged to ef- which would leave about Ihe same quanlily for
fect this object within a specified time for a stipulands] of Chusan, on the east coast of China, after
home consumption in 1840 as we had in 1839. The
laled price— say $-20,000 or $;25,000 each.
We
a feeble resistance.
The fort of Amoy had also been
have not room for Ihe various delails of this busi- great and continuing decrease of import (nearly
battered down, and the mouths ot several principal
two-thirds decrease within 20 years), into Great
But ness. The purpose was to have the government Britain, will hereafter exercise a greater influence
rivers were placed under strict blockade.
purchase lands in the west fbr'the Senecas, and to
these measures have thus far had no effect but to
on our prices of sperm oil, than we have heretolbre
obtain a transfer of the lands in New York to the
exasperate the Chinese, who are making every effelt, as the different manufacturers have greatly infort to resist the invaders.
The governors of pro- Ogden Land company. The most dishonorable creased the Use of sperm oil; thus in case of an over
and
fraudulent means were used according to the
vinces have uniformly refused to forward any comimport into the states, and prices are low, it will be
published statement of the transaction, to obtain Ihe
munication from the British to the emperor. Lin is
taken for export.
signatures of the chiefs to the necessary articles;
particularly active and vaporing.
All foreigners
Trade of the United States and Mexico. The inhave been ordered to quit Canton, and it is under- and a treaty, apparently genuine, went up for ratification to the United States senate more than once. land trade between Ihe United States and Mexico
stood that the English blockade of that port is henceThe president in his message of 1839, says: "No promises to be greatly benefitted by a bill which
forth to be rigorous.
It is also given out that the
English are about to make a decisive demonstration, advance towards obtaining the assent of the Senecas passed the senate. It proposes to extend the drawto the amended treaty in council, was made; nor back system to the exportation of foreign goods
probably on Pekin itself.
can a majority of them in council now be obtained;" from Independence, in the stale of Missouri, and
INDIA.
and again: "That improper means have been em- Van Buren and Fulton, in Arkansas. Each of
By the arrival of the overland mail from India at ployed to obtain the assent of the Seneca
chiefs, these towns is on a great river, to wit: the first on
London on theTth, we have important advices. The there is every reason to believe."
the Missouri, the second on the Arkansas, the third
British have revenged Iheir temporary reverses in
The treaty was referred in the senate to the com- on the Red river. The Globe says that these towns,
Affghanistan, by a signal defeat of their enemies,
mittee on Indian affairs, who reported a resolution if the bill passes the house of representatives, beheaded by Dost Mahomed. The following is the for rejecting
it.
The senate, however, in March, come ports of entry, and it will greatly accelerate
clearest account:
1840, passed a contrary resolution by the castino- Ihe important inland trade between the valley of
Letters from Cabul oftheSOth of September, give
vote, it is said, of its presiding officer; and the pre- the Mississippi and the northern parts of the Mexithe particulars of a decisive victory obtained over
sident issued his proclamation accordingly soon af can republic.
Dost Mahomed, on the 18th, at Bamaen, by a small terwards. It is a
matter of dispute whether this
force under brigadierDennie, consisting ol six comratification is valid or not
the constitution requirPostage. The following propositions indicate
panies of the 3.5th native infantry, six pieces of
ing a majority of two-thirds.
the extent and nature of the projected alterations in
horse artillery, and between 400 and 500 of the
cotemporary journal published in the interior the present system of postage and mail transportaA
Schah's troops. The enemy were 10,000 strong, of New
York remarks on this subject:
tion they are from Ihe late report of the postmasheaded by Dost Mahomed and the Walee Khonun,
"We hope that one of the firststeps taken by the ter general:
They left three Sidars and 500 men United Stales senate, in
in person.
the session which has now
"1. The entire abolition of the franking privilege,
dead on the field, together with their enlire bag
commenced, will be to bring up this matter again as an exclusive personal right, with Ihe exception
gage, standards, and the only piece of ordinance in for
consideration. The testimony contained in the of the executive and the heads of departments.
the possession of Dost Mahomed, who fled serious- volume
belore us shows a series of frauds of the
"2. A limitation by law of the maximum rate of
ly wounded.
grossest kind. It appears that out of the whole compensation for the steamboat, rail road
and coach
The death of Dost Mahomed is reported.
Seneca tribe, consisting of 2,505 Indians, only 146 service.
were found willing to remove. The chiefs who
"3. The equalization of postage on newspapers
AFFAIRS.
agreed to join the emigrating party were bribed to and other printed matter, with an advance of
one
Appointments by the pkesident, 6y (inrftw'M do so by granting them
permission to remain on hundred per cent.
the advice and consent of the senate.
Joseph Genois, their lands, while those who
were not willing logo,
"4. A revision of the taiiff of letter postage, with
to be register of the land office at New Orleans, La.
were, by the treaty, to be expelled at all "vents a reduction of twenty-five per cent."
vice P. A. St. Martin, resigned.
Signatures were procured from men in a state of
Julius De Mun, to be register of the land office
senseless intoxication; chiefs were created by a
United States and Geeat Britain. The
at St. Louis, Mo. from the 25th February, 1841,
spurious election, for the purpose of signing the following are the additional documents which
were
when his present commission will expire.
treaty, and every kind of threat and promise were communicated to congress on Monday of
last week,
James M. Strode, to be register of the land office used to obtain the
assent of the chiefs. These by the president, relative to the affair ofthe steamat Chiraga, III. from the 27th of December, 1840,
things must be looked into and the wrong must be boat Caroline:
when his late commission expired.
redressed.
Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.
Purdy McElvain, reappointed register of the land
"The Ogden Land company will gain by this
Washington, Dec. 29, 1810.
office at Marion, Ohio, from Sth January, 1841.
fraud if it be allowed to stand, 119.000 acres offerSir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
Matthew Gayle, reappointed receiver of public tile land, worth,
it is estimated, more than two milof your letter of the 261h inst. in which, in reply
moneys at Cahawba, Alabama, from Jan. 11, 1841.
ns of dollars.
The United States are to pay to a letter which I had adilrcssed to you on the I3th
Edward F. Comegeys, receiver of public mo- lor it.'
you acquaint me that the president is not prepared
neys at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, vice Wm. G. Parish,
to comply with my demand for the liberation of
resigned.
TRADE AND COMMERCE.
Mr. Alexander McLeod, of Upper Canada, now
Rev. Martin P. Parks, of Norfolk, Vir:jinia, to be
Duties on silk gauds. Should the revenue bill of imprisoned at Lockport, in Ihe state of N. York,
chaplain and professor of geography, history and
Mr. Adam.s, now before congress, become a law, on a pretended charge of murder and arson, as havethics, at the military academy. West Point, in the
the duty on the following articles will be 23 per cent ing been engaged in the destruction ol the piratical
place of the rev, Jasper Adams, resigned.
ad vatorem, viz:
steamboat "Caroline" on Ihe 291h December, 1837.
Black and colored silk cravats.
1 learn wilh deep regret that such is the decision
The case of the Skneia Indians. For some
Kibauil? of every ilescriplion.
of the president of the United Slates, for I cannot
years past a treaty between the United States and
Fancy hdkfs. of every description.
but foresee the lery grave and serious consequences
says
Indians,
the
Seiieca
Baltimore
the
American,
Silk pocket hdkfs. of every description.
that must ensue if, besides the injury already inhas been the subject of considerable discussion,
Linen cambric hdkfs.
flicted upon Mr. McLeod of a vexatious and unjust
and various difficulties have prevented iis final raSuspenders, hats, glove.>i, hose, socks and mils.
imprisonment, any further harm should be done to
tification. Several publications have been recently
Silks, shawls, acarls, veils.
him in the progress of this extraordinary proceeding.
made which throw light upon the subject, and disUmbrellas and parasols.
I have lost no time in forwarding to her majesclose a series of frauds which are as bold as they
Embroidered cashmere and velvet shawls.
ty's government in England the correspondence
are artfully contrivfd.
Braiila, corset lacels, cords, galloons and lacets.
that has taken place, and I shall await Ihe further
The Senecas hold lauds in the state of New York
d every aj tide of silk manufacture, or of which orders of her majesty's government with respect
to
tothe extent ot about 119,000 acres, worth proba- silk forms the chief value, "except
silk pieces of the important question which that correspondence
""
biy two millions ol dollars, as ihey include some of] goods sold by Ihe yard
measure
involves.

—

—
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THE

communi-

there were 362 sick, 547 convalescent. Total, 909,
AH.MY.
cation witliout liltewise testifying ray vast regret
Extract from ihe report of major general Macomb. in the army, and 254 deaths during the last year—
andsuprise at the expressions wliicli 1 find repeat- After the secretary of war's report, foflows the re- which seems to us a very small number, considered iuj'our letter with reference to ihe destruction port of major general Alexander Macomb, the com- ing Ihe many sickly positions occupied by the army
I had confidently hop- manding general of Ihe army
c! ihe steamboat Caroline.
who gives a faithful and the arduous duties it has performed during the
ed that the first erroneous impression of the charac- idea of the condition of our army, and reports it as last year.
Promotions, ^c. The following promotions have
ter of that event, imposed upon the mind of the in danger of becoming inefficient by the number of
United States government by partial and exagge- inellective oflicers, from age, infirmaties, wounds, been made since the publication of^ the last "generated representations, would long since have been &c. belonging to it, that demands the attention of ral orders" (No. 51) announcing promotions:
First dragoons.
1st lieutenant E. Steen to be
elfaced by a more strict and accurate examination congress. The remedy he proposes we give below
of the facts. 8uch an investigalion must even yet, in his own words, and think them not only judi- captain; 2d lieutenant L. P. Davidson to be Ist
lieutenant; brevet 2d lieutenant J. W. T. Gardiner
I am willing to believe, lead the United Stales go- cious, but meriting the attention of the nation:
vernment to the same conviction with which her
"In my last annual report, I recommended that to be 2d lieutenant.
Third Infantry. Ist lieutenant J. Van Home to
majesty's authorities on the Sjiot were impressed, some provision be made lor keeping the corps of
that the act wa's one in the strictest sense of self- officers effective, by allowing such of them as be captain; 2d lieutenant J. Currier, to be 1st lieudefence, rendered absolutely necessary by the cir- should, from age, wounds, or other infirmities, be tenant; brevet 2d lieutenant D. S. Irwin to be 2d
cumstances of the occasion, for the safety and pro- unfit to perforin their respective duties, to retire lieutenant; brevet 2d lieutenant T. Jordon to be 2d
tection of her majesty's subjects, and justified by from active service on their pay proper, as a means lieutenant.
Fifth infantry.
the same motives and principles which, upon simi- of support, without any other emoluments; and re2d lieutenant N. B.Rossell to be
lar and well known occasions, have governed the ported a plan by which it could be effected witliout 1st lieutenant.
Sixth infantry. 2d lieutenant J. Hendrickson to
any additional cost to the nation, but, on Ihe conconduct of illustrious officers of the U. States.
The steamboat Caroline was a hostile vessel en- trary, would be productive not only of efficiency in be 1st lieutenant; brevet 2d lieutenant J. D. Bacon
gaged in piratical war against her majesty's people, the service, but a real saving of expense to govern- to be 2d lieutenant.
Resignations.
Captain J. S. Van Derveer, Ist
liired from her owners for that express purpose, ment; and I beg leave here to repeat the plan, predragoons; 2d lieutenant A, R. Lawlin, 1st artillery;
and known to be so beyond the possibility of doubt. senting it in the shape of a bill."
This bill provides that when an officer shall have assistant surgeon G. A. Williams.
The place where the vessel was destroyed was
Deaths.
Captain A. Lewis, 3d infantry; Ist lieunominally, it is true, within the territory of afriend- served twenty years, and becomes disabled, he shall
His tenant S. Whitehorne, 5th infantry; 1st lieutenant
ly power, but the friendly power had been depriv- retire on his pay proper, without emoluments.
ed, through overbearing piratical violence, of the place supplied by promotion.
The officer promot- W. D. Berrien, 6th infantry.
use of its proper authority over that portion of ter- ed draws his former pay only, with the emoluments
Late from Florida more Indian murders. We
ritory.
The authorities of New York had not even of the retired officer.
learn from the Charleston Courier of Wednesday,
The general-in-chief makes another suggestion, that the Indians have committed more murders in
been able to prevent the artillery of the state from
we
think
equitable,
and
are
not only good but
sur- Florida, and that, too, in the immediate vicinity of
being carried off publicly, at mid-day, to be used
It is the U. S. military stations.
as instruments of war against her majesty's sub- prised that it has not been acted upon before.
jects.
It was under such circumstances, which it as follows:
It appears that lieutenant Sherwood and a Mrs.
"I hope I may be excused for again drawing the Montgomery, wife of lieut. Montgomery, of the 7th
is to be hoped will never recur, that the vessel was
attacked by a party of her majesty's people, cap- attention of the department to Ihe fact, that there is regiment of infantry, were riding out for pleasure,
no
widows
provision
made
law
for
the
and
orby
tured and destroyed.
a lew days since, under an escort of soldiers, and,
remonstrance against the act in question has phans of the officers of the regular army who may when only two miles from the military post at Mibeen addressed by the United States to her majes- die in consequence of wounds received, or diseases canopy, were hred on by a paity of Indians. Lieut.
ty's government in England.
I am not authorised contracted by exposure, in the service; while there
Sherwood, Mrs. Montgomery, a sergeant majoratid
to pronounce the decision of her majesty's govern- is a provision of that nature for all other descrip- two privates of the escort, were killed.
Mrs. M.
ment upon that remonstrance, but I have felt my- tions of troops, whether militia, rangers, sea-fenci- was from Cincinnati, and had been married but a
self bound to record, in the meantime, the above ble or volunteers, as will appear by the act of the short time.
opinion, in order to protest in the must solemn 1th of July, 18:56. There are the widovrs of several
The news was brought to Fort Fanning by exmanner against the spirited and loyal conduct of a meritorious officers and soldiers now suffering by press on the 29th ult. Five privates were missing
party of her majesty's officers and people being the deprivation of their natural protectors, who have at the time the express left Micanopy.
sacrificed
their
lives
country's
service,
qualified, through an unfortunate misapprehension,
in their
to
Two wagoners, on the road from Pilatka to Fort
as I believe, of the facts, with the appellation ol whom the extension of the provision of that law Russell, were shot by the Indians on Tuesday last.
would be a great relief; and I am sure, with a They had started out a lew hours in advance of the
outrage or of murder.
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you knowledge of that fact, you will see the justice of escort, and were shot 7 miles from Pilatka.
urging on congress the application of the benefits
the assurance of ray distinguished consideration.
Extract of a letter from brigadier general Armilaw
and orphans

But

1 feel it

duty not to close

tliis

—

—

A

H.

S.

FOX.

Mr. Fox.
Department of state.
Washington, December 31, 1840.
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of your note of the 29th instant, in reply to mine
of the 26th, on the subject of the arrest and detention of Alex. McLeod, as one of the perpetrators
ot the outrage committed in New York when the

Mr. Forsylh

to

steamboat Caroline was seized and burnt. Full
evidence of that outrage has been presented to her
majesty's government with a demand for redress,
and of course no discussion of the circumstances
bare can be either useful or proper, nor can I suppose it to be your desire to invite it, I take leave
of the subject with this single remark, that the
opinion so strongly expressed by you on the facts
and principles involved in the demand for reparation on her majesty's government by the U. Slates
would hardly have been hazarded had you been
possessed of the carefully collected testimony
which has been presented to your government in
support of that demand.
I avail myself of the occasion to renew to you
the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

JOHN FORSYTH.
Honor to the braveI

The Richmond En-

quirer states that nine swords voted by Ihe general
assembly, at different periods, to certain officers,
natives of Virginia, in testimony of their gallantry
in the last war, have been at length delivered, and
The goverare placed in Ihe execulive chamber.
nor has appointed the 221 of February next lor the
presentation, when the officers who will receive
them, and several other military and naval characters of distinction, are expected to attend.
The devices and ornamental work on the blades and scabbards are said to be very appropriate, and executed
The loUovving are the officers to
in the best style.
whom (or their representatives) these swords will
be delivered.
Army Gen. Roger Jones; col. George Armi»tead; major Th. M. Nelson; capt. Richard H. Bell
Naiiy Capt. Th. Ap. Catesby Jones; capt. Ch.
W. Morgan; capt. Eliea F. Valette; capt. Hugh

—
—

N. Pa^e.
Marine corps

— Col. Archibald Henderson.

.

of that
of the memto the widows
bers of Ihe regular army who have thus died in the
service of their country."
Extract from the report of the ailjutani general.
The report of the aggregate number of men in tiie
army is 10,570 1,967 recruits required.

—

The aggregate number

of officers

and

soldiers,

belonging to the army service in
Florida under general Armistead, is 5,161; the number of recruits required is 2,328.
The number ol recruits enlisted last year has
been 6,316; out of that number Baltimore has furnished 153.
Colonel Totlen the chief engineer, in reporting
upon the defences of the country, makes mention
of the following, which greatly interesls Baltimore,
and we do hope our representatives will urge the
matter on congress without delay.
"Fort on Salter's Point flats, liurbor of Baltimore,
Maryland. In renewing the proposition contained
in the report of last year, to commence this work, I
take leave to copy what was then stated.
"With Fort McHenry as the only defensive work
between Baltimore and the Chesapeake bay, that
city is wholly without defence against an attack by
land
such, for instance as was undertaken by the
English during Ihe last war and is, at the same
time, inadequately protected from an attack by the
militia included,

—

—

river.

"The first s!ep to be taken, in the creation of a
better system of defence for this hnrbor, is the erectijn of a strong casemated battery on the outer extremity on Soller's Point flats a work projei-ted

—

commanding the army of Florida, to the secretary of war, dated
Head quarters army of Florida,
Tampa, December 20, 1840.
Sir: Your letter of the 3d instant has been received, and the suggestions and instructions therein
contained will receive immediate attention.
It is with great salisl'action that I inform you that
stead,

the Indians are daily

coming

in at different posts.

Echo-emaihla, the chief" of the Tallahassees, came
in at Fort No. 4, a few days sirice, and there is reason to believe that the greater part, if not all his
people, will follow his example. From the position
of this tiibe, adjacent to the settlements, its removal is particularly desirable.
considerable number of the Seminoles proper
is expected at Fort Armistead (Bora Sorasolaj in
Tlie people acknowledge for their
a few days.
chief He-la-too-chee, one of the delegation, who is
sanguine that they will consent to emigrate.
runner was despatched on the 19th to the camp
of Wild-cat, who is said to have known nothing of
the rupture at Fort King. He has been invited to
come to this place with an assurance that he shall
receive no injury, nor be coerced to emigrate.
I have not yet been able to communicate with
Sam Jones, or with the band of Spanish Indians,
but hope soon to find the means of doing so. Should
the Seminoles and Tallahassees generally consent
to emigrate, it will doubtless have a favorable effect
on the Micasukies and other more hostile bands.

A

A

The Savannah Republican

of

Monday

last

says

by the board of engineers many years ago. This that the news in relation to the capture of the Inwork being compfeted, the channef of ttie river will dians by col. Harney, is confirmed by the arrival at
be powerfully commanded; and an enterprise ail- this port l.<st evening of the schooner Laufana, capt.

Swasey, in 24 hours from St. Augustine.
"It appears that col. Harney, at the head of 90
men, came upon a camp of some 60 Indians about
25 miles from Key Biscavne. The Indians were at
down the river, and landed n-ar tjie work.
The position is a good one; the work is indis- their breakfast. The attack was 'sharp, short and
fortunate. Ten of the
pen>able to the security of Ballimore; and, as much decisive,' and the result most
time must necessarily be consumed in raising the warriors were killed in the encounter, or hung afwomen
and children were
forty-five
and
foundation out of water, it seems important that im- terwards,
vancing against the city tio:n North Point, or along
the opposite shore, will be liable to be cut off from
retreat by troop.- thrown across the river, or sent

all

mediate measures be taken for the commencement
of Ihe work; and to this end a small appropriation

asked for nextyear."
Extract from the report of ihe surgeon general
jTlie surgeon general reports on the SOihSeptembei
is

taken prisoners. Col. Harney lost one man killed,
and five were wounded. The prisoners were brought
into Key Biscayne, from which post col. H. again
set out on the 28th iiltimo,,wilh a detachment of 75
men^, in quest of Sam Jones' camp, to wbid) dne ot

—
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a party of marines, under lieutenants Sloan and
Wilson, for Sam Jones' camp. They are accommised to conduct him."
The following is a letter from judge Marvin to panied by the negro John, who was wounded in the
the editors of the Tallahassee Floridian, giving ibrraer excursion, and an Indian prisoner.
Captain W. B. Davidson, of the 3d artillery, died
some additioaal particulars of the expedition of col.
of the disease contracted in the everglades.
Harney:

the warriors,

spared to act as a guide, pro-

On board

the brig

THE NAVY.
St.
The United States sloop Concord, commander
Dear sir: News had arrived at Key West bemy leaving there that col. Harney, of the U. S. Boerum, bound to the coast of Brazil, dropped

fore

Hampton Roads yesterday morning, and

instant, bad a rencontre with the
With a
Indians in the interior of the everglades.

down

foice of about ninety men he entered the everglades
in canoes, guided by John, a negro who was captured by the Indians in 1835, from his master. Dr.
Grews, and who escaped and came into the camp
The negro
at Cape Florida a few months since.
conducted the colonel though the everglades to Ihe

[Norfolk Beacon, December 28.
The United States frigate Constitution and the
United States schooner Shark lelt Guyaquil on the
3d October, all well.
The United States sloop St. Louis at Callio, all

A. about the loth

to

will sail first fair wind.

well.

The United States frigate Macedonian, commanIndian town, and he surrounded it and fired upon
them, killing one or two Indians, and taking thiity- der Jesse Wilkinson, arrived at Pensacola on the
Subsequently
eight prisoners. In the assault the chief of the band, 2l3t ult. one month from Norfolk.
Chai-ki-ka, escaped, but was pursued several miles she exchanged salutes with the French corvette
Sabine.
by one of the dragoons, and overtaken and shot.
The United States brig Consort lieutenant comAmong the prisoners taken were ten warriors, nine
of whom were hung; the life of the tenth being mander Powell, arrived at Pensacola on the 23d,
saved for a future guide. The rest of the prisoners from St. Josephs, having completed the surveys of
were women and children, and were all spared and that harbor, and of Apalachicola.
The United States steamer Missouri was launchtaken to the post at Cape Florida.
This band of Indians is known as the Spanish ed at New York on the 7th inst. in handsome style.
The New York American states that a court
band, and the same who murdered Mr. Cooley's
family and several others at Cape Florida, and cap- martial was convened at the navy yard on Monday,
tain Walton of the lightship, and Dr. Crews. They for the trial of three midshipmen.
The court is
are the same Indians, too, who surprised col. Har- composed of captains Renshaw, Perry, Cooper,
ney a year since, at Calooshalchie, under Macomb's Salter; commanders Paulding, Williamson, Mcintreaty of peace; ami the same who recently burned tosh, McCluney and Sands. John McKeon, judge
and destroyed the settlements on Indian Key, kill- advocate.
ing men, women and children, and mutilating their
STATES OF
bodies in a most barbarous manner. This band of
UNION.
"The faith of the states." In a paraIndians, with this same Chai-ki-ka at their head,
have been the terror of the south for years, and graph on this subject the Cincinnati Republican
have probably drank as much white blood as any in utters the following commendable senliinenls:
We feel an honest pride at the noble stand which
the territory.
The colonel recaptured thirteen or fourteen of our countrymen have taken on this subject. The
Coil's rifles, taken from him at Caloosahatchie by purpose is fixed all over the land never to violate the
the Indians, and about two tliousand dollars worth fuith of the states. A few bold and unprincipled
of goods carried oflby the Indins from Indian Key. men, reckless of obligation, and regardless of duty,
This affair of colonel Harney's will do more to have dared to defend an opposite action. But such
strike terror into the Indians, and bring about a conduct has been repelled by the nation.
In an
real peace, than any thing that has occurred for a hour of distress and darkness, when no aid was
long time. The everglade is no longer the refuge looked for, and hardly a hope of relief was felt, the
of the Indian.
His own fastnesses are penetrated states, as one man, have declared that their faith
should remain unbroken. Let all doubts on this
by the white man.
Colonel Harney is about again to penetrate Ihe subject be now dispelled. This people are faithful,
everglades, in pursuit of Sam Jones
he now hav- and the states will always prove their fidelity by
ing a guide to conduct him to his town.
He is to meeting fully and promptly whatever engagements
be joined by several officers in the navy, and a com- they may make. Not one of thein will forfeit its
pany of marines, who are now upon the coast.
word, or dishonor its name.
Energy like this will soon end the war, and with
That portion of the union, which is bounded west
less loss of life than temporising measures.
by the Mississippi, north by the Great Lakes, east
The Floridian also contains the following ex- by the Alleghany river, and south
by Ihe river
tract of a letter from Tampa Bay in reference to
Ohio, contains at present nearly fuur millions of inthe pacification of the Indians:
habitants.
The remainder of the great valley of
Tampa, Dec. 23, 1840. "Tiger Tail's son and
the Mississippi, is believed to contain about four
brother, with several others, have come into Fort
millions more.
King, and surrendered themselves. Tiger Tail
MAINE.
himself is daily expected. On his arrival, the parAccording to the official account, the vote at the
ty will be sent to Tampa under an escort, which is
late congressional elpciion in Oxford district was
required as a security against interruption from the
as follows:— Long, (W.) 3,6S7, Littlefield, (V.B.)
Miccasukies. Among the delegation is a nephew
4,399, scattering, 732.
The ISth inst. is appointed
of Echo-emathia, the principal chief of the Tallafor another trial.
ha.ssees.
This man was sent out to bring in that
Governor. The legislature of Maine are examinchief, and has returned with him, his son, and six or
eight others, who are now at Fort No. 4, near Ce- ing ttie returns: the contest is very close between
dar Keys. The son has gone out again to bring in Ihe two governors. Kent, it is understood, accordhis father's brother, but has not yet returned.
So ing to the Boston papers, leads Fairfield&few votes
far, then, as tlie Tallahassee tribe is concerned, tlie but there bein^about 100 scattering votes no choice
prospects are certainly flattering. A portion ol tlie may have been made. In that case the legislature
delegation are now in the neighborhood of Peas will elect a governor who will assuredly be Edward
Creek, collectitig their brethren, the Seminoles pro- Kent.
Seventy or eighty of these had, some time
VERMONT.
per.
Fugitive slaves in Vermont. The legislature of
since, already collected, and were on their way in,
but were unfortunately alarmeil and dispersed on Vermont, has passed an act regulating the proceedseeing an armed boat'.i crew, who were out scout- ings on claims lor runaway slaves. Its most imSuch assurances have been sent to them, and portant provisions are, says the Boston Traveller,
ing.
explanations made, as to leave little doubt of their that the claim must, in all cases, be passed U[)on
coming in now; and tliey are expected at Char- by a jury that it tlie decision is agaii].= t the claimlotte's harbor in about ten d.iys, where they will be ant, the alleged slave shall never again be molested
met by their chief, Holotoochee, (Ihe principal upon the same claim, and any subsequent arrest,
chief of the delegation), who has promj.sed to bring or removal of the alleged slave out of the state]
under any process whatever, shall be punished as
them from Tampa there in a steamboat.
"The delegation (from Arkansas) has aI»o sent kidnapping that the slate's attorney shall appear
to Coachoochee, one of the most .iclivc and fiiinii- lor the alleged slave, receiving liis" coinpensation
dable of the Miccasukie chiefs, by one of his prnplo, from the state— Ihat tlie alleged slave shall be en(who lately came in with a flag of liucc and sur- tilltd to subpffioas without charge— that the claimrendered himself), in Ihe hope to induce him to ant, before his claim ia ascertained, shall give a
come in. This Coachoochee has an uncle in Ihe bond to the state, in the penal sum of 1,000, con
,f
delegation, who has sent urgent entreaties to him to ditioned to pay all costs and expenses, justly
char
come and listen to what he has to say."
ble upon him, two dollars a week for the support

THE

—

—

—

Later.

Lieut, colonel

Harney has

started ao-ain,

connection with a dclacliment of ofTicers'and
from lieutenant McLaughlin's command, and

any attempt

[Pilot.

MASS.4.CHDSETT3.
legislature of this slate assembled Wednesday morning in the state house, at Boston. The
house of representatives was railed to order at
o'clock, A. M. by Isaac P. Davis, the senior member from Boston.
George Ashman, of Springfield,
was elected speaker, on the second ballot, and Luther S. Gushing re-elected clerk. The senate wa3
organized by the re-election of Daniel V, King, as
president, and Charles Calhoun, clerk, without opposition.
Flection. Tenth congressional district. No member of congress having been chosen in this district
at the late elections, a new trial took place on Monday, which resulted in the choice of Nathaniel B.
Borden, whig, over Henry Williams, V. B. the present incumbent, by the following vote: Boidea
4,320; Williams 3,730; scattering 2u2.
Mr. Borden's plurality over Mr. Williams, it will

The

Waculla,
Mark's, Dec. 31, 1840.

in

THE UNION.

to remove any alleged slave without the authority of law shall be punished with a
fine of $500 to the party aggiie\ed, and imprisonment in the state prison for not more than ten years.

that

I

«ailor9

1

of the alleged slave while in custody, and one hundred dollars to the alleged slave, besides his damages, if Ihe claim is not sustained— and finally,

H

—

be seen, is 590 his majority over every thing is
388. The majority against Williams is 792.
Mr. Parmenter, of Middlesex district, is the only
Van Buren member in the Massachusetts delegation to the next congress.
Mr. Borden was a member of the last or 25tb
congress, and constituted one of those who have

been called conservatives.
The vote had stood thus on the first
4,991; Williams 4,995; scattering 73.

NEW

trial:

Borden

YORK.

Legislature,
The legislature of New York met
Albany on Tuesday. P. B. Porter, jr. (W.)
of Niagara county, was elected speaker of the.;
house. Lieutenant governor Bradish took the chair
in the senate.
at

'

TENNSYLVANIA.
Tlie legislature met at Harrisbiirg on the SIhinst.
In the senate there was hut one absentee, on the
call to order, at 3 o'clock, P. M. On motion of Mr.
Strohm, the senate proceeded to the election of a
speaker, when Charles B. Penrose, of Cumberland,
(whig) was elected on the first ballot. The vote
was, for Penrose 18; Kingsbury, (V. B.) 7; Snyder
On bring conducted to Ihe chair
3; scattering 4.
by Messrs. Kingsbury and Snydfr, Mr. Penrosemade a feeling and eloquent address.
In the house, also, every member was present',
except one, who was absent on account of indisposition.
Alter the roll had been called, the house,
on motion of Mr. Crabb, proceeded to the election
of a speaker. On the first ballot, the vote was for
;

;

Ner Middleswarlh, (W.)

48; Richard Broadhead,
(V. B ) 48; scattering 2. A second ballot was immediately held, which resulted as follows Middleswarlh, (W.) 48; Flenniken, (V. B.) 48; scattering, 3.
No one liaving a inajorily of Ihe whole

—

number, a third ballot was had, whirh resulted in
the choice of William A. Crabb, (W.) of Philadelphia, as the speaker.
The vote was, for Crabb,
The V. B.
53; Middleswarth 44; scattering, 2.
members to the number or4S, supported Mr. Crabb
in a body, and with Ihe aid of five whigs, that gentleman appears to have been elected over Mr. IVIiddleswarth, the regular W'hig candid.de.
Bank of the United States. Phikiddphia, MonAt a staled meeting of.
day, Jarmary 4/A, 1841.
the stockholders of the bank of the United States,
Samuel Breck was called to the cliair, and Joseph
Grulz appointed secretary.
The president of the bank then submitted and
read to the meeting the report of the dividend committee, and also submitted a detailed statement of
the bank in a printed form.
On motion, resolved that the said report submitWhich was carted by the president be accepted.
'

.

',

.

ried.

Mr.

Leritz offered the following:
Resolved, That herealter no allowance or presents
made by the directors lo any officer or other

shall be

persons employed by this institution.
When Ihe following was offered by Mr.

Kennedy

as a substitute:

Resolved,

That

the present policy of the directors

of this bank in contracting its business and retrenching its expenses, meet the approbation of Ihe stockhrdders, and

its

continuance

is

lecommended.

Which was unanimously carried.
The following was oHered by Mr. Joshua Lippincott:
Resolved,
to

examine

'

'

That a committee of

six be appointed
into Ihe details of the reports submitted

stockholders this day.
Resolved, That the meeting appoint the commit-

to Ihe

tee.

Whereupon the folloiving stockholders were nominated and appointed: Joshua Lippincott, Moses

(
i

NILES-
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Stocks on hand at

RichKempton, Thomas P. Cope, Cliarlea Massey,
,^
srd Willing, David Kirkpatrick.
^ii
to fill
anthoriaed
be
committee
Resolved, That the
any vacancy which may occur therein.
That the meeting now adjourn to meet
.

'Resolved,

at thia place

o'clock.

on the

first Monday in
Samuel Breck,

.

Bank U.

1841-STATES^FT1IE^^
Bonds and mortgages,

S. via:

380,988 12
172,623 00

Slate loans
City loans
Bank stocks, viz:
Morris canal and banking

,

961,380 00
company
Banks in Natchez, Miss. 465,700 00
205,300 00
Grand Gulf,

April, at 10

chairman.

Jos. Gratz. secreiiuy.

Vicksburg,
Other places.
New Orleans
Louisiana

The Inquirer says: "In the course of the proceedThomas Dunlap.
ings the president of the bank,
some explanatory remarks in relation to
esq.'made

appeared to give
a reduction of expenses, which
approvTerv "eneral satisfaction. The resolution
was passing'of the recent course of the directors,
mento
enough
well
be
ed unanimously. It may
more economical
tion here, that in introducing a
alfairs ot the
the
of
administration
the
into
system
proposing a
institution, Mr. Dunlap commenced by
reduction on his own salary of 25 per cent.
were id
stockholders
of
A considerable number
been
attendance, and after the ollicial statement I'.ad
explaiiatorj'
read by the president, and one or two
with
remarks had been made, every thing passed otl
apentire harmony, and the general vroceedings
satisand
confidence
of
feeling
peared to inspire a
We indulge a hope Ihw from this time forfaction.
imward, the condition of the bank will continue to
prove, and its resources to accumulate."

16,

Tennessee
Other states

,

120,855
40,800
333,800
99,200
228,100
169,863

55
00
00
00
00
00
2,633,000 53

Bank United States
New York

Agency,
°

Mobile

at

650,557 98
89,348 33
80,000 00

309

—
dio
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other sources, during the last six months,

16,

1841—!>OLiTiCAL.

one mil- five per cent, of his own salary; so that there has
lion two hundred thousand four hundred and twen- been a general abatement of compensation of all the
ty-nine dollars and eighty-nine cents I,2tt0,-t29 89 officers of the bank. ""
The president submitted a
The current expenses of the banlc for
report made by a committee, which he had ordered
its officers and agencies for the same
to be printed for the inspection of all who attended,
period amounting to
133,859 97 containing a detailed exhibit of the actual condition
of the institution.
We learn with pleasure that the
Deing deducted will leave
1,061,569 92 old officers were last evening re-elected. It is deTo this amount must be added balance
sirable that the president shall superintend the operemaining to credit of profit and loss
rations of the bank till it is restored to its former
as reported by the last dividend
flourishing condition, which, we trust, will be the
committee, amounting to
2,404,056 49 case before a very great lapse of time.
is

I

,

Making together
From which is to be deducted

3,465,626 41
the

sum
1,308,564 89

of

Being for interest on loans in Europe
and on bond to the U. States, loss
on foreign exchange, expenses on
loans, and cost of specie and specie
funds.

Leaving the sum of
2,167,061 52
From which is also to be deducted the
semi-annual appropriation for the
extinguishment of the bonus

100,000 00

Leaving the aggregate nett profits of
the banks
2,057,061 52
The committee further report
That the statement herewith submitted marked
(B), exhibits the last return of suspended debt and
with an estimate of the probable loss
thereon, and an account of the interest due on the
game. The statement C, presents a comparative
view of these several subjects, and the statement D,
firesents the state of the contingent fund to meet the
usses of the bank.
From these several statements
it will appear that the amount of the contitjgent
fund is
6,505,281 88
From which deduct the losses chargeable to the same
5,790,630 57
Standing on the books of the bank
including the losse.s at Philadelphia
and those transferred from the office
of the late bank.
real estate

Leaving

to credit

of contingent fund

714,651 31

And

that the estimated probable loss
on the suspended debt and real es-

tate is

^Philadelphia Sentinel.
Philadelphia North American says: "We
learn that Mr. Biddle, the late president of Ihe
bank, came to the election a few minutes before 3
o'clock, and by means of proxies held by him voted
in four directors, in lieu of four on the regular ticket.
Our informant believes that this act of the late president was without (he concurrence or knowledge
of the present officers of the bank.
The following
are the gentlemen whose names were on the regular ticket, and whose election was defeated by Mr.
Biddle's proxies: Samuel N. Lewis, A. J. Lewis,

The

Hugh Campbell, Jacob Lakes.

elected in their places are Samuel Jaudon, Richard
Price, John Hemphill, James Robertson.
Bicknell's Reporter states that this bank has obtained a loan in London of $3,000,000, which will

enable them
ments.

to

resume and maintain specie pay-

The same paper estimates

thus avoiding the necessity of any state resorting to
her own means of self-defence, to secure unimpared her institutions and her rights.
Resolved, That the state has seen with great satisfaction, the steady and consistent adherence of
her senator, John C. Calhoun, to the well known,
avowed, and matured principles of the state, and
they accord to him their deliberate and strong approval, for vindicating and upholding the settled
and well known doctrines of the state from whlcll
he holds his high commission.
Resolved, That the people of this state have cause
to congratulate themselves, that the party feuds
which lately weakened the vigor of its counsels
have happily ceased, ami South Carolina now presents to the enemies of her policy and peace, at
present an undivided front; and is prepared, as she
is resolved, to repel, by all proper means, every aggression upon her rights, as a sovereign republic,
the instant that aggression is attempted.
Resolved, That the governor be requested to transmit copies of the foregoing report and resolutions to
our senators and representatives in congress witll
instructions to submit them to that body.
,

I

:

GEORGIA.

'

though with a little room for douM<
in the Milledgeville Journal of Ihe 5lh instant, that
governor McDonald has refused his signature to the
bill which passed both houses by decided majorities,
to quarantine vessels from iVIaine, as a means
of enforcing satisfaction for the refusal of that
state to deliver up certain fugitives from jusThe Journal says: "We presume the govertice.
nor has vetoed the bill," Stc; and more positively
afterwards "Our object is to apprise our friends
that the veto power has been exercised and that
this bill is not the law of the land."
It

is

stated,

the loss of the Bank of
Ihe U. States, according to their exhibit, (stocks,
&e. at market price), to be $17,345,955 05— but
the value of the assets they think will improve as
business revives.
In reference to the directors, the same paper says,
the new board is composed, generally speaking of
men of first rate character. The majority are said
oiiro.
to be perfectly independent, and we have heard
The message of governor Shannon to the legi.=lasome of them express a solemn determination to do ture, gives a luminous account of the financial afevery thing in their power to benefit the stockhold- fairs of the state. He says the total amount of the
ers and reinspire public confidence.
One plan that stale debt is $14,809,447. The amount that will
has been talked of is to cut down the stock to its be required to complete the public works now unreal value, by an act of the legislature, and then to der way, is estimated at $2,433,000.
The amount
permit the institution to do business on a reduced of revenue for the year which closed on the 30th
capital, and to pay dividends on that capital.
In November, is' $306,498; the disbursements of the
The present school
short, to make a liberal allowance for bad debts year less than this $11,407.
and probable losses, and to commence on a new and fund amounts to $286,200. The receipts from the
change of officers is also talk- national road during the year were $51,442; the
a better system.

—

A

t
4,930,640
57 ed

To which must

The gentlemen

and just protection of the rights of every section,

be added the losses at
and agencies, not transferred
to the books at Philadelphia

of.

MARYLAND.

offices

We

noticed the election of Jno.
?27,S55 99 Leeds Kerr, esq. by a joint vote of 70 to 19 blank
ballots and three scattering, in a former Register. At
5,658,496 56 the caucus held the evening before the election,
From which may be deducted the inthere were four candidates voted for and four ballotterest on that part of the suspended
iiigs occurred, as follows:
debt, estimated good
512,125 87

U. S. Senator.

payments less than this $60. The amount of tolls,
fines and water rents on the several public works,
and superintendence, and awards of damages, was $353,781- This
is an increase over the receipts of last year, of
$21,269.
after deducting the cost of repairs,

POLITICAL.
The following
appears in the St. Louis Argus, since the
editor has placed the nameof Mr. Van Buren again
at the head of its editorial column, as a candidate for

Senator Be.nton's letter.

letter

Leaving an estimated probable

On

loss of 5,146,370 69
submitting this statement the committee of-

fered the followin'' resolution:

re-election.

Resolved, That it is inexpedient at this time to
declare a dividend on the capital stock of this bank.
Bank uflhe United Slates, Jan. 2, 1641.

the

M. NEWKIRK,
LEWIS VVALN,
JAMES MARTIN,
ROBERT TAYLOR,
RICHARD PRICE.

(Signed)

Bank of
At an

the

Vniled Stales, Jan.

5,

1841.

election, held according to law on the 4th
twenty stockholders to serve as directors

instant, for

for the present year, the following

gentlemen were

duly chosen, viz

Thomas Dunlap,

Matthew Newkiik,

James Martin,

Richard Price,
John Hemphill,
Samuel Jaudon,
James Robertson,

J. B. Mcllvaine,

George Handy,

Thomas Fleming,
Robert Ralston,
Robert Taylor,

Lawrence Lewi^,
p. L. Laguerenne,

\Vm. M. Meredith,

And
ine,

at a

meeting of the

Jonathan Roberts,
William Ayres.
direclori

held last e

was re-elected president.
A. LARDNER, cashier.
United Slates. We this morning lay

T.Dt;NLAP,

Bank of the

Harmar Denny,
John Steele,
John C. Boyd,

esq.

before our readers the semi-annual proceedings ol
It was
the stockholders of the United States bank.
deemed expedient not to declare a dividend, but
the doings of the president and board of directors
were unanimously approved. In the course of the
proceedings it became necessary for the president,
Mr. Dunlap, to address the stockholders, and we
are gratified in sayir.g that his remarks met Ihe approbation of all present. In the progress of the late
reduction of salaries in that institution, it seems
|liat tlie president proposed the reduction of twenty-

Senate chamber, Dec. 6. 1840.
glad to see that you have hoisted
This is the third
of our government,
that the democracy have been defeated in a presidential election, and 1 think the party should do

Dear

sir: I

am

Van Buren flag for 1344.
time since the commencement

now as it has done heretufore, and immediately
take up their defeated candidate, and move forward
with him without division and without faltering.
This is the way Hie democracy acted in 1796, when
Mr. Jefferson was defeated by the elder Adams,
and in 1821 when general Jackson was defeated by
Mr. John Qtiincy Adams. In each of these eases
the democracy instead of wasting their time in vai[i
regrets, or weakening themselves with divisions,
immediately look up their defeated candidate, applied themselves to his proper presentation before
the public, and carried him triumphantly through.
lollowiiig the same course now, and can
I am for
see no reason for an hour's delay. For one, I am
that
for Mr. Van Buren against Ihe world, and
upon a full view and a full approbation of his conI
duct, public and private for twenty years past.
want no better candidate, no belter president, no
I want no fairer tiial fur the demobetter man.
cracy, Ihan a second contest in his person will afThe late election I do not regard as settling
ford.
II is a great victhe question of party supremacy.
tory for the federalists, and a great defeat for the
democracy, but the lines were "not fairly drawn between them, and I require a new trial before I can

surrender the democratic cause. I want a new trial
in the person of our defeated and iireproachable
candidate, mid look for Ihe same result in his case,
which the democracy of former days found in the
second trial of Mr. Jefferson and general Jaclcson.

Yours truly,
Moses Dawson,

THOMAS

esq.

H.

BENTON.

i

'

i

i

1

|
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THE NAVY PENSION FUND.
In house of representatives, Decemher 28.
being in committee of the whole on the
state o( the union on the bill appropriating §131,352
"for the payment of pensions and half pay chargeable on the navy pension fund," anJ Mr. F. Thomas
havingexplained the objects of the bill.
Mr. Mams saiii that the first question he had to
ask the chairman of the committee on naval affairs
<Mr. T/toinas) was, whether this snmof $-l.jO,(X)0
or mure, recommended to be appropriated lor this

The house

object by the sjiecial message of the president of the
United States, was included in the estimates of the

year?

Mr. Thomas.

I believe

not,

so far as

I

am

in-

formed.

Mr. .idams continued.

It

wag not

iic

16,
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miltee on nav-il affairs that it was congress that had
money; the
of hTp^^^^
oi
rentuiltrofhif
uecn „umjf ui ui.;. waste
1.'•._
..
president had nothing to do with it— the administra
How, be asked, wa.s
tion had nothing to do with it.
of
chairman
the
Would
passed?
this law of 1837
how it
the committee on naval affairs tell the house
had been passed; by whom it had been brought in
and supported; and 'in what manner it had been carIf he would.
ried through both houses of congress?
we should then hear whether it came from whigs; or
from economists, retrenchers, and reformers.
[Mr. Thomas here expressed liimself willing to
reply to this portion of Mr. A's remarks.]
Mr. Adams continued. He had a lew words
more to say, and as the gentleman might probably
might
find something else to reply to, he (Mr. A.)

the esli-

.

.

as well

.

,

811

He

asked that the clerk might read
four resolutions which he had asked leave to offer at
the last session, but which If ave was refused; and
he now gave notice that, if the house would let
him, he intended to offer them again.

last session.

goon.

The clerk Ihen read as follows:
1. Resolved, That the investment in the stocks of
the several states of this union of funds held by the
government of the United States in trust, is, to the
amount of the sums so invested and of the interest
thereon, an assumption by the United States, of the
debts of the said several slates, in the event of their
failure punctually to pay the same.
2. Resolved, That the purchase, by authority of
any executive department of the government of the
United Stales, of the bonds of any of the states
of this union, at their nominal value or wilh a premium thereon, and the subsequent sale of the same

The money, he repeated, was gone; and here was
bonds at discount, is an unwairanlable and wasteful
a public debt, because he held that, by the law of
of the public funds.
contracted a sacred debt; and be dilapidation
should be there. He (Mr. A.) had read in the re- 1S37, congress had
3. Resolved, That it is the duly of the executive
small opinion in favor of that bill,
cent message of the president, and in the leport of held but a very
States to require of the
said he in- government of the United
had
Thomas)
(Mr.
gentleman
which
the
the secretary of the treasury upon the finances, an
That government of each and every state of this union
the public faith.
exceedingly earnest recommendation to congress to tended to bring in to break
of the public money.^
investments
stocks
act of 1837; and now HI whose
make no appropriations but such as were in the es- faith had been pledged by the in and say, we have held in trust by the government of the United States
gentleman wished to come
timates; and yet, within a week after these homilies the
in specie or its
payment,
punctual
made,
been
have
exhausted this fund, and we will cheat those to
ag<iinst national debts and this urgent recommendainterest stipulated in the said
No; he (Mr. A.) would equivalent, of the
the pledge.
tion or dictation to the two houses of congress not to whom we made
of the principal, as soon as
repayment
and
stocks,
reduce
nor
to
law
make any appropriations but what were in the esti- not give his consent to repeal that
possible by terms of the contracts upon which such
pensioners. The laith of the governmates, here was a special message asking .51150,000 the number of
stocks have severally been issued.
pledged, and pledged, too, for services
or more, not one cent of which was in the estimates. ment had been
4. Resolved, That the further investment of any
rendered by these individuals or their relatives.
That was sufficient for the present on that point.
funds of the United States in stocks of the
before congress, then was public
But it was not his intention to oppose the passage When the act of 1837 was
states ought forthwith to be prohibited by
several
persons
these
the time to have inquired whether
that the committee of ways and means be
of the bill, nor to make the question which the chairand
law;
entitled to such a pension— whether conman of the committee on naval affairs (Mr. Tho- were fairlybound to provide forwidowsand children, instructed to report a bill for that purpose.
o-ress was
It would be seen that these
continued.
mas) supposed he (Mr. A.) would make whether
Mr.
A.
and for relatives in llie seventh degree, (loraught he resolutions were directly adverse to the policy which
the secretary of the navy had or had not misconstrued
now the inquiry. He
He desireJ, however, that that act knew). But that was not
by the government under the preadopted
the act of 1837.
been
had
gentlemen
thought thai, by looking at the journals,
fund, as
might be read.
sent administration, of employing the trust
would see that the bill was passed through under the
union, by investing
And the clerk having read it accordingly
He well as the public funds, of the state bonds in payor something of that kind.
and taking
stocks
Mr. A. continued. By this act the government previous question,
state
in
them
it passin the house, but he could not say how
ascerof the United States had been saddled with a per- was
ment for them. He had not yet been able to
conscious of it; and the discussion
of that system.
manent national debt. That was another of the ed. He was not
tain precisely who was the originator
have been put down in the way in which such
speakmust
administratton
this
of
the
theoretically
speaking,
friends
which,
the
against
all
things
heard
by clapping He
usually done in this house
the idea of the United States bepresident of the United States, in his message, and things were
No questions were ing with horror of for state debts— assuming state
the previous question upon it.
the secretary of the treasury, in his report on the
coming responsible
the way in which the bill passwas
that
asked:
and
assumed in that
finances, bad formally and gravely exhorted the two
debts and yet state debts had been
not think he could tell the whole story;
amount of millions of dollars by this
houses to guard. Here was a national debt a per- ed. He did
were those form to the
thought
it very probable that there
he
year of 1837
but
same
the
lives
as
the
In
as
permanent
national
debt
manent
-rv administration.
'^—
could tell if they wouhj, ZT.'l .",1,0
-"-"osiling with the
J „,„;
of any of the persons described in the bill as en- in thi« house who
.
when congress passed an aci lu. v.^^the treasurj' for the money Could tell what private interests were provided for
the surplus
being
titled to call upon
mdlions,
states the lum of forty
which it was provided should be paid to them; in it. He had not been able to look quite far enough then in the treasury, it was proposed to invest the
but he
and for the payment of a part of that national behind the curtain to know these things,
money in state stocks, and thereby
quite com- whole of that
debt congress was at this time called upon to ap- knew that the bill was passed in a way
much of the debts of the states as they
in squan- assume so
propriate $"150,000, not included in the estimates; mon since the reign of reform commenced
The originator of that proposition in
to.
amounted
That he affirmed,
of
and that letter from the secretary of the treasury to dering away the public treasure.
this building was the chairman
on naval affairs another part of
the piesident, calling for the appropriation of this and the chairman of the committee
finance, and in the speech which
on
committee
the
sum of money, was dated December the first, before would not, he thouglit, undertake to contradict it.
said that the plan was not his, but that
rnales; yet, according to the principles laid down
by the presi<!ent of Ihe United Slates himself, it

—

—

—

—

-J

.

So much

estimates.

This was not all. He (Mr. A.) had not the document before him for he had not expected that
this matter would have been brought up to-day— but
there was a document which he should have before
this appropriation was made, and which was neces-

—

sary in order to present this case in its proper light.
There was a document of this house, not more than
three years old, from which it appeared that the sum
of $l",200,000 of this navy fund—
[Mr. Thomas here rose and said that he had that
document, and would send for it and have it read at
the clerk's table].
Mr. Adams continued. Very well; he would be
glad to have it read.
Upwards of .ftl',200,000 in the
year 1837, constituting that fund, had been accumulating for a number of years.
What had become of
it, if the fund
was exhausted? It was wasted— it
was "one. And what was it gone for? Gentlemen
would tell the house that it hail gone to pay those
pensioners not provided for by the Sth and Sth sections of the act whicli had been read
the act of 1800;
but to provide for the payment of others, their wives
and children; and their cousins, uncles and aunts, for
aught he knew provided for by the act of 1837.
It was gone.
Now, he wished gentlemen who were
so much attached to the economies of the present
administration, to make a little comparison between
the condition of the fund now and its condition in
1837, when the sura of .$1,200,000 had accumulated from the interest of which all the pensions designaled in the act of 1800 were to ha-^e been raid.
In the space of three little years, this fund of
$1,200,000 (carrying an interest of g7O,OO0) was
totally gone
absoibed not a dollar of it left. Yes;
there were some state stocks, to be sure; about
$18,000 or less; but they were unsaleable; and it
was because they were unsaleable that this appro-

—

—

—

he

for that.

last session, a report was
of the navy himself, in his
annual report on this subject. Probably the chairman of the committee on naval affairs had that doof having
cument also. He (Mr.
) was desirous
been able to procure a copy. And
it, but had not
here (by way of digression) he commented on the
difficulty of procuring any of the documents of the

commencement of the
made by the secretary

A

Where the fault lay, whether with
the printer or others, he knew not; he only knew
the fact.
Nor did he know how (he case might be
with other members. Probably others did things
by instinct; but, for his own part, upon any subject

last session.

|

of this kind which had been before congress for forty years, when an extra appropriation was demanded at an hour'H notice, he wanted to know what had
been done in regard to it; he wanted to look back
and see what action had been taken; and the very
first thing he wanted in this instance was the report
of the secretary of the navy at the last session.-

He wanted it, because it
But-it was not to be had.
of the history of the enactment of
the bill of 1837; and although the secretary had not
said exactly as much as he (Mr. A.) had said, yet
he thought the opinion of that officer would not differ from his own as to the maimer in which the act
was passed. The secretary told something, but not
all.
Nor had he (Mr. A.) told all. But the r£ra/(
here was a sacred fund of public
of all was this
treasure which was laid up, amounting, as he said,
told a small part

—

one time to $1,200, UOO, all of which was goneAnd now,
scattered to the four winds of heaven.
instead of paying the pensioners from the interest
make an
upon
to
called
was
of that fund, congress
He did not oppose this
appropriation to pay Ihein.
This was a sacred due; it was a
appropriation.
priation, in part, was wanted.
came this act pledge, and the bill ought to pass before the first of
of 1837 to have passed congress? Because he saw, January. He would not now have said a word if
from the ground taken by the chairman of the com- 'this house bad heard him upon the subject at the

—

—

How

made he

from the secretary of the treasury; that was
What next? Tliis fund had not all of it been ex- it came of the chairman of the committee on finance;
iilan
pended orwasted even upon the relations of the sea- the
be invested
forty millions of surplus should
men entitled to be provided for by the original act of that the
That project did not tfeeii obtam;
fate stocks.
1800. This subject had been up before. At the
deposite the money with the

be made his annual report, in which he recommended that there should be no appropriation made by
congress, except such as was recommended in the

at

the other project

states

to

was adopted.

But there was the foundation,

he believed that every dollar ot
of the system, and
since been invested had been
state stocks which had
At he last session of
nvested upon thai system.
resolution calling upon the
con<'re«s he had offered a
government lostate what
several" departments of the
stocKs
investcv, >" ''^'^
sums
of
the
amount
was the

this manner, and by what authority they were in-,
and at that time the secretary of the navy,
returned this answer:
Navy department, April 9, 1840.
Sir: In reply to the resolution of the house of
represenlatives of the 23d ultimo, directing the secretary of the navy to report a statement of all the
sums of money belonging to the navy pension fund
which have at any time been invested in stocks of
which
the several states, specifying the authority by
such investments have been made, the dates of stock
investments, the rates at which the several purchases of the stocks have been made, and the dates
and rates at which they have been sold, I have the
honor to enclose statements, numbered from 1 to 3,
which contain an account of the purchase and sale
investments of
of said stocks; and to state that the
act
the same were made under the authority of the
have the honor to
of congress of April 23, 1800, I
ift'

vfested,

rep
verv respectfully,
be very
DC.
3,3your ob't serv't,

J.K.PAULDING.

T. Hunter, speaker of house of reps.
he (Mr. A.) would thank the chairman of
on naval aftidrs to point out to him

Hon R. M.

Now

the committee
1800 which authorised the
that portion of the act of
investment of any portion of this fund in state stocks.

authority was not to be found in the eight or
There was no
nine sections which had been read.
in state
authority to invest any portion of this fund
were made in
which
statements
the
in
but
stocksupon
the secalling
consequence of that resolution

The
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cretary of the navy to report, he found the following
statpinenl:
.4 statement showing the several

ing

to t/te

sums of money belongnavy pension fund, which have been at

dijfcrent periods vested in stocks of the stale of Pennsylvania, and the dates and rales at which tliey have

been sold.

When purchased.
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Arkansas of half a million of dollars? Had not
the general government assumed that debt? Had
they not employed Irust money? If Arkansas should
declare iTselt" insolvent to-morrow, congress must
pay the debt; they had assumed it. Aikansashad
but one reiiresentative on this door. Now, if congress assumed debts of Arkansas, to create banks or
any other purpose, what did the rule of justice require if the state of New York came here and called
Hipon congress to assume her debts and take her
bonds?

Twenty

New York had

The state of
come and demand that con-

millions of dollars!

a right to

;
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But, more than this there were debts of millions
upon millions which had been made. All our Indian treaties
[and there was now a bill before the
house, reported by the chairman of the committee
of ways and means, making appropriations of six or
seven hundred thousand dollars for Indian annuities]
what, he would ask, were all our Indian treaties but
What were all the sums of money
national debts?
What was all this
L'iven to Indians lor their lands?
sacred debt which the gobut a national debt?
vernment was bound to pay; and if the Choctaws
and Chickasaws, and he knew not now many other
tribes, were not extinguished, as seemed to be the
policy, the government, so long as it existed, would
have to pay an annual debt to them. The government hail only now to provide the interest 600.000
dollars, that was to say on a debt of ten millions, at
Of those $10,000,000 of principal6 per cent.
how much he knew not but he believed at least four
millions had already been invested in slate stocks,
exactly as this half million trust fund from the
Smithsonian bequest had been. And, now, the secretary of the navy came and told us that these stale
stocks were good for nothing; and yet, when some
of these slates came to us and said: "You ought to
we are in distress have made bad barhelp us
gains
(as the gentleman from Florida says) -these
debts are not extravagant debts they are not for
luxuries
we have not been wasting the public moneys these are debts which, in the long run, will
pay you heavy interest, and more than jiay for themselves
you must take a part of them," the exclamation was one of horror at the idea of paying state
debts. That was the answer, and he wished gentlemen who thought this thing so horrible, to make tlie
distinction, and tell him whether the government had
not assumed these four or five millions of debts to
the states by investing the treasure of the government, and, still more, the mere trust funds of the
government, in state stocks, taking the bonds of
those states.
He could wish to say a great deal more on this
subject, but be believed he had said enough now to
open it to the consideration of members. It included within itself the policy of this nation, not only
as regarded its own debts, but the respective de.bts
of the several states of the union. It included the
general consideration of a national debt, and, probaIt included the justice of
bly, of a national bank.
this nation to all the Indian tribes to which the
government had pledged large sums of money,
and then spent them by investing them in state

—

A

gress should lake tw<?nty millions of dollars of her
bonds as a matter of riglit, congress having done the
same thing with Arkansas. What would be the rule
of justice with Pennsylvania? She had a right to
demand §14,0UU,0U0. He could very easily make
up a sura of two hunilred millions, by doing nothing
more than just carrying out the very principle on
which the sum of .'$.3('9,000 of gold— British goldwent into the cotters of the state of Arkansas to
make a bank.
He had desired a long time to say this much to the
bouse; and he said it now, although a little out of
order, because he had never been allowed to say it
tn order. [Laughter]. At the last session the house
would not hear him upon any thing; and it was that
consideration which induced him to ofi'er the resolutions he had read, and which gave something like a
sample of these things. He offered them after (he
very message calling for $50,000 for this very obBut no, it was not in order, and
ject had come in.
there was a gentleman here who cried out "lobjeci!"
[General laughter]. He (iVIr. A.) was not heard
by the bouse, but he had now been heard; and he
hoped that when he shouhl again otfer tliese resolutions, as he wished to do, the}' might at least be allowed to go on the journal as a record, to show that
such propositions had been olfered. Those resolutions went utterly and entirely against the system of
purchasing state bonds above par and selling them
fifty or sixty per cent, below par.
He said that, so
far as it went, it was an assumption of state debts;
and if gentlemen were so averse to the assumption
of state debts as they professed to be, he hoped they
would put a stop to this course of things. One of his
resolutions was to prohibit the purchase in future of
any state bonds. He considered it not only an extremely impolitic and excessively improper mode of
assumingstale debts, it they must be assumed at all,
but as being amongst the most corrupting things
ever done by this government.
He hail specified
tills sale of half a million of dollars of British gold
stocks.
to the state of Arkansas; but the same course ol obAnother example occurred to him at this moment
servations might be pursued; for iliat was not the only of the manner in which the government contracted
state which had been treated in the same way.
He debts and actually wasted or employed the fund. In
wished the whole subject to be looked into, and, another part of this building, within a few days,
with the blessing of God, it should be looked into at some reference had been made to one of these trust
the next session.
He did not expect that it would funds that belonging to the Seneca nation. About
be this session. He had, he knew, travelled some
the year 1790 or 1791, a purchase of land was made
what out of the record, and had seized this opportu of the Seneca nation, and $100,000 in the slocks of
nity to open to the house, and, so far as he could, to the United States was vested in the president ol tiie
the nation, what was the system wliich had been United Slates, for the time being, ibr the benefit of
pursued in what manner the funds of the nation
that tribe of Indians, in perpetua, the government
trust funds
had been, and continued to be, employ- being bound to pay to the tribe the annual interest
ed in the present administration continued, at all of the money. The money was invested by order
events, so long as there was an election ahead.
of general Washington, it was held by him in trust,
There was one further question which he wished invested in the six per cent, funds nl tlie United
Mr. A. was unto be considered; that was, to ascertain exactly how States, purchased at an advance.
much permanent, irredeemable debt had been fas- derstood here to state that, in the several changes of
tened on this nation by the present administration, investment of this fund which took place from the
the l;ead of which and the financier of wiiich said time of general Washington to that of Mr. Madison,
that they were opposed to all national debt.
The it had been sunk from §100,000 to §S6,000. He
secretary of tlie treasury had expressly said this [Mr. A.] had himself directed a purchase of 3 per
year that he was opposed to all debts in time of cents, to be made; it was made, and when the 3 per
Now, that officer was a great friend of Mr. cents, were paid off, the sum of one hundred and six
Seace.
efferson; and he (Mr. A.) would ask him what he thousand dollars v.'as realized for the sum which was
thought of $-15,0!)0,000 paid for the purchase of originally $100,000; and which was only $S6,000
Louisiana? He would also ask him what he thought when he was made the trustee.
And tliat sum of
of $3,000,000 (of borrowed money) paid for th.
§106.000 was paid into the treasury by his order.
Jiurchase of Florida? A gentlsman before him [Mr. What had become of it? A few years ago, in an apDowning] thongit that he [Mr. A.] was a little propriation law, this sum of §106,000 was appropripledged in that; but then it was to be considered ated for the use of the treasury of the United States
The Unitthat he had never pledged himself against a national for that year, and the money was gone.
debt.
The great secret of all national debts was to ed Slate's themselves had spent it. Now, he said
make a good bargain; and if an administration did that there was a debt contracted of which there was
tliat, they would not come here with their homilies
no sign or appearance in the president's message.
about national debts.
Let them tell us they were The government had to pay the annual interest by
against a national debt when it was against the na
appropriation; but as to the principal that was gone.
tional interest; but when the national interest re- The government would not be free from this responquires it, let the debt be contracted on the best sibility, so long as the Seneca nation existed as a
terms, and let it be paid honestly.
That was the tribe. The government had used it Ibr its own purrule of private individuals, and it was the rule of poses, but was responsible for it. It had been a part
nations; and it was a false principle lor the head and of the ways and means for the year 1S33.
the financier of a nation to say, we go against all
At present, he should content himself with these
debts in time of peace. The president told'us in his observations, and he would leave it to the chairm^m
message that he was against a national debt and a of the committee on naval affairs to make such reply
national bank, and that he always had been.
Then as he thought proper; but he [Mr. A.] hedged that
he [Mr. A.] would say that, being so, the president the house would not break the faith of the nation
Was opposed to what might be very useful to the in- with those pensioners who were jircvided for by the
terests of the nation.
If there was no alternative but that,
act of 1837.

—

—

—
—
—
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—

—

—
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—

—

—
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he would rather pay three times the amount than
gi\'e his

sanction to

it.

[This speech has not had the benefit of revision,
and was taken down under the disadvantages of interruption, and, in some parts, of doubtful heaiing.]
Mr. Jieed spoke briefly of the absolute necessity
of making this appropriation, which, he said, a due
regard to the faith and honor of the government required, notwitlistanding that the appropriate fund
had been exhausted bv an improvement law of thi.i
house. He took occasion, also, to call allmtion to
three most important bills, on which he had heretofore strived in vain to get the action of the house,
and which were, first, a bill to repeal, in part, the
jiension law, [which law, he said, trenched on the
interests of the nation by giving both pay and pension to officers who. in his opinion, ought not to receive them]; secondly, a bill in relation to navy
pensions; and thirdly, a bill in r-'lation to pursers.
Mr. R. said be eariiBstly hoped that the house, at
some early day, would give a short space of time to
the consideration of these bills.
Mr. Wise said he did not rise to oppose the bill,
on the contrary, he shoulrl vote for its passage; but
he wished to add a word or two to the re:narks
which had been submilteil by his honoiable fiienJ

from Massachusetts, [Mr. Jldams]'.
The navy
pension fund, to which this bill related, did not belong to congress, but had been raised by the exertions of the sailors themselves, and government
stood to it only in the relation of a Iriisiee.
When
first established it had amounted to twelve hundred

thousand dollars, and what was it now? What said
the secretary of the navy, in his annual report at
the present session?
"The navy pension fund,
which, at tlie period of its passage, amounted to
upwariis of" a million of dollars, the annual inlerest

which

of

now

was

consists o!

sufficient

§100,000

to

in

meet

all

Cincinnati

demands,
five

per

cent, slock, greatly depreciated; §14, COO of stock
of the Bank of Washington, in the same situation;
§33,339 five per cent, slock of the citv ol Washing-

and §11,400 of stock of the Union Bankof
Georgetown, the latter totally uns.aleable at this
time." In the letter, however, from the secretary,
which was read by the clerk, there is a material
error; Ibr, in siitnming up the nominal value of the
stocks in which the fund is now invested, he states it
at §I5S,739, but the truth is, it does not amount even
to that pitiful sum, for he states that "the stock of
ton,

the city of Cincinnati has been advertised to be
sold at auction on the lath of December, Ibr the
purpose, in the first place, of reimbursing the Bank
of America the sum of filly thousand dollars advanced to the fund on a deposite of the said stock,
to meet the payment of pensions «hich became due
on the 1st of July last." This suui, therefore, of
.§30,000 is to be dfducted from the §138,739, leaving the real amount but §108,739, and this only at
the nominal value of the slock.
What then, is the
real fuel?
In 1837, the secretaiy reported that lie

had

in this

that

sum was

fund §1,150,000, and that the interest of
sufficient to

meet the regularpaymtnt

pensions charged upon it; but now he has
of available funds but §18,647 61, and of stock at
its nominal
value §108,739, amounting, in all, to
§127,386 61. This, sir, is the whole which remains of the fund, good, b.id and indifferent. How
is this accounted
loi?
The gentleman from Maryland [Mr. Thomas] told the house that it is all the
effect of the bill of 1837; but I have examined the
table of pensions furnished to iis from the dp|iartment, ami have taken pains to irnce the actual operation of that law
and what is the result' The
total number of pensioners befoie the passa^re of
that law was 479, and the usual annual appropna ion
for tlie payment of their pensions was §34,419 73.
To this ainonnt what has been added since tfei?
Three humlred and loity-four widows, the aggregate of whose pensions amounts to §62,7c8 (M;
ninety-one minors, whose pensions amount to
§11,622; being, together, §74,330 04 per annum,
which Ibr three years gives us §222,990. And
this is ail'that we have to account for the f-noiinoiis
deficit of §927,000, which we ought now to have
had iu the hands of the secretary, not in depreciated
ol all the

—

money.
Here Mr. Thomas interposed, and asked leave of

slocks, but in good

Mr.

IFise, before he proceeded further, to correct
the statement he had made, in two resjiecls.
First,
as to the original constitution of the navv pension
fund.
It did not, as the gentleman seemed to suppose, consist of the contributions of the sailor.s
themselves, like the novy hospital fund, with which

the gentlenian from Virginia seemed to have confouinled it, but of the United States shares of piiza

money.
Mr. H7sc received

this correction,

and explained
been raised by
was by their
bravery and enlerpiise that the prizes had been
that he had stated the fund to have
the exertions of the sailors, because

it
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money brought

into possession

for

say that the gc-ntleoian

the

I

Mr. Thomas proceeded

to

from Virginia had totally misapprehended the provisions and operation of the law of 1837. Tliat
law did not merely add new pensioners to the roil,
and prescribe the annnal allowance they were to receive, but it also enacted that a widow receiving
pension under that act was entitled to have it reck-

oned from the death of her husband; and a person
was, in liUe manner, to have his pension
reckoned back to the date when the disabiliiy had
been incurred thus requiring the payment of a
So large was this amount
vast amount of arrears.
that $350,000 had been paid under that law for
such arrears within a single year.
Mr. Wise resumed. As to the construction put
by the department on the law of 1S:57, I have noI am not now speaking to that point;
thing to say.
disabled

—

but as to the origin of this fund, I repeat that it is
the fruit of the toil and enterprise of our gallant
navy. It has been earned by their blood. Tliey
have a right to what they captured, and, in the administration of this fund, the government is but
their trustee; and I insist that, by a lair interpretation of the law of 1837, there ought still to be a

The commismillion of dollars left of this fund.
sioner of pensions, who I prtsume understands
what he is writing about, does not state what has
been told us by the gentleman from Maryland. 1
take bin report as it is given; and it shows that the
additional pensions since 1S37 amount, as I have
And yet there
stated, to but a little over $74,000.
immense ilefi it to be accounted for. 1 do
not either approve or find lault wilh the interpretation put by the department on the law; but if they
have construed its provisions too largely, without
coining to consult congress as to its true meaning,
it is their fault, not ours.
There were matiy other remarks which I had intended to submit, but which have been anticipated,
and much better expressed, by the honorable genis this

tleman irom Massachusetts, and 1 pay myself a
high compliment when I say that, in a great portion
of'his speech, he pursued the very track which I

had marked out

for

myself.
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that fund had never been originally creatIn the senate, this warning took effect, and

which

law was repealed; but the bill of repeal was
lost in the house; why, Mr. T. could not say. They
all knew how time was often wasted in that body by
He did not
irrelevant and latitudinous discussion.
find fault with this, because he believed that, upon
the whole, the country was benefited by it. The
committee on naval alfairs had reported a bill to
put a stop to this waste ami misapplication of the
fund, but it never had been acted upon. Thus
much on the delay which had taken place.
Now as to the actual operation of the law of
1S37. He wished the house to see whether the
fund had not been exhausted through the legitimate
interpretation of that law. The gentleman from
Virginia had fallen into most strange mistakes in
his apprehension of the subject; to confute which
it
would be only necessary to look at the law.
(Mr. T. here quoted the act of 1337). From this
it appeared tliat there were two classes of pensioners contemplated.
1, the widows and children of
officers, seamen or marines who had died in the
public service: and 2, persons who Iiad been per.soiially disabled by wounds or injuries received in
such service. In both cases the law was not prospective merely, but retrospective also; it not only
granted pensions
futuro, but required that the
pension should be reckoned back to the death of the
officer, seaman or marine, and to the date of the
disability incurred.
In tliis manner there had been
paid in a single year, to 92 invalids the sum of
$73,000, to 85 widows the sum of $121,000, and to
129 chihlren $129,000.
Here was a gross sum of $328,000 paid as arrears, besides the annual pensions which were to
be provided tor.
Mr. Wise here explained, and insisted that, even
according to Mr. T's own showing, there ought to
be a large balance still left in the hands of the department.
Mr. Thomas said that he had only stated the result as it stood (if the reporter correctly nnder.stood
him) in 18.37; it must be remembered that the law
had continued to operate in the same manner ever

m

since.

Mr. Wise again interposed, and referred to a reinvestments which have been made of
on which that gentleman commented with port which stated the gross amount of arrears at
so much severity, it is possible that some of them about $31)0,000; and inquired how much it had
were maile before the present administration came been since increased?
Mr. Thomas said he held in his hand an account
into power; but the $70,000 ot Illinois six per
cents, were oertainly purchased since 1S38; and the from the department, stating the amount thus paid
report made this year by the commissioner of pen- at over $300,000; all the particulars were given.
Mr. Wise. According to that, there ought to be
sions coiihrms (a thing that does not.always happen
by the bye) the report of last year. And wliat no balance at all left, but the secretary reports a
was
sold
balance.
stock
#20,000
this
That
of
show?
does it
Mr. Thomas said there was about $108,000 left
at the rate of 63.^ per cent.; $25,000 at the rate of
But whence did this law which had led to
63; $10,000 at 62^; $10,000 at 624; and $5,000 al still.
in a great such a result emanate?
Who authorised this appli62i. Tiius was the amount of $70,000
measure thrown away. It will not do to tell us cation of the pension fund? It was not the secretathis.
The
ry
of
navy
or
the
commissioner
of pensions, but
answerable
for
the
was
of
1S37
that the law
commissioner adds that, since December last, 24,-JOO the two houses of congress. Who were the auIt had been reported to the sedollars in Washington city corporation five pei thors of the bill?
cent, slock have been sold at auction for tlie pur- nate by the honorable Mr. Robinson, of Illinos, and
pose of paying pensions no doubt at a sacrifice, sent to tlie committee on naval affairs, of which
but the rate is not stated. He tells us that, to pay Mr. Southard was a member, and he had reported
the pensioners now on the roll, at least .$110,000 the bill to the senate, by whom it had been passed
The senate bill coming into
will be wanted in 1S41; and this sum added to the without a division.
debt due tlie Bank of America will make $160,000. the house had been referred to the committee on
Ten thous.md dollars will be required the ensuing naval affairs in the house. Mr. T. read the names
year to meet demands arising from new claims; of this committee, among which that of Mr. Wise
making an aggregate of $170,000 which will be was one. The bill had been ordered to its third
reading without a division, and passed by the house
wanted in 1841.
Mr. Thomas, of Maryland, (chairman of the com- without amendment.
Mr. Wise explained, stating that, though his name
mittee on naval ad'airs), said that he had designed
to sulfer this bill to pass without any comment on appeared on the naval committee, he was not reHe was at that time but nohis part, for he had not felt himsell called upon to sponsible for the bill.
reply to the remarks of the honorable gentleman minally one of the committee his attention was
from Massachusetts on the general policy of the ad- directed elsewhere he had other fish to fry and
ministration, particularly as he, as well as the ho- could no lotiger attend to the business of that cominittee, [of which he had previously been an active
noiable gentleman from Virginia who had just re
sumed his seat, had commenced their speeches by member], being appointed on another which occudeclaring that it was their purpose to vote lor the pierl his time and tlioughls.
Mr. Thomas had not the least stispicion as to that
IK- was anxious to have it pass the house tliis
bill.
day and go to the senate, that the little remnant of gentleman's course in lelatioii to the bill. The reCongress
this lund might be saved, and the demands of the sponsibility resti?d on the whole house.
government to pay the existing pensions might be passed the law, and order the secretary to adminismet in tune; (for which purpose .$150,000 would ter it. That officer had warned them how it would
be wanting on the 1st of January next). But he operate and was opeiating. And was he then to be
could not sit slill and hear such exlraordinaiy arraigned for carrying out an act which was the law
charges advanced against the secretary of the navy of the land?
Mr. Reed [rdso a member of the naval committee]
If there ever was an
without making some reply.
oflirer of government wdiose conduct was not only here made some explanation which was totally inauhighest
praise
dible
to the reporter.
the
deserved
but
blame,
unworthy°ol
No
Mr. Thomas, then resuming, observed that he
for his fidelity, the secretary was that officer.
sooner did he find himsell in office, than his atten- concurred fully with such part of the remarks of the
[Mr.
tion was immediately turned to this pension law ol honorable gentleman from Massachusetts
..^duMs], as related to the policy of leaving in the
18."i7; and at the very next session he failed not to
to
hands
of
heads
departments
the
discretionary
sutiered
of
law
was
the
that
if
congress
warn
main as it stood, the navy pension fund would power ofbuying aiidfellingon public account stocks
He t)iid raised his feeble voice
ihortly be absorbed in its application to an object of any descriptipij.

As

to the

this fund,

—

—

—

—

But while
against such a practice many years ago.
the authority remained, he trusted that parties accused, as the secretary of the navy had been, would
be tried by the law as it stood; That, if he had for
his acts the express authority of law, he would be
acquitted. And if such authority were in itself
wrong, congress would withdraw it, but not unjustly charge the fault of the law on the officer who executed it. Now, as the navy pension fund originated from prize money taken in time of war, and as
the United States had had neither war nor prizes for
some years, he referred that, the secretary would
violate his duty should he let the fund lie idle in his
hands, the investment of it in stock had been made
some fifteen years ago.
Mr. Adams here interposed to say that those investments had all taken place since 1S37, and never
before.

Mr. Thomas, resuming, said that he referred to the
It was the interest which had
capital of the fund.
been invested; and in thus vesting it the secretary
had but foUoweil the course ol his predecessors.
The lasv itsell provided that the secretary might vest
the interest of the fund in any way he thought
best.
[Mr. T. here quoted the law]. The present
secretary could, however, have had but a small smn
Whether the investment
to invest in any way.
had been prudently made or not, Mr. T. would not
now express an opinion; he rather supposed, however, that it would be admitted to be better to placs
the money in state stocks, rather than in those
of any private corporation. The fault, if any, was
in congress, in not laying down a rule specitying iij
what stock the interest of this fund should be invested.
As to the sale of the stocks which had been
purchased, it was an operation indispensable to meet
Mr. T. obthe engagements of the government.
served, in conclusion, that he had not attemped to
go into a reply to the speech of the honorable gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr. Mams), nor did
He was not in the same
he feel bound to do so.
situation with that gentleman, having a speech prepared for delivery at the former session.
Mr. Monrne said that his attention had been drawn
to this subject at the last session of congress, and to
him it appeared perfectly simple. The law passed
in 1337 had received a construction by means of
which the navy pension fund had been almost entirely absorbed, in a manner never contemplated or
intended when the fund was created. This was an
operation over which the department had no control,
and which they could not prevent. Under this state
of things, the manifest duty of congress was to replace the money; to repeal the law of 18-37, and in
the meanwhile to acknowledge the debt and pay the
That was the honest straightforinterest upon it.
ward course. Congress had taken this fund from
If
its trust position, and they ought to reinstate it.
they have not got the money, they must acknowledge it as a debt and pay the interest. This was
honest; this was fair; but if this course were not
adopted, the pensioners must come down to the
means of the government, whatever they happened
This, he held, congress had not the moral
to be.
right to do as the representatives of a moral and free
He trusted they would not attempt such a
people.
piece of injustice, but would in this matter, as in all
others, act as the honest representatives of an honest
and an honorable people.
Mr. Anderson, of Maine, next addressed the house,
but as he spoke in a low tone of voice and turned
his back to the reporters scarcely a word of what he
said could be distinctly heard by them; a thing the
more to be regretted as Mr. A. very rarely addresses
He was believed to make some statethe house.
ments of fact going to show how far the actual operation of the law of 1837 was from the intensions
and anticipations ot congress in its passage, in distributing large amounts of the public money to individuals already in affluent circumstances.
Shepard, of North Carolina, offered the
Mr.
following as an amendment to the bill:
Sec. 2. Alii be it further enacted. That the act of
March 3, 1837, entitled "an act for the more equitable administration of the navy pension fund," be repealed.
Mr. Thomas remonstrated, and expressed his earnest hope that his -olleague on the committee would
The comnot persist in pressing this amendment.
mittee had a bill in preparation to effect the object
he aimed at; but the present bill had been introduced simply with a view to prevent the sacrifice of
certain stock in which the interest of the fund had
been invested. Should the amendment be appended

C

to extended
it, it might embarrass the bill, learl
discussion, and to such delay as would defeat the
object intended.
But Mr. Shepard persisted in offering bis amendto

He

lamented that nothing could be brought

1

ment.

I

before the house without being
tion; nothing, it seemed, could

made

a party quesget the attention of
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the house, unless some public individual was to be
He should not follow gentlemen in
buiil."'' down.
llieir remarks on the course of the secretary of the
2"l'ey had been satisfactorily answered by
navy.
the gentleiTJan from Maryland, [Mr. Thonias]. He
would call the house to the real question before it.
The navy pension fund had originated in ISOO— beine formeJ ""t of the United States prize money
earned by our gai'.':?"' navy. Its sole object was the
benefit of those who liaii been disabled in the pubIn all the successive laws which had
lic service.
been passed in relation to it, one pervading feature
was to be found, viz; that none were to receive the
benefit of the fund but those who had suffered for
But in 1337 an entirely new princi-their country.
ple had been introduced; for its introiluction some
blamed one of the great political parties, and others

blamed the other. To whom the blame justly belonged was now immaterial; the law had passed, and
it provided that these naval pensions were to be paid,
not to those who had sulfered in tlie service and
defence of their country, but to the widows and children of those who might, at any previous time, have
died in the service, whether they had suffered or
And it also provided that, when pensions were
not.
paid to invalids, or persons who had incurred disability, the pension should be reckoned back to the
date of the disability, as well as forward from the
date of the act. The fund was found to be much
larger than was actually needed for such application
as had originally been contemplated, and the interest arising from it amounted to a large sum annually. Government was pledged to keep it as a sacred
trust held for the benefit of the defenders of the
country; but the law which had been hastily passed
operated to divert the fund into a different channel,
and to sweep almost the whole of it away. The
question arising from such a state of things was,
whether it was not now time to stop, and to lepeal
a law having such an operation? He thought it was.
It had been said that this application ot the fund
was a sacred debt; Mr. S. contended that, in reference to the persons he had mentioned, it was no
Had they done or sufferdebt, but a.mere gratuity.

Not at all. Did it
ed any thing for the country?
appear that their parents had suffered any thing?
No. They had died while in the service; that was
Where, then, was the justice of continuing
all.
such pensions? and how was that a debt where there
was no quid pro quo? He thought that this was the
time to shut the gate, before the dud of applicants
should sweep away the little remnant of the fund
As he did not doubt, however,
that still remained.
that the minds of most gentlemen were already made
up on the subject, he would lorbear lurther remark.

He hoped the amendment would prevail.
Mr. Reed, of Massachusells, said that, since the
law of IS37 had been named, and Mr. R. had been
alluded to as having been one of the members of the
naval committee who reported it to the house, it
might be proper for him to state that he had opposed
the bill, and had warned the house at the time what its
He had done this even before that,
effect would be.
when the principle was intioduced in the bill for the
That bill had passed the
relief of Mrs. Decatur.
house, but Mr. R. had strongly opposed it, on principle.
As to the law of 1837, it passed with little
deliberation, in a hasty, inconsiderate manner; but,
before the house undertook to repeal it, the bill
ought to be examined with deliberation. It had been
passed rashly and hastily, and now it seemed the
house was asked to repeal it in the same manner.
Mr. R. had been ready "to vote for the repeal for more
than a year past, but he was not willing to repeal it
in this form; it was an improper mode, and therefore he hoped the amendment would not pass, but
.that the committee svould take up the obnoxious bill
and modify it, and then report it to the house in a
new

shape; but let
this hasty manner.

it

not

be repealed at a blow,

in
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TWENTY-SIXTH C0NGRESS-2d SESSION.
SENATE.
Januarys. The vice president laid before the
senate a message made in compliance with a resolution of the 3d instant.
The following memorials and petitions were presented and appropriately referred:
By Mr. Wright, from the pilots of New York in
the neighborhood of Hell Gate, praying a repeal of
the laws of 1837 relating to pilots.
By Mr. Phelps, resolutions of the state of Vermont favorable to such amendment of the constitution as will restrict the president from being eligible to a second term.
By Mr. fi"cAanu!i, eight memorials signed by a
great number of the merchants and citiaens of Philadelphia, praying that the spirit ration may be
abolished in the navy, and tea, coffee, or other
small stores substituted therefor.
By Mr. Southard, from 350 citizens ot Newark,
in New Jersey, praying the passage of a general and
uniform bankrupt law.
By Mr. Nicholux, from the chamber of commerce
of New Orleans, asking the enactment of a uniform
bankrupt law.
On motions by Mr. Linn and Mr. Anderson, papers were taken from files relating to private claims
and again referred.
Mr. Wall, from the committee on the judiciary,
reported a bill for the punishment of certain crimes
against the United Slates.
Mr. Sturgeon, introduced, on leave, a bill making
certain appropriations for the patent office, twice
read and referred.
Mr. Nicholas, introduced on leave, a bill to authorise the issuing of patents for certain entries of
public lands; twice read and referred.
The hill for the benefit of the Howard institution
of Washington was considered in committee ol the
whole; and after some debate, in which the bill was
advocated by Messrs. Jl/errkfe, Walker anii o\heiS,
and opposed by Messrs. Tappan and Hubbard, was
ordered to be engrossed by a vote of 29 to 7.
The senate then proceeded to take up the special
order the bill for a permanent prosj]ective preemption system; when Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, rose
and addressed the senate at length against the bill,
and was followed by Mr. Wright and Mr. Linn in
At a late hour the senate adjourned.
its support.
January 7. The vice president laid belore the senate a message from the president of the United
States in compliance with a resolution of the senate, covering a report from the secretary of war,
showing the number of soldiers enlisted during the
late war that are entitled to bounty lands.
Also, from the secretary of the treasury, in com-

—

pliance with a resolution of the 4th instant, transmitting information relative to Ihe payment of a
certain claim said to be due to the commissioners
appointed for the settlement of the Yazoo claims.
Also, from the post office department, transmitting, in obedience to law, a statement showing the
names and compensation of the clerks in that de-

partment.
Also, from the secretary of the treasury, a statement from the banks of the District of Columbia,
showing the condition of their affairs on the 1st of
January.
Petitions were presented and referred.
Mr. Wright, from the committee on finance, reported a bill authorising the secretary of Ihe treasury to extend further indulgence to certain deposite banks.
Also, making an unfavorable report on the petition of the sufferers' at Natchez by the late tornado.
number of bills of a private and local charac-

A

ter

were

On

also reported.

motion of Mr. Tappan,

Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be directed to comniunicaie to the senate, at as early a
period as praclical>le, in a detailed tabular furm, all
the inforniaiion in the possession of iiis department in
answer to the following questions:
1st. What amount has the federal government lost,
from its organization to ibis time, by the employment
of banks, by the use of bank paper, or by its conne."cion in any wise with banks, including the depreciation

Mr. Tilliitghast said he was in favor of the bill
When the
before the bouse, and should vote for it.
bill was introduced, the whole house seemed agreed;
nobody disputed that the existing deficit in the navy
pension lund must be provided for. But it was a
very ditferent question how much of the law of 1S37
t was proper to repeal.
That bill had been passed of bank paper?
on many good and important reasons, and it was
2J. What amount the people of the United States
cherished in the feelings of many; he trusted it have lost, from the commencement of the government
would not, at one stroke, be abolished, and no sub- to this time, by the failure and suspension of banks
by the loss and
stitute provided; he hoped this would not thus be and by the depreciation ol bank paper,
the e.vistence of
attempted in the shape of a rider loan appropriation destruction of bank notes, and by
use of bank paper generally?
bill.
He could not believe that any Iriend of the banks and the
the
government
and
paid,
people
3d. What have the
navy would be found advocating such a measure in
directly and indirectly, to the aggregate banks of the
such a form.
Unitecl States, for the use of these institutions, annualMr. Pecif said he was a friend to the bill before ly, for the last ten years?
ihe house, and, *s such, would move the pievicjus
fth. Vyijct proportion of the stock of the several
(question.
banks ii\ tue UnUvCl Slates is at this time owned by
The motion was seconded, put, and carried, the fprei^ers?
aiaeodment adopted, and the bUJ forthwith passed,
''the bill for the Ijeaeht Ctf the Howard institute,
read the third time and passed.
• ud aeot to the seAjte,

Ws

815

Several bills of a private and local nature were considered in committee, and ordered to be engrossed.
The prospective pre-emption bill was taken up
as the special order, when Mr. Huntington rose and
addressed the senate at some length against Ihe
bill, as did Mr. Graham and Mr. Preston.
Mr.
Hubbard and Mr. Young tbllowed in its support.
At about 4 o'clock, the senate adjourned.
January S. The vice president laid before the senate a letter from the treasury department, transmitting a report from the commissioner of Ihe general land otfice, in relation to the public lands.
Also, from the war department, showing the expenditure of the contingent fund of Ihe military establishment during the year 1840.
Also, from the governor of Iowa, memorials of
Ihe legislative council of that territory, asking appropriations for Ihe erection of a penitentiary and

making military roads.
Mr. Benton presented the

credentials of Samuel
McRoberts, senator elect from Illinois, after Ihe 4lh
next; which were placed on file.
Memorials and petitions were presented and af)propriately referred, and a number of reports from
committees made, which will be noticed in tiieir

March

progress.
Mr. Linn, on leave, introduced a bill to provide
for the protection and settlement of Oregon, and to
extend the laws of the United States over the same.
Mr. L. on the introduction of Ibis bill, made
some remarks explanatory of the causes which induced him to offer it to the consideration of the
senate, and went at some length into the history of
the settlement of thai territory, and the encroachments made on it by British traders.
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
Ihe special order, viz: the bill to establish a permanent and prospective pre-emption system; when
Mr. .Anderson rose ami addressed llie senate at
length in support of the bill.
Mr. Mangum, wishing to address the senate on
the bill, proposed to its liiends to postpone its
further consideration to Monday, when he promised them his aid in getting the question upon ordering it to a third reading.
Mr. Linn made a few remarks in reply to one
part of what had been said yesterday by Mr. Preston.
That gentleman had expressed an opinion
that the apprehensions of many gentlemen widi
regard to danger on our western Ironlier from incursions of the Indians were without foundation,
inasmuch as it was much more likely that those
wild warriors and hunters would attempt excursions over the prairies and among the Cumanche.-i
and Caddos than make assaults upon the denser
settlements of the whites, where they could expect
only an armed resistance. It would be sufficient
to take off' the force of this argument to state that
facts were against it, inasmuch as Ihe Indians had
already made three successive attacks on Ihe white
settlements; how many more they might attempt,
it was not for him to say.
Mr. Preston explained. He had not said that
there was no danger on the frontier
he knew that
danger did exist there; but he apprehended it had
been sufficiently provided for by the establishment
of military posts, the raising of regiments, &c. He
still
thought that, ultimately, the Indians would
find it easier to go westward, but he did not insist
upon the argument.
Some conversation took place about postponing
the bill to Monday, when Mr. Crittenden said that
he could, on certain conditions, vole for a pre-emption bill; and, as the best mode of stating what they
were, he would ask leave to read a motion, for recommitment of the bill with instructions, which
he had prepared and wished to offer at a proper
time.
Mr. C. then read as follows:
Recoiled, That the bill he recommitted to the conimiitee that reported it, with instructions to report anieudments thereto to the following effect:
l.st. To disiribule
the proceeds of the .=ales of the
public lands among the several stales of the union i.i

—

and equitable proportions.
2d. To CTant to actual bona fide settlers upon the
public lands the right of pre-emption to any quantity
thereof not exceeding one-half section, or 323 acres,
including place of settlement, at the mininunn price
of SI 25 per acre, with such provisions as shall limit
ihis right ofsetdement and pre-emption to actual bona
fide settleis whose estate at the time of settlement shall
not exceed the value of 1,000 dollars; and further, with
such provisions as shall effectually exclude the wealthier speculators from all benefits under this law, and
shall prevent them from interfering with, or participating in, the privilege and right of settlement and preemption which are hereby granted and intended f r

ju.«t

the sole advantage of the
cultivators of tiie soil.

needy and honest

Mr. C. wished the motion

settlers

to lie over (or

and

the
present and the instructions to be printed.
Mr. ii/m gave notice Uiat, should this motion be
pressed, he should move to amend the instruction

.
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debt to re-estab- also to change the present system of representation.
so as to require that the entire future proceeds of commence with creating a public
which had been load- Motion to receive ordered to lie on the table.
the public lands be devoted lo the maintenance ana lish that system of commerce
establishing
By Mr. Webster, the memorial of a number of
increase of the navy, and the providing suitable na- ed down with taxes, for the purpose of
a national bank. The new bank could not be creat- citizens of Massachusetts, asking the enactment of
tional deferices.
debt
debt;
that
a
general
public
bankrupt law.
of
a
the
existence
ed
without
Mr.Benloii observed with some appearance of exAlso, from citizens of Massachusetts, asking the
States must be sold to
cileiQent, that the instructions of the senator froio must be created; the United
gentlebank,
as
passage
of
bank.
a law to grant to the district courts concapital
for
a
create
the
what
increase
to
proposal
to
a
Kentucky aioounted
without a national current jurisdiction with the circuit courts over
he and his friends said existed, and the existence of men well knew, could not exist
which Mr. B. and those on his siile of the house de- debt. The debt of the nation was the stock of the offences committed on the hi:;h seas, and within
could not manage to get a the mariiime jurisdiction d' the United States.
nied, viz: a national df bt. He thanked the senator for bank; and gentlemen
portion of the
Mr. W. said, as a bill had already been reported
coining; out, at once, with this proposal to create ^ public debt without throwing away a
then
they would get a new from the committee on the judiciary Ihat embraced
of
revenue,
and
a
public
consequences
necessary
its
with
national debt,
the points, he would simply move that the petition
All men would now be warned tari tf.
tarilland a bank.
He thanked the senator for letting him and his lie on the table and be printed.
that, when the new administration should come
By Mr. Huntington, from the Clarksnn antiinto power, it was to be their policy to add as much friends si.'e what was to be the policy of the new
as possible to the public expenditures, and at the administration; but he hoped they would put off slavery society of Pennsylvania, praying that an
power,
the
extra
inquiry
their
accomplishment
plans
till
the
may be made into the comlition of the
means
in
of
the.se
every
curtail,
by
time
to
same
the public revenue, that the deficit thus created session: for such a session they must have to raise slaves of the District of Columbia and territories
the creation of a great national the ways and means, if the measure succeeded of of the United Stales, for the purpose of afiording
iniijlit occasion
bank. Their whole policy was now laid open in throwing away a part of the existing revenue. If them relief. The motion to receive was ordered to
He thanktd the senator any thing was to be added to the existing burdens lie on the table.
all its odious deformity.
By Mr. Porter, from citizens of Michigan, askHe thanked him for avowing him- of the counlry, it shoulil, (so far as he was confor his motion.
self, yesterday, in favor of a national bank; and he cerned), be done by gentlemen on the other side. ing the passa£:e of a bankrupt law.
By Mr. Henderson, a document relative to purthanked him lor now coming forward with a pro- Let them call a new congress to supply deficiencies
He repeated his chasing from the Woodville lyceum of Mississippi,
posal to withdraw the landed revenue of t'ue go- and warrant new expenditures.
vernment, for the purpose of introducing loans and thanks to Mr. Criltendeii for bringing forward his for the use of the National institute in Washington,
all the fossil skeletons collected in Missouri.
tax^s.
He thanked him. Mr. B. was ready at any motion.
By Mr. Anderson, from Elisha Adair, praying
Mr. Crittenden said that, in all good temper and
time to enter on the contest, let there be no bushwacking, but a fair and open fight. He wanted to benevolent feeling, he returned his acknowledg- the redemption of a large sum of continental paper
see whether a national debt was to be created by ments for the liberal thanks the gentleman had been paid by the government to his father for supplies
withdrawing the revenue arising from the public pleased to give; and he would now extend a little his furnished to the government of the United States
domain. Hi- thanked the gentleman for giving him claims lo ttie honorable senator's gratitude by telling in the revolutionary war.
him that he was in favor of laying such duties as
Mr. Phelps, from the committee on roads and
this timely notice of what was coming.
Mr. CnlUndea said he had intended nothing should furnish a revenue adequate to the econo- canals, reported a joint resolution directing the
more than lo apprise that gentleman and others of mical wants of the government, and no more. He transfer to the stale of Maryland of the stock of
what was his intention to move. He considered was also in favor of distributing the proceeds of the the Chesapeake and Ohio canal standing in the
As to ex- name of the United States, upon certain condithis no more than right and proper; but he had public lands among the several states.
no wish to make his motion the subj.-ct of debate travagant expenditures, he trusted that the example tions, without amendment, together with a special
The honorable senator from of the administration now going outof power would report thereon.
at this moment.
Missouri was entirely welcome to all the advan- prove a sufficient warning to deter from imitation
Mr. Sener, from the committee on Indian affairs,
tage lie could derive from the public manner in even a less wise administration than that which reported a bill to provide for running and marking
He had would come into power on the 4th of March next. the northern boundary line of a tract of land rewliich Mr. C. had avowed his purpose.
effected
always thought himself too humble an individual Mr. C. hoped to see all he had mentioned
served for the half-breeds of the Sac and Fox InIt was well, dians.
for any purposes or efforts of his to be attended without tile creation of a public debt.
with great results; and this made hiin prompt, per- however, for an administration which had been so
The senate then proceeded to the consideration
haps foo pro:npt and open in avowing his opinions wantonly profligate in its expendilures, now, when of the special order, the bill relating to the perand intentions. He might not, perliaps, he able it was ill its last moments in extremis, to relieve manent and prospective pre-emption system.
to encounter the arguments and the denunciations its conscience by lecturing others against extravaThe question being on Mr. Ci-ittenden's Amendof the senator from Missouri; but he had at least gance.'
ment to distribute the proceeds of the sales among
Mr. Calhoun said Ihat this debate was likely to the stales, and to limit the privilege only to perconveyed to him plainly anrl in writing what he
bad intended to propose. He had no secrtds.— lake a very wide range; he rose not to enter into sons not worth more than §1,000.
What he was for he was for, without equivocation debate, but to give notice that he should move an
Mr. Benton denounced the amendment with some
If this entitled him lo the gra- amendment to tlie instructions proposed by Mr. warmth, as intended to defeat the object of the bill.
or concealment.
Crittenden, one directing the committee to report a
titude of the gentleman from Missouri, he had alMr. Mnnguin spoke at length against all the feaready received more frequenlly repeated expres- bill granling the public lands to the respective tures of the bill, and was followed by
As states in which they were situated. [Much laughsions of it than he had any right to expect.
Mr. Linn, who advocated the pre-emption systo the distribution of the proceeds of the public ter from one side of the senate.]
tem in its utmost latitude.
The instructions were ordered to be printed.
lands among the slates, it was no new measure.
Mr. Calhoun then moved to amend the amendA bill lor that purpose had passed both houses by
At hall-past three, the senate went into execu- ment by striking out all after the enacting clause,
large majorities, and the sole obstacle which pre
tive session.
After the doors were re-opened, Mr.
substituting "the bill to cede the public lands
and
vented it from becoming a law was nolorious lo Wiilker submitted the following resolution, giving
Was it so passing strange that for his reasons that the papers in question would lo the states in which Ihey lie, on certain condithe whole counlry.
tions."
proposed
renewed
now
to
be
be
a measure should
serve to disabuse the minds of the British colonists.
Mr. C. said he desired lo present his views on
which the people of the states had always clung to?
Resolved, That the committee on foreign relations be
this question, which might occupy the senate for
His legislature had given Mr. C. instructions on insiructed to inquire into the expediency of causing to
an hour or an hour, but as the hour was late,
half
this subject; and had his opinion been less clear and be procured and submitted to the senate copies of the
he would take another occasion to do so. As the
decided than it was, their voice would have been debate in the British parliament prior to the j'ear 1S20,
amendment offered by the senator from Kentucky
in
relation
to
northeastern
boundary
ol^
the
the
United
however,
He
would
not,
sulKcienl to control him.
had opened all the ground relating to the question,
so far forego his deti'riuinalion as to suffer himself States, and copies of land ddes emanating from the
British oovernmeni repugnant in the calls of said titles he hoped the debate would now lake the widest
to he drawn into a debale on the matter now.
range. On motion, the senate adjourned.
to tile boundary now claimed by said government.
Mr. Benton again thanked Mr. ft. for his fratik
On this resolution a debate ensued, in which
January 12. Memorials and petitions were preness, and for the timely notice he had given; though
Messis. IVebiler, Clay, of Ky. Preston, ^llen and
Mr. B needed no notice on a subject like this, on IVidker participated, alter which he resolution was, sented by Messrs. Norvell, Pierce, Ruggles, Wall,
Hubbard and Benton.
which he was prepared to speak at any time. The
Walker,
laid
Mr.
on
the
suggestion
of
the
table.
at
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, from the committee on
genlle.'iiaii on the oilier side had told the senate
And the seriate adjourned to Blonday.
public lands, reported a bill to regulate the land ofthat there now existed a national debt of twenly.fanuanj 11. Mr. Anderson presented the cre- fices in the slate of Indiana and for other purposes,
stveii millions, and had called on the senate for a
dentials of Mr. A. O. P. Nicholson, appointed a with an amendment.
tax on French silks and French wine.^; yes, on
Mr. Young, from the committee on roads and caFrench silks and French wines; for a tax on French senator from the slate of Tennessee to serve until
the meeting of the next legislature, in the room ol nals, asked to be discharged from the consideration
silks and French wines; they had heard the words
Mr. Nicholson was of the following memori^ils:
the late Mr. Felix Grundi/.
olten enough. These taxes were to be laid to make
qualihed,
seat.
and took his
From the directors of the Mount Carmel rail road
up lor deficiencies in the revenue. They were duly
Mr. Clay presented the credentials of Mr. Crit- company; from the legislalure of Louisiana; and
asked to dislurb the whole commerce of the countenden, senator elect after the 4tli of March, 1841, from the citizens of Alleghany in relation to the
try, so far as France was coiicerned, to make up
which were read, and ordered to be placed on file. navigation of Alleghany river.
the deliciency in the revenue; the nccessily was so
The following memorials and petitions were preThe following bills were introduced, on leave,
urgent that they could not lose a moment. It was
twice read and appropriately referred:
to no purpose that the secretary of the treasury had sented and appropriately referred:
By Mr. Tullmadge, from a number of importing
By Mr. Clay, of Ala. a bill for the relief of the
sent in his estimates showing Ihat the income was
sufficient to meet the expenditure of the year; not merchants of the city of New York, praying to be Eagle rail road and lumber company.
By Mr. Young, a bill for the continuation of the
at all; gentlemen said we must lay taxes, and lay released from the payment of duties on certain
them at once; we must have taxes, and taxes now; goods destroyed by fire, and that a law may be Cumberland road through the states of Ohio, Inand if not, then the odium (should he confine him- passed authorising the distribution of the sales of diana and Illinois.
Mr. Ta/ipan moved to amend the 9th joint rule ^
sell to that word.' yes. he would confine himself ti such goods a? were saved among the proprietors.
Also, several memorials from citizens of Ulica of the two houses as follows, which was ordered to
the odium of a called session ol
the word odium)
conire.=s was to be thrown on those wdio refused. and Poughkcepsie, New York, and from Cleveland, be printed:
"That before any commillee of either house of
And while they threatened the odium of this mea- Ohio, severally praying the passage of a bankrupt
congress shall report a bill in favor of any private
sure of an extra session, here came in a proposal
l!y Mr. BiicAa/inn. from the anti-slavery society claim, it shall be the duly of the chairman of such
to take off three and a half millions at once from
He thanked the gentleman of east Pennsylvania, praying an amendment to committee to call upon the proper department, with
the public revenue.
fro n Kentucky for showing his hand, and. in that, the constitution so as to release the people from the business of which said claim is connected, for
It was to any obligation to restore absconding slaves; and all such facts and evidence as may be in possessigo
the hand of the new administration.
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The question on the suspension of the rules was
of such department, or any officer thereof, toiichin
such claim; the answer to which shall be reported then put and carried whereon, the house resolved
itself into a committee of the whole, (Mr. Williams,
with said bill."
The following bills were severally considered as of N. C. in the chair), ami took up the bill.
Mr. Cashing asked for information on the subin committee of the whole, and ordered to be en
ject, which was given by Mr. W.
Johnson.
A bill to authorise the legislature of the state of Mr. Hubbard moved an amendment to the bill,
Arkansas to sell the lands heretofore appropriated that the expense of the lunatics be charged on the
city, on the authorities in which these paupers were
for the use of schools in Ihat state.
A bill to perfect the titles to lands south of the located. It v^'as properly a subject which should be
Arkansas river, heM under New Madrid locations left alone on the local authorities. That the house
was not organized for the purpose of regulating the
and pre-emption rights, under the act of 1814.
bill in addition to an act to promote the pro- poor house in the District of Columbia,
it the provisions of the bill were carried out, the paupers of all
gress of the useful arts.
A joint resolution to authorise the secretary of the states would flock in here, and we should have
the treasury to extend further indulgence to certain notional paupers. Mr. Johnson observed that the
deposile banks.
bill provided lor lunatics.
Mr. Hubbard said there
A number of relief bills were also considered in was no ditTerence, but the means by which they
raised their support was the same.
committee and ordered to be engrossed.
Mr. Morgan
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of thought the amendment very necessary. That the
the special order, the bill relating to the permanent city of Washington ought to remove their lunatics
and prospective pre-emption system, when M.'-. to Baltimore, without coming to congress to ask
Calhoun rose and addressed the senate at length in leave.
Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson said that the states profavor of his substitute for" the amendment of Mr.
vided for their lunatics.
Crittenden.
Congress was the local
Mr. Crittenden followed, and was replied to by legislature of the District will you not even act
Mr. Benton, when, at a late hour, the senate ad- the pait of the states. The expenses would be
comparatively trifling.
He hoped that congress
journed.
would not act on a principle different from that appli-

—
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Wednesday, Jan. 6. Mr. Jones, ot Virginia, from
the committee of ways and means reported a bill
making appropriations for the support of the army
for the year 1S4I; which was twice read and referred to the committee of the whole on the state of the
union, and with the accompanying documents ordered to be printed.
Petitions were presented by Messrs. Cliinn, Rariden and Grinnell.
Mr. Fillmore asked leave to introduce a bill "to
regulate the taking of tes'imonv in cases of contested elections and for other purposes;*' which was
referred to the committee on elections and ordered
to be printed.
Mr. Davis, of Indiana, presented an amendment
which he should olfer to a bill for the support of the
army, and moved it be printed; which was carried.
Mr. Cliinn gave notice of a bill in relation to lands
in Louisiana that he would ask leave to introduce
at some future day.
Mr. Thompson, of Miss, according to previous
notice, asked leave to introduce a bill in relation
to the Choctaw Indians; which was refeired to the
committee on Indian attairs and ordered to be printed.

Mr, Leonard, from the committee on the public
buildings, which was instructed to inquire whether
the falling of the cliandelier in the hall of the house
was caused by a defect in the workmanship and
construction; and whelher any money had been
paid for it, and if not, whether any ought to be paid,
made a report upon the subject. The committee
enter into a lull account of the making of the contract, its terms and conditions, and express their
opinion that its provisions have been fully complied with by the contractors; and that they consider
the falling of the chandelier "as one of those casualties incident to all material things, and which, like
almost every one that occurs, it is so easy to see
how it might have been avoided when too late." It
appears that the utmost caution was used to submit
the materials to very severe tests before they were
suspended, and no effort was spared to give assurance of its safety. The committee report that no
money has been paid to the contractors; that the
remaining materials are valued at $400, which the
contractors are willing to take back.
In full view
of all the circumstances, the committee come to the
conclusion to recommend a strict compliance with
the contract, by directing the clerk to pay over to
Co. the contractors, such balance
Messrs. Hooper
as may be coming to them, alter deducting the $400
for the broken materials.
The report was read, when, on motion of Mr.
Brings, it was concurred in; and so the clerk was
directed to pay for tlie chaiidelier accordin.; to contract, deduciing $400 from the amourit, and to give
up the fragments to the contractors.
Mr. Win. Cost Johnson moved » suspension of
the rules that he might report a bill providing lor
the relief of the lunatics of the District of Columbia.
He was sure that the house would not be live
minutes in the consideration of it. He moved that
the house go into a committee of the whole on the
consideration of the bill.
Mr. Calvary Morrii hoped that the house would
consent at once to take up this bill.
He was satisfied, alter having visited the prison where they were
confined, that the subject demanded the immediate
attention of the house, and of every benevulirit in-

&

dividual.

He hoped the gentleman would
withdraw his amendment; and if not, that the house
would reject it.
Mr. Reed spoke at some length. He was in favor
of the bill without the amendment.
Mr. Hubbard said that the states did not support
all their lunatics; pauper lunatics were the proper
ed by the states.

charge on the states.

Mr. Philip Thomas moved an amendment
the

bill

might read lunatic

that

/)a?/;>ers.

Mr. Vanderpoel suggested to the gentleman from
Maryland the propriety of another amendment confining the bill to the
in this District.

that offered by

lunatics

who had

a residence

The amendments were lost; except
Mr. Thomas, and the bill was report-

ed to the house.

Mr. Hubbard moved to lay the whole subject on
the table; the vote on which was taken by yeas and
nays, and the motion lost: yeas 55, nays 107.
The bill was then read the ttiird time, and the
vote called on the final passage of the bill.
Mr. Cave Johnson said it authorised congress to
take on itself the lunatic paupers of this District.
He was unwilling to adopt this principle, and wished to reconi his vote in the negative; and therefore
called for the yeas and nays.
Mr. Davis noticed an inconsistency between the
title of the bill and its provisions. The bill was entitled "a bill for temporary relief," whereas its provisions were permanent in every sense of the word.
Mr. W.

C. Johnson had no objection to changing
said that the committee regarded it as
temporary, supposing that at some future time an

its title.

—

He

—
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contested election from the state of Pennsylvania,
between Messrs. Naylor and Ingersoll. And Mr.
Naylor being entitled to the floor Mr. Fillmore
rose (at the request, he was understood to say, of
Mr. Naylor), and moved thatthe further consideration of the subject be postponed until to-morrow
morning. He '(Mr. F.) understood that Mr. Nay.
lor was very much out of health, and that he desired, as a favor, that a postponement might lake place.
J\lr. Monroe hoped another day, and not to-morrow, would be fixed upon. It was private bill day
and ought not, in the present state of the calendar,
to be given up to other purposes.
Mr. Fillmore said he would then, at the request
of many gentlemen around him, propose Monday
next.
Mr. Wise thought that, before a day was
fixed, the house should ascertain the disposition of
Mr. Naylor himself. Mr. Naylor then rose and
said a few words, of which nothing could be heard
by the reporter beyond the statement of the fact
that he had suffered severely all night, and (as he
was understood) that Monday would be agreeable

—

to

him.

Mr. Vanderpoel inquired of the speaker whc-ther
would come up as a privileged question.
The speaker replied in the affirmative. And, the
the subject

question having been taken, the further consideration of the subject was postponed until Monday
next.

The motion of Mr. Fillmore, to reconsider the
vote of yesterday, rejecting the bill to make temporary provision lor lunatics in the District of Columbia, came up, in order, for consideration.
Mr. Reed said that the reporter of the Globe had
misunderstood him as to one or two things. He
was reporteil to have said that the marshal of this
District had an annual salary of ten thousand dollars
and the persons in jail were in the most wretched
condition.
I said (observed Mr. R.) that the income or emoluments of the office of marshal of this
District were said to be ten thousand dollars, and
that it was saiil that the persons in jail were in a
most wretched condition, and (said Mr. R.) I believe it.
The income or emoluments of office arise
from fees and the profits o'' boarding prisoners tor
about .$2 50 per week,
I hope (said Mr, R.)
that the motion will prevail, and that the vote rejecting the bill may be
reconsidered, I feel bound, as an act of justice and
humanity, to make provision for the unfortunate
lunatics in this District,
They do assemble here,
for various causes, from all parts of the country.
They are in a miserable and wretched condition.
Humanity demands relief for them. This District
ought not in justice, they are not able in fact, to
bear the tax of supporting these lunatics; I am
therefore in favor of supporting these rational lunatics from the national treasury.

Mr. Tillinghasl suggested that what seemed to
him to be required was a simjile change in the
phraseology of the bill, by inserting the word "pau-

asylum might be erected. Their object was econo- pers" in the last as well as in the former part.
He thought, also, that the bill should contain a
my that congress was unwilling to build an asylum

—

at

its operation to the lunatics who
mislit have been inhahitanis of the District of Coluiiihia.
His motive yesterday in asiiing for a
withdrawal of the previous question was, tliat he
might suggest these alterations, as he could not vote
for the bill in the form in which it then stood.
He
was in favor of the bill, provided such an alteraHon
was made in the phraseology as would carry out the
real objects which it was intended to accomplish.

provision limiting

present.

Mr. Garland inquired whether there had not acts
Mr. W.
passed heretofore of a similar character
Cost Johnson replied that there had not to his knowletige.

Mr. Fillmore said it was an imperfect bill. He
moved to recommit the bill that he might have an
opportunity to offer an amendment limiting its duration; and thus calling on the city hereafter to
The previous question was moved by Mr. Marmake provisions for its lunatics instead of dependvin, and demanded, put and carried.
ing on a permanent provision bj' congress.
And the question of reconsideration was then
Mr. Peck desired that the gentleman would conHe could not vote for taken by yeas and nays, and decided in the affirmasent to the recommitment.
He tive, as lollows: yeas 95, nays 62.
it in this shape; was exceedingly desirous to.
The reconsideration being carried
favored a limitation of the bill.
Mr. Fillmore moved that the bill be recommitted
Mr. Wm. Cost Jonnson moved the previous questo the committee of the whole house on the state of
tion.
The main question on the passage of the bill was the union for the purpose of amendment.
Mr. Jameson moved Ihat it be recommitted to the
then taken and negatived: yeus 72, nays 82.
Mr Fillmore then moved the reconsideration of committee for the District of Columbia.
The question was fiist put on committing to the
the vote just taken on the passage of the biil, for
the purpose of recommitting and so amendiui; it committee of the whcde on the state of the union,
that himselt and many other of its friends might and carried; yeas 95, nays not counted,
i'\lr. Fillmore then
moved that the rule be susvote for it.
After remarks from several members, the orders pended so as to go immediately into committee of
of the day were then moved by Mr. Cave Johnson, the whole on the bill; carried: yeas 87, nays 57.
The house then resolved itself into committee of
and the house resumed the consideration of the
the whole on the state ot the union, (Mr, Lincoln
Pennsylvania contested election.
Mr. Jngersoll resumed his argument from yester- in the chair).
The bill was then read by the clerk.
day, in support of his right to the seat now held by
Mr. Fillmore moved to add the following seclion:
Mr. Naylor, and concluded at 3 o'clock.
"That this act shall continue in force until the 4th
Mr. Naylor then rose to address the house, but
day of March, 1843, and no longer."
gave way to a general call for adjournment.
Mr. Peek moved further to amend so as to conWhereupon, a motion to that effect having pretinue the operation of the biil to pauper lunatics of
vailed, the house adjiurned.
Thursday, Jan. 7. The .j/jcc/cer having announc- the District of Columbia whose support is legally
ed the business before the house to be the case of the chargeable thereto; this was also agreed to.

—
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The bill was opposed, at considerable length byMessrs. Hand and Hubbard; who were replied to,
and the passage of the bill advocated by Messrs.
VV. Thompson, W. C. Johnson, Dawson, Brings,
Monroe and ^Iford; when, on motion of Mr. Fillmore, the committee rose and reported the bill with
the two amendments, they were concurred in, and
the bill was ordered to a third reading.
It was then read the third time, and the question
on its passage was taken by yeas and nays, and decided in the alfirmative, yeas llO, nays 59. So the

—

was passed.

bill

The

speaker laid before the house the following

communications,
1.

A

letter

viz:

from the treasurer of the United

his quarterly acfor the service of the post office department
each year ending
1S38
and
1839,
years
1837,
for the
on the 30lh June.
The letter of the treasurer states that the balance
to his credit for the use of the post otfice department in the late deposite banks is ,«;22,S44— ol that
amount, $.-22,827 is in the Bank of tlie Metropolis,
and detained by the bank in satisfaction of certain
alleged claims against the post oflice department.
The balance in his hands and in the hands of subtreasurers belonging to the department is :J:I2,921.
Referred to the committee on expenditures in the

States,

Mr. Selden, transmitting

counts

post office department.

A

letter from the secretary of the treasury,
2.
transmitting the annual statements showing the
condition of the several banks of the District of Columbia. Laid on the table.
letter from the secretary of the navy, with
S.
a printed copy ol the Naval Register for 1841, for

A

each member.
4. A letter from the postmaster general, accompanied by a list of the clerks employed in his department in the year 1S40, with the pay of each.
There were 59 clerks— the salary of each clerk is
named, but the aggregate amount paid during the
year is not given. Laid on the table.
5. A lelter from the postmaster general, accompanied with a list of regular and temporary agents
employed by the jiost office department, with the
amount paid to each from July 1, 1839, to November 30, 1840.
The regular agents are Arthur Nelson, Howard
Kennedy, Wm. Tanner, C. G. McHulton, James
Brown, Alvin Haynes, George Plitt, at a regular
salary of $1,600 each, with allowances for transportation, subsistence, and other expenses, about equal

in the aggregate, to the regular salary.
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Resolved, That the cominittee on revolutionary pensions be instructed to inquire into the e.i:pediency of
continuing for the term ot five vears the pensions allowed under the act granting half-pay and pensions to
certain widows, passed July 7, 1S38.
Mr. I'ecle thought the subject was already before
the house in the shape of a bill; at least, the committee had directed the chairman to report a bill,
which he thought embraced all thai was contemplated bv the resolution.
Mr. Taliaferro said that a bill had been reported

1

Sundry bills heretofore received from the senate
severally received their first and second readings,
and were referred which will be more particularly noticed in their progress.

—

Mr. Cashing made an inett'ectual attempt to go
info commltlee uf the whole on the bill to provide
for the salislaclion of claims of certain American
citizens for spoliations committed on their co
inerce'piior to3d July, 1801.
Mr. Curtis, from the committee on commerce,
reported a bill authorising and providing for th
purchase of a lot of land adjoining the custom house
which was twice read and referred
in New York,
to the committee of the whole on the state of the

—

union.

Mr. Monroe, from the committee on military af
fairs, reported a bill to found a military asylum (or
the relief and support of invalid soldiers of Ihe army
of the United Slates; committed to the committee
of the whole on the state of the union and ordered
to be printed.
Mr. M. moved to print an extra number of copies
and report which accompanied it; wliicl
over under the rule.
of other reports were made on private
and local matters and several committees discharged from petitions and memorials which had been
erroneously referred, and they were committed to
of (he

motion

A

bill

lies

number

appropriate committees.

Mr. Davis, of Imliana, moved an adjournment,
which was carried" and the house adjourned.
Friday, Jan. 8.
Mr. Everett asked leave
ducc Ibc follurting resolution:

to iniro

its

speedy

Mr. Pirkens objected, and gave his reasons.
Mr. Curtis further explained, and moved a sus-

pension of the rules, so as to put the bill on its passage.
The question was put, and the rules were suspended.
The bill was then ordered to a third reading, was
read the third time, and passed, and sent lo the senate for concurrence.
which, upon explanation, was found not to embrace
Mr. Winihrop obtained leave to offer the followthe provisions contemplated by the resolution of ing resolution, which was read and agreed to:
Mr. Everett.
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be inThe introduction of the resolution wasobjected to. structed to inquire into tlie expediency of making the
Mr. Everett moved a suspension of the rule, and same provision for the payment of the arrears of their
called for the ayes and noes.
salaries to the clerks in the custom house at Boston,
Alter explanatory remarks from Mr. Peck, Mr. which has already been made in behalf of the clerks in
Taliaferro, Mr. Hand and Mr. Galbrailh, the ques- the custom houses at New York and Philadelphia.
Air. Salionstall obtained leave to offer the followayes 99, noes
tion on suspending the rule was put
There not being two-thirds, the rule was not ing resolution, which was read and agreed lo:
53.
Resolved, That the secretury of the navy be directsuspended.
what amount of money
Mr. Casey, from the committee on the public ed to communicate to this house
was received by the United States under the act of
lands, lo which was referred the bill from the senate
June 26, 1812, and the act of February 13, 1813, proto authorise the inhabitants of township 8 north,
viding that two per cent, of the nett amouiit of prize
range 32 west, in the state of Arkansas, to en- money arising from captures made by the private armter a section of land in lieu of the 16th section, ed vessels of the [Tnited Slates be set apart as a penupon condition that the same is surrendered to the sion fund, as set forth in said act; also, to report wheUnited States for military purposes, reported that ther the same, or any, and what part thereof was inIt was then committed
vested, and if so, in what stocks or securities, and at
the bill ought not to pass.
what prices the said investments, and also the sales
to the committee of the whole house to-morrow.
Mr. Underwood, from the select committee on thereof were made. And also to report when the said
pension fund became exhausted, and how much of the
the explosion of steam boilers, made the following
same, or ihe nett proceeds arising therefrom, was paid
report;
to persons other than those for whose use the said fund
"The select committee to whom was referred the was pledged by the said acts, and under and by virtue
petition of John Coates and others, relating to of subsequent acts.
steamboat disasters and the means of prevention,
Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, obtained leave
and likewise the report and bills submitted to the to offer the following resolution:
house at the last session by the select committee to
Resolved, That the secretary of the navy be required
whom the petition of Samuel Raub relative to his to communicate to this house ihe proceedings of the
self-acting valves was referred, report: That they naval courts martial for the trials of commandant Johave adopted the report and bills subinilted by the seph Snioot, lieuts. Joseph Siallings and J. C. Sharpe.

—

Mr. Kemble moved

committee during the last session, and herewith present the same, and recommend the adoption
of the following resolution:
"Resolved, That the bills herewith presented shall be
day of
considered on the
, and made
the special order on that and each succeeding day until
they are disposed of.''
select

The

tion, as thus

following:
authorise the president to employ persons to construct apparatus with a view to extinguish files on board steamboats, and to test its uti-

A

to

amend

the resolution

by

adding the following:
"Also copies of the general order in the cases of lieuts.
Sharpe and Stallings, exhibiting the reasons for confirming the decision of the court martial in the one case,
and modifying it in the other.''
The amendment was agreed to, and the resolu-

bills are the

At

bill to

amended, was adopted.
Mr. Stanly, the

the request of

bill

to

pay over

to the states the fourth instalment under the deposite act was directed to be printed.
Mr. Tiirney said, as this was the 8tk of January,

lity;

souri line.

third reading

and explained the necessity of

passage.

he would move that Ihe house adjourn.
Mr. Slanly said the 8th of January was a vey
good day to do something for the widows and orphans, and called for the yeas and nays; which were

The temporary agents were John Manon, John
A bill to provide for purchasing the patent for
A. Webber, Thomas J. Uoyd, Charles H. Kirk, Raub's self-acting safety valve;
Samuel Fry, B. H. Hathaway, Thos. H. Grenville
A bill to amend the act to provide for the better
Vansant
Barker,
J.
A. J. Comstock, Lemuel M.
security of the lives of passengers on board vesS. Doubleday; the nature of the special service is sels propelled in whole or in part by steam, approvtogether with the compensation given
staleil,
which, in general, are small sums. Referred to tin
committee on expenditures in the po.st office de
parlment.
6. A lelter from the governor of the territory of
Iowa; enclosing three memorials; one for post routes;
one for an appropriation for a penitentiary; the olhe
lor a military road from Bloominglon to Iowa city,
then to intersect the road I'lom Dubuque to the Mis-

Mr. C. moved the engrossment and
of the bill,

ordered.
The question was taken, and there appeared—
ed July 7, 1838, and for other purposes.
The bills were severally committed to the com- yeas 19, nays 163.
Mr. Stajily. I congratulate the house that the
the
state
of
the
union.
house
on
mittee of the whole
passed. I hope now, sir,
The question then came up on the resolution to days of glorification are
we can proceed, and attend to private claims demake them a special order.
Mr. S. (hen moved that
attention.
manding
our
Mr. Gushing suggested the propriety of appointthe house resolve itself into committee of the whole
ing a ilistant day for filling the blank in the resoluAnd the
on
private
bills; which was agreed to.
special
order
tion reported by the committee for a
house lesolved itself into committee of the whole
on these bills.
When
on private bills, [Mr. Briggs in the chair.]
Afler some remarks from Messrs. dishing. Underseveral private bills were disposed of, and the house,
wood and Jones, of Virginia, as to the day for filling
on moiion of Mr. Cave Johnson adjourned at half
the blank, it was filled with Monday next two weeks,
past 3 o'clock.
[the 25th iiistant], and the resolution was then
Saturday, Jan. 9. Mr. Campbell, of South Caro-'
adopted by a vote of two-thirds. And so (he bill
Una, and Mr. Bynum, of North Carolina, appearedwas made the special order of the day for Monday,
__
lo-day for the first time the present session.
the 25th inst.
Mr. Lincoln, by leave, introduced a resolution, "J
Petitions were presented, on leave, by Messrs- which, at the suggestion of Mr. Cave Johnson, he
Grinnell, IV. C. Johnson, Mallory, of Virginia, Par- modified, and, as modified, it was adopted, and is as
menter, Brackenridge, Weller. C. H. Williams, To- follows:
land Strong, Doan, Salionstall and Good'..
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be di-i
Mr. Barnard inquired of the chair, how much of reeled to furnish this house a statement of ihe quantilyjj
the morning remained?
of public lands claimed to be purchased by pre-emption;
under the several acts of congress granhngpre-emptioiii
The s/)C«frer answered about 20 minutes.
Mr. Barnard then said that, as this was private rislits to settlers on ihe public lands, distinguishing be-4
tween those under act of conjie.ss passed the22d June,|
bill day, and the contested eleclion would coine on
act granting pie-emption rights 10^
a^ain on Monday, he would waive his right to go 183S, entitled "an
settlers on the public lands;" and, also, under on »cp
resolutions
speech
on
his
upon
the
his
subon with
supplemental to the act aforesaid, passed on the 1st dayjj
ject of the finances till Tuesday next.
of the amount of money received?
1840,
and
of June,
This was assented to, and so the subject is post- into the treasury from the respective land offices in theT
poned until Tuesday the 12tli instant.
several land districts in which the public lands ore]
Mr. Crabb obtained leave to introduce the follow- situated. And that he also inform the house whntM
ing resolution, which was read and adopted:
number of natenis to purchasers of the public landsj:^
Resolved, That the committee on the judiciary be in- who have duly and legally made entries of the same.j.siructed to inquire and report whether it be legal for the and paid the purchase money therefor, are suspended,,
justices of the supreme court of the United States to by reason of the operation of the aforementioned aclsj.
reside out of the limits of the circuit lo wdiich they are and upon what cause and for vv-hat time such patents'
respectively assigned; and if it is le"al so to reside, to are to be withheld; and whether, in any event, the U.
inquire into the expediency of prohibiting, by statute States are made liable to refund to ihe persons who are
permitted to make such entries the purchase money]
such residence.
Mr. Ontis. from the committee on comnerce re- paid iherelbr.
Mr. Jones, from the committee of ways and"'
ported a bill to authorise the enrolment or register
of the schooner Amista<t; which was read the first means, reported a bill to authorise the issue of fivutj
•

I

'

anil

second time.

/

millions ol treasury notes.

H;
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Mr. Granger called for the reading of the hill; it
was read accordingly, and committed to the committee of the whole house on the slate of the union.
Mr. Stanly^ from the committee on expenditures
on the public buildings, reported the following resolution:
Resolved, That the committee on e.'spendiiures on the
public buildine^s have power to send for persons.
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Mr. Adams

said he supposed he had no remedy.
The question was then taken, by yeas and nays,
on the motion to lay the resolution and amendment
on the table, and decided in the negative, yeas S5,
nays 92.

Mr. Hopkins then asked Mr. Adams

npon

it.

its third

And

he asked that

819
it

might now be put on

reading.

Mr. Adams moved

to amend the bill by strikine
shall hereafter be," and ^ave his

out the words -or
reasons for proposing the amendment, contending

that the act it as now stood, transferred to the
states
resolutions as a modification of his proposition; in the power which, under the constitution of the
Unilwhich event, Mr. H. pledged himself to vote for eil States, belonged to congress.
The resoiulion was read and agreed to.
the whole.
The amendment was discussed briefly by Messrs.
Mr. Slanhj, from the same committee, also reMr. Adams would be willing, he said, to modify Monroe, Thompson, of Mississippi, Fillmore, Curported the following resolution:
his proposition if he could see how it was possible. tis, Vanderpoel,. Barnard and Pope.
Resolved, That neither the president of the United His lesolution
asked for a set ol facts the resoluMr. Everett inquired if it was intended that the
Slates nor any other officer of the general government
tions of the gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Hop- effect of the bill should be retrospective?
If that
shall issue certificates or due bills, or other evidence of
kins) contained a set of principles to be acted on by was to be the effect, he thought that the bill
itself
debt or contract, without authority of law.
the house.
ought not to pass.
The resolution was read and agreed to.
The question had not been disposed of, when, the
Mr. Habersham objected, he said, to the whole
The following resolution, submitted by Mr.
Adam^ on the 23d of December, was called up by hour having elapsed, the speaker announctd the bill, as well as to the bill passed at the last session
private orders of the day.
And the resolutions of congiess; lor he believed the operation was parIhe mover, viz:
tial.
He moved, therefore, to recommit the bill to
Resolved, That the postmaster general be directed were ordered to be printed.
Mr. G. Davis, on behalf of bis sick colleague, the committee on the judiciary, with the following
to report to this house the names of all the postmasters
throughout the union who have t)een removed from (Mr. Sherrod Williams), asked leave to introduce instructions:
Dffice since the 3d day of March, 1S29, with the names the following resolution:
"To report a bill to abolish imprisonment for debt
Df the persons appointed in their places; underscoring
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury of the under process issuing from the courts of the
United
the names of all those removed for official delinquency United States inform this house what six land districts Stales in all cases except where
the judgment shall
Dr misdemeanor, and specifying the nature thereof, the have been discontinued under the act of June 12, 1840, be against
an officer of the United States for a decomplaint upon which ilie removal was made, the evi- and when they were respectively discontinued. Also, falcation
in his office."
dence in support of such complaint, and whether the what salaries or other emoluments were paid the offiJMr. Peck sustained briefly the motion to recomofficer removed was made acquainted with the com- cers of such districts between the I2ih of June aforemit.
plaint, confronted with his accuser, or allowed to be said, and the discontinuance of such districts, specifyMr. Sergeant explained his views in relation to
beard in his defence.
ing the sums paid to each Individ ual. And that the seMr. Hopkins moved to amend the resolution by cretary also report the amountof revenue that was paid the coustitulional points as between the U. States
itriking out all after the word resolved, and insert- to each receiver of such district between the time of and the several states, and earnestly opposed the
amendment.
their discontinuance and the said 12th of June, 1341).
ing as follows:
The house proceeded to the consideration of priMr. Briggs here rose, and reminded the house
1. That the power of removing e.tecutive officers is
vate bills, and after disposing of several, and the that Mr. Naylor, who was entitled to Ihe floor in
rested in the president of the United Stales.
postponement of others, at half past 3 o'clock ad- conlinuation of his argument, had yielded to his
2. Resolved, That this power was conferred to ena>le the e.xecutive "to take care that the laws are faithjourned.
colleague, [Mr. Sergeant], under the supposition
ully executed,'! and cannot be exercised arbitrarily or
Monday, Jan. 11. The journal of Saturday hav- that the bill would be disposed of in a few moment;
:apriciously, without an abuse of power, tyrannical in
When several voices called for the "previous quesing been read
Ihe speaker announced the special
ts operauon, corrupting in its tendency, and converttion."
nga remedy for unworthiness and misconduct into a order of the day to be the case of the contested
Mr. Vanderpoel said he would move the previous
election from the state of Pennsylvania between
errible engine of e.xecutive power.
question if the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
Mr. Naylor and Mr. Ingersoll.
3. Resolved, That the patronage of the executive deMr. Naylor rose and addressed the house in be- Briggs] would give way.
lartment has increased to an alarming extent, and
And Mr. Bnggs having yielded the floor Mr.
lught to be restricted and diminished, so far as is com- half of his right to the seat now held by him; en)atib!e with a safe and faithful execution of the laws.
tering minutely into the history of the case and I^anderpoel moved {he previous question. And there
4. Resolved, That it is the right of the representatives into the testimony taken in relation
to it; and re- was a second.
>f the people to examine into all abuses and usurpaThe speaker said that the previous question would
plying serialim to the positions assumed by Mr.
ions which may be apprehended to exist in any of the Ingersoll in
cut off the motion to recommit, and would bring
his argument of last week.
Lxecutive departments, in order that they may be corMr. N. continued to speak (without concluding) the house to a vote, first on the amendment, and
ected and prevented, if possible, by legislation, and, in
until near three o'clock, when he gave way to a then on the third reading of the bill.
lagrant and wanton cases, exposed and punished.
And the house ordered that the main questioa
for adjournment; which, however, was
5. Resolved, That the power of appointment and of motion
should be now put.
emoval from office vested in the executive may be waived for a moment to enable
Mr. Adams asked for the yeas and nays on his
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, on leave, to report from
[ready abused, and its exercise ought therefore to be
vatched and strictly guarded, so as, if possible, "to the committee of ways and means the general ap- amendment, which were ordered, and being taken,
So the amendment was
irevent the power and patronage of the executive from propriation bill for the civil and diplomatic ex- were yeas 31, nays 110.
leing brought into conflict with the freedom and purity penses for the support of government for the year rejected.
if elections."
And the bill [having been ordered to a third read1341; which was twice read, and committed to the
6. Resolved, That the representatives of the people
committee of the v\hole on the state of the union, ing at this time] was read a third time and passed,
lave a right to inquire into the causes for which any
Mr. Strgeant, from the committee on the judiciaand ordered to be printed. The house adjourned
^cutive officer has been removed or dismissed from
ry, reported three bills from the senate, viz:
till to-morrow.
)fEce by the executive.
To confirm to the state of Indiana the land seTuesday, Jan. 12. Mr. Adams had leave to pre7. Resolved, That, in prosecuting such inquiry, the
lected by her for Ihat portion of the Wabash and
louse of representatives has a riglit to call for and sent a petition of Redman Burke and George Wix,
which lies between the mouth of Tippelave furnished to it all official documents, papers and complaining that they have been discharged from Erie canal
etters relating to the removal of such officer which work on the public buildings at Washington; which canoe river and Terre Haute, and for other purposes.
nay be on file among the records of any of the e.xecu- was referred to the committee on the public buildive departmenis.
To prevent the counterfeiting of any foreign
ings.
8. Resolved, That a select committee be appointed
Mr. Green asked the consent of the house to in- copper, gold, silver or other coin, and to prevent
vhose duty it shall be to report a bill imposing such rethe bringing into the United States or uttering any
troduce the following resolution:
ilrictions upon executive patronage as may be consisResolved, That the committee of ways and means counterleit-fbreign copper, gold, silveror othercoin.
ent with the foregoing resolutions, and compatible
To amend an act entitled an act more effectually
be instructed to inquire into the expediency and neces»ilh the constitution of the United States, so as more
sity of laying such duties, for the purposes of revenue, to provide for the punishment of certain crimes
ilTcctually to guard against abuse and corruption in the
upon wines and silks, and such other articles of luxury against the United States, and for other purposes.
ixercise of the power of removal from and appointment
imported into the United States, as will meet the necesThese bills were then committed to the commitoffice.
expenditures of the government, and pay ofl' the tee of the whole on the state ofthe union.
Mr. Cave Johnson said that, from the mass of bu. sary
debt already incurred by the issue of treasury notes,
Mr. Campbell, of' South Carolina, again asked
liness before the house, there could be no opportuand all such other debts as may be owing by the go- leave to move a resolution,
which was read at the
lily of discussing these resolutions at this session;
vernment of the United Stales, and that said commitclerk's table, and is as follows:
le would therefore move that they be laid on the tee report by bill or otherwise.
Resolved, That the speaker of this hotise be requested
:able.
Mr. Turney called for the reading of the resolu- to i.ssue a suhpmna duces tecum to Samuel Hart,
esq.
Mr. Adams raised a question of order, on the tion. It was read accordingly.
proihonoiary of the court oi common pleas for the city
'round that the amendment of Mr. HopHns was irMr. Pickens was proceeding to make some re- and countj of Philadelphia, direcring the said Samuel,
relevant to the subject matter of his resolution.
Hubbard
objected
marks; when Mr.
to the intro- Hart, esq. to appear personally or by deputy before thfs
The speaker decided in favor of the relevancy of duction of the resolution; and there the matter house at 1 o'clock P.M. on Friday, the iotk instant,
he amendment.
wi'h the election returns and other p.ipers on file in
ended.
Mr.
appealed. After some remarks from
Mr. Campbell, of S. C. asked leave to introduce his office relating tu the congressional elt ction in the
Mr.
and Mr. Hopkins— Mr. Banks moved to a resolution directing the speaker to issue a stti- third conOTes.=i'pnnl distiictof the sta'e of Pennsylvania
ay the appeal on the table. And the question was pcenn duces tecum to bainuel Hart, clerk of Ihe court in 1S33, tneri' to be examined in evidence in the case
of the contested election now pending between C. J.
lut, by yeas and nays, and decided in Ihe affirmain Philadelphia, to appear before the house with the
Ingersoll and Charles Naylor, from the said congres;ive: yeas 95, nays 80.
election returns of member of congress for the 3d sional district.
The appeal being thus laid on the table, the ques- district of Pennsylvania, in 1S33.
Several members objected.
ion recurred on the motion of Mr. C. Johnson that
Many members objected to the introduction of
Mr. Campbell then moved a suspension of the
be resolution and amendment be laid on the table. the resolution, and it was returned to Mr. Camprules to enable him to introduce the resoiulion, and
to

accept his

—

—

—

Mams
Mams

Mr. Adams inquired of the chair what was the
ilate

of the subject under the

ker.

The appeal had been

decision of Ihe speaon the table, conseluently the speaker's decision was not affirmed;
iatthe appeal was therefore still existing, and the
iinendment could not be considered as received.

The

laid

speaker stated that the appeal being an indeand laid on the table, the speater's decision must stand, in all further action on the
ubject, until reversed.
leiident question,

bell.

Mr, Sergeant reported the senate

amend

bill further to
the act providing for laking the sixlh cen-

amendment, which was adopted;
was then read the third time, and passed.

sus, with a small

and the

bill

the question was put and decided in the negative
without a division.
The house resumed the consideration of the case
of the contested election from the third congressional district of the state of Pennsylvania between
Mr. Naylor and Mr. Ingersoll.

the bill from the senate
to abolish imprisonment
Mr. Naylor resumed his argument from yesterwithout amendment. Mr. d.i}' in support of his right to the seat now held
S. explained the provisions of the bill, and the ur- by him; and before' he had concluded, the house
gent necessity Ihat existed for immediate actio.n adjourned.

Mr.

Sergear.t reported

supplementary

to the act

for debt in certain cases,

—
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We

about

total of

States.

Scotia.

John Harvey

is

now,

it

appears, to be dis-

a similar manner. The London Globe
that major general sir Thomiis Pearson,
command of the north of Ireland, is to proin

nnounces

now in

to New Brunswick in the room of major general
John Harvev, ordered lo India.
t i.
ti
says: It appears that sir John Harvey, the governor of New Brunswick, is ordered to

ceed
sir

the ice in Rock creek carried away
near the mouth of the creek.
The Delaware and Lehigh rose to about thirty-hve
therefeet above low water mark, and the destruction

votes.

Sir

posed of

the lower bridge,

Abolitwn

Abolition
Stales.

I
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bags to fill a small warehouse have accumulated at the
CHRONICLE.
.
^
ice prevents the boat from
The New York Journal of Susquehanna, where the
Abolition politics.
Passengers pass upon the ice at great risk.
crossinf.
Commerce gives the IbUowing as the amount ot the The rail roads in Maryland have stood the freshet
aboiithe
Earic,
and
ney
Bii
Messrs.
votes polled for
have heard of but little injury yet.
president, out ot well.
tioQ candidates for president and vice
At Georgetown, in the District, the breaking lip of
2,400,000 votes:
a

.
'

.

The Commercial

We are sorry he is ordered
Syria, instead of India.
any where. For while he has faithfully discharged
be has manifested a
sovereign,
own
his
houses,
his
duty
to
Dwelling
by occasioned is terrible indeed.
Ohio,
worthy of an Englishman, and
barns, stables, canal boat;, store houses &c &c. have nobleness of feeling
Michigan,
which has not failed to be appreciated by the descenbeen floated off and destroyed, and some lives lost.
His .intercourse with general
New York,
all dants of Englishmen.
It is feared that the aqueducts and culverts are
6,891
Maine,
Scott, at a time when the boundary question seemed
1,61S
Massachusetts,
breaking out into open war, will furnish
All the dams on the Lehigh river, above Mauch on file eve of
is anthan if he had achieved
The banks of the city of Baltimore,to itresume
Chunk, have been swept away, and all the boating a brighter pa^e in his history,
or Napoleon. Brighter,
have resolved that it is inexpedient
at that place have been de- the bToodv triumphs of Cffisar
votes.

343 Illinois,
69 Vermont,
952 Connecticut,
291 Rhode Island,'
2,79y
194

Pennsylvania,

New

Jersey,

nounced
specie payments

fixtures of the

company

to look at things in their
uulil they ascertain that those oi \ir- strovcd.
Several lives were lost. The Lehigh Crane at any rate, when men come
not other southern stales shall be pre- iron works were inundated, and the Lehighton bridge true light
Later. The last mail brings us papers which state
resume also. The annual exhibit of the con- has been carried away. The furnace at South Easton
official intimation
the 1st January, made
dition of the banks of the city on
was inundated while in blast, and the sudden evolu- that sir John HarVev has received no above.
under oaih to the treasurer of the state, has been pub- tion of gas and steam burst the stalk and scattered the of any appointment such as intimated
lished.
fragments about.
Loans. From the year 1822 to 1836, the foreign
into
Numbers of bridges, dams, mills and houses have loans taken in London, amounted to £57,000,000— or,
Bank of Virginia. The legislative examinationhave
which
been swept away on the Potomac, Susquehanna, De- §283 000,000. No United States' loans were included
the aflairs of ihis bank, and the causes
Hud- in the above.
produce the late severe losses of the bank, laware, Schuylkill, Lehigh, Passaic, Hackensack,
OTiiia at least, if

pared

,

.

,

.

.

to

i

]

operated to

confidence of son, Connecticut and all their principal tributaries.
of directors o the The damage to the Croton water works is estimated at
the stockholders in the present board
The old board of directors were re-elect- SI 80.000.
institution.
On the North river. King's bridge is gotie and so
ed— Dr. Brockenborough (the president) by a majority
many other bridges that the mail cannot be forwarded
of more than two to one.
by land, it is sent by steamboat.
Boston commerce. In 1840, the arrival from foreign
The water works of New York have suffered seincrease o_t
ports amounted to 1.62S vessels-being an
verely, about one half of the Croton dam was carried
76 over ihose of 1839. Cleared l,3b2 vessels, being -Ji
mills below the dam have

his not had the

effect of impairing the

away and that the several
been also carried away, as has been the bridge crossby the water comBnENOs Ayres and France. The brig Cervantes of ing the river above the dam erected
the important in- missioners. The three bridges below the dam, one of
New York, from Rio Janeiro, brings liad
arrived there which is crossed by the New York and Albany post
Indo
brig
Oriental
that
the
formation

less than in 1S39.

Several dwelling houses, both
with in'elbgence that a treaty has been concluded be- road, are destroyed.
carried away,
tween the French and Buenos Ayres, and that the below and above the dam have been
The flood came so rtilost.
blockade, which has been continued for three years, and three lives have been
from their
escaped
that
persons
night,
the
pidly,
and
in
October.
31st
was raised on the
dwellings in theii' night clothes, and got into trees for
The Catholic church in the U. State?. It is stat-

ed

in the

Catholic

Almanac

for 1841, ju*l published in

security.

by Fielding Lucas,jf. that the Catholic popuat 1,300,000.
lation of the United Stales is estiniaied
The number of clergymen in the ministry is 436, otherwise employed, 109— total 545. The numberof churches
and chapels is 512; churches building, 27; other stations,
144
394
Tiiere are 17 ecclesiastical institutions, wuh
The female religious institutions
clerical students.
number 31, and the female academies 49. There are
literary
in the female academies 2,782 pupils. Tne
young
institutions for young men number 24 and the
men in tliem 1,593. The number of Caihohc bishops
accesssions
ISIO, the
in the U. States is 17. Durin"
archdiocess of
to the priestly office have been b5. The
Baliimore, which comprises the state of Maryland and
and cnaples,
the Dislriel of Columbia, has 63 churccs
1 he num2 churches building, and 10 other siauons.
3S, and the number
ber of clergymen in the ministry is
oiherwise employed, 31. There are 633 young nien in
female
colleges of this see, and 530 pupils in the
this city

the

academies.

A

From Albany we have

advices to Friday even-

ing at 8 o'clock. South Market street was impassable
for foot passengers, and all communication was carried on by boats.
CatskiU. The damage at this place and vicinity is

The

Sauserties.
at SI 00,000.

losses at this place are estimated

Extensive robberies, including,
packages of letters from Wheeling, Columbus, Cincinnati, Louisville, Nashville and St. Louis, about six
have
been discovered, the jwrpepackages from each,
trators were finally detected and secured by officers
Plitt and Kennedy, employed by the department.
driver named Gorman was first secured, who contessed
and implicated a Dr. Braddee, his clerk named rurresidence,
nell. and an accomplice named Trayer, all
of Uniontown, Pennsylvania.
Large amounts of money, trunks and carpet bags
and part
discovered,
stolen^'from travellers, have been
of the money has been identified as having been taken
from the mail. This system of depredation has been
carried on from the 13ih November until the 18th December, at different periods.
Massachusetts U. S. senator. The whigs ()f the
candidate
legislature held a meeting to agree upon a
Davis refor senator in place of the honorable John
si„„ed number present 210, necessary to a choice
NorthampBates,
of
106. On the first ballot Jsaac C.
Baylies 28, S.ton, had 101, Levi Lincoln 52, Wm.
Hoan 16, Caleb Cushing 8, J. Q. Adams 5 On the
second ballot, Isaac C. Bales 147, Levi Lincoln 49,
scattering 9. Mr. Bates will no doubt be the senator.

Mail robberies.

Northeast boundary

river rose at Hartford within ten
inches of the heighlh it was at in the memorable freshet
of ISOl. Nearly all Front street was covered with water, and in State street the water came up to the second
building east of Front. It will be some days before the
Numbers of families were
stores can be reoccupied.
driven from their homes and others into their upper

of horses, cattle

and hogs were

de-

stroyed.

Several bridges across the Farmington and other

—

—

Bayard

ilie

to

lion.

Thomas Clayton and Richard

B.

represent the stale in the U. S. senate— both

whigs.

Exchange. New York on London 8a9; on France
Philadelphia aj; on Baliimore
5f. 17; on Boston ia;on
Norfolk, &,c. 2;
i';on Washington laU; Richmond,
Charleston U: Augusta
lialeigh, Wilmington, &c. 3;

12i; Columbus 5; Savannah 4|: Mobile 6j;
02; Macon
7i;
Orleans 2J; Si. Louis,
interior of Alabama
8.
Louisville, Cincinnati 5'; Nashville

New

CaFLOrR Liverpool, Pec. 8. United States and
to Sos. per
nadian Hour were Is. per qr. dearer; 34s. 6d.
ot the former.
bbl. paid lor prime sweet parcels
The duty on foreign wheat is
Lioerpool. Dec. 18.

m

;

difficulties.

,

;

i

!

)

,

The Boston He-

1

•'

j

.1

ceeding on their way from Bangor to Canada, were
stopped near Madawaska by a party of British armed
soldiers, who insulted them and without provocation
assaulted them. Mr. Cady was knocked down witli
a blow from a musket; Mr. Templeton received a bay-

j

i

i

.

;

-

j

If this statement
tend to allay the excitement on the subject of the north-

:

east boundary.

Pork market. At Cincinnati about 100,000 hogs
had been cut up, to the 8th inst. prices range from
S3 73 to 4 12; lard,6i.
Stocks. United States bank of Pennsylvania, at NYork 50

to 51|; at

Slavers.
has resulted

Philadelphia 50.

The examination

;

;

i

(

•]

before our disHict court

Fryo and Mr. Burnham,
the mate of the brig Tigris, under bonds of S3,000 and
$2,000,10 answer the cRarge of seizing a native of
Jackson and American offices.
Africa, on the coast with intent of making him a slave.
The ship Grace Brown, capt. Duff, of and for Balti- Judge Davis deeming the charge sufficiently establishsits in
more, with a valuable cargo left Liverpool on the 12ih ed to warrant a trial by tlie circuit court which
[Boston iiaper.
Nov. and on the night of the 6th Jan. run aground on the May next.
thereby
unshipping
ground,
middle
the
point
of
S. E.
The sergeant at arms, of the house of represenThe
the mizzen mast and causing her to leak badly.
at,,
tatives, judge Haight, formerly of Vermont, died
captain and all on board left her, after anchoring, and Washington on the the 13th instant. The senate vot?jM
proceeded 10 seek safety and succor. With the latter
$500 to defray the expenses of his removal to VermonlJ
the
discovered
ship
he
when
was
returning
the captain
I
and interment of his remains.
under way for Norfolk, in possession of sundry pilots,
who iiad meantime taken possession, and refused to
Wheat market. Liver]iool, Dec. 8, On Saturday,
wheat were
She is now at Noifolk.
deliver her up.
at Manchesier, good runs of Baliic red

Harvey

is a passenger in the Caledonia
a command in or
having been ordered
near Svria, supposed lo be ihe island of Cypruss,
advanced to '.iSs. 8d. per qr. on
which John Bull has taken of the sublime pone, as
94.
commands
$4
flour
Gennese
loaned
to carry on the
for
moneys
securiiy
York,
collateral
""ai New
aellmg price
war against Mahomed Ali, pacha.
At Baltimore, the receipt price S4 25;
62^.
$4 44 to $4 50; cily mills S4
The removal of ihis officer from authority in our
'The country vicinity, is considered unfavorable to harmony beproperty.
Freshets. Loss of lius and
The N. York
British and this conniry.
covered with about IS inches of snow, tween the
life mne being
of the 5 h Commercial says, to hiin more than any man, is lo be
evening
the
on
a heavy rain commenced
at peace.
nearly forty-eight hours. -The atiiibuted the fact that we are now
inst. and continued lor
The Boston Atlas says: Lord Sydenham appears
Prope' X ""^
consequence has been most disastrous.
of dolla s in dell rmined to remove, in a quiet way that will cause
improveinenls to the amount of millions
and maiiy lives no inconvenient resulis lo the government, all the lovalue have been s«epl olVin ihe flood,
ries
in command in the British provinces in America.
and roads
have been lost. The destruction of bridges
bnough ot mall Not long since we announced the appointment of sir
interrupt the mails in all direciions.
Colin Ciimplull t'l the coiiimand of Ceylon, as a quiet
way to remove him from the govcrnnieiit of Nova
•Which includes all ihc scatcring.

flour to 16s. O^d. per

,

onet wound in the shoulder, and Mr. Kenwick, trying
were cariied away.
to escape, received a bulletin his thigh. An officer then
I'liis freshet is two or three feet higher than that of
came up and checked further hostilities.
any
other
than
that
of
higher
1839,
much
and
January,
is correct, the occurrences will not

'

elected

!

rivers

public meeting was year since 1801.
affair."
"commemorale and
held at BuHalo on the 29ih ult. to
The packet ship Garrick, cr.pt. Palmer. The pasfor the outrage ol the
redress
of
means
the
upon
act
the sengers and crew are all landed safe, but the ship went
burning of the American steamer Caroline, on
1837.
Among the ashore on the norili end of Woodlands, Jersey shore,
eve of the 29ih day of December,
the 2yih 20 miles from Sandy Hook, on the night of the 6ih inst.
resolutions adopted was one to commemorale
gross viola- and is a complete wreck every sea breakinir over her.
of December "annually henceforth, as a
the She lies within her length of the shore, and they are
between
existing
tion of ilie laws of neutrality
landing her cargo upon timbers, much damaged of
American government and Great Britain, until the course. The cargo was estimated to be worth 400 000
citizens
blood of the murdeied Durfee and his fellow
though she was not more than one-tliird
dollars
be atoned for.''
loaded, freight lisi £1,300. The ship itself was ensurDelaware U. S. senator. The lemslature have ed to the amount of $30,000 in the N. York, Ocean,

"The Caroline

:

rald states, on the authority of a gentleman whoariived
in that city late last evening, from Maine, that three gentlemen, whose names are given us, Thomas F. Ternpleton, George Cady and Jchii H. Kenwick, while pro-

—

Numbers

i

—

The Connecticut

stories.

;

A

Sir John

for Liverpool,

M

in putting capt.

i

,

9d.lr
8s. 9d. toSs. lOd.; American at 8s.
7t
tolerably fair Danlzig ai 8s. 9d. per
Irish new wheat has experienced a similar decline
but the value of English new, of which the quanlit)
offering is still small, has not receded in like proportion

bought at

9s.;

and some

lbs.

sd
best runs of while being still worth 9s. 4d. to 9s.
Sweet parcels of American flour are becoming muct
choice
less pleiitilul, and meet a fair inquiry at full rates;
brands of United States 34s. Cd.; Canadian 33s. to 345
per barrel.

,

There was a firmer tone in the wheat trade gonerni
and a fair amount of business was transact

ly to-day,

lae
cd, principally in free foreign, at the full prices of

Tuesday.
bankers of London, wli
is now siaied will pay twenty shilliii°8i:
Louis Phillippe of France it is said ha.
considerable funds in their hands.

The Messrs Wrights,

latelv failed,

the p.mnd.

it

—
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FOREIG.X ARTICLES.
The packet ship Patrick Henry, arrived at New
York on Friday, bringifig Liverpool dates to the
25lh D.'Cember.

Her majesty
iiifaiit

the queen of Great Britain and the
princess are both well, at Windsor.

The terms of the convention entered into between
Mehemet All and captain Napier have been agreed
by th« members of the conference in London.
Spain and Portugal are quarrelling and about to
engage in hostilities concerning Ihe navigalion of
Cuoro. The intervention of Gieat Britain would,
it was thought, prevent any collision.
to

The latest Paris official papers contradict an as
serlion which appeared in the op|josition journals,
alicKing that M. Guiiot had determined to discontinue the fortification of Paris. The ministerial organ says that, on the contrary, the plan, as already
traced out, is to be carried into execution, unless
the chamber of dejjuties should think proper to interfere by refusing the supplies.
The

official papers also give an explanation relatrom Constantinoby which we were in formed that the porle had
a second time resolved on the deposition of Mehemet

tive to the intelligence received
ple,

Ali.

word

of

—

construction.

The letters of the Manchester bank, bj' one mail,
enclosing drafts to the probable amount of
10,000
were recently demanded and ri-ceived at the post
office by an adroit rofjiie.
Payment of nearly all
the drafls was promi)tly_stopped by notices and meseeniers.
The coal mines at Ridgley Field, near Bolton,
were sudd.nly overllowed on the lO'li. Of 30 per'sons, all but three escaped almost miraculously.
It appears that there have been rumors that the
East India company were to bear the expenses of
Ihe Chinese expedition.
The governor of Ihe company states, however, that a-siirances had been
recfived from government, that it would not be required.
The prince Louis Napoleon has forwarded to some
of his friends in Paris a singular dDcuinent
an invocation to the name of Napoleon.
We subjoin a
sample:
You have again beheld Frenchmen whom you
loved so well; you have returned to hat France
which you rendered so illustrious; but foreigners
have there left traces of their footsteps, which this
pompous cUsplay alone can never efface.
You behold thai young armj', the children of your
brave w.irriors; thev woishin jou as the god of their

£

—

I
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to

them

is

— be

Sire, the people that inhabit our beautiful country
are still men of the same stamp, but for those
you found so
you made so great, for those
little, have no regrets.
They have renounced your faith, your ideas, your

whom

Treaty with Hanover.

The Hanover Ga-

zette ol December 14, announces the conclusion of
a treaty of commerce and navigation between Hanover and the United States.

whom

TRADE and COM.MERCE.

Tobacco and breadstuffs. At a meeting of the toaddressed them in. bacco planters of Dinwiddie county, Va. the followbehalf of your cause, they replied "we understand ing resolution was passed.
"That, while in a si)irit of peace we have subyou not."
Heed not what they say, nor what they do; the mitted to the odious and monopolizing corn laws of
grains of sand o'er which the wheels of the chariot England, we utterly repudiate, as revolting to our
These men may say you wtre a sense of justice, the idea of a longer submission to
roll a.lect it not.
meteor that left no traces behind, but they vainly the enormous and oppressive duties now imposed
attempted to deny your glory. They can never dis- upon onr tobacco."
The Pittsburg Advocate respecting the above reinherit it.
Sire, the fifteenth of December is a great day for solution says:
It strikes us that this is as good an exemplificaFiance and for me. From the midst of the pompous procession you have turned to my dismal abode, lion of southern feeling for norihern interests as can
and calling to mind the caresses you heaped upon any where be met with. Our very chivalrous neighme in infancy, you have thus said "friend thou bors are willing to submit to the breadstuff's of the
north being excluded from Great Britain, but they
sufferest for my sake; thy conduct I approve."
The Jews. There seems to be a movement among utterly repudiate the idea of a longer submission to
"the
the continental Jews in relation to the late events Ihe enormous duly now imposed on tobacco:
in the east.
The following is the concluding para- most valued staple," to use Iheir own language, "of
graph of an address to the Jews, published in Der nearly two millions of American freemen." It never entered into the calculations of these patriots lo
Onciit, a German newspaper:
"People of Jehovah, raise yourst-lves from your consider of how many millions of freemen bread
thousand years' slumbers! Rally louud leaders! stuffs forms the "most valued staple," or how their
have really the will, a Moses will not be w.intiiig. intercsis are affected by "those odious and monopoThe rights of nations will never grow old; take pos- lizing laws of England," to which they appear wilsession of the land of your fathers; build a third lime ling to submit, provided they can obtain a reducThere is something
the temple of Zion, greater and more magnificent lionofthe duties on tobacco.
than ever. Trust in Ihe Lord, who has led you extremely rediculous in this gasconading about tosafely through the vale of misery thousanils of years. bacco, by men who are willing to see the whol«
He also will not forsake you in your last conflict." manufacturing and agricultural interests of the
north sacrificed to the "oilious and monopolizing
The abolilioniifs have been throwing themselves
care not how soon the
laws of England."
into paroxysms of excitement about the recognition
countervailing
duties which the tobacco planters
of Texas by the Brilish government, and Ihe comdesire are imposed, but in the name of all that is
mittee of the anti-slavery society have transmitted
just and reasonable, we must protest against the
to lord Palmerston their resolutions on the subject.
"most valued staple" of Ihe north being excluded
from the benefits of any new modification of our
glory, your very blood.

When

I

—

—

—
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NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

tariff.

Appointments by the president, ij/nnrftt'iWi

The lake trade. The following statement publishand consent of tlie senate. Alexander H. ed in the Buffalo Advertiser, will furnish some idea
Tyler, of Maryland, to be consul of the U. States of the present extent and future importance of the
Ihe advice

Bahia, St, Salvador, in Brazil, in the trade of Lake Erie.
Statement of the principal articles of produce replace of Woodbridge Odiin, deceased.
Williacn H. Ward, ol Kentucky, to be solicitor of ported at Buffalo, during the season of 1840.
Wheat.
.Arrivals.
Flour.
Months.
the general land office of the United States, in the
33,5-51
52..S00
62
April (lOdaj's)
place of Samuel McRoberts, resigned.
140,1-53
123,064
272
May
Oscar F. Bledsoe, of Mississippi, to be alforney
121,109
274
90,142
June
of the United States for the norlhern district of
104,505
228
60,891
July
Mississippi, in the place of Samuel F. Butlerworth,
for Ihe port ol

resigned.

Burringfon Anthony,
Slates for the district of

Her majesty's ship Fairy, captain Hewitt, while
exploring the eastern coast of England, went down
in a squall of wind, and every soul on board perished.
There were thirty- five persons on board at
the time.
The Fairy is the eighth brig that has
turned over and gone down cause, faulty build or

command

still.

Thomas D.Condy,

lo be

marshal bf the United

Rhode

Island.
to be ujarshal of the United

August
September
October

November

States for the district of South Carolina.
Fidelio S. Hunt, to be marshal ot the U. Stales
for the southern district of Mississippi, in place of Butter.
Kegs,
Wm. M. Gwin, resigned.
Conrad i'en Eyck, to be marshal of the United 11.426

Sta'es for the dislrict of Michigan.
James Miller, 'o be colie-ctor of the customs at
Salem, Mass. reappointed from January 3, 1S41.
Samuel Simons, to be collector of the customs at
Fairfield. Conn, reappointed from Jaimary 8, IS41.
Richard Sands, to be collector of the customs at
Annapolis, Md. reappointed from January 8, 1S41.
Fr'ick, lo be collector of the customs at
Ballimore, Md. reappointed from JaniiaryO, 1S41.
Edwin J. Kelso, lo be collector ol the cusloms at
Presque Isle, Pa. reappointed from January 9, 1S41.
SamUf-1 S. Allen, to be collector of the cusloms

Wm.

at Bristol

and Warien, R.

I

reappointed from Ja

nuary

9, IS41.
Sylvester Brown, to be collector of the customs
at Ocracocke, N. C. reappointed from January 10,
1841.
Abraham Wcndall. to be collector of Ihe customs
at Michilimackinac, Mi. reappointed February 9,

1841.

Joseph Aborn, lo be surveyor of the revenue at
Pawtucket, R. 1, reappointed from January 4, 1841.
CharU-s B. Lenes, to be surveyor of the customs
at Bayoi: St. John, La. leappointed from January
3,

I.

1841.
Isaac Burdick, to be naval officer at Newport, R.
reappointed froui December 23, 1S4U.

50,612
62,718
91,295
80,469

155,331
224.181
116,009
90,973

1,004,561
Furs. Hides.

597,742

WhUkey.

Fish.
Bbls.

203
223
218
254
1.734
Staves.

Packs. No.
No,
4.615
5,936 3,033 9,348 2,594,232
To this must be added 578,327 bushels of wheat
entered at Black Rock Dam, making the aggregate
of wheat received at both ports 1,582,883 bushels.
To which must also be addsd the 597,742 bbls. of
flour received, which if reduced to its equivalent in
grain at five bushels to the barrel, we have an aggrejate of wheat received at Ihe two places, of four
millions five hundred and seventy-one thousand seven hiiudrerl and ninety-eiKht biishels.
Some time since we slated
Culli>clor's seizures.
tliat a l;\r»e quantity of English goods had been
seized by the collector at Cincinnali from a Mr.
Hall a merchant of Ihat place. The case was tried
before judge McLean, at the circuit court at Columbus, and the jury rendered a verdict in favor of
Mr. Hall against'lhe collector for nearly $16,000.
Bbls.

Those troops.

At

last

we have

information

can be relied on, touching the movement of
troops in, or on, or about the disputed territory.
Thr- lollowing letter from fir John Harvey to the
governor of Maine was communicated to the senate
of that stale on Thursday last.
that

[iV. York Com. Mver.
Government house, Frederiddon, N. B. Dec. 10, 1840.
Sir: As your excellency will doubtless be infoimed thai a de'atchmeni of her majesty's troops

—
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has lately arrived in the Madawaska settlement, 1
(ieein it to consist with that frankness by which I
trust my intercourse with the authorities of Maine
has always been characterized, to acquaint you that
the movement in question, made by order of the go\-ernor general of these provinces, has no other ob.
ject than to give support to the civil authorities of
one of whose magistrates, Francis
that settlement
Rice, esq. has been grossly insulted, threatened
with personal violence, and obstructed in the discharge of his duties by persons professing themselves to be citizens of the state of Maine; and
another Jas. McLangidin, esq. also a magistrate of
this province, and holding the office of "warden of
the disputed territory," has been threatened by the
person iu charge of the armed posse stationed at
"Fish River," with being arrested and sent as a
prisoner to Augusta in the event of his persevering

1

j

—

in the performance ol the duties imposed upon him
by the government of the queen, and that of this

province.
the assertion made, ns I am assured, by
this person, that, in holding this language, he is
only acting in accordance with his instrucliotis, be
correct or otherwise, your excellency will best
know; but refusing, as I have done, to believe that
he can have received any authority for a proceed,
ing which I must regard as inconsistent with existing engagements, I have not hesitated in expressing to the governor general my conviction that
an armed civil posse, corresponding in amount and
description with that maintained by Maine, will be
found quite adcqu.ite to etie( t the object in view,
viz: the prevention of acts of unauthorised cggression or interference, as regards the inhabitants or
authorities of the Madawaska settlement; and I
have accordingly no reason to doubt that, acting
upon this suggestion, his excellency will forthwith
give direction for the troops to be withdrawn tu

Whether
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in the water, but a short distance from tlie island which was the depot of his plunder.
This chief was of great daring, heailed the massacre of troops at Caloosahalrhee, and led the attack on Indian Key. His loss to his people will be
attended with results fatal to their confidence, and
holds out to the territory a subject for the warmest

dead

gratulations.
In relation

to the late tragic aflair, the Globe
Contrary to instructions from the war desays
partment, and in opposition to positive orders issued by the commanding general, forbidding any
escort being sent from post to post, under thirty
men, a wagon was despatched from Fort Micanopy
to Fort Wacahoota with only eleven mounted infantry under commajid of lieutenants Slierwood and

—

Wis. MontgomeAbout an hour after their
ry rode out with them.
departure, some of the horses returned to Fort Micanopy without their riders, and shortly after two
soldiers road up and announced that the party hail
been attacked, Mrs. Montgomery and lient. Sherwood and several soldiers killed. The garrison immediately sallied out, and within three miles of the
fort found the bleeding corpse of Mrs. Montgomery,
with a soldier still breathing, lying by her, with
just strength to say to her agonized husband, who
threw himself on the ground by his wife's bleeding
body "lieutenant, I fought for your wife as long
Lieut. Sherwood was well mounted,
as I could."
and might, it is reported, have escaped, but would
not abandou his fair charge. Tliis barbarous act,
it is believed, was committed by a band of the cruel
and blood thirsty Mikasuckies.

Hopson:

as the

morning was

fine.

—

and
the

THE UNION.

England was the
French officers.

The

following

is

a

all

list

engrossing topic

among

of the officers on board of

(

the Cyane.

William K. Latimer, commander; Sylvanus W.
Godon, 1st. lieutenant; Samuel F. Hazard, 2d do.;
Allred Taylor, 3d do.; Benjamin F. Dove, 4th do.j
John J. Almy, acting [naster; Lewis B. Hunter,
surgeon; William Grier, assistant surgeon; Horatiu
Bridge, purser; James Major, professor of matheReid, passed midshipman;
matics; Washington
Francis Alexander, Wilmer Shields, Archibald
McRae, Geo. B. Batch, Gustavus V. Fox, Charles
W. Peace, Frederick W. Colby, Alexander C.
Rhind, midshipmen; George F. Cutter, captain'i
clerk; Ezra Chamberlain, boatswain; John Barr,
gunner; James Ferguson, sailmaker; Thomas Pe-

,

i

terson, carpenter.

STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.
The eoinmittee on elections of the legislature of
Maine have reported that there was no choice of
governor at the September election. The vote stands
thus:

For Kent, (whig) 43,575, Fairfield, (VanBuren)
(Van Bnren) 28, Smith, (whigs)

45,507, Hamlin,

25, scattering, 55.

The number
The acceptance

necessary for a choice is 45,590.
of the report was objected to by
ground that 100 votes for Fairfield and 45 lor Kent, informally returned, were allowed, and was laid on the table. If the report is
accepted, Kent will be chosen by the legislature;
rejected, Kent
The frontier posts in Florida are not fit places for but, if it is not, and the 145 votes
The same reasons which will be declared elected by the people.
the residence of ladies.
The legislature of Maine having accepted the
render it improper lor them to be on board ships of
appointed to count the votes
war, might be urged against their being allowed to report of the committee
election by the peoaccompany their husbands to these posts of danger. for governor, that there was no
house, on Thursday, nominated Edward
their former stations.
Officers ought to be left free to act in moments of pie, the
the senate, and the latter
Fairfield
to
John
and
Kent
I have the honor to be, with great consideration,
emergency, without the uneasiness of having to probody, by a vote of sixteen lo eight, on the same
your excellency's most obedient servant,
tect helpless women and children.
(whig) governor of Maine
J. Harvey.
This unfortunate lady had been only three weeks day elected Mr. Kent
On Wednesday Mr. Kent took Ihe
for one year.
His excellency the goo. of ike stale of Maine.
in Florida, and but lately married.
oaths of office, and entered upon the discharge of

GENER.iL Gaines' syste.m of defence.

He

proposes, the immediate construction of seven rail
roads, to extend from the two central states of Tennessee and Kentucky, to seven grand divisions of
the national frontier. The locations of these lail
roads, as set forth in liis memorial to congress, are
as fnllows: 1st, One from Lexington, Ky. to Buffalo
or Plattsburg, N. Y. with branches to Detroit, Albany and Boston. 2d, One from Knoxville, Tenn.
to Norfolk, Va. or Baltimore, Md. with branches to
Richmond, Va. and Newbern, N. C. 3rd, One from
Memphis, Tenn. to Charleston, S. C. or Savannah,
Geo. with branches to Milledgeville, Geo. and East
Florida. 4th, One from Louisville, Ky. to Mobile,
Ala. with a branch to Pensacola, Florida.
5lh,
One from Lexington, Ky. via Nashville lo New
Orleans. 6th, One from Memphis, Tenn. lo the
Sabine Ridge, with branches to Fort Towson and
Fort Gibson, Ark. 7lh, One from Louisville, Ky
or Albany, In. to St. Louis, Mo. and thence to tlie
Missouri river, north of the mo\ith of the Big Platte,
with branches from Albany, In. lo Chicago, and
from the northwest angle of the stale of Missouri to
the upper crossing of the river Des Moines. Tliese
seven principal rail roads, will each be from 500 to
700 miles in length, making altogether a distance
of 4,200 miles. The average cost of their construction, general Gaines thinks, would be about .filS.OOO
per mile, or for the complete lines ,$64,000,000
])rovided, he says, they aie located and constructed

THE NAVy.
Charles H. Bell, to be a commanPromotion!!.
der in the navy from September lO, 1840.
Daniel B. Ridgely. to be a lieutenant in the navy
from September 10, 1S40.
John L. Ring, to be a lieutenant in the navy from
October 26, 1840.
Edward Gilchrist, to be a surgeon in the navy
from September 27, 1840.
John A. Lockwood, to be a surgeon in the navy

i

i

the whigs, on the

i

|

(

i

duties.
learn from the Portland Advertiser, that Mr.
Joshua A. Lowell, whom the Van Buren governor
of Maine has declared elected lo congress, and to

(

.

i

:

i

i

i

its
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i

i

he has given a certificate, was not in fact
chosen. He received a minority of the votes, but
gov. Fairfield declared him elected by rejecting Ihe
Mr. Noyes it is said
returns of a whig township.
will contest the seat and obtain it.
Governor Kent of Maine, in his inaugural address adverts to the occupation, by oider of Ihe go-i
from October 13, l.-i40.
of the posts at Tamis-f
Levi Twiggs, to be a major in the marine corps vernor general of Canada,
Lake and Madawaska, by Britibh Iroops, inj
couta
1840.
November
from
15,
aareement between
stipulated
of
the
violation
Job G. Williams, to be a captain in the marine direct
the authorities of New Brunswick and Maine, andi
corps from November 15, 1840.
says:
Thomas T. Sloan, to be a first lieutenant in th
"I canTiot but view this proceeding, as my pre-i
marine corps from October 31, 1840.

Addison Garland, to be a fiTst lieutenant in the
maritie corps from November 15, 1840.
Nathan T. H. Moore, lo be an
Jlppoiiitmenis.
assistant surgeon in the navy from October 13,

whom

i

decessor does, in his reply to sir John Harvey, as
'a direct and palpable infringement of the subsisting arrangement,' and as taking mililaiy possession
of that portion of the contested territory. And if
the suggestion of lieutenant governor Harvey, who
seems not to have been consulted in relation to this
new act of jurisdiction, and who e\iilenlly regards
infringement of subsistit with regret, if not as an
ing arrangements, is disregarded, and Ihe British
troops are pernianenlly located at Madawaska, I
shall feel it my duty to reiterate the request already
made to the general government, and lo urf;e upon
thai government the ju.-^tice and expediency of taking
military possession on the part nf the Ui.itcd Slates
of the territory in dispvte. The general goveinment owes it to Maine to move forward in this
matter, with promptness and energy, with a sincere
and even anxious desire to preserve peace, but
with an equally firm determination lo maintain
subsisting engagements on our pari, and to insist
upon a lull performance from the other parly."

1840.
Joseph Hopkinson, to be an assistant surgeon in
the navy from October 13,. 1840.
John Thornley, to be an assistant surgeon in the
navy from October 13, 1840.
Daniel L. Bryan, to be an assistant surgeon i^i
the navy from October 13, 1840.
Robert Tansill, to be a second lieutenant in the
marine corps from November 4, 1840.
by the army, otthe United States.
John J. Berret, to be a second linntenant in the
marine corps from November 15, 1840.
THE ARMV.
Wm. B. Scott, to be navy agent for the navy
Florida.
An arrival at Charleston from Florida, yaril in the city of Wa,-hirig'ton, and lor the navy
brings St. Augustine papers of the Sth inst.
Col. department, for four years from October 8, 1840.
Harvey in his late expedition had succeeded in disGeorge Johnson, to be navy agent for the port of
covering the several islands which have afforded a Pensacola, Florida, for four years from December
secure retreat to the savages; and the Augustine 28. 1840.
HAMPSHIRE.
News says, "the charm of the Injjian's secuiilyis
The New York American says that the United
new counties were constituted in N. Hamp-'
broken up, and his strong holds, upon which he re- States sloop of war Cyaiie was at Toulon on the
of the legislature by the
session
the
last
shire
at
lied lor safely, are open to enterprize and cou- 20ih of November last, to sail for
Mahon— all
rage."
well on board.
On the arrival of llie Cynne, she division of Strafford county. The nfw counties
understand this to allude lo the expedition, found two three deckers and three 74's, which, in are named Belknap and Carrol!; |he first contains
the result of which we gave in the last Register, a few days after, were joined by the fleet of obser- eight towns ai.d Ihe other thiiteen. Sliaflbid counand of which we hai-e adililional particulars.
vation from tlie Levant, consisting of one three ty, which was the largest in Ihe slate, will hcreaflcr
Chakika was killed by the indomitable persever- decker and ten 74's making in all an exhibition contain but thiiteen towns. The sessions of Ihe
ance and coui'age of private Hall, of the 2d dra- of the French naval force, then in the harbor of courts for Belknap county will be held at Gilford;
goons. More distant than any of the Indians when Toulon, equal to 16 line of battle ships, 3 of w hicli and for Carroll county al Ossipee.
M-\SSACIIUSETTS.
they landed, he was engaged in cutting wood, and were of 126 guns each. In the fleet three admiMessage of governor Davis. The Boston Atlas of
on finding himself discovered, he broke and ran for ral's flags were flying, and 2 admirals were attachthe grass.
Several started in pursuit, but they all eil (o, anil in command of the station and arsetial, yesterday contains the message ol Ihe governor of
gave out except Hall, who followed until he had making 5 admirals at that lime on duty there. Tht Massachusetts to the legislature of that state. It
almost evertaken him, when Chakika smiled ami ships are represented lo have exhibited a magnifi
occupies only one column and a half of the paper;
extended his hand, wet with the blood of his com- cent appearance. The conimander of the Cuatie, but into that small space governor Davis h.is comrades, women and children.
Hall levelled his rifie, and the admirals, had exclianjed visits, on wliicli pressed a volume of practical wisdom. The docuand the ball sinking in the brain of the chief, he fell occasions salutes were fired. War between France ment is moderate and dignified in its lone; and pre-
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serves these characteristics even in commenting
with deserveil severity upon "the experimental policy pursued since the chief magistrate olthe United
States took into his custody and keeping the reve-

nues."

[iV. 'y. S/ar.

The

hon. Isaac C. Bates was yesterday elected
U. S. senator for iVIassachusetts, to fill i;ov. Davis'
vacancy, and for the next term of six years. The
vote in the house stood:
Isaac C. Bates, 250; Mar-

—

cus Morton, 114; scattering, 5.
Boston and IVorcester 7 ail road company.

By

an

abstract from the superintendent's weekly reports,
it appears thai the
receipts for passengers and
freights on the Boston and Worcester rail road

were, lor
1836
1837
1S3S
1839
1840

$175,200 79
194,288 62
190,562 70
216,129 83
254,758 67

ter, of Gloucester; vice president

of the council,
(senate), Robert E. Horner, of Princeton, secretary
In the assembly, hon. John Emley, of Burlington, speaker, Samuel Pryor, jr. of ijalem, clerk.
correspondent writes "that the election of a
United Slates senator to take the place of gen.
Wall will probably be held some time in February,
when, of course, a good whig vvill be chosen to
repre.sent the broad seal of New Jersey in the senate of the United States in conjunction with her

A

favorite Southard."

.

Gov. Comezys^

DELAWARE.
message.
The message
to the

of trov.

two houses

o:i

refers raoslly

to matters of local
interest.
The common school system now in operation throughout the state seems to be in some reIt

for

Mr. Mason

in obedience to the wishes of his constituents.
Francis E. Hives and George C. Dromgoole, representatives in the present congress from this state
have both publicly declined being candidates for re

feited.

LOUISIANA.
This body met on the 4th instant.
hon. Felix Garcia, was chosen president of the
senate, and general William Deburys, speaker of
the house.
On the same day the governor transmitted his message, of which we will take some noLegislature.

The

election.

The

823

next.
If any bank fail to comply with the provisions of this act, the charier of such bank is for-

population of Virginia,

it

1,231.444— of which there areWhites,
Free colored,
Slaves,

is

ascertained,

is

735,813
48,425
447,207

tice hereafter.

KENTUCKY.

The

bill

providing for a repeal of the existing

law of Kentucky, which prohibits the bringing into
that state of slaves, for the purposes of sale, was
Population in 1830,
negatived by the house of representatives, after
long and ardent discussion, on the 9th inst. The vote
20,038
Increase,
The white population in 1830 was 694,439. The on the passaje of the bill of repeal was ayes, 34;
1,231,444
1,211,406

increase of whites is therefore 41,373. The increase
of free blacks has been 1,322, and the decrease of
slaves 22,517.
The excess of whites over slaves in
1830 was 224,715— in 1840 it is 288,605.

noes, 53.
Referring to the question thus decided,
the Louisville Journal says:
"No question which
has come before the Kentucky legislature for years,
has produced so much excitement as this."

NORTH CAROLI.NA.
INDIAN.i.
inauguration of the new governor of the
One term. A joint resolution has passed both
North Carolina, (John M. Moreheail, esq.) branches of the legislature, favoring an amendment
took place on Friday the l?t instant, on which oc- to the constitution of the United States, debarring a
casion, alter taking the oaths of office in the pre- president from re-election.
sence of past governor Dudley, the judges of the
ILLINOIS.
supreme court, and both hi-anchesof the legislature,
Riches of the west products of Illinois.
We have
governor Morehead delivered an address pertinent, before us the statistics of Illinois, and the result is,
to the occasion, the following passages of which
(even for a single slate) a basis upon which pcodi/ce
especially deserve circulation; ttie first for the moral merchants here and elsewhere, might make some
truths of which it inculcates, and the other for the pretty certain calculations.
The total population
viridication of the sovereignty of the states which it is 445,475.
On this aggregate then nownotquite
includes:
is founded the following production
half a million
"Nothing so surely indicates the happiness and from labor:
Grain products. Wheat, 2,302,956 bushels; corn,
prosperity of a people, as numerous school houses
well filled during the week, and churches well 19,626,904 do.; oats, 3,797,500 do.; to these should
crowded on the Sabbalh; and the latter are sure lo be added, potatoes, 1,566,000 do.
follow the former.
If we desire to perpetnafe our
It appears then, that the main crop of Illinois is
glorious political institutions, we must give to all corn, most of which is fed to animals.
Of wheat,
OUT people moral and intellectual cultivation. That there are about 8 bushels to each soul, or but little
man who improve.? his intellect for six days in the more than is ordinarily allowed for the consumption
week, and on the seventh endeavors to give it the of a people. Illinois, then, has not yet become a
real wheat state.
The potatoes, however, may be
proper direction from the precepts of our holy religion
who learns to do unto others as he ivonid considered a surplu^! crop, if we allow the conthey should do unto him, that man will never he- sumption of the people as we have done from wheat.
come a tyrant and he can never be made a slave. In fact, however, both are consumed and both par"Believing, as I do, that comity and good feeling tially exported.
should exist between the general government and
Jnimals.~Ho;s, 1,253,184; neat cattle, 164,951;
1 shall endeaall the members of the confederacy.
heep, 337,157.
vor, while I have the honor to [ireside over North
It seems, then, palpable enotigh, that hogs are the
Carolina, on every occasion that may offer, to meet chief animal raised in Illinois, and they are the great
them with that courtesy to which they are justly
onsumers of their vast product of corn. Here, too,
entitled
and which a due self-respect and the dig- is an item for the pork packers every where to renity of our state require should be shown.
liect upon.
The amount of hogs put up in Cincin"The days of our political existence, under our nati is only a little more than an eighth pari of the
present happy forcn of government, are numbered, number of hogs in Illinois alone.
Consequently it
when the states shall permit their sovereignty to be is impossible for the pork market to be controlled;
contemned, and their great seals to be scotfed at in Cincinnati, or any other point whatever.
and disregarded."
Mineral productions.— Cn-A, 3,546,000 bushels;
"I will cheerfully yield lo the general govern- salt, 20.000 do.; lead, 363,666 lbs. This is an inment iill file powers to which it is entitled, from a teresting item, showing that Illinois has within her
lair and proper construction and interpretation of limits liiree valuable minerals in sufficient abunthe constitution; while, on the other hand, I shall dance.
There are several colleges in Illinois,
Literature.
carefully maintain, protect and defend the rights
but the number and pupils are omitted in the acwhich pertain to our own state.
"I shall be extremely careful to see that North count above. Daily newspapers, 2; semi-weekly,
Carolina, when she speaks in her sovereign charac- 2; weekly, 27; periodicals, 7.
There are two or three counties omitted, but they
and, when jhe does so
ter, has a right to speak
speak through her great seal the emblem of her will not affect the main items of production, as statsovereignty
while I have the honor lo control it, ed above, materially.
Illinois must, on the whole, be regarded as a prosbe, respected.
it must be, it shall
During the late session of the legislature of N. perous state; but not enough so to run the extravaCarolina, three new counties have been erecleilout I'ant career of debt, schemes and boasting, which
After
cf the counties ofa siz^ too large for convenience. lias been undertaken iir the last few years.
The names of the counties are Stanley, Cleveland, all, the best mode of growth, both for individuals
and states, is the gradual and certain mode.
and Caldwell.
[^Cincinnati Chronicle.
It appears by the late census, that the population
It appears by the recent census that the populaof North Carolina consists of 22,724 free persons
thought
that there are few
is
It
tion
is
445,475.
whites—
total,
of color, 24K.917 slaves, and 487,298
In 1830 the population was 737,987. In- states in the union, that have progressed faster in
756,939.
wealth anil population, within the last ten 3'ears,
crease it) ten years, 18,952.
than Illinois.
GEORGIA.
The

state of

—

—

—

—

PENNSYLVANIA.
LegUlature
Resolutions in favor of a repeal of
the sub-treasury act, and advocating the distribution of the proceeds of the sales of the public lands,
have been introduced in the leiislalure of Pennsylvania.
They embody instructions to the senators,
and requests to the members of the lower house, to
vote in accordance wilh the views of the legislature
on these questions. In relation to the taritf, the
Ibllowing resolution is also before the legislature:
Resolved, That our senators be inslructed, and
our representatives requested, to vote for such modification or adjustment ol the tariff, as may increase the revenue derived from imports, equal to
the wants of the national government, so tlial at no
time hereafter, under any pretext whatever, shall
any money arising from the sales of the public
lands, be used by the general government.
Loan. The bill autliorising a loan ol $300,000,
at six per cent, for live years to meet the state engagements on the 1st of February, which passed
both houses of the Pennsylvania legislature on Sa
tunlay, has received the executive signature, and
become a law. The bill originally proposed a sale
of bank stock owned by the slate, as an alternative,
for raising the "ways and means" to meet the interest on the state debt, which falls due on the 1st
of February. But the bill was amended in the
spnate, so as to provide for »loan of five years at
six per cent, for the sum necessary, without reference to the bank stock of the state.

the 5th inst.

Mr. Fulton, (W.) of Wyeth, voted

-GOV. SEWARD'S MESSAGE.

—

NEW JEnSET.
T>ie legislature.
This body re-assembled at
Trenton on Tuesday last and organized lor business; the officers of which are the hon. Joseph Por-

Comeays was communicated
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spects defective. The appointment of a general
superintendent is recommended also some modifications in the law imposing the school t.ix.
It is
proposed to exempt persons whose taxable property
does not exceed three hundred dollars.
The penal code of the states il is thought needs
revision.
Many of the punishments inflicted by it
are severe beyond llie modes anil feeling of the
age insomuch that the excessive rigor ol the law
often defeats its own end, through the necessary interposition of the pardoning power, or the unwil-

—

—

lingness of juries to condemn.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Representiitive.

VIRGINIA.
United Stales senator. The leirislati.re proceeded
on Monday last to the election of a U. S. senator,
for the unexpired term of six years from the 4tli of
March, 1S39, since which peiiod the .-state has had
only one senator in congress. The vole stood as
follows:
Wm. C. Rives, 85; John Y. Mason, 40;
James McDowell, 30; .'^callerine .3.
Mr. Rives received the vote of every whig in the
senate and house, but two. Mr. Smith, of Gloucester, in casting his vote for Mr. Bruce (
) said
he should vote for Mr. Rives, if after a first ballot
it was Ibund necessary to tlect him, but otherwise
he could not vole (or him. Mr. Bayly, of Accomac, voted for Mr. Robertson, as did also Mr.
Thompson, (V. B" ) tb'e genafnr frcJio Kenawln;

—

W

Hines

—

Holt

(whig)

has been

elected a representative in the present congress, by
a large majority over hij opponont, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Mr. Culquelt.
•'True patriot-^ we." The legislature of Georgia
have p.issed a resolution, raising the pay of memmember of the Kenbers to /Ire dollars per day.
lucky legislature the otlier day introduced a bill to
reduce the pay of members to lu-o dollars nfler the
Probably the wise
close of the present session.
men of Georgia expect to be re-elected and probably
the Kentucky economist does not!

A

Resumption. The last Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle
contains the prnrla'naiion of governor McDonald,
of Georgia, in obedience to the law of the last legislature, requiring the binks in that stat», lo resume ?[)ecie piymeijlsxin the first A»y of February

MESSAGE OF THE GOVERONOR OF NEW
YORK.

Fellow citizens of the senate,and assembly:
The field of public service to which you have

been called,

is

bounded by no narrow

limits.

Il

includes the responsibility of securing civil rights;
of defining crimes of every grade, and prescribing
their appropriate punishments; of establishing laws
concerning the acquisition, tenure and alienation
of property, or instituting and maintaining courts of
justice; of prescribing and enforcing all duties arising out of the domestic and social relations; of creating associations designed lo promote the public
gooiT, and controlling or suppressing such as are inj'liriou':; taking care of the public health; providing
a medium ol exchange; sustaining doinestrc trade.

——
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regulating elections and preserving the purity of the
elective franchise; enacting laws for the discipline
and instruction of the militia, the education of
youth, the support of the poor, the relief of the afflicted, the encouragement of agriculture and all tlie
useful arts, and the development of the resources cf
the state by the improvement of rivers and the construction of roads and canals; and linally, all the responsibilities and powers which sovereign slates
may assume and exercise, with the exception of
those expressly granted to the federal government,
and subject only to the limitations prescribed by the
constitution of this state, and that of the United
States.
These responsibilities alfect the welfare,
honor and happiness of two and a half millions of
free people. Although distinguished lor the refinement of its social conriilion, this community is only
in the beginning of its existence. Notwithstanding
its thousand towns, it has yet an extensive region
altogether unoccupied; and with aggregate wealth
of a million of millions of dollars; its soil is imperfectly cultivated, its minerals have hardly been disturbed in their beds, the natural obstacles to trade
have only been partially removed and the perfect
subdivision of industiy in its various departments
is yet to take place.
We are in the midst of communities which are neither hostile nor rival powers,
nor yet dependent colonies, exhausting Iheir weallh
for our support; but free and prosperous stales,
bound to us not only by the federal compact, but
by the strongest ties of common sympaihy and aflection, and obliged by the natural direction of their
trade to contribute to our revenues and increase our
commercial importance.
When the federal government has discharged its
duty in maintaining peaceful and advantageous relations with foreign countries, in conducting its fiscal affairs so as not to durange the business of the
people, in making the necessary improvemenl of
navigable rivers and lakes, and ati'ording proper fa
cilities for the transmission of intelligence, it can
do little more to promote the public welfare. On
the other hand, the legislature which by salutary
reform, effects a decrease of crime, raises the standard of general educalion, established a new safe-

guard around the elective franchise, or opens a new
channel lor coinmeico, does more to increase the
general prosperity and even to strengthen tile bonds
of the union, than congress with its limited powers
can accomplish.
The year which we are permilted to review, has
been crowneil with the blessings of health, plenty
and peace. No pestilence has been abroad, severing the ties from which happiness arises, and recompensing with disease and death the nnavailing
offices of affection; nor has war, with its fearful desolation, diverted from domestic sorrows their rightfiil sympathy and consolation.
Contentment has
been in our dwellings; and the abundance wo ha
received has rendered it more easy to give than to
withhold. The laws have maintained their supremacy; and the administratioii of justice has encountered no resistance. All the departments of the government have performed their functions without
interruption and with general success. The harvest
has been followed by a partial resuscitation of confidence, and the general indications of a revival of
enterprise, promises a return of [irosperity.
Sentiments favorable to frugal and patient indusiry,
have regained their just influence; and the agitation
which, lor a time, threatened to array against each
other masses having common interests, and to establish new, impracticable and revolutionary measures, in the policy of the government, has given way
to a prevailing conviction that the public welfare
promoted by mutual hiirmony and confidence, and by a conservative support of tried insti-

is best

tulions and laws.

The comptroller will lay before you a full report
of the fiscal condition of the stale.
Tli-' revenue
derived from auction sales, within the fiscal year
ending on the 3(llh dav of September last, amount
ed to |,164,621 38. the receipts for duties on salt
manufactured atthesalt springs, were $155,961 IG.
Tlie revenue from auciiuii sales, have bet-n effected by the depression of commerce, and exhibit
a diminution of .f61),7S0 4fi, .since the previous fiscal year.
The quantity of salt manufactured, has
been less than in the yi-ar 1839, by about two liiindred thousand bushels, and the revenues are therefore less by the sum of $33,301 96.
There has heretofore been in use one salt spring
in each of the villages of Liverpool, Salina, Sjra(•use

and Geddes. 'J'he water at I.iverpn.d ronlains
seventy per cent, of s.ill; the springs at Sali-

aliuiit

na and Syracuse, furnish about fifty-six per cent,
each; and the water at Geddes yield about thirty per
cent. All the springs, except that at Liverjinol,
furnish limited supplies.
The very commendable
efforts of the superintendent In disrover additiiinal
sources of biine, have been crowned with success.

23,
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Three springs have been found

at Salina, each furnishing water equal in strength and purity to that at
Liverpool; and collectively, they will yield an ample supply for the manui'actories at Syracuse and
Geddes. I am happy in being able to state that the
search for new springs at iVJoiitezuuia, has been successful, and that a revival of the manufacture of
As a consesalt at that place, may be expected.
quence of these discoveries, we may anticipate a
reduction of the expense of manufacture, and an
increase of the quantity produced; results which
cannot fail to be profitable to the lreasuiy,and beneficial to our fellow citizens.
The amount of tolls and rents of surplus waters
collected during the fiscal year, on all the canals of

the state was
And the amount of charges on all
canals, exclusive of interest on
loans, was

$1,603,827 45

586,011 87

Leaving

a nett revenue,
$1,020,815 58
being .$36,981 18 less than the amount of nett income of the preceding year.
The amount of tolls and rents received during
the season of navigation in 1S4(I, was .$1,775,747
57, showing the gratifying increase of $159,365 55
over the amount received in 1S39.
The productive capital of the school fund at the
close of the fiscal year, was $2,033,807 95.
The
revenue received within the same period, including
the appropriation of $165,000, from Ihe income of
what is called the United Slates deposile fund, was
$'268,400 65. The amount paid out for the support
of common schools, was $275,010 10.
The capital of the literature land is $268,777 9
The revenue during the year, including $23,000
appro[.riated from the income ol the U. States deposite fund, was $46,935 84.
The amount paid
out and applied to the support of the higher seminaries of learning, was $47,871 97.
All the colleges in the state are in a flourishing
condition. The number of students attending these
institutions is six hundred and sixty-two; of whom
one hundred and twenty aie in Culumbia college,
one hundred and fifteen in the university of the city
of
York; two hundred and seventy-three in
Union college; ninety-tour in Hamilton college; and
sixty in the college at Geneva. The coinmunicalion from the president of Colninbia college,
herewith submitted, shows that thai institution is
suffering a singular inconvenience from the past liberality of the state.
The number of students in all the academies and
grammar schools in the state, is thirty-four thousand
eight hundred and three.
The number of the children attending the common schools is about five
hundred and seventy thousand; and Ihe whole num-

New

ber of chiltlren between five and sixteen years of
age, as nearly as can be ascertained, is about six
hundred thousand.
There are about eleven thousand common school districts in the state, including
those under the charge of the public school society
in the city of New York, in all of which schools are
maintained during an average of eight monthsin Ihe
year.
Of these school districts, there are veiy few
which have not complied with the act providing for
the establishment of school district libraries, and
there are at this time in these various district libraries about one million of volumes.
Within the five years limited by the law there
will have been expended in the purchase of books,
more than half a million of dollars. Although an
injudicious choice of books is sometimes made,
these libraries generally include history and biography, voyages and travels, works on natural history
and the physical sciences, treaties upon agriculture,
commerce, manufactures and the arts, and judicious
selections from modern literature.
Henceforlh, no
citizen who shall have improved the advantages offeri'd by our common schools, and the district libraries will be without some scicniifu' knowledge ofllie
earth, its pliysicial condilion and phtnoincna, the
animals that inhabit it, the vegetablts that clothe it
with verdure, and the mirierals under its surface, the
physiology and the intellectual powers of man, Ihe
laws ol mechanics and llieir pr.iclical uses, those of
cheinislry and their apfilication to Ihe arts, the
principles of moral and political economy, the history of nation-', and especially that of our own
country, Ihe progress and triumph of the democratic principle in the governments on this continent,
and the prospects of its ascendency throughout the
world, Ihe trials ami faith, valor and constancy ol
our anceslors, with llie inspiring examples of benevolence, virtue ami palrioiism exhibited in the
lives of the lienelaciors of mankind.
The fruilsot
ihiseiilightened and beneficent enterprize are chiefly to be gathered by oursuccessors. But the present
generation wiM not be allogelher unrewarded. Although many of our citizens may pass the ilisrii-t
library, heedless ol Ihe treasure ii contain", Iheun

pretending volumes will find their way to their fire
knowledge, increasing domestic happiness and promoting public virtue.
Tlie institution for the instruction of deaf mutes,
and the asylum for the blind, continue to make ample returns for the patronage they have received.
The legislature of 1839 very properly directed
the immediate attention of the commissioners of the
asjium for the insane to Ihe completion of one of
the lour edifices contemplated by my predecessor.
That building is designed to acconiiiiodale about two
hundred and fifty persons, and may be prepared during Ihe ensuing season for the reception of those
who unhappily are to bfcoine i!s lenants. It devolves upon yon to adopt a system for the government of the institution. There is not within the
range of the healing art, a department that requires
so rare a combination of profound knowledge of the
physical and intellectual constitution of man, with
firmness, gentleness and devotediiess, as that of the
cure of ruined minds.
The geological examination of the state will be
completed on the first day of June next. The public officers of the several state departments will be
translerred during the spring to the slate hall, and
the building now occupied by those offices will, in
pursuance of the law passed at the last session of
the legislature, be fitleii for the recep'tion of geological, botanical, inineial and zoological specimens
produced during the survey. The final report of the
geologists will be submitled at the next session of
the legislaUire.
Exhibiting a lull view of the zoology, botany, miner.ilogy and geology of the state
of New York, it will be a nobler tribute to science
than any which has yet been olicred in our country.
The law passed last year concerning the redemption of bank notes has had a beneficial operation.
The currency issued by the several banking institutions and associations has maintained its credit
and circulation. The bills of the City Bank of Buffalo have been redeemed by applying for that purpose $262,.3o3 82 of the safety Innd, and $52,795 17
received from Ihe contributing b.inks. The Wayne
county bank at Palmyra, has recently been placed
under an injunction at the instance of the bankcom-

sides, diffusing

mi.^sionersi but the hohlers of its bills will sustain
no loss. There remains of the capital of the safety

sum of $356,486 76.
The number of convicts in the state prison at
Auburn on the thirtieth day of September last, was
fund the

hundred and sixty-seven; of whom two hundred
fifteen were received during the year ending
In Ihe same period, twelve died,
thirty-live were discharged by pardon, and one hunilred and thirty-four by Ihe expiration of their sert-

six

and

with that day.

tences.
The amount received lor Ihe labor of the
convicts during the fiscal year was $01,355 35; and
the amount expended for general support anil necessary improvements and in the payment of previous debts was $57,928 10. The excess of the
earnings of the convicts over the ordinary expenses
of the prison, was $6,917 39. The number of convicts in the state prison at Mount Pleasant, at the
close of the fiscal year was eigl'.t hundred and thirty-two. The number received during the year was
three hundred and !ilty-six; sixteen died, twenty

were discharged by pardon, and one hundred and
ninety-two by expiration of sentence, within the

same period.
The amount of earnings was $83,504 14. and the
expenses of tiie prison were $77,460 00. The fiscal condition of the

prison

is

highly satisfactory,

and their discipline has been improved. The complaints of cruelty which hereioloie engaged public sympathy, and brought our penileniiaiy system
Sundry
into disrepute, have altogether ceased.
schools have been maintained, and in pursuance of
my recommendation, the cell of each prisoner is al-

ways supplied with a volume of the school district
This measure w-as followed by a gratifying iinprovernent in the conduct of Ihe prisoners.
Many wearisome hours of snlilaiy conlineinent are
beguiled, resolutions of repentence and rt-formatiori
are formed, and the minds ol the unhappy convicts,
accustomed to the coijlempl.itiou nf virtue anil
expanded by knowledue, are gradually prepared to
resist Ihe lemplationswhich await them on their
return to society.
The efficacy of Ihe adininislralion of justice must
necessarily be impaired by a too frequent exercise
of the pardoning power.
Inconsiderable clemency
operates as an encouragement to crime, and produces more misery than it alleviates. I have deemed it my duly to (Strict Ihe exeicise of the pardoning power within narrower limits than have beeu
heretofore observed.
It has been confined to those cases where the conviction was erroneous; where the punishment adjiidged was manilesily too sev.n-; ivlu-n^ iiepoitant
disclnsures conducive to public justice were made;
where the iiisanily of Ihe prisoner siiowed thai a
libiary.

i
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higher than any luirnan power had interposed be- river to Rome, about thirty miles in length, requirtween society anJ the oliemler aj;aiiist iis laws; ed as a feeder, may and ought to be completed as
where diseases threatening lile might be reinoveil soon as an additional supply of water shall be reby a resloralion to liberty; and a small nnmbpr in quired for the enlarged Erie canal. According to
which the appeal lor mere}' was coiiiinanded by the the corrected estimate of the former canal commissex, the teiider youth or extreme age of the prison- sioners, the cost of the Black river canal and feeder
er, or by the temptations which prompted, or the will be $2,431,599 29.
There was appropriated
raiti;^ating eii-cnnistances which attendt-d the com- in 1336, the sum of $800,000, and in 1340 the sum
mission ot crime, and was supported by evidences of $250,000 w,as appropriated, to which is to be
of penitence and reformation. The whole number added the expense of a feeder from the Black river
of persons discharf^ed from the state prisons by par- to the Erie canal, estimated by the canal board at
don (luring the last year, was llfty-four. Tlie num- $290,097 66, which has been transferred to the
ber pardoned in 1839 was thirty-three. Of those credit of this canal, making an aggregate of
-pardoned in the two years, the rights of citizenship $1,340,091 66; of all which, exceptabout $160,000,
were restored to those only, six In number, who had, at ttie close of the fiscal year, been devoted to
were found to have been unjustly convicted.
the construction of this canal.
The whole numb !r of persons pardoned for every
That part of tlie Genesee valley canal, lying bedescription of olfence, including misdemeanors, in tween Rochester and Mourd iViorris, 35 miles in
1S20 was 354, in 1821 .311, in lS22 2n9,in 1823 lOO, length, was opened for navigation on the 1st of Sepin 1824 131), in 1323 173, in \Si6 2S5, in 1S27 19!), tember last.
The branch canal to Danville will be
in 1828 331, in 1829 S3, in 1830 138, in 1831 115, in finished and connected with tlie main canal during
1832 107, in 1833 160, in 1834 149, in 1835 131, in the present winter. The cost of the entire im1836 93, in 1837 103, in 1833 153, in 1839 64, and provement was estimated by the Ibiiner canal comThe sum of
in 1840 85.
missioners
at
$4,900,122 79.
Sixteen convictions for murder have been report- $2,000,000 was appropriated in 1336, and $500,000
ed to me within the last two years. Of these one in 1840, the whole of which will have been expendconviction was reversed by the court for the cor- ed by the 1st of iVlarch next.
rection of errors; one convict was pardoned because,
Forty-live miles of the New York and Erie rail
altliough he pleaded guilty to the charge, it was road, extending from its eastern termination at
certified by the court that lie was insane when the Pierinont on the Hu.lson river to Goshen in the
crime was committed; the sentences of three were county of Orange, will be in operation within the
commuted to confinement in the state prison for present month. The entire length of the road will
Various porlife, upon the ground ofdoubts of the justice ol their
be four hundred and forty-six miles.
conviction, or from mitigitting circumstances; nine tions, seventy-two miles in the v\hole, are graded
have sutfered the penalty prescritied by law; and and ready to receive the superstructure. Ninetytwo are now avvaiting the same fearful punishment. one miles, chiefly in the valley of the Susqiiehanna,
While many citizens deny the ab.'^olute riglit of go- are under contract, and the company represents that
verninent to inflict capital punishment, all agree it is about closing contracts for one hundred ami
It represents further, that its
that its too freqency operates as an encouragement, eighty-eight miles.
rather than a preventive of crime.
It is an inter- road will, in its capacity for business, and the cheapesting and important inquiry, whether that frequen- ness and safety wiih which it can be used, be second to none in the United S;ates, and with the excy does not now exist among us.
The commissioners appointed to mediate a set- ception of its higher grades, equal to any in EngTlie company also communicates its expectletnent of the diificultie.s on the manor of Ransse- land.
laerwick, have prosecuted the duty assigned thern tation of completing the work within the period of
The cost of the road, as estimated by
in a spirit of equal justice to all parties, and will, as two years.
lam informed, soon be prepared to submit a report. the company, u ill be about nine millions of dollars.
The canals were navigable from the twentieth of The amount which has been expended is one milApiil until the fourth of December; and the naviga- lion three bundled and fitly thousand dollars. The
tion has been less hindered than in any previous credit of the state, granted by the law of 1838, was
year. An increased depth of water has been main- three millions of dollars, of which four hundred
tained, permitting an increase of burthen in the thousand ilollars were issued prior to 1840, and four
boats used, and materially reducing the expense of hundred thousand dollars within that year.
The construction of the Auburn and Rochester
transportation: Thirty thousand dollars were expended in repairin-i the dam across the Hudson ri- rail road has been successfully prosecuted. That
portion
of the road which extends from Canandaiwas
carried
away
by
a flood in
ver, at Troy, which
February last. It was also found necessary to sub- gua to Rochester, and connects with the rail road
stitute new structures forseverat decayed locks and from the latter place to Batavia, was put in operaIt is expected
acqueducts, in order to maintain the navigation of tion on the first of September last.
the Erie and Champlain canals. The expenditures that the whole will be firrished within the ensuing
be a continuthen
will
there
moiiths;
and
been
eighteen
somewhat increased.
for repairs, have therefore
The enlargement of the Erie canal has been pro ous line of rail roads from Albany to Batavia, leavsecuted with all the diligence permitted by the ap- ing a space of only forty miles without such comVarious portions of munication, between the Hudson river and Lake
propriations f.ir that object.
the work have been finished, and others will be Erie.
The commissioners appointed to survey the routes
completed withip the winter. The amount expended for the enlargement prior to the 1st of Ja- for a rail road from Ogdensbiirgh to Lake Chainnuary 1840, was $4,659,661. The appropriations plain, have performed that duty. I lay before yon
advantage
for that object, during the last year, were S2, 500,000; their report concerning the feasibility and
»nd the surplus revenues of the canals applied to the of an iinpiovement which I deem essential to the
the state,
of
resources
mineral
the
same purpose, were $369,171. Thus, between the development ot
first day of January, 1840, and the first day of and to its general prosperity.
and
company,
canal
and
Hudson
Delaware
The
the
sum
of
will
have
next,
$2,869,171
been
March
expended; making the aggregate sum which will all the rail road companies which have been aided
applied to this great work, by loans of the credit of the state, have regularly
then have been
paid the interest on the stock issued for their benefit
87,533,832.
The debt of the state, exclusive of that portion
The experience of the present commissioners jusof
that
the
cost
the
enlargement
belief
will
tifi-s
not which was contracted for the construction of the
exceed the corrected estimate submitted by their Erie and Chanplain canals, and which is regarded
set apart lor
predecessors in 1839, viz; 1^23,1)2,766. Deducting as paid by the accumulation of fur>ds
also of the contingent
the amount which will have been expended on the that purpose, and exclusive
liabilities arising from the loans of its credit, is as
first of March next, .$1, 533,832, there will be required to fiEiish the enlargement, the sum of
015,573,954. That portion lying between Albany
and Rome might be completed in the spring of 1843;
the part extending froin Rome to Rochester, might
be finished by the spring of 1845; and the residue,
from Rochester to Butfalo, by the spring of 1847.
The legislature, at its last session, appropriated
$100,000 for rebuilding the locks on the Chemung
canal.. The work has been commenced, and will
be efficiently prosecuted. Fourteen of the new
lucks will be ready for >ise when the navigation is
section of the feeder of this canal, one
resumed.
mile in len_glh, was left in an unfinished state, and
the navigation has been much hin<lered. The inconvenience has been feit more severely since the
business of the canal has been increased by the
transportation of coal.
The construction of the Black river eaaal has
been continued. The portion of it from the Black

A

follows:

.

Debt of the general fund, exclusive of what is called
the permanent loan to the treasury from the ca$1,412,96162
nal revenues,
Debts for the lateral canals that are
completed, including the recent loan
for the

Chemung

Debts contracted

3,351,784 71

canal,

for unfinished

works.

For the eiilar»-ement of Ihe Erie canal, 6,500,000 00
1,050,000 00
For the Black river canal,
2,500.000 00
For the Genesee valley canal,
50,000 00
For the Oneida river improvement,
$15,064,746 33
state debt,
revenues of all the canals during the la.st
and
expenditures
all
deducting
year, after

Aggregate

The

nett

fiscal

the de'ficlencies of the lateral canals,

were

$1,020,813 57

Leaving

a clear surplus, after

325

payingthe interest on

the deblfor theenlargeinentof the Erie canal and
the $400,000 annually loaned to the
treasury, of
$398,095 95
The commissioners of the canal fund estimate that
the clear surplus of the current fiscal
year will be
$570,000 00
The expenditures from tlie general fundduring the
fiscal year, exclusive of the deficiency
of the lateral canals, were
$779,324 36
I'he receipts from the sources provided by law

were

$379,211 01

From

the payment of the balance due the preceding
year Irom the canal fund, and from other

sources,

$400,113 35

The militia of the state consists of forty- three divisions, of which four are artillery, three are cavalry and horse artillery, thirty -three are infantry, and
three are riflemen.
These are divided into three

hundred and sixty-nine regiments and separate bat-

The aggregate number of citizens enrolled
one hundred and eighty-three thousand one hun-

talions.
is

dred, of whom seven thousand three hundred and
thirty-six are cavalry and horse artillery, nine
thousand and eighty-two are artillery, one hundred
and fifty-seven thousand six hundred and thirty-one
are infantry, five thorisand six hundred and sixtynine are riflemen, and three thousand three hundred
and eighty-two are enrolled in independent uniform
companies. V/hile 1 have the pleasure to announce
a gratifying improvement in the enrolment of the
militia, it will excite no surprise that its discipline
remains as imperfect as heretofore.
The report of the commissary general presents
an account of the condition of his department. The

owns two hundred and ninety-two iron, and
two hundred and fifty-five brasspieces of ordinance,
with arms and imperfect equipments for a force of
about fifty thousand men. Your attention is respectfully called to the suggestion of the commissaslate

ry geijeral, concerning the necessary meiisures tor
the preservatioji of the important property committed to his care.
I submit herewith the correspondence which has
passed between the executive of Virginia and myself, on the subject of the demand made by the former lor the delivery of certain fugitives from justice, charged with stealinga negro slave. In bringing the subject of this correspondence before your
predecessors, I observed that it fell within the province of the executive department, and that the duties of that department arose under the constitution
and laws of the United Slates, and not under the
constitution and laws of this state.
Nevertheless,
the respect I owed to the executive of Virginia, and
to the legislature of this state, induced me to submit my action for the information of the legislature.
The governor of Virginia, by direction of the legislature of that slate, subsequently transmitted to me
certain resolutions of that body, with a request that
I would lay the same before the legislature of this
state.
I was at the same time requested by the executive of Virginia to review the position which I
had taken. Both these wishes were complied with,
and with what results will appear in the correspon-

dence now submitted.

I have thought it might not
be uninteresting to the legislature to receive also a

copy of a special message by the governor of Virginia to the legislature of that state, together with
a copy of a circular letter addressed by that functional y to the governors of the slaveholding states.
In discharging the constitutional duty of recommending such measures as are deemed expedient, I
shall have occasion sometimes to refer to views submitted to your predecessors, and to past legislation.
It has been recoinmendfd that the legislature
should insist upon the payment by the federal government of the fourth instalment of the surphu

revenues, and require a relinquishment by congress
ribur:
nt of the
Dneys
constituting the United States deposite fund.
The
moneys deposited with the states were derived fVom
imposts and from sales of the public lands, and
were the property of the people of the United
States. It cannot be denied that when the distribution was made, it was well understood by congress, that the form of a deposite waa adopted, only
to save the bill from the veto of the federal execuNor is it less apparent that the several legistive.
latures, in disposing of the funds ileposited, by no
means contemplated a contingency in which they
should be repaid to the geneial government. In
the last message of the president, and in the report
of the secretary of Ihe treasury, this deposite is alluded to as a part of Ihe resources of the treasury
which has laid uncalled for during a long period of
fiscal embarrassments; although congress subsequently to the distribution, expressly prohibited the
secretary from demanding the moneys without its
express authority. Having observed with much
pleasure, the introduction into the house of repre-
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There is
it, if a proper edifice can be obtained.
building which belongs to the state, situated near
now of very little use, which might
be devoted to this humane purpose, at lca.it until the

in

the prison, ami

experiment can be tested. The whole number of
male convicts in the stale prisons is 1,423, of whom
The
1,1-53 are while, 270 are colored persons.
number of female convicts is 74, of whom 40 are
pleas white and 34 are colored. The sex ha? a just claim

treasury
rted business from the courts of common
of the
the tributes of their own commerce.
justices to extraordinary ettbrt for the reformation
into the supreme court. The jurisdiction of
After the canal tolls,onrchielsourcesof revenue
small number cd persons it furnishes to our prisons.
upon the ma- courts was extended, so as to include controversies
benevolent
the
crowned
has
are the duties upon auction sales, and
which
success
The
Previous to where the amount involved dors not exceed one
has
nufacture of salt at the salt springs.
efforts of the founders of the house of refuge,
It is gralifyiiig to notice the probe made by per- hundred dollars.
1838, such sales were required to
and induced an opinion that it would be profitable to
senate. It was gress of these domestic tribunals in the favor
part
western
of
in
the
sons appointed by the governor and
institution
a similar
was a mo- confidence of the people. Their jurisdiction was establish
justly urged against that system, that it
state, where the suhJHct of its discipline could
unnecessarily originally limited to demands not exceeding five the
the
city
than
in
expense
nopoly injurious to trade, and that it
less
much
at
maintained
and it pounds or twelve dollars and a half. By other laws, be
increased the palionage of the executive,
reduced the fees of many other ol- of New York.
was therefore abolished. It has been thought wor- the legislature
The law whi. h authorised the imprisonment of
diminished the average cost of foreclothy of inquiry, whether the plan now pursued is not ticers, and
non-resident debtors, against v^holn no fraud was
mortgages
to a sum two-thirds less than unof
sure
of
payment
the
securing
for
defective in provisions
allcdi>ed, was repealed at the last session upon the
debts
in
collecting
of
that
system,
der the former
the duties constituting the revenue.
the practice operated injuriously to
to a sum of three- fourths less, ground that
The salt springs furnisli a supply of water ample actions not litigated
one- trade, and was inconsistent with the benign spirit
million of bushels of salt and the costs in litigated suits to an amount
for the production of hall a
There remains now only one relic of
code.
of
our
third less.
annually; but the demand within the resions deImprisonment for debt
this state.
While there can be no doubt that these measures that usage in
pendent upon them, scarcely exceeds half that quanfederal courts;
is alloweil in actions brought in the
which
reform
that
the
and
just,
principle
rewere
in
judicious
a
It has been believed that by
tity.
slate, our jails, designed
this
laws
of
the
by
and
comaccomplished was necessary, it is
duction of canal tolls upon the salt inanufaetiired has been
permitted to
with the prac- only for the custody of criminals, are
conversant
who
are
many
might
plained
by
the
market
springs,
from the water ol those
as prisons for the confinement of debtors
courts, that some of the laws which have be used
be extended, the manulacture increased, and conse- tice of the
of
the United
authority
the
issued
by
process
imperfect, liable to be evaded, and under
quently the revenue of the state augmented. To been passed are
opinion that no princiunequal in their operation. Such States. If you shall be of
these suggestions, I respectfully add that of a ne- in some respects
reqirircs us to extend our
union
federal
the
of
ple
means improbable. There are few
gotiation upon some equal basis with the stale ol a result is by no
longer witness the imwhich are not susceptible of im courtesy so lar, we shall no
Ohio, for a reduction of tolls upon our salt trans- of th works of man
honest, but unfortunate debtors, with
certainly all experience has shown prisonment of
ported upon the canals of that stale, which might be provemenl; and
the^sanctionolthisjlale.
if <l'e system
reciprocated by a reduction of our tolls upon coal that laws seldom form an exception
'^'
legislature at its last session, communicated
The
which has been substituted in the place of one that
and other minerals from Ohio.
representatives the opinion that congress
that the hiis long prevailed, is, in any material respect.jie- to our
It was submitted to your predecessors
was imperatively required to exercise its constituI doubt not that it will afford
unjust.
and
delayed,
feclive
or
hinder-ed
justice'
was
of
administration
of passing uniform laws on the subject
power
tional
amendment,
necessary
the
make
and rendered oppressive by reason of the defective much pleasure to
beg leave to refer you to the
The charitable institutions under the patronage of bankruptcy. I
oro-anization of the courts of law and equity; thai
of that interesting subject which were subviews
by
commended
been
heretofore
have
stale,
to
its
imthe
incompetent
of
the court of chancery was
and to suggest a repredecessors,
your
to
mitted
happy to ackiiowportant duties; that causes remained on its calendar me to the legislature; and I arn
newal of instructions during the present session of
ledge that no appeal made in tlieir behalf, has binore than two years; that its patronage and powe
congress.
intethe
that
suggested
in
1839,
,o.„
were too great to be reposed in a single juilge; that denied. It was
Our currency was sustained in 1839 and 1840,
visitation of the instithe supreme court was oppressed with business, rests of tlie state' required the
most other states.
superintendent during a period of suspension in
and could not perform it with the deliberation and tution lor the deaf and dumb. The
to a superviindebted
are
we
advantage
this
For
charged
despatch required by the public welfare; that courts of the common schools was very properly
a free
sion of the banks, to the establishment of
of common pleas had in a great degree been desert- with that duty.
system, to the "repeal of the act prohibit-^
In regard to our penitentiaries it has been main- banking
ed by suitors, and had the form and organization of
law
of
to
the
bills,
and
small
of
circulation
with ing the
courts of justice, while they enjoyed lillle of the tained that discipline ought to be tempered
the last legislature regulating the redemption of
popular respect due to such tribunals, and perlorm- kindness, and that moral influences should be emmost conducive to
policy
found
The
notes.
banks
the
ed few of their important functions; and that the ployed to secure the submission and promote
public welfare, has been to desist equally from
compensation heretofore paid to registers and clerks reformation of convicts. Although some improve- the
increasing Ihe number of chartered banks, and from
tliis respect, more may yet
in chancery, and to the clerks of the supreme court, ment has been made in
those in existen'ce; to correct
It is too often forgotten that the legislation hostile to
to county clerks, surrogates, notaries and supreme be accomplished.
our defects in the new system of free banking, and to
court commissioners for their services, to attorney object chiefly contemplated in the adoption of
require of all banking instituto
trial;
fair
a
it
give
offend
penitentiary system was the retorrnalion of
in the collection of debts, and to solicitors, counsel
tions and associations, not only a prompt redempderives its importance from considera
iors and masters, in the foreclosure of mortgages, This object
their circulating notes, but also that such
of
tion
Thi
philanthropy.
as
well
as
of
prudence,
of
services
actually
rendertions
was disproportioned to the
good credit throughreleased, spends a notes shall be at all times kept in
ed, and was unnecessarily increased by the prolixity unreformed convict, after being
These views having prevailed in
Ihe slate.
and tediousness of legal foims and proceedings, if brief periqd in committing depredations upon socie- out
last two years, the pubthe
during
legislature
Ihe
the
to
Was proposed to reorganize the court of chancery ty, and in, corrupting youth, and then returns
inconveniences which heretofore existed, have
and the supreme court, to restore the efficiency and prison to exercise a vicious influence upon his fel lic
first time withReformation can seldom be expect ceased; and it has happened for the
usefulness of the courls of common pleas, to en- low prisoners.
legislature is relieved alike
in thirty years, that the
I woulil have the
ed, without addressing the mind.
large the jurisdiction of the justices' courts, to in
applications for banking privileges, and from
troduce greater simplicity and brevity into legal school room in the prison fitted as carefully as tht from
complaints against those by whom such piivileges
proceedings, and to reduce the fees of the various solitary cell and the work shop, and although at
public officers to such a scale as would alibrd just tendance there cannot be so frequent, I would have are hehl
icarcety
While Ihe most careless observe
services.
regular.
necessary
Although
as
the
quite
compensation for
it
in this country
The recent establishment of a separate institution fail to perceive that political powerthe
necessity of reorganizing the higher courls was earpeople which
chiefly with that portion of
nestly insisted upon by my predecessor as well as for female prisoners, under the management of one resides
in agricnltiirp— he who studies the opeby myself, has engaged the attention of the legisla- of their own sex, reflects much honor upon the is engaged
our system will find in the influence of
ture for several years, and has been made the sub- state; and I am happy to add that it has realized the ration of
agricultural classes a Kuaranly of peace, good
the
convicted
Females
judiciary
legislature.
and
to
of
the
reference
to
the
a
expectations
of
special
ject
It might
stability of our institutions.
commission; yet such have been the dilfictillies at
within the district from which criminals are receiv- ordei"an(l Ihe
gotherefore be expected, that Ihe policy of our
tending any improvement, that it has been left to ed at Ihe Auburn prison, are now sent to that peni
.:.-.-..
as to favor the first and
be
such
'
vvould
"vernineiit
they
remain
until
tentiary, where
your cousideralion.
industry.
national
ol
department
aiiopted were der is made for conveying their
them to Mount Pleasant, most important
'^he only measures which have been aiionted
The
has been extended; at least to'
temporary laws directing the appointment of two and such an order cannot be made for less than ten But no such favor
Our
which emidoys liee labor.
vice-chancellors in the first circuit, one in the convicts. This temporary imprisonment of females the agriculture
are chiefly in Europe; anil yet the proeighth, and an additional juil^e of the court of in the prison gt Auburn operates harshly towards workshops
states are virtually
growins
grain
Ihe
of
ductions
to
managecity
of
New
York.
inconvenient
in
regard
the
the
and
is
pleas
in
The
lethem,
common
excluded from European markets by the operation
I respectfully recommend
gislature of 1839, reduced the fees and emoluments ment of that inslifution.
import proNor is this all.
of registers and clerks in the court of chancery by that Ihe law be modified so that females bedirectly of corn laws.
ductions similar to Ihose of our own soil; hemp
The
chief
a law which diminished the aggregate compensation conveyed to their proper penitentiary.
silks from France, wool from
annually paid to those officers by about the sum of obstacle to a reformation of this class of offenders from Kiissia, wine and
Spain, and linen liom Great Britain. The attenis the inflexibility with which society rejects them
^3(1,000.
The legislature of 1840, entitjed itself to the last- after their season of penance is past. While the tion of the legislature has been called to the subless from a hope that direct re-'
ing gratitude of the people, by beiiign measures cause of public morals requires their exclinioii at ject of agriculture,
belief that our
designed to produce reform in legal proceedings. It least until they have given satisfactory evidence of |ief could be afforded, than under a
its pursuits might be asdissolved the connection between .)uilges of county reformation, humanity and expediency unite in re- fellow citizens engaged in
attention of the f'edeinl gocourts and boards of supervisors, in the appointment commending projier efforts to sustain those who are sisted in gaining the
vernment. Two plans for promoting agricultiira>
of county treasurers and county superintenden's of truly reformed.
engaged public attention. Ona
the poor; a connection by which judges were made
It has been suggested that a retreat might be improvement have
of agricultural sociepartizans, and the jiower of the executive defiart- provided for them at Mount Pleasant, where, under contemplates the foundation
model
of that established in Berknient was exercised to ilef'eat the will of the people Ihe care of benevolent females, they might maintain ties, upon the
Associations of
they shire countv, in Massachusetts.
those
the
.

|

|

I

I

]

I
•

We

in

selecli»n of

legal

functionaries.

The themselves by

labor until by good conduct

commissioner of ileeds was abolisheil, ex- should become enlitled to employment elsewhere.
cept in cities: its duties were devolved upon justices Such a plan must necessarily be left to private libeof the peace, while Ihe fees allowed for those duties rality, and I am informed that such liberality is
yie^e diminished; and thus an office was dispensed av^'akened to the undertaking, and ready to engage

office of

kind have been heretofore formed in this and
other slates, and have been productive of
Tiie other plan proposer!
benpfi^-ial results.
the establishment of a board of agriculture; and
this

many

very

—
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tional calamities, I am quite w illing to see the principle of non-resistance obtain all the influence it is

likely to acquire in this country, which, above all
others, needs peace.
For this reason as well as
have many earnest admonilions a°;ainst a state because I regard concessions to conscience in matdebt and against a national debt, from those to whom ters not affecting public morals, as essential lo rethis generation if indebted for all its experience of ligious liberty, I should cheerfully consent to the

by studies exclusively

practical,

ful.

We

either.

me

Bat

I

confess

ought most

tliat

car,'fully to

the debt

which

be avoijed,

is

it

seems to amendment of the conslilution in this respect.
which
I have on all proper occasions directed the atten-

that

results Irom an unrestricted importation of foreign
luxtiries, willioat an equivalent e.vponation of agriTlie inhabitants
cultural productions in exchange.

tion of (he legislature to the violations of the elecact passed in 1S39 has had a
tive franchise.
beneficial operation in preventing what was called

of this state, alone, pay annuatl)' for foreign wines,
more than th3 interest upon the cost of all ils canals
and rail roads, and for foreign silks an amount not
than the original cost of the Erie canal.
less
Two proiMnL-es in Ital)-, with a population less than
that of this state, and a climate represented as less
genial to the mnlbi^rry and silk worm, export silk
of the value annually of twenty-five millions of
dollars.
I cannot believe that our country, and es
peciaJly this state, will always be content to retain
I have observed with pleaIts tributary condition.
sure that the scliool district library now in the course
of publication by the enterprising Harpers, contains
several interesting and instructive treaties upon political economy and agriculture, which cannot be
without their just intiuence. The fruits of the seed
thus scattered, are sure to be gatheretl. It is only to
be regretted that this generation should not allow it-

colonization in

them.
to your predecessors, that while
by the laws of the United States, to
preserve an expended a id inconvenient organization of the jnihtia, it would be just and consonant
wilh the spirit of our institutions, that the taxes
and burthens of the service should be reduced and
self to anticipate
It

we

was submitted

are obliged

Our fellow citizens are enjoying the fruits
of such a reform in the reduction of military tines,
which was eifecled by a law passed at tha last seseq^ialized.

sion.

An
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of a citizen be safely communicated to every
one manifesting a bona fide purpose of embarking
his life and fortunes permanently with us?"
In
concurrence with these suggestions, congress passed the act now in force concerning naturalization.
Probably half a million of persons liave since that
time complied with its provisions, and secured to
themselves Ihe rights of citizenship; and there cannot now be less than half that number of electors
of foreign birth in Ihe United States. This class is
lies

largely increasing.

The number

of emigrants arrived at the port of
1823, was about twenty thousand.
sixty-one thousand.
in 18-10, was
Alihougli the liberal and enlightened opinions of
Jelierson have been the settled policy of the country for almost loity years, yet an issue is still mainNew
tained upon these opinions between a portion of
our fellow citizens, and those to whom the law,
for
electhe
period
reducing
districts,
and
tion
Although the registry of voters passed in comforinity with those sentiments, has
tions to one day.
under the law is alleged by many to be imperfect, given a full participation in our political rights and
and by otheis has been deemed" aliogelher unjust privileges. Hence arise mutual jealousies. The
and unnecessary, I am free lo acknowledge my consequences of these jealousies are seen in the
conviction that it has excluded many illegal votes; separation and alienation of classes having common
and I am not possesseil of any satisfactory evidence, interests; in the misfortunes of the weaker, in apstrongthat its operation has deprived any citizen of his prehension of insecurity on the part of the
er, and in the demoralization of portions of both; in
suffrage.
Legislation concerning the elective franchise frauds at elections and fraudulent proceedings under the naturalization laws. The policy and meaought "never to be governed by partisan views.
The present season of repose from political contest sures which I have recommended have therefore
had for Iheir object, the elevation of the social conis favorable to the adoption of measures which will
that the time dition of emigrants, and the assimilation of their
I recommend
be satisfactory to all.
allowed for holdinj the general election and for the habits, principles and opinions with our own.
Not much however can be accomplished by lecanvass in the several towns be reduced to one day,
and that to facilitate the proceedings and promote gislation, to effect the relations between masses of
desired in this rethe convenience of voters, the town and wards be adult citizens, and the change
the operation
divided into election districts, by their respective spect, must be left chiefly lo time and
To these measures it will be proposed of our institutions. But it is not so in regard to the
inspectors.
Slates
by some of our fellow citizens to add a registry of rising generation. The census of Ihe United
forty-three thousand
voters in cities and villages, while ohers will desire is said to show, that there are
The principle eight hundred and seventy-one white persons in
ils extension throughout the slate.
age of twenty years,
involved in these propositions is very simple. If a this stale who have passed the
read and write. Let us
law establishing a registry can be passed, which in without having learned to
proportion of adult foany
allowance
for
make
illevoters,
and
if
legal
excluile
no
will
operation
its
yet remains a large number of
gal voting can in no other way be effectually pre- reigners, and there
The number of chilcitizens.
vented, such a measure ought to be adopted. But no uneducated native
up
in the same manner, does not
growing
now
dren
unnecessary
law ought to be passed which will cause
These are the oSinconvenience to legal voters. Your better acquaint- fall short of thirty thousand.
and affluence, but of poance with the exigencies of the case and with the sen- springs, not of prosperity
from the records
Knowing
misfortune.
timents of our fellow citizens, will enable you lo dis- verty°and
that of this neglected class,
pose of the subject as will be most conducive to the of our penitentiaries,
fortunate, who from precocity
most
often
are
those
general welfare.
felony for any un- in vice, secure admission into the house of refuge
I recommend that it be made a
prison, through the ways of crime and
qualified person wilfully to vote, or cause his name or the state
too that almost every application for
to be registered; and that punishment no less severe knowledge
urged on the ground of neglected educabe visited upon the unworthy citizen who shall aid pardon, is
He who gives and he who tion, I have felt it an imperative duty lo appeal to
or abet such crimes.
to render our system of education as
takes a bribe should not only be severely punished, the le"islature,

wards and towns, and insecuring

a

satisfaclory scrutiny into the qualification? ol
persons whose right lo vote is questioned at the
The act of 1S40 regulating elections in the
polls.
city of
York has been universally satisfaclory in ils provisions for dividing the wards into elec-

more

New York
The

The rank and file of the militia are mustered twice
in'each year, once by regiments, and once by companies, lor the purpose of inspection, review and
These parades would, perhaps,
martial exercise.
be less inconvenient if they were ordered on conseExperience, however, has proved that
cutive days.
they are entirely insulJi^ient for instructions in miThe number of days assigned for
litary science.
such duty will certainly not be increased. The
law of congress would be complied with by an annual muster for inspection on one day only; and for
this inspection, a parade by companies would be
more convenient than one by regiments. Unifoimed
volunteer companies might be safely relied upon lor
Eolice, and the fonnalion of such companies would
e encouraged by abridging their term of service,
and by furnishing them with arms from the state
This would not but be forever disfranchised. I recommend that the
arsenal under proper restrictions.
affect the law prescribing the drills of olHcers, non- disfranchisement in such cases be made a part of the
eommissioned officers and musicians; and it might punishment inciilent lo conviction in the same manbo beneficial to extend to this class some or ali of ner as the incompetency to give testimony is in conHe- victions for perjury.
the privileges allowed to uniform companies.
giinental courts martial are inconvenient and opIt i.5 too much forgotten that in establishing unipressive.
If the commandant of each company versal suffrage, we have hiought into operation a
were required to report all delinquencies to a justice new element of government. It is the equal distriof the peace, that officer could be charged with the bution of political power among all the citizens over
duly uf imposing and collecting the penalties pre- whom power is exercised. Universal suffrage is the
scribed by law.
condition by which we secure universal acquiesBut it is a mighty element of
It is a well settled princijile of the society of cence in the laws.
Friends, that its members can neither conscientious- power, and requires the most perfect safeguards to
ly bear arms, nor contribute for military purposes. secure its conservative and rightful action.
The conslitation defers to these scruples, by exempt- niu-it not only establish all needful safeguards, but
ing those who entertain them from the perform- we must constantly maintain them, and after all, we
ance of military duty; but it exacts a commutation, must look more to the inoial elevation of electors
the avails of wliieli the law directs shall be applied than lo penal enactments to secure Ihe purity ofelecTo liiis com- tions. No efforts which overlook any class enjoying
to the support of the militia system.
munication the Friends raise the same conscientious the elective franchise can be effectual to accomplish
objection, and urge it in a manner sufficiently gene- this great object.
ral and persevering to sJiow that it is neilher tempo
Previous lo 1802 no foreigner could be naturalizrary nor capracio'is; while their known liberality ed until after a residence of fourteen years. No
proves that the objection does not arise from any un- one has better understood the tendency of republiviews of
U'illingness to bear an equal portion of the burthens can institutions or entertained more Just
the principles upon which they were founded, than
of government.
Every year produces instances in which the pro' the illustrious citizen who in that year recommendperty of Friends is sacrificed, or their persons im- ed to consress an amelioration of the natiiralization
"Considering the ordinary chances of huIn such cases, I have laws.
prisoned for con-cience sake.
never refused to remit the penalties imposed. Bnl man life," lie observed, "a denial of citizenship unof fourteen years, is a demal to a
residence
such a practice, if it should become general, wouhl der a
be an exercise of the pardoning power to abrogate a »reat portion of those who 'ask it, and controls a
many
I am aware policy pursued from their first settlement, by
part of the organic law of the state.
consequence
It is supof the states, and still believed to be of
that the question has its difficulties.
posed that the grievance can only be removed by to their prosperity. And shall we refuse the nn"
which
an amendment of the constitution; and there is not] happy fugit ves from distress, that hospitality
yet any sufficient evidence that the people are pre- the savages of the wilderness extended lo our fapared to make this concession to the conscience of thers ariTvins in this land? Shall oppressed liuthose who ask it in that inoffensive spirit which manity find no asylum on the globe? The consliliim\rks all their public actions. I assume to speak tion has wisely provided tliat for admission to ceronly my individual sentiments, when 1 say that I tain offices ol important trust, a residence shall be
respect the principle out of which the difficulty required sufficient to develop character and design.
•rises.
Bilieving that war is the chiefest of na- But might not the general character sncj capabili-

We

in

number

comprehensive as the purposes

for

which

it

was

es-

tablished.

children in the
alms house of the city of New York, one-sixth
part is of American parentage, one-sixth was born
abroad, and the remainder are the children of foreiu-ners; and of two hundred and fifty children in
the°house of refuge, more than one-half were either
born abroad, or of foreign parents. The poverty,
misfortunes, accidents and prejudices lo which

Of one thousand and

fifty-eight

my

foreigners are exjiosed, satisfactorily account to
mind, for the undue proportion of their children in
the neglected class to which the attention of the
Although the excellent publegislature was called.
York are open to all,
lic schools in the city of
and have long afforded gratuitous instruction to all
there exists in its
evils
the
nevertheless
il,
who seek
Obviously, therefore, somegreatest magnitude.

New

thing more is necessary to remove it than has yet
been done, unless we assume that society consents
These circumstanto leave it without a remedy.
ces led me to the reflection, that possibly a portion
of those whom other efforts had failed to reach,
mi^hl be brought within the nurture of the schools,
by'emidoying for their instruction teacheis who,
from Iheir relations towards them, might be expected to secure their confidence. When the census of 1830 shall be taken, I trust it will show that
wilhin the borders of the state of New York, there

years who is unable to read
is no child of sufficient
and write. I am sure it will then be acknowledged

when, ten years before, there were thirty thouvice, a
sand children growing up in ignorance and
suggestion to seek them wherever found, and win
virtue by perand
knowledge
of
ways
the
th»m to
prompted by
suation, sympathy and kindness, was
sincere desire for the common good.
that

a

ojii.iion concerning the manner
I have no pride of
which the education of those whom I have
brought to your notice shall be secured; although I
Iha
mi^lft derive satisfaction from the reflection
aund abundant misrepresentation of the method
it would b«
that
contended
has
one
suggested, no

in
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ineffectual, nor has any other |ilan been proposeil.
th^
I observe, on the contrary, with deep regret, that
evil still remains as before; an.l the question recurs,

not merely how or by whom shall instruction be
given, but whether it shall be given at all, or be altogether withheld. Others may be content with a
aystem that erects free schools and offers gratuitous
But I trust I shall be allowed to enterinstruction.
tain the opinions that no system is perfect Ihat does
not accomplish what it proposes; that our system is
therefore deficient in comprehensiveness, in the exact proportion to the children that it leaves uneducated; that knowledge, hosvever acquired, is better
than ignorance; and that neither error, accident nor
prejudice, ought to be permitted to deprive Ihe state
Cherishing such
of the education of her citizens.
opiiiions, I could not enjoy the consciousness of
effort had been
if
any
duty,
my
discharged
having
omitted, which was calculated to bring within the
schools all who are destined to exercise the rights
of citizenship, nor shall I feel that the system is perfect, or liberty safe, until that object be accomplished.
Not personally concerned about such misapprehensions as have arisen, but desirous to remove
every obstacle to the accomplishment of so important an object, I very freely derlare that I seek the
education of those whom I have brought before

you, not to perpetuate any prejudicesor distiiiclions
which deprive Ihem of instruction, but in disregard
of all such distinctioris and prejudices. I solicit
their education, less from sympathy, than because
the welfare of the state demand? it, and cannot dispense with it. As native citizens, they are born to
the right of suffrage. I ask that they may at least
be taught to read and write; and in asking tliis, I
require no more for thein, than I have deligently
endeavored to secure to the inmates of our penitentiaries, who have forfeiled that inestimable franchise
by crime, and also to an unfortunate race, which
having been plungjd by us into degradation and ignorance, has been excluded from the franchise by
an arbitrary property quali/icalion incongruous with
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of tile expense of navigating the Erie canal when it
should be enlarged.
The canal commissioners communicated to the
legislature their opinion, that in a few years after
the completion of the enlargement, Ihe tolls would
amount to three millions of dollars. If from this
sum even one million of dollars were to be allowed
for the expense of superintendence and repairs, the
enlarged Erie canal would yield a revenue of two
millions of dollars, double the amount required lo
pay the interest on the debt of twenty millions of
The annual netl revenue of the slate, after
dollars.
the completion of the enlargement, would therefore be one million of dollars. The view thus taken
in 1839, of the existing and anticipated cordilion of
the stale, was regarded by me as justifying the vigorous prosecution of the public works, and Ihe
ex]iression of a confident hope, that the lime had
come when the stale might realize the long cherished expectation of an extension of her system, of
Experience has full}' coninternal improvements.
firmed the positions then assumed, so far as they
depended on the revenue from tiie canals. The
tolls, during the season of navigation in 1810, were
#1,775,747 57.
The legislature of 1836 had directed stocks to be
issued lo Ihe amount of two millions eight hundred
thruisand dollars for the construction of Ihe Genesee
valley and Hlack river canals; and the legislature
of 1338, under an earnest recommendation by my
predecessor of a vigorous and speedy prosecution of
the enlargement of the Erie canal had appropriated
four millions of dollars lo Ihat object.
The canal
commissioners, under the express riirection of the
legislature, to put under contract, with as little delay as possible, such portions as woiilil best secure
the completion of the entire enlargement with double
locks on the whole line, had made contiacts for one
half of the whole improvement.
Those who in 1339 came into the conduct of public affairs addressed themselves in good Iailh to the
performance of their duties in regard lo the public
works.
sudden change, however, then occurred.
The official report of the retiring comptroller, instead of the glowing view of Ihe fiscal condition of
the state, which had in 1836 induced the legislature
to undertake the construction of three stupendous
works, and had impelled the legislature of 183S to
expedite the prosecution of that one which was
more expensive Ihan all Ihe improvements which
the state had made, exhibited a dark picture of
irredeemable debt and perpetual taxation.
The policy lo which, under Ihe auspices of Ihe
previous administration, the state was committed
and to which it bail already devoted twenty millions of dollars, besides jiledging ils credit in aid of
associated enterprise to the extent of four and a half
millions was now represented as involving the peo
[dein a debt of forty millions of dollars, ami what
was still more extraordinary, all Ihe responsibility
of the policy was assigned, not to the adminislraljon
under whose auspices it had been adopted or to the
legislatures of 1S36 and 1838 by whom all the appropriations had been made, but lo an administration upon which had devolved the duty of finishing
works long before begun, by which no money had

A

our institutions.
have not recommended, nor do I seek the education of any class in foreign languages, or in particular creeds or iailh; but fully believing with the
author of the Declaration of Independence, that even
error may be safely tolerated, where reason is left
free to combat it, and therefore indulging no apprehensions from the inliuence of any language or creed
among an enlightened people, I desire the education
of the entire rising geneiation in all the elements of
knowledge we possess, and in that tongue which is
To me
the universal language of our countrymen.
the most interesting of all our republican instituI seek not to disturb,
tions, is the common school.
in any manner, its peaceful and assiduous exercises,
and least of all, with contentions about faith or
forms?
I desire the education of all the chihiren in
the coinmouwealth in morality and viitue, leaving
matters of conscience where, according to the principles of civil and religious liberty established by
our constitution and laws, Ihey rightfully belong.
The policy of the state in regard to inlerrial improvemenls has been a subject of much di/Rcully.
In 1S39, the stale having completed the Erie auil been expended, and under which no appropriation
Champlain.the Chenango, the Oswego, Ihe Cayuga had been made. In his report of 1839 the discoand Seneca, the .Chemung and the Crooked Lake very was promulgaled by the lale comptroller, that
qanals, and thus open to the city of New York an the Erie and Champlain canals, whose revenues
inland navigation of four thousand five hundred had been relied upon by the legislatures of 1S3C
miles; was lound engaged in enlarging the Erie ca- anil 1838 as justilying an expenditure of twenty
nal to the dimensions of seventy tent in width by millions of dollars in new enlerprises, had neveiseven feet in depth, in making the Genesee valley yielded a revenue equal lo the interest on their
and Black river canals, and in aiding by the loan of co.st. Altiiough liio dimensions of the enlarn-ed
canal had in 1S35 been fixed at seventy feet in
its credit, the construction of the New York and
Erie, the Auburn and Syracuse, the Illiaca and Os- wiilth by seven feet in depth, and alihongh one-half
of this great work was under contract, it was prewego and the Catskill and Canajoharie rail roads.
The report of the coinplroller showed tli?.t the leiuled to be further discovered thai the enlargedebt which had been contracted for the construc- ment had been umlorlakeii U|ion a scale ab,--«r<l in
tion of the prie and Cham[dain canals was virtually niaguiiude and profiig.ite in exiiense.
It was proposed to reduce l'l)e djmensinns ol the
paiil, Ihat the liabilities for the completed lateral
canals were about three and a half millions of dol- enlargfinenl to sixty feet in widih and six feet in
lars, which, added to the remaining debt of the depth, and it was contended that no enlargement
state, exolusive of debts assumed for the unfinished whatever would be necessary for the purpose of
works, made an aggregate of four and a half mil- trade for a period of ten, twenty or thirty years. It
The estimated expense of the was majniaiiied by the opponenls of inlernal imlions of dollars.
works in progress, as appeared by the report of ll|e provement that the consltuction of the Black river
canal commissioners, was about fifteen and a half anil Genesee valley canals and maintenance of the
millioii of dollars, which, if added to the existing faith of the legislature, pledged in 1833 lo the New
debt, would have made an aggregate of abnut twen- York and Erie rail road company, were in policy as
ty millions, the annual interest of which would be iiiconsislent with the Irije interests of the state and
one million. The tolls of Ihe Erie and Champlain as useless and dangerous as would be Ihe creation
canals alter deducting the expenses of colleclion, had of titles of nobilily with patents ol numerous lainleil
increased from #839,925 in 1826, lo $1,504. SSI in estates requiring an outlay of twenty five millions
ISSfl, and although the tolls were diminished during of dollars, and an annual slipend of more than one
the commercial revulsion of 1837 and 18.'?S, yet million to be raised by taxes upon the people.
Il
their future increase could not be a mutter of ques- was al.'io insisted that Ihe first business of legislation, and it was equally certain that they would be tion should be lo repeal Ihe laws authorising the conaccelerated and augmented by the growth of the struclion of the Genesee valley and Black river
tr£\de from the western states, and by Ihe reduction canals, and also the laws aulhoriaing loans to canals

all

I

and rail road companies, to stop the enlargement
of the Erie canal or circumscribe it within reasonable bounds, to raise the toils on the lateral canals so
that the revenues from those canals might pay the
interest on Iheir cost and Ihe annual expenses of their
ipairs, and to relinquish suchot them as could not
be

made

to

do so.

And all this was urged as if the Fiidden abandonment of those enterprises would not involve in
wretchedness thousands of families, and as if our
state, whose successful policy had been adopted as
a model by oilier states, and had elicited the admiration of mankind, has suddenly become destitute
History may
of wisdom, honor and good faith.
safely be charged with the duty of assigning the reasons for such singular inconsistencies. It is necessary, however, for Ihe present purpose to observe
that the same canal commissioners who had in 1836
estimated the cost of Ihe works which the stale
then assumed at fifteen and a half millions of dol-

when required in 1839 to re-examine their
cslimates, reported the cost of Ihe same works at
thirty and a half millions, and Ihat consequently
the debt to wdiich the stale had become committed rose from twenty millions to thirty-five millars,

lions, requiring an annual expenditure for interest,
of one million seven hundred and fifty tliousaiul dollars.

The discovery of this exfraordinory error in the
estimates ol the commissioners happened in a conjuncture when, allhough the credit of many of the
states was brought to a crisis, Ihe spirit of internal
impioveiiicnt pervaded the commnnily, aiul our fellow citizens, relying'upon the views of our resources
before piesented, were looking confidently to the
public treasury, for approprialions to various improvements in which they justly felt an absorbing
interest. The iniinediate results at home and abroad
were a severe shock to confidence in the faith of
the stale and alarm for its ultimate solvency, jealousies in each region in regard lo improvements
immediately beneficial to others, and impatience
in every portion of the state for such immediate
and large approprialions as would secure the conworks before the apprehended calastiopbe should take place. It was doubted
time whether the tendency of all this was
lo a desperate compromise, by reckless expenditure, or to an immediate suspension of all public
works.
The policy recommended in this energency was
to retrench ex|)enditures, ami persevere in Ihe construction of the public works with moderation and
eronomy, lo refer Ihe plans of all the unfi'dshed improvements, including the enlargement of the Erie
slruclion of favorable

for a

canal, to competent engine?rs, to ascerlain what
portions of the same might be delayed without detriment to the public interest, and what expense
might besavedby executing other portions in a manner eqtially effective, but more plain and economical,
and lo establish a canal board lor the purpose of
preventing erroneous estimates and inconsiderate
legislation.
It was moreover especially insisted,
that, with a view to guard against a dangerous increase of debt and the possibility of taxation, all
issues of stock should thenceforth be so limited Ihat
the whole debt of the slate should at all limes be
kept within such bounds, that the iutere.-t on it
should not exceed the nelt revenue from canal lolls,
and that the increase of thai revenue sliould be devoted to the extinguishment of the public debt. It
was assumed, that although the adoption of this rule
might seem to delay for a season Ihe projiress, it
would ensure Ihe completion of the great works in
Gonlemplalion in ilili'rent parts of the slate, and it
WMS mainlaiin-d that the retardation, which had from
such ohvious causes become necessary, ought by no
means lo be considered as an abandoiiinput ol Ihe
policy of internal improvement, but that on the
contrary sijcli retardiiion was indi-pensable, and
was indeed the only mode of cany ing it forward
wilh certainly and success. This policy, which ill
ils more imp iitunt parts prevailed ill the legislature of 1840, is respectfully recommended to your
favor.
I tender you my congralulations upon the liappy
termination of the embarrassments to which it had
been my duly to refer.
The people of the state
have stood firm by the pillars of iier slienglli and
glory.
Time enough has eU|ised lo show that our
fiscal condition Is sound; ihat, although Ihe expense
of our iinprovemeiiis was eironeously estimated,
our revenues are abundantly adequate, and that,
with judicious management, we may persevere firmly in the policy of internal improvement, with a confident expecl.iiioii of accomplishing uliimately all
that has bei'n contemplated.
The eastern section of the Erie canal lia.s, during
Ihe last season, been subjected lo a test of its abilily.
From the opening to the close of navigalion, a
period of seven inonlhs and a halli there was an
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of lockage at each lock of one boat in
eleven minutes. Tlie irregular arrival of boats has
ranseil ranch detention and oiten delaj's of several
days.
The immediate enlargement, therefore, of
this portion of the canal, is indispensable to the
public convenience, and to the security of trade,
1,80.3,135 barrels of flour and 1,393, 195 bushels of
wheat were delivered at the eastern termination of
the canal dnrinj the past season.
646,970 barrels
of flour and 1,467.904 bushels of wheat entered the
canal from Lake Erie. Of the flour and wheat which
entered the canul at Buffalo, 3')5,262 barrels of flour,
and 725,025 bushels of wheat were received from
the state of Ohio, 112,215 barrels of flour and 97,249
bushelsofwhe.it from the state of Michigan, 13,726
barrels of flour, and 43,279 bushels of wheat from
the state of Indiana. 2,259 barrels of flour, and
10.634 bushels of wheat Irom the slate of Illinois,
and 166 barrels of flour from the territory of Wiskonsin.
These facts serve to shew, not only how safely
we may rely upon a continued increase of revenue,
but also how ranch we are indebted to our system
of internal improvement for the supply of our markets.
If such benefits are enjoyed whdc the Erie
canal is in an imperfect condition, and while the
western states are yet in their infancy, no esliraates
heretofore made have approximated to the results
whicli will be exhibited, when the Erie canal shall
have been enlarged, the western states fully settled
av!.-ra!:;e

•

and their improvements completed.

The earliest practicable notice should be given of
the time wlien the enlargement will be finished.
The capital, ijivi-sted in boats and other property
used in navigating the canal, exceeds three millions
of dollars.
Very extensive business arrangtaients
among our fellow citizens will ba alfected by the
improvement in navigation, and time should be allowed to prepare tor the change.
It is the peculiar and rightful province of (iie legislature to determine the amount to whicli the appropriations can be carried, and to give them their
direction. I may be permitted, however, to observe
that the object of iiilernal improvement is not to
conf-r local advantages, but to proinote the general
welfare; that, although revenue is neces,sarily an intermediate, it ought not to be the ultiraale purpose of
the system; that moderation and economy are required even le.^s to save us from the effects of improvidence, than because thoy are necessary to render the system as comprehensive as the wants of
the state.
L'^gislative action should, therefore, always have in view the improvement of eveiy region.
Although some portions of the state may
excel others in producing one staple, no jiortion is
without fertility and resources of wealth. There
are some region.* in which canals would be im[>racticable or unprofitable, but there are none in which
some form of modern improvejnent cannot be successfully introduced.
No one who studies the general welfare should
wish to have the productions of Oiie district dependent lb a market upon the |)recariou3 navigation of
forjable rivers, while those of another are transported upon an enlarged canal or by steam power: to see
mails carried weekly through one portion of the state
by the slow post wa^on, while other portions of our
citizens are receiving daily intelligence, transmitted
by rail roads. Those who suppose that natural obstacles, wherever existing, catmot be overcome or
removed, atjd that the course of trade cannot be affected by artificial imjirovements, may contemplate
with advantage \h^ success which has crowned the
efforts of our state in concentering, in its own market, the trade of its northern, soiani'rn and western
counties, which thirty years ago had no other channels of trade than rivers flowing towards widely
distant ports. Another example will soon be afforded in the sii'icessful ,irleni;it of the citizens of Massachusetts to divert from the valley of the Hudson
at least the wititer travel and trade between this city
and the sea shoie; an enterprize wiiich they are prosecuting firmly and rapidly, while in regard to that
Eeculiar interest we are relying upon the sublime,
ut hazardous theory of leaving the course of trade
to the laws impressed b)' God upon mind and matter.
Although seventeen millions of people have founded their cities and

est.ib!islied their

homes, under

our law|, less tlian one-third of the leriitory withia
the botindaries of the confederacy is occupied or appropriated.
What remains is the national domain.
Every acre of it has a volume for its future improvemf-nt is as certain as the present rultiva'ion ol
tlie lands we occupy.
At the close of the revolu
tion, the failure of the public credit effectually prevented the prosperity exp-*cted to follow tlie establishment of intiependeiice and the return of peace,
while the eiforls of the states to establish a more

—

perfect union were embarrassed by their conflicting
claims to the vast wilderness, lying beyond the western salllementa.
With magnaaiuiily, characteristic
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of the revolutionary period, each state ceded its interest to the federal government as a trustee.
The
whole domain was thus made the common properly
of all, and it was pledgeil to the public creditors as
a basis for the redemption of the funded debts of the
union.
In 1833 those debts were discharged.

The

revenues, derived from imposts upon imported merchandise, are, or ought always to be, adeqate
to the ordinary expenses of the government.
Although those revenues may be temporarily disturbed and diminished by errors in the laws regulating
them, or by foreign war, or commercial revulsion,
yet they soon regain their regularitj- and fulne.'s,
and the chief difliculty in conducting the affairs of
the federal government, has heretofore been, and is
likely always to be, how to keep the revenues within the bounds of reasonable expenditure witliout
withdrawing all protection from national industry
The reason is obvious. The states have reserved
the chief responsibilities and powers of legislation
for the public welfare, but have yielded to the general government an undue proportion of the taxes.
The maintenance of public defence is sometimes
made a pretext for withholding from the stales the
proceeds of the national domain. But extensive
military preparation in time of peace are generally
preparations to compel subjection at home, and to
subvert free institutions.
It may safely be left to
the people to decide, which are the best defences of
libertv, common schools or fortifications, canals and
rail roads, or standing armies
Danger from foreign
aggression is manifestly dimini-;hing, and if unhappily the scourge of nations shall fall upon us, the
ability of the slates to maintain the public defence
would be increased, by the distribution among them
of the revenues Tom the public domain.
Experience has proved that the organization of
the general goverurnent is ill-adapted to secure accountability, at least on the part of ils subordinate
nts.
The executive, from whom all such agents
derive their powers, is too independetit of congress, and every department is quite too far removed
from the people to allow that popular supervision,
whicli is so salutary in its operation upon similar
functionaries in the several states. The distribution
of the avails ot the public lands was resisted last

year by misrepresenting

it

as a

measure by which

the general government was to assume or guaranty
the debts of the several states.
So far as I am informed, no such proposition ha'' been contemplated
by any one of the states. But the occasion and the
motive for this misrepresentation having jiassed, it
s hoped that the true question may now be brought
before the people on its merits.
When we remember that the distribution, heretofore made of the surplus revenue, was attained
with much difficulty, and then only escaped an ex
ecutive veto, by receiving the form of a loan to the
states; when we remember that a bill which had
passed both houses of congre?s directing an apportionment of the ivails of the sales of the public lands
was lost for want of approval by the president, and
that subsequently a bill to release, without equivalent, a large portion of the domain to the new states
within which it lies, was passed by the senate, and
that a similar bill is now before that body, we shall
be satisfied that the true form ol the question is,
whether those revenues shall now be distributed, or
be lost forever.
So long ai;o as 1S06. the discharge of the national
debt, and the consequent accumulation of surplus revenues from imposts and the public lands, were
foreseen by the enlightened and sagacious statesman
who Ihen occupied the executive department of the
In two annual messages, he
federal government.
earnestly insisted that the anticipated surplus should
be appropriatetl to the improvement of roads, canals,
rivers, education and other great foundations of
prosperity and union, and he suggested an amrndThe acinent of the constitution for ihis purpose.
lulation, foreseen by president Jelierson, was
delayed by interruptions of our commerce untd
1833.
The eminent citizen, who in 1S29 entered upon
the duties of the executive department, observed, in
his first message, that every member of the union,
in peace and in war, would be benefitted by the improvement of the inland navigation and the con"Let
struclion of highways in the several states.
lis then," he added, "endeavor to attain this benefit
That hiin a mode that will be satisfactory to all.
therto adopted has^ by many of our fellow citizens,
been deprecated as an infraction of the constitution,
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This suggestion by president Jackson met a favorable re.'ponse throughout the union,
and wa.'i
especially approved in tliis state. The
governor, in
his message of 1830, observed:

"Our lunds applicable to the extension of our
public works may be augmented at no distant
day
from a new source. The duties upon the
importation of merchandise are secured by the
constitiitior.
of the United States to the general government,
and
have been its greatest source of revenue for all purposes.
In a very few years the national debt will
be paid off, and as but a small portion of the revenue
wifl be consumed in conducting the affairs of
tfie
union within the constiluiional limits, and as (here
are prudential reasons for continuing the duties
to
a cerfnin extent, there can be no valiil objection to
a distribution of Ihe surplus revenues among the
states, to be disposed of at their discretion.
If\-on slilutional obstaclfs exist against the measure, they
may be removed by constitutional means."
I acknoHleilge my inabiliiy to present a fiill
view
of the benefits, tfiis great measure would confer
upon the people of Ihis state. Our seminaries of
teaming are now enjoying an annual endowment of
two hundred and eighty thousand dollars, arising
from the apportionment heretofore made.

The amount of the revenues from the public lands
for the present year, as esti.-nated by tne
secretary
of the treasury of the United States, will be three
and a half millions of dollars, of which the share of
ihis slate wouhf be nearly six hundred thousand dollars.
An imperfect idea of ihe rapid setlleuient of
the public laiiils may be conceived liom the lact, Ifiat
the population of the slate of Indiana has increased,
within the last ten years, from three hundred and
lorty-one thousand to six hunrlred and eighty-tliree
thousand, and that of the state of Micti'ig.in from
thirty-one thousand to two hundred and eleven thousand.
What the actual value of our share of such a
distribution would be, cannot be estimated, but it
may safely be assumed that it would far exceed all
that we have expended in the construction of canals
and roads, the foundation of charities, the erection
of penitentiaries, and Ihe endowment of colleges,
academies and schools.
After such an accession to our revenues, Ihe various enterprises of internal improvement would no
longer be rivals, prosecuted against the influence of
local jealousies and alarms of laxalion.
The present generation would anticipate the blessings in
store for posterity, and every portion of the state
would be admitted immediately to their enjoyment.
It would be in our power, not only to extend our
system of improvement but also to increase in va-

rious olher ways the general happiness.
are
now obliged to practice a cold and calculating
charity.
have more than twenty-three hundred
lunalics in the stale, yet we have made provision

We

We

for the relief

of only two hundred and

fifty.

We

have more than

a Ihousand deaf and dumb persons,
are obliged to select by favor from among
them, instead of pouring the fights of truth and
knowledge into the minds of all. Our almshouses
are perhaps sulficienily convenient lor those who
are brought into them by idleness and vice, but do
they afford all the enjoyments we would be happy
to yield to Ihe aged, the sick, the widow and the
orphan, w hose afflictions are the result of providential visitation, unattended by vice or error of their
own? Should we longer contend about the appor-

yet

we

tionment of moneys devoted to education, ii our
funds were ample for the full endowmen! of all our
seminaries of learning?
Would there not be an end
to the great faiill of our common schools, the small
oompensalion paid to teachers, if we could adequalely increase the common school fund, upon %vhich
ue rely for Ihe education of more than half a million of children?

But if it be maintained that enough has been done
for the relief of wretchedness and the iiriprovi menf
of the foundations ol pios peri ly and union, what leason can be assigned why. with Ihe revenues in
queslion acknonledged to be the projierly of the
people, the burthens of the people should not be
diminished? Let us brine annually into Ihe treasury of the state, h'-r proportion of these revenues,
and our fellow citizens can be relieved of Ihe burthen of repairing common roads, and of paving tolls
iijion canals, rail roads and turnpikes, and" from the
heavy expenses of the administration of justice, and
the support of schools and chari-ies.
We are sometiine-s called by the adversaries of internal improve-

ment to contemplate acondilion of exhausting taxait lias been viewed as inexpedif-nt.
Who can object to a measure whicirwoulil
has been employed at the expense of tion.
To avoid these almost secure a general exemption from the burgovernment?
thens
of
and federal
me

while by others
All f»el that
evils.

It

it

in the legislative councils.
the most safe, just
appears to

harmony

which could be made of the surplus revenue, would, be its apportionment among the several states, according to the ratio of representa-

dispositions

tion."

Brit we shall derive from a distribution of the
surplus revenues other advantages than those resulting directly.
We are to participate largelv in the
benefits conferred upon other states.
Our system of
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when such conceptions become as familiar as they
are just, we shall manifest more of wisdom than

system contemplated by the father of our coiintiy,
our western breaud relied upon by liicn to accomplish the obj.'ct even of philanthropy, by lending
in our power to complete what
of his earnest solicitude the binding of the states thren all the aid
could ever have
together in an indissoluble union of atleclion and none but free and enlightened states
Not to divell upon the imporlauce of undertaken. Views similar to these were cominterest.
received their apthus securing the ark of our political safety against inenrled to your predecessors and
If they accord with your own, I respectthe storms to which it must sooner or later be ex- proval.
expresposed, we have interests of a subordinate character, fully suggest the propriety of renewing the
heretofore made iu favor of the great measure
in the coniplelion of the public works of our sister sion
advocated.
we
have
made,
I
be
If such a distribution shoulu
states.
The people of the United States liave, within the
should be able, if we are not now, to connect the
Chenango, the Chemung and the GtMiesee valley last year, in a manner prescribed by their own
canals with the rail roads and canals of Pennsylva- laws, in perfect tranquillity, chosen by freesufTrage,
universal acquiescence, the magistrates
nia; render them productive of revenue, and at the and with
same time give anew impulse to our domestic trade. by whom all the powers of government shall be exLake Ontario and the St. Lawrence river would no ercised under legal responsibilities, until those powlonger be separated from the central valley through ers shall again return to themselves. However we
which our commerce florts, but the vast territory may have differed concerning the questions which
which intervenes would be traversed by rail roads have been considered, all will agree that the peaceand canals, its forests would disappear, its soil fulness and good order which have attended the
would be rendered productive, and its mineral proceeding, furnish ample proof that the people
wealth be no longer left among the neglecteil re- may safely be allowed to discuss every measure
sources of the stat'e. Ohio proceeds in her system that concerns their welfare; and that neither force
Michigan labors under great difficulties, nor fraud is necessary to secure submission to ruslowly.
in her efforts to construct roads that will establish a lers, where power is limited, reason enlightened,
connection between her inland regions ami Lake and suffrage universal.
The chief magistrate of the union will enter upon
Indiana and Illinois are struggling with exErie.
treme embarrassruent in the prosecution of works his trust with favorable auspices. The public good
upon a scale of equal magnitude with our own. Il requires, and the public mind consents to repose.
of public services in the
is not surprising that the financial difficulties of Fortunate in experience
those states are magnified, and Iheir credit traduced senate and the field, in executive and diplomatic
But it is strange stations; fortunate in exemption from prejudice in
in the stock markeis of Europe.
indeed, when we reflect that they are members of favor of any erroneous policy hitherto pursued; forthis confederacy, parts seeking closer union with tunate in the enjoyment of his country's veneration
the great whole, that they should be vijiled with and gratitude, and especially fortunate in having at
the censure of the federal government, in a season once defined and reached the boundary of his amof embarrassment, and that the senate of the United bition, the president can have no other objects than
States should, in the face of the world, gratuiloiisly the public welfare and an honorable fame.
The people expect that he will preserve peace,
refuse to grant in their behalf a guarantee which
maintain the integrity of our territory and the invithey have never solicited and never desired.

—

One

miglit suppose, from the cold

speculations,

sometimes heard among ourselves concerning the
improvidence of those states that they were hostile
or at least rival powers, and that our security and
Yet it is
prosperity rose with the decline of theirs.
They are communities bound to us
fir otiierivisc.
by interest, as well as by consanguinity between
tiieir citizens and our own; their prosperity is our
prosperity, and no calamity falls upon them hy
which we do not suffer, although we may withhold
our sympathy. The great lakes, about twenty-five
hundr-d miles in length, may be regarded as a prolongation of the canal we have made across the
isthmus which separates their waters from those of
the Atlantic. Following the policy which has dic-

olabilily of our llag, co-operate

with Christian na-

tions in suppressing piracy and the slave trade
avoid alliances lor every olher purpose, conduct
our foreign relations with firmness and fairness
terminate our controversies with the Indian tribes

regain their confidence and protect them against
cupidity and fraud; confine the actions of the executive' department within constitutional bounds;
abstain from interference with elections and the
domestic concerns of the states; defer to the wisdom
of congress, and submit to the will of the people;
observe equal and exact justice to all men, and
classes of men, and conduct public atlairs with
steadiness, that en'erprise may not be disappointed;
with economy, that labor may not be deprived of
tated the construction of our lateral canals, the its rewards; and with due accountability of public
states situated upon the shores of those lakes, have agents, that republican institutions may suffer no
If he shall endeavor to meet these exseverally undertaken the co:iStruction of improve- reproach.
ments, to connect theii interior regions with these pectations, no discontent can affect^no opposition
inland seas. The Ohio canal, Ihree hundred and can embarrass him; for lie will act in harmony
twenty iniles in length, reaching from Lake Erie lo with the spirit of the constitution, and with the
the great river which sepa.-ates the states ol Ohio sentiments of the people. And when, like him
and lientucky, secures to us the trade of the nearer whose lame is unapproachable, but whose wisdom
regions of the great west. The trade of the central and moderation this distinguished citizen has adopt|)ortion of (he west will be given to us by two olher ed as his great example, he shall have healed his
improvements, to wit: the Wabash and Erie canal, country's wounds and restored her happiness and
two hundred and thirty-four iniles in length, ex prosperity, he will enjoy the rare felicity of a retiretending liom Lake Erie through the stales of Ohio ment more honored than even his distinguished
and Indiana to the navigable waters of the Wabash station.
When called two years since to survey Ihe stale
river; and the Miami canal, two hundred and ten
miles in length, reaching from the lake to the north for the purpose of submitting the result to the legisbend of the Ohio river, and connecting with the lature, I could not fail to observe every where enWabash canal at Fort Defiance. The canal of Illi- during impressions of the wisdom of De Witt ClinWhen considering how I could in any way
Uois will extend to the Mississippi the navigation ton.
we now enjoy, and thus bring to us the trade of the con'ribute to diminish the burtliens of Ihe people,
to promote public prosperity, to diffuse knowledge,
remotest western settlements.
Of these canals the Ohio is already completed. to favor agriculture and encourage the arts, to deThat portion of the Wabash and Eiie canal, one velop Ihe resources of Ihe state, extend its interior
hundreil and forty-four miles long, lying within the communications by land and water, and equalize
stale of Indiana, is finished, and the remaining por- Ihe advantages of free government among all my
tion, ninety miles in length, which lies within tile fellow citizens, I could not fail to see that his gestate of Ohio, is yet incompli:te, but the lale go- nius had :narked out in all these respects the policy
vernor of that state, in his last message, gave the which the state, in the emulous spirit expressed by
assurance that it would be ready for navigation her noble motto, could pursue to a higher and hapOf the Miami canal, pier social condition than had ever yet been attainduring the present year.
When reflecting upon the
nearly the whole is under contract, and more than ed by any community.
one hundred miles have been completed. Of the misapprehensions, ditficulles and embarrassments lo
Illinois canal, which will cost about eight millions be encountered, I found in his great fame an eviof dollars, about one-half is finished, and the con- dence that such a policy might be pursueil with sale
struction of the remainder, unhappily retarded by ly, although it must sometimes corne in conflict
financial embarrassment, might be hastened by llie with local jealousies and temporary interests.
aid which Ihe state of Illinois has a right to claim Under the influence of feelings inspired by Ihe ocfrom the general government, or by a speedy distri- ca.<ion, I ventured to express a hope that the time
bution of the proceeds of the public lands. When had arrived wdien the state was prepared lo acknowwe consider the vast amount and value of Ihe agii. ledge her obligations to so distinguished a benefacciilliiral productions received from the Ohio canal tor
In this suggestion I confess that I anticipated,
alone, Ihe only one of those canals yet in lull ope- but I trust not by any very long period, the justice
ration, we may form some imperfect conception of ot my fetlokv citizens.
the interest we have in Ihe success of the system of
H.
And
inii'rnal improvement in the west-rn sta,tca.
Jllbany, January 5, 18-Jl.

WILLIAM

SEWARD.

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS -2d SESSION.
SENATE.
January
Maryland,

13.

John Leeds Kerr, senator elect from

in the place of the hon.

Mr. Spence, de-

ceased, appeared, was qualified, and took his seat.
The vice president laid before the senate a communication from the treasury department, in compliance with a resolution, showing Ihe rates of foreign and domestic exchange in the years 1838, '39

and

'40.

Also, from the same, showing the number of clerks
in the department, with the salaries an-

employed
nexed.

Memorials and petitions were presented by Messrs.
Linn and Robinson.
Mr. Graham, from the committee on revolutionary claims, reported a bill to authorise the building
of a monument in commemoration of the services of
brigadier generals Davidson and Nash, of the state
of North Carolina, who fell in defence of their
country.
The bills noticed yesterday as having been ordered to be engrossed, were severally read a third time
and passed.
Mr. Merrick moved to take up the bill transferring
the stock of the United States in the Chesapeake
and Ohio canal to the slate of Maryland.
Mr. CZay, of Alabama, said he wanted the United
States to get rid of all stock of that kind, but, as the
time had arrived for (akingtip the special order, he
must oppose the motion.
Mr. Merrick appealed to the courtesy of the senathat bill had passed the senate at the last sestor
sion, but was lost in the other house, for want of
time. The legislature of Maryland was now in session, which made a speedy action the more urgent.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, thought the senator could
call it up to-morrow, to which Mr. M. said he must

—

assent, as there

was no remedy.

The senate then proceeded to the consideration
of the special order, being the bill for a prospective
and permanent pre emption system; when Mr.
Preston rose and addressed the senate against the
substitute orteied by Mr. Calhoun for the motion of
Mr.

Crittenden.

Mr. Sevier said he had something to say on the
but as the hour was late he would move to postpone its further consideration until to-merrow;
which was agreed lo.
Mr. PUelps submitted the following resolution:
Resolved, That the secretary of the senate be directed to pay. as a part of the contingent expenses of the
senate, S500 lo the order of the svidow of Stephen
bill,

late sergeant-at-arms of the senate, to defray
the e.\pense of placing his body in a proper manner
in a secure coffin, carefully protected in the public
vaults in the congressional burial ground at Washington, and the expense of transportation of the body to
his friends in Vermont, and its burial there; and ihat
the secretary be directed to pay to the said widow the
salary of the deceased for the residue of the term for

Haight,

and

which he was elected.
After some few remarks from Messrs. Wright,{e\planatory of the object, and its being in conformity with the wishes of the deceased), iVhite and
iCmg, the resolution was adopted.
The senate then proceeded lo the consideration
of executive business; and, after a short session,
adjourned.

January 14. The following memorials and petiwere presented and appropriately referred:
By Mr. Cluy, from the American peace society,
asking that congress would appoint a special committee to reconsider and report on the memorials
presented on the subject at the last session. Mr.
tions

C. said, while he fully concurred in the benevolent
sentiments of the memorialists, yet such was the
multiplicity of his engagements, and press of public
and private business.'that he did not feel authorised
to ask for a special committee, but if any other senator thought it would be better to have such a
committee, they could move it.
Also, a memorial for a bankrupt law.
By Mr. IVrittht, from inhabitants of Schenectady
county. New York, asking a select committee lo
reconsider and report on the peace society memorials of last

year.

Mr. W.

said

it

was the same

in

as Ihat just olfered hy the senator from Kentucky. He could not ask for a special committee;
and as the Memorials had heretofore been referred
to the committee on foreign relations, he did not
know what better disposition to give them. Oil
suggestion, they were laid on the table.
Also, several memorials from inhabitants of New
York, all numerously signed, asking a bankrupt law.
Also, one remonstrating against the passage of a
bankrupt bill during Ihe present session,
.\lso, one from merchants, mechanics and traders
of the city of New York, designating a form of such
a bankrupt law as would be agreeable to them, and
going into the provisions of the same at some length.
On motion, this was ordered to be printed.
efl'ect
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By Mr. Rugsles, from citizens of Bucksport, IW. said he was
Maine, remonstrating against the repeal of the fish- ble partnership between this government and this
The memorialists state that the cod company, by the surrender of this stock to the
in" bounty.
fate' of Maryland.
Mr. W. said that whoeve
fishery is a dangerous business, yielding with the
would read the early debates and reports on this
bounty but a scanty and precarious subsistence.
By Mr. Clan, o1 Alabama, from the legislature of subject in both houses of congress could not fail to
the state of Alab.ima, resolutions against a protec- observe that this government had originally intended to procee<l pirn' pu-ssu with the state of Marytive tariff.
Several private petitions were also presented by land in subscriptions to this canal, considering it as
real national work terminating in this District.
Messrs. Norvell, Mien, IVhile &nd CTay, ofAla.
Mr. Kins;, from the committee on commerce, re- Th« design was now abandoned, most happily, by
government, together with the whole internal
ported a bill to regulate the commercial intercourse
with the port of Cayenne, in French Guiana, and improvement syslem by congress, but in the mean
time the state of Maryland, relying on the continuto remit certain duties, with an amendment.
ed co-operation of this government in the construcI\Ir. Linn, from a select committee, reported the
tion of this canal, had proceeded and expended
bill to authorise the adoption of measures for the
occupation and settlement of the territory of Ore- enormous sums towards the completion of this great
work; and whilst he (Mr. W.) could not, even una
portion
the
laws
of
the
gon, and for extending
of
der tUese circumstances, vote to appropriate more
Urjiled States over the same.
On motion of Mr. Clay, of Alabama, the senate money to this or any other similar object of interpi-iceeded to consider in committee of the whole nal improvement by this government, yet he thought
it a mere act of justice to surrender this stock, not
llie bill to regulate the land offices in the state of
Imliana, and lor other purposes; which, after being without an equivalent, but for the full equivalent
provided in this act, namely, the use of this canal
aminded, was ordered to be engrossed.
Mr. Merrick moved to take np the joint resolu- forever, free of all toll, for the transportation of the
tion lor the transferofthestockuf the United States troops and munitions of war of this government,
in the Chesapeake and Ohio canal to the state of and upon similar terms Mr. W. was willing to surrender to the stales in which they were located, all
Maryland.
Mr. Mangum said, this was a subject of great in- the stock held by this government in all other canals, and thus complete the divorce between this
It would be
terest to the citizens of this District.
recollected that he had presented, some time since, government and the whole internal improvement
In relation to the stock held by this goa memorial in relation to this very matter, ajipend- system.
ed to which were some voluminous documents vernment in the Lmisville canal, Mr. W. desired to
which had not yet been printed and laiil on the ta- cede our stock in that canal to the stale of Kentucbles.
He therefore hoped that the subject would ky as auxiliary to the great object of rendering that
not be pressed until he could have time to look into canal free of all toll, and thus remove that heavy
It.
It could be passed over informally for the pre- taxation which was now imposed on those who travelled or transpoited products on the Ohio river.
Mr. Merrick said he was willing to grant any In relation to the opposition on the pait of this city to
reasonable delay for the jmrpose of allowing the se- this transfer, Mr. W. said he regretted it. The coinnator to look into it, and so as it was not thrown pl-jtion of this canal by Maryland would be of vast
in favorol' dissolving this unpiofita-

831

Mr. Crittenden moved to postpone all
of the day for the purpose of taking up
rupt

the order.s
the bank-

bill.

|

its place, he would consent that it should lay
over until to-morrow. There was a particular reason why thire should be as prompt action on it as
possible. The committee for the District of Columbia had the memorial and documents alluded to by
the senator bi-fore them, and had reported the joint
resolution, which had passed the senate at the last
session without discussion, but had been lostintbe
other house lor want of time.
Mr. GfuAi/m said a book had just been put into
his possession this morning (holding np a volume
of at least 200 pages), which would require examination before he should be prepared to vote on it.
AVhether he could be ready by to-morrow or not,
would depend, therefore, on circumstances.
Mr. [derrick said, if the senator had to read that
volume before arriving at a knowledge of the subject, the resolution must be defeated by the delay,
and therefore he couhl not consent to the postponement. The cities of this District had meinoralized
congress not to transfer a stock belonging to the
Untied Slates, and of which the government was

out of

the entire owner.

What was

it

to

them any more

than to other cities of the union, what congress
pleased to do with the stock? He could see no reaWhat were
son for their particular interference!
Why, that this stock was
the farts in the case!
hanging like an incubus over the state of Maryland,

The motion was opposed by
ton,

Messrs. King, Ben-

Lumpkin, Hubbard and others.

Some
when,

conversation ensued on a point of order;

after

some

further remarks

from Mes.'rs.

Walker, Norvell and others

Mr. Crittenden withdrew the molion, but said he
should renew it, and press the subject on the consideration of the senate immediately ufter the bill
under consideration as the present special order
was disposed of.
The senate then took up the special order, being
the prospective pre-emptive system; when Mr.
Smith, of Indiana, rose, and closed the remarks
which he commenced yesterday.
Mr. Merrick moved to postpone the further consideration of the bill until Monday, with a view to
take np the bill to incorporate the banks of the city
of Washington.
Mr. M. said it was important that
the subject should be acted on promptly, that the
banks of the District might be informed of the
ground on which they are to stand. If it were not
acted on at once, it would be lost for want of time.
Mr. M. thought it would be agreeable to gentlemen
to take a respite from a discussion which must have
proved wearisome, from its long continuance, and
refresh themselves with the consideration of another
subject that would be doing a great service to Ihe
people of the District.
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, thought he would prove
recreant to his duty if he acquiesced in the wishes
He had always
of Ihe senator from Maryland.
been ilisposed to do justice to the |)eople of the District of Columbia, of which they had evidence; but
he could not consent to have a measute of high
public import, and one in which he felt so deeply
interested, passed over to
bill

make room

for

any bank

whatever.

Mr. Merrick was aware he was at the mercy of
importance to this city, and she ought lo support the senate; he thought the bill would not create
amply discussed at
this bill as facilitating the completion of this work; much debate, as it had been so
and as to the idea that Maryland might by obtain- the last session, and he would feel greatly gratified
ing the control of this stock abandon the canal to if the senate would grant his molion.
Mr. Tappan asked if the senator really thought
this citv, by carrying the canal from a point out
of this District to Baltimore, it was delusive. Mr. the bill conld pass without discussion, when he
W. said a survey for Maryland, by the the accom- must have been aware of the amendment oliered by
He was not well enough lo enter
plished head of our topographical bureau, had been him, (Mr. T.)
made, by which it was demon.>itrated that all other into Ihe discussion then; and, besides, there had
routes for a cross cut from thi.s canal to Baltimore been a call made on the secretary of the treasury
were impracticable, e.\cept the route running im- for certain information in relation to banking that
had not yet been furnished, and which was germaiu
mediately from and through this city.
Mr. W. said that this bill had passed the senate to the matter in question. Did not the gentleman
Baltimore had refused to
at the last session by a large majority, and he hoped know that the banks in
resume? Had they not been told that these banks
it would now be permitted to pass without delay.
Mr. Clay, of Ala. said it was the hour for taking were ready lo resume as .soon as the banks in Phi-

He shoulil, as he said before, ladelphia did so? Well, Ihe banks in Philadelphia
Baltimore were not
vote for disconnecting the government from all had resumed; but the banks in
presumed they would
these stock operations; but he thought it proper compelled to follow, and he
resume
until the Virginia banks resumed;
now
not
allowed
time
to
consider
be
should
gentlemen
that
He therefore moved to postpone it for and the Virginia banks would not resume till the
the subject.
Baltimore banks did; and thus neither would pay
the present.
Merrick would greatly prefer to take the their debts until they were driven to it by the peoup the special order.

Mr.

question on the postponement. It was important
to Maryland that she should know what was to be
done, as she would have to regulate her policy accordingly.

ple of those slates.
Mr. Merrick made a brief reply, which was not
distinctly heard, but insisted on his motion.
Clay, of Alabama, moved to lay the motion
on Ihe table.
Mr. Merrick called for Ihe yeas and nays, when
there appeared for the motion 23, against it 15.

Mr

The question was then taken on the postponecounted.
and was not worth a larthing to the government. ment, and carried ayes 21, noes not
The senate proceeded to take up the special orThe United States refused to come forward and
Mr. Southard then rose and addressed the senate
permanent and proscontribute its aid in carrying the canal to such point der the bill providing for a
Ibra motion lo
Mary- pective pre-emption system; when Mr. Sevier rose until a late hour, when he gave way
as would make it beneficial to any body.
adjourn.
followed
by
Mr.
was
land asks that the stock of the government may be and adilressed the senate, and
And then the .senate adj.iurned.
spoke until near lour P. MIransierred, oil certain conditions sp-. cilied in the Smith, of Indiana, who
Mr. Fullou presented a resnlntion
Januai-y 16.
motion to adjnurn.
resolution, and for which the government hai an and then gave way for a
relation lo ceding
January 15. Mr. Huntington presented the cre- of the legislature of Arkansas in
equivalent, and she would then go on to complete
they lie;
C<!ii//cm, senator elect the public lands to the states in which
Thomas
lion.
the
of
d.Mitials
to
the
hold
on
(said
Mr.
M.)
Will you
the canal.
may be apnrolands
that
also,
memorial
asking
a
the
of
March
from
4!h
stuck, tosppcula'e on the public spirit of Baltimore? from the stale of Delaware
the
The credentials were read and placed on prialnl in lieu of those in the neighborhood of
next.
It
Ifao, the state will not go on with the work.
Salt Springs.
was a kind of dog-in-the-manger policy, neitlier
credentials
of
The vice presidrnt presented the
Mr. Seaier presented memorialsof Ihe legishluie
doing it yourselves nor suffering the state lo do ii.
Bayurd, of the state of Dela- of Arkansas for the improvement of the navii;alion
Mr. H'uZ/fer said several years since he had in- the hon. Richard H.
elect from that state, which were of the Washita river, and in relation to the appointtroduced a bill somewhat similar lo that now pend- ware, senator
and placed on file.
ment of inspectors for the steamboats on the Aring, lor the relinguiahment of our stock in the Ciie- also read
The following memorials and petitions were pre- kansas river.
Sapeake and Ohio canal to the slate of Maryland.
He had done this, after a conference with a distin; sented and referred:
Memorials and petitions were also presented by
By Mr. Robertson, a joint resolution ofthelegis- Messrs. Young, Mouton, Buchanan, Merrick, Roane,
guished patriot, (gov. Kent), then a senator from
requesting such legislation as
Maryland, but no.v called to a higher and a better l.iture of Illinois,
Henderson, Norrell and IViighl.
secure the remission of duly
world. At that time he (Mr. W.) had called upon might be necessary to
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, from the committee on
-.
,
the secretarj' of the treasury to report what divi- on rail road iron.
xu
Ihe judiciary, reported, without ainemlment. a bill
By Mr. Benton, several memorials Irnm the city to amend the judicial system of the United States.
dends the government of the United States had reprajing th.it, il any bankrupt bill
ceived from its stock in all these canals, namely, of New York, all
Mr. ]Vall, from the same committee, reported a
and corporations may be included
this canal, the Delaware and Chesapeake canal, the be passed, banks
As some of these give bill to authorise the secretary of Ihe treasury to
Dismal Swamp canal, and the Ohio canal at Louis- in the compulsory process.
in eztenso, setting compromise wilh the sureties of Samuel Swartwoul,
memorialists
the
of
views
these
the
ville.
The repo.t then made showed that
New York.
leasons why banks should be included, late collector of
Stocks, with the exception of the last, had never forth the
have them printed and laid on the
Mr. Clay submitted the following resolutions:
yielded any dividend, that they had no market Mr. B. moved to
Resolved,
That
the secretary of the treasury be diprice, and in all probability never would yield any
ot a perPetitions were also presented by Messrs. Wall, rected to communicaie to the senate ihe plan
dividend, especially the stock in the Chesapeake
manent .change in the tariSr. the details and general
H^nV/ii, Dixon and others.
Hubbard,
William,s,
Mr,
circumstances,
and Ohio canal. Under these

—

.

,
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principles of wliicli he states, in his annual report of
Mr. Moiiton, from the committee on commerce, estimates for the service of that department for the
the 7fh ultimo, he has considered, and on which he is repotted a bill to repeal or modify the pilot law of year commencing July 1, 1841.
ready to report at any moment either iiouse of congress 1S37.
For three years past Ihe increasing demands for

might express a wish

to thai effect.

Mr. Tappan, Iroin the committee on the library, mail service have exceeded the means of the dereported a joint resolution for the settlement of the partment to supply them.
And those demands
claim of Langtree
0"Sullivan for the Madison will rather be increased than diminished during the
sessing the value of iroods, wares and merchandise in
papers.
next
fiscal year.
the ports of the United States instead of foreign counOn motion of Mr. Clay,
But as the expenditures of this department are
tries.
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasurv furnish to be provideitlbr from its own resources, I must
Mr. C. expressed a wish to have them acted on
at once, as Ihey would embrace matters of import- the senate with a statement showing, in tabular form, be governed in submitting estimates for appropriathe lands the titles for which were closed under the re- tions by the probable amount of Ihe revenue which
ance connected with the subject.
Mr. C/uy, of Ala. thoiiEtht they had better lie over lief laws of March 31, 1330, and of February 25, 1831, will accrue, rather than by the extent of the degiving the number of acres in each district which sold
one day according to the rule. Mr C. however, at and under five dollars per acre, from five to ten, mands of the country for mail accommodations.
The first quarter of the current fiscal year has
aftirwards, withdrew his objection, and the resolu- from ten to fifteeti, from fifteen to twenty, from twenty
exhibited a decline of about five per cent, as comtions were adopted.
to thirty, from thirty to forty, from forty to fifty, from
Mr. Tappnn submitted a resolution to the effect fifty to sixty, from sixty to seventy, from seventy to pared with Ihe corresponding quarter of the last
that the senate do, on Monday, proceed to the elec- eighty, from eighty lo ninety, from ninety to one hun- year; Ihe accounts of the second quarter are not
dretl, and one hundred and upvvard-s the amounts clo.sed, but, unless there is an improvement in the
tion of a Eergeant-at-arms.
Mr. C'linj hoped not; there was no necessity for paid on such sales, respectively, and forfeited; the rates two last quarters, there may be a declension in the
at which such sales were closed per acre; also the revenue of the year, compared with the year endany election at this late period of th*' session.
gross amount of lands forfeited under each of these ing the 30th of June last.
r>Ir. Benton introduced the follouin^ resolution,
It is believed, however, that the next fiscal year
which he preCar cd with some remaj ks that occupied two laws, in each district; the amounts in gross for
which they were originally sold; the groes amounts will exhibit an improvement in the revenue, equal
the senate about half an hour, in which he went p.'iid
on them and mrfcited, and the gross jimounts
to at least six per cent, over that of the past year.
into some calculation on the eifect of the drawback finally
from
them.
received
Upor> this assumption, the revenue for the year
not beitij; reduced in the same ratio with the duties
On motion of Mr. Sturgeon, the bill making an
will amount
on the imports specified:
appropriation for the patent office was taken up in commencing the fiist of July, 1841,
to $4,811,620, which forms the basis of the estiResolved, That the committee on finance be insiruc- committee of Ihe whole.
ed to inquire into the expediency of reducing the drawMr. Calhoun moved to strike out the gtl.OOO for mates submitted.
backs on retined 'sugar and rum, manufactured our of
This amount of revenue, it is estimated, will ba
agricultural statistics, on which a debate arose; in
foreign materials, and exported, in proportion to the
Messrs. Calhoun, Prentiss, Walker, and required to be expended for Ihe mail service for the
reduction which has taken place and will take place, which
year commencing on the first of July, 1841, as
participated.
No
question
others
was
taken,
the
existing
laws,
in
the
du'ies
under
on imported sugar
follows, viz:
and moLiPses; also of reducing the fishing hitun'iesand hour having arrived for taking up Ihe special order.
$3,280,00(»
Mail transporfalion
The prospective pre-emption bill was then taken
allowances in proportion to the reduction which has
1,050,0(10
Commissions lo postmasters
taken place, and shall take place, ujiJer existing laws, up; when Mr. C/ay, of Ala. ruse and dtrlivered his
40,000
letters
Ship,
steamboat
way
and
in the duty on imported salt.
views in favor of the amendment of the senator from
25,000
Wrapping paper
Ou motion of Mr. Ruggtes,
South Carolina.
5,000
Office
furniture
Resolved, That the committee on commerce be indesirous
of addressing the seMr. While was
structed to inquire into the expediency of providing by
Advertising
,36,000
nate on the bill before them, but if senators were
law for the registering and enrolment of such foicigri
35,000
Mail bags
not dssirous to take the question that evening, he
ships as shall be sold to American citizens under the
33,000
Blanks
would move to postpone its further consideration
order or decree of any court of the United
Res(ili-ed,

dhected

That

the secretary of the treasury be also
soon as practicable, a plan of as-

to report, as

States,

same may not have
United States.
The following bills were then considered in committee of the whole, and ordered to be engrossed:
The bill supplementary (o an act etititled "an act
to encourage the introduction, and promote the cultivation, of tropical plants," approve*) 7(h July,
183S.
The bill to confirm the survey and location of
cl.iims for lands in the state of Mississippi, east of
the Pearl river, and south of the thirty-first degree
of north latulude.
The senate Ihei] took up the special order, being
the prospective preemptive system; when Mr.
Southard rose and finished the remarks which lie
couimenced yesterday.
On motion of Mr. Clay, of Alabama, the senate
adjourned.
Jtmuanj 18. The vice president laid before the
senate a commiinication fiom the navy department,
in compliance with a resohition, in relation to experimei.ls made on American water rotted hemp,
and expressing the opinion that it will be fouiid
fully equal to any imported heinp.

made on

been

process of law, though the

built in the

&

Mail locks, keys and stamps
Mail depredations and special agents
Clerks for offices
Miscellaneous

until tomorrow; which motion was agreed to.
Mr. Claysmd that a communication had been received from the treasury department, while he was
out, in answer to a resolution submitted by him
some time since, calling for information in relation
to the puhlic lands. The dncutneni was one highly
interesting, inasmuch as it presented inlbrma'ion
which more than bore him out in the views he had
advanced on the subject. He did not desire to
have any extravagant number printed; he would
move for a thousand extra copies.
After some remarks by Messrs. Walkr'r, King.
and Clay, the motion to print l.OnO copies with the
acompanying maps was agreed to.

15,000
22,000

21(),0()0

60,620

$4,811,620
I

am, respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN

M. NILES.

Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, speaker of the house of reps.
Mr. Briggs stated to the liouse that his colleague
(the hon. Win. S. Hastings) was so indisposed as
lo be unable to discharge his duty as a member of
the committee on private land claims, and asked to
have him excused, and that a member be appointed
on the comuiiltee in his place; which the. house
On motion to Mr. White, the senate proceeded assented
to, and Mr. Hastings was excused accordIhe consideration of executive business, and af*
ingly.

to
ter a short session adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Wednesday, Jan. 13. The house resumed

factures,

the

consideration of the case of contested election
from the third congressional district of Pennsyl
vaiiia, between Messrs. Naylor and Ingersoll.

Mr. Naylor resumed

his

Mams

moved that the bill reported by him
the last session, from Ihe committee on manuto increase Ihe duty on imported silk
goorls, be made the special order for the 27th of the
present month.
Mr. Jones, chairman of the committee of ways
and means, would be happy lo afford his aid to any
proper means for bringing money into the treasury,
but the process proposed by the bill now proposed
to he made a special order was entirely too slow
for the present pressing wants of the treasury.
He
had proposed other means, on which he wished the
early action of the house, to replenish the treasury,
and which would do it much more speedily than
Mr. J. then referthe bill reported by Mr. Mams.
red lo several bills, lo which he intended lo call the
attention of the house as soon as he could do so.
He therefore felt bound to oppose the motion lo
give the bill any preference in the business of the
house.
Mr. Adams said that, in his eslimalion, his bill,
which was a bill lo provide the means for paying
olf debts and loans, was much more deserving of
favor than bills to increase the debt or make new
loans.
Mr. A. then went on to show the propriety
of his motion.
Mr. Jones said he could not, under the circumstances he had already staled, give Mr. Jidams* \i\\\
a preference at this time.
He went into a short
lew of the condition of the treasury, its immedile and piessing wants, and of the means hy which
Mr.

at

argument (from yester-

Mr. ISuchiinun took occasion to say th.Tt he felt ilay) in support of his right to Ihe seat now held
pleased that the senator from Missouri (Mr. Z>e;i- hy hiui; and continued (without concluding) until
ton) had called alleiition to that subject.
Mr. My- after 3 o'clock, when he gave way to a motion, by
erby had made many expeiimenis, which had fully ^\t. Carter, that the house adjourn.
proved the superiority of American waler-rotled
But the inolion was withdrawn for a few milieinp.
Samples had been sent to him, (Mr. B.) nutes, for the purpose of reading the senate bills on
and though he was no judge himself, he had sub- Ihe speaker's table a first and second time, and remitted them to those that were, who had given Has ferring them to appropriate committees.
their decideil opinion that this article ol American
The speaker laid before the house a number of
culture had fully sustained the ivpuialion which communications, namely:
had been given it. According to usage in the navy
1. From Ihe commissioner of public buildings,
department, the contruPis were given out to the containing an account of the expenditures on those
lowest bichler, and in that ease Mr. Mycrby, who buildings during Ihe year 1S4(I, viz:
made these valuable experiments at great expense
The treasury building
$107,768 82
of lime and money, would lose the advantages thai
The patent office
93,1186 78
Grneral post office
ought to accrue to hiin by competition loi the con123,472 33
tract.
Jail
2,999 62
Court house at Alexandria
3.680 13
The communication was ordered to be printed,
Capitol
2,!)96 39
and referred to the committee on naval all.iirs.
C.ipitol square
6..390 11
Also, from the treasury department, a communiPnsident's house and grounds
3,1118 .59
cation, in compliance with a resohiliori of the seFoundation for statue of Washington
1,990 7-1
nate calling for information in relation to the pubPotomac bridge
2,368 91
lic lands.
Sundry small items for Pennsylvania
The following memorials aijd iictilions were prehe proposed to supply thein.
avenue, trees, water, Sec.
949 77
sented and appropriately referred:
Mr. Cashing was sorry to see Mr. Jones confine
Referred to the comuiillee on expenditures of the
By Mr. Benton, from citizens of New York, rehimself so exclusively lo the wants of the treasury
monslraling against the passage of any bankrupt public buildings.
luring the present S'-ssion; he hoped that neither
law this session, and, if it is lo pass, that banks
2. A letter from the secretary of the treasury, Ihe government nor Ihe world were coming to an
and corporations be included in the compulsoiy with the list of clerks employed in the various
end on the 3d of March next.
process.
br.iiiches of Ihe treasury department during Ihe year
Mr. Hubbard here moved anadjournmenl; which
By Mr. Tup/ian, from citizens of Ohio, asking 18411, with the pay of each. Laid on the table.
was lost.
the passage of a bankrupt law.
The
following
3.
letter from Ihe postmaster general:
Mr. Jones called the yeas and nays on Mr.
Mr.
By
tf««/i/ig/on, from citizens of Connecticut,
Post office department, Jan. 11, 1841.
They were taken, and the vole
Adams' motion.
asking the passage of a bankrupt law.
Sir: In compliance with the second section of resulted as follows: yeas 64, naj*s 53.
liy Mr. Henderson, asking a modification of Ihe the act of the 2d of
July, 1836, to reorganize Ihe
quorum not voting, the house adjourned impilot law of 1337.
post office department, I have the honor to submit mediately.

A
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Thursday, Jan. 14. Mr. Mhett, of South Carolina, appeared anil took his seal to-ilay.
Tlie journal liaviji; been read, Mr. Jldams ros«
land said that us he supposed the lirst quesliun be-

1.

To bring

in

a

bill

—
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to authorise the secretary

made; many members were out of the
house, under
treasury to borrow $10,000,000 on the credit of the guthe expectation that the question
vernmenl, and to issue bonds or scrip therefor.
would not be
taken so soon in the day, who desired
2. To bring in a bill imposing duties for additional
to vote upon
revenue on wines, silks, linens, spices and other arti- It. No objection being interposed, a call of the
cles, being luxuries, imported into the United States, house was ordered.
The clerk called tlie roll and
but in such manner as not tu conflict with the princi- reported 194 members present. And
the doors were
ples, policy and spirit of the act of March, 1833, com- closed.
monly called the compromise act.
Mr. Mason moved to dispense with all
further
This was ruled out by (he chair as not beins in proceedings on the call.

house was tlie uiotion subiniited by him
make (lie bill to impose duties upon
imported silk iiianulactures the .special order ol the
day lor the 271h ol this month, (on which question,
when taken yesterday, no quorum had voted), and
"
as it was doubtful now, he thought, whether a quo- order.
rum was present, he would move a call of the house.
Mr. Jones called for the yeas and nays on his reTile question having been put, the house refused solution, and they were ordered.
the call.
Mr. D«i«so/i inquired of the chairman of the comThe speaker then announced that the first ques- mittee of ways and means (Mr. Jones) whether the
tion before the house was
he motion to make the money provided by this bill was actually necessary
above menliotied bill the special order of the day (o carry on the operations of the government at this
for the 27th ol the present month
on which motion time?
the yeas and nays had been ordered.
Mc. Jones replied that a considerable portion of
Mr. Thomfison, of Miss, and other gentlemen, the money was now required and would be required
called for the reading of the bill; which having in the first quarter of the year.
large portion of
been read, Mr. Wise inquired of the speaker if a it
more than a million of dollars would be requirvole of two-thirds was requisite to accomplish the ed to pay pensions falling due immediately after the
4th of March on the 5th, he believed; and a small
object?
portion of it would be required to meet claims comThe speaker replied in the affirmative.
And the question was then taken, and decided in ing due between this tiuie and that.
Mr. Dawson was desirous, he said, to know from
the negative: yeas 78, nays 65.
Not two-thirds.
The house then resumed the consideration of the the committee of ways and means what would be
case of contested election from the third congres- the wants of the goverhiiient during tile year.
sional district of the state of Pennsylvania between Whilst providing, we ought to make provision for
all.
Messrs. Nai/lor and IiigersoU.
Mt. Johcs said it was proposed by the committee
Mr. Niiytor resumed his argument (from yesterJay) in support of his right to the seat now held by of ways and means to make provision for all the
him— and concluded at 15 minutes past 3 o'clock. wants of the government during the present year.
Mr. Green asked leave to introduce the follow- He believed and he based his belief on the report
of the secretary of the treasury
that the means of
ing resolution:
Resolved, Tiiat the committee of ways and means the year would be sufficient for the year; but it
be instructed to inquire into the expediency and neces- would be necessary, in consequence of the inequality between the time of the receipts and expendisity of laying such duties, for the purposes of revenue,
upon wines and silks, and such other articles of luxury tures of the public money, that temporary provision
imported into the United States, as will meet the neces- should be made for the first quarter, to enable llie
^sary expenditures of the government, and pay off ilie
government to meet the claims upon it.
debt already incurred by the issue of treasury notes,
After some conversation on a question of order
i!id all such other debts as may be owing by the goThe question was put on the resolution, and the
rernment of the United States, and that said commitvote resulted as folloHs: yeas 109, nays 50.
tee report by bill or otherwise.
There being two-thirds in the affirmative,
Mr Cave Johnson moved an adjournment and treasury note bill was made the special order the
lor
jsked the yeas and nays, which were ordered.
Monday next, the 18th instant.
When Mr. J. withdrew th^ motion.
iVlr. Batnard, Irora the committee on the judiciaObjection was then made to the introduction of
ry, obtained leave to report a bill to establish

ifore the

;yesterday, to

S33

of ihe

1

I

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

a uni-

the resolution.

form system of bankruptcy for the United States.
Mr. Green moved a suspension of the rule to enThe bill was twice read; when Mr. Pickens Iniible him to move his resolution.
quired if it was similar to the bill which passed the
Mr. Pickens aske.-i if the question was debatable? senate at the last session?

The

yeas and nays were taken on this motion,
and

there were lor dispensing with the further
proceedings 115, against it 66.

The

question was

then staled on fhe resolution

recommended by the committee of elections, when
Mr. Taylor moved an adjourntnent.
The house was counted by tellers, and the motion
was negatived: ayes 86, noes 106.
Mr. IVatlerson then moved to lay the whole sub-

ject of this contested election on Ihe table.
Ml. Wise inquired of the chair, v^hat would be the
state of the business if the motion to lie on
the table
prevailed?
Would not Mr. Naylor continue to hold
his seat?
'I'he cAaiV answered that he would.

Many voices were heard to call upon Mr. Wallerson to witlidraw his motion to lie on the
table.
W. did so. and the house came to a direct voteMr.
on"
the lollowing resolution recommended
in the report
ol the committee of elections:
Resolved, That Charles Naylon was duly
elected
member of the house of representatives fijr the twenly-suth congress from the third congressional
district

a

n Pennsylvania.
The vote was taken by yeas and nays, and result-

ed as follows:

YEAS— Messrs. Adams, Alford, John W, Allen
Andrews, Banks, Baker, Barnard, Bell, Boardman,'
Bond, Botts, Briggs. Brockway, Samson H. Butler,
W.
O. Buler, Calhnun, John Campbell, Wm. B.
Campbell,
CaiT,Canoll. Carter, Casey, Cliinn, Chittenden,
James
Cooper, Crabb, Cranston, Crockeit, Curtis,
Cushine.
^'-

°."'^'

Da« son, Debcrry

n ??'n
^"""i^Uellet,
Doe,h-'T^Ld wards,
Evans, Everett, Fillmore, Fisher
Gailand, Gates, Gentry, Goggin, Goodc,
Graham
frranger. Graves, Green, Grinnell, Habersham,
Hall.
•

W. S. Hastings, Ha vves Henry, Hill, of Virginia, Hill,
N.,ith Carolina, HofTiiian, Hunt, Jamel,
Jenifer
O. Johnston, W. C. Johnson, Keinpshall, King,
Lane
Lincoln, F. Mallory, Marvin, Mason, Monroe,
Moore.
Morgan, C. Morris, Mnrrow, Nisbet, Osborne, PalenPeck, Pope, Randall, Rariden, Rayner, Reed Rhett
Ridgway, Russell, Sallonstall, Sergeant, Shepard Sinionton. Slade, Truman Smith, Thomas Smith, Sianlv,
of

Stuart, Sumter, Taliaferro, Wnddy Thompson,
.Tohn
B. Thompson. Tillmghast, Toland, Tripleir,
Trumbull
Mr. Barnard said he was pleased that the inquiry Underwood P. J. Wagner. Warren. John
While,
had been made. It was identical with the bill ot
? ?? Vf; iJ^'"'^",'?' ^^"'^ Williams, J. L. Wilhams,
iHOlion, as it
Ihe senate referred to by the gentleman from South C. 11. W, Ilia ms, Winthrop, Wi.«e— 117
Mr. Clifford, of Maine, inquired of the speaker Carolina.
NAYS— Messrs. Aiherton, Bcatty, Blackwell. Brew-iter,
A. V. Brown Burke, Bynum, Chapman, ChfTord.
.vliether, it the rules were suspended, the resolution
The bill was committed to the committee of the
Coles, Connor, Wilham R. Cooper, Crary, Dana
.vuiild have precedence over other business.
whole on the state of the union.
Davee, John Davis, Dickerson, Doan, Doig, Duncan
The speaker said it would.
Earl,
Barnard
then
moved
that
Mr.
the bill be made
Eastman, Ely Fine, Flovd, Fornance, Galbraith,
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, inquired of Mr. jldams the special order for this day fortnight, and called
Gerry, Gnlhn. Hammond, Hand. J^hn Hastinus, Haw.vhether the bill repurted by (he committee on ma- for the yeas and nays.
kins, Hillen, Hcipkins,Hubbard,
Joseph Johnttalactures (in reference to which amotion had this
And pending this motion, a motion was made to son, Cave Johnson, NathanielJameson,
Jones, J. W. Jones,
lay br-en decided) did not cover the subjecl matter adjourn, which prevailed, and the house adjourned. ICcini, Kille, Leadbettpr,
Leonard, Lowell, Lucas McA the resolution.
Fnday, Jan. 15. The question pending yester- S'"'i-V,'- ,^„'^'";^.- McCulloch, McKay, Marchand,
Mr. .iJums replied that that bill had reference day, on the motion of Mr. Barnard, that Ihe bill to Medill, IHillor, Monianya. Montgomery, S. W. MorNewhard, Parrish. Parrnenier, Pay nier, Prentiss,
iiolely to silks; and that, as the house had determinestablish a unilorm system of bankruptcy be set as
Reynold.s, Rives, E. Rogers, James Rogers, Samuels
?i! not to fix a day
on which to lake it up, he, for a special order for the 2Sth of the present month,
'

The speato'ansivered
Mr. Pickens

it

was

not.

he should vote against the
was a test question.
tlien said

;,

hoped that they would reler this subject,
the rest, to the committee of ways anil means;

part,

lis

.lith

was necessary to obtain two-thirds to get
up, he at least despaired of doing so, alter
iie experience lie had hail this
morning. Tiiere
•vas a large majority in favor of the bill, though it
:ould not be carried through because a vote of twolliirds could not be obtained io bring it up.
'or,

as

.!ie

bill

it

Mr. frjse suggested Ihataltiiough the bill alluded
covered silks alone, yet that it was open to
iinendment, .ind might, if, as the genlleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. yW.imsJ slated, a large majority was in favor of it, be so amended as to cover
he whole ground.
;a,

The question was then taken on suspending the
and resulted as follows: yeas SO, nays 86.
So the rules were not suspended, and the resoluof Mr. Green wi.s not received.
Mr. Jones, chairman of the committee of ways
inil means, asked leave Io submit the following re-

rule,

tion

iolutinn:

Resolved, That the house bill No. 593 to authorise
'he issuing of treasury notes be made the special order
it the djyon
i\I indny next, Io lake precedence of all
.lilier business uiitil said bill shall be hnally disposed of

Mr. Barnard seal to the table and had lead the
Tollowing as an

amendment

to

Mr.

Jones's resolu-

tion:

committee of the whole on the state of the
1 lijn be discharged fro.-n the further consideratiiin of
'hi hill in reiaii i.i i-i ireiisury n ees, ;ind that the sub
7'hat the

ii-tofmakiuT; provision for the wa:i:3 of the treasury
iie referred back to the committee of ways and means.

came up
It

business in order this morning.
was decided by yeas and nays as follows: yeas
as the

57, nays 96.

first

S':aw, Albert Smith, John
Smith, Starkweather,
Sleenrod, Strong, S«earengen, Taylor, F. Thomas,
P. F. Thomas, .lacob Thompson, Turney,
Vanderpoel,
D. D. Wagoner, Watterson, Weller, J. W. Williams

'
bill was notset as a special order.
It takes Henry Williams—85.
its place on the calendar of business before the
And so the right of Mr. Naylorio the seat he nowr
committee of the whole house on the stale of the holds as Ihe representative in this house from
the
union.
third congressional district of Pennsylvania was
The consideration of the report of the committee coiifk-med.
of elections, in the contested election between
And then the house adjourned.
Charles Naylor, the sitting member lioin the third
Sulvrday, Jan. 16. Mr. Campbell, o[ S. C. asked
congressional district of Pennsylvania, and diaries leave to oti'er a resolution, which
he sent to the
J. Ingersoll.the claimant, which has been under contatile, where it was read for information.
It is as
sideration for several days, came up in order.
The lollows:
report is in favor of the right of Mr. Naylor to the
ResoUtd, That Charles J. Ingersoll be paid the miseat he occupies.
leage and per diem of a member of congress up to the
Mr. Ingersoll answered the speech heretofore time that ihc cnse nf rhe ctinie.sred eleclion between
liiinsell and Charles Naylor from the third congresmade by Mr. Naylor. Alter he had concluded
sional district of the state of Penn.^ylvania was decided
Mr. Niiylnr rejoined in a few remarks; when Mr. by this house.
Jameson moved the previous question; which v\as
The resolution was objected Io. Mr. Campbell
demanded by a large majority of men, hers.

So the

moved a suspension ol the rule.
The speaker then put the question, shall the main
Mr. Smith, of Conn, said it Mr. Campbell would
question be put? And there was also a large majoriconsent to modify so as to deduct the sum paid Mr.
favor
of
it.
ty in
Ingersoll at the late session for witnesses, &c. he
Mr. Vnnderpod mo\ ed an adjournment; which
would vole lor the resolution.
was 'iecided by yeas and nays as lollows; yeas 53,
The question to suspend the rule was taken by
nays 1 1 1.
yeas and nays, and resulted as follows: For the susSo the house refused to adjourn; and the main
pension 55, against it 85.
question recurred, to wit; That the house do concur
Mr. Proffit asked leave to introduce a resolution:
in the resolution recommended by the committee
Whereas, tlie secretary of the treasury, in his letter
of elections?
of the 'mi of Decemher, 1S.;0, transniitijnif his annual
alilioiigh
it was too late
Mr. f t/fmoj f said that,
report on ihe stale of the finances, also an estimate of
by the rules to move a call of the house, yet he appropriations for ihe year 1841, makes use of
the folhoped that, by general consent, a call would be io iiig language:
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of New Orleans, so as to include the city of La- duce two bills, notice of which had been heretni'
"It has already been shown (hat ilie whole amount
fore given, viz:
twice read and committed.
of receipts in 1S41 will probably be sufficient to dis- fayette; which was
A bill to revive an act entitled "an act to authoMr. Habersham made an adverse report on the
charge all ordinary expenditures, and these parts of
which
liiay
rise the inhabitants of Louisiana to enter back
Richmond
unfunded,
and
Petersor
inhabitants
of
funded
memorial of
Ihe outstanding debt,
become due. But the preservation of a suitable ba- burg for the establishment of a marine hospital at lands."
lance in the treasury may require more than what will City Point. The report was laid on the table.
A bill to unite the southeastern land district and
probably be left after satisfying other purposes. The
Mr. Casey, from the coininiltee on the public that of (he dis(rict west of Pearl river and east of
raising of any sum for tliat object in 1841 could, how- lands, reported Ihe following resolution:
the island of New Orleans, and to form a new disever, be obviated by authorising a contract to be made,
Resolved, That ten thousand extra copies of the an- tiict, and for other purposes.
under proper restrictions, extending the period of pay- nual report ol the commissioner of the general land
These bills were severally twice read and referment tor a poriiou of the temporary liabilities fallmg office, together with the maps, be printed lor the use of red
(o the committee on public lands.
underthe
opinion
of
the
due in that year. Yet, in
plates can be used upon
provided
the
same
h'Jiise,
the
The house then, in execution of the special orsigned, the best mode of providing for ihis case would
have been
loan, which the same maps furnished the senate
der, resolved itself into committee of the whole on
be, without either an extension of this kind, or a
printed, and without any additional charge for engrav- the state of the union, (Mr. John Q. Mams, oi
or a further issue of treasury noies, or a change in the
appropriations for
Mass. in the chair), on the bill reported by Mr.
tarifi; but merely bv lessening the
The resolution was read and agreed to.
the service of ISll below the esiimaies, or by passin"
Jones, oi Virginia, from the committee of ways
Mr. Crary, from the committee on the public
millions
such declaratory clauses as to the present tariff, and
the public lands, as have heretofore lands, repoited a bill to amend the act to authorise
Ihe state of Tennessee to issue giants and perfect
the consideraiion o( congress.''
And whereas, the said secretary of the treasury, not- titles to certain lands, and to settle the claims to
withstanding the above declaration respecting treasury the vacantand unappropriated lands within the same,
notes, did on the 7th day of January, in a communica- passed April 18, 1806; which was twice read. Mr.
tion laid before this house, asked to be empowered to Crury said every member was familiar with the
issue $0,000,000 more of ueasury notes.
subject of the bill; it had long been before the bouse;
And ivhereas, the declaration is made by the s
the subject was well understood; he would therery that "the best mode of providhig for this case'' would
fore move that it be engrossed, and read a third
service
the
npproprlallonsfor
the
be "merely by lessening
time.
of 1S41 belnw the estiniutes;" theiefoie,.
Mr. Williams, of N. C. moved that (he bill be
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be diihe committed to the committee of the whole house.
rected to inform this house what particular items of
Mr. Cave Johnson opposed the commitment, and
estimates for 1S41, accompanying his letter, can, in his
opinion, be dispensed with, and why said estimates, it said the bill had been so shaped aslo meet the appronot called for by the exigencies of the public service, bation of all parties interested in its provisions.

such acts as
been urged on

to

have by him been laid be.'ore this house as requiring
torresponding appropriations.
Mr. Projfit said that he offered the resolution because he would be called upon on next Monday to
vote upon the bill authorising an additional issue cf
five millions oftrtasury notes; and he would not ask
the yeas and nays, neither would he in any other
way occupy the lime of the house. His bad health
would ol .itself prevent him from speaking at any
But the secretary of the treasury had delength.
liberately stated that the issue of treasury notes
best mode" of meeting the deficit in
"Me
was not

Messrs. Wise and Crockett advocated the third
reading.

of
and means, to authorise the issue of five
treasurynotes.
Mr. Jones desired, he said, very briefly to assign
the reasons which appeared (o him to render the
passage of the bill necessary and pioper. If it
should appear that the means asked in it were
really necessary to enable the government to meet
wilh punctuality its numerous engagements and to
preserve its faith unbroken, it seemed to him that
no other reason need be assigned to entitle the bill
We might differ
to the favor of the committee.

among ourselves as to the best mode of furnishing
the relief required by the government, but he was
sure that it was an object near the heart of every
representative to see the government of their own
choice rescued from that degradation into which it
must sink should the aid, which was really neces-

withheld.
Messrs. Motgomery and Williams, of N. C. op- sary, be
A carelul review of the report of the secretary
posed (he third reading.
thought, satisfy every
The subject had not been disposed of when, the of the treasury would, he
gentleman that (he measure now inlroduced was
speaker having announced the expiration of the
provide for any permanent deficien
morning hour Mr. Crockett asked that the bill be not intended (o
cy which it was supposed would exist in (he re
printed, which was ordered.
the present year. For, if the
Mr. Montgomery indicated his intention to offer venue a( (he close of
secrelarv of (he treasury were right in his estian amendment when the bill shall again come beand
if the appropriations made by ccngres:
mates,
fore the house, and asked that it be also printed;
should be kept within those estimates, the revenui
was assented to.
He had slated that there was a better which Davis,
the treasury.
would be amply sufficient (o mee
of Indiana, from the select committee for (he year 1S41
Mr.
mode, ami had told us it is to "reduce the approall (he current expenditures of (he year, and for (hi
on the letter of John C. Rives, of the firm of Blair
priations for 1S41 below the estimates." The seof (he four million five hundred Ihousani
printers to the house, complaining of the reducdon
Rives,
&
cretary himself had placed those estimates before
dollars of outstanding treasury notes, together will
violation of the rights of the printers by the clerk of
U3, and asked for corresponding appropriations; He
that portion of the public ilebt, funded andnnfund
Ihe house, made a report, submitting the following
(Mr. P.) called upon the secretary by this resolued, that would fall due in the course of (he year
as the result of the deliberations of the committee:
tion to point out what parliculai items of (he estiBu( it was intended so to use (he credit of (he go
/"ti-sf. That there is nothing in (he character of
mates can be dispensed wiih; and surely the supas to anticipate, and that only for a slior
the controversy, or the evidence submiKed, to im- vernment
porters of the administration, the friends of the
time, the revenue of the governineiil; for, so un
ply censure on either of the parlies; but seems to
secretary, those who advocate this issue ol treasury
the receipts and expendKures (hrowi
the
result of a misapprehension of the equally were
have
been
notes, will not refuse to consider the resolution and
upon different periods of the year, that it must b.
legitimate sphere of their respective duties.
call for the information.
(hat
with means most ample to meet al
apparent
Second. 'That, by existing laws, all Ihe printing
The secretary had also slated Ihat there was slill ordered by the house should be executed
year, yet those means migh
by the the liabilities of (he
another mode of avoiding a deficit in the treasury,
in (line to meet (he liabilides a
not
be
received
public printers.
which was, to postpone the payment of "temporary
were expected to arise. For example, if W'
That,
Third.
in accordance with the usage of the they
wouhi
Mr. Psaid that he
liabilities lor 1341."
were to rely on (he report of the secretary of (h
last !2 years in the absence of all legal provisions,
not deny that this proposition, though the very
(Mr. J.) knew of no source froi
the binding of such documents as he may print treasury— and he
quintessence of aosurdity, was nevertheless true
which more correct infoimation could be derivedbe
executed
by
the
public
should
printer,
as
an
inIt the government postpones the payment of its
during the year we
expenditures
heaviest
the
cident to the printing.
It
rea
debts, it certainly can do without such money.
The report was ordered to lie on the table, and peeled (0 fall upon the first quarter of the yea
is a self-evident proposition.
dtl
t
whilst the heaviest receipts were not expected
to be printed.
third quarter.
realized
until
the
be
Mr. Px said he had quoted in his resolution verb.iA number of bills, of a private or local nature,
He would call (he adention of the committee
WHithe language of ihe secretary, and he was deter- were also reported, and appropriately referred.
mined to hold him to his own declarations and asThe speaker laid before the house sundry com- a sla(emen( submitted by the secretary of (he t
If they were lals?, let the secretary bear munication>, viz:
sertions.
sury in relation (o the liabilides of the governmi
But', (or himself, he would not be thus
during the first quarter of (he year, and Ihe mei
the odium.
1. From the secretary of the navy, transmitting
constantly imposed upon by contradictory state- a list of the names and salaries of the clerks em- of (he governineii( (o meet them.
esH
ments. One moment we are told that there will ployed in the navy department during the year
Mr. J. being about to read Mr. Barnard desil
ed (o be informed whedier the gentleman was rear
be a balance ol upwards of a million in the treasury 1810.
Mr. jonfs replied (hat h:
iiig from a manuscripl?
on the termination of the year 1S40. Next day
2. From the secretary of war, containing an acwe are told that there is a deficiency which re- cnunt of the expenditure of the appropriation for was. I( was a s(atement showing what mighttj
Mr. Barnard. A stafj
quires immediiite relief to the amount of 5,000,000 (he contingent expenses of Ihe military establish- the amount of revenue.
Mr. Jones. N^
Hollars.
Ill one report we are told Ihat the issue ol
ment during (he year 1S40, amoundng altogether to ment which has been printed.'
me
in answer to a call made bj
furnished
to
treasury notes is not the beit mode; next day we
was
It
14.
Laid on the table.
One day .f.5,112
.,
are urged to issue them as the best mode.
3 From the first complroller of the treasury, wi(h me for my own informalion.
we have estimates placed before us, and are told a list of old balances on (he books of (he register of
Mr. J. then read as follows;
that they require corresponding appropriations; then (he (reasiny.
Estimates for 1st quarter of 1841, ending March
Laid on (he table.

—

i

—

we are told that those estimates are loo large
to be reduced. Let the secretary explaii
these contradictions by answering the resolution

again

and ought

now upon the table.
Mr. Cji'C Johnson objected, and gave notice that
he should ol>j.'ct to all lesolutions and other mat
tera out ol the regular order of business.
Mr. PrnJJit moved a suspension of the rule to
enable him to introduce his resolution. The ques

and iifgilived.
Mr. Rives, from the committee of eleclioiis,

lion to siispenil

v\

as put

That ihe clerk of this liou.<;e pay .Tames
Carlisle, out of the contingent fund, two dollars per
day in addiiinn to what he has already received, as
compensation fur his services as clerk of the committee
of elections at ihe last ession.
Resolved,

M.

Mr. Ciwe Johnson moved

to lay the resolution

on

the lahh; wliich was carried.
tneiT e, rq'ortcd a bill

for

tlie

commitlee on coin

an extension of Ihe port

Receipts.

duties, considering the large drawbacks
refunding under new judicial decisions, unl
the law is specially amended, not over $3,000,
From sales of lands, unless the banks
resume specie payments immediately,
450 J
not over
From miscellaneous sources and from
indebled banks.if further lime is given
to those in Natchez, and the Bank of
the United States pays its balance, a^
expected, to a special object, and not
so,d
for general purposes, only about

From

The bill from the sennte, supplementary to the
act for (he discontinuance of the office of surveyor
general In the several districts as soon as the surveys can be completed, for abolishing land offices,
and for olher purposes, passed 12th June, 1S40, was
twice read and referred to (he committee on public
lands.

re

ported the frilowing re.iolulion:

Mr. fidbenham, from

I.

4. From the first coinptrollerof the treasury, with
a list of old balances on the books of the (bird au
dilor of (he (reasiiry.
Laid on the table.

The house resolved itself into commitlee of the
whole on private bills, (Mr. Brisgs, of Mass in Ihe
when several were considered and dl'posed

chair),

On motion

$3,500,01

of Mr. Willinms, of N. C. the house

//.

adjourned.

Expenditures.

Ordinary ones, including pensions, ses-

Mmidiiy, Jan. 13. The special order on Ihe trea__
sion of congress, aiid a usual niiinber
sury note bill, which was set for (bis day, to Ihe
of private ac(3
$4,500,4
exclusion of all olher business, was announced by District debt to Holiaiul, principal, Ist
Ihe cfcj/r, when Mr. CAfnn obfained teavefo in(ro-l
inslalmcnt, and inlereit
I

I

—
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Fisliing bounties, either out of the treasury or reserved from the accruing

revenue

Most of

aOO,000
the expenses for

talcing

the

census

550,000
§15,430,009

So that, (continued Mr. J.) if the government
should realize the wliole amount of revenue expected in the 1st quarter, tliere would still be a balance
left to be provided for of one million nine hundred and thirty thousand dollars. This was exclusive of the estimated balance in the treasury on the
first day of the present month, (January); and when
every dollar now in the treasury, or estimated to be
in the treasury on the first of the present month,
should have boen applied, there would still be a deficiency of three hundred and twenty- niiie thousand
one hundred and forty-five dollars.
But we all knew that this estimated balance in
the treasury could not so be applied, because a portion of it had not, in point of fact, come into the
treasury.
The sum of one hundred and eighty
thousand dollars, due from the bank of Natchez,
which was expected to have been paid, had not, in
fact, been paid; and not more than five or six hundred thousand dollars of that estimated balance was
in the eastern section, where it could be made available in a very short period, where full threefourths of the expenditures would be required to be
loade.

The residue of the amount was scattered over
the country in land offices, mints and other small
depositories of the government, in sums of seventy, eighty, or, it might be, ninety thousand dollars.

Such being

the

means of the

first quarter of the
during the same time,
it was
intended
that the treasury should meet its liabilities and preserve the faith of the country, to make temporary

year, and such
it

became

its

liabilities

the duty of congress, if

—
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But certain payments will also be
made on account of the funded and
unfunded debt, unless congress authorise contracts to be formed lor
extending the time of their payment.
Thus, there will be require<l

On account

of the funded debt, chiefof this District
the redemption of treasury notes,
if all the others be issued which can
be under the present laws, as then
the amount returned within A. D.
ly for the cities

149,200

For

1841 will probably not exceed

—

4,-500,000

$4,649,200

Estimated balance in the treasury at
the doss of the next year, after all
$824,273"
payments whatever
Mr. J. continued. He thought he must have satisfied the committee, if the report of the secretary of the treasury were to be relied on, that the resources of the government, for 1841, were notoidy
ample to meet all the current charges upon it durto redeem the lour million
hundred thousand dollars of treasury notes now

ing the year, but also
five

that portion of the public debt
which would fall due in the year, and would leave
a balance of $824,273 at the close of the present
year. And lie thought the committee must also be
satisfied that the great inequality between the receipts and expenditures, at different periods of the
year, rendered it necessary that some temporary

outstanding, and

—

A

one time exceed

five millions

the liabilities imposed by congress."

of dol-

lars.

equal

the

to

computed

amount

wliich can be issued at the close of
the present year, being about
there may be added, from these
several sources, so much as to make
the whole mean for the next year
On the other hand, the expenditures

342,618

Hence

for

1841

for

ordinary

24,723,473

purposes, if

congress make no reduction in the
ajiproprialions requested by the different departments, are estimated

This would leave a balance
treasury, at

equal to

Mr. J. continued. He was aware that we should
be told that these statements were not to be relied
upon; and that we should probably be referred lo
the estimates submitted at the commencement of
the last session, and be tolil that the receipts of the
year fell far short of the estimates submitted by the
secretary.
It was true that the estimates of the receipts of last year were not realized; but every gentleman would recollect that these were mere estimates made upon data which had hitherto furnished
a rule both lor the secretary of the treasury and for
congress; and fortunate, indeed, would it be, if, in
thes'e times of derangement in the monetary affairs

in the
the close of the year,

5,473,473

The

friends of the administration, regarding the deficienify as temporary, proposed so to use the credit
of the government as to anticipate for a shoit lime
The opponents of the
the revenue of the country.
administration, regarding the deficiency, not as
temporary, but permanent, would in all probability
propose, as they had done on former occasions, to
provide a loan; and this, in his judgment, would
furnish the foundation of a permanent national debt.
It was needless for him to say that he was opposed
to any such measure, unless required by circumstances ofoverruling necessity. He adverted briefly
to the difficulties likely to arise, in the present condition of our own and foreign countries, in the negotiation of a loan, and pointed out the objections
to which, in his opinion, it was liable.
He disavowed any parly feeling or consideralion
in the matter, and concludf d by expressing the hope
that those into whose hands the government must
shortly pass might be enabled so to direct the ship
of state as lo preserve in their purity our repiiblicaii
institutions, and to enhance the prosperity of our

common

country

Mr. Barnnrd then took the floor, and offered the
proposition which follows. Some desultory conversation arose as to the proper mode of submitting it,
whereupon Mr. B. withdrew it with the intention
It is as follows:
liereafter to offer it in due form.
Resolred, That Ihe coinmit:ee of the wliole on the
state of the union he discharged from the further consideration of the bill in relation to treasury notes, and
that the subject of making provision for the wants of
the treasury be referred b.ack to the comniitiee of ways
and means, v\'iih insiructions
First. To bring in a bill auihnrising the secretary of
the treasury to borrow ten millions of dollars ou the
credit of the government, and to issue bonds or scrip
therefor.

Second. To bring in a bill imposiug duties for addirevenue on w ines, silks, linen«, spices and other
imported into the I lulled States;
but in such manner as not to conflict with die principles, policy and spirit of the act of March, 1S33, comtional

ariiclcs, bciiiL' luxuries,

monly cal'ed "the compromise act.''
Mr. B. who some lime since, on a resolution

of-

fered by him, (of a character similar lo this propo-

commenced some remaiks, which

he never
was enabled to finish, being cut off' by a call for the
orders of the day, now resumed the subject, and
addressed the committee at great length on the
financial condition of the government, past, present
sition),

when embarrassment pervaded al- and prospective.
At 20 minutes past 4, Mr. B. gave way to the
whole land, and when revulsion after reof those about him; and Mr. Hunt
vulsion follows in rapid succession, they should be solicili'ions
But no quorum
the commiitee rise.
found exact. Every gentlemen knew that the fo- moved that
committee rose and reported that fact.
The
voted.
the
chief
furnished
country
reign corameice of the
And the house adjourned.
ba.-is of the revenue of tbe governracn'; and, know

of the countiy,
19,250,000

at

—

showing how difficult it was for any man, with even
made to meet these liabilities. the best means of information before him, to arrive
That some measure calculated to obviate these at any thing like exactness in the estimates under
difficultfes was to be expected, from the report of the circumstances in which this country was placed.
the secretary himself, appeared too manifest to re- But if the re[>ort of the secretary was to be relied
quire comment. On pages 10 and II of the report on
and he (Mr J.) knew no safer reliance— it folthe secretary said:
lowed necessarily that there must be ample means
"It has already been shown that the whole amount on the part of the government to meet its liabilities
of receipts in 1841 will probably be sufficient to during the year; but those means could not be redischarge all ordinary expenditures, and those parts ceived in time to meet the liabilities as they were
of the outstanding di'bt, funded or unfunded, which expected to arise.
In this state of things it was
may become due. But the preservation of a suitable that congress was called upon to furnish such means
balance in the treasury may require more than vsill as it might, in its wisdom, deem just and proper.

—
—

This will furnish additional means,

—

provision should be

provisions for the deficiency which would arise durfirst quarter.
He knew he should be told that the deficiency was
permanent, and that provision should be made
to meet, not a temporary, but a permanent deficien- probably be left after satislying other purposes."
cy.
If this assumption was well founded, ttie conAnd again:
sequence would follow necessarily.
"It will be observed, however, that though, under
Uut was the fact so? In order to determine the either of the.se arrangements, enough might be obquestion, we must look to the best sources of infor- tained within the whole of 1841 lor the olijects conmation within our reach. Where should we look templated, yet not a due or sufficient proportion in
to satisfy ourselves?
It would seem to him that we the first quarter; because by that time all the meashould look to the officer to whom all the avenues sures are not likely to go into full operation, nor
much of the anticipated increase to happen in the
of information were laid open
to him whose duly
charged him with the general supervision of the actual receipts of duties under existing laws. Unwhole subject of the finances the secretary of the usually heavy expenses will also fall on that quarter
In addition to a full portion of
in the next year.
treasury.
Mr. J. then read from page 7 of the annual re- most of the current expenses, and the whole pension
port of the secretary of the treasury the following payments for the first half of the year, and one-third
of a million, or more, tor all the annual fishing
j)assag<"s:
"It may be stated, from the best data in possession bounties, there will be imposed on it most of the
of this department, that the receipts, under the ex- charges lor the whole year connected with the sesisting laws, will probably be as follows:
sion of congress and private bills, as well as large
From customs
$19,000,000 payments lor taking the census, and for the first inFrom lands
3,500,000 stalment of the debt of this District; several ol them
From miscellaneous
80,000 as early even as the first day of January.
"From these circumstances, and the consideraAild the expected balance in the treations that all which is due from the banks may not
sury avadable on the first of January next
1,580,855 be then paid, and that the balance in the treasuiy,
under the policy adopttd by congress of lale years,
will of necessity be small, v\hile the fluctuations
The aggregate of ordinary means for
inequalities are very great between the receipts
and
the next year would then be
24,160,853
There will be nothing more, either of
and expenditures in different portions of the year,
to which we are consiantly exposed, from causes
principle or interest, due
from
that have on former occasions been explained at
banics, which is likely to be made
available, except about
220,000 length, it must be obvious that entire safety requires
will
power
exist, under the act of
a conditional power to be seasonably conferred on
the executive to obtain at any time within 1841
3lst of March, 1840, to issue treasuch subsidiary means as may be needed for a few
sury notes till a year from its pasmonths, and a.s may be sufficient to enable the treaSage expires, but not to make the
sury punctually to discharge, during that year, all
whole emission outstanding at any

ing the

835

ing this fact, who would be at a loss to account for
the extraordinary falling olTof the revenue lor the
last year? Who could have anticipated that the imports dm ing the last year were to sink below those
of the preceding year 57 millions of dollars? or that
the imports of 1838, exceeding, if he recollected
right, 160 millions, would have sank down again in
1839 to less than 105 millions?
It was also known to every member of the committee that the principal sources of our present revenue were most sensibly affected by commercial
prosperity
by the crops by the banks and by
the credit system both of our own country and of
foreign nations.
Let those gentlemen who made
objections to the estimates submitted to congress at
the commencement of this year look a little further
into the subject.
Let them turn their attention to
the year IsiO; and they would find the revenue of
the government sinking, in a single quarter, from 9
millions lo less than 3 millions.
Look at the proceeds of the sales of public lands; and it would be
found that in 1836 the amount paid into the public
treasury from that source exceeded 24 millions of
dollars, (more than half of what had been received
during the preceding 40 years), whilst in 1838 the
amount sank to less than 3 millions of dollars. In
ftlichigan alone, Ihe receipts for 1836 exceeded 5
millions; and in 1338 they sank again to $1.54,000.
In Louisiana and Mississippi, ;^v\'here, in each of the
years of 1836 and '37, the proceeds had exceeded 3
millions, they sank down in 1838 to $96,000.
He adverted to these facts for the purpose of
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At ilie silting of ilie rourt of comRoclungham county, Mass. a decision
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S3 per barrel. bishop Morris, of Ohio, president. The inclemency of
the weather has retarded the arrival ol^ many of the
ministers, though a large number are already in attendance. It is expected from 80 to 100 will be present.
All the churches in town have been politely tendered

Fugitive slaves. Ap. Upper Canada paper says,
that within the last four years more tlian 12,000 runaway slaves have made their escape into Canada from
the United States.

apprentices, which is of some importance
guardians and parents. An action was brought by
for the services of the confi;rence.
The session of the
Harrisburo is a great town! We have <Are« daily conference
Samuel M. Dnckum against Jesse Robinson, for harwill probably be protracted more than a
boring Ezra Robinson, the plaintifl's apprentice and papers, the Intelligencer, Telegraph and Chronicle. week.
[Lynchburg Virginian.
to

—

defendant's son, who had left the plaintiff before an Three semi-weekly the stale Capitol, Gazette, KeyMorgenrodie, State GaThe iinLiTiA of the United States, according to the
expiraiion of his apprentice.ihip. The defence was stone and us. Five weekly
that there was no apprenticeship in law, because there zette, Watchtower, Gospel Publisher and Temperance latest returns, consists of 1,472,202 men.
was no writing of indentures of apprenticeship that Advocate. In all, 11 papers, in a population of 6,500.
Missionary operations
find in the Boston
by the contract either party might put an end to the It may be well enough to say that we have also ten Journal the
following summary of the extensive opeengagement when dissatisfied, and tfiat the boy, at the churches— proving that politics and religion are pretty rations
of the American hoard of commissioners of
time ihe defendant was said to have "harbored" him, well attended to at the seat of government.
foreign missions, taken from their annual report, just
[Reporter.
was merely at home upon a visit of three weeks durapublished. The receipts of the boarti during the year
IsiPKisoNMENT FOR DEBT. The following says the
tion.
The court charged the jury, as we learn from
have been $211,691 64, and the expenditures $240,600
the Ereier New Letter, that the boy might be an ap- Claremont E.-igle, is a true copy of the act tor the abo27.
Connected with the board there are twenty-five
preniice without an indenture, and thai the defendant lition of imprisonment for debt, which passed the legismissions, embracing eighty stations, at which there are
(if they believed tlie plainiifrs evidence) was liable for lature of New Hampshire at its late session.
133 ordained missionaries, ten physicians not preachact to abolish imprisonment for debt.
harboring him, while at home, and while at any other
Section 1. Be it enacted hy Ihe senate and house of re- ers, fourteen teachers, ten printeis and bookbinders,
place, where he afterwards worked with his father's
eleven other male, and 18G female assistants making
consent. The decision of the court therefore is that presentatives in general court convened. That no person
in all, 365 missionary laborers from this country. There
the apprentice is under the direction and control of his shall be arrested, held to bail or imprisonecj on any
are besides, fifteen native preachers and 167 other namaster, wheiher bound by written indenture or not, mesne process or execution founded upon any contract
and that no parent or guardian can interfere to the or debt which shall accrue or be made from and after tive assistants— in all 487, which are under the control
of the board, and are supported wholly or in part by it.
injury of the master, either by lakiirg the apprentice the first day of March next.
Connected, also, with the board, theie are fifteen
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted. That all acts and
home, or placing him under a new master, without
printing establisiiments; fifty-five churches, containing
rendering himself liable for damages. If any other parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this
17,234 members; eight seminaries for boys, containing
person employs an apprentice without consent from act, be and the same are hereby repealed.
412
boarding scholars; six preparatory boarding schools,
Approved Dec. 23, ISIO.
the master, he is not only liable for damages but lor
containing 100 pupils; ten female boarding schools,
the earnings of the apprentice for the time of his emInsurance abstract of Massachusetts. The ab- containing 295 pupils making the whole
number of
ployment. The decision will serve to correct many stract of the returns
of the several insurance companies boarding schools twenty-four, and boarding
scholars
erroneous impressions abroad in relation to the obliga- in Massachusetts,
has been recently prepared for the 807; of fi-ee schools there are 415, containing
21,606
tions and duties of apprentices, tlieir guartiians and
use of the legislature of that commonwealth. This ab- pupils. The number of books and tracts
printed the
employers.
stract, as we learn from the Daily Advertiser, exhibits past year is
685,000, containing 46,202,406 pages— and
The banks resuming specie payments. The banks in tabular form, the names of the respective companies, the whole number of paees printed in the establishment
of Pennsylvania resumed specie payments on the loth the amount and modes of the investment of their capi- of the board is 233,156,031.
inst.
The Philadelphia papers slate that some of the tal, amount of risks, &c. The number of companies
The Great Missourian. The following extract of
banks of that city have received more specie than has in Boston is 22, with an aggregate capital of -85,710,000,
and out of Boston 19, with an aggregate of $1,765,000 a letter is from a gentleman formerly of this city, now
since been demaiided of them from the community.
The officers of the banks at Baliimore, last week, capital. Of the capital of the Boston companies in on a tour through the western states, and at present in
came to a conclusion not to resume until those of Vir- bank stock, of hanks in the state is l$3.603,9:i5; real es- St. Louis, from whence he writes:
"I went the other night to look at the greatest curiginia should resunte also. The last mail brings us tate, $617,872; mortgages, SlS18,413; and the residue in
osity that I have ever seen.
It is callecf the great Misthe following proceedings of the banks in Richmond. various other stocks and securities. The amount of the
At a meeting of the presidents of the bank of Vir- marine risks of the Boston companies is ®3S,278,737, sourian, and is the skeleton of the greatest animal ever
known. It was found about 200 miles west of this
ginia, the Farmers bank of Virginia, and of the E.v- and of the fire risks, $49,839,951.
The amount of ma- place, in this
slate, by a GermanIt measures to the
change bank of Virginia, at Richmond, and being au- rine losses paid by them during the last year is
top of the ribs 16 feet high, is 32 feet long, has two
thorised to act in the premises, by their respecdve $1,441,814; and of fire losses, -$375, 144.
The maiine
losses paid by the 19 out of Boston offices was tusks that are from 10 to 12 inches in diameter, and
boards, .fanuary ISth, 1S41.
are
16
feet
apart.
The
head
and
tusks weigh 1,100
Resolved, unanimously. That the banks will resume $219,407; and of fire losses, $6,170, which last amount
The joints of the knee in the fore legs are inEpecie payments simaltaneously with the banks of was a single loss paid by the Springfield Fire Insur- pounds
Baltimore; and that the president of the Farmer' bank ance company. The amount of fire risks by these verted, so that he bends his knee the contrary way
be requested to report this resolution to the banks of nineteen offices is $2,153,645, and of marine risks from any other animal. He appears to have been
web-footed, has no hoofs, but toes about 8 or 10 inches
Baltimore, with a request that an early day be fi-xed ©1,253, 140.
long.
The owner has computed its size, in comparitipon for the resumption.
(Signed),
Iron steamers.
gentleman who recently arrived son to the size of an
ox here that weighs 1,000 pounds,
John Drockenbrough,
the Acadm, informs us that the immense ironeteamand he is just 100 times larger than the o.\, so that he
Wm. H. McFarland,
er building by ihe Great Western steamship company
must
have
weighed when alive. 100,000 pounds, (60
.Tames Caskie.
at Bristol, will register about 3,000 tons, but th.at
her
tons).
1 should think he would have required five or
At a meeiingof the board of directors of the bank of actual tonnage will exceed 3,600 tons,
or about 600 SIX buliidoes f >r breakfast.
The six musicians, who
Virginia, Saturday, January 16, 1841, ti:e fo!lov,-ing re- tons more than any ship
ever budt.
great saving play at the exiiibiiion of the animal,
solution was unanimously adopted:
sit up in his ribs.in stowage will be gained in consequence of
the
adop"The
owner has been ofltred $20 000 cash for him.
Resolved. Tliat the bank of Virginia will unite with tion of iron for her
hull, whilst her draught of
water
He leaves in a few days for New Orleans, from thence
the oilier banks of Richmond and the banks of Balii- will be comparatively small,
owing to thiTgreat buoy- to New York, thence
to Europe.
more in designating any particular day lor a simulta- ancy possessed by iron vessels.
It is worth a good
She will eonsequeiit- fortune for any six men, hut
neous resumption of specie payments by the banks of 'y be able to carry coal sufficient
the owner will not sell it.''
both for her outRichmond and Baltiinore; and that the president of
[Troy Whig.
homeward passages. Her engines are to be
"/' «Sn
this bank be authorised to communicate wiili the other of
1,(^00 horse power, and
it is confidently
York criminal statistics. In the court of
expected
banks referred to, and to enter, on behalf of the hank that the average voyage across
the Ailantic will he re- general sessions, New York city, during the past year
uf Virginia, into the necessary mutual engagements for duced to ten days.
there were 431 trials, 292 convictions and 139 acquittals.
[//. y. Standard.
carrymginio effect the object of this resolution.
Lake Erie trade. The Philadelphia Sentinel states Of the convictions HI men weie sentenced to the
Resumption in Pelavare. All the hanks in Wilslate's prison and 14 women.
72 men were sentenced
mington, Delaware, resumed specie pmjmenis on the that there are now 300 sail-vessels emipoyed in navioai"=' Tliere was no run upon tlicm,
mgLake Erie, giving employment to 3,000 persons. to the penitentiary and 5 women. 18 men to the city
15:1).
and all passed
prison and 2 women. House of refuge 5 boys. 188
Previous to the war of 1812, and the building
off quiedy.
of the prisoners
were
discharged
by the cuurtr
lect by commodore Perry at Presque
Isle (Erie) but
Census of iVIichigan. The late census shows the lew vessels navigatd the
In the court of oyer and terminer there were 6 trials,
\yaters of Lake Erie.
Some
ponnlanon of Michigan to be 211,205. In 1S30 the po- ten or a dozen illy
manned and mis-shapen hulks were all convictions.
pulation numbered oidy 2S,600; showing an increase owned in
During
this
period
the
grand
jury found 1 056 indictBuffalo and at Detroit, which were,
at that
of full feven per cent, during die lust leii vears, which early date, fully
and dismissed 254 complaints.
adequate to the wants of commerce nienis,
'''
i.s a greater increase than that
Then
" 28 complaints of assault and battery setof any other state in the 1 here are now two ships of 350
tons each. The class
union.
ded af er indictment and 93 beforeof vessels nOA^ employed are
mostly hermaphrodite
In the special sessions there were 839 trials, of which
Deaths. Tin- number of deaths in Boston in the brigs, and schooners, varying from 60 to 250 tons each
there were 526 convictions and 99 acquittals for petit
year 1840 « as 1.972, which averages 38 per week near- whose aggregate tonnage is not far from thirty thoularceny, and 226 convictions for assault and liattery
ly.
Tlie population of the ciiv, iiccording to the late sand, not including transcient vessels registered at ports
census, amounts to 93 432. The deaths diiriii" the upon Ltike Oniano. Of this number some 50 vessels and 32 acquittals.
The court discharged 483 persons, sentenced 300
are employed in the fish and lumber
last year, therefore, were as 1 to every 47 192-493
trade upon
the men and 81
in*^
women to the peniientiary to the city
upper lakes.
linhiiants, or about 1 to 47.23.
prison 09 and 39 to the house of refuge 23 boys and 3
The wliole number of deaths in SuUm, during the
London, if we except some of the Chinese
and Ja- gii'ls[N. y. Cour. ^ Enq.
year 1810, was 252, including si.v in the alin< lioiise.
panese cities, IS the largest city in the world.
It conIhe wliole number of deaihs in J'ortland, Me. last tains as many inhal.iiants as
Trade of Alexandria, D. C.
were at once
the five .-tates of Massayear, was 208
It appears from the reiiirns
gia'ified and surpii.-ed lo find, hy official documents,
that the chusctt. Maine, Connecticut, New Hampshire
and that
most destructive disorder among us is consiinip'ion Vermont, it has nearly
the trade and prosperity of Alexandria were so
10,000 streets, lanes, allev
which numbered 75 vieliins, 11 of wliom died in
Sep- &-c.a,id consumes 4,669 Olio |h. of animal food week- decidedly on the increase. The value of the exports.
tember, 10 in .lanuary, and 9 in October— bein" the ly, lis renal is at least
$34 OflO 000 per annum and it Ill 1836 was $393,028— in 1840, .8811,716.
most fatal months.
pays for luxuries at least $50,000,000
1'he number of clearances of foreign ves.sels in 1836'
annually. 'There
are
cluiiTl.es, 307 dissenting
Ehasi.ng an ExnonsEMENT IS FORGERY.
churches! 16 theatres was 32. and the tonnage 5,841. In '1840 the number
The su- and 373
over 5.000 puhhc houses.
was 106, and the tonnage 16 725.
preme court of Ohio decided, recently, lh.it an enThe entrances of fbreign vessels in 1836 were but
(Joi-scmcnt on a note purporting that a partial
M. M. NoAU,
NoAu, of
payment
ofed
editorial and ficticious memory,
20, and the tonnage 4,860.
had been mode, and which endorsement was written
as been appointed judge of the
In 1810 the number was
court of sessions, N! 64, and
by iho maker in the pre.'^ence, with the coiirurreiice
the tonnage 9,911.
forlt.
sincerely congratulate him.
There are now belonging to the port 9 ships, from
and by the direction of the payee, is a receipt, the altviAGNETic attraction it is asccriuinrd
321 to G77 tons; 2 barks and 12 brigs.
tera'ioii or erasure of wliicli by the payee
is cnmmuniwill be fur- catcU to any
nail or iron driven perpendicularly
s' ry.
with a
hammer or iron insirutnent. The manners
Vattemare's system of international exchange of
coi^pass
Exports to Canada.
learn, from the Cleve- IS rendered uiicertain if this fact be
books is highly approved of in Canada, antl a comnot attended to fn
land (tJiin) Herald, ili.if the clearances at that
plete set of the legislative enactments and public report, iis.ocati.m. Copper lasieuings should be substituted
in
for various p.,rts
Upper Canada, for the past year,
cord'' of the province, has been placed in Mr. Vatlewere Ot.'6,&j0 bus he s of wheal anil 70
1,1,1=
,,f
li
mares charge, for exchange with the !:l vernment of
flour.
'^'"^
The quantity of poH si, ppal dilt^n' the Mine
nniiual con- France. The bi.-hopof Montreal and
sir James Stuart,
S>-r'}nTT7 Miihodist Episcopal
"
Y'''"'"'"
lime, 18 esliniutcd UI 1.5,000 bbls.
church
conimenc- and a great number of other honorable gentlemen,
eM '"* c^e^si"" 'II ihis
'^'^
'
place on yesierday,-:hc rev.
liave engaged in tlie furtheiance of the ptojecl.
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The court went into mourning on the 20th ult. on
account of the deatii of the queen'.s grand aunt, the
^41 dowager princess of Reuss Koeslritz.
Army— recruits, troors for Florida, TigerTailandotlierl An unusually terrific s^orin of thunder and lightIndians come in, Fori Wallier aiiucked, death ot'j ning visited the inelroppli||(on the 3d inst. accompa33J
capt. Davidson
nied by a fall of hail stones. The spire of a church
33S
CaL\.4 the British in Pelcin
in Surry was sfruck by the fluid, and was entirely
349
Co.\GRE5S senate 347, house
Some other damage was done by this
destroyed.
342
Davis, (sov. of Mass. message of
339 storm.
Delaware French spoliations, appnintmentn
Considerable excitement and alarm had prevailed
1SJ2,
rumor
of
budge:
of
Napoleon,
funeral
France—
consequence of a
of changes in the ministry, plots against the king's at Newport, in So'ith V/ales, in
large meetfresh chariist agitation in th.it place.
life, de.^patches from French Africa, Vallee recahcd
.
and Biigeaiid takes rommaiid, quarrel between ing was held on New Year's day by the chartists,
337
results.
market
any
serious
cotton
unattended
by
Morocco,
was
and
but
France
337
Germany warlike p.'eparations, commenced
It is now ascertained that her maje.=,ty's ship FaiGreat Britain items, corn market, cotton market, ry, with a crew ol forty-live men on board, was lost
337
stock cxchani^e
oti the coast of Sulfolk during a heavy storm, on the
and
the
government
the
Gkelce— difl'erence between
13fh November last.
337
pone settled
The weather in Enghmd has been unusually cold,
342
Iluxois resumption, city of Cairo
342 and the floating ice in the Thames, for a time, greatIndiana legislature, state bonds
ly
obstructed navigation, and did much damage to
337
Italy Rome in iiiourning
342 vessels and small cralt in the river.
Kentucky penitentiary
The hon. T. C. Robertson has succeeded lord
Louisiana gov. Rc.nar.'s message, U. S. senator 341
339 Auckland to the governor generalship of India, pro
Maine election, iinance
310 tern.
IM.AT.YLAXD census of the state
342
MicLuaAN— gov. WoodbriJge's message
Repeal meetings, with O'Connelto open them, conMinister at St. .Tames -tiesire of Mr. Stevenson to tinue to be held in various parts of Ireland.
33i
be recalled not acceded to
American flour,
Liverpool corn market, Jan. 4.
3U
MississTPi legislature
3S2 free, has sustained late rales, but has been rather
business of St. Louis
Mi-:;ou.ii
Navy—death of com. S^evens, U. S. frigate Constitu- slow of sale; best mark of United State.s at 36s. Ca339 nadian at 35 a 36s. per bnrrel; a little United Slates
tion and schoone- Sli.ifk
339 has been sold, in bond, for export, at 26s. per bb!.
Hampshire— Van tiaron state convention
NoivrnEASTERN BOUNDARY negotiation respecting 33S
By the otficial return of Ihe averages, the duty on
342
Ohio— default of collectors, banks
foreign wheat is raised to 27s. Sd. on Indian corn
Oregon territory bill respecting introduced in U. to 133. lOd. per quarter; oti flour to I63. 7Jd. per
3^3
S. senate
bbl. remaining upon all other foreign produce the
Pennsylvania—the public lands, election of state trea339 same as last week.
surer
Liverpool coUon markets. The sales of the week
3!4
Porter, gov. of Penn. message of
3-Si ending the 19th ult. were 32,230 bales, including
PoRTuuAL quarrel «ith Spain
33S 4,500 American, on speculation, at an advance on
Prussia— a pretender to the throne, civil code
conveniion
339
Rhode IsL.AND—.vhig Slate
former quotations. The sales of the week up to the
323
Russia exports, defeated by the Circassi-ins
26th were, 39,400 bales, including 7,500 American,
341
S. Cakoli^.a estabUshmeiit of conimnn schools
advance on former prices,
337 on speculation, at an
SxirxcRLAND- new constitution, earthquake
16,140 Ncv! Orleans 5 a 7^, 1,510 Mobile oj a 6^.
33S
treasury
.secretary
ol
the
Tariff- revision of by the
339 The sales during the week ending January 2, were
Tobacco trade— new tariff on
equally brisk, and previous prices fully maintained.
Tueicey, Egypt and Syria— terms of settlement agreed
Londoii slock exchange, Jan. 4. British market
on, Syrian tribes declared in favor ot the saltan 33S
United States senate—summoned to meet on the4'h opened this morning rather firmer than it left off on
333 Saturday, at S9j for account.
ol Alarch
Virginia- resolution respecting U. S. senator, instrucConsuls may be quoted at S9J, have been 89i for
311
tion resolutions, eloc'ioii
account; exchequer bills improved to 8 prem. small
7 9 prem. Bank stock nothingdone; Indian bonds 14
ARTICLES.
10 discount.
The steamship Columbia, captain Liidkins, arrivFRANCE.
tlie 21st inst. bringing LiThursday
on
Boston,
ed at
The general news liom France is not particularverpool papers of the 5th iiist. a:iJ London papers of ly important. The Parisians had witnessed the im-
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the day previous.

The Columbia bronghf 85 passengers from Livernool for Halifax and Boiton, and look on board 14 at
Halifax for Bostot!.
We find important and interesting feat'ires in the
intelligence brought by this arrival, and as nsual,
place Ihe whole news in an abridged form without
dehiy before our readers.
The news is of considerable interest, as there appears to be a general stir throughout Eniope in reM'erence to the a'p^ct of political events.
In regaril to the cotton and money markets, the
news is'liighly inleresling and satisfacfory. Cotton
continues to "advance and the Lnoi;ny market is improving.
The news from Chii isof Ihe ntmcsl iujportance
if there be any truth in .;. We apprehend, however,
that it will turn out to b" a mistiiUe growinjont of
tl
is against all prob.ibilily
the taking of C'lusan.
that the British could have taken Pokin, and the
news first readied London through Russia.
The steamer Britannia made her homeward voyage
The British Queen
in thirteen d.iys and 12 hours.

mitted suicide, a paper is said to have been found,
setting forth that being a member of a secret society,
his turn had coine by lot to kill the king, but finding
himself unable to commit the crime, he had deter-

mined

to hatig himself.

The king

has remitted that part of madame Lafwhich condemns her to exposition

farge's sentence
publijjue.

There have been severe

and dense

Recent despatches from marshal Vallee, from the
at ot the war in French Africa, confirm the intelligence of the tianquillity of all the provinces in
Africa under his command. The French troops had
made several successful attacks in that quarter. The
Arab tribes were entering iuto commercial relations

with the French.
Marshal Vallee is recalled from Algiers, and Bugeaud lakes the command theie.
Quarrel between France and Morocco. It appears
that the French government are determined on diimanding salislaction from the emperor of Morocco
for the insult olfered the consul general of Fiance
Admiral Hugon was said to have reat Tangiers.
ceived orders to hold himself in readiness to sail at
first signal with his ten ships of the line and two
steamers.
The cotton market at Havre was looking up, and
the price of the article has already advanced considerably.

the

ITALY.
Letters from Ilotns state that on account of the
recent melancholy events which have plunged that
city into mourning, a complete damp has been thrown
over the usual gaieties of the winter season, and that
the saloons of the corps diplomatique are almost
The gothe only ones which will remain open.
vernment has allotted 7,000 scudi to the opera for
the expense of bringing out a new work of Donizetti's.

GREECE.

The accounts from Athens

conliniie to give the

details of misgovernaieni, of alienation of the
people from their sovereign, the same determination
on Ihe part of the latter to pursue the anti-national
system, and to refuse to listen to the wTshes of the

same

in granting them a constitution. All the endeavors of the British minister to induce king Otho
to listen to the proposals to put a stop to the slave
trade, whicli is carried on to an inciedible extent
under the Greek flag, are useless, or worse than useless.
The Turkish charge d'alfaires in Greece has
had several conferences with the minister for foreign affairs, the result of which has been the settlement ol the differences that lately subsisted be-

Greeks

tween the Greek government and the porte.

The

declaratior. of the Greek minister respecting Canriia
posing ceremony of the funeral of Napoleon, on proved vi'holly satisfactory.
the 15th ult. without oifering any violence.
AlGERMANY.
though it was intended by the French government
Warlike preparations on the part of this state have
that the ceremony should be grand and magnificent, commenced on a large scale, on account of similar
the English papers speak of it as a decided failure ones being made by France.
in this respect.
It is reported that the organization of a combined
The French journals have again commenced their Prussian and Austiian confederate army, has been
warlike threats against En^fjland. The work on the resolved upon, and that measures are in progress
fortifications has commenced.
which will enable the Germ.ans to take the field
The Budget o/lS42. On the 30th ult. the finance with an overpowering force in the spring, if neces-

minister presented the budget in the chamber of sary.
SWITZERLAND.
deputies. The ordinary and extraordinary expenses
The grand council of Soleure have adopted the
are estimated at 1,316 millions of francs. The ordinary revenue is estimated at 1,162 millions which following principles as the basis of the new constileaves a deficit of 154 millions of francs (G millions tution of the canton:
sterling). The minister demanded permission of the
1. The sovereignty resides in the people, who
chamber tn create rentes, if necessary, for a capital exercise it through their delegates.
2. The Catholic religion is the religion of the canol 450 millions of francs; but as Ihe treasury hasslill
a reserve of 120 millions, the creation of these renUc ton, except in the bailiwick of Bucchegglaud, which
is not urgent.
The minister declared that he did professes the Evangelic creed.
3. The liberty of the press is guaranteed, saving
not intend to suspend the fortifications of Paris; but
the repression of abu.ses.
it was his intention to spread the expenses of these
4. Industry and trade are free.
works over a number of years, his wish b;ing to
did not airive at Southampton till the 22d i;lt. which avoid contracting a war under disadvantageous cir5. The right of petition is granted.
caused intense anxiety in Lomlon for her safety.
11 is reported that Switzerland is on the eve of
cuinstaiices.
The Great Wesle.., a. '.ved in King's Road, Bristol,
R,umoi's were prev.alentin Paris of changes of the some new political commotion.
at 4 o'clock on the morning of the 24ih nit.
Queen Christian is on her way to Switzerland.
ministry. It is conjectured that M. Guizot will have
^
Frequent shocks of earthquake continued to be
to succumb to the war parly.
great BRITAIN.
The B-lle Poule is shortly to sail to the China felt in Zante, hut almost all slight; when there hapThe queen, prince Albert, and the court left
Buckingham palace for Windsor castle, nn the 23d seas, under the command of the prince de Join- pen stronger ones (which is seldom) they are sufficient to overthrow those buildings, or parts of buildult. wherK it is expected they will remain till after ville.
Plots against the king's life. Further plots against ings, which have been most injured.
the middle of the present month, when tlie queen
'Fiuiu Holland, Belgium and Austria, there is no
26th
Phillippe's
life
are
again
spoken
the
Louis
of.
In
will probably open parliament in person on the
.

.

frosts in Paris,

fogs.

pocket of the driver of u

instant.
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CHINA.

RUSSIA.

Tlie British actually in
Still later from China.
Disappointment of the Jtussian unldiers. From the
Dwina, Dec. 10. The rapid decision of theTiirco- Pekin! Reports that the British expedition against
Egyptian ijaestion, witliout the active co-opera- China had taken Pekin, the capital of the celestial
tion of Russia, may probably have disappointed empire, were current in London at the date of our
many ardent hopes of our warriors, for the Rus- last publication. They were (bunded on letter.^ resiau soldiers, aud still more the officers, wish for ceived from St. Petersburg, via Holland; and but
little attention was paid to them. They have, howwar.

Exports, According; to accounts from St. Petersburg, the exports of Russia during the year 1839,
amounted to 341,898,679 bank rubles, and the imports to 249,152,476 bank rubles. The exports
accordingly exceeded the imports by a sum of
92,746,203 rubles.
Diplomatic notes, a friendly tone, have passed between the Russia ambassador and M. Guizot. They
probably mean nothing more than the usual professions of a disposition to cultivate the relations of
peace.
The Sud.of Marseilles, contains an account from
Constantinople, staling that the Russians had been
completely defeated by the Circassians, and driven
from one of their most important fortresses, after a
decisive battle.

ever, been this v\eelc repeated, with increased confidence.
The Manchester Guardian gives the following, dated St, Petersburg, 11th December, ad-

PRUSSIA.

resist the proposals of that of Madrid as to the Douro
navigation treaiy.
Spanish force, therefore, had

^i pretender to the throne.

The German

papers

dressed to "an eminent house" at Manchester and
received on Tuesday.
"At the beginning of this week, a Tartar arrived
here from Kiachia, vvi(h tiie news that the English

had taken the capit.il of Chiiia,»fter having bombarded it, and destroyed all the forts near the river.
The emjieror, the son of the sun, had fled with all
hi.s mandarins.
The consequence of tliis event will
be a good treaty which will entirely change the
commercial dealings with that empire."

POETUGAL.
Quarrel between Spain and Foriusal. It appears
government at Lisbon had determined to

that the

A

been marched to the frontiers of Portugal, and the
time for a definite answer fixed for January 4th; by
which time it was determined by the Portuguese
government that every thing should be prepared for
war, on land, as well as that their old crafts were
jVlentz.
It is asseited further that several of the to be hastily put in such a state as to be able to
first families in Prussia have determined to support blockade Cadiz and other iinport.rnt Spanish towns
him. This conspiracy, it is added, will soon as- on the coast. From the hasiy despatch of the Espoir, it was believed that the British government
tonish Europe by its ir-sults.
The government is having a civil code drawn up would be likely to interfere and settle the dispute.
for the whole Prussi.m monarchy. Tliis measure is
NAT10l^^AL AFFAIRS.
intended for a two-fold object; first to give to the
U. S. SENATE. The National Intelligencer of
kingdom a unity, a political homo^eneousness, without which it would not retain its rank; the second Monday says: In conformity to usage, we learn
to bring back, under this pretext, the Rhenish pro- that the senate of the United States has been summoned by the executive to meet in this city on the
vinces to the ancient German legislation.
TURKEY, EGYPT AND SYBtA.
4th of March ne.xt, for the transaction of business,
The Turco-Egyptian question, which, at our last (being of course, of an executive character, conadvices, was supposed to be settled, was again re- nected with the commencement of a new adminisojrened, as will appear from the following intelli- tration, the tormation ol a new cabinet, SiC.)
gence.
On the 26th November, com. Napier concluded
Minister at St. James. The Richmond Ena convention with the pasha, by which the latter quirer says that Mr. Van Buren has not acceederi
was to receive the hereditary government of Egypt lo the request of Mr. Stevenson (our minister at
upon certain conditions.
St. James), that he may be recalled; but in conseOn the 2d ultimo, admiral Stopford wrote to the quence of the new aspect of all'airs in regard to the
pasha, informing him that as Napier had no au- boundary question, and the affair of the Caroline,
thority to enter into such a converition he could not has desired filr. Stevenson to remain in England
approve or ratifj'it; but on the 6th ultimo, he trans- until a successor should be appointed and reach
mitted to the pasha the nffidal authority from the London.
British governmenf, in the name of the fourpowys,
to maintain Mehemet Ali in the pashalic of Ejypt
The Oregon territory. Mr. Linn, of the U.
only, upon the condition that in three days after
States senate, has introduced a bill declaring that
the communications made to him by captain Fanthe title of the United Slates to the territory of Oreshawe, he agreed to restore the Turkisli Beet to the
gon is certain and will not be abandoned. The bill
sultan and evacuate Syria. In reply, Mehemet
furlher authorises the president ot the U. States to
Ali accepted the terms proposed, though much
take immediate measures to have the boundaries ol
hurt at the diplomatic trifling to which he had been
Ihe United Slates on the Pacific frontier ascertainsubjected.
and fixed; and in the meantime to take such
ed
The precise words of the treaty arc, that if he,
Mehemet Ali, "submits immediately to the sultan, measiiresas may benecessaiy to protect the persons
our citizens residing or trading in
and delivers into the hands of the officer charged and property of
with the above, a written obligation to restore, Ihe territory of Oregon. It also provides that a

have given several obscure hints of the existence o(
a pretender to the throne of Prussia. In a letter
under date of frontiers of Prussia, it is alleged that
an elder brother ot the king, having been assassinated, left a son who is now a major in garrison in

—

without further delay, the Turkish fleet, and to recall immediatt^ly his troop.i from Syria, from the
district of Adana, from the island of Cnndia, from
Arabia, and from the Holy Cities, the four powers
will recommend the sultan to re-establish Meherait
Ali in the pashalic of Egypt.
The 9lh and 10th ult. were days of negotiation,
when Mehemet Ali sent his answer in a note and

between Fort Leavenworth and the Rocky Mountains.

The bill grants one thousand acres of land to
every white male inhabitant of the territory who
and use the same for five consecutive
years.
It also authorises the .appointment of an Indian agent with a salary of filteen hundred dollars,
whose duty it shall be to superintend the interests
Alexandria on the 11th of the United Slates with any Indian tribe west of

despatch.

Captain Fanshavve left
with this note and despatch, for Constantinople.
have yet to learn the result of his reception by

ult.

We

the sultan.
It was understood at Alexandria on the 1 Itb, that
Ibrahim pasha was at Gura with his army, on his
way to Cairo, where he was expected to arrive on
the 15th inst. Com. Napier had left Alexandria,
and had gone to Marmoriea. The Eedouins of the
desert of Suez hail begun to plunder.
As the affairs of Syria appear to be fast approaching to a quiescent state, it is needless to occupy
any space with details of past events. The Syria
tribes who had hitherto remained faithful to Mehemet Ali, declared in favor of the sultan immediareThe entire
ly after the fall of St. Jean d'.\cre.
army of Ibrahim, which at one time amounted to
75,000 men, had been reduced to about 20,000.
A fearful tempest lately swept over the Black
sea and the sea of Marmora, which did incalculable
Russian steamer from Odessa to Condamage.
stantinople, was wrecked and nineteen men perish-

A

ed.

line of military posts be established at suitable places

shall cultivate

any agency now established.

It is doubtless a sound axiom to select for highest
taxation articles of luxury, rather than of necessity.
It is expedient to select such articles of luxury
as compete most with similar articles of American
growth or raanefacture, though not to tax them

above

per cent.
be useful, also, to select these articles, for
may be proper for countervailing injurious imposts, placed on our own productions by any fofeign power.
There are some anomolies in the present tariff
which might be abolished; such as discriminatious
more favorable to luxuries than to necessaries.
The value of free articles imported in 1838, exclusive of specie, was about $38,161,583.
duty
of 15 per cent, on these would yield a nett revenue
near tile five millions that may be needed in 1842.
Selecting from the free articles those which may
be regarded most as luxuries, as teas, coffees, silks,
&c. and adding them to those which conflict witti
Ameiican productions, as worsteds, linens, &c. and
there would be an amount of ,$29,026,448, (taking
the year 1838 still as a guide) on which a duty of 20
per cent, would also yield the amount ol about five
It

2(t

may

an increased impost, which

A

millions.

On some articles not now free, but paying a duty
of less than 15 or 20 per cent, the tax might be raised.
Wines are of this description.
Half the amount of increased duty should be made
to accrue only from the first of January, in 1842, and
the residue commence the first of July next thereafter.

The warehouse system might be

adapted and

adopted.

might be expedient to provide for the assessment of the whole of the higher class of duties after
1842 on the advalorcm principle.
Some of the large drawbacks and bounties, now
allowed could be beneficially reduced so as to correspond in their proportions with the reduced duIt

ties.

This, we believe, is a tolerable synopsis of Mr.
Woodbury's report of revision, with the exception
stipulations and
it which merely describes the
restrictions of the existing taritf.
We have interposed no opinions of our own.
IMadisonian.

of

Northeastern boundary.

The Washington

correspondent of the New York Courier & Enquirer, under date of the 8th inst. alluding to the course
of the negotiation between the governments of the
United Slates and Great Brilain on the boundary
question, reverts to the fact of Mr. Chistopher
Hughes having been first nominated to the senate
by president Adams, at the session of congress in
1828-9, to be minister to the Hague, (with a view
to the arbitration before the kingol the Netherlands),
and the rejection of that nomination upon the same
party ground upon which the most important nominations then made by Mr. Adams were rejected, for
the purpose of reserving all such appointments and
concentrating the greatest possible amount of patronage in the hands of gen. Jackson, who was to
come into office on the 4th of March following, the
consequence of which rejection was, that, in due
time, the mission was bestowed upon Mr. Preble.
The correspondent of the Courier adds to this reminiscence the following, which corresponds with thu
impression which has been made upon our minds on
the same subject:
'.'It is the opinion of persons best
competent to
judge, and from what they have said I confidently
believe, that, if Mr. Hughes had received that appointment, his influence at the Hague, and his means
of access to, and intercourse with, not the Dutch ministers alone, but the king himself, would have enabled him to satisfy the arbiter of the justice of the
pretensions of the United States, and would have
brought about a decision of the northeastern boundary question in our favor.*'
Thus, the first error committed in regard to the
boundary negotiation was in the choice of an agent
on the part of the United States to attend to the ar-

Revision of the tariff. The secretary of
the treasury sent to the senate on Friday a short
report on the revision of the tariS', in obedience to
The gist of the report, bitration.
a resolution of that body.
second error, we believe, was committed in the
after excluding redundant verbiage, is this:
The reduction in the duties on imports, which is rejection of the award of the king of the Nethei lands
lo take place in 1842, is above five millions of dol- under the treaty of Ghent, after it was made. Upon
that head there is, we know, some difference of opilars.
The chief existing law on the subject, is the com- nion among patriotic citizens of both of our great
promise act of 1833, which the secretary proposes political parties. Forourpart, we wish that it could
have been accepted.
not to disturb by his revision.
third error was committed, we apprehend, by
If any changes are made, they should be solely
the present executive, in declining to carry into effor purposes of revenue.
That these changes should be confined to articles fect the wishes ol congress, as indicated, two years
not paying a duty so high as 20 per cent, and that, ago, by the making of an appropriation for the outfit and salary of a special minister to Great Britain.
{generally, it should not go above that rate.
Tliat the existing provisions for the payment of Whatever doubt might have existed in Ihe mind of
duties in cash; and the assessment of them on the the president, as to the expediency of such a special
value of the merchandise at the port of entry alter mission, might well have yielded to this expression
of opinion by congress on the subject.
1842, ought to be regarded.

A

A
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Pacific ocean number 460 sail, amounting to near
ly 200,000 tons, and manned by 12,000 seamen!The report says: "Every time this whale fleet puts
to sea, there is required, in oulfils, flour, 80,040
barrels; pork and beef, 79,120 barrels; molasses,
621,000 gallons; coffee, 532,600 pounds; sugar,

THE UNION.
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lands, and that they be and are hereby further instructed and requested, to introduce and advocate
the passage of a bill, providing for the distribution of the proceeds of the same among the several states, in the ratio of their representative

population ofone thousandeight hundred and forty.
Resolved, That our senators in congress be furAlexandria Gazette 256,800 pound.s tea, 172,500 pounds; rice, 1,300
inlormation from Amsterdam, under date of the tierces; duck, 46,460 pieces; cordage, 8,960 tons; ther instructed and our representatives requested,
thot December, that the minister of finance has iron hoops, 4,600 tons; copper, 532,000 sheets, ves- to vote for such a modification or adjustment of the
tariff laws as may increase the revenue upon imoposed a new tariff of duties, to go into opera- sels coppered every voyage; staves, 10,000,000.
m 1st January, 18-11, by which (amongst other No part of the commerce of this country is more posts equal to the wants of the national governtides) the duties on Maryland and Virginia to- important than that which is carried on in the Paci- ment, so that at no time hereafter, under any precco will be increased from 80 cents per 100 ko. fic ocean.
not less than tence whatever, shall the money received from the
It is large in amount
3 guilders per 700 ko.; and that, notwithstanding $12,000,000 of capital are invested in, and actively sales of the public lands be used by the general goB remonstance
of the merchants and dealers employed by, one branch of the whale fishery alone; vernment.
ainst the measure, it was generally supposed and in the whole trade is directly and indireclly inResolved, That the governor be requested to cause
it the chamber would concur in the recommenvolved not less than from fifty to seventy millions a copy of this resolution to be forwarded to each of
tjon of the minister.
of property!"
commend the perusal of the our senators and representatives in congress, and to
THE ARMY.
whole of the report as a document which throws the governors of the several states, with the request
lUcruits for the U. S. army.
The whole num- much light on the important subject of our com- that the same may be laid before their respective
state legislatures.
r of soldiers enlisted in the army, at the recruiting
IPhilad. U. S. Gazette.
merce to the Pacific.
The amendment of Mr. Cox will carry the resoitions in the different states, for one year from
lutions back to the senate; but there is no sort of
;lober 1st, 1S39 to September 30th 1840, incluUNION.
OF
doubt but they will pass that body as amended.
MAINE.
e, was C,316; at the stations for the general rejiting service, 3,006; at those for the dragoon
On Tuesday last, John Gilmore, of Butler counOxford district The election for a member of
vice 49G, and by regiments, 2,S14; total, 6,316. congress in this district, on Monday last, has pro- ty, (formerly a representative in congress), was
le number of stations was about 40.
Of the bably resulted in the choice of Mr. Littlefield, the elected, on joint ballot of the two houses of the leReturns from 20 towns, gislature, to be treasurer of the stale.
106, enlisted at these, for the general recruiting Van Buren candidate.
Military convention. The military convention at
vice, 1,444 were in the state of New Vork
give Littlefield 2,144, Long, (W.) 2,123, scatterirly one half of the whole number.
At the sta- ing 293, showing a gain in lavorot Littlefield since Harrisbiirg, for a reform of the militia system adjourned on Tuesday last, to meet again on the first
in this city 817 weie enlisted.
At the other the late trial.
st prominent stations, there were enlisted, at
Finances. The whole debt of the state amounts Monday in June next, when a state military coniladelphia, 215; Cumberland, Md. 155; Baltimore, to $1,678,367, of which all but $37,420 is funded, vention will be held, the delegates to be selected at
143; Louisville, Ky. 130; Newport, Ky. 144; and payable in periods of 4, 5, 8, 13 and 30 years. the regimental trainings, out of the commissioned
It is supposed that no less than one thou'acuse. New York, 149; Utica, 133; Albany, 107; The estimated charge for interest the ensuing year officers.
sand officers in full uniform, will be present on that
Of the 496, for the dragoon service, is ^98,500.
sfon, 103.
occasion. The resolutions which were adopted preResources.
) were enlisted in this city.
viously to adjournment were to the following effect:
Cash on hand
[N. ¥. Jour. Com.
lyoops for Florida.
To effect an efficient organization of able bodied
detachment jjf 104 re- Bank tax for 1841
men. To elect respectable men to offices, who
Duly on commissions
its, lor the 1st regiment of infantry, left New
would discharge the duty. Recommending to the
rk last Tuesday for Tampa Bay, on board the Balance of tax for 1840
divisions and brigades to hold meetings in April
scina.
The detachment is under command of Land notes and other availablea
next. The appointment of a committee to transmit
itenant W. S. Henry, second infantry.
Lieut. J. Claim on United States
the proceedings to the members of congress and the
iVIarlin, also of the second regiment is attached Bank stock
state legislature, with suggestions to remedy the
he command.
''hrida.
letter has been received at Pilatka
95,954 present evils of the system. Appointing a central
Total
D colonel Looms, dated at Fort Clinch, statin"
The estimate of probable receipts in 1841, is committee. Appoiniing division and brigade officers
t thirty-three Indians had come it at that post,
$458,894, including cash on hand. $200,000 claim- corresponding committees. Appointing a commit'iger Tail had also come in and was going la ed of the United States for boundary expenses, the tee to procure the establishment of a military and
npa. It is thought that in all about six iiundred slate tax, bank tax, and $30,000 from the land literary paper, neutral in politics.
That the army
ians have presented themselves at various posts agent.
The estimate of expenditure for the cur- of the United States should not be increased. Reig the coast on the gulf side,
commending encampments in the several divisions
rent year is $306,627.
party of the enemy lately attacked Fort Walker,
The large debt of the state is the result of an and brigades. All meetinus
of officers to be in full
'
ing two or three negroes and wounding one extravagant wheat bounty a few years since, and of uniform.
[Ledger.
|ile woman. Fort Walker is between Micanopie
BELAWAHE.
ts military expeditions to the Aroostook under
French spoliations. Governor Comegys calls the
Newnansville.
[iV. Y. Cour. and Inquirer.
gov. Fairfield.
attention of the legislature of Delaware, to the case
iaptain W. B. Davidson, 3d artillery, died in
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The friends of the administra- of the French spoliations upon American commerce,
an Key on the 24th December, regretted by all
Slate convention.
> knew him as
a gallant officer and most worthy tion in New Hampshire, recently held a conven- previous to 1800. The subjoined are the pertinent
tion, and nominated candidates for governor, con- remarks of his excellency.
"Your attention is requested to the documents nov?
John Page was
gress, council and state senators.
THE NAVY.
nominated for governor, and Tristram Shasv, Ira communicated relating to the claims of American
<eaih of commodore Stevens.
Eastman, Charles G. Atherton, Edmund Burke, citizens for spoliations, committed on our commerce
The Washington
irs of Friday announce the death of comiuoJohn fi. Redding, for congress. The convenlion by France, prior to the year 1800, in which a numThomas Holdup Stevens, of the U. S. navy, recommend a national convenlion to be held in N. ber of the citizens of this state are interested. This
commandant of the Washington navy yard.
York, on the 3d of July, 1842, to nominate candi- claim is preferred against the United Stales on the
well known constitutional principle, that private
Intelligencer says:
"In the meridian of life, dates for president and vice president.
property shall not be taken Ibr public use, without
in the enjoyment of the highest health, he reRHODE ISLA.N'D.
to bed on Wednesday night, and bi'fore mornThe whis; slate convention of Rhode Island, as- making just compensation. The limits of this comAsher Rob- munication will cot perraitrae to detail toyou all the
the angel of death hiid stricken him from the sembled at Providence on Thursday.
berof the living. Commodore Stevens was a bins, of Nl'W Port, was appointed president, Sam. facts, which enter into the history of this lono- pro/e of Charleston, South Carolina, and entered
Ward King, of Johnston, and Byron Diman, of traded claim. They are, however, fully set forth in
navy in 1808, at the early age of fifteen. Young Bristol, were nominated as the whig candidates for the papers, laid before you. I may state briefly,
: was, he had distinguished
himself in the war governor and lieutenant governor of the state. Al- that by the treaty between the United State and the'
312, even before Perry's brilliant victory on bert C. Green, for attorney general, and Stephen French republic, of September, 1800, the United
States released France from all claim of indemnity
: Erie, and he commanded one of the vessels
Cahoone, general treasurer.
to
our citizens, for enormous spoliations, committed on
at ever-memorable battle."
PENNSYLVANIA.
The Intelligencer
a just and generous tribute to his memory.
The public lands. The resolutions in favor of a their commerce, by France, prior to that time, in
secretary of the navy has issued the annexed distribution of the proceeds of sales of the public consideration of a release on the part of France,
of
ial order, under date of the 22d inst.
lands, among the several states, which had pre- her claim of indemnity, for the non-performance of
i a
mark of respect to the memory of com. viously passed the senate of Pennsylvania, passed certain stipulations, contained in the treaty between
imas Holdup Stevens, late of the United States a final reading in the house, by a vote of 51 to 44. the two countries of 1778; which slipulalions were
,who died at Washington on the 21st inst. While under consideration in the house, Mr. Cox, admitted by our government to be of binding obhVa°
s in command of the navy yard and station, the
of Somerset, submitted an amendment, in the shape tion on it.
of the navy yards, stations, and vessels of the of a second resolution, instructing the Pennsylvania
"Our government thus purchased a release from
ed States navy are to be hoisted half mast, and delegation in'congress to vote for such an amend- an onerous treaty obligation with the property
of
en minute guns fired at noon on the day after ment or modification of the tariff laws, as m.iy ren- their fellow citizens, and therefore became liable,
eceiptof this order.
Ofliceis of the navy and der the revenue arising from imposts equal to the upon every just principle, to them for the amount
le corps are directed to wear crape on the left
wants of the national government so that no part of the claims thus bartered away. This claim has
Of thirty days,
been standing for forty years; has been elaborately
of the proceeds of the sales of the public domain
le U.
S. frigate Constitution and schooner the common property of the several states
be ap- investigated in both houses of congress, and its
Icwere lying at Callao, Peru, all well, Septem- plied to the uses of the federal government. This validity and justice have been repeatedly recognisth, to sail in a day or two for Payta and Gu3yed by committees in each house. In view of all
amendment was adopted by a vote of 56 to 37.
The U. S. sloop of war St. Louis was daily The resolutions as passed by the house are as fol- the circumstances, I regard the claim as one enti:ted at Callao from the coast of Mexico.
tled to your favorable consideration, and to that of
She lows:
j'een absent about eight months.
Resolved, SfC. That our senators in congress be, congress."
Our naval
seems to us to be entirely too limited for the and they are hereby instructed, and our represenThe governor has appointed John W. Houston,
sive commerce we have in that ocean.
It will tatives requested, to resist any and all attempts, esq. of Georgetown, secretary of state; and the lein; in referring to the report made by the comunder what pretence soever the same may be made, gislature has elected col. William D. Waples, of
on naval affairs in the senate of the United to deprive the people of this state of their just p.-o
Sussex, state treasurer, and L. A. Houston, esq! of
in 1836, that the whale ships alo^ie in the portion of the common inheritance in the public
Kent, auditor
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MARTLAND.

g:

Census of the population of the state for the year 1840: taken in conformity
with the act of congress, under the direction of N. Snider, esq. marshal of the
district of Maryland.
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white population 75,512; free colored persons
431, slaves 18,969, total colored population 19.391.
Ttiere are 40 deaf and dumb persons, 2U blind and
41 insane and idots. Of the number of white persons above the age of 20, there are 6,5S4 who can
neither read nor write. There are 9 academies and
grammar schools within the state, having 434 schoTars, and lOS primary and common schools, having
2,507 scholars.
total

30,
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We

will add to this article the fact that the embankment, which will enclose 1,301) acres, will be

completed in June; after which an overflow of the
city will no longer be apprehended."
This embory city we believe it already has a
character is situated at the extreme southern point
of Illinois, on the peninsula formed by the junction
of the Ohio and Missi.^sippi rivers.
MISSOURI.
SI. Louis.
The business between the city of St.
KENTCCKY.
Louis
Boston
and
arrd
New York, this year, acFrom the annual report of the
Penilcntiary.
keeper, it appears that the profits of the institution cording to the St. Louis Gazette, is #6,000,000.
from March, 1S39, to November, 1S40, amount to When the Chicago canal is finished, which will be
the sum of §42,512 12 cents. The number of con- in the coining year, the transportation of merchandise will mostly be done by the Erie canal and the
victs are stated to be 225.
lakes.

OHIO.
State Journal says that the annual report of the auditor discloses the astounding fact,
that the collectors of tolls upon the Ohio state canals, at Newark, Massillon, Dayton arid Chilicothe,
are in default to the state for moneys received by
them, in the aggregate sum of .941,560 72.
The absorbins question here, says the State Journal, among those who are sincerely desirous to place
the moneyed institutions of our state in a condition
to be safe and useful is, whether there shall be a
state bank, similar to that in Indiana, or whether
the present banks, or such of them as are entitled to

The Ohio

public confidence, shall be united in a kind of New
York safety fund system, with such modifications
liowever, as shall secure a larger amount of specie
in the vaults of the banks, in proportion to the
amount of paper circulation, than is exhibited in
the reports of the New York banl:3. The probability is, that the committee to whom this subject
is referred, will report a bill on the latter plan;
chiefly because the finances of the state are thought
The great diffito be unfavorable to the former.
culty appears to be in determining a rule by which
of
the
present
banks may
means
available
real
the
be ascertained, in order to fix the amount of circulation to which each may be entitled, when presenting claims to the board of control, for admission
into the family of solvent banks.
The bank bill has been since reported.

INDIA^JA.
Zegislalure. In the house, on Wednesday the
6th inst. the vote on the passage of the bill to regulate general elections so as to restrict voters to
the privilege of voting only in the township in
which they may resid.?, was reconsidered and after
a spirited debate, the bill passed. The senate spent
the most of the next day in discussing u motion to
reject the bill, which was finally carried in the
affirmative by a vote of 27 to IS.
report has been made in the leSlate botids.
gislature of Indiana, on the subject of the bonds
issued by that state, in which the ground is taken
that all the bonds issued by the commissioners of
the state should be paid, exce]it such as had been
sold and were not paid for-, and which remained in
the possession of the original purchasers. This
has reference to the bonds sold to the Morris canal
company of New York, and for which the stale has
received nothing. But as that company has disposed of those bonds to the United Slates bank of
Pennsylvania and by that bank have been pledged
to England, the proviso can be of no effect. Those
bonds constitute a large portion of the debt of that

A

.

state.

ILLINOIS.
Resumption. It will be remembered that by the
unexpected termination of an extra session of the
legislature of that state, a few hours, on a day,

commencement of the regular session, the State Bank of Illinois was in a measure
coerced into the work of resuming specie paymerrts

previous to the

otherwise would have
it
done. The resumption took place, if we mistake
And we now learn
not, on the 21st of Dfcember.
from the St. Louis Reprrblican of late date that
"the demand for specie orr the State Bank of Illinois, had thus tar been much less than was expect-

somewhat sooner than

ed." We are told, in fact, that there has bceir nothing like a run on the State Bank, or any of its
branches. The resumptrorr thirs far is said to have
had no influence whatever on the condition of the

bank.

The aly of Cairo.

The Sangamo

(III.)

Journal

says:

ship is now contracted for, to be built at
Cairo, the ensuing summer, designed lor a regular
Start not
trader between that city and Liverpool!
This is most cerlairrly true; and ten years
readerl
will hardly pass before ships from the ocearr will
tinload their cargoes at Cairo city, which will then
be a port of entry, and will take that rank among
the cities of the west, to which her unrivalled posiwill
unrivalled in any portion of the world
tion

"A

—

entitle her.

—

—

MICHIGAN'.

Governor Woodbridge's message was communicated to the two houses of the Michigan legislature
on the 7th instant. The subject of educaliorr is the
first that receives particular notice, and it appears
to be one which the governor has much at heart.
Various defects are pointed out in the existing sy.stem of common schools, especially as it regards the
laying off of districts and the imposition of taxes.
Amenilments are suggested. The condition of the
state university is alluded to
an institution which
seems to be designed upon a scale of gigantic proportions, having its chief endowment in public
lauds granted by the state and the general government. The university has its branches in different
parts of the state, some of which are now in successful operation.
Of the central institution four
buildings for professors' residences are finished, the
grounds are handsomely enclosed, and a large edifice
for students will be finished probably in June next
Among the local matters to which the massage
r-efers, ttie judiciary department of the state gives
occasion for a series of remarks. "In all our courts
of civil jurisdiction." says the message, "it is too
obviously true to need formal proof to establish the
fact, that within a few years past, the number of
suits has increased to an extraordinary extent; and
the crowded and diffused operations of our courts
are looked to with afar more general and absorbing
interest than in ordinary times."
This state of
things is ascribed in part to the unfortunate policy
of the general government in relation to the currency and the tai-iff. In this connection, the message says
To establish a national currency, has not been
confided to the states; nor does it remain with them
to create any incidental institution, tending to invigorate, increase or protect it.
No power has been
reserved to the states either, so far to interfere with
the operations of commerce, as, without materially
injuring any other interest, to foster and increase
our own manufactures. And when by a lamentable
concurrence of cirxumslances, principally superinduced by the action of the federal aulhorities
themselves, ruin is brought upon thousands of unfortunate debtors, and their families, without any
moral guilt of their own, no power exists, except
with those authorities, to relieve their distress, by
a well guarded and "uniform system of bankruptcy." On neither of these subjects can the separate
states act authoritalively. Bul'the expressed wishes,
or the well reasoned opinions of the state legisla
tures on all questions of national policy, will be
entitled to respect, and cannot but exert a just and
salutary influence.
There appears to be some uncertainty concerning the exact location of the northern boundary separating the state of Michigan from the British ter

—

ritory.

It is

recommended

|ilication be made to
district in question.

that an

immediate ap

congress for a sui vey of the

Tlie internal improvements of the stale constitute
an important topic of discussion. The great error
has been in undertaking too many large works at
once. The consequences are that the whole system is brought to a stand in an imperfect condition,
and the obligations of the slate have accumulated
without the means of meeting them being at present available.
After referring to the unpromising
aspect of things now in view, with the difficult alternatives that lay before them, the governor concludes upon the subject thus:
And, to rescue our constituents and our state
from a condition so rapidly approaching, and yet
so humiliating and so full of peril, I thirrk, gentlemen, that but one course remains that is, to consent to look at our great public works, solely as a
matter of finance, as a measure of pecuniary concern merely at once, and manfully, to sacrifice on
the alter of true honor and patriotism, all local prejudices and partialities, and with one accord, to apply all the available means that remains to us, to
the completion of that one of them which will
most cerf;iinly be productive; which, from a full
consideration of all circumstances, and an honest

—

—

estimate of chances, will furnish the strongest

m

the best guaranty that

its pecuniary avails will 11
most certainly be equal to the semiannual intere
which the state must soon cast abcut for ways ai

means

to pay.

Some

increase of the general state fax

is recoil

mended; also the appointment of commissioners
make a new assessment and valuation of properl
in the state.

MESSAGE OF THE GOVERNOR OF MA!
SACHUSETTS.

Fellow ciiizens of the senate
and house of representatives:
We are the chosen agents of the commonwcalt
appointed by the people, each to perform the dutie
and bear the lesponslbililies, imposed on him by tl
constitution and laws.
By the wise provisions

the constitution, the trust confided to the sever'
branches of the government is limited to the she
period of one year, when the power delegated to u
returns to the people, and we to private life.
Und
such an organization, all being held annually a
countable for their conduct, under the heavy penal'
of popular disapprobation, there is little danger of
wide departure, in public policy, from the will of
majority of (he electors.

Review of the political system. This system h
been in force sixty years, arrd the prosperous cond
happy commonwealth, during most
that period, is lire best proof of the wisdom, patrio
ism and profound sagacity of the devoted advocati
of public liberty who formed it.
it is queslionable whether human wisdom con
devise a system of oig.inic laws, which would give
more full and free expression of pirblic sentiment'
act with greaterefficiency in promoting the greatol
ject of popular government.
What son of Massachusetts is not justly proud ofti
tion of our

i

A

glorious name?
name illustrious in the country
annals!
name associated with events that wi
transmit it to nations unborn with a charm su
passing Ibe illusions of fiction. If we can carry or
thoughts inlo ihe past, and not have our hearts
swell with giatilnde to God for Iris signal blessing
we are unworihy of the name of Christians. If »
can survey Ihe woi ks of ourfathers, and contempla
the comprehensive wisdom displayed in foundin.
broad and deep, our free inslitiitions, without reve
ence for their memorj', and thankfulness for the
unfaltering support of popular libel I}', we are son
unworihy of such ancestors, for who have dorre raor
or doTie it better?
And where are mor'e convincir
proofs of Ihe happy success of a self-governed con
munily, than in the useful, benevolent and politic
institutions which exist around us?
Massachusetts, while a weak and humble colon;
embraced the great principle, that a people tobe fre
must be enlightened, and was the first to engraft
upon her public policy. This principle, originall
raised lo sustain and carry out freedom of opirrion
religion, soon proved lo be the strongest ])illar in II
political fabric.
Her schools have shed a lush
upon her career, and imparted a stability and mor
dignity to her character', Ihe influences of which lia»
passed herowri limits, and are felt at the remoter
border-s of this confederacy.

A

i

Moral and intellectual improvement. To extend lo
whole people the means of moral and intellectual in
provement; to employ the resources of Ihe slate
make all wise and good, by enlarging their capacitii
for enjoyment and uscfirlness, is a noble conception,:
it unfolds the mental strength of Ihe poor, and oper
the way for all to attain to honor and fame. We se
among irs at all times the powerful workings of edi
I

cation, in Ihe fact, that a large portion of those wh
embellish the walks of lilerature, or adorn the lean
ed professions, or signalize themselves in Ihe halls
legislation, are the sons of peisons comparativel

poor.

Education. Thus the schools are constantly ei
erling a great infiueuce upon our destirry by addin
fresh vigor, power ami moral energy to lire populi
mind, and q::alilying it to sustain Ihe great carrse c
equality of riglils in the most comprehensive sensf
\Vhile Massachusetts has thus rested her hopes c
thi! fiilure upon the intelligence and moral rectitud
of the people, she has seen no cause to distrust Ih
wisdom of her policy.
Ecnevotent institutions.
As the commonwealt
has been studiously anxious to imbue the piibli
mind wilh these qualifications for self-government
so she has not been unmindfiil of the duties of human
She has uniformly rescuer
ly and benevolence.
the destitute poor from the sufferings incident to im
providence or misfortune, and provideil for Ihem a
members of the great public family. She has als
mitigated the condition of the poor debtor, and he

generous policy ought to be pursued fill purrishmen
Nor has her pa
shall cease to aggravate poverty.
rental sympathy been withheld from the destitul

—

—
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blinit ami deaf arul Jumb, but their misfortiineg have
been greatly alleviated by a liberal provi3ion for their
education and iiuprovement in the useful arts. Nor
has she disregarded the insane, or overlooked tlieir
deplorable condilion, but has caused many to be removed from loathsome cells, where they were confined for crimes unconsciously cominitted, to an
a!>ylum, in which by medical skill and gentle treatment, they are restored to their reason, or greatly relieved from their sutferings.
Works of Christian charity and voluntary benevolence every where abound, embellishing our commonwealth, and bearing testimony to the disinterested philanthropy of our citizens.
The spires of
churches scattered over the face of the counirj',
mark our character as descendants of tlie pilgrims, and afford an impressive proof that religion
abides among us. The sick and disabled find a refuge and an alleviation of their suff.'rings in our
hospitals, and the unprotected orphan has provided
for him a retreat from the snares and seductions of
vice, where virtue and good morals are sedulously
cherished and cultivated. The adventurous mariner, who from his improvident habits and careless
generosity, is often the victim of the rapacious, finds
zealous friends among the benevolent, who labor to
arrest abuses and to elevate his moral character.
Jarisprvdence. The laws are justly regarded as
the e.Kponent of the will of the people, and while
thej^ are administered with such impartiality, that
the inhabitants feel secure in their persons and property, the decisions of our highest judicial tribunals
are regarded in other states with the respect due to
able and learned e.Kpositions of the principles of an
enlightened people.
Resources, enterprise, induslnj. We have seen also
when the policy of the federal government has not
impeded our action, the means of prosperity con
stantly multiplied, and our resources stea<lily developed, as our ability has increased. New avenues of
transportation have been opened, and fresh impulses
given to trade and production, creating strong motives in our citizens to cling to the fortunes of our
venerable commonwealth.
Much of all this is the result of private enterprise.
But it owes its origin to our popular organization,

30, 1841
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and created such a demand for labor, that
who have been disposed to be industrious, have
with few exceptions, i'oimd a.s much employment as
they desired, and at rates of wages adequate to lay
the foundation of success in the acquisition of prorapidly,
all

perty.

We

often see this individual power forcibly
the rapid progress of our citizens
in the transition from the

in

illustrated

—

poverty to wealth
humblest circumstances
I'lom

bles

them

to

become

a condition which enathe generous patrons of the beto

nevolent and useful institutions which have grown

up amongst

iis.

Individual liberty, coupled with intellectual improvement, is manifestly the vital principle that distinguishes us and moves us on by its own inherent
power, crowning our efforts with triumphant success.
It creates impulses that nothing else can
give, and in its great and general results exhibits in
strong contrast the diirerence between tliose who
enjoy it, and such as have no voice in their destiny,
but from generation to generation labor quietly on
to sustain animal existence, unconscious of the caAlmost all we
pacities that sleep within them.
witness around us, is only the proof of what man
is capable of accomplishing for himself when free
scope is given to his mental and physical faculties.
While in the enjoyment of such large privileges, it
is not remarkable that we are sometimes borne forward by the buoyant hopes naturally excited,
with a strength that carries us into injurious excesses of business, but as the desolating tempest or
swollen stream soon subside, leaving behind the
blessings of heaven mingled with the waste, so do
the people return from excess to their usual prudence, learning wisdom from misfortune. The inconveniences resulting from occasional over-action
are trifling compared with the interference of a regulating jiower, which would impair the discretion,
diminish the privileges, or restrain the enterprise of
individuals.
Power always steals upon ns under
the plausible pretence of bettering our condition,
but its general aim is to take something from us
which lessons our privileges. It may be abused
and exercised oppressively by majorities as well as
by despots. The mare forms of a free government
do not, therefore, make a free people, unless, as inand especially to the great individual liberty which dividuals, they are exempt from oppression, and
we enjoy. Exciting, as it does, bold and success- enjoy the liberties and privileges which constitute
It becomes us
ful enterprise, it is a most gratifying proof of the all that is valuable in freedom.
wonderful energy of a free people, among whom when in possession of such privileges as the people
useful labor is honorable. It is the work of a com- of this commonwealth enjoy, not to be impatient
munif}' united upon the fundamental principle of under the evils incident to them: not to destroy the
equal rights to all, and exclusive privileges to none: wheat in extirpating the tares, but to cherish the
a community that has built itself up, and drawn love of individual liberty as the basis of political
When abuses demand it, a suitable
around it the comforts and enjoyments which Ibllow happiness.
powerful and well directed efforts: a community in corrective should be applied, but not in a way to
which each member, as far as safety will permit, has cool the ardor, discourage the hones, or abate the
been left to pursue his fortunes according to the dic- energy of our citizens. Such legislation may gain
tates of his understanding
to follow his occupation something to power, but nothing to the great cause
in his own way, free from such restraints as impair of universal freedom and prosperity.
Like other states, we have shared the calamities
the right of private judgment and narrow down inwhich have fallen to the common lot of the coundividual liberty.
Political prioileges and duties.
In the high enjoy- try, and thev have had their influence upon our
ment of these privileges, our citizens have de- progress. But the people have infused into the getermined, each for himself, what employment he neral course of policy, much of their own free and

—

—

—

—whether he would work much or
— whether he would buy, exchange or give
property — whether he would give
exact

and have imparted to our institutions a
energy that will sustain and advance them
toward higher perfection, and make them more
money, or make any other conditions, and they have worthy of our love, and more perfect models for
We cannot more strongly
vigilantly guarded against all attempts to invade or the imitation of others.
impair these rights.
evince our attachment to the commonwealth, than
The almost unrestrained individual liberty which by promoting the prosperity and happiness of the
we enjoy; the exemption from unnecessary and op- peojile, by wise and prudent legislation, which shall
pressive burdens; the right which' belongs to each not impair their privileges.
But whatever may be our
person to seek his happiness and enjoy the IVuils of
Federal relations.
his industry in such manner as he pleases, if it be policy, and however generously the people may innot criminal, are the obvious causes of our prospe- fuse their liberal spirit into measures, still our conrity, and have worked out those great results which nexion with the government of the United States is
distinguish our union from all other countries and such, and its influences so great, that we can neimake it the paradise of the poor man. Ahnost all ther avert or control them. Probably no stale in the
we see amongst us in our commonweal h is the work union has so great a diversity of important interests
We are agriofindiviilual enterprise, exerting itself under these in- so materially affected by its action.
fiiiences. Business, when it has received the friend- culturists, manufacturers, mechanics, navigators,
each class following its own
ly support due from the federal gov'ernment, has fishermen, merchants
been urged forward with untiring zeal; trade and pursuits, but all united closely together by innumewealth have been sought by sea and by land, in un- rable strong ties, in a cominon interest. We hold
explored regions; commerce, foreign and domestic, extensive commercial intercourse with the world,
has been employed with such unexampled activity and make the seas tributary to our labor in many
in exchanging the products of labor, that labor itself ways.
has been stimulated to its greatest elTorts, and has
\\'e are thus brought directly under the power
realized rewards seldom equalled in any country.
and protection of the government of the United
The earth itse.lf has been annually tasked for more States, and if its policy be wise, experience teaches
abundant crops, and this general activity of business us that we can scarcely fail to prosper, but if it be
has imparted vigor to the mechanic arts, and advanc- unwise, or oppressive, we have learnt in like maned them ripidly towards higher perfection. What ner that we cannot escape its injurious influence.
tile resources of an indiviilual have been inadequate If it denies to us commercial intercourse, our trade
to accomplish, has been done by united efforts; ca- is su-pended: if it is regulated upon unfair or unnals have been excavated, rail roads laid down, ships just terms, we langish under the injury: but when
put atloat, mills erected, manufacturing established. its parental arm covers us with its shield, winning
Thus individual energy acting by itself, or united our confidence, and encouraging our inlerprise by a
with others, has enlarged business in all its forms so judicious policy, then the swelling tide of success

would pursue

little

away

sell,

lofty spirit,

living

credit,

—
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rolled on with an impetus that none but a free
people can give. As therefore, the power of that
all our pursuits,
to the earnings of the humblest laborer, w« have in
vital and abiding interest, and we have a right
it a
to demand of it a just and faithful exercise of its
is

government reaches, and influences

constitutional authority, as well as to hold it responsible, if in times of peace and plenty, it pursues a course adverse to our prosperity and em-

barrasses our employine'its.
Ike currency experiments.

—

Our

public aflairs

have for a long period of time been in great confuOur finances, currency and bu.^iness have
been greviously deranged during the experimental
policy pursued since the chief magistrate of the U.
States took into his custody and keeping the revenues. Even those revenues which were then
superabundant, have ceased to meet the annual expenditures, and money raised on governmental paAttempts are
per has supplied the deficiency.

sion.

made to justify this extraordinary state of things on
the ground that the currency is and baa been excessive, that through the influences of this excess,
trade has gone
credits have become extravagant
beyond the limits of prudence importations have

—

—

—

beco.me immoderate and property has acquired an
unnatural value. The apparent object of the policy is to retain the revenues under the more immediate control of the executive and to check credits
among the people by diminishing the amount of
money in circulation. The real effect is to diminish business by lessening the means employed to
carry it on, and thus curtailing the value of properAmong men without
ty and the wages of labor.
wealth credit stands in the place of capital, and
just to the extent it is diminished by this policy, a
decline in business must follow, drawing after it a
proportionate fall of wages.
The whole weight of the administration has been
thrown upon the currency, and its fortunes staked
upon so reforming it as to restrain credits and trade
founded upon them.
The currency has been reduced till money has
commanded ruinous rates of interest trade has declinerl
importations have been diminished but not
more than other business credits have been curtailed as a vast multitude of distressed debtors can

—

—

—

—

property and wages have been lowered
but where is the prosperity that was to follow?
where the golden era of (ruition? The aching eyes
of many are still stretched in vain after it while it
recedes like the mirage of the desert before the
testify

weary traveller.
Since this policy commenced, years have passed
away, and what have we realizeu, but the torture.?
In what has our condilion been
of the experiment?
improved?
The people have yet to learn how
those, who are not born to inheritances, are to carry
on a successful business without credit, or how the
country can be made to prosper without it. They
have yet to learn how reducing the currency is to

see their property sacrificed
for the want of moto believe, the sub-treasury
act will diminish importations, by restraining credits, w^ have yet to learn, that it will not affect domestic business and trade which is of vastly greater

bring

relief,

when they

and "themselves overwhelmed
ney.

If,

as

many seem

magnitude and importance, in the same manner,
currency and credit are as indispensable to the
one as to the other.
Massachusetts believing that no snch favorable
results, as have been anticipated, would be realized, has from the commencemeut of it, firmly opposed this policy, protesting against it, as unwise, injurious and an alarming invasion of the liberties of
She deplored that act by which the
"the people.
revenues were taken'irom the custody of law and
enlarge and strengthen execulive
to
employed
power. She lesisted the sub-treasury act, because
dangerous union of the
it substantially legalizes that
executive with the moneyed power, and because
she considers it as the initiatory step towards a
paper currency founded on the credit of the United
With" such a power in ambitious hands,
States.
she saw that her own monetary institutions would
be subject to execulive control, and might be deranged or crippled at pleasure. She saw indeed
nothing to hope, but much to fear, and stood firm in
her purpose amid the triumph of the friends of this
danger. She has
policy, warning the people of the
been heard, and a response given, condemning the
system by an emphatic expression of public opinion.
Yet we see from high sources proofs of a disposiIs there still a lingering hope to
tion to cling to it.
struggling with the adsatisfy- such' as have been
that the country has been prostimes,
versity of the
perous? Can the people be persuaded that the treafor

sury is in a favorable condition, when all its resources from the current revenues and otherwise,
amounting to more than one hundred and twelve
years, havo
millions of dollars during the laot four
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I refer you fo
the public improvements.
the report of the canal commijsioners for a detailed
and accurate statement of the present condition of
the improvements, the sum equired to complete
those lines in a state of forwardness, and the amount
needed lor repairs on the canals and rail roads now
in operation, as well as the amount due for repairs
heretofore done.
I feel it to be my dut}' again to state to the legislature, that as soon as thC3e portions of the unfinished lines of improvement, now almost completed, are finished, and upon which, if the work had
been suspended, more would have been lost to the
as to justify congratulations.
commonwealth, than by hastening their completion,
Prospects.
The time, however, is at hand when
1 think it full time for PennsylvaiVia to pause in her
we may hope for an administration of public affairs
career of internal improvement, and test for a time
which will relieve business from its fetters and
the usefulness and value ol the stupendous achievemay,
open upon the country a higher prospect.
will
ments she has already made. I have been from the
which
measures,
enlightened
look
for
I trust,
beginning, the fiiend and advocate of the internal
quicken into activity the benumbed energies of our
im|)rovement system of this commonwealth, and
great industrial community; and for a system of
in
and
shall continue to be, so long as that system is conenforced,
rigidly
actual, practical economy,
fined to the main lines and their immediate tributaharmony with the plain republican habits of the
ries; but our immense public debt, and the sacrifimay also, I trust, anticipate a policy
people.
that will watch over the great interests of the coun- careful deliberation, as I did that of the last legis- ces which the people are called upon to make in
try, encouraging, protecting, cherishing and har- lature, upon those portions of the message, to which consequence of it, for the payment of the interest,
monising all "of them; one that while in comprehen- you will find convenient access upon your journals. and of the principal as it falls due, Ibrcibly admonish
sive wisdom it embraces tlie planters, will not over- So far as respects the reform of the banking system, us, to consult prudence and economy before we inlook the farmer, the manufacturer, the mechanic, I perceive no necessity for changing or modifying, cur additional responsibilities, without a correspondrevival of
in any essential particular, the recommendations ing increase of means to meet them.
navigator or fisherman.
great crisis is at hand when congress must set- therein contained; and I now here respectfully, hut business, and the natural augmentation of our popuperiod
of time,
this
short
labor
of
lesources,
will
in
a
earnestly
recommend
the
adoption
lation
and
tlie
of
the
recompiotertion
whicli
of
tle the measure
part of the country is to derive from the assessment raend.ations I then made on (his subject, and trust enable us to realize from our improvements, many
and collection of the revenue from importations. tliat the piesent legislature will not seperale, until of the advantages of which they are susceptible,
shall look to the coming event with deep anxie- they shall have made a searching and thorough re- and as I confidently trust, enough, and more than
ty, trusting that it will be met in the spirit of con- form of the imperfections and njanifold abuses of enough to demonstrate the wisdom of their projecbeen a subject tors, and the soundness of the policy, which led to
it has
ciliation and mutual concession, and haririonize in a the piesent system.
common prosperity, all the great interests of the of deep regret, that my recommendations on that file eiiorraons investment of capital in their concountry. Nothing short of this can give stability to subject did not meet the approbation of the last struction. When that day arrives, let canals and
our republican government and impart contenttnent legislature, persuaded as I am, that the most bene- rail roads be constructed wherever they promise to
In the accomplishment of this de- ficial influences would have resulted from their be useful throughout the wide extent of the comto the people.
It is not, however, too late to apply the monwealth; but until it does arrive, let us husband
sirable object, in which no one has a greatei; s'ake adoption.
than the laborer, I cannot doubt all good citizens remedy still; and I again recommend, with axious our resources, and diminish as much as practicable
earnestness, those measures for reforming the abuses the burtlicns now imposed upon the people of the
will imite with zeal.
stale.
What we ought most anxiously to seek, of the banking system to your eaily attention.
Policy.
Resxtmption of specie paijmeiits. The resumption
The amount necessary to complete the main
is a wise, firm and steady policy, for nothing more
deranges business than llnctualing legislation. To of specie payments on the part of the banks, which lines and to put the improvements now in use in a
be stable, it must be just, for if it shall disregard one constituted, a year ago, such a formidable portion thorough state of repair, you will be fully informed
class to favor another, the wound inflicted by such of the difficulty in the way of efficient legislation, is of by the canal commissioners; which amount of money I would respectfully suggest, should be immepartiality will fester till the whole system becomes about to be consummated, without your active in
terfereuce at all.
Under the resolution passed on diately appropriated so as to enable the canal comdiseased. The harmony of the states and the pre
the 3d day of April last, those institutions are re- missioners to make proper arrangements to apply it
servation of the union, are of such momentous con
Great
sideration, that they demand the exercise of the quired, on and after the 15lh day of January in- with uiost advantage to the public service.
greatest wisdom and patriotism from all quarters. stant, to pay on demand all their notes, bills, de- and immediate repairs to our improvements are inNothing can tend more strongly to such an end than posites, and other liabilities in gold or silver coin, dispensahl.", if we hope to maintain the character of
the adoption of a comprehensive pelicy, embracing on penalty of the forfeiture of their charter, upon those impiovements, and lo prevent our immediate
certain conditions set forth in said resolutions.
It northern and soutliern neighbors from diverting from
all the great interests of the country, and I trust the
wisdom of congress will be united to accomplish a alfords me great pleasure to state, that although the them a large share of the business of the west and
day fixed fur the resumption was more remote than south. The honor of Pennsylvania is too deeily
result so necessary and so unanimously desired.
In entering upon the discharge of the duties as- I wished at the time, yet the period of indulgence invoheti in this measure to admit of apathy or delay.
signed to me, I am not unmindful of the great re- has nearly jiasscd away, and there is now good Feeling .^s citizens of this commonwealth should
sponsibililies that rest upon the office; and in return ground In believe fl.at the banks of tliis corame
feel on this subiect, I am siir; no stronger motive lo
for the confidence reposed in me, I can assure my wealth will, as they are required to do, be p
"action could bo presented lo you, than that of enfellow citizens, that my best efforts to promote the pared again to discharge their liabilities in
lightened and manly stale pride, addressing itself
prosperity of the commonwealth shall be devoted Should they do so, by continuing strictly to observe io you Ihri'ugh the medium of official duty.
I shall with great satisfaction co- the law, and by fulfilling the just expectations of
Public dtbt Finances.
to their service.
operate with the legislature in giving all possible the pubiic, they may regain the confidence which
The present amount of the public debt is
036,013 32
despatch to the public business, and in maintaining a they liave hitherto lost, and more particularly may
Permanent loans at 5 per cent.
200,000 00
system of rigid economy and strict accountability in they do this if proper measures be adopted ibr the
Do.
do.
4^ percent.
15,000 00
the management of tlie public money, as far as better regulation and control of their operations.
Temporary loans at 4 per cent.
know- One of the most immediate advantages resul'iiig to
power to do so is conferred upon me.
$33,301,013 32
ledge of the present state of the finances, does not the community, from the resumption of specie payrnable me to speak of the details on tliis occasion, ments, will be the entire expulsion liom circulation
Due U. Stafes on account ~f de78
2,867,5
but I shall unite with you in any suitable measures of the illigilimate brood of small notes that have
posite surplus vevenue,
622,247 59
of economy which nil! biing the expenditures been poured in upon us, from the neighboiing .•states
Unpaid appropriations,
within the amount of receipts into the treasury, on ail sides, in defiance of law, and of tiie most acand in any just provisions for the payment of such tive endeavor to suppress them. I cannot, how$36,790,775 C9
ever, conclude this part of my subject without rebalances as are or may fall due.
Upon an examination of the debts and liabilities
There are many other im[iortant topics which commending that no increase of our banking capital of the ccmiiionwealth, on the 15th of January, 1839,
will occupy your deliberations, and might be ap- be made under any circumstances, and thateir^ctual and the subsequent laws passed, authorising loans
propiiaiely noticed at this lime; but it vvill be mure provision be made by law, that if any bank shall, and making appropriations, it will be found th.at
convenient to solicit lor them your favorable atten- at any time hereafter, suspend specie payments, it nearly the whole sum borrowed since that period
tion at some period, if the public interest should shall be ipso faclo a lor/eiture of its charter.
No- has been apjdied lo debts and liabilities then due
thing short of an absolute and unconditional pro- and fulling do, on accou'
require it.
of the public works
vision of this kind can arrest the frequent over- finished and in progress
it now only remains for me fo express to ray
to the payment of tempofellow citizens the abiding sense of gratitude which issues of the banks, induced by the inordinate cu- rary and stock loans— for interest on llie public
pidity of those under whose directions they may be debt, and for the repairs of the canals and railways
fills my heart at this renowned expieasion of their
confidence, and to entreat that the smiles and bless- conducted.
Let the great principle be distinctly of the comiua.'iwealtli.
ings of Divine Providence may rest upon them and announced, as the (onndation on which our banking
The only sums appropriated out of the loans auDAVIS.
institutions rest, that, hereafter, there are to be no thorised lo be made since I came into office, which
upon the commonwealth.
moie suspensions of specie payments in Pennsyl were not applied Jo liabilities then due and growing
Council chamber, January 9, IS-II.
vania.
out of coRlracts, which existed at that time, are the
GOVEllNOR OF PENNPublic improvement. The condition of the public following:
SYLVANIA.
improvements during the past year, has been at- To the survey of » rail road fioin
tended to by the ofKcers entrusted with their ina
To the senate and house of representatives
$45,000 00
Harrisburg to Piltsbuiir,
nagement, with untiring assiduity. They are in a To slock in the Peniisylvpiia and
of the commonwealth of Pcnnsyloania.
Fellow citizkns: Among the various duties much better stale of repair than lliey ever have
50.000 00
Ohio canal.
been since their construction, and but little delav To stock in the Frnnl{tiri rail road.
enjoined by the constitution on the executive ma
100,000 00
gistrale, none is more important and more frequent- or interruption
business has occured.
in
The To stock in (he Monongaheia navily perplexing, than that of "giving to the general amount of business done on the main line, it is true,
100,000 00
gation company,
assembly information of the state of the common- has been less than last year, but it has been owing
wealth, and recommending lo their consideration to causes in no degree connected with the manage8295,000 00

been exhausteil and the country left in debt! Is it|
proof of a suitable economy, that nearly thirty mil
lions of this fund consisted of a surplus money arising from cash on hand, bank stock, &.c. which has
been expended in addition to the current revenue!
Is a debt the less burdensome because it is not perment, when the president has officially assured us
that "indebtedness cannot be lessened by borrowing
more money or changing the form of the debt?" The
people will form their own judgment in regard to
these matters, but I see no satisfactory evidence of
economy or any such proofs of a general prosperity

We

We

such measures as he should deem expedient." On
this occasion I am happily relieved from much of
the anxiety and embarrassment attendant upon the
discharge of this duly, by referring your attention
to the annual message which I had the honor to
transmit to the legislature on the Slh of January
last.
In that message I felt it to be my imperative
duty to enter into a full and elaborate exposition of
my views on several deeply interesting subjects
connected with the public welfare, and especially
on the sul)iecls of the internal improvements of the
commonwealth, the public debt, ami the reformation of the baiUcing system.
In regard to these
leading questions of vital interest, and the nnraerous
subordinate matters intimatelv associated and blended with them, I can add very little to the opinions
I expressed, and the recommendations I made in tlie
message to which I have just referred you. The
experience of the past year has not only confirmed,
but strengthened my conviction of the justice and
propriety of those opinions and recommendations;
the people at large, with unexampled unanimity,
have approved them; and I earnestly inyite your

ment of
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Public propert'j.

Bank

stock,

Tunipike and bridge stock,
Canal and navigation stock,
Rail road stock,

Money due on
Public works,

land, estimated,
canals, raiUvays,

&c.

$2,108,700
2,830,348
645,209
335,546
1,000,000
29,578,506

00
89
00

90
00
17

.$00,498,370 96
Tlius it appears that the resources of the coinmor.wealth are abundant, but nol immediately available for the purpose of paying either the principal
or the interest ol the jiublic debt.

here proper to remjrk, that it has not been
uniform practice of tlie legislature to provide
revenue to meet the current demands

It is
thfi

sufficient

The various appropriastate treasury.
tions of the public treasure have exceeded the public income.
Out ol this state of things a custom
has grown up at the treasury, it seems, to pay the
demands upon it, as they are from tim?' to time presented, without reference to the specific appropriation of part of the moneys therein to the payment
of the iuteiest upon the public debt, which fails due
upon the

;

i

;'

i
1.

I.

t
",

1st of February and 1st of
August. Under this custom it has happened, that
from a deficiency of other me.ins, the moneys arising from tolls, auction duties, tax on collateriil i.nheritances, dividends on turnpike, bridge and navigation stocks, and escheats, which had been set
apart by law towards the payment of the int.Test
on the public debt, have been paid out indiscriminately to meet other demands upon the treasury.

semi-annually, on the

There

will, therefore, be a deficiency in the fund
the payment of interest on the public debt,
the 1st of February next, of perhaps $300,000.
This, as well as every otiier subject relating to the
revenue, belongs so exclusively to the legislative
br.iiich of the government, that no reroramendation
of the executive can be required, to besp;ak for it
tlie necessity for some special legislation iu relation

for

upon

to its future

The

tax.

disbursement.
It is

computed

that the tax

which

will

be rendered available under the act ol the lllh of
June, 1S40, entitled "an act to create additional revenue to be applied towards the payment of interest, and the extinguishment of the debt, of the
commonwealth," will amount to about $500,000.
The sura which will be raised under this act, together with the other resouices of the commonwealth, will most probably liquidate the interest
account, without further resort to loans for that pur(»osj.
This act is to continue in force five years,
and provides such a rule for the assessment of taxes,
as to fall with gentle weight on those who are little
The
able to bear any addition to their expenses.
articles taxed are those purely of luxury, such as
gold watches, pleasure carriages, household furniture exceeding in value three hundred dollars, togoll-.er with bonds, bills and notes of solvent obligors, bank stock or stock in other corporations,
yielding dividends of at least one per cent, salaries
of public otficers and real estate.
Although this act undoubtedly operates with consi lerable hardship upon those who fall within the
reach o( its provisions; still they are comparatively,
subjected to very little iuconvenience, for in most
instances they do not belong to the poorer classes, on
whom taxation usually falls with the most peculiar
severity.

SO,
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convinced that at the expiration of the five years at
farthest, with a reasonable degree of prudence, and
with strict economy in the management of our affairs, the income of our improvements will render
a renewal of this law wholly unnecessary.
If any dilference of opinion exists as to the necessity of this tax, let these questions be answered by
Does not Pennsylvania owe this
those objecting.
debt?
Is she not mornlly and legally bound to pay
Can they point
it and its interest, as it falls due!
out any other mode by which this can be done?
You, however, have come directly from the people, and are supposed best to know their opinions
on this as well as all other subjects; and if you ditler
in opinion with me on this important subject, and
think the taxouglit not to have been laid, it is your
duty to repeal the law instantly. N'o part of the
Seeing no other mode
tax has yet been collected.
of extricating the commonwealth from the difficulties in which I found if, my views anil opinions remain unchanged. Yet if the immediate represen-

New

and I do most sincerely hope that not a d.ay will
be lost before (his possible blot on the faith and honor
of the state is eli'ectually guarded against by the
prompt action-of the legislature.
Internal improvements. In my last annual message,
tae question was distinctly presented to the legislature whether the works then in progress should be
prosecuted to immediate completion or not, and (he
question was by them determined iu the affirmative,
and the sura of §800,000 appropriated to each of
what has usually been denominated the main lines
and the works being so far progressed in as to war
rant the expectation of their being completed in ano
theryear, all will now concur in the opinion, I pre
sume, that provision, should be immediately made
for the completion of the unfinished works as soon

sale,

impose (axes on any class of our fellow citiAjudicious and immediate appropriation, promptnot very agreeable, nor a very popular
ly tn.ide in anticipation of the usual appropriation
task; but when, as in this case, the honor and fidefor
bill, specifically for the works under contracts
tax
of
sacrificed,
or
a
must
be
lily of Pennsylvania
the completion of the reservoirs at each end of the
this kind be endured, there are few, very few men
Portage railroad and ior ordinary repairs, is impein the commonwealth, worthy to be ranked among
riously called for, and will enable the contractors to
her free, intelligent and upright citizens, who will
compfete the whole, and have them ready for use
shrink li'om their share of the' burthen. When, loo,
by the opening of the navig-ition in the spring oi
who
who
recommended,
and
those
it is known that
1842. The vast irnpoitance of the immediate comsanctioned the bill imposing the tax, are no more
pletion of the main lines, as well to (he citizens
responsible for the necessity that compelled a resort
immediately interested in them, as to the fiscal into it, than anv of those who are to pay it, the folly
terests of the commonwealth, cannot be too stroirgly
and injustice of those who would condemn, are renpressed upon your attention. They will complete
debt
I
found
the
conspicuous.
more
dered still
a communication between the great lakes and our
upon which this interest was to be paid, in existcommercial metro|i!is. They will also, bv a proper
ence when I assumed the functions of the executive
arrangement with the authorities of New York, conand found nothing to pay it with. The treasury was
nect our i.Tiprovements with those of that great
exhausted, and no means left to m-el this responsicommonwtalth, tlius affording an opportunity ol extlie
improvements,
sale
of
loans,
a
further
bility but
products of the two slates, and strengthThe first two were im|)racticabl.-, and changing the
or taxation.
ening the bonds of our national union. They will
I was driven by stern necessity to the adoption of
largely to the revenue of the works now in
add
also
one
path
before
I saw but
the latter alternative.
me open to pursuit, and that was the path of duty.
Whatever ditFerencesof opinion may have existed
I recommended taxation; that recomrnendafion was
commencing the Erie extension
adopted by the legislature, and it is a source of aa to the policy of
canals, there ought to be none
proud gratification to ine, when I consider that the and North Branch
completion. They are nearspeedy
their
as
to
now
man,
so
far
as
almost
to
a
ppople of Pennsylvania,
comparatively small sums is necfshave been informed, with a firmness and patriot- ly finished, a
I
them, and the policy of a concomplete
to
sary
neto
this
have
yielded
themselves,
of
ism worthy
murmur or repining. I feel fully tinued and protracted delay in completing works
is

—

—

ceisity without

occasions.

The course heretofore usual, of neglecting to appropriate a sufficient sum for repairs," and (hat early
in the session, has been seriously detrimental to thu
interests of the commonweaKh.
At the last session,
the commissioners stated that the lowest estimate
for repairs required §700,000, and the legislature
appropriated ft'oOI'sllOO, a great portion of which
was absorbed by debts then due. The result has
shown that the commissioners were right.
The
fund has long since been exhausted. The necessary repairs have not been completed.
Those who
have been engaged at them are unpaid, and the siipervisiirs are without funds to lay in the necessarymaterials for repairs.
The repairs on the lines o(
canals in use should ordinarily be made in winter,
when they would not interrupt the use of the canals;
and it has usually happened that before the arrival
tatives of the people think proper to repeal the law, of winter the oflicers have no means at their comand can substitute any other mode less objectionable mand, no appropriation bill is passed until late in the
which will promptly meet the exigency, be it so; the session. The whole system of repairs, in conseresponsibility rests with tliem.
quence of the uncertainty of the time of paying the
Failli of the stale.
I can never consent, by word
workmen, and those who furnish materials, costs the
or deed, to countenance (he idea that the faith of commonwealth much more than it would do, w-ere
the state can be violated by failure to meet her en- the means of payment ample, certain
and promptly
gagements. If there be any in our country who applied.
would be willing, if they weie able, to abrogate the
Beaver
division
tue
Pennsylvania
canal.
The
of
contracts of the commonwealth, and be faithless to
Beaver division of the Pennsylvania canal is already
her creditors, let their doctrine be distinctly avowed
connected
with
public
the
improvements
of
Oliio
by
the
people,
and the issues fairly made up before the
the Pennsylvania and Ohio canal, a work which has
intelligence and integrity of our citizens would
been completed by individual enterprise, aided by
speedily convince the world that they feel the necespubli J appropriations from both states, and bids fair
sity in a republican government of maintaining unto be a valuable tributary to our public impi-ovesullied, public faith and national honor.
ments, and a profitable investment for the stockDeficiency in, the funds for payment of the interest. holders. It has been accomplished
at a less cost than
The deficiency in the funds set apart for the pay- any other work of the kind which I have visited, and
ment of the in'ercst on the public debt falling due is a monument of the wisdom of its projectors,
and
on the 1st of February next, must be promptly pro- of the skill, prudence and economy of tbose
charged
vided fur. By the act of the eleventh of June last,
with its construction.
the governor is autliorised to procure it on loan, and
Law authorising the canal commissioners to treat
for that purpose piojioinls have been invited; whewith New i'ork.
I respectfully recommend
to the
ther the money c.in be procured I know not, and in
case it cannot, 1 see no other mode left to avoid the legislature, the enactment of the law authorising
treat with the authorithe
canal
commissioners
to
of
suiRa
dishonor of the stale credit, but the sale
ties of the sta'e of
York for such a connexion
cient amount of the stock owned by the state, in one
or the other-, or all of the banks in which she is in- of our internal improvements with (heirs, as will
promqiethe
interest
best
of
the twocom.mnnwealths.
terested.
The slate owns the following amount of
stock in each of the banks named, viz: the Bank of The law should limit the terms and conditions, and
the
power
define
and
authorities
of the commissionbank
Philadelphia
5,233
Penn.iylv.inia 3,730 shares,
shares. Farmers' and Mechanics' bank 1,708 shares. ers in such manner as on due consideration shall be
The stock would most probably command a ready deemed proper.

as possible.

To

z»ns
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which the state is pledged to accomplish, until the
first work done upon them has become useless from
decay, has proved disastrous and ruinous on many

Selling or leasing water power.
The interest of
the commonwealth w-ould also be advanced by entrusting the same board with the power of Sflling
or leasing water power, created by our internal improvements. There are at many points, and in very
advantageous situations, surplus quantities of water
->vhich could bepiofitably applied to various branches
of manufacture without injury to the due supply of
our canals. The tolls on our public improvements
would be increased thereby, and a considerable sum
realized from such sale or lease.

Guaranty for the payment of interest on stock of
Bald Eagle and Spring Creek navigation. By
an act of the 7th April, 1:535, a guaranty was made,
on tlie part of the state, for the payment of an interest
of 5 per cent, for twenty-five years on .55200,000 of
the capital stock of the Bald Eagle and Spring Cieek
navigation company; and, by a subsequent act. the
state has since subscribed $-25,000 to the stock of

the

'

company. The whole of the work is completed
and in active operation, except the last six miles,
on which about one-third of the excavation andembar-krnent is made, two locks completed, and another nearly completed. A comparatively trilling
sum would finish this work, but the funds of the
company are exhausted, and the commonw-eaith is
annually called upon for the amount of her guaranty,
and her subscription is wholly unproductive. It is
the

a very valuable tributary to the state canal, terminating in one of the richest mineral regions in this
Every article comor perhaps any other country.
ing out of it jiays a toil on our state canal for 150
I therefore submit to the better
miles to Columbia.
judgment of the legislature whether sound economy does not dictate the furthor subsciiption of a
sum sufficient to firrish it, bc-lifcving (hat its productiveness will then be amply sutScient to relieve
(he commonwealth from any further payment of htr

guaranty.

Improvements

There are

by

means of private companies.
improvements in

at present marry public

a course of construction in our state by means of
private companies, most of which I cannot but think
are calculaled to benefit Pennsylvania in a very high
degree. Among the latter I may particularize th»
*
Vrilliamsport and Elmira rail road as tending with

'
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The consequences of our embarrassment in our
produce this result. This roatl will
connect the Grand Erie canal of New York, by the mercantile and manufacturing operations, are now
Se.ieca Lake, with the West Branch canal at Wil- beginning to be fell, also, by our farmers, in the
liamsport; and also intersect, at Elmira, the great more recent reduction of the prices of their prosouthern rail road, now being constructed from the ducts, although the fact communicated by the secreHudson river to Like Erie, at Durkirk. The ad- tary of the treasury in his late report is cheering,
vantage likely to result to ourselves from the con- that during thelast year the exports from this counstruction of this road will be, that the great amount try have exceeded the imports by nearly twentyof tonnage and travel which now annually finds seven millions of dollars. This is certainly encouits way from the lakes, through the state of New raging, especially when we reflect, that in prior
York to the Atlantic, will thus be brought directly years the reverse was the fact; and that witliout gothrough our oivn public improvements to Philadel- ing back further, in the year 1S36, the excess of imphia, the distance from Elmira to the latter city, by ports exceeded the exports upwards of sixty-one
this route, being 71 miles shorter than from Ehuira millions ot dollais; in 1837, twenty-three and a half
to the city of New York by any contemplated im- millions of dollars; in 1838, five millions of dollars;
provement in that state. Other improvements of a and in 1839, forty-one millions of dollars; and that in
similar cliaracter, and perhaps of equal importance, 1837, the import of the single article of silk, a mere
luxury, which our own country is as capable of promight be noticed.
Every ducing as any other, amounted to twenty-three milPublicaiioa of all laws of a public nalure.
man is presumed to be present in the h'gislature by lions of dollars, while our export of flour, during
his representative, and to know what public laws the same year, was but about seven millions of dolIt is to be hoped, and the increased confidence
are enacted, and is therefore held to be bound by lars.
them from the time of their enactment. This no'- growing out of the resumption of specie payments
I would about to take place, warrants the conclusion, that
tice, however, is but a constructive one.
respectfully suggest, whether some provision for business will resume its accustomed channels, and
the immediate publication of all laws of a public taking lessons of prudence from the past, our citinature is not necessary, to give to the people actual zens will not again be tempted into those wild exnotice of provisions by which they may be seriously cesses which have well nigh led on to bankruptcy
and ruin, and the prostration of public and private
alfected.
Public schools. The report of the superintendent credit and confidence.
Our commonwealth's resources, iron, coal, SfC. Our
of public schools, which will shortly be laid before
you, will show the progress which the cause of edu- commonwealth possesses a fertile soil, and unboundWe have withcation is making in public opinion, and the state and ed agricultural and mineral wealth.
condition of the colleges, academies and schools, an ourselves almost all the necessaries, and many of
the luxuries of life.
With the increase of intellithroughout the commonwealth.
Geological survey. Though the active operations gence and means, we find our farmers augmenting
the products of their soil, improving their stocks of
of the geological survey are not yet entirely com
pleted,a much greater extent of country has been 'domestic animals, and adding to the neatness of their
minutely explored during the past season, than in household establishments. No one can pass through
any former one. The state geologist, and his corps, our commonwealth, without being struck with the
were laboiiously occupied in the field, their re- air of substantial comfoit, and increasing prosperisearches extending into various districts, both east ty, which pervades the agricultural districts of the
and we't of the Alleghany mountains. The inThe variety and extent of our water power, cive
sight acquired during the progress of the survey,
into the more minute features of our geology, and great facilities to the manufacture of our grain into
the true position of our various mineral di-posites, bread stutl, and for every other branch ol manufaclias served greatly to increase the accuracy and value ture, either needed for the supply ofour citizens, or
of the large body of facts now collected. Through- for the employment of their capital.
Had Pennsylvania already reached the full deveout several extensive sections of the state, where
hitherto, no accurate clue had been discovered by lopment of her resources, with her present pecuniwhicli particular beds of those useful substances ary responsibilities weighing her down, we might
iron ore, coal, marble and limestone could be ti aced, wtll contemplate our situation with trembling solicimuch of the obscurity has been removed. Several tude. But this is not the case. Throughout the
districts, however, of greater or less extent, yet re- whole extent of her ample territory, there is scarcemain to be explored. Though some of these have ly a square mile which does not abound in some or all
been already faithfully examined, one year more of the great staples other mineral wealth. Anthracite
will be necessary for unravelling the intricacies of and bituminous coal, iron, marble and limestone,
their structure and enabling the geologist to arrive have been scattered by nature with a most profuse
For hand, and hare been hitherto worked barely enough
at a satisfactory knowledge of their resources.
this purpose an appropriation will become necessa- to prove with what prodigality they have been laThe auiount, however, will be less than the vished upon us. The coal field of our commonwealth
ry.
sum hitherto annually expended. The topographi- embraces more than one-fifth of its area, and more
certainty to

j

i

maps now

course of construction, are essential as a basis tor the geological map called for by the
law. In the chemical department of the survey, an
extensive series of ores, coals, cement, fluxes, &c.
have been annalysed, resulting in a species of knowledge now becoming every day more important to
the growing manulacluring, and mining interests of
Pennsylvania.
Pecuniary embj.rrassments in the business commuIt is an undoubted fact, tliatlhe few last years
nity.
have been a period of pecuniary embarrassment in
the business community. It has been consoling,
however, to reflect that during a portion of that time.
our hu-^bandmeu have been reaping a full reward for
their labor in abundant crops, for which, until re
cently, they have found ready markets, at fair prices.
They had not generally been affecled with that
cal

in a

than three times as

much

as belongs to entire

Eu-

rope.

Connected with the coal, which abounds in so
large a portion of the commonwealth, we have large
supplies of iron ore, almost in immediate contact
with it.
In addition thereto we have, within convenient distances, almost all the other varieties of iron
ore found in any partcf the world.
The adaptation of anthracite coal to the smelting of iron ore
has been followed by its successful and profitable
application in the further stages of the manufacture
of the metal; and that the same results will speedily
follow from the application of bituminous coal may
be looked for with almost absolute certainty.
While the iron manufactured with charcoal, will
always be wanted for the finer purposes, and the demand for it increased by the natural increase of the
madspi.ttot s[>ecuUlion, which atone time seem- population of the country, that manufactured from
ed to have seized so large a part of other portions mineral coal, will be employed in the construction
ol rail roads, and for innumerable other purposes.
of our citizens, and induced them to engage in al
This discove.'-y must stand as a distinguished era
most every visionary scheme in their "haste to get
in the annals of our commonweal'h.
rich."
It cannot fail
The causes of this embarrassment have been va- to add millions of dollars to her active and available
riously explained,*a3 suiied the views of those who capital; and will ere long transfer to our own citiown views upon this sub- zens, most if not all of the large sums that are now
undertook the task.
ject have been fully and freely expressed in iny annually sent abroad for rail road iron, and other
communications to the preceding legislature. No iron manufactured arlicles. The manufacture of
one, however, can doubt, that when our country is these numerous and valuable commodities will not
importing large amounts of the luxuries and super- only result in enriching Pennsylvania, but will cut
fluities of lifr iVom foreign countries, and not ex- off a large item in the imports of this country, tend
porting a sulficiency of our own products to pay for to emancipate us from European dependence, enathem, there must be a constant drain ol the precious ble our sister states to complete their rail roads at a
laetalx, and hence a scarcity of money to supply the cheaper and belter rate, and strengtiien the national
retrench- union, by the strongest of all ties, that of mutual inwants of O'lr community at home.
ment among our citizens, of whom plain republican terest.
Nor is there in Pennsylvania a single class of cisimplicity has ever been a distinguishing characteristic, 111 file purchase and use of articles of mere tizens who will not share directly in iTio advantages.
luxury, woulil greatly tend to lessen this cause of The owners of coal and iron deposites, and those
who eng:ige in the manufacture and sale of these
pecuniary embarrassment.

My

A

productions, will derive the first benefit; but the fi
mer, the mechanic, the merchant, and every otS
citizen, will feel immediately the salutary impul
which will be communicated to his own peculi
business. The value of our canals and rail roi
must be greatly enhanced, as well as that of all oth
species of property. With the cheap and rem
means which they will afford for the transportalii
of our various products and manufactures, there ci
be no doubt that the trade and business of the
must extend and increase with unexampled rapii
and by prudence and good management be pi
i

tuated.
In this gradual and certain development of oi
sources, may be found abundant means to liquii
our public debt, and to discharge every other lial
I confft
ty that can justly be cast upon the state.
it affords me peculiar gratification to advert to tb
topic, for

it

shows most

satisfactorily

that

thouf

this commonwealth has been somewhat in advanii
of the time in extending her improvement systeitis
widely as she has done, the people, notwithstandlii'
are destined at no remote period to realize, mo'
amply, all the benefits it was ever expected to pn
duce. The increase of our manufactures will iin
cessarily tend to afford additional sources of en
ployment for the laborer, and furnish increased*
curity against all improper combinations for the !•
duction of wages.
If any just cause of apprehension has existC'
from the attempts in large manufacturing establisli
menis to keep their operatives in subserviency (
matters of opinion and the exercise of poliliCi
rights, let the evil be corrected under adequate p!
nalties.
Let the rearing up of children in factom
without education be prohibited, and the light y
learning and science being diffused, as well amobi
the operatives as their richer employers, the dangt
of this inffuence.wiil be counteracted by shaking c
the shackles of ignorance and undue dependenc
either upon ihe information or the will of others.Then instead of having a class of human beings in
state of vassalage, we would rear up freemen capi
ble of thought and reflection, and of putting a pn
per estimate on that spirit of independence wtiic
influenced our forefathers in achieving our freedo'
and which ought ever to pervade the bosom of thi
descendants to the latest generation.
Performing as Pennsylvania has always doni
an exemplary manner, her duties as a member of
great federal union, of which she has, not inapt
been denominated the "key stone," we must nei
forget the duties which we, as her immediate funl
lionaries, owe to her own interest, and the necessiti
of advancing and sustaining them, as far as can bj
done without interfering with her duties to the

neral government.
On the part of the legislature, nothing is wani
but a careful supervision of her various interests, t
place this commonwealth on a firm basis of pecun'.

ary independence. Whatever course other state
may think proper to pursue, let it be the patriot!
duty of Pennsylvania to sustain and cherish ever
effort to develop her resources, and to advance he
glory and renovi-n.
Vindicate her character for ill
huE
tegrity
fulfil all her engagements failhfully
band her resources with economy, but not with
false and mistaken spirit of parsimonious illiberali
and the fair fame of Pennsylvania will stand be
ty
fore the world without spot or blemish to tarnish il
To maintain this fame unsullied, should be the firs
and most unyielding duty of every citizen honore?
with any station, in which he becomes its offici»
guardian.
I should deem myself unworthy of thi
office, with which the people have clothed me, if
proved recreant to this hijih trust.
By a judicious system of laws, corresponding will
the habits and wants of our people, fostering am
encouraging enterprise and industry, and enablinf
our citizens to reap the full reward ol their labor am
perseverance, we shall fulfil the expectations of ou
constiituents, and be the means under Divine Provi
dence, of perpetuating Ihe blessings which havi
been so sienallv showered upon us, by the Autho;
of all Good.
Too much legislation. The experience of man)
years fortifies me in Ihe belief, that our greatest er-

—

—

—

ror in legislation, is that ol legislating too much.—
Our legislatures have been holding one extra sessioi
after another, and that, too, in times of profound
peace, and when the calls of patriotism are imperi-:
ously made on every public functionary to diminishij
as far as in him lies, the pecuniary burthen undetj
which the state has been laboring. The consequence'
has been, an unpjralleled increase in the legisllilive'
expenses over all other departments of the government. I can recommend no more certain and efFec;
tual retrenchment iii this matter, than short sessions; still let the conduct of every department ol;
the government be thorongly scrutinized, and let no
important interest oi the people be neglected.

—
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baneful practice of converting the lialls of legislation into an arena for the display of poliiical
gladiators, which has loo long characterised the halls
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being Mr. Cathonn's, to strike out the jjl,000 appropriated for agricultural statistics. On this motion the yeas and nays were ordered, when there
appeared; yeas 14, nays 23. The bill was then
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.
The following bills were severally considered in
committee of the whole, and ordered to be engross-

of our national legislature, is a lamentable departure
from the course pursued by the band of patriots who
composed "the first congress," and whose example,
I hope, for the honor of our common country, has
not yet been wholly forgotten by their successors.
The pernicious tendency of this practice of the national legislature, will not, I trust, be extended to
the legislatures of their respective states; and I am
sure, I need scarcely add, I have no apprehensions
of its reaching the legislature of this commonwealth.

ed.

A

bill authorising Ihe president of the United
States to cause surveys of the lakes and lake coast

to

be made.

A bill legulaling commercial intercourse with the
port of Cayenne, in the colony of French Guiana,
and lo remit certain duties.
A bill authorising Ihe secretary of the treasury
to refund the duties collected on the B'rench ship

No public functionary who would yield to its influence need expect to retain the confidence and respect of the people of Pennsylvania.
In conclusion. I shall beg leave to refer you to the

Alexandre.
views on several subjects contained in my last anMr. Clay said it woulrl be recollected that two
nual message. Thai; message being the first which resolutions were submitted by him a dayortwo ago,
I had the honor to communicate at the commence- calling on the secretary of Ihe treasury for his plan
ment of a session of the legislature, I went more of a permanent tariff, and for a mode of assessing
into detail on the various topics discussed in it, than the value of goods in our own ports, instead of those
I supposed would be again necessary, with a view to of foreign countries.
The document which had
an expression of opinion on them, as well for that been reaii in Ihe senate this morning was in answer
occasion, as for future reference.
I therefore refer lo the first part of Ihe resolution.
There could be
to it for my recommendations on the subject of no doubt that it was an important malter, and if the
reform of the banking system, Sic. the importance senate thought Ihere were additional copies needed,
of connecting and completing at the earliest day he would move for an exira number, say 1,000.
practicable, the disconnected part of our disjointed He hail not seen the report himself, but a friend had
and unfinished system of internal improvements
informed him that it recommended an adherence lo
the malcingof prompt and ample provision for keep- Ihe compromise act, acknowledged (he deficit in the
ing the public improvements in repair the necessi- revenue, and recouimended Ihat it be supplied by
ty of preserving unimpaired, the credit of the com- Ihe imposilion of duliis onfree articles.
Mr. King
monwealth, and promptly meeting all her pecuniary Ihought Ihe usual number would be snflicient; ami
engagements the necessary care and caution to be the usual number was accordingly ordered.
exercised in creating, renewing and supervising corThe senate Ihen proceeded to the iliscussion of
porations
the subject of education, and as connect- Ihe bi'l for the establishment of a permanent prosed with it, that of procuring competent teachersa d pective pre-emption system, when Mr. While tose
school books
IJie subject of ihe increase of writs of and addressed the senate until a late hour.
error and appeals in the supreme court, and reportThe qiieslion was taken on Mr. Calhoun's moing the decisions of that court— the militia system, tion to cede Ihe public lands, &.c. by yeas and nays,
(he encouragement of volunteers and the reduction and decided as follows:
of militia training to one day in the year the evaMr.-.'r.?.
Allen, Anderson, Eenton, Calsion of the laws relative lo collateral inheritance houn, Clay, of Alabama, Fullon- King, Linn, Lumptax— and Ihe revision of Ihe laws relative to the se- kin, Mouion, Nicholson, Norvell. Robinson, Sevier,
Siniih, of Conneciicut, Tappan, Walker, Young— IS.
lecting and drawing of jurors.

you

—

—

—

I

—
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Also, a communication from the secretary of the
treasury, in answer to the resolution introduced
some time since by Mr. Smith, of Imliana, relative
lo the canal lands covered by Indian reservaliona
on Ihe Wabash and Erie canal, which, on motion
of Mr. Smitli, was referred to the committee on
roads and canals, Mr. S. said he would not ask
the printing now, as the communication would necessarily be printed with the report of the committee.

The following memorials and petitions wtre presented, and appropriately relerreil:
By Mr. Wright, from a number of citizens, merchants and olhers, of New York, remonstrating
against the passage of any bankrupt law during the
present session. Laid on the table and ordered to
be printed, with the names attached.
By Mr. Benton, from citizens of New York,
merchants, traders and olhers, asking Ihat no bankrupt law may be passed without including banks
and corporations. Laid on the table and ordered
to be printed, with the names attached.
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, from the committee on
the judiciary, reported a bill, without amendment
relating to the judicial courts of New Hampshire".
Mr. S. moved to take up Ihe bill as in committee'
of the whole, and have it engrossed. The bill
was
then considered in committee of the whole, atid
ordered to be engrossed lor a third reading.
The bill from the house making temporary provision for the lunatics in the Distjict of
Columbia
was taken up on its passage, when it was opposed'
by Messrs. Wright, Shi(W(, of Connecticut,
Henderson and Cathovn, and advocated by Messrs.
Tappan
Merrick, King, Lumpkin and Walker, after
which
Ihe question was taken on its passage, by yeas
n.iys

and

and determined

in

i

—

—

YEAS—

NAYS—

nays

7.

The following
time and passed:
The

bills

the affirmative, yeas 41
'

were severally read a third

regulating commercial intercourse between Ihe port of Cayenne, in French Guiana, and
for the remission of ceilain duties.
The bill to authorise the secretary of the treasury
to refund the duties collected on the French
ship
bill

*^

Alexandre.

Messrs- B.iyard, Buchanan, Clay, of Kentucky, Ciiiiendtn, Dixon, Graham, Hubbard, Hunlinglon, Kerr, Knighi. Manguni, Merrick, Phelps, Pierce,
Por'cr, Premiss. Presion, Rugbies, Smiih, of Indiana.

The bill authorising the president of Ihe United
Stales to cause surveys of the lakes and lake coasts
to be made.
commonwealth.
The bill making certain appropriations for the
R. PORTER.
ToUmadge, White, Wiisht—2-2.
Execuiive chamber, January 6, 1841.
The queslion was Ihen taken on the motion of patent office.
On motion of Mr. Wright, the bill to authorise
Mr. Crittenden to recommit the bill, with such inthe secretary of the treasury to
-2d SESSION. structions as would embody the Uvo principles, pre- sureties of Samuel Swartwout, compound with the
late collecter atNew
emption and distribution; when there appeared for
SENATE.
York, was considered in committee of the whole
January 19.
Mr. Bayard, senator elect from the molion as follows:
'
Messrs. Cayard, Clay, of Kentucky, Clay- and ordered to be engrossed.
Delaware, was qualified, and took his seat.
On molion of Mr. Walker, the bill to relinquish
The vice president laid before the senate a com- ton, Criiienden, Di-TOn, Graham, Huniington, Kerr, the per
cent, fund to Ihe state of Mississippi, acKnight, Ma ngum, Merrick, Phelps, Preniiss, Ru^gles,
2
munication from the- secretary of the treasury, made
Sml7h, of Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge, While— IS. cruing by the act of admission of said state into
the
in compliance with a resolution of the 16th instant,
Messj-s. Allen, Anderson, Ponton, Cuclia- union, v^-as taken up in committee of
the whole '
calling for the plan of the secretary in relation to nan, Calhoun, Cloy, of Alabama, Fuhon, Hubbard,
and ordered to he engrossed.
the perjnanent change of the tariff.
King, L'on, Lumpkin, JMouton, Nicholson, Norvell.
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
Mr. iiy4ei7so« presented a resolution of the legis- Pierce, Porler. Presion, Robinson, Sevier, Smith, of
the special order, the prospective preemption bill
lature of Illinois, remonstrating against the repeal Conneciicut, Tuppan, Walker, V/right, Young— 24.
The question was then taken on the amendment when various amendments were oli'ered, and some
of the sub-tieasury, and against Ihe establishment
adopted.
debate ensued which occupied the
of Mr. Prentiss, giving to every head of a family
of a national bank.
senate until 6 P. M. in which Messrs. Huntington
Mr. Lumpkin presented several resolutions of the over 21 years of age, (on lands where the Indian Clay, of
Ky. Mangum, Clay, of Ala. Porter," Eutitle
is
extinguished),
who
should
be
in
possession
legislature of Georgia; one in relaiion to the claim
cltanan, Linn and olhers participated, when
the
of Daniel Hills for services rendered as issuing at the time of passing this act and the four months
bill was ordered to be engrossed by the
following
commissary; another in relation to depredations on next preceding, pre-emption in the purchase of one
°
vote:
property by the Creek Indi.ins; also, others in rela- quarter section at Ihe minimum price.
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Eenton, BuchaOn this amendment the yeas and nays being also nan, Clay, of Ala. Fulton,
tion to the establishment of several mail routes.
Henderson, Hubbard, King
The following memorials and petitions were pre- taken, they resulted as follows:
Linn. Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholson, Nicholas, NorMessrs. Bayard, Calhoun, Clay, of Ken- vell, Pierce, Porter, Robinson, Sevier,
sented and appropriately referred:
Smith, of Con
By Mr. Merrick, fiomcilizensofBaliimore, ask- lucky, Clayton, Crittenden, DL-ion, Grrhim, Hunting- .Smith, of In. Sturgeon, Tallmadge, T.ipnan.'Walkei-'
ing the erection ofa fortress on Seller's point flats. Ion, Kerr, Knioht, Mangum, Merrick, Phelps, Prentiss, Wall, White, Williams, Wright, Youn.'-SO
Southard 17.
Messrs. Bayard, Clay, of Ken. Cl.->vton,
By Mr. Huntingdon, asking confirmation of claims Preston, Ruggles,
Messrs. Allen, Anderson. Benton, Bu- C.iUeuden, Dixon, Graham, Huniington,
Kerr, Kniiilit'
to land on Ihe south side of Lake of Supeiior.
chanan, Clay, of Alabama, Fulton, Hubbard, King,
Pnclps, Prentiss, Preston, Roane'
By Mr. Porter, from citizens of Michigan, a.sk- Linn. Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholson, Norvell, Pierce, Mangum, Merrick, 1".
'
Ruggles. Southard
ing the pisjage of a bankiupt law.
Porter, Robinson, Sevier, Smiih. of Con. Smith, of la.
And
then the senate adjourned.
By Mr. Ruggles, from ship owners and masters Tallmadge, Tappan, Walker, White, Wright, Young
January 21. Mr. ireWfc presented Ihe credenof the city of New York, asking that alight boat be —25.
Mr. Huntington said there were other atnend- tials of the hon. Isaac C. Bates, senator elect from
placed at Execution Rocks.
Mr. Pierce, on leave introduced a bill relating to ments yet to be ofl'ered, and though he was not dis- Massachusetts, in the place of Mr. Davis, resignedthe judicial courts of the district of
Hamp- posed to trespass on the lime of Ihe senate, yet, if which being read, Mr. £a/cs was duly qualified and
they insisted on taking the question, he was pre- took his seat.
shire.
Memorials and petiiidns were presented by
Mr. White, on leave, introduced a bill to provide pared to go on.
Messrs. Porter, Pierce, Sturgeon, Mangum and TallMr. Merrick moved that the senate adjourn.
for claims to bounty lands for military services durJt will alford me great pleasure (o co-operate with
the legislature, in these, and all other measures calculated to promote the common goodol our beloved
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YEAS—

NAYS—

A

YEAS—

YEAS—

NAYS—

—

NAYS—

—

New

ing the late war.

On motion

Mr. Hubbard, the engrossed bill to
pay the claims of New Hampshire for the services
of her militia, (which was laid on the table a few
days since), was read a third time and passed.
Mr. Tappan moved to take up the bill from the
house making temporary provision for the lunatics
The bill, as amended,
in the District of Columbia.
restricts the expense to 3,000.
The amendment
was ordered to be engrossed.
of

Mr. Sturgeon moved to take up, as the unfinished business of yesterday, the bill making an approThe motion pending
priation for the patent office.

Mr. Claj/, of Alabama, hoped not, and wished Ihe
question on engro.=:sment taken.
The queslion being put on Mr. Merrick's motion,
there appeared for it 21, against it 19.
So the senate adjourned.
January 20. The vice president laid before the
senate a communicalion from the stale department,
sent in compliance with a resolution of the 201h
July

last.

madge.

Mr. Merrick, from the committee for Ihe District
of Columbia, reported a bill to charter Ihe Bank
of
Alexandria, in the city of Alexandria; which was
on molion of Mr. M. taken up and ordered to
be
engrossed.

Mr. King, from

the

committee on commerce,

re-

ported a bill from Ihe house, authorising ihe enrollment of the schooner L'Ainistad, wilhout amend-

Also, from the war department, transmitting, in ment.
Also, from the same committee, a bill to abolish
compliance with a law, a statement of all Ihe contracts made by that department during the year the port of delivery at Currituck inlet and the office
of surveyor of the customs.
1840.
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to the third on of the standard weights and measures to be furbill should quarter of a century, from nothing
Ml- K. said that it was important tlii«
department.
ascertained the list of nations which produced lead; and at the nished to the war
be acted on at once; the committee had
should, in twenty
On motion of Mr. Norvell,
augmentation
we
of
same
ratio
continuthe
j'.islil'y
that there was no business to
secretary of tJie navy communiThat
the
was
Refoh'ed,
when,
it
the
list,
head
of
the
nominations years, stand at
ance of the office; and inasmuch as
cate to the senate a statement of the cost of building,
queslion, he hoped, we might, as we now do, not only supply
of the ships of the
were then pending for the place in
become
a large in materials and labor respectively,
would
that
lead
but
market,
own
our
mo.
Oliio, Delcware and North Carolina;
would move tliat the bill be taken up, which
the importance line Columbus,
the bill was oidcied to article for export. As to copper,
the frigates United States, Constitution, Potomac and
tion was acquiesced in, and
Our imports of copper in 1S39 Brandywine; the sloops of war Jolin Adams, Boston,
still greater.
was
be engrossed.
^
»i
amounted to within a small fraction of $2,000,000.
Natchez, Falmouth,
The special order was then taken up, being the When we considered copper, not only as a coin for Le.xinston, Vincennes, Warren,
reading,
Fairtield, Vandalia, St. Louis and Concord; the brigs
prospective pre-emption bill, on its third
small change, but its many valuable uses in maau- Porpoise, Dolphin, Pioneer and Consort; the schoonfurther
its
when Mr. Criltenden moved to postpone
would
be
Boxer; and the
and
subject
Enterprise
ers Grampus. Shark,
reasons factures, the importance of the
discussion until Monday next, and gave his
perceived. To specify no others, the amount of steam ship Fulton; and (lie periods at which those
at length.
respectively built. Also, the number of
were
steamvessels
and
for
cars,
on
steam
boilers
in
used
copper
BenAfter some remarks from Messrs. Clay and
was very great, times each of tli'ose vessels has been repaired, where
(he postponement, boats on the lakes, rivers and ocean,
and the cost of repairing each, both in
Ion the question was taken on
and iiiCreasing every day; and transportation by so repaired, labor. Also, tlie first cost of ihe schoonand decided in the negative— yeas 19, nays 28.
steam on the materials and
navigation
by
and
steam on the land,
ers Pilot and Active, (he cost of repairs of the same,
Mr Cri'tcnden then renewed his motion to rewater, to a great extent, depended on the use of this
commit the bill with instructions to so amend as to valu.ible mineral. As connected with steam vessels and the sums for which the said schooners were sold.
Also, the cost of the several navy and dock yards, inembody the two principles of pre-emption and disfor the navy, the subject was one of the highest na- cluding the sites, the cost of the buildings and fixtribution.
,
v ^
intimately with the ture^ a°teach, and the repairs of the same.
connected
importance,
tional
debate
ensuanimated
On this motion a long and
The copper reThe bills ordered to be engrossed on Friday were
until sun-down— honor and defence of the country.
ed which occupied the senate
Benton and gion of the United States was richer and more ex- severally read a third lime, and passed.
Messis. Ciillenden, Wright, Webster,
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
tensive than in any other part of the world. The
,
others, participating.
„^
mining and smelting of this mineral in our country the special order, being Ihe bill for Ihe permanent
On motion of Mr. Lumpkin, the senate adjourned. h.id but recently commenced, but under such cir- prospective pre-emption system; when Mr. Calbelore
the
laid
president
Janvury 22. The vice
war department, cumstances as to promise the most auspicious re- houn rose and addressed the senate. Mr. Webster
senate a communication from the
obtained the
The development of our mineral resources followed in reply; when Mr.
calling for the sults.
sent in compliance with a resolution
floor, but, after a few remarks, gave way for a moin this whole great region depended chiefly on imnumber and kind of troops stationed on the western provements first, in mining, second, in smelling; lion to adjourn. And the senate then adjourned.
frontier.
,u
t.
r
the mineral
January 23. Mr. Preston presented a resolution
number
ol and third, in the manner of disposing of
Also, from the same, showing the
that he desired from the legislature of South Carolina, remonstratthe compensation lands; and it was to this last subject
clerks, the time employed, and
locall the attention of Ihe senate, and upon which ing against a national bank and a protective tariff
each.
paid to
,-.
.,_
expenditures much depended, and which he hoped would be fi- and approving the views of hon. John C. Calhoun.
Also, from the same, showing the
After some conversation as (o (he reading of it
nally adjusted at the next session after full and mafor the year 1840.
u
.
,
,i,„
Mr. W. said he would only at by Messrs. King and Preston it was read and
ture deliberation.
tUe
showing
department,
navy
the
\l3o, from
report,
valuable
this
printing
of
move
the
laid
on the table and ordered to be piinted.
present
for the
contracts entered into by that department
Mr. CToy, ofKy. presented resolutions of that stale
and of five hundred additional copies for the use of
year 181U.
branch of which had passed them unanimousone
senate.
the
banklor
a
petition
a
Mr. Henderson presented
Mr. Linn expressed the pleasure he felt at the ly, and the other wilh only four opposing votes in
rupt law.
,.
r>.
which,
It was certainly a favor of Ihe distribution of the public lands
the
IJis- introduction of the document.
in
evidence
taking
for
provide
bill to
of the Unit- matter of vast importance to the country generally on motion of Mr. C. were laid on (he (able and ortrct of Columbia, and in the territories
in com- to have the mineral lands disposed of, and the soon- dered to be printed.
ed Slates, in certain cases, was considered
So long as these lands
Petitions were presented as follows:
er it was effected the better.
to be engrosseu.
mittee of the whole, and ordered
of the government, little
By Mr. Clay, of Ky. from Ihe chamber of comnumber of relief and local bills were also con- remained the property
He considered it the merce of Louisville, remonstrating against the pasbe realized from them.
would
engrossed.
and
coramiUee,
sidered in
government
to
the
world
for
policy
in
the
of any bankrupt law, not confined lo prospecsage
worst
ol
The senate then proceeded to the discussion
the permanent hold on for the mere purpose of obtaining a trifling tive operation.
the special order, being the bill for
Mr.
C. remarked that the memorial did not coinIf they were put up for sale, individual enrent.
when
Mr.
system;
pre-emption
and prospective
terprise and capital would go to work in developing cide with his views, as the main virtue of such a
Buchanan rose, and spoke in reply to Mr. Critlenden
the mighty resouices of tlie west. The people of law was in its retrospective opera(ion.
yesterd.iy.
of
Ihe eastern and middle sections of this couniry did
By Mr. Webster, from merchants and marines
Mr. Criltenden followed in reply.
appear to have anv adequate idea of the great and representatives of deceased merchants and maMr. Otlhoun occupied the senate for a moment, not
of the mineral wealth of the west. Why rines, praying for indemnity of French spoliations
magnitude
adjourn.
to
motion
for
a
but "ave way
(said Mr. L.) the mineral region of copper, lead, prior to 1800.
And the senate then adjourned.
By Mr. Clay, of Ala. from the legislature of
zinc, manganese, &.c. extends from Lake Superior
January 23. The following memorials and pet
it falls off into the lower altitudes of a portion
Alabama, praying for the passage of a law to inuntil
reierred:
appropriately
tions were presented and
the states of Illinois, Missouri and the territories
for French spoliation, prior to ISOO.
By Mr. Webster, two memorials from citizens of of Wiskonsin and Iowa, where the vast coalfields demnify
By Mr. Merrick, from citizens of Baltimore, askpassage of a of
the west and south west, asking the
from
the banks of ing the erection of a fortress at Soller's point flats.
commence
formations
salt
and
uniform bankrupt law.
lo the foot of the spurs of the Rocky moun- Also, of citizens of Georgetown, that the petition in
By Mr. Dixon, from owners, masters and others the Ohio
where you again ascend from this great basin relation lo retrocession of Maryland be removed
engaged in steam navigation, asking a modification tains,
It again commences
into the Ozark chain of hills.
Irom the files of the senate and referred to the comsteamboats.
of the law of 1838 in relation to
of the Mississippi and Missouri, mittee on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. While, a joint resolution from the legisla- on the borders
yon
enabling
to
direction,
southwestern
a
taking
Mr. ludg called the attention of the chairman of
the
ture of Indiana, asking that the eligibility of
trace the chain through the country of the Keo- the committee of Ihe District of Columbia, (Mr.
executive be limited to one term.
portion
of
the country occupied by the ;iien-;c/rj, to a memorial in relation to the charter
and
a
ways,
and
others,
underwriters
By Mr. WrijihUimm
wandering Cuaianches, where it unites with the of the banks of the District a report on which he
a"ain3t the repeal of the pilot law of 1S37.
mountains borderina on the Rio del Norte.
had long waited for.
°Al30, irom a large number of citizens of New
Throughout this vast extent are scattered mineral
Mr. Merrick said a report had been partially
law.
York, asking the passage of a bankrupt
but had been deferred for a full meeting
fea- wealth, inexhaustible in quantity, whole mountains made out
Also, two memorials which in their general
this time, England is (he of the committee.
At
ore,
&c.
iron
passed
of
may
be
law
bankrupt
tures pray that no
lead country in the world, producing annuBy Mr. Wrighl, of citizens of New York— rewithout banks and incorporated trading companies greatest
ally 100,000,000 pounds, while the rest of Europe monstrating against the passage of a bankrupt lavir
be includeil.
In seven
dill not produce more than 50,000.000.
the present session.
By .^Ir. Porter, for a bankrupt law.
United State.s had raised from
Also, from manufacturers and citizens of New
Mr. Walker ii\A he had received from the war teen years the
such bound
What,
with
to 30,000,000.
6,0J0,O00
York, praying that banks and trading corporations
ol
the
the
agent
King,
Dr.
of
report
departm"nl the
resouices, might not be anticipated in seven
be subjected to compulsory process of any laws
United States for the lead mines. This was a re- less
He left for those lo answer who could that might be passed.
ability.
It
tee:i more?
port of great research and uncommon
Also, of mechanics, butchers and others, askour mineral (orm a proppr csliraate of (he region of country.
related lo Ihe manner of disposing of
resources ol
Mr. Walker sh.\A he would at the next session ing to be included in the privileges of a bankrupt
lands and to the development of the
cheerfully cooperate with his friend, (he se- law.
heretol-ue
most
had
subject
This
region.
the mineral
on the iintor from Missouri, (Mr. Linn), in devising a
Also, from the Temperance society of New
been referred by the senate to the committee
sale system (or the sale of the mineral lands; and he York, asking the spirit ration to be abolished from
public lands, and he had reported a bill for the
wilh
(hat
senator
in
Ihe
opinion
concurred
navy.
sanction
ol
fully
Ihe
the
recWved
of these lands, which had
ol the greatest that these lands should be sold, and not leased, and
By Mr. Calhoun, from the chamber of commerce
the senate. The subject was one
and
thai in the sale (he development of (he mineral
Missouri
of
of
region
mineral
The
York, remonstrating against the passage of
New
of
interest.
vastly more important than the rethenoilhHcst was already asceitained to exceed region was
a bankrupt law not including banks and trading
ol Pennsylvania; venue from (he sales, for, as (o leasing, (he nett re- corporations in its provisions.
the entire area of the great state
most venue was little or nothing. The lands must be in
By Mr. Non:ell,hom citizens of Michigan, prayand by the more recent explorations of tlio-e
hands, not of lessees, but of proprietors, in oring for Ihe passage of a bankrupt law.
talented geologists. Dr. Owen and col. Niccolet, Ihe
In the
this mineral re- der to augment the amount of mineral.
King),
Dr.
of
those
to
addition
By Mr. Tappun, from inhabitants of Ohio, the
(in
have
we
should
little
more
(han
lessees,
of
ol
hanils
superficies
(he
same petition.
gion was believed to exceed Ihe
scrapings of (he surface of (he soil, called
two large.-.! slates ol the union. It was (he mos( (hose
By Mr. King, from (he legislature of Alabama,
most exten- (/iggiiigs, which had so exlensively prevailed in thi
fertile in soil, as well as the richest and
to the removal of a land office in that state.
Among other region, the power of steam, and of the accompany relative
sive mineral re;;ion in the world.
Also, from Ihe same legislature, asking reimimproved machinery, never having been
valuable minerals in this great region were iron, ing and
bursement for advances made lo aid the Creek war_
believed)
but
in
sinhere
(as
Mr.
W.
a
employed
pro
quanHty
the
lea<l,
In
lead, copper and -iinc.
By Mr. Benton, a document from (he chief engiduced had augmented from 333,000 pounds in 1823 gle instance.
Mr. Nicholas, from the rnmmittee on military neer on the subject ofmeeting a company of sappers
at New York,
to 33,000.000 pounds in 1839, worth,
miners.
joint
resolution
authorising
sets
and
reported
a
We had thus risen, in less than a all'airs,
i
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By Mr.

Henderson, from the chamber of commeice, of N. Orleans, praying for a bankrupt law.
Mr. Benton reported a lesoliition to take measures to settle an^l quiet the titles of claimants to
the Pea Patch.
The senate then proceeded to the further consideration of the special order, being the prospective

pre-emption

bill.

On which

Mr. ^llen, of Ohio, spoke at length.
After which JMr. Maiigum took the floor: but
owing to the lateness of the hour, on motion of Mr.
Wall, the senate proceeded to a short executive
session.
And then adjourned.
January 2G. The following memorials and petitions were presented, and appropriately referred:
By Mr. Smith, of Indiana, two petitions from
citizens of Randolph county, Indiana, male and female, numerously signed, on the subject of the recognition of the independence of Hayti, and also in
relation to an amendment of the constitution of ihe
United States so as to provide for the security of
people of color in the free states, and lo make the

30,
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the aggregate of the officers, professors of the military
academy, cadets and enlisted men in the service of the
United States for the years 1837, 1S3S, 1839 and 1840;
for subsistence to soldiers, clothing, quartermasters' a nd

medical

and other

articles embraced under
the general character of supplies tor the army, not fixed

stores,

by law; adopting as the plan of his report a coininiinihouse of representatives from the secreta-

catioii to the

free men Ihe sole basis of representation.
Or. motion of Mr. Sevier, the motion to receive to the chair.
Mr. Jldams asked to be excused from taking the
laid on the table.
By Mr. Merrick, a memorial from the citizens of chair of the committee, because he expected to be
Washington, respectfully asking leave to protest under the necessity of leaving the hall in the course
against the passage, in its present shape, of the bill of the day on business.

tants of the city of Washington."
Mr. M. said this memorial was signed by near
800 inhabitants of Washington, all residents, and
all American citizens, without regard to party distinctions, and of all classes; the subject was then
before the committee for the District of Columbia,

to which he would
that it be printed.

move

the reference of this, and

By Mr. Buchanan, from D. W. Prescott, stating
the destiuction of goods by fire on which a portion
of the duty had been paid and bonds given for the
remainder, asking that the duiies paid might be re-

lo-morrow.

iVedncsday, Jan. 20.
Several petitions were' by
consent, presented and referred to appropriate

com

mitlees.

Mr. Peck asked leave to introduce a resolution
which he sent, to the clerk's table, where it
was'
read for information, and is as follows:
Resolved, That the secretary of war be
directed to
report to this house the number of treaties and
amend

war of March 5, 1822.
Mr. Reynolds asked leave !o submit a motion !o ed treaties held and concluded with, or proposed'
to
change the hour for the daily meeting of the house the New York Indians, or any other portion of them'
since the 1st day of January, 1834, and to
to eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
which the
Objection was made; when Mr. Reynolds moved United Stales were a party; and the place where such
treaties and amended treaties were negotiated
to suspend the rules, but the motion did not prevail.
and con
respectively; and when, and the name
The house then, in further execution of the spe- eluded
of the
person or persons representing the United Slates
there!
cial order, resohed itself into committee of the
in.
And, also, the names of all other persons if
anv
whole on the state of the union, on the bill to au- who now are, or at any time
have been, a partv to or
thorise the issue of an additional amount of five mieresied in, said Ireaties or
amended ireaiies, or anv
millions of treasury notes. Mr. .^rfanis was called of Ihcm: togelherwith
ry of

was

now before the senate, entitled "a bill to amend and
continue in force the act to incorporate the inhabi-

349

Mr. Mallory, of Va. obtained consent to move the
Also, a memorial of Jacob M. Van Winkle and
following resolution; which was read and adopted: John Randall for relief on account of goods
destroyliesolved. That the secretary of war be directed lo ed by fire in the public stores in
New York; referfurnish this house with a comparative view of the aver- red to the committee on commerce.
age cost of the army proper, lor each individual, taking
And then the house adjourned till

Mr. Casey was then

called to preside in the chair

of the committee.

Mr. Barnard resumed

his argument from yesterday, and continued to address the committee until
half past one o'clock.
Mr. B. closed his remarks by modifying his motion of yesterday so as lo strike out the enacting
clause of Ihe bill giving notice that, if the motion
prevailed, and a report to that effect should be made
to the house, he would then offer the following re-

—

solution:

a detailed account of all
cxnen
oiluies, whether in money or olherwisc,
connected
therouith, specifying, parlicularly, the
several items of
such ex-pendiiures, and by whom, and to
inH
when lie same were made, and on what whom
account re
specivelv, and whether the Ogden Land company
or
any member or agent of said company, have
de/.iv,.rl
or at any time dtJ a|ree to defi-ay, any
portion of such'
e-Miendilures; and.il so, what portion,
and when and
And that the secretary of war also
10 wnom.
communicate to this house copies of all contracts
or a" ree
ments between the Untied States and said
Land com
pany, oraiiy member thereof, and in any
mannei connected with, or relating to saiQ treaties, or
amended treaties, or any poriion ol iTiem. And that
he also communicale to this house copies of all correspondence
between
the said secreiary or any other officer
orat-ent of ihp
Umied Slates, and the said Land coinp.-rny
member, attorney, or agent thereof, in relation or anv
to said
treaties, or amended treaties, or any
of them or n
rel.iiioii to the atoresaid expenditures,
or any
orii, n
-'
i^^'""-'
thereof

Resohed, That the committee of the whole on the
slate of the union be discharged from the further considerauon of the bill in relation to treasury notes, and
that the subject of making provision for the wants of
Several members objected to the
funded.
introduction of
treasury be referred back to the comraitiee of ways
the resolution.
By Mr. Merrick, from a number of citizens ol the
When Mr. Peck moved to sti °neml
and means, wilh instructions
the rule; and the question was put
Prince George's county, Maryland, representing a
and negatived.
First. To bring; in a bill authorising the secretary of
The house then, in further execution of
portion of the tobacco planting interest, asking tlie the treasury to borrow ten millions of doUors on the
the s^e
adoption of measures by the general government credit of the government, and to issue bonds or scrip ci;d Older resolved ilself into committee
of-'the
whole on Ibe state of the union, on the
for the purpose of relieving their staple from therefor.
bill lo authe grievous burdens imposed on it by foieigu
Second. To bring in a bill imposing duiies for addi- thorise the issue of an additional amount
of five
tional revenue on wines, silks, linens, spices and other
countries.
Mr Bell rose and adc^ressed the committee
Mr. M. spoke at some length, showing from arucles, beins lu.xuries, imported into the United State.?;
at
documents the burdens borne by this staple, and the but in such manner as not to conflict with the princi- great length on the subject of the finances,
and
ples, policy and spirit of the act of March, 1833, com- the
condition ol the treasury, present
inequality that prevailed with regard to it.
and prospecmonly called "the comprom-sc net."
Mr. Calhoun spoke in reply to Mr. M. also at
Mr. Evans, of Maine, followed at some length,
Mr. B, having taken hisseaf—Mr. W.
some length, expressing his surprise that, at the in reply to what had fallen yesterday
Thommon
from Mr.
obtained the floor, but yielded to a
present enlightpd age of political science, any promotion that he
Jones, of Va. who had introduced the subject.
committee rise, which motion having
position for retaliating duties should be counteMr. Bell, having obtained ihe fioor, gave way to
prevailed-the
cominiltee rose, reported progress,
nanced, and denying that such a course would be a motion
and asked leave
that the committee rise; which prevailing,
to sit again.
productive of the results supposed.
the committee rose, reported progress, and obtained
After the house came out of
Mr. Merrick rose to reply, when Mr. Clay, of leave to sit again.
committee of the
Alabama, said the hour ior the special order h.nd
'"""""' ""' '''''"' ^"^ T'Tesenled
Mr. Lincoln obtained leave to introduce the folTr?.'! refJrred'^'
arrived, and that the discussion could be continued
lowing resolution; which was read and adopted:
Mr. Bc.'Z siibmilted to the house the
in the morning.
Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be difollowine
On motion of Mr. Linrt, the bill supplementary rected to inform this house whether the patents for commuiiication from the secretary of war to
the
to an act entitled '-an act to amend an act lor the lauds, which have issued from the ofnce ol the com- commitlee on Indian affairs:
appointment of commissioners to adjust the claims missioner of the general land office, since the passing
War department, Jan. 18, isn
to reservations of land undt-r the treaty of 133il of the act of the Soth April, 1312, entiiled "an act for
Sir: Strong representations having
b»Pn made'to
the establishment of a general land office in the depart- me that a deputation of
with the Choctaw Indians," was called up.
Seminoles and Creeks from
Mr. L. said this bill had been passed at the last ment of the treasury,'' have in all ca^e.s, in satisfaction Arkansas might induce their
brethren in Florida to
session, but was lost in Ihe house for want of time. of mihtary land warrants, or otherwise, been issued in
ay down their aims, and emigrate to
the western
Some of the friends of the bill thought it would re- conformiiy with the requisitions in the Sih section of territory, captains Armstrong and
Page were autho
said act, "in the name of ihe United States," and been
quire some change of phraseology; it was imma"countersigned by the commissioner of said oflict?;" used, on the 29th day of May last^to select nd'
terial to him what change was made, so as the oband if these requirenienis have been omitted or depart- carry with thena to Florida, a, lelegation fbr
ject of the treaty would be accomplished.
He de- ed from, in what particulars, at what time, and under pose nien toned The latter, wifh twelve he pt"r
cho^sen
sired to have the bill as perfect as possible, keep- what authority the omission or variance has been oc- mdividua s has been in
Florida fbr some time,
and
ing in view the time that would be required to casioned; and that he transmit, with his answer, an
t IS my determination they
shall remain so Ionas
secure action upon it in the other body.
exemplified copy of the form of^ patents which are now there is the least probability
of success
Mr. Henderson moved to commit the bill, which issued from said office, with the manner of their auThere are no means at the disposarof
Ihe departtheniicaiion.
was agreed to.
ment to de ray ihe expenses incident
to this eff-ort
Mr. Clifford astced that the report of Ihe select
The senate then proceeded to the consideration
""^ ^''" ^"'"^^rt that
of the special order, being the prospective pre- committee on the differences belween the public some influential individuals
,n or near Si. Au<^nsemption bill. When Mr. Manguin rose and ad- printer and the clerk of the house be recommitted tine might be usefully employed
to the same Ind,
dressed the senate at considerable length on the to the saKie committee by which it was made, for and have to request an
appropriation of gl.5 000 to
the purpose of correcting an error which he said he meet the
subject.
expanses that will be necessarily^
incurred
Mr. Benlon followed, also at length, and Mr. Tall- had observed in it. The report was recommittetl.
Very rep-ctfully, tec.
J. R.
Mr. Stanly submitted sundry amendments which
viadge replied exclusively to Mr. Benton. And then
Hon. John Bell, chairman com. on Ir.dian
he intends, at a proper time, to propose to the bill
affairs
the senate adjourned.
Estimnte of fnnds required to cover
providing for the issue of five millions of treasury
expenses
i

IJTwn

T^

r"7

POINTSETT

wgthe muswn

attend-

of major Wm. .Armstrong
notes, and which, at his request, were ordered to be
andcapt
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
J. Page to Florida, under
instructions fio^n thede
Tuesday, Jan. 19. By common consent the fol- printed.
^
parimcnt.
Mr.
presented
memorial
.Mherlon
a
of
John
lowing senate bills, which was lying on the speakHa
For expenses of tvyelve chiefs of the
Seminole
er's table, were read the first and second time and ven and 181 other eilizens of New Hampshire in
In. lan, going to Florida, from
the western territory
favor of a general bankrupt system; referred to the
referred to committees, viz:
and returning,
^, f'
Toconfiim Ihe survey and location of claims for committee on thejudiciary.
Expenses while in Florida,
lands in the state of Mississippi, east of Pearl river
Mr. Hoffman presented a number of petitions of
Pay of six other influential persoi,s for
and south of the 3 1st degree of noith latitude; to the citizens of the city of New York in favor of a ge- two months,
, nm
committee on public lands.
neral bankrupt law; referred to the committee on the
Expenses of maj^ Armstrong and
caplain
Supplementary to an act entitled "an act to en- judiciary.
'^
Page while engaged,
„ .
courage the introduction and promote the cultivaAlso, a memorial of the Philanthropic Law ReContingent and incidental expenses,
e^ijuo
tion 01 tropical plants," approved 7th July, 1838; form association of the city of New Vork; also reto the committee on public lands.
ferred to the committee on the judiciary.

imn
'

$13,000
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These papers were referred back to the commit- Mr. Black ought to confine his motion to reject, to
received.
tee on loilian affairs for the action of that committee that part of the petition which had been
The speaker sustained the position assumed by
thereon.
While the house was in committee of the whole Mr. Wise, and decided that the motion to reject the
to-day, a message was received from the president, entire petition did not lie.
The question then came up upon the motion
accompanied with a large hundle of documents. It
was not read, but was understood to relate to the made by Mr.Jdums when he presented the petition,
troubles in Cliina, aud is in answer to a call here- that it be referred to a select committee.
Mr. Black here said that he would make a questofore movtd in the house. Aud the house adjourntion of order; which was, that if the chair decided
ed till to-morrow.
Mr. Barnard asked leave to that, under the rule, any portion of this petition
Thursdntj, Jan. 21.
call up the resolution submitted by him several could be received, he would appeal.
The chair said that he had already decided that
days ago upon the subject of 'he finances and exIt was objected to. so much of the petition as prays that no new state
penditures of Ihe government.
Several gentlemen asked leave to present peti- may be admitted into the union, the constitution of
tions; when at the suggestion of ISlr. Ciirr, the which may tolerate slavery, did not come within the
house, by unanimous consent, agreed to devote one prohibition of the rule, and that, therefore, that
part of Ihe petition has been received.
iiour to the presentation of petitions.
Mr. Black. From this I appeal.
Petitions were then presented as follows:
The chair stated the question on this appeal, and
By Mr. Burke, of Alden Patridge, president of
after
some remarks from several gentlemen, the
that
praying
the Norsvich university of Vermont,
hour set aside, by unanimous consent, for the preyoung men educated at military schools other than
of
be placed on a footing with sentation of petitions, expired, and the orders
that at

West

Point,

may

those educated at West Point in appointments in
the armv.
Also, another petition of Alden Patridge in favor
of a general national system of education.
Also, of R. Kellogg, and others of West Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and of G. H. Gibson and
otheTs, of Great Barrington, Massachusetts, for a
general bankrupt law.
Also, of the Medical society and board of health
of Washington, for an insane asylum.
By Mr. Lincoln, of citizens of Boylston, in Mass.
against the admission of Florida as a slave state into the union.
Also, for a repeal of the rule of the house against
(he reception ol^ abolition memorials.
Also, to recognise the independence of Hayti.
By Mr. Jldams, of oiiicers and members of the
American Peace society, in favor of a congress of
nations, so as to preserve the peace of the woild.
Also, of citizensof Andover, Massachusetts, prayin" congress to prevent the execution of the treaty
said to have been receiitly made with the Seneca
Indians of New York, for their emigration to the
west.
Mr. Jdams also presented a petition of inhabi
tants of Alleghany county, Penn. containing three
prayers: 1st, to abolish slavery in the District of
Columbia; 2d, to prohibit the international slave
trade; and 3d, against the admission of any state

the day

were called

for.

The house again resolved itself into committee
of the whole on the state of the union, on the special order of the day, i. e.the bill to authorise the
issue of an additional live millions of treasury notes.
Mr. Casej/, of Illinois, was called to preside over
the deliberations of the committee.
Mr. Waddij Thompson, who was entitled to the
floor, addressed thecommiltee for an hour and three
quarters.
Mr. T. having concluded, the chairman
gave the floor to Mr. Rheit, who had not proceeded
far before he gave way to a motion that the committee rise; which prevailed, and the committee
rose, reported progress, and had leave to sit again.
And then the house adjourned.
Friday, Jan. 22. Mr. Black moved that the rules
of the house be suspended during the morning
hour for the purpose of disposing of the appeal
taken by hiin yesterday from the decision of the
ctiair in relation to the reception of a petition presented by Mr. Adams.
Mr. Briggs asked the yeas
and nays, which were not ordered. Andlhequestion being taken, the rules were not suspended.
Mr. Jones moved that the house resolve itself
into committee of the whole on the state of the
union, for the purpose of resuming the consideiation of the special order, (i. e. the treasury note
bill).

Mr. Rasscll moved

that the further consideration

of the special order be postponed until Monday,
a view to pioceed to the consideration of pribusiness, (this day being set apart by the
rules for that purpose).
The speu/cer said the gentleman could make that
motion after the motion of the gentleman from Va.
(Mr. Jones), had been disposed of.
Mr. Russell called the yeas and nays on the motion that the house resolve itself into committee of
the whole on the state of the union, which were
ordered, and, being taken, were yeas 104, nays 70.
The house then resolved itself into committee of
the whole on the state of the union, and again proceeded to the consideration of the bill reported from
the committee of ways and means to authorise the
issue of an additional sum of five millions in treasu-

whose constitution tolerates slavery. with
Mr. ^dams moved the reference of this petiion to vate

into the union

a select cominiltee. The last part of the petition
only, the speaker stated, could be received; and, on
motion of Mr. Connor, thai part of the petition was
laid on the table.
Mr. Adams also presented a similar petition pf
Mr. Warren moved
citizens of Perrenton, N. Y.
that so much of it as was received lie on the table.
Some remarks were made on the subject; when
Mr. Blatk moved to reconsider the vote laying on
the table that part nf the petition of citizens of Alleghany county. Pa. which prays that no new slate,
whose constitution may tolerate slavery, be admitted into the union, for the purpose, as he stated, of
moving that the petition be rejected.
Mr. .-Ji/anis inquired if Mr. B.'acfc voted in the
aflirmaiive on the vote he proposed to reconsider.
Mr. Black said that there liad been no audible vote
on the question; that he had not responded ay or no.
The speaker said if he did not vote be could not
make the motion to reconsider.
then made the motion to reconsider.
Mr.
Mr. IVise rose to a question of order, viz: that
there was no part of the petition but what came
within the exclusion o( the ule ol the house. Mr. W.
then read the several points of the petition, which
we have before given.
i

him

to report the bill.

The

question to

suspend the rules was put and not carried.
Mr. Jones then renewed the motion to proceed to
the special order of the day.
Mr. Riissell moved that the special order be postponed till Monday, and that the house do proceed
to private business. Blr. R. called for the yeas and
nays; they were not ordered. Mr. R's motion was
then disagreed to.
The house again resolved itself into committee ot
the whole on the state of the union, and proceeded
to the consideration of the bill reported by Mr.
Jones, from the committee of ways and means, to
authourise the issue of an additional sum of five
millions in treasury notes. Mr. Casey, of Illinois,
was called to preside over the deliberations of the

committee.
Mr. Thompson, of Mississippi, who was entitled
to the floor, addressed the committee for the space
of two hours, and was followed by Mr. Lane, of
Indiana.
Mr. L. having concluded, the chairman
gave the floor to l\Ir. -Duncan, who yielded for a motion that the committee rise, which prevailing, the
commiliee rose, reported progress, and obtained
leave to sit again.
Blr. Everett asked the house now to take up and
consider tlie resolution, which, he said, had been
laid on the table by him yesterday, calling on the
secretary of the treasury for information on articles
imported which are not subject to duty at a less
rate than 20 per cent, ad valorem.
Mr. Wise submitted to the speaker that this resolution never had been received.
Mr. Everett submitted that it had
Some conversation, arising out of this difference
of opinion, ensued, when Mr. Briggs, (who was in
the speaker's chair at the time the resolution w-as
offeied), expressed his understanding to be that the
lesolution had «o; been received
objection toils
reception having been made.
Whereupon the journal (which stated the fact to
be the contrary), was ordered to be amended.
Mr, Everett then asked that the resolution be received; and objection being made, moved a suspension of the rule, -and he asked the yeas and nays
thereon.

—

Mr. Fl'isc moved an adjournment.
The yeas and nays were asked and ordered; and,
being taken were: yeas 41, nays 47. So the house
refused to adjourn.

But

ijo

quorum

voted.

Mr. Everett. As there is no quorum present, I
will not press the resolution now. I do not wish to
put the house to the trouble of having a call at this
time.
But ! will say that if, before this debate is
closed, gentlemen on all sides of the house do not
find that they want the information called lor by
this resolution, I shall be much mistaken.

And

then the house adjourned.
Monday, Jan. 25. Mr. Cashing presented the
memorial of Charles T. James, of Newburyporr,
Massachusetts, remoustiating against the adoption
of "Raub's self-acting safely valve," by law, and
praying for the passage of a law requiring the use
of steam boilers and machinery on board of steamboats, proved to be sutficieni; and faithful and
skilful engineers, ascertained to be such
by such
means as congress may prescribe. Which memorial was referred to the committee of the whole on
ry notes.
Mr. Casey, of Illinois, was called to pre- the state of the union.
The s/Jca/rer laid before the house the following
side over the deliberations of Ihe committee.
Mr fi/ifH resumed and concluded his remarks communications, which were appropriately referred.
From the post office department, a statement of
commenced yesterday, when the floor was given to
Mr. Nisbet, of Georgia, who addressed the commit- the contracts for carrying the mails, &c. during the
tee, in reply to Mr. Rhcit, for an hour and a half, year 1340.
From the president of the United Slates, a report
and having concluded, Mr. Thompson, of Miss, obwith the accompanying papers from the secretary
tained the floor.
Whereupon, (on motion), the committee rose, of state in answer to a resolution of the house of
the llith December last.
reported progress, and asked leave to sit again.
From the war department, a statement of all the
Mr. Everett asked leave to offer the following
resolution:

Resolved, That the secretary of the treasury be directspeaker said that the rule ilid not operate up- ed to lay before this house a statement of the diflerent
on that part of the petition which prayed that no articles imported which are now subject to duty at a
less
rate than 20 per cent, ad valorem, the value of such
into
the union whose
new slate should be admitted
ariicles, and the rate per cent, ami amount of such
constitution should tolerate sl.ivery.
duties, based on the imports of I83S.
gentlemen,
Ihe
quesseveral
from
remarks
After
Objection was made. And then the house adtion was then put on the motion to reconsider, and
journed.
there appeared, ayes 103, noes 51.
Saturday, Jan. 23. The journal having been
that
the
question
again
stated
then
The s/jtii/ccr
raeurred on the motion to lay the part of the p.'ti- read, Mr. yoncs, of Va. moved that the house protion on the table which had been received; when ceed in the further execution of the special order of
the day on the bill to provide for the issue of a furMr. Connor withdrew that motion.
Mr. Black then moved that the entire petition be ther sum of five millions of dollars of treasury notes.
Mr. Jones gave way to Mr. Fillmore, who, by direjected.
Mr. ITisc objected to thi.= motion, on the ground rection of the committee of elections, asked leave
that no motion could be mnde as to the entire peti- to report a bill regulating the taking of testimony
tion, as the entire petition had not been received; ill eases of contested elections and for other purthat, uniler the rule, the chair had already decided poses.
Mr. Chapman objected to the introduction of the
against the reef plioii of certain parts r.f the petition;
consequently, that no umtinn could apply to those bill, butsub.''equently withdrew it. Mr. Jllford reparts which were not before Ihe bouse, and that newed it. Mr. Fillmore moved to suspend Ihe rule

The

to enable

—

contracts made by that department for the year
1840.
Also, from the game department, a statement of
Ihe appropriations for 18-40, and the balance remaining in its treasury on the 31st Dec. last.
From the treasury department, a report from the
commissioner nf the land office of the 19th inst. in
answer to a resolution of the house of the 9th inst.
being a statement of the quantity of public lands
purchased under Ihe several acts of congress.
From Ihe navy department, a statement of the
contracts made by the commissioner of the navy
during the year 1340.
message from the president of the U. States,
transmitting a report from the director of the mint,
exhibiting the operation of that institution during
the year 1840, and calling attention particularly to
the over-valuation of foreign gold coin.
From the treasury department, relative to the
discontinuance of land districts.
From the war department, a statement of the
number of clerks in that department

A

—
— —
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following senate

le

were then twice read
the undcrmenlioued com

bills

leverally relerred to
les:

abolish the port of delivery at Currituck in
office of surveyor of customs at that
To the committee on commerce,
lextond Ihe charter of the Bank of Alexandria
i city of Alexandria.
To the committee on
,nd the

listrict

of Columbia.

the settlement of the claims of New Hampagainst the United States. After some con
tion, relative to its reference, by Messrs. L.
nms, Jo/ies, of Va. Briggs, jyise, Lincoln_
and Clifford, it was referred to the committee
r

ilitary affairs.

authorising the president of the United
surveys of the lakes and lake
be made. To the committee on commerce.
e bill to relinquish to the state of Mississippi
wo percent, fund accruing by theact of admis
of that state into the union. The commitlee
bill

le

to cause certain

IS

9 to

iblic lands.

make certain appropriations for the patent
The committee on patents,
e bill regulating commercial intercourse with
.

of Cayenne, French Guiana, and to remit
duties.
The committee on (oreign affairs.
auihoiise the secretary of the treasury to re
certain duties collected on the French ship
»ndre.
The committee on foreign affairs.
authorise the secretary of the treasury to
arrangements of compromise with the sureties
art
in

1

!

muel Swartwout.
e bill relating to
psliiie.

litlee

Which

New

the judicial courts of
were referred to

latter

the

on the judiciary.

amendment

to the bill

of the house, "lo

make

ipriations for the lunatics of the District of Cola," providing that the expenses for this pur
ihall

not exceed in the whole, the

sum

of $3,000

nnum, was. concurred in.
reral members rose with petitions and resolu
to which objection was made.
; Cha/iman moved to suspend the rules, for the
ntation of petitions; which motion was not
,

motion by Mr. Jones, of Va. having precethat the house resolve itselt inio committee
whole on the slate of the union; which was
!il;
whereupon the house resolved itself into
littee, (Mr. Casey in the chair), and resumed
msiJeiation of the treasury note bill, on which
Juncan was entitled to the floor. Mr. D. then
ind spoke at length on the subject, examining
f,
I

ate of the finances of the country.
Without
uding, at a quarter of four o'clock, Mr. D.
way to a motion that the commitlee rise.
rote on which being taken, there appeared no
im of members present.
The committee then
br want of which, and, on motion, the house
rneJ.
isday, Jan. 26.
Mr. Tillinghast from the com-

of manufactures, obtained leave to repoit
illowin^ bill:
it enacted by the senate and house of representatives
Vnifed Stales of America in coitgress assembled,
so much of the act en;itled "an act to alter and
1 the several acts imposing duties on imports,"
ved July 14, 1832, as provides that pins of foreign
facture may be imported free of duty from and
he 1st day of April next, be, and the same is
f repealed; and that, from and after the said day,
when imported, be subject to a duty of 20 per
ad valorem.
e bill was twice read, and committed to thecorae of the whole house on Ihe state of the union.
e

.

Pope asked leave

to present a petition;

which

Pope moved

suspend the rules

enable
present the petition; the question wag put
to

to

house then, again, resolved itself into comof the whole on the state of the union, and
led the consideration of the bill reported from
onjmittee of ways and means, for the issue of
ditional five millions of dollars in treasury
Mr. Cu.'jei/, of Illinois, was called to preside
the deliberations of the committee.
e

e

.

Duncan resumed his remarks, and addressed
ommittee until half past two o'clock,
concluding his remarks Mr. D. said that imitely before he had taken the floor this morning
tention had been called to the following statepublished in the "National Intelligencer" of
.

—

,

ay:
r. Cushing hoped that, at this stage of the
deno technical question of order would be raiscause, he said, after the extent to which the

ksof the member from Oliio (Mr. Duncan)
een carried, he (Mr. C.) should feel himself
to

"Mr. W. C. Johnson submitted to the chair whether it was in order lor an individual to charge get

appeal to the courtesy and the honor of

Ottse to suffer

I
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He

had been a memberof the body too long
such an attempt. But he felt it due lo
Harrison with cowardice who had himself been himself and to the member from Ohio, that
the fact
branded as a coward on this floor?"
on which he (Mr. J.) had predicated his statement
Now, (proceeded Mr. D.) I never heard this re of yesterday should be made known. Mr. J. then
mark mads by the gentleman from Maryland, ( Mr read frotn the speech to which he had alluded
the
Johnson). It was not addressed to me nor to the following passage:
chairman of the committee in such a way as to be
"With these facts before the House, what member
heard. And f was astonished when it was put into wiil say that such a man is a filassociale for gentlemen?
my hands; and if I had had time lor reflection, I Availing himself of his privileges, seeking to destroy the
would have contradicted it through some other me- character of his brother members, without the courage,
dium. 1 say I did not hear Ihe remark; and I have or the feelings of honor to prompt him to ask redress fur
no hesitation in declaring that the man who uttered admitted insults can such a man be deemed within the
pale of honor?"
it is guilty of a base falsehood, and is himself a liar.
That (Mr. J. proceeded to say) was the language
And I call upon the chairman of Ihe committee to
used by an honorable member on this floor lansay whether such language was used in his hearing.
printed and published so long ago a» 1839;
When called upon by Mr. Duncan, Mr. Camp- guage
and it was this fact which induced him (Mr. J.)
bell, o[ South Carolina, rose and said: I take upon
when he supposed the gentleman frotn Ohio was
myself to say that I heard no such expression when
charging such a man as gen. Harrison with want of
I was in
the chair. I had called the gentleman
courage, to ask whether it was courteous, or in
from Ohio ("Mr. Duncan) to order for irrelevancy,
and he had acquiesced. 1 then understood the gen- accordance with parliamentary rule, that a charge
of that nature should be made by a man who had
tleman from Maryland (Mr. IV. C. John-wn ) as rishimself been branded as a coward. That charge
ing to the same point of order, and my reply to him
had been made, and repeated over and over ao-ainst
was, that I had already called the gentleman to orthe gentleman from Ohio; and no man who would
der, and that he had acquiesced in Ihe decision.
examine the record could deny it. This w as all that
But, I repeat, I did not hear the expression referhe (Mr. J.) had said, and this he Aai said.
The
red to.
gentleman from Ohio might not consider this an
Mr. Duncan. J protest against the statement
imputation— he might consider that injiislice had
that I had ever said any thing against general Harbeen done him. He (Mr. J.) spoke only of the
rison except what the history of the country susfact, and he had read the speech to show the fact;
tained me in saying. I never intimated that he
and although he himself abstained from discussions'
was a coward, nor any thing like if; and no conof a personal character as much as possible, yet he
clusion can be drawn from any thing I have said
had felt it due lo himself audio the eminent personother than that he was not entitled to that characage whose cause he had advocated, to say as mucti
ter of a great military chieftain which was claimed
as he had done when the character of Ihat personage
for him by his friends.
had been assailed.
Mr. IV. C. Johnson. The report in the "NationAfter one or tvio further remarks.
Mr. Duncan
al Intelligencer" of the remarks I made yesterday
followed in a few remarks, which the reporter could
is perfectly correct.
I made those remarks, and I
not hear accuiately, but which were understood to
intended them to be fully audible in every part of
have reference to a resolution introduced in a prethis house
vious congress for his (Mr. D's) expulsion, and lo
Mr. Campbell, of South Carolina, rose and incertain insinuations thrown out at the threshold of
quired of Ihe chair, "is the gentleman in order?"
the discussion that he (Mr. D.) had postponed the
Mr. Sianhj. He is as much in order as you ate.
publication of certain letters until after the passage
The chairman (Mr. Briggs) pro lem. called to of
the duelling law; the whole of which, he sai'd,
order.
had its origin in a base system of cowardice, by
Mr. W. C. Johnson proceeded to say that had he
men who had not Ihe courage to stand to their own
been conscious of Ihe disclaimer which the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Duncan) had just made, it acts. It was to cover those acts that the resolution
had been introduced and he had been told that a
would have superseded the necessity of his (Mr.
regular caucus had been held at that time to see what
J's) having made any remarks.
But as that genwas to be be done, in order to get gentlemen out of
tleman had denied the fact that such a statement as
their predicament.
that reported in the "Intelligencer" had been made
Mr. Underwood rose to make an explanation, but,
by himself, (Mr. J.) he felt it his duty to say thai
being called to order, took his seat.*
it had been made; and he now held in his hand the
Mr. Davis, of Ky. then obtained the floor, and
evidence of the fact upon which his remark was
predicated.
The fact was not only notorious to all addressed Ihe commitlee in reference to the finanthe members of the last congress, but he himself cial state of the country and its condition generally,
and other gentlemen here present had a perfect re- and upon several of the incidental topics which had
been introduced into the discussion.
collection Ihat the charge which he (Mr. J.) had
Mr. D. having concluded The chairman gave the
yesterday asserted as having been imputed to the
gentleman was made upon this floor, not by one, floor to Mr. Pope, of Ky. After some little connor by two, but by three several gentlemen. The troversy as to the right to the floor. The commitsubject matter had ended there. The gentleman tee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to
was here upon this floor, and yet, so far as he (Mr. sit again.
J.) was conscious, he (Mr. D.) had not called upon
Mr. Crabb, on leave, presented a preamble and
any one of these gentlemen for satisfaction, nor resolutions of the legislature of the state of Alahad any communication been made to them which bama, against a revival of the protective tariff .syscould have been regarded in that light.
tem; which were l.iid on the table, and ordered to
But, as a proof of what be had stated, he would be printed. And then the house adjourned.
send to the clerk's table, with a view to have it
read, a statement
*The following Mter, addressed to the reporte
The chairman said it was not in order.
of the National Intelligencer was handed in previMr. Johnson admitted, he said, the irrelevancy of ous to the adjournment of (he house:
the matter; but he held in his hand the report of a
"Mr. Wheeler: Had I been permitted to proceed
speech made here by a member of congress
with the explanation I rose to make, I intended to
man of as mucli character as any in this house or have said that I was a member of this house when
in the world
in which speech this allegation was the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Duncan) had diffireference to this speech would show that culties with two gentlemen, then occupying seats
made.
he (Mr. J.) had not done the genlleman from Ohio on this floor, from Kentucky, to wit: Mr. South(Mr. Duncan) injustice, but that he was borne out gate and Mr. Menefee: that f messed with the former;
in what he said.
He had no desire to engao-e in that I was upon the best terms with both of them;
controversies on this floor; but to show that he had and Ihat I bed no knowledge of any caucus being
not done the gentleman injustice, he would request held to adopt resolutions or to recommend any acIhe clerk to read two sentences of the speech to tion on Ihe part of congress with a view to relieve
which he had referred, and which was delivered in either of those gentlemen from any difficulty in
which he was in vol ved with the member from Ohio, I
this house in 1839.
The chairman said it was not in order.
never heard any such thing alleged before; and I
Mr. Johnson. I will simply then say that with have no knowledge or belief that the bill against
ese facts
duelling was at all hastened in its passage by any
Mr. Cuni/Jfic//, of South Carolina, submitted to the measure or resolve adopted in caucus in consechair whether the gentleman was in order? If not, quence of difficulties subsisting between the gentleman from Ohio and the gentlemen from Kenhe (Mr. C) must object to his proceeding
Mr. Stanly. For two days past every subject un- tucky, or either of them. I thought justice to the
der heaven has been talked about here, and yet the absent required this statement at my hands; but, as
gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Campbell) has I was not permitted to make it on the floor, I renever raised his voice in a call to order, tior has any quest you to introduce it in connexion with your
rules.
to make

—

—
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to reply.
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else.

Mr. Johnson was unwilling, he said, to force himself upon this house contrary to its feelings and i(s

I

report of the proceedings.
J. E.
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learn from the Cleveland,
Extorts to Canada.
(Ohio), Herald, that the clearances at the port, for vaUpper Canada, tor ^the._past, year, wer_e
^us _por.s
896,550 bushels of %vheat, and 70,S9o bbls. of flour,
The quantity of pork shipped during tlie same time is'

a»reed
have^a.^
Baltimore have
balttmoje

to

ne.xt.

specie paymi
of the rest ol the state will

\

m

!

no doubt do the

'

same.

nominated Harrison candidate, was elected mayor,
over McKclvj, Van Curen, by a majority of 681. The
Harrison councilmen were elected in every ward, except one in the east ward, who received a tie vote with
an opponent.
larly

Thomas Sample was on

estimated at 15,000 bbls.

Cdumbiaconfirrn
U. States bane, betters by the
by the »g|"'»
Ihd ne«s of the loaiis "<.«.'« »'^d
°"?^
^;^'.^"' '"
U. States b.ink, with various P»"if '«
pounds slerhug, or
vU of one mUlhn Olid surq thousaiid
l^om.
[Jour.oJ
dollars.
fulhi fire millions of
stiys:
The Philadelphia U. S. Gazette of yesterday
bank, that
The case of Thayer vs. the United States
has
about ekren hwidred thousand dollars and

^^^ ^^^^^.^^^^

^1^^

^,,^^ lately

the

same day elected mayor

of the city of .-Alleghany. The councilmen chosen for
that city are all Harrison democrats.

sen-

te„eed lor fourteen years to iTie state prison at Baton
PtTBLic LANDS. The resolution introduced into the
steahng, broke out ana made his esRouge, for negro
=
^i^^^^^r^^l^
Gaulier, REfellow culprit who escaped house of delegates of Maiyland, by Mr.
cape° on the l°2tli inst.
QiTEsTiNG the senators and representatives of this state
with him was retaken.
the proceeds
The last mail bring news of the recapture of the doc- in congress to vote for the distribution of states,
passed
pubhc lauds among the several
ter, after remaining in the swamp two or three days, of the
motion was made hy Mr. Seidenstricker
involved
tired of longer fasting, he came out to a plantation that body.
public attenuonin being
and insert "instructoccupied a considerable portion of
highlands, and requested the negroes to take his to strdie out the word "requested"
the
on
been
learn,
has, we
not
pro'-ress through the courts,
its
The slaves at once took measures for secur- ed"'— but on a call for the yeas and nays, no nays,
the bank, irons off.
iviihdrawn by an amicable arransemenl;
succeeded, notwilh one, not even the person who made the motion would
per cent ing him, in which they effectually
vole for it, and his voting against his own proposition
we hear it stated, pays the principal and six
^
the journal.
As thi^ debt
i uterest
knife, "he has again taken his proper place in the cells was noted upon
^{;f^^ ''V,", '''^^"'Cdfffe^"^""^g
the ba.ik..n fesu.ning, the setikMnent "
"^
So far as we have
iiieaus of the penitentiar^.
f '^^
Resumption in Pennsylvania.
*-.-..>.....-.
,--—,-.,
the position ol the banK, tier euiaigeu
rence
,
i
tremendous heard, the banks throughout this state have resumed,
the dea
most
meet
January
to
in
Early
powers
Hurricane.
ample
her
"•viniin London °
Imiricaiie lell along the southern coast of Mexico, de- without any material run upon them for specie.
•
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Clo;erunning.. Three
the

same populaii™.

cities in

Ohio have nearly

The census ^'Columbus

i—^^^^

is
,

™n

T'>e
6,048; Dayton, 6,067; and Cleveland, ?.0J1of the second
aniong the three was close for the ranK
city in the state.
_,,

in the years 1839

is

and 1S40.
1839.

Schuylkill,
Lchiiih,

Lackawanna,
Beaver meadow,
Ilazleion,
Siigarloaf,

Pincgrove,

Shamokin,
quantity remaining on

hand April

Tons

1st,

1,017,659

1,015,414

The whole amount shipped from the various coal re1S40, inclusive, is
cions in tl.e stale between 1S20 and

437 172 tons, and now that so many new iron vvorks
anthracite being
have been established, and the fact of
most steam
introduced into steamboats, and in fact for
create a demand for if, which, in a very tew

<i
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,

.1,0'

•

r n
he tollowing

tne
Coal TRADE OF Pennsylvania.
from the different regions
,al quantity of coal shipped
1

Add

,

|

I
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notcs. Thebillauthorisingthe banks of the
Maryland to receive and pay out the notes of
and Ohio rad road conipany, of any denomination not under one dollar has passed both

Small

j

<

,,„ ^..^es,

,,^^^1,^^ ,,,em.

torn, su- states

were swept
and even vegetables
=

Iron thade. The exports of iron and steel, hardware
.^^^ j
cutlery, from England in 1839, amounted to
^^4,54 1,659, declared value, or about £9,200,000, ofBcial
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appropriations for llie Florida war, officers sent

Army—

office,

Sliere Sing has ascended
killed by accident.
With the two former, who were conthe throne.
to Great Britain, alt
arlverse
especially
be
sidered to

was

dread of threatened hostility has vanished.
despatch:—
contains Ihe following telegraphic
Our intelligence from Alexandria states, that the
Malta, Dec. 2S.
"Marseilles, Jan. 2, 6 P.
from Falmouth to that
uj- trip of the Great Liverpool,
foreign
minister
Vie
of
to
France
Banks—
77(6 consul of
with the mails, had been made in fourteen
place,
the
France
on
Ayres—
-Kurruck Sing, king of Lahore, died
fairs
twelve days and one
oj;ly
for
hour,
^
successor, days and one
ports opened
5th of November. During his funeral his
she was at sea.
BonvDARY QOESTION— items 35G; gov. Davis' message Nou-Nebal Sing, perished by accident. Shere biiig hour of which time
in Alexandria a month
appeared
plague
had
The
the
relative to
J?^ ascends Ihe throne. The aftairs of China are on
^3°
earlier than usual, and three deaths had been officiCensus— of the U. S. nearly complete
being terminated. The English are to rewith his army
Chi\a—settlement of the dispute with England, indem- point of
Dost ally n.iticed. Ibrahim pacha was still
three millions sterling as indemnity.
ceive
operations
healtti
35S;
British
thereon
speculations
nity 353;
at Damascus, to which he relumed in very ill
Mohammed has definitively surrendered to the and best by the mountaineers, hoping (it was be356
English."
Clams— under the French treaty of 1800
to avail himself of the Napier convention to
lieved)
CHINA, INDIA AND EGYPT.
CoNGBE.«s— ratio of representation in 356; extra session
and by sea. Mehemet
proreaders return to Egypt peaceably
are to-day enabled to place before our
spoUen of ib.; debate on pre-emption bill 3t)0;
Ali had again written to admiral Stopford on the
ceedings
important intelligence from the East, which cannot
another message to
''i
send
lo
proposed
and
ult.
Egypt- operations of the pasha, &c. 3o3; raising tiie fail to be productive of much gratification to every 21st
Ibrahim and his army. Sir
of party expedite the return of
blockade of Syria
r l
iindividual who can so far divest himself
Hydra at Alexanthe
arrived
in
had
kina
Smith
ol
the
Charles
death
successes ol
India— Dost Mahomed surrenders,
feeling as to rejoice over the signal
^'"^
dria, and having had an interview with the pacha,
of Lahore
Great Britain abroad under any administration.
the Hydra at his service, to convey his desplaced
Harrison, gen. W. H.— president elect, on his W"r '»
received
have
The news from China and India we
Marmorica on the 22d ult. Sir Charles
the seat of government
for- patch to
^^5
by the overland mail; the intelligence from the
Mexico— taritr of Yucatan
Alexandria in the Great Liverpool. Serious
^22
Calcutta by H. M. S. left
Military academy-- relative to admitnng cadets iol mer having been conveyed to
sickness had prevailed at Acre. The storm that
MlHTIA OF TBeU. S.
Syria had produced an alarming
r a;
24th ult. visited the coast of
Oiir advices from Alexandria are to the
Navy- our notion relative to a convention ol oHicers
scarcity at Beyrout and in Ihe mountains, where the
35 5
and we are in possession of journals and advices new Turkish governor had recklessly slopped the
360
Pre-emption bill debate on tiie
Malta to the 28th.
35o from
supplies of grain arriving, and the mountaineers
Sayings bank— at Havana
The intelligence fiora China is as gratifying as it were a'ain nearly driven into collision with the au^So
Senecatreaty— meeting at Buffalo
because
is important, and it isespeciallysatisfactory
3oo
thorities by desperation.
South America affairs of Bolivia, Lima. Peru, &c.
great zest— it was unexpected,
it bears with it this
No hope is entertained that the porta will be able
States of the u.vio.n'— .Wii'ie, electi.jn of senator,
importance had been attached to the proLebnon, now that the population is rebanks; Massachiisetis, gov. D.ivis on the boundary so little
mail to have to govern
overland
last
the
bv
conannounced
the
cess
blacks,
question, finances 353, whites and
armed. Mehemet Ali was still raising batteries
appears,
It
expedition.
vent 359; New York, Mr. Broadhead, finances, state been made by the "Ciiinese
his troops incessantly, and had given
exercising
and
thoroughly setdebt, lunatic asylum; New Jersei/, legislature; Pe;in- however, that We Chinese question is
notice to the national guards of Alexandria that they
sylvania, extraordinary exercise of pardoning power, tled— Ihzl the occupation of Chusan and the proconsider themselves his regular soldiers.—
were
to
asyinsane
emperor
state loan taken, canal commissioners,
ceeding of admiral Elliot have brought the
the same time he was making preparations for
lum; Delaware, special election; Mississippi, popula- of China to his senses, and that he has oHered to send At
Misthe better cultivation of his private estates, and had
tion 359; Kenlucky, Louisiana, Indiana, Illinois,
plenipotentiaries to Canton or Ningpo, for the ar360
his son. Said bey, and his grandson.
appointed
operation
souri, Iowa; Florida, war
ditference with Great
35o rangement of all matters in
Abbas pasha, to be resident administrators in sepaTexas— items
to Europe for
sult

information relative to tactics, &c.
,
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convention of, in the west relative to
ratifications of the treaty with
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Britain.
„,
after Ihe capture of Chusan, admiral ElRE.MOVAL—The office of the 'Register" has Shortly
met by a
liot, in proceeding to the Pecho river, was
been removed lo Exchange Place, one door east [oaiidarin of the third rank of the Chinese empire,
of South St. and next door to where it was formerly though some accounts say by the emperor huusell,
while others affirm that admiral Elliot had arrived
published by Ihe late Hezekiah Niles, esq.
at Pekin, and had an audience of the emperor.
FOREIGN ARTICLES.
The emperor has agreed to pay 3,000,000(. for
The packet ship North America arrived in New the expenses incurred by Ihe British in making war;
York on Saturday morning last, after a very short pas- other authorities state 2,000,000/, sterling as indemsage from Liverpool, bringing London papers to the nity for the opium seized, and 1,000,000/. for the
6 h and Liverpool to the 9tli of January.
expenses of the war. The emperor, either himself
intenIt will be seen that the news from China ia to the or through his officers, has expressed pacific
1st October and is highly important, as well as that tions to the admiral, and he disavows the actions of
from E^ypt and India. The difficulties with Eng- his commissioner Lin. This latter, indeed has falland having been adjusted, and in consequence teas len into disgrace, and the emperor offers to surrenin London had fallen very rapidly, and on the 6th der him into the hands of the British, to be dealt
ult. at 3 P. M. had declined seven pence per pound.
with as they may think proper.
The revenue of Great Britain for the year ending
Chusan is not lo be given up until the treaty be
the 10th of October has fallen short of the expendi- signed.
mirature by over £1,560,000.
It is slated (and certainly there is nothing
On the year ending Jan. 5, 1S41, there has been culous in the fact that his celestial majesty should
a decrease in ttie revenue to the amount of £254,000. be 30 influenced), that the emperor is greatly annoyThe iinporta.it intelligence of the settlement of ed at our occupation of Chusan, and his minister
the difficulties between China and England, had hinted "that the admiral's visit had prevented the
caused a great sensation in London, and the tea march oi fierce soldiers lo retake the island!"
dealers had been panic struck.
We are sorry to add that dysentery prevailed
On the arrival of the Columbia, a report was re- among our troops at China, and that the climate was
ceived that the packet ship Piesidfnt had been very unliealihy.
ashore on the Nursesaiid. The Loudon Shipping
The news from India is also of the utmost imporGazette states liiat the vessel sustained no damage. tance. The Cabool and Affghaiiistan war has been
A great fire had occurred at Dundee. The vene- terminated. By our advices thence, we learn that
rable Cathedral yvhich had weathered the storms for Dost Mohammed, after sustaining another defeat
700 years, ami two of the other churches, were en- found it necessary to throw himself upon the mercy
the damage being estimated at of the British, and accompanied by only a single
tirely consumed
between 30 and £40,000.
follower, had placed himself under the protection of
From Seinde also we learn
Liverpool cotton market, Jan. 5. The sales to-day sir \Vm. McNaghten.
are 4,OoO American at 5 J to 7d. and 1,000 on specu- that Ihe happiest results had followed the steps
Utiontaken. The Beloochees had sustained further deJan. 6. To day sales of cotton amount to 4,500 feats, with considerable loss on their part, and a
bags, which are made up chiefly of American de- comparatively trifling sacrifice on ours, and had
Extreme been reduced to submission. They had recenlly
scriptions, and nearly all to the trade.
.

—

rate districts.
The results cannot fail to be in the highest degree
The power of British arms has been
satisfactory.

recognised or vindicated— the expense of long protracted and distant wars has been saved, and an end
has been put to that instability of aflairs— the most
dangerous to her commerce generally, however prohave given
fitable in parlicular cases— which must
The
to mere speculation a most unhealthy impetus.
already
has
been
intelligence
effects of the Chinese
The price of tea, at Ihe time we write (three
felt.
o'clock) has fallen seven pence per lb. whilst that of
East India cotton has risen. The cause ol the former change is obvious; the cause oi the latter is, the
war contilarge quantities of cotton which, had the
when the usual trade shall have been acain opened,
will,
country,
forthis
shipped
been
have
nued would

Canton, be sent to that port; and we are aware
August last one native merchant, (Jemset
the turn of events,
J ee ) had in his possession, waiting
upwards of 100,000 bales of this article. Matters
to the level
down
settle
to
begun
have thus already
of a wholosoine standard.
The following extracts lake a different review of
t

that in

'

.

the Chinese question.

From our Bombay correspondent.
Now all these professions are regarded as mere
rid of our
pretence on the part of the emperor to get
to his capiforce which is an unpleasant proximity
The general opinion appears to be that no good
tal
and
can be done until Ihe Bogue forts are destroyed,
have allowed them,
that the admiral and capt. Elliott
by the Chinese,
selves lobe completely over- reached
consumed in
and that an innefinite period will be
the companegotiations. Mr. Astell, formerly ot
be set.
is of opinion that affairs cannot
nv"'s

factory,

amicably. Mr. Clark diflers on that point.
following from the Bengal Herkaru, speaks
majority of the Indian
the sentiments of the great

tied

The

community:

.
,
,
s exWe laid before our readers in our yesterday
substance of the intelligence from China.
plundered the country in every direction, but the tras the
that they, as well as ourselves
apprehensive
are
We
our
into
greater portion of the pillage had fallen
a feeling of no Utile disappointment
Khelat was on the 4lh of November occu- will experience
hands.
that although
the occasion. It would seem,
pied without resistance by the troops under the com- upon
promise ol remunea prospect, or rather a
have
w-e
mand of general Nott.
authorities,
Chinese
Ihe
by
for offences offered
sack flour very dull.
All fears of hostilities are also at an end; for we ration
from all we can
it appears tons,
The letters from Liverpool of the 7th, speak fa- are informed that Kurruck Singh, king of Lahore, vet we have, as security that these promises will be
little
very
vorably of the cotton market, and the condition of died on the 5th of November, and that during the learn
We are reluctant te say, that we believe
fulfilled.
money matters.
funeral ceremony hia successor, Nou-Nebal Sing

prices have been obtained for all qualities of American descriptions.
good active business was done in duty paid
bond dour at steady prices for United States, but
Canada was about Cd. cheaper; Sour in bond 263.
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that the Chinese government has e;ained its point.
That it has referred us to a land oif promise, and we

fl,

further than those from the junks, many of
fell short of the ships.
several balls passed over the ship', they
received no injury in their hulls, but a few balls
passed through the awning and sails of the Hyacinth.
After the engagement had begun, the garrison at the joss-house was reinforced by about 300
Chinese soldiers, who marched to it from the town
of Macao.
There was besides a considerable encampment filled with the soldiers just behind the
barrier, and sheltered by a sand hill, and it is supposed that there must have been altogether about
2,00(1 Chinese soldiers on the spot, of whom a considerable portion were armed with matchlocks. The
distance from II.-! barrier to Macao being scarcely
two miles, the « hole of the engagement was witnessed from the town, and numerous spectators,
Chinese as well as Portuguese and foreigners,
crowned Ihe adjacent heights.
From half past one until half past three, the
ships kept up a heavy fire upon the fort and the
junks behind, v.hich was latterly and only faintly
answered from the junks, but with more sp'ijitfrom
the joss-house, often interrupted in Iheir course by
the shot passing over them or ploughing up the
ground near them, when they would cower down,
or creep along on all fours.
Twice we saw them
remove a dead or wounded soldier.
At about half past U\o the British troops began
to be landed on the beach at some distance from,
and on the Chinese side of the fort. Some Chinese
soldiers here, favored by the rising ground, crept
up and fired upon the parlies lamling; but a field
piece was brought on shore, and planted on the
Fight at the barrier. It will be seen from the height, and a sharp fire kepi up from it upon the
Chinese encampment below, upon Ihe junks, and
circular copied belnw, addressed by captain Smith
latterly also upon the joss-house, which by positive
to the British subjects resident there, that his exorders
(rom captain Smith, had, till then, been
cellency the governor informed him that the Taouspared, as being considered on neutral gro'iml; but
fee had left iNlacao on the 11th of this month, for
when
the
firing from it continued, all pretence to
laying
purpose
of
before
sole
the
viceroy
the
Lin
neutrality of course ceased, and a great number of
the strongest demands (or the release of Mr. StaunOn Monday, the 17th, the Taoutee returned, soldiers were soon seen Hying out of it, and from
ton.
but without Mr. Staunton, and we are informed tliat some mat sheds, through which a few balls were
ried

whose shot

Though

have consented to forego a possession and accept of
Some little time ago, we statthe bond of promise.
ed, that if we wished to make an impression upon
the Chinese government, we must strike at the heart
and not the extremities; it would seem that we have
made an ineffectual blow at the heart, which having
failed, we have been referred very coolly to the e,\tremities, and by so doing we have given the Chinese aulhoritiea, be it emperor or mandarin, a basis
whereon to erect a "mighty big lie." The empire
they will
of China exists on a "mighty big lie''
now swear that they, that is the Chinese government, have made us knock uiider, that is again to
say, that they have forced us to go to Canton to settle preliminaries, and we shall be placed just in the
position ante betlum. We have thus lost our opportunity, we shall be obliged to do that which we ought
to have done at first, to strike at their heart.
Great sickness prevailed among the troops at Chusan, only 110 men of the Cameronians, and 220 of
the 49th being fit for duty, and this cliielly on account of the bad state of the provisions sent from
Calcutta. The island itself, however, is stated to be
Capt. Austruther of the Madras engi.unhealthy.
neers were unfortunately captured by the Cliinese,
while sketching within a mile of the town of Chusan, and was taken to Ningpo. The Kite and the
Indian Oak are lost, and the officers and crew of the
former are in the hands of the Chinese at Ningpo.
Opium was in great demand on the coast, and had
advanced to $900 and .f 1,000 per chest.
From the Canton Press, of Aug. 27.

—

the only answer he gave was that it was impossible
that Mr. Staunton could be liberated, he not having
been seized on Portuguese territory, and that besides he, the Taoutee, had brought with him a number of soldiers to assist the Portuguese in driving
away the English.

On Wednesday morning, the 19th, her majesty's
ships Hyacinth and Lame were seen getting under
weigh, standing towards Fisherman's bay, and the
Bengal volunteers were embarked ou board the
steamer, whilst we saw nine boats filled with marines and sailors leave the Druid, and follow, in the
same direction as the Hyacinth and Larne. The
weather was favorable, a light southerly breeze
wafting the ships very soon to a favorable position
right in front of the barrier and the fortifications
there, at a distance of only about 600 yards. At about
half past one o'clock the Hyacinth began the cannonade, which was answered by (he Chinese from
their fort, or rather breast work, consisting of pyramids of sand bags, each a foundation of about nine
yards square, and upon which the 32 pounders
made little or no irapiession.
The Chinese had altogether 21 guns in the embrasures of this fortification, 15 of which were
pointed towards the ships, but their fire was very
soon silenced by the Hyacinth and Larne, after the
guns hail been only thrice fired. The neck of land
on which (he barrier is built is just (here only abou(
100 yards wide, anil close to (he land on the inside
wore ancored (he eight junks already menlioned.of
which, from the ships, only the masts could be seen,
the hulls being hid, and in a great measure sheltered from shot, by the land. There was besides, on
this side of the barrier, and on the (errKory hidierto
considered as subject (o Portuguese jurisdiction, a
josa-house, or temple, where there were several
cannon, from which a brisk fire was kept up upon
the ships, aoit it was observed (hat these guns car-

i

)
i

and double that number w-ounded, are probably
more correct. One shot was seen to strike a (anka
boat plying between (he junks, and pulled by two
women; the boat was shivered to pieces, and nothing was seen of the poor women, who, it is possible, however, may have escaped, they being ail
expert swimmers.

We

hear that the Chinese soldieis ascribe their
defeat lo the cowardice of llieir otficcrs, who, (hey
say, were the fiist lo runaway, and that they were
therefore obliged to follow their example.
What
tile result of inis affair may be it is difficult to fore-

we hope

see, but

that,

having received

this

severe

lesson, (he Chinese will hereafter refrain from troubling Macao. The Chinese population h.is been very
quiet ever since with the exception of many fauiilies

removing. The Taoutee it was rumored had disappeared since the fight, but we learn he is now at
Casabranca. The ICenumin too and Tso tang have
also left

The

Macao.

following letter was ciiculated

on

Monday

lasl:

"Macao, August 17, 1840.
"Sir: As the British community residing iu .Macao must be deeply interested in the fate of Mr.
Sauaton, lately seized by the Chinese, I have now
you will be pleased to make known to
them, that assurances have been received from (he
governor of Macao by her majesty's oflicers, that
the Tanre Yih lelt Macao, at 7 P. M. on the lllh
to request

instant, for the sole pui'poses of laying

before the
viceroy, Linn, the strongest demands for the release of the aforesaid British subject, and H. E. has

been kind enough to state that he will
at

make known

the earliest period the result of this officer's misI have, 8tc.
(Signed)

sion.

"M.

S.Mini, commanding blockading spuadron.

'•To

From

,

and

otiier British subjects in

Macao."

the supplement to the Bombay Gazette, of
Dec. 1.
Our Calcutta papers of the 16th November have arrived, and in a great measure confirm the
news we gave from Chusan. The emperor has received admiral Elliot with distinction, and agreed to
sent, and running back lo Macao.
£3,000,000
a treaty lo be negotiated at Canton.
little after 4, all the troops being lamled 250 is 10 be paid before Chusan is evacuated.
In the
zipaliis, 120 marines and SO seamen, commanded by meantime a let(er has been received at Malacca,
captain Mee of the Bengal volunteers, marched which states that our ships had forced the passage
upon the fort, which they found deseiteu; but a fire, of the BoccaTigris, captured the forts, and proceedwhen already in the fort, was opened upon (hem ed on to Canton.
from the junks and the joss house, which was soon
Raising of the blockade of the coast of Syria. The
silenced by the musketry from the volunteers.
following copy of a lettei', addressed by her BriThe Chinese still on board the junks tried to save tannic majesty's consul general at Constantinople
Ihernselves by leaping into the water, were manv, to the British merchants resiiling there has been
it is supposed, were killed.
Two of the gui.sin the tra.nsQiitted lo Lloyd's by their agent .it that place.
fort, (they were very large and heavy, in bulk equal
"Constantinople, Dec 7, 1840.
lo 32
pounder carronades, (hough bored for 18
"GE>fTLEMEN: I have been requested by his expounders only), were disabled, the carriage of the cellency (he ambassador to inform you (ha( he has
one being broken, and the other broken to "pieces by received from his excellency (he Oltoman minister
a shot.
for foreign affairs an official not ficatiun, staling (hat,
All the guns were spiked, and every thing else in oonseqence of (he definidve occupadon of (he
in the fort destroyed and burned.
A powder maga- coast of Syria by (he (roops of his imperial majesty
zine blew up, and two men, we are sorry to say, the sultan, the sublime poile has ordered the blocwere severely hurt by the explosion. The Chinese kade of the furls and eschelles of that coast to be
encampment was next burnt, and, in fact, every raised. I have (he honor to be, gentlemen, your
thing found on that side of the fort destroyed, with obedient servant,
the exception of the junks, which escaped being
(Signed) "John Cartwright, consul general.
burnt from there being no boats available to get at
"To the British merchants."
them. Many of them were, however, so injured
SOUTH AMERICA.
by shot, that they will probably never float again.
The bark K. H.
Latest from the river Plate.
The joss-house, from which the liveliest fire had Douglass, at this port from Rio de Janeiro, brings cobeen directeil, escaped destruction, as being on neu- pies of letters received there from Montevideo, fioiu
The comtral ground, very much to the disappointment of which we make the following extracts.
the assailants, who could only by the strictest orders meicial adiices from Rio, received by the R. H.
be restrained from attacking it sword in h.ind.
In- Douglass, are three days later than our previous acdeed, during tliis affair capt. Smith seemed to have counts, and represent the maikets to be wilhout any
been most anxious not to violate iu the slightest change worth noting.
degree the neutrality of the territory of Macao, alMontevideo, Nov. 11, 1840. Since our last, the
though Ihe Chinese had no such scruples; for not convention agreed on between the Buenos Ayreaii
only was the joss-house on this side of the barrier, government and the French, has been duly ratified
anil, therefore, on Portuguese groumhbut (he greatby the house of representatives of Buenos Ayres, and
est part of the soldiers (hat occupied it marched to the port of Buenos Ayres has been declared open.
it .''rom Ihe (own of Macao itself.
Upwards of one hundred sail of vessels immediately
The forbearance of captain Smith in not attack- proceeded up. Our dales from there are to the 8ili
ing the enemy on neutral ground arose, no doubt, inst. at which time shippers declined chartering vesfrom due consnleralion of the very peculiar posi- sels as no launches could be procured. This difliFew or no
tion in which I\Iacao is placed with regard to the culty, however, will soon be obviated.
Chinese, and we.hopethat his conduct will in future sales were making there, and some time will elapse
be imitated by (he Chinese, who can have no reason before business again gels settled andconfidence rewha(cver for complaining of (he Portuguese in (his stored, of which there is but little prospect until
affair, w'hen even their soldiers, although engaged either the federal or unitarian party shall be put
in active hostilities, were spared because they were down.
on neulral ground.
In reply to your inquiry we beg to state, that no
The English had four men badly and slightly wheat has been sown in this province in consequence
wouniled, a marine had his arm shaltered by a ball, of heavy rains at sowing (ime. The consumpdoii
and had (o subinK (o amputation of Ihe limb; another in this city has been from 3,000 to 3,500 barrels per
was shot in the body, and two, as we have already month while the French squadron vi'as in (he river.
said, were badly injured by the explosion of the Emigradon has also served to increase it. The proiiowiler magazine.
The loss of the Chinese cannot bable consumplion alter the Ficnch leave, may be set
he known with any degree of ccitainty.
Those down at 2,000 bbls. per month. The stock of wheat
connected with their maiidarins slate it as only four at Buenos Ayres, is also small, and flour will be
killed, but other slalemeiils at about 50 or 60 killed, wanted there by and by.

A

It was known before, and as we stated last week,
that strong additions have been made to the fortifications at the barrier and to the number of the garrison there, and a great many boats filled with soldiers were on Tuesday seen to pass through the
inner harbor towards the barrier, where also were
stationed eight war junks, which before had been
anchored opposite the town of Macao. The hon.
company's steamer Enterprise left the road here for
Capsingmoon soon after the return of Taoutee was
known, and returned on Tuesday, in company with
her majesty's ship Druid, and towing the transport
Nazaruth Shah, having the Bengal volunteers on
board.
From the Taoutee's answer, it was evident
the Chinese had hostile intentions towards the English residents in Macao; and there seemed but the
alternative of quietly awaiting the attack, or to
check them by falling upon thorn first.

!
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Lale from the Pacific. By the arrival of the Co69 days fronn Islay, in Pern, near Africa,
leani that the Bolivian congress had declared all
the acts of the admiinistration of gen. Santa Crnz
valid, and ordered his properly to be restored.
It
was the general opinion, bolh in and out of congress,

0,
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cheese, 20; cutlery, 20; watches, 6; clocks, 20;
vinegar, 40; wines, 40.
torDeslruclioe tornado
500 houses destroyed.
nado was experienced on the Pacitii: coast of Mexico early in November, wl'.ich is represented to have
been nearly as voilent as that which visited NatThey
that a revolution would shortly take place in favor of chez, and to have been lar more extensive.
Santa Crnz.
had already learned of its ravages for a length of 70
The Peruvian government had informed the Boli- or SO miles, by 12 to 15 miles in width, prostrating
(authorised almost every thing in its course. At Ac'apulco,
vian ajent in Lima, colonel Agredo
agreeably to the treaty of April 19, 1S40, to inspect more than 200 houses are said to have been blown
the reduction of the Peruvian army)
that they did down; while at Cayuco the number destroyed is
not consider themselves obliged by, and should not stated at 350.
Consternation and distress were unifulfil, the treaty as regarded military matters; allegversal among the surviving inhabitants.
ing, that the Bolivian congress had not approved
HAVA.N'A.
Savings banlc. This institution promises to reasome of the articles of the treaty; and they also nolifierl the inspector to suspend any measures that he
lize the brightest anticipations of its pi'ojectors. AcDaight be about to take, as inspector, in virtue of cording to the statement
just published in the
Several notes had passed between llie Diario, for the month of November alone, $21,255
the treaty.
Bolivian commissioner and the minister of foreign 50 have been deposited, without bearing interest—withdrawn, .^3,387 62i.
Remaining in the
l/fairs.
Deposited to bear interest,
Private letters say that the Peruvian army had been bank $12,847 87^.
concentrated in the interior, and, instead of being re- f 13,929 50— withdrawn, #'414 50. Remaining in
Total deposited, $20,381 87J.
luced, agreeably to the treaty with Bolivia, is being the bank, $1.3,515.
lugmented— that the governuientcontinued as unpo- Of the depositors 33 were whites, 13 of whom
pular as ever, and that they sustain themselves in were for the first time.
power only by their tyranny, that they make as a
TEXAS.
pretext the non-approval of some ai tides of the treaAdvices from Galveston to the ISth ult. has been
received at New Orleans.
ty, on the part of Bolivia, (when in fact the treaty
was entirely approved) for keeping up a large army;
The idea of war with Mexico has pretty nearly
It is now ascertained there are no
io that the people do not express their opinions, as died away.
Ihey know from the experis;nce of others, what the Mexicans approaching the frontier; and the receipt
consequences would be.
of the English treaty with the provision for the meGeneral Pallares, the Ecuaforian charge deaflFairs diation, assures to Texas for a time to come, a truce
tiear the Bolivian government, had sailed for Gau- from Mexican aggression.
yaqnil.
M. Saligny, the French minister, has made a proTlie CommcrcioofLimasays that a Peruvian offi- position to the Texian congress, to establish a line
cer had been arrested in Bolivia, by a pariy of sol- of French settlers along the projected military road,
liers, but that he was released as soon as presented to form a living barrier between the interior settleIo their chief, who told him it was a mistake, that he ments and the hostile Indians.
It is proposed in the newspapers to increase the
liad orders fiom his governjnent to arrest general
Pallares, who having conspired against the govern- duty on imported goods from 15 to 90 per cent, ad
valorum. ThiSj it is stated, would be about equal
ment, had fled.
consultation of the Peruvian government was to 15 per cent, in par funds.
The editor of the Galveston Courier, in his paper
pending in a body called council of state, regarding the claiming, as Peruvian citizens, any foreign- of the IGth, apologises for the small quantity of editorial matter, giving as an excuse, that the judges of
Br who had or might marry a Peruvian lady, alihough he might not choose to becomo a Peruvian the district court had sent him to prison for a contempt, for publishing an article on the 24th of the
:itizen.
MEXICO.
previous month.
The English despatches for Mexico, taken to
Tariff regulations of the state of Yucatan, adoptTlie ports open to foreign Texas by iVIr. Iken, have been conveyed by the
•d b'l the lute congress,
commerce, are Campeacliy and Sisal. For expor- Texian ship of war SanBeinardto Campeachy,
This route, it
;alion only, the ports of Laguna and Bacalar are thence to be transmitted to Mexico.
is stated, was intimated by general Hamilton
in
designated.
Tiie tonnage duty on foreign vessels, from foreign London.
ports is fixed at SI 5i) per ton, according to her reNo less than six vessels, it is staled in the Texas
Vessels arriving in distress to be subject to papers, were loading, at the last advices, in Livergister.
:harge, except that of their anchorage duty.
pool and London for Texas ports. It is feared the
The otiicers, crew and passengers of all vessels market may be overstocked with British goods.
arriving in the port of Yucatan, are forbidden to
land without a permit from the visiting health offiAFFAIRS.
cer, under a penalty of ^200.
Gen. Harrison's depahtuee foe the east.
The duties on importations, which shall not exYesterday at about 12 o'clock, general Harrison
seed S-00, to be paid in cash; if exceeding that
took his departure from our city, from his own. west.
jum, to be paid by three instalments in the course
The duties on exported articles, to be At an early hour, crowds of citizens congregated in
af 90 days.
front of the Henrie House, an.xious to see him for
paid on llie clearances of the vessel.
the last time previous to his entering upon the imProhibited articles. The importation of the fol- portant duties of the presidenc}'. The numerous
lowing articles is prohibited, under the penalty of assemblage was not composed entirely of his policonfiscation, viz: cotton, iisdigo, rice, sugar, trunks, tical friends. Many who opposed his election were
hogs, chocolate, coverlids, sacks, obscene pictures, there, seeming to have forgotten their opposition,
beans, copper pans, grain, meal, yarn, soap, (ex- and appearing to feel that they were assembled to
cept scented), lard, molasses and honey, combs, pay their respects to him who had been selected by
quecte, in

—
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(except morocco leather), clothing, salt, tallow and candles, saddles, stra\v hats, tobacco, beef,
jfeins,

the free ami

unbought suffrages of

his fellow citi-

zens to discharge the duties of the most important

shoes.

office in the

Live animals for improving
Articles duly free.
breeds, newly invented carriages; wooden houses;
instruments of agr culture, of science, or of the
arts; types for printing; books, in sheets or bound;
hops; sugar machinery; specie; iron and steel, for
machinery; maps; exortic plants; leeches; seeds;

It was the general's original intention to have
This course was approved by
started otf privately.
many, but the great mass felt an anxiety to embrace
tills opportunity of maniiesting their love and re-

world.

who had spent his life amongst them,
and who had been called to direct the destinies of
It would have been an affectation
this free people.
Export dul'j. AI! articles are free of duly for ex- of modesty, if the general had attempted to slip otf
pDrt-.ition, except the following: gold, in bars, or quietly, and without letting the time of his deparcoin, 1 per cl.; silver, 2 per ct.; logwood, 8 perct. ture be known. He was leaving the acquaintances
Every cnptain and supercargo, is permitted to ex- and friends of his youth and manhood those for
port ^lOd worth of articles, free of duty, on ac- whose interest he had .spent many a sleepless inglit,
count of the expenses of the vessel.
and weary day those for whom he had often peGeneral import duty. Flour, 40 pr. ct. ad. val.; riled his fortune his life his all— those who lovthose who had stood by him
olive, linseed and wliale oil, 20 do.; steel, 29 do.; ed hiui as a father
brandy, -10 do.; codfish, 20; empty bottles, 20; cot- and defended his character from the envenomed
malice
and
detraction.
of
We say, we should
shafts
beef
and
pork
in
gii^ds,
chains,
iron
15;
15;
ton
bbls. 20; Cashmere goods, 20; wax, 40; beer and all have had a right to complain, if he had not affordporter in bottles, 50; nails, 15; sheet copper, 15; ed us this opporiani'y of taking leave of our beneglassware, 20; knives and forks, 20; linen goods, 15; factor and personal friend.
Soveral of our splendid military companies, withdrugs, 40; brandy fruits, 20; sewing thread, 20;
hams, 20; liquor.?, 40; listado-s, 20; apples, 20; out any previous understanding, were on the ground
mustard, 20; muslin, 20; paper, 20; perfumery, 40; to escort the gallant old chief from his quarters to
spect for him,

turning machinery.

—

—

—

—

—

the steamboat
Pittsburgh.

855

Ben Franklin, which conveys him

The day was cloudy and

the streets

muddy

to

—

carriage had been provided to convey him to the
river, but he preferred walking.
He was escorted
by the Greys, and Washington cadets, and an immense crowd of citizens. The Invincibles were
on board the boat, and the Citizens' guards came
down a short time alter he reached tlie boat to lire
a parting salute.
The crowd upon the wharf was immense; from
twelve to filteen thousand had assembled, to take
leave of their friend and benefactor, and to the nation's president.
Tlie scene was touching and
sublime. The martial music, the military display,
the cannon's roar from either shore, the vast multitude, the mingling of those who had so recently
been engaged in fierce political strife to get the
last look at him, who was the nation's hope
was
a scene which no one could witness unmoved.
never saw the general more deeply affected, than
when from the deck of the boat, in a short address
he took leave of the assembled thousands. He spoke
of the difference of his feelings then, from the
time when he had landed at that spot in his youth,
an humble ensign in the army of his country. He
briefly contrasted the appearance of the country
then, when all around was a dense and dark forest
except were occasionally the humble log cabin
varied the scene. The panther's scream and the
fierce yell of the savage were then, almost the only
sounds that broke upon the stillness of the night.
The hardy pioneer who at that day, had thus far
penetrated the wilds of the west, v/as exposed to
dangers of every kind in establishing a home and
procuring subsistence for his family.
He spoke
briefly of the condition of this rich valley now
of
the highly cultivated fields
the beatiful cities that
had sprung up as if by magic of the security,
peace and plenty that every where prevailed of
the noble steamboats, which had in so short a period taken the place of the rude canoe of the pioneer
—of the almost incredible speed with which they
wafted to our doors the comforts and luxuries of
every clime.
When he spok? of the part he had borne in all
these changing scenes, of the interest he had always felt in the loved west of the slanders that
had been heaped upon him, and of the proud vindication by his countrymen from all these charges by
the recent triumphant verdict of a nation of freemen, there was no heart in all that crowd unmoved.
When he spoke of the vast responsibilities of his
station
of the importance of the duties that awaited him of the anxiety he felt to discharge them
aright
no one unsteeped in the poison of prejudice,
could for a moment doubt, that honesty of purpose
and the nation's weal would be his compass and his
polar star.
He asked that his opponents would cease their
railings against his measures in advance
that they
would judge him bj' his acts and if then they
found liim varying from the course he had promised to pursue if tliey found him deviating from
the high road of genuine democracy, he felt that be
would merit their condemnation and rebuke.
His address was brief, and we heard hirn but indistinctly, and Iherefoie cannot pretend to give any
thinj; but a brief outline of his remarks.
The boat left the wharf about 12 o'clock. She
was crowded with citizens of this place and Louisville, who will accompany him to Pittsburgh.
Some half a dozen of his intimate friends will ac-
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company him throughout

his journej'.

So pressing have been the invitations he has re
deived; and so givat is the anxiety of many on his
route to see him, that we think it probable he will
not reach Washington much before the 11th or
\_Oincinnati Hep. of Jan. 27.
12 h ol February.
General Harrison arrived in this
jli Wheeling.
city yesterday afternoon at about half past two
During the whole day our wharf was
o'clock.

crowded with persons anxiously awaiting his arrival, and at about two o'clock the boat on which he
came was discovered to be in sight five or six miles
down the river. The fact was announced by the
discharge of cannon, and in about half an hour the
splendid steamer Ben Franklin rounded the point,
and came into port in gallant style. Four or five
pieces of artillery on shore were fired without intermission, and the cannon on board the boat responded.
The bells of the city were rung, and almost every
whig house displayed a flag.
By the time the boat arrived at the wharf the concourse of people was tremendous, and three hearty
cheers were given at the moment she touched the
Virginia soil. Gen. Harrison was waited on by the
committee of reception, and escorted in an open
carriage to the United States hotel, where a cordial
welcome and the hospitalities of the city were tendered to him by S. Sprigg, esq. in a neat aud appro-
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Complete census of the United
FOR

and happy manner.
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We

St.^tes
have the pleasure of presenting our

During the afternoon he received the congratula- readers with the complete aggregate
tions of thousands of our fellow citizens frojn every
point for miles around, and in the evening he was

escorted to the residence of Mr. E. Dorscy, where
a splendid entertainment was provided, and here
he was waited upon by hundreds more, including

our

fair

country women. General Harrison left
a late hour last night.
[ Wheeling Ga.

for Pittsburgh at

Al Piitsburg. The Pittsbnrg Advocate of Saturday says: The president elect arrived here yesterday
afternoon at 4 o'clock, in the "Ben Franklin," and
Ihe greatest enthusiasm. He will
address the people at eleven o'clock to-day in front

was received with
of Iron's hotel,

Wood

The Seneca

street.

The meeting

treaty.

called in

Butfalo in relation to this treaty, was held at the
Several Incourt house, on Saturday evening.
dians spoke ^jro and con on the subject, in the vernacular of the tribe, the sentiments being given in

English through an interpreter. Speeches were
made by H. W. Rogers in favor of the fairness of the treaty and by Dr. C. C. Handdock
Kesolutions affirming the fraudulent
against it.
nature of the treaty were passed by a strmig maThe Bulfalo Republican, in concluding its
jority.
remarks on the doings of the meeting, says:
"It is but fair to tell our readers, that from all
we have seen and heard of this treaty, it is our deliberate opinion, that there is now and always has
been a majority both of the chiefs and warriors of the
nation opposed to it, and that foul and disgraceful
means have been used to procure an ostensible maThis being our opijority of the chiefs to sign it.
nion, we would consider ourselves derelict in duty
not to express it, and we shall give our reasons for
our opinion, as is our privilege, and as we are willing should be done on both side."
also

The western banks

convention.

The

last

Louisville Journal says: Nearly twenty banks
were represented in the late bank convention in
the banks of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana
this city
and Tennessee. The annexed resolution, moved
by Mr. Guthrie, was adopted:
Resolved, That the communications from the

—

banks of Tennessee, New Orleans and Illinois, be
referred to a committee of Messrs. Tilford, Guthrie, Bowles, Gioesbeck, Wright, Filch, Lanier
and Breck, with authority to make report of sue'
measures as in their opinion it is proper for this
convention to adopt in relation to the resumption of
specie payments, and the future action of the
banks in the west and south.
The said committee immediately retired; and
after a short time, returned and made a report
which was read and adopted, in the following
words:

The committee

to

whom was

referred the

com

banks of Tennessee, New
Orleans and Illinois, with authority to report pro
per measures to adopt, in relation to the resumpiDunications from the

tion of specie payments and the farther action of
the banks in the westand south, have had the sub
ject under consideration, and report it as their opi
nion that the banks of Ohio, Indiana and Kentiic
ky, ought not al this time to resume specie payments without farther concert with other banks in
the west, and some of the principal banks in New
Orleans. The committee are of opinion that an
early resumption is alike demanded by the best
interests of the banks and of the community; and
therefore, that the banks represented iir this convention should so shape Iheir business as to be able
to resume at the earliest practicable day, and that
it be recommended to the other banks in the west
and south to shape Iheir course for an early re-

sumption.

They are of opinion that the banks can avail
themselves of the proceeds of the last year's crop,
and place themselves in a condition to resume
specie payments at an early day; and, if rnostof
the other banks in the west and south can be
brought to act in concert, that resumption may
take place without prejudice to the banks or the
community.

They
this

think a committee should be appointed by
convention to correspond with the banks in the

west and south, and endeavor to induce them all lo
act in concert and place themselves in a condition
to resume specie payments at the earliest possible
day, and that said committee have power to call a
corrvention of the banks of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Louisiana, Alabama, fee.

whenever they may think

it

expedient, to propose

to meet at Louisville, lor the pirrpose of agreeing
on a day for the resumption of specie payments.

results of the
for 1840
and we believe we are the first to
give it entire. The secretary of state furnished all
the returns he had to the housi^ of representatives.
By the politeness of Mr. Cist, we are furnished with
these.
They lack, however, three states and several counties, of which we have the states and part
of the defective returns, from local papers.
shall first give the totals with the ratio of increase
for each, and hereafter furnish some comparative
tables.
[Cincinnati C/iron.

census

—

We

—
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and speedily equal that of Great Britain and Ireland,
She acknowledged Ihem, in and will double itself again in little more than twenty years, and with every increase in the number of
consumers, there must be an increase in the value
of the land which yields the commodity that is to be
consumed.
Anthracite iron is appropriately termed in the
Philadelphia Commercial list the second staple of
That paper rethe first being coal.
Pennsylvania,
here,
some
commissioners
sat
claims.
When the
years ago, to distribute the fund received from marks that although not one year has elapsed since
France, these petitioners applied, among others, for it was brought into use, it has already increased with
indemnity out of that fund. But they were told, a rapidity that may fairly be taken as the harbinger
and properly told, that they could receive nothing, of what it is destined to become in a few years.
as their claims had been formally and solemnly re- Within tlie brief period of nine months there have
linquisheil and surrendered to France by our own been constructed and are now in blast, three furgovernment, by the treaty of loOO. Other claim- naces, making iron of the first quality, with no other
They have been in blast
ants, therefore, divided the whole fund among them- fuel than anthracite coal.
from three to five months, and turn out each from
selves, and these claimants got nothing.
During this time
iron,
weekly.
pig
of
40
to
50
tons
and
From other governments we have insisted on
obtained indemnity; but where we owe it ourselves, many experiments have been made, in nearly all of
we do not pay it. He whose claim was suffered to which it has been satisfactory ascartained that they
remain against France has got his pay; but he can be managed and kept in order as easily, as the
whose claiiQ was on his own government has yet furnaces using charcoal or coke. Two more furreceived nothing.
Is this just?
Is it honorable: Is naces are erecti-d, which are to be put in blast this
month. Sixteen more furnaces are already erected,
it consistent with our professions of regard for the
faith oftreaties?
Is it not, on the contrary, a stain or are now in progress, all of which will use anthraon the national escutcheon, which no time should cite coal. Four large rolling mills with puddling
furnaces are erected, one of which is in successful
be lost in elfacing?
We do not know that we are acquainted with a operation, and the other will soon commence manu-

The

claims of these petitioners were good

valid against France.

founded; and onr government telinqnished them to France, upon condition that
France would discharge the United States from the
burdensome stipulations in the treaty of alliance,
entered into in 1778. As we all know, France has,
since that relinquishment, made indemnity for other
effect, to be well

single individual interested in these claims. The
subject is one upon which we have no feeling but
that of a sense of what is due to the national character. But, without any personal knowledge of any
of the claimants, we cannot but feel some sympathy also lor them. Many of the original claimants
are now no more, and thoir widows and orphans it
is who throng the doors ol congress, and supplicate
relief.
Those of the original claimants who yet
survive have grown old in waiting for what is their

own by

We

this

Two

additional

mills

winter and next spring.

tained from the Lehigh mines.

[Har.

will be entitled to the appointment of a cadet to
the military academy, when the selections shall be
maile in February or March next. You are also
advised of the regulations relative to the admission
atid qualification of cadets; and you will see that I
am requested to nominate an individual to fill the

vacancy, and that no names of applicants from my
have been entered or renewed the niesent
Now, in order to enable ine to make this
nomination impartially, I respectfully request those
of you who desire the appointment, to transmit to
me the names of applicants, at the same time that
letters are addressed to the secretary of war, in
conformity with the regulations. The applications
had better be made irumediately, but I will postpone tlie nomination to the latest day in February
In making
or March allowed by the department.
the nomination, I shall he governed, next to the
intellectual and moral character of the applicant,
by his condition atjd connection in life. All else
equal, I sliall nominate the penniless and friendless
youth, especially if he be fatherless, or if his father
have rendered signal services, or made great saciiNot for a moment if it be
fices for the country.
possible to ilrive it out of tny mind, shall a thought
of the politics or patty of his friends be made a
consideration. Proud that none from my district
have been importuning for this appointment heretofore, I invite all who desire or are in need of
And to give general
it, now to become applicants.
information to my constituents, I respectfully request the Richmond and Norfolk papers of both
parties, to give this circular an insertion, and if
there be any charge, to transmit the account to me.
district

year.

Henry A. Wise.

Tel.

Washington, Jan. 7, 1841.

The military

will

me."
This simple appeal,

way

up

(wcn/y-oree furnaces and six rolling mills
with their puddling furnaces, will all use anthracite
coal as fuel. Thirteen of the furnaces and five of
the mills, are located on the line of the Lehigh and
Morris canal, and will create a tonnage including
ore, coal, limestone and pig iron 227,500 Ions, of
which amount there will be 90,000 tons of coal ob-

The above

racter, and such as will be acknowledged to be just
and patriotic.
To my constituents. You ate notified by the subjoined letter from the war department, that yon

right.

conclude thesetew observations with the
following passage from a letter from one of these
surviving claimants, a respectable man, a native of
the island of Nantucket, and a member of the Society of Friends, which has just now accidentally
fallen into our hands.
"I am now," says he, "in my eightieth year, I
was one of the original owners of a valuable whale
ship, ladened with oil, (captured before ISOO by the
French), which was taken from me, for valuable
national purposes, by my own government.
For
more than forty years I have been soliciting that
government to perform a simple and clear act of
justice, but hitherto have solicited in vain.
In the
course of nature, after a few more years of delay,
the justice of government will come too late for

its

facturing with coal as fuel.
are to be put

to

it

every heart.

American

A

seems

to us,

ought to make
{Nat. Int.

to the

ac.idemt.

Regulations relative

war. Applications can be made,
any time, by the candidate himself, his parent,
guardian or any of his friends. No preference will
be given to applications on account of priority, nor
will any applications be entered in the register,
where the candidate is under or above the prescribed age; nor will any application be considered in
cases where the age and other qualifications of the
candidates are not stated. The fixed abode of the
candidate must be set forth in the application.
Applications, if not renewed annually, will not
be reconsidered. This renewal may be effected by
letter addressed to the secretary of war, merely
stating the fact of such renewal.
In the month of February or March annually, the
appointments are made from among the applicants
whose names are on the register, care being taken
to distribute them as nearly as circumstances will
permit, so as to give one cadet to each congressional district, except in the states of Delaware,
Arkansas and Michigan, which, in consideration of
the large unrepresented fraction in the first, and
the growing population in the others, will be allowed two cadets each. As a general remark, it
may be observed, that no certain information can
be given as to thn probable success of a candidate
before the arrival of the period for making the selections, as the number of vacancies, and other circumstances proper to be taken into view, cannot
be anticipated. Persons, therefore, making applications, must not expect to receive information on
to the secretary of
at

We

THE army.

admission of cadets into the military academy.

As frequent inquiries are made in regard to the
mode of procuring admission into the military academy, all persons interested in the subject are hereby
informed that applications should be made by letter

writer in the National Gazette estimates the present consumption of iron in
this country at three hundred thousand ton?, and
the average annual expenditure of each member of
the community therefor, at two dollars sixty five
cents. The presfnt selling price of bar iron is
about one hundred dollars per ton, and it is asserted
that it can be produced in the anthracite coal region
for less than lurty dollars, or much le.ss than the
amount of expenses and duty upon that which is
imjiorted.
He supposes that the reduction of prices
that must take place whenever the new works shall
become capable of supplying the demand, will tend
to increase greatly the amount per head, because
of the substitution of iron (or numerous purposes
for which wood is now used, and because of the
increased facility of supplying demands of every
description that may arise; but admitting that the this point.
As a general rule, uo person can be appointed
average annual expenditure of each person shall continue the same; and that the reduction in the prices who has had a brother educated at the institution.
All applications are regularly registered, to be
shall be only twenty-five percent, he estimates that
there will be required in 1850 not less than 550,000 considered at the proper time.
Candidates must be over sixteen
Qaalijicalions.
tons to supply the demand of a population that will
lime of
then amount to from twenty-three to twenty-live and under twenty one years of age at the
enterance into the military academy; must be at
millions.
The quantity required fur that of 1860 then least five feet in height, and free from any deamounting to about thirty millions, will be nearly formity, disease or infirmity, vihich would render
a million of tons of iron ore, and six millions of tons them unfit for the military service, and from any
of CO il lor its conversion into the various forms in disorder of an infectious or immoral character.—
which it is to be used, from the water pipe and They must be able to read and write well, and peroperastove to the pen knife. The production of Great form, with facility and accuracy, the various
arithmetic, of reBritain has risen in twenty years, from 400,000 tons tions of the four ground rules of
proportion, and of
to a million and a half, and it is difficult to see any duction of simple and compound
reason why that of the United States may not in- vulgar and dicimal fractions.
J. R. Poinsett, secretary of war.
erease as rapidly. If these calculations be verified
War department, Jan. 21, 1840,
by time, those who have invested their means in the
copy from the National Intelligencer of the
coal and ijon lands of Pennsylvania and in the i
Va.
provements leading thereto, will have little cause 23d ult. the following letter from Mr. Wise, of
consideration which he
to regret it.
In England acri-s of coal land sell foi to his constituents. The
him in making
linnilr>-ds of poui.dsand we see little reason to doubt names as those wliich will influence
worthy of his chattiatsuch will be the case here, as our population will the nomiuation referred to, are
rROiV.
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In reply to
.Appropriations for the Florida war.
inquiries of the committee on ways and means, the
secretary of war states that the following appropriations will be immediately required, and urges the
early action of congress thereon.
For'the quartermaster's department,
$1,300,000
For the commissary general of subsis222,421
tence,
4'39,0H
For pay of 1,500 mounted volunteers.

For pay of 500 foot volunteers,
For nay of arrears for Florida militia

77,206
in

221,244

1S40,

For pay of arrears

for

a battallion of

Georgia volunteers in 1840,

For the ordinance department,
For the medical department,

29,446
30,000
16,000

$2,385,327
are requested to state that Messrs. Beall, Newton and Hardee, of the United States army, who
were among the passengers in the Louis Philleppe
for Havre, on the 9th instant, were a commission
appointed by the secretary of war to digest and
report a system of tactics, 8tc. for the cavalry ser-

We

vice of the United States.

[Norfolk Beacon, Dec. 16,
The above paragraph being calculated to convey
erroneous impressions, we think it proper to give the
actual state of the case,
year or two since, as our readers know, three
officers of the first regiment of dragoons were sent
to Europe, with the view to examine into the various
systems of tactics and exercise practised by those
nations, which have long employed cavalry as a
component part of their armies.

A

These officers [lieutenants Eustis, Turner and
Kearny] entered the school at Saumur, and passed
through a regular course of cavaliy instruction; and
having returned from their visit, with obvious improvement of their store of knowledge in their peculiar arm of service, the secretary of war, in the
same spirit of liberality and regard for the interest
of the army, has now granted permission, or given
orders, to*the tliree officers above named, of the
second regiment of dragoons, so that that regiment
may enjoy equal advantages with the first; they will
likewise go through a similar course of instruction
at

Saumur.

officers of the first dragoons brought with
to this country a copy of the French system
of tactics, which two of them have been since engaged in translating. The translation is completed,
and will be submitted to a board of army officers
for examination; if approved, it will be adopted

The

them

[Army ^ Navy Chron.
Modern improvements in weapons and instruments
The New York American has the followitems contained in the
iiio- notice of some of the
preliininary report made by several officers of the
into our service.

of war.

—
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ordinance department, who last year, by order of
the secretary of war, visited Europe, willi a view to
examine and report upon any improvements in filearms and other implements of war.

675 general
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2,846 general staff officers, To the president of the senale:
15,941 field o/ficers, Sic. 52,413 company officers,
I found among the files placed in my hands by
total commissioned officers 72,050, non-commis- my predecessor, resolutions
from the stales of
sioned officers, musicians, artificers and privates Maine and Indiana— and in conformity with
the obThe principal change in tlie small arms in Eng- 1,431.902. Aggregate 1,503,952.
ject of those slates, I transmit them for the informaland, France and indeed tliiougliont Europe, is in
The state ot' Maryland has 22 general officers, 68 tion and use of the tvv-o houses. These resolutions
which
the loclf,
is now universally on Ibe ]>ercussio7t
general staff officers, 544 field officers 1,763 company were adopted in regard to the north eastern boundaprinciple, instead of the flint. Our service still re- officers, total 2,397 commissioned officers, non-comry, and I may be permitted in this connexion to add,
tains the old slow and unceitain flint.
This should missioned officers, musicians, artificers and privates that f see little prospect of an early
adjustment of
be changed. These otiicers have reported the mode 44,467. Aggregate 46,864.
Ibis disturbing matter; indeed, I fear there is no disin which the old locks and barrels are altered for the
position on the part of Great Britain to bring it to an
percussion
locks.
use of
THE NAVy.
issue upon its merits.
The officers visited all the public and private
Proposed convention of naval officers.
"naval
The teriTts of the treaty of 1783 are plain and infoundries of cannon, manufactories of small arms, officer known and respected," says the National telligible,
and not easily perverted. They make
and many of those of gunpowder, in Great Britain, Intelligencer of the 21st. ult. is the author of a com the elevation of land,
which divides (he rivers that
and were every where received with entire kindness munication in its columns, over (he signature of flow into the
St. Laurence from those which fall
openness.
Several
and
field and heavy cannon, to "Nicholas Neptune, U. S.N." in which he urges the
inlo the Allanlic ocean, the dividing line between
serve as models, were ordered at the works of holding of a convention of the officers of the navy
the United States and Canada on the north. On the
Messrs. Walker, of Birmingham.
"in order," amongst other objects, "to give a tongue east the treaty provides that the line shall
From Great Britain theolficersproceeded to Swe- to the navy itself;" and he thinks that "the voice of from the source of the St. Croix, directly be run
north to
den, and concerning one of the vast arsenals in the navy, once raised to tell its own pitiable condithis highland which so divides these waters, and at
Stockholm, we have this curious fact
tion, and to ask for succour, would not pass unheed- the point of intersection shall be the north
west anArsenaU at Slockholm. One of these establish- ed." In a postscript, the writer requests "all papers gle of Nova Scotia. When we
consider the proviments, for clothiui;. camp and hospital equipage, 8cc. in favor of a^Rvai convention, to say aye, and sup- sions of this treaty, and the known
facts, it seems
contains cloth sutficie?it for clothing an army of forty port the call."
impossible that any question raising a doubt can
thousand men si.\ years, and it is preserved by
At first blush the proposition strikes us as being exist. The question is, where does the treaty place
means of curtains of canvass saturated with tar, exceedingly injudicious. Conventions
are appropri- the north west angle of Nova Scotia.
which enclose it, closely packed in piles about seven ate for concentrating
We know there is a river called the St. Lawrence,
and devising means Disorganifeet square.
zation, where there is no legal and established autho- having many streams rising in the highlands south
Woollen cloths thus stored remain secure from rity; but
where there is, or ought to be the strictest of it, and flowing into it. We know also that sevemoths many years without being aired.
organization and discipline established by law; and ral rivers rise on the other side of these high grounds
Several carriages for field artillery, a travelling
where obedience is as indispensable, as it is in the and flowing in a southerly direction fall into the
forge and caisson, were sent as patterns to the Unitmilitary or naval service, the idea oforganizing a dis- Atlantic ocean.
The existence of these streams is
ed Slates.
tinct, not to say a counter authority or influence, to unquestioned, and that necessarily places beyond all
Of the excellence of thcfe carriages, and the those of the government and the laws,
would seem doubt the fact that their sources must be sepnrated
skill of the Swedish flying artillery, we have this
to be a kind of radical insuboration, and of a very by land high enough to divide them, for such is the
evidence.
dangerous tendency. Be the occasion for reform law of nature.
The board were present, by invitation, to observe ever so great, if we
We know also that the source of the St. Croix has
cannot depend upon the governthe manosuvres of two eight gun batteries of horse
ment in its organized and responsible departments, been ascertained, anda monument erected by agreeartillery, which were executed with great rapidity,
to take whatever measures may be required to ascer- ment.
We know further that from this monument
turning upon roads only eigliteen feet wide, (with
tnin the evils, as well as to suggest and carry out a line has been traced directly north some 40 miles,
six horses to each carriage), crossing deep dilches
adequate remedies, we must have very little faith, to a place near Mars Hill.
and other difficult places for the purpose of showindeed, in our political system, and too much faith
All thatremains.thereforetobe done, according to
ing the perfection of the carriages, and especially
in the results of less systematized and altogelher the treaty, is to continue this line to the lands that
the effeci of the regulator, in relieving the wheel
irresponsible agencies, if we hope better results divide the waters Sowing into the St. Lawrence,
horses from the weight and violent motions of the
from their attem])ts. If the government really re- from those which fall into the Atlantic ocean, and at
pole.
quire the aid and council of experienced officers in the end of il is the north west angle of Nova Scotia.
The celebrated iron minesofDannemora are thus a task
of reform, tliey can command it at any mo- It is impossible to comprehend how any serious obdescribed;
ment, and no doubt would do so, if they conceived stacle to the accomplishment of this can exist.
These great and celebrated mines are about eighty
it necessary.
But let there be no attempt at unau Another half century may pass away, and additionmiles north from Stockholm, and produce ores yieldIhorised, or even unordered movements of either the al folios may be wiitten
the country may be exing from 50 to 80 per cent, of iron.
army or the navy, or ofi/ieir officers. The impres- plored, and new things discovered, but these facts
They have been wrought upwards of one thousand sive
lesson given to this country in the case of the will never be changed, or the decisive character of
years, and are now about six hundred feet in depth.
famous Ncwburg Ictlers, at the close of the revolu- the evidence in support of the treaty.
The iron made from the Dannemora mines is all sold tionary
Under the circumslances, it is painful to see the
war, should never be forgotten. General
at prices far exceeding any other made in Sweden,
Washington during his first presidential term, advis- measures pursued in support of a groundless prefor the sole purpose of being converted into steel in
ed congress to prohibit by law, the formation of tension to take from us a territory larger than our
England.
self created secret political
associations.
What state, as their tendencj' is to disturb our pacific rePassing from Sweden to Russia, several days
would he have said of self-created associations of lations, and bring the two countries into a conflict.
were advantageously spent at the camp of Krasnoe
army or navy officers, openly avowed to be for the
The late report ofthe British commissioners, if it
Selo, where the imperial guard, 36,000 infantry and
purpose of changing, if not of hostility to the laws be characteristic of the policy to he pursued, may
15,000 cavalry, were maiiccuvting under the iiumeby which they are or ought to be governed? If ei- well fill the public mind with indignation and the
diate command of the emperor.
ther the laws or the administration of the laws re- false reasoning and unwarrantable conclusions conA huge military arsenal exists at St Petersburg. quire
reform, it would be better to resort for a re- tained in it, ought to be fully exposed. It is not,
The gun room of the main building forms three
medy to the authorities expressly constituted for however, within our province to adjust Ihe controsides of a square, the front being 500 feet, and
versy; yet having a great interest at stake in that terthe purpose of government.
each side or wing 350 feet long, and contain 400,000
The author of the suggestion, in proposing a con- ritory, as well as in the peace and honor of the Unitarms.
ed States, it would seem no more than just to reOther rooms ofrqual capacity are filled with GOO vention of officers, no doubt, was actuated by the
spond to this call upon us by our sister state to
filed cannon, mounted upon carriages, or ready to most friendly solicitude for (he navy, and (or the
extend to her oursympathy for the manifold wrongs
be mounted; with caissons, forges, &c. complete, welfare and honor of our country, to which the nainflicted upon her, and to assure congress of cur
but he has
large quantities of equipments, ancient arms and vy has already so largely contributed
certainly
mistaken
the
method
by
which an improve- hearty disposition to maintain the inlegrity of Ihe
armor of every age and form, models, Sec.
country.
The board passed through Prussia to-F ranee, visit- ment of its condilion should be sought.
finances. The report of the treasurer of Massaing all places and establishments connected with
chusetts stales the whole amount of the funded debt
their duty.
STATES OF
UNION.
slate, exclusive ofthe loan of script to certain
ofthe
At Liege, muskets of our model are completed
MAINE.
for .$6 each, (30 francs).
U. S. senator. The hon. George Evans, (whig), rail roads, $609,137.
Besides this debt, the state has loaned its credit
The arsenal at Douxi is vast and well filled.
was elected, on Thursday last, by both branches^'of
The arsenal is one of the largest in France. The the legislature cf this slate, to represent it in the to five different rail roads, by the issue of script
workshops are spacious and well arranged; the United States senate, for six years from and after bearing interest at 5 |)er cent, and redeemable moststock of materials large and conveniently assorted; the 3rd of iWarch next. In the house, iVlr. Evans, ly at different periods from 1857 to ).S70, on which
among which there is timber for 3,000 carriages] received a majority of in votes over Fairfield; and it holds Ihe guaranty of the respective rail roads,
with a pledge of Ihe entire property ofthe said rail
harnes.^ complete, or in parts, 40,000 horses, Sec.
in the senate a majoiity of 6.
roads, for the payment ofthe interest and principal
It contains upwards of 2,000 new bronze field and
Bindcs.
According to an abstract of the returns of the said script. The amount of script thus
isfciege cannon, a number wliirh is daily augmented
from the banks of the state, made on the first ftlonsued is .$3,300,000 to the Western rail road, $500,000
by the active operations of the foundry.
day of last monlh, the amount of the capital stock
to the Eastern, .$1()0,0()0 to the Norwich an'l WorIt is nearly destitute of machines; mainial labor,
of Ihe banks paid in was .'^14,37 1,500; amount of
cester, $150,000 to tiie Andoverand Haveihill and
performed by soldiers, being cheaper than steam bills in circulation
f 1,754,390; deposites on inter- $100,000 to Ihe New Bedford and Taunton rail road.
power.
est $136,909; not on interest $733,831; due toother
An issue of like script to the Nashau and Lowell
There are many other curious items of informa- banks 45,
281. The amount of specie was $'269,729; rail road,
.f
to the amount of $50,600, redeemable iu
tion in this report, for which we must refer to the
due from other banks $600,894; bills of other banks
1846, has been returned to the treasury.
volume that contains it.
in the slate gl 46.550; out of the state $67,187;
The principal receipts of revenue during Ihe year
Wherever they went, our officers were received notes and
bills discounted $5,820,792: real estate
were, from the bank tax $344,368; and from the
with great courtesy, ami all eslablishmenis, public
.9322,750.
auction tax $52,746.
«iid piivate, were Ireely thrown open to Iheirinsnec'
MASSACHUSETTS.
The principle expenses were, for the pay of
tion.
Gov. Dnvis' message on the north eastern bounda- members of the legislature $96,397; salaries estabWe find by the recently printed Army ry. The following is the message of
Militia.
gov. Davis, lished by law, civil, judiciary and military, includRegister for 1841, by the ailjutant general of the
on transrnilling to the senate of this state last week, ing judges and registers of probate, and clerks of
army, a general abstract of the militia of the United some
resolutions relative to the north eastern boun- the exfcniive departments, .$71,162; county balances
States, as Ibllows:
dary, from the states of Maine and Indiana.
$64,236; and paper accounts $45,805.
officers,
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and have gone
therefore, be tried for the offence
off "unvvhipt of justice."
pardon given before trial and conviction!!
What a license to commit crime!! What is to check
say murder
the commission of any act of viilany
itself^U'lien the perpetrator has his pardon in his
pockei? It is high time the people should look into

A
Black and Uliite. The bill to repeal that section
of the marriage act wliirh prohihits intermarriage
between wliili's and the blacks, came up on Saturday. Mr. Bradlnirn of Nantucket advocated the
bill at some lengtli.
Mr. Park of Bo?ton, said he
should vote for the passage of the bill, not for the these matters, and give a check to such high-handreasons ^iven in the report of the committee, but ed and dangerous acts! It is only worthy the desbecause the statute proposed lo be repealed, was an potic power of the dark ages!
To shew that there is no mistake in the stateact resulatiiig a matter of taste, and he thought all
such laws had belter be stricken from the statute ment of the Gettysburg paper, we copy the folbook. He considered this subject as much a mat- lowing account of this affair, as given in the last
ter of taste, as whether a woman should wear a Harrisburg Keystone, the official organ of gov.
Porter. The Keystone states the fact of the panlon
black or white ribbon on her bonnet.
Tile bill passed to a third reading by a vote of 144 in advance, but it does not add a word in justification of the proceeding:
[Boston Mer. Jour.
to 92.
Libel suit.
The prosecution instituted in the
The lower house of the legislature of this state,
has rejected the bill which proposed to repeal the sessions of Adams county, by Thai'.deus Stevens,
law prohibiting the marriage of whites and blacks. esq. against Huetter & Canline, for the publication
of an alleged libef upon the character of tlic forThe vote was 204 against, to 140 in its favor.
was, we understand, brought
TAe CAarlestown convent. A proposition has been mer, in the Magician,
When the
to a final decision on Wednesday last.
in the house of representatives of this state,

—
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That an insane pauper may be kept in a stable, or
caverr., or a cage (as some are keptj for less than
$1 50 per week, none will deny. But, in a civilized and humane communitj', such a course of
treatment would not be countenanced when known.
The true question is, what is the cost of such a
course of treatment as the unfortunate condition of
the sufii-'rer demands, and as will be likely to alleviAnd in answer
ate if not to remove his calamity?
to this question we feel warranted in saying that
even if it were practicable lo carry the asyluul
treatment into an almshouse or a private family,
the expense would be on an average, at least double.
In determining this question, however, the
probability of recovery is ol the first importance.
3. The probability of recovery depends almost
entirely on the seasonable employment of the proper means. The difference occasioned by this circumstance would hardly be believed if it were not
established by unquestionable facts; supposing all
cases of less than a year's duration to be called recent cases, and all over that period to be called old
cases, the experience of the Worcester asylum
shows, that of the former, 83 insane persons out of
100 have been discharged, restored to their reason
and lo their families, and of the old cases, less than
nineteen out of one hundred were cured.
The following statement from the sixth annual
report of the Worcester asylum, sets this matter in
a very convincing light:
Average expense of twenty old cases, (taken in the
order of their admission), previous to their entering the asylum,
$806 25
Average expense in the asylum,
744 00

—

defendants were called upon to plead to the indict
ment, they, by their counsel, W. N. Irvine, e.sq,
pleaded as a bar to its further prosecution, a pardon of the alleged offence, by the executive.
Loan. The recent loan of 800,000 dollars, created by the legislature of Pennsylvania to raise
funds to meet the interest on its stocks due on Monday next, was taken in the following sums:
NEW YOBK.
$400,0:)0
United States bank,
Mr. Broadkead, of Ulster county, has been ap150,000
Pennsylvania bank,
pointed by gov. Seward to proceed to Holland and
75,000
Philadelphia bank,
obtain, or copy fiom the archives of that country,
50,000
Farmers and Mechanics,
what he can find iu relation to the early history of
Total cost of each,
20,000
$1,550 25
Northern Liberties,
New York.
15,0{)0
These slill remain in the asylum.
Manufacturers and Mechanics,
Average expense of twenty recent cases
15,000
Slate finances.
From the comptroller's report,
Mr. C. S. Boker,
(taken in the orderof their admission),
20,000
we learn that t!ie expenses of the last fiscal year,
By other individuals,
before their entrance,
$16 25
were !i|i3,298,917 the balance left unexpended,
Average expense at the asylum,
31 25
was ,§47,705. The estimated revenue for the preJP7J5,000
sent year, is S963,097 estimated expenditure,
Taken previously by the Easton bank, 20,000
Total cost of each,
36,000
$47 50
$949,506.
By other individuals,
These were cured and returned home after an
The whole debt of the state, is $13,434,801.
average of nineteen weeks of insanity.
$iSOO,000
Elected. John A. Collier has been elected by
reThe friends of the proposed state asylum, do
Pennsylvania
4.
of
The
canal
commissioners
the legislature of New York, comptroller of that
commend iinptovemeijts and repairs for the present not design to increase, in the slightest degree, (he
state.
This (savs public burden. Our insane paupers must be and
year
to the extent of ,$3,588,827 00.
Slate lunatic asylum.
By the annual report of
tlie Philadel])hia
Inquirer) added to the loan of are now supported at the public charge in some
the commissioners, transmitted to the legislature
It is not designed to change any present
whicli has just been cffeclcd, will in- form.
on the 13th inst. it a|)pear3 that the sum of money $800,000
c:-ease the state debt to more than forty millions of liabilities, nor impose any new obligations on the
at the command of the commissioners for the past
parties now cfiargeable with their support, but maThis sum has been expended, dulhrs.
year, was $95,000.
Canal commissioners. We learn from the Harris- terially lo lessen the expense for, if by the conexcept ^'3, 186, mostly on tiie main front building,
rela'ive lo the election of templated measure, the numerous insane poor of
which has been nearly completed. This asylum is burg papers that the bill
commissioners passed the senate on Satur- this state can be comfortably provided for, without
canal
located about one mile west from the city of Dtica,
should it not be done.'
provides for the election of one by each any additional burthen
on an eminence, and when all the buildings are day. It
branch of the legislature, and the appointment of And if such an asylum may be reasonably expectfinished, they will not only make an imposijig apexecutive. One is to serve for one ed to cure, wittiin an averaje of fiom three weeks
one
by
the
pearance, but stand as a mouument of one of the
year, another for two years, and flie third for three to three months, four out of every five patients who
noblest charities of the age.
Within one year from the
years the term of service in each case to be de- are placed within it.
NEW JERSEY.
first appearance of the disorder, (a disorder which
termined by lot.
Legisliiture.
bill was introduced in the house
The object of the bill is to exclude, as far as pos- is proved to yield to medical and moral tieatnient
on Wednesday to extend the charter of the People's sible, the inQuence of party considerations from the as readily as any other complaint to which human
bank of Pdteison. Notice was given that leave management of the public works.
nature is subject), who then can queslion the exwould be asked to introduce a bill to extend the
dsylum for the insane poor. Aware of the inul- pediency ol the erection of the asylum, if but simply
charter of tlie Salem banking company.
On the tiplitd engagements ol the members of the legisla- on the score of economy.'
2lst, the resolution that the legislature will not take ture, the friends of an asylum for the insane poor
It is confidently b.;lieved that whoever will excognizance of divorce cases, when the court of of tiiis commonwealth, have prepared a brief stale- amine carefully and wilhont prejudice, the inconcliaiicfry could have jurisdiction, was debated and
trovertible evidence in favor of asylums for Ihe ineut of a few prominent facts on the subject.
negatived ayes 16, nays 33. On the 22d a reso[Penn. Telegraph.
sane, as furnishing the most humane, economical
lution was iiitiodiiced to the effect that all persons
and restorative treatment of insanity, will agree
1. The state asylum for the insane poor at Worapplying for divorces after March 1, 1841, should cester, Massachusetts, furnishes suitable accommo- with the very numerous aiid highly intelligent peadveitise a notice of such application in a newspa- dations for two hundred and thirty patients, and tlie titioners, that it should be among the earliest rat-aper circulating in their county. Laid on thetatile. whole cost, including a farm of sixty acres, within sures ol the present session of Ihe legislature to pro[iV. r. Com. Ado.
vide such an institution for this poor, afflicted and
hall a mile of Worcester, one of the most populous and thriving towns in that state, was but hitherto neglected portion of our fellow citizens.
FETJ.\SYLV"ANI.4.
Governor Porter Despotic power revised! It is ,$104,000, which sum was expended in the course These suggestions are intended to draw the attenwith pain we record the fact that the present go- of several /ears, and it is hoped and believed, that tion of the governor and the legislature, to this imvernor of Pennsylvania has exercised a power dur- with the advantage of a large fund of the experience portant subject, and to invite a most thorough inbe referred to a select
pay, from the state treasury, the
amouiit of damages sustained by the destruction of
the convent at Charlestown, in 1S34. The question
has once before been agitated in the legislature, and
was, most discreditably decided by a large majority against the memorialists.

and so

far entertained as to

conioi^ttee,

to

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—
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ing the past week, which, if not contrary to the
letter of the constitution, certainly never was contemplated by those men who conferred upon the
executive the "pardoning power" and is a matter
which calls loudly for immediate legislative action.
The principle is too dangerous to be encouraged;
and the power, if it does exisi, should never be entrusted to any man. We hope, therefore, to see the
matter investigated and the corrective employed.
During the siltingof ourcourt of quarter sessions
last week, a bill was found by the grand inquest
against Messrs, Hiielter Si Cantine, editors of the
Harrisburgh Magician, for a gross libel upon the
citizens of Gettysburg, and Mr. Stevens particularWhen callid upon to put in their plea of dely.
fence, their counsel pres?nted to the court a paper.
uiijer the broa<l seal of the state, giving a full and
free pardon from the governor of Pennsylvania lo
Messrs. Huetter &, Canline, for all the libles published by them in the Magician, "in Adams county
or elsewhere"— thus wiping off all their fins iu this
particular by a stroke of tli« pen!
They could not.

—

of others, an asylum for three bundled patients,
with asuitable farm, may be provided for $120,000.
2, The comparative expense of supporting pan
pers of this class, in such an establishment, and out

The ordiit, cannot be accurately determined.
nary expense of supporting a sane pauper in MasMany
sachusetts, is from $1 to $1 50 per week.
persons who contract to sujiport paupers (sane and
insanithe
year,
bring
the
stale,
by
that
insane) in
portion of them to the state asylum and pay $2 50
per week, choosing to incur this extra expense rather than take care of them at home with the sane
paupers.
A furious maniac decently taken care of in an
almshouse, or by friends, usually costs from two to
three times as much as an asyiuui would charge
of

*Tlie alleged "libel" is understood to have consisted
in chargina'the desecration of some religious rite or ce-

remony, upon a public meeting of the Harrison democratic citizens of Gettysburg, during the late canvass,
at wnieli meeting, the gentleman named by the Keystone, was present, and bore a prominent part.

vestigation of

its

merits.

Our delays only settle in hopeless, incurable dismany who might be relieved and restored if

ease,

for. and to incur a parmanent
and enormous ta.x for the support of a confirmed
maniac, rather than provide the means of his restoration to reason and usefulness at a trifling present expense, is neither economical nor humane.
So think and so havesaid (in the file of memorials),

seasonably provided

Thous.vnds upo.v thousands.
DELAW-\KE.

A

special election took place a day or two ago,
iu Newcastle county, in this state, for a member lo
had occurred by death in the
fill a vacancy which
Mr. Arnold S. Naudain (forsenate of tlie state.
merly a senator of the United States, and a whig)
was elected.

MISSISSIPPI.
learn from the message of the governor of
Mississippi, that the slaves in that state out-number the whitfs; whites 178,667, slaves 195,764, free
[Louisville Jour,
persons of color 1,366.
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LOUISIANA.

Bankrupt law.
The legislature of Louisian'i
have xtnanimously passed resolutions instructing the
senators from that state to vote for a uniform bankrupt law.

KENTUCKY.

The

bill to

establish

the

Kentucky

institute for

education of the blind passed the house on
Tuesday, , the 19th inst. by a vote of 59 to 31.
the

INDIANA.

A

has passed the Indiana legislature, apporthe senators and representatives.
The
number of senators is fixed at 50, and of representatives at 100.
Gov. Wallace recommended a reduction, but it could not be effected.
bill

tioning

ILLINOIS.
About twenty millions of bushels of corn were
produced in Illinois last year. There were also
produceil 385,963 lbs. tubacco, 23,121 lbs. rice,
194,191 lbs. cotton and 323,2 96 lbs. sugar.
MISSOURI.
Doings at Jefferson city, (Mo.) From the last
St. Louis papers, we learn that there have been
rather boisterous times with the

members

of the

A

Missouri legislature at Jefferson city.
Mr.
Green, reporter for the St. Louis Republican, in one
of his letters gave some offence to some of the members of the house. Politics were of course at the
bottom of it. A resolution that he should be expelled from the bar of the house, was ofi'ered and fiDuring the discussion, the words
nally passed.
blackguard, skunk, &.c. wpre freely passed betvi'een
members, and one of them, a Mr. Ashby, remarked
that he would hold another, Mr. Bngy, of St. Louis,
personally responsible if he v\as a while man. The
next intelligence will probably be that a duel has
been fought. While this was going on in the house,
a little by-play took place outside between Mr.
Bartlett, a member of the house and Mr. Bay, attorney general. Blows were passed.

IOWA.
government for this young territory
is to be removed next season from Burlington, its
present location, to Iowa city.
FLonrnA.
" The correspondent of the Savannah Republican,
under date of St. Augustine, January 22 7 a. m.
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ON THE PRE-EMPTION

operating south; they have large claims upon the
gratitude of the country."
The Indians were coming in at the different posts,
and the Florida papers are expressing themselves
highly rejoiced at the decisive steps taken by the
officers of the army, who appear determined to end
the contest.

DEBATE ON THE PROSPECTIVE PRE
EMPTION BILL.
In senate, Tuesday, January 12.
The pre-emption bill coming up as the order of
the day, and the question being on the adoption of
the following amendment moved by Mr. Calhoun
as a substitute for the bill;!

"That all the public lands within the states of
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, with
the exception of the sites of fortifications, navy and

dock yards, arsenals, magazines, and

all other pubbuildings, shall, alter the thirtieth day of June,
eighteen hundred and forty-two, be ceded to the
states withm the limits of which they are respectively situated, they having previously complied
with the following conditions:

lic

"First. That the said states shall severally pass
acts, to be irrevocable, that they will annually pay
to the U. States
per cent, on the gross amount of

—

the sales of such lands, on or before the first day of
February of each succeeding year, including under
sales, grants and donations by the states, estimating
the lands at the selling price at the lime of the grant
or donation.

BILL.

"Fifthly. That, on a failure to comply with any
of the above conditions, or a violation of the same,
on the part of any of the said stales, the cession
herein made to the state failing to comply with or
violating said conditions shall be thereby rendered
null and void; and all grants or titles thereafter made
by said state, for any portion of the public lands
within the limits of the same, ceiled by this act, shall
be, and are hereby, declared to be null and void, and
of no effect whatever.

"Sec. 2. And be it further enacted. That upon every
reduction in the prices of said lands, which shall take
place by the graduating process of this bill, the legislatures of the several states in which the lands are
situated shall at their discretion, have power to grant
to the respective occupants or settlers upon any of the
said lands rights of pre-emption at such graduated or
reduced prices; which right shall extend to a period
of ninety days from and after the dates at which the
respective graduations shall take place; and any
lands not taken up by the respective occupants or
settlers within that period shall be liable to be entered or purchased by any other person, until the next
graduation or reduction in price shall take place,
when it shall, if not previously purchased, be again
subject to the right of pre-emption for ninety days,
as before; and so on, from time to time, as said reductions shall take place.
"Sec. 3. And be it further enacted. That whenever
the president of the United States shall be officially
notified that any of the states aforesaid has passed

an act in compliance with the above conditions,

it

shall be his duty, after the thirtieth day of June
That the minimum price, as now aforesaid, or forthwith after the passage ol said act,
fixed by law, shall remain unchanged until the
if passed subsequent to that period, to adopt such
thirtieth day of June aforesaid, but, after that pemeasures as he shall think proper to close the land

"Secondly.

riod, the price may be reduced by the states respectively, according to the following scale: all
lands theretolore offered at public sale, and then re-

maining unsold ten years or upward preceding the
day of June aforesaid, may be reduced by
said states to a price not less Ihan one dollar per
acre; and all lands that may have been offered at
public sale, and remaining unsold fifteen years or
thirtieth

upward preceding the thirtietii day of June, eighteen
hundred and forty-seven, may thereafter be reduced by said states to a price not less than seventy-five
says— From an authentic source at Tampa Bay, cents per acre; and all lands that may have been
under date ot the 21th December, we learn that on offered at public sale, and remaining unsold twenty
the 19lh an Indian came in with the white flag, years or upward preceding the thirtiethday of June,
bringing with him two of his children, which he eighteen hundred and filty-two, may then be reducleft as an evidence of the sincerity, by which he ed by said states to a price not less than fifty
cents
was influenced, and went out to bring in the balance per acre; and all lands that may have been offered
of his connexions. After bringing Ihein in he is to at public sale, and remaii:ing unsold twenty-five
go in pursuit of Coacoochee or Wild Cat, whom he years or upward preceding the thirtieth day of June,
says he feels pretty sure he can induce to come in eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, may thereafter be
Holaioochee, the principle chief of the dele- reduced by said states to a price not less than twentyalso.
gation from Arkansas, has been sometime at Sara five cents per acre; and all lands that may have
Sola Bay, about sixty miles to the southeast of been offered at public sale, and remaining unsold
Tampa, awaiting the arrivivl of the Semlnoles, who thirty years or upvtard preceding the thirtieth day
are expected in, as three of the ilelegalion have been of J(me, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, may
some time in search of them, and succeeded in col- thereafter be reducrd by said states to twelve and a
lecting between 50 and 60, who were ready to come half cents per acre; and all lands that shall
have
in and converse with him on the subject of emigra- been offered at public sale, and remaining
unsold
tion, but learning that a body of troops were ap- thnty-five years or upward, shall be
immediately
proaching the point where they were collected, they ceded, unconditionally, to the states in which
said
took the alarm, and dispersfd themselves in the lands are situate: Provided, That all lands whjch
woods again; and it is expected by the 4th of Fe- shall remain unsold after having been offered at
burary, they will be all in at Sara Sola, when the public sale for ten years, and which
do not cojne
delegation will meet them.
under the above provisions, shall be subject to the
One of the delegation went after Ilcho Emathia, provisions of graduation and cession aloresaid, at
the chief the Tallahassees, who was his nephew, the respective perioils of ten, fifteen, twenty,
twenwho finding the old man, brought him to Fort No. ty-five, thirty and thirty-five years after said sale,
4, near Cedar Keys, with all his family, and some commencing from the expiration of
ten years after
other Indians. The old chief is sending out for the the same had been offered at public sale.
balance of the tribe, and declares himself willing to
"Thirdly. That the lands shall be subject to the
emigrate.
same legal subdivisions in the sale and survey as is
Interestini; from Florida. The St. Augustine pa- now provided by law, reserving
for each township
pers of the same date, contains intelligence of the the sixteenth section, or the substitute,
as heretofore
most gratifying character from the afflicted territo- provided by law; and the land not yet
offered lor
ry. The war has indeed been carried into the "ene- sale shall be first offered by the state
at public aucmy's camp," and he has been fearfully routed in his tion, and be sold for cash only, in the manner
now
strong holds. The News of that date says:
provided by law. And any land now or hereafter
"The schooner Frances, captain Cooper, arrived remaining unsold after the same shall have been
morning,
bringing
this
the glorious news of adili- offered for sale at public auction, shall
he subject to
lional success in the capture and destruction of the entry for cash only, according
to the graduation
enemy south. On the Sth col. Harney captured and which may be fixed by the stales respectively under
killed in the everglades, 12 Indians.
On the lOlh, the provisions of this act; and that the acts of conat Indian river, the command under major Childs, gress which may be in force at the
time of assentlieutenants Taylor, Stepioe, Van VIeit and Dr. Sim- ing to this act shall remain unchanged,
except as
mons, captured 34 Indians and negroes, killing 4. modified by this act, unless with the assent
of con-

—

On thelllh, on the St. Johns, lieutenants Taylor gress.
and Van VIeit captured 5 Indians, killing 1. Col.
"Fourthly. This cession, together with the porHarney had to return for additional force, and is tion of the sales to be retained by the states respecagain in pursuit of the enemy.
tively, under the provisions of this act, shall
be in
"The news from the south is truly cheering; the full of the five per cent, fund, or any part thereof,
success of col. Harney, and the prompt and gallant not already accrued to any state;
and the said states
conduct of major Childs, and officers of 3d artillery, shall be exclusively liable lor all charges
that may
are entitled to all praise.
Major Childs is a brave herealter arise from the surveys, sales and manageotHcer, and alreaily distinguished for good conduct ment of the public liind.s and
extinguishment of InWe say God speed such men as are dian title wilhiu the limits of said states respectively.
at Fort Drane.

including the surveying deiiartment, within
the limits of said state; and that the commissions of
all officers connected therewith shall expire on a
day to be fixed by him, but which day shall not be
beyond six months after the thirtieth day of June
aforesaid, or, if subsequent thereto, from the day he
received the official nolification of the passage of
said act.
"Sec. 4. And be it further enacted. That, on such
notification being made, the said state shall be relieved from all compacts, acts or ordinances imposing restrictions on the right of said state to tax
any lands by her authority subsequent to the sale
offices,

thereof, ceded by this act; and all maps, titles, records, books, documents and papers in the genera!
land office at Washington, relative to said lands,
shall be subject to the order and disposition of the
executive of said state.
"Sec. 5. Mnd be it further enacted. That all lands
of the United States within the limits of the slate ot
Tennessee, with the exceptions enumerated in the
first section of this act, shall be, and the same are
herebj', ceded to said state."
Mr. Calhoun rose and addressed the senate nearly as follows: I regard the question of the public
lands, next to that of the currency, as the most
dangerous and the most difficult of all the important
questions which press upon "the covernmeiit and
the country at this time.
I do not except the tariff,
for a measure which has done more to corrupt the
public morals, to disorder the eurrency, and to derange all the business of the country, will not, I
trust, be again repeated.
In proposing the amendment I have offered to the
senate, I do not deny the justice of the eulogium

which has been pronounced by more Ihan one senator during the course of the present debate on the
existing land system of the country.
On the contrary, I believe that at the beginning it was admirably calculated to promote the growth and prosperity
of (he republic; but it must be remembered that,
since that system look its rise, there have been
many and great changes in the aspect of public affairs.
When that system originally went into operation, an immense space of country, now constituting nine states of this confederacy, was inhabited
chielly by Indians, or by the subjects of a foreign
power. The Indian title had been extinguished to
but a very small part of it, and the Spanish population especially was in some parts of it very numerous.
Since then there have grown up within that
wide region nine large and flourishing states, and,
viewed in regard to population only, these now include two-thirds of the whole United Stales. So
great and mighty a change as this necessarily deranged in some degree the system which had before
prevailed.
It is, in fact, impossible to look upon
ihejexisting state of things and not to perceive that
the system has been deeply deranged, and that evils
have grown out ol it which, unless speedily arrest»
ed, threaten the most disastrous consequences.
I
say to gentlemen who think so highly of our land
system, is it not a great evil that, session after session, from year to year, so much ol the time of congress is occupied by discussions and legislatiou iu

•
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to the general government, these, as of voting equal to the man who holds 10,000 acres,
shall hereafter be able fully to demonstrate, will be and they exert a powerful influence in all our elecWill not such a class of men acquire an imtions.
greater than they are at piesent.
And what reason have we to doubt that the states portance which will necessarily command respect?
drawing of separating lines is continually growing will adhere to that, which in its effect is better for And let this idea of property and of right to the siiil
upon us, and that to such a degree that, if nothing thein than any tiling that can be proposed? Is there once become matured, and your hold of the public
gone forever.
shall be done to arrest it, it may endangt-r the peace any thing in our past experience which should lead lands is gone
The first idea, then, which presents itself in the
of the country? Is it nothing that congress should us to conclude that these states will violate their
be occupied nearly one-third of every session in le- pledged faith to this government? You contract with view of such a state of things is, that the government
shall not encourage these men, that they are intrugislation growing out of the public lands, at a large them now not to tax the lands of the government
annual cost, besides the absorption of time which within their limits. Have they ever violated their ders and tresspassers, that the public land belongs to
all the union, and that none have a right to lake it.
And
Never.
this
respect?
you
in
with
Is
it
nothing
compact
ought to be given to oiher subjects?
that there should now be held by this federal go- ought yon to suspect that ihey will violate this other Such is the natural sentiment which spontaneously
vernment two-thirds of that entire territory over compact, should they enter into it? This doubting arises in the mind from the innate sense of justice.
which these nine states have no control? Nothing, of the fidelity of the slates ill becomes us. Our go- But we must often yield a question of abstract right
to Ihe necessity of the case. The number of such setthat all questions in relation to it have to be decided vernment itself is only a compact amorjg the stales,
by congress, which out to be settled by the local and this federal government has violated that com tlers is vast. Theterritory is widely extended.
authorities? Is there no influence thus exerted upon pact a dozen times, where the slates have violated it are you going to prevent them from thus taking posmembers representing the new states? And is not once once. And does it become you to call in ques- session of it? Are you going to send your marshals
there to warn them off?
That will never do. Will
Is tion the states adherence to their contracts.
this species of legislation used to sway them?
But admitting, for argument sake, that there is you issue writs against them? That has proved
there not a corresponding influence on members
equally
inefTectual.
AVill you send your army?
the
point,
put
to
It
this
I
on
or
less—
more
Is
it
some
danger
nothing?
this
states?
And
is
from the older
nothing that a question so pre-eminently local as senate the solemn question, is there not a far great- would take an army of twice the size, and would abDo gentleIs there not far sorb every cent of the public revenue.
that of land should— 1 will boldly say it— contrary er danger in an opposite direction?
more danger that we shall lose the public lands alto- men reflect upon the extent of the territory? Divide
to the genius of our constitution, be under the le
What if ail other local ques- gether if the present system is suffered to continue. it among your army as it now stands and it leaves
gislation of congress?
Drive off the setthe
authority,
same
I will now undertake to shew you that the actual .5.50 square miles to each soldier!
to
the
should
be
subjected
tions
The man tlers at the point of the bayonet; they will flee before
the great question is, what is danger is not on the side of cession.
evil none can deny
who has not carefully watched the progress of the you, and in two weeks Ihey will all return. I saw
the remedy?
Three propositions have been brought forward. legislation of congress in regard to the land system the proof of this when I was in the war department.
made experiraenlsof that operation upon the inThe first is to distribute the proceeds arising from generally, can form but a very inadequate concepIt is two-fold; truders on the Indian lands, and there the result was
the sale of the public lands among all the states. tion of the danger that does exist.
But will that relieve us? Will that stop the contest first, that the lands will be lost by us to the occu- just the same. So it must ever be it belongs to the
here between the new states and the old stales" pant who will hold them, without paying a cent to) case. Among all the presidents of the D. States
many
Will it put a stop to our interminable land debates? the government; and, secondly, that Ihey will be lost do not know exactl3' how many we have had
Will it pluck oti the influence of patronage? No. to Ihe states themselves fiom the contest between the of them have had great respect for the law which
of
them
ever
attempted
to
enforce
the
law
combined
against
dangers
These
old
states.
this.
the
to
all
new
and
opposite
Its operation will be precisely
Instead of relieving us from the evils under which are likely to terminate in our final loss of the public Ihe intruders upon the public domain? The senator

domain tiiscussions which go
to draw lines of invidious distinction between ttie
friends of the old and the friends of the new states?
Is it no evil that this consumption of time and this

relation to the public

cuniary results
I

—

How

—

—

—

We

—

—
—

we now labor, it will aggravate them all.
The second proposition is, that of graduation and
pre-emption, simply considered. And will that relieve us?
Will it touch any one of Ike evils I have
enumerated? No; not one. Acting as an antagonistical power to the scheme of distribution, it aggravates our danger and increases the excitement of
the whole subject.
Where then, I again ask, where are we to find our
remedy? It is a great and solemn question. To me
it appears there is only one remedy, and that is cesCE3SI0K. That will bring to a close the whole
sion
of these evils. That will arrest these endless deThat will cut off, at a blow, one-fourth of
bates.
the patronage of the government. That will diminish the lengths of the sessions of congress. That
will put a Slop at once to the dangerous strife between the new and the old states.
The only question is, can a cession be effected on
such terms as shall do justice both to the old and to
the new states, and at the same time not materially
derange the existing laud system? I think it can.
In the abstract I believe that there is no truer opinion, and on this principle I have framed the amend-

—

luent.
In the

•

lands, unless some preventive measure shall be
•peedily adopted.
First, the danger of losing the public lands to
those who shall occupy them is seen from Ihe amount
320,000,000 acres have,
of land still unoccupied.
froiB the beginning of the government, been set free
from the Indian title. Of this vast amount we have
as yet sold only 81,000,000, and of this latter amount
more than 30,000,000 were sold in the years 1S34,
now hold 226,000,000 acres,
'33, '36 and '37.
to which the Indian title has been extinguished.But mere numbers give us a very inadequate conception of such an extent of territory as this. To
have any thing like a realizing idea of it, we must
compare it with the superficiesof some of the states,
and we shall then perceive that the public domain in
Ihe hands of this government is equal to all New
England, with the addition of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia and about
This government
one-fourth of North Carolina.
holds a space on the surface of this continent equal
to the vast extent ot territory I have mentioned; but
to give a still stronger idea of it, it lies dispersed
among nine different states, besides the territories, and covers a space equal to the whole of the ol
13 states, with the addition of Florida and half of
Tennessee. Into this widespread domain population
thousands.
is daily pouring in thousands upon
tide, strong and deep, and not to be arrested, is
sweeping westward, a portion of it consisting of per1

proposes that the whole of the
gublic domain contained within the new slates shall
The quantity
e ceded to the states where it lies.
of this land amounts to 160,000,000 acres, two- thirds
of which has been surveyed and is in market. It
has been culled over twenty times. It has passed
through the great process of speculation. Those
who formerly purchased on credit have examined
and picked it over thoroughly. This land I propose
First,
to cede, but to cede it on certain conditions.
to secure the system now in force; next, to secure to
the general government a fair pecuniary interest in
the land, realising all that it now receives, on a condition which will secure the fulfilment of the contract, viz: that if the states shall violate the terms of
the contract, then all grants of land made by the
These conditions are
states shall be null and void.
necessary for th^: object in view. Whether they are
the best that can be devised or not, I will not undertake to say. That is not the question now. The
question is whether cession on some conditions is not
the best remedy. If the general measure is approved, its details can afterwards be settled by an able
and experienced committee, and subsequently passed on by the senate.
If, then, this measure will secure the great object
in view; if it will arrest existing evils; if it will secure justice and equity between the new and the old
only alstates, if it will preserve the land system
tering it with respect to graduation and pre-emption
then, I trust, there will be in the senate but one
opinion as to the propriety of its adoption. If we can
have any reasonable assurance that the states will
adhere to their contract, and that it will not make too
great an inroad in the receipts of the governrn'-nt—
And even in rethat is the question and that only.
gard to this, the only real question is, whether the
(tales will adhere to their contract; for as to the pefirst

place,

it

—

—

.
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sons having both disposition and means to select Ihe
choicest portions it contains. Others again are without these means. They settle on good land, expecting to purchase it when it shall be offered for sale;
while a large mass of the poorer portion of the community, content themselves with land of an inferior
quality, not worth any thing like the government
price, and in Ihe possession of which they have no
reason to expect to be disturbed for thirty or forty
years to come.
In the southwest (and with that portion of the
country I am the most conversant) the settlers select
the valuable springs and a few of the choicest spots
while all the sunounding land is of a poor quality
and there they squat. Now, it is utterly irnpossiblt
that this process can go on for any length of time
without creating in the minds of men thus o.'cnpy
ing and cultivating, without disturbance or inlerrup
lion, a particular portion of land selected by them
As the thing goes on
selves the idea of proi)erty.
these settlers multiply. They come into each other's

—

from Kentucky (Mr. Cl.^y) seemed to suppose it
might easily be done. Well! that gentleman and
his friends will be in power some six weeks from
this time, with the president of their own choosing;
let us see whether it will be done.
But no spirit of
prophecy is needed on that subject. That gentleman is by far too judicious to give the new president such advice. Tiie president will not try it, and
if he does he will go out of office by a majority ten
times as large as that by which he came in. His
worst enemy could not give him worse advice.
What then is to be done? We must accommodate:
we must do in this case what we are all obliged to
do in a thousand other cases: we must yield to circumstances, and try to lessen an evil we cannot conquer. The strongest governments are often obliged
to yield, when they cannot by force prevail, and it
will be wise in us to do the same.

How

is

this

accommodation

to

be effected.

1.

By uniting the state and the general governments,
and giving them a common interest. Without this
Without this the state will
nothing can be elTi cted.
always be seen on the side of the occupant and

—

against the general government a state of things
which cannot but be productive of evil.
What is the next point? The price of the land
must be brought down at short interval.s, step by
step, as lo'.v as it is worth while to go.
It is vain to say that every acre of Ihe land is
worth a dollar and a quarter. I reverse thai positi(m: 1 say that there is not one acre of it worth
the government price which is not taken up. I do
not estimate these lands by their treaty value, but
by their present use. In this matter, as in all other
matters of buying and selling, the relation between
the demand and supply must always regulate the
market. On this principle 1 am warranted in the
position I take.
I
say Ihat all the land which is
not taken up now is worth less than the minimum
price.
It may be worth it at some future day, but
how far off? It is depreciated by tliis lapse of
time. It is unreasonable to suppose that a man
who has settled on land, only a part of which is
good, will give a dollar and a quarter for it when
he can get a tract, the whole of which is of the
first quality, at only a dollar and a quarter.
Where
he is now settled, he remains indefinitely; never expecting to be removed, and not knowing when he

have to pay. Again, I say we must bring
the price within a moderate time, or to us
whole will be lost. The provisions in my bill
neighborhood. They learn to respect each other's have been gradirated accordingly. By the cession
rights: and whoever comes there on a different foot- principle you unite the general and the state gohaving at Ihe same time graduation
ing from themselves becomes an object of generd vernments
odium. A feeling grows up in their minds against and pre-emption united. I propose that, after the
the emigrant who purchases and pays for his land. land shall have been in the market for ten years, its
To attempt to oust such men from possession is, 10 price be one dollar an acre; in five years more I reMen whs in duce it to seventy five cents; and so to go down by
say the lea.st, a dang.Tous operation.
this way select a good piece of ground and improve intervals of five years, to the year IS62, when it
disturbed in will have reached twelve and a half cents; and then
it by their labor have no idea of being
I cede the rest to the states where it lies.
I have
I appeal to all western genllemen.
its possession.
will

down
the

—

if this is

our

new

not a true representation of the progress of anticipated that the states will, at intervals, pass
This, I think, will reach the
setllemeuts. IMen thus situated have a right pre emptioa laws.

—
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The occupant of the land will
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feel that

he

waiting for a lime when he will be able to pay for
When
his land, and he will be willing to do so.
the day comes, all who are able to pay their dollar
an acre will make their purchase and get their
title; and the rest will wait till the ne.xt period
goes round, and such as are able to pay seventyfive cents will pay it and get their title; and thiis,
instead of continuing to be intruders and tresspassers on the public domain, they will be converted
These are the very men
into its lawful occupants.
who ought to be there; (hey will tight your battles
and defend your soil, and be the most eliectual of

Beall ramparts against aggression from without.
sides, such an arrangement will have a most salul.y
these
men;
i(
morals
of
prevailing
the
on
ry eli'ect
will teach them to look iorward to the lime when
they will be the lawful owners of a peaceful home;
it will break up the csprii de corps which now
unites them in the defiance of the government; the
weight will be thrown on this government, as if
ought to be, and an end will be put to most of the
evils and dangers we now experience.
from the present
I said that the danger arising
system was two fold; that, besides the danger of
losin" the land to the settlers, there was another:
This dangor
that of losing it to the new states.
grows out ot the contest which now agitates us
between the new and the old states; and this conThe
test itself grows out of the nature of things.
lives on the land sees it daily, and (eels
an interest in it which those at a dist.inoe never
can feel; and hence the policy which may to others
appear greedy and grasping in its character, may
be in truth profoundly wise, and calculated to avert
But the old stales very naturalstill greater evils.
ly consider all who desire what they consider as
their undoubted right, as profligate and unprinciHence arises a state of hostile (eeling on
Eled.
oth sides; and extreme measures will ultimately
be resorted to. The new states will seize upon the
They can do this if they wish to do it; for
lands.
the next census will show that they will then possess a majority of the population of this union, and
will of course have command of the government,
especially in the other branch of congress. Ought
we not to foresee such a posture of things and provide for it in time? If no remedy can be provided,
the danger of losing the land will be ten times as
great as if we were to lose it under the existing
system. I would throw round the cession all the
guards which can be given in the forms of the contract, and would throw it under the jurisdiction ol
our courts of justice, 90 that even should the states

be inclined to violate the contract the courts may
correct them.
Tiie only remaining point (0 be considered is,
whether the proposed measure will not be attended
with too great a sacrifice of a pecuuiaiy kind. 1
will now proceed to prove that, so far from sacrifjciii" the pccuniaiy interests of liie government, it
We
will go to increase the means of the treasury,
are in the hdbitof regarding the future value of the
public domain the same as it is now, overlo<ikin<
tlie fact that time exerts the same influence on va
luc as distance exerts on apparent magnitude. We

—

On

scheme I shall not now enter;
it fully at Ihe last session.
either idle, or unjust, or foolish.
of live millions of dollars will
proiluce a deficit of five millions, which must be
met by taxation to bring it back into the treasury.
If, llieii, the government gives out just
what it
gets back again, the measure is idle.
If Ihe go
vernment gets less, it is unjust; if it gets more, it is
I

more for Iheui, if as much.
Mr. G. went on to apply the same process

of rea-

soning to Ihe proposed graduation system. Suppose, with the committee of last session, Ihat llie
lands would be exhausted in 35 yoais, and that
equal sums will be received in equal times, (which
what will the governis far from being correct),
ment get? Allowing an average of 6IJ ceiils per
acre as the amount of sales, the ICO millions of
Divide
acres will bring 11)5 millions of dollars.
this by llic 33 years, and the proceeds will bo found
to be 3^ millions of dollars annually, which is
equal to a value in hand of twenty-eight 01 nine
millions, instead of twenty-six or seven millions,
as before shown: so that, by adopling (he gradua-

the distribution

presented

my

views of

The measure is
The distribution

overlook

seven millions ol dollars. No capitalist, he said,
who had such a sum of money at his disposal, and
wished to purchase the whole, could afford to give
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We

man who

But if we viould rightly view the
this.
matter, we must bring the public lands to their
hand.
in
value
present
Mr. C.VLiiou.v here entered into a train of rea
Boning to show that, as it would be only at a remote time that the government price would be obtained for all the lands lying In the new states, (f stiuiating ll.em at IGO millions of acres), their present cash value can only be estimated at vvliat
amount they would command in ref.-rence to the
distance of time at which they would be available.
By thii process of reasoning, JMr. C. airlved at Ihe
conclusion that, after deducting the expenses ol
sale, and estimating the sales at two and a half
millions of dollars a year, at which late it woul.l
lake ei"hly years to dispose of lliem, they miglit
be wort'ii a sum in hand of twenty six or twenty-

G,

place of the present system, the
government, instead of losing, will be an actual
gainer.
(Mr. C. pursued these statiscal statements
and calculations still further, with a rapidity of utterance which rendered it impossible for the reporter to follow him.)
I have now met the two only possible objections
1 have demonstrated
to the measure of cession.
that it will make our tenure of the public domain
more secure than it now is, and that it will be better for Ihe government in a pecuniary point of
view: and is not this all I am bound to do in order
to show that it ought to be adopted?
I will now present a single view more of Ihe
subject, which I address particularly to the friencts
of the new states. I cannot doubt that they feel
this measure to be more favorable to them than the
present bill: but they feel apprehensive that it may
not pass, and hence some may vote against it. I
think the ground of their action is erroneous. If
is not probable that any measure in relation to the
subject will pass at the present session of congress.
It is known to every one that the plan of graduation has always had to encounter great difficulties:
the measure has been more than ten years before
congress, and to this day no bill has ever been passed.
Can gentlemen expect better success now? I
apprehend not.
can only hope, at this time,
This we may do, but this
to discuss the subject.
will be the whole.
I then ask gentlemen of the
new states whether they have the slightest hope
the measure will pass under the new administration which is just coining into power?
I know
how Ihey feel in regard to graduation and pre-emption.
I am aware of it: but solar as the mind of
the new administration may be known, I feel assured that if graduation and pre-emption be pressed alone, it will be the certain means of inducing
gentlemen on the other side to push the antagonist
principle of distribution.
If the senators fi'ora the new slates shall, from
feelings of libeiality or political party spirit, support the plan of graduation and pre-emption, it
will produce a contrary feeling in the Atlatitic
states, and they will immediately press the plan of
dislribuiion; there will be a sort of see-saw; as one
side pushes the one measure, the other will insist
the more strenuously upon the other, and in such a
struggle the stronger influence must prevail. It
will be diiScult for a man to sustain himself in voting upon local questions, unless he can elevate his
mind into a higher region, and lake enlarged views
of the general principles of national policy.
But
if an opposite course should prevail, and gentlemen will confine themselves to a narrow view of
local interests, then a measure of the most dangerous character and tendencies will be in a fair way
to succeed.
The only antagonist plan which can be pursued
with any hope of success is to press higher and
stronger measures
stronger, because truer. Let
this be done with firmness and unanimity, and the
nine landed slates must ultimately triumph.
tion principle in

is

I

.

BILL.

whose character has become essentially military,
is daily increasing, and in reference to which we
are constantly multiplying points of contest.
Nothing can protect us from the dangers to which we
er

may be ultimately exposed, but an early atlentioii
to this branch of the national defence, and I thank
the senator from Missouri lor bringing forward the
measure he has proposed. I hope he will follow it
out, and I accept with the greatest plfasure the
amendment he has offered as a modification of my
own.
Mr. C. now moved

his amendment, and demanded the yeas and nays on the question of its adoption.
Mr. Crittenden also demanded the yeas and
nays on Ihe amendment he had proposed.
The question being about to be put first on Mr,

Calhodn's

substitute
said that, before the question
the senator from Missouri would
declare whether he was willing to modily his
amendment by uniting it with that which had been
offered by himself.

Mr, Calhodn
was put, he hoped

this, after some conversation was objected
and the question was about to be put, when
Mr, Ceittenden rose and observed that lie had
haidly ever felt more surprised than in listening to
the amendment jiroposed by the senator from South
Carolina.
In offering the amendment which he
himself had proposed, his simple and unobtrusive
purpose had been merely to put on record the views
he entertained, and what he was willing to do on

But

to,

this subject of

pre-emption.

He

had been desirous

views should not ba misunderstood or perverted, and he had drawn up and oll'ered his amendment for the purpose of showing that he was willing to go for pre-emption if it was combined wit.'i
a just distribution among the states of the proceeds
For these two
of Ihe sales of liie public lamls.
measures, if united, he was willing to vote. He
had been desirous of putting this on record, and Ihat
was his whole purpose in oliering his amendment.
For the audacity of making such a proposal, said
but my proposition itself has
Mr, C,
no, not I
been denounced in all the variety of epithet which
the eloquence of the honorabb senator could supply.
It has been pronounced to be "idle, unjust or

that his

—

1—

This was the sententious condemnation
it by the senator from South Carolina,
The senator from Missouri
(Mr. Calhoun).
(Mr. Benton) had directed against it a storm of
According to the
epithets yet more ponderous.
foolish."

passed upon

thunder of that gentleman's elocution, Ihe pro-

So monposition was "enoniiou^.'" ''monstrous.'^'
strous and so enormous was it that I shrank from
all attempt at defending it, and the honorable senathese argumentative
tor did not wonder!
epithets of the senator will, I rather imagine, make
no very great impression on the understanding of
It is not by epithets
the country or on Ihe senate.
that either of those gentlemen, high as they may
believe themselves to stand, can put down measures
Great as m.ay be their power of aniin this body.
madversion, it is not on that power that the fate of

Now

this

measure

is

to

depend.

The gentlemen may

supfiose I shrink from the very thought of defending ray amendment, because I do not choose to occupy an hour or two in debate on what? On a
measure now before the senate? Not at all. The
bill before us is to grant a prospective pre-emption
on the public lands. Did the honorable senator expect I was about to take up Ihe lime of this body

—

unfolding the advantages and disadvantages of a
measure of this kind? To him, at least, all such
discussion must be in an eminent degree, flit, stale
and unprofitable. Pre-emption and graduation have
been abundantly argued, both now and heretofore;
I have now concluded what I had to say on the
there remains but one more proposition to be conamendment I have proposed, save in regard to a sidered, which is distribution. Is that to be deremark of an honorable member from Missouri bated now? Does the gentleman suppose that I am
over the way, (Mr. Linn), who has suggested a going to debate that question with the vain hope of
most honorable and high-minded apjilicatlon of the carrying it now? Surely not; and yet, because I
proceeds of the public domain, namely, that it shall have abstained from this', I am accused of shrinking
be set .ipart as a fund tor the support and increase from the defence of my amendment. I thought
of the navy and for Ihe defences of the country, I that it would be abusing the patience of the senate
rejoiced to hear him bring forward a proposal of if I should attempt such a thing.
And though, from
this cliar.icter.
It shows in the mind of that gen- the manner of Ihe honorable senator from Missouri,
tleman a high and just feeling of regard for Ihe my frankness must have surpri.'^ed the senate, he
value of thai arm of national slrenglh;"lor I regard has multiplied a repetition of his thanks for my proour gallant navy as a branch of the public sei vice posal of a measure perfectly stale fiom repetition.
in respect to wliicli it is difficult to say which por- The pioposilions have been repealed for years.
tion of the republic has Ihe deeper interest in its What is there about thein so "monstrous?"
Is it
existence and prosperity. To the north it is every pre emplion? 1* that so atlrocious? Is it distribnthing
it is indispensable t6 the nrotection of their
If it be,
lioij?
Is that "idle, unjust or foolish?"
commerce. To the south, especially since the wide- let congress take Ihe burden of these denunciations
spread of cerlain fanatical principles, it has become on themselves. Pre-emption law we have passed
nut less important. To Ihe west it is of incalcula- again and again, and a bill for distribution passed
ble value as a means of protecting the great outlet both the senate and house of representatives by trilor their products, and of keepingopen a passage to umphant majorities, and would have been the law
Cuba, On the ocean our comparative importaii
of the land lung ago but for a more extraordiis shrinking
it
is in a process of diminution,
nary and unparalleled instance of executive inpower is afloat there greater than our own apow terposition. Was this the measure that was so
foolish.

I

THE PRE-EMPTION

Ii

can have but one

ellecf, viz: to

enable

Ihe slates to shuffle oil their stale debt upon congress, and collect thai successively which they are
afraid to take collectively and by a single act.

—

—

—
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"monstrous," so "enormous," so "outrageous," as ing to the terras in which it is expressed. The reto deter any gentleman Irom even an attempt at its vrnuefrom the public lands is not like the rest of
defence!
Those lands
the revenue under the constitution.
But the honorable gentleman from Missouri seems were ceded to us, not under the constitution, but
to consider this proposition so monstrous and so under the confederation; and the purpose of the cesoutrageous, as a measure over "cunning," that I will sion can only be fulfilled by as near an approximanow say a word or two on that point. It is, on my tion to the very words of the deed as circumstances
part, no cunning proposal.
I have very little of now render possible.
that quality in my composition; it is a thing I know
But this proposition is very "dangerous." The
not ill my publTc course; to work by cunning is a honorable gentleman from Missouri, reminds us that
thing I leave to older and more practised politicians when, some years ago, we were about to distribute
than myself. It was not my purpose or design to the surplus then in the treasury by depositing it
do »ny thing cunning when I offered the amend- with the states he uttered the prophecy that the
ment to the present bill; I wished as I have said, to practice of distribution would not stop there; that
put my exact position on retoid, that all might see if the states once began to lap that blood it woulil
it.
I do not see any thing so very "cunning" in eventually become their common food; that the
this.
I knew, before I had said a word, that all who general government would be stripped of its revewill not yield their unquestioning assent to depre- nue; that the states would seize upon the money in
dations on the public lands may calculate on being the treasury, and would have the general governdenounced here as enemies of those hardy and ad- ment to collect the deficit as it could; in a word, that
venturous men who are our precursors in subduing the states having once got the taste of blood, would
the wilderness.
fasten on the general government like so many vamI never was Iheir enemy.
I am
the son of a pre-emptioner, and was myself born on pires, and would drain its veins of the last drop of
a pre-emplion; and if I have been restrained from their vitality. Well: the honorable senator last up
going the full length with gentlemen on this sub- seems to think (and I concur with him) that we
ject, it is from no euinity towards the pre-emption- ought to repose the fullest confidence in the good
era, but from a sense of duty lo the union, as one faith of the states, and rely without hesitation on
of the trustees to whom has been confided the ma- their fulfilling all Iheir contracts. But what does
nagement of their common property. I rejoice to the argument of the senator from Missouri imply?
find that there is now away in which I may atonce Confidence in the fidelity of the states?
What a
gratify my sympathies with the industrious and magnificent compliment has the honorable gentlehardy settler, and at the same time do my public man paid to the states of this confederacy! In his
duty to all the states; that I can make a compro- opinion, they are so many vampires they are to
mise between the rights of the settler and the rights lap the blood of the government they are fo feed
of the union. 1 am now ready and willing to give upon its strength and suck its veins. Why what is
a pre-emption right of three hundred and twenty the general government? Is it not their own offacres of the public land to every real bona fide set- spring? And is the parental sentiment so weakentler who is not worth over one thousand dollars.
I ed, so destroyed, so reversed, that the parent will
am prepared to protect him in his possession against devour the child? The stales, it seems, are not to
the host of rich and grasping spt'culators who, un- be trusted; they are a set of vampires; they will lap
der the pretext ol 3'our iire-emption law, and under the heart's blood of the government, and drain its
the deceptive mask of an intention to settle and veins. That is the senator's opinion of them. I
improve your lands, are seeking to get the public believe no such thing, but he does; and we were
domain into their possession, that they may convert told all this, yes, and a great deal more. The states,
it into an engine to enrich themselves.
Is there any if they once get their hands upon this money, will
thing in this proposition so very unreasonable 30 apply it to unwise purposes; it will corrupt them
"monstrous" so "enormous" so "cunning?" If destroy their dignity and sense of independence!
we are to have a pre-emption at all, for whose be- In our pure hands alone there is no contamination.
nefit is it to be granted?
Gentlemen, in very mov- The states are a pack of idle spendthrifts, tempted
ing tones, demand our sympathies and ask our boun- by the sight of monej', intoxicated by the touch of
ties for the poor and needy. This proposition meets their own property, corrupted by its possession, and
their sympathies and complies with their demands: led into all sorts of folly and mischief; therefore, we,
it holils out a bounty to the poor and the needy
as a sort of wise guardians, must keep these our
a larger bounty than the gentlemen themselves pro- little wards from juvenile indiscretions
must depose to give; and all it asks is a guard that tiiis fend them from themselves, by lieeping their inhebounty shall not be given to the rich. Is that ritance! [Laughter].
•monstrous?" What do gentlemen desire? What
The states have a right to demand this distribuwould they have? Do they want to give pre-emp- tion; and if they have, their circumstances render it
tions to the rich? To make the rich richer? If not, desirable th.at they should have what is their due.
why do they reject my proposition? Mine has the They have debts to pay; and under such circumvery essence of a pre-emption law; and it is the stances, think you that they do not, like private inonly sort of a pre-emption law which can be honest- dividuals, like to receive what is due them? We
ly vindicated.
Few men worth over a thousand are their debtor?; we owe them this money; and
rijllars seek for themselves a home amongst the disthey ouijhl to have it. If it is their just right, then
tant wilds of the public lands.
Very small, indeed, it is no argument to say "we need this money; we
is the number whom such a restriction will exclude;
aiinot spare ii; our treasury is at a very low ebb,
but it will shut out the men who make their wealth and if we take out this amount to pay it to them,
out of the public plunder. Do gentlemen resist it we shall have lo lay taxes to make up the deficienon that account?
cy." We have no right to use their property for
I would not occupy a moment of the senate's our purposes.
We possess amjder modes of raising
time were I not bound to show that I am not asham- funds than the states do; and ifpaying, your just debts
ed of the measure I have proposed, and have no leaves you with a deficit, it is much easier for you
thought of "shrinking" from its defence. What to supply it than for the states to lie out of their
objection can be urged against that part of my dues. That is my answer to the honorable senator,
amendment which proposes to unite with the pre- and all he says about the monstrosity of my proposiemption the principle of distribution? It would be tion.
idle at this time to repeat the history of the cesIt is said to be "idle" to pay over this money to_
sion to the union of the public domain^on \»hich the states if by taxation we must raise an equal sum'
cession rests the right of the states to a participa- But that is a fallacy.
1 have shown that the rate of
tion in its proceeds.
These lands were ceded, be distribution is to ha regulated by the principles
it remembered, in 1784, at a time when the old conwhich prevailed under the old confederation, and
federation was the fundamental law of the union
not according to the ratio of taxation eslablished by
when the trea-iiry was supplied by requisitions on the federal constitution. The principle of distribu
the slates according to the amount of territory in tion applying to the proceeds of these lands is speeach state; it was ceded with the express purpose cial and not general; it is regulated by the »rms ol
that it should be ami remain for the common benefit the original cession, which was made while the conof all the states. The proceeds were to be divided federation was yet in force; but we have gone ver}according to the quota furnished by each state to wide from the rule then laid down. Give this mothe expenses of the general government; and how ney to the slates, and every man in .the slate, rich
was that quota regulated? According to an esti- and poor, will share in the benefit. It is their right,
mate of the amount of improved la;;ds in the se- and they ought to enjoy it. I might stop tliere,
veral states.
But is that the rule of the states con- without going into any question of consequences.
tribution now?
If the proceeds of the public lands But if, by distributing to the states the proceeds of
go into the treasury, does each state get its share their own property, we are driven to taxation to
now in this proportion? No; not unless the taxes make up the deficit, have we not ample means?
were in exact proportion to the lands in each state. Are there not luxuries on which a very small tax
The rule has been altered. You have chaiigt-d the will be sufficient lor this purpose, without reaching
means of laxation.
But you cannot change the the poor man at all? Lay yoc.r tax on these luxuWords of the acts of cessian under which you hold ries of life, and you tax the rich only. This you
your public lands; and the only way to fulfil the can do if your treasury is in straits. I hope, loo,
intent and meaning of that cession is to go accord- that the abstraction of this money may operate to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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bring back the government lo a just and economical administration
such an administration as g"ntlomcn all piof. 33 to desire. But how has it been
administered during the expiring dynasty? Has the
little stream ol money flowing in from the sale of
the public lands had any other efiect than to increase
the extravagance of the government?
More than
flihii/ millions a year has been expended during the

—

Van Buren

adininistration.

would seem that

It

revenue, of which the gentleman from
Missouri talks to us so solemnly, has done Utile hut
feed their extravagance.
There is nothing, rely
upon it, that so promotes extravagance in expenditure as to feel plenty of money in one's pocket.
[A laugh.] I do not want this government to have
any such feeling. I wish it to have no money flowthis landed

ing insensibly into its possession.
none but what it gets by taxation

may know and

I

—

want

^so

it

to

have

that the peo-

where the money comes
from. Give a government an incone independent
of taxes, and the people do not feel what they ar.>
paying. Such a mode of filling the government
colf'TS must be dangerous.
I do
not desire it to
ple

feel

continue; and

I hold, therefore, that justice and expediency alike require that this great subject of the
public domain shall be settled as soon as possible.
Give the amplest provision you please to the poor
bona fide settler; I do not object to it; I am ready
to do it, and I will do it freeiy and cheerfully; but
while I do this, I would at the same liu-iC do justice
and discharge my duty to the states, by giving their
just shares in the proceeds of the whole domain.
I hold this to be greatly preferable to the scheme
of cession proposf-d by the senator from South Cawas, I confess, greatly surprised, by
rolina.
I
many oiihc deinonstralions of tiiat honorable senator.
He reduced the value of one hundred and sixty millions of acres of the public lands, lying within nine
states of this union, to iwcniy six millions of dollars!
Ho reveries the position that each acre of that land
is worth a dollar and a quarter, and holds, on the
contrary, that not an acre of it is worth that price.
[Mr. CALHOu^f here explained. He had meant
to be understood that the lands were none of them
worth a dollar and a quarter cash in hand value; and
that none were worth that but such as could now be
purchased in market.]
The senator thinks that he can reduce the total
value of the whole domain to its value as a sum in
hand; and he insists that this sum, put out at interest, will bring us more than the lands will.
Why, what is the value of land covered with the
ocean wdiich no man can drain? Or what is the
value of lanil with no human being to cultivate it
or enjoy the fruits of it?
What is the value, in
hand, of land so situated? Yet the senator concludes that, because such land is of no value now,
we ought to sell it, now, for nothing. That is the
substance of his argument. What is the selliu"price of land under the sea, not drained, or land at
present inaccessible to selllemeni? No man can
get at the one, or wants the other
and, while things
so remain, it has no present value at all.
But would

—

a prudent man, or a prudent government, Iherelbre,
pari wilh it for nothing?
The value of a thing consists in the use of it
that is the value of land, and
that only.
Its value depends on the demand lor it.
Till the demand advances, we must content ourselves lo wait.
When it comes to be wanted, then
it will have ils value.
It is disgraceful to witness the manner in which
matters are now proceediug to see the sale of v«lualde lands postponed as it has lately been.
The
sale is advertised to take place in the' midst of cold

—

—

inclement weather, and, when this is complained
of, the secretaiy then writes a most gracious letter
declaring that, though he is in very great want of
money, yet he will condescend to put off the sale a
liltle longer.
'J'he treasury wants a little monej';
does not know where to get it. until it is resolved
to get up a pre-emption law: then Mr. Secretary in
haste advertises the lands for s.de, at a time proper
or improper, no matter. Just as a spendthrill hastens to sell off a piece of his patrimony to-day to
pay for the extravagance of yesterday, and to e:et
what he needs for more extravagance'to-morrow".
The whole basis of the honorable senator's argument is perfectly idle and visionary. To talk of the
present value of 160 millions of acres of land, when
every br.dy knows that not more than five millions
of it are wanted in a year!
What demand is there
for 160 millions of acres of land?
What is the price
such a tract will bring if put up to sale? Had we
not better husband it and sell it off little by lillle, as
it is needed? Can we not hold the properly and sell
it oflfor homes lo settlers as homes are needed? Can
we not ker'p it for posterity, when they will wont
ho lies loo? This is not a subject to which lo apply
the calctiialions of annuities. The land is not wanted now, and therefore, there is no grou.nil on which
to calculate its value at tliis moment.

.

—
i
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But this notable scheme of cession is to remove
Ttiis to put an end to our
at a stroke all our evils.
an^ry debates; this to put far away the Janger of
the lands falling into the hands of the settlers, or of

No more jealousies are to be felt between new and old states; no more executive p'lthe states.

tronao^e in this body or elsewhere; no more landed
bribes are to be offered by ambilious seelvers of the
nothing of all this is to be felt any
presidency
all, all is to be at an end; and, moreover, the
jnore

—

cession

is

to

bring you in more

money

for

your

Now, I dilfer entirely from
the learned senator in all these calculations. I will
show you how it is he makes the land produce us
more money: by calculating, in the first place, what
the land would fetch if set up at auction when no
one wants to buy, and then contrasting this with
what we are to get for it from the states to which

lands!— [A laugh.]

i
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act of magnificence, to make a present of eighty
a vast and royal donation, to
million acres of land
be sure.
Yet the honorable senator, while making
this popular largess of eighty million acres of land
belonging to the whole union, is terribly opposed to
patronage, and he tells us, as one of his ''demon-

—

we reluse to make this gift, nine
states will be able to seize and carry off the whole
property in a body, against the will of the other
seventeen states. The "demonstration," I confess,
does not to me appear to be very logical. I do not
strations,'" that, if

believe these states will ever be so unjust, so rapacious, so profligate, as to attempt thus to seize upon
But if there
the property of their fellow citizens.
is such great and imminent danger that these states
will thus seize upon the lands if we refuse to cede

them, can not the honorable gentleman suppose, on
the same ground of reasoning, that the states may
If he contear up the bonds if we do cede them?

BILL.

such an epithet. So far from that, the defect in his
character (and in every character, however excellent, there must, it seems, be some alloy) lies in
So far from deeming him
the opposite direction
cunning over-much, his defect lies in not being
cunning enough, as is manifest in the present case;
for he has not had sulficient cunning to prevent his
being made sponsor ori Ihis floor fbr a child of which
[A laugh].
he is not the father.
And now, as to the epithets of which the honoraI have
ble senator seemed so much to complain.
never aimed, in ray poor speeches, at more than one
I have never
quality, and that is intelligibility.
aimed at the language of the rhetoritician, but have
been contented with making myself understood. In
the present case, however, it seems that even in this
I failed; for the gentleman from Kentucky does not

seem able to take in that feature of his proposition
which drew from me the epithet which I employed.
But will this remove one
are to cede it.
30 utterly unprincipled, so impudent The proposition itself— I mean that part of it which
ry evil of all those he has enumerated? The states siders them
to proposes a distribution of the proceeds of the pubappropriate
seize
upon
and
to
shameless
as
and
pay.
promise
to
are
to
they
will be our debtors, and
family lic lands is bad, always bad. It was this I chaCan the gentleman's perspicacity sec no possible themselves lands which belong to the whole
It has
there be to restrain racterised as enormous, and as outrageous.
matter of controversy in the interpretation and in of confederated states, what will
But, odious
sur- been denounced by me from the first.
after
we
have
their
bonds
vacating
from
them
have
here
the compliance with this contract?
One part as it is in itself, it ha? a feature a thousand times
into their possession?
individual states asking us for graduation and pre- rendered the land
the states to more odious than it ever exhibited before, and that
emption laws, and it produces a vast deal of pro- of the gentleman's argument supposes
good faith, the other all rapacity is found in its chronology the time when it is oflonged and angry debate; if we substitute money be all virtue and
There is great danger, imminent fered.
Shall we and violence.
for land, will that diminish the debates?
It proposes, at a time like this, and in the existour losing the whole domain, and we must
not have all the angry controversy then we have danger of
states take it by force; but ing state of the treasury, to withdraw one-fourth of
now? And more? Now, the general government give it away before the
entire lands shall be converted into the the public revenue, and it is to be followed by what
these
when
to
and
pre-emption
grants
it
individuals;
acts on
bond, then these states are to be all pu- has been distinctly intimated to-day, viz: the impoB, and it has them in its power; and yet he says shape of a
For my part it seems sition of new taxes. It is this feature of the gentleall fidelity.
there is the utmost danger of resistance, and of our rity, all honesty,
man's amendment the withdrawing one-fourth of
if we cannot depend on these nine states
me
that
to
take
a
whole
and
the
loosing the lands: but give up
fulfilment of their constitutional obligation the revenue and supplying the deficit by exercising
state bond, and then all will be peace and quietness. for their
cannot depend on any voluntary the tax-levying power Ihat I denounced as an
the
union,
we
to
when
all
danger
a?
much
be
not
there
will
Why,
enormity. I denounced it. I denounced the prowho mi^ht oppose our authority are consolidated engagement they may now enter into.
I do not call upon posal to withdraw from the treasury the entire landI apprehend no such danger.
into one, as when we could deal with them as indisuch
ed revenue. I never say the proceeds of the public
domain
on
any
the
public
to
cede
the
senate
we
act
Can
a
time?
viduals, and take them one at
ground of our proce- lands, nor do the gentlemen on the otherside of this
on a mass with more effect than on a single man? ground. If that is to be the
I alI will not be one to question ever speak of the landed revenue.
dure,
I say let the lands go.
compel
them
to
states
and
with
deal
to
easy
Is it so
Was it found so in the encourage the spoilers. I will never be one to say ways speak of the revenue, and never of the proto fulfd their engagements?
and will be done. On their ceeds of the public lands, and I say it is a clear viodays of the confederation? Under the confedera- this thing must be done
the revenue we
on states who had made own heads be it. I will take neither part nor lot in lation of the constitution to give
tion you acted on states
have got to the states, and then to levy other taxes
promises; and did the plan work well? Was it per- the responsibility.
It is in principle the
I repeat that I have no objection whatever to to supply the deficiencies.
quotax
of
the
respective
raise
the
easy
fectly
to
pre-emption, provided the rights of all same thing as if we laid a tax for that very purstates, even under the most urgent pressure of tlie consent to
pose. This feature of enormity is, however, renwants of the continental army, fighting for the liber- the states can be respected. That is all I ask.
was
all
my amendment proposed. I am sen- dered still more odious. The gentleman has let out
That
contest
of
to
be
a
No; it was found
ties of us all?
little more of the policy of the coming adgovernment against government, and it was found sible that I have occupied too much of the time of to-day a
challenged and called out as I have ministration than he did yesterday. He did not bethat governments are not as likely to pay as indi- the senate, but,
so
outfore
tell
us how the deficit of four millions producproposition
offered
a
had
who
vidu.ils; and, if they refused, it was much harder to been as one
that I shrank ed by withdrawing the existing landed revenue was
coerce them. Hence that form of government was rageous, so enormous, so monstrous,
But to-day he has
to be made up to the treasury.
to
defend
it, I could not refrain
all
attempt
from
were
so
forefathers
revolutionary
chaufed; and our
reply. The come out more boldly, and has avowed his plan to
"idletor unjust or foolish" as to think they gained from saying a word in explanation and
I here tell him that
perfectly stale. Not a be to lay a tax upon luxuries.
by the exchange! and the federal constitution stands whole subject I know is
But now, word can be said upon it that has not been better it is as unconstitutional to tax a luxury as it is to
a mon\iment of their wisdom to this day.
Yet, as my proposition was pro- tax a nece.ssary of life, if the tax is laid for unconforsooth, we are to travel back again to the princi- said already.
It is as unconstitutional to
are to nounced an enormity, I wished to show that I did stitutional purposes.
We
confederation!
ples of the old exploded
The enor- lay a tax upon silks and wines as upon sugar and
its avowal and defence.
give up the land which is ours, and in the sale and not shrink from
act of salt, if the tax is levied to supply a deficit caused
mana:jement of which we have to do with individu- mity of which t have been guilty is a simple
obedience to the instructions of my state legislature. by the distribution of the landed revenue among the
als only; and we are to convert this vast and wide
country, and denounced as several states. And as to the plan of taxing French
landed inheritance into debts of particular states. 1 The plan is before the
outrageous as it has been called, it silks and French wines, I am prepared to show not
their
or
it may be, and
states,
the
of
honesty
do not distrust the
the public approbation only that it is nnconstitutional, but to demonstrate
good intentions; but we know that it is not always is a plan which has received
own state has passed a that a tax on French silks and French wines is a
convenient to pay to-day. Do debtois never a^k wherever I have been.
the
seal of her approval. tax on southern cotton and western tobacco; and
giving
it
reso'ution
solemn
indulgence as to terms or as to time? If we take
here, I have but obeyed her voice, and although southern cotton and western tobacco are
these state bonds, are we perfectly sure they will In olit'ring it
loud
and swelling, shall willing to pay their honest share of (he constitutionhowever
denunciation,
the
no
May
controversy?
never become a subject of
from the course she has marked out al revenue of this country, yet they are not willing,
stales not say the progress of gradustion is too slow.' turn me aside
understands her interests; either of them, to be taxed fbr an unconstitutional
pursue.
She
to
me
give
us
a
mofor
long;
loo
w.iiling
people
it kcf ps our
calmly; she asks nothing but her plain purpose. I will show that France takes from fifdified graduation law with shorter periods of re- she judge?
ask nothing more in her name. teen to sixteen millions worth of southern cotton,
duction, so that we may get the land at nine pence recorded right, and I
rose in reply, and noticed in the and receives from this country four fifths of all the
Benton
peace-making
iVlr.
His
the acre so much the sooner?
Crittenden to "old- tobacco which is consumed in her kingdom; and in
proposition only changes the ground of controversy, first place an allusion of Mr.
to consider as what docs she pay us but in her own products? and
its whole operation is to er politicians," which he appeared
it does not remove it.
If the phrase had how can you cut off her products by your tariff, and
himself.
at
part with all the grounds of controversy we know, personally aimed
not at the same time cut off the export of American
great error.
and look out for new sources of discord at present been so intended to apply, it was a
long tobacco? I pledge myself, on this subject, to go
unknown, iihall we leave the ground we have so While Mr. B. was at his home in Missouri,
through all the complex mazos of commerce, and
on
the
a seat
long trod, and wiih every 'bot of which we are fa- before he had enjoyed the honor of
he recollected reading with great trace out the course ofour tobacco as it goes abroad,
milTar, to plunge into a sea of troubles new and un- floor of the senate,
the
honorable
and then to follow the course of the French silks
printed
speeches
of
the
And thi-n we are to purchase all satisfaction
tried? 1 say no.
gentleman from Kentucky. So far from being the and the French wines as they return in exchange
this trouble at a price.
sitting
the
oUle.st
for it; to trace them to South America, where they
body,
in
this
politician
honorable
oldest
the
of
few years at;o the proposition
upin his right hand are exchanged for dollars, and then to follow the
senator was to give up half the pul)lic lands. Was rnembui- of the senate was then
course of this imported coin as it comes in to reof Rhode Island)
this fair, to surrender by cession to the use of a few (pointing to Mr. Knight,
been honored by the successivi plenish the treasury and to augment the constituthat which is equally the property of all? To pacify gentleman who had
There wai tional currency of the country. I am ready; I will
the clamors of nine states, shall we give up one-half eli-ctiona of his own stale for 28 years.
here
present of an older politician meet the gentleman at any time; I am prepared to
example
price
one
such
a
but
not
Is
land?
acres
of
of 100,000,0(11)
himself,
and for show this. I am ready to meet the gentleman's
rather high? And have we aright to pay it? 1 hold than the senator from Kentucky
epithets, but with statistics,
we have not. The entire scheme seems to me to that the senator must look or. his right hanil, (al argument, not with
Thi which have been published and annually submitted
understood,
to
Mr.
Clay.)
visionary
was
inoit
luding,
as
be one of the wildest, most wasteful,
I have kept these
that I to congress for nineteen years.
conceptio:is that ever entered into the brain of a honorable gentleman (said Mr. B.) supposes
made use of the word cunning in application to him. documents; I am in the habit of keeping them, not
statesman.
for
use.
have
carefully studied
I
but
of
the
fbrornament,
said
term
in
what
I
But tlie object of the scheme is to get rid of exe- II I did make use of that
Now, I am not an advocate of uentleman, I take it back. I do not think I used them, and have traced every branch of your com.
cutive patronage.
how
it operates on the relative inand
seen
that,
if
it
merce,
admit
fceely
did,
I
word.
But
if
vast
the
I
what
a
ask,
executive patronage. But, let me
country in the world. I dismiss
patronage will there not be exerted by giving away, was applifd to that honorable senator, it did him terests of every
the suhjfct now, repealing the opinion that the
of injustice.
I will treat that frank and magnanimous
III one sinijle act of generosity, an entire moiety
proposed
in the senator's amendment is a
measure
aware
that
fully
as
and
am
he
deserves,
I
Sehlom, indeed, is one indivi "cnlleman
the public domain.
violation of the constitution,
dual so fortunately placed aa to be able, by a single there is nothing in his character which deserves clear
solita-
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But the gentleman is pleased to remark on the
language I employed in speaking on the consequences of this distribution. I said that when the
proposition was first introduced, I opposed it on the
threshold, as tending to a seizure of the revenue ol'
the country, and that I then predicted that if we
once brought the stales to taste this blood, if they
once learned to lick thi3 blood, and to lap up this
blood, they would go on until they sucked out the
very last drop of llie life-blood of the federal goTerninent, and drained its veins, till at length they
would be satisfied with no other food. I said it; I
used these words; 1 wrote them down at the time;
there they stand in a volume of Gales & Seaton's
Register of debates; and though for uttering them I
encountered such a shower of denunciation on this
floor that it required some personal courage to ride
home to my lodgings, yet I avow and gloiy in them.
Whatever may have been said then, or may be
thought DOW, I feel a conviction that the time is
coming, and coming more rapidly than I then
thought, when the current revenue of the government is to be seized on. And now here has come
a proposition to do that very thing. The senator
from Kentucky (Mr. Crittendkn) has brought
into this body, and urged on this floor, a proposition
Yes, the time has
I denounced four years ago.
come, the measure is proposed, and we are invoked
to hang the twenty si.-c states of this confederacy
on the breast of the federal government, to suck the
Here is the realization of
life-blood from its veins.
what I then said, that if the states once got the taste
of this blood, (hey would be satisfied with no other
food.
It is my pride and glory to h;ive foretold it
to have stood up nearly alone, [murmurs of "solila
ry and alone,"] or with only lour or five companions, against a stream of popularity which over
Yes, sir, I said this I then
turned all opposition.
uttered the prophecy, and I glory in it. While I
thus exercise tlie privilege of a man who has had a
seat for twenty years on this floor (though I am not
the oldest politician in this body) of saying, when
my friends have gone wrong, *'I told you so," yet I
am not quite so bad as the old lady who was accustomed to utter this expression, who, when she was
told that the cow had swallowed the grindstone, ex-
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So keen were gentlemen to get hold of the
public money and devide it among the states that
not a dollar could be got for the public defence. All
was given up, and distribution! distribution! was
I
the cry, and that is to be the whole policy now.
the beginning, and the
t my face against it from
remembrance of it is one of the consolations I shall
carry with me from public life. I see this government reverting to the condition in which it stood
under the old confederation, though by an opposite
process, and I forsee that this appetite for the fedeI thank
ral revenue will grow by what it feeds on.
the gentleman for putting me in mind that I said
then what would be the etfect, if it was not the object, of the proposed deposite with the stales, nameI said that
ly, to break down the deposite banks.

bill

—

the

money would be an

that received

it;

that

it

evil

present to every state

would operate

as a

curse;

and I now appeal to senators from every state to
say whether that has not been the effect of it. I
ask every state whether they do not condemn the
measure at this day; whether they were not like a
young and inexperienced man, who, having won a
prize in the lottery, rushes at once into a liundred
extravagances, the very first of which soon swallows
up the prize. The states felt, when they received
this money, as if they had gotten hold of an interminable supply, and, with one accord, they ail rushed into experiments, for scarce one of which they
were ripe. It was only the first instalm2nt they
received, they had not got the rest, and the expenThey are involved
diture was worse than useless.
in debt, and they come here for money to pay the
Bad as it is to have 26 states rushing on
interest.
this feeble government to suck out its vital blood;
bad as this is, it is a trifle to the evil of bringing
upon us the bankers and capitalists of Europe to
influence our elections, and change our executive
government, that they may thereby raise the price of
Ameiican stocks. It has brought us to what all the
genius of Sherdian never foresaw. We have seen
monarchs of Europe deposed, and kingdoms seized,
We have seen rajahs and
to pay a note ol hand.
sultans the descendants of the great mogul, tumbled
from their thrones, and their kingdoms seized and
ravaged, to pay a note of hand; and yet all this is
but a trifle to the degradation suffered by the American people in witnessing the election of a president of the United States become a stock jobbing
operation on the London exchange. All this was
more than I expected, but it is upon us, and we
must endure it. But so long as I hold a seat upon
this floor, I shall be found fighting for the general
government against the states who would suck out
her life-blood, and against European bankers and
capatalists who have changed the executive of

was the "first step which cost" all, I did not foresee that, within six months from that time, a fortification bill to secure the defences of the country was
to be sunk and lost under a proposition for another
distribution.

Why

do I recur to these facts? It is for the purpose of justifying what I said as to the enormity ol
the proposition of the senator from Kentucky. It is
to support myself in declaring that, if we adopt the
course now proposed, we shall be going on to the
destruction of this government; marching towards
Who talks about public defences
it at full gallop.
honorable colleague over the way, (Mr:
now?

My

Linn).

else?
Nobody. Who talks of our
with Europe? Many gentlemen; but on
And
1 have never opened my mouth.
Because I was afraid to let my sentiments be

Who

ilifficulties

that subject

why?

known upon it? No.

But

I will tell

you why.

Be-

cause the country was not ripe for it. The public
mind was not ripe to hear those truths which the
womb of time contained. Because I could not go
into the subject without touching on what I see a
lew years ahead. But what has become of the whole
iilea of the public defences?
From the time that
tlie distribution scheme was introduced, the whole
idea vanished at once from the minds of our polili
cians, (I do not say from the minds of the people).

As chairman
down on this

of the military committee I was cried
floor lor bringing in the foitificatioD

state I represent
far from me.

harge

fluejice at

[Mr. Benton, across,
England."]

"A

director of the

bank of

Well; a director of the bank of England, with respect to the sale of a portion of the IMissoiiri stock?
The agent here
Is that wh.it the senator relies on?
writes to his correspondent in England as lo the influence likely to be exerted by public even's in this
country on the price of American stocks. Is there
any thing so womlerful any thing "so monstrous,"
so "outrageous" in this? Can any thing be more natural, more in course, than such a correspondence on
such a subject?
Suppose, instead of speaking ot
the price of stocks, he had been writing about the
probable price of cotton, might he not have referred
to a probable change in our financial system as likely toatlect that article of trade?
Does not every body know that the very slightest change in public affairs h;vs an effect on the commercial world, and
immediately attects the slate of the prices in the
market? And why should not this be mentioned in
regard of slocks, as well as any thing else for sale in
the market. Thatisall the proof I have heard in support of this mighty charge about British stockjobbing
influence in American elections.

claimed, "I told you so." I am not quite so bad,
but what 1 told tliem was true. I could not see far
enough into futurity in 1S3S to see what has happened to day, yet I denounced the proposi;iou as
being the old requisition of the confederation reIt was the states calling for money on the
versed.
general government, instead of the government calling on the states, which was the very thing which
rendered the old confederation a rope of sand. I
could not then foresee that only four years after the
words were uttered, we should have had a proposi- the American government to augment the price of
tion brought in here to take the current revenue of stocks.
Mr. Crittenden. The senator has based his
this government and distribute it among the states.
I said that the whole reply to my remarks on the assumption that
I said another thing at that time.
money which was called a surplus, and deposited the states do not possess the right lo demand of the
with the states, was gone. It was gone forever. general government a distribution of the proceeds of
That point is now given np. There wa.s one thing their common estate in the public lands. I went on
which I did not foresee, that the government, being the assumption that they have that right. That is
stripped of its revenues and forced to issue treasury not denied; and has not been disproved. True the
notes, and, therefore, failing to make its last depo- money has to pass through the treasury, but slill it
This point the senator has not
site of this surplus, would be accused of a breach of is their money.
faith towards the states, and charged with not pay- touched; every thing has been argued but the prining a debt it owed them. That 1 did not foresee. ciple point in the argument, on which all the rest
V/hen I denounced the measure of distribution, as hangs and turns.
The honorable gentleman in his concluding re
it became a public man to do, and warned the senate, that in an O|jeration of this kind, once begun, marks, made a very extraordinary assertion indeed.
it
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in part on this floor; I put the
If there has been such an inwoik, it has not been among us. Not one
man of the twenty-six thousand majority of votes
cast in Kentucky lor gen. Harrison has acted, as I in
y soul believe, from any such base, unworthy, degrading influence. Loth am I lo believe that any
free-born American citizen has acted so unworthily
And again, I ask
of his name; and his birthright.
where is the proof it? Does the senator believe that
proof to be found in a correspondence between an
agent in the state of Missouri and some financiering
gentleman in England.

eil
|
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late presidential election, and the
influence of foreigners in this country, he ascribed
the change in the executive administration of thi.s
government, to the bankers and stockjobbers in
England and in this country. Can this be possible?
Sure I am that if such an influence does exist, it has

Alluding to the

not reached the part of the country where I residi
nor can it have operated where the honorable senator himself lives; as the vote of his state for Martin
Van Buren conclusively proves. It is not at that
end of the union, then; and I am sure it is not in
the centre; where, then, is this dangi^rous and irresistible influence which has revolutionized our whole
Where I ask has it been at work?
party history?
Here are collected representatives of every portion
of the entire union, then; to each senator I put the
question. Was ityourstate whose vote has been controlled by the tricking, stockjobbing capitalists of

—

[Mr. Benton, across, "Not tile tenth, not the
hundredth part of the proof."]
No. I will tell the honorable senator what has
produced this astounding political change. The
gentleman shall not escape from the argument
Irom a fact so notorious. It would indeed be but a
melancholy consolation to the gentleman and his
friends to ascribe their defeat to the dishonor of
their native country.
Were I in their situation,
sooner than cast a stigma like this on the land of
iny nativity, and on so large, so vast a majority of
my countiymen, I would admit that my party had
mismanaged public affairs; or that at least the people thought they had; or, somehow or other, they
Never, never since
liad lost the public confidence.
Ahe foundation of the government, did so many
" votes
-i-» with
™.n, one special
„„„„.„i
"* their
*
American
freemen cast
and specific understanding as to the grounds of their
'''

united action. That is my opinion. The result of
th3 late election is not the etit'Ct of British gold, but
the sense of the American people as to the management of their public affair;, publicly and palpably
expressed. Let not gentlemen attempt lo get out
of the position in which that election has placed
them, by stigmatizing the people of the United
States with corruption.
No; no. This expression
of opinion come from the old genuine republican
stock who set up the government; it is a spark from
the old revolutionary iliut, and it has blown the gentlemen sky high. Let them not, now that they have
reached the ground, and are rubbing their bruised
and broken limbs, try to disguise from themselves
Strange indeed
the truth as to what hurt them.
would it be, could the magic wand of British gold ha
applied to produce such a result. All the natural
causes, on that subject, seem to point the other way.
We might expect that kings, and presidents who
tiy lo be and to live like kings, feel a natur.;l sympathy with each other. They do not seek to put
down the throne to raise the collage. If the real
truth could be come at in the matter, I verely be-

Heve that there was more foreign sympathy with

the reigning president than with his plain, humble
republican opponent.
There is not a slate, no, nor
a county, through this wide union, that was swayed in its la(e vote by any influence lioin the London exchange. Gentlemen are sadly puzzled to
account lor the result.
Some say, "oh, it was all
the work of lirilish gold!" Others say "it was
nothing but the senseless cry about log cabins and
hard cider." All sorts of devices are used lo disSome say it was all the
guise a fact 30 apjialling.
[A laugh] And one very
hich of the states is it that lies under (his effect of coon skins.
Europe?
Or is it branded on the forehead of the distinguished, inteileclual, argumentative senator asfoul stisina?
whole American people? Is this entire republic to sured us that, if the principles of the whig jiar'y
be considered as justly charged with this dishonor? were to be carried out, they would lead only to this,
pull down this magnificent capitol,
Is it true that the 2 or 3 millions of voters who con- that we should
proud hall of American legislation, and build in
stitute that majority whose votes have brought in a the
new administration have been influenced, swayed, its place a log cabin hung round with coon sikins!
bought up with FOREIGN money!— the meanestand [Laughter] But the genllemen do not or will
understand what they see. It is no cry about
basest of all influences. Where is the evidence that not
For log cabins or hard cider that has thus moved, aa
fixes a blot like this to the American name?
myself and my constituents, for the noble and belov- one man, almost the whole American people. It

W
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was something

greater, liigtier,

deeper.
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Mr. Calhmn replied— though favorable to the tobacco interest he was opposed to retaliatory measures, and thought the memorial should be referred
to the committee on foreign relations.
After some further debate, in which Messrs. Calhoun, Merrick, Preston and Linn participated, at the
suggestion of the latter gentleman, the memorial
was'referred to the committee on agriculture.
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
the special order, being the pre.emption bill.
Messrs. Lumpkin, Anderson and Wright addressed the senate— the latter gentleman, at 4 o'clock,
P. M. gave way for a motion to that effect, when

ki.ovi'

Harrison
that the election of William Henry
to tlie Van
the politicians a stumbling blocli, ami
canBuren men Ibolishness; but to any unbiassed,
it must appear to be the
observer,
intelligent
did
tell
can
I
peojile.
wisdom and tlie power of a great
politic to sneer
the genllemeu that it is not so very
visible
the
emblem,
the
are
They
at log cabins.
Long will it
type,''of the power of the people.
ol
continue to be dear to them as a remembrancer
fiat ol
peaceful
the
the fact that they were able, by
take the man tliey loved Irom a log
is to

dominion. It
cabin, and set hiin in the place oftlieir
symbol ol their
is the practical, visible, tangible
preserve! Think you to
deriwin their favor by treating it with scorn and
You forced it on us by your taunts; you
sion?
cabin;
ol
a
inuiate
the
as
candidate
our

power— which may God

laughed at
a joint
ot
Mr. Smith, of Indiana,
and^you have seen, and you now leel, the effect
instructing their
your own wit; and, if I am not very much mistaken, tion of the legislature of that state,
in conrepresentatives
the
you
their
teach
requesting
senators and
you will never need another lesson to
are eress to procure the repeal of the sub-treasury law,
danger of sneering at log cabins. The people
it
what
possible
as
you
day
early
a
show
as
to
at
Match,
4tlf
of
on the
They are bringing
After some remarks by Mr. Smith, the resolution
is to s?t your foot upon them.
mean to place was read, laid upon the table and ordered to be
the man of the log cabin, and they
heads
your
puzzle
printed.
You
him in yonder white house.
work out the
Mr. Clay, of Alabama, presented the report and
sadly to account for it; but we will
of the legislature of that state relative
sum for you.
„
,;
r resolutions
ol
Georgia, on
to the controversy between Maine and
Mr. Benton. I have not attributed the result
one cause, the subject of the delivery by the former of certain
the late presidential election to any
bankthe
by
infl'ienceil
fugitives from justice.
thou-'h I did say that it was
excliange. The
The following memorials and petitions were preers and stockjobbers on the London
two letters on that subject to which the senator Irom sented and referred:
mounBy Mr. Tallmndge, from citizens of PoughkeepKentucky alluded are but as two grains to a
cut 1 sie and VVhitesboro', N. Y. and from an association
point,
tain in the mass of evidence on tliat
acin New York, in favor of a bankrupt law.
do not ascribe the result to any one cause. 1
Also, a remonstrance from the chamber of comknowledge it to be perfeclly luco.nprehensible to
me [A laugh from many senators.] 1 profess merce of New York against the repeal of the pilot
subject.— law.
myself to be without any W/*/ on the
opinions on
I see and hear a thousand
Also, a petition from citizens of New York in
[Lau.'hter.]
them favor of tea and coffee being substituted for the
evei/side. I give my ear to them. I give
am lelt spirit ration in the navy.
the weight they are eutilled to; but still I
see
By Messrs. Mien, of Ohio, and Norvell, of Michiwithout" a belief on the subject. When I
deposed receiv- san, from citizens of their states, in favor of a bankthe gentleman who has been
I

.

,

Mr.

iJugj/es presented the petition of citizens of

Maine, remonstrating against the repeal of the

fish-

ing bounties.
Pheljis reported a bill amendatory of the act
granting certain relinquished lands in the state of
Alabama, for the purpose of improving the navigation of certain rivers.
Mr. Mien reported a bill extending the time for
continuing Virginia military land warrants.
The senate then proceeded to the discussion of

Mr.

the pre-emption bill— when

Mr. Calhoun delivered
views thereon.
Messrs. Mangum and Webster each, replied at
some length, to Mr. Calhoun.
the senate adjourned.
Mr. Young moved, as an amendment to the bill,
January 2S. The vice president laid before the the proposition, substantially, of Mr. Calhoun,
United
the
of
president
the
from
letter
senate, a
which
had been rejected some days since.
Slates enclosing the annual report of the penitentiAfter some remarks from Mr. Clay, oi Ala. and
ary of the District of Columbia.
Mr. Young, the senate adjourned.
resolupresented

will, to

tlieir

6,

,

his

HOUSE OF BEPBESENTATIVES.
Wednesday, Jan. 27. Mr. Crabb, of Alabama,
under a supension of the rule, presented a memorial ol the legislature of that state, praying to be reimbursed $150,000 expended by them in the late
war with the Creek Indians— referred to the committee on military affairs.
The treasury note bill was then taken up in committee of the whole— Mr. Casey, of Illinois, in the
chair.

Mr. Poyie, who was entitled to the floor, concluded his remarks at half past 2 o'clock, when the chair
gave the floor to Mr. Wise, who yielded it for the
purpose of personal explanation to Mr. W. C. Johnson, who said that, in the report in the Globe of last
evenin" of a discussion which arose in this house
yestenfay, the following language appeared as having been used by Mr. Duncan:
'But that not being done, he denounced its author (pointing to Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson) a base
liar, a contemptible puppy, a scoundrel and an ir.-

famous coward."
All that I have to say (continued Mr. J.) is, that
this language was not used by the member from
Ohio, (Mr. Duncan), as will be remembered by
rupt law.
On motion of Mr. Tallmadge, the committee on every gentleman who was present. The member
that the state
naval affairs, were instructed to inquire into the had stated yesterday, most unlruly,
was false; and
expediency of allowing house rent to otficers at- ment in the "National Intelligencer"
the "Globe" that he
tached to navy yards, where no houses are provided he also stated in this report in
had not heard my remarks made to him the day preaccommodation.
.

his last elecing 370,000 more votes now than at
when I preceive that he got 4.50,000 more
yet see
votes than ever general Jackson did, and
own,
him beaten by 130,000 or 140,000 votes, it is, t
incomprehensible to me. While I did say that I
should for their
capitalists
European
that
degradation
a
felt it
inquiring into the
l\Ir. Pierce moved a resolution
mingle in our political struggles, and control our
humiliating propriety of reducing the rates of postage on newselections; and while 1 did say that it is
made
president
American
of
an
election
papers.
to see the
e.\change,
a stockjobbing speculation on the London
On motion of Mr. Preston it was resolved to apmajorily
y^I I did not attribute to that influence the
point a committee on the part of the senate, to join
Harrison
for
of 1 10.000 voles which have brought gen.
a similar one of the house, to count the votes
incompreI acknowledge that result is
into clHce.
president and vice president of the United Slates,
done.
was
it
how
see
yet
election.
cannot
their
I
of
hensible to me.
and notifying the persons elected
[Liud laughter on one side of the senate.]
Mr. Preston introduced a bill to secure to dramaThe quislion now recurring on the amendment tic authors their right of property therein.
moved by Mr. Calhoun—
senate then took up the bill relative to preThe
the
Mr. Cl.\y, of Ky. reminded the senate that
emption rights; when Mr. Wright rose and closed
filled
be
should
wliich
blank
a
contained
He was followed by Mr.
amendment
his remarks thereon.
before the vote was taken.
Clay, who, after speaking some time, gave way for
Mr. C.A.LH00N said he left the blank to be filled a motion to that effect, when the senate adjourned.
by the senate as it might think pioper. If the
January 29. Mr. White rose and presented the
amendment should prevail, the blank might be iilled resolutions of the general assembly of the state of
afterwards.
Indiana, in favorof a national bank with certain re
Mr. Cl.\y, of Alabama, said there was no need strictions, and gave his own views upon the subject,
of filling the blank at this moment.
and concluded by moving that the resolutions be
Mr. Preston said the proposition was one ol printed and laid on the table, which was according
importance, and he required a little time to reflect
to
tioli;

before he voted upon i:; and he thereupon moved
that the senate adjourn. The motion prevailed, and
the senate adjourned.

TWENTY-SIXTH CONG[lESB-2d
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The

SESSION.

SEN.\TE.
lollowing memorials and peti-

were presented and referred:
By Mr. Walker, a document in relalion to the
claim of the village of Carondelet, in Missouri, to a

tions

ceilain tract of land.

from citizens of Maine, asking
may' be no repeal of the fishing bounties.
Bayard,
from citizens of Philadelphia,
Mr.
By
asking the erection of a new custom house.
By Mr. Fallon, from the legislature of Arkansas,
a'kin" an approiiriatiou for a road from Helena to
Cache. Also, from the same, for a donation lor the
River turnpike company.
,
,„..,.
By Mr. Porler, from citizens of Michigan in favor of a bankrupt law.
New
the
relief
of
the
for
bill
reported
si
Mr. Wall
England Mississippi Land company.
The senate then took «p the unfinished business

By Mr. Rw^ghs,

lh.it

there

.

meinoiial
of yesterday, being the disiiosition of tlie
from the tobacco planters of I'rince George's counto the
reply
spoke
in
Merrick
Mr.
when
ty, Md.

reiuarks of Mr. 0«//ioun,ol yestcrd ly, and showing
the justice of the prayer ol the petitioners.

ceedinf. I did not feel disposed to enter into discussion on yesterday, but I was determined not to be
diverted from the object I had in view by epithets
or interruptions of any kind. That object was, in
the

first

place, to

avow

the language attributed to

me in the report of the "Intelligencer;" and, .secondly, to prove that what I had stated was true,
that the member had been branded as a coward;
and thirdly, to intimate, in the most civil way I
could, that a particular law which had been passed

by a former congress would have no influence on

me

in

demanding or giving satisfaction for personal
This latter remark had not appeared in the

insults.

I did not wish to go into a discuswhether the member from Ohio heard the

Iirtelli'-encer.

sion as^to

made or not.
remark
me; and yet he replied
I

He

says he did not hear
time to the first part

at the

of the sentence, disclaiming that he had charged
It was a little
o-eneral Hariison with cowardice.
curious that he should have heard the first and not
were uttered
words
those
last
when
words,
last
the
The chairman
in a louder voice than the first.
ly aijreed
Carolina) says ho did not
South
of
Campbell,
peti(Mr.
presented
M'essrs. Norvell and Tallmadge
hear them. This is not less strange, as they were
tions, from citizens of their respective states, in
heard all over the house, and in the galleries, and
favor of a bankrupt law.
by every one else, except the member from Ohio
Mr. Giaham,on leave, introduced abill to ascerand the then cliairman. I must have had some
re-openof
cost
probable
and
practicability
tain the
power of ventriloquism when 1 pitched my voice
ing a direct communication between Albemarle
over the chairman, and into the galleries beyond
sound and the Atlantic ocean. Mr. G. spoke at
him.
some length upon the subject.
in the "Globe,"
I say, as regards this statement
filessrs. Preston, Huntington and Hubbard were
imputed to (he
senate,
the
part
of
that it is false; that the language
the
on
committee,
named as the
and that there is
used;
not
was
Ohio
president, member from
to count the votes lor president and vice
rise and
no member here, of any parly, who will
and to notify the persons elected of the same.
ofthe assert that it was used; that it is not my purpose to
bill increasing the pay of certain officers
controversy with him; and that
revenue cutters, while serving in the navy of the engage in a personal
resort to the use of Billingsgate myUnited States, was considered in committee of the I shall never
governed by it. But I
self, nor allow myself to be
whole, and ordered to be engrossed.
position I assumed in
The senate then took up the pre-emption hill, will not suffer the manifestand which w.is predicatchanged,
be
to
adjourned.
matter
senate
this
the
which being further discussed,
was ready to vouch, and
Jamuiry 30. Certain communications were re- ed upon a fact for which I
which I yesterday gave abundant
ceived from the president and laid before the se- of ihe truth of
evidence to this house. I say, in conclusion, that
nate.
whatever I might know to be the true character of
of
the
credentials
the
presented
Mr. Tallmndge
member on this floor as depriving him of the ights
hnn. W. C. Rives, senator elect from Virginia, who a
case, I iiad
of a gentfeman— whenevei, as in this
was diilv qualified and took his scat.
and unequivocally assailed such a man—
directly
hoii.
ofthe
credentials
Mr. Knisht presented the
was
not a jrenhe
that
ground
the
take
not
James F. Simmons, senator elect from the stale of should
however I might know such to be the fact.
Rhode Island, from the 4th of filarch next, whicl tleman
which I have read
1 repeat that the language
But
were read and placed on file.

A

i
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had been, I certainly should
not have noticed it. I have not been tauglit that
an insult, direct and unequivocal, was to be revenged by Billingsgate words; and if the member is satislied with that revenge, he is altogether welcome
to its enjoyment.
Mr. IVise Ihen took the floor, and addressed the
committee. He directed his remarks, in the first
jilace, to a certain matter of fact, which he had stated on a former day, in reference to an outstanding
debt for public woik done at Old Point Comfort,
and to the vei ificalion of the statement he then made
by the introduction of evidence of the fact.
Messrs. Jones and Malloiy, of Virginia, made
brief statements afieeting the same point.
Mr. Wise then proceeded in his argument, which
was addressed, in thi- first place, to an explanation
of the grounds on which he intended to vote for this
bill, and which he stated to be three:
First, he said he would vote for the bill as a friend
of the coming administration, and with a view to
supply that administration with the immediate means
to carry on the government after the 4lh of March,
knowing no other means of meeting the exigency.
Secondly, to prevent an extra session.
And, thirdly, to prevent, dujing the year 1841, a
premature agitation of the coniprouiise act.
Mr. W. proceeded for about an hour, when, giv
ing way to a molicn for the purpose, the committee
rose, repoi ted progress, and obtained leave to sit
if it

again.
M.T. Boardman obtained leave to introduce the
following resolution; which was read and adopted:
Resolved, That the secretary ot stale be directed to
communicate to this house an abstract of the returns
of the marshal of the disirict of Connecticut, showing
the number of slaves within said district by the census
of 1S40. And to ascertain and report to this house
whether the captives from the schuoner Amislad were
included in the said number of slaves.

Adjourned

until

to-morrow.
The speaker laid before the
office and war

Tlmrsdtiy, Jan. 23.

house various reports from the post
departments.

Sundry bills from the senate received their first
and second reading, and were refeired as follow.<»:
To provide for taking evidence in the District of
Columbia and in the territories of the V. States, in
certain cases, llelerred to the committee on the

To

Mr. Duncan then rose and reiterated the statement which appeareil in the "Globe" of a previous

1811_CONGRESS.

another scene ol this sort. The anti-duelproducing its bitter fruits it is rnakirig
house a mere "bear-garden." We have an example in the present instance. Here, with permission of the chair and committee, and without a call
to order from any body, we see and hear, one member Ci\lr. Johnaon) say to another ;Mr. Duncan)
"llial he had been branded us a coward on this floor;'
the other says back that "he is a liar!" And, sir,
there the matter will slop— there will be no fight.
floor, to

—

ling bill is

this

Mr. W. then resumed

at

length

his

announced

The

clerk then read as follows:

House of representatives, Jan. 27, 1841.
As an act of justice to myself, I take the
liberty ol staling, thai the reported proceedings in
the Globe in relation to certain language which
you dtny was applied to you, were reinsed by Mr.
Duncan previous to their going to press. Very reSib:

spectfully your obedient servant,
Htj.-iT, reporter to the Globe.
To the hon. W. C. Johnson.

Wm.

floor -.vas obtained by Mr. Hubbard,
when 'Mr.
Jameson moved that the committee rise; but there
being no quorum, the committee rose and
reported

that fact to the house.
On motion ot Mr. Stanly, the house again resolved itself into committee of the whole,"when
Mr.

by consent, obtained leave to introduce the
following resolution:
Ilcsolved, That the president be
requested to communicate to this house, if not incompatible wiih
the
public interest, any information or
correspondence
may have lu relation to recent seizures or search he
tee rise; which prevailed.
of
any
of
our
vessels
upon the coast of Africa; or elacAnd the committee rose, reported progress, and
wjicre, by Lrilish crui.-^ers or authorities,
asked leave to sit again.
and the cause
ol such search or seizure, and the
authoriiy under
Alter the committee of the whole had risen, Mr.
which they have been made.
Prn^/, of Indiana, obtained the floor and said he
Mr. Jldams moved to amend the resolution
bv
hoped the house would take some action upon the aoiling
^
thereto the followiug:
bill which had been so long the subject of debate,
"And also copies of all correspondence between ilie
and on which all had made up their minds. We governments of
the United States and of Great
Britain
had heard long lectures delivered on the subject of relating lo the Afiican slave
trade, since the 3rd of
wasting the time of the house by gentlemen who March, Wi7 and of dcs-paiches from
Nathaniel P.
were now occupying two or three days each, dis- Trist, consul of ihe United States at the Havana,
to the
cussing li.e question of the tariif, and a hundred deparlmem oi stale, relating in any way to ihe sa^d
other irrelevant questions; and now, when the ses- Alncan slave trade."
J\lr. Pickens accepted this
sion wa.s rapidly diawing to a close, without any
amendment as a modithing beneficial to the country having been accom- hcatinn of nig resolution.
And, as thus modified, the resolution was
plished, we were adjourning at three o'clock, apagreed
°
to.
parently mindful of nothing but our personal comOn motion of Mr. Cashing, the followinf resoluforts, lie (Mr. P.) was anxious to reach a measure
tion, received from the senate
of vital importance to his state
yesterday, wks taken
the bill confirming
up, read, and agreed to:
a grant of land to the Wabash and Erie canal
and
liesohed. That a committee be appointed
would move that the house nowresolve itself intoa
to join such
commiitce
as
may
be
appointed on the part ot the house
committee of the whole on that bill.
ol representatives, to asfcrtain and
report a mode of
The question being put, the house was found to exnmimng
the votes for president and vice
president
be without a quorum, and then adjourned.
ot the Um.ed

Mr. Calvary Morris asked leave to introduce a
[notice of which he had given at an early pe
riod of the session} to repeal the sub-treasury law;
'''"

but several

members

objecting, he moved to susfor the yeas and nays.
taken, the house refused
to suspend the rules by the following vole
yeas 79,
nays 87.
On motion of J. Q. Adams the house granted the
use of the hall on Monday morning next to the pupils of the deaf and dumb asylum.

pend the

rules,

ens,

—

and called

The yeas and nays being

—

Mr. Pickens made an inefiectual eflbrt to introduce a resolution calling iipon the president forcertain information or correspondence in relation torecent seizures or search of American vessels upon

the coast of Africa.
in relation to certain language stated to have
been applied by him to Mr. VV. Cost Johnson, and
The house then, on motion of Mr. Junes, went
his intention, that there might be no into the consideration of the bill to authorise
the
mistake, to republish that statement under his own issue of five millions of dollars in treasury
notes,
signature.
Mr. Cusfy, of Illinois, in the chair.
Mr. W. Cost Johnson (who was not in the hall
Mr. Wise having taken the floor for the purpose
when Mr. D. commenced his remarks, but who en- of resuming his argument of yesterday, Mr. lihett
tered it at the close) said that he had not heard the requested him to yield it for a moment to enable
remarks which had just fallen from the member from him to make an inquiry of the gentleman from VirOhio, but that he had been informed of their tenor ginia. Mr. Wise having yielded, Mr. lihett said he
and abusive character. If he had heard them, he had understood that the gentleman from Virginia
should not have replied. His only object in rising (Mr. Wise) had said yesterday, that a member of
row was to do an act of justice to the reporter to the convention of South Carolina, (now holding a
the "Globe," who had yesterday addressed him a seat on this floor) had in that body (so high had t"he
letter, which he (Mr. J.) would send to the clerk's excitement run) proposed a dissolution of the union.
table to be read, showing that the remarks publish- As he (Mr. R.) was the only member of that coned in that paper had been prepared by the member vention on this floor, he supposed the gentleman
must have relerred to him.
from Ohio himself.

day,

the chai'ge forever.
Mr. Wise then resumed his argument from yesterday, and concluded at half past 3 o'clockthe

Hubbard .-iddressed the committee until nearlv four
argument o'clock, when, on motion of Mr. Vanderpocl, Mr.
Hubbard gave way for a motion to adjourn, which
prevailed, and so the house adjourned.
Saturday, Jan. 30.
The special order on the
treasury note bill was announced; when Mr.
Pick-

from yesterday, which was directed to the two latter reasons then assigned by him as governing the
vote he intended to give in favor of the bill under
consideration, namely:
To prevent an extra session.
And to prevent a premature interference with the
(arilf question during the year 1341.
Mr. W. had not concluded, when at half past 3
o'clock, he gave way to a motion that the commit-

Friday, Jan. 29. Mr. Burke asked leave to introiluce a resolution to revive a committee appointed at the last session relative to contracts made by
the clerk of the house for stationaiy, &c. which
motion was rejected,
I

367

whether, in this state of things, it is possible that I gentleman Irom South Carolina
(Mr. Rhelt) an opcan notice the member from Ohio?
portunity of contradicting it.
He hoped, so far at
Blr. Wise then rose and said: Mr. Chairman, I least as South Carolina was
concerned, that that
do not think I ever will give way, while I have the section of the country would stand
vindicated froiri

—

judiciary.

confirm claims to lands in the district between
the Rio Hondo and Sabine rivers. Referred to the
committee on private land claims.
Confirming certain land claims in Louisiana.
Relerred to the committee on private land claims.
The house then again resolved itself into a committee of the whole on the state of the union, Mr.
Casey, of Illinois, in the chai.'-, and lookup the treasury note bill.
Mr. Wise having taken the floor, in continuation
of his remarks ol yesterday
Mr. Duncan rose and asked the gentlemen from
Virginia to yield the floor lor a moment, for the
purpose of personal explanation.
Several voices were heard in dissent; but,
Mr. IFj'se remarking that, as he had yielded the
floor yesterday, for purposes of explanation, to tl
gentleman from Maryland, (Mr. Johnson), it was
but an act of courtesy that he should now yield it
to the gentleman from Ohio, for a similar purpose,
took his seat.

fi,

Thus (continued Mr. J.) it will be seen not only union, nor was any such proposition ever
made or
that the member from Ohio has been branded with discussed in the convension.
cowardice, but that he is now doubly branded with
Mr. Wise was understood to say he was glad he
falsehood. Now, I appeal to honorable gentlemen had made the remark, because
it had afforded the

biaies,and of notifying ihe persons elect-

ed

of their elections.

The

speaker then laid before the bouse a
communication and report upon the subject of
the survey
ot the northeastern boundary,
proposing an additional appropriation of 72,500 to meet
the expenditures ol the current year for that
object.
-The report was laid on the table and ordered
to
be printed.
Also, a communication from the
secretary of Ihe
treasury in answer to a call, giving
the ainouni of
treasury notes and drafts issued since
Jan.
1

lS4fl-

also in relation to the deposite of
treasury notes in

bank, the amount and description of
funds received
such deposites, and whether the monc-v
was left
in deposite or transferred tothesub-treasuiv;
which
was laid on the table.
The bill from the senate for the settlement and
payment of the claims of Alabama, arisin-outof
the Creek war, was twice read
and referred to the
committee on military affairs.
The house then went into committee offlie wholMr. Casey, of Illinois, in the chair, ou the
tre.isurv
for

when Mr. Hubbard concUidei! his speech
Mr. Jenifer ^zve notice of an amendment
which
he intended to move at the proper time,
rtstrictinuthe amount, interest, and time of
redemption— and
then addressed the house for two hours;
chiefly in
note

bill,

'
reply to Mr. Wise.
Mr. Jenifer having concluded, Mr.
Vanderpoel
obtained the floor; but yielded it
momentarily to
Mr. Cuslnng, who explained the views
of the
north with regard to the tariif— they
wished for a
tariff because they believed
the alternative to

be
taxi.tion.
They wanted a discriminating
and not a high protec'ive tariff'
with extravagant duties. Tliey desired a policy of
conciliation— a policy ol compromise, in which
a just reMi-d should be had for the welfare
of the whole
IJnitPd States— they desired a
discriminating tariff,
Mr. Wise was understood to say that he did al- that in a moderate degree
would maintain the inlude to the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. terests of all parts
of the United States, provided it
RItetl); that such was the impression then prevailbe in no degrea beyond the wants
of the general
"
ing in the country, and that if the newspapers at government.
that time were to be believed, a dissolution of the
iMr. Vanderpoel then took the floor,
but (rave wav
union was actually proposid or talked of in that to a motion that the
committee rise.
convention.
Alter the committee had risen, Mr. If^.
C JohnMr. Hheit said that the gentleman was entirely son, on leave, presented
a memorial, claiming inmisinformed. Neither he nor any other member of demnity for French
spoliations prior lo ISUO
the conveulioQ ever proposed a dissolution of the
The house then adjourned.
direct
tarilt,

—
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Abolition riots at Oayto.v, Ohio.
Journal of tha '2Stli, states tiiat quiet had in a great
The negro who murdered
measure been restored.

LifE BOATS.

1841—CHRONICLE.

6,

his agents, servants or family, may entitle the
office to a discharge in Ohio.''

insurance

The Massachusetts Humane

society,

aided by a grant of $5,000 from the commonwealth for
McCleary was apprehended and committed to prison, the purpose, has provided life boats twelve in numand the house in which the murder was committed ber to be stationed at the most exposed points of
was secretly set on fire and suffered to iiurn to the the sea coast within the state, (or the relief of shipground, without any body raising a hand for its pre- wrecked mariners and others. Each boat, suitably furservation.
nished and made capable of being transported to any
Bank of the U. States. There are outstanding at reasonable distance, when necessary, is committed to
the present time $75U,005 of ilie notes of tlie United the charge of ten discreet and able bodied men, desigStates bank, most of which are supposed to be de- nated by the selectmen of their respective towns; five
stroyed, as they have almost entirely ceased to make or six of their number being competent to the management of a boat. Each company is under the direction
their appearance for redemption.
of a captain or headman.
reply to a correspondent, who

—

—

Brokers' terms.

In

vanic wires, by means of which conversation could be
carried on between London and Blackwall with the
Greatest ease and precision.
By way of illustrating
the efficiency of this talking machine Mr. Stephenson
said that he went to the station in London one day to
inquire for one of his assistants. He was not there,
but the attendant said that he would inquire if he was
at the other end of the hne; he did so; in a few seconds the answer was that he was not there. But
about five minutes afterward the talking machine informed him in London that his assistant, had arrived
at the Blackwall terminus; upon which he instructed
the attendant to say by the same agency, "tell him to
come here directly." In ten minutes from that time
he arrived, the distance being nearly seven miles. If
the distance were 100 miles the conversation could be
carried on just as readily, for the communication travelled at the rate of 20 miles a second. [AT. Y. Times.

Mail robbers. The four persons committed to our
couniy prison last week charged with robbing the mails
liiiled in their efforts to obtain bail, and were dehvered
The Franklin rail road is now completed from
over to the custody of William Crawford, esq. one of
o
Chambersburg to Hagerstown, and will be formally
the assistants of the marshal of the United Slates for
the stock purchased.
On Tuesday opened to-morrow the 3d insl. There is thus a con"B. 0.''— Buyers' option when to receive stock the western district of Pennsylvania.
morning Mr. Crawford, with sheriff Meason, and a tinuous line of rail roads from Hagerstown to Philabought."
delphia.
The regular course of sales on cash to posse, left town with three of them, (Braddee, Pirnell
"li. W.''
and Strayer), for Pittsburg. They travelled to BrownsReal estate in New Orleans. The Louisiana
be paid the day following purchase.
ville in coaches, and there took a steamboat for the city.
Advertiser of the 15th ult. nonces a sale of real estate,
Without interest.
'•Flat."
Gorman the stage driver, is still in our county jail. On which it says "shows a lamentable evidence of the de"N. W." To be delivered next week.
The term "bear," is applied to those dealers in Tuesday an excavation was made oi a few feet of crease in the value of real estate in that city. Twenprivy ty-two lots of ground in Carrolton brought §9,000, and
stocks, whose interest it is to depress the price of a par- ground, (on a new street), which was formerly a
lot on which Dr. Braddee's dwelling
a lot of ground in Faubourg annunciation, which was
ticular stock, in order to purchase it as low as possible and part of the
house is situated, when another mail bag was found, sold two years ago for S15,"000, was knocked down at
to meet their sales made on time speculations.
The word '"Bull," to those whose speculations make containing letters dated in January, 1840. Crucibles 1,400. The property known as the New Orleans iron
should advance. The and a bar of metal were also found in the same place. foundery, covered with buildings, which can store 10,000
it for their interest that the stock
lUnioiUown Pa. denius of Liberty.
bales of cotton, and having a sleam engine upon it,
"bulla" toss the stock up the "bears" force it down.
[iV. Y. Standard.
Maple susar. The quantity of maple sugar pro- went for 9,000. The two arpenis on the river, bein"
one of the lots made out of the Lacoste plantation, and
the
year
1839,
was
1,165,070
Philadelphia
Hampshire
in
duced
in
the
N.
learn from
Dr. Eldridse.
well improved with houses, &c. brought only $8,200."
Chronicle that the jury sitting in the trial of Dr. Eld- pounds. Rockingham county produced 386 pounds;
Resumption in Maryland and Virginia. The reridge, after having been thirteen days locked up with- Strafford 189,147; Merrimack, 62,937; Hillsborough,
189,237;
142,541;
Grafton,
At
the
SuUivan,
discharged.
42,908;
Cheshire,
have
been
to
agree,
able
sumption
of the banks in Maryland and Virginia has
out'being
[iV. H. Patriot.
been going on very quietly. Tlie amount of specie
time of their separation they stood eleven for conviction 343,467, and Coos, 91,347 lbs.
and one for acquittal.
recent London drawn out in Baliimore the first day is said not to have
Martyrdom in Madagascar.
This notorious individual Evangelical Magazine gives the melancholy intelligence exceeded S16.C00.
inquires the defi:iiiion of the abreviaiions used in notices in sales olstocka at the board of brokers, we answer as follows:
" Stands for sellers' option when to deliver
"3.

—

—

—
—
—

—

We

A

Jas. B. Glentworth.
has, we hear with pleasure, been indicted by the grand

Here will ue Iiuvv all U)'|J«Ji Luiuij yji 01111.1^ ^u.^....."^
of^ procurly, and establishing or confuting the charge
t^- Y- Am.
ing illegal votes.
Jl

Harrison's inaugdration sdit. The Lowell
(Massachusetts), Couiier says: We were yesterday shown, by Sjinuel Lawrence, a splendid piece
of black broad cloth, inaniifactured by the iVIiddlesex company, in this city, to the order of the
Ujltiuiore Tippecanoe clubs, and designed for
the inauguration suit of general Harrison. The
cloth is made entirely from American wool, a part
of which was from Mr. Lawrence's flock of sheep
in Coniieclicut, and it is probably the finest article
of the kind ever raaniifaclured in this country. It
president ought to
is precisely such cloth as the
wear at the time of his inauguration, and such as

that sixteen of the persecuted Christians of Madagascar, who had for a long time succeeded in concealing

A

SACRED RELIC. The sword worn by general Hu"h
Mercer at the battle of Princeton, N. J. and which he
themselves from their pursuers, had been apprehended, held in his hand at the lime he fell mortally wounded
and that nine of their number were cruelly speared to on the battle ground, was presented to the St. Andrew's
death on the 9th of July. Among them were Ramina- society of Philadelphia, on Thursday evening last, by
hy, the wife of Davis, one of the refugees now in Eng- his widow.
land, and Paul and his excellent wife, of whom mention
Splendid bequests. On the death of our fellow
is made in the "narrative of persecutions in Madagascitizen, Nicholas Girod, his large estate was adminisjcar."
tered upon as a vacant succession, as he died without
McLeod. The Buffalo Commercial of the 23th ult. heirs in this state, and was supposed to have left no
stales that McLeod was discharged from custody on will.
Within a few days past, however, discoveries
the 27[h, the requisite bail having been procured.
No were made, in rumaging the contents of an old desk
sooner was he released, however, than a numerous sold as part of the estate, which may lead to a very

band of men, two or three hundred in number, seized
upon him, and conveyed him back to prison, where he
is yet confined.
The avowed object of this disorderly
proceeding, it is stated, was to afford the owner of the
Caroline an opportunity to arrest McLeod for the destruction of that boat, on a suit for damages.
This lawless act, says_ the Baltimore American, is
skill to have produced
it is an honor to American
much to be condemned. The pretext is a mere nothing.
Mrs. Harrison. A correspondent of a Provi There are, no doubt, many reckless men on the frondence paper, writing from Cincinnati, says: "Mrs tier, some perhaps with special designs, who are seeking
to precipitate matiers between this country and Great
Harrison has lor many years lived in great retireBritain, and for this purpose apply themselves to the
ment, I am informed it is now more than twelve prejudices and excited feelings of the people along the
years since she visited this city. She is a lady of border. The nation's honor should not be allowed to
exemplary character of strong domestic feelings, rest in the keeping of such. It is an unwortiiy deed
and warm glowing piety. She is much absorbed in to wreak upon one poor prisoner, that indignaiion
the care of her numerous family, and much attach- which is due to a national act, now avowed by Great

—

different disposition of the property from what was
anticipated.
The desk alluded to was purchased at
public auction by a gentleman of this city, and on e.vaininaiion was found to contain in a secret drawer,
due bills signed by the deceased, giving to certain individuals, corporations and pubhc institutions, large
bequests.
have heard the following legacies mentioned:
Orleans, for building an asylum
To the city of
for French orphans, §100,000; to the orpnan asylum,
$30,000; to the second municipality, $100,000; to cha-

We

New

S30.000; to E. Mouta'mar, $50,000; to E.
Mazareau, $20,000; to Mechoud, $20,000; to Denis
[New Orleans Bulletin.
Prieur, $41,000.

rity hospital,

Sugar trade. There were imported in Boston during the year 1840—29,600,000 lbs. of brown sugar.
ed to the old hornstead; and it is probable she will Britain.
Taxes in New York. The total estimated amount
coutimie to make North Bend the place ol her resiNew Orleans commerce. During the quarter end- necessary to be raised in this city by tax for 1841. is
dence most of the time. The honors of the white ing 31st December, 1840, the tonnage of the different $1,553,000. The heaviest items are: almshouse 250,000
house will be dispensed, it is supposed byo.ieofher vessels which arrived at this port from sea was 182,762, diillars, besides $7,000 for charities; cleaniiig streets
daughters."
being an increase of 36 332 tons since the correspond- $141,500; interest on city bonds and stocks $153,000;
of 1839.
have taken the trouble of lamps and ga.^s $120,000; watch 234,000 dollars; public
The Ja nuary num- ing quarter
IIu.vt's .Merchants' Mag.i7.ine.
louking back as far as 1831 and find that the total schools $95"000; salaries $60,000; registration of voiers
laid
upon
our
was
duly
periodical
ber of this excellent
amount
of lonnage arrived at this port during the last $53,000; building docks and slips $50,000; fire departColburn. It contains its
desk by Messrs. Knight
quarter of that year was 75,396. The increase since ment $45,000; roads and avenues $35 000, police 35,000
usual variety of interesting and en;eriaini;ig matter.
th:it period, is 107,330 tons.
No other city can boast dollars; courts $10,000; county cotiiingencies $30,000.
perceive that the February number is now out.
[^••«H.
[Picayune.
this or coine near it.
Insolvency. Those who have applied for the beneThe
New Haven Register says "PerPasspo!!ts.
Virginia. Geo. W. Summers has been selected as
city and county,
fit of the insolvent laws in Baltimore
haps It is not generally known, that any citizen intend- the whig candidate for congress in the Kenawha disduring the last four years, amount, on an average, to ing to travel in Europe, can procure a passport free of trict.
()72 per annum.
charge from Washington. He has but to leave the
learn from the
Wabash and Erie canal.
Law decision. Important to steamboat owners. In necessary directions with a collector or postmaster, and
Cleveland Herald, that a considerable part of this maga suit brought in the superior court at Cincinnati by it is their duty to procure the document.''
From Maumee bay to
nificent work is completed.
the executors of one of the owners of the steamer which
Pork west. The folKiwing were the advertised rales
Providence, 30 miles up the Maumee river, the canal
burst her boiler on the Mississippi in April 13»i, of pork, at Lacon, on the Illinois river, January 15ih.
60 leet wide by 6 feet deep, a splendid
is finished
aoaiitst the Protection Insurance company, for the rePer I'OO Uis.
work. The water was let into Maumee city last fall.
covery of the sum of <H,ioil on a policy i>f insurance.
5^1 75
Hogs between 125 and 150 lbs.
Providence up to Defiance, 28 or 30 miles, and
From
Defendants contended that the boat was lost by the
150 and 175 do.
2 00
do.
thence to the Indiana fine, some 23 miles furlher, it is
iicli^enceof the insured or his agents, and that this
175 and 200 do.
2 50
do.
full half finished, except the reservoir near the Indiana
shouFd discharge the contract of insurance. They cun200 and 225 do.
2 75
do.
line, to cover 2,500 acres of land, which is not yet
t-nded that the explosion of itself was presumptive
225
Over
3 00
ciimmenced by Ohio. From the Ohio line west to
evidence of neglifience, and that the burthen o/ proof
These were the ca.h rates. The Peoria Register says
that boats passed belay upon the plaintitis to show that there was no negli- that "should the seller be disposed to take part goods, Lafayette, it is so far finished
gence. They also contended that the explosion of or wait a few weeks for his pay, about one-fourth of a tween those points last fall. From the Ohio line to
is a large canal, 60 teet by 6 deep.
,So
boilers is not a risk assumed by the insurer of a steam- cent more per pound \\*ill be given.
One of the part- Fort Wayne, itremains
to be done to open 250 miles of
boat, unless it be expressly named. The jury under ners of the adveriising lioube resides in Bosion, and is that all that
charge of the court brought in a verdict for the delen- extensively eni^aged in the produce business. The the canal from steamboat navigation on the Wabash
reservoir spoken of, and
danis. The Cincinnati Republican says; "What de- house, we umTeraiand, will purchase all that may be to Lake Erie, is to make the
to complete the half of 50 or 60 miles of common cagree of negligence will forfeit the insurance contract, offered.''
about a 12 months job if vigorously prosecuted.
nal
The negligence of any one
lias not yet been decided.
tardiness
of Ohio in comcomplains
of
the
Railway
talking
English
office
can
prove
machine.
A
late
Indiana
jouragent of the insured, if tlie insurance
and the insurer nal in referring to the London and BlackwalT rail roatl, pleting her part of the canal, and very possibly with
it by presumption of die cu-cumsianecs,
cannot prove the absence of neglect, on the part of all mentions a "talking machine" constructed with gal- good reason.
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FOREIGN ARTICLES.
ship Emerald, capt. Howe, arrived at
the morning of the 7tli instant, from
Havre, bringing dates lo January 9th, her day ol

The packet

York on

sailing.

The stale of Paris was tranquil; theemeufe which
was expected when the North America left Liverpool, had not broken out.
The important news from China, which was
brought by the North America, and which reached
London by a telegraphic despatch over land, via
Marseilles nnil Paris, was doubted by many merThe "Courier Francais"
cantile men in Paris.
says that if Ihe Chinese have agreed to pay the
English 65,000,000 francs, 35,000,000 of this sum
must go to pay the opium merchants; leaving only
30,000,000 francs to defray the expenses of the war;
whereas the war will cost England double that sum.
The same paper adds, that admiral Elliot could
nothave had any authority to make a treaty with the
Chinese, unless he thereby obtained some permanent advantage to the Biitish government, which
was not spoken of in the late news.

The "Courier Francais"' further says, that they
are assured upon the highest authority that the
British government will positively insist, (as an ul
timatum to Iheir reconciliation with China), that
they shall be allowed to have a resident minister
constantly at Pekin.
M. Thiers had not made any further
M. Guizot was strengthening himself and

In Paris,
progress.

enileavoriiig to preserve pacific relations all round.
The count de Pontois and M. Cochelet had not
been recalled .Horn Constantinople and Alexandria

the

Emerald

left.

Great dissatisfaction

still existed in the. public
of the Egyptian
question hut no further demonstration had taken

mind

tion.

m

"This

by
sequence of the ihieatenin^ position assumed
France; and as the possibility of a war in Europe
370
interesting
be
may
il
removed,
entirely
not
yet
is
3'"
elements the league
to our readers to know of what
3^
and what power it could bring into the
baliotS is composed,

372
African trade
German co.vfederation niilitarv league for defence
339
Harrison, gen. progress of his journey to Washins;
sels in the

when

mutual defence, comprising almost

Russia, and
E'li'opean powers except Fiance and
German confederabe.iiin"- Ihe general title of the
conprominence has been i;iven to it

'4

of PRESIDE.tr A.ND VICE PRESiDE.M—
counted in congress
Foreign articles— items of news from France
ElECTI0.-»

New

for

in Paris, relative to the slate

jilace in Ihe

chambers.

The weather was slill very cohl in Paris.
The fortifications around the city were progressing slowly.

Havre colion market, Jan. 9. The market remains neatly the same. The arrivals of the week
have been large, but the holders not being anxious
to press the sales, the prices have been well maintained to the close.

THE GER.M.IN CONFEDERATION.
Frequent nienlion has been made lately, in the
English and continental papers, of the militarv
Vol IX— Sro. 24

No.

1,533.

X.V

ATVANCE^

however, most probable the agents
betrayed Ihe confidence reposed in them, and in.
of taking tliein to Africa, shipped them to a
slave trading country and sold them.
From Buenos Atjres. By the brig Cadel, captain
Babson, at Boston, from Buenos Ayies, a file of the
British Packet has been received by the Boston
The only news of importance
Daily Advertiser.

Cuba.

all tlie

,

officers

UX.— Whole

FUTURE.

THE PAST— THE
PROPRIETOR, AT $5 PER ANNUM,^P..V ABLE
AND PDBLIS ;7eI>, EVERV S..TaRDAV, BY .EREM.AH HUGHES. EmTOR ANP

PRI.XTED

Congress

[Vol.

13, 1541.

PRESENT — FOR THE

It

is

is the subjoined extract:
From Ike Brilhh Packet, of Nov. 28.
against the Gallic nation.
Letters from Santa Fe relate the particulars of an
The army of the confederation consists of 10
engagement which took place on the 16lh inst. bemixthree
and
unmixed,
are
which
seven
ol
corps,
tween a body of 200 men of the confederated army
ed or composed of the combined complpmenls of
and a considerably superior force commanded by
several ditferent states. During peace it is not reLavalle in person. The action commenced about
contingent
each
of
amount
whole
quired that the
away on sunset at a place called Tres iste fas, and lasted
shall be in active service, many being
Lavalle's troops are represented as not
sixth ol the loot till dark.
leave, but it is requisite that one
having long resisted the shock of their opponents,
and two-thirds of the cava!iy should be always em
present having tied in all directions, leaving upwards of
ployed. Those on leave, however, must
400 killed on the fitid of battle, including officers;
themselves each year, and be exercised for six
whilst the lost of the victors is stated as comparafi,

Id

iveeks.

The following is (he e,X3ct quantum of troops
arsupplied by each state, according to the last
rangement made by the diet in December, 1S30;
was
than
more
supply
to
required
nor is any state
time, (1821),
at first settled, although since that
increased:
the population in some is considerably
Austria contributes three
Corps No 1, 2 and
army corps, amounling in all to 94,822 men, with

3—

192 pieces of cannon.
Corps No. 4, 5 and

small, allhough embracing two officers.
tively
Lavelle is said to have escaped, accompanied only
by four adpitants; his caniage, however, was capThe viclorious troops appeared lo have
tured.
been exclusively composed of a division ofSantafecinos, under the command of colonel Andrade,
and some squadrons of the Guardia del Monte
militia of the province.
It is affirmed that Lav.dle's troops have evacuat-

privations from
Prussia contributes Ihree ed Santa Fe and that such are their
their supplies being cutoff, that only one head of
corps, amounting in all to 79,234 men, with
cattle is allowed for the daily rations of 100 men.
160 pieces of cannon.
was still in the province at the
Bavaria contributes one army corps, Governor Lopez
Corps No.
Piesident Oribe continued in
of the troops.
amounting in all to 35,600 men, with 72 pieces of head
combined army.
ihe
of
command
the
TEXAS, taEXICO AND GREAT BRIT.\T.V.
Duchy
of
Grand
Wurtemburg,
No.
Corps
The London Morning Chronicle of a late date
Hesse and Baden, together, contribute one army
with 60 contains some information which has not yet apcorps, amounling in all to 30,150 men,
in this country, in relation to the treaty repeared
pit'ces of cannon.
Mexico and Great Britain, and
Saxony, Electoral Hesse and Nas- cently made between
Corps No.
the more recent acknowledgment by the latter
arnounlcorps,
army
one
contribute
sau, together,
ot the republic of Texindependence
the
of
power,
ol
cannon.
in" in all to 21,718 men, with 44 pieces
Lord Palmerston is reported to have said that
Corps No. 10— Hanover, Holstein, Luenburg, as.
agreed to take upon ilself
government
Texan
the
Mecklenburg
Schwerin,
Brunswick, Mecklenburg
Lubeck, Bremen .§•1,000,000 of the Mexican debt. It is added, that
Strelitz, Oldenbuig, Iree towns of
deputation that wailed upon the minister upon the
and Hamburgh.together contribute one army corps, a
subject, expressed a wish tliat provision should be
auiounting in all to 23,033 men, with 56 pieces ol
made for giving the hondholder.s the option of re-

6—

army

7—

8—

9—

cannon.
rr
The remaining confederate states, instead of formby the last arin'' any army corps, are required
rangement to form in common a body of infantry
men. In
reserve, which amounts in all to 11,366

ceiving part of the debt thus recognised by Texas
Lord Palin land, with a view to colonization.
merston, requested the deputation lo put their
views in writing. From the .same source we learn,
lorces, that it is expressly stipulated in the Mexican conorder to the maintemnce of these several
venlion that 100,000,000 of acres of the vacant
each state is required to contribute a certain sum lo
lands in the deparlments of Calirornia, Chihuahua,
the general fund.
-534 New Mexico, Sonora and Texas, shall be specially
and
men,
300,928
to
amounts
grand
total
The
hypothecated in the payment of the principal and
that
the
pieces of cannon. But it must be observed
of the national consolidated fund until the
numbers above given are only the required nuin- interest
total extinction of the bonds; and, by the decree of
that
and
stales,
muni for each of the confederate
inighl Ihe Mexican congress confirming the terms, it is
case of need the force actually contributed
declared, in addition to the general hypothecation,
[xV. Y. Com. Adv.
probably be doubled.
that 25,000,000 acres of government 1-inds in the
SOUTH AMERICA.
having the nearest communication wilh
The slave trade at Rio Janeiro. An officer of deparlments
the
the Atlaniie. shall be specially set apart lor security
to
writing
Potomac,
the United States ship
the lol- to the boiidhohlers, and for the purposes of colonieditor of the Delaware Free Press, gives
zation.
lowing picture of the slave trade at Rio:
On tl'.esame occasion, a communication was read
The slave trade has never been prosecuted with
London financial agency of Mexico, slatmore vigor and success in Brazil, than during the from the
no- that the plan proposed for the consolid,ition of
which
Africa
in
port
Angola is the
past five^years.
The ditference in the overdue coupons has bren approved by the
chiefly supplies this market.
Mexican executive, and was under the considcr.ition
is but
price between a negro in Angola and Rio,
The whole of the custom warrants
congress.
one hundred dollars— selling lor one hundred and of
and fifty sent out, equal to .fl, 400,000, would be paid off by
fifty dollars in Angola, and two hundred
present year, leaving the 1-6 part of
Ihe
of
the
end
for
common
he
to
Indeed, it is said
in this place.
custom revenues available for the payments of
vessels lo brino- slaves, as passengers, from one Ihe
The Mexican converted debt is
divi.-lends.
head.
the
per
dollars
hundred
for
one
port to the other,
about £9,806,415, one half of which is an active
This shippers can afford lo do, as insurance can be
five per cent stock,' making the dividend presently
valorem.
effected on a cargo, for ten per cent, ad
£245,000 per annum.
Some years since government took measures to payable equal to
TEXAS.
suppress Ihe trade, but they have not been or are
ship New York at New Orleans from
steam
more
The
or
professions,
Iheir
in
sincere
not no'.r very
papers to Ihe 22d January.
Texas
brings
Galveston,
In
1836
might have been done towards affecting it.
The con.'ress was slill in session, but no importhere was a colonization society founded here, by
discussion; nor did the last
under
are
matters
tant
the
purfor
individuals,
the charitable donations of
advices from Aiislin contain any additional intellipose of returning all freed negroes to Africa,
from the Mexican frontier.
gence
good
that
any
know
not
do
but
I
think Liberia),
There have been great floods even in Texas.
am
whatever has resulted from it. One cargo, I
never heard Buffalo bayou had risen to an unusual height, causinformed, was despatched, but uere
much devastation. People living on Bray'a
ing
(lour
number
^......
whole
yy,....^
-...o
supposed the
Irom, anil1 it is suppuaru
taKen to bayou were obliged to climb trees, to escape drown(hundred) were captured by a slaver and
.
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Notwithstanding the great rise of the waters our property outraged
by British agency and Biitish French habitants, as they are call»il
here, would
40 feet in BuBalo bayou— the weather was intense- iiubjects. It is time for
the American people to long since have shoveled
off the "coulumes de Paly cold; and ice and drift wood prevented navigation wake up and look
about them. What prevents it; ris," as they are now
shoveling the snow off th«
in the streams. The Trinitv river was reported to We will lift
the veil: There is a mean and degrad- pavements beneath
ray window, by this time they
be at a high stage, and rising rapidlv. The freshet ing interest in this
country, composed of slock job- would have been
first rate democrats.
The pahas carried away two bridges over Buffalo, and one bers anil their agents,
that for the sake of borrowing troons and the
priests have prevented them, church
over White Oali bayou. Ice was formed three money and
negotiating loans in London, would ad- and state has
done its work here, as elsewhere.—
inches thick.
vise the American people to submit to any indigniNevertheless,
things are not so bad with them as in
The bad weather had brought all sorts of business ty, and to negotiate till the
day of judarment, in order vassal Europe. They have not
breathed the air of
to a stand.
that they might get their commissions.
But the America for nothing. They have barkened to
the
CANADA.
great bulk of the American people are made of harrangues
of Papineau, who was a tolerable good
Union of the Canadas. The New York Herald other stuff. They are of the same flesh, blood, soul,
democrat, considering he was a mongrel and a good
states that governor general Thompson will issue mind, spirit and race as the British
are, improved deal of the cur.
Tneir seigniors, too, have been
his proclamation on the 7th instant, declaring the by an intellectual foundation of
sound democracy
but little better than themselves— the distinctions of
union of the two provinces, and lor the assemblin" of that quality which crossed the ocean and
planted cast have not been plainly marked and under
the
of the new parliament at Kingston in May next. ° their institutions at Plymouth, instead of
tolerating constitution given them by Mr. Pitt, they
became
Kingston, the new capital >.f the United Provin- the abuses of aristocracy in their native land.
The familiar with the exercise ot the elective franchise;
ces, is situated on the lower end of Lake Ontario, various attempts of England
recently made on our so that altogether they are democrats
too, of an innearly opposite Sacketfs haibor.
rights, will, we trust, be taken up with proper spirit
ferior description.
To be a good democrat, one
by the new administralion. It is time to look about must be
able to read and write and think.
The in.
us sharply— and gen. Harrison is the man to do it.
LET US LOOK
habitants don't know much of these accomplishUS.
'
Weaieglad to learn from this letter that the scoun- ments, but nevertheless they
The task of removing, for the time being, somewill do at a pinch.'
what unships ones faculties as well as fnmilure. drel who defaced Brock's monument at Queenston
"Thus, then we have on our northern border two
At least he must have great facility of mind who was not a native of the United States— but a Cana- millions of what may be styled British democrats.
can do muck at editing a paper whilst en-a^ed in dian, named LETT. The letter writer speaks of
I want you to turn that fact over in your mind.
directing the arrangement which are necesssary in the spirit which would actuate our nation, could a As soon as the British North America
is united and
fixing Ajirintiiif; office to the best advantage. Hav- British hand be found to perpetrate such an act has got the steam up, under the
principle of governing now established ourselves next to the old stand u|>on an American monument. Has he forgotten ing, 'in conformity lo Ihe
feelings, wishes and inso longoccupied by our lamented friend, Hezekiah the dastardly defacement of the monumenis at the terests of Ihe people, as
expres.sed through their reNiLES, we shall be easily found by the friends of Washington navy yard by gen. Ross' troops, and presentatives in parliament assembled,'
there will
the publication, which he contributed so largely to the inscription on the mutilated marble, 'defaced be considerable mutual
and lecipiocal action upon
BY Bhitons?'. We have a lively remembrance of it. and between the
make useful to his countrymen.
U. States and British America.
The writer lays stress upon the fact that there
The recent occurrence of incidents which proSome ol the first of the proceedings of Ihe united
mise to be highly important indeed to the people of are 2,0011,000 of foreigners now on our northern legislature, will be to
endeavor to make the St.
frontier, and predicts that in half a century Ihere
this country, would have induced us to occupy
Lawrence the great northern channel of commerce;
a
brief space of our pages with notions of our o"wn will be two American democratic nations norlh of '°
'?\"°<=.'' away the bulkheads which the underlings
•which ti.ose incidents suggest, if we could have Mexico— they forgot Texas, and should have said! of the
perial bureaux have put in between Ihe
commanded the time to pen thein. As it is, we three; unless he believed that as we hope Texas provinces and the republic; to throw
open the fomust be content with merely suggeslin» that' the will swallow up Mexico, and thus put an end lo a rests to the backwoodsman;
to invite foreign capital
most injurious and perfidious neighbor."
termination of difficulties which Great Britain
into the counlry; to do away with Ihe feudal tenure,
had
The following is an extract from the letter.
on hand in Europe, by the change of the French
and establish registry offices. When all this is done,
'There has been no public recognition of the in- the
ministry, in entire subservance to the British
party
waters of prosperity will rush in until they have
and polic}'—and the recent and sutlden termination dependence of the British colonies in Norlh Ame- reached the level
they are at in the United States.
rica; but if that principle be carried
of the several affairs she had on hand in the east
out honestly,
It will not be many years before there will be
ina
cluding Syria, India and China, in all of which'ihe and practically observed, the colonies will be virtupopulation of five millions on our norther frontiers.
ally independent, so soon as the colonial
has come off with a success, that will be very apt
represen- They won't be foreign provincials as now, but a
to
tatives have felt each other's pulse.
intoxicate the people as well as the government
civil nation.
of
It will not be the corpse of a nation,
The British government stands pledged before the but a body full
that pround country, and make it far more
difficult
of democratic vitality and energy.
for us to adjust the long deferred and acciimulalino- world toadministerthe alliiirsol British North AmeI want you to think over the matter.
Just give a
rica
disputes which unhappily exist between
in conformity to the feelings, wishes
and in- squint over at it. You may put down in the politithem and
terest ot the colonists, as expressed through their
ourselves.
It is prudent that we should look
cal almanac,
round
us— and prepare as well as we can lor duties which representatives. If there is no paltering with the those limes.' 'there will be stormy weather about
colonists, in a double sense, British North
Those unexpected revolutions in atfairs may
America
shortlv
England will no more be able to hold Ihe colonies
becomes virtually independent, so soon as the union in,
impose upon us.
alter the steam is up under the principle of 'goThere is in the New Yoik Herald of the ]9lh bill is in full action. If, on the contrary, there is verning in conformity
with the feelings, wishes and
paltering with the colonists in a double sense, Briult. a very interesting letter from Montreal
on Cainterests of the people,' than j'ou could hold in the
tish North America will be independent
nadian affairs, which has elicited from the
in name as Biitish queen; I don't mean the little vixen but the
Herald
the following editorial remarks; which we recom- vyell as in fact, in a very short period of lime after steamer.
the discovery is made.
mend to attention.
The British ministry know this very well, though
There is a foreign population of two millions at they
"The progress of British aggrandizement in every
make believe not. They know what they are
tnis present time on our northern border.
part ol the world, savage and civilized,
about; they ate up to a thing or two, although they
ou^ht to
Tlie
character
of
that
population does not display look so demure and innocent. They saw
alarm all independent nations. Within a few°years
they could
the republican energy which char.icferizes
she has possessed herself of every stiong hold
thepopii- not hold the colonies in, the minute they had read
in the
European or Asiatic seas, and has just set one foot lation of the country; but nevertheless, it is sironfly Durham's report. They hold a council, and they
marked
with democracy. One million of the two said,
upon Candia and St. Jean d'Acre in the Mediterif we can't hold them in, at all events let us
are the descendants of the tories of the revolution.
ranean, while another is firmly planted on the
guide them so that they shall not lun into the U.
extre- They have
all been reared in America, and
mity of the old continent, upon the island of
the very States.
Let us make a nation of them. Set them
Chusan atmosphere of
America is democratic. All nature up on their own bottom. Take my
in the Chinese seas. Her territorial encroachments
word for this.
around them is free. They have chased the moose
by land and by water, under various pretex's
I have it from a high quarter.'
out' deer or
S|,eared the salmon; and there have been
strip the career of Rome in her most
The writer is of opinion that the English ministry
palmy days none to say
them nay. They have roused the echoes are at last acting on the advice
France, and all the other nations of Europe,
of Burke, he says:
nearly of their woods
with their free voices and their inderemain as they found themselves, at the clos'e
"If England had listened to Edmund Buike in
of the
last European war.
Russia makes a little proiress pendent shouts. They have never stood cap in 1775, the British flag might now be waving over the
hand
before
a
lord
or
a
landlord.
lanil,
They
by
eastward and southward- but what is"
suck in de- U. Slates. He said, 'let the colonies always keep the
the mocracy from
the nipples of their mothers. Their idea of their civil rights
speed of any country in every species of
associated wilh your goag^^randize- fathers
taught them lo conquer Ihe earth- not with
inent compared with that of England?
vernment; they will cling and grapple to you: and
She ura^ns
Ihe
'
sword,
but
with
the axe.
universal dominion.
The constitution of no force under heaven will be able lo tear them from
every thing around and about and above them, from
But if England were content with European
their allegiance. The more they multiply, the more
or the cradle has been
democratic.
Asiatic encroachment, we might pass
One-half of the friends you will have; the more ardently they love
it by in
silence.
Her ambition is as active on this conti remaining million are the laboring poor of the "old liberty, the more perfectly will be their obedience.
country," or their children. These have had
nent as in the old world. She lias for half a
a taste Is it not the same virtue that does every thing for
century of the blessings of
aristocracy in Europe, and they us here in England? Do you
held possession of a large tract of American
imagine it is the land
terri- know what
aristocracy is, from having felt it.
tory in Maine, and now refuses to give it
The tax act which raises your revenue? The annual
up.
She waters of democracy in
America have been pleasant vote in thecommitteeol supply which gives you your
is making the same encroachments on the
northwest- to their
taste.
They have drunk deep at its foun- army? or that it is the mutiny bill that inspires
en both sides of the Rocky mountains. Under
it
Ihe' tains, and
have been cleansed from the impurities inplea 01 suppressing the slave trade, she
with bravery and discipline? No. It is the love of
seizes our flicted
by aristocracy on the poor in Europe. They
merchant vessels in the African seas, and
the people.' So sjioke Burke in 1775. England resends are not the genoo-ine
democrat, because they have fused to listen to him, and instead of the British
them for abjudication and confiscation. wherever
she been contaminated
by aristocracy. They are not Hag, it is the star spangled banner that
pleases. Not content with these encroachments
waves from
her such good democrats
as the natives, who are died in the Atlantic to the Rocky
minister at Washington, Mr. Fox, most
mountains."
insolently Ihe wool.
They are democrats, nevertheless sedemands the hberation of McLeod, who is confined
cond
chop.
The
remaining
half
inillioii are French.
at Lockport under a charge of being one of
NATIONAL AFFAIRS.
the per
They are not of recent importation froru Normandy
petrators in a case of robbery and murder
Appointments bv the tresidekt, by and with
in the or the Loire;
but their g andfathers made Ihe "clear- the advice and cojisent
waters of New York— while in Cnnada
of the senate. Wm. Maromb,
across the ings"
for
them.
They would by this time have been to be consul of the United Stales for the island of
line, every preparation seems Ic De
making to in good
democrats, but for Ihe feudal tenure and their Trinidad.
vade our soil, for the purpose of rescue, or
to inii
patroons, French Canada is divided into seigniomidate the authorities into compliance
Thos. Hulme, to beconsul of the United States
with their ries; each
is under a seignior, which is
demand.
the French for Sedan, in France.
foralord
These lords are the same all the woil.l
In one view, our vessels are seized—
T. B. Livingston, lobe consul of the United States
our territory over
their
rule
is oppressive.
held— our waters invaded— our citizens murdered-It is the nature of for Ihe port of Halifax, in Nova Scotia, in the place
the beast.
II u had not been for the
patroons, the |of John Moriow, removed.
ing.
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be consul of the Ur.ited States
for the port of Matanzas, in the island of Cuba,
iu
the place ofD. W. Courts, resi<>-iied.
to

concourse appeared on the levee, although it was company to-night.
He will exchange salutations
raining and snowing immoderately. He delivered with the people of Frederick to-morrow mornin"'
them a farewell address in the most touching and but will certainly leave with the train for Ballimore
adectionate manner. The military companies ac- at ten o'clock. So you may look for him about 2
Election- of president and vice president companied him
to this place.
We left Pittsburg o'clock, P. M. Sa'urday. In the morning he was
OF THE United States. The election of presi- wilh hearts
grateful lor the homage which the citi- addressed by L. P. W. Balch, esq. and replied
dent and vice president of the United Slates to zens
had manifested for our old chief— we left the thereto.
serve for four years from the 4th day of March next,
beautiful and facinating daughters of that city, who
Reception in Baltimore.
Our streets were all
was on Wednesday consummated by the opening evinced such deep
regard for the favorite of the alive on Saturday afternoon, with people from town
and counting, by the vice president'of the Uniied people.
The hospitable roofs— the sjilendid enter- and country, anxious to witness the entree of the
States, in the presence of both houses of congress,
tainments of the citizens of Pittsburg will long be president elect into our city, it having been ascerof the voles given by the electors in the respective'
remembered.
tained that he would certainly come during the afstates.
When the votes had all been counted, the
As we ascended the river, every demonstration ternoon. We are not advised of the ceremonies
vice president proclaimed, in audible and distinct
of respect was tendered the general, and the high- which took place at the relay house, on Ihe Washtones, that,
est degree of enthusiasm dis|ilayed.
On reaching ington road, where he was met by an escort from
WiLLiA.M Henry Harrison, of Ohio, having Elizabeth,
we found an immense crowd on the this city, but tne cavalcade, alter passing down Balreceived a majority of the votes of the electors,
is
banlcs of the river, ready to receive the genfral. limore street, arrived at the city hotel about four
duly elected president of the United Slates; and that
At the warm salutations of his friends, he tendered o'clock, where he was pn'senled to an immense
John Tyleb, of Virginia, having received a ma- his kindest
regards.
numerous collection of crowd, in a handsome address, by Charles F. Mayj inly of the votes of the electors, is duly elected ladies were present lo
welcome him to the town. er, esq. Gen. Harrison responded in a very few
vice president of the United Slates.
[Nat. Int.
He received them with that warmth and cordiality words, asking to be excused for the present from
ol feeling, for which he is so distinguished.
At saying any thing, on account ol the fatigue and deProgress of gen. Harbison. We copy from Williainsport he
was also received with every de- bility experienced by his travel. After observing
the correspondence of the Baltimore Patriot the
in- gree of attention.
On reaching Belle Vernon, a thai he designed remaining in the city several days,
teresting account of general Harrison's
journey, beautiful village immediately on the banks of the he withdrew amid the cheers of the multitude.
meetings and salutations of the people. Sec.
river, we discovered that a portion of it was brilWe neglected to mention, in its proper place, that
PiUstiitrg, fj. Jan. 30.
In inv last communica- liantly illuminated.
few miles from this place, gen. Harrison was accompanied to the cily by the
tion I iniormed you that general Hanison
had made another dwelling was in a slate of brilliant illumi- rifle corps from Ellicolt's Mills, under
the command
an engagein.int to meet the ladies of this city
at nation.
We at length reached this place. We of capt. Swain. The various Tippecanoe clubs
Concert Hall. Sjmetim? before the hour, an imfound two thousand individuals at 11 o'clock at turned out in considerable strength, and with their
mense concourse of individuals were assembling in night,
to welcome the general, and to tender to him banners made quite a handsome appearance. IStin.
the neighborhood of the building.
The room oHhe thdr hearty congratulations. At this place, he reOn Monday morning, a few minutes after ten
hall was so.jn thronged with all the
beauty and ceived the visits of numerous citizens. The^' soon o'clock, gen. Harrison appeared upon a temporary
fashion of the town.
From my own observations dispersed upon Ihe promise of the committee that rostrum which had been erected lor the
purpose, in
and from what I could collect from others,
I supin the morning the general would receive them front of Ihe Cily hotel.
And being introduced, in a
pose not less than three thousand whig young
lawith pleasure.
Great enthusiasm pervades this few briefand appropriate remarks, by J. P Kennedy,
dies were |;resenl, exhibiting the most beautiful
and section of the state.
esq. he proceeded lo address the vast assemblage.
sublime spectacle I ever beheld. When the
hour
General Harrison expects to leave here about 10 Scarcely ever has a larger or more attentive audiof three arrived, the old hero alighted from the
car- o'clock to-morrow, for Uuiontown, at which place tory been congregated in this square, celebrated
as
and accompanied by his distinguished aid
he will s(>end to- morrow
it is for ils mighty gatherings.
General Harrison spoke for about half an hour.
The veteran and beloved chief in closing his short
address retired amidst a round of the most heaitfelt
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applause.

General Harrison received the visits of the laaddressed the ladies, in a few brief and
eloquent Harrison, to defend the northwestern frontier. Th. dies of the cily, from one to three o'clock.
remarks. During the delivery of this speech,
the old soldiers here, without any exceplion, made great
On Tuesday morning at nine o'clock, general
gensral took the liberty to interweave
a beautiful sacrifices to meet the general, and Ihe friendly
and Harrison departed for Washington. He was acepisode in his observations, of the most deeply
in- cordial manner in which he has greeted them uni- companied in his journey to liie seat of govern-"':".,'''!? '^j'^'''"^''^'"-. He jeelingly alluded lo an informly, 1 am sure, will endear his elevated virtues ment, where the cares and duties of exalted sta"' ~"'"'"'
cident
that occurred in 1794
He observed that he to their memory. The assembl.ige at Uniontown tion are so soon to devolve upon him, by the comought to have had a Pittsburg wife; that
in 1794
was immense, upwards of fifteen hundred is the mittee of escort, appointed on behalf of the comhe exchanged locks of hair wilh a lady
of this' usual estimate. The general's head quarters was mittee of arrangement.
town. The lady with whom the general had
the at the Clinton house.
At this place he addressWashington, Feb 9. General Harrison arrived
good fortune to meet in 1794, happened to be
pre- ed himself to-day to a numerous auditory.
To among us this forenoon, shortly after eleven o'clock.
sent, anj she (Mrs.A»"'*»*) forthwith
advanced say that it was eloquent and able would be faint Notwithstanding the extreme inclemency of the
to Um general and tendered him her
congratulations
praise.
It was a masterly exposition of the gene- weather
there being a fall of snow and rain
an
The meeting exhibited much exhultation After ral
principles upon which oi.r republican govern- immense concourse of people assembled to greet
he concluded, the general then shook by
the hand ment was founded, and a luminous analysis ol
con- him on his arrival, at the rail road depot. He was
(he whig daughters of Pennsylvania, and
all retired
stitulional law.
As an evidence of the general abi- first addressed by Ihe mayor of ihe city, very briefly;
to their hones highly delighted with
the "people's lity of his gigantic effort, I will remark,
that he and then it was determined, in consequence of the
president." and highly gratified that
they had an satisfied even his enemies, as regards his views of great pressure of the crowd, and the severity
of the
opportunity of grasping by the hand, the
general
Ihe powers of the execulive.
That
according
lo exposure, to defer any other ceremonies until his
who had protected their country in times of'dan-er
the views of the present execu:ive, it was omnipo- arrival at the City Hall, whither he was escorted
°
and of difficulty.
tent.
Such omnipolency he viewed as obnoxious by the committee of reception, the Tippecanoe
He will leave here for Brownsville to-morrow
lo democratic principles, and highly pernicious to clubs, and a large body of citizens.
The general
about 10 or 11 o'clock. The committee of
this place our libeities.
He said it ought lo be controlled, looked extremely hale and hearty, and as the prohave chartered a boat, for the purpose
ofconveyin.^ but, in its exercise, he shouM himself be careful not cession moved along Pennsylvania avenue, he
walkhim and the gentlemen accompanying him
to thai to overstep its legitimate powers, and thus prove ed uncovered nearly the whole of Ihe way,
repeatplace.
himself unworlhy of the confidence reposed in him edly bowing to the ladies who thronged the win£wwiisvi!le. Pa. Feb. 1st, 1841. General
Ha-ri- by Ihe people.
He said he was elevaied to power dows and balconies. On reaching the Cily Hall,
son reached here to-night about 11
o'clock. Befijre by the people, and not by the viily politician
or cor- he was conducted to the aldermen's chamber; and
I proceed to enume:ale
thecircumslancesaltendinc rupt demagogue but by the honest
yeomanry of tiiere the mayor made the speech of welcome which
the landing of the president elect
at this place I the land.
To-day, the president elect is occupied he was prevented from delivering at the depot.
will give you a brief sketch of
what took place in receiving the visits of his political friends.
General Harrison responded briefly, and in terms
tnii morni.ig, prior to our
embarkation from PittsBdgerslown, Feb. a, 1841. I have just time to highly complimentary to the city, and Ihe Districi;
burgh, and our progress up the river
of the Wonon- inform you that general Harrison
reached here last
nd declaring, in reference lo some remarks of the
gahela. E-irly
the morning, before sunrise
the evening about 9 o'clock.
To-day the greatest layor on llie disastrous consequences of Ihe miscannon ar,d roar of aitiilcry were heard
in every part manifesitation of feeling was discernable
in the rule of late years to the interests of our people, that
Of Pittsburg. The whole town, before
9 o'clock ' number of persons \\'bo a.ssembled to pay their re- he had Ihe greatest disposition to do his utmost
to
was In motion.
spects lo the president of the people.
About three remedy all the evils under which this District has
The military corps exhibited a most splendid anthousand persons were present, and a high degree been suffering. The general then received a large
pearance. The front of the Pittsburg
hotel icon- of enthusiasm was evidently displayed.
He ad- number of his fellow ciliznns who called to pay
ducted by Ihe enterprising and
accommodating dressed the people this morning in an able and their respects to him. His arm continues
to be
major Iron, an old soldier under general
Hanisonk slalesinaniike manner. To say that he gave general considerably afiected by the fatigue he has gone
was crowded with individuals who had
collected to- saiisfaclion to his friends v, o'uld be poor praise
through in shulcing hands during the last five or six
it
gether, to take leave of the
president of the people elevated him highly
in their opinion, as a man, and months, and more especially since his departure
Ihe general liavi„g left the hotel,
to pay one or as one of broad and expanded views
from home; and he is oblised to decline that mode
of policy.
two visits, to one or two valued
friends, .shortly During the delivery of his speech he
was frequont- of salutation. He repaired soon afterwards to his
returned, when the most enthusiastic
cheering- ly interrupted by shouts of applause.
He took his apartments alGadsby's hotel, where he will remain
commenced. Soine six thousand persons
stoo.l be° departu_re to-day amidst the shouts of honest
iulira- during his sojourn.
In the course of the afternoon,
fore the hotpl.
The general, in obedience lo the gers. The
address was delivered before the house Mes.'-rs. Webster, Crittenden and Ewing, had a
requestofhis enlightened auditory, appeared
before ofR-H. McHenney, Hagerstown hotel, the head private interview with him.
Messrs. Clay and
them, and made a few eloquent
remarks in his usu- quarters of the general. He also attended
to-day Preston, and other distinguished gentlemen, also
al felicitous style
characterised by his usual vogor to the
reception of the whig ladies
a numerous
ailed lo see the general.
He dined wilh the comof thought and closeness of
observation. HavrnT parly attended. I will add that
the liberal propria
uiitlee of reception, and the gentlemen who escort,
concluded these remarks, the committee
of arrange" tor gave the most perfect satislaction to
his distin
ed him from Baltimore. He left the dinner table
nients intimated lo the vast
assemblage, that the ge- guished guests.
very early, and spent the evening in the society of
neral would move onwards
lo the steamer Loyal
Frederick, Feb. 5, 1841, 9 P. M.
We found gen his friends. He will receive the ladies to-morrow.
Hanna, which had been prepared for
•
his transpr
Harrison here, having arrived about six o'clock.— Gen. Harrison has expressed his intention to leave
^
lion to Brownsville.
in
a snort lime an immense Ha
is very much fatigued, and declineis receiving the city for Eichmond, on Thursday,
I
utiless after
'
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—
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consultation with his friem!
£d. liable ior tim to staj'.
[C OMJITJNICATED

it

I

Ai-oviL

FOR

r.Ei:~rEF..]

United States afkaibs. A comparative view
of the whole amount oi imports, with the average
amount yearly imported also, the amount of toamount ol
ri-i^n and domestic exports, with the
the
botli, and the average yearly amount— also,
whole amount consumed, with the average amount
also, the whole amoant of bayearly consumed

—

—

lance against the United States, with the average
amount of balance yearly against us. Taken from
during
the secretary's reports, but put in this torra,
the administration of the difi'erent presidents, from
1790 to 1S40, inclusive, 50 years— as follows:

B

IS

<3

375 millions 747 thousand 356 dollars—
column, aversse ainoimt ycai coiisumeil— 9;l:
Iciilunin, whole ar.iOanlcl balance against the United Slates, 757 [ii!!l:o»s IIUO thousand 836 dollars—

wrrnM be deemed 3

5

'-'3

j

tiiousiuid
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were taken out and put on board the Persian, the
captain kept in close confinement while she was
sent to Sierre Leone, under charge of a British ofTiccr
and crew. In the meantime a large portion of a
very valuable cargo is left upon the coast, to the rapacity ol these self-styled guardians of human rights,

at first siipposed; and are to be
the cupidity of trade, under the
Our commerce
guise of an enlarged philantlnopy.
It
with Africa is liighly valuable and important.
Was first ojiL-Med on the eastern coast, where there is
unjiislifiable

13,

we

to

n large ami increasing marlcet for our fabrics. When
amenable lo our law as
the trade was originally opened, it was compara- who have made themselves
demanded of the English gotively insignificant, and we were permitted to enjoy pirates, and ought to be
But it had no vernment to be tried as such.
its advantages without molestation.
"ft is not difficult to assign motives for the consooner grown into consequence than we were
of British
brought into contact with our vigilant rivals, who duct of these British cruizers, independent
independent too
attempteil to drive us out of it by submitting to the trade or British pliilanlhropy, and
government.
their
from
of
instructions
special
most ruinous losses. But the superior quality of our
to one-half of
domestics obtained such favor that they cannot now allude to the fact that they are entitled
no small
compete with us in these articles. The demand for all the property which they can confiscate;
cargoes,
and
of
vessels
them has increased to such an extent, that whole inducement in the seizure
Such prizes
cargoes are now sent, when formerly a few bales worth forty or fifty thousand dollars.
number
of Porof
any
purchase
would
the
warrant
wouhl supply it.
"The trade upon the south coast of Africa has been tuguese affidavits at a very liberal compensation.
of little imporare
however,
considerations,
These
treaties
Our
years.
twelve
about
ten
or
open to HS
Nor are
with Great Britain are such one sided affairs, that tance in the view we take of the subject.
we have found it quite impossible to compete with the interests of the individuals plundered of partithat
assured
are
we
us;
though
ith
cular
weight
w
government,
her at any foreign ports under her
merchants are not
while she enj.iys nearly all the privileges that we more honorable and higli minded
they
are entitled to more
though
to
be
found,
and
magnanithe
been
S.icb
has
own
ports.
do in our
enterprise and perse
mity of our present Secretary of the treasury that than ordinary credit for the
a most imhe permits English vessels to an entry with native verance they have exhibited in opening
look at
raanfactuies.
our
portant
for
market
our
treaof
violation
proiluce from Africa, in direct
point of view; and
ty, because they clear from an English port, which the question solely in a national
attention to the starling
public
desire
only
direct
to
property,
in
the
nallmalizes
wisdom
his
profound
in
and to stimulate
spite of all the remonstrances whicli have been facts developed in this connection,
made against it. It will be easily made apparent lo the action of our government in the adoption of the
of our citirights
the
protect
to
necessary
measures
only
we
can
all that
under such circumstances,
compete with them at native ports. With the most zens and vindicate the honor of our flag.
"Our foreign relations have been shamefully negindefatigable spirit of enterprise our merchants have
Buren.
sought out such places of commerce as would give lected during the administration of Mr. Van
schemes
them some return ('it the hazards they have run His cabinet have been employed solely in
abustheir
perpetuate
to
intrigue,
petty
domestic
of
with
unof life and properly in our opening trades
civilized beings.
Of this character is a very large ed power. They have lost sight of our national
in silence
part of our commerce wiih Africa, which the saga- interests and honor. They have submitted
the American
city of the English government (always alive to the to a series of outrages and insults on
More aggravated than those which were the
ijilerestof llieir commerce and manufiictures) has flag.
Our trade
Britain.
Great
with
war
last
present
mo
cause
of
our
discovered is worth the risk of all their
with the most important ports has been for years
^stations.
without
"If permitted to pursue their depredations upon the blockaded, on tlie most frivolous pretences,
Eoulh coast with impunity, it requires no prophet to remonstrance or rebuke. Our vesseis have been
predict the end of our whole commerce; es|)ecially visited, and their masters treated with insolence;
with such aid as Mr. Van Buren proposes in the con- they have been searched and plundered, and yet we

We

I

I

We

cluding paragraph of his last message. The commerce of the English with Africa, as will be seen by
their recent movemnnts up the Niger, is now comthe mrist serious consideration of their go-

manding

vernment. Tneir recent seizures will cease to be so
much a matter of astonishment when it is understood
that there is no country in the world, to which the
American or English nation can look for better markets for their products and manufactures, or for more
desirable returns.
"Failing in their attempt to undersell us, and thus
drive us rom the trade of Africa, the next step of
the English government was to harrass our commerce. Their cruisers fired into our vessels, taking
out their captains by force, detaining them as prisoners under giiard, overhauling their cargoes on
the pretence ol search, examining their invoices and
other papers in order lo arrive at a more intimate
knowledge of the trade, and endorsing their shipiiing
papers with insolent and insulling comments. Thus
it will be remembered the Jones was seized at St.
Helena by the Dolphin; the crew taken out and lielil
as prisoners until they had all signed a paper which
probably was thought sufficient evidence to condemn her at Sierra Leone, where she now lies at
the mercy of the lawless plunderers, the court finding
nothing to substantiate the charge against her, notwithstanding the precaution taken at St. Helena
to manufacture the most cogent proof of which the
case would admit.
Almost simultaneously wilh
the seizure of the Jones was that of the Tigris at
Ambriz, on the coast, by the Waler Witch. Iinmedia'ely afterwards the Sea Mew was seized at
All these simultathe same place by the Persian.
neous seizures indicate a concert of action and a
mutual understanding, that can be explained only
on the idea of general orders from the home governI

ment.

"The assigned cause of the seizure of the Jones
the circumstance of her having had on board some
codfish for the ship stores, whi;h slaves had been

is

known to eat; and a few rough boards for dunnage
which are generally used fcu' slaves, wilh two or
three pair of hand-cuffs which vessels carry to conThe allegation against the Tigris,
fine mutineers.
in the suit now pending at B »3ton, is that the captain employed a native boy to wait on (he cabin in
capacity of servant; a practice common among all
trading vessels, and even on board Ihese very British
The seizure of tlie Sea Mew was on accruisers.
count of her having on board 3,020, feet of rough
piue boards, used in dunnaging her outward cargo;
for vvhidi all the crew, except the captain and cook
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the session of congress will afford us the room.
purpose to make the Nulionnl Register embrace
every Ihing in relation to the several departments
of the government, which may he of general interest
and can be condensed into its columns. "Na-

—

will always be its prominent
caption,
and all other of our departments will be
regulated as more or less subsidary to that theme.
By the steamer NewIiiteresling from Florida.
burn, captain McNully, the Savannah Georgiau
has received the following letter:
Harney against ike field
Florida, Jan. 25, 1841.
66 Indians taken great ho/ies of the termination
of the Florida war. Through tlie kindness of an

tional affairs"

—

—

—

recently from Fort King, I am enabled to
furnish you the particulars of an achievement performed by the 2d infantry, that, in my opinion, is
equal to any thing that has occurred during the war
a more perfect exhibition of coolness and skill
than has before fallen under my observation, and
evincing that dear bought experience has at last

officer

—

been put into requisition.
Competent judges among roy military acquaintance are loud in their encomiums. Higherpraise
(were 1 soldier) I would not desire.
About the 6th inst. colonel Riley left Fort King
and crossed the Ocklawaha at Fort Fowie, with the
intention of proceeding up its eastern bank in
search of the secret haunts ol the enemy. Third
day out, he fell upon a small trail and upon examination discovered that it led into the everglades of
Satisfied that Indians were near
the Ocklawaha.
him, he put his command in motion, and, for three
days, continued his onward course through mud and
waler, frequently more than knee deep, bivouacking
at night, without fires, &c.
In this cautious and truly Indian manner, he approached the enemy, unseen and unsuspected. On
the morning of the third day, the advanced scout
reported a large Indian force a short distance ahead.
An intervening hillock enabled the colonel to dispose of his force in such a manner as to preclude
the possibility of the Indians escaping without a
fight.

The mounted men under

lieut.

Anderson, were

ordered to the right— the foot, under lieut. Davidson, passed to the left and rear of the enemy.
During these preparations, my informant says,
every heait beat high with hope, and the desire to
strike a blow that would resound far and wide, to
the credit of our little army, was visible upon the

hear nothing of retaliation or redress. We hope and
believe that the time is at hand when a better policy
will prevail; a policy that will not only protect our
countenances of all. No one appeared to fear a
merchants in the prosecution of a lawful commerce,
combat, and the recollection of poor Sherwood and
but re-establish their rights, a.id retrieve the honor
Mrs. Montgomery's fate nerved every arm, and
of the American name."
aroused the dormant energies of souls about to
for the first time in deadly strife with a samingle
statement
official
an
Tezasurt notes. By
vage and inhuman foe.
from the treasury department, issued under date of
The command forward! rang clear and sharp,
the 1st inst. it appears that, of the first, second and
and was followed by cries and confusion in the
third issues of treasury notes, authorised by the
enemy's camp. As the troops closed in, a few
acts of congress, of 1837, '3S and '39, there are
warriors sprang to their arms, but one look at the
i.ssue
under
Of
the
29.
now outstanding 9-20S,342
situation
of things satisfied them of the folly of
are outstanding
the act of March, 1840, there
fighting, for from behind every tree and bush the
the
hands
of
lo
in
be
Estimated
OS.
$4,666,377
of a musket presented itself, and the
visage"
"grim
public officers, but not returned to the department,
first effort at resistance would have but tapped Ihe
about .$70,000. Tolal treasury post notes now outb-ll that would have rung the knell of their deadminisexisting
the
standii.g, of the issues, under
parting spiri's.
tration of the general government 4,804,719 37.
They yielded without striking a blow. The sobs
and famentalions of the women and children were
The mint and its branches. On Monday only
equalled by the fear, and trembling evinced
Ihe president ol the United States transmitted lo
by 'the warriors. They were so badly frightened
congress a report of the operations of the mint for
'Tis ev-er thus
that they could scarcely articulate.
1340, from which it appears that there were coined
New Orleans, with cowaids!
at Philadelphia, S2,260,667— at
prisoners numbered
the
noses,
counting
Upon
127,055— at Dahlonega
.«915,600— at Chaflotte,
The number of 1011! and before a disposition was made of them, a
.§.123.310— tolal $3,426,632.
runner who had but a few hours previous joined
pieces coined at Philadelphia was 7,053,074, at N.
their camp, made hi.s appearance with an order
Orleans 3.446,900, at Charlotte, 31,828, at Danloby general Armistead, directing that no one
signed
10,558,626.
pieces,
of
number
total
neo-a 26,821
interfere wilh said Indians, as they had proThe deposites in gold in Philadelphia, during the should
mised to go in at Tampa. The colonel turned to
year, were $-1,201,993, of which $176,766 were
"gentlemen," said he, "I would not
officers
his
derived from mines in the United States.
have have regarded a white flag, but to an order in black
It is stated in the message that applications
and
while, I must submit"— "Guide!" (addressing
copies
of
mint
for
the
at
made
been frequently
his ncro) "draw a bee line for home, and see that
medals voted at different times by congress to offiyou take us there by the shortest possible route."
cers who have distinguished Ihemselves in the war
In silent and most perfect disgu.st, the command
Ihe
dies
of
of the revolution, and in Ihe late war,
wended their homeward path.
which are there deposited; audit is suggested by
ignorance of the great captains of by-gone
the
given
to
be
shall
authority
the president that
ages, would render me cautious how I presumsuperintendent of the mint to strike otf copies of
ed to cavil at general Armistead's course, but I
those medals in bronze, of other metal, to supply
am sure Dicky^Riker would exclaim, were he
the persons making application for them, at a
liere
"that signing nf papers is a great evil, and
cost not to exceed the actual expense of striking
pr.iclised to a great extent in this community."
be
undoubtedly
will
authority
This
them off.
Why
not say to the Indians, "if you are reelly
[Phitad. Standard.
granted.
desirous to come in, make your appearance on the
carry a white flag, and if you meet
roads,
open
THE ARMY.
on the conw-ith troops, they will not molest you
are indebted to the kindness of adjutant gethey will take charge of and escort you in."
trary,
lor
Register
Jrmij
the
of
a
coin'
neral Jones, for
operating
enable
the
troops
would
course
a
Such
statislics in
1841; which is replete with valuable
which w;e de- in the hammocks to reap the fruit of theii labors,
relation to that department, and from
(as in the instance herein reIhsm
subject
not
and
of
termination
sign to extract largely as soon as the
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lated) to the mortification of findiri" their enemies
armed with paper instead of leadeii°bullets.

Captain Jiarnum, with three companies of the
2d, is operating in the neifjiiborhood of l^ke
Churchill. The command at Fort Holmes under
captain Smith and lieutenant McKinstry have been
operating in the islands at the mouth of the Ockla-

waha, during which time they subsisted upon a
preparation of parched corn and sugar.
P. S.— Since writing the above, glorious news
from the everglades has reach us.
Colonel Harney's second expedition has resulted
in his capture and killing 16 warriors.
Major
Childs has taken 44 men, women and children.
Lieutenant Steptoe has also killed and captured
six warriors, m^iking a total of 66.
are all looking for a speedy termination of
the war, the news from the gulf posts, tending, as
it does, towards such a consummation of our
wishes.
January 27. Captain Barnum has returned to
Fort Russell, the camp of Halleck-tus-te-nugn-ee
was discovered within seven miles of Fort Ru'sell.
He got wind of the troops and escaped. Captain
B. captured S squaws, one child and 3 ponies.
By a passenger in the steamer Isis, capt. Filcher,
we learn tliat heut. col. Clark, of the 8th infantry,
had in charge thirty-two Indians, whoshowed themselves in the vicinity of Fort Dade, and %\ere
brought in by the friendly delegation from Arkansas.
They arc on their way to Tampa.
Information that can be relied on, has been received from col. Loomis, of the 61h infantry, that a
number of Indians were expected to come in, say
from 30 to 40, and would proceed to Tampa.
Among them was Ilcho-Eujalhla, the chief of the
Tallahassees.
The prospect of the termination of the war, it is
thought by some, is rather brighter, whereas by
others, the promises of the red men are looked upon
as mere huinbuggery.
ISavanna/i Georgian.

We

THE NAVy.
The exploring

expedition. Murder of two o/ Ihe
by Cannibals. Letters and papers from the
Sandwich Islands to tlie 24th October have been

officers

received at

New

had arrived

there.

York.

The

exploring expedition

The papers

contain the particulars of the mur
der on the 24lh of July last of lieut. J. A. Undei--

wood.and midshipman Wilkes Henry,

a

nephew

ol

captain Wilkes, in a most treacherous manner, by
the natives of JMalolo, one of the Fijii group.
These unfortunate officers having gone ashore with
but a few men, were atticked and killed almost
instantly, but not until they had shot four of their
assailants, who were the very men that but a fewminutes before they had employed in tracking boats
over the reef. The men with them were wounded,
but escaped.
The squadron's boats being near, immediately
pulled in and commenced a well directed tire upon
the savages, under cover of which lieut. Alden
landed and brought off the bodies, which were entirely stript
Had not the natives been fully occupied in carrying off their own dead, the bodies
would have been taken away and devoured. Captain W. immediately made preparations lor attacking their town and fort, which the savages considered impregnable. The seamen were landed and
a fire was opened upon it, but without much effect,
until a rocket, or "flying spirit." as they called i\,
set fire to their town, and created great consternation.
It was finally carried by assault.
The natives fought well, and even stood a charge of bayonet, but were finally beaten at all points, seventy
or more were killed, the fort and town burnt, their
plantations destroyed, and the island laid waste.
These islanders have always been noted for their
ferocity and treachery, and cannibalism, characteristics which it seems they fully retain.
letter to the N. York Commercial says: "Lieut.

A

Underwood and Wilkes Henry were killed a? they
were endeavoring to secure the retreat of the men,
which they succeeded, but at Ihe cost of their
own lives. They were buried on a small uninhabited island of Underwood's group, which was
in

named
and

ill

Heiiry's island, in
fated

young

officer.

memory ol that gallant
The whole island, on

which the massacre took place, was severely punished two days afterwards when the brig and
Nothing was spared but the
schooner arrived.

—

women and

children, and these, I am sorry to say,
are by this time slaves to some chief of theneighborir.g

group."

The letters state that Ihe squadron would not return before 1842.
chief was captured and taken on boanl the
Vincennes, who seven years since killed ten of Ihe
crew of an American vessel.
The Porpoise visited one of Ihe Fojee Islands to
protect or take away as the occasion might require,

A

a
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family of Wesleyan

missionaries settled there
whose lives were supposed to be
endangered by
he savages. But they preferred
remaining, hav
ing been promised protection
by the old king.

VIRGINIA.
Small note bill. The bill authorising the Virginia banks to issue four per cent, on their
respecti've
capitals, in one and two dollar notes, until
the

1st

August next, has passed a second reading in the
house of delegates of that slate by a vole of 65 to
NEW YOBK.
50.
From the known opinions of the senate, the
°^ "',* "'"''= l'°P"'ation of this slate, Richmond Whig anticipates no difficulty in the pas1 -Mn-^Vi
1,^07,323
are males, and 1.170,889 are
sageofthe bill by that body. The noteslhus issued—
females.
Co.ored population, 49,965, of whom
23 739 are if issued are to be ledeemable in specie at the mo.
males, and 26,226 females.
Among the latter there thcr bank, or any of the branches.
' "'^ '''"""S in King's
county. In
Thecontioveny with New York. We learn from
1S30 the colored population
of the state was 44,035- Richmond, that the committee to whom this
subject
ol wtiom
of

STATES OF THE UNION.

—

"\nT

i6 w-ere slaves.
Increase of the colored
populalion in ten years 5,020.
The number of pensioners in the state
for revoiiilionary or military services,
is 4,029.
Colleges or universities
12, students in do. 5,985-

was

referred is likely to make a report recommending siroiig measuies on the part of Virginia, unless
Ihe legislature shall refuse to sustain gov.
Sewaid=3
constiuclion of our rights under the constitution.
The point in controversy seems lobe, in brief terms,

—

academies and grammar schools
501, students in do. this:
Three citizens ol New York, (blacks, we beJ0,ooo; pi-imary and common
schools 10,871, chil- lieve,) aided the escape of several slaves Irora Vir^g'^ggg'" °°- 501,956; scholars at public charge ginia, or, as some say, stole them from their owners.
The fugitives were demanded by the governor of
White persons over 20 years of age
who cannot Virginia, from the governor ol New Yoik, af felons
read and write 43,715.
Thegieater porlion of them under the law of Virginia. The latter refused to
we presume, are foieigners.
[iV. Y. Sun.
surrender them, on the ground ihat the commission
±Sunks.
Legal reform and bank investigations- o( felony here would
not be good cause for their sursays the correspondent of
the Madisonian— are the render, unless the same act were pronounced
felony
standing topics in our house
of assembly. It ap- by the laws of New York. Gov. Gilmer fortifies
pears that the new free banks
resist the operation ol his claim by a strong constitutional
argument, in
the law of last session
subjecting them to the super- which, it seems to us, he has the belter
of gov<!riior
vision of bank commissioners.
The Erie county Seward; but alter a long correspondence, things
bank at Buffalo having taken the lead in this
course stand as they were at the "time of the demand.
she has been ciled to show cause
for so doing. This
[Wir.chesler Jiepvblican.
proceeding has given rise to a rumor
The New Nork Journal of Commerce says:
unfavorable
to lis solvency
"Virginia, we take it, cares little for the sur-renWithin the last ten years I believe but three der of the alleged
fugitives in the present instance,
banks have filled under our safely
fund ssy^tem— compared wilh the maintenance of \he principle {oiIhe Lockport, City bank of BuUalo,
and Wayne which she contends. This last is all luiporlant to
county. The notes of each was
immediately re- her, and lo the whole south. She cannot give it up,
deemed from the safety fund contributed by all
the and will not, nor would we, if we were Virginians,
banks. The Lockport has repaid nearly
in full from believing that it is a light secured to her by the naher assets; Ihe city of Buffalo will
make a large hole tional compact. If we adopt the doctrine of gov.
in the salety fund; the Wayne
county probably a Seward, and act upon it, the only peaceable altersmall one. The stockholders of
course suffer; the native lelt to the slaveholding states, will be to
billholders do not.
adopt such measures in relation lo vessels arriving
About ten of our free banks have blown up— the ill their harbors,
as will effectually prevent the dei arrjiers' of Seneca connly; the
Millers' of Clyde- predations complained of.
Already we see it anthe Farmers' and Mechanics'
of Batavia- the Chel- nounced that a law is proposed in Virginia, impossea Wool Growers', and City Trust,
of our city are ing on the sheriffs of the counties lying on the harall! now remember.
Their pledged securities ge- bors, navigable rivers, Sic. of this slate, the duty of
nerally, pay about 75 cents on
the dollar— perhaps entering all vessels belonging to the state of New
•
more,
*
York, or about to depart Iherelo, and make diligent
search, in order to ascertain whether there arts
PEKKSYLVANIA.
Finances. The receipts into the treasury
of Penn- slaves on board, and to take bonds, with adequatn
sylvania, last year, were
security, that the caplain shall take no slave out of
Loans and interest upon the same
14,627,220 56 the bounds of the state without permission of his
Canal tolls
"
master, &,c. 8tc. As to the right of Virginia to pass
$582,933 22
Rail road
such a law, under the constitution, there may be
276,635 80
Motive power
dillerence of opinion; but in our judgment she has
336,182 22
1,195,751 34 at least as much right to do it, as we have to steal
Other sources
744,204 77 her slaves, or to otier immunity to those of our citizens who may steal them. If we wish her to ad6,567,206 67 here to the constitution, we must adhere to it ourBalance in treasury
1,337,170 64 selves."
.

'

'

EENTUCKT.
Receipts total
#7,904,377 31
A report, wilh a resolution sustaining Ihe posiExpenditures
7,279,120 94 tion of Virginia in her controversy wilh New York,
Estimated receipts for 1841.
has been introduced in Ihe senate of Kentucky.
Canals
$600,000 00
The resolution runs in these words:
Rail roads
255,000 00
Resolved by the general assembly of the state of
Motive power
310,000 00
Kentucky, That they have carefully "examined the
.
1,165,000 00 letter of the executive of Virginia, and the preamr..i
Other
sources and balance abov^
2,277,079 31 ble and resolutions passed by the legislature of that
slate, relative to the demand of the executive of
$3,441,079 31 Virginia on the executive of New York, for the
,.
, J
r
J!.slimaied expenditures for ihe same period.
surrender of three fugitives from justice, to wit:
i;"^'"
$2,655,000 00 Peter Johnson, Edward Smilh and Isaac Gansey
Other expenses
2,555,598 72 and the reasons assigned by the executive of New
York for his failing and refusing to comply with the
$5,214,598 73 demand, and that in the opinion of the legislature
,„,.
,
J r ..
Anticipated, deficit,
31st November,
of the state of Kentucky, the said reasons ol the ex'$1.77.3,519 42 ecutive of New York lor failing to surrender
I?'*'',
said
Canal comjmsszoners. We'learn from
Harri'bur<' lugitives Peter Johnson, Edward Smith and Isaac
that owing to some oversight or
remissness on lli? Gansey on the said di mand of the executive of
part ol the senate con.mitlee to
compare bills, the Virginia, are wholly insufficient; and that, if the
bill, changing the mode of
appointing canal com- state of New Yoik shall sustain the executive
of
missioners, which had passed both
l-.ouses, was not that slate in his conduct in refusing
to' deliver up
laid before governor Porter
in time to pievent his said felons
for trial in Ihe state of Virginia, where
reappointing the board on Monday
as heretofore.
Ihe offence was committed, that it will place all the
DELAWARE.
slaveholding slates in imminent jeopardy, and deGovernor Cooper, in his inaugural
address states mand from them not only their soltmn protest, but
that Delaware has never
known what a sialedebtis lender it necessary that they adopt measuies for
from any experience of her own.
That she has col- their own safely and preservation against Ihe lawlected but one small slate
tax since the adoption of less acts of all slave stealing felons, as well as lo
her amerided conslilulion. She
has about a million maintain a due obedience to their rights as confeand a hall of dollars, which
experience has shown derated states.
10 be sufficient for all the
necessary purposes of
liesoleed. That the executive of this state cause
stale banking wilhin her
limits.
She has a surplus copies of this report .-ii.ri lesoluticn to be tians-mitof more than hall a million
of dollars in her trea- Icd to the executive of Viiginia, with
arequtitthat
sury.
,
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report of the committee of ways ing her of an important portion of territory claimed been somewhat diminished. He was happy to find
that he had been mistaken as to the extent of the
ind means in the house of representatives of Ken- by her.
[St. Louis ffeio Era.
ucky, states that the receipts of the slate for sixCensus of each county in the slate for 1840, as evil; that, after all, the free spirit of the inhabitants
of the new slates was competent to resist this malign
een years have been less than the expenditures, and returned by the different sheriffi:
of asserting its independence, and this
:tiat the actual annual deficit of the sinking fund is
Aiidrian
11,324 influence
1,876 Marion
2,23 i gave a pledge, and furnished a happy augury of the
4,348 Miller
J108,972. This is occasioned in part by the failure Barry
Benton
9,479 continuance of our free institutions. Mr. P. admitjf the Bank of Kentucky to make any dividend, esMonroe
4.481
Jmatsd at .f 105,000. But as it is not expected for Boone
4,408 ted that he had lately been taught a lesson of great
13,337 Montgomery
nany years this bank can make dividends, the Buchanan
3,939 value. The landed states, which he had once sup8.621 Morgan
lljoinmitlee recommend taxation to supply the defi- Caldwell
4,5Sn posed to be bowed and subjugated by their condi1,534 New Madrid
'!ciency.
Callaway
4,436 tion into a spirit of subserviency to the executive
1,726 Newton
will, had, in the late presidential election, proved
f be amount of five per cent, bonds issued
C, Girardeau
8,880 Platte (not reported)
by the state is
1,33.5,000 Carroll
2,394 Perry
5,869 that a large majority among them were animated by
Oi 6 per cent, bonds
4,469 Pettis
2,974 a spirit supeiior to local and temporary influences.
1,765,000 Chariton
31 bonds for 6 yeirs at 6 per cent.
10,766 Five out of nine of these states, embraced in this
640,000 Clay
8,159 Pike
The annual interest, including exchange
Clinton
8,119 cession, had ranged themselves against the existing
2,505 Polk
on that payable in New York, of this
Cole
9,403 Pulaski
5.903 administration, in spite of ils patronage, and the
« hole debt, is
3,458 Randolph
6,823 open and daring use of it for its purposes, and, out
f 222,000 Crawford
Ibe present revenue of the sinking fund
Clark
5,528 of 63, had cast 42 votes for general Harrison. Mr.
2,159 Rails
arising: principally from bajik dividends
Cooper
10,411
Ray
6,244 P. asked pardon, therefore, of these patriotic new
and profits, excluding the bank of KenDaviess
2,961 states for the fears which had once possessed him.
2,774 Ripley
tucky, is
7,349 Rives
4,784 He here took back the opinion he had once held
113,000 Franklin
Gasconade
5,102 St. Francois
3,202 and expressed. He congratulated the country on
Deficit
5,552 Ste. Geneveve
2.766 so favorable an omen of the future, and was now
glOS,972 Greene
Education.
We published some time ago ex- Howard
13,237 St. Cliarles
8,472 prepared well to believe that the sturdy indepentracts from the report of the superintendent of com- Jackson
7,809 St. Louis
35,450 dence of oi;r brethren iri the west would ever be
mon schools in Kentucky, which gave a very unfa- Jefferson
4,266 Saline
5,014 ready to assert itself when circumstances required.
vorable aspect to (he condition of education in that Johnson
4,541 Scott
5,788 Mr. P. said this is no spirit of acrimony towards any
The Fr;inkfoit Commonwealth says that in- Lafayelte
one, but to explain and vindicate some change of
?l,ite.
6,957 Shelby (not reported)
i-e.-n^'alions arr^ now s;oing on in many parts of Lewis (not reported)
Stoddard
2.711 opinion which had been mainly founded on these
Kentucky which demonstrate beyond all question. Lincoln
6,833 Taney
3.342 views.
Mr. P. did not desire to be understood as saying,
Ihut the returns referred to are most egiegiously Linn
2,263 VanBuren
4,227
jiuaccurate.
In several counties where recent ex- Livingston
Warren
4,351
4,159 that he had or could at any time have approved
aminations have been had, the number of schools Macon
5,666 Washington
7.349 the pioject of cession now presented to the senate,
and scholars is vastly beyond what they have been Madison
3,237 W.ivne
3,214 but he had once expressed himself in favor of surrendering in some way to the new states the exrepresented to be, ajid the belief is expressed that
PRE- clusive control of Ihe public land within their limits,
I similar result ivill appear, upon inspection, in
BILL.
hoping Iherebj' to exempt congress from all further
erery county in Ibe s:ate. The remarks of the
la senate, Wednesday, January 13.
"Commonwealth" indicate an earnest feeling on the
responsibility and anxiety respecting it, and to reThe pre-emption bill coming upas the unfinished lieve those states from the influence of a dangerous
subject:
Nothing has ever so seriously injured the charac- business, and the question being on Mr. Calhoun's patrona.;e. He did not Ihink that, even under the
ter of our state as this well meant but inaccurate proposition to strike out Mr, Chittenden's amend- powerful action of these motives when operating on
representation of the superintendent.
l£is error ment, and insert a provision ceding the public lands, his mind in their fullest force, he could have voted
He
ihas been in taking lor granted, as true, statements on certain conditions, to the state.s in which they for Ihe measure proposed by his colleague.
founded upon partial data, and he should endeavor, liecertainly could not do so at this time.
Mr. Preston expressed his regret thiit, on his
Mr. P. was aware that the entire subject of the
during the coming summer to obtain accurate information. In the mean time we would request the account, the senate should have gone through the administration of the public domain was now thrown
imembers of the legislature on their return home, to formality of an adjournment, since he had nothing open for discussion, but it was not his purpose to
set on loot, without delay, a searching inquiry as to say which would at all compensate for this delay. enter at large upon the subject, not only because
He had intended to offer but a few necessary re- there was not now time to doit justice, but because
;to the number of persons who cannot read or write
in their respective counties, what' are their ages, marks, and he now therefore rose under circum- he had already spoken to the principle of pre-empwhere they were born, &c. &c. and send the result stances somewhat embarrassing. He felt, it, how- tion contained in the bill.
And now, said Mr. P. with regard to the amendto this otfice lor publication.
do not know ever, to be a duty which he owed to himself, bein what manner they could do more to redeem the fore he gave the vote which he intended to give on ment before us, let us first look at the nature of the
istale from a stigma which will stick to her like the this measure, to stale some reasons why he could powers of congress in controlling the public lands.
')ioisoned shirt ofNessus unless it be speedily taken not yield it his support; more especially as he had By an express provision of the constitution, we
formerly felt somewhat inclined to favor some such are authorised to make such regulations in regard
away.
scheme: for he had been ready to embrace almost to them as congress shall think proper. This proOHIO.
any
measure which should divest the federal go- vision resulted from the cessions by Virginia and
bank.
GaUipolis
It
was
The
mentioned some
days since, '.hat the GaUipolis bank notes were vernment of the trouble, vexation, embarrassment, Connecticut, and from Ihe subsequent ordinance of
see by the last contests, and particularly of the patronage which the old congress. Undoubtedly these grants did
at fifty per cent, below par.
Cincinnati Republican, that the concern has broken arose from these public lands lying within the se- look to the power exercised under the confederation
up "root ami branch," The president is under veral states. The management of them seem to be in establishing the rates of contribution of the difarrest on charges preferred against him; the cashier generally conceded to be very burdensome to our ferent stales to the expense of the general governI hold in my hand these deeds of cession
has left for parts unknown, and the teller has gone legislation, and he had been very anxious that no ment.
on a mission, it is expected never to return. It effort should be omitted to delixer congress from its and the ordinance to which I have just referred. I
perpetual exactions; and he still considered it as one shall not go fully into the extent of the control here
is said that the directors are men of wealth and
good character aiid standing, and that they have of our misfortunes to be so often called to discuss authorised, or the duties of congress growing out of
been made the dupes of designing knaves. All the and decide upon difficult questions connected with it. By these deeds it is declared as follows:
hooks of the bank are forthcoming, and present a this intricate subject, and so frequently to exercise
Deed of cession of Virginia, March 1, 1784.
[good account, except the book containing the account the powers of the general government within the
"That all the lands within the territory so ceded
limits of the slates.
\of circulation, which is among the most important
to the United States, and not received for or approlong course of observation, however, had di- priated 10 any of Ihe before-mentioned purposes,"
of the whole.
minished his apprehensions as to the subject of most &,c. "shall be considered a common fund for the use
I.VDIANA.
The Indiana house of representatives have pass- difficulty, viz: the danger of executive patronage, and benefit of such of the United States as have bearising from the possession and management of this come or shall become members of the confederation
ed a bill to prevent the sale of real and pergonal
exter.sive domain.
Reason and experience had or federal alliance of Ihe .said states, Virginia inproperty on executions, unless it will bring twolong since taught him that all the powers which cluded, according to their usual respective proporthirds of its appraised value.
congress assumed, whether legitimately or not, whe- tions in the general charge and expenditure, and
ILLI.VOIS.
ther constitutional or otherwise, ultimately found shall be faithfully and bona fide disposed of for that
public meeting was recently held in Chicago, their residence in the president of the
U, Stales, purpose, and for no other use or purpose whatso1(1 for the purpose of urging upon the state legislawhose person was the great and ultimate depository ever."
ture the passage of a law to provide, by direct tax,
of the powers of government, and most especially
"Deed of cession of Connecticut, Sept. 14, 1786.
lor the payment of the interest on the state debt.
of all unauthorised and doubtful powers claimed by
"Ail the right, title, interest, jurisdiction and
MISSOCRr.
Having resisted all ii regular exertion of execuit.
claim
of the slate of Connecticut," &c. "shall be in"The improvident act." At the commencement tive authority with great anxiety, and having felt its
ceded to the United States,"
of the present session of the general assembly of ellecls very severely, Mr. P. had been extremely cluiled, released and
the common use and benefit of said states, Con"for
Missouri, a law was hastily passed, lor running the desirous to see the prolific source of patronage dinorthern boundary between Missouri and Iowa. It minished or cut off.
When he saw from day to necticut inclusive."
South Carolina deeded August 9, 1787, "for the
was immediately forwarded to congress, and pre- day, so many of the senators, representing new
sented for its consider.-Hlion.
Very shortly after- states of the confederacy, voting habitually with the benefit of the said slates." North Carolina deeded
wards, the senate discovered that they hail done a executive, and sustaining all those measures which "as a further means as well of hastening Ihe extinvery foolish thing, and passed a bill repealing this he then thought, and the result has proved, to be guishment of the debis, as of establishing the liarr
"improvident act." This bill was sent to the house, most disastrous, he inferred that there was a source inony of Ihe United States," and declared that ihe
and there it has received its quietus the chair hav- of influence in the public lands which produced a lands ".''hall be considered a common fund."
ing decided, and the house sustaining the decision, course so much to be deprecateil.
He perceived Georgia deeded on Ihe same conditions.
that it was not competent for the present general that the control of this public domain enhanced the
Resolutions of congress, Oct. 10, 1780.
assembly to repeal one of its own ac's, as proposed. powers of congress, and lliat congress was disposed
"Resohed, That tlie iinappioprialed lands that
This "improviilent act" must, therefore, remain in to surrender ils powers to the executive.
may be cede t or relinquished to the United States,
lorce, although it abandons the ground hitherto
Mr. P. however, said that the deep and painful by any particular state, shall be disposed of for the
maiaiained by Missouri, and may result in depriv- aoxily he bad once experienced on Ibis subject bad common benefit of the United States."
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What, tlien, are the powers and duties of con- instead of being covered with waiving harvests of view, let me stale that, from the returns as bronghl
gress in referreiice lo tins fund? The first lhin» tiiat wheat, are covered over with broom-sedge, when up to a very recent period, our expenses have eX'
We are not yet repaid for th^«
strilies one is, that by the cession of Virginia a her finances are embarrassed, and we may almost ceeded our gains.
fund was ceded expressly and empbatically a fund say that in her old age she is actually impoverished, expenses of the trust. We are more than five million^'
I speak of the w hole domain, howevetf
to be used in the jjeneral charge and expenditure, is it right, is it becoming, is it honorable, is it grate- yet in debt.
The cost and charges of managing thisi
for the use and benefit of all the slates; and tlien by ful to turn round and say to her, you are no longer derived.
way of greater caution and more explicit declara ?ntiiled to any share in the benefits of this your own property have been f 102,(»ilO,000. The incomeji
lonatioii?
Were there no other state in the union from it has been not quite $US,000,000. Noristhial,
tion, adds, "and shall be faithfully and bona tide disposed of lor that purpose, and lor no other use or which could put in any claim to a share in the pro- difference the only balance against us. Thus fa^^.
purpose whatsoever." It is manifest that Virginia ceeds of this public domain, surely it is our duty, the sales of the public lands have not reiinbursedi'
had in view a money transaction the creation of a it is your duty, it is my duty, to stand up for the the expenses of their acquisition and prepaiatioiii];
iglits uf the Old Dominion, and to see that she for sale.
The following is the official statement ofji
fund to be in the hands of congress, to be disposed
While she ceded the juris- shall retain some portion in that inheritance, which, the accounts current of the United States with theirl
of for money purposes.
diction of the lands, her object was to enable con- with a regal munificence, she has freely bestowed public lands:
,}
gress to discharge moneyed dues, and etiect fiscal upon lis ail.
Statement of the cost in the acquisiiio7i and managemeiit^
In the administration of the public lands, we are
I contend that this was a trust fund,
operations.
of the public lunds, and of the receipts arising frcm\
the sale thereof to the 30th September, 1638.
to be used for the benefit of the U.'iited States, on not to oppress and pinch the west, so as to wring
certain conditions, and under restrictions, and that out the very last dollar the lands can be made to The whole e.-cpenditure under the head of Indian department, from die commencement of ihe govern-,,
our control over it is limited by the nature of the produce; we are not to act the part of a miserly
nient lo Sept. 30, 183S, so far as can be ascertained
Here then, we liave a fund created a trust landlord. We have not acted in this spirit. Never.
trust.
from the records of this office, amounls
towards
On
the
aver
that
contrary, I
we have acted
and the objects of both specified, viz; to
confided
to
S32,047,598
relieve the states frum the burdens imposed by the these new states the part of a true-hearted and ge- By the convention of France of
leroiis parent.
We have nurtured, and fed, and
confederation, and each state was to receive the bethe 3d April, 1803, the United
lothed them, till they are grown to the height and
nefit, according to its usual proportion in those burStates paid lor Louisiana, in
stature of adult strength long before they are of
$15,000,000
dens.
stock and money
We must perform in full faith whatever duly was age. From being feeble and helpless and tottering, Inierest on the stock, up to the
-j
8,529,353
time it became redeemable
confided to us. Yet. considering the whole scope they have become strong and rich and able. But
23,529,35^
of the deed of cession, we cannot conclude that, in would I stop here? Not at all. I would act towards
treaty
with
Spain
the
By
the
of
a spirit liberal, atfecthe administration of this trust, we are to reg.ird them in the same spirit still
22d February, 1819, there
tionateand generous. I would foster their growth
it exclusively in a money point of view, as mere
was paid for the Floridas the
pounds, shillings and pence. There are other am! and improvement, and promptly defend them from
sum of
5,000,000
very high considerations which conned themselves Indian aggression; but, at the sams time, as a trustee, Interest on the stock constitutwith the subject. We must remember that, while I would look for some return of profit to the other
ed per actof24ih [Vlay, 1824,
we act under trusts from Virginia and Connecticut states ol the union.
to provide for the awards of
Now, in the application of these general princiand oilier ceding states, we also act under other
the commissioners under the
said treaty, up to the time it
trusts, of a very comprehensive nature, from all the ples to the amendment which has been pioposed by
1,489,763
was paid off
states, and that each of these trusts must be ad- my colleague from South Carolina, in the first place
ministered ill leference to tlie otlier, so as not to 1 inquire whether his is a financial scheme at all; and
f so, whether it is such au one as, under the rela- The payments to the state of Georgia, on
If, because
trench upon or be inconsistent with it.
account of lands relinquished to the Unittions in which we stand, it is just and proper for us
it is a fiscal trust fiom Virginia, we act upon a caled Slates, including the value of arms
I cannot but legard it as it respects the
culation ot mere pounds, shillings and pence, then to adopt;
1,250,000
furnished that state, amounted to
we immediately run foul ot the other trusts which cession under which we have received these lands. Amount of Mississippi stock issued under
we hold from the wiiole union. While we look that I will not quibble about the terms. Virgiuii did
the act of 3d March, 1815, and redeemed
we are faithful to the one, we must see that we are certainly cede these lands lo the Uiiiled States, and
at the treasury, exclusive of the amount
1,832,375;
received in payment of lands
not unfaithful to the other; we must keep an eye to the equivalent was the securing of certain rights to
the whole, and carry on all our trusts together, as herself, together with the incidental advantages There has been paid fur salaries and contingent expenses of tlie general land ofharmoniously with respect to each other as we can. which would grow out of the cession to herself and
l,126,609t;<
We must destroy none, but promote all, as far as it her sister states. But was it a sale? Was it a ficesalaries and incidental exDid she reserve for herself a For
I am not for looking exclusively financial agreement;
shall be possible.
penses of the several land
Was it a mere act of barto the financial aspect of our powers, but for re- fund from the proceeds;
offices, out of the proceeds of
membering that, in the discharge of them, there are gain and sale? Nothing like it. It was a deed of
sales, while in the hands of
also political relations wliich must of necessity be boundless liberality; it was a cession of all her inte3,227,939
the receivers
ts in this vast territory; it was an act in which
evolved. No doubt, the first mo'ive which led to
For the salaries of registers and
the states owning she sacrificed herself anil looked only to the good ol
the cession was a political one
receivers, by warrants on
the treasurer of the United
no land, seeing that the vast domains of other states the country. The present amendment purports to be
92,903
Slates
might lead to an undue ascendancy in the confede- a ''cession." We are to give awa}' to the new states
3,320,842
But can we give these lands away
racy, therefore proposed a cession for the erection the public land.
the salaries of surveyors general and
For
Virginia
as
did?
Is
this
territory
ours,
as
wa.s
it
states.
new
of
their clerks, and the commissioners for
We a e entrusted then with a general fund which hers? Not at all. She helil it in fee-simple. She settling
1,032,66
claims, &c.
land
we are bound to administer in a spirit, at once, of held it in entire and absolute property. It was her And for the survey of public lands
3,106,83
liberality towards the new states, of just economy own; she might do with it wdiat she would, and she
But we cannot give it. It
as regards our treasury, and of mere policy as re- chose to give it away.
Jj
Cost, including foreign cessions and expenwas
good
These
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—

—

—

—

—
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of our union.
new
gards the general
members of the conl'eileracy have been made states
much more quickly than ever was anticipated; they
are treated as children, and have ever been Ircaled,
'I'liey have grown and thriven
as favored children.
with vast and unexpected rapidity; they are filling
up with a teeming population, and are last becomint;
of themselves a magnificent empire, which stands
in tlie presence of ttie other states, not as a child in
the presence of its parents, but as one of full growth
and proportions, on a fooling of entire equality with
the old thirteen, and ilestined at no distant day even
But, on the other
to assert superiority over them.
hand, it should not be forgotten that wiiile we have
been so fulfilling tlie tru^t reposed in us as to promote and foster the well being of the new states,
we hold a trust for all tlie stales of tlie confederacy,
and liold it on the ground that this public domain on
which these new slates have sprung up is a fund
common fund for the use of all the stabs. What
w.is the feeling of Virginia when she made a cessio
She states the purposes for
in terms so guarded;
which she makes the cession, and then she adds
that it shall be applied to these purposes, and lo no
other use or purpose whatever. And to show th
spirit of caution in which she proceeded, she would
not leave it to implication that her own rights we
of course to be regarded with the rights of all her
sister slates, but added the woids "Virgir.ia includ
ed," thus making assurance doubly sure. There is
not on the records of civilized nations a more illiis
trious instance of long sighted, wise and devoted
patriotism than this very act by the commonwealth
She thus dismembered herself of an
of Virginia.
extent of territory larger than her own limits,

hers in fee-simple; it is ours only in trust.
ses of Indians
»73,736,04fi(
She held it in her own right; we hold it" in right of
The cost in the acquisition and manageothers.
She held it as proprietor; we hold it as trusment of the public lands, exclusive of
tees for all the states.
That we have a right to sell
tlie sums paid for cessions from foreign
the land, I have no doubt; and that, in executi'm of
governments, and e.xjienses of Indian
other trusts confiiied lo us, we may in certain cases,
wars, for wliiuh specific appropriations
28,484,056
give portions of it away, I do not deny; but we have
were made
no constitutional right to destroy the trust; that is an
102,220,108.
which
transcends
the
act
power of congress. And,
Receipts into the tieasury from Ihe sale of
liirther, if we part with it under a m^re colorable
public lands to Sepiember 30, 1833, exsale, it is an avoidance of our high trust and a violaclusive of receipts from lands sold for the
If we sell at all, we must
tion of the constitution.
$97,900,379
bpuelit of Indians
sell in good failh, for a valuable consideration, and
Treasuru department, register's ojire. Feb. I, 1839.
the
benefit
of
the
United
States.
for
T. L. SMITH, register.
What is tlie consiileration reserved in this act of
Note. The records of this offico exhibit nci specific
cession? It purports to be 65 percent on the sales; appropriations for suppressing Indian hostilities uniil
in other words, it is a proposiiion to cede 3,i per 1836; prior to that year, the cost of wars witli the Incent, of the proceeds of the public land.i to certain dians was paid out of approprialions for the army geselected states. What consideration lorS.i percent.? nerally. The e.Npense of Indian hosiiliiies from 1st
have been now for fifty years administering this January, 1336, to 30di September, 1833, amouuls Id',.
64.
*|
trust, and we have not yetgot through with it.
It $15,232,368
is, in
fatt, continually opening upon us.
This account does not include the heavy dis»'<
There
seems something magical about it. It grows on us burseinents for Indian wars, which, sweiled by the
portion of t)ie trust estate has recent enormous expenses in Florida, may be safeas we proceed.
.

,
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been destroyed, and yet, just as fast as we have sohl
and consumed it, it has increased iijion our hands.
Ill proportion as we have
ascemled in our legislation, a wider horizon has opened.
At first, there
was a wall of Indians and of foreign territory all
around us, but with every lolling year its limits'have
been rolled back. It is not now bounded by the
IMiami, nor by the Wabash, nor by the Mississippi;
no, nor bj' the Rocky mountains.
But my honora
ble friend here (Mr. Linn) invokes the senate lo
extend its view lo the mouth of th" Columbia river
She beggared We have not done with this Irust, nor half done
freely gave it to the whole republic.
We have built up au iinpire, and jet we
with it
hers-lf that she might bs.-j|ow this inunificent dona
And now, in her ad are only on tlie threaliolil of our possessions. To
tion upon the union at large.
vanced age, when her lands were worn out, and. show how little we have yet made by it in a financial

dovMi at forty millions of dollars. With this
veiy large balance standing against the land yet in
possession of the United States, if the calculation of
the value of that residue made by Ihe senator from
South Carolina be correct, the whole will not reim-,
burse us, much less the 65 per cent, which he proposes to reserve. And thus we shall have squandered not only what Virginia and Ihe other states
gave us, but also a large sum of money contributed
by the old states in the Ibrm of taxes upon their eitixens bi-fore the states now proposed to be benefitthis most obvious view
Ill
ed were in existence.
ly set

i

I

•

the case, we give out of the treasury, to a few.
favored slates, thirty-five per cent, ol many million*
of dollars collected "from the other states. By thljrl
ol

j
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operation, Virginia will not only have given her
lands, but her money also.
She will have transferred her properly and paid a sum to those who take
The quantity of land proposed to be surrenderit.
ed by this act of cession is, acconling to the report
of the select commitlee, one hundred and tifty-iour
millions of acres, lying in variou.s portions of the
nine selected stales. Thirty-live per cerit. upon
this quantity is upwards of fifty millions of acres,
certainly a munificent donation. The average annual income from the sale of public land.i lor the
last twenty years is about tive millions of dollars.
Assuming this ratio, the annual grant in money to
these nine slates is more than a million and a half
of dollars,
[t is equal to the civil list of those
states.
It is the assumption of the public debts of
those stales. It is the distribution of the whole
nett proceeds of the public lands amongst nine states.
It seems to me that the mode of calculation by
which the mover of this amendment brings down
the value of the public lands is erroneous; but,
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whatever that value may be, we have no power to
cast it away.
One thing is certain, that the sales
yield an income of five millions, and that, in all human probability, they will continue lo do so for the
next Ihirly years. Their value for a sum in hand,
therefore, is correctly estimated by a very obvious
process. The annual receipts should cover the annual interest, and provide a sinking fund for the
capital.
By this mode of calculutioji, then, allowing the income from the public lands to terminate
at the end of thirty years, the present value in hand
would be upwards of fifty millions; and the proposition thus reduced results in a donation, in presenti. of seventeen millions of dollars to the nine states.
The eagerness manifested by the senators representing those states is natural. There is a grandeur in
this munificence which subdues the imagination,
and casts into shade the vast donation of Virginia
ditiering from that, too, in this: that, whereas Virginia gave to all the states, herself included, this
proposition gives to one-third of the stales, containing less than one-sixth of the population.
That the average of the last twenty years is a just,
or at least a sufficiently low, criterion of the pro
ceeds of the public lands lor the future, will be apparent from the consideration of the great increase
of ihe population, which furnishes the demand for
new lands. The United Slates now contain 18
millions of inhabitants, an increase at the rate of
about 700,000 a year. The demand for new settlements will increase in a corresponding ratio with
the population. It may be safely put down as increasing at Ihe rate of four per cent. Experience,
heretofore, has shown that the rate of purchase does
not diminish, as the land has been picked and culled; but, on the contrary, those lands which have
been longest in market are most freely sold, in proportion lo the quantity in market. Thus, lands are
more rapidly t-aken up in Ohio than in Arkansas,
for the obvious reason tiiat a dense population makes
inferior land more valuable in the midst ol it, than

population four to one;
and how does this amendment propose to distribute
the public lands between these two states? The
share of Missouri is to the share of Ohio as more
than twenty-eight to one, making the population of
Missouri receive over the population of Ohio more
than one himdred to one. Can Ohio stand by and
see the public domain given away in this proporNor is this all; for the one million of acres
tion?
which Ohio gels is of lands which have been in
market for more than forty years, and have been
picked and culled during all that time, while the
thirty millions which are given to Missouri consist
of Iresh and fertile lands but recently surveyed.
Now let me ask, what will Virginia get? She contributes to Ihe public burdens six times as much as
Missouri. Missouri is to gel 35 per cent, of thirty
millions.
How much does Virginia get? Nothing.
This is not thirty millions lo one; it is thirty millions to nothing.
Besides, Ohio has now passed her
chrysalis condition.
She has now become one of
the old states of the union.
million of acres is
nothing to her. But this amendment gives her her
dividend but of one million of old and refuse land,
while it gives Missouri her dividend of thirty millions of new land of the very best quality.
Let us now look a little at the operation of thi.s
scheme in its details. I have here the report of
the learned commitlee on public lands, made at the
last session, stating Ihe quantity of public lands
within the various stales.
Ohio, it appears, contains one million of acres of second, third and fourth
rate lands, while Arkansas has forty-three millions
of acres.
[Mr. Sevier, across Yes, and it is rich].
Yes, Arkansas is rich; and this is one of the
schemes to make the rich richer, and the poor poorer.
Arkansas has forty-three times as much of the
public land as Ohio; at the same time Ohio has a
uiillion and a half of inhabitants, while Arkansas
has one hundred thousand. Thus, one hundied
thousand people are to be benefited at the rale of
forty-three millions of acres of land
rich land, as
the senator tells us
while a million and a half of
people in another state are benefited at Ihe rate of
one million of refuse land. Arkansas is to get two
hundred and fifteen acres to each inhabitant, and
Ohio one-third of one acre! being a difference of six
hundred and forty-five in favorof Arkansas. Each
inhabitant of Arkansas, therefore, will get six hundred and forty-five times as much as each inhabitant
of Ohio. And so of the rest. Michigan has thirtyone millions of acres to Ohio's one million. Yet
she has less than one hundred thousand inhabitants.
The proportions are enormous. The original cession said that the avails of the public domain were
to be shared among the states according to their
several portions of the general charge and expenditure.
Yet, here an inhabitant of Arkansas is to
get six hundred and forty-five times as much as an
inhabitant of Ohio; or, if you regard the t«o as
stales, one gets forty-three times as much as Ihe

more

fertile districts in

other.

Tiiere

is

an uninhabited country.
but a million of acres of United States land
unsold in Ohio, and even this is diminishing with an accelerated ratio. It therefore
may be well assumed Ihat from this source the U.
Slates may enjoy a revenue of five millions, until
-very much the largest portion of the domain within
Ihn nine slates is disposeil of, and long before that
period Florida, Iowa and Wiskonsin will have
brought their contributions to the general fund, and
extended the period of this income to future generations.
Reasoning upon data known to be correct,
in thirty years from this tiine the demand for the
public lands will be in proportion to a population
increasing at the rate of two millions a year.
But there are other serious objections to this
amendment, and I invoke the attention of senators
from every quarter of Ihe union lo that which t am
now about to stale. The proposed mode of disposing of the public lands is altogether and to an enormou.s extent vueqaul in its operation. What I insist on is, that Ihere shall be at any rate a perfect
equ.ilily; that there shall not be discrimination and
bounties in favor of one state and against another;
but here there is a degree of inequality which, were
there no other objections, would be sulficient to
compel my decided dissent. It is proposed to cede
the public domain to each of the stales respectively
within whose territorial limits they lie. It is given
to the states, not to Individuals. It is given lo thi
not as being all the states, but as being part only of
the states of ihe union. Should it be ceded to all
the states, it would be a violation of the original
cession and of the cons'ilution,as the advocates of
this measure contend.
It is lo be ceded to Ihe
slates, not in projiorlion to their contributions to Ihi
public burdens, or in proportion to their size or po
piilalion, but simply as states.
And what will be
the result, as between one of the states and another.'

now remaining

—

—

in

A

—

—

—

But it does not stop here. New states of the
union are selected as beneficiaries: are they, then,
to be confined to the avails of the land they receive?

Not
in

at all: alter recei\ing thai, they are then to

and be

states.

common

We

sharers

are lo give

with

them

all

the
their

rest

own

come

of the
lands,

and a portion in uuis besides! Virginia is to get one
twenty sixth part of one-half of these lands, and
Arkansas, alter having got her own thirty-one millions, is to share this one twenty-sixth part with
I should really hope, if the land must be
Virginia.
given away, it will be at some rate more reasonable
than this. The entire quantity of lands remaining
unsold within the stales enumerated in the senator's amendment is 154,000,000 acres: one-half of
this will be 77,000,001;, one third is 50,000,000.—
And the bill gives these 50,000,000 to nine states,
the other .states to get no portion of it.
I could run out this illustration yet further; but I
'

Ex pede,

Berciilem.
These are sufficierit.
These are lo me striking views, but Ihey are not
Ihe considerations which weigh most heavily upon
my mind, and which I should be most glad to tee
refrain.
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In alluding to Ihe slrensth of the motive here
presented as likely lo band togellier eighteen sena-

ed.

tors in

support of Ibis scheme,

I

mean

to

make no

personal or offensive reference to those senators: it
is a motive likely to act on all men placed in their
circumstances. They desire, very naturally, and
very properly, to benefit their constituents: and,
under the pressure of that desire, with such an opportunity for its gratification, Ihe understanding
even of the strongest is very likely to be warped in
its conclusions, and seduced to believe Ihat the
measure is perfectly just and proper.
must
entreat gentlemen so situated, as 1 do now entreat
them, lo raise their views from the imrndiate interest of their constiluenls in such a cession as is
now proposed, loa just administration of the sacred
trust which has been confided to them for the benefit of the entire union.
i« it just
Is it right
is it
generous to find their own peculiar interest in our
loss and sacrifice?
I throw myself upon them, that
they will consider this subject in an enlarged point
of view. Especially do I wish Ohio lo do this,
who is passing out of her state of minority and becoming of ripe age. Will Ohio consent thus to
squander our common patrimony? I put it lo Indiana, who is soon about to become the third state
in this union: and 1 ask her whether lo promote a
transient interest lo day she will be willing lo sacrifice the permanent and abiding interest ol lo-morroH? and whether she will lend herself to Ihe delusion that it is just to deprive the old stales of the
inheritance they have received from our ancestors?
The amendment will produce a slate of things I
earnestly deprecate.
In Ihe administration oflhia
domain sniuelhing is due to our past experience.
We all remember the large amount of debt which

We

—

—

—

was once accumulated under the credit system of
of Ihe public lands; you remember that the
debtors declared that they could not pay, and w ould
sale
not.

The very same

spirit

which prompts men

to

take the land without a legal right prompts them lo
stand out lor the money they ought lo pay lor it.

Circumstances made it difficult, perhaps impossible,
for them lo pay; and I well recollect Ihe terror with
which the politicians of that day looked to the resuch a slate of things. I remember with
what anxiety, not to say terror, Mr. Monroe contemplated a ilebt of nineteen millions owed by one
section of the union.
Congress looked with dismay
at the mass of debt due from settlers on the Lower
Mississippi; and, in contemplation of the mischievous etfecls arising from the credit system, in
relation to Ihe public lands, you determined lo alter
your terms of sale; and it was wisely decided to
sell, in fulure, for cash alone.
But if a scattered
debt, due from individuals, be an evil of so dano-erous a character as to excite their terrors, how fearful will it become when this debt, instead of being
ilispersed among a number of individual settlers, is
consolidated into one mass, and owed by a section
which has already, from time to lime, made claim
to' an indefeasible title in all this land!
Can you
collect it?
You cannot drive your debtors from the
land.
Will you call out the force of the country
send your army sell Ihe land under them, and take
possession of it for the United States?
It cannot
be done.
To individuals, in such a case, you can
afford to yield, and make a compromise; but how
will you stand when you have made slates your
sults of

—

debtors? The amendment establishes the relation
of debtor and creditor between this government and
entire slates
with neighboring, with conliguou.s
slates— with a mass of states, all having one common interest in the question, one common character, and one common debt.
Oo you expect from a

—

debtor like this
The thought is

lo colli ciyout debt by any process?
idle.
I estimate the honor and fideof the states as much as any man; but what
have we heard for the last few years, from the other
side of the senate, but wild il'enunciation of stale
lily

—

—

extravagance slate profligacy and llie dear, blessed people to be taxed lo p'ay state debts? Suppose
there comes a short crop, or an Indian war, or any
other of Ihe like contingencies, would it not be
urged as an excuse for not paying the slate debt?

And would you ven'ure, under siich circiimslances,
removed if this amendment is lo be adopted, and is to call upon them lor your money? You dare not.
ever to become a law. In arguing this whole ques- Gentlemen have toM you, in one breath, that
you
tion I feel the diliicully of our situation as arguing cannot protect your lands from the squatters
either
against the wishes and expectations of those who by your tipstaves or by your soldiers; and in the
are to rective ihe benefit. The nine states who are very next breath liity say you can force whole
lo gel this magnificent donation have eighteen sena
states to comply with their contracts by the power
tors amongst those whom I am addressing, who of the judiciary!
Your army cannot remove a
have, of course, a more direct interest in the adop- handful of individuals, and yet you are going
to
tion of the amendment than any of the rest of us. ilrive the slates by your judiciary
You cannot
!

This, of itself, presents a powerful motive lo secure
measure: and this f,ict alone
ought to make ns pause before we hastily adopt the
The benefit to be granted is not common to
plan.
it is exclusive as to
us all, but peculiar lo them
They are to be benefited: we are to be injurus.
their support lo the

—

turn off a poor squatter, who has no sort of title,
or
evidence or pretence of title; and yet you are,
bv
the mo:-l nugaloiy provisions of this biil,
to oust a
citizen of a state, having a deed from Ihe
stale in
his pocket, and the whole slate power
inteiposed
between him and you! If a state shall declare that

—
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cannot but regard the proceeds of the sales of
they will
God forbid I should ever see the public lands as a portion, and a very important
als of that state will?
I
should
portion,
or
that
of the public revenue at all times, but more
to
be
tried,
this
comes
when
day
the
contribute to the possibility of superinducing it. especially now, when there is a public debt actualYou place the man between two fires. The state ly existing, and a proposition before congress to inOne of the peculiar purposes to which
tells him to hold his land; the general government crease it.
orders him to give it up. He is to be hung by the the old congress appropriated the income of the
state if he disobeys the state government; and if he public lands was the payment of the national debt.
obeys the state, then he is to be hung by the gene- We have, at this moment, an acknowledged debt of
You never can eiiforce your con- near five millions. The secretary of the treasury
ral governmenl!
The demands an increase of five millions to meet presstract; the judiciary is utterly incapable of it.
remedy which the amendment provides for the case ing emergencies; and no one doubts that, in deferIt is.thal, if the states refuse red payments, in existing charges, in unsettled bais utterly inefficient.
to pay, then the deeds made by the states to indivi- lances and unadjusted claims, there are five millions
Why, as I have more outstanding. Thus, on the 4th March next,
duals shall be vacated. Pshaw!
said, w ith no deed at all, the settlers have stood out there will be a national debt of fifteen millions.
against you, and you have been forced to yield, This is no time to give away any portion of our inover and over again; think you that, with a slate come, neither to all the states nor to a portion of
deed to sliow, and the state authority to shield them neither to twenty-six states nor to nine. If
them, they are going to march off their farms at these proceeds are lo be abstracted from the general
the bidding of your marshal? He would be a bold treasury, it were manifestly best that they should
man who would carry a process there. I say, then, be disposed of to the states generally. That would
that there is great danger in your establishing the be an approximation to justice and equity; but the
pecuniary relation of debtor and creditor with the higheh justice and equity the most honest and
is to apply these
states.
If they cannot pay, what will you do? obvious performance of our trust
They will resist in masses. They have eighteen funds to the payment of the national debt.
The proposition ot the senator from Missouri, lo
senators on this floor; and it is already their boast
that in ten years from this time they will hold the appropriate these proceeds to the navy and the pubbalance ol power, and that they will talee the land lic expenses, is conceived in so high a spirit that it
upon their own terms. The remedy proposed by is well calculated to enlist our sympathies and capI heartily concur with him
the amendment is altogether fallacious. It propo- tivate the imagination.
ses to divert a vested right, and to drive a man from in his estimate of the propriety of doing something
for the navy.
That important branch of the public
lands that he has bought and paid for.
Something of the same kind was once done by service has been too much neglected. It merits, at
congress, (and the measure, I admit, was supported all times, the highest consideration. Its actual
by myself, among others), by which the states be- condition exacts our most anxious attention. Its
came debtors to this government for a distribution glory and its usefulness cannot be too highly estiof the surplus in the treasury. And what has be- mated, and I fear it has fallen into great dilapidacome of your debt! Who asks for if? Who dare tion. It might be invidious to inquire how this dismove such a demand? Have we not, in the very astrous condition has been superinduced, but it is
to our
face of this debt ol twenty six millions due from the due to our most precious recollections
to all that pride and patriotism
states, borrowed money to s.ipply the wants of the highest interests
goveinment from day today? The secretary of the can enforce that it continue no longer. That adtreasury tells us of these twenty-six millions on de- ministration which shall build up the navy, reinviposite with the slates, and in the same breath asks gorate its energies, and revive and stimulate its
A wonted spirit, will deserve the eternal gratitude of
for an issue of five millions of treasury notes!
debt from the slates! The states cannot pay it; the country. As far as the public purse can contri
they will not pay il; and we dare not ask them for bute to this, I would not circumscribe our appropri
you a groat for your whole tions to any special fund. If there be any one thing
I would not give
it.
amongst us which may be called national, it is the
debt. Some difficulty will occur concerning it
them all. Let us not, then navy. I would not limit it to any sum, however
forgive
will
and you
take the first step let us not make debtors of states ample. Its only limitation should be, the capacity
contest will of our commercial marine to man it, and up to that
too powerful for your management. A
strong lor you, you will lull extent I would enable it to be present with our
arise, and if they are too
are too strong for commerce in the four quarters of the world, equip
be subjected to them; and if you
them, it will be yet worse, for they must be subject- ped and inspirited lo protect it and our honor
against all opponents.
ed to you.
,.
»
On these grounds I am opposed to the scheme of
that individu-

I

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,
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public lands. I trust
the senator for a cession of the
to promote the interest ol
I shall always be ready
willing
to see such an
not
am
but
I
states;
the new
inequality of division among them as that one man
domain, while ano
shall receive 623 acres of this

SENATE.

February 1. The vice president laid before the
senate, a communication from the war department,
containing an abstract of the general returns oi the
militia of the United States.
thcr man gets but one acre. I cannot consent to
Also several memorials from the legislature of the
establish the relation of debtor and creditor with the
territory of Iowa asking grants of land for various
all.
lose
so
and
states,
purposes.
to
the
measure,
to
There is one other objection
Mr. Mattgum presented the resolutions of the lewhich I shall barely allude. I am strongly imgislature of North Carolina, in favor of the distribupressed with the idea that, while the Old Dominion,
of the public lands among the several states and
makin" us the cession of her territory, wisely and tion
in

territories.

cautiously provided that the brnefit should be rata(and therefore
bly divided among all the states,
among the western states with the rest), yet the
that
cession
is to be
which
in
view
main point of
regarded is as a financial transaction. In regard to
of the proceeds,
distribution
a
for
proposition
the
known as the land bill of the dislinguish-

commonly

ed genlleman to

my

right,

(Mr. Clay),

I

dressed the senate expressive of their approbation
of the doctrine of the resolutions.
The resolutions were read, ordered to lay on the
table and be printed.
Mr. Sturgeon presented the resolutions of the legislature of Pennsylvania in favor of the distribution
of the proceeds of the public lands.
Mr. S. took occasion to observe that, so far as
the general tenor of the resolutions went, they should
be sustained by his vote. Altliough he was notdisposed lo yield implicit obedience to the doctrine ol
instruction in all cases, yet these resolutions having
passed the legislature ol his state, he regarded them
as collateral evidence of the popularity of the measure, and should cast his vote accordingly.
Ttie resolutions were read, laid upon the table,
and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Norvell presentid resolutions from the legislature ot Michigan, asking that a bill may be passed
lor the completion of all the lake harbors commenced by government.
Mr. Moutort presented resolutions from the legislature of Louisiana, in favor of the enactment of a
general bdukrupl law; which were read.
Mr. Calhoun presented a memorial from merchants and others of Charleston, praying that no
bankrupt law may be adopted.

occupied

independent proposia peculiar position. As an
have been against it; but, in connexion wilh
I was lor a dis1 was for it.
revenue,
surplus
the
accumulated in the
tribution of the surplus revenue
treasury and of the proceeds ol the public lands as
distributed both the land
forming a part of it.
havr
customs.
ed revenue and that from the
now the subject of the tariff opened ajain, or soon
us
in
regard
before
to
questions
All
to be opened.
the financial system
the lands are complicated with
I had the control ol matIf
States.
of the United

We

five millions as the income
I would set down
then have a
from the public domain, and I would
proportion to the wants of
in
duties
moving scale of

ters

the government.

But

this is scarcely

lik.-ly to

be

The tarilf, I suppose, will be fixed, and not
done
moveable, with a view to give permanence lo our

great interests. That they will, lo a certain extent, be permanent, no man, I think, can doubt.—
How the proceeds of the public Unds are to be adjusted is a dilf.Tent question. 1 think they shoulr
be adjusted cunleinporaneously with the lariti, or
else

suspended

till

the tariff

is

settled.

memorials from
York.
authorise a survey to
ascertain the practicability ot re-opening the communication between Albemarle sound and the Atlantic ocean with an amendment.
He also asked that the committee on commerce
be discharged from the further consideration of the
memorial in relation to the erection of a new custom house in Philadelphia; the committee being of

Mr. Wright presented

citizens of the state of

Mr. King reported a

similar

New

bill to

opinion that in the present condition of commerce
it was inexpedient to iucrease the expenditures of

government.

The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
the special order, the bill relating to the permanent
and piospective pre-emption system, when Mr.
Young rose and delivered his views in support of his
amendment, which was to adopt the principle of cession.

Mr. Fulton followed, and spoke at length, chiefly
against the distribution, and in favor of pre-emption.

On motion of Mr. Hubbard, the senate adjourned.
February 2. The vice president laid before the
senate resolutions from a meeting of citizens of
Calhoun county, Florida, asking for admission into
the union.
Mr. Hubbard from the committee of claims asked
to be discharged fiom the further consideration of
the memorial from the legislature of Georgia, asking remuneration for depredations committed by the
Creek Indians.
Mr. Fullon reported a bill to authorise the selection of school lands in lieu of those granted to the
half breeds of the Sac and Fox Indians.
The permanent prospective pre-emption bill being under discussion, Messrs. Hubbard, Calhoun,
Webster, Benton, Clay, of Alabama, Pierce, Henderson and Rives, successively addressed the senate.
Mr. Rives having concluded, Messrs. Roane, Porter &nd Cri/fcnden, made a few remarks, each, when
the question was taken on the motion of Mr.
Young to strike out all of Mr. Crittenden's amendment, and insert what would embrace the principles
of Mr. Calhoun's bill to cede the public lands, with
the addition that the 65 per cent, allotted should be
assigned for the increase of the navy and the national defence, and was decided as follows:
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, Calhoun. Clay, of Alabama, Fulion. King. Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas, Nicholson, Norvell, Pierce,
Roane, Robinson, Sevier, Tappan, Walker, Young

YEAS —

20.

NAYS—

Messrs. Bayard, Bates, Buchanan, Clay, ol
Kentucky, Clayton, Crittenden, Di.xon, Graham, Henderson, Hubbard, Huntington, Kerr, Knight, MangTini,
Phelps,
Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, RugMerrick,
gles,Sniith, of Connecticut, Smith, of Indiana; Southard, Sturgeon, Tallmadge, Wall, Webster, White, Williams,

Wright— 31.
question was then taken on the motion of

The

Crittenden, to recommit the bill with such instructions as would embody the two principles of
pre-emption and distribution, and was decided as

Mr.

follows:

—

YEAS Messrs. Bayard, Bates, Buchanan, Clay, of
Kentucky, Clavton, Crittenden, Dixon, Graham, Huntington, Kerr, Knight, Mangum, Merrick, Phelps, PrenRu'rgles, Smith, of Indiana, Soudiard, Sturgeon,
Tallmadge, Webster, While— 22.
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, Calhoun,
tiss,

NAYS —

Alabama, Fulton, Henderson, Hubbard, King,
Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas, Nicholson, NorClay, of

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, presented the resolu- vell, Pierce, Porter, Preston, Rives, Roane, Robinson,
tions of that state to the same effect.
Sevier, Smith, of Connecticut, Tappan, Walker, Wall,
Messrs. Bayard and Claytoti successively ad- Williams, Wright, Young— 29.

tion, I

We

—

I

The
bill, it

question then recurringon the passage of the

was decided

as follows:

YEAS — Messrs. Allen, Anderson,

Benton, Buchanan, Clay, of Alabama, Fulton, Henderson, Hubbard,
King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholson, Nicholas,
Norvell, Pierce, Porter, Robinson, Sevier, Smith, of
Connecticut, Smith, of Indiana, Sturgeon, Tallmadge,
Tappan, Walker, Wall, Webster, White, Williams,
Wright, Young-31.
NAY!? Messrs. Bayard, Calhoun, Clay, of Kcntuckv, Ckytnn, Crittenden, Dixon, Graham, Huntington, Kerr,'KniL.ht, Manguui. Merrick, Phelps, Pren19.
tiss, Preston. Rives, Roane, Ruggles, Southard
So the bill was passed.
Ml. Sevier moved to strike out from the title of
the bill the words "and raise a log cabin thi-reon."
Mr. White WAS glad the senator had moved in this
matter; he had voted for the bill in good faith, and
thought no title should go forth which implied a sarcasm on log cabins.
The question of Mr. Sevier's motion was taken,
and carried by an overwhelming vote.
Mr. Cnttenden moved to take up the bankrupt
bill, with a view to have it made the special order

—

—

for

to-morrow.

Mr. Sevier was anxious to take it up and sit out
the discussion.
Mr. Calhoun moved that the senate adjourn.
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At

the request of Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Calhoun
withdrew his motion for ailjournment, vvheii the
latter assio;ned his reasons for desiring (o postpone
the further consideration of the bill till the next
session.
JVIr. Buchanan having concluded, on inotloD
of
jMr. Calhoun the senate adjourned.
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such troops, munitions of war, and and second time and referred to the committee on
military stores as the public interest and convenience finance.
may require lo be transported on the same free ol all
Mr. Jl/crn'c/cmade an unsuccessful motion to have

whole length,

all

charge, and that the rale of tolls shall forever hereafier
be equal ihroughout the whole length of the said canal,
to transfer to the stale of Maryland, in due form, all
the stock in the said Chesapeake and Ohio canal sub
scribed by and standing in the name of the United
February 3. The vice president laid before the Slates; and also to assign and transfer all the interest,
senate a message from the president of the United right, and title of ilie'Uniied Slates in and to the
States relative to the running of the boundary line avails of the stocks in said cnnr.l, standing in the
between the state of Michigan and the territory of names and originally subscribed by the respective
ciues of Washinglon, Georgetown and Alexandria,
Wiskonsin.
and which have been condiiionally transferred by
Mr. Buchanan presented eleven memorials from ihein to Ihe United Stales, subject to all the rights of
the saddlers and harnes.s makers of Philadelphia, said cities, and each of them, contained in, and seasking an increase of duties oh certain articles of cured by, an act entitled "an act for the relief of the
sadillery and harness.
several corporaie cities of the District of Columbia,"
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, reported a bill to change approved May 20, 1836.
Prouided,huwc-ver, That ihe assent of each of said
one term of the circuit and district courts of Ohio,
from Columbus to Cincinnati, which was laid over cities to such transfer shall first oe given, in due and
legal form, under the corporate seal of the said cities
until to-murrow.
Mr. Wall reported a bill to amend the judicial respectively, to a certificate thereof, to be delivered to
the secretary of the treasury, the ccnisent of the cities
system of the United States.
aloresaid being only required for the transfer of their
Twenty-five hundred copies of Plitl's reports stock respectively; and the wnnt of the consent of
upon the management of the post office depart- any one of said cities shall not defeat or delay ihe opements in foreign countries, were ordered to be raiion of this resolution for all oiher purposes.
printed, without the accompanying documents.
Andprovided also. That the said stale of Maryland
Mr. Merrick moved to take np the joint resolu- shall provide for the payment out of the corporaie
tion for the transfer of the stock of the U. States funds and revenues of said company, or otherwise, of
in the Chesapeake and Ohio canal to the state ot all the outstanding debis and legal habiliiies of said
Chesapeake and Ohio canal company.
Maryland; but the motion failed.
The resolution has yet to pass its third reading.
On motion of Mr. Cnltenden the senate agreed
The senate adjouineil to Monday.
to take up the bankrupt bill; but as it was late, it
Februarys. The vice president laid before Ihe
was, on motion of Mr. Kiitg informally passed over,
senate a report from the treasury department, showto enable the senate to go into executive business.
ing a statement of the contracts entered into by the
After being engaged some time therein, the sedepartment (or the year 1S40:

nate adjourned.

the bills for rechartering the District banks taken
up. The following is the vote;
Messrs. Bayard, Clay, of Ky. Clayton,
Dixon, Graham, Knight, Manguin, Merrick, Phelps,
Premiss, Preston, Rives, Riiggles, Sevier, Smith, of Ina!
Southard, Webster, While— 18.
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Calhoun, Clay, of Alabama, Crittenden, Fulton, Henderson, Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas, Norvell, Pierce, Porter, Roane, Robinson Smith
of Con. Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Wall, Williams.

YEAS—

NAYS—

Wright,

Young— 27.

The senate then proceeded to the discussion of
the special order, being the bankrupt bill. The
question being on Mr. Hubbard's motion to recommit the bill to the committee on the judiciary,
with instructions to incorporate in it the following
provision, viz:
First. Proper and suitable provisions to embrace
all banks and all other trading incorporations in its
prospective opoiation.
Second. Proper and suitable provisions lo give
Ihe creditors of every bankrupt an opportunity lo
choose the assignee of the estate, and only authorising (he judge to appoint when the creditors omit
do so.
Third. Proper and suitable provisions to secure
every bankrupt, when the commission of bankruptcy issues upon the application of credilots, a
right to apply lo the judge in concurrence with a
majority in number and interest of his creditors, to
supercede the commission, and to give authority to
the judge to grant the application.
Fourth. Proper and suitable provisions to authorise the judge, or court, in bankruptcy, in case any
bankru])t shall, pending the proceedings, offer a
composition to his creditors which shall be accepted by thiee-iburths in amount of them, lo compel
the acceptance of the composition by the remaining
fourth in amount ofthe creditors, or rather to accept
it for them, and discharge him.
Fifth. To strike out Irom the bill all provisions
which secure preferences to any class of creditors
in any one state, which are not equally jireferred
by the laws of all the states, and all voluntary preferences by the bankrupt in all cases.
Sixth. Proper and suitable provisions to punish,
as felony, any intentional concealment, or withholding of any part of his assets from his assignees
by any bankrupt, or the conniving at any fictitious
claims against his estate.
After a few remarks from Messrs. Hubbard, Crittenden and Wright, the question was then taken oa
the motion to recommit; which motion was lost as

to

to

Memorials were presented
By Mr. Norvell, from citizens of Michigan, in favor of a bankrupt law.
reply to a resolution of the senate requiring a plan
By Mr. Preston, from persons engaged on the
of home valuation on goods imported, instead of public buildings, asking compensation lor the time
valuation in foreign countries, which was ordered
the public work was suspended.
to be printed.
By Mr. White, from citizens of Laporte, Indiana,
Mr. Mien, of Ohio, and Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, asking the passage of a bankrupt law.
presented memorials in favor of a general bankrupt
By Mr. Wall, from women of Pennsylvania, asklaw.
ing an alteration of the law of the United Slates in
Mr. Williams, from the committee on naval relation to slavery. [Motion to receive ordered to
affairs, reported a joint resolution on the subject of
lie on the table.]
American rolled hemp which was read and orAlso, from Samuel Raub, asking the government
dered to a second reading.
to purchase the right of his "double self-acting
Mr. Merrick reported the bill to amend and con- safety valve," and that a law be passed requiring
tinue in force the act to incorporate the inhabitants
its use.
of the city of Washington with an amendment,
By Mr. Young, from the general assembly of Ilwhich was ordered to be printed.
linois, asking an appropriation for the construction
The bill establishing a general bankrupt system of a marine hospital at the city of Cairo, in that
was taken up, when amendments were proposed state.
which led to debate, which continued to a late hour,
By Mr. Haggles, from a number of fishermen and follows:
and vvithout coming to any decision, the senate ad- others engaged in the cod fishery, remonstrating
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, Caljourned.
against the repeal of the fishing bounties and allow- houn, Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Pierce, Roane,
Robinson, Smith, of Connecticut, Sturgeon,
February 5. The vice president submitted a re- ances.
Taooan
s
r-p ",
Wall,
Wright—
16.
port from the secretary of war, containing the acBy Mr. Sturgeon, from citizens of Philadelphia,
Messrs. Clay, of Ala. Clay, of Ky. Clayton,
counts and disbursements among the Indians for asking that a light house may be erected on BranCrittenden, Dixon. Fulion,Graham, Henderson, Knigtii'
the year ending September, 1840.
dywine shoals.
Mangum. Merrick, Mouton, Nicholas, Nicholson,
Also, a report from the same officer relative to
By Mr. Wright from the chamber of commerce
February 4. The vice president presented a communication from the secretary of the treasury in

—

YEAS—

.

NAYS—

Potomac aqueduct.
Mr. Walker submitted a

the

adopted, inquiring into

of New York, proposing certain provisions to be
which was incorporated in the bankrupt bill.
the expediency of building
By Mr. H^'ebster, from citizens of Onondaga counresolution

a steam frigate.
Mr. Walker, also submitted a resolution, which
was agreed to, requesting the president to communicate any correspondence he may have had with
any foreign government relative to the negroes
taken on board the L'Amistad.
Mr. Wall submitted a resolution, which was
agreed to, requiring the secretary of the navy to
furnish a copy of the reports made on Colt's improved repealing fire arms, in October and DecemDer, by a board of navy officers appointed to examine the same. As also the report made by a
board of army officers on the repeating fire arms of

York, praying that the Senaca Indians who
have not given their assent to the treaty between
that tribe and the Unit d States may not be compelled to emigrate from the lands thpy now occupy.
By Mr. Hubbard, from the legislative council of
Wiskonsin, asking a law to define the western
boundary line of Wiskonsin, so that the centre of
the Mississippi may constitute that boundary.
On motion of Mr. Clay, of Alabama,
Resolved, That the committee on public lands be in-

form, was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading by a large majority:
Renohed by the senate and house of representatives of
the United States of America in congress assembled,
That the seerelary of the treasury is hereby authorised
and directed, if he shall receive satisfactory proof
within five years that the Chesapeake and Ohio canal
is comple'ed to ihe town of Cumberland, and that ihe
state of Maryland has provided by i.iw or otlier\vi.-:e
that the United States shall at all times hereafter have
the right to transport upon tlie said canal, through its

amended

ty.

New

structed to inquire into the e.xpediency of attaching the
Cherokee territory lying in Alabama to the Coosa land
district, and the removal of ihe land office lo some
point within the territory so attached.
Nulling.
Mr. Linn submitted the following resolution:
The greater part of the day was occupied in disResolved, That the committee on military afTairs be
cussing the resolution for surrendering to the state
instructed to inquire into the expediency of procuring
of Maryland the interest of the United States in a sufficient number of the most approved repeating
the Chesapeake and Ohio canal stock; which was fire-arms to supply the troops operating against the Invery zealously and earnestly supported by Mr. dians in Florida.
Merrick, and amended on the motion and upon the
On motion ol Mr. Smith, of Indiana, the bill to
argument of Mr. Huntington, by inserting a proviso alter the terms of the circuit and district courts of
requiring the as.'ent of the cities of the District in the United States was considered in committee of
reference to their residuary interest in the stock. the whole.
Thus amended, the resolurion, in the following
On motion of Mr. Crittenden, the bill was so

as to attach the district of Arkansas to the
eighth circuit, and the district of Kentucky to a
pVit of the ninth circuit, and making the circuit
court for the district of Arkansas to be holden on
tli,e 4th Monday of April and October in each year.
After being debated by Messrs. Smith, of Imla.
Ciitlenden, Jlllen, Sevier, C/oi/, of Alabama, iTmg-,
ir«/fecrand Mouton, it was ordered to be engiosspd.
The bill from the house of representatives autho
rising the issue of treasury notes was read a first

Norvell, Phelp.s, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Ru".
gles, Sevier, Smith, of Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge,

Walker, Webster, White, Wdliams,

Young— 30.

Mr. Hubbard then moved to amend the bill by
inserting the provisions above referred to, and desired to record his name singly on each of the provisions.

On this question a long and animated debate ensued, which lasted till 4'o'clock— Messrs. Clay, of
Ala. Sevier, Wright, Calhoun, Hubbard and others
participating.
On motion of Mr. Tappan, the senate adjourned.
Februarys. The vice president laid before the
senate a communication Irom the president of the
United States, containing a report ofthe commissioners for exploiing the northeastern boundary, in
addition to wliat had been before communicated.
Also, from the treasury department, in compliance with a resolution ol the senate, showing the
quantity of public lands ceded to each of the states
for certain specified purposes.
Mr. Norvell, on leave, introduced a bill authorising the states lo lax any land within their limits
sold by the United States.
Referred to the committee on the public lands.
The bill further supplementary to an act entitled
"an act to establish the judicial courts ot the United States" passed the 24th September 1789, was
considered in committee of the whole and ordered
to be engrossed.
The senate then proceeded to Ihe discussion of
the special order, being the bankrupt bill, when
Mr. Henderson rose and delivered

his

views

at'

length.

Mr. Walker followed, and
continued between Mes,5rs.
Clay, of

was further
Calhoun. Walker and

the debate

Alabama, when Mr. Sevier

discu.'sion of this bill

said that the

had already taken up a greit
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Mr. Wise rose to a point of order. He asked
whether it was in order to withilraw this resolulion,
which had yesterday been adopted, by a most decisome extent, but justice sive vote of two-thirds, and asked if that was the

deal of time, and, so far as he could see, withoiit
any prospect of biinging it to an end; he would
therefore move to lay it on the table.
Mr. Benton then moved that the senate adjourn;

of Ihe treasury, and estimated that there would be
a debt of eighteen or twenty millions dollars, which
the next adminislmlion will have to pay.

which motion was

required that

carried.

He was

a tariff

those articles

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ilonday, Feb. 1. Mr. Mines Holt, of Georgia,
elected in the place of judge Colquit resigned, appeared, was qualified and took his seat.
The s/;puA:er presented the claito of Mr. Skerrod
Williams, lor short mileage charged by him daring
former sessions, and observed, that, as during a part
of the time charged, the chair was occupied by
another, he did not feel himself authorised to issue
his warrant.

be referred to the speaker.
Jt was, however, alter debate laid on the table.
On motion of Mr. Jones, the house went into
commiliee of the whole on the treasury note bill.
Mr. Vunderpocl addressed the committee until
past 4 o'clock, w hen Mr. Tiiplelt obtained the floor,
and the committee rose.

Mr.

IVise

moved

that

it

Mr. Fillmore moved a resolution to take the treasury note bill out of committee, which was received.

After attending to various private bills, the house
adjourned.
Taesduy, Feb. 2. Mr. Sergeant, of Penn. asked
leave to present resolutions of the legislature ol that
slate, instructing their senators, and requesting their
represerilalives in congress to vote against all attempts to deprive the people of their just portion of
the public lands, ai.d further to advocate the passage
of a law to distribute the proceeds of the sales thereof among the several statts and territories, which
were laid on the table and ordered to be printed.
Mr. imco(;i moved a resolution, which was adopt-

it

man

to

should be levied for revenue, on
When
it would be least felt.

where

he concluded,
Mr. Coles, of Va. took the floor— Mr. C. very reHe had heretoluctantly entered into this debate.
But we were
fore been content with a silent vote.
now on the eve of a great change in the policy of
questions which have not been dethe country
cided by the people, and of vital consequence to
their interests, and those of his constituents.
He then entered into an examination of the trade
of the United States and France, in colton, tobacco,
Stc. opposing the tax on wines and silks, and supporting the bill.
He was followed by Mr. Black, of Georgia Mr
B. dwelt at length on the various topics connected
with the bill, he opposed the taxing of wines and
silks, and could not but look on it as a direct attack on France. He supported the bill. When he
concluded,
Mr. IVeller gained the floor, but gave way to a
motion that the committee rise, the vote on which
being taken, there appeared no quorum, when the
committee rose and reported that fact to the house.
Mr. ./fZ/ord moved that the house again resolve
itself into committee of the whole on the state of
the union.
Pendins which, a motion was made by Mr. Adams,
The vote on which was
that the house adjourn.
taken by yeas ami nays at the call of Mr. Leel, and
Yeas 37, nays 26. And then
the motion carried.
the house adjourned.

—

—

Wednesday Feb.
.

3.

On motion

of Mr. Cushing,

the house proceeded to the consideration of the leed, arresting the further printing of the report of the solulion from the senate relative to counting (he
commissioner of the land office, together with the votes of president and vice president, which being
hccompanying maps, as also the further coloring of adopted, Messrs. Cashing and Jones were appointed
the coinmitlee on the part of Ihe house.
the latter.
Mr. Steenrod moved to reconsider the vote taken
Mr. Fillmore then modified his resolulion, extending the lime of the consideration of the treasu- yesterday on the resolulion oflered by Mr. Fillmore,
ry nole'bill in committee, till the .3d day of Februa- releasing the committee of the whole from the furry inst. at 3 o'clock P. M. which resolution, thus ther consideration of the treasury note bill, after to-

modified was assented to.
On motion of Mr. Jones, the house went into
committee of the whole, and took up the treasury
note bill; on which Mr. Triplett was entitled to the

day.
iMr. Wise hoped the vole would be reconsidered
with a view of allowing him an opportunity of offering the following amendment:

Prooided, ihal in case the treasury notes outstanding

floor.

Mr. T. "ave way for a moment; and Mr. Curtis,
of rv. Y. gave notice of an amendment which he
should move, when in order, which was read, and
is as follows:

and unredeemed issued under former laws of congress,
added to ihe amount of such notes issued under this
act, and actually expended or issued to meet payments
due and payable before the 4ih day of March next,
shall, on the 4th day of March next, exceed the sum of

'•jlnd be it enacted. That whenever proof shall be
five millions of dollars, then the president of the United
exhibited to Ihe sali.sfaction of the secretary of the Stales shall be, and he is hereby aulhorif^ed to issue, by
treasury of the loss or destruction of any treasury virtue of the provisions of this act, such furiheramouni
note i.jsued under the authority of any act of con- of tlie said notes as will make the whole amount issued
gress, it shall be lawful for Ihe said secretaiy, upon under this act, and applicable to payments fallins due
receiving bond, with sufiicient security to iiulein- nfrer ilie third day of March ne.\t, the full sum of five
.iiily the United States against any other claim on millions of dollars.
Mr. Pccfe hoped that the vote would not be re'account of Ihe treasury note alleged to he so lost or
that Ihe coining adminisdestroyed, to pay the amount due on such note to considered on ihe ground
authority to issue shinplasters.
the person who had lost it, or in who.se possession tration will not have
gone
had
by.
He inquired if a
lor
them
day
The
it had been destroyed."
Mr. Triplett spoke at length on Ihe financial con majority could reconsider this vote.
could.
they
speaker
said
previous
arThe
to
reply
in
and
country,
dilion of the
Alter some furtherconversation by Messrs. LeivU
guments. The geiilleman from New York, Mr.
and Caiie Johnson, the previous
Vaiiderpncl), had said that the cry of a national Williams, Dawson
was called by Mr. Waltcrson and sustained.
question
parly,
to
justify
whig
debt, had been raised by the
The main queslion was then taken by yeas and
Mr. T. denied thai
a called cession of congress.
call of Mr. Wise, and the motion carrithere was any whig member of this or the other nays at the
So the house reconsidered
house, who desired an extra cession, unless driren to eil yeas 96, nays 53.
called session was a great evii; but there the vote.
it.
to amend the re.solulion of
moved
Wise
then
absolutely
now
Mr.
is
It
might be others still greater.
from New York (Mr. Fillmore), pronecessary lor this government to restore our na- Ihe gentleman
paythat after 3 o'clock, P. M. to-day, (3d Feb.)
viding
failh—
national
our
protect
to
by
tional honor—
He asked gen'leinen ol ihe llie debate on this bill shall cease, and the commiting our national debt.
He knew the tee shall proceed to vote on the various amendments
opposition lo lend them their aid.
and to be submitted, and report this bill,
honorable gentleman, the head of Ihe cominiltee ol submitted,
ways and means, was sincere in the expression ol with the amendments agreed to by Ihe committee,
the house.
the
to
into
pushed
be
not
would
whigs
hope, that the
Alter some remarks by Messrs. Cashing, Wise,
necessity of a called session of congress. He askand Prpffil, the previous queslion was called
ed his attention, and he would point out the way Brisgs
Mr. Taney.
obviated;
he
by
be
might
necessity
by which this
Mr. Everett moved to lay the resolution on the
would shew, conclusively, that, unless the gentlecalled the yeas and nays.
man and his parly interpose in this house, Ihe ne- table, and on that motion whether
it was in order
rendered ineIMr. Fillmore inquired
cessity of a called session would be
What is the state of our treasury.' That for him to withdraw his resolution.
vitable.
it was.
speaker
said
attenThe
the
attracts
naturally
is the first matter that
Mr. Fillmore then withdrew the resolution. He
him the adtion of a president, when he takes on
was satisfied it would cause much debate.
ministration of government.
.,
that
on
Mr. Wise then said he would renew his amendsaid,
had
The secretary of the treasury
surplus ol ment as an original motion.
the 1st Januarv, 1841. there would be a
The
speaker said it would be necessary for its reestimate.
mere
a
was
it
treasury—
ihe
»! 580,000, in
to suspend the rules.
Lei us ascertain whether it would turnout so. The ception
Mr. Morgan moved that Ihe house now resolve
are we now
]<l J inuarv had now past, and for what
Which moa coinmitlee of Ihe whole.
and
itself
into
ways
the
devise
Is it not to
in commiitee?
the call of Mr.
means of paying the demands on the treasury? He tion was taken by yeas and nays at
nays
81.
yeas
carried,
92,
state
Sleenrud,
and
present
the
of
ejcamination
tbtu went into an
I

—

A

.

,

.

—

spealcer's decision.
The speakei said it was,
to raise the point of order

and it was now too late
as the resolution had
been withdrawn. Mr. Wise then said, he felt compelled to appeal from the speaker's decision.

—

The speaker said it was now too late to appeal, as
a motion had been carried to go into committee.
Mr. Wise then gave notice of his appeal, when it
should be in order.
The house then resolved itself into a committee
and resumed the consideration of the treasury note
bill.

Messrs. Welter, Brackcnridge, Monroe and Mford
respectively addressed the chair. When the latter
had concluded,
Mr. Shepard obtained the floor, and moved that
the

committee

rise,

which was carried.

The house then, on motion of Mr. Sriggs, adjourned.
Thursday, Feb. 4. t/lr. Preston, of S. Carolina,
on the part of the senate, and Mr. Gushing, of Mass.
and Mr. Jones, of Va. on the part of the house of
representatives, have been appointed tellers to count
and make lists of the votes of the electors of president and vice president of the United Slates, which
are, under the direction of the constitution, to be
opened and counted, in the house of representatives,
on Wednesday next, the 10th of February, inst.
The house, in further execution of the special order of the day, resolved itself into committee of the
whole on Ihe state of the union, and proceeded to
Ihe consideration of the bill to authorise the issue
of five millions of dollars in treajury notes. Mr.
Cusej, of Illinois, was again called to preside over
the deliberations of the committee.
The debate was continued at length by Mr. C.
Shepard, of N. C. and Mr. Garland, of Va.
While the latter gentlemen was alluding to the
incidental questions as to the laiiff, which had been
agitated during the debate, he yielded the floor, for
purposes of explanation, to Mr. Barnard, who said,
that he should desire to have an opportunity of saying a few words more before this discussion closed,
chiefly by way of realfiriuing the propositions he
had introduced, and of going into some further explanations.
I will now only say (continued .Mr. B.) that il I
am referred to as having introduced any proposition
for a protective tariff, it is an entire mistake. I say
it is an entire mistake.
In Ihe first place, no proposition in relation to a
protarifl' is regularly before the committee.
position was to strike out the enacting clause; and
Ihen I did give notice that, if that motion prevailed,
I should, v\ hen we came into Ihe house, move Ihe
house Ihal it send the subject of supplying Ihe
wants of the treasury back lo the committee of
ways and means, with instructions to report two
bills; that Ihe object of one of Ihe bills should be lo
borrow ten millions of dollars, upon bond or scrip;
and that the object of the other should be to supply
to Ihe revenue a deficit which was certain to take
And the proposition was
place in Ihe year 1342.
Ihal il should be supplied by levying duties on articles now coming into the country free or neaily
I named several of Ihe articles; I said wines,
free.
silks, spices, and other articles being luxuries; and
I proposed that Ihe committee of ways and means,
to that extent, should be instructed; and I expressly
say in the same inslrnclions, that they are to keep
themselves within the terms and policy of the compromise act. There is no proposition here for a
II is true
protective tarilf^nothing of Ihe sort.

My

that, when 1 came at last to wind up my remarks,
and lo refer lo what I, as an humble individual,
hoped would be Ihe policy of Ihe coming administration, 1 expressed the hope that a tariff for revenue (within Ihe cnmpromise act) might be so ar.ranged by compromise, as that it might continue lo
aliord protection against Ihe aggression of foreign
Bui there was not a .'ingle remark
legislatures.
made by me in my speech the olhcr day, which

could,

was

by

possibility, lead lo Ihe supposition, Ihal I

in favor of a protective

larifi';

and

if

any one so

supposes, (indeed! have been charged often, in Ihe
course of the debate, with making a proposition not
only for a tarilf, but a liiiih protective tarilf), I say
such aie not my sentiments, nor have 1 niad(» such
What I wish especially n"W lo say
a proposition.
is, Ihal thrre is no proposition before Ihe commiitee
emanating from ine,or lo be made by me, for any
other tarilf than simply a tariff for revenue, and
without any regard whatever to a tariti for protection.

Mr. Garland having concluded, Mr. ^(/ams obtained the floor, and addressed the committee at great
length on various topics.
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Mr. Wise

rose in explanation several times, and,
at the close of Ml A's remarks, made a brief lojoinAer to certain |>iiitii>nd ol'llii-ui whicli retlscteci per
soiially

upon

tiiuis.lf.

Tile chairman then pave the floor to Mr. If. Cost
Johnsen, who yielded lor a motion that the commitWhich prevailinir, the committee rose,
tee rise.
reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again.
And then ihe house adjonrned.

Friday, Feb.

5.

Mr. Lincoln rose and said

that

13,
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and

that after the morning hour the house will, this
day, proceed to the consideration of private bills, to the
l'as^'i;:o 'if wl'icli no niijHclion fhiill he made.
iVlr. Andreas made an ineliectual elioit lo iiitiotiuce a resolution to pay such inembeis of Ihe house
as were unable to reach the seat of government on
the first week of Ihe session, on account of the
great storm which raged at that titne.

Mr. Clark, of

New

York, asked

for a

lo

«n

suspension

to enable him to present a number of
month.
which had been a long time delayed.
"The department

u as extremely anxions to brin; this lon^ and
The house refused to grant the leave.
close, and tliat he would
On the Ifith January, the committee on public
e(ii/rt !o do so.
He had prepared a lands re|)orled a bill to amend an act to authorise
resolution emboilyiiig that oliered on a former day
Ihe state of Tennessee to issue grants and perfect
by a gentleman horn New York, (Mr. Fillmore), titles and settle claims lo vacant
and unappropriatwith that subsequently offered by a gentleman from ed lands
within that state, passed 181h April 1806,
Virginia, (Mr. K'iseJ, and he now asked leave to which
was then twice read, and a motion was made
He sent it to the clerk's table, where it that it be committed to the committee of the whole
oi'fer it.
was read a= follows:
on the state of the union; and this motion was pendWhereas the bill of [his house. No. 593, to authorise ing at the expiration of the hour allotted for reports
the issuing of treasury notes, was taken up in commiton that day.
tee of the whole house on tlie state of the union on the
Mr. Crockett declined to. make the speech which
ISih day of January last, and has been under discusAnd whereas much of the indispen- he contemplated to have done, as he was sure every
sion to this lime.
sable public business is yet to be acted on: Theretbre member understood the subject, and time was preHe then moved the previous question;
Resolved, Tliat at five o'clock to-day Ihe debate on cious.
this bill shall cease, and the committee shall proceed which was ordered and jiut, viz: shall the main
to vote on the various amendmenis submitted atid to be question be now put? and passed in the affirmative.
submitted, and then report the bill, with the amendThe speaker then decided that the main question
ments agreed to by the committee, to ihe house.
was, shall the bill be engrossed and read the third
Mr. Ray'ner objected, anil said that when an at- time;
tempt was made at the last session to adopt a simiMr. Montgomery appealed from this decision on
lar proceeding on a bill of the same character, the the ground that the main question
was that the bill
whigs unanimously opposed it as a violation of be committed to the committee of the whole on the
He could not understand why they state of the union.
their rights.
lie

c.ii.e in .ukI

k ;iie.ii~tlv.

s

i.p :.„

irii.cv al to

Ihe west.
Ihecoutse adopU-il bj the geneiid has,
heietolbre, met the approbation of the deparlinenti
both as a measure of economy and humanily, as
the inducement held out by him is calculated to
end this iiiotracted contest at much less expense of
blood and treasure than to continue the war another'

of the rules
petitions
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surrendered their arras, there is reason to hope
that general Armistead's promises will induce them

anil

has,

however, no means under

control applicable to the object, and respectfully

proiracted debate to a

its

make one more

recommends that an appropriation of the amount
named by general Armistead ($100,000) be asked
of congress for Ihe purpose.
Very respectfully

were now of a different way of thinking.
Mr. Brig^s wished that the time could be extended to 7 o'clock.
The speaker said that

it

would be necessary

to

suspend the rules, and that, if the resolution was
received under a suspension, it would then be open

amendment.
Mr. Lincoln moved to suspend the

to modifieation or

rules and called

and nays on the motion; they were taken, and there appeared for suspending 113, against
for the yeas

it

26.

Two-thirds voting

in

the affirtnative, the rules

were suspended, and the resolution was received.
Mr. Lincoln then, at the request of several members, modified itby substitiilingseijen o'clock [or Jive
o'clock, and moved Ihe previous question, which was
ordered.
And the questiott was put to agree to the resolution, and passed in Ihe affirmative.
Mr- /ones, of Virginia, moved that the house go
into committee of the whole on the treasury note bill,
when a desultory debate look place, in which Messrs.
IV. C. Johnson. Hunt, Jllford, Cushing and Barnard
participated. Most of whom advancing the opinion
that it was not their intention to advocate a high
tariff.

Mr. Raxjner then obtained the floor and addressed
the committee at great length.
He was followed by Messrs. Reynolds, Sleenrod,
Mallory, Underwood und Albnl Smith, who conti.
ed the discussion until 7 o'clock, P. M. when the
bill was brought out of committee under the order
of this morning, with the amendment heretofore
proposed by Mr. Wise, to authorise the incoinmillions of dollars
iti'' administration to issue five
bflween the 3(1 of March and the close of the year,
notwithstanding the amount that may have been
previously issued by the [iresent administration.
This auienrtment was concurred in by the house,
1

The

milila-

army of Florida,
Tampa, Jan. 16, 1841.

"Sie: I have the honor to report that I have
just arrived from Pease creek and Punta Russa.
I
visited those points for the purpose of meelin"
a
party of the Seminoles, and inducing them to come
in.

)

when

Jones, of Virginia, moved that the rules be
for the purpose of proceeding to the
consideration of the hill making appropriations for
the payment of pensions.
Mr. Jones stated briefly
the necessity which existed for the speedy passage

Mr.

suspended

11,

bill

Mr. Riyner. by leave, preSaturday, Feb. 6.
sented the resolutions of the legislature of North
Carolina in favor of the distribution of the proceeds
of the sales of the public lands among the states;
also for the re-opening of Roanoke inlef; which resolutions weie ordered lay on the table and be

POINSETT.

ry affairs, house reps."
"Head quarters

"I did not succeed in obtaining an interview
with iheir chiefs, but several of Iheir people came
to see me, accompanied by two of Ihe
delegation
from Arkansas. They united i:j saying that they
would return in eight days with a parf, if not Ihe
whole of their people, and embark on board Ihe
steamboat which I shall despatch to meet them.
"I have promised the two chiefs each five thousand dollars, and agreed to pay every warrior who
comes in thirty dollars, and give him a rifle, blanThe reading of the bill was called for, and it was ket and clothing. To fulfil this and
other promises,
read throughout.
which I have made to the Indians, 1 trust there'
The question on the appeal was put, and the will be no delay in forwarding
to me or captain
speaker was sustained without a division.
Page the necessary sum of money, or in orderin"Mr. Lincoln, of Massachusetts, a member of Ihe captain Armstrong lo
report to me with the fund's
committee on public lands, spoke at some length on committed to him
for the purpose of facilitating
the bill; and before he had concluded, the hour althe emigration.
lotted for morning business expired, and the speaker
"Thiityor forty Indians arc expected here in a
proceeded lo clear his table.
few days from the head of the Wilhlacoochee.
Various bills were received from the senate.
They desired an escort to protect them from the
Mr. Underwood obtained leave to lay on the table Mickasukies; which was
accordingly furnished.
a preamble and resolution from the legislature of
"A considerable number of the Tallahassees are
Kentucky in favor of the establishment of a United now in at various points. 1 shall
concentrate them
States bank, and for the distribution of the proceeds here as soon as
practicable.
I respectfully enclose
of the sales of the public lands among the several heiewith
a report from lieut. col. Looinis, comstates; which were laid on the table and ordered to manding
at Fort Clinch, where
Echo-emathia,
be printed.
chief of the Tallahassees, has doubtless arrived ere
JMr. John Campbell presented the report of a com- this.
I am, &c.
W. K. ARMISTEAD.
mittee, with resolutions of the general assembly of
"B) isadier general commanding in Florida.
the state of South Carolina, against a national bank: "Hon. J.
R. Poinsett, secretary of war.
against a revision of the tariff for protection; ap"P. S. One hundred thousand dollars will pr-obaproving the principles and policy of Mr. Van Bu- bly be required for the
objects mentioned in this
rcn's administration; approving the conduct of Mr. letter."
Calhoun, one of the senators of that state in conAfter these letters had been read
gress; and that Ihe state is resolved to repel every
iMr. Thompson, of South Carolina, asked leave
aggression upon her rights as a sovereign republic to introduce
a bill making the appropriation called
the instant that aggression is allemptetl.
Laid on lor.
the table, and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Jones said the approjirialion could be movNumerous private bills having been acted upon, ed as an amendment to the bill
making appropriaand disposed of, the house adjourned.
tions for pensions, which he had proposed to take
Monday, Feb. S. By the rules of the house the up.
first business in order to day was the presentation
The house (hen went into committee of the
of petitions. This was announced by the speaker, whole, and proceeded to the consideration of the

noes 79.
of the bill.
was then ortlered to a third reading, ayes
Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, said he had
126, noes 69.
received a letter from the secretary of war, adthird
time
was
read
a
and
engrossed
being
And
dressed to him as chairman of the committee on
passed without a division.
military affairs, in relation to a pacification about
At S o'clock, P. M. the house adjourned.
to be made or already made with the Seminole In-

ayes

"J. R.

"Hon. Waddy Thompson, chairman com. on

dians, and he asked Mr. Jones to allow him to have
the communication read, when he would submit a
proposition in relation to the subject.

M.r. Adams objected to anything which should
interpose to prevent the presentation of petitions.
Mr. Jones declined to waive his motion, but, by
consent, the commniiication from the secretary of
printed.
On motion of Mr. Russell, leave was granted to war was read, as also was the letter of general
They are as
introduce the following resolution, which was a?- Armistead, which accompanied it.
follows:
sented to by the following vote; ayes 122 nays 52
' fVar department, Feb. 6, 1841.
Resolved, That the execution of the order of this
"Sir: I have the honor to transmit, herewith,
house, made on the 8th day of .lanuary last, ordering
the bill to provide for the purchase of Raub's self-act- for the consideration of the committee on military
ing safety valve; the bill to authorise the appointment affairs, a copy of a communication to the adjutant
of persons to construct apparatus with a view to ex- general from general Armistead, commanding the
tin"uish fires on board steam ships, and to test its army in Florida, asking a remittance of $100,0(10
utility; and the bill to amend an act to provide for the
to enable him to comply with his promises to the
seciii-ity of the lives of passengers on board steamboats
hostile Indians in Florida, in the event of their surand vessels, apprived July 7. 1833, to be made the spe- rendering themselves for emigration. In the preinstant,
(then)
January
day
of
cial order for the 25ih
Indians, and from the fact that
and then to take precedence of all oilier business until sent temper of the
they are disposed of, be postponed to Monday next, a number bave already come in at the various posts

bill making appropriations for Ihe revolutionary
and
other pensioners of Ihe United Slates, Mr. Clifford

in

the chair.

The bill being reaI,Mr. Thompson, of S. C. chairman of the committee on military affairs, moved the
lollowiijg

amendment:

And be it further enacted, Th.at $100,000
same is hereby, appropriated, lo be expended under the direction of the secretary of war,
for Ihe benefit of such of the Seminole chiefs and
Sec. 2.

be, and the

warriors as may surrender lor emigration.
Mr. Petiikin inquired if the amendment was in
order under the rule which provides that no proposition on a subject different from that under consideration shall be admitted under color of amend-

ment.

The chairman, (Mr. Clifford) decided Ihat the
amendrnerit was in order under the 7th rule, which
specially relates to

amendments

to

appropriation

bilte.

Mr. W. Thompson, said that it could not be necessary for him to say much in favor of the expediency of adopting this amendment, because Ihe facts
contained in the communication which hail been
transmitted by the secretary of war would be snfficieiit on that point.
That we would iiltimately
have to resort to negotiation, he, (Mr. T.) did not
entertain a doubt.
of the proposition
of Florida, but that
of the entire union.

He

believed that the adoption

was due not only lo Ihe people
it was required by the interests

Mr. T. alluded generally
land, and adverted to

tlie

lo the course of Engdangers which, he said.

—

—
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nation;
threatened lis abroad, with reference to that
difficulty of au
iS to which nation, he thuiijiht the
And the house adjourned until to-morrow.
alamicable adjustment of pending controversies
Tuesday, Feb. 9. This day being .set apart as a
most insuperable. Vain, indeed, he might say silly,
order for the bills reported by Mr. Underspecial
having
alter
would it be to suppose that England,
wood, from a select committee in relation to steamavowed the act of McLeod as having been comexplosions
boat
by
stand
quietly
would
mitted under her authority,
order be postftlr. Jones moved that the special
our
and see him condemned and executed under
He alluded porred until Thursday next, and thatthe house prolaws, if a conviction should take place.
of the brll before the
consideration
the
ceed
with
preIndies
to the rallying point which the We.st
house yesterday, making appropriations for the paysented to the power of England— to her blaclc rement of pensions for the year 1S41.
giments there— to the protection afforded during the
Upon inquiry made of thechair, it wa% answered
the cligreater part of the year by the salubrity ol
it
that a majority could postpone the order, but that
8tc.
mate,
then lose its speciality. The speaker sugwould
desire
anxious
He expressed, iu conclusion, an
by
made
might
be
postponement
the
close gested that
that the Florida war should be biought to a
remain a
leav- common consent, in which case it would
during the present session; and he should,
The chair then inquired if there was
special order.
congress, feel most happy if he should have
;

m

Ui"

question of slavery on this
he had been instructed by his constituents to
hold no argument with abolitionists here. Mr. B.
then intimated thatifthe gentleman from Ohio would
come amongst his (Mr. B's) constituents and promulgate Iris doctrines there, he would find that Lynch
law would be inflicted, and that the gentleman would
reach an elevation which he little dreamed of Let
the gentleman put that down in his book; let him
carry it back home, and tell it to his indignation
meetings.
Mr. Giddings rose to a point of order, which he
was about to reduce to writing; when Mr. Wise
said: Let us get through this discussion as soon as

to argue the abstract

was ob-

floor;
|

possible— let us go on without interruption.
Mr. Black then proceeded in his remarks. Once
only he was notified by the chairman, during the
reading of a certain paper sent to the clerk's table,
that the chairman did not consider the course of remark in order; but that, under the decision of the
committee, made this morning, the chair did not
Mr.
feel at liberty to call the gentleman to order.
B. then proceeded, and was discussing questions
connected with the policy of the non-slaveholding
slates on the subject of slavery, &c. when Mr. Wise
made an appeal, as a southern man, to Mr. Black
not to discuss the matter further.
Mr. Byimm. hoped the gentleman from Georgia
would proceed, and that the subject would be discussed at length, if possible. The south was suffering more for this now than lor any thing else;
and if the gentleman from Georgia did not proceed,
he (Mr. Bi/;i!i7nj should claim the right to do so. It
was time we should come to a settlement of aecouuts

accomplishing any objection.
been
Mr. Cushing objected; and then Mr. Jones moved
that desirable end.
,.,..,, . .u
until Thursday
that the that the special order be postponed
Mr Jidams said he was not yet satisfiedCarolina,
next, and the motion was carried by two thirds; so
South
from
gentleman
the
amendment of
day.
that
it remains a special order for that
(Mr. TVioDipjo?!). was inorder.
Mr. Cave Johnson moved that hereafter the daily
And some further conversation ensued on that hour for the meeting of the house be eleven o'clock
action; alter
no
in
resulted
however
point, which
the forenoon, until otherwise ordered.
which— Mr. Proffit said that, if he understood the in There was objection to the introduction of this
Carolina,
proposition of the gentleman from South
on which the rules were suspended, and the
motion,
appropriation
the
(Mr. Thompson), it contemplated
perfect arrange- motion was received and adopted.
of one hundred thousand dollars to
house then, on motion of Mr. Jones, of VirThe
dicame
and
it
Indians,
Seminole
ments with the
into committee of the whole on
It was enough ginia, resolved itself
rectly from the secretary of war.
resumed the considerathe administration the state of the union, and
lor him (Mr. P.) to know that
bill making appropriations for the payof
the
tion
begovernment
the
of
now in charge of the affairs
year
the
1S41.
for
pensions
of
and he ment
lieved the appropriation to be necessary,
The question recurred on the amendment, moved in these matters. proceeded.
would vote for it; and if a million dollars, instead of
Mr. Black again
of South Carolina,
Thompson,
by
Mr.
yesterday
that
for
$100,000, vvere necessary, he would vote
Several points of order were raised, which elicited
chairnian of the coramiltee on military atl'airs.
and in which Messrs.
Cooper resumed his remar'ks from yes- some desultory discussion,
A.
Mr.
M.
certain
on
put
been
had
a' wron«- construction
Rayncr, Bymm, Morgan and Curtis parWarren,
Mr.
argument
of
the
ot
portions
reply
to
in
con- terday,
taken upon them.
was
action
remarks made by him at the last session ol
but
no
ticipated;
Flohaving reference to the causes of the
He had never objected to the appropriation Giddings
gress.
And Mr. B/ut* again proceeded, (interrupted for
took place
but it was rida war. Some further ex|)lanalions
Blessrs. IVise, Jlbert
by
explanation
of fifty millions of dollars, if necessary,
of
purposes
to
relation
in
Evans
and
Cooper
his objection between Messrs.
to the manner of the expenditure that
Smith and Rives).
the pending controversy between the states of
had been made.
After which, Mr. Wise rose and called the gentle„
,
Maine.
and
Georgia
One remark he would make in regard to the tone
on the ground that his remarks were
Mr. Cooper, in the course of his remarks, was man to order,
preseiit sesof the debates in this house during the
Kentucky, for out of order, even under the decision made by the
an appropria- called to order by Mr. Andrews, of
sion of congress. Scarcely ever was
this morrring.
committee
when
reperiod,
subsequent
other matters irrelevancy; and at a
tion asked for the Florida war, (or
The chair decided that the gentleman was in oras to negrofo- plying to the remarks of Mr. Giddings
connected with our policy towards Indians or
with al- der.
Great Britain stealing, and whilst meeting those remarks
reign nations), but the government ol
Mr. Wise appealed.
Ohio,
lusions to a certain case ol negro-stealing in
must be lugged in. Now, he would ask, was it
And the question being put, the decision of the
was pronounced to be out of order by the chairman.
becoming the character ol Araiiican statesmen to
was reversed and Mr. Black was declared to
chair
(Mr.
colleague
that
his
Mr. Black, insisting
oppoiiunity to
stand on this floor, seizing every
otrt of order.
be
Cooper) was merely replying to arguments which
speak of the overgrowing power ol Great Britairi— liie gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Giddings) had been
Subsequently, on motion of Mr../?. Smith, (objecher
to extend
proceedings),
of her rapacity— of her determination
from the decision of the tion having been made to Mr. Black's
The only difference between Great suffered to make, appealed
conquests?
leave was granted that he (Mr. B.) should proceed
this, that Great chair.
Britlin and the United States was
in order.
order,
of
point
the
on
ensued
conversation
Some
Great Britain
Britain acted whilst we talked. But
And Mr. B proceeded.
Wise.
in which Messrs. Black, Alford, Mams and
was not the only government that had inanilested participated; after which the question was put "shall
Some furlher interruption took place; afterwhicll
the
rapacious tendencies. Mr. P. here alluded to
Black read, for the especial benefit of Mr. GidMr.
of
judgment
the
stand
as
|iarlsol South the decision of the chair
inroads made by France upon certain
dings, the second, third, fourth and fiflh verses of the
the committee!" and was deciiled in the negative:
America and upon the continent of Alrica. Yet,
gospel of the holy St. Matthew. Mr. B. then prowas
chair
the
of
decision
So
the
noes
82.
ayes 56,
Mr. P. said, gentlemen had not a word to say about reversed.
ceeded 10 read from the Emancipator newspaper.
France; yet Great Britain, because she asserted and
Mr. Wise rose to a point of order.
Mr. Thompson, of South Carolina, would appeal
they
vindicated the rights of her citizens whenever
The chairman decided that Mr. Black was out of
wheGeorgia
to
say
to the honorable member from
were injured or oppressed, was made the constant
order.
ther it was prudent or proper in this discussion of a
for
genllemeii
were
If
here.
object of observation
Mf. Andrews objected to the gentleman s protopic (however improperly dragged into this dewar, why did they not propose it? Why drd they
man shoirld only ceeding.
Why should all the govern- bate) upon which every .southern
talk so much about it!
Mr. A. Smith moved that the gentleman have leave
to be provoking this family
marr,
southern
as
a
feel
debates
the
ments of the earth be led to believe, by
southern de- to proceed.
pervading this quarrel between southern whigs and
here, that there was a hostile feeling
Which motion prevailing, Mr. .BZucfc proceeded a
mocrats; and whether it is just to regard the very
land, when there was not?
few moments, when he closed his remarks.
obscvrest o/ the obscure members of the whig party
After a prolonged debate, without coming to any
chairman then gave the floor to Mr. DounThe
that
as arr exponent of the feelings and opinions of
the extraorconclusion, on motion of Mr. Nisbel, the committee
Would it riot be better, more ing, of Florida, who, after depreciating
party on this subject.
rose.
.
character of the discussion which had taken
,.
dinary
hear
month
arrd
,
short
wait
one
fair, anil more just to
which was
ohjw-ct
of
sole
the
Mr. Easlmun, some days ago, gave notice ol a
measure
a
upon
place
th^ distinguished head of that parly speak for hirnproceeded to reply to that
motion for leave to introduce a bill to extend for
himself that gen. H.ir- to give peace to Florida,
July 16, 1838, grantrng sell? Ur'.T. would pledge
Giddings which
Mr.
of
argument
five years the act approved
of
the
portion
subject
of
aboAs soon rison will so speak and act upon the
Floridians in
half pay and pensions to certain widows.
from Georgia, contained certain charges agairrst thf
committee of the whoU, lition as to satisfy even the member
as the house came out of
relation to the causes of this war, and to vindicate
was and to seal forever his lips except in praise.
Thishedid
therefrom.
constituents
he asked leave to introduce the bill, which
D's)
his(Mr.
Mr. Cooper proceeded in his remarks, (iiiterriiptentering minutely into details— and
grarited.
, -,
explanations from Messrs. Nisbet and Gid- at great length—
The bill was then introduced, and received its ed by aiiii concluded at ten minutes past 2 o'clock. contending that the documents which had been read
and was referred to the dings),
first anil second reading,
gentleman from Ohio fame some of them
Mr. Black then obtained the fluor, and expressed by the
committee o( the whole on the state of the union.
(rom Indians, some of them from slaves, and all of
liuiself decidedly opposed to the amendment of the
And he
Mr. /ones, of Virginia, from the committee of
partial and prejudiced sources.
them
from
.er.tleman from South Carolirra, (Mr. Thompson),
from
ways and means, by leave, reported a bril making
the committee, denifd tliat the sentiments of the gentleman
a's being irrelevant to the bill before
appropriations for fortifications (or the year 1841;
subject were the sentiments of
certain
Ohio
on
a
said,
he
And,
time.
this
at
and as being improper
slate
the
party
in
of
that
which was twice read and committed to the comor
whig
party—
great
he would have contented himself with sira|)ly giv- the
mittee of the whole on the state of the rrnion.
He regretted that the gentleman could
of Ohio.
ing his vote against the amendment, had it not been
Mr. Jos. Williams, of Tennessee, moved the fol- that for three long hours yesterday the gentleman, not have permitted this subject to pass at this time
adopted:
and
believing, as he did, that if the genius of Homer
lowing resolution, which was read
lioin Ohio, (Mr. Giddings), had been permitted to
genius of fanaticism
liefoUed, That the committee on the judiciary inmisrepresent him and his constitu- could sli-ep sornelimes, the
adjirsling abuse, vilify and
quire inio the expediency of so changing and
should sometimes also be permitled to slumber.
und ents.
the circuits of the U. S. courls as to dislnbute
Mr. D believed that this was a glorious moment
been
had
which
efforts
the
alluded
to
then
Mr.
B
enuaiizc, as far as practicable, lire labor of rhc judges.
believed it might be tercolleagues yesterday to to terminate the war— he
Mr. Underwood asked leave to report senate brll made by himself and his
minated, if the money was voted promptly now; but
to arrest the gentleman from Ohio in his course of refor the removal of the raft in II d river, referred
let the chance pass, it worrld never return.
The
unsuccessful.
been
had
however,
which,
the committee on roads and canals some weeks mark,
Mr. D. having concluded about 5 o'clock P. M.
consequences of suffering the gentleman to go on
Leave was refused.
since.
member of the the committee rose, and on motion the house adMr. Grinnell asked leave to present a petition could not but be foreseen by every
journed.
intention
his
that it was not
against the passage ol the bills before the house re- houae. He would say
in

any way instrumental

in

,

,

,
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HOURLY METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER
on the 2Ul and 22rf September 1840, the autumnal
Eguinox; at

the

Rooms of the Academy, Baltimore.

HYSKOMETER.
TherBarom^
mometer. corrected.

A. M.

7.

29.920

8.

.945
.949
.956
.958
.968
.970
.973
.990
30.011
.030
.051
.087
.104
.134
.152
.173
.173

9.

10.
11.
12.

M.
P.

M.

1.

2.

3.
4.;

5.
6'
7.
8.
910.|

M.

11
12

66".
65.
62.

62.5
62.5

63.26

29.941
.966
.970
.977
.979
.989

63.

61.25

Dew
point.

52°.

49°.

50.5

48.5
45.5

58.
58.5
60.5
60.5
62.
63.5

.991

63.5

Wet
bulb.

49.

62.

61.5
61.

58.5
56.75
53.75

41.
38.
39.5

.190
.206
.212
.245
.256
.275
.307
.323
.345
.350
.346
.342
.332
.323
.307
.310
.310
.303

1

2.

6.

36.

36.

61.

36.5

35.25

37.
35.
34.
36.
36.

33.

35.5
39.5

49.5

59,

.191

47.

.196

45.5

7.
8.
9.

10.

II

M.12.
P.

M

Mean.
Max.
Minim.

1.

xxi.

- 3 p. m.

Xiii.7a.m.

.208
.224
.230
.263
.273
.292
.324
.340
.362
.366
.363
.359
.349
.340
.324
.327
.327
.320

50.

60.5

535
56.25
55.5
58.

60.5
63.
64.
65.

65.5
65.5

60.43
68.5
50.

29-79)7
I

44.
44.
43.

36.5
34.4
34.7
35.3
35.03
33.6
41.7
37.4
36.9

60.
52.
57.

336

almost calm,

39.

N.

do.

38.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

37.25
36.3
36.6

31.5
33.

32.

37.

47.25

33.

33.25

36.5

35 25

31.

30.4
32.
32.4
31.5
31.

58.

59.75

33.25

60.
I

30 363

45.37
63.5&I
xxii. 11 a. m.

29.94J

xxi 7 a.

.

do. do. in gusts
less'g do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

N. N.

do.
do.
Cirrus: Cirrocum.
do.
do.
do.
do.
almost cloud.'e
do.
do.
do.
do.
cloudless,
do.
do.
do.
do.

light.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

from

W.

Slaty.

N. N. W.

N.N.W.i N.
do.
S.
do.

W.

do.

W.

do.

N.N.W.

1

W

N.W.
do.
N. W. i W.
N.W.
do.
do.
do.
do.

flesh.

do.
do.
h-ht.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

Cumuloslrat. on the horizon.
Stratus
do.
cloudless,
do.
do.
light flocculent cirri,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
nearly cloudless do. stratus.

m.

TABLE

N.

Cirrocumul. cumuh.

36.79

Containing some practical deductions

none.
none.

_.

Cirri: cirrocumuli.

breezing up.

W.

33.75

47.

34.5
33.5

inc'gdo.

do.

39.

32.5
31.8

43.5
46.
45.

55.5

33.5

do.
do.
do.

35.6
34.75
35.2
35.5
35.3
36.4
37.
36.5
36.5
37.75
36.8

42.

do.
do.
do.
do.

33.5
40.8
42.7

33.75
37.5
39.5
41.75

strong breezes,

do.

W. N. W.

39 8

36.5
33.7
33.9
34.9

41.5
40.5

59.5
59.25

40.5
33.9
39.5
40.9
39.5

35.

N.W.
do.
do.
do.
do. 1 W.
N. vf.

41.

376

49.5
49.5
4S.5
47.5

53.

57.25

50.5

Quarter.

45°.9
45.25
37.8
3S.7

49.5
48.5
49.5

xxii.

A. M.

Dev}-point.

Philoso.
society.

.999
30.011
.031
.050
.070
.106
.123
.153
.170

68.
68.
67.
63.

Dry
buW.

II.

the Observations

of 21st and 22d September.

)

almost

)

cloudless.

,
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and'neorlv the same length is now in
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to
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expected here for some time to
merce, by way of Mazatlan, (Mexico), has receiv- orgies. She is not
ceeding of admitting to bail so far as it had gone,
ed the Polyneisan, published at Honolulu, Sand- come.
was rescinded.
Vincennes on her way here, discovered and
The
later
months
two
being
Oct.
24th
islands,
was
wich
process
While the meeting was in session, a
Coral islands.
our previous advices, and containing accounts surveyed some new
put into the hands ol the sherilf azainst McLeod, 'ban
Vahu, Oct. 10. The United States brig PorrelaIt is the of the arrival there and interesting particulars
rpqiiirine bale to the amount of $7,000.
arrived on Wednesday, afRingold,
captain
poise,
expedition.
exploring
American
commencementof a suit brought by Mr. Wells, the tive to the
of twenty-seven days fiom
A letter from an officer of the Vincennes, dated ter a short passage
owner of the Caroline, for private damages, So
out the Salmon islands. Officers and crew all well.
remaining
"We
are
says:
23d,
Oct.
him
Honolulu,
give
to
that the amount of bail now required
be found below. All the vesanother year between this and the Cape of Good A list of officers will
bis liberty, would be $12,000.
The sels of the exploring squadron are now in port,
for us until May, 1842.
The district attorney has subpcenaed witnesses to Hope, so do not look New York in two weeks." and from what we hear, will make a long stay.
sail
for
will
Lausanne
appear before the grand jury at the sessions to be
after parting with her consorts, re.
Honolulu, Sept. 26. The United States schooner The Porpoise
I! an indictlield the second week of next month.
Fijii islands to protect or take
Fish, G Sinclair commander, arrived on turned to one of the
ment is procured, he will probably be tried at the Flying
might require, a family of
occasion
the
as
away
arnong
islands,
Fijii
Saturday last 35 days from
lives
circuit in March.
cruising Wesleyan missionaries settled there, whose
in advising you of which the exploring squadron have been
I have been thus particular
to be endangered by the savages.
supposed
were
the
of
remainder
months.
The
three
last
errothe
for
promiswhat has transpired here, as exaggerated or
been
having
remaining,
preferred
they
But
sailed four days before her for this place,
neous accounts will undoutedly go out upon a sub- squadron
ed protection by the old king. From tlience, the
absorbed. and may be hourly expected.
ject with which the public mind is much
the Navigator's island.
Honolulu, Oct. 3. After six months of continu- brig went to
considerable public exIt is not to be denied that
Charles Wilkes,
Officers of the ship Kiiicciines.the exploring squadron has reached
citement exists with us, heightened by the position ed expectation,
of the exploring expedition. Lieucommander
more
esq.
with
looked
have
of
us
Many
shores.
the
our
assumed by the British mini.ster in relation to
L, Case, T. A.
Alden,
A.
Carr,
J.
Overtin
lenanls,
arrival,
interest to the period of their
de=tiuction of the Caroline— yet not so much as to than ordinary
R. R. Waldron.
would bring to our homes, valued Budd. Purser and special aiient,
preclude a fair trial of McLeod, if he should be as one which
Chaplain, rev. J. L. Elliott.
M.Totten.
Master,
meet
G.
to
whom
acquaintance,
and
the pe- friends, relatives
indicted. The attempt to bail him so near
surgeons, J. L, Fox, J. S. Whittle. Passiinpresiion in again in this far distant spot from our common Assistant
Tinil of his trial, has created a strong
alone ed midshipmen, F. F. Blunt, W. May, J. P. Santo allow him to country, would give a pleasure, such as those
thp public mind that the object is
Midshipmen, G. W. Hamersley, S.
ford,
Eld.
H.
reunions.
similar
a hand can feel, who have experienced
escape; and that the British authorities have
Clerk, J. R. Howison. Boatswain, W.
the fact, that To them, also, it must have been an event of equal B. Elliott.
in the matter, was made apparent by
Carpenter,
J. G. Williamson.
Gunner,
tidSmith.
home,
news
from
expected
long
signaThe
interest.
a colonial bond or post note, bearing official
Sailmaker, S. V. Hawkins. Pilot, B.
required ings of parents, wives, children and friends, for A. Chicks.
tures, was first offered to the amount of the
Purser's clerk, R, Robinson. Masor woe, the hopes or fears which were here to Vanderford.
weal
bail.
Dyes.
be realized, the enjoyments ol rest and society, all ter's mate, J. W.
J. P.
Scientific corps.— C. Pickering, naturalist.
place the haven of much
PoBLic DEBT. The following is the estimate of contributed to iender"this
Drayton, ariist. H. E. Hale,
do.
J.
Courthouy,
them,
attend
wishes
best
Our
desire.
the
cherished
Mr .Bamordofthe house of reprosenlatives, of
botaassistant
Breckeiiriilge,
E.
W.
philologist.
visit be one of unmingled satisfacprobable amount of public debt and liabilities grow- and may their
nist,
j. G. Brown, repairer of inslrun;ents.
coming tion.
ing out of past transactions, for which the
Tender, Flying Fish.—G. T. Sinclair, acting masThe brilliant success which has already crowned
administration will have to provide— being over and
passed midshipman.
labors of the U. States exploring squadron, ter; J. W. Lewis,
the
expenditures:
current
all
above
Hudson, esq.
Officers of the Peacock.— Vim. L.
must prove a source of true joy and pride to every
Treasury notes outstanding, with inteW. E. Walker, G. EmLieutenants,
the
commander.
American, and rellects the highest honor upon
rest on them, including such as may
Master,
those engaged in mons, O. H. Perry and E.J. De Haven.
of
perseverance
untiring
zeal
and
unMarch,
of
the
41h
be issued before
AclingsurPurser, W. Speiden.
$5,250,000 the enterprise. No better refutation of the many A.S.Baldwin.
der the act of 1S40
C. F.
surgeon,
Assistant
Palmer.
slanders, which have been so freely ciiculated at geon,- J. C.
Old funded and certificate debt, (probamidshipmen, L. Davis, W. Rey100,000 home in regard to the expedition, could be present- Gillon. Passed
bly)
MidHairison.
W.
G.
Colvocoressis,
W.
ennolds,
G.
ed than the results of the past year. That an
Debts of the cities in the District of CoThompson, G. W. Clark, W. H. Hudterprise so great in itself, so limited in lime, and shipmen, E.
lumbia assumed by the government,
Carpenter, J. Dibdin.
Bell.
S.
Boatswain,
be
son.
could
labor,
of
1,750,000 embracing the globe for its field
^
with interest
Cisney.
^
Anderson. Master's mate,
perfect in all its details, or that it will leave nothing Gunner, J.
Amounts required to be invested for InPowers.
2,5'30,n00 for future explorers to do, can only be expected by Purser's clerk, J.
W.
dians and Indian tribes
naturalist.
Peale,
T.
R.
corps.—
Scimtific
those whose ignorance of the subject can be their
Princioal sums payable to Indians or InA.
J. D. Dana, mineralogist.
this Rich, botanist.
1,000.000 sole apology. The experience acquired by
dian tribes
artist.
expectations
Agate,
greater
one, will afford just reason for
year,
4
esq.
per
Rmggold,
$500,000
C.
Porpoise.—
same
Annuities to
Officers 0/ the brig
be sent forth upon
2,000,000 of others, should any hereafter
«. E. Johnson, W. L.
years
But sufficient has already been commander. Lieutenants,
the same mission.
Acting master, S. R. Knox, asAinonnt required to make good the deaccomplished to vindicate its honor, and to prove Maurv J. North.
1,200,000
fund
pension
Cleik. T W. Waldficit in the navy
sistant surgeon, S. Holmes.
usefulness.
its
Frost. Purser s clerk, W.
Charges which will fall on the treasury
The discovery of the great antarctic continent, ron. Boatswain, J. E.
liabilities incurof
account
on
1841
in
,
r ,..
which Cook sought for in vain, and in consequence H. Morse.
red under appropriations made in 1840
The following is the official account of the cirdisbelieved in its existence, will of itself immorUnderwood
and previous years— the money bavthe cumstances under which lieutenants
talize it, and the last four months devoted to
for;
called
not
but
massacred
at the
earned,
were
Henry
in"- been
survey of the Fijii and neighboring islands, the and midshipmen
taking the excess of such charges over
importance of which we allu.led to in a former Fijii islands:
„ States
„ .
i.
rrship Vincennes,
U.
what°will be chargeable on the treanumber, will eventually be of great benefit to the
Fijii islands, ,Mugv.st 1, 1840.
sury in 1842, in the like accounts, unmariner and merchant, besides fully developing the
previinstructions, I
der appropriations of 1841 and
Sir: In compliance with your
^.uuu.uuu natural history of the group.
to submit to you the following reous years
During their stay here, we hope that the mooted have the honor
which fell under my observaClaims on account of Indian affairs and
transactions
of
port
summit
sellled.
The
will
be
points in this group
relations, &c. allowed or to be allowed
between the 21st and 24lh ultimo.
of Mauna Loa, and its crater examined: the height tions
accounting
in the departments, or by
At daylight, on the morning of the 22d, the Fly2,000,000 of all the mountains accurately measured; the great
otiicers
stood at sea from the anchorage near the
Fish
table land and path of Kauli explored, and the har- ing
alter I lollowed
Claims growing out of Florida war, Sec.
south end of Nabete island. Soon
3,000,000 bor of Kaneohe surveyed. The Caroline Archipepresented to congiess
boats, and made the best of my way tothe
wilh
exploration,
for
new
field
lago presents almost a
wind failing,
the
sunset,
At
Due on account of trust funds (other
destination.
wards my
5"0.'00 and certainly from its extent, ils inhabitants and
than Indian)
under one of the small islands to the north
wonderful remains of a former race, one of great anchored
got under way, and at
morning
Fourth instalment, under the deposite
Next
Mololo.
of
9,000,000 interest.
act of 1836
anchored in the harbor at the east of that
For the benefit of our foreign readers we give
Claims on account of French spoliations
Supposing it possible that the Porpoise had
re- island
5.000,000 the "bits" of news in circulation in town, in
on commerce
on the other side, where you had directed
gard 10 the movements of the squadron. Alter a'nchored
To which is to be added asum necessary
her, I despatched lieutenant Underwood,
having New Zealand they rendezvoused at the me to join
to provide a suitable average balance
to land near tl.e oiiening between
directions
with
be5,000,000 Tonga" islands, where a civil war was laging
eminence,
in the treasury
The the i.slands, where, by ascending a slight
tween the heathen and Christian parties.
a view of her anchorage, communihave
would
he
victorious.
proved
since
$40,380,000 former have
feeling of the
good
Making in all
the
of
doubts
10
him
my
H. B. M. surveying ship Sulphur, capt. Belcher, catin"
which I had been impressed in the
was lately at the Fijiis. These islands are three natives, with
THE NAVr.
had had of observing their conduct on
in number, mostly small, two as large as short lime I
The U. S. frigate Potomac was at Montevideo, hundred The squadron spent three months in sur- my previous cruise; al>o, that we had held no inHawaii.
Dec. 7, and the sToop of war Decatur, capt. Ogden,
them; directing him at the same
eying them. Natives treacherous in the extreme, tercourse with
before sunset.
was at Buenos Ayres, Dec. 5lh.
Came alon>; side the time to be well armed, and return saw him re,ind the worst of cannibals.
the
14th
on
sailed
Enlerprize
schooner
landed I
S.
The U.
Occasionally eat A few minutes after he had
flesh.
human
devouring
vessels,
Miss
Passengers:
for the river La Plate.
one of his crew, who had
wilh
nit
boat
his
to
turn
chief,
Captured
a
chiliUen.
store keeper at their own wives and
time
Hunter; also the U. States navy
landed wilh him, and a native. At the same
her health, which who is now on board the Vincennes, who seven
Rio- the former on account of
certain movements among a party of
delicate.
She is years since, killed ten of the cievv of an American I observed
the
has' for some lime past been very
who
at the moment appeared around
natives,
vessel.
[Norfolk Beacon
charge.
U's boat wa.s lying, and
tlie 'daughter of our
The Porpoise was sent to rescue the crew of the point near which lieutenant
I
to hold conversation.
The Norfolk Beacon states that lie oflicial order American
appeared
he
whom
with
oil,
s|>enTi
2.000
barrels
whaler Shylock,
the U. S. ship of the
promptha« been received to carry
immediately hoisted his recall, which was
yard, preparatory lo recently shipwrecked among the southern islands,
line Delaware up to the navy
After reporting no vessel in sight, he
obeyed.
ly
of
the
some
from
missionaries
the
off
to
take
and
destinacircumstance which
equipping her for sea. It is said that her
very dis- informed me of the following
relieve the Ohio, islands off the Fijii group, who were in a
absence.
tion 13 for the Mediterranean, lo
lo had occurred duiing his shoil
out in the summer. tressed situation; the chiefs having tlirealened
the time of whose cruise will be
the hill already referred to, he
ascended
he
As
abhorany
manifested
kill and eat them if they
Arrival of the exploring expeditina at the Sandupon a native carrying an armlulol
rence at, or refused to witness their cannibalic [suddenly came
Journal
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who, the moment he perceived lieutenant of lieut. Underwood. The boats had not grounded, United States for boundary expenses, the state fax,
U. threw down his burden, ami attempted flight, but we immediately jumped overboard, and with all bank tax, and $30,000 from the land agent. The
but was detained, and made to follow them towards speed hastened to the beach, opening a fire upon bank tax appears to be appro|iriated to the school

clubs,

The estimate of expenditure for the current
the natives as soon as within range, when they im- fund.
mediately dispersed, carrying oil" their dead and year is $306,627.
Northeastern boundary.
correspondent of the
wounded. Before we got upon the beach, we found
arms, and in his power.
J. S. Clark (seaman) badly wounded and delirious. Boston Daily Mail says, that a resolve has been inAlter some conversation with lieutenant U. on I directed some one to lake him to the boat, and troduced in the Maine house of representatives to
the subject, we mutually agreed that, in our en- continued my course. When I reached the beach, repel British aggression! which provides "that the
deavors to procure provisions, of which we were in nothing living was to be seen. About ten paces resources of the state be, and they are hereby,
much need it would be necessary to adopt every liom the water, I found lieut. Underwood, lying placed at the disposal of the governor, and the spejirecaulion.
upon his back, partially stripped of his clothing. I cific sum of 400,000 dollars be appropriated, to reNext morning, the 24th, we discovered the raised his head upon my arm, and hope was for a move the troops of her maj-sty, queen Victoria,
schooner at anchor, about eight miles to the east moment flattered, on seeing some signs of life; but, now quartered on the territory called disputed by
ward, and at 9 o'clock, lieutenant Emmons joined alas: he breathed twice only. Turning aside from the British government; but by the treaty of 1783,
us with the Peacock's first cutter. Several natives the melancholy spectacle, my eye fell on midship- and by the resolutions of both houses of congress
came o(f with a few yams and two small pi??, and man Henry, who lay very much in the same situa- passed in 1833, and by resolves of the legislature
This of Maine, clearly, and unequivocally a part of the
in reply to our inquiries, informed us that their tion in which I had found lieut. Underwood.
town was too distant to bring off provisions in great was the earliest intimation I had of his being one rightful soil of this state."
Revised code. The revision of the whole body
quantities, and that we must go there if we desired of the suiferers.
I raised him in my arms, and hope
more. I then gave John Sac, our interpreter, per- was again flattered— I thought 1 perceived him of laws in this state, was completed by the last legislature,
at an extra session held in September
badly
him
paces
from
native lay a few
mission to visit the town, to ascertain if provisions breathe.
could be obtained. He soon returned, and informed wounded. I ordered him to be despatched, and and October. These laws are now in the hands of
me that he thought we could get what we wanted. with heavy hearts we bore our murdered comrades the printers, and will make a volume of about 1,000
Lieutenant Underwood immediately requested per- to the boat, and made sail for the schooner, which pages. They are mainly the woik of the late lamission to go and make the necessary purchases, we reached in about one hour at 5 o'clock, P. M. mented chief justice of the state, Prentiss Melien,
which I granted, informing him that I would follow
Very respectfully. I am, sir, your obedient ser- who died at Portland a few days since, full of I'ears
and honors. Owing to the haste with which' they
ALUENJieui. U.S. navy.
as soon as the tide permitted, when ho shoved oli' vant,
About the To Charles Wilkes, esq. commanding United Slates were revised, and lo other adverse circumstaiices,
for the passage between the islands.
it isapprehended they will not compare with the resame time lieutenant Emmons departed for the
surveying and exploring expedition.
They
vised statutes of N. York or JNlassachusells.
purpose of making observations on the smaller iswill, however, be a great improvement on our
UNION.
perceived
that
the
Leopard
I soon
groundlands.
ibrmer lavvs, which had been so often changed, reMAINE.
ed in the passage, and that a number of the naTlie legislature assembled at Augusta on the 6th pealed, and re-enacted, from year lo year, that it
tives, perhaps fifteen or twenty, had collected about
In the senate, R. H. Vose was chosen presi- sometimes puazled the best members of the legal
her, and, joining their song with that of the boat's inst.
crew, were assisting to drag her through. As the dent. The vote stood for Mr. Vose, W. 13, Wil- profession, and would have staggered even "a PhiDaniel Sanborn was ladelphia lawyer," to tell what was law, and what
liams, V. B. 6, scattering 2.
number of natives appeared increasing, and

When

the boat.

of

whom

much

I

he arrived on the beach, the party
have spoken approached, and appeared

A

disconcerted at finding their comrade without

A

—
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im-

pflled by apprehensions of some danger, I immediately attempted to follow hira; but the cutter being much heavier, I was unable to do so until after
a detention of the tide of perhaps twenty minutes.
After getting into the bay, I found the Leopard at
anchor, about 2,000 feet from the shore, in just
saiEcient water to permit me to get alongside; and
I was informed by the crew that lieutenant U. had
gone ashore, leaving a hostage, whom I immediWith the aid of my
lately took i[ito my boat.
glass, I saw lieutenant V. with several of his crew,
apparently in conversation with a party of twelve
or fifteen natives.
Nothing occurred for the space of half an hour,
when Robert Fiirman was sent o/f by lieutenai;t
Underwood to inform me that the natives would not
trade unless for muskets or powder. I directed
Furman to return to the shore, and say to Mr. U
that I could not consent to such an exchange while
the schooner was within reach; that we could be
supplied by her; and to hurry off, as I thought he
had been quite long enough absent to purchase all
we required, if the natives were disposed to trade.
About this time midshipman Henry obtained my
permission, and left for the shore.
few minutes
after, a small canoe, with three natives, came alongside, and, alter an exciiange of some words with
the "hostage," he displayed a little anxiety to return with "them to the shore. As they pushed off,
be attempted to leave the boat, when I took him by
the arm and directed him to sit down, giving him
to un<lerstand, as well as possible, that hemust keep
quiet till the return of our party. Shortly after,
lieut. Emmons rejoined me, and made his boat fast
to mine.
In about half an hour Jerome Davis came off to
say that, with another hatchet, Mr. U. could purchase all required. I directed Davis to take it to
him, and say to Mr. U. that 1 desired to see him
without delay; to come o(f with what he could get
In the mean time, the water
as soon as possible.
having risen, I ordered the Leopard to dron in as
near the landing as possible. She had been gone
about ten minutes, when the hostage jumped overboard and made lor the beach, which was the first
intimation I received of any thing going wrong on
the shore. I immediately seized my rilJe and directed it at him, when he slackened his pace.
J
then ordered two men to follow and secure him; he
thereupon resumed his course, when I determined
to shoot him, but stayed my hand, lest his death
should bring destruction to our absent people. As
I turned to direct wy boat to be got under way, I
noticed midshipman Clark in the act of firing, and
ordered him to fire over his head at the same time
directed lieut. Emmons to pull afttr and lake him,

A

—

if possible, dead or

alive.

The report of fire-arms then reached us from the
beach, to which ensued a general melee, the natives
having suddenly increased lo about fifty. By this
time my boat was flying before a fresh breeze lo the
Btage of conflict, and Tcalled to lieut. Emmons to
follow me.
Ill a few moments we passed the Leopard shoving out, when I was informed of the death

In the house, Geo. C. Getchell, W.
elected clerk.
was chosen clerk, by 9S votes, to 82 for Elbridge

was not not law,

in

Maine.

VERMONT.

The Vermont university, at Burlington, has 160
Gerry, V. B.
without eifecting a choice. On the first ballot pupils. A donation of $30,000 has recently been
John Otis, W. had 87 votes, John P. Paine, V. B. made to it by Mr. Williams, a citizen of the state.
The house adjourned. Its library contains 10,000 volumes.
S3, and J. S. Little, W. 8.

Three

ballots

were had

for

speaker

MASSACHUSETTS.

The

reason assigned for refusing to join in votes
in favor of Mr. Otis, was the appointment of the
president of the senate from the same vicinity.
The next day Mr. Otis having declined nomina-

A

sent to the senate.
field 169, Edward

bill to repeal the law prohibiting
Legislature.
the intermarriage of whites, Indians and mulattoes'
was rejected in the house of representatives of Massachusetts, "after a warm and animated debate."
Yeas 140. nays 204.
Boston trade. There arrived at Boston during
the month of January 250 vessels of all kinds, 181
of which were coastwise and 69 foreign. There
cleared during the same period 197 vessels, 130 of
which were coastwise and 67 foreign.
Sugar. There was imported in Boston during

J.

the year 1840

state.

general assembly of Rhode Island have
passed resolutions in favor of the immediate distribution of the public lands among all the states; for
a national bank, and for the immediate repeal of
the sub-treasury law.

Mr. Little was chosen by a full whig vote.
Governor. The votes for governor having been
counted by the committee of the legislature, and
the result being no choice by the people, the legislature accepted the report on the 13th inst. and Ihe
house proceeded to vote for two candidates lo be

tion.

The vote stooil, for John FairKent 164, H. Hamblin 9, F. O.
Smith 8. Consequently Messrs. Fairfield and
Kent were the candidates for the senate; and that
body made choice of Edward Kent by a vote of 15
lo 8.
On Ihe next day {14th) in convention of the
t-wo houses, Mr. Kent came in, took the oath of
office, and was formally proclaimed governor of the
U.

S.

senator.

According

to

previous assign-

ment, the li-gislature on the 23th ult. proceeded to
Ihe choice of a senator, to represent this state in
United States senaie, for the term of six years from
and after the fourth day of March next. The
election was by a concurrent vote of the two
houses. In the house on the first ballot the whole
number of votes being 178— necessary to a choice,
90.
The vote stood: George Evans, 94; John
Fairfield, 81; John S. Tenney, 1; Hannibal HamThe hon. George Evans
lin, 1; ex gov. Vose, 1.
was therefore declared duly elected on the part of

—29,600,000 pounds of brown sugar.
RHODE ISLAND.

The

NEW

YOSK.

—heavy

Prison contracts

damages.

Mr.

J. Chi-

chester of this city has lately obtained a verdict for
$18,537 19 damages against the agent of the Sing
Sin>' prison, tor a breach of contract for the services
of pTisoners in the cooper's shop of the prison.
It appeared that Mr. Chichester, the plaintiff,
entered into a contract with Robert Wiltse, the
agent of the prison, on the 26th D^CemDer, 1833
for the services o;'^ stipulated number of convicts^

lor seven years ensuing, or up to the 26th of December, 1839, with the privilege of renewing said
contract for a term of years longer. The damages
In the senate on the first ballot, George Evans for Ihe violation of the contract, were laid at 25,000
George dollars; and the violations were, a refusal on the
received 14 votes, John Fairfield, 8.
Evans was therefore declared elected on the part part of the agent to allow the plaintiH a sufficiency
of the senate, and having received a majority of of men, to allow him for dressed stutf, as agreed,
votes in each house, he is legally and constitution- and for bad work.
The referees reported on the 6th instant a verdict
ally elected a senator, for the state of Maine, in the
[Troy Wh^.
congress of the United States, for the term of six for the plaintifi' of $18,557 19.
PENNSYLVANIA.
years from and after the third day of March next.
Tlie finances.
From the auditor general's report,
Finances. An account of the finances of (he
state to the 1st inst. is exhibited in the annual re- made to the legislature at the opening of the session,
port of the treasurer. The whole debt of the state we glean the aniiexed important ileras in relation to
amounts to .$1,678,367, of which all but S-37,340 is the financial condition of the state.
funded, and payable in periods of 3, 5, 8, 13 and 20 Summary statement of the receipts at the state treasury, commencing on the 1st day of November,
The estiniated charge for interest the enyear.^.
1839, and ending on the thirty-first day of Octosuing year is $95,500. For meeting this debt, and
ber, 1840.
the current expenses of the state, the treasury has
$37,141 45
the following resources: cash on hand Jan. 1, 1841, Land and land office fees,
19,725 00
§32,736; bank lax for 1S41, S-4O,0i)0; duty on Auction commissions,
76,482 55
commissions, $2,51)0; balance a state tax of 1840, Auction dulies,
126,522 00
due January 1, 1841, $97,718; notes and bonds in Dividends on bank stock,
4,742 00
hands of land agent, and other notes and bill? re- Divide. ids on turnpike stock,
ceivable, estimated to be av liable for $20'>,000; Dividends on bridge and navigation
32,9'?3 32
stock,
claim on the United States, $330,000; and bank
80,465 03
The Tax on bank dividends,
stock, $18,000; making a total of $735,934.
52,7-19 09
estimate ol probable receipts in 1841 is $4-58,894, Tavern license,
70,971 P9
including cash on hand, $200,000 claimed of the Retailer's licenses,

the house.
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Ten years

hence, aflerthe next census, should
a setdement ol'tliisiiuestion be so long deferred, and
should we at that time have no traitors in our garrison to betray us, it will be a naatterol slight concern
with us, furlher than to have, what woulil be at all
times desirable, llie IViendship, gooj-vvill and cooperation of our brethren, whether the senators from
(he old states are willing to settle the land question
or not.
shall then have the power, and we shall
then exercise it, too, of disposing of this great question to suit ourselves.
And when that settlement
takes place, we shall hear no more of this government peddling iii town sites and town lots; no more
of Ihe relationship of federal landlord and tenant,
in lead mines, salt springs and Indian reservations;
no more of penal statues prohibiting emigration and
settlement upon the public lands; no more of suits
of trespass or ejectment; nor of our illustrious army
crusadmg underyour orders, not against the enemies
of the country, but against our own liesh and blood;
and acquiring dislinction, not on the battle field, but
by burning down the dwellings, cutting down the
crops, and driving into the woods to starve, or perish
by exposure, unarmed, inoffensive and harmless citizens ol the United States with their helpless families.
shall then hear no more of these enormities, nor of Ihe thousand other vexations which the
frontier setller has had to bear, without remedy or
redress
without daring to complain, lest he should
be denounced as unmannerly, impudent, impertinent, a bandit or robber!
shall then have the power, and shall find,
nate.

—

We

We

—
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ON THE PRE-EMPTION

privileges only to certain citizens of particular slates,
and not to all the citizens of all the slates. To obviate
this objection, and at the same time to save the
trouble ol constant applications for the passage of
such laws, and (o save the time and expense of congress in passing such laws, and, lastly, to obviate
the constitutional scruples of veiy conscientious
gentlemen, the friends of the measure have proposed this bill, which is of a prospccftiic character, extending to the citizens ol all the states the same
rights and privileges that former pre-emption laws
conferred oil certain citizens of particular states.
With the single exception ol' i\s prospective feature,
it is precisely the same bill which has been passed
frequently, at d.lfereiit times, for the last thirty or
forly years.
This is the pre-emption bill, sir. I have given
you, in a tew words, its length, and depth, and
breadth, and a few of the reasons which influence
its friends to siijiport it.
Its passage is opposed by
gentlemen for sundry reasons, some of which are
avowed, and some of them concealed; and by all of its
opponents it is opposed for the same reason, whether

avowed

or concealed.

One of the main reasons, though not avowed, for
opposing the pre-emption bill, is, to prevent the
emigration to, and the settlement and improvement
The wealthy of the old states
of, the new states.
desire to retain their poor citizens among them for
what they

call operatives,

(that, I think, is

their

BILL.
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population of the old world. But, sir, I have been
I was born and lived in sight of
in North Carolina.
Buncombe; from the door of the house of my nativity, though in a different state, I could look out
and see the high blue mountains of that celebrated
county. I knew, in the early years of my life, many
of its inhabitants. I have since been in Wilmington, Ihe seaport city of that state, and have travelled
through the turpentine region, which I understand
is the best part of the state; I have met with her citizens at home and abroad, and most willingly bear
teslimony to their worth and virtues. Anrl yet, sir,
I assure the senator that I should not blush or dread
a comparison of my constituents upon the public
lands with the best his slate oHiirs by any standard
of virtue, intelligence or worth, which he or others
could suggest. I have heard a great deal said about
Ihe settlers upon the public lands. This is not all.
I have seen written descriptions of the emigrants to
the new states, and only the other day I met with a
description of them which will, I dare say, whether
he considers it poetry or prose, afford him some
amusement, if not instruction. The extract ia taken
from Hall's Magazine. He says:
"First in order, as he is always first when speculation is concerned, comes the hardy, enterprising
New Englander. Of all the emigrants to the west.
Brother Jonathan alone knows where he is going to,
the cheapest mode of travel, and what he is going
to do when he gets there; he alone has read the preemption laws, and knows what sum he must lake
with him, or notions in the way of trade, to secure a
home in the wilderness. Already, before he gets
there, he converses fluenlly about ranges, townships
and sections, has ascertained the number of acres in
each subdivision, the- amount reserved for schools,
and is ready on his arrival to avail himself of his

term fcr the class 1 allude to), for the purpose of working on their farms and in their shops
when that blessed day shall arrive, in politics as in and factories; and, by so doing, to keep down the
war, that a bombshell or cannon ball tiung into the price of labor by increasing the demand lor employcamp of the weaker party will have the usual happy ment. The}' oppose it because they imagine that
elfect of hastening negotiations, and of settling ra- such a bill is calculated to keep down the price of
pidly, and to every boily's most perfect satisfaction, land in the new states, and in that reduction they
*
*
*
knotty points of dispute betvs'cen us of long stand- imagine emigration will be successfully encourag- new position."
'•Behind the rest, some distance in the rear, come
ing.
You, sir, have reail the history of the last days ed; that the poor will then become elevated in conHad he been satisfied, in his first re- dition, that laborers will become scarce among them; the lonesome-looking couple from old North Caroof Napoleon.
They had evidently, from their appearance,
verses, with the empire, and with France, an heir that the price of labor will increase, and that by lina.
of his, in all probability, this day would be seated on such a process the value of Iheir real estate will be ventured their all, such as it was, upon the enterAn old oiie-lioise tumbril, with two high
prise.
class
have
wealthy
He wanted more, he alfected and diminished. This
the throne of the French.
wanted provinces, and vassals, and income, and, in now, as they ever had, Iheir representatives in this creaking wheels, and an old store box for a body,
drawn by a lean pony of the preceding generation,
Profit, sir, by the chamber.
striving to retain them, lost all.
bed, a
lessons of history: for men and things are tile same
The politicians of the old states, (always excepting constituted their mode of conveyance.
Will you, sir, my democratic friends I have belore aliued to), op- spinning wheel, a pair of cards, a bag of dyestulF,
in every age and circle of the globe.
with
cotton,
copperas-colored
of
hanks
and
a
few
rapid
are
jealous
of
the
Will senators from the pose this bill because they
profit by these reflections?
old stales profit by these reflections, and come to a growth of the new states, and fear a loss of political six sickly-looking children, made up their stock in
As they moved slowly along, the man walkfair adjustment of this great interest, in a spirit of power and consequence; and, therefore, considering trade.
brotherly love and generous magnanimity, of which this bill, as they do, as a temptation to emigration, ing before and the wife behind Ihe tumbril, their
we hear so much and see so little? If so, I for one, and as leading to a loss of political power, they op- lean pony occasionally stopping to crop the tall
to all
will promise them a pardon for the past, and love pose it. To keep these people on their muster-roll, grass which stood by the way, it was evident
and confidence for the future. But, sir, I feel no that they may be counted in the census, they who saw them that they had long since arrived at
such consolation. I feel that the sordid considera- would sooner see them in poverty, rags and misery that term of life which the magistrate alluded to,
"
money which they collect from in their country, than rich, happy and prosperous who married them, when he said 'better for worse '
tions of money
Well, now, sir, if Ihe senator is ashamed of his
will be found in ours. Their reasons for opposing this bill are well
others than their own constituents
Iriends, who probably have stood
and
old
neighbors
thank
God,
sacrifices
new
states,
and,
pro
patriotic
in
the
powerful
with
them
for
any
understood
too
which would give quiet, peace and harmony to perly appreciated. This is not all. The old states by him in many a hard fought political battle, I
They now want the land in the new to bring the highest pos- assure the senator that I am not. They are a good
every member of the confederacy.
have the power to prevent our emancipation, and sible price, that they may have annually more mo- sort of people, and I wish we had more of them
they now calculate that their strength will in- ney packeil over the mountains, to be spent among among us. I had expected the senator would back
crease in an equal ratio with ours. They cal- them on their wharves, light houses, boiiys and these friends of his, and do something for them, give
Not satis- them at least a pre emptiou, if not a donation of
culate, as the west, the northwest, and Ihe south breakwaters, and the Lord knows what.
give new slates to Ihe union, that the new slates fied in pla-ingon our shoulders a protective tarifl' land, to support the wife and the poor liltle sickly
benefit,
we must creatures, as well .is the lean but faithful pony. But
will become old in interest, and join them as allies uii tlie necessaries of IHe for their
Already they consider also be saddled with a high land tariff, a sort of Eng- it seems that I have mistaken the man, and I am
in plundering the balance.
Ohio and Indiana as belonging to them. And hence lish corn law, that they may thrive and fatten at our sorry for it.
The senator objects to this bill for another reason.
wo find, with the exceptions of my friend from South exuense; and, most generous souls! when they were
Carolina, (Mr. Calhoun), of my friends from New kind enough to modify the tariff in 1S32 to save the He says that this bill allows more than one preWell, suppose it did. Suppose it allowemption.
Ihe
land
revenue
H.iinpshire, and a few other generons, lofty spirited union, a reduction at that time, of
deinocrates from th! old states, who have stood by never entered into their imaginations, no, never. ed the settler to pay for every place he found vacant
a habitaus heretofore, and who stand by us now, the old, These, Mr. President, are some of the concealed and unimproved, on which he should build
tion and cultivate; is there any very great outrage in
I will
inveterate, and uncompromising opposition to every reasons for opposing the pre-emption bill.
If a poor man settles upon, improves and pays
that?
land measure desired by the new states. And what now consider a few of those which have been avow
for one tract of land, and he should afterwards sell
are these measures, and why are they opposed?
ed.
There are three of Ihein now before us. The first,
The senator from North Carolina, (Mr. Man- it, what harm is there in letting him settle and imquarter section of land?
the preemption bill; the second, the distribution gum), objects to the passage of this bill because, he prove, and pay for another
might be to his advantage to
bill; and the third, the cession bill.
says, pre-einptioners are an unworthy class, a law- I can well imagine it
The pre-emption bill proposes to authorise any less banditti! His idea of Ihe settlers upon the public pursue such a course; I can well imagine there
might require, as in the
citizen of the United States to give one dollar and lands in tiie new states is, that they are a sort of N. might be cases where it
Carolina I have altwenty-five cents an acre for one hundred and sixty Carolina blue beards, who are ragged, dirty, brawl- cas"e of the emigrant from North
three removals before
acres of land, provided he will im|>rove and culti- ing, browbeating monsters, six feet high, whose ready referred to, some two or
to stick comcondition
himself
in
a
find
vate it. The friends of this bill support it with a vocation is robbing, drinking, fighting and terrify- he would
Such an indulgence is calculated to enfortably.
view ol protecliug the labor of the poor man against ing every peaceable man in the community.
to improve both
and
enterprise,
and
industry
courage
said
he
They allege, and prove
weallliy land speculators.
[Mr. Mangubi here rose to explain, and
the slate and condition of the settler; and, at the
it by otRcial documents, that land sold at auction,
referred to aliens.]
consideration,
and witliout a pre-emption right, yields to the goMr. Sevier said he had not so understood the same lime, to get rid, for a valuable
a monopoly of
vernment but two or three cents an acre more than senator; but no matter, they are all God's creatuies, of that most odious of all monopolies,
non-tax-paijing powThis is the public land by the great
the pie-einptioner pays; and as the loss to the go- and a portion of them are his constituents.
think such indulvernment is so trifling, and as protection to the set the idea he hasoflhem. But now, sir, no descrip er 'he general government. 1
But the senate think otherproper.
tier is so important to him, as well as to the state in tion on earth is further from the truth than the one gence right and
the senator's objecwhich he resides, they urge the passage of this bill. he hasgiven of thein. On the contrary, sir, the set- wise and have already obviated
opposed to any such indulDuring the last foi*ty years, we are told, and truly, tlers upon Ihe public lands constitute the best part tion.' He is violenlly
He says one of our western hunters can
that several jire-emption laws have passed, but all of Ihe population of all the new states, and that is o-f-nce.
difficulty the whole of our frontier,
It is saying that they navel'without
of them retrospective, and applicable only to settlers saying a good deal for them.
t^he Kiamichie or Red river,
on the public land, at Ihe tune, or prior to the pas- constitute the best portion of Ihe population of the from the St. Peter's
select, and to squat upon and locate,
sage of those acts. Aiid such bills of late years have United States, and that is saying a good deal lor and be able to
of
land on the whole route
tiact
best
very
the
intend
been opposed on the ground, among othor reasons, them. Sir, I nev- r was in Europe, and never
He would not permonstrosity!
of their uiiconslitutionalily; because it was said to to be, and therefore am unable to contrast the set- What unparalleled
his flap and leggins on, to
be a law lacking uniformity; because it granted tlers upon Ihe public lacdswilb the better part of the mit such <t fellow, with
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have a tract of laud, even if he could sell bear meat
and peltries enough to pay for it. No; not he. He
would not even permit him to camp upon the public
lands for a single night, lest such abominalion would
He
pollute even the soli itself on which he slept.
would remove him forthwith from the public lands.
Not, however, with the militia. Oh, no, sir. Mr.
Poinsett, you know, Mr. President, gave us some
trouble about the militia bill, of which, perhaps, the
honorable senator has heard something, and the senator is rather loo smart to be caught tinkering with
men in uniform. He would send a constable to remove him with bis warrant and statf of office!
Would his constable succeed? Oh, yes, quite likeFriendly persuasion often efquite likely, sir.
ly
fects what force would fail to accomplish; and it has
been said that a poor man, in any extremities, when
forsaken by the world, can safely count upon two
friends, two inseparable companions, that will never
desert him his dog is one, and the constable is the
I

fallen

dead

20,

urider_ his

1841— DEBATE

ON THE PRE-EMPTION

herculean blovrs;^he^has de

olished it, killed it, murdered it; and I have no
disposition to take up the time of the senate in
mangling the carcass of the deceased.
I was glad, however, to find, from the course of
his remarks, that the senator from South Carolina
(Mr. Preston) intended to vote against the distri-

bution bill, because he considered it inexpedient and
unconstitutional.
There is some consolation in this,
sir; for at a future day we may need his services in
resisting the passage of this identical bill.
The next bill which is proposed as a substitute is
the cession bill. This bill,pioposes to cede the pub
lie lands to the states in which they lie, on certain

grounds of complaint.

BILL.

The government pays no

taxes, nor will she suffer the lands to be sold at a
fair price, that somebody may be induced to purchase them, by which the states in which they lie
may, by taxing them, receive a small revenue to
support the state governmenls.
The friends of this bill anticipate many beneficial
results from its passage.
The reasons which influenced the committee in reporting this bill, and the
reasons which influenced the author of it to offer it
to our consideration, have been presented lo the .se-

The
I shall not repeat or dwell upon them.
views of the committee, and of the author of the
bill, are met and opposed by the adversaries of the
conditions.
Taking the cession as qualified by th measure.
They oppose the bill, in the first place, with an
conditions, it amounts to little more if any thing
than a transfer of the management from the national exasgeration of the quantity of land subject to its
The lands are now ma provisions. The true quantity (if there be any trutti
to the state governments.
naged by the general government, and at its sole ex- in our official documents) in all of the new states,
pense; and if this bill passes, the laniis hereafter will which is subject to ihe proiisions of the cession bill,
be managed by tlie states respectively in which the is one hundred and fifty-four millions of acres.
other.
And, as Some of the opponents of this bill represent the
Huntinglands lie, and at their exclusive expense.
(Mr.
Connecticut
from
senator
The
quantity, I think, to be ten hundred millions of
ton) also objects to the passage of this bill. He an indemnity to those states for their trouble and
acres!
Now, sir, I care but little what the quantity
cannot bear the idea of a poor man having the privi- expense in managing this great interest, and as a
may be; our arguments apply to the principle, and
cent,
five
per
sixty
lor
surrender
of
the
and
consideration
the
hundred
a
lege of entering by pre-emption
not to the number of acres.
I should not, therefore,
acres of ricA land; because the brute may have the on the sales of lands in their limits, hereafter accrunotice this bombast at all, but that I wish to disaaudacity to select a spot of land where there may be ing, to which they are entitled by the terms of their
buse
the
public
as
the
extent of our possesmiml
to
give
to
water privileges! Water privileges! Why, sir, he admission into the union, the bill proposes
sions.
loses the equanimity of his temper at the thouu;ht lo the states thirty-five per cent, of the gross propossessions,
Where
do
immense
we
find
these
bill
the
drinking
the
land.
This
is
the
sales
of
thirst
by
ceeds
of
slake
his
that a poor devil may
amounting, in acres, lo numbers which 1 have not
from a spring of pure waler, or of having a tub-mill bill which has been most falsely characterised as a
Water privileges! J bill to give away the public lands. It is my favorite mathematical skill to compute? I have no objecto grind meal for his family.
to go on a trip of pleasure with the senator
have heard of this objection before, but never heard bill, because it embraces the cession clause, by tions
from South Carolina (Mr. Preston) to the peaks
of it without feeling asi though I had swallowed a which we get the heavy, ciushing, federal foot from
of
the
Rocky mountains, on whose elevation he
tlie
beyond
All
the
senanecks,
and
because
it
puts
it
ipecacu'anna.
otf
of
our
or
emetic
dose of tartar
perched himself, to be able to begin to form some
tors who oppose this bill represent it as a revival ol power ol a future congress lo raise the price of the
Yes, sir, credit system! and upon public lands, as a future congress will do if the idea of our countless acres. V/here are they? Are
the credit system.
they there?
Do we not all know that all the counthat hypothesis they have favored us with some growing avarice of the old slates shoulil continue to
try west of Arkansas and Missouri, and south of Ihe
learned discourses upon the evils of the credit sys- increase, and they should have the power to accomMissouri
river, and east of the Rocky mountains, is
harangues
eloquent
plish
heard
the
it.
I
when
tem. Sir,
held in fee by a patent from the president, by the InIf emIt is my favorite bill for other reasons.
coming from a certain quarterof this chamber, I felt
Texas?
something like the senator from Kentucky (Mr. biaces the pre-emption and graduation clauses. Of dian tribes, and by treaty with Mexico or
Do we not all ktiow that the angle of country formalready
have
Clay) did, on his return from Richmond a year or the former of these propositions I
poken; and of the latter I have but a word or so to ed by the Missouri river, Iowa and the Canada line,
so ago; when he wished to express his surprise at
Indian tribes, or
something he heard in this chamber, he exclaimed, say, as the subject of graduation is familiar to every is either held in like manner by
I in the senate
senator; and what I propose saying is elicited by a else is totally uninhabitable? Do we not also know
"where am I, Mr. President!
mountains is
chamber, or not? Do I see you, Mr. President, or remark made the other day by the senator from N that all the country west of the Rocky
Is Carolina. (Mr. Mangum).
He opposes the gradua-' held by Indians, and is claimed, though unjustly, by
not?
Is that Ihe chandelier I see there, or not?
foreign power, and that we have not to this day
that the picture of the lather of his country which I tion principle, because, in the course of time, the a
from him? We all
see suspended over you, or not?" He could not refuse lands may bring a dollar and a quarter an had nerve enough to wrest it
have been more surprised on that occasion than 1 acre, and, therefore, he is unwilling for the govern- know these things, and yet they would have us and
have been at the philippics and tirades of certain ment to make such a sacrifice. He states, as a the world believe we have as many acres of land as
himorable senators against the credit system— some justification for his argument, what is doubtless cor- there are grains of sand along the sea shore.
The adversaries of this bill also exaggerate the
of them the advocates of the reception, for dues to rect, that in 1836 the public lands had brought a
benefits it proposes to confer on the states.
The
the government, of the paper of broken, suspended great deal more than what they had been estimated
senator
from South Carolina (Mr. Preston) states
did
1828.it
that
No doubt of it; and what was
and non-specie-paying banks and all of them the at in
honor lo
advocates of depositing the revenues of the general not bring a great deal more in 1836 than it did in that my state (yes, sir, he has done her the
government with the states! The credit system, 1828? Will the senator select that year as the pro- select her for his illustration) will, by the provisions
the cession bill, receive forty millions of acres of
Sir, all their fears are without foundation. per time to test the value of land, or any thing else, of
indeed!
Does he not know that land! Has the senator ever read the bill? I doubt
either old or new states?
We propose to sell no land by this bill, or any other,
it;
lor if he had, I am satisfied he would never have
else,
in
propose
every
thing
to part from our tlie inflated prices of land, and
upon credit. We do not
It is true, we propose to de1836, broke the banks, merchants and traders, and made such a statement in the lace of the senate. 1
land without the cash.
have
already shown that, in consideration of the surcertainly.
which
there
States,
if
not
the
world?
Most
lands,
to
are
preUnited
ol
Ihe
the
sales
lay
emption claims, for twelve months, except it should I should select any other than 1S36 as the proper render other five per cent, to which she is now enbe thought advisable lo sell the land at an earlier lime to estimate the true value of any thing. Where titled, and tor the trouble and expense of managing
the bill proposes to
day; and of that matter the president of the United is the old state that has refuse lands to dispose of and selling the public lands,
and no more, and not
States is Ihe sole judge; and whenever it is sold, the that holds them up to any thing like the prices to give her thirty-five per cent,
The senator
the whole of it, as the senator argues.
new
relnse
lands
in
Ihe
merely
question
between
up
Ihe
is
a
you
hold
come.
It
which
must
cash
March and May, and June and September. The states? Nowhere, sir. No legislature of any state also misstates the quantity of public land in that
pre-emption bill may hasten, but, in no event, can in this union would dare pursue nich a policy; nor state. It is a little over (Ajr/j/ instead of /or/t/ milwould any senator here, with all his feigned inde- lions. This Ihirly-five per cent, it will be observed,
it retard the sales; and whenever it is sold, to-day,
to-morrow, .six or twelve months hence, the money pendence, dare to pursue such a policy, were they she is to receive gradually throughout the period of
the
claim
forfeited,
and
is
down
or
is
paid
but within the reach of the citizens of the new eighty years, and from sales of land in her own limust be
They pursue towards the new states, who mits of her own citizens; but, when she defrays the
states.
subject to be sold to any one who will buy it.
Another objection to the passage of the bill is, are not their immediate constituents, a course ofpo annual expenses of managing and settling this land,
by paying surveyors and land officers and all that,
lands
are
unsurveyed
placed
licy they dare not adopt in regard to their owi
that settlers U])On the
upon an equal fooling with those residing upon the slates. What a commentary upon that good old and when she has had deducted her five per cent,
which she now receives, and which she is entitled
surveyed lands. These settlers have always been rule of "doing as you would be done by!"
My friend from South Caiol'na (Mr. Calhoun) to receive, in virtue of her compact of admission
upon an equality, and they ought to be upon an
If the lands are not surveyed, it is our has shown conclusively, I think, that the intrinsic into the union, without expense, she will have reequality.
maining out of her thirty-five per cent, upon the
fault, and no fault of theirs; and'if you are determin- value of land, or any thing else, is six per cent, upon
ed to Clippie our states in this manner, you have the sum it yields annually. He has thrown over gross proceeds of the sales which the bill proposes
week's deonly to refuse, as you have the power to tlo, to pass this subject such a blaze of light as lo carry convic- to give her, a trifling sum. not worth a
He has bate in the senate, so far as money is concerned,
the appropriations to carry on the public suiveys, tion, I tliiuk, to every unprejudiced heart.
and you accoinplisli your purpose. You survey shown, by an unanswerable argument, that it i.i bet- Sir, I tliink, if this bill be liable to objection, so far
when and where you please, and are not more in the ter for the government lo receive speedily a moderate as money considerations are involved, the bill gives
habit of consulting Ihe wishes of Ihe settlers upon price for their properly than to hold on to it for a her too little instead of too ranch. But I am willing,
that is to say, great series of years, with the view of getting an en- as one of her representatives to receive it, in order
this than upon any other question
hanced pi ice for it; and yet, with these convictions, lo get this land question finally disposed of.
sir, they are never consulted by you upon any subThe senator also opposes this hill because it viowithout even Ihe flimsy apology of subserving the
ject.
Sir, I <lo not desire to be tedious, and must now financial interest of the United States, we find se- lates the Icrms of the compact with Virginia and
He tells us these stales ceded Iheir
pass on to the other bills under consideration, which nators moving heaven and earth to keep quantities Connecticut.
The of the inferior lands out of market, by holding up lands to the United States to be "disposed of" for
are offered as substitutes for the original bill.
benefit.
the
common
I have read the Virginia comis
the
distribution
bill.
sir,
then,
that
order
Well,
it,
Why is
the price beyond their value.
next bill in
The answer is obvious. pact the senator refers lo, but not lately. As his
I am not going to discuss this bill at this lime, if I such a course is pursued?
ever do. I made a speech against such a proposi- It is to prevent Ihe settlement and improvement of objection seems to be founded on the words "rf/stion twelve months ago, and am not disposed to re- the new slates, and to prevent them from raising a posed of" as being incompatible with the word
Sir, if the "cede" as used in the bill, I hope the author of the
peat now what I said on tliat occasion; and especi- revenue by taxation upon their lands.
ally as I have been anticipated by the senator from United States, the great land monopolist, like every bill will accommodate the gentleman, as I think he
Missouri, (Mr. Benton). He, sir, for this session honest land holder in the state, were to pay the state ran <lo with propriety, by substituting in the bill the
Either
at least, has given this bill its death blow; it has ta.xes upon their lands, we should have far less words "disposed of" for the word "cede."
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term I fancy will be acceptable to the friends of the
measure. The senator Iclls us that tlie leading and
only object of those two states, in inakini< the cession, was money.
Well, sir, Connecticut at least
has long since received, for what was at best a doubtful claim, an ample consideration for all she ceded.
The objects ol these grants being money, as we are
now informed, he argues that these lands cannot properly be disposed of lor the common benefit, for any
thing else. This construction I consider rather too
restricted.
Congress, 1 apprehend, can dispose of
these lands for other things than money, provided it
be for the common benefit. Congress certainly have
often exercised such a disposition of them, and probably will doit again. There is no stipulation in
the compact, that I am aware of, requiring those
lands to be sold at a certain price per acre, nor any
stipulation prohibiting congress from selling those
lands at a price less than one dollar and a quarter an
They have full power over the subject, and
acre.
can sell on what terms they choose, and either to
individuals or to slates.
I know of nothing to the
contrary. But whatever force there may be in the
senator's objections, they do not apply to this bill,
because it goes on the ground that the lands shall be
sold for cash, and

party of that day) from changing the
whole government, we should now, sir, be the humble
subjects of her majesty, and not the independent representatives of twenty six states and eighteen millions of Ireemen.
I hope some of us, at least, have
inherited a portion of the inquisitive virtues of our
fathers, and have courage enough to look things in
the face as they are, and not be frightened to death

by sounds and empty shadows, i admit that every
is not an
improvement, and fear that Ihe
late change of our president is ol this character.
The senator from Kentucky, (Mr. Clay), tells us

cliange

I

—

munities have grown up under our most admirable
land system! Yes, sir, Ohio and Indiana have grown
up with surprising rapidity, and so has Russia under
the edicts of her absolute emperors, and that, too,
without the magical benefits of our admirable land
system!
Has our land system produced the growth
of eiliier Ohio or Indiana?
No, sir; far from it.
They would be better off if you had neither lands
nor land systems in the limits of either. And have we
not changed our land system frequently?
We have
changed it, in reducing the quantitj- of land authorised to be sold. We have changed it from a credit to a
ca=h system. We have changed it, by reducing the
price from two dollars to a dollar and a quarter an

The distribution bill, which those gentlemen
is a proposition to change the land system.
have any of these changes checked the growth
of Ohio or Indiana? No, sir. They have gone steadily onward
and would have done so if they had
never heard of any ol your land systems. Other
acre.

advoc.ite,

And

—

slates, old states, all things considered, have grown
up as rapidly as Ohio and Indiana, where your land
system never had a location or an existence. We

should act with childish superstition to refuse to
make any alterations in our system, which experience, or the wants of the comuunily, or the condition of things, might point out or suggest.
And
pray, sir, how long since is it that tliose gentlemen
manifested such a horror at change? Change, change,
I had thought, was their war cry.
I had thought
every thing was to be changed, from head to foot!
that
I had Ihoughl every thing was to be changed
comraorce was to be revived that money was to be
good and plenty— that poverty and hard times were
no longer to be found in the land and, in short,
that we were to have aglorioussummerof unbroken

—

—

piosperily! And do these great reformers, that were
to ch.\nge every thing, expect, now that they have
expelled the incumbents from office, and are about
to seat themselves snugly in their places, to forget
their pledges, and sil quietly down at their ease?
If they dream of such comfort and composure, they

—

A

A

A

TWENTY-SIXTH

to.

A

message was received from the house of representatives informing the senate that the house was
ready on its pari to receive the senate, and proceed
to open the certificates and count the votes of the
electors for president and vice president of the

Mr. Sevier to
Mr. Smith,

lay Ihe

bill on the table.
Conn, expressed a wish to address
bill, when Mr. Sevier withdrew
Mr. S. then took the floor, and spoke

ol

the senate on the
his motion.
until

.3

o'clock P.

M.

On motion of Mr. Tappnn, the further discussion
was passed over informally, and the senate pro-

United States.
ceeded to the consideration
On motion of Mr. Knight, the senate proceeded and, after some time spent of executive busines'^;
(herein, adjourned.
to the house of represeniatives.
February 12. The vice president laid before the
After the votes had been duly counted, the senasenate a commulTicalion from the state department,
senate
chamber,
the
where
the
tors proceeded to
covering the correspondence in relation to the capfollowing resolutions were adopted:
ture of the schooner L'Amistad.
Resohed, That a oomniiltee of^ one member of the
Also, a report from the secretary of the treasury,
senate be appointed by this body to join a committee
inaile in compliance with a resolution offered bv
of two members of the house of representatives, to be
appoinied by the house, to wail on William Henri/ Har- Mr. Tappan, caWing tor a statement of the losses
rison, of Ohio, and to notify him that he has been duly sustained by Ihe government and peojile of the U.
elected president of the United States for four years, States by Iheir connexicm with banks.
commencing wi^h the 4[h day of March, 1841.
On motion of Mr jlllen, 20,000 extra copies were
Mr. Preston was appointed on the part of '.he ordered to be printed.
senate.
Also, from the same department, covering a stateResohed, That the president of the senate do cause ment of the director of the
mint, showing the tesnlt
John Tyler, of Virginia, to be noiified that he has been of the assays of gold and
silver coins.
president of the United States fir
elected vice

be laughed into scorn, ridicule and 'onlempt. f'lui- yeaie, commencing «iih the 4ih day of March.
If ISil'.
they fail in all this, their days are nuuibereil.
The vice president laid before the senate a comsuch logic as this could have deterred our bold and
the war department furnishing iniron-nerved ancestors (and it was preached by a munication from
will

II

made:

By Mr. Preston, from the joint committee appointed on the part of the senate to wait on Wm.
Henrv Harrison, of Ohio, and inform him of liis
election to ihe presidency of the United States:
report that the ciinmitlee had waited on the president elect, and iiilormed him of the result of the
vote, when he replied (hat he received this manifestation of the confidence of his countrymen willi
profound gralitude, and that he would earnestly dewho was known to be in favorof emancipatingtheir vote himself to the discharge of the duties imposed
slaves; and I believe, in the new slates, 11. at no on him, by endeavoring to promote the union and
candidate could obtain their suffrages who was welfare of the country, according to his be^t abiliknown to be against graduation of the price of the ties.
By Mr. Wright, from the committee on finance,
public lands and pre-emption rights, or other land
measures or substitutes which would confer equal the bill to authoiise the issue of treasury notes,
benefits upon that section of the country.
And how without amendment.
Mr. W. gave notice that to-morrow, at 1 o'clock,
was it in the case of the late election in that quarter?
Was not every stump worn smooth by wliis he would ask for the consideration ei the same.
Also, from Ihe same committee, a bill for the reorators in trying to convince the people that general
Harrison was the real friend of the west? Did they lief of certain rail road companies therein named.
By Mr. Wall, from the committee on the judicinot show, from a history of his public life, that he
had always voted for both pre-emption and gradua- ary, a bill for ascertaining and settling the southern
tion bills?
Did they nnt also show that his competi- boundary line of Ihe territory of Iowa.
By Mr. King, from the com.mittee on commerce,
tor had, so late as i828, voted against these meaDid they not tell us thatlVIr. Van Buren's an adverse report on the claim of the owners of the
sures?
professions of friendship for those measures, as con- British brig Dlspaich.
Mr. K. said a bill had been introduced on leave
tained in his messages, were hypocritical, and that
they were of too modern origin for evidence, and for their relief, but the committee, on full investithat they ought not to be relied upon?
I can appeal, gation, came to the conclusion that the claim was
not founded in justice, and gave notice that when
I think, with safety, to every western senator as a
witness to the truth of this statement.
Sir, general that bill came up on the calendar he would move its
Harrison obtained the votes in the west for other indefinite postponement.
Mr. Crittenden gave notice of his intention to
reasons, doubtless butJnainly because he was friendly
And popular in that quarter as bring in a bill to prevent the interference of feileral
to these measures.
he has proved himself to be, he never would have office-holders in state elections.
Mr. Prentiss submitted the following, which lies
gotten their votes if his hostility to those measures
over one day:
had been even suspected.
Resohed,
That the act entitled an act granting halfMr. President, 1 have dwelt longer than I had
intended upon this great question, and have, before pay and pensions to certain widows, approved July 7,
183S, ought not to be construed to deprive any widow
I conclude, but a single remark to make and that is,
of its benefits in consequence of her having married afthat public sentiment in the new states requires a
ter the decease of the husband for whose services she
change in the disposition of the public lands, and, may claim to be allowed a pension or annuity
under
sooner or later, public sentiment in that quarter will said act. provided she was a widow at the lime the
have it done. On this subject there is a collected same was passed; and (hat the committee on pensions
moral force which cannot and will not be success- be instructed to report a bill to that effect.
The following resolulion, submitted on the Slh
fully resisted. And is it not your duty to respect this
Is it not our duty to promote instant by Mr. Linn, was taken up and adopted:
public opinion?
Resolved, That the committee on military affairs be
the peace and happiness, whether it be disturbed by
real or imaginary cau.ses, of every member of our instructed to inquire into the expediency of procuring a
union? And, in accomplishing so high and so no- sufficient number of the most approved reiieating firearms to supply the troops operating against the Iiidians
ble a purpose, does it become ns to stand out upon
in Florida.
mere trifles? W^hat are a .'"ew dollars, more or less,
The following bills were then severally considerto the nalional treasury, in comparison to such high
ed in committee of the whole, and ordered to be enand absorbing considerations? And, after all, is it grossed:
not our duty, as far as in us lies, to make every citibill to authorise the granting letters testamenzen of every slate a freeholder an independent and tary and of administration
to aliens in the District
happy man? What spectacle is there so pleasing to of Columbia.
a virtuous and feeling heart!
bill confirming to Joshua Kennedy, assignee of
Cornelius McCnrtain, his title to an island in the
CONGRESS -2d SESSION. Tensaw
river, in the state of Alabama.
SENATE.
The senate (hen proceeded to the discussion of
February 10. Mr. Hubbard moved to dispense
the bankrupt bill— the motion pending being (hat of
with the reading of the journal; which was agreed

They must
will find themselves sadly mistaken.
pounders, if they have any; they
must bring forward, and carry it too, some great and
striking measure, as they have promised, or they duly
let off their thirty

formation from the colonel of ordnance in relation
to the national armories.
Mr. Linn, on leave, introduced a bill to appoint
trustees for the investment of the Smithsonian fund.
And the senate then adjourned.
February 11. Mr. Tappan presented a memorial
from numerous citizens of Ohio, praying that (he
seat of government be removed to Cincinnati. Laid
on the table.
The following reports fiom committees were

votes;
and he appeals to (he result of the late election as
an evidence to show that they ha<l failed in their object.
In the north, generally, I doubt if any candidate would obtain their sntirages who was not considered friendly to a protective taiiff.
In the south,
notwithstanding the result of the late election, I
doubt if any candidate could obtain their suffrages

upon the further ground that the

—

893

that all these land projects are traps to catch

its provisions shall be paid
into the public treasury for the common benefit.
The senator objects, further, to Ihis bill because
it establishes, as he alleges, the relationship of debtor
and creditor between the national and state governments. I am against any such relationship; and if

W
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celebrated

money accruing under

there be any such obscurity in the bill on tliis point,
I hope the author of it will modify it by making it
the duty of every purchaser of land to disposite the
sixty-five per cent, the portion of the purchase money coming to the V. Ktates, with the proper person
to the credit of the United States.
I do not desire,
notwithstanding my confidence in the integrity of
the states, for a dullar of federal money to be placed,
even te.iiporarily, in the treasuries of the states.
Let the bill be so modified, if it requires sucli modification, and then, sir, all Ihe evils the senator has
so eloquently painted, resulling from such a connexion, will be avoided, and here is an end to that
chapter.
The next objection to this bill is, that it is
changing our most admirable land system and that
is monstrous!
ill you change a system, they ask,
w hich has operated so happily for forty years? Behold Ohio and Indiana!
See what magnificent com-

20,

Mr. Clay, of Al.diarna, presented the credentials
of the hon. Win. R. A'lii^, senator elect from Alabama for six years from and after the 4th of Marcfi
next.
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presented the memorial of numerous
citizens ot Indiana, asking for the adoption of a uniform system of bankruptcy.
Mr. Forter presented a similar petition from citi-

Mr. Linn, in presenting this document, made
Mr. Sevier said he understood the bill contained
some remarks in relation to the memorial presented an item of $100,000 to buy a peace with Tiger Tail
at the last session by the Mormons, in which it and Sam Jones.
seemed to appear that the state of Missouri had not
Mr. Wright explained the object, which was to
acted towariis those people with that justice and hu- give so much to the chiefs, and #30 to each warrizens of Michigan.
Mr. Henderson presented a similar petition from manity that had ever characterized her. He stated or, a blanket and gun, which was not to be delivered
that
the
time
memorial
was
an
Mississippi.
at
that
ex
parte
matof
citizens
until they reached thrir new home; that gen. AnniMr. Norvell, from the committee on public lands, ter, and the legislature had since felt the necessity slead had expressed his entire confidence in the Inreported a bill to authorise the states to tax any of placing a full record of all the facts before the dians, and that the war would be at an end.
amendment.
without
limits,
country. He was aware that the sympathies of the
lands sold within their
Mr. Sevier said he saw it was just what he had
The resolution introduced yesterday by Mr. people were alwKys on the weaker side, and that in anticipated neither more nor less than a bribe for
Prenliss, relating to the constraclion of the pension this contest wilh the state the latter had been im- peace.
He said he must be permitted to express
law of 183S, was taken up; when Mr. Pre/Uiss ex- properly reflected upon. He had the pleasure to the deep mortification which he lelt, that, alter a
present a statement of all the matters in dispute,
plained at length the object of the resolution.
war of five years, the whole power of this governwould
an^amendiuent
as
such
he
asked
which
might be printed. The motion ment was
Mr. King moved
not sufficient to defeat a few hundred sawas agreed to.
refer it to the committee on the judiciary.
vages, but had at last to buy a peace. Such policy,
Mr. L. also presented petitions from Eleazer he
This motion was debated by Messrs. Southard,
insisted, would have a bad effect on the Indians.
others.
McCoy, asking a pension, and from citizens of Mis- What would be said when they went to the west?
Wliite, Prentiss, Sevier, Knight, Olaijton and
The motion to refer to the committee on the ju- souri, asking a repeal of the naturalization laws, and Why that, after expending between thirty and forty
diciary having been lost, the resolution was adopt- that some mode be adopted to prevent the introduc- millions of dollars, you were compelled at last to
tion of foreign paupers into the United States.
ed.
buy a peace. Mr. S. moved to strike out the apPetitions were further presented
The bill from the house of representatives, makpropriation.
of pensions durBy Mr. Wright, from citizens of Onondaga, reino- appropriations for the payment
The subject was debated at some considerable
to monstrating against the passage of any bankrupt
in" the year 1841, was twice read ajjd referred
length, and with much animation, by Messrs.
law
would
committee
Mr.

ir/ii(c

—

on finance.

that
be retroactive in its character.
to notice given yesterday,
By Mr. Huntington, from the Buffalo presbytery
the orders lor the puipose of of New York, asking that the treaty with the Senetakins up the bill to authorise the issue of treasury ca Indians may not be carried into effect until thoroughly revised by the senate.
By Mr. Nicholas, from the legislature of LouisiThis motion having been agreed to Mr. Benton
rose to ask for the yeas and nays, as he wished to ana, asking that buoys may be placed at the mouth
of the Mississippi river.
record his vote against the measure.
By Mr. Merrick, from the corporate authorities
The yeas and nays having been ordered, the
question was taken on ordering the bill to a third of Baltimore, asking an appropriation for the erection of a fortress at Sollers's point flats.
reading, and decided as follows:
Buchanan,
CalMr. M. spoke of the importance of this position
YE.^S Messrs. Anderson, Bayard,
houn, Clay, of Alabama, Dixon, Kullon, Graham, to the cily of Baltimore, and expressed a hope that
Hubbard, Kerr, King, Knight, Linn, Lumpkin, Muuion, it would receive the attention of the military comRobinson,
Roane,
Rives,
Purler,
Norvell,
Nicliolson,
mittee, and such appropriation be made as would
Sevier, Smith, of Indiana, Southard, Tallmadge, Wall, enable them to commence the work.
Websier, Williams, Wrighi, Young— 30.
Mr. Linn said it was a mere isolated point, and
NA.YS— Messrs. Allen, Beuion, Clay, of Kentucky, partial appropriations
would be of little service.
Clayion, Crittenden, Henderson, Mangam, Smith, ot
Look to the defenceless slate of the whole maritime
Connecticut, White— 9.
frontier fiom Maine to the Sabine, and talk of a
against
the
measpoke
Kentucky,
of
Clay,
Mr.
partial appropriation for a single point.
It would
sure at some length, deprecating it as most objeclake filty millions of dollars to place thiscountiy in
tionable in its features.
such slate of defence as would enable it successfully
replied.
Mr. Wright
to resist foreign aggression.
Mr. Ctatj rejoined, and the debate was further
Mr. Preston spoke at length upon the subject; of
continued by Messrs. Benton, Calhoun, Preston,
the necessity there was for some proper and efiiciJ)ixon, Hubbard, Knight, Henderson, White, Smith,
eiit measures being taken to place this country on
ofludiana, and others, when the question was taken
a footing with European nations in points of olfence
on the passage of the bill, and decided in tlie aflir- and defence. He took a view
of the preparations
malive, as follows:
making by France and England, and the scientific
Messrs. Anderson, Buchanan, Calhoun,
researches made by these powers in relation to
Hubbard,
Graham,
Fulton,
Dixon,
Clay, of Alabama,
steam vessels, floating batteries, &.c. &c. which bid
Kerr, King, Knight, Linn, Lumpkin, Nicliolson, NorRobinson, Sevier, fair to change entirely the system of harbor defence
vell, Pierce, Porter, Rives, Roane,
Websier,
WilWall,
Tallmadge,
that had been so lo;}g in vogue.
Indiana,
He pointed to Ihe
of
Smith,
steam vessels of England trading between the two
hams .Wright, Yuung-28.
Messrs. Allen, Benton, Clay, of Kentucky, countries, and commanded by naval ofliceis, which
Clayton, Henderson, Mangum, Preston, While—8.
at any moment could be transformed into vessels of
The senate then adjourned until Monday.
war; also to the French steameis, which had batterFebruary 15. The vice president laid before the ed down one of the strongest forts on Ihe American
senate a communication from the treasury depart- continent; and the next day as it were in New Orment, covering abstracts prepared by the first comp- leans, and anon at Baltimore, without a single gun
troller of the oliicial emoluments and expenses of having been fired to give notice of her approach.
Mr. P. thought this subject one of vast importance
the olficers of the customs (or the year 184IJ.
Also, from the legislature of Michigan, a resolu- in a national point of view, and ought to go to a setion in relation to the boundary line of that slate, lect committee with science and intelligence, that
and the appointment of a commissioner on the part would investigate the matter fully, and give a deof the stale to join one on the part of the federal tailed report on Ihe subject. The late period of the
government to mark the same.
present session would prevent any salutary action.
Mr. Buchanan said he had received a memorial Ml. P. expressed his regret that, from negligence
from Parkesburg, in the state of Pennsylvania, or whal other cause, this nation should have slumwhich he would now take leave to present. It was bered until others had attained so much more skill
It was now, however, for this connsi'^ned by a number of respectable citizejis ol Penn- and strength.
sylvania, and staled in strong terms the defenceless try to make up for what had been nnlorlunately lost.
seabord,
memorial
cities
on
the
The
was referred to the committee on
maritime
our
of
condition
and the impending danger of a foreign war; and military affairs.
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, from the committee on
ur^ed on congress to make appropriations for the
armament of our forlificalions, the building of float- roads and canals, to whom Ihe subject had been reing batteries for the defence of our haibors, and the ferred, reported a bill to confirm to that slate the
construction of twenty of the first class of steam lands selected by her in lieu of the lands covered bv
filiates, and as many more smaller steam vessels. reservations in the treaties of 18.37 and 1S:J9, with
The memorial was ordered to be piinted, and refer- the Miami Indians; the bill was ordered to a second
atiivirs.
reading, and the report and accompanying docureil to the committee on naval
Mr. Buchanan also presented a petition from en- ments, on his motion, were ordered to be printed.
On motion of Mr. jlnderson, Ihe bill from the
gineers, captains and pilots of the city of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, protesting against any law of con- house to amend an act entitled an act to authorise
gress making imperative the us*; ol Raiib's patent the stale of Tf nnessee to issue grants and perfect
self-acting safely valve, stating it to be not superior titles to certain lands therein described, &c. was
to others, and expressing a hope that no law would twice read and referred to the committee on the
public lands.
be passed unless its superiority was fully tested.
Also, the bill from the house further to continue
Mr. Linn presented the legal testimony taken before the honorable A. A. King, judge of the fifth in force the act for the payment of horses and other
judicial circuit of Missouri in the cases of Joseph property lost in the military service of the United
Smith, Sidney Rigdon, and sundry other individuals Slates, was referred to Uie committee of claims.
Mr. Wright moved to take np the bill J'rom the
of the sect called Mormons, or Latter-day Saints,
on charges preferred against them of treason against house of representatives making appropriations for
the state of Missouri, burglary, aison, robbery and the payment of pensions for the year 1841; which
was agreed to.
larceny.

the

I

Mr. Wright, agreeably

moved

to

postpone

I

all

—

—

YEAS—

NAYS—

Wright, Sevier, King, Linn, Preston, Pierce, Benton,
Fulton, and others.
The question on the amendment was taken by
yeas and nays, and decided in the negative by a
vote of 36 nays to 6 yeas. After another trivial
amendment having been adopted, the bill was
passed. The senate adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Wednesday, Feb. 10. Mr. Tillinghast, on leave,
presented the resolutions of the legislature of the
state of Rhode Island instructing the senators and
requesting the re|)resenlafive3 of that state in congress to vote for the passage of a law designating
the same day throughout the United States for the
choice of electors of president and vice president
of the United States in accordance with the 4th
section of the 2d article of the constitution of the
United Slates; which resolutions were laid on the
table and ordered lo be printed.

Mr. Andrews by permission, introduced his resoto take the bill for the payment of revolutionary and other pensions out of committee of the
whole at 12 o'clock to-morrow, and then to proceed to vote upon said bill and such amendments
as may be offered; which resolution was adopted.
Mr. Leet moved that the rules be suspended to
enable him to move a resolution that a portion of
the morning hour this morning be devoted to the
presentation of petitions; which motion the bnuse
refused to sustain.
lution

Mr. Crary, reported, wilh amendments, the senate bill to authorise the legishilures of Arkansas,
Louisiana and Tennessee to sell the lands heretofore appropriated for the use of schools in those
states.

The bill and amendments were read, and the
question arose on agreeing to the amendments.
Some debate took place; when Mr. Peck moved
that Ihe bill be committed to the committee of the
whole.
While this motion was pending, some explanations, &c. took place.
And then, the hour of 12 o'clock having arrived,
Mr. Briggs moved the order which will be found in
its proper place below.
Mr. W. Cost Johnso7i asked leave to move a resolution to admit ladies within the hall during the
ceremony of counting the votes of tlie electors for
president and vice president of the U. States.
There was a general response of "no! no! no!"
throughout the house, and the motion was not
pressed.
This is the day appointed by law for opening
and counting the votes of Ihe electors of president
and vice president of the U. States.
By the 1st section of the 2d article of the constitution of Ihe United States it is prescribed "that
the president of Ihe senate shall, in Ihe presence of
the senate and house of repre^entatives of the U.
Slates, open all the certificates, and the votes of
the electors ol president and vice president shall
then be counted."
By the act of March 1, 1792, it is enacled "that
congress shall be in session on the second Wednesday in February, 1793, and on the second Wednesday

in

February succeeding every meeting of

Ihe eleclors, and the certificates of Ihe electors, or
so many of them as shall have been received, shall
then be opened, the votes counted, and the persons
who shall fill the offices of president and vice president ascertained, and declared, agreeably to the
constitulion."
Oil the SOIIi of January ultimo, the two houses
appoiDted a joint committee to asccrtaia aud.ie-
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port a mode of examinino; the votes for president List of votes for president and vice president of the U.
Stales far four years, commencing March 4, 1841.
and vice president of the (Jnited States, and of noFor
tifying the persons elected of their election.
For vice president.
Presiilent.l
On the report of that committee tbe two houses
came to the iollowing resolution:
Resolved, That the two houses will assemble in the
chamber of the house of representatives on Wednesday, the 10th of February, at 12 o'clock, and the president of the senate shall be presiding officer; that one
person be appointed a teller on the part of the senate,
and two on the part of the house of representatives,
to make a list of the votes as they shall be declared;
that the result shall be declared to the president of the
senate, who shall announce the state of the vole, and
the persons elected, to the tivo houses as aforesaid,
which shall be deemed a declaration of the persons
elected president and vice president of the U. Slates,
and together with a list of votes be entered on the
journals of the two houses.
The honorable Willitiin C. Preston, senator from
South Carolina, was appointed teller on the part of

Maine
N. Hampshire
Massachusetts

Rhode Island
Connecticut

Vermont

New York
New Jersey

rethe senate; and the honorable Caleb Gushing,
presentative from Massachusetts, and the honoraVirginia,
ble John W. Jones, representative from
were appointed tellers on the part of the house ol

Pennsylvania
Delaware

representatives.
At 12 o'clock to-daj', the following order was
moved by Mr. ^n'sg-s, of Massachusetts, and adopted by the house of representatives:
Ordered, That a message be sent to the senate to inthat body that this house is now ready to receive

S. Carolina

form

certifacates
the senate and to proceed in opening the
and couniinir the votes of the electors of the several
vice president
states in the choice of a president and
of the United Slates, in pursuance ot the resuluuon ol
the two houses.
r
The seiiate came into the hall of the house in
.

.

,

front,
the following order: the sergeant- at-arms in

followed by the vice president of the United States
294
and president of the senate, with the secretary ol
the senate on his left; then the ptincipal clerk of
the senate, bearing the votes of the electors; then
the senators; two and two.
The senate was met at the south door of the rotundo by the sergeant-at-arms of the house, who
conducted the procession down the broad aisle.
The vice president was received by the speaker on
the steps of his stand, and conducted to his seat as
the
the presiding officer of the joint meeting
speaker taking a seat at his left. The secretary of
the senate was seated at the right end of the table
of the clerk of the house, and the clerk at the oppoThe tellers took seats at the clerk's table
site end.
in front of the presiding officer; Mr. Preston, the
teller on the part of the senate, in the centre, and
Mr. dishing and Mr. Jones, tellers on the part of

—

the house, on his right and left.
The sergeant-at-arms of the

senate occupied a

seat at the right of and below the vice president;
the sergeant-at-arms of the house a corresponding
position on the left of the speaker.
The senators took the seats set apart for them in
the body of the hall, on the lelt as it is entered, so
The
as to be on the right of the presiding officer.
members of the house were seated williin tlie bar
the requisite number of seats having been provided and placed in the open spaces.
When the senate entered the hall, the speaker
and members rose, and remained standing until the

—

senate were seated.

The ladies' gallery wa= filled, almost exclusively,
with ladies; and, as it would not contain all, nearly
the whole line of front seats was filled with them.
The entire galleries were crowded with spectators.
The joint meeting being organized, the presiding officer (the vice president of (he U. States and
president of the senate) rose and anjiounced the
purpose for which the two houses of congress had
assembled in joint meeting.
He then proceeded to break the seals of the envelopes in which the votes of the electors were
enclosed, commencing with the state of Maine,
and, having merely broken the seal, he rose and
handed the paper to the tellers, saying, "f deliver
to yiiu. gentle.-iien, tellers, the votes of the electors
of the state of Maine for president and vice president of the United States, that the same may be
counted."
The same ceremony was observed by the vice
president in opening and delivering to the tellers
the voles of

all

the states.

on the envelope and the cervotes of the electors, together with
every paper contained within the same, were read
throughout by one or other ol the tellers, taking it
alternately, the teller on the part of the senate
having commenced with the state of Maine.
The tellers having read, counted, and made du-

The superscription

tificate ol the

lists of tbe votes, which lists they compared with each other, and being found to agree, they
were delivered to the vice president, by whom they
were ceatl to the joint meeting, and are aa follows:

plicate

Maryland
Virginia

N. Carolina
11

Georgia

Kentucky
Tennessee
Onio
Louisiana
Mississippi

Indiana
Illinois

.\labama
Missouri

Arkansas
Michigan
I

60

234

3G5
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of a
as it is combined with the arrival yesterday
party of Serainoles, from Pease creek, under charge
of my aid-de-camp, lieut. L. A. Armistead, 6lh in-

That no
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arms

of

they
any kind shall be delivered to such Indians, uniil
•'
reach the wesiern bank of the Mississippi river
Mr. Thompson accepted this proposition as a modification of his amendment, and modified his amend-

fantry.
"It is

much to be feared that it will take some time
before any others in that portion ot the country will
be induced to come in, notwitlistandina; every exerthem to
tion on my part has been made to induce
but I shall still continue to negotiate with

ment accordingly.
question recurred on Mr. Smith's amendment
it was negatived.
The question then recurred on Mr. Thompson's
amendment as modified at the suggestion of Mr.
Graham, and being put, it passed in the affirma-

The

and being put,

do so;
hopes of success.

"So far as it relates to the Tallahassees, appear tive.
ances are favorable, provided no disappointment
Mr. Crabb, of Alabama, moved the following
occurs from the promises and stipulations which I amendment.
have made them, and which 1 trust will be complied
And be it further enacted. That the act entitled "an
stipuThese
Willi on the part of the government.
act directing the transfer of money remaining unthe
lations were detailed in my coramnnicalion to
claimed by certain pensioners, and authorising the paydepartment on the 16th inst. and 1 am convinced ment of the same at the treasury of ihe United Siaies,"
peapproved April 6, 1833, be, and the same is hereby, rethat, had money been furnished me at an early
riod, this war would have been terminated, as those pealed.
Mr. Jones suggested that this amendment was not
people have but little faith in promises.
of order.
"I have just concluded a talk with Echo-Emath- in order. The chair ruled it out
the
that
sa^s
who
Mr. Cave Johnson moved the following as an
Tallahassees,
the
of
chief
)a, the
remainder of his people will be in in two or three amendment:

he, and
it enacted, ^'C- That the secretary of war
hereby, authorised to allow to agents employed in
payment of pensioners a sum not exceeding one
reby
them
paid
per cent, on the amount of money

weeks—-many of them are in Middle Florida. He
which
has sent runners out to them with a talk,
will no doubt induce them to meet him at this post
in twenty days.

Ce

he

is

the

spectively.

"For stationery, fuel, printing and all other contingent expenses of the house of representatives,
$25,000."

Mr. Jones replied that he had no estimate beyond
those which had been furnished by the clerk of the
house.
Mr. Stanly was understood to inquire whether the
stationery for which money was now to be appropriated had been purchased.
Mr. jlnderson called for Ihe estimates referred to.
Mr. Jone.s sent to the clerk's table a statement from
the clerk, containing the estimates referred to,
amongst which was the item of $10,000 for the purchase of stationery for the next congress.
Mr. Lincoln then moved to reduce the above sum
of$25,000to!ii!15,000— i.e. striking out the $10,000
for stationery for the next congress.
Mr. Z,i7iCo/«, after stating that the house would
bear him witness that he had not yielded to that
senseless cry of economy which denied such ju.st
ap|.ro|)riationsas might be required to cirry on tli,»
various branches of the public business, proceeded
to comment upon the abuses which had crept into
He bethis system of contingent expenditures.
lieved that all those abuses which had crept into the
administration of the public trusts of the country
had Iheir source in abuses under the bead of contingencies.
After specifying two or three instances, Mr, L.
expressed the belief thai it was time to inquire
whether it was necessary to expend $150,000 a year
for contingent expenses over and above pay and
mileage. The house had no control over these expenditures of its contingent funds. The committee

assistant
••I have despatched, in a steamboat, my
Mr. Jones suggested that this amendment was not
adjutant general to Key Biscayne, to conduct to this in order. The chair ruled it out of order.
lieutenant
by
captured
Indians
thirty-two
post the
The committee then rose, and reported the bill
On their arrival
colonel Harney in the everglades.
adopted.
making in with Ihe amendments
I shall ship them and those nowhere,
The question recurred on concurring in the
Arkansas,
in
homes
the whole 180, for their new
amendments; when Mr. Warren, of Georgia, rose
ou the loth proximo.
and addressed the house at some length in relation
"Enclosed I transmit reports from lieiit. col. to the amendments connected with the Florida war.
Clarke and lieut. col. Loomis. I am, sir, Soc.
Mr. W. said he would not have said any thing on
"W. K. ARMISTEAD,
this subject had it not been for the extraordinary
"Brigadier general cnmmanding army in Florida. character of some of the remarks which had been
"Bon. J. R. Poinseli, secretary of war.
made in the course of the discussion on the amend"indorsed.— Kespectfully transmitted to the hon. ment of the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr.
Waddy Tliompsoa, jr for his information, and that Thompson). The cause of justice and humanity
of the committee OQ military affairs, by his obedient require that the amendment should be adopted,
J. R- POINSETT.
servant,
and that the bill should pass. The causes of this
" War department, Feb. 10, 1841."
war had been the subject of much discussion. It
"At Fort Brooke, Tampa Bay, there are now in was not necessary for him to enteron that wide field.
30 Indians. At Fort Clinch, on the VVilhlacoochee, The subject of slavery or negro stealing was alleged
Echo-Emathla has come in with 41 Tallahassee In- as one ot the causes of the war.
dians, and at Fort Annulalaga Tiger Tail with 33.
The speaker here interrupted Mr. W. saying
Colonel Clarke's command, which left Tampa a
that it was not in order to enter on that course of reshort time since for the Withlacoochee to escort in
mark.
Tampa
to
a party of Indians, is expected to return
Mr. Warren said that he had no disposition to
on the 20th of January. Col. Clarke has with him transgress the rules of the house; and that as he
32 Indians, mostly Tallehassees and several Micka- was not permitted now to go into a reply to remarks
which had been made, he would reserve that right
"The steamer T. Salmon left Tampa on the 19th to himself until some future period when the house
instant lor Key Biscayne for 30 In<lians, (Spanish
might be in committee, and where a raoie latitudiIndians), the women and children of the parly cap- nous discussion might be allowed.
tured by col. Harney a short lirne since.
Mr. W. then proceeded to make a few general
in.
At
"At Fort Armistead, eleven Indians are
remarks on the amendment and the questions inPease's creek several families are expected 'o meet volved in it
urging earnestly the adoption of it,
Tampa
to
them
convey
to
there
a conveyance sent
and, in conclusion, said that as he had made no reForty Indians have come in at Fort King, and 4 at marks which couhl call for a rejoinder, he would
No. 4 near Cedar Keys, and 19 more have since move the previous question. But, at the request of
gone in to Fort Clinch.
Mr.
several gentlemen, Mr. W. withdrew the call.
"In all there are now in at the different posts 240 Jameson renewed it.
Indians to be brought together at Tampa Bay as
And
Ihe question being put, there was a second.
soon as practicable, under sufficient escorts foremiAnd Ihe question recurred on the amendment of
gration to Arkansas in the early part of February.
Mr. Thompson, as modified at the suggestion of Mr.
Of the sixly Indians at Fort Clinch, 40 are war- Griiham. It was taken by yeas and nays, and reriors, and of the whole 240, probably SO or 90 are
.

—

warriors.

"By

letters

from Cedar Keys,

it

appears seventy-

sulted as follows: yeas 153, nays 14.
The bill was then ordered to a third reading, and,
being engrossed, it was forthwith read the third

two Indians have gone in recently to Fnrt King- time.
Rumor says col. Reily came on with a parly of forty
And the previous question was ordered, on motion
or fifty who have passes, and they went into Fort of Mr. Jameson.
Kin" with him. By good information I have heard
And the question on its passage was then put, and
col.llarney has a second time captured twelve In-

passed in the affirmative.
So the bill was passed, and sent to the senate for
concurrence.
of the legislative council of Florida, it
Mr. Jones then moved to suspend the rules so as
with
the
in
fallen
has
Harney
colonel
appears that
to go into committee of the whole on the state of the
Indians a third time, and has captured one hundred union, and take up the general appropriation bill lor
and lilteen.
the service of the year 1841.
least
are
at
"II these rumors are true, and they
Mr. Cave Johnson suggested that Ihe business on
extremely probable, there are nearly five hundred the speaker's table had better be first disposed of.
Indians who have surrendered, and are ready (or
question was then put on Mr. Jones' motion,
The
the
killed
by
emigration. More Indians have been
and carried.
operations in Florida during the past eight months
The house then in committee of Ihe whole probefore.
than lor two years
ceeded to Ihe consideration of the bill making apMcCORMICK,
propriations lor Ihe civil and diplomatic expenses
"Assistant surf;eon U S. army."
Mr. Bell, of
of government for the year 1841.
to
obtain
Mr. Profit made an inetfectual ellort
Tennessee, was called to the chairof the committee.
the floor lor the purpose, he said, of personal explaexplanations took place between Messrs.
Some
nation.
Crabb anii Jones, of Virginia, in relation to the item
Mr. Giahttm sent to the table and had read the
appropriating $3.5,000 "for stationary, fuel, printing
following, which he would move as an amendment,
and
all other contingent expenses of the senate;"
had
amendment
after the question on Mr. Smith's
alter which, Mr. Lincoln called upon the chairman
been taken, viz:
of the committee ot ways and means (Mr. Jones) to
of
such
of
anil
benefit
euhsiance
removal,
die
"For
produce any estimates, if he had any, in relation to
the Seminole Indian cliiefa and warriors as may surrcn
the following item:
der lor cniigraiion.

dians.

"By a
member

letter received

from Mr. Hernandez,

"CHARLES

a

of accounts had no control over them; the bills were
paid and receipted before they were laid before the
committee, and when it was loo late to do any thing
Hence it followed that whenin regard to them.
ever the clerk of this house, without control or accountability, saw fit to apply the funds, the house
had nothing to do but to ratify and sanction his acts.
There ought, in Mr. L's opinion, to be some committee appointed which should have charge of these
matters before the expenditures were made.
Mr. Johnston, of New York, addressed the committee at much length on the subject of the abuses
which had crept into this branch of the public expenditures, and of the gross impositions that had
been practised in the form of enormous prices paid
for paper; of contracts made with sub-agents; of
lithography, &c. declaring his own freedom from
responsibility in these matters, as a member of the
committee of accounts, by reason of the peculiar
constitution of that committee.
Mr. Prof/it stated that, on a calculation made hy
him he found that the stationery bill lor this session
alone was about $25,000, which was at the rale of
$103 for every member of the house. He was satisfied that $20 would pay the stationery bill of
every gentleman this year, and he hoped that some

member,

belter skilled in these things, would make
it to the action of the coin-

an estimate and submit
railtee.

Mr. Underwood s?i\d thatsome years ago he was on
a committee appointed to investigate into this very
subject; and, after a minute examination, the committee had come to the conclusion that there was
but one remedy, and that was to pursue the course
sugspsled by the gentleman from Indiana, (Mr.

He (Mr. U.) had intended to suggest to
committee a proposition that "in lieu of stationery and newspapers, each member of congress
annually." The commitshould be allowed $
tee could fill up the blank with any sum that might
be computed to be proper. This was the only remedy. The same coinphints had been made year
after year, and would continue to be made until the
end of time unless some such plan as this were
adopted.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, gave to the committee such
inforination as had been in possession of Ihe committee of ways and means in regard to these estimates, and stated that Ihe estimates of the clerk had
been reduced, in the committee. $25,000 below the
amount contained in those which had been re.id at
file clerk's table.
The committee had supposed
that Ihe amount now asked for was about the proprr
sum, in that they tiad looked with a proper eye to
economy an object which he was as desirous to
promote, when it could be properly done, as any
other gentleman. Mr. J. then replietl to certain portions of the argument of Mr. Ji//»is<on, contending
that blame, if blame there was, shoulil rest in the
proper quarter, and that it did not belong where the
gentleman had laid it.
Mr. Johnson, of Virginia, also replied to parts of
the observations of Mr. Johnston, of New York, in
relation to the prices of papt r. and llie action of the
committee of accounts, &c.; jieldnig the floor for
occasional explanations to Messrs. Johnston, of
York, Lincoln and Grmnell.
Profit).
the

—
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Mr. Williams, of N. C. appealed, and was proMr. Graham moved to amend the amendment by that, it was his own matter. But he did not believe
ol'stationery ainount- ceeding to debate the appeal; when the speaker said
Btri'kingout Ihe whole item of j;25,00U, as the only that the unjust appropriations
t lat the call for the previous question prevenled deIhoosaiid
thre«
than
more
long
session,
to
eJ,
in
a
were
wny ot piUliiig an end to the abuses which
was no bate on Ine appeal.
undoubtedly practised was to withhold the appro dollars. His experience was that there
Mr. IViltiams then moved that the bill lie on the
Tlie sum of .$100,000 had already been such waste, and plundering, and extravagance as
priation.
was op- table. The question on this motion was decided by
He
with.
themselves
appropriated for contingent expenses, &c. (by a they were charging
yeas 86, nays 74.
posed to striking out the appropriation; it was no yeas and nays as follows
former bill), and that was enough.
Mr. Stanly, in pursuance of notice heretofore
had
Mr. Everett said there were two modes at present more than was necessary. The estimate, as he
to introduce a bill to
leave
asked
by
him,
given
the
by which the extravagance in Ihe finances of the stated, had already been reduced $25,000 in
thought, provide for paying to the states the fourth instalhouse could be arrested. The first was to adopt the committee of ways and means, and that, he
act.
deposite
the
ment
under
call
a
would
the
treasury
of
secretary
jjroposition of Ihe gentleman from North Carolina, was what the
The question on granting the leave asked was
<Mr. Graham). He (Mr. E.) had put a question very "vigorous reduction." If gentlemen were wilaltogether, so was taken by yeas and nays, and decided as follows:
to the gentleman from New York, (Mr. Johnston), ling to dispense with stationery
YE.\S— Messrs. Adams, J. VV. Allen, Baker, Boardwas to receive §20
in regard to the amount of stationery now on hand. he— vastly more willing than he
man, Brockway, Casey, Cliinn, Chittenden, Clark, J.
He (Mr. E.) believed there was enough to cany for his share, or to put a law upon the statute book Cooper, Cranston, E. Davies.G. Davis, Deberry, Dellet,
themselves.
them through this session, and for the commence- denouncing
Edwards, Everett, Fillmore, Gates, Giddinos, Goode,
Mr. Monroe thanked the gentleman from Maine Graves, Grinnell, Hall, Henry, Hofl'man, James, C.
ment of the next.
Another mode within the poiverof the house was [Mr. Evans'\ for his speech; it contained precisely Johnston, VV. C. Johnson, Kemp.'^hall, Lane, Lincoln,
better
expressed.
much
McCariy, F. Mallory, Mason, Montgomery, Moore,
to bring in a resolution to proceed in the election of his own sentiments, though
the thanks of this house Morgan, C. Morris, Morrow, Osborne, Peck, Ranclerk.
It was a course which every department The gentleman deserved
cha- dall, Rariden, Reed, Ridgway, Russell, Simonion,
took, where it was ibund that persons in charge of for the manner in which he had vindicated its
Slade, Truman Smith, Slaidy, Stuart, Taliaferro, John
funds had misapplied them. This he would do, racter anddignity.
rriMt:
^'^1
r,
mi.'
.
T*^..!.,., ^.-..n^l...ll
Mr. Underwood replied to Mr. Evans, explaining B. Thompson. TilHnghost, Toland, Triplett, Trumbull,
were it not for the lale i>eriod of the session.
and contending Underwood, E. D. White, Lewis Williams, C. II. WilBut he disapproved of making general laws in an and vindicating his own course,
63.
Winthrop
liams,
that that gentleman's argument amounted only to
appropriation bill.
Messrs. Anderson, Atherton, Banks, Bcaton the statute books;
Mr. Morgan, believing that there was stationery this let us not put this thing
ty. Black, Boyd, A. V. Brown, Wm. O. Butler, Bynot the eye
enough on hand to meet present and immediate if we are guilty of these offences, let
num, J. Campbell, Carroll, Chapman, Clifford, Concould assure the gentleman nor,
purposes, was understood to say he was in favor ol of any man see it. He
M. A. Cooper, William R. Cooper, Crabb, Crary,
ignorant of these matters; Cross, John Davis, Doan, Dromgoole, Duncan, Earl,
the amendment of the gentleman from North Caro- that the people were not
It Eastman, Ely, Fisher, Floyd, Gerrv, Goggin, Griffin,
lina.
He went into some statements, which he that tliey were turning their attention to them. too
that these things were
suppose
mistake
to
was
Hammond, Hand, John Hastings, Hawes, Hawkins,
a
giviii
to
opposed
concluded by saying that he was
Nothing could be so Hubbard, Jameson, Joseph Johnson, Cave Johnson,
further power to the present clerk, because he had trifling to demand attention.
money. Nathaniel Jones, J. W. Jones, Keim, Kemble, Kille,
no confidence that that officer would do justice to which involved an abuse of the people's
Leet, Leonard, Lowell, Lucas, McClellan,
He denied that he had said or done any thing calcu- Leadbetter, McKay,
the house, or make its purchases with economy.
Mallory, Monlanya. S. W. Morris,
denounced McCulloch,
And he gave notice that he would, at the proper lated to reflect upon any man. He had suggested Parrish, Parmenier, Paynter, Fetrikin, Pickens, Reymerely
He
had
plunderer.
one
as
a
no
amendment:
time, otfer the following
nolds, Rives, Edw. Rogers, James Rogers, Samuels,
way
a
[Mr.
Indiana
ProffiQ
"And in Ihe future delivery of stationery of eveiy de- to the gentleman from
Shaw, Albert Smith, Thomas Smith, Starkweather,
remedied.
scription to members of the house, the postmaster shall by which the abuse could be
Steenrod, Strong, Sweeny, P. F. Thomas, J. TliompThe question was discussed further by Messrs. son, Turnev, Vanderpoel, Vroom, D. D. Wagener,
keep an account of the articles delivered to each member, with the prices thereof; and the clerk of the house Titliiighast, Everett and Lincoln.
Warren, Wattersoii, Weller, Wick, J. W. Williams,
shall insert in his annual report of the contingent exMr. Lincoln said that, on subsequent examina- Henry Williams S5.
penses, the a<?grega:e amount of the value of stationery tion, he found that his original motion was the proMr. Cashing moved that the house go into comreceived by the members respectively."
per one: and he again modified his proposition so mittee of the whole on the state of the union, for
Mr. Floyd, a member ot the committee of ac- as to reduce the item from $25,000 to $15,000 (i.e.
the purpose of taking into consideration the bill to
counts, went into some statements in relation to the
striking out all that was applicable to the next ses- make compensation for French spoliations. Several
action of that committee, and insisted that the consion of congress).
members objected, and he withdrew the motion.
tracts made by the present clerk had been safer,
And the question being taken, the amendment,
Mr. Jameson, from the committee on private land
belter and more economical than those of any other.
thus modified was agreed to.
claims, reported the bill from the senate to continue
As to the motion to strike out the appropriation,
So the item was reduced from $25,000 to 15,000 in force the act for the final adjustment of private
he [Mr. F.] had no objection to it, and supposed dollars.
land claims in Missouri, approved 9th July, 1832,
that the clerk had not.
Mr. Curtis then moved that the committee rise.
and the act supplementary thereto, approved 2d
The debate was carried on at great length, emThe motion having prevailed, the committee rose, March, 1833. The bill was then committed to the
bracing the contracts of last session with Mr. Lang- reported progress and obtained leave to sit again.
committee of the whole on the state of the union.
tree, the prices at which paper had been bought,
Mr. Burke laid on the table a resolution proposing
Mr. .Mams from the committee on manufactures,
!cc. and the reports of Ihe majority and minority of
to revive the select committee of the last session moved that the bill for the more faithful execution
session
on
the
last
the committee of accounts of the
appointed on the subject of certain contracts made of the laws relating to the collection of duties on
subject.
by the clerk for stationery, engraving, lithography, imports be made a special order of the day for the
Mr. L. fVilliams supported at some length the &c. so as to enable the committee to make report of 22d dav of February next.
motion of Mr. Graham. Mr. Tillinhast also ex- the proceedings, which they did not do at the last
Thflinotion was decided by yeas and nays. The
pressed his desire to vote for the amendment of Mr. session.
yeas 66, nays 59.
result was as follows
Graham, though he did not wish to vote against the
resolution was read.
The
Mr. A'emi/e, from the committee on military afproposition of the gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. Stanley said he had something to say in re- fairs, reported a bill to authorise the enlistment of
(Mr. Lincoln).
lation to the doings of the committee proposed to boys in the arn.y; which was twice read and comMr. Lincoln here said that his only object in sub- be revived, and which he should take an opportu- mittee to the committee of the whole house tomormitting his motion was to bring the matter to the nity of saying when the resolution came up for conlow. Mr. K. from the same committee reported a
done,
he
that
being
and,
house,
consideration of the
sideration.
joint resolution to direct the printing of a map of
would now accept the amendment of Mr. Graham,
And the house adjourned until to-morrow eleven the northwest territory; which was twice read, and
his
own.
of
modification
as a
o'clock, A. M.
committed to the committee of the whole on the
And the question being on the amendment as
Friday, Feb. 12. The bill from the senate sup- state of the union.
modified— Mr. Tdlinghast then gave notice of his plementary to the bill to encourage the introducMr. K. from the same commiltee, reported a bill
folthe
failed,
offer
to
amendment
intention, if the
tion and promote the culture of tropical plants was to reimburse the state of Vermont for services of htr
lowing:
passed.
time
and
third
the
read
militia; which was committed to the committee of
"And nothing herein contained shall be construed
Numerous bills and reports were reported to the the whole house on the state of the union. Mr. K.
to authorise or sanction any contract for stationery or
referred.
house
and
from the same committee, reported a bill to authoorther articles of merchandise, for the use of the ensuMr. McCariy reported a bill providing for the rise the enlistment of militia in Florida for otie
ing congress, hy any officer of the presen' ijongress to an
sale of the real estate of infants in certain cases
year; which was committed to the committee of the
amounrexceedingrn the whole two thousand dollars.
whole house tomorrow.
Mr. Adams sent to the clerk's table a letter liom committed for to-morrow.
Also a bill to provide for the arrest and detention
Mr. Cashing, from the committee on foreign afan individual of tue name of "Stone," in relation
justice; which bill fairs, reported the bill from the senate regulating
from
fugitives
of
demand
and
of,
lithography.
to the prices of
the judiciary.
commercial intercourse with the port of Cayenne,
The letter (Mr. A. said) was rather collateral to was referred to the committee on
Mr. Beirne reported, without amendment, the in the colony of French Guiana, and to remit certain
the question; he had had it in his possession for
senate to extend the charter of the duties; which was committed to the committee of
three months, but had had no opportunity of pre- bill from the
which bill was read and com- the whole on the state of the union. Mr. C. from the
senting it; and (he was understood to add) he des- bank of Alexandria;
of the whole.
committee
the
to
mitted
same committee, reported the following resolution:
it.
presenting
good
by
any
doing
paired of
the bill from the senate to
reported
Resolved, That the president of the U. States lie reMr. Hoffman,
The letter was then read.
to make an quested, if in his judgment, not incompatible with the
Mr.Bynum declared himself ready to vote for the authorise the secretary of the treasury
of the secu- pubHc service, to communicate to the house the docuany
with
compromise
or
arrano-ement
upon
some
entered
then
and
amendment as modified;
the U. States by Samuel ments and other informaiion in possession of the exeremarks in vindication of the cletk, and of the in- rities'on bonds given to
claims of citizens of the UiiiteQ States
and said he was instructed hy the com- cutive regarding
justice of impugning his character or course with- Swartwout,
on the government of Hay ti.
be
read a third time.
it
move
that
to
out a proper investigation, by committee or other- tnittee
was read and agreed to.
resolution
The
bill,
Mr. Hoffman explained the propriety of this
wise, into the true state of the facts.
Mr. Clifford reported a bill to make fuither pronecessity for an early action on it.
Mr. £iians contended that this fund (the esti- and showed the
of the exploration and surexpense
the
for
vision
the
advocated
Vunderpoel
Mr.
mates for which had already been reduced .§25,000 The bill was read.
boundary; which was twice
Jameson moved the previous question. vey of Ihe northeastern
by the committee ol ways and means) was not bill. Mr.
committee of the w hole
bill must, under read and committed to the
the
that
contended
fVilliams
that
Mr.
demands
more than sutficient to meet the
union.
of
the
the
state
on
whole.
committee of Ihe
would be made upon it; and he repudiated, with the rule, go to the
Mr. Morgan, reported adversely on the petition
think the bill must of necesdid
not
speaker
The
made
Ihe
house
which
charges
much animation, the
of Jacksonville, in Florida; also, on the
go through a committee of the whole house of citizens
against itself in the shape of corruption and plun- sity
of the judges of the courts of East Florida,
under the rules; if the previous question were op petition
der.
the courts of
be on the third J that certain persons may be tried in
would
main
question
the
individual
dered,
been
have
He did not say there might not
St. John's. These reports were laid on the table.
If any man has been guilty of leading of the bill
instances of abuse.
i
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Mr. dishing said he could answer.
Rock dam to Schlosser, and, should, it seem proMr. Dromgoole would not receive his answer, fitable, it was intended to run her also to Navy IsTo enable tlie legislative council of Florida to
and demanded that the chair or clerk respond to the land, and touch at Grand Island and Tonawanda.
alter the time of their annual sessions.
To confer on claimants in Florida all the benefits inquiry whether the bill now presented was the
Her owner was Mr. Wells, said to be a respectaof the law of June 18, 1834, lor losses sustained identical bill reported by the committee on foreign ble citizen of Buffalo, and it is obvious, his intention
by the operation of the American troops in April, affairs.
in putting up the boat was one of speculation and
The clerk answered it was not.
1814.
profit entirely.
The excitement upon thatpoition
Mr. Cashing said it was a true copy.
These bills were committed to the committee of
of the frontier, at this period, had collected a great
Mr. Dromgoole called on the house not to act many in the neighborhood some from curiosity
the whole house.
Mr. Underwood, from the committee on roads and upon ariy bill which was not the bill actually re- some from idleness and others from taking an intecanals, reported, with sundry amendments, the bill ported to the house, and spoke as to the danger rest in the unusual and extraordinary collection of
from the senate lor the removal of the rait in Red which might arise from the practice now proposed adventurous men gathered together at that time on
liver. The bill was committed to the committee to be pursued by substituting a bill said to be a Navy Island.
Navy Island was "nominally" in the
of the whole on the slate of the union, and Mr. Un- copy of the true bill.
British "tenitoiy."
As the true bill could not be produced, another
ilerwood moved that it be the special order for ThursThe owner of the Caroline took advantage of these
motion was made that the committee rise.
day next; which was refused.
circumstances to make some money with his boat,
And, the question being put, a quorum did not by running her, as a ferry boat, over to Navy IsMr. Hopkins, on behalf of Mr. Garland, who is
confined by sickness, asked leave to report a bill vote; upon which the committee rose and reported land. All these facts appear from testimony regufrom the committee on public lands to continue in that fact.
larly taken, (see H. R. Document, No. 302, page 46
The speaker counted the house, and reported that and 39, 2d, session, 25th congress), and the commitforce the 1st section of the act to extend the time
for locating Virginia military land warrants and re- a large quorum was present; and the house again tee know of no legal evidence lo contradict them.
turning surveys thereon to the general land office, resumed its session in committee of the whole.
There is no proof that any arms or munitions of
approved July 7, 1838; which bill was read the first
Mr. Evans admitted that, according to a strict war were carried in the boat, except, perhaps, one
and second time, and committed to the committee of adherence to rule or form, the objections taken by small six pounder field piece lielonging to a passenunion.
the whole on the state of the
Mr. Dromgoole were correct; but, in point of fact, ger. The principal object was to run the boat as
Mr. Seaity, from the committee on patents, re- the house in almost all cases acted upon bills which a ferry boat from Schfosser, on the American side,
ported the bill from the senate in addition to the act were only transcripts of the originals. It acted to Navy Island, on the British side. It is believed
10 promote the progress of useful arts.
upon printed bills, the originals being filed away in that, even in war, a neutral power has the right to
Also, the bill from the senate making appropria- the clerk's office.
trade in contraband articfes, subject, of course, to
tions lor the patent office. The bills were committed
Mr. Dromgoole explained, and showed that the seizure and confiscation, if taken within the juristo the committee of the whole on the state of the bills upon which the house usually acted were equal diction of either of the contending parties. What is
union.
to the originals, as they were the official printed cordraband of war is not aiways certain.
Treaty
Mr. Fillmore, reported a bill regulating the taking copies from the originals; the originals themselves, stipulations frequently include some articles, and exof testimony in cases of contested elections, and for il any doubt arose, being not only within reach of, clude others recognised in the law of nations. Tradremained
twice
read,
and
which
was
other purposes;
but in fact within the actual possession of, the ing in contraband articles is no excuse for invading
upon the speaker's table.
house, and might he considered as actually before it. the territory and soil of a neutral and independent
After the bill had been left on the speaker's table,
The original bill still not being forthcoming, Mr. power, whose private citizens may choose to run the
Mr. Proffil moved that the bill be committed to Care Johnson moved that the committee rise.
hazzard of such a trade. In this instance there were
the committee of the whole on the state of the
The question was taken by tellers, and there ap- no two foreign powers engaged in war; but all conhills, viz:

—

union

Mr. Vanderpoel, from the committee of ways and
means, reported a bill jnaking appropjiations for the
military academy at West Point lor the year 1841;
which was committed to the committee of the whole
on the state of the union.
On motion of Mr. Jones, of Virginia, the committee of ways and means was discharged from the
memorial of the corporation of St. Louis for the
improvement of their harbor; from the petition of
citizens of Preble county, in Ohio, for an appropriation for the Cuniberland road; from the petition
Orleans rail road company;
of the Mobile and
and from communications from the war dr^partment
on the subject of an ap|iropriation for the arsenal

New

at

Charleston, in South Caiolina, and an appropria-

tion for wharves at Governor's and Bledsoe's islands, in the harbor of Wew York.
Mr. Dawson, reported a bill further to continue
in force the act for the payment of horses and other
property lost in the military service; which was
twice read, and Mr. Dawson moved that it be engrossed and read a third time; which being agreed
to, the bill A-as then road a third time, and passed,
and sent to the senate for concurrence.
Mr. Cuiiis reported the bill from the senate to
authorise the secretary of the treasury to procure

steam vessels for the revenue service; which bill
was committed to the committee of the whole on the
state of the union.
Salurdaij, Feb. 13.

The house

then adjourned.

Mr. Clifford moved to susthe rules for one hour, to go into committee
of the whole on the bill reported from the committee on foreign affairs yesterday by Mr. Pickens,
making a fuither appropriation for exploiing and
surveying the northeastern boundary. The ques
tion was put, and the rules were suspended.
And
the house accordingly resolved itself into committee
ol the whole on the hill.
Mr. Bunks, of Virginia,
was called to the chair of the commiilee.
It was now reported by the clerk that the bill had
been sent to be printed under he order of the house,
and that neither a printed copy nor the manuscript
bad been sent up from the press.
Mr. Eastman then moved that the committee
proceed to the consideration of the bill introduced
by him a few days ago, to continue the five years'
pension granted in 1833 to certain widows.
Mr. Pickens moved that the committee rise.
The question was put, and the committee was
counted by tellers: ayes 40, noes 81. So the com-

pend

I

peared ayes 44, noes 82.
After remarks from several gentlemen as to the
proper course of proceeding Mr. Smith moved that
the commiitee do procee<l to act upon the bill sub
sfituted by Mr. Cashing.
The question was putayes 92, noes 50. And so the committee determined to act on the bill handed in by Mr. Cushin,
Mr. Dromgoole asked if there was anv mode by
which it could be ascertained that the 'bill which
the committee had voted to act upon was a true
transcript of the original bill.
M. Cashing thought it was too late to ask that
question.
The committee had decided to act upon
the transcript handed in by him, copy or no copy.
Mr. C. went on to explain the provisions of the bill,
and stated that it was identical, in substance, with

—

—

cerned ill the outbreak or excitement within the British jurisdiction, claimed to be British subjects in resistance of the authorities of Canada, a province of
the British empire.
Even admitting, then, that the
Caroline was engaged in contraband trade, yet it was
with citizens who claimed to be subjects ol the same
empire with Ihose who were styled the legitimate
officers of the province.

Abstractly speaking, how was a private citizen to
decide who were right and who wrong in these local
And which portion of citizens of the
same province must our citizens refuse to have any
communication with? But the boat was merely used
for one <lay as a ferry boat; and on the night of the
day she commenced running, she was seized while
moored at the wharf in Schlosser, and burnt. Sedisputes?

the original.
veral men were assassinated; certainly one, who fell
Mr. Underwood moved to amend the bill by re- dead upon the dock. Now the insinuation of the
ducing the appropriation from fTo.OOO to $37,500. British minister, that Schlosser was "nominally"
within the territory of the United Slates, may well
Mr. Petrikin moved to amend the amendment by
be retorted, as we can with equal trulh say that
striking out $.37,500, and inserting $20,000.
Navy Island was "nominally" within the "territoSome discussion followed, directed mainly to the
ry" of the British government; for at the period to
proper extent of the appropriation, in which Messrs.
which we allude, the people collected there had as
Mbert Smith, Undenvood, Cashing, Haloes, Petrieffectually defied Canada authorities as any portion
kin, Pickens, Tillinghast, unii Vander/ioel {Ihe \MeT
of our people had disregarded ours.
Yet British
of whom suggested a compromise of $50,000) parauthority thought proper to pass by Navy Island, then
ticipated.
in its "nominal" territory, and in the plenitude of
Mr. Prqffit was proceeding to make some re- its power, to cast the asgis of British jurisdiction
marks, when, the hour having elapsed, the chair- over American soil. This was truly extending
over
man announced the fact; and the committee there- us that kind guardianship which they had not Ihe
upon rose, (without action), and reported progress. ability at thai time to extend to a portion of their
own
Mr. Pickens, from the committee on foreign af- territory, and which recommends itself to us, full as
fairs, asked leave to make a report from that commuch from its assumption as from its love of right
miitee in relation to the correspondence between or law.
the governments of the U. States and Great Britain
The British minister is pleased also to call the
in relation to the destruction of the steamboat CaCaroline a "piratical steamboat." The loose epiroline during the troubles on the Canada frontier thets of any
one, no mailer how high in place, canin Ihe winter of 18:^8-9; as also in relation to the not
make liial piracy which the law of nations does
arrest and imprisonment of Alexander MuLeod, a not recognise
as such.
Pirates are freebooters, etieBritish subject, for being concerned in the destrucmies of Ihe human race; and eminent jurists discnbe
tion of Ihat boat.
them as ravagiiis; every sea and coast with no flag
No objection being made, Mr. Pie/ccns sent in the and no home. Piracy comes under the concurrent
report, as follows:

jurisdiction of

The committee on

all

nations.

Even

in the

worst point

foreign affairs, to whom was of view that it can be considered, those connected
message of the president, transmitting with the steamboat Caroline were but aiders and
abetors of others engaged in rebellion.
And tfie
committee are totally at a loss to know upon what
the demand made for the liberation of Mr. Alexander authority rebellion
is recogniseil as piracy.
Such
MrLeod, respectfully report:
confoiinilingol terms is resting the case upon epithets
It appears that the steamboat 'Caroline"
was instead of sound law or facts. But even supposing
mittee refused to rise.
seized and destroye<l in the month of D.^cembcr,
it to be a "piratical boat," as Ihe minister asserts il
The chair here decided that the rules were sus- 18:!7 The committee are induced lo believe Ihat to be; yet Ihe moment it touched
our soil it fell under
pended lor the special purpose of acting on a paiti the f\ict3 of the case are as follows: The boat was our sovereignly,
and no power on earth could rightwould
and
and

cnlar subject,
not Ihereforebe in
that it
ord.-r to take up any other matter.
bill wa.a here furnished by Mr. Cashing, of the
committee on foreign affairs, which he said was a
copy of the bill reported by the committee.
i\lr. Dromgoole Asket[ the chair if this were the
identical bill reported by the committee on foieign

A

altuiis

referred the

a correspondence with the British minister in relation to the burning of the steamboat Caroline, and

owned

by,

York.

in

possession

of,

a citizen of

New

fully invade

it.

She was cleared from the city of Buffalo,
There is no doctrine more consecrated in English
morning of the 29th December, 1837^ history, than Ihat every human being who touches
she left the port of Buffalo, bound for Sclilosser, the soil
of Great Britain is immediately covered by
upon the American side of the Niagara river, and British law. Suppose one
ol her vessels were cut
within the territory of tiie United States.
The ori- from the banks of Ihe Thames and burnt by Frenchginal intention seemed to be, to run the boat be- men,
and British citizens were assassinated at night,
tween Buffalo and Schlosser, or perhaps from Black and the French minister
were lo avow that they
and, on the

—
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acted under the orders of his government, and that
the vessel vfas "piratical," and the citizens mnrdered were outlaws Ihen tliere is not an Englishman whose heart would not beat hijh to avenge the
wcong, and viiidicate the rights of his country. The
And there is no interIdiv there is the law here.
national law consistent with the separate independence of nations, that sanctions the pursuits of even
pirates to murder and arson over the soil and jurisdiction of one of the stales of this confederacy. No
greater wrong can be done to a country than invaIf it can be done with impunity atone
sion of soil.
point, and one occasion, it can be done at another,
and the nation that submits to it, finally sinks down
If a representation of
into drivelling imbecility.
the state of things at Schlosser, and the conduct of
those who had control of the Caroline, had first been
York, or of
made to the proper authorities of
the United States, then there would have been some
show at least of respect for our sovereignty and independence, and a disposition to treat us as an equal.
But in this case, as if to treat our authorities with
contempt, there was no preliminary demand or representation made.
It was hoped that the outrage was perpetrated
by a party in suilden heat and excitement, upon
But the British minister
their own responsibility.
now avows that "the act was the public act of
persons obeying the constituted authorities of her
majesty's province," and again affirms that "it was
a public act of persons in her majesty's service,
obeying the orders of Iheir superior authorities."
If this had been the fiist and oidy point of collision
with Great Britain it might not have e.xcited such
interest, but there is au assumption in most of our
intercourse with that great power, revolting to the
pride and spirit of independence in a free people. If
policy
i: be her desire to preserve peace, her true
would be to do justice, and shoiv thai courtesy to
equals which she has always demanded frojn others.
The commiltee do not desire to press views on this
part of the subject, particularly as a demand has been
made by our government upon the government of
Great Britain for explanation as to the outrage committed, the answer to which it is hoped will prove
eatisfactory.
As to the other points presented in the demand
mude by the British minister for the "liberation" of
Alexander McLeod, the committee believe the facts
of the case to be, that the steamboat was seized and
burnt as stated before, and tliat a citizen or citizens
York were murdered in the affray. And
of
there were reasons to induce the belief that McLeod
was pariiceps criminis. He was at first arrested, and
upon various testimony being taken, was then discharged. He was afterwards arrested a second time.
Upon tbe evidence then presented, he was imprisoned to await his trial. There was no invasion of
But upon
British territory to seize or take him.
his being voluntarily within our territory, he was
arr-sled as any citizen of the United States, charged
know
with a similar olfence, might have been.
of no law of nations that would exempt a man
fiom arrest and imprisonment for offences charged
to be committed against the "peace and dignity" of
a state, because he is a subject of Great Biitam, or
because he commitled the ciime at the instigation or
under the authority of British provincial officers;

Mew

it is, that the demand becomes preposterous in the
extreme. The fact that the offences were committed
under tbe sanction of provincial authorities does not
In
alter the case, unless we were in a state of war.
such cases as the present, the power to deliver \ip
could not be conferred upon the federal executive

We

-

,

do

we know

of

any law

that

would

justify

the president to deliver him up without trial, at the
demand and upon the assertion as lo facts, of any
If we had been
ai^ent of the British government.
at open war with Great Britain, and JVlcLeod had
committed the ollences charged, then he might have
fallen under the rules and regulations of war, and
been treated as a prisoner of the United States government, and would have been subject to the laws
of nations in war.
But as the alleged criminal acts, in which McLeod
is charged to be implicated, were committed in profound peace, it is a crime, as far as he may be concerned, solely against the "peace and dignity" of
the state of New York, and her ciiminal jurisdicIf the crimes comtion is complete and exclusive.
mitted be such as to make a man hoslis humani genus an outlaw a pirate, in the legal acceptation
of the term, then under the law of nations, the
United Stales courts and tribunals would have jurisdiction.
But the otfence charged in this case, committed as it was in time of peace, as far as this
individual was concerned was one purely against the
iex-ioci, and coming exclusively within the criminal
jurisdiction of the tribunals of New York.
The minister, iu his letter of the 13th Dec. 1840,
says: "it is quite notorious that Mr. McLeod was
not one of the party engaged in the destruction of
the steamboat Caroline; and that the pretended
charge upon which he has been imprisoned rests
only upon the perjued testimony of certain Canadians, outlaws and Iheir abettors, &c." This may
perchance all be so; but it would be asking a

—

.

less

—
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dered as dormant, until made binding by treaty arrangement. But when the matter is reversed, and
demand is made, not of fugitives from justice for
otiences committed against a foreign ]iower, but for
the liberation of a man charged witli offences against
tbe peace and dignity of one of our own states, then

New

much

20,

great deal to require an American court to jield jurisdiction, and surrender up a prisoner charged with
offences against the law, upon the mere ipse dixit of
any man, no matter how high in authority. Whether McLeod be guilty or not guilty, is the very
point upon which an American jury alone have a
right to decide.
Jurisdiction in stale tribunals over
criminal cases, and trial by jury of the venue, are esAnd it
sential points in American jurisprudence.
misapprehension as to the nature of our
is a total
system to suppose that there is any right in the
federal executive to arrest the verdict of the one
If such a
or thwart the jurisdiction of the other.
power existed, and were exercised, it would eUectually overthrow, and upon a vital point, the separate sovereignty and independence of these states.
The federal executive might be clothed wilh
power to deliver up fugitives from justice for offences committed against a foreign state, but even
then it might not be obligatory to do so, unless it
were made matter of treaty stipulation. This duly
and right in an executive has generally been consi-

899

Her

internal resources, skill, labor and machinery, with her capital, are beyond calculation.
Her
natural position, being about midway the coast of
Europe, gives her great control over the outlets and

currents of commerce.
Her military occupation of Gibraltar, Malta, the
Ionian island, and recently of St. Jean d'Acre, gives
her ascendency on the iVlediteiranean and the Levant, while St. Helena and the Cape of Good Hope
give her possession over the current of trade along
these extensive coasts. Then Bombay, Calcutta,
and her immense possession in the East Indies, together with her recent movements in the China seas
and islands, enable her to extend her power over
those vast regions that have plumbt-red for ages in
solitary and enervated magnificence. She possesses
Falkland island but to control the commerce that
passes around Cape Horn
while Trinidad gives
her all she de.^ires in the Canibean sea. Halifax, at
one jioinl, and Bermuda at another, stand out in
great force over our own coast from one exiremity
to the other.
Her positions all over the world are at this moment in a military point of view, equal to a million of men under arms.
Her continual conflicts in
the mighty regions of the east, only enable her officers to become skilful and to improve in the art of
war, while her great armies and extensive fleets
draw their support from the immense countries
seized and occupied.
In the present juncture of affairs, no statesman can overlook these thmt'S.
Steam power has recently brought us so near together, that in the event of any future conflict, joor
uilh its effects will be precipitated upon us with
much more rapidity than formerly.
Avarice and ambition are the ruling passions of
modern times, and it is vain to shut our ej'es to the
slate of things around us.
It remains to be seen

—

by treaty stipulation.
It could not be conferred in those cases over
is cleaily delegated by the federal
constitution.
Such, for instance, as treason, which
what eflbct steam power is to have upon changing
is an offence against the conjoined sovereignty of the
states, as defined in the constitution. Over all cases and modifying the whole art of defence and war.
except those defined in the constitution, and those It may be a great engine for again levelling mancoming clearly under the laws of nations, the states kind, and reducing every thing to a contest of mere
have exclusive jurisdiction, and the trial and pu- physical force. In that event it might be difficult
nishment for ofiences against them, are incident to to conjecture what system of national defence will
It is not pretended in stand the test of time and experience.
their separate sovereignty.
We have a deep stake in peace, and fondly hope
this case that there is any treaty stipulation under
which the demand is made; and the federal execu- the repose of the world will not be disturbed. We
tive, under our system, has no power but what is have certainly not the least desire for any rupture.
conferred by the constitution, or by special law of Firmness, and a wise preparation, will long preserve
But while no temptacongress.
In the former it is declared that "the us from such a catastrophe.
execulive power is vested in a president of the U. tion should ever prompt us to do injustice on the one
States," and that power is then pointed out and de- hand, so no consideration on the other hand, should
fined by special laws passed from time to time, im- ever induce us to submit to permanent wrong from
posing such duties as are thought proper and expe- any power on earth, no matter what the consequences may be.
dient by congress.
Your committee would conclude by expressing a
Your committee deem it dangerous for the executive to exercise any power over a subject-matter firm belief that all our points of difficulty may be
not conferred by treaty or by law; and to exercise it honorablj' and amicably adjusted, and that harmony
in any case in conflict with state jurisdiction, would may long be preserved by both governments purbe worse than dangerous; it would be usurpation. suing a liberal and generous policy, congenial to the
But your committee forbear to press these points interests and feelings of both people, and compatible
further at present, and they would not have said as with the spirit and genius of an enlightened age.
Mr. Pickens moved that the report be laid on the
much on such clear questions of international law,

which jurisdiction

but that in this case, the demand for liberation has
been made by the accredited agent of a great power,
and under circumstances of peculiar aggravation
and excitement.
have other points of difference with Great
Britain, which add interest to every question that
Neither our northarises between us at present.
eastern or northwestern boundaries are yet setlled
with her, and the subject is not entirely free from
difficulty.
She has recently seized our vessels and
exercised a power involving the right of search, nni]/^
the pretext of suppressing the foreign slave trade,
which, if persevered in, will sweep our commerce
from the coast of Africa, and which is incompatible
with our rights as a maritime power. She has recently, iu her intercourse with us, refused indemnity and denied our rights to property, on a subjeclmatler vital to near one-half the stales of Ihis confederacy, and which, considering her military position at Bermuda and her growing power in the West
Indies, is of the last importance to our national in-

We

and printed.

Mr. Everett suggested the propriety of collecting
and printing together, in one pamphlet, all the documents upon the subject.
Mr. Hawes objected to the reception of the report,
unless it was in order to make it.
The speaker szii
the report could not be received, unless by consent
of all parties. Mr. Hawes then objected.
Several members suggested that it was

make every

question between

us, at this peculiar juncture, of the deepest interest.
Besides this, we are both permanently destined to

have, perhaps, the most extensive commerce of modern nations. Our flags float side by side, over
every sea, and bay, and inlet of the known globe.
She moves steadily upon her objects with an amAnd wherever she
bition that knows no bounds.
has had conflict of interest she has rarely yielded to

any power.
Al Ihis moment she presents

world
the spectacle of the greatest military and commercial
power in combination ever known.
From her vast possessions in every quarter of the
globe, and her peculiar commercial system, she has
been made the reservoir of the wealth of nations.
to the civilized

now

too

late to make the objection, as the report was actually before the house, and motions had been made

and entertained respecting it.
The speaker here decided that the objection should
have been made when Mr. Pickens proposed to submit the report; that, Bot hearing any objection, he
had received the report, and propositions were entertained respecting if; and that it was now too late
to raise the objection.

The report having been read, Mr. Everett moved
that all the documents, a list of which he furnished,
should be printed together with the report.
Mr. Granger moved to divide

dependence.
All these subjects

table,

the question,

which

being granted, and the question lor printing being
debatable, he entered into a discussion in opposiHe was followed by Mr. Picktion to the report.
ens, in a warm and zealous defence of the report.
After he had concluded, Messrs. Jldams, Everett,
Grinnell and Fillmore participated in the debate.
[The debate is one of profound interest, and w » regret that we have not room for it this week; but we
After the
shall give it entire in our next sheet.]
falter had concluded, the question occurred on
printing the documents; which was lost. The house
refusing to print them with Ihe report.
The question then occurred on printing the report, w liich was concurred in: yeas 103, nays 6S.
And, at twenty minutes after four o'clock, the
house adjourned.

—

—
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CHRONICLE.
Almahacs.

The London corYork Times, viritcs that Mur-

Astrology revived.

lesponiiciit of the

New

.::norphy's V.Vathur Ahiianac which sprung into t
mat
diiiaiy populariiv, in 1637, (because its predicuoa
'"''"'
January 16. would be the coldest day in ilievejr'
ed out trui), has had a host of initiators. This year
delowest
it announces, for .January 17, "probably the
gree of winter cold.'' But there is another work, which
has run through eleven yearlv editions, in which the
author takes ahigherflieht than merely predicting the
giving
state of the weather— though he docs that also,
an account of the weather at home, and the storms
abroad in 1841. The author of Zadkiel's Almanac and
Herald of Astrology is Ueut. R. J. Morrison, R. N. He
resided for some years at Liverpool, where I knew him.
He undoubtedly believes in astral influences, and has
many followers. Just now, he is in hi^h feather— haying last year, before there was any idea that Victoria
would marry Albert, formerly declared that the queen
would marry early in February, (which she did), and
have a daughter on November 21st, 1S40 vthich acHe now predicts that on the Sth of
tually happened.
December, 1841, the queen will have another daughter,
but says there will be "some degree of danger to the
Zadkiel foretells events for
infant, or difficult birlh.''
He alludes rarely to America.
all places, during 1841.
In March, at Washington, he doubts not "that the government will do well as to revenue and friends, but
they are also violently opposed bv their enemies. Some
epidemic also in the United States. Sudden interruptions to their trade, and much fraud among the money
ed people, banks, &c." In June lie foresees "a return
of health and prosperity, and a plentiful cotton harWhat think you of Zadkiel.
verst."

A NTI- MASONRY,

again.

It is

announced

that a "de-

mocratic anti-masonicconvention, is to be held in May
This must be for the purpose of
iie.\t at Harrisburg."
nominating a candidate for governor we presume.
Ban'SS. The bankof MilledgeviUe, we understand,
aniicipared the pi^ri^d affixed for a general resumption;

and commenced specie payments on the 25ih ult. The
Columbus hanks resumed' payments some time since.
Thus it would seem the interior banks have, on this
occasion at least, led in the measure of resumption.
during the whole period of the former suspenbank of Columbus continued to pay specie.
The Culumbus. (Geo.) Argus, 3d inst.
says: "The banks of this city, all resumed on Monday,
and 33 we expected, no stir or excitement was visible.

In

fact,

sion, the

Resumption.

But little demand was made for specie, and that chiefly
by the drovers. The Farmers bank of Chattahoochee
resumed, and its bills are now at par and bankable.
Rhodam A. Greene, cashier of the Western bank of
Georgia, redeems the bills of that bank payable at

Rome, in current funds in this city."
The Charlestown, Va. Free Press,

slates that the
in Winchester had resolved that it was expedient to suspend specie payments.
FranMin bank of Baltimore. The committee of stockholders appointed at a former meeting-, made their re=
port in favor of winding up the affairs of the bank.
The report was laid upon the table, and a resolution
offered and passed atjthorising the director.^ tu apply to
the slate legislature to allow a redueiion i.f ilie stock to
S12 50 cents per share. The directors are also authorised to proceed to the arrangement of the affairs of the
institution, and resume active business as soon as its
[Sun.
affairs will justify.

hanks
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in the United States is Jefferson.
The city alderman took the responsibiliiy
Dogs.
estimated at about two millions, and the expense of of issuing a warrant fur the arrest of his superiors in
keeping them at upwards of ten millions of dollars per office, and upon a hearing of the case, his honor the
mayor was discharged, and his hoi.or, judge Scott,
unnuni.
was fined in the sum of two dollars and fifty cents!

The number of dogs

Exchange.
of.

New York

on London 7|a8j; France

Rail roads. There are 3.319 miles of rail road in
use in the United States, constructed at a cost of
886,000,000, and yielding an average of about 5i per
cent. 1,802 miles more are in progress of completion;
and the whole number of miles projected, hicluding
finished, unfinished and routes examined, is nearly

20a22.

On Boston

par; Philadelphia 3; Baltimore 1 ja2; Richmond, Norfolk, Petersburg 4; Raleigh 5; Charleston
2{; Augusta 71; Columbia 6^; Savanna 5; Mobile 8;
Orleans 6|; Si. Louis, Louisville 7a7j; Cincinnati 6i; Nashville 12.

New

10,000.

Fisheries. The growing importance of the lake
Steamers. Mr. Cunard has determined to establish
may be judged of by the following statement a weekly
line of steamers between Liverpool and Bos.
That paper says, "the
of the Detroit Advertiser.
amount of while fish, trout and Siskavel, taken in ton. 'I'he New York folks must look out.
Lake Superior, Michigan, Huron, and on the Detroit
Steam FIRE ENGINE. Steam has but just commenced
river, last season, was over thirty thousand barrels; of its mighty career amongst men.
Another of iis triwhich, 1.950 barrels were taken on the Detroit river; umphs we are about to witness, in its superior efficacy
600 at the head of Hog Island, and 800 on Goose in extinguishing conflagrations in cities tnat have hereIsle."
tofore expended so much in fire apparatus and on fire
Flour. 12,000 bhls. sold last week at New York for companies. The insurance companies of the city of
the English market, at S4 81 a $4 75—3 or 4,000 sold New York have the first steam engine "Exterminator"
I'he Comat Philadelphia lor the same destination at the same adapted to this object nearly completed.
mercial Advertiser, says: "It resembles very much a
prices.
The inspections of the week in Baltimore amounted loconioiive, such as are used on railways. The hind
wheels,
which support it in iis passage through the
62.
to 17,217 bbls. and 642 half bbls. Prices 184 87 to
streets, propel the machinery when at work at a fire,
Ge.v. Harrison's household (we learn from the Ma- being lifted from
the ground by laige jack screws. It
disonian) will not be completed until afier the opening is of twenty horse
power, and from the great strength
of the spring, when Mrs. Harrison, now at North of its boiler,
it would not be deemed imprudent to work
Bend, is expected to join the general. Meantime the it fifty per cent, higher. The bore to which hose will
be
sudomestic arrangements of the while house will
be attached is fifteen inches and three-quarters in cirperintended by the family of Mr. Taylor, the general's cumference, and the mouth
of the pipe will be much
son-in-law, who will be his private secretary.
less
giving a great impetus to the volume of « ater,
Intercourse. The Boston Transcript says: The and throwing it to a greater distance than our best enColumbia brought out from England 80 mail bags and gines. It is so constructed that, should it be necessa72,00J letters, about half of which were left at Halifax ry, three or four streams can play from the engine at
the sanie time.
The engine will be stationed in the
for the province.
fifth district, probably at or near Burling slip.
It is to
Lead. According to the Galena Gazettee, the ex- be drawn by
a pair of strong horses, and atiended by
ports of lead from Galena, for the last year have
a driver, an engineer and a fireman."
amounted to twenty millions of pounds, for which
As flames are extinguished the more immediately
seventeen hundred thousand dollars have been paid by
increasing the volume of water that is thrown at
them.
once and together thereon, a single engine of this caliLongevity. The official returns of the census of bre will be competent to arrest a fire which four times
25
that
there
are
Maryland,
show
Worcester county,
the same quantity of water thrown from a number of
persons in that county over 100 yeai-s of age— this in a colii'mon fire "eiimnes, would "not be able' to arrest
population of 18,253, is a larger ralio than will be exStocks have improved slightly since our last at N.
hibited by any part of the union
York U. S. bank shares from 25| to 28; Phila. and
McLeod indicted. On the 6th instant, at Lockport, Bait, rail road 37.
indiclment
against
the grand jury found a true bill of
The Pennsylvania Inquirer estimates the loss to the
McLeod, for the murder of Amos Durfee, at the time inhabitants of Philadelphia, by the depreciation of inof the burning of the Caroline.
vestments i:i stocks within the last few years, at fifty
The Rochester Advertiser says: "We understand milhons of dollars.
that a guard of militia volunteers is stationed near the
jail in Loekporl, every night, to prevent the po.ssibility
Supreme court Ukited States. An interesting
of McLeod's escape. There is a settled apprehension case is before the supreme court, involving most imporof fraud in relation to this person, which, it seems, the tant consequences and some millions of dollars in proThe pith of the question at issue is whether the
peuple there are determined to prevent.
perty.
Missionary operatio.ns. The annual report of ihe sale of slaves imported into the state of Mississippi is
The constitution of Mississippi prohibits the
American board of commissioners of foreign missions, valid.
importation
for purposes of merchandise, and the quesshows the operations the past year:
The receipts during the yearhavebeen 8246,691 64, tion is whether the sale is vitiated. Mr. Walker, one of
and the expenditures »24'b,60U 27. The are 25 mis- the senators from Mississippi, opened the case in favor
Ihe validity of the sale.
Mr. Jones replies to-day.
sions, embracing 80 stations, at \yhich there are 134 of
ordained missionaries, 10 physicians, not preachers, Mr. Clay, of Kentucky, will rejoin to-morrow, and the
14 teachers, 10 printers and bookbinders, 11 other argument will be concluded by Mr. Webster, of Masmale and 186 female assistants making in all, 365 sachusetts. The court room has been crowded to-day,
missionary laborers from this conniry. There are, be- and the case excited general interest.
The Amistad case was set apart for to-day, but the
sides, 15 native preachers and 167 other native assistants in all, 487, which are under the control of the case under consideration took precedence.
{Bah. American.
board, and are supported wholly or in part by it. There
fisheries

U

—

I

—

—

Mrs. Chris'ian Baker has bequeathed to
the American board of foreign missions, and the American Education society, equally, an esla'e worth probably forty or fifty thousand dcillars; to the American are 15 printing establishments; 55 churches, containTea. The packet ship Sampson arrived at New
Bible society two thousand dollars, and to the Ameri- ing 17,234 members; 8 seminaries for boys, containing
York has brought us 1,092 chests of tea from Loncan Tract society at Boston, one thousand dollars.
412 boarding scholars; 6 preparatory hoarding schools, don!!
Buenos Ayres. There were at Buenos Ayres on containing 100 pupils; 10 female boarding schools,
T T T. They have temperance wagons in the west,
making the whole number of
the 28ih November, 144 foreign merchant vessels, of containing 295 pupils
boarding schools 24, and boarding schoolars 807; of marked with three Ts, to denote that the owner is a
which 49 were British; 20 American; 16 French.
Bequests.

—

—

free

schools there are 415, containing 21,606 pupils.

tee-to-taller.

Coal miotiS on fire. The mine in Pennsylvania The number of books and tracts printed the past year
The Tigris case. The libel in this case was on Sawhich we have frequenlly noticed the progress of the is 685,000, containing 45,202,606 pages— and the whole
turday dismissed, the libcllant not furnishing the selire in, siill conunues burning, and the craters upon
number of pages primed since the establishment of curity required. He has
until Friday next to enter an
the summit of the mountain increase in size and numthe board is 223,156,081.
appeal.
ber. And we are now informed that ihe mine oj Messrs.
A millionaire. The Pittsburg American states
Stees and Ohver, near Pinegrove, which took fire about
Tunnels.
The
English
having nearly completed a
that
William
Mr.
Hogg,
of
at
fury,
Brownsville,
(Pa.)
died
n month since, coniines burning wiih increased
communication under the Thames, an American novv
The vein is a very large one W'e believe the mam- his residence, on Friday last, leaving an estate of

—

—

moth vein and consequently must prove very disas- §1,100,000 to collateral heirs.
trous to the proprietors of the land, who reside in PhiOpium. The sale of opium is increa.sing in London, to
ladelphia.
non-medical customers. In 1838, duties were paid on
similar incident occurred lately in the south of 30,000 lbs.; in 1839, on 40,000.
At Lincoln, opium
France, and engineers were employed to turn a river caiers are quite common, and the drug
is sold as fre
from its course to extinguish tlie subterraneous fire. quently as Epsom salts.
The Pennsylvania mines, are situated far above '.he
The Pope. The present pope of Rome bears the
level of the river.
title of Gregory XVI, and he stands No. 258 on the list
Deaths, during the last week in Philadelphia 100, of of iheoccupantsofSi.Peiei'sclKiir. He washorn on the
which 22 were of consumption, and 33 were under two 26ih of September, 1765, and consequently is verginf
years of age.
on seventy-five years of age. He is somewhat celebrathave reecii-ed intelligence of the death of P. S. ed for his literary talents. He was elected on the 2l8t
Pa'rker, esq. American consul at Bombay, appointed ol February, 1831, and invested wilh the tiara in four
in 1838, and filled his trust «ith honor to himself and days afterwards,
country; died on board ship la.sl October, while on his
PopiiLATioN. Since 1790 Virginia
increased her
way to Zanzibar, and hence home. Aged twenty-six population at the rale of 61 per cent, has
and
York at
yeas.
that ol five hundred and sixty-si.x per cent.
Jiczin P. Bowie, so well known in the southwest, by
Judicial proceedings.
correspondent of the St
rtason of his many deeds of valor in iis early history,
among die Mexicans and savages on our border, died Loui,-^ Gazelle, writing from the capital of that stale,
nunlions a fi?t (i^ht which took place recently beiv\cen
Orleans on the 17ih ult. ag"d 48 years.
in
[Natthei Courier.
judge Scott of that circuit and T. P. Price, mayor of

A

We

New

A

New

proposes to tunnel the Mississippi at
with stone, but wilh cast iron.

New

Orleans, not

University at Berlin, Prussia, numbers

at present
1,788 students, of whom 396 are pursuing the study of
thenlogy, 447 jurisprudence, 404 medicine, and 360
philosophy. About 500 of them arc foreigners. The
royal library has been augmented by 69,418 voluniea
during the last ten years.

Weather. We have the second edition of winter.
Upon the Baltimore bason, which was open to navigation
iJie

on Friday last. Carts and horses travelled upon
on Monday; The Potomac, Palapsco, Susque-

ice

hanna

aiid all our rivers are completely frozen.
Fiiday morningat Poughkeepsic, the ihermome13 degrees below zero.
Accordin"; to the register kept at the Pennsylvania
hospital, in Philadelphia, the quantity of water which
fell in January in snovv antj
rain' was 784 inches.
There were 11 clear days, and 20 days of snow, rain

On

ter stood at

and clouds.

The winter in Europe so
very severe.

far, is

stated to have been

1

!

\

,

I
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lowing gracious speech, with good emphasis and
good discretion."
iMy lords and gentlemen:
I have the satisfaction
to receive from tbreign powers assurances of their
li'iendly disjiosition, and of their earnest desire to
maintain peace.
The posture of alfairs in the Levant had long been
a cause of uneasiness and a source of danger to the

i

ger.eral tranquillity.

Witli a view to avert the evils
which a continuance of Ihat state of things was calculated to occasion, I concluded with the emperor
of Aiisli ia, the king of Prussia, the emperor of Russia, and the sultan, a convention intended to eftiii ta
pacification of tire Levant, and raairitain Ihe integrity and independence of the Ottoman empire, and
thereby afford additional security to ihe peace of
Euroi)e.
1 have given directions that this convention shall
be laid belore j'oti.
1 rejoice to be able to inform you, that the meaU. .S senator, taxation; Missouri, legislature
403
sures which have been adopted in execution of these
engagements have been attended with signal sucARTICLES.
The steamship Britannia arrived at Boston on cess; and I trust that the objects which the contractMonday morning, at half past seven o'clock, IVom ing parties had in view are on the eve of being comLiverpool, which place s!ie left on the evening of pletely accomplished.
In the course of these transactions, my naval
the 4lh of February. After exi)eriencin5 boisterous weather and head wimls dnrinj; the £;reatpr forces have cooperated with those of the emperor
})art of the passage, the vessel touched at Halifax of Austria, and with the land and sea forces of the
on Saturday evening the 20lh instant, and arrived sultan, and have displayed upon all occasions their
below at Boston on Sunday night. The Britannia accustomed gdllanliy and skill.
Having deemed it necessary to send to Ihe coast
brought eighfy-five passengers.
Considering the space of lime over which the ol' China, a naval and military force to demand redates extend, the news is of very little interest. paration and redress lor injuries inflicted upon some
of my subjects by the officers of the emperor of
There is nothing later Irom Cliiiia.
The eastern question is settled. The intelligence Ciiina, and for indignities oilijred to an agent of my
was received in London on the 1st instant in ile- crown, I al the same time appoint plenipotenliaries
spatches from admiral Sloplbrd, in which it is slat- to treat upon these matters with the Chinese govern-

—

—
—

FOREIGN

ed, that commodore Napier liad arranged affairs
with such success at Alexandria, that tlie whole of
the Turkish tleet was given up to admiral Walker
tliat Mehemet All had
completely submitted to tlie sultan. And on the
12lh of January one of the officers of the sultan
left Constantinople for Alexandria, Ihe bearer of a
firman, by which his highness officially accords to
Mehemet Ali the hereditary possession of Egyj)t.
If iVrther appears that Ibrahim's army was inimediatelj' to evacuate Syria and to return to Egypt,
and arrangements had been made to send transports
to CaiS'a, to bring away Ihe women and children,
and sick of the army.

onlhellth January, and

The

arrival out ol the

Cambridge, of 8th Jaiiua-

accounts she ca-ried of the bad condi
United Sates bank of PeiuKsylvaida,
and the fjll in its stock excited much uneasiness
What will it be when the whole truth
in London.
ly, and the
tion of the

is

—

known?

The British parliament assembled on Ihe 20lh
and was opened by liie queen in person. Her
speech on this occasion is more remarkable for
ult.

what

it

does not say than for what

it

The

does.

absence of allusion to the stale of the relations between England and France is Ihe omission to
which we have reference. It i." stated in the French
papers that tlie English ministry had inserted in Ihe
original draught of the speech a friendly paragraph
towards France, but that a few hours tjefore the
opening ol parliament an account of the two projecls ol law presented to the chamber of deputies,
the one calling for a levy of 80,000 recruits, and the
other providing for the organization of an army of
reserve, had been received and was the cause of the
studied silence observed in the speech.
The French papers comment on the omission of
any mention of France.
The French funds declined in consequence of the
unfavorable impression produced by the speech.
The reports of the debates on it had not then reached Parts.

The publication in the Paris papers subsequently
of the debates on the address seem to have satisfied
the Paris quidnuncs.
The debate on the fortifications of Paris

in

the

chamber of deputies ol France, had been very animated and had not yet terminated. The opposition
to the Guizot administration continues fierce and
unrelenting.

GREAT BRITAIN.
Speech of the British queen. The British parliathe 26lh of January.
Her majesty attended in person, ai>d read frona the thioiit "thu folVol IX-PtG 20

ment met on

the United States, he said, was another subject
of
congratulation; and while the cessation of the blockade in the South American poils would renew cominnnications with Ihat country, the recognition of
Texas would open a new and most extensive field
for enterprise.

Lord Brougham replied that he felt compelled to
notice a passage in the speech of the mover
of the
address, in which he congialulated Ihem upon
"the

unabated assurance receiveil from all foreign powers of their disposition lo mainlaiu the most friendlv
relations with 'this country." There was no

passage

to that effect in

the speech from the throne, allast year, and the omission

though there had been
suggesfed to his mind

flic

most gloomy apprehen-

He feared that a material change had taken
place in Ihe relations with France, (hat an
interruption had occurred to the good understandin.'
which
had existed for ten years, and that an alliance
so
well calculated to promote peace (hronghoiit
the
worid was in danger. The alliance betw'een
England and France gave Ihe only competent
security
lor Turkey against the designs of
Russia, and the
cessation of that aHiance would be an evil which
no
success in arms, however brilliant could compensate.
He feared that (he alienation which had long
existed between France and Russia might,
in case
of any estrangement with this country, give
way to
a new course of policy, and that these two
powers
might combine for ihe furtherance of their joint interests.
He trusted that neither in France nor in
England would it be thought that the people for an
instant felt inditfeient to the evils of war.
The duke of Wellington expressed his approval
of the course of foreign policy which
had been
adopted.
He had long viewed with anxiety the
dangers that were likely to result from the stale of
ment.
affairs in the Levant, and he rejoiced to think
that
These plenipotentiaries were by the last account those dangers would be now averted, and that France
in negotiation with the government of China, and it would join will) the oilier powers in
carrying out
will be a source of inncn gratification to me, if that •"easures for continuance.
government shall be induced by its own sense of
Ill the house of commons, on moving
the address
justice to bring these matters to a speedy settlement to the queen, an animated debate arose on
the posby an amicable arrangement.
ture of British foreign atlairs, but the speakers
upon
Seiious dilferenoes have arisen between Spain and both sides seemed to insist on the necessity of
prePortugal about the execution of a treaty concluded serving friemlly relations with France. Sir
Robert
by those powers in 1835, for regulating the naviga- Peel complained that the queen had made no referBut tioth parties have accepted ence in her speech to the aff'airs of Canada, to
tion of the Dourb.
the
my medialinn, and 1 hope to be able to etifjct a re- United States boundary question, and the repeal
conciliation between them upon terms honorable lo agitation in Ireland.
The addresses to the queen
both.
were carried in both houses without amendment.
the Argentine confederaMoney market. The public securities were much
I have concluded with
tion, and with the republic ol Hayli, treaties for the depressed, on the 1st, by the intelligence
received
suppression of the slave trade, which 1 have direct- in London, respectingthe United States bank.
The
sales of the Saturday previous, to the
ed to be laid before yon.
extent of
Gentlemen of the house of commons: I have di- Ji 100,000, had some influence on the prices of
rected the estimates ol the year to be laid before you. stocks.
However sensible of the importance of adhering
The late news from America, relative (o the afto the principles of economy, 1 feel it to be my duly fairs of the Bank of the United Stales, has
produced
to recominf'nd that adequate provision be made tor some anxiety among those interested in American
affairs; but although there seems (o be
the exigencies of the public service.
no doubt
My lords and gentlemen: Measures will be sub- that the accounts are correct in so far as they state
mitted to you without delay which have for their that the American money market was depressed,
d that the shares of the bank had fallen, there is
object the more speedy and eti'ectual administraThe vital importance of this sub- ^ eat reason to believe that the assertion, "of all
tion of justice.
ject is sufficient lo insure lor it your early and most confidence in the institution being gone," is nntrue
and we have no difficulty in stating that the stateserious consideration.
The powers of the commissioners appointed un- ment of the immediate assets and liabilities is fallader the act for the amendment of the laws relating cious.
The house of Girry and Curtis, a leading firm in
to the poor expire at ihe termination of the present
year.
I leel assured Ihat you will earnestly direct the Riga trade, has slopped payment.
Their enyour altenlion to enactments which so deeply con- -ageinents are stated at
60,000.
Cotton markets.
Liverpool, 4th February, 1S41.
cern Ihe interests of the community.
It is always with entire confidence that I recur to Reteriing back to our circular of the 13th ult. we
Ihe advice and assistance of my parliament. I place have to advise that ourcotton marketconiinued firm
my reliance upon your wisdom, loyalty and palriot- and steady up to about the 19tli ult. whenij became
isin; and I humbly implore of Divine Providence heavy, and continued so until the 27th, with a dethat all your counsels may be so directed as to ad- cline in prices of Jd.
The sales for Ihe week ending 15th ult. were
vance Ihe great interest of morality and religion, lo
preserve peace, and to promote by enlightened le- 51,370 bales; for that ended 22d ult. they were
gislation tlie welfare and happiness of all classes of 36,050, and for the week ended 29th ult. 24,520
bales.
Of the latter 3,800 were Upland at 6a7;
loy subjects.
At the conclusion of the speech, the queen retired 14,470; Orleans at 5j37^; with some choice lots of
from the house. Upon Ihe reassembling of the lords, fancy marks, at TJaS^; 1,4S0 Alabama and Mobile
He com- at Gd7^; and 290 Sea Island at 15a27d. per lb. For
lord Ducie proposed the usual address.
mented upon the continued maintenance of peace, the past four days to last evening the business is
and gave credit to the measures of the government estimated at about 20,000 bales, about 4,500 of it
In the Levant, in China, in Lidia, to speculators, but yesterday's portion of the sales
for securing it.
the eli'orts of the government had been attendeii was only about 2,500 bales, and none of it to specuwith success, wbile the nation was prosperous and lators. For Upland may now be quoted 6ga6j; and
contented at Uome. The reetoralion of credit in fair Orleans and Mobile, ej per lb.
sions.
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The Paris papers of the Slst January are oceupied chiefly by the discussions on the fortifications
of the capital. An amendment to the project proposing to limit the works to detached forts, pLiced
was
at 4,000 yards distance from the present wall,
rejected late on Saturday by 236 votes against 173.
This was considered decisive of the law, which
will no doubt pass, and M. Thiers and the king of
the French will both have carried their point of encircling Paris with a circle of about twenty fortresses, connected by an entrenched wall.
Death, of an American consul in France. Died on
Sunday evening, January 31, in Paris, in the 6Slh
year of his;age, of typhoid exhaustion after gout,
Daniel Brent, esq. consul of the United States of
America for Paris, and agent of American claims.

'

in

Vice peesidknt Tyler.
Richmond on Saturday, on

27.

1841— NATIONAL AFFAIRS.

Gov. Tyler arrived lake such measures in behalf of the aforesaid Alri-^
way, we presume, cans as shall secure to them the possession of their
liberty, to which, without doubt, they are by law-

his

The senate of
to the seat of the federal government.
^
"='-' States
'=" March '" =•- 5th
"the United
convenes on the

""-'

simple executive capacity.

The Whig

says, we are gralified to find the vice
president looking so well, having heard that he had
recenllybeen indisposed.

enlilled.

1 avail myself of this occasion to renew to you
the assurances of my distinguished consideration. ^,

H.
The hon. John Forsyth,

S.

FOX. 1

SfC. 4-c. 4-c.

3Ir. Forsyth to

Mr. Fox.

Department of state, Wosliington, Feb. 1, 1841.
Sir: 1 have the honor to acknowledge Ihe receipt
of your letter of Ihe 20th ultimo, in which you stale
new
that you are instructed to represent to me that the
attention of her majesty's government has been seForeign relations. Case of L'Amistad. In riously directed to the case of the negroes of the
the senate on Friday, a message was received Spanish ship "Amistad," with the anxious hope that
from the president of the United States transmitting the president of Ihe United Slates will feel himself
copies of correspendence between the slate depart- empowered to take such measures in their behall as
SP.\IN AND PORTUGAL.
ment atid Ihe representative of foreign governments will secure to them the possession of their liberty.
Januthe
18th
Lisbon
to
from
papers
and
Letters
relative to Ihe negroes taken on board L'Amistad,
Viewiiig this communication as an evidence of the
ary announce that, so far as Portugal is concerned,
under
since his message of Ihe 21st benevolence of her majesty's government,
the Douro question may be considered as setlled; for which has occurred
March,
[Globe.
aspect alone it could be eivtertainefl by tha
1S40.
which
ol
chamber
of
the
although the opposition members
Mr. Fox io Mr. Forsyth.
government of the United Stales, I proceed by the
deputies had thrown obslaclcs in the way of its adIVa.'Idnglon, Jan. 20, 18-11.
direction of the president, (o make, in reply, a few
justment by absenting themselves from the chamSir: I am instructed to represent to you that Ihe observations suggested by the topics of your letter.
ber, the several articles of the convention had been
attention of her majesty's government has been se- The narrative piesented therein, of the circumstanfully discussed, and the measures finally approved,
riously directed Io the case of certain African ne- ces which brought these negioes to our shores, is
on the 16th.
The correspondent of the Morning Chronicle groes, found on board the Spanish ship "Amistad," satisfactory evidence ll-.al her majesty's government
the same persons whose cause has been brought be- is aware that their introduction did not proceed from
tiiinUs, however, that Spain is bent upon a quarrel;
and will find other pretexts, though the present be fore the courts of law of the Uniled States, and for the wishes or directions of Ihe government of Ihe
whom a powerful and humane interest appears to be United States.
formal demand having been made
removed.
by the Spanish minister for the delivery of the vesThe Globe, of Cadiz, of the ISth ult. mentions that felt in this country as well as in Englarjd.
It is known to her majesty's government that sel and [uoperly, including Ihe negroes on board, the
the garrison had mutinied, and compelled the city
intendant to deliver up to the military authorities these negroes were imported into Cuba direct from grounds upon which it is based have become the
the funds placed in his hands for the public service. the coast of A^frica, in a Portuguese slave vessel subject of investigation before the judicial tribunals
This journal endeavors to excuse the conduct of the called Ihe Tecora, in Ihe sununer of 1S39, and that, of the country, which have not yet pronounced their
You must be aware, sir,
troops, by observing that they were left without shortly alter their ai rival, they were purchased as final decision thereupon.
either clothes or shoes, and reduced to depend on slaves at the Havana by two Spaniards of the iiame that the executive has neither the power nor the disof Jose Ruiz and Pedro Monlez.
Ruiz and Montez position to control the proceedings of the legal tripublic subscriptions for maintenance.
then placed the negroes on board Ihe schooner bunals when acting within their appropriate jurisAmistad. intending to convey ihem to another port diction. Willi regard to the olhcf considerations
AFFAIRS.
in
Cuba. It appears that during the voyage, the presented by you in behalf of the negroes of the
Gex. Hakkison AT Richmond. The Richmond Compiler of yesterday states that general negroes with a view of recovering their liberty, "Amistad," I have to remark that it is not underseized possession of the vessel, put the master to stood that the facts upon which they are founded are
durthe
citizens,
freely
with
mingled
has
Harrison
death, and ordered the remaining whites to navigate admitted by the ministers of her Catholic majesty;
in" his sojourn at the capital of the ancient dovessel to the coast of Africa.
The w Idles, how- arid this government would, with great reluctance,
minion, and that he has been enlertained in the old the
ever, directed their course towards North America, erect itself into a tribunal to investigate such quesrespect
hosand
Virginia style with all courtesy,
without the pomp and parade which are until they were fallen in with by the United States tions between two frienilly sovereigns. If, however,
pitality
brigof-war Washington, when the Amistad was these facts are established, they cannot be without
the characteristics of public demonstrations in
many other states. The general, it is added, bears finally brought into the port of New London, in their force and effect in the proper time and place.
up finely under the excitement and consequent fa- Connecticut. The proceedings which have taken You have doubtless observed, from the corresponsubsequently to the arrival of the negroes in dence published in a congressional document, that
tigue of the incessant collision with company, and place
the U. States are sufficiently well known to you.
it is the intention of Ihe Spanish minister to restore
tlie constant exercise of his colloquial powers.
Now, her majesty's government have Io observe, these negroes, should their deliveiy to his governdinner was given to gen. Harrison at the log
the year 1820, it has become unlawful, ment be ordered, to the Islanil of Cuba, w'hence the
cabin on Saturday, at which a large company was that, since
according to the law of Spain, to import negroes vessel in which they were found, sailed; where they
present. Gov. Gilmer was among the guests. In response to a sentiment of the company, after removal from Africa as slaves into the Spainish dominions, will be placed under the protection of Ihe governand that as the negroes here referred to had been ment of Spain. It is there that questions arising
of the cloth, gen. Harrison made a speech which is
characterized as forcible, and replete with wisdom newly importe.l. from Afiica into Cuba, and could under Ihe Spanish laws and the tieaties of Spain
not by law be imported as slaves, they must in Ihe with Great Britain, may he appropriately discussed
and sound sense.
and decided; and where a fiill opportunity will be
Gen. Harrison was to remain at Richmond yes- eye of the law be considered as free ]iersons.
And Great Britain is also bound to remember that presented to the government ol her majesty Ihe
ceIhe
inlercsling
present
at
terday, and would be
remonial of the presentation of the swords, to the the law of S]iain whicli finally prohibited the slave queen of Great Britain to appeal to the treaty stiputhroughout the Spanish dominions, from the lations applicable to the subject of yr ur letter.
nine gallant officers of the land and naval service, trade
date ol the 301 h May, 1S20. (the provisions of which
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the
to whose heroism in the time of trial, these testimonials have been awarded. To-day, it was the law are contained in the king of Spain's royal ce- assurances of mv distinguished con,;iilrration.
dilla
the
19th
December,
FORSYTH.
of
was
passed
1817),
in
old
out
for
the
elect,
to
set
president
purpose of the
Henry Stephen Fox, esq. ^c. {fC. %c.
mansions of the Harrison family on James River, to coinfiliance with a treaty obligation to that effect, by
the army.
spend a few days with his relatives, before assum- which the crown of Spain had bound itsell to the
Great Britain, and for which a valuable
Movement of troops. One hundred and twenty reing the responsible duties of the station to which he crown of
compensation, in return, was given by Great Bri- cruits under the command of lieut. Mock, U. S. A.
has been elevated.
tain
Spain
as
may
be
seen
to
by
relerrence
to
the
arrived
at Savannah on Salunlay, ISlh inst. in Ihe
arrived
"General
Harrison
in
The Whig says
Richmond on VVednesday evening in the northern 2d, 3d and 4th articles of a public treaty corcliided ship Gaston, capt. Chadwick, and embaiktd on
Isis, captain
cars, and was received by mayor Lambert and Mr. between Great Biitain and Spain on the 23d of Sunday for Florida, in the steamer
Pitcher.
Lyons, president of the Tippecanoe club, in behalf September, 1817.
Her majesty's government, theiefore, are moved
Army surgeons Official. An official notice apof that association, and conducted to Ihe Powhatan
will
house, escorted by a large multitude. After arriving by special and peculiar reasons to take an interest in pears in the' Washington papers that a board
or as
there, gen. Harrison appeared for a lew minutes at the fate of these unlortunale Africans, who are convene at Philadelphia on the 25th of May,
Gen. known to have been illegally and feloniously reduc- soon Iherealler as practicable, for the purpose of exthe balcony, but did not address the crowd.
amining assistant surgeons who may be ordered to
Harrison appears in decidedly better health than ed to slavery by subjects of Spain.
It is next to be observed tiiat Great Britain and appear before il, and such applicants for appointin 1836.
Slates
have
the
United
mutually
engaged
themselves
yesterday
ment in the medical slalf of Ihe army as may be inCoffee
house
Merchants'
the
at
He was
to each other by the lOlh article of the treaty of vited to attend.
The hoaid will consist of surgeon
at noon, and at the Powhatan house between 10 and
Ghent, to use their best endeavors for the entire abo- Mower, surgeon Finlay, and surgeon McDougall.
12 o'clock, to receive his friends.
of
the
trade.
lition
African
slave
Thursday
And
there
can
be
THE NAVY.
state
that
on
last
The Richmond jiapers
Promotions
The names of forty-four passed
general Harrison visited Ihe Merchants' Cottee no doubt of the firm intention of both parties religiterms
that
ously
to
fulfil
Ihe
of
engagement.
sent to Ihe senate of Ihe U.
large
number
of
citizens
have
been
midshipmen
met
a
he
where
house,
Now the unfortunate Alricans whose case is the Slates for promotion to lieutenants. Also, thirty
who hail assembled (o pay Iheir respects to him.
The Compiler stales that in a brief aildress made by subject of Ihe present representation, have been lieutenants for promotion to commanders, and, if
general Harrison he took occasion "to refer to the thrown by accidental circunislances into the hands the old ratio is obseived, ten commanders will be
charge of abolitionism preferred against Mr. Gran- ol Ihe authorities of the United Slates, and it may promoted to post captains. This will make a hole
ger a member of his cabinet, that is to be. He said probably depend upon the action of the U. Stales in the register, as they will no doubt be confirmed.
government, whether these persons shall recover
The Norfolk Beacon says:— We learn that capt.
that Mr. Granger had seen the charge emanatin
the freedom to which they are entitled, or whether McCauley will be the flag captain of the Delaware,
from Richmond, and denied positively that he wn
shall
be
reduced
that
if
he
Ihey
to
slavery,
of
remarked
should
violation
and
in
which
ship is, as we belore stated, destined for the
an abolitionists;
publicly passed, prohibit- Mediterranean station, and is to be commanded by
er do any thing showing him to be one, it would known laws and contracts
'
he the duly of gen. Harrison to eject hiiu from his' ing the continuance of the African slave trad by commodore JMorris, who is to lake chuige of Ihe
Spanish subjects.
Mediterranean squadron.
c.Tt^ii.et."
It is under these circumstances that her majes
It is rumored that commodore Warrington is to
During the same day he also visited the house of
delegates, then in session, and was inlioduced (oJ ly's government anxiously hone that the president succeed commodore Morris as president of ihe navy
United States will find liimsclf empowered to board,
I of the
many of 'he members.

Me. Badger,

of N. Carolina, has accepted the
of the navy under the
administration.
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STATES OF THE UNION.
MAINE.

War

The

lesolutiona on the 5ubject
of repelling; Biitisli invasion, offered in the house of
representatives of IMaine, have been taken up by
the senate, and after bi'ing; amended by inserting
$l,onO,000 instead of $-100,000, for the defence of
the state, were referred to tlie commillee on Ihe
nertheastern boundary.
Mr. Davis tlien offered Ihe
following resolution, which was also referred to the

movement.

committee on the northeastern boundary:

its

own

that

which

"Mason and Dickson's line"

af-

between the sections of the union, and classify
her as a southren state. It is fervently to be hoped
that her attitude as a "border stale" may never
make her the battle ground of contending factions.
fixes

But it is not only geographicallij that Maryland
may be said lo be the central state of this union. In
Alseveral other partictdars she is singularly so.
though in regard to dimendons, she is but the nineteenth state of the utiion, eighteen of the states having more, and seven stales less territory than she
has, yet in regard lo population she is exactly in the
medium, half the states having more, and the re-

defence."

MASSACHUSETTS.
hon. Rufus Choale ha? been nominated by a
meeting of the whig members of tlie Massachusetts
legislature as the successor of Mr. Webster in the

The

U.

S. senate.
The Massachusetts house of representatives have
indefinitely postponed the proposition to indemnify
the proprietors of the nunnery burnt at Charlestown
The vote on Ihe question of ina lew years since.
definite postponement was, yeas 207, nays 49.

mainder

a

less

number of inhaliitanis than she

has.

In density of population, she is the fifth slate of the
union. The surface of the stale, embraces about
1.3,950 square miles, of which nearly one fifth is

NEW

of

her borders, but also lo the people of the north, and
still more so the people of the south.
Maryland may be considered as Ihe very centre
slate of the union— having the Capitol itself in what
was formerly her territory. As between Ihe northern and southern states, "she is a kind of neutral
ground, it being matter of dispute with which she
ought to be classified. Some writers assume, that
east of Ihe Allcglianics, the Potomac as distinctly
marks the natural boundary between the jiorlh and
south, as it is admitted Ihat the Ohio does west of

linclion

JEKSEV.
U.S. senator. The hon. Jacob W. Miller, fW.) water.
Morristown, N. J. has been elected to the United
In 1820, the

States senate for the term of six years from the -tlli
of March next, in the place of I\Ir. Wall, (V. B.)
whose term of service then expires.
The Newark Advertiser says: Mr. Miller is a
distinguished nipmber of the New Jersey bar, and
has served with honor in both branches of the state
His services in the legislative council
legislature.
during the exciting discussions of the last year, and
his eloquent appeals lo Ihe people during the great
j)olitical campaign whicli has terminated so happily
lor the country, furnish a sufficient guarantee that
he will discharge the responsible duties of the high
station to which he has now been called, with credit to himself and his native slate. Henceforth New
Jersey will be fairly represented in the councils of

total

number of

inhabitants in

the

union being 9,625,724, and there beingthen twentyfour states, the average was 401,072.
The populaof Maryland was then 407,350, which was the
nearest approximation of any state in the union to
the average.
In 1830, the total population of the
states of the union, divided by the number of states
At that
in the union, gives an average of 526,501.
time Maryland having a population of 447,040, was
nearer tile average rnimber than any slate in the
union, except the stale of Georgia, which had n population of 516,823.
In 1S40 the population of Ihe
twenty-six states, divided by the latter number,
gives an average of 628,800.
The population of
Maryland being 467,-567, falls 160,233 below the
averase, and Alabama 479,444, Maine 501,790,8.
the nation.
Carolina 594,439, Georgia 618,166, (the nearest to
average), Indiana 6S3.3 14, North Carolina 753,110
PENNSYLVANIA.
Banks. The resoluUons s\ispending for 40 days and Kentucky 777,3-59, seven states approximate
But it will be
the penalties imposed by recent acts in the case of nearer to the avenge Ihan she does.
bank suspensions, have passed the senate of Penn- recollected that under the constitution of the United
ayes IS, Stales, the proportion of representation is regulated,
sylvania. The vote on linal reading was
They were sent to tlie house for concur- not by the total number of^ inhabitants, but by the
noes 14
to tlireefifths
rence, on Saturday, and made the order of the day total nurabe.' of free persons,
In the mean li:ne, it is un- of all other persons." This is the difference befor the 1st of March.
tween
actual
population,
and
Ihe
"federal
the
numcommittee
on
banks
will
report
that
the
derstood
a
bers" recogrused in making apportionments, and by
hill to the house, which bill, with the action thereon, may supercede the necessity of adopting these which the influence of Maryland in Ihe general scale
has been reduced at each census, about 40,000 betemporary resolutions.
In the house, Mr. Smyser's resolution of inquiry, low her actual numbers.
communicate
all
inloi
governor
to
maasking the
The total number of representatives in the first
tion in hi^ possession, relative to the late suspen- congress under our present constitution, was sixtysion, was up on second reading, on Thursday, and two, of which Virginia had ten; Massachusetts and
was adopted.
Pennsylvania eight each; New York and Maryland
The banlc! and ihe state. According to a table six; Connecticut, North Carolina and South Carowhich has been carefully prepared by Mr. Light- lina five each; New Jersey four; Georgia three;
ner, of the state legislature, if appears that the stale Rhode I-land and Delaware one each.
The number of representatives assigned to Maryof Pennsylvania has within the last tweidy years,
received, either in bank dividends or bonuses, land by the lalio of one Ibr every 30,000, adopted
under
the ceiisus of 1790, was tune, and she mainThe
dividends
on
stock
55.
bank
held
$7,13.3,823
by the state have, duririJthe time named, 20 years, tained that number under the ratio of 33,000, adopted in ISOO; of 35.000, adopted in 1810; and of
averaged 6 27- 100 per cent.
40,000, adopted in 1820; but under the ratio of
MAKYLAND.
Our foreman arranged the position of 47,500 adopted in 1S30 her representation was reCensus.

—

"aAM

tional Register, we have prepared and now add
a few additional statements of our own. Our molive for thi.=5, and for de\'o!:ng more Ihan an av.^ra2:e
space to the consideration of Ihe statistics of the
population of this single stale, must beobvious. The
altitude of Maryland in relation to her population is
very peculiar, and should be at this moment exceedingly interesting. Tiot only to the p'eojile within

and which will certainly be improved as soon
as the people of the state are awakened lo ils vast
ail vantages, possessing a capital city, which has had
a growtli as remarkable as that of any city of the
world, and which now places her next to Philadelphia for population, enjoying a commerce which
ranks Ihe stale as the third, and tonnage that elevates her as the second stale in the union, not in
propoition but in actual amount. In proportion lo
extent and population, Maryland has now a greater
tannage and a greater commerce than any slate in
the union. What would they be, if Ihe avenues were
opened which would connect her with Ihe Mohawk
and the western counties of New York, with the
vast chains of northern and northwestern lakes,
with the Ohio, Ihe Mississippi, the Missouri, avenues
that wait only to be improved, and Maryland will
truly become the centre of the union, in the most intimate of all political connexions, that of commerce
and profitable intercourse."

—

Since the above paragraph was penned, Maryland, has, for her resources, made most gigantic
strides towards 0|iening those several avenues of
intercommunication and she is at this moment
struggling spiritedly in that peculiar attitude of
such a course, when the interest upon the expenditures are at the heaviest amount, the works being
almost completed, and yet Ihe most of them, not

—

liie income which can only
expected upon their completion. One manly
eliective effort more
and a rich harvest of
trade, commerce and prosperity will be insured.
There is, however, another sliiking peculiarity in

sutficienlj- so, to yield

be

—

Ihe statistics of this state; she lies directly between
the slaveholding and the non-slaveholding states;
and though no state in Ihe union, either by public
opinion or by legal estimates, more distinctly recog-

claim of the slaveholder to property of
no stale of Iheunion'has
rapidly progressed, and whilst
several ol llie counties of Ihe state have now a larger
number of slaves than of while inhabitants, yet there
are in the state at present, not only Ihe largest proportion, but actually much the largest number of
iree colored people, of any stale in the union; free
according to common parlance, though in fact neither
freemen nor slaves, nor are they ever likely to be
really freemen under her laws. The attitude of Maryland in this respect, and the effect of herco'irse of policy, must be matter of interest to Ihe whole union
ceitainlvof profound interest to the people of Ihe
state. The surest data whereby to judge of the effect
of that policy, is by comparing the items of the
several censuses.
It is our purpose to endeavor to
furnish what we can of that data, and leave olhers lo
deduce conclusions therefrom.
The first emigration to Maryland under lord Baltimore's charter, took place in 1634, and consisted
of about 200 gentlemen.
In 1660 the population
amounted lo 12,000; in 1665 to 16,000; in 1701 to
25,0')0.
In 1734, o.ne hundred years after its first
settlement, there were 34.000 "taxable inhabitants"
the province.
In 1749 there were 85,000 innizes the

Ihat defcri])tiori, yet in

emancipation so

hahilanls.

In 1755 there were 53,319 free while males;
49,908 free white females, 1,474 white male, and
407 female convicts, 3,592 niulattoes, and 42,764
negro slaves making a total population of 133,564.
Aggregates of whiles, free colored, and slaves under
ch census from 1790 to 1840.

—

In

1790,

slaves,
sKr\'es,

whites,

208,649; free colored, S,043;

103,036— total 319.728.

In 1800,

whites,

10-5.635

—

216.356; free colored, 19,.587;
total 341,578.
Increase in ten

years, 21,850.
In 1810, whites, 235,117; free colored, 33 927;
Twelve years since, in a publication then penned slaves, 111,532— total 380,546.
Increase in ten
by the writer of this, in reference to the advantages years, 38,968.
of this stale it was observed
"Happily for MaryIn 1820, whites, 255,622; free colored, 44,730;
Increase in ten
land, the political influence of a state is not entirely slaves, ]06,993— total 407,350.
dependent upon ils representation. Position is of years, 26,804.
Natural con\'enieiices of navigavast impoi lance.
In 1830, whites, 291,108; free colored, 52,938;
Increase in ten
tion are no less so.
In both tho-e respects as well slaves, 102,994— total 447,040.
as in the facilities offered for internal inproveinents vears, 39,690.
and manufactures, Maryland has advantages unIn 1840, whites, 316,544; free colored, 64,837;
rivalled by any ^tate in Ihe union, except N. York, slaves, 89.736— lotal 453,117.
Increase in ten
and might justly contend for the palm with that years, 21,077.
prospeious stale, to which she i.s mainly inferior in
It will be'observed that our aggregate of 1840 vaextent only. Her political position as a central key- ries from the aggregate of the marshal's table. It is
stone to Ihe union, as partaking of the climate of beca\i3e we have not been able lo make the items,
boih the sections, and able to resort to the pursuits which we derive from his table, correspond exactly
of eilher or both, as having in her bosom, if not with his aggregate
and we cannot determine where
under her wings, the regular increasing capital of the error lies.
The proportion of whites to Ihe colored populatile nation with its vast advantages as such, possessing an extent of coast, not indeed of sea coast, but tion in the year 1755. was 2 3 wldle, lo one colored:
of u'ater co'irse sujierior for domestic conveniences in 1790 it was 1-S3; in 1300. 1-75 lo one; in ISlo'
1
to any sea coast, and larger in extent than that of 1-62; in 1320,
77; in 13."iO, 1-88; and in 1840,
any state of the union, having a key of commu- it was 2 088 lOO whites to one colored person.
The condition of the colored populalion, has,
nication with the north, the northwest and the west.

duced

the tables of the census of tins slate, on page 340,
according to printers' rules for [laging, but the effect was, to place Ihe column of grand total, out of
position; and on a transient glance at the table, a
reader might mistake the "total numbers, "to be Ihe
totals of the colored population only, instead of the
agiregate of the entire population.
The residue of the valuable stalislics of the state,
as collected, arranged and published by Ihe marslial, whose duty it \\os to take Ihe census of 1840,
was ijiserted in tiie last number of the Register.
It will be observed Ihat there is no column of the
aggregate of white population, nor of Ihe aggregate
of colored poiiulation. In order to obviate the omission, and lo place t!ie progress of Ihe population of
the stale in relation to some of ils most interesting
aspects, more fully before the readers of the Na-

40 S

itself,

and

tion
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range, ami therefore classify Maryland as a
Olhers recognise the arlilicial disnorthern stale.

Be it resoloed. That the pre.sident of the United
Stales be requested and urged to cause the immediate removal of the foreio;n armed force, by which
our state is invaded, stationed iipoji the upper valley of the St. Johns', and that the government of
the United States be earnrslly invoked to relieve
this state from the present tieavy needless burthen
of

27,
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Ybi k however, during

Uiis p'erio'd,

undergone

a

very m4.
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change. Sixty years ago, nearly all the decendants of Africa within tlie slate were slaves. In
1790, not quite one out of every fourteen were fiee.
In tliirty years from that period. (IS20), the number of free had increaseii to 44,730, and bore the
jjroportioji of considerablv more than one-foiirtli of
the total number of (heir race in the state. Duiing
the same period, the entire increase of the slaves,
was but 3,968, being less than four per cent. In
1S30, more than one-third of the colored people
of the state were free, and in 1S40, the proportion
of free colored to the slaves was as 61 to 89 —ap-

CENSUS FOR 1840.

terial

proximating one-half.
of free blacks have increased in the
years 8,899, and in the last thirty years
being an average of over nine hundred per

The number
last

ten

27,910

—

year.

The number of slaves
within

tlie last

in the stale

thirty years

Allegany
WashiuL'ton
FredericK

21,796— within

the last

— or

over

colored population of (he state, has
diminished according to our arithmetic, 3,359 within
the last ten years, being over two per cent.
entire

The white population has increased in the same
time 25,436, or eight and three quarters per cent.

14.677
27,733
27.575

Carroll

15,22;i

Baltimore
Harford

24,184
12,065

Muntgomery

8.23(1

P. George's
Saint Mary's
Calvert

7,832

Charles

Anne Arunde'
Cecil

Kent
have diminished Caroline

ten years, the diminution has been 12,158
twelve per cent.

The

Free
ilachs.

Talbot

Queen Anne's
Somerset

6.061

3664
5,998
14,697
13,351
5,618
5.373
6,054
6,109
11,563

Dorchesier

10647

Worchesrer

11,643
81,317

Baltimore oily

316.544
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Mr. Spackman

committee on banks, reported lliu lollovveamble anil resolntions:
Whereas, The Bank of ttie United States of
Pennsylvania, suspended payment of its liabilities
in specie on the 4th inst. and the rest of the banks
of the city on the following day. and the suspension
of the other banks of Ihe commonwealth must be
produced by the suspension of Ihe city banks.
And whereas. The said city banks and other
banks in this conunoinvealtli, in obedience to the
tile

iiiff 111

27,
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The Philadelphia papers of the present month, when it became necessary lo
Philadelphia banks.
say that the following statement made up from ofli- discontinue such payments.
The elforts of the bank to make provision for her
shows the amount of specie and sjiocie
funds actually paid by the fifteen banks in Phila- part of the duly, which the law required all the indelphia during yi//i/-/)ur i/ays, commencing on the corporated banks of the coininonwealth to perform
<"i "'f day first named, and to continue to perforin
15;h of December last.
Amount of specie and specie funds paid by the thereafler, were, from the time of the enaclment of
banks of Pliiladelpliia, from Dee. 15, 1840, to Feb. that law. made in a spirit of perfect obedience to the
will of the legislature and with a hearty desire to
1S4I, inclusive:
ollect from her resources, the coin and equivalent
$1,141,820
Philadelphia,
eiiects Ihat would be necessary to comply with its
1,1.37,164
Pennsylvania,
|

cial sources,

|

commands.

1,056,0(10

Girard,

resolution of the legislature of the 3rd April, 1S40,
"on, from and after the loth day of January, 1841,"
did "pay on demand all their notes, bills and deposites, and other liabilities in gohl and silver coin,"
and in the etf'urt to continue such payment it is
stated and believed many millions in specie have
been withdrawn from this comraonweailh on account of neighboring states and foreign kingdoms.
And whereas, Theenlbrcement of (lie penal pro
visions may in ten days forfeit tlie charters of the
banks, and place their alfairs in the hands of trustees to be settled and closed, thenby leaving the
people of this state without a currency for the transaction of business, and p.i-oducing deep and general

The directors of the bank did not permit themselves to falter in their exertions, either in conse-

Fanners' & Mechanics',
North America,
Mechanics',
Commercial,
Moyamcnsiiig,
Southwark,
Wurthern Liberties

Penn Township,
AVestern

Manufacturers'
Kensington,

United Slates,

distress.

k

802,628
285,000
212,000
130,000
101,000
75,981
67,000
50,000
30,000
Mechanics', 25,000
9,139

quence of the general derangement of credit

in

the

United States, especially

in the soulhwestern states,
large portions of Ihe capital were invested, nor
in conseqr,ence of an additional liability of nearly
two millions of dollars, which in relief of Ihe state

where

Pennsylvania, and for the prosecution of her public
improvements, the directors assumed in June 1840,
by loaning that amount to the state. They did not
lor a moment forget their duty to Iheir creditors, as
the slate had required them to perform it, nor the
interests of the state as a borrower for public, purposes, notwithstanding Ihe severe conflict there was
between them. Their faithful and unremitling effort
was to do w hat the state commanded, without refus-

ol

6,083,321

And whereas. Such

a calamity should be avoided,
Total,
§11,206,053
order to proper legislation, lime for the neAccording to the last report of the banks to the ing to come to her succor, to an extent which greally
cessary examination and consideration is required
to enable the legislature to adopt judicious measures legislature, the number of stockholders at home and increased the burden of the command; a refusal
moreover, in which if she had made it, she would
for the relief of the community, and the protection abroad, was pul down as follows:
of such banks whose condition may entitle them to No. ol stockholders in England and elsewhere, 1,390 not have stood alone.
"
"
Under any but the extraordinary circumstances
1,481
Pennsylvania,
confidence: therefore,
•
"
U. States elsewhere than Pa. 1,658 in which the bank was placed, the means collected
Resoleeii, SiC. That so mu-^h of the resolution of
would
have removed from the directors every doubt,
the 3rd April, 1840, as provides lor the forfeiture of
4,529 that the etibrt to continue specie payments indefiWhole number
thechartei of any bank within this commonwealth,
nitely,
would prove successful. Under any but such
follows:
held
shares
as
These
which shall at any time after the 15th day of Janu
No, of persons liolding stock to the amount of five circumstances, it could not have failed to prove so.
ary, 1841, refuse lo pay on demand any of its notes,
864 But against a combination of hostile interests, or
shares and under
bills, depositea or other liabilities, in gold or silver
661 what, without personal combination, may have been
Do. 10 shares and under
coin, except as therein specified, be and the same
" 20
"
732 equally elfectual, a pervading distrust, stimulated
"
"
is hereby suspended for the space of forty days
"
"
994 into activity by a part of the public press in ano"
"
50
from the passage of this resolution.
Provided,
" 100
588 ther state, it has been shewn that no efforts of the
"
"
"
That nothing therein shall be so construed as to re" 500
"
"
614 bank could have triumphed, except such as would
"
vive the penal provisions of any act or acts supplied
" over 500 shares
80 have enabled her to face every dollar of her debis
by said resolntions. And provided lurther. That
The value of the shares owned abroad it will be with a dollar of coined silver. In the short space of
nothing herein contained shall deprive any person
represented
amount
in eighteen banking days, upwards of six millions of
The
seen
.$,-27,000,000.
is
or persons, or body corporate, having any claim or
demand on any bank within this commonwealth, this city is about $6,000,000, and the remaining dollars in specie, and in funds equivalent to specie,
were demanded and received at the Bank of the Unitfrom recovering the same in golil or silver coin by #2,000,000 is held in Philadelphia.
U. S. bank.
There is a heartless rejoicing over ed Slates; and still the demand continued in sucli
proceeding on action at common law.
We copy the following from the Pliiladtlphia the fall of this institution, although it was produced force, as lo make it perfectly certain that it would be
Ledger: "All eyes are still directed to Harrisburg, by combination among speculators and stock gam- fruitless to persevere in the effort. The directors
anxious to learn the fate of the banks. There are blers. In the exultation at the prostration of the 'Jceraed i! irniispensablG, therefore, at the close of
for the fate of those who have /lourtn fla
many persons in Ihe interest of the banks inattendance upon the legislature, a portion of them in fa- lost their all is not thought of. We have heard of'tsems in specie.
vor of 'relief to all the banks in the state; another numerous instances of widows and othCrs who had
Ycor memorialists do not deem it necessary to
portion in favor of all the banks except the U. S. nearly the whole of '!.;.? estates invested in the advert to the cases and course of the other incorpatbank, which is ojiposeil: a portion who represent stock of this bank, who have not now means to fd banks of the city and county, which they beli6\e
that institution exclusively; and Ihe old anti-tjani; su[)ply their necessities
Had the bank not been to liavesuffeied in like manner and from like causes,
parly, both in and out of the legislature, which op- an object of persecution, it might perhaps, have re- but the particulars of which will come with more
poses all relief or interference n ith Ihe present laws covered from its embarrassments, and saved inno- certainly from their respective boards.
on the subject. What may be worked out of these cent individuals from being sacrificeil. But the
In this state of things, the presideot and directors
various and conflicting interests cannot well be de- whole moneyed interest of thecounntry is now sub- of the Bank of the United States present themtermined. One thing is quite certain, that the ject to depression or elevation, as may suit the selves to the legislature, in the humble trust, that
United Stales bank does not mean to be driven into whims or interests of the stock gamblers of Wall after exertions "thus faithfully but fruitlessly made,
liquidation, if persuation and active energy can save street; and the country is said to prosper or decline your honorable bodies will so far consider the
ini>^it.
Several able persons in its interest were there with the ftuctuations of the stock market in New resls of honest creditors whose demands yet remain
all last week, and this morning a delegation comYork. This is a new regulator of the country, and to be satisfied, ofslockholders who depend upon the
posed of Messrs. John Hemphill, George Handy much more blighting in its mftuence than the Bank restoration of the bank for their snjiport and comand James Martin, left this city, carrying to Ihe le of the United States or any similar insliiutions.
fort, and of the public at large, including
under that
islature a memorial praying'that any %lief that The next move will piobably be to ask congress for description the commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
as
body may have in contemplation for the other hanks' a national bank to be located in New York for the not lo make between her and the other banks of I'hat
of the commonwealth, may likewise be extended to benefit of the stockjobbers of that city.
[Clipp:
commonivealth, that partial distinction which some
it.
The bank also furnished a statement of its conSeveral banks in Massachusetts are closing bu- persons have thought fit to suggest, but to renew
dition at the present time, which is sent to the le- siness, and a call is made upon the holders of their to tbe institution the benefit of those
provisions
gislature.
What or wlieth'-r any thing will be done bills to forward them i'or payment before the period which Ihe resumption resolutions extended to all
by the legislalure, in the way of relieving the banks arrives when they will cease to be redeemed. The the banks, and as it now appears, for too short
a
of the penalties under which they are now laboring, followed named banks are those referred lo, viz:
perioil.
is matter of great doubt.
II is not in a spirit of boasting, but
The joint lesolutionof Fulton. Commercial, American, Hancock. Kilby
to biino- the
Mr. Spackman, supending the operation of the re- and Oiienlal banks, at Boston; Norfolk, at Roxbu- facts more distinctly before the legislature, thatyouisumption act, for forty days from their passage, and ry; Middlesex, at Cambridge; Windsor, at Windsor; meinoriaiisls beg permission lo stale some particulars
which do not require the concurrence of the execu- Montpelier, at .Montpelier; East Bridgewater, at of the application of the bank capital to the purposes
tive to give them etfect, it is thought probable it East Bridgewater.
of the state and to objects of public concern whicti
[Sunmay pass both houses. The door once open, and
learn Oom the have been promoted by the state.
United Slates bank memorial.
who will venture to define the end of suspension." Harrisburg papers that a memorial from the United
For the bonus to the state, including five annua!
Meantime a rumor is stated of a discovery of States bank was laid before each branch of the legis- payments of $100,000 each to the school fund, the
large defalcations or overdralls by clerks in the U. lature.
In the senate, as also in the house, 1,500 bank has already paid the sum of three millions,
S. bank; the amount varying in different circles copies of the memorial were ordered to be piinled. twtiity-two thousand, six hundred and sixty-two

and

in

We

from one to eight hundred thousand dollars. A
panic ensued and brokeis refused lo purchase the
notes of the bank.
It is now said to be some old
affairs that had been inquired into long since and
utterly disproved.
The failure of the bank, we fear, is but the percurser of widely extended ruin amongst the business men of the community.
Several houses have
alrea.ly stopped in Philadelphia, and some in New
York. Pope &. Aspinwall, Philadelphia, engaged
in an extensive trade with South America, and
were supposed to be quite wealthy, suspend it is
reported for half a million of dollars.

It is

To

and house of representatives of
monwealth of Pennsyloania.

the

com-

president an.l directors of the Bank of Ihe
United Stales respectfully i-epresent:
That in obedience lo Ihe requisition contained in
the resolutions of the legislature of Pennsylvania
passed the third day of April 1840, the Bank of the
United States did, on the fifteenth day ot Jan. 1841,
pay on demand, all the notes, bills, deposites and
other liabilities of the institution in gold and silver
coin, and did, from and after that day, continue to
pay the same, in like manner, until the fourth day

The

I

dollars.

as follows:

the senate

By subscriptions to the rail road, navigation and
turnpike companies, as required by the charter, the
fifteen thousand dol-

bank has paid four hundred and
lars.

The bank
since

has loaned to the slate at different times
millions six

November, 1836, Ihe sura of eight

hundred and twenty Ihousanddollars, of which three
millions three hundred thousand dollars were loaned
on the 23d January, 1840, Ihe 11th June, 1840. and
the 26th January, 1841
the last loan of $400,000
being part of a loan of $800,000, which was taken
within a few days subsequent lo the resumption of

—

—
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specie payments, to aid the discharge of the accruing inlerest on the state debt. Tiiis loan was ot'
course a direct charge upon her operations at tlie
very moment that the pajinents in specie bepjan;
and it was moreover the fortune of the bank to provide for a still larger portion of that loan in the precious metals, as much of it was paid for by others in
the promissory notes of the bank.
The statement thus briefly submitted exhibits
therefore a direct application of the capital of the
bank to purposes of the state, to an amount exceediiig twelve millions of dollars, and of nearly a million more, to works of public concern, conducive to
the profit of the state works and the interest of iier

two millions of

dollars of this paper,

-CONGRESS.

27, 1841

now. believed

the hands of the inhabitants of
not at present a question whether
the Bank (jf the United States is at once to become a
bank of extensive circulation and deposite as belbre.
Upon this point this bank must stand, like others, upon
her own strength and the confidence of the community. But the question is whether, be her resources what they may, her creditors are to be deprived
of the assislcnce which the chatter will give by the
intliction of penalties which are withdrawn from all
other banks;
It must be obvious to your honorable bodies that
by destroying the charter, not only will the properly
of creditors be sacrificed, but that the same is more
extensively true in regard to the capital of the stockholders.
What the stockholders have done to fall under the
edge of public resentment, it is difficult to perceive.
If there has been error, or mismanagement
in the bank it has not been theirs.
If money has
been too liberally loaned to the state of Pennsylvania, to improvement companies and to individuals,
the stockholders have not made the loans. The
law prevents them from acting personally in such
matters, and compels them to act by representa-

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS -2d SESSION.

to be principally in

citizens.

this stale?

It is

SENATE.
Febivanj 16. The vice president presented memorials from Florida praying that the southein portion of that territory may not be ceded to the Seminole Indians, but that they be compelled to remove west of the Mississippi.
Mr. Williams reported a joint resolution authorising the secretary of the navy to enter into contract, without advertising, for American water-iotted hemp for the use of the navy.
Mr. Nicholas reported a bill making appropriations for certain military roads leading to the frontier
posts bordering on Texas and Indian settlements.
Mr. IVallcer reported the bill from the house of
representatives to amend an act entitled "an act to
authorise the state of Tennessee to issue grants and
perfect titles to certain lands therein described,"
without amendment. Laid on the table until to-

That these applications of (he capital have proved
a severe burden upon the bank, and bolh directly
and indirectly, an obstacle to the success of the effort which has just tailed, does not admit of reasonable doubt. The demands of the state for large loans,
morrow.
which have never been negotiable by the bank, exMr. Linn reported a bill supplemental to an act
cept as securities to borrow money, and then only
entitled "an act for the appointment of commisupon estimates much below the price paid, and at the
sioners under the 1-lth article of the treaty of 1S30,
expense of heavy charges of interest, premium and
with the Choctaw Indians."
commissions, may be slated with all confidence as a
Mr. Hubbard moved a resolution appointing
heavy burden imposed upon the institution. More
Thursday next as the day on which the senate
than $7,500,000 of these Joans have been within tives.
would proceed to the appointment of a printer for
the last two years, a period of unexampled difficulty
To many of them the law denies the right of se- that body for the 27lh congress.
in the negotiation of money, and no part of them lecting their representatives.
They are widows,
Mr. U'ulker submitted the following resolulion,
can be said to have been taken with the free will of orphan children, persons retired!froni business and which was adopted.
the institution, or even with a regard to her own be- active life, and not capitalists only; and all of them
Resolved, That the map of the country west of the
nefit, except as the directors conceived the interest have been, and are sufferers, against their will, with- Mississippi, made under ihe direction of the war deof the state and of the institution to be closely con- out their personal agency, and beyond the possibili- partment, by J.N. Nicollet, and the report in reference
nected.
ty of redress by themselves.
should persons to the saniBj be printed for the use of congress, under
Your memorialists humbly submit, that contribu- in this situation become the objects of hatred and per- the direction of the chief of topograplucal engineers;
tions like these do not constitute a ground of discri- secution, and because part of their property has and thai 200 copies thereof be delivered to the war demination unfavorable to the bank, as would seem to been impaired, the rest of it be sacrificed by forced parinient and to the bureau of topographical ensineers
for distribuiion, and 300 additional copies for the use
be the sentiment of those who would deny her the sales upon a prostrate market, at the mandate of the
of the senate.
common relief that is now solicited at the hands of law, and through the inflexible agency of trustees
The lollowing bills were also considered in comthe legislature for all other banks.
or liquidators?
Can the public gain by this? In mittee of the wiiole, and ordered to be engrossed:
By subsciiplioris voluntarily made to promote such times as these, is there any imaginable advanbill authorising the erection of certain light
public works of like nature, and to extend the use tage to the public or individuals in swelling the mass houses and light
boats, and the establishment of cerand profit of the stale works, the bajik has paid nine of stocks, debts and lands for peremptory sale in a tain buoys and bacon lights.
hundred and seventy-eight thousand seven hundred market already burthened with more than can be
bill to authorise the payment of equitable comand fifty-nine dollars.
absorbed?
missions to the agents or attorneys of persons in
II is not however upon the ground of service to
Your memorialists humbly submit that but one whose favor awards have been made under four sethe state by the institution that the directors present answer can be given to these inquiries. It is the veral
treaties between the United Stales and certain
this memorial.
They represent great interests, the true interest of the public, as it is also the dictate foreign powers; which awards have been retained in
sacrifice of which will be extensively prejudicial to of mercy and humanity, that the stockholders should
the treasury in payment of debts due the United
both public and private welfare, and it is on belialf be assisted to make the most of their concern in this States.
of these interests, that they ask for relief by the le- bank for themselves as well as for their creditors,
The senate Ihen proceeded to the consideration
gislature.
They do not ask to be relieved from the and that they should not be crippled by penal re- of the special order, being the bill to establish a
obligations imposed by the constitution, nor from the strictions, nor hunted down by persecution; and if
uniform system of bankruptcy; when Mr. Tappan
legal and moral liability of all debtors {o pay their the penalties are enforced, these are the only charose and delivered his views in favor of the amenddebts; but they confidently ask to be exempted
from racters which the enforcement of them will have.
ment of Mr. Habbard to include banks and trading
penalties which the legislature imposed, and which
But a more special pii'I^lic question will not es- incorporations.
the legislature can lawfully repeal or suspend,
and cape the regard of the legislature. To the extent
Mr. Nicholson followed against the bill and
they ask it because the intliction of those
penalties of more than eight millions the bank is the owner amendment, though he intimated that the vote he
will inevitably retard the payment of
Uie debts, and of the public debt of this state, which has been should give vv'ou'<l not commit him on any future
VFill produce a wasteful sacrifice of
capital, and in- pledged for the repayment of money borrowed. occasion.
creu"" °^ "'f prevailing embarrassment and dis- Whatever throws the bank into liquidation, leaves
Mr. Linn spoke at length in favor of the amendcredit, and a i"" of credit to the commonwealth. these loans of the state at the mercy of those to ment, but against the general policy of the bankOn each of these tendenc;"" they ask leave to make whom they are pledged, enables them to throw Ihem rupt bill.
one nr two sus'sestions. The sufficiency of the as- into the market upon the default of the bank, to deMr. Calhoun rose to enter his protest against the
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to

meet

all

her engagements to
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<="
the calamity will not u^,
and unless
effects to the Bank of the United States,
of the bank
they are so annihilated, the sufficiency

press Ihein in price, and

to

become the purchasers doctrine broached by Mr. Nicholson in his remarks,
that where the general government and the states
came in collision, the states must yield.
Mr. Bcnion said as the mover of the amendment
(Mr. Hubbard) was not then in his seat, and might
desire to say something liirlher on it, he would

move that the senate adjourn.
The senate then adjourned.

February 17. Mr. fti/jg/cs presented the credenof Mr. Gr.OKGE Evans, elected a senator of
United States from the slate of Maine, for six
the
The first question theri gest these considerations to the beyond doubt, that years from the "Ith of March next.
assets is, morally certain.
hold it to be cleai
They
lature.
and
legislature,
for the solemn consideration of the
Mr. Preilon reporteit a bill providing for the inthe value of this or any other charter for bankthe consideration of all persons while
it ought to receive
private vestment of the Smithsonian funds; and the estain" lias become greatly impaired, so that the
is whether the
institution.
before they express an opinion upon it,
in the general use of blishineiit of the Smithsonian
stockholders
the
of
inreresis
to be struck
bdls and liabilities of this bank, ought
Mr. Norvell presented a memo^al from certain
magnitude, at
this power is now ol inconsiderable
relation to certain persons
down at once as an available resource to the creditors
the value of the charter is giving acti- cili/.ens of New Yoik, in
time
same
the
consequent
and
the
t.akcii
bv the destruction of the charter,
value designated as "American patriots" who were
concern in vity to the debts of the bank until paid— its
delays and difficulties of winding up the
bank to the best ac- captive in arms during the Canadian frontier dilfiin turning all the assets of tlie
punishment as lelons by
another form.
,its value in sustaining the culties and sentenced to
anil
parties,
for"all
count
justice
these
Is it not a measure of more wisdom and
and in furthering the financial British authorities. The memorial condemned
liabilities take price of state debt,
also, to these creditors, to let these
proceedings of the British authorities, and asked for
according to onerationsol the stale, was never higher than at this
their true position in the community,
of resolutions by congress declaring
adoption
the
moment.
as the liabilities of
their estimated value, assisted
for the interposition
They therefore respectfully pray the legislature them cruel and inhumane, and
charter
those
other banks are by the facilities wliich a
the government to procure the release ol
of advan- to continue to the hank, the relief granted by the re- of
gives to make provisions for them? Is it
imprisonment.
from
persons
the
leprovisions
Whatever
pursuits in sumption resolutions.
Noraett
Mr.
icad,
tage to any man or body of men, whose
been
The memorial having
that gislature shall see fit to impose upon the Bank of the
ol the U.,
business are profitable to the commonwealth,
with other banks, to give moved that it be referred to the president
to wager upon at the United States in common
this paper shall become a thing
,T
1
lu
security to their operations and lo bring them at the States.
exchange, blown up one day by hope, thrown down
Mr. Preston opposed the motion. He hail tne
to that stale which is alone
practicable,
day
earliest
conof
subject
the
interference witti the iiithe next by fear, and at all times
this bank will strongest obieclionslo any
consistent with the public welfare,
,,
nations.
triv,inces to brin" about the gain of one by the loss _
,u
Ibreign
of
concerns
ol the terna? and domestic
liqui- receive with Ihe deference due to the wis, om
o anorhe ? With the cerlai^.ty of a distant
Jell'erson against any such inrepresentatives of the people and la. hlu lly e^rdea- The advice given by
coiisidedatmn are the bona fide holdei^ of it likely lo obbo rd, terposition was worthy of all attention and
b^ohidfof t
-'^
artificial agita- vor to observe. By
iain its true value in such a state of
He subscribed to it most heartily. Mr. 1-.
ration.
pnsirtcnt.
I.
Can either the public or individuals, pursuing
tion'
seen with regret the excited proceedings
had
he
said
crtsAi.r
Lardmeb,
Attest:
A.
an
a useful calling, be benefited by at once putting
on the northeastern frontier. They were galculatBank of the United Statet, Feb. I3th,\8n.
value of more than!
the activa
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amendment

offered as a substitute Iherefor

407
by Mr.

was already provided for until the 4th
Ohio, came up for consideration, when
of IVIarch, and there was no justice in it, because il Jlllea, nf
somewhat at large upon
was seeking to place a public officer of the rainori Mr. Clay, gave his views
the propriety of adopting his resolution; he was folty on the majoiily of the senate. He said, if it passlowed
by
Messrs. .^ifcn and Williams in opposition.
obligatory,
as
it
not
regard
should
for
one,
he,
and all Ihe train of calamitous consequences which ed,
the next The latter stated that certain resolutions passed by
would follow to the two countries, to civilizalion, and should move to rescind i! as soon as
move to post- the legislature of his state, Maine, in relation to Ihe
and to the woiM, without the greatest pain. It was congress met. He would therefore
March sub-treasury law, rendered it necessary for hirn to
of
the
4th
until
at all times, and under all circumstances, improper pone its further consideration
say something in explanation of the vote he should
to interfere with the political affairs and proceed- next.
Mr. W. then went on to explain, in subto an- now give.
occasion
take
would
he
Hubbard
said
Mr.
ings of other states: but most especially, as regards
resolution as an
detail to-mor- stance, that he did not regard the
the British North American affairs ought all such swer Ihe remarks of the senator in
repeal this bill; bedesire that it be instruction to him to vote to
would
he
meantime,
row,
and,
scrupulously
excitement
be
to
measures tending
declared that it was
resolution
though
the
cause,
lo.
agreed
was
postponed until that lime; which
avoided.
sub-treasury
The senate then proceeded to consider the special the will of his constituents that the
Mr. Preston adverted to the recent corresponsystem should be repealed, the legislature refused to take
dence between the British mini.ster and IMr. Forsyth order, being the bill to establish a uniform
him to
instructing
explicitly
of
responsibility
the
and addressed
in relation to the negroes of L'Amistad. He cha- of bankruptcy, when Mr. Benton rose
vote to repeal it. Had they done so, he would have
racterized the course of the Biitish government in the senate at great length.
instructed him that such
only
as
they
But,
obeyed.
mofor
a
way
gave
Mr. Chiy, of Ala. rose, but
this raalter as an unwarrantable interference: and
was the opinion of his constituents, he must take
he hoped that no department of the government tion to adjourn, and then the senate adjourned.
to that fact; it might or it might
Februanj 19. The resolution to proceed to the leave to judge as
would give it the slightest sanction or favor. He
not be their will; but, as the legislature had not
disand
hoped, too, that no countenance would be given lor election of a public printer was taken up
debate was some- taken the responsibility of a positive instruction so
The
M.
after
4
P.
cussed
until
part.
on
our
example
similar
by
a
interfererjce
such
pending being to post- as to make his act theirs, he should vote against the
In his opinion, the senate ought to marlc with its what animated, the motion
resolution un- repeal.
most decisive rebuke even this proposition, to in- pone the further consideration of the
Mr. Walker went at great length into an expla4th
next.
til
March
the
to
by
the
terfere in behalf of the persons referred
Hunting- nation as lo the evidences of public sentiment in
Messrs.
This motion was sustained by
With what face can we censure the
memorialists.
Dixon, Prentiss, Mississipiii on the subject of the sub-treasury; and
intervention, on Ihe part of Great Britain, in the ton, Henderson, Bwjurd, Mangum,
others, and arrived, after stating a number of facts, at the concase of Ihe Amistad negroes, if we entertain the Kerr, Merriek, Clay, of Ky. Preston and
Linn, Clay, clusion that it was doubtful which way public opimemorial. He was against entertaining it so far opposed by Messrs. Hubbard, Sevier,
and others. nion preponderated. But his course was decided
Buchanan,
Benton,
Norvell,
Alabama,
of
president
might
even as to suggest the idea that the
The question having been taken on the postpone- by the consideration that, if the law should be reconsider the propriety of interfering. He jnoved to
pealed, the country would fall back either upon the
ment, was decided in ihe negative as follows:
lay the memorial on the table.
state bank system, to which
Messrs. Bayard, (ilay, of Kentucky, Clay- regulated or unregulated
Alter a few remarks from Mr. Norvell, the que
Kerr, he was utterly and irreconcileably opposed, and so
So the ton, Di.xon, Graham, Henderson, Huntmgion,
tion was put, and carried in the affirmative.
Merrick, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, were the people of Mississippi.
Knighl,
Mangiim,
memorial was laid on the table.
Soutliard, Tallmadge, Webster, White— 19.
Mr. Sevier renewed Ihe motion to lay the whole
The Tennessee land bill was taken up; and, af- Ruijgles,
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, Bucha- subject on the table; when, the question being tater a brief discussion, was passed.
nan,Calhonn, Clav, of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, ken by yeas and nays, (cueri/ senator voting), it was
Numerous private bills were disposed of, and then Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholas,
decided in the affirmative as follows:
the senate adjourned.
Nicholson, Norvell, Pierce, Roane, Sevier, Smith, of
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, BuchaJ''ebruarij IS.
Mr. Clay gave notice that, to- Conn. Sturgeon, Tappan, Wall, Williams, Wright, nan, Calhoun, Clay, of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton,
morrow, as early as possible after the morning's Young— 26.
Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nicholson,
Mr. Hubbard did not desire to go into the election Norvell, Pierce, Roane, Robinson, Sevier, Smith, of
business was disposed of, he should call up tlie resolulion introduced by him some time since for the then, and would suggest Monday. The blank was Conneciicut, Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Wall, Wdfilled with to-morrow.
repeal of the sub-treasur}'.
liams, Wright, Young-27.
Mr. Clay then moved to take up the resolution
Messrs. Bates, Bayard, Clay, ol Kentucky,
Mr. WiUiumx presented the joint resolutions of
the legislature of Maine in relation to the currency, introduced by him some time since, for the repeal Clayton, Crittenden, Dixon, Graham, Henderson, Hunthe repeal of the sub-treasury, the establishment of of the sub-treasury. On this question the yeas and tington, Kerr, Knight, Mangurn, Merrick, Nicholas,
Phelps, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, Ruggles,
a national bank, a revision of the tariff, and instruct- nays were called. When there appeared as follows:
Soutliard, Tallmadge, Webster,
Messrs. Bayard, Benton, Buchanan, Clay, Smith, of Indiana,
ing Mr. IVilliams to carry into effect the will of his
White—25.
Henderson,
Graham,
DL^ion,
Clayton,
of
Kentucky,
constituents or resign his trust.
So the subject was laid on the table.
Mangum, MerThe resolution for U'.e admission of ladies during Hubbard, Huniingion, Kerr, Knight,
Mr. Linn solicited the senate to indulge him in
Preston, Roane, Rugglcs, Southard,
the residue of the session to the privileged seats rick, Prentiss,
Tallmadge, Webster, White, Wright— 23.
taking up Ihe bills relating to the territories.
in the senate, having come up for consideration
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Calhoun, Clay,
Mr. Merrick desired to have the senate take up
Mr. A'orvell said that citizens were at this pecu- of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, King, Linn, Lumpkin,
the bill for chartering the District banks, but yieldliar time, crowding to this metropolis in unusual Moulon, Nicholas, Nicholson, Norvell, Pierce, Robined Ihe point to Mr. Linn, giving notice that he
numbers. All were aware of this fact. All were iun, Sevier, Smith, of Connecticut, SturgeoUi Tappan,
would call it up on Monday without fail.
aware that, among those crowds, ladies from all Willi, Williams, Young— 22.
The following bills, after being advocated and exquarters of Ihe uiiion, who had never visited the
Mr. Clay, observed that what he had to say would
There were some cries, plained by Mr. Linn, were ordered to be engrossed
It was light and take a very few minutes.
city before, were to be found.
for a third reading:
Clay
then
Mr.
"adjourn."
of
proper that as many of the citizens of the United in an under tone,
The bill granting to the county of Johnson, in
States as could be accommodated with convenience moved an adjournment.
Ihe territory of Iowa, the right of pre-emption to a
\sU.Allen asked the yeas and nays, when there
to the senate should have an opportunity of wittract
of land for a seat of justice for said county,
nessing the proceedings and debates of this body. appeared for the adjournment 3.2, against it 12.
and repealing the second section of an act, approvAnd the st-nate adjourned.
By admitting the ladies below, many of whom
ed
the 3d day of March, 1839, entitled "an act makAnderson,
rea
Mr.
motion
of
would probably never have another opportunity to
February 20. On
ing a donation of land to the territory of Iowa, for
hear our debates, more room would be left in Ihe solution was adopted calling upon the secretary of
the purpose of erecting public buildings thereon;"
galleries for the accommodation nf gentlemen. He
war for certain informalion relative to claims under
and the bill to provide for running and marking the
therefore, hoped that the resolution under conside' the Cherokee treaties of 1S3.5 and '36, as also renorthern boundary line ofa tract of land reserved for
ration, which he had thought it light to submit
lative lo the reservations under Ihe same.
the half-breeds of the Sac and Fox tribes of Indians.
P^elps
relative
by
Mr.
would be adopted.
The resoiution introduced
The following bills were also ordered to be enMr. Benton moved to lay the resolution on the to payments made to delaulters was considered and
grossed:
table.
Upon this motion the yeas and nays were adojited.
The bill authorising the erection of certain light
demanded, and resulted as follows:
The senate proceeded to the election of a printer
houses and light boats, and the establishment of cerYi3AS Messrs. Anderson, Benton, Buch:
to the senate, and the vice president having notified
buoys and bacon lights.
tain
Mangum
Clay, of Ala. Clayton, Cuthbert, Fulton, Hubbard, the members l.^ prepare 'heir ballots ^r.
The bill to provide for the allowance of invalid
King, Linn, Lumpkin, Moulon, Phelps, Pierce, Pren- rose
here
and said that alter what had transpired
pensions to certain Cherokee warriors.
tiss, Roane, Smith, of Indiana, Tappan,
WaIl,Wi;.
due
it
le
I
he
yesterday in relation to this election,
liani.s, Wright—31.
The senate went into executive session, and af'he bo^;^
to himself, as well as other members 0!
Messrs. Allen, Bavard, Clay, of Ky. Dixon
some sort terwards adjourned.
GruhaiN, Huntinctiin, Kerr, Knighl, Mangum. Mer- who felt and acted with liiin, and in
Febuary 22. Mr. White presented a report made
due to the people whom they represented
rick, Nicholas, Nicholson, Norvell, Ruggles, Si
assembly of the state of Indiana, on
Smith, of t^unnecticui. Sturgeon, TaHmadge, While, state the course he meant to pursue in regard to it. lo the general
subject of the distribution of the proceeds of
the
Young- 20.
He did not complain of Ihe determination of gentleThe senate then proceeded to consider the reso- men on the other side yesterday; that was their af- the sales of the public lands, accompanied by a
"=>'
joint rero'ntion of the legislature of said state.
lution proposing to elect a public printer for thi
fair: but inasmuch as it indicated what would be
Ihat the nermaoent proscriptive pre-emplion
27th congress.
the course they meant to pursue towards those wno
Mr. Hubbiird, who introduced the resolution on a would lor a few days longer remain in the minority, bill be so amei'jded
1'°'^^^'^^
"f
as to dtstrioiue T,Z
former day, maile some few remarks as (o the joint he would now say, that he' should ilecline any ^ar- the sales in
just and equitable proportions," to
grant
resolution under which the senate had, from time to tici|)ation in this election at all. He regarded it as the
right of pre-emption to 320 acres at
the minitime acted.
ineffectual to Ihe purposes for which it was design- mum price, and to limit the
right to actual bona
Mr. Huntington remonstrated at considerable ed, and therefore his course would embarrass no fide settlers.
length against the proposition, goino- into a suc- oiie: hut for himself he must declitie all participaAlso, a resolution of tie general assembly
that
cinct examination of all the resolutions and laws tion in the matter.
the government should be supported by
the
that had been passed in relation to this subject from
The ballots were now cast, and on tteir exami- lo be raised by duties on foreign goods, andreveijue
wholly
1817 10 Ihe present time. Mr. H. denied that the nation at the secretary'.s table it appeared that
opposed lo any .system nf direct taxation.
joint reaolutiou of 1S19, {relied on by the introBlair 8c Rives had received
26 votes.
Mr. Clay presented the memorial of a number
of
ducer of Ihe motion), was obligatory; that it had
"
Francis P.Blair
1
citizens of the eastern part of the state
of Tennesbeen treated hy Ihe other house as a perfect nuUily,
So Ihe vine president announced that Blair Rives see, engaged in the growth and manufacture
nf
and could not be binding on Ihe senate. He denies had been duly elected printers to the senate for the silk, asking that
a duty may be imposed on
the
the justice, the propriety, or the expediency of
najct congress.
foreign article.
ing into such an eieclion at this late stage of the
The resolution heretofore offered by Mr. Clay, of
iMr. Young presented the memorial of
citizens of
jesiiun. There was no necessity for it, because Kentucky, to repeal the sub- treasury law,
and the Randolph county, Illinois, asking the opinion
of
ed to excite emotions of uneasiness and apprehension for tlie preservation of peace and liarniony; for
no one could contemplate the possibility of a conflict betwceii Great Britain and the United Stales,

the printer

i
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NAYS—
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congress as to the true meaning and constniclion
of tbe federal constitution in relation to the right
of property iu slaves, the right of the states to issue
bills of ciedit, and the power of congress to estab
iish a national bank.
Several bills ordered to be engrossed on Friday
\sere read and passed.
Mr. Crittenden asked leave to bring in a bill to
prevent the interference of certain federal officers
Mr. C. spoke at length, showing the
in elections.
object of the bill in question.
When the debate
was further continued between Messrs. Noivetl,
Crittenden, Wright, Clay, Catfioun, Buchanan, Cuth
bert, Preston, and others.
The debate became very animated, so much so
(hat, when Mr. Preston closed, there was a strong
burst of applause from the galleries, and some indications in the lobby.
Immediately there were
cries of "clear the galleries
clears the galleries."
Mr. Clay, of Ala. with much earnestness: Clear
the galleries. Mr. Jlnderson, striking his hand on
the desk: I insist that the galleries be cleared. Mr.
Benton: Clear the galleries clear Ihe blackguards.
Mr. Calhoun rose also, and called for the galleries
to be cleared.
Mr. Clay: Spare the ladies thev

—

—

—

I hope they may be suffered to reeast gallery was soon cleared, though
to suffocation
the citizens retiring as
speedily as Ihe nature of the case would admit.
Mr. Calhoun closed the debate on Mr. Crittenden's bill, and, on the question of granting leave to
introduce it being taken, it was decided iu the negative: yeas 14, nays 26.

have not sinned.

The

main.

—

crowded

The
lowing

vice president laid before the
letter from Mr. Webster.

Jinn. R.

senate the

fol-

M.

Johnson, vice president U. S.
"Sih: It is the object of this letter to make
known to the senate the resignation of my scat as
one of the senators from JMassachusetts, havin"- already informed the executive of that state °that
from this day my place would be vacant.
"In retiring from a situation in which so considerable a part of my lile has been passed, I hope I
may be permitted to express my high respect for
the body of which I have been a member, the interest I shall ever feel in the preservation of its
character and dignity, and my cordial wishes lor
the health and happiness of all those with whom I
have been associated.
"With much personal regard, I have the honor
to be your obedient servant,
D.

WEBSTER."

As

soon as the letter was read
Mr. Cuthbert rose to express his regret that the
senator from Massachusetts was not present to answer certain queslions which he had to propound.
On this annunciation by Mr. C. a very spiiiled
discussion arose, in which Messrs. Clay, Preston,
Cuthbert and Rives participated. And then the
senate adjourned.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

—

Saturday, Feb. 13. In continvation. The report
of Mr. Pic/ff«s, from Ihe committee of foreign aftairs, on the message of the president, transmitting
a correspondence wiih the British minister in relation to the burning of the steamboat Caroline, and
the demand made for the liberation of Alexander
McLeod, being under consideration.

Mr. Everett renewed his proposition to include in
the printing all the documents upon the subject, a
of which he furnished.
Mr. Granger rose and moved a division of the
question first, on the motion to lay on the table;
and then, on the motion to print.
list

—

And

tiie

motion

to |)rint

being debatable

Mr. Granger said that he considered this
upon and adopted by the house,

if acted

report,
as ap-

proaching very nearly, in its consequences, to a declaration of war, if the British government should
desire so to consider it.
lie would take occasion to
say, as a member of Ihe committee on foreign alJairs, that Ihe

Ami

''."

report did

not

receive his assent

f-" constrained to delain the

few moments whilst he assigned, very

house

for a

briefly,

ijjj

reasons for this concl".riO:;.
was the position of
VVl'.a'i, (continued Mr. G.)
the committee on foreign affairs when they entered
colupon the consideration of this question.'
league (Mr. Ftltmore) had called upon the slate depariment for the correspondence which had taken
place in relation to the demand for the libeialion of
McLeod. That matter, and that alone, was referIt is not
red to the committee on foreign affairs.
my purpose to censure the conduct of this administration, for, so far as my judgment can now deterpiine, I approve fully the course they have taken.
That opinion may, upon further reflection, be
changed; but, as at present advised, I consider Ihe
course of Mr. Forsyth to have been such as was
due to bis high official station and due to the cha-

My

27,
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racter and dignity of this nation. But, so considering, and representing a section of country deeply
interested in this queslion, and as ready to'meet its
consequences as Ihe people of any other section of
this union, I still dissent Iroin the report.

fairs but the papers relating to the libeialion of this
man I say, I do not Ihink that the honor or dignity
of this nation required Ihat we should send forth a
declaration, not only of the prowess of Great Britain
and of our humility, but of our readiness to meet her
What does it embrace?
report upon matters at any moment, when no necessity existed tor such
referred to the commiltee on foreign affairs?
No; a threat; and when the voice of this house, speaking
nothing, as I have staled, was referred to that com- potentially lo the nation, might be considered as a
mittee but the correspondence in lelation to the de- watch-word by which every man on the northern
mand for Ihe liberation of McLeod. Does that frontier was to guide himself in hurr3ingon to execommittee act upon a call of the executive of this cution Ihis suspected foreigner. If he should be
nation, made upon this house, to place before the tried and found guilty, let the penally of the law be
country and the world the condition of things be- exacted; and let the people on Ihe frontier of New
tween the United States and Great Britain?" No. York and the people throughout the widest extreThe executive, mindful, as we are bound to believe, mities of this land be prejiared to meet the conseof the honor of the country as well as of the cha- quences.
When those cor.sequences shall present
racter of his own administration, has not thought themselves, not oidy will the slate of New York be
proper to call upon either house of congress lor ad- really to meet them, but I feel sure Ihat a patriotic
vice in regard lo our relations with Great Britain. feeling, which supersedes all local questions and
What, then, is the position of that committee? Tra- merges all political differences, will rally Ihis whole
velling beyond the record, they come forwaid and nation to Ihe rescue.
It will then be time enough
present (by the votes of a bare majority I will say, to act; but in the name of justice, let us not anticiif in order) a report which, to say the least of it, is pate th.Tt event by inflaming the public mind,
and
not pacific in its character, and which is based upon adding to thp horrors of war the consciousness Ihat
complaints against the British government, not one we have interfered with the impartial operation of
of which has been referred to that committee.
our laws or trifled with their supremacy.
When, or by whom, have the comuiittee on foreign
Some conversation took jilace between Messrs.
affairs been called upon to consider seizures upon .idums, Pickens and Grinncll, v\hich resulted in a
the high seas, or this alleged rightof search? which, motion by Mr. Grinncll lo amend the motion of
I agree wilh the committee, is one which this naMr. Pickens, (which was, Ihat Ihe report be laid on
tion is nol likely to tolerate in the manner in which Ihe table and printed, as above staled), so as to lay
it is now exercised.
When, or by whom, were the on the table the whole subject; Ihat was to say, the
other matters of controversy which that report em- repoit and the motion lo print the report, &c ; and
braces referred to the committee on foreign affairs, on that motion Mr. G. asked the yeas and nays,
that they might make report upon them?
And, if which were ordered.
so, what have they reported?
Have they sent here
Mr. Pickens inquired of the speaker whether Ihat
a document selling forth the alleged grievances of motion closed the debate?
The speaker replied in
this country, complaining of injustice done on the Ihe affirmative.
part of Great Britain, and calling for the action of
Some conversation ensued between various memthis house upon those matters?
Has the chairman bers, when a division of the question wascalled for.
of the committee of ways and means come lorwaul
Mr. Briggs suggested lo Mr. Grinncll Ihat, as he
to say that he is prepared lo recommend appropria(Mr. B.) supposed no one waijied the yeas and
tions to put the country in a properstate of ilefence nays on the motion to lay the report on the table, it
to meet ho emergency which such a report as this would save time to withdraw the call for them, to
may create? Is your committee on military affairs far as that part of the motion was affected.
ready to recommend the defences which slinuld be
Mr. Grinnell having assented, the question was
provided if such a report is to gofoith to the world, taken, and the motion to lay the report on the table
under. the sanction of this house? Has your com- prevailed without a division.
mittee on naval affairs sent in requisi'ions to put
The question then recurred, and was taken, on
your ships in commission, that you may be prepar- the second part of the motion of Mr. Grinnell to
ed to meet on the high-seas the power you have be
and
lay the motion to print the report on the table
lore met and crippled?
No. There has been no it was decided in the negative yeas 77, nays 110.
such recommendation. And the commiltee on foAnd the question recurring on the amendment of
reign affairs, without recommending any action, Mr. Evereil
Mr. Pickens said he had a lew rewithout even coming to any conclusion, as it seems marks to make in leply to the gentleman from N.
lo me, except Ihat Great Britain is the greatest York, (Mr. Granger).
power on earth and we the humblest, bring here a
That gentleman (continued Mr. P.) has deliverreport calculated to inflame the
hole nation; and ed a regular set speech, prepared for the occasion,
to let it go forth to the world that we are making with tones as regular as if they had issued liom a
an issue with Great Britain, which we voluntarily bag-pipe. He was the very last gentleman here,
tender lo her, and which, in my opinion, she has a judging from the sentiments he expressed a few
light to take up on the instant.
weeks ago, who, I should have supposed, would
But, .Mr. Speaker, there are consideralions con- have found his palriolism and his valor oozing out
nected wilh the honor and dignily of the state of so soon Iroin the palms of his hands, His speech,
New York, and with the administialion of justice in my opinion, is worthy of atlcntion. He speaks
within her borders, Ihat demand our attention.
On as one clothed with authority, and I regret very
a former occasion I stated on this floor that the per- much the course he has thought proper to pursue.
son whose life was in jeopardy would receive at the
Mr. Speaker, I will declare to you and lo this
hands of a jury of New York the same fair and im- house that, so far from this report being the war
partial trial which would be secured to any citizen repoit, as the genllcman from New York has chaof that state who might be arraigned for a violation racterised it, it is essentially the reverse. To speak
of its laws; but I mourn now to say that, fioin pre- our sentiments plainly and fearlessly belore the
sent indications, there is an excitement on the viorld— to declare that we know our rights and dare
western border of iVcvv York, growing out of Ihe maintain them— must, in my judgment, have a tenarrest of Ihis man and of his lib'eralion for the mo- dency directly Ihe reverse of that which the gtnllement, which is already suflicienlly great lo make man sceuis to anticipate.
.
those who regard the lives and the liberties ol the
He has spoken of this report in two points of
people of lliis country pause before they act. By view. In Ihe first place, he asserts that the committhe
record.
this lime, I suppose, the grand jury of Niagara
of
out
tee on foreign affairs have travelled
county has closed its investigation. The current I'he subject matter in relation to Ihe "Caroline"
rumor through Ihe newspapers of Ihe day i.o, that and to the demand for the liberation cl McLeod, I
McLeod has been indicled. The people of that consider as having been actually and in fact refersection have been greatly incensed by recent tran- red to that commiltee. They could not separate
sactions there.
Send forth Ihis paper to the world, Ihe two cases so as lo present them in an inlelligible
iecommending nothing and being nothiiifr but a de- point of view lo Ihe country. And does he say
lailed account of grievances against Ihe British go- that that part of Ihe report is beyond the recoid?

—

A

I

—
—

—

—

\<.

.

vernment, with a lew hints at what may be presumed lo be the arrogance of her course, and no man
can answer for the consequences upon the lile of
this man.
I felt it to be my rluly lo endeavor to
postpone Ihis question until the trial should have
passed. 1 believed that Ihe power of Ihis country
could never be exercised wilh a higher glory to itself than when showing to the world Ihat, whilst it
took Ihe position which its honor demanded, still
Ihat the humblest individual of this or any other
country whose foot was upon our soil should be
shielded by the mild, the just, and the impartial
operation of its laws.
I do nol think that, without
any call from Ihe executive, without any tbinghaving been laid before Ihe coimnitlee on foreign af-

,.

Other matters have been mentioned merely as inciway of illiistriiting the interest thrown
around this question, and with no intention lo arouse
any hostile letling in this or in any other country.
out by the gentleI denv the imputation, thrown
man Irom New York, that the report has arrayed
the strength of Great Britain and proclaimed our
own weakness, or, as he terms it, our ownliumiliiy
I chalIt does no such thing.
before Ihe world.
lenge the gentleman lo lay his finger, il be can
upon a single sentence which, even by mlcrence,
proclaims our weakness or imbicility. I thought
the precise condition ol
it was proper lo present
occasion
things to the country; and 1 will here take
written by myself, withwas
leporl
Iu say that the
dental, by

I
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human being, save the
whom it was presented. In drawinj;
looked over the whole subject-matter; I
looked at the great interests involved; 1 looked at the
position in which you Mr Speaker, and this house
had placed the conjmittee on foreign affairs before
the nation and the world, and I felt it to be a duty
which I owed to this house and to my country to
titter freely and without reverse the sentiments we

free

couiniittee to

nations.

up,

I

entertained.
The gentleman tells us that the executive has
called for no action; that it is due to the executive
branch of the government that this house should
wait until it hears from that quarter. Sir, I take the
reverse of that position; I say that we were constituted, under the lederal constitution, as a co-ordinate and independent branch of this government;
that this house is, in the contemplation of that constitution, the peculiar ijuanlian of the interests and
the rights of this confederacy; and that when any
subject-matter is legitimately brought before it, it
duty to the conis not oidy our right, but it is our

1841— CONGRESS.

—

—

—

and to the country to proclaim our sentito speak the language of submission or the Ian
ments upon it. I repel the idea that we are to look
A great
for dic- guage of avoidance, to say the least of it.
to the executive branch of this government
people like this cannot, under such circumstances,
tation or counsel upon any question that may be suploibear; and they would be pressed upon every
the
of
liberties
the
and
interests
the
posed to involve
point, until at last an appeal to arms and to the God
people.
of battles would become inevitable.
But, Mr. Speaker, my principal object in reit is for the
It is to avoid these consequences
New
from
gentleman
plying to the remarks of the
the people know the true condiYork is to declare, as I have already done, that this, purpose of letting
tion of things and the real state of the issue— that
conprecisely
of
a
report,
is
war
a
so far from being
I ask no act
this repoit has been presented.
trary character. I had hoped that the vote might
desire to sav nothing that can be conhave been taken silen'ly; that the report might upon it; I
that war is to
intimation
or
threat
an
strued
into
there
that
printed;
liave been laid on the table and
believe the contrary; and conscientiously
should have been no panic; that no discussion should follow. I
matter
in all its bearings, I presented
the
viewing
calculated
to
excitement
no
that
have sprung up;
sole and entire responsibility,
arouse the people of this country by false appeals this report upon my
except, as 1 have said, so far as I had the aid and
to their patriotism and their honor, should have
majority
of the committee of foof
a
consullation
to
on
committee
been manifested here. But the
reign affairs; yes a bare majority, as the gentleman
reign affairs have thought that it was proper to preYork
has told you. And it is wilh regret
Nt
w
froui
beat
issue
questions
exact
people
the
sent to the
that I contemplate the fact that it isoiily a
tween us and a great and powerful nation. We and pain
majority report. I had hoped that upon the questhought or, at all events, so as I am concerned, 1
foreign relations there were no parties in
our
tion
of
the
United
part
of
thought, that the people in every
this country, and that we should have met the issue,
States, and of every party, had for the last two
may be, as a united and free people
whatever
it
conpolitical
the
in
absorbed
much
too
years, been
meet it.
1 thought it was right that the ought to
the day.

stitution

December, 7, 18-10.]
Mr. Adams addressed the house at considerable
length, in remarks of which it is in the power of the
reporter to give only a brief outline.
Mr. A. expressed himself desirous, for the sake of
the gentleman from South Carolina, (TsU. Pickens),
who had declared himself to be the sole author of

—

gentleman should have an ojiportunity of examining it coolly and impartially.
party
not ot
lerence to the opini(
alone, but of both parties.
Mr. Pickens was here understood to disavow all
party considerations in the matter.
Mr. JlJams disclaimed any intention to cast censure on the gentleman. All he %vished was, that
the report might be recommitted, in order that the
gentleman might see whether both parlies in the
committee of loreign alTaiis could not come here
with a report receiving their unanimous sanction, or,
at all events, with a report not sanctioned by a close
party vote, as this had been. If it was not done, it
would, in the eve of the country, of the world, and
of posterity, appear to be the policy of a defeated
enemy in war abandoning a tenement and setting

this report, that the

—

flicts

of

country should understand, in an authentic form,
the points at issue between us and Great Britain,
and, under these circumstances, I presented this report, acting, as I do on all other occasions, uniler a
Yes t was reconscientious sense of my duty.
solved to do ray duty, leaving the consequences to
God. These are the principles upon which 1 have
been tauglit to act. And when I hear from certain
quarters appeals to the honor, the patriotism and
uhen I hear
the valor of the people of this land
indirect annunciations made that the accredited
heads of this government have herefore neglected
their duty and slept on the rights of the country—
have a right to expect that those gentlemen who
make such appeals and such annuncialioiis will
themselves come forward on occasions of importance, and vindicate the sentiments which they have
previously uttered.
As to the allegation that this report will have the
effect of exciting the people on the border, I say I
should rather think its tendency would be the reverse. The people there have been greatly excited;
meetings of an angry, unnecessary and an uncalled
for character have'taken place, and recommenda

—

—

were made, I will say, of unjustifi.ible meetings in this very case in relation to McLeod. These
Because the
tliFngs have been done, and why?
people have ftlt themselves wounded— they have
was neggovernment
this
believe
that
to
been led
lecting their interests. They are under the belief,
whether right or wrong, that we have too long tri-

tions

fire to it upon their retreat.
After alluding to the criticisms of Mr. Pickens on
Mr. Adams obtained the floor, but yielded it to
the controversy
Mr. Gra/iger, who said: if the house will listen to the party views here in reference to
with
Great Britain, and to the general unanimity
shall
feel
exmy bag-pipe a few moments longer, I
contended had preceedingly obliged; and if its music is not so loud of opinion which he [Mr. A.]
(with one or two excepas that of my friend from South Carolina, (Mr. vailed here on that subject,
enumerated), Mr. A. alluded to the
Pic'/tcHs), it is only because I cannot fill my bags tions, which he
conciliatory report. The
with as much wind as he can blow into his. Sir, ground taken that this was a
people, Mr. A. thought, would form a very diHerent
I speak by no authority other than that of a repreWhat was the dissertation on the
sentative of the people of the state of New York. estimate of it.
My own course would have been to suffer this re- ambition and the grasping spirit of Great Britain?

silence, leaving
...
.....,..,
,,o„ u,
by in
port
,u pass
, to the honorabl
u.. to
entleman from South Carolina all the honor of its

authorship; lor

1

if

we

geneially received by nations as
being of a friendly character? Suppose the charges
to be true, was it conciliatory or courteous to array
them here? It was something of the courtesy and
conciliation which captain Fluellen (in one ol the

.Were such charges

have no doubt, and never have

had a doubt from the moment when he first read it,
that every sentence, every word in it was his own.
t" Ancient
Ancent
howed to
plays of the great dramatist^ -i—
I have down to this time supposed that it was as
pless you, Anmuch my right on this floor, and the right of any Pistol, when he said to him Got
lousy knave. Got pless
you
Pistol,
cient
y,
opinions
without
ovvn
speak
my
other member, to
He wished, therefore, that the repoit should
fear of dictation, as it was the right of the gentle- you
nmilled, and that all those parts which re.__an from South Carolina to utterhis. I only declare
the general policy of Great Britain, and to
to
lated
that the opinions I have expressed are solely and
and power, might be left
exclusively my own, without consultation with any her ambitious character
And,
as to the question of right or wrong,
out.
reading
of
for
the
called
have
should
not
one. I
to
the basis of our controwas
be
all,
until the gentleman which, after
I had supposed
the report.
Biitain if we were to press it to a
from South Carolina taught me better, that the exe- versy with Great
the subject itself, based
report
on
a
wished
war,
he
conducted
the
cutive departments of t^his nation
correspondence here, that we might see wheneg'itiatioiis upon all delicate matters between us on the
nations, we could maintain
laws
of
the
under
ther,
supposed
that
at
had
governments.
I
and foreign
had assumed in regard to the Caroany rate forihe last twelve years the executive of the position we
And this point Mr. A. argued with much
the United States had claimed some little authority line.
the house not to put itself or the
upon
urging
force,
relations;
in all matters connecteil with our foreign
wrong by any undue act of its own.
and I should have supposed that a parly which hail country fn the
to go to war wilh Great Britain, it
'were
If
we
which
had
disgrace
into
lall
to
army
our
nermitted
'
people. He believed that a
~
our navy to run down to a state off even should be as a united
suflered
war would be one of the greatest misfortunes that
ackn.iwledged dilapidation and which had permit
and he confessed that it
country;
the
befall
could
defenceless,
left
be
country
to
ted the whole border
small degree of anxiety that he enterbe the last upon earth to present such a ilo- was wilh no
1

and dallied with their rights and leelings; and
prove to them that this is not true— that this
ernmentis disposed to attend to their interestsvmdi
to avenge their wrongs, and, if necessary, to
cate their rights, they will once more look here for
would
pledged
has
constitution
the
that proectmn which
trust that the administration
Such a course will produce quiet, will cument as this. I
to ihem.
which is about to come into power, though it sviay
conand
repose
produce
will
and
excitemetd,
allay
so
hot a courage as breathes
quiet
manifest
not
will
sait
tentment on that extensive frontier; for
the high seas,
suffer in through this report, will show upon
tisfy the people that their rights will not
border, and, if need be, in the tented
upon'^the
government
of
the
reins
hold
who
the hands of those
aggressions of a fothe
resist
power
to
more
field,
here. I will not go into any of those delicate matfriends have
excite reign foe than the gentleman and his
ter referred to in the report with a view to
exhibited. If it does not, it will disappoint the hopes
any feeling; but I here declare that its sole object
one, want
lor
and
1
country,
this
of
people
was to call public attention to those questions— to of the
none of it. Let preparation be made. Letthennforprepare the people for the issues which might uiti
tried according to
be
coi.finement
in
man
now
lunate
mately present themselves; to hold up to them the
the laws of the state of New York, unbiased by the
necessity of going into an enlightened system of
nation calmly await
exigencies of the action of this house, and let the
fl->d
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and independent people among the family oft acknowledge that life has for me many charms:
probably no man clings to it with greater tenacity
I think that these things have been too
than 1 do, or is more closely bound by .all th
long neglected, and it was with a view to call at
tenlion to them and to the great questions in which joyments of the present life and responsibilities of
I never speak of my courage, nor prothe people of this conlederacy are so deeply inte- the liiture.
-Ml I
rested that this report was made.
It was with no fess to have been "born insensible to tear."
view to the excitement of a war feeling. Far belt have to say is that when the laws of ray own state
liom me. The section of country from which I and of the nation fhall have been executed, and
come is directly interested in the preservation of consequences are to be met, all difl'trences of opipeace, and we should be the last people to be urged nion between the gentleman from South Corolina
I do and myself upon this and all other questions will
into an unnecessary or an unjustiirable war.
not believe there is any danger of war, if we do be buried in our love of country, and we will be
found, shoulder to shoulder, battling in the common
honor
public
our duly here, as the guardians of the
and the public, liberty if we show to the world we cause.
]\lr. Pickens addressed an inquiry to JMr. Granger
But rely upon it,
are prepared to assert our rights.
which the reporter could not hear.
if you take the advice which indirectly has been
[And, throughout the whole debate, there was
given by the gentleman from N.York if you proclaim semi-ofliclally from your seats here that these much confusion in the hall; and the difficulty of
owmatters are not to be presented in their true light hearing was greater than even it generally is.
standing up in the
to the people, then there will be danger of a confilci: ing, chiefly, to the members
contime,
in
sam.e
louuly
at
the
talking
it is
not in the aisles and
for it is not in the nature of man
nature of a nation like this when it sees a rival travention of that excelletd, but long forgotten rule,
power contending for the ascendency of the world, which is numbered "34." See edition of ru'es,

out consullation with any
it
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national defence suited to the
issue
(i,„es— suited to the improvements of the age, not the
The gentleman says that my courage has suridenonly with reference to Great Britain particularly,
I
;ed out from the palms of my hands."
as al ly "oozed
but with reference to our rights and position

fears that it would come to that inevitable
He looked to it with apprehension and
pain, but not without confidence that, if we went
into a war, we should come out with glory ami
honor, as we had already come out of two wars.
Mr. Everett followed at great length, and the general iioints of his argument were as follows:
He felt an embarrassment, he said, in speaking
on this sub|pct, owing to the fact that it was being
debated with open doors; and he had said many

tained

result.

in committee which he could not say here,
but which he would say if the doors were closed.
What was the position of the house? One administration was about to go out of power, and another
days),
to come in— and the one going out. (in 20
was taken measures to compromit the one coining

thino-s

—
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course it shuiild follow, or
If he knew himself, he
had never viewed this as a party question, it was
one which involved all parties. His own opinion
was tliat no action on the part of this hoiis.^ was
necessary, this correspondence having been cominunicated in answer to a call made by one of its
members. It was the peculiar duty of the executive to conduct these matters, and it was not for
in

to prescribe the

at least to

embarrass

it.

decide on

its

validity

when
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legally established be-

fore it."
The British minister, expressing his regret at the
decision, bad referred the subject to his govern-

ment.

——

on by any authority whatsoever. I cannot countenance the idea that the judiciary of the country
shall for a moment be overawed, directed or controlled, by any other authority than that of the laws
themselves. Ami, whilst I say this, I am also unwilling to countenance any thing there, or to do
any thing here, which may tend to such results. I
hope that we may have been misinformed as to thenature of the proceedings there; 1 am unwilling to
believe that, in a community of citizens such aa
that, and with many of whom
am well acrjuainted, and who are highly respectable and '.ntelligenf,
such things have occurred. I say, I hope we have
bsen misinlbrmed. I trust we h?,ve. I have seen
dilferent statements of those transaqtions, and some
of them have been of an exculpatory character.
But one thing, at all events, should be borne iii
mind by all wdiose duty requires them to act on this
subject here. There is a great state of excitement
on that frontier, which might by possibility lead to an

From these premises, Mr. E. after expressly disclaiming any intention to say who was right or
who was VM'ong, and arguing as to what might be
the course of the British government, drew the
the diplomatic discussion on the subthis house to interfere unless there was some re- conclusion that
1
ject was not closed, inasmuch as Mr. Fox had remissness on tlie part of the executive.
He was desirous that the report should be re- feired himself to his government for instructions;
had
been
issue
definite
make
a
that
therefore,
no
as
yet,
committee-should
committed, and that the
enough to act
specific report on the subject-matter which had made up, and that it would be lime
when the British minister had received the reply of
been referred to it.
Mr. E. theu asked what was the state of the his government.
Mr. E. deprecated the excitement which had been
queslion as it now stood, and what were the grounds
taken by the British government, Stc. and proceed- manifested on the border, declaring that it ought to
ed to read the fullovving statement of facts as ga- receive no countenance from any one. He regarded any action on the part of this house as improper,
thered from the following official documents:
The facts material to the subject submitted to so long as negotiations were pending; aud hoped outbreak. My objection to the printing of the rethe committee are, that, on the night of the 29th that the report would be recommitted to the com- Iiort was, that it was calculated to inflame the pubi)eceraber, 1S37, a detachment of the British forces mittee with instructions to report something of the lic mind; and I was governed in that vote by three
reasons.
In the first place, I did not wish that any
stationed at Chippewa, in the province of Upper following character:
"II appearing that the reciprocal complaints re- thing should be done here which might have a tenCanada, crossed the Niagara to Schlosser, in the
at- ferred to in the correspondence submitted on the dency to do injustice to the individual who is soon
state of New York, and there made a hostile
tack on the steamboat Caroline, the jiroperty of an subjects of diplomatic discussion between the go- to be tried by the laws of the state of New York.
American citizen, killed and wounded a number of vernments of tlie two countries, the committee I desire that the law should have its free action;
American citizens, captured the boat, towed her having entire confidence that the rights and honor that no excitement should be raised against McLeod
In
into the current, set her on fire, and sent her in of the United States will be. sustained by the execu- which might prevent a fair and impartial trial.
tive, and entertaining the hope that the controversy the second place, I do not desire that any action on
liaines over the falls.
On the olh January, 1833, the secretary of state will be brought to a satisfactory termination, are of the part of this house should compromise or con'rol
communicated to Mr. Fox, the British minister, a the opinion that no action of this house is, at this the executive of this nation in the negotiations now
copy of the evidence furnished to the department time, necessary. They therefore ask to be dis- pending between the government of the U. Stales
of this "extraordinary outrage, committed fioin her charged from the further consideration of the sub- and the government of Great Britain. I have all
confidence in the incoming administration. If this
Biitunnic majesty's province of Upper Canada on ject-"
Mr. Fillmore rose and said that, in the couse ol controversy can be amicatily and honorably settled
the persons and property of citizens of the United
States, witliin the jurisdiction of the state of New the debute, he had been anticipated by other gen- between the two governments, I desire that it
should. But there is a third and very strong reason
York;" and stating that "it would necessarily form tlemen in much that he had intended to say.
The question was of as much, if not more, im- in my mind against any thing being done to exthe subject of a demand for redress upon her mato
any
other;
asperate the public mind on the subject of war with
country
than
portance
to
his
section
of
government."
jesty's
On the tilh February, Mr. Fox communicated to and he desired to express his opinion in relation to Great Britain. It is this: for three or four years I
the secretary of state a despatch from sir Francis the vote he had just given in favor of the motion to have used all the exertions in my power to induce
this administration, which is responsible to the
Head, lieut. governor of Upper Canada, containing lay on the table, coupled with a motion to print.
I may, (continued Mr. F.) have mistaken the country, to provide some means of defence on our
the distinct avowals, that the Caroline was destroymilithe
commanding
heard
it
read
once
northern frontier. But all my ett'orts were in vain.
this
report;
have
only
McNubb,
purport
of
I
col.
of
ed by Older
at the clerk's table, and I have had no opportunity And yet the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr.
tia in her majesty's service, and that he, (sir FranThe gentleman from S. Pickens), now tells us that the course to be pursuto examine its contents.
cis), approved the act.
Oil the 22d May Mr. Stevenson presented the Carolina says it is conciliatory; that it will add ed to avoid a war with Great Britain is, to stand up
subject to the consideration of her majesty's go- nothing to the exasperated feeling already existing to her to threaten her to take a high stand; and
vernment. After referring to those avowals, he on the frontier. I believe that he thinks his report that, he says, will avert a war. I may have been
I know that those were
said that, "under such circumstances, it was not to will have that effect; but I much fear, from what mistaken in the meaning.
have been expected that the w/io/c proceeding could other gentlemen of the committee say; that he is not his words. But I vvould submit to him that the
I voted in favor of laying the motion to best way to aviod a war with Great Britain is to
be regarded by the government ol the United States mistaken.
in any other light than as a manifest act of hostile print on the table because I tiiought the eli'ect show that we are prepared to meet her if there is to
and daring aggression upon its rights and sovereign- would not be such as the gentlemen anticipated, be war; because reasonable preparations for defence
ty, utterly inconsistent with all the princi[jle3 of and I wanted the report laid on the table that I are better than gasconading.
Mr. Fillmore then alluded to the defenceless connational law, and wholly irreconcileable with the might have time to look into it, and see if my origifriendly and peaceful relations of the two countries:" nal impressions should be confirmed. If, upon ex- dition of the northern frontier. He desired, and bethat "the ciise, then is one of upen, undisguised and amination, I had found that it was not calculated to lieved the whole country desired, that we should
imwarrantab'.e hostility." He concludes by express- produce the results I apprehended, no man would yield nothing to tlie demands of Great Britain, to
ing "the confident expectation of the president of vote tor its printing more freely than I would. which she was not fairly entitled. But, at the same
the United States that the whole proceeding will The house, however, has refustd to lay the motion lime, he regarded it as rather the act of a madman
not only be disavowed and disapproved, but that to print on the table, and has thought proper to de- to precipitate the country into war before she was
prepared for it, than the act of a statesman. In his
such redress as the nature of the case obviously cide that the report shall be published.
Having, as I have stated, only heard the report section of country, the people would yield nothing
requires will be promptly made." To tliis our government waits the final answer of the British go- once read, and judging from what others say of it, to Great Britian, to which she was not justly entitl»d; or they would yield it only with the last
I concur in the opinion of the gentleman from Masvernment.
On the 13th November last, Alexander McLeod, sachusetts, (Mr. Adams'), that the subject should drop of their blood. But he did not wish premature
a British subject, was arrested and impiisoned by be recommitted to the committee on foreign affairs. ly to be drawn into war; he did not wish to invite
the authorities of the state of New York, on a I had hoped from the committee a calm, deliberate CJreat Britain to invade our defenceless coast. The
charge of irson and murder, as having been engag- and dignified report in the case of the burning ol true plan was to prepare for war if we had yet to
ed in the capture and destruction of the Caroline. the "Caroline" and the arrest of McLeod; that it come to it, but to do nothing in the way of bragOn the 12th December, the British minister would have been limited to that matter alone, (in- ging. If it did come, gentlemen would not find
made a demand on the president for the release ol stead of embracing, as it apparently does, all our his,'(Mr. F's) people shrinking from their just share
McLeod, on the ground that the destruction of the subj-'cts of controversy with Great Britain), and of responsibility. All they had their propeity, their
they were willing to devote, if
Caroline was a public act of persons in her majesty's that it would have set the country risht with re- lives, every thing
scroice, obeying the order of their superior uuthontics; ference to \\\e facts in that case. I may be mistaken nf ed be, to tlie service and honor of their country.
and that the act, accordingly to the usages of na as ipgards some of those facts; and upon a careful But, was it not the part of wisdom and prudence,
tioiis, can only be the subject of discussion between examination of the testimony, subsequent to the belbre we made a ileclaration ol war, to prepare for
time when I last submitted a few remarks on this it? This was all he desired; and if this report was
the U\a national governments.
To this demand the secretary of slate has replied case, I observed I was mistaken in some of the calculated to stir up a war feeling, without corttiatthe president has no power under the constitu- facts connectCLl with that transaction. As I was not responding preparation being made to meet the conHe
tion and laws of the union to inter|iose between present on the occasion, all the knowledge I have, sequences, he, for one, was opposed to it.
McLeod and the constituted authorities of the state I derive from the newspapers and from public docu- did not wish the country to be disgraced by deof New York— and that "the president is not aware ments, as others may, and probably do. But upon feat. When she must go to war, he desired to
of any principle of international law, or indeed of this question, which, as I have said, is one of vital see her prepared for it; he desired to see her
reason or justice, which entitles such offenders to importance to that part of the country where I reside, placed in a situation which would enable her to bid
impunity before the legal tribunals, when coining we must recollect, in the first place, that there is defiance to the power of any government on earth.
Mr. F. then alluded to the fortification bill revoluntarily within their independent and undoubted a judicial question depending. And I was in hopes
jurisdiction, because they acted in obedience to that in this report, exciting anil inflammatory in its ported from the committee of ways and means the
other day by its chairman (Mr. Jones). That bill
ilicir supL-rior authorities, or because their acts character as I now think it is, nothing would have
have become the subject of diploinalic discussion been said, and that, so far as this house was con- contained appropriations to the amount of nearly
between the two governments." And thai, "if the cerned, nothing would have been done, calculated half a millinn of dollars, (though that, he believed,
deBtruction of the Caroline was a public act of per- to increase the excitement which already exists. I was only about half of the amount usually approeoiis in her inaji'Sty's service, obeying the orders of confess 1 have heard with regret and shame the re- priated for such purposes); and yet there was not
th'Mr superior authorities, this fact has not been ports from that part of the country in regard to the a solitary fortification on the northern frontier lo
befoie ciiminiinicated to the government of the U. treatment of this individual, who is so soon to be which any part of that money was to be applied.
Stites by a person authoHsed to make the admission; put upon his trial for murder. I cannot lor any con- Was this the way in which we should prepare for
and it will be for the court which has cognizance of sideration countenance for a moment the idea that war? Did the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr,
the otTenc* with which Mr. McLeod is cliargcd, to the laws of this country are to be basely trampled Pickens), who presented the report, desire to de«
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clare war against England before the m-w adtr.iniaIf so, he (Mr.F.) would
tration came into power!

oppose

it.

He was

for war, if necessary, but not

He wished, therebelbre we were prepared for it.
gentleman from South Carolina would
permit the report to be recommitted to the committee
on foreign ad'airs, and that that committee might
be instructed to confine themselves to the subject
Tor
originally referred to thcra, and to that alone.
believed that the
iiis own part he trusted, and he
rhht of this matter was with the American people:
and it ouoht at all hazards to be maintained. But
iie wasunwillingatthecloseof a session, and when
the present administration had but something like
two weeks to remain in power, to precipitate the
nation into war without any preparation on our part
And it was for this reason mainly th.it
to meet it.
he objected to the report. But, as he said before,
he might be mistaken in its contents. He hoped
with
lie was; for he was at all times prepared to go
hira who went farthest in maintaining the honor of
the nation and punishing insult or aggression.
Mr. Vanderpocl moved the previous question; it
was seconded, and the main question was ordered.^
The main question was, first, on Mr. Eoerelt's
proposition to add to the printing of the report all
the documents heretofore presented to congress on
the subject. This question was decided by yeas
fore, that the

pas.sed in the negative, as lollows:
Messrs. Adams, .T. W. Allen, Andrew.?,

and nays, and

VEAS—

The

question

was then taken and
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carried; yeas

question then being on the passage of the
Mr. Jameson moved the previous question.

The

Mr.'i. Williams asked if we were doomed to
this— that a bill of this character should be passed
without debate; and that it might be known, who
ere in favor of thi.', called the'yeas and nays.
The motion was then taken and the call lor the
previous quesuon sustained by the house: yeas 133,
nays 51.
Mr. L.

Williams said the passage of the

bill

own

position, as

jirinciples.

Mr. Stanly withdrew his amendment. Mr. Jenirenewed it. Mr. J. was proceeding in reply to
Mr. Tl-'ise, when Mr. Andrews called both the gentleman from Maryland and Virginia to order, and
wished to know what was the question before the
fer

committee.
The chairman said the debate had been out of order, and was desirous that the debate of this character should cease.

Mr. Graves moved that the committee grant
would be an outrage on the state of North Carolina,
which he had the honor in part to represent, and leave to the gentleman from Maryland, (Mr. Jenifer) to proceed, and also from Virginia (Mr Wise)
called the yeas and nays.
Mr. Stanly was disposed to favor the passage of until his position was understood.
The chair said the ilebate was not in order. It
But believed that a bill of this chtn-acter,
the bill.
involving the interests of the state of North Ci'roli- was very difficult to know the point, when il bena and of the union, should not be hurried through, came out of order, as it had gradually run into a
and

He

all debate cut off, by the previous question.
should, on this account, vote against its passage.
bill was then read and passed— ytias 136,

The

— that

the gentle-

Mr. Andrews

nays 45.

Mr.

pergonal explanation.
Mr. iVeUer urged the motion
man be permitted to proceed.

^o«es, of A^a.

moved

that

the rules be

sus-

pended, and the house resolve itself into a commitWhich
tee of the whole on the state of the union.
was carried yeas 140, nays 33.
Whereon the house resolved itselfinto committee
and resumed the consideration of the general ap-

—

Mr.

Bell

called for tellers; which was not
su.stained by the house.
The motion was then carried; and Mr. J. continued, and said the position held by his friend from
Virginia throughout the country, rendered it necesposition should bedefined.
sary that his (Mr.

Ws)

He

then adverted to Mr.

Ws opinions

somewhat

in detail, and stated they were not such as met apcalled to the chair.
probation from either party.
the further reading of
Mr. IFi'se rose in reply, and was again called to

was

propriation
The clerk then commenced
the bill by clauses.
Mr. Tillinghasl moved an amendment, prohibitto an
g contracts lor the use of next congress,
bill.

Baker, Barnard, Bell, Boardman, Bnggs, Calhoun,
Campbell, Casey, Crabb, Curtis, Cushiug, G. Davis,
Deberry, Dennis, Dickerson, Dellet, Edwards, Evans,
Everett, Fillmore, Gates, Granger, Green, Grinnell,
Habersham, Hall, Hawes. Henry, Hoffman, Hunt, amount exceeding two thousand dollars. Which
James, C. Johnston, Kempshall,-Kin2, Lane, Linculn, wa.s adopted, after some remarks by Messrs. TilMnCariy, Marvin, Monroe, Morgan, Morrow, Naylor,
ling/iast and Lincoln.
O.^borne, Falen, Parmenter, Feck, Fope, Frofiit, RanMr. Andreios, of Ky. moved to strike out the foldall, Rariden, Reyner, Reed, Edw. Rogers, Russell,
Talialerro,
lowing clause of appropriation: "For salary of
Stuarl,
Stanly,
Smith,
Sinjonton, Truman
per
AVaddy Thompson, John B. Thompson, Tillmghast, the secretary to sign patents for public lands
Toland, Tripletl, Trumbull, Underwood, Warren, E. act of March second, 1S33, $'1,500.
Mr. Jones, of Va. said, that was a mere manucl
D. White, Joha White, Thomas W. Williams, Lewis
Williams, Winthrop—73.
labor, and would submit to the committee, \yhether
Messrs. J. Allen, Anderson, Alherlon, it was proper to occupy the time of the president in
Banks, Beatty, Beirne, Black, Blackwell, Brewster, A. sio-ning these patents which amounted to between
V. Brown, A. G. Brown, Burke, S. H. Butler, Carr, eighty and ninety thousand in the course of a year.
Carroll, Chapman, Chitlenden, ClifTord, Connor, M. A.
Mr. Andrews made some remarks in support of
Cooper, William R. Cooper, Cranston. Crary, Davee,
this
his motion, and stated that the law on which
E. Davies, John Davis, John W. Davis, Dawson, Doan,
was founded, had expired by its own
Fine,
appropiiation
Ely,
Eastman,
Earl,
Duncan,
Doic, Dromu'oole,
Fisher, Floy'd, Fornance, Gulbraiih, Gerry, Graham, limitation.
Hubbard,
Griffin, Hand, John Hastings, Hopkins,
Mr. Lincoln in speaking of the abuses that existJackson, Joseph Johnson, Cave .lohnson, Nathaniel ed in this department, adverted to the fact, that, in-

J.

IFisc at great lenglli defined his

being independent of any party, but advocating his

94, nays 39.
bill,

Mr.

Ill

order by Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Wise asked permission of Ihe committee to
proceed (cries of "go on" "go on.")
And the
committee by vote allowed him to proceed.
Mr. Wise said he rose to make the sweeping declaration, that his friend from Maryland had not
rightly stated a position he [Mr. W.] had taken today or the other day.
Mr. W. then gave his views, and occupied, at
some lenath, the attention of the committee.
He was, in the course of his remarks, called to
order
but was sustained under the leave that had
been granted him.
Mr. Graves succeeded in reply to Mr. Wise.
He was followed by Mr. Pope.
conversation here ensued between Messrs.
Graves and Pope which was terminated by Mr.
Pope who said that he did not wish to expenii any
of his fire in contest with his friends, but reserve
them for the red hot balls of his opponents.
Mr. Andrews then took the floor, but after a few
Leadbeiler,
Kille,
Kemble,
Jones, J. W. Jones, Keim,
the president's name having been appended remarks, moved that the committee rise; which
of
stead
Leet, Leonard, Lewis, Lowell, Lucas, McClellan,
his seto these numerous patents, by himself or by
was carried.
McCulloch, McKay, Meredith, Mallory, Mason, Meol
the
been signed with the name
Mr. Lincoln said there was lying on the speakiMorris, Newhard, Nis- cretary, they had
dill. Miller, Montanya, S. W.
there were other raanilbld defects, er's table, a report from the secretary of the treasuRogers, secretary alone
bet, Parrish, Petrikin, Pickens, Rives, James
patents had been executed.
ry, in answer to a resolution of the house of the 19(h
Samuels, Shaw, Sliepard, Albert Smith, John Smith, under which these
He hoped this appropriation would be made, as it ult. respecting patents which had been issued from
Thomas Smiih, Starkweather, Steenrod, Strong, SumVroom, D. was necessary that the president should have an as- Ihe commissioner of public lands; and, as the comter P F. Thomas, Turney, Vanderpoel,
D. Wao-ener, Weller, Wick, J. W. Williams, Henry sistant for this purpose, and under the expectation mittee met to-morrow morning, asked that it might
Williams, J. L. Williams, C. H. Williams, Wortliing- that the president would correct these abuses.
be taken up.
ton_lOO
After Bome further remarks by Messrs. Casey and
The speaker then laid it before the house; and on
And so the house refused to print the papers re- Lincoln, Mt. Andrews v/ilhdrevi his amendment.
motion of Mr. L. it was referred to the committee
lating to the subject.
Mr. Jones then referred to the law, which was of on public lands; and then, at twenty minutes past
The question then recurred on printing the repoH the date of 1836, and moved that the clause be ac- six, the house adjourned.
of the committee.
cordingly amended in respect to this date, which
Tuesday, Feb. 16. Mr. Fillmore moved a resoluMr. Tillinghast said at this stage he would mate was carried.
tion which was adopted, instructing the committee
a motion that had precedence of the previous queshis amendment— on military affairs to inquire into the expediency of
renewed
then
Andrews
Mr.
He moved to lay the motion to print on the
tion.
debated at some length by Messrs. leportinga bill making the necessary appropriations
He did so that' there might be an opportu- which was
table.
Crary and Mason. The for fortificalioiis and other necessary preparations to
be printed, Adams, Smith, of Me.,
nity, before the report was ordered to
again withdrawn by Mr. Andrews, place the northern frontier in a state of defence.
was
one or two amendment
to alter some particular expressions and
On motion of Mr. Jones, the house then resolved
that it would lead to an extended deapprehending
gentleman
the
to
deference
with
statements, which,
itselfinto a committee of the whole on the state of
bate.
from South Carolina, he would, if his motion preand proceeded to the consideration of the
II the alteMr. Vanderpocl moved to amend the clause, ap- the union,
vailed, point out for his consideration.
bill.
the compensation of clerks and mes- general appropiiation
rations were made, be should have no objection to propriating for
was then taken (without further
question
The
§.-9,800,
sengers, in the office of the fifth auditor,
the printing.
,u j u
debate) on the motion to strike out the item appro§:1,000.
been
of
question
had
reduction
previous
a
by
the
said
The speaker
for compensation "to the solicitor
Mr. Morgan inquired of the chairman of ways piialing $'3,500
ordered on the whole, and it was too late alter one
was the appropriation last year? of the treasury." And the amendment was n-jectpart of the question had been taken, to move to lay and means, what
the same as that pro- nl.
precisely
replied,
Jones
Mr.
on the table.
On motion of Mr. Jones, of Va. the item approMr. Graves inquired whether
Mr. Tillvigliast said he differed from the chair, as posed by the bill.
"1,000 for theofhceof the 4th auditor" waa
separate the full appropriation was necessary for the public priating
this was not a devided question, but a
increased
to ^'1,346 43.
reasons
any
aware
of
not
was
Jones
question on each motion. However he would not service. Mr.
wished to know from the chairman
Monroe
Mr.
which should lead the house to lessen the amount.
trouble the house with an appeal.
the proper of Ihe committee of ways and means (Mr. Jones)
submitted
by
been
having
and
nays,
estimate
yeas
and
The
put
by
The question was then
any mode by which to reinstate
was
there
whether
superthe
undergone
and
officer of the government,
carried; yeas 103, nays 63.
salary which
duty it was to superintend the commissioner of pensions in the
And then, at 20 minutes past 4 o'clock in the vision of those whose
previous to the passage of the law of the last
he
had
defurther
was
It
government.
of
adjourn,
which,
this department
afternoon, a motion was made to
gfS.OOO).
(i.
e.
session,
Monroe,
Evans, Smith, of Me.,
though contested, prevailed, and the house ad- bated by Messrs.
«Mr. Jones said we were prohibited by the rules
Underwood, Wise. Petrikin, Tillinghast, L. II
journed.
from increasing, in an appropriation bill, the salary
bams, Stanly, Proffii, Waddy Thompson, Hubbard
The
Monday, Feb. 15. The speaker stated the quesof any officer whose salary was fixed by law.
gentleman and G. Davis.
tion pending was on the motion of the
of Ihe commissioner of pensions was fixed by
Mr. Vanderpoel (at the request of several mem- salary
session
at iJ2,500.
last
from Tenn. (Mr. Turnnj) to suspend the rules, to
of
the
law
a
act to bers) withdrew the amendment.
take up the bill to amend the act entitled "an
Mr. Monroe said that the gentleman who filhd
Mr. Stanly moved to strilce out the item approauthorise the state of Tennessee to issue giants and
of the this office was one of Ihe most deserving officers of
priating for compensation to the solicitor
perfect titles to certain vacant and unappropiiated
government; and it was an act of injustice to
the
treasury, $3,5U0.
,
,
„,
.r
j
lands, therein described."
him that the bill of the last session was passed. He
This was debated at length, by Messrs. VanderOn which the yeas and nays were called, and
(Mr.
M.) wished the chairman of the committee of
Staiily
Davis,
G.
poel. Morgfin. Waddy Thompson,
there not appearing a quorum, Mr. L. Williams
[ways and means to say whether he could not point
and Weller.
negatived.
,-noved a call of the bouse; which was
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Mr. Jones raised the objection that the appropriation was not embraced in the estimates of the preto the oii^iual amount.
Mr. Jones said the gentlpman could accomplish sent year; and that if objects embracing ajipropriahis object by bringing in a bill fixing the salary of tions of large sums of money w hich were not includthe commissioner ol pensions at §'.$,000.
ed in the estimates were to be made, it would beMr. .Jiiams suggested that there was another way come requisite to provide additional funds for the
Let him purpose.
in which the object might be effected.
piopose a section as an amendment to this bill, deMr. Win. Cost Johnson was understood to say
claring that the bill fixing the salary of the com- that estimates had been sent in at a former session.
missioner of pensions at j*2,500 be, and the same is
The amendment was argued briefly, but urgently,
hereby, repealed, and that the salary be fixed at by Messrs. Reed. Monroe and Graham, of N. C. on
And then the gentleman (Mr. Jones) the score of public necessity and convenience.
$3,1)00.
might move to amend the title of the bill by adding,
Mr. Barnard offered the following amendment to
"and for other purposes," as he had done to a bill the amendment:
passed the other day.
[Laughter.]
"So much of this sum as may be applied for repairs
Mr. Jones proj)03ed some liaclional amendments, shall be applied under the direction of the secretary of
which were agreed to; and certairj amendments in war; and in restoring the bridge after the general plan
upon which it was originally built.'*
phraseology were also ado|ite<l.
Mr. B. advocated the amendment of Mr. McCurty
On the item appropriating $2,250 for compensation of the superintendent and watchmen of the at some length, showing the necessity of this ap
northwest executive building, some explanations proprialion with reference to the transportation of
took place between Messrs. JIdiims and Jones the mail and the keeping open the communication
(which the reporter did not distinctly hear) in re- between the north and the south. And he wished
gard to laborers on the public buildings; but which that the question should be determined now, whether
this passage across the Potomac river should be
Jed to a statement by Mr. Keim, that the committee
on public buildings were prepared, at the proper abandoned to a mere ferrj-, as it was at this motime, to otfer amendments in relation thereto; which ment, or whether they were willing that the bridge
which formerly existed there should be replaced.
clo.sed the conversation.
Mr. Morgan hoped this appropriation would be
Mr. Dodge moved to amend the bill by increasing
the compensation of the surveyor general of Wis- made. The administration about to come in would
have breaches enough to repair without this; and he
koMsin and Iowa from $1,500 to !j'2.tl0».
The chairman decided the amendment to be out (Mr. M.) hoped that the chairman of the commitof order, (for the same reason as that applicable to tee of ways and means would be in favor of repairing this one, at least.
the case of the commissioner of pensions).
Mr. Pope was in favor of any reasonable approThe items in reference to the compensation of
the commissioner of public buildings gave rise to priation for this object, insisting that we owed it to
some explanations between Messrs. Slanly, Jones ourselves, to our pride, and our character as a naand jlduins; and Mr. Stanly (with a view, he said, tion, to restore this bridge.
Mr. ir. C. Johnson asked Mr. Barnard so to moto expose the manner in which the present artmiiiisiration had increased the salaiies of its officers) dify his proposition as to bring the whole matter
under
the direction of the secretary of war.
He
moved to strike out the items; and he then made a
l.w reniarks, and stated that, when the affairs of then went briefly into the histojy and condition of
These public buildings came to be investigated. the bridge, and showed that it would be an act of
there would be found in them as much rottenness, wisdom and economy to make this appropriation
the salary could be restored

fraud and corrup;ion, in every sense of those terms,
as existed in any other branch of the public service.

Mr. Lincoln made some explanations in relalion
to this office, and the salary allotted to its incumbejit, and the manner in which it had been fixed.
Mr. Adams followed in some remarks, in which
he referred to the manner in which the workmen
on the public buildings of this city had been treated
by the government which treatment hedesignated
as cruel and unjust; and he hoped that the committee on the public buildings, when they came to offer the amendments they had indicated, would propose large and liberal appropriations.
Mr. Pelrikin replied, contending that injustice
had not been done to the workmen, i'.:asmuch as
thiy had been duly notified of the course to be pursued by the government.
The discus.sion was further continufd by Messrs.
Pelrikin and Jones, (the latter of whom replied to
that portion of the remarks of Mr. Slanly which related to corruption, &c. and demanded to know
why it was thai, with every opportunity for investigation, that gentleman, and the party with which
he acted, had slumbered for eight months of the last
session and two months of this, content to sit still

—

their places without an efibrt to bring to light
of which they talked so much
general terms, but none of which they would

in

any of those abuses
in

Mr. J. also replied to the remarks ol Mr.
in relation to the workmen on the public
buildings, and vindicating the conduct ol the government in those proceedings, and that ^\Gvy
thing had been done fur the workmen that could be
sp"Cify.

Jldiiins

done).

Mr.

Stiinly replied at length to

Mr. Jones, whose

remarks in relation to investigation he characterized as si'igulaily disingenuous and unfair, coming as
they did from a genlleman of his general candor.
Alter which, Mr. S. withdrew his motion to strike
out.

Mr. Leonard moved to amend the item appropriating .'^'I,S07 "lor compensation of Miree assistants
to the commissioner of public buildings, as super,,
,
intendent ol the Potomac bridge," by striking out
"tliree" and inserting "two," and by strikitig out
".$1,807" and inserting "$'l,36l)." Which amend.

,

ments were agree to.
Mr. McCarty proposed as an amendment a

bill

(or the substance thereof) providing that the sum
of .$:)n.(mo be appropriated for the repair of the Potomac bridge, (that being the amount estimated to
be necessary by the engineer).
Mr. Jones raised a question of order, atid some
conversation ensued on that point.
[Aftir which,
the reporter understood that the amendment was
before the cainmittee in order.]

a minority, and when they could
neither cany a pioposition of their own, nor prevent the success of any proposition which their adversaries might bring lorward?
Let them be pa-

they were in

tient

till

they came into power, and they would

then find in him a judicious and considerate friend
to all reforms. Mr. M. illustrated his views on this
subject at considerable length.
Mr. Graham, of N. C. opposed the amendment.
He could not agree with the mover of the proposition, that it would advance the purpose he had in
view economy. He (Mr.
wished the good
)
administration of those establishments, not their de-

—

G

struction.

The amendment was opposed by Mr. Conner.
Mr. Graves felt disposed to vote for the amendment of his colleague, and was anxious to embrace
this as the most auspicious moment to test the
question; and if it should appear that the purposes
of economy would be answered by abolishing these
establishments, he, for one, was ready now to carry
the principles of reform and relrenchment which he
had professed. Mr. G. also expressed his views at
length.
Mr. iJynum then obtained the floor, but yielded to
a motion that the committee rise, which motion
having prevailed, the committee rose.
After the committee rose, Mr. Banlcs asked leave
to move a resolution to establish a post road in his
district.
Mr. Pecfc objected. And, at half past 4
o'clock, the house adjourned.
Wednesday, Feb. 17. Mr. Lane made an unsiiccesslul attempt to suspend the rules for the purpose
of going into committee of the whole on the state
of the union, upon the bill to corilirm to the state
of Indiana the land selected by her for the continuation of that part of the Wabash and Erie canal,
which lies between the mouth of the Tippecanoe
river and Terrehaute.
On leave, Mr. Lincoln reported a bill to confirm
land patents, which was read twice and laid on the
table.

The house, then, on motion of Mr. Jones, of Va.
resolved itself into a comujittee, and resumed the
consideration of the civil and diplomatic appropriaMr. Floyd gave notice that, if the appropriation
tion bill.
was not made, he would move to strikeout the item
Mr. Bell, of Tennessee, was called to the chair.
providing for compensation lor the assistants of the
The motion pending was that offered by Mr.
commissioner of public buildings as superintendent
Green, yesterday, to strike out, first, the following
of the Potomac bridge.
item:
The question on Mr. McCarty's amendment was
"For compensation lo the officers and clerks of
then taken; and the vote stood: yeas 65, nays 40
the branch mint at Charlottesville, N. C. #6,000."
no quorum voting. Mr. Lincoln called for tellers,
Mr. Bymim, of N. C. being entitled to the floor,
who were appointed, ( Messrs ilioccou) and Hojiaddressed the committee in opposition to this mokins).
And, the question being again taken, the
tion.
He perceived in this motion an insidious atvole stood: yeas 75, nays 42 still no quorum vottempt to strike down the only jirospects which
this country has for a permanent curreticy, and a
Mr. Vanderpoel and Mr. Levns Williams insisted suitable circulation for the transaction of
the busiquickly.

.

—

that the fact be reported

to

the house.

was accordingly reported in form.
Mr. Pope moved a call of the house.

fact

derpoel asked the yeas and nays.

And

the

ness of a great portion of the people of this conntry.
entered into an investigation, and replied to prein support of this motion. He dwelt,
at great length, on tiie general subject of currencv,
the tariff, &.c. and in opposition to a nalional bank.
It was against the policy of abolishing these mints,
and the independent treasury, which was tanta-

He

Mr. Fan- vious remarks

The speaker was requested to count the house,
which having being done, 123 members, (being a
quorum and two over, including the speaker), appeared to be present. The hoiise then went back mount

to aholis;hing the conslilution,

and

for build-

again into committee. And the question being ing on their luins
a national bank, that he had felt
again taken, (by tellers), on the amendment ap- it his duty to raise his
warning voice.
(ifopriating f 30,000 for the repairs of the Potomac
Mr. riWing/m.ff succeeded. He opposed this item
bridge, the vote stood: yeas 79, nays 44.
So the ol appropriation, and the principle, which would lead
amendment was agreed to.
to an appropriation for ail the branch mints, which
The question then recurring on the amendment was proposed in this bill, lo an amount of
$73,880.
of Mr. Barnard, he modified it to meet the sugges- He could
not agree that the general question of the
tion of Mr. W. C. Johnson; and, as modified, it was
cuirency, which had been debated, has any immeagreed to.
diate connexion with the proposition before us. It
Mr. Floyd then moved to strike out the entire is said that this proposition is in eliect
a proposiclause; which motion was rejected.
tion to strike down the only chance of this eonntiy
Mr. Green, of Kentucky, moved to strike out all for a permanent and suitable currency for the counthe items of appropriation having refeience to the try.
He desired the repeal of the law establishing
branch mints of North Carolina, Georgia and New these mints, and thought it would be much more
Orleans, and the expenditures connected therewith. easily carried after the house had expressed
an
Mr. G. contended that those establishments had opinion against it, by refusing these ap)'ropria!ions.
been created to give offices to favorites, atid made The mints were totally usi'less, and therefore
he
some remarks directed to the necessity of carrying opposed appropriations for them.
out the piomises of retrenchment and relbrin w'hicl
Mr. L. Williams should oppose this motion as
they had made before the people, and which tht he was not satisfied of Ihe inexpediency
of these
coming administration was bound to carry out.
mints; alter the experiment had been fairly made,
IVIr. Mason, of Ohio, contend
it would be
and the common consent of the country required
time enough lo vindicate the principles of o-enera! their abolishment, he would go against
them. He
Harrison's administration afler it had come into disclaimed opposition to this motion
from any local
power; and that the friends of that eminent citizen feelings, but lor the interest of the
common counshould forbear, so long as they remained in a help- tiy.
less minority in Ibis bouse, to attempt a work which
Mr. Habersham noticed the remarks of the gencould never be judiciously and properly executed tleman from Rhode Island, (Mr.
Tillinghasl.)
He
without reference to a regular and general sy.^tem of opposed so decided action as the
abolition of these
re<luclion and economy.
He adverted to the just mints, until furlhtr investigation had been made,
grounds of exception which might be taken In lliose and advocated their continuance, nn
account of the
establishmi-uts, but thought that there was no suf- convenience of the people
and il it was constituficient information before'the house which could au- tional for government
to establish institutions lor
thorise its action upon them at this moinetit. Why the convenience of the
people, these ought to be
should the whig party undertake reforms now, w hen continued. He should oppose the
abolition of these

—

•

.
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mints, till tliR experiment had lieen fairly tried ol
llieir operation.
Mr. Everett opposed tlie sfriUini; out of these
mints, because he considered it as vicious legislation.
The house was bound to make these appropriations, as much as appropriations for the salary
of olficers. The house was bound by tlie constitution, to mal;e approi)riations for the salary of officers, and by law, to appropriate for these mints.
As long as they were supported by the law of the
land, they were bound to appropriate for it.
Mr. Cooper, of Geo. opposed this motion, and
contended that these mints should not be repealed,
because the policy sought to be established by them
had been sustained by experience. He referred to
the fact, while they had been considered as minor
mints, tiiat nearly two-thirds of all the U. Stales
gold that has been corned, has been by these two
mints, at Charlotte and Dahlonega.
Mr. Tdtinglmst followed in explanation of his
former remarks, and in reply to ottier arguments.
Mr. Slunly would not now support this motion,
and leave the machinery there to run to waste and
decay. He thought this was not the time to abolish
these appropriations. He said he would offer a resolution, at the proper place in the bill, directing
the secretary ot the treasury to iriquire into the
operation ot the branch mints at Charlotte, Dahlo.
nega and New Orleans; the expedieiicy of discontinuing them; how the machinery might be sold.Sic.
Mr. Graves said he had stated yesterday that he
thought perhaps another occasion would have been
more suitable for going into this subject, and, as
far as he was concerned, he would not now have
made this motion. As the motion had been made,
ho vever, he should support it. He was satisfied
that these mints were not neces'^ary, and not more
than one necessary in the United States, and should
vote to strike out both these mints.
Mr. Dawson said the question was, '-Is it for the
benefit for the country to prevent these appropriations.'" The only consideration that could be urged
against these miids, is that they produce no profit.
But he said that they were not intended lor this,
but for convenieiice. They were for the glory and
honor of the country for the purpose of creating a
coinage under the constitution. And what bullion
ought we coin.' Mostly that of our own country.
And where is it raised? Solely and exclusively in
the states of Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina,
and there he contended it should be coined.
Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson, asked if the resolution of
tlje gentleman from North Carolina, (Mr. Stanly),
was not in ordei? The chairman said it was not.
Mr. Stanty proposed to the chairman of the committeee of ways and means to adopt it and insert
within the bill, so that it might be acted on next
Session.
Mr. Jones made a reply.
Mr. W. C. Johnson said his object in speaking,
was to indicate his preference lor the proposition of
the gentleman from North Carolina, (Mr. StanJy),
to the lote he should give. He should vote for sinking out the appropriation. As informed he w<as satisfied the mint was a source of great expense to
the government.
In a government like ours, we
ought not to scatter tlie power of coining money all
over the union, simply because congress have power

—

to

do

it.

He was

preme within

its

for having one government susphere of action
and having the

—

—

states sujireme within their sphere of action
one
coinage of money, and one solitary niint tor the purpose of coising money all over the United States.

He

should be constrained to vote forstiiking out
the appropriations, but should much prefer to vote,
he could, for the proposition of the gentleman
frjin Nortli Carolina.
Mr. Graham briefly gave his views in opposition
to the motion.
if

—

The motion was then taken and negatived affirmative 53, negative 73.
On which the committee rose, and (at 5| o'clock), the house adjourned.
Thursday, Feb. Its.
The journal of yesterday
was read; when on motion of Mr. Edward Davies,
of Pennsylvania,

it

Mr. Jones
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said the

proposition of the honorable
Mr. \y. Thompson obtained the floor, but the
member had been decided by the chair lo be out of hour designated in the resolution of this morning
liavorder when offered by him as an amendment to tiie ing arrived. The house took
a recess until 4 o'clock.
bill; and that it must have
been obvious at the
Evening session.
At 4 o'clock, Mr. Belt, the
time that, in addition to the fact that it was out of chairman of the committee of the
wdiole on the slate
order, gentlemen were preparing to debate it. And of the union, resumed
his seat, and called the cocqthat at this late period of the session, with most of niittee to order.
the appropriation bills to act on, he could not conThe question being on striking out the clause for
sent that any business should take precedence of the salaries of the officers of the
branch mint at
those bills.
Dahlonega, in Georgia, which was negatived withMr. Stanly remarked that the chairman of the out a division.
committee of ways and means and his friends had
Mr. Il'm. Cost Johnson proposed an amendment
the majority in this house, and could prevent de- appropriating $3,000 lor Ihe support
of pauper lubate if they pleased.
It they refused to consider natics for the District of Columbia in
the lunatic
this resolution at this time, when no rule of order in- hospital of Baltimore.
The amendment was adopted
terfered, and when a public good was to be achiev- without division.
ed, on the heads of the administration parly let the
Mr. Hunt moved to strike out the proviso fixing
responsibility rest.
Mr. S. had discharged his duty. the compensation of district attorneys, marshals
and
The house then again resolved itself into com- clerks.
mittee of the whole on the state of the union, and
Mr. Jones, chairman of the committee of ways
resumed the consideration of the bill for the civil and means defended the proviso.
anil diplomatic expenses of government for the
Mr. .d. G. Brown opposed the proviso.
year 1841. Mr. Belt was again called to the chair
Mr. Evans thought it was a violation of the rules
of the committee.
of parliamentary law to place the ])roviso in the bill.
Mr. Green moved to amend the bill by striking
Mr. Brings thought it strange that Mt. Jones
out the item, "for compensation to the officers and should have delayed the use of
his pruning knife
clerk of the branch mint at Dahlonega, Georgia, until now, though he thought the
emoluments of the
six thousand dollars."
officers in questionshould be curtailed.
Mr. Jones
Mr. Green supported his motion at some lenglh, e.xplained.
when the debate was continued by .Mr. Nisbet, who
And after much debate, in which several memalluded to Mr. .Slford's speech on the treasury note bers participated, the committee rose,
and the house
bill relative to his view of the tariff question.
adjourned.
fllr. Jllford explained.
The difference between
Friday Feb. 19. Immediately after the journal
myself and my colleague is not very material. I was read, Mr. Holmes of South Carolina,
rose and
object to the time.
I hold this great measure will
asked leave lo say a few words.
be better settled next session.
I object to the
The speaker said it could only be done by general
source from whence it comes. I said before, I re- consent.
peat now, it is my opinion there is an effort here to
Mr. Holmes then commenced by saying he was
lay the foundation of a tariff' much too high for the not in the house last night, and consequently
did not
wants of an economical administration, such as I hear Ihe speech of the gentleman from South Carohope and believe general Harrison's administration lina, [looking towards Mr. Stanly, who had spoken
will be.
And I feel it my duty to resist that effort. on the night before].
When the proper time arrives, and we come to flie
Mr. Slanly rose and objected to Mr. Holmes prowork in good faith, there will be no difficulty, if ceeding, unless it was understood that he should
gentlemen will do as they say, abide the compro- have the liberty of replying. Mr.
could reply
mise. Let the proper committee take the w hole in committee of the whole, where each side could
subject before them
wines, silks, sugars, salt, and be heard; and in committee of the whole, a fair field,
all together, hixiiries and necessaries, and, in the
Mr. S. said he should be happy to meet him.
spirit of the compromise act, legislate on this subMr. Stanly objecting for this reason, Mr. Holmes
ject as becomes the American congress, and all will could not proceed.
be right.
But I do object to this partial revision,
Mr. Camjibell. of South Carolina, rose and said
at this time; and I am salisfied it had the object I lie hoped his colleague [Mr. Holmes} would
treat
attributed to its friends in view.
Besides, Mr. the attack upon South Carolina, made by the genChairman, all agree it cannot be done this session, tleman from North Carolina, with the contempt it
for want of time.
What then is the motive, unless deserved. His arms, Mr. C. said were not long
it is to imbue upon the incoming administration
enough to reach the state of South Carolina.
the principles of the tariff party?
If any imparMr. Slanly sAid the gentleman's colleague then
tial statesman will look upon the long list of artiwould only treat this [Mr. S's] remarks with the
cles taxed, and those which are free ol duf}', he same contempt which Mr. S. had long felt and had
can but see that an ad vulorem duty of fifteen or shown for the gentleman from South Carolina
twenty per cent, on all will raise a revenue not only himself, [Mr. Campbell].
arms said Mr. S.
ample but superabundant. And, I am of opinion, as short as they are, are long enough to meet that
if all are taken together, a lower rate will do; and,
gentleman in argument on this floor, or elsewhere,
if there is to be discrimination at all, it will be best if it become necessary.
Let the gentleman try it
to diminish the duty on necessaries.
can tell let him try it.
By that time the actual
belter at the proper lime.
At the adjournment of the house yesterday, a
deficit will be known and provided for.
I know motion by Mr. Eastman was pending to suspend Ihe
my friend would not inisreiiresent me willingly. rules to consider the bill to extend forfive years the
Between us there is the best of feeling, and cer- pensions of certain widows.
tainly no great difference in principle.
1 desire
Mr. Eastman declining to withdraw or wave hi.i
not to be misunderstood. I have no letter writers, motion, the qiiostion to suspend was taken by yeas
no trumpeters, and neither myself nor the reporters and nays; and there appeared yeas 106, nays 42.
have ever yet been able to write out my speeches Two-thirds voting in the affirmative, the rules were
correctly: they, from the rajiidity of my manner of suspended; and the house then resolved itself into
speaking, and I, because I speak without notes eommittee of the whole on Ihe state of the union ou
and generally when I am excited by the course of the bill. Mr. Evans, of Maine, was called to the
debate indulged in in this house.
chair of the committee. The bill was read.
The debate was continued at great length by
Mr. Eastman explained briefly the provisions of
Messrs. M.^. Cooper, (Clifford and Blade in ex- the bill.
planation), Sleenrod, {Graves, in explanation),
Mr. Hand also made some explanafions in rela-

H

—

My

We

and Warren.

tion to the previous laws on the subject, and the conopportunity struction which had been given thereto, and sent
to the clerk's table a report made by the committee
guments advnnced some
on revoliitionaiy pensions recommending that a seniade by Mr. M. jl. Cooper, in committee of tlu- cond marriage shouid not exclude a widow from Ihe
wliole on the state of the union on the treasury claim, Sec.
The report was read by the clerk.
note bill, and vindicated the whig party ol the state
Mr Proffa said that there was no belter mode of
of Georgia in reference to their action upon cer- killing this bill than of talking it to death.
He
tain exciting topics discussed in that speech.
Mr. moved that the committee rise and report it to the
W. before entering on his subject, condemned the house; and, for his own part, he should vote for it.
practice of making one speech on the floor of the He supposed they were all going to vote for it.
house and writing out another for the nevvspapers,
Mr. Stanly said the gentleman from Indiana (Mr.
slating that he would be glad if tlie reporters would Proffil) was mistaken in supposing that there would
write out his remarks and publish them as they be no opposition to this bill. He (Mr. S.) was opwere spoken, without submitting them lo his revi- posed to it, and for the reason, he vras unuerstood
sion—courteously adding, that the usages of their to say, that they were not going to fake up the tariff'.
profession should be complied with on his part
Let us wait until the next session of consress.
whenever he might b-- called upo:i
Mr. ^\^ yj.;!,! The treasury u a? bankrupt; let us net out of debt
ed the floor several times, for explanation, to Mr, before we contract more.
If we made these apM. A. Cooper, and some questions of order were propriations before the new administration came in,
made. Mr. W. concluded at half past 2 o'clutk
the Vhigs would be made to tak5 tbe respon^ibili-

Mr. Warren availed himself of

to reply, as

was

Resolved, That henceforth, for the remainder of the
priseni session, the house will daily take a recess from
half past 2 to 4 o'clock, P. !VI.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, moved to suspend the
rules, and that the house resolve itself into committee of the whole on the state of the union, with
a view to proceed with the consideration of the
bill making appropriations for the civil and diplomatic expenses of the government for the year 1341.

Mr. Stanly requested Mr. Jones to give way to
enable him to olier the proposition moved by him
on yesterday as an amendment to the civil and diplomatic bill, diieciing tlie secretary of the treasuly to n port lo congress at the next session i.-iforma
tion in relation to the branch mints, the better to
enable congress to act upon the subject of their
dicKontiuuance.
I

he did with

much

this

effect, to ceitain artime since in a speech

—

.
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tained that they had the means to carry
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Mr Morsnn (who, amidst great conrusion in the
understood to exhall, could'scarcely be heard) was
deterred
press the hope that the house would not be
Ly the condition of the treasury from passing this bill
The principles of pensions had been well settled,
and it was only an act of justice to these poor widows to make the provision contained in this bill.
Mr Uiiderwnod ottered an amendment, and advoifthe Kpverncated its adoption on the ground that

|
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He then wished Mr. Pickens to say whether he had
understood him coriectly.
Mr. Piclcens said he did not know what motive or
intention the gentleman from Maine had in addressing to him the inquiry he had. He presumed it was
a fair and proper one, and he would therefore say
tliat the language he used he intended only as ridicule, and he thought that ridicule was a fair parliamentary argument. As such he meant it, and not
intended personalties.
Mr. Evans said, certainly ridicule was a parliamentary mode of argument a test, and very often
the most severe test of the strength of argument.
He sometimes restored to it himself; and undoubtedly it was a mode of argument often exciting unpleasant feelings, but not such as to call for the indulgence of emotions incompatible with personal
respect and good will. He now understood the

—

all that
it provided for, it would do
could properly be asked.
„
^
Mr Graves moved an amendment in favor ot
Mis. Barney. The bill wiis further discussed until
a recess until gentleman, (Mr. Pickens), as he understood him at
the hour arrived, when the house.took
the time, to be dealing with the argument of the
Mr. Eoans gentleman from North Carolina, bringing it to this
M.
o'clock
P.
4
°Eoenins session. At
test of ridicule, and not intending to be personally
resumed the chair of the committee, and the queslavor oUensive.
tion recurred on Mr. Graves' amendment in
The honorable gentleman from North Carolina,
follows:
to
as
of Mrs. Barney; which was agreed
his ardent feelings much excited, had replied
"That Mary Bjrney. the widow of commodore with
to these remarks also in a manner and terms susceplife, the same
her
during
receive,
Barney shall
up tible of being easily misunderstood. He (Mr. E.)
pension which she has been in the receipt of
of her late pen- had checked him at the time, and. admonished him
to the time of the discontinuance
tliat it was not in order to indulge in personalities;
sion."
^ .,
,.
to which he (Mr. S.) replied that he was merely
The bill was then amended, on motion of Mr. answering the remarks which had been made tothird
of
the
operation
the
Eastman, by confining
and wards him; from which he (Mr. E.) inferred that
section to the widows of revolutionary officers
he (Mr.S.) intended and designed to meet the resoldiers.
,,
marks of the gentleman from South Carolina in the
No other amendment being proposed, the com- spirit
and to the same extent that they had been
mittee rose and reported the bill to the house as
made; that he was repelling ridicule by redicule,
amended.
The amendments were read and concurred in, and avowing the soundness of his own views and prina third ciples and arguments, and warding off the attacks
the bill was ordered to be engrossed and read
He was sure
wiiich had been made upon them.
the honorable gentleman from North Carolina would
Aiid, bein" engrossed, tlie bill was forthwith read
not place himself in the position of intending a detime.
the third
liberate insult as a reply to an argument, though that
And the question, on its final passage, was decidargument was of a kind calculated to excite his
ed by yeas and nays, as follows: For the bill 111.
feelings.
This was an encounter which all are
passed,
and
it
was
was
the
bill
a'ainst it 41. And so
subject to, and which ought not to load to any
then sent to the senate for concurrence.
other than a similar reply. He wished, therefore,
to
call
the
atwished
said
he
and
rase
Mr. Evans
to know if he correctly understood the member
tention of the house to a debate of a very unpleasant
from N. Carolina, and he appealed to him to reply.
character, which had occurred in the committee of
Mr. Stanly said, if the house woulil indulge him
chair,
upon
the
in
the
bill
was
the whole, when he
few moments, he would answer the interrogawhich had just passed. He did so with a view to for a
That gentory of the gentleman from IMaine.
might
which
exist
as
misapprehensions
remove any
debate to which he tleman has truly said that he has had no consultation
10 the precise character of the
feelings being en- with me, or with any friend of mine, with my
referred, and to prevent unkind
knowledge, relative to the motion or the remarks he
gendered in the minds of the honorable gentlemen
submits to the house.
who hod participated in it. Mr. E proceeded to now
It will be remembered, Mr. Speaker, that, in the
character
as to the negeneral
of
a
remarks
make
the inardl'esl pro- speech 1 made last night, I disclaimed, repeatedly,
cessity ol caution in debate, and
clearly and rather too often disclaimed, as I thought, all intimapriety of endeavoring to understand
force ofremaiks which tion or wish to indulge in personalities, or to wound
distinctly the extent and
the feelings of any honorable member on this floor.
may I'all from gentlemen in tlie zeal of debate. He I did this, sir, with particular emphasis, because
I
of the discusthen detailed the origin and progress
the
wished
gen- am aware that, when exited in debate, I am apt to
and he
sion, as he understood It,
use forcible language, which is liable to he misuntlemen concerned to inform him if he understood
derstood. I said, as regards the members from South
them correctly. In the first place, the gentleman
Carolina on this floor, whose doctrine? I had felt
from North Carolina, (Mr. Stanly), in a speech last
hound to oppose, I begged them all to understand I
before
subject,
and
anoanother
upon
evening,
did
so from no feeling of personal unkindness, but
conther committee, had indulged in debate upon a
in opposition to their political principles, which I
siderable variety of topics, and, among others, had
as calculated to do much mischief if they
regarded
upon
the
course
of
freedom
great
commented with
should receive encouragement from any respectable
measures, policy, and principles of the state of
Towards the gentleman
portion of the country.
measures,
and
public
public
upon
Carolina
South
himself(Mr. Pickens) I have always entertained
policy and principles, all which, Mr. E. thought,
feelings of personal kindness.
within the fair scope of debate; but the gentleman
After this full declaimer, which every member
had repeatedly and emphatically, in the course uf
will testify to who heard me, I was surprised to see
that debate, expressly disclaimed any intention of
the feeling manifested by several members from
occasion
giving
any
of
ofor
feelings
the
•wounding
South Carolina. The gentleman from South Carofence to any inember'of the house, or to either of
lina, to whom I especially addressed ray arguments,
the representatives from that state.
(Mr. RhctI), had the floor to reply to me, when the
whether
he
Mr.
Stanly
had
of
inquired
Mr. E.
debate should be resumed. And let me say, as to
understood him and represented him correctly.'
that honorable member, (Mr. Rhctt), I have underMr. Sta/ily answered that he had.
he was a religious man; I honored him as
Mr. K. said, then, so far, surely there was, he stood
on that account, especially, I used topresumed, no occasion lor personal offence. In the such, and
wards
him no other language than that of courtesy
gentleman
tlii.'J morning, the
debate
the
course of
and kindness. I endeavored to deal with his obfrom South Carolina, ( Mr. Ac/.-ens;, referrinL' to
noxious doctrines direct taxation, disunion, &c.
the debate o( the preceding evening, used language
alone.
You will remember,
which he (Mr. E. was awaie misrht be conslrueil and with his doctrines
Mr. Speaker, that, immediately after the journal
as personally ofl'ensive,and he perceived it hadb.°en
read, the respectable gentleman from Charleston.
was
accordingly.
It
answered
and
such,
as
received
obtain the fioor, as I
was language, he must say, although calculated to (Mr. //o/ffi£'S^, endeavored to
reply to some remarks of mine,
excite unpleasant feeling*, not to be consldereil \^cr- unilerstood, to
heard.
not
I objected at once, for
he
had
which
not
consider
it
in
did
Mr.
E.
soiijlly ortensive.
He understood the gentleman to be re- the reason I gave, that I had no idea of consenting
that light.
I wished an opportunity of repartial debate.
plying"^ to the arguments of the gentleman from to a
NortirCarolina, and whatever terms he had used to plyini;. and that the gentleman could answer me in
both could be heard. As I
be applicable to the ariuinent alone— characteris- committee, where we
the <'ollfn.riie of the gcntli-inan
ing it as in. Hicient and of too lecble strength to made this remark,
oveithrow the principles or policy of the slate of from Charleston, (Mr. Cainpliell),on my right made
to which 1 replied, and after
South Carolina. He certainly did not understand use ol olfensive terms,
him as intenlioiially offering an insult to the gentle- this, the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr.
Pickens), out of order^ ivhen another subject if
man froiu North Carolina.

inentdid what

.

,
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under consideralioii (a pension bill being under
discussion)
went out of his way, as J thought, to
attack me.
It was under such circumstances, well
calculated, I think, alter uiy previous explanations,
to excite any man, that I replied to the remarks of
the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Pickens).
I undersland that gentleman (Mr. Pickens) just
now to say that he intended no insult to me in
the remarks he made; he intended only to use "ridicule," which he thought "a fair parliamentary argu-

—

ment."
If I understand this gentleman (Mr. Pickens)
to the house, it is due to that
it is due
gentleman, and, especially, it is due to myself, to
state that I regret that, under the excitement which
I felt, I used language stronger than was called for
or was strictly parliamentary and proper. I intended the remarks in reply to what I deemed a personal
attack.
It seems no such attack was intended; that
putting that construction on the
I was wrong in
gentleman's remarks. 1 feel bound, therefore, to
say, sir, that I wish my remarks to pass as "ridicule
only," as the gentleman's remarks were "ridicule
only." As he disclaims any wish to have his remarks received in a spirit of unkindness, I make

correctly,

same disclaimer.
I thought, sir, when the gentleman referred to
the "valiant knight from North Carolina," as be
called me
when he spoke of my "pigmy arm,"
and compared me to the sparrow 'with his bow and
arrow" shooting at Cock Robin I thought his tone
was one of contempt, and there was something
sneering in his manner which was calculated to of-

the

—

—

fend.

I

am

glad, sir, that

1

was wrong

in

misun-

derstanding Ihe gentleman. I only refer now to
his tone and manner to justify myself lor the warmth
I

exhibited.

But, Mr. Speaker, ifthe house will indulge

me

a

moment further, I wish it expressly understood that,
when I spoke of the arrogance of South Carolina,
or what I called the "legislative insolence" of South
Carolina, I meant by "insolence" the haughtiness,
mixed with contempt, evinced in the report to
which I referred. I did not speak of the state of
South Carolina or the people of South Carolina with
disrespect.
I cannot, under any circumstances, be
forced to speak disrespectfully of any sister slate.
I have too
I have too much self respect to do so.
much respect for North Carolina, for my constituents, to do so.
But, sir, I appeal not only to every
North Carolinian not only to every southern gentleman, but to every American on this floor to
read the report, especially page 10, to which I referred, and to ask, if he respects the state of South
Carolina as I do, if he will not teel indignant at (he
language there applied, by her legislature, to her
sister states.
I to sit here coolly, sir, and see
a report from her legislature, printed by order of
this house, (without having been read, as it seems),
in which my own state is accused of having been
influenced in her recent vote by Ihe money power,
and of having united hersfllwith "abolitionists and
federalists," and not say one word, either of defence
or reproof? No reasonable man can expect it, sir.

—

—

Am

No

soiilhern patriot

would blame

me

for

saying

what I now repeat, that in justice to all the states
of this union, in justice to this house, in order to
sustain our own dignity, that report ought not to
have been received or entertained by this house.
I beg pardon of the house for having trespassed
on their time with pr-rsonal matters. 1 beg pardon
of the house, sir, if I violated any of its rules in the
speech I made on yesterday or to-day. I intended
no such thing. I was fighting doctrines, as I believe, the most abominaiile that were ever entertained by American statesmen.
I avoidfd personalities.
I thought I said so too often.
I will continue, in the discharge of my duty, an unrelenting
warfare, a perpetual opposition to the odious opinions of direct taxation, disunion. Sec. which are
avowed by a talented portion of the friends of the
departing administration.
Mr. Evans said it was obvious there was no
foundation lor ill feelings growing out of the debate, after these explanations and disclaimers, and
he trusted whatever excitement had existed was
now allayed.
-[Here the conversation dropped.]
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, asked Ihe general consent
of the house to allow him lo lay before it a number
of joint resolutions and memorials which he had
been for a long time receiving from his legislature,
on a variety of subjects.
Leave was obiected to by Mr. Russell.
Mr. Sinil/i moved to suspend the rules for leave,
but was ruled out of order bv tl,.- rhair.
O" motion of Mr. Jo:ifs.'o{ Virginia, the hci:sc
resolved itself into committee of the whole on the
stale of the union, on the bill making appropriations
for the civil and diplomatic expenses of government
for the year 1841.
Mr. Bell beiiijatsenl, Mr. Lin-
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of Massachusetts, was called to the chair of of war. The amount proposed by the bill to be
tile committee.
appropriated for fortifications is $1,678,000 which
Mr. Rhetl took the floor, and in the course of his bill was twice read and committed to the commitremarlcs
Mr. Mason rose to order, on the eround tee of the whole on the state of the union.
that his remarks were irrelevant to the bill before
The rules were suspended for one hour for the
the house.
purpose of taking into consideration the bill from
Mr. Slanhj asked Mr. Mason to withdraw his call. the senate to confirm to Indiana the lands selected
He was not heard to do so, but the cltair made a for the Wabash and Erie canal, and the bill of this
decision which we could not hear. The result house making further appropriations for the explowas, that Mr. Rhett continued his remarks till 7 ration and survey of the northeastern boundary.
o'clock.
When he concluded, Mr. Underwood obI'he house then resolved itself into committee of
tained the floor; when the committee rose.
the whole on these bills.
Mr. Banks was called to
The speaker, by permission, laid before the house the chair of the committee.
sundry commurjications from the departments.
The Indiana canal land bill was read by the
And then the lioii.se adjourned.
clerk, and no objection being made, it was laid
Saturday, Feb. 20.
The journal of yesterday be- aside, to be reported to the house.
ins; read
Mr. S»!i/A, of Indiana, moved to amend
The bill making furtlier appropriations for the
it by inserting in substance the following:
exploration and survey of the northeastern bounMr. Smil/i, of Indiana, asked the general consent dary was taken up and read by the clerk.
of the house to allow him to lay before the house
When this bill was under consideration on the
and have printed a number of joint resolutions which 13th inst. a motion was made by Mr. Underwood
had been accumulating on his hands from his legis- to amend it by striking out .%'7.5,000, the amount
lature.
proposed to be appropriated, and inserting .$37,500.
It being objected to by Mr. Russell, Mr. Smith Mr. Pelrikin, oil the .same day, moved to reduce
then moved to suspend the rules for the purpose of the appropriation to $12,000.
These propositions now came before the house.
leave, which was ruled out of order by the chair,
Mr. ProjTi;, who held the floor at the time the
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, having obtained the floor,
and moved that the house resolve itself into com- bill was last up, said he would not now occupy the
time of the committee a minute.
He had paid
mittee o) the whole on the stale of the union.
Mr. Smith said he wished to have his motion no- some attention to the bill when it was last under
ticed on the journals, that he had attempted, as he consideration; and he was convinced that the sum
had frequently, to obtain the floor for that purpose; contemplated by it was necessary for the purpose.
he thought it due to his state, and especially to He, therefore, should withdraw all opposition in
himselt, as the resolutions he was satisfied were every shape, and he would vote for the bill. He
intended for himself and other of his colleagues who had ascertained that there were three lines to be
run instead of one.
acted with him politically.
Mr. Clifford opposed the amendment at some
Mr. Orabb thought the journal ought not to be
amended, as it would give an undue advantage to length, and made some general observations on the
northeastern boundary question. He hoped that
the member from Indiana on the public records.
Members from almost every state had resolutions no member would vote to reduce the amount, as, if
or memorials from their legislatures to present, and the whole sum was not necessary, it would not be
wanted to present them at the earliest moment they expended.
JVlr. Pelrikin insisted that the appropriation was
could do so in order, but did not like to be making
motions to suspend the rubs so as to get that mo- extravagant and, in proof of this, referred to aption on the journal to show their zeal.
It was not propriations made in other surveys and explorations.
customary to enter those motions, &c.
The question was then taken on the amendment
Mr. Lincoln said motions to suspend the rules,
when they were inelfectual, were not entered on to the amendment, and it was rejected.
And the question was then taken on the amendthe proceedings, unless Ihey led to results which it
ment, and it was rejected.
became necessary to journalise.
The committee, on motion of Mr. Jameson, then
Mr. Smith replied, though it n-as unusual, if he
was so disposed, he could make it appear on the rose and reported both bills to the house.
The bill in relation to the Indiana canal lands
journal, by calling the yeas and nays; but, as the
time of the house was precious and far spent, he was then forthwith ordered to a third reading, was
would not consume the time by doing so, and would read the third time accordinglj-, passed, and rewithdraw the proposition, but would take all and turned to the senate.
The bill appropriating $-73,000 for continuinff
every opportunity to introduce these resolutions, and
the exploration and survey of the northeastern
he hojied the house would afford the opporlunity.
Mr. Jones, chairman of the committee of ways boundary was then taken up in the house. Mr.
and means, moved the special order on the general Campbell, of Tennessee, renewed the motion to
amend the bill by striking out §75,000, and insertappropriation bill.
Mr. Russell \aovp.d that the rule in favor of the ing $-37, 500.
Mr. Pelrikin renewed his motion to amend by
special order be suspended, and that the house proinserting $2t),000.
ceed to the consideration of private bills.
Mr. Lewis Williams moved $50,000.
This question was decided by yeas and nays, as
Mr. Stanly moved the previous question; which
follows! lor the suspension 79, a^'ainst it 68. There
not being two-thirds in the atfirmative, the rules was ordered; and Mr. Pelrikin moved to recommit.
It was not in Older, as the previous question had
were not suspended.
been moved.
T!ie motion of Mr. Jones was then agreed to.
The questions were severally put on strikiiig
The house again resolved itsell into committee of
the whole on the state of the union, and resumed out $75,000 and inserting $30,000, .g.37,500, and
the consideration of the general appropriation bill .$20,000, and Ihey were severally rej. cted.
The bill was then ordered to be read a third time
fur the service of the year 1841; (Mr. Lincoln was
forlhwilh.
again called to the chair of the committee.)
It was read the third time accordingly; wlien
The question recurred on the motion of Mr.
Stanly on the ISth instant, to strike out the enact- the previous question was moved, seconded, put,
and carried in the affirmative; and the main quesing clau.i-e of the bill.
Mr. Underwood a<ldressed the committee for two tion was put, that is, that the bill do pas.^? and was
hours and a half; first, as to the abuses of the go- decided in the affirmative. It was then sent to the
vernment and the means by which they were to be senate for concurrence.
The house then resolved itself info a committee
corrected; and then in refererice to several of the
leading questions of pu-blic policy
the currency, of the whole on the state of the union, and took
The question
distribulioQ of the proceeds of the sales of the pub- up the general appropriation bill.
lic lands, &.C.
JMr. V. was followed by Mr. Ser- occurred on the motion of Mr. Hunt to strike out
geant, who spoke for about lialf an hour, jiartly in the proviso of the bill relative to the compensation
reply to some of the position.^ assumed by Mr. Un- of" the Several di=trict attorneys, uarslials and
derwood; when he gave way to a motion by Mr. clerks.
Mr. Sergeant resumed and concluded his remarks
Grinnetl that the committee rise; which motion
at one o'clock, when Mr. Stanly withdrew his moI aving prevailed, the committee rose, and reported
Alter some
tion to strike out the enacting clause.
progress.
explanations between Messrs. Stanly, Rhett and
Air. Grinnetl moved that the house do adjourn.
It was cairied by yeas and nays as follows: for Rives, Mr. Cushing renewed the motion to strike
out the enacting clause, and addressed the committhe adjournment 76, against it 60.
So the house adjourned until Monda)', 11 o'clock tee lor about twenty minutes. At the conclusion
of his remarks, he withdrew the motion to strike
A. M.
Monday, Feb. 22. Mr. Thompson, by leave re- out the enacting clause.
The question llien occurred on Mr. Hunt's ranported a bill making approp:iations for ceitain fortifications of the United Slates generally for the lion, when Mr. HuTii addressed the committee, Mr.
year 1841, and for armament of forlificalions, also Reed entered into a history of this mailer, and of
for raising a company of sappers, miners and pon- the various efforts that had been made to provide a
toniers, and appropriating $300,000 for steam ships remedy for « hat he considered an evil which ought
coin,

—

—

—

—
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be corrected. The fees were exorbitant and
should be reduced.
Mr. G. Davis submitted an amendment, and explained the effect of his proposition. He had not
concluded when the hour of half past two o'clock
arrived, and the house then took a recess until 4
to

o'clock.

Evening session. At 4 o'clock the committee reassembled—the general appropriation bill being
under consideration, and the amendment of Mr.
Davis, of Ky. relative to the fees and emoluments
of district attorneys, marshals and clerks being
pending, Mr. Davis, of Ky. who was interrupted ia
his remarks by the arrival of the hour forrecess,
resumed the floor and advocated his amendment.
He was followed by Mr. Snllonslall, who advocated the reduction of the fees and emoluments of
the officers

named.

Mr- Thompson, of S. C. followed, repudiated the
idea that the treasury was to be replenished by the
reduction of the fees and emoluments of its officers; entered info a vindication of the south from
the charge of its having been the father of the
tariff system, and denied that the tarifi' of 1S16
was piotective in its character.
Messrs. ./l/asoH, of Ohio, Thompmn and Brown,
Vanderpoel, Grinnetl, Cooper, of
Georgia, Monroe and Clark, Floyd and Dickenson
participated in the debate. The latter suggested
an amendment to the effect that after an attorney,
mar'ihal or clerk's rompensation amounted to the
maximum fixed in the proviso, they should be entitleil to a per centum on all over that maximum of
10, 20 or 30 per cent.
Mr. Thompson, of Mississippi then moved to
strike out the proviso in the bill and in lieu thereof
to insert a substitute giving to the United States
district attorneys, marshals and clerks respectively
of Mississippi,

the same fees as are received, or as are now or may
hereafter be allowed by the laws of said states respectively, where said courts are held, to the clerks,
atferneys and counsel and sheriffs in the higher
courts of said states in which like services are rendered, except that the marshals shall receive for

.summoning every jur}*, thirty dollars, and lor every
days attendance upon any court five dollars, &c.

Mr. Evans submitted a question ol order in relation to this amendment, the amount of which
question was, vvhelher it is competent to introduce
in this bill any proposition going to increase or
diminish the compensation of any oificer which is
fixed by law.
The cliiiir decided, in substance, that, although
he did not conceive it was strictly in order lor the
committee of ways and means to have reported the
proviso in the bill, yet, as it was in the bill, and not
in the power of the committee to rule it out of
it was competent to amend it.
Mr. Hand advocated Mr. TAom/)sow's amendment.
Mr. Fillmore opposed it on the ground that its
details were defeclive, and stated that all the diHi-

order,

from placing the subject in the appropriation bill.
Mr. Jones, of Virginia, was against Mr. Thompson's amendment, and in favor of the proviso as it
cullies arose

was reported

in the bill.

The question was then put on the amendment,
and there appeared yeas 66, nays 6C.
The coinraitlee being equally divided, the chair
voted in the affirmative, and so Mr. Thompson's
amendment was agreed to.
At a qiiaiter before nine o'clock, Mr. Underwood
moved that the committee rise. The motion was
rejected.
i\Ir. Cave Johnson moved a long additional proviso v^hich the chair ruled to be out of order, on the
ground that it was a subject different from that under consideration.
Mr. Cave Johnson appealed.

The chair then staled at large the grounds of his
decision, and referred to numerous precedents in
support of it.
Mr. Casey asked

Mr. Johnson to wilhdraw his
Mr. ./o/i?iso» declined.
Mr. Underwood was opposed fo the decision of

apjieai.

the chair, and referred to precedent) in support of
his position.
J\Ir. Wise ex[ilained as to one of the precedents
referred to by Mr. Underwood, and showed that it

ought not

to be cited, as
ordinary circumstances.

it

was made under

extra-

Mr. Underwood resumed on the appeal, but before he had concluded, he gave way lo Mr. Cave
Johnson to move that the committee rise.
It was five minutes past nine o'clock.
The motion prevailed, though less than a quorum
voted.

The speaker resumed the chair.
Mr. Fillmore moved the printing of the amendment adopted on the motion of Mr. Tliompson, of
Mississippi.'

And

then the house adjourned.
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Oppression. A singular measure has been adopted
Whole number of lots sold, is seven hundred and
CHRONICLE.
by the government in Saxony. The wool dealers from
Richmond banks. The Richmond Whig thirtj'-nine.
Bohemia, who came across the frontier, and were of
interments
is eleven hundred and
number
of
Whole
conwill
and
continue,
says- The Richmond banks
essential service to the small woollen manufactures,
contracting their ninety-two.
tinue to pay specie, and that without
The amount realized from sales of lots, beyond the have been prohibited, as fur as they are of the Jetrish
On the contrary, as the season ol
line of discounts.
annual expenses, and the payment to the Massachu- persuasion, from exercising their calling. Some i)f the
the line o
extend
to
e.xpect
they
advances,
bu.siiies3
produced setts Horticultural society, is probably less than one local papers have very properly shown the impolicy of
A difierent apprehension has pronounce
discounts.
force
half of the sum required to rebuild ihe gateway of gra- this step, which as well as the harsh measures in
uneasiness in the community; but we may
states, and esnite, and to erect a wall of stone, in place of the picket against the Jews in some other German
all we hear, groundless.

Banks.

from
v.
[Boston Post.
the fence, now fast going to decay.
United Slates bank. An adjourned meeting ot
the
slockhoMers of the United States bank was he d at
are sorry to learn from the
Fatal epidemic
wlien the
city ho'el New York on Tuesday evening,
Knoxville Register of the 6th February, that the fatal
following resolutions were adopted:
epidemic which lately made its appearance in West
Whereas, the amount of stock owned and repre- Tennessee, is gradually e.xtending itself, and has ere
less than
sented in the ciiy of New York is not
ated much alarm in the vicinity of Henry county. It
interests
S7 000 000, and whereas a due regard for the
is supposed to he the disease known some years_ since
immediate action in the
oi the 'stockholders requires
in that section of country as the "cold plague'' Its
premises.
,•
ravages are well remembered in several of the upper
„
intenany
Resolved, That while we disclaim
1st.
and western counties of
bank or tn counties of East Tennessee,
tion to justify the mis-management ot the
North Carolina.
respectfully

it,

r-

We

pecially in Bavaria,

ing spirit.
occasions,

Tee

have

their origin in the

monopolis-

difference ofcreedson this, as on other
a mere pretext for oppression.

The
is

public lands.

The

public domain, held

in

trust by the general government, lor the benefit of all
the stales, lies in nine stales, namelv: Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, Alabama, Mississi[.pi, Louisiana,

Michigan and Arkansas. There have been sold
81.083,191 97 acres; granted for various purposes,
16,514,041 0-5 acres; unsold, including lands surveyed
154,497,765 03 acres; surveyed 192.803,490 29 acres;
Received for land
imsurveyed 52,207,124 24 acres.
e.tcuse the errors of its direction, we very
us
The KifJG OF France. The following items appear sold $113,823,397 20.
appeal to the legislature of Pennsylvania to protect
placing
For subscription to
in the civil list of this monarch:
from any further sacrifice of our property, by
tonnage of new vesThe
BUILDING
IN
Maine.
Snip
fooling.
pubhcations, £10,000; music boxes at theatres, beneall the banks of the slate on the same
sels built in Maine last year was 27,705.60 tons, being
2 J. Resolved, That "much of the stock is owned fits, &c. £12.000; manufacturers £23,500; museums
more than any other in the union consisting of 23
bv widows, orphans and persons retired from business and fine arts £18,000; works of arts £20,000; medals ships, 49 brigs, 68 schooners and 3 steamboats. Maine,
bank,
the
and mint £16,000. Thus it a;ipears that the French in navigation, stands the third in the country, and,
h"avin» no personal agency in the afinirs of
and all sufferers, without any misconduct or act ol sovereign has placed at his disposal a sum of nearly with her 600,000 people, has a larger fleet than the
£100,000 for the special encouragement of native arts,
their own."
,
united tonnage of N. jersey, Pennsylvania and Marydeprecate any measure by which this property sciences and manufactures.
land.
m.w be greatlv impaired or entirely sacrificed by forcYork
Gambling in stocks. It is staled in a
ot the
Steam in the Pacific. The Philadelphia United
ed s.iles on a prostrated market, at the mandate
trustees or pa]ier, that the board of brokers, in lhat city, Imve Slates Gazette states, on the authority of letters from
ot
agency
inexorable
the
through
or
law,
passed a resolution against all transactions involving the Pacific 10 November 26, that the British "steam
liquidators.
,
j .1
attempt
This
is
an
long
dates.
stocks
at
deliveries
of
packet company" had two of their steam vessels in
Resolved, That, as stockholders and their re3d.
to shut one door against gambling in slocks, while operation.
priviThe "Peru" arrived at Callao from Valpapresentatives, we request that we may have the
If the stock raiso on the 7th of Nov. in eight days passage, touclithat wc anoiher "principal entrance'' is left open.
and
property,
our
most
of
the
making
lege of
gamblers cannot get a bargain to receive or deliver a
ports; she left Lima for Valpamay not be crippled by penal restricnons in its disposal small lot at four months, they will, by way of compen- ing all the intermediate
raiso on the 15th November with one hundred and
Resolved. That a committee of five, he appoint4th
If the thirty-five passengers! this being her ^rs< trip.
the sation, undertake for a large lol at two months.
On the
ed to proceed to Philadelphia to examine fully into
board would strike at the root of the evil— which has 24th"of November the "Chile" arrived in S\ days from
actualaffairs of the bank.
let iheni prohibit all lime
there become a crying one
Valparaiso with forty-five passengers, being_ her first
Resolved, That the said commiliee be instruct5lh.
{Patriot,
transactions.
These vessels are spoken of as being of 750 tons,
trip.
ed to report the result of ilieir investigation to a future
with great regard 10 strength, that the hull may
meeting as soon as possible.
The whole population of Cook built
Girls wanted.
The following gentlemen vvcre named on the com- county, Illinois, in which is the village of Chicago, is be the belter able to resist the constant jarring of the
Leonard
S.
engines,
and maintain its tightness in the strongest gale
Hogan,
mittee-Chester Jennings,
11,043.
Of these, the number of males between 20 and and heaviest sea- They have addiliimal fastenings,
H. Furness.
Sorias, Edward Lnflan,
30 years of age, is 2,479; of females of the same age
and
are if possible, built stionger than sea vessels nalearn that at the time the
Notes and deposites.
1,220— less than one half. Of those between 30 and
United States bank suspended specie Pay'nen'^., '^ir 40 years of age, the males are 1,162, the females 590, a vigated by sails. 'They steamed it neaily all the pas*2,bOU,UOU;
sage from England to Chili in 55 days! stopping at
noics in circulation amounted to about
disproportion as bad. Under this state of things, the
Rio Janeiro and passing through the straits of^ Mageland her deposits at all points, to §1,100,000.
Chicago American requests to have sent on a cargo of
[Philad. Inquirer.
The "Peru'' in 32 hours through the siraits.
lan.
first rate marriageable women.
It is understood that the company will not run the
Bank convention. The Louisville Journal says, that
The cily of Apalachicola has bought line to Panama until their other steam vessels are ready
GO.XE CITY.
nea.ly twenty banks were represented in thejate bank
Joseph, and hercafler all llie business to go into operation on this side of the Isthmus, from
convention in that city— the banks of Ohio, Kentucky, out the city of St.
York. It
with that of the former. In Charges to England, via .Jamaica and
Indiana and Tennessee. The committee to wlinm of the latter is to be united
contemplated lhat they will he in readiness in all
was referred the subject of resumption, reported it as speaking of this bargain, sale and transfer, the editor of is
Of St. Joseph we this year, (1841). It would he no easy task to calculate
the Apalachicola Journal says:
their opinion,
,,
all the advantages ih.Tt will be derived from this line
That tl-.e banks of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, would speak as of a deceased foe, who had warred
at last fell a of steam communication between the United Stales,
on"ht not at this lime 10 resume specie payments long and magnanimously against us, and
theories.
She now "sleeps Europe and the shores of the vast Pacific. It will be
without farther concert with other banks in the west, victim to her own delusive
difficult matter for an English merchant or his
and some of the principal banlts in New Orleans. death's silent sleep,'' on the very spot of her origin; no
chaunt her funeral requiem, we would agent, to reach the city of Liinain Peru, from England
Tiie committee are of opinion that an early resumpnon and while we
interests of the oanks throw the broad mantle of charity over her manifold in 45 days, and from the United Stales in 30 days.
is alike demanded by the best
When
ilie passage around Cape Horn would require
and
leceive
her
citiand of the community; and therefore, that the banks imprudence and indiscretions,
from 100 to 120 days, with all the discomfort of storms
son."
represented in this convention should so shape their zens as the father did the prodigal
[American.
and
tempest.
practiearliest
at
the
resume
to
able
to
be
biisine.--,s, as
Ice ho! The quantiiies of ice taken from Fresh Pond,
cable day, and that it be recommended to the other are enormous; and during a cold season the supply may
More suits. Mr. Andrew Miller and Mr. Ceorgo
hanks in the west and south to shape their course for be considered inexhaus'ible. The amount ot thig re- Alberti have instituted other suits against the Bank of
an early resumption.
.,
In the first case the bank paid the
the United Stales.
fVc!-liing article, shipped last year from Charlestown
They are of opinion ihat the banks can avail ihem- and Dnston was about 32.000 tons nearly all of which specie (S'-^O) to Mr. !\Ii;!er. The Ledger stiys- "To
and place
.sclves of the proceeds of the last year's crop,
came from Fresh Pond. During the year, several large what exlent the trouble of a law suit mny operate in
them.-elves in a condition to resume specie payrnents if-e houses have been erected, near .Spj' Pond in West deterring holders of bills from lhat resort in llieir colat an early day; and, if most of the other banks in the Cambridge, which the proprietors are now busily en
lection, cannot now be toll!; but from the number of
west and south can be brought to act in concmt, that gaged in filling. The exportation of ice taken f om suits wliich we liave been informed were instituted yes.resumption may take place without prejudice to the these two pondF, during the prcseiityear, will pinbahly ttrday and ti>-dav, we cannot help concluding that
banks or the coinmuniiy.
133
10,000
tons—
employing
vessels,
each
the bank will linil the run througli a legal channel
10
amount
They think a commifee shnuM be appointed by carrying 300 tons.
quite as harassing and more iinprolitable
as each suit
this convention to correspond with the banks in the
business must increase to a very considerable is attendant with costs and interest— than a compliThis
west and south, and endeavor to induce them all to extent. Ice is highly valued in southern iiorts, where ance v\ith the demands at the counter.
Creditors
act in coiicerl and place tliemsclves in a condition to ever it has been inlioduceil
and the people are ex- seem inexorable, and are deierniincd to have their
resume specie payments at the earliest day, and ihnt ceeding reluctant to forego llic luxury
tn many large claims.''
the
convention
of
to
call
a
said committee have power
and populous towns in the We.'^i India islands, ice has
Frederick A. Tallmadge has been appointed rehanks of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Illi- not yet been introduced but if we judge correctly of
corder of the city of New York, in the place of Robert
nois, Louisiana, Alabama, &c. whenever they may Yankee enterprise
it soon will he when Charlestown
Louisville,
for
H. Morris, removed.
meet
at
to
propose
to
expedient,
think it
branch rail road is extended loFresli P"nd, this will
of
the
resumption
the purpose of agreeing on a day for
[Boston Jour.
become an important article of export.
Trinidad. The New York Journal of Commerce
specie payments.
learn that a laige number of the cohjred
says:
Dr. Ilort, the assayer of the
Mexican dollars.
learn that the
persons who emigrated from Phi'aielphia a fe\v months
The will of Mk. Barti.ett.
United Stales branch mint at New Orleans, informs
since for the island of 'I'rinidatI, have returned and
Bartletl, esq. ofNewburyport, has bequeathlate
h persons as are in the habit of depositing iUexican
ed fifty thousand dollars to the theological seminary at dollars at the mint, u:idcr the impression of realizing bring an unfavorable report of the condition and pro.'!Andover, making more than two hundred thousand some profit from the lecoinage, lhat there is at present pecis of those who remain. If colored people wish to
try the experiment of emigration successfully, they
dollars as ihe total amount of his donation tu that in- in circulaii in in
Orleans, a large amount of
Of those who have £one there,
stitution. The estate of Mr. Bartktl proves 10 be about Mexican dollars, of a depreciated slaiidard, and vary- should go to Liberia.
very few have returned, or wish to return.
half a million of dollars in value, most of vvhich, ex- ing considerably as to tlie exlent of depreciation.
cept he bequest to Andover, is given to the grand From die results of repeated assays made during the
victim to science. The Courier dcs Etata Vnis
children of the deceased.
publishes a Paris letter of 8;li January from which we
three last years, he has discovered four descriplioni
make this translation:
Cemetery of Mou.vt AttsoRN. Nine years have the above currency, of the following respective vali
Of the 1st description the dollars is worth 62 22-100
The scientific public have been grieved hy the death
just come to a close since the cemetery was consecrado.
72 22-100 of young Uervij, who was preparing a course of public
Of the 2d
do.
do.
underlnking
ted, and it is gratifyiiiit to learn that the
50-100
do.
83
3d
do.
do.
lectures on chemistry.
Of
the
casting in which he was tryiiay prospered to a degree fully equal to the expectation
do.
do.
96 33-100 ing some experiments on ihe solidification by coal of
do.
Of the 4ih
of its friends.
At the present lime the dollar of the 3d description carbonic acid gas, exploded in his hands, niid drove
The following facts are taken from the recent reworth 83^ cents, are by far the most abundant in cir- his body inio a closet, the doors of which it burst
port of the treasurer, to wit:
culation.
They are so well executed that very i'ew broke one thigh, and seriously injured ilie other. One
a receiving tomb in
Its cost, including
I53G,816 20 persims, even the most experienced, can delect tliem. leg was immediately amputated, andsufticient reaction
The letter "D" is stamped on them, intimating that of the system was only wanted lor to cut off the other,
Ain;-;ini of funds inves'ed, and in tlie treaHe liirtlier ob- when ihe unfortunate sulfi-rer died.
19,477 32 they came from the mint at Durango.
sury,
pcnsicm was granted to this victim of science, but
serves, that the Mexican gold coins have hitherto on an
iftti.233 53 avarage sustained their legnl title and esiimated value. the order -ibr it was laid upoa a cOipBe. [N. Y. Amer.
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